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Time delay spectrometry for hydrophone
calibrations below 1 MHz

Paul M. Gammell and Gerald R. Harris

Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Food and Drug Administration, Rockville, MD 20850, USA
pmg@cdrh.fda.gov     grh@cdrh.fda.gov

Abstract:  Knowing the response of miniature ultrasonic hydrophones at
frequencies below 1 MHz is important for assessing the accuracy of acoustic
pressure pulse measurements in medical ultrasound applications. Therefore, a
time delay spectrometry (TDS) system was developed as an efficient means to
measure hydrophone sensitivity in this frequency range.  In TDS a swept-
frequency signal is transmitted.  A tracking receiver distinguishes arrivals with
different propagation delays by their frequency offset relative to the signal
being transmitted, thus eliminating spurious signals such as those reflected
from the water surface or tank walls.  Two piezoelectric ceramic source
transducers were used: a standard planar disk and a disk with varying thickness
to broaden the thickness-resonance.  This latter design was preferred for its
more uniform response without significant sensitivity loss.  TDS is not an
absolute method, but it was demonstrated to provide efficient, accurate
calibrations via comparison with a reference hydrophone using a substitution
technique.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America
PACS numbers: 43.38.Fx, 43.58.Vb

Introduction

Miniature ultrasonic hydrophones are the primary measurement devices used to characterize the
acoustic pressure fields produced by medical diagnostic ultrasound transducers.  Because of the
broadband nature of the pressure pulses, particularly when distorted by nonlinear propagation
effects in water as commonly observed, it is important that the hydrophone’s response be known
over a wide range of frequencies extending down to approximately 100 kHz.1  However, at
present, hydrophone sensitivities below 1 MHz are rarely reported because of the lack of suitable
calibration techniques.  In this regard, three-transducer reciprocity and laser interferometry have
been used in this frequency range, but these are time-consuming single-frequency techniques.2,3

 A method employing broadband, plane-wave pulses of known spectral content also has been used
successfully, but the sensitivity of this method is low because of the unfocused, nonresonant
operation of the source transducer.4

A calibration procedure that overcomes both of these deficiencies involves the swept-
frequency technique known as time delay spectrometry or TDS. 5-7  However, in the past TDS has
been used for hydrophone calibrations only at frequencies above 1-2 MHz.  Therefore, a
calibration system based on TDS, but designed to operate at frequencies from approximately 100
kHz to 2 MHz, was successfully developed and tested, and the results are presented herein.  In
this approach, the digitized TDS response of a “reference” hydrophone, i.e., one having a known
frequency response, was subtracted (on a dB scale) from the response of a “test” hydrophone to
be calibrated.  This procedure results in an efficient method of producing sensitivity plots over
the entire frequency range.

In the following sections, a description is given of the TDS swept-frequency generation
system, the source transducers used to create the broadband calibration field, and the reference
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and test hydrophones.  Then calibration plots are presented, including a comparison with single-
frequency sensitivity measurements performed at a national measurement laboratory using the
methods of Refs. 2 and 3.

TDS system

The basics of TDS, including its signal-to-noise enhancement (compared to a broadband pulse)
and immunity to multipath interference effects, have been described elsewhere (see Refs. 5-7 and
references therein).  In the implementation used here, the source transducer is excited with a sine
wave signal whose frequency is swept linearly with time.  At any instant, signals from paths with
different propagation times or time delays will have different frequencies when they arrive at the
receiving transducer.  The frequency difference between any two signals is equal to the difference
in their propagation times or time delays multiplied by the sweep rate (in frequency per unit time).
 A narrow-band tracking filter passes only those signals that fall within the time-delay window
around the desired time delay.  The width of this time delay window is equal to the bandwidth of
the tracking filter divided by the sweep rate.  Because the frequency is swept linearly with time,
the tracking filter follows the transmitted signal with a constant frequency offset.  Because of this
constant frequency offset, the tracking filter can be implemented by heterodyning the received
signal with the transmitted signal frequency and using a fixed-frequency filter.

A tracking receiver with a -3 dB bandwidth of 300 Hz was used. For the frequency
sweep rate of 20 MHz/s, this bandwidth provides a 3-dB temporal resolution of 15 µs, which
yields a measured -3 dB full-width frequency resolution of 32 kHz.  Although the source was
swept from 0−2 MHz, only the portion between 100 kHz and 1.9 MHz was used for data.  This
is due to limitations of this particular implementation: at the end of the sweep the transmitted and
received signals were not simultaneously available to heterodyne, and there were start-up
transients at the beginning of the sweep.

For all measurements, the source transducers were driven with a swept frequency source
of 50 ohms impedance, which was specified to provide an output of 200 mW into a 50-ohm load.
 This level, which could have been increased by at least an order of magnitude, was found to be
sufficient for these experiments.  The voltage sensitivity of the TDS system was measured by
connecting the tracking receiver to a calibrated CW source instead of the hydrophone output.

Measurements were made in a 40x40x62-cm tank filled with distilled, degassed, room-
temperature water.  The direction of the ultrasound beam was along the 62-cm tank dimension,
and the back of the tank was lined with an acoustically absorbing rubber sheet.

Source transducers and hydrophones

The main factor that determines the usable frequency range for calibration is the bandwidth of the
source transducer.  In this study, two different transducers were used:  a 3.8 cm diameter, plane
ceramic disk with a thickness-resonance frequency of 500 kHz (Model V389, Panametrics,
Waltham, MA) and a 2.5 cm diameter, plano-concave, broadband ceramic disk fabricated by
Gerald Posakony of the Battelle Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.  Posakony used the
design of Vopilkin et al.,8 a design that also has been used in a medical imager based on TDS.7

The nonuniform thickness of the plano-concave transducer acted to broaden the usual thickness-
resonance behavior.  The plane surface was in contact with the water; the concave surface was
spherical and the thickest and thinnest dimensions were 1.37 mm and 0.25 mm, respectively. 
(This transducer was a split disk originally designed for transmit-receive use, but in the present
work the two halves were connected electrically in parallel for transmit-only operation.)  The back
surfaces of both transducers were acoustically damped.
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Two commercial hydrophones having piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride as the active
element were used: a bilaminar spot-poled membrane hydrophone for the reference device (Model
804, Perceptron, Hatboro, PA) and a needle-type for the test hydrophone (Model HPM1/1,
Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, England).4  The geometrical diameters of the piezoelectrically
active regions were 0.4 mm and 1.0 mm for the membrane and needle, respectively.  The needle
hydrophone included an integral preamplifier.  An external broadband amplifier having 40 dB
gain was used with the membrane hydrophone (Model 5676, Panametrics).

TDS calibration via substitution

For the substitution calibration procedure, both hydrophones were placed at the same location in
the ultrasound field, and their responses were measured.  The test hydrophone sensitivity, Mt(f),
at frequency f, is

Mt(f) = Mr(f)•St(f,z)/Sr(f,z)  V/Pa, (1)

where Mr(f) is the reference hydrophone sensitivity, and St(f,z) and Sr(f,z) are the measured test
and reference hydrophone responses at point z on the source transducer axis.

Equation (1) was evaluated (in dB) using the needle and membrane hydrophones as the
test and reference hydrophones, respectively.  The membrane hydrophone was chosen as the
reference because membrane hydrophones have been shown to have a flat, uniform response
(within the measurement uncertainty of approximately ±1 dB) over the frequency range of
interest.3,4  Therefore, Mr(f) can be treated as a constant whose value was determined as follows:
 An independent calibration of the needle hydrophone used had been performed previously at
discrete frequencies from 100 kHz to 1 MHz in 100 kHz steps (National Physical Laboratory,
UK), so a separate comparison of the two hydrophone outputs was made at 1 MHz, from which
Mr(1 MHz) was found to be 1.4 V/MPa (at amplifier output).  This value was taken as the
membrane (reference) sensitivity Mr(f) in Eq. (1) over the measured frequency range.  In addition,
errors introduced by spatial averaging over the hydrophone’s active surfaces were negligible,
because the measured -6 dB beamwidths for the planar transducer at 1.5 MHz and the plano-
concave transducer at 1.9 MHz were both 1 cm or greater.

Selection of distance z entails a trade-off, in that z should be chosen large enough to
avoid significant near-field effects at the highest frequency of interest, but small enough to
maintain useful pressure amplitudes at the lower frequencies.  Regarding the latter, a decrease in
frequency places a given axial position farther beyond the last axial maximum, causing a
corresponding drop in the pressure amplitude.  For the planar transducer, a measurement distance
of 25 cm was chosen, which, based on planar piston behavior, is at the last axial maximum at 1
MHz.  For the plano-concave transducer, measurements were made at four source-to-hydrophone
distances to investigate potential near/far-field effects: z = 11, 17, 21, and 25 cm.  At 1 MHz the
11-cm distance is at the last axial maximum for an ideal planar piston transducer having the same
diameter as the plano-concave transducer.

Results and discussion

As stated previously, the usable frequency range for calibration is determined primarily by the
bandwidth of the source transducer.  Therefore, first the TDS system was used with the membrane
hydrophone to measure the transmit spectrum T(f,z) = Sr(f,z)/Mr(f).  The results for both source
transducers when driven by the 200 mW, 50-ohm source described above are plotted in Fig. 1
from 100 kHz to 1.9 MHz.  The peak pressures were between 30 kPa and 100 kPa, levels at which
nonlinear effects are negligible for these calibration measurements.  The acoustic output of the
500 kHz planar transducer shows a transmit spectrum that peaks at the fundamental
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(approximately 500 kHz) and third harmonic.  It has a sharp minimum at the second harmonic,
as expected for a simple thickness-mode resonance.  The responses of the plano-concave
transducer at all four distances are similar but decrease with increasing distance.

Fig.1.  Pressure response, T(f,z), vs frequency for the 500 kHz planar source transducer at z = 25
cm (heavy line), and for the plano-concave source transducer at, top to bottom, z = 11, 17, 21, and
25 cm.

Figure 2 shows the results of using the plano-concave transducer to calibrate the needle
hydrophone via substitution.  As described above, for each of the four calibrations, the acoustic
pressure was measured with the membrane hydrophone, as shown in Fig. 1.  Then the needle
hydrophone was substituted at the same location, and its response was recorded and divided
(subtracted on a dB scale) by the acoustic pressure to produce the absolute response of the needle
hydrophone.  The measurements from z = 17 cm to 25 cm are within 1 dB of each other for all
frequencies above 300 kHz and within 2 dB down to 100 kHz. For frequencies below 1 MHz, the
measurements at all four distances agree within 3 dB.  At frequencies above 1 MHz only the
response at the 11 cm distance, which is in the near field, differs significantly from the others. The
data at 17 cm show no appreciable deviation from 21 cm and 25 cm even though this distance is
at the edge of the far field at 2 MHz.  It should be remembered that this transducer is considerably
apodized compared to the true planar transducer.

Figure 3 compares the substitution calibrations of the needle hydrophone using both the
planar and plano-concave transducers at 25 cm.  At most frequencies these two calibrations agree
within 1 dB.  The anomalous peak in the calibration using the planar transducer occurs at the
second harmonic of the source transducer, where its response is a minimum.  The 2 dB difference
of the planar transducer at 1.9 MHz probably is due to the proximity of the measurement point
to the last axial minimum in the near field.  Also plotted in Fig. 3 are the individual calibration
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Fig. 2.  Substitution calibration plots for needle hydrophone at z = 11, 17, 21, and 25 cm.  The
response at 11 cm (heavy line) differs significantly from the others.

Fig. 3.  Substitution calibration plots for needle hydrophone at z = 25 cm using both source
transducers and upper and lower 95% confidence limit pairs for ten independent, single-frequency
calibration measurements.  Heavy line: planar transducer; light line: plano-concave transducer.
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points for the needle.  These ten data pairs represent the upper and lower 95% confidence limits
for the independent, single-frequency sensitivity measurements described previously. The TDS
calibration plots generally fall within these limits.  The oscillations below 300 kHz were present
in the membrane but not the needle response. This effect does not appear to be the case with all
membrane hydrophones and is being investigated.

Conclusions

The TDS system described was shown to be a useful tool for substitution calibration methods in
the 100 kHz to 2 MHz frequency range.  It gives, in a single, rapid swept-frequency measurement,
the data over the entire range, while excluding spurious signals and providing an improved signal-
to-noise ratio compared to broadband pulse calibration techniques.  To utilize the ability of TDS
to furnish a calibration over a wide frequency range in one measurement for each source-receiver
combination, it is desirable to have a broadband source transducer.  In this regard, the plano-
concave transducer was demonstrated to be a useful source because its response does not have
the minimum at twice the fundamental frequency that is characteristic of a constant-thickness
transducer.
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Intelligibility of 1/3-octave speech:  Greater
contribution of frequencies outside 
than inside the nominal passband
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Abstract:  We reported previously that "everyday" sentences were highly 
intelligible when limited to a 1/3-octave passband centered at 1,500 Hz and 
having transition-band slopes of approximately 100 dB/octave.  The present 
study determined the relative contributions to intelligibility made by the 
passband (PB) and the transition bands (TBs) by partitioning the same 
bandpass sentences using 2,000-order FIR filtering.  Intelligibility scores 
were:  PB with both TBs, 92%; deletion of both TBs (leaving only the 1/3-
octave PB with nearly vertical slopes), 24%; deletion of the PB (leaving 
both TBs separated by a 1/3-octave gap), 83%.  These and other results 
indicate a remarkable ability to compensate for severe spectral tilt and the 
consequent importance of considering frequencies outside the nominal 
passband in interpreting studies using filtered speech.  
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America
PACS numbers:  43.71.Es, 43.71.An

1. Introduction

The bandwidth of a filtered signal is normally defined as the frequency span of the passband 
bounded by the 3-dB downpoints along the slopes of the flanking transition bands.  The 
present study was undertaken to determine the extent to which transition bands can contribute 
to the high intelligibility reported earlier for sentences with a nominal bandwidth of 1/3-
octave. 

It has been reported by Warren, Riener, Bashford, and Brubaker (1995) that the 100 
Central Institute for the Deaf (CID) sentences representing "everyday American speech" 
[Silverman and Hirsh, 1955] have an intelligibility score for keywords of approximately 95% 
when stimuli are spectrally limited to 1/3-octave bands having a center frequency of 1,500 Hz 
and transition bands with slopes of about 100 dB/octave (conventionally considered as very 
steep).  These sentences were used in the present study to examine the relative contributions 
to intelligibility made by the passband and transition bands.  The broadband versions of these 
sentences were filtered digitally to produce 1/3-octave bandpass stimuli with a center 
frequency of 1,500 Hz and transition bands having slopes of approximately 100 dB/octave.   
(The 1995 study by Warren et al. had used analog filtering to produce equivalent slopes.) 
Subsequent FIR filtering (2,000 order) yielding slopes averaging approximately 1,000 
dB/octave was used for:  (1) deletion of both the upper and lower transition bands, leaving a 
nearly rectangular 1/3-octave passband; (2) deletion of the 1/3-octave passband, leaving the 
transition bands separated by a 1/3-octave notch; (3) deletion of only the higher frequency 
transition band, leaving the passband and the lower transition band; and (4) deletion of only 
the lower frequency transition band, leaving the passband and higher transition band. 

2. Method

2.1 Subjects

The 20 listeners were undergraduate student volunteers from the University of Wisconsin who 
were paid for their participation.  They were native speakers of English and had no known 
hearing deficits.  
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2.2 Stimuli

The 100 (10 lists of 10) CID "everyday" sentences that contain 500 keywords used for scoring 
[Silverman and Hirsh, 1955] served as experimental stimuli in this study.  An additional 25 
sentences, drawn from the high-predictability subset of the revised SPIN (Speech Perception 
in Noise) test [Kalikow et al., 1977; Bilger et al., 1984] served as practice stimuli for 
familiarizing listeners with the different filtering conditions.  The CID and SPIN sentence 
stimuli were derived from broadband digital recordings (44.1 kHz sampling, 16-bit 
quantization) used earlier by Warren et al. (1995).  All sentences were produced by a male 
speaker with no evident regional accent and an average voicing frequency of approximately 
100 Hz.
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Fig. 1. Long-term averaged spectra based upon the 100 1/3-octave CID sentences:  (A) 
passband with flanking transition bands; (B) passband alone; (C) transition bands alone; 
(D) passband and lower transition band; and (E) passband and higher transition band.  
The plots were generated offline via discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with linear 
averaging of spectra obtained using a 8192-point (186 ms, 5 Hz resolution) Blackman 
window across the entire set of digitally recorded sentences.  DFT software was 
produced by the Metric Halo Laboratories, Inc.
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Fig. 1 shows the long-term averaged spectra of the five filtered versions of the 100 
sentences used in this study.  Low-pass followed by high-pass filtering using the function ellip 
in MATLAB with order n = 7 was used to produce the intact or Òstandard" 1/3-octave band 
geometrically centered at 1,500 Hz with transition bands having steep slopes of approximately 
100 dB/octave (the bandpass function in MATLAB could not be used because it can only 
produce even numbered orders for n).  Four reduced versions of the 1/3-octave band were 
then produced using the function fir1 in MATLAB with order n = 2,000, resulting in slopes 
with values ranging from 924 to 1,130 dB/octave as determined by discrete Fourier 
transforms (see Fig. 1 caption for details) calculated for the entire sentence set.  The reduced 
versions of the bandpass speech consisted of:  (1) the standard band subjected to 1/3-octave 
bandpass FIR filtering from 1,336 to 1,684 Hz that removed both transition bands; (2) the 
standard band subjected to FIR notch filtering between 1,336 and 1,684 Hz that removed the 
passband; (3) the standard band subjected to lowpass FIR filtering at 1,684 Hz, removing the 
upper transition band; and (4) the standard band subjected to highpass FIR filtering at 1,336 
Hz, removing the lower transition band.

Before FIR filtering, the standard 1/3-octave sentences (Fig. 1A) were transduced by 
a Sennheiser HD 250 Linear II headphone.  The slow peak level of each sentence was 
matched to within ± 0.2 dBA using an artificial ear coupler in conjunction with a Br�el and 
Kjaer Model 2,230 sound-level meter.  Following the FIR filtering described above, the four 
reduced versions shown in Fig. 1 along with the intact 1/3-octave sentences were recorded on 
an audio compact disk.  The five sets of recorded sentences were presented to listeners using a 
Marantz Model PMD CD player, amplified by a Mackie Microseries 1202-VLZ audio mixer 
and delivered diotically through the Sennheiser headphones.  The slow peak level for each of 
the standard (intact) 1/3-octave sentences was 75 ± 0.2 dBA.  For the partitioning conditions 
(Figs. 1B through 1E), all frequencies of the recorded sentences (except those removed by 
FIR filtering) were played back at the same level that they had in the standard sentences.  This 
resulted in slow peak levels (averages for all sentences in each condition) as follows:  
passband alone (Fig. 1B) = 73.1 dBA; transition bands alone (Fig. 1C) = 68.7 dBA; passband 
plus lower transition band (Fig. 1D) = 74.5 dBA; passband plus upper transition band (Fig. 
1E) = 73.6 dB.   

2.3 Procedure

A repeated measures design was employed in this experiment.  Listeners heard the 10 CID 
lists in a balanced order:  The five filtering conditions were assigned pseudorandomly to 
successive pairs of lists (e.g., lists 1 & 2, 3 & 4,É, 9 & 10), with the restriction that, across 
subjects, each filtering condition was applied an equal number of times (4) to each of the list 
pairs.  Half the listeners received the odd numbered list in the pair first, and the others 
received the even numbered list first (this produced a balanced arrangement that permitted 
examination of block-order effects).  Prior to receiving the 20 test sentences in a given 
filtering condition, listeners were presented with a set of 5 SPIN sentences for familiarization.  
Each of these practice sentences was first heard broadband, and then, following a 1-s delay, 
heard filtered in the same manner as the test sentences that followed.

Listeners were tested individually while seated in an audiometric chamber with the 
experimenter.  They were instructed to repeat the sentences as accurately as possible and 
encouraged to guess if unsure.  The experimenter noted which keywords were repeated 
correctly and recorded the percentage of correct responses (out of 100 keywords) that 
occurred for each of the five 20-sentence sets.  Testing occurred in a single session lasting 
about 30 minutes.

3. Results 

Fig. 2 shows the intelligibility scores for each of the five experimental conditions expressed as 
the percentage of keywords identified correctly.  It can be seen that the standard, intact 1/3-
octave band (Fig. 2A) produced the highest intelligibility (92%), and the passband presented 
without the two transition bands (Fig. 2B) yielded the lowest intelligibility (24%).  The 
stimulus produced by deleting only the passband, leaving the two transition bands separated 
by a 1/3-octave gap (Fig. 2C) had the second highest intelligibility score (83%).  When only 
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the upper transition band was deleted from the standard band (Fig. 2D), intelligibility was 
reduced to 72%, whereas removal of only the lower transition band (Fig. 2E) had a much 
greater effect, reducing intelligibility to just 55%.

These results are supported by statistical analyses.  The scores were subjected to a 
two-way (filtering condition x blocks) analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures, 
which yielded a significant main effect of filtering [F(4,76) = 130.8, p < .0001], a 
nonsignificant main effect for blocks [F(1,19) = 2.90, p > .10], and a nonsignificant 
interaction of filtering condition x blocks [F(4,76) = 2.44, p > .05].  Tukey HSD tests 
conducted to examine the main effect of filtering indicated that all pairwise comparisons 
across filtering conditions were statistically significant (p < .05 or better) except the 
comparison between the intact 1/3-octave band (Fig. 2A) and the reduced stimulus lacking 
only the passband (Fig. 2C).  
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Fig. 2. Mean intelligibility scores along with standard error confidence limits (N=20) for the 
intact 1/3-octave sentences and their derivatives produced by excising one or both of the 100 
dB/octave transition bands, or by excising the 1/3-octave passband, as indicated by the icons:  
(A) passband with flanking transition bands; (B) passband alone; (C) transition bands alone; 
(D) passband and lower transition band; and (E) passband and higher transition band.

Audio samples of the CID sentences having average intelligibility for the particular 
filtering condition indicated can be heard by clicking on the appropriate loudspeaker icon 
below. 

Mm. 1. Audio demo file no. 1 (1 Mb)
Sample of three bandpass filtered CID sentences (1.5 kHz center frequency) having a spectrum 
consisting of a 1/3-octave passband plus 100-dB/octave transition bands, as illustrated in Fig. 
1A. 
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Mm. 2.  Audio demo file no. 2 (752 Kb)
Sample of three filtered CID sentences having a spectrum consisting of the 1/3-octave 
passband alone, as illustrated in Fig. 1B.

Mm. 3.  Audio demo file no. 3 (996 Kb)
Sample of three filtered CID sentences having a spectrum consisting of the transition bands 
alone, separated by a 1/3-octave notch, as illustrated in Fig. 1C.

4. Discussion

The high intelligibility of narrowband sentences reported by Warren et al. (1995) was verified 
by Stickney and Assmann (1997).  They also reported that the intelligibility of keywords in 
sentences dropped appreciably when these words had low contextual probability. There was a 
further large drop when the narrowband speech consisted of isolated words.  It seems clear 
that supralexical linguistic skills can permit listeners to identify words in narrowband speech 
when they are used for communication in everyday sentential format, even though they lack 
the spectral information spanning several octaves that is needed for accurate identification of 
words produced in isolation. 

In the present study, it was found that the pair of transition bands of the 1/3-octave 
sentences had an intelligibility score more than three times higher than the passband (83% vs. 
24%), despite the notch and the fact that the spectral profiles of components within the 
transition bands were subject to a severe spectral tilt of 100 dB/octave. The relatively high 
intelligibility of the transition bands appears to be due to the presence of speech information 
over a range considerably greater than 1/3-octave.  Work in our laboratory has indicated that 
the intelligibility of the nominal 1/3-octave band shown in Fig. 1A is equivalent to that 
obtained by expanding the rectangular band shown in Fig. 1B to approximately one octave in 
width while keeping the center frequency at 1,500 Hz.   This indicates that the nominal 1/3-
octave band shown in Fig. 1A has information spanning at least one-octave contributing to 
intelligibility.  It is possible to determine directly how far down the slopes information can be 
utilized by truncating the slopes of narrowband speech at any desired downpoint with the aid 
of high-order FIR filtering:  It was found that transition-band information can be utilized more 
than 40 dB below the passband level.

It is suggested that the fixed transfer function of a particular set of filtering 
conditions permits listeners to calibrate its characteristics, and partially compensate for the 
spectral distortion over a considerable range of frequencies within the sloped bands.  On the 
basis of experiments employing other types of spectral-envelope distortion, Watkins and 
Makin (1996) suggested that stored knowledge concerning undistorted speech could enable 
mechanisms to compensate for the changes through a process "that is like applying an inverse 
form of the carrierÕs filter to the test sound."  However, it should be kept in mind that such 
inverse filtering can restore neither the reduced signal-to-noise ratio nor the dynamic range of 
the attenuated frequencies in the transition bands.

The low amplitude levels in the transition bands make them especially vulnerable to 
the effects of extraneous noise.   Broadband noise is customarily added to high-pass and low-
pass filtered speech to avoid ceiling effects in studies designed to determine the relative 
importance functions for both 1/3-octave and one-octave bands of speech [see ANSI, 1969, 
R1986; ANSI, 1997; Studebaker et al., 1987; Pavlovic, 1994].  In calculating the signal-to-
noise ratio, it is  customary to consider that the signal consists solely of the passband.  
However, the present study has demonstrated that transition bands can contribute significantly 
to intelligibility.  Hence, the addition of broadband noise not only decreases the signal-to-
noise ratio of passbands, but also masks lower amplitude regions of transition bands, resulting 
in a decrease in the range of frequencies responsible for intelligibility.  It should be possible to 
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avoid this confound by employing nearly vertical filter slopes when determining frequency 
importance functions for speech intelligibility. 
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Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are asked to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

James West and Gerhard Sessler elected to
National Inventors Hall of Fame

On September 18, 1999, ASA Fellows James E. West and Gerhard M.
Sessler were inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame at a cer-
emony at Inventure Place in Akron, Ohio, in recognition of their invention
of the ‘‘Foil Electret Microphone.’’ Nearly 90% of all microphones used
today are based on the foil electret principle.

Jim West is Past President of ASA~1998–1999! and received the ASA
Silver Medal in Engineering Acoustics in 1995. He is a member of the
National Academy of Engineering and a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers. He is also the recent recipient of the George R.
Stibitz Trophy, sponsored by the third annual AT&T Patent Award~1993!,
the MH Black History Recognition Award~1993!, the New Jersey Inventor
of the Year~1995!, an honorary Doctor of Science degree from New Jersey
Institute of Technology~1997!, the Golden Torch Award~1998! sponsored
by the National Society of Black Engineers, and the Industrial Research
Institutes 1998 Achievement Award.

Gerhard M. Sessler, past president of the German Acoustics Associa-
tion ~DAGA! ~1984–1990!, received the ASA Helmholtz–Rayleigh Inter-
disciplinary Silver Medal in Acoustics in 1997. He has earned many awards
throughout his distinguished career including the Thomas W. Dakin Award
~1986! by the Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation Society, the George R.
Stibitz Trophy~1993! at the Third Annual AT&T Patent Awards Ceremony,
and the Helmholtz Medal~1993!, highest award of the German Acoustical
Society.

James West and Gerhard Sessler join other members of the ASA who
have been inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame including
Marvin Camras for his patent on ‘‘Method and Means of Magnetic Record-
ing,’’ Lee Deforest for his patent on ‘‘Space Telegraphy,’’ and Thomas
Alva Edison for his invention of the ‘‘Electric Lamp.’’

The National Inventors Hall of Fame highlights the lives and
inventions of its 141 inductees. The Hall of Fame was founded in the early
1970s by the United States Patent and Trademark Office and National
Council of Intellectual Property Law Associations. To learn more about the
National Inventors Hall of Fame and its inductees visit the website at
www.invent.org.

USA Meetings Calendar

Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held
in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

1999
1–5 Nov. 138th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,

Columbus, OH@Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

14–19 Nov. 1999 International Mechanical Engineering Congress
and Exposition, Winter Annual Meeting of the ASME,
Nashville, TN@ASME Headquarters, Three Park Ave.,
New York, NY 10016-5990; Tel.: 212-591-7722; Fax:
212-591-7674; E-mail: infocentral@asme.org#.

2–4 Dec. ACTIVE 99, Fort Lauderdale, FL@Institute of Noise
Control Engineering, P.O. Box 3206 Arlington Branch,
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603; Tel.: 914-462-4006; Fax:
914-463-0201; E-mail: INCEUSA@aol.com;/
users.aol.com/inceusa/ince.html#.

6–8 Dec. INTER-NOISE 99, Fort Lauderdale, FL@Institute of
Noise Control Engineering, P.O. Box 3206 Arlington
Branch, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603; Tel.: 914-462-4006;
Fax: 914-463-0201; E-mail: INCEUSA@aol.com;/
users.aol.com/inceusa/ince.html#.

2000
1–13 Jan. 38th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting & Exhibit,

Reno, NV @American Institute of Aeronautics and As-
tronautics, 1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 500,
Reston, VA 2019X; Tel.: 703-264-7500 or 800-639-
2422; E-mail: custserv@aiaa.org#.

17–19 Feb. National Hearing Conservation Association~NHCA!
25th Annual Conference, Denver, CO@NHCA, 9101 E.
Kenyon Ave., Suite 3000, Denver, CO 80237; Tel.:
303-224-9022; Fax: 303-770-1812; E-mail:
nhca@gwami.com; WWW: www.hearingconservation-
.org#.

6–9 Mar. Society of Automotive Engineers Congress, Detroit, MI
@SAE Headquarters, 400 Commonwealth Dr., Warren-
dale, PA 15096-0001; Fax: 724-776-1830; E-mail:
congress2000@sae.org#.

17–19 May ASNE Day 2000, Arlington, VA@Andrea Zari, Meet-
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The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook,
5th Edition

Vance Dickason

Audio Amateur Press, 1997, Peterborough, NH 03458.
xii1216 pp. (including 51 pp. advertising section). Price: $34.95.

The first edition of theLoudspeaker Design Cookbookwas released 22
years ago. According to the author, each successive edition reflects the
current engineering trends in the ever-shifting field of loudspeaker design.
The first two editions were published by the author himself, and then Audio
Amateur Press took over the publication of subsequent editions.

It is not hard to see why Dickason’s text enjoys brisk sales~over
60 000 copies of the latest edition have been printed!. He writes clearly,
thoroughly, and provides much data necessary for speaker design. The target
audience can range from amateurs who are beginning to learn the ropes to
well-established designers who like to keep a reference manual on hand.
The back of the text contains 51 pages of advertisements by suppliers of
drivers, parts for making drivers, electrical/electronic components, test
equipment, computer programs to assist and evaluate design, various publi-
cations, and even complete speaker kits and assembled speaker systems.

The format of the text follows a rather logical path, although the chap-
ter numbering is slightly quirky. There are twelve chapters in all, but the
first chapter is titled ‘‘Chapter 0,’’ effectively causing the last~twelfth!
chapter to be christened ‘‘Chapter 11.’’ Technical terms are carefully de-
fined so that there should be no doubt in the mind of a novice as to what
they mean. Dickason did not stint on providing tables and parametric curves
that are used in designing speaker systems and predicting the performance
capabilities of components acting individually and in unison; and a fairly
thorough, potentially valuable reference listing is given at the end of each
chapter.

Chapter 0 describes how electrodynamic loudspeakers work, the effect
of gap/coil geometries, the real-world behavior of loudspeaker cones with
their resonance modes, the necessity for dust caps, dome shapes in higher
frequency drivers, suspension of the cone that is attached to the voice coil
which, in turn, interacts with the speaker magnet, modeling of loudspeaker
impedance, and speaker input power required on the basis of loudspeaker
efficiency and room size.

The simplest loudspeaker design is that of a closed box, which is the
topic of Chap. 1. The closed box system, more suitable for low-frequency
response, subdivides into two categories: the infinite baffle and the air sus-
pension, the latter made popular in the 1950s by Acoustic Research co-
founded by Edgar Villchur and Henry Kloss. It remained for Richard Small
to publish in theJournal of Audio Engineering Societyin June 1972 the
most definitive study of closed-box design. The Q-factor of the driver rep-
resents the interaction of the electrical, mechanical, and pneumatic factors of
the woofer/enclosure combination in determining the system resonance and
response curves. Computer simulation through the use of LEAP 4.0®, argu-
ably the most sophisticated speaker design program available at the time, is
used by the author to model a series of closed boxes with different values of
Q. Performance characteristics such as group delay, cone excursions, imped-
ance curves, etc. are shown to depend on physical parameters such as box
size, woofer cone mass, free-air resonance, voice coil overhang, effective
driver radiating area, reference efficiency, etc.

Vented boxes constitute the subject of Chap. 2. Vented boxes carry the
advantage of lower cone excursions near the box resonance frequency, thus
providing higher power-handling capacity and lower modulation distortion,

and they operate more efficiently. However, vented systems are consider-
ably more sensitive than closed boxes to inappropriately chosen values of
parameters. Manipulation of the total speaker-box Q can be achieved by
changing the volume of a closed box; vented enclosures are dealt with in
terms of specific alignments, entailing adjustments of a number of specific
parameters to achieve a more or less flat response. There are at least 15
well-established alignment categories, such as SSB4 ~Super Fourth-Order
Boom Box!, SC4 ~Fourth Order Sub-Chebychev!, QB3 ~Quasi Third-Order
alignment!, and discrete alignments such as the Fourth-Order Butterworth
~B4!, Fourth-Order Bessel~BE4!, and Butterworth Inter-Order~IB4!. The
rather involved procedure of selecting a box size and relevant parameters is
described with a discussion of box losses, use of accompanying design
tables, calculation of vent dimensions, box tuning, and other parameters.
Two drivers serve as examples of suitability for use in vented boxes, ac-
companied by a description of measurement parameters. Other topics in the
chapter include box damping, the dual-woofer format, resistive and distrib-
uted vents, and electronically assisted vented designs, and vented rear cham-
ber bandpass enclosures.

Passive-radiator low-frequency systems, covered in Chap. 3, contain
‘‘drone cones’’ that substitute for vents. While they closely follow the
vented loudspeaker design methodology, the passive-radiator systems carry
the advantage of lacking vent pipe coloration and can be used in small
enclosures where the required vent lengths would exceed the box dimen-
sions. The procedure of selecting a woofer is the same as that described in
Chap. 2, and alignments are generally restricted to QB3, B4, and C4 types.
The determination of box size and relevant parameters are generally dealt
with in the same manner as with vented enclosures. An additional factor is
the so-called delta, the compliance ratio of the passive radiator. A section in
this chapter also treats passive radiator bandpass enclosures, which can be
best designed through computer simulation by the use of a speaker design
program such as Speak® ~by DLC! or LEAP 4.0 ~by Audio Technology!.
The augmented passive-radiator~APR!, a double-cavity version of the cus-
tomary drone cone design, is capable of most of the vented and passive-
radiator systems alignment variations. While it requires more volume in the
way of enclosure size, the APR yields higher power output and a 15%–25%

lower cutoff ~corresponding up to
1
2-octave extension!. The layout for the

APR consists of two unequal area passive radiators, connected back-to-back,
with the front baffles joined to the inner dividing baffle. A special table
~Table 3.4! provides the requisite data for designing an APR system.

In Chap. 4, the transmission line~TL! low-frequency system is de-
scribed as a means of obtaining low cabinet resonance and strong deep bass.
The design situation is somewhat murkier here, as there seems to be little
agreement among TL enthusiasts as to what is the optimal system parameter
Q. One computer program described in the text was specifically developed
for TL design by Juha Backman, but it is not currently available. However,
curves based on the use of LEAP, a program that does not model TL de-
signs, yielded results that show similarity to the performance curves devel-
oped by Backman. The line length and damping material, tuning of a TL,
the TL enclosure configuration, and the selection of the woofer are dis-
cussed. An exhaustive listing of articles on construction of the TL enclosure
is also given.

Chapter 5 covers the topics of cabinet construction. The sphere is the
best possible shape to provide the flattest frequency response, but obviously
it is the most impractical to build and manufacture. However, the rectangu-
lar box, which is considerably less than optimum radiator, is the enclosure
type most easily built. Standing wave modes depend on the enclosure shape
and can be minimized by choosing appropriate dimensional ratios for the
box. Nonparallel shapes can also attenuate standing waves. Box damping is
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needed in order to eliminate as much as possible the coloration that is
retransmitted by most wood enclosures. Internal cabinet bracing, driving
mounting techniques, enclosure floor coupling, and selection of wall mate-
rials are factors to be considered in damping an enclosure. In this chapter the
emphasis is on enclosure features rather than cabinet construction ‘‘tips.’’

Chapter 6 shows how to determine the proper crossover frequencies on
the basis of driver bandwidth and boundary orientation and to establish
baffle locations for mid- and high-frequency drivers. Among the topics are
two-way versus three-way loudspeaker formats~neither one is inherently
superior to the other!, the effect of boundaries~room walls and ceilings! on
the loudspeaker power response, boundary-induced interference patterns,
driver separation and horizontal dispersion, midrange enclosures, and
midrange and high-frequency baffle configuration.

Attention is paid to attendant factors such as driver placement, radia-
tion pattern of separate drivers, and zero delay plane~ZDP!. Other topics
include crossover network power response. Two-way crossover characteris-
tics are described, including those of first- through fourth-order Butterworth
filters, second- and fourth-order Linkwitz–Riley filters, second- and fourth-
order Bessel filters, second-order Chebychev filters, fourth-order Legendre
filters, fourth-order Gaussian filters, and fourth-order linear phase filters.
Design formulas are given for two-way and three-way crossovers. Examples
are given for the low-pass filter, high-pass filter, and high-pass/low-pass
summation. Driver load compensating circuitry, series notch filter, imped-
ance equalization, driver attenuation circuits, response-shaping circuits, and
inductors and capacitors in crossover circuits are also discussed.

Passive crossover networks constitute the main thrust of Chap. 7. An
excellent history of the development of crossover networks is rendered here,
followed by a primer on the fundamental principles of crossover design.
Rather than delving into the esoteric aspects of this rather complex subject,
the author chose to maintain a cookbook format by treating examples of
accepted methods commonly used in the loudspeaker industry. Active net-
works do not lie in the scope of this chapter, but a number of references on
construction details of active filter circuits are given.

Chapter 8 is an important one, since it describes loudspeaker testing.
While it is not as comprehensive as Joseph D’Appolito’sTesting Loud-
speakers~Audio Amateur Press, Peterborough, NH, 1998!, it contains
enough information to conduct loudspeaker performance tests. Break-in of
loudspeakers is recommended, and the procedures described are those for
measuring driver resonance, impedance~AC resistance!, complex imped-
ance, driver mass~delta mass and delta compliance methods!, driver sus-
pension compliance, driver motor strength BL, and voice coil impedance.
Formulas are included for calculating driver voice coil impedance, amplifier
source resistance, and volume of air equal to driver compliance. Measure-
ment procedures are given for driver Q, frequency response, phase, and
enclosure vibration. Equipment for determining frequency response is dis-
cussed, and microphone types are examined. An important facet of testing,
too often given short shrift, is that of measuring voice coil temperature over
time—the description of measuring this parameter concludes the chapter.

Chapter 9 is essentially a compilation of the software intended for
loudspeaker design. While this is a useful listing, it was done in mid-1991
and much new hardware and later versions of software have been devel-
oped.

While Chap. 9 is somewhat remiss with respect to its modernity, Chap.
10 deals with an area that is growing more popular—the home theater sys-
tem that is intended to reproduce movie soundtracks rather than conven-
tional stereo programs. It is pointed out that soundtrack recording techniques
for conventional home listening and motion picture theatre listening differ
considerably, with the result of less than optimal reproduction in the home.
Because film soundtracks are not remixed for home playback, Tom Holman
developed the THX~Tomlinson Holman eXperiment! home specification,
essentially an equalization fix-up. Controlled directivity led to the specifica-
tion of THX speakers, which call for additional channels.

An overview is rendered of the home theater loudspeaker system, in-
cluding as subtopics the placement of left/right front speakers, magnetic
shielding of drivers~which may need to be placed close to a video monitor!,
center channel speakers~possibly the most important speaker in a home
theater system!, controlled vertical directivity, rear channel surround sound
speakers, and subwoofers.

Chapter 11 devotes itself to the special requirements of designing a
loudspeaker system for automobiles. The automobile passenger compart-
ment is essentially a closed-field environment. Sections of the car body tend
to flex, so the acoustic situation becomes one of a ‘‘lossy’’ pressure field.
Also, the relatively cramped dimensions of the passenger compartment tend
to limit the wavelength response. Because the Thiel–Small predictions are
based on free-field performance of the speakers, adjustments need to be
made by establishing the impedance, cone excursion, and frequency re-
sponse in a small ‘‘lossy’’ field by actual measurements. Computer simula-
tion can also be achieved by using commercially available programs. Both
predictions and actual performance are shown to correlate rather well for a
couple of actual speakers and automotive interiors. A somewhat tongue-in-
cheek discussion of the desirability of including center channel imaging is
included with a set of generic installation rules for those who absolutely
must have this feature. It was wise of Dickason to point out the most over-
looked method of improving automotive sound quality, namely cutting
down on the ambient background noise levels generated by engine operation
and car motion.

In summary,The Loudspeaker Design Cookbookmerits a place on the
bookshelf of every serious speaker designer, whether he/she be a profes-
sional or a hobbyist. All of its chapters are well done, although Chap. 9
lacks immediacy in its compilation of computer programs but the reader can
easily update himself or herself by checking out the Internet or consulting
advertisements in current issues ofThe Speaker Builder.Loudspeakers other
than the conventional electromagnetic type, e.g., electrostatic and planar
systems, are not treated inThe Loudspeaker Cookbook.There is no index to
facilitate easy location of particular subjects in the text, but the table of
contents is sufficiently detailed to help in finding the subject of interest.

DANIEL R. RAICHEL
CUNY Graduate School
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department
and the School of Architecture and Environmental Studies
The City College of the City University of New York
New York, New York 10031
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An analytic secondary source model of edge diffraction
impulse responses
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A new impulse-response model for the edge diffraction from finite rigid or soft wedges is presented
which is based on the exact Biot–Tolstoy solution. The new model is an extension of the work by
Medwin et al. @H. Medwin et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.72, 1005–1013~1982!#, in that the concept
of secondary edge sources is used. It is shown that analytical directivity functions for such edge
sources can be derived and that they give the correct solution for the infinite wedge. These functions
support the assumption for the first-order diffraction model suggested by Medwinet al. that the
contributions to the impulse response from the two sides around the apex point are exactly identical.
The analytical functions also indicate that Medwin’s second-order diffraction model contains
approximations which, however, might be of minor importance for most geometries. Access to
analytical directivity functions makes it possible to derive explicit expressions for the first- and even
second-order diffraction for certain geometries. An example of this is axisymmetric scattering from
a thin circular rigid or soft disc, for which the new model gives first-order diffraction results within
0.20 dB of published reference frequency-domain results, and the second-order diffraction results
also agree well with the reference results. Scattering from a rectangular plate is studied as well, and
comparisons with published numerical results show that the new model gives accurate results. It is
shown that the directivity functions can lead to efficient and accurate numerical implementations for
first- and second-order diffraction. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02111-6#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Fn, 43.20.Px@DEC#

INTRODUCTION

The classic problem of edge diffraction from an infinite
wedge irradiated by a point source has explicit impulse-
response~IR! solutions for the cases of a rigid wedge and a
pressure-release wedge. These were presented by Biot and
Tolstoy in 1957,1 but few studies employed these solutions
until Medwin applied them to underwater and noise-barrier
cases.2 Comparisons of his model with measurements show
good accuracy for geometries with infinite edges2–4 and Ouis
has applied Biot–Tolstoy’s model in room acoustics to stud-
ies of a room with balconies, a case which can be modeled
with infinite edges.5

An earlier alternative to the Biot–Tolstoy solution has
been the Kirchhoff diffraction approximation, which can be
used for both frequency- and time-domain methods. In
seismics,6,7 as well as in room acoustics,8 the Kirchhoff dif-
fraction approximation has commonly been employed in
time-domain methods for edge diffraction. However, as has
been shown using the Biot–Tolstoy expressions,9 and other
accurate methods,10 the Kirchhoff diffraction approximation
leads to large errors, not only for low frequencies but also for

high frequencies in certain directions. Consequently, the
Biot–Tolstoy is the preferred method for impulse response
models of edge diffraction.

The Biot–Tolstoy expressions, explicit as they are, do
not immediately suggest how the infinite wedge expressions
can be interpreted to lead to expressions for finite wedges or
for multiple diffraction. Medwin, Childs, and Jebsen suggest
an interpretation, ‘‘a discrete Huygens interpretation,’’
which can be used for finite wedges and also be extended to
handle multiple diffraction.3 This is the basis for numerical
methods such as the wedge assemblage~WA! method.11

Measurements of noise barriers with a finite thickness and
comparisons with other calculation methods seem to support
that model. Whereas Medwin’s interpretation leads to nu-
merical calculation methods, the current paper proposes an
approach in which directivity functions for the secondary
edge sourcesá la Medwin are derived analytically from the
IR solution for the infinite wedge. The expressions for ana-
lytical directivities are directly applicable to nonstraight
edges and multiple diffraction. It will be shown that these
analytical expressions support Medwin’s assumption for
modeling first-order diffraction, namely that the contribu-
tions from the two sides of the edge around the apex point
are exactly identical. On the other hand, the analytical func-
tions indicate approximations in Medwin’s assumptions for
second- and higher-order diffraction. These approximations,
however, seem to be of minor importance for geometries

a!Present address: Department of Telecommunications, Norwegian Univer-
sity of Science and Technology, N-7491 Trondheim, Norway.

b!Present address: Akustik Forum AB, Stampgatan 15, SE-416 64
Göteborg, Sweden.
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where the second-order sound paths pass edges with small
angle deviations, as in most noise-barrier cases.

Section I of this paper reviews the Biot–Tolstoy solution
and Medwin’s extension to this. A new derivation using ana-
lytical directivity functions is presented, and its extension to
second-order diffraction is described. In Sec. II the numerical
calculation of edge diffraction impulse responses is dis-
cussed. Section III presents numerical calculations for finite
edges and analytical derivations for a thin circular disc. The
wealth of exact and asymptotic frequency-domain solutions
~see Pierce12 for a review! is addressed here only for com-
parisons with calculations where the uniform theory of dif-
fraction ~UTD! by Kouyoumjian and Pathak is used.13

I. THEORY

The problem to be considered here is that of a point
source irradiating a rigid or soft,~i.e., pressure-release! ob-
ject, a special case of which is the infinite wedge. Impulse
responses will be used throughout as descriptors of the sound
fields, with the sound pressurep(t) as output signal and a
source signalq(t)5r0A(t)/(4p), wherer0 is the density of
the air andA(t) the volume acceleration of the point source.
Free-field radiation is then described by the IR,hFF(t)
5d(t2R/c)/R, whereR is the source-to-receiver distance.
The IR for plane-surfaced objects can be written as a sum of
the geometrical acoustics IR,hGA, and diffraction compo-
nentshdiffr . The direct sound and specular reflections of first
and higher orders will be contained inhGA, as long as their
respective validity criteria are fulfilled. In the case of an
object with an entirely convex geometry~i.e., no indents!,
hdiffr will consist of only first- and higher-order edge diffrac-
tion, whereas other geometries might cause combinations of
specular reflections and edge diffraction. In this study, only
convex geometries will be considered, in particular infinite
and finite wedges, and circular and rectangular plates.

As a starting point, consider an infinite rigid wedge with
a geometry as indicated in Fig. 1 where the cylindrical coor-
dinatesr S , uS , 0 are used for the source andr R , uR , zR for
the receiver. The edge diffraction IR can be written in a form
which is a combination of the forms given in Refs. 3 and 14,
and based on the solution presented in Ref. 1,

hdiffr~t!52
cv
2p

b~t!

r Sr R sinhh~t!
H~t2t0!, ~1!

where

b~t!5b11~t!1b12~t!1b21~t!1b22~t!, ~2!

b66~t!5
sin@v~p6uS6uR!#

cosh@vh~t!#2cos@v~p6uS6uR!#
, ~3!

h~t!5cosh21
c2t22~r S

21r R
21zR

2 !

2r Sr R
, ~4!

where c is the speed of sound, the wedge indexv equals
p/uw , H(t2t0) in Eq. ~1! is Heaviside’s unit step function,
and the timet0 equalsL0 /c. The distanceL05@(r S1r R)2

1zR
2 #1/2 is the shortest path from the source to the receiver

via the edge of the wedge, passing through the so-called apex
point of the edge, indicated as A in Fig. 2. For an infinite
wedge with soft~pressure-release! surfaces, the IR is given
by using a modified version of theb-expression15

bsoft~t!52b11~t!1b12~t!1b21~t!2b22~t!.
~5!

Wedges with a combination of rigid and soft surfaces could
be studied using variants of theb-expressions in Eqs.~2! or
~5!; however, in the following discussion, rigid surfaces will
always be assumed except for the example of a circular soft
disc, studied in Sec. III B.

A. Models of finite wedge diffraction

Although the analytical solution in Eq.~1! describes ex-
plicitly the IR of an infinite wedge, it does not indicate what
a solution for a finite wedge might look like. Medwinet al.
suggest a ‘‘discrete Huygens interpretation,’’3 placing a
number of small secondary sources along the edge and ad-
justing their strengths so that together they give the known
exact solution. According to this model, these secondary
sources emit pulses when they are hit by the incident, impul-
sive, sound wave. Thus, the reaction at the edge is assumed
to be instantaneous. This leads to the conclusion that the
value of the IRhdiffr at time t is caused by the reradiation
from the two parts of the edge indicated in Fig. 2, a lower

FIG. 1. The geometry of an infinite wedge irradiated by a point sourceS.
Cylindrical coordinates are used with thez-axis along the edge of the wedge.
The source has coordinatesr S anduS and is placed atzS50. The receiver
has the coordinatesr R , uR , andzR and the wedge has an open angle ofuw .

FIG. 2. A plane view of the edge constructed from the two half-planes
containing the edge and the sourceS, and the edge and the receiverR,
respectively. Twoz-coordinates,zl andzu , are indicated for which the two
sound pathsS–zl –R and S–zu–R have identical path lengths. Also indi-
cated is the shortest distance,L0 , via the apex point, denotedA, of the edge.
Angles are defined with signs so that sina5z/m and sing5(z2zR)/l.
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branch indicated by the subscriptl, and an upper branch
indicated by a subscriptu. The two branches must obey the
condition

ml1 l l5mu1 l u5ct. ~6!

The two edge portions at positionszl andzu will cause two
radiated sound-field components,hl andhu , which summed
together equal the known amplitudehdiffr ,

hl~t!1hu~t!5hdiffr~t!. ~7!

As indicated in Fig. 3, an IR for a single finite wedge
will then have three parts. In the initial part,@i#, the IR is
identical to the infinite wedge response. In the final part,@iii #,
the IR is zero, after the sound wave has reached the furthest
end of the edge. The intermediate part,@ii #, where onlyhl or
hu in Eq. ~7! is present, is then a scaled version of the infinite
wedge IR. The scaling for the intermediate part was sug-
gested in Ref. 2, and is based on the finite wedge IR having
half the amplitude of the infinite wedge IR, i.e.,hl5hu . In a
later paper,3 it was instead suggested that this factor should
be

hfinite~t!

hinfinite~t!
5

hl~t!

hl~t!1hu~t!
5

mul u

mul u1mll l
, ~8!

where it is assumed that the lower branch of the edge has the
longest extension. It will be shown below that a theoretical
derivation supports the relationhl5hu .

For multiple scattering, Medwin’s model and the WA
method assume that the secondary edge sources radiate as
point sources, with source strength modifications based on
Eq. ~8!. Second-order diffraction is then calculated by having
all these secondary edge sources along the first edge generate
individual diffraction contributions via the second edge.

Medwin et al. present comparisons between measure-
ments and calculations for noise barriers of finite widths
where second-order diffraction must be taken into account,
and the agreement seems to be quite good.3 The agreement is
also good for the scattering from a circular disc.11 As will be
shown in Sec. I C, however, the derived analytical directivity
functions indicate that having the secondary sources along
the first edge use the ordinary diffraction expression to gen-
erate second-order diffraction via the second edge, as in Eq.
~1!, is only an approximation as far as we can determine.

However, the errors in Medwin’s model do not appear to
show up for geometries with symmetrical situations, such as
for noise barriers with parallel edges. The second-order dif-
fraction paths which will be of highest amplitude are those
passing the apex points, that is, with as little angular devia-
tion as possible during the passage of the edge. The methods
in Refs. 2, 3, and 11 correctly predict these high-amplitude
parts, and thus predict the second-order diffraction quite
well, as long as the geometry is such that sound paths with
little angular deviation are possible. A critical benchmark
case would then be one where all sound paths across edges
experience large angular deviation. For such cases, an accu-
rate secondary source model would be important.

B. Derivation of analytical directivity functions for the
secondary edge source

A derivation of analytical directivity function for the
secondary edge sources starts by assuming the existence of a
directivity function for the secondary edge sources which
depends only on the angles of the incident sound path,a and
us , and of the reradiated sound path,g andu r in Figs. 1 and
2. This directivity function must be independent of the dis-
tancesm andl, and must be symmetric so that the source and
receiver positions can be interchanged with identical results.
Thus, the reciprocity principle is always fulfilled. A conse-
quence of such directivity functions is that the incident
wavefront is split up when it hits a point of the edge, and the
reradiated wavefront spreads in all directions with different
amplitudes. To derive such a directivity function, the method
of retarded potentials is employed as in Ref. 7, and a proto-
type solution can be formulated for the edge diffraction. The
prototype solution is then matched to the known solution for
the infinite wedge. Thus, the diffracted pressurepdiffr(t)
could be written as an integral over contributions from the
entire wedge

Pdiffr~ t !5E
2`

`

qF t2
m~z!1 l ~z!

c G D@a~z!,g~z!,uS ,uR#

m~z!l ~z!
dz,

~9!

whereD@a(z),g(z),uS ,uR# is the unknown directivity func-
tion. The position along the wedge is given by the
z-coordinate, and this causes a retardation of the source sig-
nal q(t), an amplitude attenuation caused by the ray pathsm
and l, and a further amplitude attenuation by the directivity
function D. The variablez can be substituted for a variable
t5(m1 l )/c, the time delay. There will, however, be two
values ofz giving the same value oft, corresponding to the
upper and lower branches of the edge. Thus, the integral in
Eq. ~9! is first rewritten as a sum of the upper and lower
branch integrals, as

pdiffr~ t !5E
2`

zapex
qF t2

m~z!1 l ~z!

c G D@a~z!,g~z!,uS ,uR#

m~z!l ~z!
dz

1E
zapex

`

qF t2
m~z!1 l ~z!

c GD@a~z!,g~z!,uS ,uR#

m~z!l ~z!
dz,

~10!

FIG. 3. Illustration of a diffraction impulse response for a finite wedge,
hfinite ~solid line! and the corresponding infinite wedge,hinfinite ~dotted line!,
indicating the three parts where@i# hfinite5hinfinite , @ii # hfinite is a scaled
version ofhinfinite , and@iii # wherehfinite50. The initial part of the impulse
responses has been truncated.
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wherezapexcorresponds to the apex point on the edge, which
is given byzapex5zRr S /(r S1r R). Now, a variable substitu-
tion is carried out so that

pdiffr~ t !5 È t0
q~ t2t!

Dl~t!

ml~t!l l~t!

dzl

dt
dt

1E
t0

`

q~ t2t!
Du~t!

mu~t!l u~t!

dzu

dt
dt

5E
t0

`

q~ t2t!H 2
Dl~t!

ml~t!l l~t!

dzl

dt

1
Du~t!

mu~t!l u~t!

dzu

dt J dt, ~11!

where the subscriptsl and u, respectively, indicate that for
each value oft, the solution ofD(t), m(t), l (t), andz(t)
is chosen to correspond to the lower and upper branches,
respectively. Also, in Eq.~11! the directivity function is writ-
ten asDl(t) rather thanD@a l(t),g l(t),uS ,uR#. The quan-
tities dz/dt can then be defined as being zero beforet
5t0 , the first arrival time of the diffracted sound-field com-
ponent, so that the lower integration limit can be expanded to
2`. From this it becomes clear that the integral in Eq.~11!
is a convolution integral of the source signalq(t) with an IR
which must be the diffraction IR, since

pdiffr~ t !5E
2`

`

q~ t2t!hdiffr~t!dt, ~12!

andhdiffr(t) can be identified as

hdiffr~t!52
Dl~t!

ml~t!l l~t!

dzl

dt
1

Du~t!

mu~t!l u~t!

dzu

dt
. ~13!

To find a directivity functionD which satisfies Eq.~13!, the
observations

2
1

ml~t!l l~t!

dzl

dt
5

1

mu~t!l u~t!

dzu

dt
5

cH~t2t0!

r Sr R sinhh~t!
, ~14!

which are proven in Appendix A, will be used. The relations
in Eq. ~14! can be inserted into Eq.~13!, which leads to

2
vb~t!

2p
5D@a l~t!,g l~t!,uS ,uR#

1D@au~t!,gu~t!,uS ,uR#. ~15!

Furthermore, it is possible to expressb as function of the
anglesa and g. To do this, another relation shown in Ap-
pendix B,

h~t!5cosh21
11sina~t!sing~t!

cosa~t!cosg~t!
, ~16!

can be used. It should be noted thata and g can be ex-
changed without affecting the result, and thus reciprocity is
assured. This relation is valid regardless of whether one
chooses the lower or upper branch combination of thea and
g angles, an observation which could be formulated as
h@a l(t),g l(t),uS ,uR#5h@au(t),gu(t),uS ,uR# and conse-
quently, b@a l(t),g l(t),uS ,uR#5b@au(t),gu(t),uS ,uR#,
so it can be stated that

b~t!5 1
2$b@a l~t!,g l~t!,uS ,uR#

1b@au~t!,gu~t!,uS ,uR#%. ~17!

This expression can finally be inserted into Eq.~15!, and the
unknown directivity functionD can be identified as

D@a~t!,g~t!,uS ,uR#52
vb@a~t!,g~t!,uS ,uR#

4p
, ~18!

where eithera l(t) andg l(t), or au(t) andgu(t), could be
chosen as solutions fora~t! andg~t!. These derivations lead
to the conclusion that the branches of the edge on each side
of the apex point contribute with exactly equal amounts to
the diffraction IRhdiffr(t). This has two consequences. First,
one could choose either the upper or lower branch solutions
for a~t!, g~t!, z(t), m(t), and l (t) to formulate the total
diffraction IR in this new form,

hdiffr~t!52
v

4p

b@a~t!,g~t!,uS ,uR#

m~t!l ~t!

dz

dt
, ~19!

whereb is as in Eqs.~2! and ~3!, and usesh~t! from Eq.
~16!. Second, for a finite wedge,hl(t)5hu(t) in Eq. ~7!, i.e.,
the part of the IR which is a scaled version of the infinite
wedge IR, illustrated as part@ii # in Fig. 3, has the simple
scaling factor 1/2,

hfinite~t!

hinfinite~t!
5

1

2
. ~20!

This scaling factor supports the suggestion by Medwin in
Ref. 2, but contradicts the suggested relationship in Ref. 3, as
discussed in Sec. I A.

Decomposition of the infinite wedge diffraction into lo-
cal edge contributions also makes it possible to derive dif-
fraction from nonstraight edges. As is shown below among
the examples in Sec. III, the first- and second-order diffrac-
tion components of a circular thin disc can be derived ana-
lytically. Such derivations can employ a rewritten version of
the original expression in Eq.~9!, using theb function, as

FIG. 4. The geometry of a truncated infinite wedge, with two parallel infi-
nite edges, a point sourceS and a receiverR. One sound path, via the two
points z1 and z2 on the two edges, is marked. For the first edge with the
open wedge angleuw1 , the sourceS has the cylindrical coordinatesr S1 ,
uS1 , zS1 , and the point atz2 along edge 2, which acts as a receiver, has the
coordinatesw,uw1 ,z2 . Relative to the second edge with the open wedge
angleuw2 , the pointz1 along edge 1 acts as a source and has the coordinates
w, uS250, z1 , and the receiverR has the coordinatesr R2 , uw2–uR2 , zR2 . It
is assumed that the twoz-axes are aligned with respect to each other. The
anglesa andg are as defined in Fig. 2.
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pdiffr~ t !52
v

4p E
z1

z2
qF t2

m~z!1 l ~z!

c G
3

b@a~z!,g~z!,uS ,uR#

m~z!l ~z!
dz, ~21!

wherez1 andz2 are the two endpoints of the finite or infinite
wedge.

C. Second-order edge diffraction

To derive expressions for second-order diffraction, the
case of a truncated infinite wedge with two parallel, infinitely
long edges as in Fig. 4 is studied. Expanding the formulation
in Eq. ~21!, and using the sound-path designations in Fig. 4,
the second-order diffracted pressure can be written

pdiffr~ t !5
v1v2

~4p!2EE
2`

`

qF t2
m1~z1!1m2~z1 ,z2!1 l 2~z2!

c Gb@a1~z1!,g1~z1 ,z2!,uS1,0#b@a2~z1 ,z2!,g2~z2!,0,uR2#

2m1~z1!m2~z1 ,z2!l 2~z2!
dz1dz2 ,

~22!

where it has been assumed that the path from edge 1 to edge 2 runs along a plane connecting the two edges. This is indicated
by the valuesuR150 anduS250 in the twob factors and the factor of 2 in the denominator of the integral. This factor of 2
compensates for the doubling in pressure generated by an acoustic source when it is mounted on a baffle. It should have the
value of 1 if the ray from edge 1 to edge 2 does not run along a plane. In the double integral in Eq.~22!, the factorm1 and
the delay corresponding tom1 can be moved out from the integral overdz2 , so that

pdiffr~ t !5
v1

4p E
2`

` Fd~ t2m1~z1!/c!

m1~z1!
* I 2Gdz1 , ~23!

where* indicates a convolution and

I 25
1

2

v2

4p E
2`

`

qF t2
m2~z1 ,z2!1 l 2~z2!

c G b@a1~z1!,g1~z1 ,z2!,uS1,0#b@a2~z1 ,z2!,g2~z2!,0,uR2#

m2~z1 ,z2!l 2~z2!
dz2 . ~24!

For each value ofz1 , there is az2,apexaround which the
integralI 2 can be split into the upper and lower branches, as
was described before. Then, a variable substitution is pos-
sible with (m21 l 2)/c5t, and the factorsdz2 /dt can be
defined as being zero beforet5t02. Here,t025L02/c where
L025@(w1r R2)21(zR22z1)2#1/2. Since the geometry is ba-
sically the same as for the diffraction for a single wedge, the
left-hand relation in Eq.~14! holds here, too. The integralI 2

can then be written

I 25
1

2

v2

4p E
2`

`

q~ t2t!
~b1lb2l1b1ub2u!

m2l 2

dz2

dt
dt

5q~ t !* hdiffr, z1→R~t!, ~25!

where the values ofm2 , l 2 , anddz2 /dt can be chosen as the
upper or lower branch solutions for a certain value oft. If
one studies the impulse responseh

diffr, z1→R
(t) further,

hdiffr, z1→R~t!5
1

2

v2

4p

1

m2l 2

dz2

dt
$b@a1 ,g1l ,uS1,0#

3b@a2l ,g2l ,0,uR2#

1b@a1 ,g1u ,uS1,0#b@a2u ,g2u,0,uR2#%.

~26!

Equation ~17! can be applied, implying thatb@a2l ,
g2l ,0,uR2#5b@a2u ,g2u,0,uR2# and

hdiffr, z1→R~t!5
1

2

v2

4p

b~a2u ,g2u,0,uR2!

m2l 2

dz2

dt

3$b@a1 ,g1l ,uS1,0#1b@a1 ,g1u ,bS1,0#%

5hdiffr,1st,edge2~t!$b@a1 ,g1l ,uS1,0#

1b@a1 ,g1u ,uS1,0#%/2. ~27!

This means that the IRhdiffr, z1→R
(t) is a first-order

edge-diffraction IR from the positionz1 on edge 1 to
the receiver positionR via edge 2, scaled by 1/2, and
multiplied with a weighting function which is the sum of the
two b functions in Eq.~27!. The approach for second-order
diffraction in Ref. 3 is to place discrete edge sources along
edge 1, and to use an ordinary first-order diffraction IR to
calculate their contributions at the receiver point. However,
the factor with twob functions in Eq.~27! will modify the
first-order diffraction IR hdiffr,1st,edge2, which in principle
makes it impossible to let the edge sources on edge 1 irradi-
ate edge 2 via ordinary first-order diffraction IRs. The
method used in Ref. 3 probably does calculate the onset of
hdiffr, z1→R

(t) correctly and, since the high-frequency proper-

ties are determined to a large degree by the transient onset,
the overall second-order edge diffraction is predicted rather
well. Employing the IR hdiffr, z1→R , the second-order

diffracted pressure becomes
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pdiffr~ t !

5
v1

4p E
2`

` H d@ t2m1~z1!/c#

m1~z1!
* @q~ t !* hdiffr, z1→R~z1 ,t !#J

3dz1

5q~ t !* H v1

4p E
2`

` Fd@ t2m1~z1!/c#

m1~z1!
* hdiffr, z1→R~z1 ,t !G

3dz1J . ~28!

This expression means that the second-order diffraction IR,
hdiffr,2nd(t), can be found from a single integral,

hdiffr,2nd~t!

5
v1

4p E
2`

` Fd@t2m1~z1!/c#

m1~z1!
* hdiffr, z1→R~z1 ,t!Gdz1

5
v1

4p E
2`

` hdiffr, z1→R@t2m1~z1!/c#

m1~z1!
dz1 . ~29!

However, since the IRhdiffr, z1→R(t) is zero fort,t02, the
infinite integration limits in Eq.~29! can be replaced by the
valuesz1,1 and z1,2, which both satisfyt5t021m1 /c. Ex-
plicit solutions to Eq.~29! might be possible for certain ge-
ometries, for instance the axisymmetric reflection from a cir-
cular disc, as shown in Sec. III B.

II. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION—DISCRETE-TIME
IMPULSE RESPONSES

The default solution for numerical calculations is to use
a discrete-time IR which, for instance, can be given by area
sampling of the continuous-time expression in Eqs.~1! or
~19!. A value of the discrete-time diffraction IRhdiffr(n) at a
certain discrete timet5n/ f s , where f s is the sampling fre-
quency andn is a sample number, is thus given by

hdiffr~n!5E
~n21/2!/ f s

~n11/2!/ f s
hdiffr~t!dt, ~30!

wherehdiffr(t) is the continuous-time diffraction IR, such as
in Eq. ~1!. The singularity att5t0 in Eq. ~1! deserves spe-
cial attention, and the original function can be approximated
by an analytically integrable function for values oft close to
t0 .14 The integration in Eq.~30! corresponds to filtering the
continuous-time signalhdiffr(t) prior to sampling, employing
a low-pass filter with an IR in the form of a rectangular pulse
of width 1/f s . This is quite a crude low-pass filter, and Clay
and Kinney suggest the use of a wider pulse of width 4/f s .14

The sampling frequency can, however, always be raised high
enough to give a low enough aliasing error at the highest
frequency of interest. In the numerical examples in this
study, numerical integration as in Eq.~30! has been used
throughout with rather high sampling frequencies~20 to 40
times the highest frequency of interest! to get accurate re-
sults.

Formulating the diffraction as a sum of contributions
from along the edge, as in Eq.~19!, it can be seen that the

integration ofhdiffr(t) in Eq. ~30! over a time segmentdt is
equivalent to the integration over a segment of the edge
which corresponds to this particulardt. To do this, another
variable substitution can be done so that

h~n!5E
~n20.5!/ f s

~n10.5!/ f s
hdiffr~t!dt5E

zn1

zn2
hdiffr~z!

dt

dz
dz, ~31!

wherezn1 and zn2 are thez-coordinates that correspond to
t5(n61)/(2 f s), respectively. As discussed in conjunction
with Eq. ~19!, one could choose either the lower or upper
branchz-coordinates that correspond tot. Since Eq.~19! can
be used to find that

hdiffr~z!
dt

dz
52

v
4p

b@a~z!,g~z!,uS ,uR#

m~z!l ~z!
, ~32!

the integration in Eq.~31! can be written

h~n!52
v

4p E
zn1

zn2 b@a~z!,g~z!,uS ,uR#

m~z!l ~z!
dz. ~33!

This integration can be approximated by the midpoint value
so that

h~n!'2
v

4p

b@a~zn!,g~zn!,uS ,uR#

m~zn!l ~zn!
Dzn , ~34!

where zn is the midpoint betweenzn1 and zn2 . If, for a
simplified numerical implementation, one chooses to divide
the edge into equally sized elements of sizeDz, then an
elementi placed atzi will give a contributionDhi to the IR

Dhi'2
v

4p

b@a~zi !,g~zi !,uS ,uR#

m~zi !l ~zi !
Dz. ~35!

This should be added to a single time samplen5 f s(m
1 l )/c or divided among two or more consecutive time
samples. This division is determined by the edge element’s
position and size relative to the time positions for samplen.
The contributionDhi should be viewed as a rectangular
pulse with a widthDt as given by the element sizeDz and its
position zi . If the edge element size is chosen so thatDz
,c/ f s , the contribution from each element will never spread
out over more than two time samples.

For efficient numerical implementations, theb function
can be written in a much more compact form than in Eqs.
~2!, ~3!, and~16! if one uses the relation

cosh~vh!5~Av1A2v!/2, ~36!

where A5(y221)1/21y and y5@ml1z(z2zr)#/(r sr r),
which is taken from Eq.~A7!, with the same variables as
before. With this formulation, only basic mathematical com-
putations need to be recalculated for each edge element and
very efficient implementations are possible.

Second-order diffraction is straightforward to implement
using a formulation which is based on Eq.~22!. If two finite
edges are divided into equally sized edge elementsDz1 and
Dz2 , the second-order contributionDhi j to the IRhdiffr,2nd,
of edge elementi at zi of edge 1 and edge elementj at zj of
edge 2, can be written
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Dhi j 5
v1v2

32p2

b@a1~z1!,g1~z1 ,z2!,uS1 ,uR1#b@a2~z1 ,z2!,g2~z2!,uS2 ,uR2#

m1~z1!m2~z1 ,z2!l 2~z2!
Dz1 ,Dz2 . ~37!

This expression is valid for both parallel and nonparallel
edges, as long as the appropriate expressions for the involved
a, g, andu angles, andm andl distances, are used. Note that
a second-order contribution via two edge elements should be
viewed as a triangular pulse, and a third-order contribution
appears as a pulse with second-order polynomial shape, etc.
This affects how each contribution should be divided among
time samples. A simplified implementation, giving the cor-
rect low-frequency response, was used by Vanderkooy.16

The contributionDh can be distributed over the two time
samples adjacent to the arrival time of the edge element cen-
ter, with a linear weighting that depends on the center arrival
time’s position relative to the two sample times.

Other models have used time-domain formulations for
edge diffraction, the most common ones being based on the
Kirchhoff diffraction approximation, as mentioned in the In-
troduction. Another model, suggested by Vanderkooy, has an
interesting equivalence to the new model suggested here.16

Vanderkooy’s model started from a frequency-domain high-
frequency asymptotic expression for the infinite wedge.17

The model uses discrete edge sources, each of which gives a
contribution

Dh52
v

4p

k~uS ,uR!

ml
Dz, ~38!

which is delayed by the timet5(m1 l )/c. Vanderkooy used
a parametervVand which is the reciprocal of the wedge index
v used here, but for clarity the parametervVand was replaced
by v in Eq. ~38! so that the similarity with Eq.~35! is clear.
The directivity functionk is

k~uS ,uR!5sinvpH 1

cosvp2cos@v~uR2uS!#

1
1

cosvp1cos@v~2p2uR2uS!#J , ~39!

which can be rewritten into the form

k~uS ,uR!5b11
Vand1b12

Vand1b21
Vand1b22

Vand, ~40!

where

b66
Vand5

sin@v~p6uS6uR!#

12cos@v~p6uS6uR!#
. ~41!

If cosh(vh)51, which happens for the timet5t0 ~i.e., at the
onset of the diffraction!, theseb terms are identical with the
analytical ones in Eqs.~2! and ~3!. Since rapid variations in
the IR always occur at the onset, the high-frequency part of
the response is determined entirely by this initial part of the
diffracted signal. Thus, it is not surprising that Vanderkooy’s
model correctly reproduces the initial part of the IR and con-
sequently the high-frequency response. The model does,
however, give large errors at low frequencies, which is

clearly due to using the constant value 1 in Eq.~41! instead
of the monotonically increasing function coshvh.

III. EXAMPLES

In this section, the new model employing analytical di-
rectivity function for the secondary edge sources is compared
with other methods. Only IRs have been discussed so far, but
results are often more interesting when presented as transfer
functions. These are calculated from the IRs using a discrete
Fourier transform~DFT!, and it is then possible to check if a
sufficiently high sampling frequency has been used. The
sampling frequency should be increased until the results at
the highest frequencies of interest have stabilized. In all cal-
culations, unless otherwise stated, a value of 344 m/s has
been used for the speed of sound.

A. Infinite wedges

Two different infinite and rigid wedges were studied as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Figure 5~a! shows a thin plate edge, with
one fixed source positionS ~with cylindrical coordinatesr S

525 cm, uS515°, andzS50) and with two different re-
ceiver positions, R1 and R2~at r R525 cm, zR50, anduR

5300° for R1, anduR5196° for R2!. The position R2 is 1°
into the shadow zone, which is critical from a numerical
point of view due to the singularity of the diffraction IR at
the boundary of shadow zones. In Fig. 5~b!, another case is
shown with a plate of thicknessw, an example which is
duplicated from Ref. 3. In this case, the source is at cylindri-
cal coordinatesr S525 cm, uS515°, and the receiver is at
r R525 cm, uR5300°, zR50. It should be noted that be-
cause of the widthw of the plate, the receiver coordinates are
relative to the second edge, closest to the receiver.

Calculations of IRs were made with the new model us-
ing the discrete edge decomposition described by Eq.~35!
for the single edge, and by Eq.~37! for the double edge. IRs

FIG. 5. The two infinite wedge situations that have been studied.~a! shows
a thin plate edge.~b! shows a plate of thicknessw, where the valuesw
55, 22, and 35 mm have been studied.
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were also calculated with the Biot–Tolstoy model from Ref.
3, here denoted BTM, and transfer functions were calculated
for the single edge with the uniform theory of diffraction
~UTD! by Kouyoumjian and Pathak.13 The lowest frequency
for which the UTD method gives accurate results—that is,
within 0.5 dB of exact solutions—was found to bef low,UTD

'140 Hz based on Fig. 4 in Ref. 18. Sampling frequencies
of 800 kHz were used for the IRs since, compared with a
sampling frequency of 400 kHz, the difference was less than
0.1 dB at 20 kHz. The edge element sizes were 0.43 mm for
all cases, and the wedge had an extension of65 m relative to
the source.

Results for the wedge in Fig. 5~a! are presented in Fig.
6, where the results for the new model and the BTM model
come within 0.001 dB. It can also be seen that the UTD
method is indeed accurate down tof low,UTD'140 Hz. Figure
7 shows results for the double-edge wedge in Fig. 5~b!, to-
gether with single-edge diffraction for the corresponding in-
finitely thin wedge. Comparing these results with Fig. 9 in
Ref. 3, it can be seen that the results with the new method
and the BTM results are very close to each other. As is also
observable for the double-edge plates in Ref. 3, the differ-
ences between the thin plate limit and the low-frequency
results decrease with decreasing thicknesses, yet a small but
significant difference always remains. This remaining differ-
ence is probably caused by the lack of higher-order diffrac-
tion components in these calculations. It can also be noted

that this new model and the BTM model give very similar
results for double-edge diffraction for a geometry with par-
allel long edges, a happenstance that does not display well
the significant differences in the two theories.

B. On-axis scattering from a rigid circular disc

The cases of on-axis scattering from rigid and soft cir-
cular discs was studied in Ref. 11, employing both an accu-
rate, frequency-domain T-matrix formalism, and time-
domain expressions using the WA method. The accurate
frequency-domain expressions were transformed into IRs us-
ing the inverse discrete Fourier transform, and adjusting the
sampling frequencies to the geometry so that delays corre-
sponded to exact integer sample numbers, which should en-
sure that accurate time-domain expressions were retrieved.
Thus, these could be seen as accurate reference cases against
which the present method can be compared. Nevertheless,
although the possible effects of windowing on the time sig-
nal were mentioned in Ref. 11, no estimate was given. The
first-order diffraction is a single pulse, for which it should in
principle be possible to accurately find the amplitude. Since
second- and higher-order diffraction components are
continuous-time signals with onsets exactly at the arrival of
the first-order impulse, these higher-order components will
inevitably influence the sample in which the impulse arrives.
This effect is small since the onset amplitude of the higher-
order diffraction is very small, but the accumulated effect is
not clear.

To derive analytical expressions for the diffraction IR,
the formulation in Eq.~21! is used. Theb function must be
found for the case with the source and receiver colocated, as
illustrated in Fig. 8. In this case, the anglesuS and uR are
equal and consequently, both will be referred to asu. Theb
function can be derived using the form of cosh(vh) which is
valid for the wedge indexv50.5, as shown in Appendix C,

cosh
h

2
5

cos@~a2g!/2#

~cosa cosg!1/2, ~42!

which, as is also shown in Appendix C, leads to

b52 cosh
h

2 H cos@~uS1uR!/2#

cosh2~h/2!2sin2@~uS1uR!/2#

1
cos@~uS2uR!/2#

cosh2~h/2!2sin2@~uS2uR!/2#J . ~43!

WhenuS equalsuR and both are denotedu, b can be written

FIG. 6. Transfer function~relative to free-field propagation! at 50 cm dis-
tance for the two receiver points at the infinite wedge in Fig. 5~a!. The
frequency marked,f low,UTD , is the frequency above which the UTD method
should give less than 0.5 dB error according to Ref. 16.

FIG. 7. Transfer function~relative to free-field propagation! at 50 cm1w
for the infinite plate in Fig. 5~b!, calculated with the new method. The
dashed line indicates the single-edge case, that is, the thin plate limit. Solid
lines give results for a double wedge withw55, 22, and 35 mm~from the
top!.

FIG. 8. The geometry for the axisymmetric scattering from a thin, rigid
circular disc of radiusa, with colocated source and receiver at heightd.
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b5
2

cosh~h/2!
1cosuF 1

cosh~h/2!1sinu

1
1

cosh~h/2!2sinuG . ~44!

Furthermore, the cosh(h/2) factor is simplified for the axi-
symmetric case that is studied here. For the entire circular
edge, the incident ray anglesa and the reradiated ray angles
g will have the value 0, and then the quantity cosh(h/2)
51, as is clear from Eq.~42!. Theb function in Eq.~44! can
consequently be further simplified as

b521cosuS 1

11sinu
1

1

12sinu D
52S 11

1

cosu D52
a1 l

a
, ~45!

wherea is the radius of the disc andl 5(a21d2)1/2, d being
the height of the source and receiver above the disc. Inserting
this constant value of theb term into Eq.~21!, together with
the constant values ofm and l, it is found that if the
z-coordinate runs along the disc perimeter,

pdiffr~ t !52
a1 l

4pal2 E0

2pa

qS t2
2l

c Ddz

52
a1 l

2l 2 qS t2
2l

c D , ~46!

where it can be noted thatpdiffr(t) is nothing but a scaled and
delayed version of the source signal. In other words,

hdiffr~t!52
a1 l

2l 2 dS t2
2l

c D . ~47!

The first-order diffraction for a soft disc can be found by
employing the expression in Eq.~5! and repeating the deri-
vations above, which yields

hdiffr,soft~t!52
a2 l

2l 2 dS t2
2l

c D . ~48!

With Eqs.~47! and ~48!, the value of the first-order diffrac-
tion component can be calculated directly as a Dirac impulse
amplitude. In Tables I and II, the values given by Eqs.~47!
and~48! are, respectively, compared with corresponding val-
ues from Ref. 11, when normalized to the specular reflection
for the disc, 1/(2d). The results, while not identical, differ at
most by 2.3%, or 0.20 dB, from the reference T-matrix re-

sults. The sign of the error is always negative for the rigid
disc and positive for the soft disc so that, if the second-order
diffraction component contributes within the same sample as
the first-order component, the error would decrease, if just
marginally. The results with the WA method, as reproduced
from Ref. 11, give errors of the same magnitude as those
given by Eqs.~47! and~48! but with a larger spread, because
of varying signs of the errors.

An explicit expression for second-order diffraction can
be derived as well, and it is done here for the rigid disc only.
The expression in Eq.~22! can be used if the two
z-coordinates run along the disc perimeter, fromz50 to z
52pa, so that

pdiffr~ t !52
1

~8p!2 EE
0

2pa

qF t2
m11m2~z1 ,z2!1 l 2

c G
3

b@a1 ,g1~z1 ,z2!,uS1,0#b@a2~z1 ,z2!,g2,0,uR2#

2m1m2~z1 ,z2!l 2

3dz1dz2 . ~49!

Here, the parametersm1 and l 2 are constant and will be
denotedl; uS1 and uR2 are identical and will be denotedu;
and a1 and g2 are both equal to zero. The initial factor 2
reflects the fact that for a thin plate, there will always be
identical diffraction components via the rear side of the plate
which contribute to double the second-order diffraction am-
plitude. Furthermore, because of rotational symmetry, one of
the integrations can be replaced by a factor 2pa, and any
fixed value ofz1 can be used in evaluating thez2-integration.
Then, withz150,

TABLE I. Amplitude of the first-order diffraction component for axisymmetric scattering from a circular rigid
disc of radius 1 m, normalized to the specular reflection. Results are either calculated using the new method, Eq.
~47!, or taken from Ref. 11. The errors are relative to the T-matrix solution which is considered as the reference
result.

Height
@m# T matrix ~Ref. 11! WA ~Ref. 11!

Rel. error
@%# Eq. ~47!

Rel. error
@%#

1.1 21.221 21.223 ~20.16! 1.238 ~21.4!
1.5 21.273 1.247 ~2.0! 21.294 ~21.6!
3.0 21.243 21.252 ~20.7! 21.249 ~20.5!
5.0 21.163 21.118 ~3.9! 21.173 ~20.9!

10.0 21.093 21.099 ~20.5! 21.094 ~20.1!

TABLE II. Amplitude of the first-order diffraction component for axisym-
metric scattering from a circular soft disc of radius 1 m, normalized to the
specular reflection. Results are either calculated using the new method, Eq.
~48!, or taken from Ref. 11. The errors are relative to the T-matrix solution
which is considered as the reference result.

Height
@m#

T matrix
~Ref. 11!

WA
~Ref. 11!

Rel. error
@%# Eq. ~48!

Rel. error
@%#

1.1 0.239 0.236 ~21.3! 0.242 ~1.3!
1.5 0.364 0.366 ~0.5! 0.371 ~1.8!
3.0 0.634 0.642 ~1.3! 0.649 ~2.3!
5.0 0.777 0.782 ~0.6! 0.789 ~1.5!

10.0 0.890 0.880 ~21.1! 0.896 ~0.7!
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pdiffr~ t !5
a

32p l 2 E
0

2pa

qF t2
m2~0,z2!12l

c G
3

b@0,g1~0,z2!,u,0#b@a2~0,z2!,0,0,u#

m2~0,z2!
dz2 .

~50!

Because of symmetry aroundz25pa, the upper integration
limit can be halved, and the result doubled instead. Further-
more, a variable substitution with (m212l )/c5t leads to

pdiffr~ t !5
a

16p l 2 E
0

pa

q~ t2t!

3
b@0,g1~t!,u,0#b@a2~t!,0,0,u#

m2~t!

dz2

dt
dt, ~51!

and, as before, the factordz2 /dt can be defined as being
zero beforet52l /c and aftert52(l 1a)/c, so that the in-
tegration limits can be expanded to6`, and a convolution
integral can be identified. The impulse response is then

hdiffr,2nd~t!5
a

16p l 2

b@0,g1~t!,u,0#b@a2~t!,0,0,u#

m2~t!

dz2

dt
.

~52!

The values ofm2 , the anglesg1 anda2 , anddz2 /dt can be
found by inspecting Fig. 9. Thus,

m25ct22l , ~53!

cosg15cosa25
m2

2a
, ~54!

z25a~p22g1!5aS p22 cos21
m2

2a D⇒ dz2

dt
5

c

sing1
. ~55!

By employing the expression in Eq.~43!, the product of the
b functions in Eq.~52! can be molded into the form

b@0,g1~t!,u,0#b@a2~t!,0,0,u#

516 cos2
u

2
cosh2

h

2 S cosh2
h

2
2sin2

u

2 D 22

, ~56!

where the fact that cosh(h/2) is identical for the two edges
has been used. Using Eq.~42! and the fact thata15g250,
the function cosh2(h/2) can be simplified to

cosh2
h

2
5

11cosg1

2 cosg1
, ~57!

which is valid for both the first and second edges, asg1

5a2 . If the expression in Eq.~57!, together with expres-
sions for sin2(u/2) and cos2(u/2), are inserted into Eq.~56!,
which is then used in Eq.~52!, an expression forhdiffr,2nd(t)
results

hdiffr,2nd~t!5
c@11cosg1~t!#~11cosu!

2p l 2 sing1@11cosu cosg1~t!#2 w~t!

5
c~11cosu!

2p l 2@11cosu cosg1~t!#2 F11cosg1~t!

12cosg1~t!G
1/2

3w~t!, ~58!

where cosg1(t) can be found from Eqs.~53! and ~54!,
cosu5a/l, and w(t)5H(t22l /c)2H(t22(a1 l )/c). In-
cluding the first-order diffraction, Eq.~47!, and second-order
diffraction, Eq. ~58!, IRs were calculated and transformed
into transfer functions. Figure 10 presents the resulting trans-
fer function for the case witha51 m andd53 m. Calcula-
tion parameters weref s578 569 Hz and a DFT size of 2048
was used. These results are very similar to those in Fig. 6 in
Ref. 7. Figure 11~a! shows the second-order diffraction IR
when normalized to the specular reflection amplitude
1/(2d).

In Ref. 11, the amplitude of the second-order diffraction
was presented in terms of the peak value of the function
illustrated in Fig. 11~a!. This peak value is critically depen-
dent on the sampling frequency and the low-pass filtering
technique used. For purposes of comparison, the process in
Ref. 11 was reproduced as closely as possible. The sampling
frequency was chosen so that the delay between the specular
reflection and the first-order diffraction pulse was an integer
number of steps, using a speed of sound of 1500 m/s. Fur-
thermore, an oversampling by a factor of 8 was used here
and, after transforming the IR into a transfer function using a
DFT size of 16 384, only the first 1024 frequencies were kept
before transforming back to an IR using a DFT size of 2048.

FIG. 9. Sound paths for second-order diffraction for the circular disc, indi-
cating that the incident sound path to the first edge has a constant lengthl
and a constant incidence anglea150. Also, the reradiated sound path from
the second edge point has a constant lengthl and a constant angleg250.
The intermediate sound path has the lengthm2 , and the two anglesg1 and
a2 have the same value.

FIG. 10. Transfer function for the case in Fig. 8, witha51 m and d
53 m, calculated with the new method. The specular reflection plus first-
and second-order diffraction is included, and the amplitude is normalized to
the specular reflection. The fine structure in this graph agrees with the de-
tails in Fig. 6 of Ref. 7.
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This frequency-domain low-pass filtering should be equiva-
lent to the technique used in Ref. 11. Figure 11~b! shows an
example of one such second-order diffraction IR, where the
small ripple indicates the filtering effects.

Table III gives the results for the peak amplitude of the
second-order diffraction IR, both when calculated using edge
sources as in Eq.~50!, and after the oversampling/frequency-
domain filtering described above. Although the results from
Ref. 11 are reproduced here, it should be noted that it is
stated in Ref. 11 that the values in their Table IV are nor-
malized to the first-order diffraction pulse rather than to the
specular reflection, which is used elsewhere in that paper.

We believe that this is a mistake for three reasons. First, the
values in Table IV of Ref. 11 are positive rather than nega-
tive. Second, it is stated earlier in Ref. 11 that the specular
reflection was used for normalization for all the results pre-
sented, even for off-axis geometries. The third argument is
that our results are very close to the reference results when
the specular normalization is assumed, and especially after
the frequency-domain low-pass filtering was used.

The results with our new method are close enough to the
reference results for the circular disc to generally support the
relations derived here, but more comparisons with reference
calculations should be made. Comparisons of the frequency-
domain values might then be easier to carry out, avoiding
ambiguities involving filtering effects as discussed above.

C. Scattering from a rectangular plate

The last example is scattering from a rectangular plate.
Cox and Lam present an example of a rectangular plate of
size 0.30231.9230.010 m and with calculated directivity
plots at two single frequencies, 2012 and 3995 Hz.19 The
source was positioned at a height ofd53.96 m, right above
the center point of the plate. The receiver was moved along
an arc at a constant radius ofR51.178 m, from the center
points of the plate. The arc was in the direction of the short
length of the plate. The total reflection strength was calcu-
lated using the boundary element method both for a three-
dimensional model and for a thin plate limit model of the
plate. It was normalized to the direct sound amplitude. Fig-
ure 12 shows results using Eqs.~35! and~37! to calculate the
first- and second-order diffraction IRs for an infinitely thin
model of the plate. A sampling frequency of 257 536 Hz was
used, corresponding to 128 times oversampling with respect
to the target frequency of 2012 Hz. The four edges were
divided into 0.67-mm elements for the first-order diffraction,
and twice that size for the second-order diffraction. The re-
ceiver was moved along the arc in steps of 1 deg. A DFT size
of 8192 was used, to get the transfer function values exactly
at 2012 Hz. The sound speedc5346 m/s was used in Ref. 19
and here, too.

If one compares the level of the total field in Fig. 12
with the results for the thin plate limit in Fig. 4 of Ref. 19,
one can see good agreement for angles between 0 and ca. 80
deg. The larger deviations above 80 deg are probably due to
the need for higher-order diffraction components. This is

FIG. 11. Second-order diffraction impulse response for the case in Fig. 8,
with a51 m andd53 m, calculated with the new method. The amplitude
has been normalized to the specular reflection.~a! A sampling frequency of
78 569 Hz was used.~b! An oversampling by a factor of 8, relative to~a!,
was used and a frequency-domain low-pass filtering as described in the text
gave the same final sampling frequency as in~a!.

TABLE III. Peak amplitude of the second-order diffraction component for axisymmetric scattering from a
circular rigid disc of radius 1 m, normalized to the specular reflection. Results are either calculated using the
new method@based on Eq.~50!# or taken from Ref. 11. The results denoted LPF have been low-pass filtered as
described in the text. The errors are relative to the T-matrix solution which is considered as the reference
results. The T matrix and WA results were specified in Ref. 11 as being relative to the first-order diffraction
strength, but it has been assumed here that the specular reflection was used for the normalization as discussed
in the text.

Height
@m#

T matrix
~Ref. 11!

WA
~Ref. 11!

Rel. error
@%# Eq. ~50!

Rel. error
@%#

Eq. ~50!
~LPF!

Rel. error
@%#

1.1 0.043 0.039 ~29! 0.0415 ~23! 0.0469 ~19!
1.5 0.043 0.031 ~228! 0.0374 ~213! 0.0427 ~21!
3.0 0.031 0.023 ~226! 0.0278 ~210! 0.0293 ~25!
5.0 0.024 0.016 ~233! 0.0205 ~215! 0.0234 ~23!

10.0 0.014 0.009 ~236! 0.0114 ~219! 0.0126 ~210!
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also indicated in Fig. 12 by the large amplitude of the
second-order diffraction component for large receiver angles.
The deviation at the dip around 30 deg might be caused by a
less dense sampling in Ref. 19, or small differences in the
speed of sound. Furthermore, the smoothness of the total
field around 10–12 deg, where the specular reflection disap-
pears, indicates that the numerical method used, Eq.~35!, is
accurate enough up to within half a deg from the transition
zone where the specular reflection disappears. This is com-
pensated by the corresponding jump in value for the first-
order diffraction. Very high oversampling was used, together
with a very fine division of the edge into elements. This is
needed only for the positions close to the transition zone and
for the largest receiver angles. For the larger receiver angles,
higher-order diffraction is needed anyway, so the total field
might be calculated more accurately by using fewer edge
elements but higher orders of diffraction.

A three-dimensional model of the plate was tested as
well, but it was then clear that it was necessary to include
higher-order diffraction since the results differed signifi-
cantly from the thin plate limit model, when second-order
edge diffraction was included. In conclusion, the results with
the new model and the results in Ref. 19 seem to agree well
enough to support the new model as long as it is realized that
it may be necessary to include higher-order diffraction com-
ponents for some situations.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The interpretation of the exact Biot–Tolstoy solution for
the infinite wedge diffraction that was presented here has not
been proven to be trueper se. It has, however, been shown
that if the existence of analytical directivity functions for the
secondary edge sources is assumed, such functions can in-
deed be derived and yield the exact solution for an infinite
wedge. Since this also leads to a possible application to non-
straight edges, and the comparison with the result for the
circular rigid disc was accurate within 0.20 dB, it is con-
cluded that the suggested interpretation is generally valid. It
should then, in principle, be possible to show that the total

field, specular reflections plus diffraction components, satis-
fies the wave equation. The complexity of the higher-order
diffraction components might, however, prevent this possi-
bility for cases other than the infinite wedge.

The proposed model gives results that, for first-order
diffraction, should be identical to those by the WA model.11

For second-order diffraction, the results by the proposed
model are very similar to results by methods which are based
on Medwin’s model.3,11 Conceptually, however, the differ-
ence between Medwin’s model and the proposed model is
significant since the proposed model gives a complete moti-
vation and mathematical proof for the directivity functions of
the secondary edge sources.

As for the numerical implementation, very high sam-
pling frequencies are often needed. This is because the crude
low-pass ‘‘antialiasing’’ filter, which is equivalent to the
single time sample integration, has a gentle roll-off charac-
teristic. Refined integration techniques could be tested, and
the directivity functions might lead to somewhat simpler
functions to handle, compared to the original Biot–Tolstoy
solution in Eqs.~1!–~4!. Also, since each higher order of
diffraction causes a response that basically falls 3 dB/octave
more quickly than the previous order, lower and lower sam-
pling frequencies could be used for each new order. This
decrease occurs, however, above a cutoff frequency which is
given by the size of the individual planes of the object, and
the proximity to the various shadow zones. Below those fre-
quencies, the response decreases in a way which is more
difficult to predict.

Higher-order diffraction IRs should tend towards
Gaussian-shaped pulses, according to the central limit theo-
rem in statistics, since it is equivalent to convolving any
function with itself many times, resulting essentially in a
Gaussian function. Thus, properly time-aligned Gaussian
pulses with the right areas, widths, and polarities could serve
as replacement functions for higher-order diffraction.

It was shown that the case of axisymmetric backscatter-
ing from a circular disc could yield explicit expressions for
the first- and second-order diffractions. It is probably pos-
sible to find such explicit expressions for several other ge-
ometries too. Further developments could lead to solutions
which satisfy more general boundary conditions.

The proposed model is relevant for all cases where
scattering/diffraction from idealized, rigid, or soft objects is
studied, such as when the WA is applied to underwater
acoustics cases, noise barriers, etc. In architectural acoustics,
most IR prediction models are based on geometrical acous-
tics, possibly handling surface scattering, but without the
possibility to handle edge diffraction accurately.20 The
Kirchhoff diffraction approximation has been tested before,
but this new model should be much more accurate since it is
valid at all frequencies and for all source and receiver
positions.10 In electroacoustics, edge diffraction has impor-
tant applications such as the effect of the loudspeaker enclo-
sure on the radiated sound; many simpler edge diffraction
models have been tested,16 but the proposed model should,
here too, prove to be more accurate.

In conclusion, deriving analytical directivity functions
for the edge sources both supports, and takes a step beyond,

FIG. 12. Scattering from a thin rectangular plate, described in the text,
calculated with the new method. Shown are levels of the total field, of the
specular reflection only, of the first-order diffraction only, and of the
second-order diffraction only. The frequency was 2012 Hz; the source was
fixed symmetrically above the plate and the receiver position was varied
along an arc.
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previous models such as those based on Medwin’s work, and
gives new possibilities to solving diffraction problems in the
time domain. These directivity functions support some pre-
vious first-order diffraction models, but also demonstrate that
previous second-order diffraction models contain approxima-
tions, reflecting the greater accuracy of the proposed model.
Derivation of explicit diffraction expressions for certain ge-
ometries, and for efficient and accurate numerical calcula-
tions, become possible using the proposed model.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF EQ. „14…

The factorc(r Sr R sinhh)21 H(t2t0) in Eq. ~1! can be
rewritten, introducing an auxiliary variabley,

h5cosh21 y5 log@y1~y221!1/2#, ~A1!

so that sinhh can be written

sinhh5~y221!1/2. ~A2!

The auxiliary variabley introduced above is@see Eq.~4!#

y5
c2t22~r S

21r R
21zR

2 !

2r Sr R
, ~A3!

and with the relationct5m1 l , y can be written

y5
~m1 l !22~r S

21r R
21zR

2 !

2r Sr R
. ~A4!

By further using the relations form and l ~see Figs. 1 and 2!

m5~r S
21z2!1/2, ~A5!

and

l 5@r R
21~z2zR!2#1/2, ~A6!

it is possible to writey as

y5
ml1z~z2zR!

r Sr R
. ~A7!

Now, using Eqs.~A2! and ~A7!, it can be found that

r Sr R sinhh5$@ml1z~z2zR!#22r S
2r R

2%1/2

5@m2l 21z2~z2zR!212mlz~z2zR!2r S
2r R

2 #1/2.

~A8!

By further employing Eqs.~A5! and~A6! to get rid ofr S and
r R , it is found that

r Rr R sinhh5@z2l 212mlz~z2zR!1~z2zR!2m2#1/2

5uzl1~z2zR!mu. ~A9!

All expressions so far have been valid for both the upper and
lower branch solutions ofm andl. Moving temporarily to the
expressions fordz/dt, this quantity can be found by study-
ing the total path lengthL5m1 l . A small increase in path
length DL corresponds to a small increase,Dz, along the
edge, and the relation between these is found by the deriva-
tive of L(z)

dL

dz
5

z

m
1

z2zR

l
5

zl1~z2zR!m

ml
, ~A10!

which, usingDL5cDt, leads to

1

ml

dz

dt
5

c

zl1~z2zR!m
, ~A11!

for both the upper and lower branches of the edge, which is
the left-hand relation in Eq.~14!. Sincedzu /dt is always
positive, Eq.~A11! implies thatzul u1(zu2zR)mu also must
always be positive. Then, Eqs.~A9! and~A11! show that the
right-hand relation in Eq.~14! holds true.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF EQ. „16…

The relation in Eq.~16! is shown using the definitions of
the anglesa andg.

sina5z/m, cosa5r S /m, ~B1!

sing5~z2zR!/ l , cosg5r R / l . ~B2!

If these are inserted into Eq.~A7!,

y5
ml1z~z2zR!

r Sr R
5

11
z~z2zR!

ml

r Sr R

ml

5
11sina sing

cosa cosg
,

~B3!

which is the relation in Eq.~16!.

APPENDIX C: PROOFS OF EQS. „42… AND „43…

For the thin plate case, the wedge indexv equals 0.5,
and then theb term in Eq.~1! can be simplified. The quantity
cosh(nh) is, for the wedge indexv50.5,

cosh
h

2
5

1

2 S exp
h

2
1exp

2h

2 D5
1

2

exp~h!11

@exp~h!#1/2. ~C1!

Squaring this expression gives

cosh2
h

2
5

1

4

exp~2h!12 exp~h!11

exp~h!
. ~C2!

The expression forh in Eq. ~A1! can be employed, which
readily leads to the simplification

cosh2
h

2
5

y11

2
. ~C3!

The auxiliary quantityy can then be written as in Eq.~B3!,
which yields
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cosh2
h

2
5

11sina sing1cosa cosg

2 cosa cosg
5

11cos~a2g!

2 cosa cosg

5
cos2@~a2g!/2#

cosa cosg
. ~C4!

Then, cosh(h/2) can finally be expressed as

cosh
h

2
5

cos@~a2g!/2#

~cosa cosg!1/2, ~C5!

which is the form in Eq.~42!. Taking the square root of the
right-hand term in Eq.~C4! is safe, asa and g are always
within the range2p/2 to p/2. Furthermore, the sine and
cosine terms in the expression forb in Eq. ~1! can be sim-
plified, since

sin@v~p6uS6uR!#5sin$@p6~uS6uR!#/2%

5cos@~uS6uR!/2#, ~C6!

cos@v~p6uS6uR!#5cos$@p6~uS6uR!#/2%

56sin@~uS6uR!/2#, ~C7!

and allows theb term to be written as

b~a,g,uS ,uR!5
cos@~uS1uR!/2#

cosh~h/2!1sin@~uS1uR!/2#

1
cos@~uS2uR!/2#

cosh~h/2!1sin@~uS2uR!/2#

1
cos@~uS2uR!/2#

cosh~h/2!2sin@~uS2uR!/2#

1
cos@~uS1uR!/2#

cosh~h/2!2sin@~uS1uR!/2#

52 cosh~h/2!

3H cos@~uS1uR!/2#

cosh2~h/2!2sin2@~uS1uR!/2#

1
cos@~uS2uR!/2#

cosh2~h/2!2sin2@~uS2uR!/2#J ,

~C8!

where cosh(h/2) is given in Eq.~C5!, and this is the form in
Eq. ~43!.
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The existence of the surface wave in an upward refracting medium has been predicted by Raspet
et al. @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.89, 107–114~1991!#. Making use of an acoustic analogy, one is able to
study the surface waves above a convex cylinder and, hence, to simulate the propagation of sound
over an impedance ground in an upward refracting medium. A suitable comblike surface may be
used to facilitate the generation of surface waves above the convex ground. This paper describes
laboratory experiments for the observation of surface waves over a convex impedance ground.
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INTRODUCTION

Many of the essential features associated with surface
wave propagation near a flat impedance plane have been
clarified by a number of theoretical and experimental
studies.1–5 By analyzing the classic data of Parkin and
Scholes,6 Piercyet al.7 have confirmed the presence of sur-
face waves in sound propagation outdoors. Furthermore, sur-
face wave propagation has been demonstrated by Albert8 for
his outdoor experiment with impulse sounds propagated over
snow. The existence of the surface wave above an impedance
plane in a homogeneous atmosphere is now generally
accepted.9

Theoretical studies1,2,10,11 have revealed that surface
waves propagate horizontally above porous ground, decaying
exponentially with height, at a phase velocity less than the
sound speed in the air. Laboratory measurements have de-
tected these surface waves using both continuous and pulse
sources1,5,11–15 above lighting diffuser lattices mounted on
flat rigid boards. It has been verified4,16 that a true surface
wave exists independently in spherical wave propagation
above such an impedance ground. Daigleet al.5 and Ho-
worth and Attenborough15,17 have demonstrated that a sur-
face wave may be identified, in pulse experiments, as a sepa-
rate arrival from that of a body wave arriving earlier.

Raspetet al.18 have pointed out that the surface wave
pole identified in the analytical solution for sound propaga-
tion in a homogeneous atmosphere is present also in the
solution for the sound field in an upward refracting medium
provided that the phase of the complex impedance,wz , is
greater thanp/3. They stated that this surface wave pole
arises from the residue series that contains an independent
contribution from the surface wave. Surface waves propagat-
ing outdoors have been observed and reported by several
authors.7,8 However, there is little experimental evidence as

to whether and how the surface wave exists over a curved
porous surface.

Furthermore, the technique of pole searching in an up-
ward refracting medium suggested by Pierce19 works well
for wz,p/3, but Raspetet al. indicated that this technique
would not work for ifwz.p/3. Instead, they have developed
a numerical scheme of pole searching that can effectively
track the surface wave pole forwz.p/3. However, the
scheme of Raspetet al. has not yet been confirmed by ex-
perimental evidence although it is beyond doubt in their the-
oretical analysis.

a!Electronic mail: mmkmli@polyu.edu.hk

FIG. 1. Sketch showing the analogy between propagation along a curved ray
path above a plane boundary and straight line propagation above a convex
surface.
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Previous studies suggest that the nature of the surface
waves can be investigated from controlled experiments
above appropriate model surfaces. It should be possible to
study the surface waves that would occur over an impedance
plane in an upward refracting medium by making measure-
ments above a convex porous surface. In this paper, we shall
examine the surface wave pole locations and the sound fields
above convex impedance ground with significant contribu-
tions from the surface wave pole. In addition, we shall
present experimental evidence for the existence of the sur-
face waves above a convex cylindrical surface.

I. THEORY

In a companion paper,20 we have developed residue se-
ries solutions for the propagation of sound over convex im-
pedance surfaces. In particular, we have shown that the
sound field behind a large cylinder of radiusRc in an other-
wise homogeneous medium corresponds to the sound field
above a flat surface in an upward refracting medium where
the adiabatic sound speed,c(z), is given in an exponential
form as

c~z!5c0 exp~2z/Rc!. ~1!

FIG. 2. Behavior of the (2j0) as uqu
varies from 0 to 20 withw510 de-
grees. Circles: the zeros of the Airy
function; lines: imaginary part of
(2j0) plotted as a function of real
part of (2j0). ~a! Calculation ob-
tained from Pierce’s technique,~b!
calculation obtained from the Raspet
et al. scheme.@Note thattn is used in
Ref. 18 andtn[(2j0).]

FIG. 3. Vertical sound pressure level
profiles for 4 kHz at a distance of 1 m
from the source with various receiver
positions above an impedance ground.
The normalized impedance isuZu
53.24 with phase angles of~a! 82.3,
75, and 60 degrees and~b! 45, 30, and
15 degrees.
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In the above equation,c0[c(0) is the reference sound
speed,z(z!Rc) is the height above the impedance ground,
and 1/Rc may be regarded as the normalized sound speed
gradient,u(dc/dz)/c0u, which has unit of m21. For a homo-
geneous medium,z may be interpreted as the distance mea-
sured normal to the curved surface andRc as the radius of
the cylinder. The geometrical configurations are shown in
Fig. 1. The sound field in both situations may be computed
by a residue series solution although a fast field formulation

has been used recently21 to predict the sound field behind a
curved surface. In the present investigation, we are mainly
concerned with the propagation of surface waves above a
convex impedance surface. Both source and receiver are nec-
essarily close to the ground for the detection of the surface
wave because it decays exponentially with height. This re-
quirement allows one to use a more convenient
approximation,21 by replacing Eq.~1! with the bilinear sound
speed profile,

FIG. 4. Excess attenuation obtained
above a flat mat-on-masonite surface,
with se54 kPa s m22, ae5570 m21,
r 51.0 m andzs5z5(a) 0.08 m, ~b!
0.10 m, and~c! 0.15 m.
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c~z!5
c0

A112z/Rc

. ~2!

The solution for the acoustic pressure can then be expressed
as20,22

p~r ,z!52E
2`

`

H0
~1!~k,r !P~z,kr !kr dkr , ~3!

wherer is the horizontal distance from the source,kr is the
horizontal wave number, and the height-dependent Green’s
function, P(z,kr), is given by

P~z,kr !522p leip/6Ai ~2j.ei2p/3!

3@Ai ~2j,!2GAi ~2j,ei2p/3!#, ~4!

where Ai~q! is the Airy function with a complex argument
q. Notations used in the height-dependent Green’s function
are

l 5~Rc/2k0
2!1/3, ~5!

j~z!5~k0
22kr

2!l 22
z

l
, ~6!

q5 ik0b l , ~7!

G5
Ai 8~2j0!2qAi ~2j0!

ei2p/3Ai 8~2j0ei2p/3!2qAi ~2j0ei2p/3!
, ~8!

b is the specific normalized admittance of the ground,j.

[j(z.), j,[j(z,), z, is the lesser ofz andzs , andz. is
the greater ofz andzs , wherez is the receiver height andzs

is the source height. The primes in Eq.~8! denote the deriva-
tives of the Airy functions with respect to their arguments.
The physical interpretation ofl, q, andG are the thickness of
the creeping wave layer, the nondimensional scaled admit-
tance, and the reflection factor, respectively. The residue for
the integrand of Eq.~3! can be evaluated at each pole of Eq.
~8!, and the results summed to form the total solution for the
acoustic pressure. The condition for a pole is

ei2p/3Ai 8~2j0ei2p/3!2qAi ~2j0ei2p/3!50. ~9!

Equation~9!, which is also known as the dispersion equation,
has to be solved numerically forkr . Suppose that the poles
can be determined with

kr5Kn , wheren51,2,3,... . ~10!

Evaluating the residue at each poleKn and summing all con-
tributions gives the residue series representation for the
acoustic pressure as

p~r ,z!5
peip/6

l
(

n
H0

~1!~Knr !

3
Ai ~2 j̄se

i2p/3!Ai ~2 j̄ei2p/3!

@Ai 8~2 j̄0ei2p/3!#21 j̄0ei2p/3@Ai ~2 j̄0ei2p/3!#2
.

~11!

Raspetet al. investigated the behavior of the residue se-
ries solution in an upward refracting medium as the radius of
curvature becomes large.18 In this limit, they showed that the
height-dependent Green’s function, Eq.~4!, can be reduced
to

P~z,kr !

5
exp~Ak0

22kr
2!~z.2z,!1Rp exp~Ak0

22kr
2!~z.1z,!

2iAk0
22kr

2
,

~12!

where

Rp5
cosu02b

cosu01b
~13!

is the plane wave reflection coefficient, andu0 the incidence
angle of a wave with wave numberk0 and horizontal wave
numberkr . They also identified that the surface wave pole is
also present in an upward refracting medium for sufficiently
largeq and phase angle of the impedance greater thanp/3.

FIG. 5. ~a! Predicted impedance phase angle,wz , of a mat-on-masonite
surface versus frequency showingwz.p/3. ~b! Predicted imaginary part
and real part of the impedance of the mat-on-masonite surface versus fre-
quency.
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This condition is somewhat different from the case of a ho-
mogeneous medium in which there is a surface wave pole as
long as the phase of the complex surface impedance is
greater thanp/4. They also improved Pierce’s numerical
scheme19 in locating the surface wave pole for largeq.

Figure 2~a! and ~b! shows, using both numerical
schemes, the behavior of (2j0) asuqu increases from 0 to 20
with a phase angle of impedance of 80 degrees. In this par-
ticular example, the first term of the residue series is the
contribution due to the surface wave. The circles are the
zeros ofAi8(2j0ei2p/3) which are, incidentally, the loca-
tions of poles whenq50. Comparing these two methods, it
is noted that ifuqu is small,18 the corresponding locations of
all the poles are the same; ifuqu is large,18 the corresponding
locations of all terms except the first are the same. They
originate from thenth zero of the Airy function derivative to
the (n21)th zeros of the Airy function, asuqu increases from
0 to 20. A more detailed description of the variation of the
pole locations withq is given in Ref. 18. We note that the
relative magnitudes ofuqu for each pole depend on the fre-
quency, the radius of curvature, and the impedance of the
ground. Nevertheless, Pierce’s numerical scheme is invalid
for the successful tracking of the surface wave pole@cf. Fig.
2~a! and ~b!# if uqu is approximately greater than 1 for this
particular case. In this situation, it is necessary to use the
Raspetet al. scheme.18

The above analysis may be used to suggest criteria for
the observation of the surface wave above convex impedance

ground. First, the phase angle of impedance must be between
p/3 and p/2. Second, the scaled admittanceq should be
sufficiently large~e.g.,uqu is approximately greater than 1! so
that the sound field is dominated by the surface wave in the
penumbra region~see Fig. 5 of Ref. 18!. Since the surface
wave and creeping wave19 are travelling at different speeds,
it should be possible to detect their separate arrivals in the
pulse experiments described in the following sections. It is of
interest to point out that the criterion used by Stinson and

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the experiments.

FIG. 7. A sketch of the experimental configurations~cf. Fig. 1!. r represents
distance from source, that is the arc length measured from source.x repre-
sentsdistance from apex, that is the length measured from the apex along
the line of sight.zv representsvertical distance, that is the length coordinate
vertically above the surface with an initial position at an arc distancer
5r 0 from the source.

FIG. 8. Transmission loss from a monopole source measured above a con-
vex mat-on-masonite surface:~a! along the surface;~b! along the line of
sight andzs50.21 m; and~c! along a vertical distancezv starting atr 0

51.90 m ~cf. Fig. 7!. The plus signs: 1.0 kHz, circles: 2.0 kHz, and stars:
3.0 kHz. se54 kPa s m22, ae5570 m21, zs50.1 m andz50.06 m. Solid
curves: predictions.
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Daigle23 for the observation of surface wave is not applicable
here. They suggest that the surface wave is localized near the
surface and it can be detected as an additional component to
the total field@see the interference pattern shown in Fig. 2~b!
of Ref. 23#. However, this will not be the case for the propa-
gation over convex cylindrical surfaces because creeping
waves are always present in the shadow zone and, like the

surface wave, it decays exponentially with height.19 It is not
possible to discriminate the individual contribution from the
creeping wave and surface wave in the total sound field. To
demonstrate this point, we plot the relative sound pressure
level versus the vertical position above the impedance
ground in Fig. 3~a! and ~b!. In general, the relative sound
pressure level always shows interference patterns that are

FIG. 9. Transmission loss obtained above the convex mat-on-masonite surface for~a! along the surface,f 53.9 kHz,zs50.10 m andz50.08 m; ~b! along the
line of sight f 53.9 kHz andzs50.21 m; and~c! along the vertical distance,f 53.7 kHz, zs50.21 m,zv starting atr 051.90 m~cf. Fig. 8!.
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localized near the ground. Figure 3~a! shows the plot for the
ground with impedance phase angles,wz>p/3, that has the
surface wave pole. There is a clear interference pattern near
the ground. Figure 3~b! shows the theoretical predictions
above the ground with impedance phase angles less thanp/3
and the frequency of 4 kHz. Hence, no surface wave pole
will be expected in this type of ground. However, interfer-
ence patterns of the relative sound pressure levels are
evinced in Fig. 3~b!. Clearly, these interference patterns are
due to the contributions of creeping waves instead. For the
dash-dotted curve in Fig. 3~a!, the scale admittanceq and the
phase angle of impedancewz are chosen to be identical to
those parameter values that are used to characterize the con-
vex ground surface employed in our experimental studies.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Curved surface

The experiments were conducted in an anechoic cham-
ber has an approximate dimension of 33333 m3. Convex
surfaces were constructed to behave as a rigid surface and as
a surface of finite impedance, respectively. The rigid convex
surface was constructed by attaching sheets of masonite to a
curved wooden frame. Due to the space limitation in the
anechoic chamber, a long convex cylinder was constructed
with a radius of curvature of 2.5 m, a span of 1.8 m, and a
maximum height of 0.45 m. It was built by overlying sheets
of masonite attached to a wooden frame. Particular care was
taken when fastening the sheets to the frame in order to

FIG. 10. Pulses measured above a
mat-on-masonite convex surface at a
frequency of 4 kHz forzs54 cm, z
51, 5, 15, and 20 cm, andr 51.5 m.
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ensure that the model surface behaved as a rigid reflector. To
obtain the surface of finite impedance, the masonite surface
was covered by a rubber mat with a thickness of 12 mm and
a mesh size of 22 mm2. The rubber mat was secured to the
rigid cylinder by means of double-sided tape. Note that the
hard ground was used to conduct control experiments as it
can be used to demonstrate that no observable surface waves
were generated on this type of surface. On the other hand,
the rubber mat was designed to allow the generation of the
surface waves over the convex cylindrical surface.

The lighting diffuser lattice that has been used as the
model surface to produce a surface wave by previous
researchers12,15,23cannot be attached to a curved surface be-
cause it is inflexible. To obtain a surface with impedance in
which the imaginary part is larger than the real part andwz

.p/3, a suitable comblike structure has to be found to cover
the curved surface. The material must be sufficiently flexible
to follow the contour of the surface uniformly and behave as
a locally reacting medium. A commercial mat was found to
be the most suited for this purpose. The mat is open meshed
with a hole size of 22 mm2 and a depth of 12 mm.24 In an
earlier study, Liet al.25 have investigated the sound field due
to a dipole source above a flat impedance surface. In the
present study, we have used the rubber mat as the impedance
surface instead. A two-parameter impedance model26 is used
to calculate the specific normalized impedance,Z, by

Z51/b50.436~se / f !1/21 i @0.436~se / f !1/2119.48~ae / f !#,

~14!

wherese is the effective flow resistivity andae is the effec-

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but above a
mat-on-masonite flat surface.
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tive ~exponential! rate of change of porosity with depth. Pre-
liminary experiments were conducted for the measurements
of sound above a flat ground covered with the rubber mat.
Figure 4 shows the excess attenuation measured above a flat
mat-on-masonite surface with a point source and a receiver
1.0 m apart at heights of~a! 0.15 m,~b! 0.10 m, and~c! 0.08
m. The solid curves were calculated from the classical
Weyl–van der Pol formula.27 The impedance was evaluated
by using Eq.~14!. The best agreement between the predic-
tions and the measurements was found withse

54 kPa s m22 andae5570 m21. In these figures, the angles
of incidence are 81.0, 78.7, and 73.3 degrees, respectively.
The measurements are in accord with predictions assuming
local reaction and using the two-parameter impedance
model. Figure 5~a! shows the impedance phase angle of the
mat-on-masonite surface as a function of frequency. The
imaginary part and the real part of the impedance versus
frequency are plotted in Fig. 5~b!. It is seen that the imped-
ance of the mat-on-masonite surface satisfieswz.p/3. The
imaginary component produces a decreasing amplitude
above the surface with absolute values larger than those of
the real component. The chosen mat-on-masonite should
therefore allow the generation of a surface wave component
in both a flat and a convex ground.

B. Measurement system and data analysis

A Tannoy type PD-30T loudspeaker fitted with a tube 90
cm long and 3 cm internal diameter has been used as a point
monopole source. A B&K 431114-in. condenser microphone
was used for making the sound pressure measurements. The
microphone was connected to a B&K 2608 measuring am-
plifier via the preamplifier. A PC-based maximum length se-
quence system analyzer~MLSSA! was used both as the sig-
nal generator for the speaker and as the analyzer for
subsequent signal processing. The signal was analyzed using
a half Blackman-Harris window and Fourier transformed.28

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the experiments. An ini-

tial measurement in the absence of the boundary serves as
the direct field, i.e., reference field and subsequent measure-
ments were divided by the reference field to obtain the trans-
mission loss~TL!. Alternatively, the excess attenuation~EA!
may be used where appropriate. The transmission loss and
excess attenuation are defined as follows:

TL520 lg~p/p1! and EA520 lg~p/p0!, ~15!

where p1 and p0 are, respectively, the sound pressure at a
distance of 1 m from the source and the sound pressure at an
identical field point. Bothp1 and p0 are computed in the
absence of the reflected wave.

Experiments were conducted with both the source and
receiver in the plane transverse to the centerline of the cyl-
inder. Figure 7 shows a detailed sketch of the experimental
configurations. In this figure,r represents the distance from
source measured from source to receiver along the surfaces,
x represents the distance from apex measured along the line
of sight starting from the apex of a curved surface, andzv
represents the vertical distance above the surface starting at
an arc distancer 5r 0 from the source. Data were taken along
the surface, along a vertical distance across the illuminated
region and shadow zone, along the line of sight, and above
the limiting ray.

III. MEASURED SOUND FIELDS ABOVE A CONVEX
IMPEDANCE GROUND

The experimental results for a point source above the
hard ground are very similar to those results reported by
others, for example, in Ref. 22. Consequently, these experi-
mental measurements and theoretical comparisons are not
shown in this paper. Rather, the results are shown in the time
domain as control experiments in order to demonstrate that
no surface waves are generated on this type of surface, see
Sec. III B below.

FIG. 12. The reference pulse mea-
sured in a free field and pulses mea-
sured above the convex mat-on-
masonite surface at a frequency of 4
kHz, for zs54 cm, z55 cm, and r
52.0 m.
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A. The sound field above a convex mat-on-masonite
surface

To investigate the surface wave contribution forwz

.p/3, we performed a series of laboratory measurements
above the mat-on-masonite convex surface (dc/dz
;2137.2 s21! in an anechoic chamber. The corresponding
sound speed gradient is an approximation for the bilinear
profile given in Eq.~2!. Three experimental configurations
~cf. Fig. 7!, i.e., along the surface, along the line of sight, and
along a vertical distance across the bright and shadow zones
in the frequency domain, are used. The measurement results
are presented as functions ofr, x, or zv in this section.

First, we present experimental and theoretical results for
numerical schemes discussed earlier. The residue series cal-
culations evaluated at the poles searched by the two tech-
niques~based, respectively, on Pierce19 and Raspetet al.18!
are compared with the measurement results. At lower fre-
quencies where the magnitude of nondimensional scaled ad-
mittanceuqu is small,18 these two techniques give similar re-
sults which are shown as the solid curves in Fig. 8~a!–~c! for
the receiver placed along the surface, along the line of sight
and along a vertical distance across the bright and shadow
zones, respectively. In each figure, the results were plotted at
frequencies of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 kHz, corresponding touqu
50.24, 0.58, and 0.97. The calculations agree with the mea-
surements in each region.

As uqu increases, however, the sum of the poles calcu-
lated by Pierce’s technique, which failed to trace the pole
related to the surface wave, diverges significantly from the
experimental measurements as shown in Fig. 9. The circles
represent measurement results, the solid curves represent
predictions from the residue series solution according to the
Raspetet al. technique, and the dash–dotted lines represent
predictions from the solution evaluated at the poles calcu-
lated by Pierce’s technique. Figure 9~a! shows the results
along the convex mat-on-masonite surface for a frequency of
3.9 kHz (uqu51.34,wz582degrees), with a source height of
0.1 m and a receiver height of 0.08 m. The transmission loss
shows a dip in the transition area and high levels in the
shadow zone resulting from the contributions of the surface
wave and the creeping wave in the shadow zone. The sound
field, see Eq.~11!, is dominated by the contributions of the
first pole, which includes the surface wave.

Figure 9~b! shows the results along the line of sight for
the same frequency as Fig. 9~a!, with a source height of 0.21
m above the surface. The first term, which contains the sur-
face wave contribution, dominates out to a distance of 0.8 m
from the apex along the limiting ray. As the height of the
receiver increased, the surface wave contribution becomes
weaker and the second term of the residue series contributes
most significantly to the total field.

Figure 9~c! displays the results along a vertical distance
starting with an arc length 1.90 m from the source for a
frequency of 3.7 kHz (uqu51.29, wz582.5 degrees). The
source height is 0.21 m. The term with contribution from the
surface wave only dominates at short ranges where the re-
ceiver is close to the surface. As the receiver height is in-
creased, the surface wave contribution becomes smaller than
other residue series terms. At a vertical distance of 0.4 m, the

surface wave contribution has decayed such that it is weaker
than even the fourth term of the residue series@cf. Eq. ~11!#.

It should be noted that the good agreement between ex-
perimental data and predictions in Figs. 8 and 9 has been
obtained with a somewhat simpler model for the surface im-
pedance than was found necessary by Daigle and
co-workers.5,23

B. Observations of surface waves in the time domain

In pulse experiments above a lighting diffuser lattice
mounted on a flat rigid surface, the surface wave has been
observed as a separate arrival from the body wave.5,17 So far,
there have been no reports of similar experiments for propa-
gation over a curved surface of finite impedance. Maximum-
length-sequence~MLS! signals were generated from the
MLSSA system. The pulses were conditioned by a B&K
5612 Spectrum Shaper to optimize the observation of sepa-
ration between creeping wave and surface wave.5 The signals
were detected in a13-octave band centered at 4 kHz and ta-
pered by a 3 dB peroctave filter on each side. At this fre-
quency, there was a sufficient arrival time difference be-
tween the surface wave and the remainder of the field beyond
a horizontal range of 1.5 m. That surface wave appears as a
separate arrival above both the flat and the convex surfaces.
The velocity of the surface wave is, as expected, less than the
velocity of that of the remaining field, which in the case of a
convex surface may be identified as the creeping wave.19

Figures 10 and 11 show the results of measurements
obtained above the convex mat-on-masonite surface. In Fig.
10, the source height was approximately 4.0 cm and the re-
ceiver heights were 1.0, 5.0, 15.0, and 20.0 cm above the
surface at a constant range of 1.5 m. All receiver positions
were below the line of sight in these configurations. For the
purpose of comparison, the measurement results obtained
above a flat mat-on-masonite surface, where the source and
receiver were located at the same heights as those above the
convex surface, are also shown in Fig. 11. As the receiver
was moved closer to the surface, the amplitude of the surface
wave was much larger than that of the creeping wave. How-
ever, the surface wave component of the pulse decayed
quickly with increasing receiver height. At a height of 20.0
cm above the convex surface, the surface wave amplitude
was much smaller than the creeping wave amplitude. This
satisfies a standard property of a true surface wave.1 Similar
results can be observed over the flat mat-on-masonite sur-
face.

Note that the recorded signals were contaminated by
some unwanted reflections in the anechoic chamber as they
manifested themselves as extra ‘‘spikes’’ towards the end of
the recording period. The use of MLSSA technique allows
one to remove these artifacts in the subsequent signal pro-
cessing. To exemplify this point, we compare the measured
pulse with a reference pulse in a1

3-octave band centered at a
frequency of 4 kHz measured over the convex surface in Fig.
12. The source and receiver were 2.0 m apart and at heights
of 4.0 and 5.0 cm, respectively. The reference pulse was
generated by the same point source~Tannoy speaker! and
measured in a free field at an identical distance between the
source and the receiver to the measured pulse. The second
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arrival, which has a time delay of approximately 5.3 ms,
indicates an unwanted reflection caused by the Tannoy
speaker. However, this unwanted reflection can be filtered
out by appropriate signal processing techniques so that it
does not affect the measurements of sound pressure levels.

Figure 13 shows that the measured pulses deform with
increasing range. The pulse was measured at a carrier fre-
quency of 4 kHz. At shorter ranges~,1.0 m!, the creeping
wave and surface wave overlap in time, with the surface
wave arrival delayed with respect to that of the creeping
wave. As the range was increased, beyond a horizontal range
of 1.0 m, for source and receiver heights of 4.0 and 2.0 cm,
respectively, the two waves started to separate. Again, the
unwanted reflections are present toward the end of the mea-
suring period.

Finally, we wish to confirm the arrival of the surface
wave pulse~the second pulse! is linked with the property of
the impedance surface. We have conducted a control experi-
ment by measuring the sound field above a hard convex sur-
face in time domain. Figure 14 displays a typical result
where measured pulses above a mat-on-masonite surface and
above a rigid surface are shown for comparison. The same
carrier frequency, 4 kHz, was used with source height of 4
cm, receiver height of 2 cm, and range of 2.0 m. It is obvious
that the surface wave pulse is not present in the rigid surface
and it is an apparent feature for the mat-on-masonite surface.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A series of laboratory experiments has been conducted
to study the sound field above a convex mat-on-masonite

FIG. 13. Pulses measured above a
mat-on-masonite convex surface at a
frequency of 4 kHz forzs54 cm, z
52 cm, and various ranges.
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surface with the phase angles of the impedance greater than
p/3. There is generally good agreement between the mea-
surements and the residue series predictions from poles
evaluated by using Raspetet al.’s technique rather than by
using Pierce’s technique. Surface waves have been observed
in the experiments over a convex mat-on-masonite surface,
which may be considered to simulate propagation over an
impedance plane under an upward refracting atmosphere.
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Diffraction of sound by concave surfaces is investigated theoretically and experimentally. In an
earlier study@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.104, 2683–2691~1998!#, it has been demonstrated that a rigorous
analogy exists for the sound field above a convex circular cylinder in an otherwise homogeneous
medium. The predicted sound field corresponds to the situation where the sound speed of the
medium decreases exponentially with height. Extending the previous work, this paper investigates
of the sound field above a concave surface and explores the corresponding analogy. Normal mode
solutions have been developed for a downward refracting medium with an exponential sound speed
profile. The solutions are used to predict the sound fields diffracted by a cylindrical concave surface.
A series of laboratory experiments is conducted using point monopole, horizontal dipole, and
vertical dipole sources over cylindrical concave surfaces. The experimental measurements are
compared with the normal mode predictions. For monopole and horizontal dipole sources, good
agreement has been found between measurements and the normal mode predictions using an
exponential profile. However, the agreement is less satisfactory where the sound field was due to
vertical dipole sources. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05411-9#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.28.Fp@LCS#

INTRODUCTION

Diffraction of waves by convex surfaces is of interest in
many fields. It has been studied in great detail since the
initial work of Fock1 for the propagation of electromagnetic
waves and subsequent work in acoustics by Pierce2 and
others.3–5 In more recent studies, Chamberset al.6 have used
the fast field formulation to reexamine the sound field above
a convex circular cylinder. On the other hand, Liet al.7 have
used the residue series approach to explore the 3-D sound
fields above convex impedance surfaces. However, there is
relatively little attention focused on the diffraction of sound
by concave surfaces and most of these earlier studies have
been concerned with monopole sources. Two notable excep-
tions are, first, a study by Almgren8 where he measured the
sound field above a rigid concave curved surface. He re-
ported that the measurements agreed reasonably well with
the sound fields calculated by using the theories of
Pridmore-Brown,9,10 Pierce,3 and Rasmussen11 for propaga-
tion over a flat rigid ground in a downward refracting me-
dium. He suggested that further work could be extended to a
finite impedance surface. Second, Gabilletet al.12 conducted
analogous indoor experiments over rigid and finite imped-
ance concave surfaces with the radius of curvature of 20 m.
Satisfactory agreements were obtained for a receiver locating
at a few wavelengths above the curved surface. We remark
that these two previous studies were aimed to simulate the
propagation of sound in a downward refracting medium.

In this paper, we report a continuation of our previous

study7 by examining the sound field above a concave surface
both theoretically and experimentally. We consider not only
monopole but also dipole sources. A normal mode solution is
developed that is based on a recent study by Li and Wang.13

Essentially, the residue series solution7 for sound field above
a convex cylindrical surface is extended to enable calculation
of the sound field scattered by a concave cylindrical surface.
Measurement results using point monopole and horizontal
dipole and vertical dipole sources over cylindrical concave
surfaces are reported and compared with theoretical predic-
tions.

I. THE NORMAL MODE SOLUTION

It has been suggested3 that an acoustic analogy exists
between downwardly curving ray paths over flat ground and
propagation over a concave surface in a neutral atmosphere.
The analogy is illustrated in Fig. 1. Almgren8 has shown that
it is valid to use a concave surface to simulate the propaga-
tion of sound in the downward refracting atmosphere. The
corresponding sound speed profile is modeled in a bilinear
form where the speed of sound,c(z), is expressed in terms
of the vertical height,z (z!Rc), as

c~z!5
c0

A122z/Rc

'c0S 11
z

Rc
2

2z2

3Rc
2 1¯ D . ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, c0[c(0), and Rc is the radius of the curved
surface. We note that, to first approximation, 1/Rc

'(dc/dz)/c0 may be interpreted as the normalized sound
speed gradient for the downward refracting atmosphere.
Given the bilinear sound speed profile, the normal mode so-a!Electronic mail: mmkmli@polyu.edu.hk
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lution for the sound field,p(r ,z), can be expressed in terms
of Airy functions Ai and their derivatives Ai8 as13,14

p~b!~r ,z!

5
ipe2 ip/4

l (
n
A 2

pKnr

Ai ~tn1zs / l !Ai ~tn1z/ l !eiK nr

$tn@Ai ~tn!#22@Ai 8~tn!#2%
,

~2!

where

tn5~Kn
22k0

2!l 2 for n50,1,2,3, . . . . ~3!

The variablestn ~for n50,1,2,3,...) are the zeros of the dis-
persion equation:

Ai 8~tn!1qnAi ~tn!50, ~4!

with

qn5 ik0b l n , ~5a!

l n5~Rc/2k0
2!1/35 l , ~5b!

say, k0([2p f /c0) is the reference wave number,r is the

distance from the source along the curved surface,zs andz
are, respectively, the source and receiver heights, andKn is
the horizontal wave number of thenth mode. In Eq.~2!, the
superscript~b! denotes the sound field in a medium with the
bilinear sound speed profile. Here, in Eqs.~4! and ~5a!, qn

may be regarded as the nondimensional scaled admittance,15

l n as the wave layer thickness,14 and b as the specific nor-
malized admittance of the ground. It is evident from Eqs.
~5a! and ~5b! that the wave layer thickness and the nondi-
mensional scaled admittance are the same for all modes for
the case of the bilinear profile.

With the acoustic analogy suggested by Refs. 3 and 8, it
is possible to use Eq.~2! to approximate the sound field
above a concave cylindrical surface in an otherwise homo-
geneous medium. However, Di and Gilbert16 suggest a
stricter acoustic analogy by using a conformal transforma-
tion. They show that an exponential sound speed profile
should be used instead of the bilinear profile in predicting the
sound field. In this paper, we wish to investigate the validity
of approximating the sound field above a concave cylindrical
surface in a homogeneous medium by using the bilinear
sound speed profile over a flat surface.

Using the same approach, Liet al.7 extend the confor-
mal transformation to three dimensions and they derive a
residue series solution for the sound field behind a long con-
vex cylinder. In the light of these earlier studies, it is possible
to show that the sound field scattered by a concave cylindri-
cal surface in a homogenous medium is identical to the
sound field above an impedance flat ground surface in the
presence of an exponential sound speed profile.17 In the
downward refracting medium, the speed of sound is deter-
mined according to

c~z!5c0 exp~z/Rc!'c0S 11
z

Rc
1

z2

2Rc
2 1¯ D , ~6!

wherez!Rc . Making use of our previous analyses,7,13 we
can show that the sound field above a concave cylinder is
given by

p~c!~r ,c r ,z!5eip/4A8p

r
(

n
F j̄sj̄

k̄z
2~zs!k̄z

2~z!
G 1/4 AKnAi ~2 j̄s!Ai ~2 j̄ !eiK nr

~]tn /]Kn!$tn@Ai ~tn!#22@Ai 8~tn!#2%1~]qn /]Kn!@Ai ~tn!#2
, ~7!

where

j̄~z!55 H 3

2
KnRc cosc rF k̄z~z!

Kn cosc r
2tan21 S k̄z~z!

Kn cosc r
D G J 2/3

if z<Re~zt!,

2H 3

2
KnRc cosc rF2

A2 k̄z
2~z!

Kn cosc r
1tanh21 SA2 k̄z

2~z!

Kn cosc r
D G J 2/3

if z.Re~zt!,

~8!

zt5Rc lnSAk0
22Kn

2 sin2 c r

Kn cosc r
D , ~9!

k̄z~z!51A~k0
22Kn

2 sin2 c r ! exp~22z/Rc!2Kn
2 cos2 c r , ~10!

FIG. 1. Sketch showing the analogy between curved ray path above a plane
boundary and straight-line propagation above a concave surface.
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c r is the azimuthal angle of the receiver in the plane of
constantz, the superscript~c! denotes the sound field above a
cylindrical concave surface, andzt is known as the turning
point13 in the terminology of ray acoustics. Again, the vari-
abletn represents the zeros of Eq.~4! but it is expressed, in
terms ofKn , differently as follows:

tn52j~0!52H 3

2
KnRc cosc r

3F Ak0
22Kn

2

Kn cosc r
2tan21 S Ak0

22Kn
2

Kn cosc r
D G J 2/3

.

~11!

In Eq. ~5! the variable]tn /]Kn can be evaluated to give

]tn

]Kn
5

Rc

A2tn

secc r tan21 S Ak0
22Kn

2

Kn cosc r
D . ~12!

The numerical values oftn , qn , andKn can be determined
by using the method described in Refs. 7 and 13. Substitut-
ing these numerical values into Eq.~7!, we can compute the
sound field above a cylindrical curved surface. The numeri-
cal results for the bilinear and exponential sound speed pro-
files will be shown in Sec. II.

Noting that the horizontal range and the vertical-height-
dependent factors are not coupled in the residue series solu-
tion for a monopole source, the dipole fieldpd can be de-
rived from the monopole fieldp by noting18

pd52DdS0Fsingd cos~cd2c r !
]

]r
p1cosgd

]

]zs
pG , ~13!

where 2Dd is the separation of the components of two out-
of-phase monopole components andgd andcd are the polar

and azimuthal angles of the dipole moment vector.6 The nor-
mal mode solution for a bilinear profile can be extended for
an arbitrarily oriented dipole source over a concave surface,
i.e.,

pd
~b!5ph

~b!1pv
~b! , ~14!

whereph
(b) andpv

(b) are, respectively, the horizontal compo-
nent and the vertical component of a dipole. They are deter-
mined according to24

ph
~b!~r ,c r ,z!

'
eip/4

l
A p

2r 3 Sd singd cos~cd2c r !

3(
n

~2iK n21!Ai ~tn1zs / l !Ai ~tn1z/ l !eiknr

AKn$tn@Ai ~tn!#22@Ai 8~tn!#2%
, ~15!

and

pv
~b!~r ,c r ,z!

'
peip/4

l 2 Sd cosgd

3(
n
A 2

pKnr

Ai 8~tn1zs / l !Ai ~tn1z/ l !eiK nr

$tn@Ai ~tn!#22@Ai 8~tn!#2%
.

~16!

The normal mode solution for an exponential profile for an
arbitrarily oriented dipole source may be expressed by

pd
~c!5ph

~c!1pv
~c! , ~17!

where

ph
~c!'eip/4Sd singd cos~cd2c r !

3A2p

r 3 (
n

F j̄sj̄

k̄z
2~zs!k̄z

2~z!
G 1/4

~2iK n21!AKnAi ~2 j̄s!Ai ~2 j̄ !eiK nr

~]tn /]Kn!$tn@Ai ~tn!#22@Ai 8~tn!#2%1~]qn /]Kn!@Ai ~tn!#2
, ~18!

and

pv
~c!'eip/4Sd cosgdA8p

r
(

n
F k̄z

2~zs!j̄

k̄z
2~z!j̄s

G 1/4 AKnAi 8~2 j̄s!Ai ~2 j̄ !eiK nr

~]tn /]Kn!$tn@Ai ~tn!#22@Ai 8~tn!#2%1~]qn /]Kn!@Ai ~tn!#2
. ~19!

Locations of poles for dipole sources are the same as those
for a monopole source and they are determined by solving
the dispersion equation@see Eq.~4!#.

II. THEORETICAL COMPARISONS

The normal mode solution for an exponential profile,
Eq. ~7!, can be examined by means of numerical compari-
sons. A frequency of 2915 Hz corresponding to a wavelength

of 0.12 m in atmosphere, at which some experiments have
been conducted, is presented for these numerical compari-
sons.

A. Comparison of the normal mode solution to the
fast field program results

The normal mode solution for an exponential profile
should agree with the fast field program~FFP!19 solution for
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the same sound speed gradient. To validate the numerical
solutions, we compare the transmission loss~TL! versus the
distance from source where

TL520 lg~p/p1! ~20!

andp1 is the free field acoustic pressure at a distance of 1 m
from the source.

Figure 2 shows the results of the normal mode calcula-
tion ~solid lines! compared with the FFP calculation~dash-
dotted lines! for the sound speed profile varying exponen-
tially with height. In Fig. 2~a!, the sound propagation due to
a monopole source above a felt-covered concave surface was
predicted at a frequency of 2915 Hz withRc52.5 m and the
gradient was truncated at 1.24 m altitude. A good approxi-

FIG. 2. Transmission loss predicted
over a felt-covered concave surface
with Rc52.5 m andzs5z50.10 m at
a frequency of 2915 Hz. Dash-dotted
curves: FFP calculations, solid curves:
the normal mode calculations with ex-
ponential profiles for~a! monopole,
~b! horizontal dipole, and~c! vertical
dipole.
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mation for the truncated gradient may be obtained by using
14 modes. This number of modes is the so-called full
solution.14 The complex impedance of the surface is calcu-
lated by using a two-parameter model20 with se

538 kPa s m22 and ae515 m21. The chosen parameters
~Rc , se , andae) reflect the radius and the impedance of the
curved surfaces used in our subsequent laboratory measure-
ments. The source and receiver heights are 0.1 m. Figure
2~b! and ~c! shows the comparisons for the propagation due
to a horizontal dipole source and a vertical dipole source,
respectively. The agreement between the two numerical
schemes for monopole and horizontal dipole sources is ex-
cellent. However, for the vertical dipole source, the agree-
ment between the FFP and the normal mode predictions is
less satisfactory. There are considerable oscillations in the
magnitudes of TL for the normal mode predictions. This is
largely due to the fact that the contribution due to a branch-
line integral has been ignored in the normal mode solution.21

The inadequacy of the approximation is only apparent for the
case of a vertical dipole because the solution involves the
spatial differentiation with respect to the vertical height. In
view of the acoustic analogy, the normal mode solution may
be used to predict the sound field above a curved surface in
an otherwise homogeneous medium. Its predictions will be
compared with laboratory measurements in Sec. III.

B. Comparison of the normal mode solutions for two
profiles

Typical comparisons of the normal mode predictions be-
tween bilinear and exponential profiles are displayed. Figure
3~a! shows the predictions above the felt-covered concave
surface in a gradient withRc52.5 m, at frequencies of 2915
Hz, for both profiles. The solid curves are calculated from
Eq. ~7! for the exponential sound speed profile and the dotted
curves are calculated from Eq.~2! for the bilinear sound

speed profile. The source height is 0.02 m and the receiver is
on the surface. For the present situation, the wave layer
thickness,l n , and the wave number,k0 , can be determined
as about 0.075 m and 54 m21, respectively.

It is noteworthy that the predicted sound fields for the
exponential and bilinear sound speed profiles are comparable
only at ranges less than about 20l n . This feature is some-
what different from the case of upward refracting medium in
which the predicted sound fields for both profiles are com-
parable in most practical situations.7 However, this is not the
case for the downward refracting medium. The difference
becomes more significant when the receiver is located at a
few wavelengths from the source. To illustrate the case, we
consider the following example. A noise source of frequency
100 Hz is situated in a stratified medium with a normalized
sound speed gradient of 131024 m21 ~i.e., Rc510 000 m).
The wave layer thicknessl n can be determined as about 10
m. Hence, there should be notable discrepancies in the sound
fields when the range extends beyond 200 m.

Over a rigid concave surface, the trends are similar to
those over the felt-covered concave surface. The solid and
dashed lines in Fig. 4~b! show the normal mode predictions
for both profiles over a rigid surface with the source height
of 0.02 m and the receiver on the surface.

C. Comparison with the boundary element method

To examine the calculations for both profiles over a cy-
lindrical concave surface, the normal mode solutions are
compared to the predictions due to the boundary element
method ~BEM!. The BEM predictions serve an important
purpose of ‘‘benchmarking’’ the normal mode solution be-
cause the numerical scheme of the BEM is based on an exact
formulation of sound reflected by arbitrary surfaces. The nu-
merical implementation of the BEM is well known and the
details are described elsewhere.22,23 In the BEM predictions,

FIG. 3. Transmission loss due to a
monopole source obtained at a fre-
quency of 2915 Hz in a gradient with
Rc52.5 m, over ~a! a felt-covered
concave surface withzs5z50.10 m
and ~b! a rigid surface with zs

50.02 m and z;0.00 m. Circles:
measurements, solid curves: the nor-
mal mode calculations for exponential
profiles, and dash-dotted curves: for
bilinear profiles.
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the cross section of the cylindrical concave surface is mod-
eled as a series of adjacent elements with impedance sur-
faces.

Figure 4 shows two typical examples of prediction over
concave surfaces, in a gradient withRc52.5 m @~a! the felt-
covered surface and~b! the rigid surface#. The solid lines
represent the predictions for the exponential profile and the
dotted lines represent those for the bilinear profile. The
circles represent the calculations from the BEM.

There are considerable discrepancies between the nor-
mal mode predictions for the bilinear profile and predictions
calculated from the BEM, especially at longer ranges. At
short ranges, the discrepancies are small except that the nor-
mal mode solution shows considerable oscillations in mag-
nitude. As the receiver is moved away from the source, the
differences become greater.

Contrary to the bilinear sound speed profile, the normal
mode predictions for the exponential profile accord generally
with the BEM calculations over the concave surfaces. This
implies that the equivalent sound speed increases exponen-
tially rather than bilinearly with height over a cylindrical
concave surface. This implication is in agreement with the
conclusion obtained in the case of a cylindrical convex
surface.7 In the following section, the data obtained from
measurements over cylindrical concave surfaces will be
compared with the normal mode predictions for both sound
speed profiles to test the performance of the theoretical mod-
els.

III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

A series of laboratory experiments was performed, using
a point monopole source and horizontal and vertical dipole
sources, above both felt-covered and rigid concave surfaces,
to investigate sound propagation over concave surfaces. The
experimental data is analyzed and compared to predictions of
the normal mode solutions for both the exponential@Eq. ~7!#
and the bilinear@Eq. ~2!# profiles.

A. Measurement techniques

The concave surfaces were constructed to behave either
as rigid surfaces or as surfaces of finite impedance. The rigid
concave surface was constructed by attaching sheets of ma-
sonite to a series of curved ribbed structures. The resulting
surface was that of a long cylinder with a radius of curvature
2.5 m. It was built to have a transverse length of 2.5 m
~subtended angle of about 60 degrees!, a span of 1.8 m and a
depth of 0.45 m. To ensure that the surface acted as a rigid
reflector, particular care was paid in fastening the masonite
sheets to the structures. To obtain a surface of finite imped-
ance, felt was secured to the rigid surface using double-sided
tape to eliminate the possible transmission path between the
sheets and the felt. The impedance of the felt was character-
ized by measurements over a flat surface.17 A two-parameter
impedance model20 with an effective flow resistivity of 38

FIG. 4. Transmission loss predicted at a frequency of 2915 Hz in a gradient withRc52.5 m, over~a! a felt-covered concave surface withzs5z50.10 m and
~b! a rigid surface withzs50.02 m andz;0.00 m. Circles: BEM calculations, solid curves: the normal mode calculations for exponential profiles, and
dash-dotted curves: the normal mode calculations for bilinear profiles.
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kPa s m22 and a rate of change of porosity with depth of 15
m21 was found to be adequate in modeling the impedance of
the felt-covered surface.

The hard and felt-covered surfaces allow sound propa-
gation distances of up to 2.5 m in the direction perpendicular
to the axis of the long cylinder. Propagation above the con-
cave surface simulates propagation in the presence of a posi-
tive sound speed gradient withRc52.5 m. The model was
placed in an anechoic chamber which has an effective vol-
ume of 33333 m3. A B&K 4311 1/4-in. condenser micro-
phone was used to measure the sound pressure measure-
ments. A Tannoy speaker type PD-30T, fitted with a tube of
3-cm internal diameter and 90 cm long, was used as the point
monopole source. Two piezoceramic transducer discs with
resonance frequencies of 2915 and 4350 Hz were found to be
adequate as the dipole sources.24 When the disc plane is
vertical, it acts as a horizontal dipole source and, when it is
horizontal, it acts as a vertical dipole source.

A PC-based maximum length sequence system analyzer
~MLSSA! was used both as the signal generator for the
sources and as the analyzer for subsequent signal processing.
The impulse signal was analyzed using a half Blackman-
Harris window and Fourier transformed.25

B. The sound field due to a monopole source over
concave surfaces

The circles in Fig. 3~a! represent measurements for a
frequency of 2915 Hz over the felt-covered concave surface.
Both the source and receiver are at heights of 0.10 m. The
solid curves represent predictions of the normal mode solu-
tion for the exponential profile and the dash-dotted curves
represent predictions for the bilinear profile. The agreement
between the measured data and the two curves is excellent
out to 2.0 m~about 25 times the wave layer thickness,l n)

from the source. Beyond this distance, no reliable experi-
mental data were obtained because the receiver is too close
to the edge of the curved surface.

The circles in Fig. 3~b! represent measurements at 2915
Hz, with the receiver moved along the rigid surface (z
;0.00 m) and the source at a height of 0.02 m. Good agree-
ment is found between measurements and predictions for the
exponential profile~solid curves!. However, there are consid-
erable discrepancies between the measured data and the cal-
culations for the bilinear profile~dash-dotted curves!.

It is found that the predictions given by Eq.~7! for the
exponential profiles agree with the experimental results ob-
tained over the cylindrical concave surfaces. The agreement
is better than that with the predictions given by Eq.~2! for
the bilinear profiles. This accords with the general conclu-
sion as with the propagation over cylindrical convex sur-
faces: the exponential sound speed profile is the most appro-
priate profile for the acoustic analogy.3

C. The sound field due to a horizontal dipole source
over concave surfaces

The circles in Fig. 5~a! represent measurements at 2915
Hz over the felt-covered concave surface with both the
source and receiver at heights of 0.10 m. The solid curves
represent predictions for the normal mode solution from Eq.
~18! for the exponential profile and the dash-dotted curves
denote predictions for the normal mode solution from Eq.
~15! for the bilinear profile. The agreement between the ex-
perimental data and the calculations for both profiles is very
good out to 2.0 m~about 25l n) from the source.

In Fig. 5~b!, we show experimental measurements
~circles! at 2915 Hz, with the receiver moved along the rigid
surface (z;0.00 m) and the source height of 0.02 m. The
calculations for the exponential profile are in excellent agree-
ment with experimental data. However, there are consider-

FIG. 5. Transmission loss due to a
horizontal dipole source obtained at a
frequency of 2915 Hz in a gradient
with Rc52.5 m, over ~a! a felt-
covered concave surface withzs5z
50.10 m and~b! a rigid surface with
zs50.02 m and z;0.00 m. Circles:
measurements, solid curves: normal
mode predictions for exponential pro-
files, dash-dotted curves: predictions
for bilinear profiles.
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able discrepancies between the measurements and the predic-
tions for the bilinear profile~dash-dotted curves! at distances
longer than 1.0 m from the source.

Comparing Figs. 3 and 5, it is noted that over concave
surfaces, the sound field due to a horizontal dipole source is
very similar to that due to a monopole source. This is con-
sistent with what has been found in the case of convex
surfaces.7 Moreover, as was the case with a monopole
source, the experimental measurements agree better with the
predictions based on the exponential sound speed profile
than those predicted according to the bilinear profile. Indeed,
this should be the case because our mathematical analyses
suggest that the conformal transformation of a cylindrical
curve surface leads to the exponential rather than the bilinear
sound speed profile.

D. The sound field due to a vertical dipole source
over concave surfaces

The circles in Fig. 6~a! represent measurements at 2915
Hz over the felt-covered concave surface with both the
source and receiver at heights of 0.10 m. The solid curves
represent predictions from Eq.~19! for the exponential pro-
file and the dash-dotted curves represent predictions from
Eq. ~16! for the bilinear profile. In contrast to the theoretical
predictions, the experimental results lie on smooth curves
~the dashed curves!, which show similar trends to predictions
of the monopole sound fields~cf. Fig. 3!. Note that the scale
in Fig. 6 is different from Figs. 3–5 in order to allow a better
presentation of data.

Similar results have been obtained over the felt-covered
concave surface. The circles in Fig. 6~b! represent data at
2915 Hz with the receiver moved along the rigid surface (z
;0.00 m) and the source at a height of 0.02 m.

It would appear that, for a vertical dipole source over a
cylindrical concave surface, the agreement between the mea-

surements and the normal mode predictions for both profiles
is relatively poor. As mentioned earlier, the inaccuracy is due
to the fact that the branch line contributions have been ig-
nored in the normal mode solution. Nevertheless, relatively
speaking, there is better agreement with the predictions
based on the exponential profile than those based on the
bilinear profile. It is of interest to note that, for the dipole
source, use of the FFP predictions agrees reasonably well
with experimental measurements~results are not shown for
brevity!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A normal mode solution has been developed for propa-
gation in an exponential sound speed profile and used to
predict the sound field diffracted by a cylindrical concave
surface. Analytical expressions for dipole sources have been
deduced directly from those for a monopole source.

A series of laboratory measurements of transmission
loss have been conducted using a monopole source and hori-
zontal or vertical dipole sources over cylindrical concave
surfaces. The measurement results have been compared with
normal mode predictions for both the exponential profile and
the bilinear profile. For a monopole and a horizontal dipole,
good agreement has been found between measurements and
normal mode predictions using an exponential profile. How-
ever, the agreement is less satisfactory where the sound field
was due to vertical dipole sources. The solution for a bilinear
profile showed considerable disagreement with measure-
ments in both monopole and horizontal dipole sound fields,
and significant discrepancies from measurements in vertical
dipole sound fields.

The predicted and measured transmission loss due to a
horizontal dipole source, as a function of range, have been
found to be close to those predicted for a monopole source.

FIG. 6. Transmission loss due to a
vertical dipole source at a frequency of
2915 Hz obtained in a gradient with
Rc52.5 m, over ~a! a felt-covered
concave surface withzs5z50.10 m
and ~b! a rigid surface with zs

50.02 m and z;0.00 m. Circles:
measurements, solid curves: normal
mode predictions for exponential pro-
files, and dash-dotted curves: predic-
tions for bilinear profiles.
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However, the predicted transmission loss due to a vertical
dipole source shows significant oscillations according to the
normal mode solution.
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Measurements of infrasonic seismo-acoustic ambient noise using an ocean bottom seismometer in
shallow water have uncovered an unusual phenomenon: the noise spectrum of the horizontal
component of seabed velocity shows several prominent peaks in the frequency range 0–8 Hz,
whereas the noise spectra of both the acoustic pressure and the vertical component of seabed
velocity show very weak or nonexistent features at the same frequencies. This structure is
interpreted theoretically as resonances of shear waves of vertical polarization in the upper sediment
layer, excited by the diffuse infrasonic sound field in the water. Independent interface wave
dispersion studies at the site have revealed an approximate power-law profile of shear speed versus
depth, having the formc(z)5c0zn, with c0521.5 and n50.60 ~SI units!. The theoretical
development concentrates on exact analytic solutions for the resonance frequencies and wave field
for power-law profiles and on the WKB and more advanced asymptotic solutions in the more
general case of smooth shear-speed profiles with a power-law singularity. The experimental
observations are interpreted in light of these analytic results, and are consistent with the previously
determined power-law shear speed-profile. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!04110-7#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Gp, 43.25.Gf, 43.28.Dm, 43.30.Ma@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

Shear waves in marine sediments have proved to be a
significant factor in bottom-interacting ocean acoustics in
some environments.1 Specifically, Hugheset al.2 have shown
that shear wave resonances in a thin sediment layer over a
rock substrate have a profound effect on acoustic reflection
loss and shallow water acoustic transmission loss. In that
study, it was adequate to model the thin sediment layer as a
single homogeneous layer with average properties; however,
others have argued that gradients in material properties can-
not be ignored.3–5 This paper presents experimental evidence
of a seabed resonance phenomenon involving shear waves in
surficial sediments for which the theoretical explanation de-
pends critically on the shear-speed gradient; the paper also
proposes a wave-theoretical model for the phenomenon. The
experiment consisted simply of measuring the seismo-
acoustic ambient noise field at the seabed using an ocean
bottom seismometer~OBS!. The OBS was equipped with
geophones for measuring the particle velocity at the top of
the sediment layer and a hydrophone for measuring the pres-
sure in the water layer just above. Interestingly, we observed
large resonance effects on the horizontal geophone, but these
resonances were absent on the hydrophone. In this paper, we
are not so concerned with the seismo-acoustic noise field
itself, its source mechanisms, or modeling its spectrum; these

topics are covered in a good review by Orcuttet al.6 and a
recent monograph by Kibblewhite and Wu.7 We are more
interested in how the noise field interacts with the seabed,
and the insight this provides into the seismo-acoustics of the
seafloor.

A preliminary computational investigation8 of this phe-
nomenon using a stacked-layer geoacoustic model approxi-
mating a continuous power-law shear-speed profile of the
form c(z)5c0zn provided encouraging results. However, we
found that results converged slowly as the number of layers
increased. It appears that prohibitively large numbers of lay-
ers would be necessary to adequately model the physics of
such a profile using this method. Accordingly, in this paper
we abandon the stacked-layer approach in favor of analytic
treatment, returning to the fundamental equations of motion
of acoustic waves in a continuously stratified elastic medium.
These equations are difficult to solve exactly, but the low
shear speeds present in the upper sediment layer of the ex-
perimental site admit a simplifying assumption that opens an
avenue for an approximate analytical solution of the equa-
tions of motion. The analytic results provide characteristic
equations for the expected resonance frequencies. Numerical
solution of the resonance conditions is straightforward, and
provides much insight into the observed ambient noise struc-
ture.

In Sec. I we present the experimental data showing the
seafloor noise resonances and a description of the environ-
ment. In Sec. II we relate the noise resonances to normal
modes ofP-SV waves and indicate the small parameters of
the problem that allow its analytical consideration. It is es-

a!Also affiliated to: Acoustic Wave Propagation Laboratory, P. P. Shirshov
Oceanography Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Mos-
cow 117851, Russia.
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tablished in Sec. III that analysis of the normal modes at
normal incidence provides sufficient accuracy to determine
resonance frequencies. An exact solution for shear wave nor-
mal modes in a layer with power-law profile of rigidity is
obtained and analyzed in Sec. IV. Effects of deviations from
the power law are addressed in Sec. V. We provide some
computational results in Sec. VI, to illustrate some of the
analytically derived conclusions. Finally, in Sec. VII, we ex-
amine the interplay of the various model parameters, the
most significant being the profile of shear speed versus depth
in the sediment.

I. EXPERIMENT: RESONANCES IN SEISMO-
ACOUSTIC AMBIENT NOISE

In 1993, the Defence Research Establishment Atlantic
~DREA! built and tested an OBS to investigate the geophone
as a sensor for ocean acoustics experiments.9–11 Many ex-
perimental sites were visited on several cruises, including a
site on the Scotian Shelf not far from the Eastern Shore
coastal region of Nova Scotia. Seismo-acoustic propagation,
ambient noise, and interface wave experiments were con-
ducted at this site. The interface wave dispersion data~i.e.,
group speed versus frequency! were inverted to produce a
shear speed versus depth profile in the seabed.12 The site is
located in a basin whose water depth is about twice as deep
as the surrounding sand banks, and whose surficial sediment
is composed of ponded layers of clay and silt over a harder
material, probably glacial till.12,13 Shear velocity in the hard
sediment is estimated to be 900–1000 m/s. The water depth
is 156 m and the clay/silt layer is about 25.5 m thick. The
shear-speed profile was modeled as a stack of homogeneous
sub-layers, but the resulting staircase could be viewed as an
approximation to a continuous power-law profile of the form
c(z)5c0zn, with c0521.5 andn50.60 ~SI units!, the shear
speed varying from 21.5 m/s at 1 m depth to 150 m/s at the
top of the till layer at 25.5 m depth.

Of particular interest in this paper are the resonance fea-
tures in the seismo-acoustic ambient noise measured by the
OBS on the seabed, shown in Fig. 1. We observed these
features with the DREA OBS on two visits, but we initially

saw them with a borrowed OBS of different design; this is
persuasive evidence that the phenomenon is not an instru-
ment effect. The resonances in the noise on the horizontal
geophone are quite noticeable: the first five peaks are at 1.06,
2.16, 3.24, 4.64, and 5.70 Hz, the sequence closely approxi-
mating a harmonic progression with a fundamental fre-
quency of 1.1160.04 Hz. ~Later we show that the nonhar-
monic progression 1.18n– 0.21 is a better fit to this
sequence.! Only one horizontal geophone channel is shown;
the others are similar. The vertical geophone channel dis-
plays similar features, but they are much weaker, showing
only the first three peaks. On the hydrophone channel, there
is only a suggestion of a resonance at the fundamental fre-
quency. We have not observed such resonances at other sites
we visited with the DREA OBS; however, Dormanet al.14

published OBS noise spectra from an entirely different loca-
tion showing noticeable peaks on the horizontal geophone in
the same frequency band~with a smoother and quieter noise
spectrum on the vertical geophone!, but they did not remark
on the features.

The cause of these noise resonances was not immedi-
ately evident. At first, we suspected them to be instrument
related, but their appearance at the same site at different
times with different instruments convinced us that they are
environmental features. We now believe that these peaks in
the horizontal motion are caused by vertically polarized
shear waves resonating in the clay/silt layers. At this time,
we do not have a complete model of the phenomenon, but
the following sections will examine seismo-acoustic propa-
gation in this environment and the role of the shear-speed
profile in placing the modeled resonances at the appropriate
frequencies.

II. QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS AND APPROACH

Our hypothesis to explain the observed features of the
seismo-acoustic noise field assumes that the water column
supports a diffuse infrasonic noise field that is horizontally
isotropic, but which may have some vertical directionality.
This noise field interacts with the elastic seabed, generating
vertically polarized shear waves (SV waves!. Previous
analysis of similar problems suggests that the strongest gen-
eration of shear waves would occur at the large impedance
contrast at the sediment/substrate boundary.15 Subsequent
multiple transits of the sediment layer by the shear waves
give rise to resonances at frequencies that favor constructive
interference.~Note that the lower boundary is necessary both
to generate the shear waves and to provide a distinct layer
thickness to form the resonances.! According to Snell’s law,
for very slow shear speeds the sediment-borneSV waves
excited by water-borne sources would travel in an almost
vertical direction, insensitive to the incidence angle of the
wave in the water. Also, for very low shear speeds, there
would be a negligible effect on the bottom reflection coeffi-
cient, hence we would not expect the hydrophone to register
large resonance effects. However, the geophones of an OBS
are capable of sensing the underlying seabed motion associ-
ated with shear waves, so resonances would be seen in the

FIG. 1. Seismo-acoustic ambient noise resonances measured using an ocean
bottom seismometer in a shallow-water site on the Scotian shelf.~Noise
level units are dBre: 1 ~nm/s!2/Hz for the geophones and dBre: 1 mPa2/Hz
for the hydrophone.!
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geophone ambient noise, although they should be more no-
ticeable on the horizontal geophone signals than on the ver-
tical geophones, as we explain below.

It is the low shear-wave velocities that are responsible
for predominantly horizontal particle motion in vertically po-
larized shear waves. According to the Snell’s law, sound
waves incident from the water column give rise to shear
waves that propagate almost vertically. Being transverse
waves, these create almost-horizontal particle displacement.
In addition, the shear-wave particle motion at the water/
sediment boundary is the sum of an upward-traveling inci-
dent shear wave and a downward-traveling reflected shear
wave. For low shear speeds, the shear wave is almost per-
fectly reflected with a phase inversion. This gives rise to a
net displacement that is large in the horizontal direction and
further reduced in the vertical direction.

Conventionally, numerical simulations of acoustic
propagation in a stratified elastic medium are performed by
subdividing the inhomogeneous layer into a number of ho-
mogeneous sub-layers. Although layer-stack models are re-
markably versatile, they ultimately need a large number of
sub-layers to model a depth interval where the shear velocity
is small but its gradient is large, which is a characteristic
feature of the environment at hand. Moreover, as noted in
Ref. 5, ‘‘the layer-stack method presents no expression that
yields insight into the effects being studied.’’ In this paper,
we abandon the assumption of piecewise constant medium
parameters and consider the upper portion of the sediment to
be acontinuously stratifiedsolid. The shear modulus of ma-
rine sediments is small in the vicinity of the water-sediment
interface and may vanish at the interface. Then it is natural to
assume a power-law dependence

m5r0c0
2~z1z1!2n, n.0, z1>0 ~1!

of shear modulus on depth in the upper portion of the sedi-
ment column. Herer0 is a constant with the dimensions of
densityr and c05const. There is both theoretical and em-
pirical evidence in support of this assumption.5,12,16–18At the
experimental site, a strong case for the power-law geoacous-
tic profile is made by Osler and Chapman12 and by
Chapman.8 Figure 2 illustrates the model, and depicts the
simple power-law profile (z150) as well as a truncated

power-law profile (z1.0) formed by offsetting the singular-
ity of the profile. For the simple power-law profile, note that
whenn,1/2,¹m tends to infinity whenm tends to zero. This
makes the approach of Robins,4,19 who assumes slow varia-
tion of m and discards terms withm derivatives, inapplicable
to the problem at hand.

Mathematically, an analytic treatment of the problem on
noise resonances is made possible by the existence of two
small parameters. The first one,D1 , is the ratio of Lame
constantsm andl in the soft sediment. At the experimental
site it does not exceed 0.007. The second small parameter,
D2 , is the ratio of the horizontal component of wave vector
to the shear-wave wave number in the soft sediment. It fol-
lows from the Snell’s law that, if the ambient noise sources
are in the water column or at the ocean surface,D2 is limited
from above by the ratio of shear-wave velocity in the soft
sediment to the sound speed in the water. If the ambient
noise sources are situated deep in the bottom,D2 does not
exceed the ratio of shear-wave velocities in soft and hard
sediments. At the site considered, for the second small pa-
rameter we have, respectively, upper bounds of 0.09 and
0.14. Related toD2 is another small parameter,T, defined as
the product of density and shear velocity ratios in soft and
hard sediments at their interface. In this case, it is on the
order ofT50.1.

At normal incidence (D250) and withT50, the inter-
faces with the water and the hard sediment act like a free and
a rigid boundary for shear waves in soft sediment, and there
exist normal modes of shear waves with real frequenciesf n .
At oblique incidence and/or whenT is finite, the eigenfre-
quencies take on complex values because of radiation losses
into the water and the hard sediment. However, variations in
the eigenfrequencies compared to the ideal caseD25T50
are small, including their imaginary parts, as long asD2 and
T are small. In the problem of broadband wave reflection
from the sediment layer, the existence of complex eigenfre-
quencies near the real axis leads to frequency resonances.
This can be demonstrated in several ways. First, compare the
reflection problem for the continuous wave and the eigen-
value problem. In terms of the amplitudes of the four linearly
independentP-SV waves in the layer, each problem reduces
to a linear algebraic system. The only difference is, the alge-
braic system is homogeneous in the eigenvalue problem~free
vibrations! but has a nonzero right hand side due to the in-
cident wave in the reflection problem~forced vibrations!.
When the frequencyf of the incident wave approaches an
eigenfrequency, the determinant of the linear system tends to
zero and, hence, solutions of the inhomogeneous system gen-
erally tend to infinity. Of course, with CW excitation, the
amplitudes of the resonance peaks remain bounded because
the eigenfrequencies are slightly complex.

For a more graphic explanation, consider a continuous
plane sound wave incident on the layer 0,z,H of soft
sediment from a fluid half-spacez,0. Let z5H be a rigid
boundary. If the horizontal displacement in the incident wave
is U ( in)(z), then the horizontal displacement inP waves at
z5H is proportional toU ( in)(H). ~The coefficient of propor-
tionality is 2 whenP wave reflection above the boundaryz
5H is negligible.! Let u(z, f ) stand for the horizontal dis-

FIG. 2. Simple and truncated power-law shear-speed profiles in the sedi-
ment layer.
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placement inS waves as a function of depth and frequency.
From the boundary condition of no horizontal displacement
at z5H it follows that u(H, f )5constU(in)(H). ~The con-
stant equals22 whenP wave reflection above the boundary
z5H is negligible.! On the other hand,u(z, f ) is propor-
tional to one of the two linear-independent solutions for
shear waves, say,U (s)(z, f ) that obeys the boundary condi-
tion of no horizontal traction atz50. Therefore,u(z, f )
5u(H, f )U (s)(z, f )/U (s)(H, f )5constU(in)(H)U(s)(z,f )/
U(s)(H,f ). At an eigenfrequencyf 5 f n , the shear wave obeys
the boundary conditions atboth interfacesz50 andz5H.
Hence,U (s)(H, f n)50. We now see thatu(0,f ) tends to
infinity when f tends tof n and that resonant peaks in hori-
zontal displacement are related to normal modes of shear
waves. In reality, the height of the resonance peaks is large
but limited because of the small shift of the eigenfrequency
away from the real axis.

Consequently, although no normal mode is actually ex-
cited at plane-wave reflection, to determine the frequencies
of noise resonances it is sufficient to study the eigenfrequen-
cies ofP-SV waves in the soft sediment layer. Prediction of
the heights of the peaks is a more subtle issue as the heights
depend on both imaginary parts of the eigenfrequencies and
the noise power spectrum and directionality. In this paper,
we will concentrate on the resonance condition, which deter-
mines positions of the resonance frequencies, leaving analy-
sis of the heights of the peaks for further research.

III. THE EFFECT OF THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE ON
THE RESONANCE FREQUENCIES

Consider elasticP-SV waves in a stratified fluid/solid
medium. The medium is infinite or has horizontal ideal~free
or rigid! horizontal boundaries. The solid is assumed to be
locally isotropic. Letu(a), s jk

(a) , q(a)5(q1
(a) ,q1

(a),0), and
va be the displacement, stress tensor, horizontal wave vec-
tor, and frequency corresponding to two normal modes;a
51,2; j ,k51,2,3. The fields of the normal modes are or-
thogonal in fluid/solid media. We express the orthogonality
relation in the form20

E dz@~v1
22v2

2!ruj
~1!uj

~2!

1 i ~qa
~1!2qa

~2!!~s j a
~1!uj

~2!2s j a
~2!uj

~1!!#50. ~2!

Here the integration is performed throughout the vertical ex-
tent of the medium; summation over repeated indices is im-
plied.

The orthogonality relation enables us to relate eigenfre-
quencies corresponding to two different values of the wave
vector. At normal incidence, shear and compression waves
are known to be uncoupled in layered solids~Ref. 21, Sec.
1.3!. Let q(1)50 ~normal incidence!, q(2)5(q,0,0). Assume
that the normal mode considered is a shear wave atq50. ~It
may have a P component at qÞ0.) Hence, u(1)

5(u1
(1),0,0). According to the Hooke’s law s jk

5ld jk]us /]xs1m(]uj /]xk1]uk /]xj ), where j ,k,s
51,2,3; s j 1

(1) is nonzero only whenj 53. Then one obtains
from Eq. ~2!

v2~q!2v2~q50!52 iq
*dz@s13

~1!u3
~2!2s11

~2!u1
~1!#

*dzru1
~1!u1

~2! . ~3!

Of course, both eigenfrequencies in the left side are real in
the absence of dissipative processes for normal modes in a
solid layer with ideal boundaries and for proper normal
modes in an unbounded medium. When the depth depen-
dence of horizontal displacement is chosen to be real-valued,
the integral in numerator on the right side of Eq.~3! is pure
imaginary. Asu3

(2) ands11
(2) tend tou3

(1) ands11
(1) and, hence,

vanish atq→0, it follows from Eq. ~3! that the eigenfre-
quency increment is proportional toq2 for small q.

For comparison, consider the analogous expressions for
shear waves of horizontal polarization~SH waves!. These
waves are not coupled toP-SV waves in layered solids and
have zero vertical displacement at all angles of incidence.
The horizontal component of displacement obeys the wave
equation~Ref. 21, Sec. 1.3!

]2u

]z2 1
1

m

]m

]z

]u

]z
1~k22q2!u50, k5

v

c
, c5Am

r
,

~4!

where k is the shear-wave wave number. From Eq.~4! it
follows @cf. Eq. ~3!#

v2~q!2v2~q50!5q2
*dzm~z!u~q,z!u~0,z!

*dzr~z!u~q,z!u~0,z!
. ~5!

Expressing the integrals on the right side through depth-
averaged values of shear modulus and density, one has

v2~q!/v2~q50!511q2^m&/v2~q50!^r&511O~q2/K2!
~6!

whenq!K. HereK is a representative value of shear-wave
wave number. Thus the relative change of the eigenfre-
quency ofSH waves due to the variation of the horizontal
wave number is of the orderq2/K2 when q is small com-
pared to the shear-wave wave number.

The same conclusion is valid for waves of vertical po-
larization as well. It can be demonstrated in two different
ways. First, one can merely note that shearlike waves are
supported even by an incompressible solid. Therefore, there
exist elastic waves for which all the stress tensor components
remain finite atl→`. In other words, all the stress tensor
components are proportional tom in these shearlike waves.
Then s11

(2) is on the order ofmqu1
(1) . Noting also thats13

(1)

and u3
(1) are on the order ofmku1

(1) and qu1
(1)/k, respec-

tively, one obtains the estimate Eq.~6! for vertically polar-
ized waves from Eq.~3!.

Alternatively, for a more formal derivation, one can ap-
ply the method of multi-scale expansions. Formally substi-
tuting e22l for l andeq for q in the vector wave equation
for P-SV waves ~Ref. 21, Sec. 1.3.3! and developing the
displacement vector into a power series in the formal small
parametere, after equating coefficients at similar powers of
e, one arrives at a system of equations for zero, first, and
higher order contributions to the displacement. For the sake
of brevity, we omit details of the analysis and present the
relevant findings only. It turns out that whene!1, that is, in
solids with m!l, there are two types of elastic waves.
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Waves of different type are uncoupled to leading order ine.
When divu is not small, the waves are essentially compres-
sional, and shear rigidity results in small corrections only.
For the other wave type, divu5O(e2), that is, the displace-
ment is almost purely rotational, as in a shear wave. Then,
according to Hooke’s law,s13

(1)u3
(2) and s11

(2)u1
(1) are on the

order ofmqu1
(1) , and the estimate Eq.~6! follows from Eq.

~3!.
An important corollary of this result is that the relative

variation in the frequency of the eigenmode due to variation
of the angle of incidence is of the order of the square of the
small parameterD2 . Therefore, under the environmental
conditions at the experimental site, the spread of eigenfre-
quencies of a given normal mode due to various possible
~real! incidence angles results in broadening of the respective
spectral line in the power spectrum by a few percent at most.
This is much less than width of spectral lines observed in the
seismo-acoustic ambient noise. Hence, to determine eigen-
frequencies it is sufficient to consider the case of the normal
incidence only. At normal incidenceSV and SH waves be-
come indistinguishable.

IV. EXACT SOLUTIONS FOR THE POWER-LAW
PROFILE

A. General solution

Consider elastic waves in a continuously stratified solid
with constant density and a power-law profile Eq.~1! of the
shear modulus withz150. Written in terms ofc5m1/2u, the
wave equation~4! for waves SH becomes the Helmholtz
equation

d2c

dz2 1K2c50,

~7!

K25
rv2

m
2q21S 1

2m

dm

dzD 2

2
1

2m

d2m

dz2

with effective wave numberK. We are interested in the case
q50, when the same wave equation applies toSV waves.

In connection with reflection of acoustic and electro-
magnetic waves, exact solutions to the Helmholtz equation
with effective wave number squared

K2~z!5 1
4b

2~z1z1!2@b2224m214lQ~z1z1!b

2Q2~z1z1!2b# ~8!

have been studied in Ref. 21, Sec. 3.3, and Ref. 22. Such an
equation is solvable in terms of confluent hypergeometric
functions~Ref. 23, Chap. 13!, the general solution being

c~z!5h~12b!/2b@A1Ml ,m~h!1A2Wl ,m~h!#,

h5Q~z1z1!b, ~9!

whereMl ,m and Wl ,m are Whittaker functions andA1,2 are
arbitrary constants. Note that ifl 50 the Whittaker functions
reduce to the simpler and more frequently used cylindrical
functions.

At q50, the effective wave number in Eq.~7! for shear
waves is the same as in Eq.~8! if parameters in Eq.~8! are
chosen in the following way:

l 50, m56~1/22n!/~12n!, b512n,
~10!

Q52ivc0
21/~12n!, z150.

Hence, at normal incidence andvÞ1, the exact solution of
the wave equation for shear waves is given by Eqs.~9! and
~10!. Taking into account the relations~Refs. 21, Sec. 3.3;
23, Chap. 13! between cylindrical functions and the Whit-
taker functions, it is convenient to re-write Eq.~9! as

u5z1/22nFB1JmS v

c0~12v !
z12nD

1B2YmS v

c0~12v !
z12nD G ,

~11!

m5
2n21

2~12n!
,

whereJm andYm are the Bessel functions of the first and the
second kind. Note thatm is a monotonically increasing func-
tion of v, and it varies between21

2 and plus infinity whenn
increases from 0 to 1. By using the Bessel equation~Ref. 23,
Chap. 9!, to whichJm andYm are solutions, it is straightfor-
ward to check by direct substitution thatu(z) as defined in
Eq. ~11! is a solution of the wave equation~4!. We note in
passing that exact closed-form solutions of the wave equa-
tion ~7! can be also obtained from Eqs.~8! and~9! in the case
of oblique incidence (qÞ0), but only for the particular val-
ues (n521, 0, 1

2, and 1! of the parameterv.

B. A layer with ideal boundaries

Consider a sediment layer 0,z,H with constant den-
sity, a power-law profile Eq.~1! for the shear modulus,z1

50, and the following boundary conditions~BCs! imposed
on the layer boundaries:

s1350 ~z50!, ~12!

u150 ~z5H !. ~13!

Physically, the BC atz50 corresponds to the boundary with
the ~inviscid! fluid; the BC atz5H corresponds to a rigid
boundary.

From Hooke’s law and the limiting forms of the Bessel
functions for small arguments

Jm~h!5G21~11m!~h/2!m@11O~h2!#,

Y0~h!52p21 ln z1O~1!, ~14!

YM~h!52p21G~M !~h/2!2M@11O~h2!#1o~1!,

M.0,

it follows that one should putB250 in ~11! to satisfy BC Eq.
~12!. Hence, the particle displacement in a normal mode is
given by

u5B1z1/22nJmS v

c0~12n!
z12nD , ~15!

where B1 is an amplitude constant. The displacement is
bounded throughout the layer and is nonzero at the interface
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z50. The BC Eq.~13! immediately gives the resonance con-
dition

JmS v

c0~12v !
H12vD50. ~16!

Using the common designationj m,n ~Ref. 23, Sec. 9.5!
for thenth positive zero of the functionJm(x), one has from
the dispersion relation Eq.~16! the explicit expression

f n5~2p!21c0~12v !Hn21 j m,n ~17!

for thenth resonance frequency,n51,2,... All the resonance
frequencies are real. It follows from the properties of the
Bessel function zeros~Ref. 23, Sec. 9.5! that for a givenn
the sequence$ f n% is not generally equally spaced:f n112 f n

Þ f n2 f n21 , but rapidly becomes so asn increases. Atn
@11m2

f n5
c0~12n!

2pH12n bF12
4m221

8b2 1OS 1

b4D G ,
b5pS n1

m

2
2

1

4D . ~18!

For instance, atm51, substituting 1 for the square brackets
in Eq. ~18! results in errors inf n that are less than 2.5% for
the fundamental~lowest! mode (n51) and less than 1% at
n>2. According to Eq.~18!, the sequence of the resonance
frequencies can only be spaced equally ifm251/4. That is,
among the power-law profiles~other than the trivial case of
m constant! only the one withn5 2

3 can possibly result in an
equi-spaced set of resonance frequencies. As will be shown
in a moment, in the casen5 2

3, the sequence of the resonance
frequencies is indeed equi-spaced and, furthermore, har-
monic.

The general expressions Eqs.~15! and~17! for the reso-
nance frequencies and field of the normal mode can be fur-
ther simplified whenm takes the half-integer valuesm5M
1 1

2 and, hence,n512(2M11)21, whereM50,1,2,... The
Bessel functions of half-integer order are proportional to the
spherical Bessel functions~Ref. 23, Chap. 10!, which are in
turn a combination of elementary functions. In particular,

J1/2~h!5~2/ph!1/2sinh,

J3/2~h!5~2/ph!1/2~h21 sinh2cosh!, ~19!

J21/2~h!52Y1/2~h!5~2/ph!1/2cosh.

According to Eq.~19!, at v→0 Eq. ~15! gives the solution
u5const cos(vz/c0) which was certainly anticipated for the
homogeneous layer with the boundary condition Eq.~12!. At
n5 2

3, one has from Eqs.~15! and ~19!

u5B1A 2c0

3pv
z21/3sinS 3v

c0
z1/3D . ~20!

Note that in this case the mode phase~argument of the sine!
becomes zero atz50 and notp/2, as one might expect by
assuming similarity to the case of homogeneous layer. From
Eq. ~18! and BC Eq.~13! it is clear that the resonance fre-
quencies form the harmonic sequencef n5const•n in this
case.

At n54/5 it follows from Eqs.~15! and ~19! that

u5B1~2/p!1/2~5v/c0!23/10h23~sinh2h cosh!,
~21!

h55vc0
21z1/5.

Now the normal mode field contains both sine and cosine
components, with comparable and nearly mutually annihilat-
ing values atz→0.

C. Truncated power-law profile

Consider now a somewhat more general geoacoustic
model. We retain the assumptions made in Sec. IV B about
the problem geometry, constant density, boundary condi-
tions, and normal incidence, but takez1 to be positive in Eq.
~1!. The model will be referred to asthe truncated power-law
profile. Of primary interest to us is the effect that small but
nonzerom~0! has on the resonance frequencies.

The general solution of the wave equation is still given
by Eq. ~11! if z1z1 is substituted forz in the right side of
that equation. Using the identities

mJm~h!7h dJm~h!/dh5hJm61~h!,
~22!

mYm~h!7h dYm~h!/dh5hYm11~h!,

BCs Eqs.~12! and ~13! can now be written as

B1Jm11~a!1B2Ym11~a!50, a5vz1
12n/c0~12n!,

~23a!

B1Jm~b!1B2Ym~b!50, b5v~H1z1!12n/c0~12n!.
~23b!

By requiring that these simultaneous equations have a non-
trivial solution with respect to amplitude constantsB1,2, one
obtains the resonance condition

Jm11~a!Ym~b!2Jm~b!Ym11~a!50 ~24!

for shear waves in the ‘‘truncated’’ layer. Note that in Eq.
~24! b.a andb@a whenz1!H. Using the limiting forms
Eq. ~14! of the Bessel function for small arguments, it is easy
to verify that in the limit z1→0 Eq. ~24! reduces to the
dispersion relation Eq.~16! for a nontruncated layer.

Consider two special cases:

1. The case a !1

According to Eq.~23a!, this is the case whenz1 or, in
other words, the shear-wave velocity near the upper bound-
ary of the sediment layer is sufficiently small.~As will be-
come clear soon, the exact meaning of ‘‘sufficiently’’ de-
pends on the mode number.! The inequality z1!H is a
necessary, but generally not a sufficient condition fora to be
much smaller than unity at a resonance frequency.

Note that 11m.0 for all possiblev values. It follows
from Eq. ~14! that Jm11(a)/Ym11(a) tends to zero whena
tends to zero. ThereforeJm(b) in the dispersion relation Eq.
~24! is small whena!1. Hence,b is close to a zeroj m,n of
the Bessel function. Using small argument forms for
Jm11(a) and Ym11(a) and developingJm(b) and Ym(b)
into Taylor series in the vicinity ofb5 j m,n , after some al-
gebra one obtains from Eq.~24!
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f n5
c0~12n! j m,n

2p~z11H !12n F11dm,n

z1

z11H
1OS S z1

z11H D gD G ,
~25!

whereg5min(2,322v),

dm,n52
222~m11!p j m,n

2m11

~m11!G2~m11!

Ym~ j m,n!

Jm
l ~ j m,n!

, ~26!

and prime denotes derivative of the function with respect to
its argument. The expression fordm,n can be simplified in
some cases. In particular, using Eq.~19! one findsd1/2,n

5p2n2/3 at n5 2
3. At arbitrary m and largen the simple

expression

dm,n'
p

2~m11!G2~m11! Fp2 S n1
m

2
2

1

4D G2m11

~27!

is obtained by noting~Ref. 23, Sec. 9.2! Jm8 ( j m,n)/Ym( j m,n)
5211O(n22). Although Eq. ~27! has been derived for
largen, it turns out to be rather accurate even forn52 when
m&1.

Written in terms of the ratio of shear-wave velocities at
the top and bottom of the sediment layer, Eq.~25! becomes

f n5
c0~12n! j m,n

2p~z11H !12n F11dm,nS c~0!

c~H ! D
1/n

1OS S c~0!

c~H ! D
g/nD G .

~28!

The expressions in the square brackets in Eqs.~25! and~28!
represent a correction factor relating the resonance frequency
for a truncated layer to that of the nontruncated layerwith the
same shear-wave velocity at its bottom. It should be empha-
sized that relative variation in the frequency is much less
than the relative variation of wave travel time between the
boundariesz50 andz5H, the latter relative variation being
(11H/z1)n21. If one compares resonance frequencies of the
truncated and nontruncated layersof the same thickness H,
then similar expressions hold. In particular,

f n5
c0~12n! j m,n

2pH12n F11~dm,n211v !S c~0!

c~H ! D
1/n

1OS S c~0!

c~H ! D
g/nD G . ~29!

As the leading term in the correction factor in both cases
is proportional to the~small! ratio c(0)/c(H) of the shear-
wave velocities to the power greater than unity, the reso-
nance frequencies of the truncated layer are relatively insen-
sitive to c(0) for first normal modes. For instance, with
c(0)57.5 m/s, c(H)5130 m/s, from Eq. ~28! one has
1.0456 and 1.182 for the ratio of resonance frequencies of
truncated and nontruncated layers atn51 andn52 andn
5 2

3. At n5 1
2, the ratios are 1.006 17, 1.0144, and 1.022 58

for n51, n52, andn53, respectively. The smallern, the
smaller are changes in the resonance frequencies and slower
their increase with mode number. These properties of the
resonance frequencies are illustrated in Sec. VI.

The coefficientdm,n increases with the normal mode or-
der n as n2m11 @see Eq.~27!# making Eqs.~28! and ~30!
inapplicable to high-order modes. An analysis shows that the

restriction on mode number is determined by the inequality
a!1 which can be re-written with the help of Eq.~28! as
z1 /H!(pn)21/(12n).

2. The case a @11m2

When z1!H, this case applies to high-order normal
modes only. Using Hankel’s asymptotic expansions~Ref. 23,
Sec. 9.2!

Jm~h!5~2/ph!1/2@N~m,h!cosx2M ~m,h!sinx#,

x5h2pm/22p/4,

Ym~h!5~2/ph!1/2@M ~m,h!cosx1N~m,h!sinx#,
~30!

N~m,h!;(
k50

`

~2 !k
~m,2k!

~2h!2k ,

M ~m,h!;(
k50

`

~2 !k
~m,2k11!

~2h!2k11

for the Bessel functions in Eq.~24!, one finds, after some
algebra,

cos~b2a!1sin~b2a!F4~m11!221

8a
2

4m221

8b G
1O~a221b22!50. ~31!

The equation can be solved with respect to the frequency
leading to

2p f nt5
p

2
1pn1

~H1z1!12n2z1
12n

8p~n11/2! F4~m11!221

z1
12n

2
4m221

~H1z1!12nG1O~n22!, ~32!

where

t5E
0

H dz

c~z!
5

~H1z1!12n2z1
12n

c0~12n!
~33!

is wave travel time between the layer boundaries at normal
incidence. Unlike the case in Sec. IV C 3, the relative varia-
tion in the resonance frequency due to truncation of the layer
is approximately equal to the relative variation in wave travel
time. One can recognize in termsO(n) andO(1) in Eq.~32!
the WKB resonance condition~for the case of one free and
one rigid boundary! whereas termsO(1/n) represent
leading-order corrections to the WKB approximation. The
connection between Eq.~32! and the WKB resonance condi-
tion is not accidental; it will be shown in Sec. V that the
inequality a@11m2 ensures applicability of the WKB ap-
proximation throughout the truncated layer.

D. The effect of the boundary conditions

In the Secs. IV B and IV C above, ideal boundary con-
ditions Eqs.~12!, ~13! have been assumed. While the first of
these BCs is the correct BC for shear waves at normal inci-
dence on a solid/fluid interface provided fluid viscosity and
surface roughness are negligible, the second BC corresponds
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to an absolutely rigid surface and is a strong idealization.
Instead of imposing that BC at the boundaryz5H, we now
make a more realistic assumption that half-spacez.H is
occupied by a homogeneous solid with densityr2 and shear-
wave velocityc2 . At a solid/solid interface with a ‘‘welded’’
contact, shear waves at normal incidence are not coupled to
compressional waves, and the physical requirements of dis-
placement and traction continuity at the interface reduce to
two boundary conditions, namely, continuity of the
x-component of the displacement and of thes13 component
of the stress tensor. In the absence of waves coming from
infinity, the displacement field in the half-spacez.H is
given by

u15A exp~ ivz/c2!, z.H, A5const. ~34!

Therefore,s13/u15 ivr2c2 at the interfacez5H. Continu-
ity of u1 ands13 leads then to the following BC for waves
within the sediment layer:

u11 iv21cT ]u1/]z50

~z5H !, where T5r~H !c~H !/r2c2

~35!

andr(H) andc(H) are the density and shear-wave velocity
in the layer just above the boundary with the solid half-
space. We will assumeT!1. This is the case when shear-
wave velocity in the ‘‘substrate’’z.H is much greater than
in the sediment layer.T is the only parameter characterizing
the effect of the substrate on the normal modes of the shear
waves. In the limitT→0 Eq.~35! turns into Eq.~13!. That is
why the presence of the substrate with finite impedance can
be considered as a perturbation with respect to the idealized
problem with a rigid boundary.

Let us derive the resonance condition for shear waves in
a layer between fluid and solid halfspaces. Imposing BC Eq.
~35! on the solution Eq.~15! that meets the boundary condi-
tion at z50, for the nontruncated layer one immediately ob-
tains

Jm~vt!5 iTJm11~vt!, t5Hn21/c0~12n!. ~36!

As long asT!1, vt in Eq. ~36! is close to a zeroj m,n of the
Bessel function. Developingvt2 j m,n into a power series in
T and using the identitiesJm11( j m,n)52Jm8 ( j m,n) and
Jm9 ( j m,n)52Jm8 ( j m,n)/ j m,n @see Eq.~22!#, after simple trans-
formations one finds

f n5
c0~12n!

2p
Hn21F j m,n2 iT1

112m

2 j m,n
T21O~T3!G

~37!

for the resonance frequencies. In the special casesn5 2
3 (m

5 1
2) and n→0 (m52 1

2) the problem can easily be solved
independently, without invoking cylindrical functions. With-
out presenting respective derivations, we note that the results
obtained in the special cases agree with Eq.~37!.

Comparison of Eq.~37! to Eq. ~17! for the resonance
frequencies in the case of a rigid lower boundary shows that
penetrability of the boundary in the realistic model results in
perturbations of both real and imaginary part off n . Because
of the wave energy leakage through the boundary, the reso-

nance frequencies cease to be real-valued. WhenT!1, Im fn

is independent of mode number. With broadband excitation,
the complexity off n manifests itself in the power spectrum
as smearing of spectral lines, with the width of the lines
~approximately! independent of their frequency. The term
O(T2) in Eq. ~37! is responsible for a shift of the spectral
lines in the power spectrum. The shift is small, particularly if
v is small, and decreases as 1/n with mode number increas-
ing. At T,0.2 andm;0.5 the frequency shift does not ex-
ceed 0.41% even for the first normal mode and is practically
negligible. Hence, the spectral line broadening is the only
major effect of the finite impedance of the lower boundary of
the nontruncated layer.

Consider now the truncated layer. Then the BC at the
upper boundary leads to Eq.~23a!, while the BC Eq.~35!
becomes

@Jm~b!2 iTJm11~b!#B11@Ym~b!2 iTYm11~b!#B250,
~38!

b5
v

c0~12n!
~H1z1!12n

in terms of the unknown amplitude coefficientsB1,2. From
the requirement that the linear simultaneous equations~23a!
and ~38! have a nontrivial solution with respect toB1,2 one
obtains the resonance condition

Jm11~a!Ym~b!2Ym11~a!Jm~b!

5 iT@Jm11~a!Ym11~b!2Ym11~a!Jm11~b!#. ~39!

It is a generalization of the dispersion equations~36! for the
nontruncated layer with transparent lower boundary and Eq.
~24! for the truncated layer with rigid lower boundary and
reduces to those simpler relations in the limitsa→0, TÞ0
andT→0, aÞ0, respectively.

Without delving into a detailed analysis of the disper-
sion relation Eq.~39!, consider only one special case which
is of primary practical interest. Namely, letn5O(1), a
!1, T!1. We will be interested in the leading-order correc-
tions only with respect to the small parametersz1 andT. Cast
Eq. ~39! as

Jm~b!5
Jm11~a!

Ym11~a!
Ym~b!

1 iTFJm11~b!2
Jm11~a!

Ym11~a!
Ym11~b!G . ~40!

Developing the left side in powers ofb2 j m,n and the right
side in powers ofa and discarding termsO(Tz1), one finds

f n'
c0~12n!

2p
~z11H !n21 j m,nF11dm,n

z1

z11H
2

iT

j m,n
G ,

~41!

wheredm,n is defined in Eq.~26!. Equation~41! describes
perturbations in the resonance frequencies due to~i! finite
impedance of the lower boundary and~ii ! small but nonzero
shear-wave velocity near the upper boundary. From Eq.~41!
we see that, to leading order, the perturbations are additive as
it should have been expected. These two perturbations have
been already discussed above.
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V. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS OF THE SHEAR-WAVE
WAVE EQUATION

In this section we consider WKB and more advanced
asymptotic approximations to solutions of the shear-wave
equation at normal incidence. The results of Sec. IV will be
extended to geoacoustic models with variable density and
shear modulus profiles deviating from the power-law depth
dependence.

A. WKB approximation and its conditions of use

Formal high-frequency asymptotic representation of the
solutions of the wave equation~4! ~with q50) is

u5~mk!21/2~C1eif1C2e2 if!

5~rc!21/2~B1 sinf1B2 cosf!, f~z!5vE
0

z dz8

c~z8!
,

~42!

where B1,2 and C1,2 are arbitrary constants, andf is the
phase integral. Equation~42! is the first approximation of the
WKB method~Ref. 21, Sec. 8.1!. The amplitude factorm21/2

in Eq. ~42! stems from the term with the first derivative ofu
in Eq. ~4!. As long asm→0 atz→0, this factor dramatically
changes the amplitude behavior of the solutions near the up-
per boundary of the layer.

The WKB asymptotic solutions are commonly inter-
preted as local plane waves, in which the phasef is a much
more rapidly varying function of position that the amplitude,
the latter being (rc)21/2 in our case. The interpretation is
justified as long as

v/c@uc21 dc/dzu1ur21 dr/dzu ~43!

This condition is often viewed as the applicability condition
of the WKB approximation. For the power-law profile of the
velocity and constant or slowly varying density, the condi-
tion Eq. ~43! becomesv@dc/dz5nc0zn21. When n>1,
this condition is met throughout the layer if it is met atz
5H. On the contrary, atn,1 the condition is violated in a
vicinity of z50 no matter how large the wave frequency is.
This highly peculiar behavior is brought about by the infinite
value of the wave speed gradient atz50.

For acoustic waves in fluids it is known~Ref. 21, Sec.
8.2! that in some cases the WKB solution can be close to or
coincide with the exact solution even when wave amplitude
is not a slowly varying function compared to its phase. As it
will be shown below, such a situation is possible for shear
waves as well. It is of considerable interest because of the
great simplification of the analysis and interpretation for re-
spectiven values.

Strict estimates of the deviation of the WKB solution
from the exact solution are available in the case of the Helm-
holtz equation~see Ref. 21, Sec. 8.1 and references therein!.
In particular, letW(s) be an exact solution to the equation

d2W/ds21N2~s!W~s!50, N2~s!.0, ~44!

and let

w1,2~s!5N21/2~s!expS 6 i E
0

s

N~s1!ds1D ~45!

be its two WKB solutions. Then, ifW(s) and one of the
functionsw1,2 have equal values and equal first derivatives at
some points5s0 , the relative error of the WKB solution
obeys the inequality

ud~s!u<eF~s,s0!21, F~s,s0!52U E
s0

s

e~s1!N~s1!ds1U,
~46!

where

e~s!50.5N23/2d2N21/2/ds2. ~47!

Remarkably, the exact solution and its WKB asymptotics
coincide whenN21/2 is a linear function ofs.

According to Eq.~46!, the smallness ofe ~more pre-
cisely, validity of the inequalityuNeu!1 for all s considered!
is a sufficient condition of the WKB approximation applica-
bility. On the other hand, taking second and third WKB ap-
proximations into account, one obtains~Ref. 21, Sec. 8.1!

u5~rc!21/2expS 2
e

2
6 ivE

0

z dz8

c
~11e! D ~48!

instead of Eq.~42!. Therefore, smallness ofe is also a nec-
essary condition for the use of Eq.~42!.

To apply these results to shear waves, we transform the
wave equation~4! into the Helmholtz equation by introduc-
ing instead ofz a new independent variables(z) according to
the equation24,25 ds/dz5m0 /m, wherem0 is a constant. In
terms of the new vertical coordinates, the wave equation~4!
~with q50) becomes the Helmholtz equation

d2u/ds21m0
22rv2mu50. ~49!

It is the same as Eq.~44! with W5u and N25m0
22rv2m.

Designatem05r0c0
2H2v; r0 is a constant which in the case

of depth-independent density we are considering is conve-
niently chosen as equal tor; H stands for the layer thickness.
Then one has the following explicit expressions fors(z):

s~z!5~122n!21H2nz122n, n.0, nÞ1/2;
~50!

s~z!5H ln~z/H !, n51/2.

Whenz increases from 0 to plus infinity,s increases: from 0
to plus infinity, if 0,n, 1

2, from minus infinity to plus in-
finity, if n5 1

2, or from minus infinity to 0, ifn. 1
2.

Calculation of the quantitiese andF for vÞ1 using Eqs.
~46!, ~47!, and~50! gives simple expressions

e~s~z!!5
n~223n!c0

2

8v2 z2n22,

~51!

F~s~z!,s~z0!!5Un~223n!c0

4~12n!v
~zn212z0

n21!U.
We see that when 0,n,1, e→` and the error of the WKB
approximation increases indefinitely whenz→0 making the
approximation meaningless. The only exception, according
to Eq.~51! occurs whenn5 2

3. Thene is identically zero, and
the WKB solution is not just a good approximation but is
precisely equalto the exact solution. The finding can be
verified directly by comparing the WKB solution as defined
by Eq. ~42! with n5 2

3 to the exact solution Eq.~11! where
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cylindrical functions of the orderm5 1
2 are given by Eq.~19!.

What cannot be verified by collating the two solutions but
follows immediately from Eq.~47! is that the power-law
profile with n5 2

3 is the only caseof continuously stratified,
inhomogeneous solid of constant density when WKB solu-
tions are exact for shear waves at normal incidence.

With n, z0 , and wave frequency given, Eqs.~46! and
~51! allow one to estimate the vicinity of the horizonz5z0

in which one can use the WKB approximation. We will re-
strict ourselves to the casen5 2

31d, udu!1. It is of primary
interest for two reasons. First, according to Eq.~51!, it is a
favorable case when applicability domain of the WKB ap-
proximation is larger than usual.~The other favorable case is
that of small n, n!1, that is, of weakly inhomogeneous
medium. It could be considered in a similar way but is of
little interest in the problem of the ambient noise reso-
nances.! Second,n values in the geoacoustic model fitting
available experimental data are close to2

3.
8,12

In the problem of normal modes in the sediment layer it
is natural to choosez05H. Then the contribution toF from
the term withz0 in Eq. ~51! is much smaller than unity and
can be neglected at the fundamental resonance and higher
frequencies. The condition of the WKB approximation valid-
ity, uFu!1, to within linear terms ind becomesdvc0z21/3

!1. Using Eq.~17! for the resonance frequencies, we cast
the condition as

z/H@d3/n3. ~52!

Hence, at the fundamental frequency (n51) the WKB ap-
proximation is valid in the entire layer with the exception of
a narrow range in the vicinity of the boundaryz50. The
vertical extent of this range is of the order 10d3H and de-
creases rapidly, asn23, with increasing mode number. For
instance, atd50.07 the vertical extent is within 0.35% of the
total layer thicknessH for the fundamental mode. In terms of
the shear wave velocity and the phase integral Eq.~42!, the
condition Eq.~52! becomesc(z)/c(H)@d/n or f(z)@d. In
the case of a truncated layer, the WKB approximation ap-
plies throughout the layer ifc(0)/c(H)@d/n. For example,
with c(H)5130 m/s, n52, and d50.07 this condition is
met if c(0)@18 m/s.

So far the WKB approximation has been analyzed in the
case when an exact solution is available. The real value of
the WKB approximation consists, of course, in its ability to
treat efficiently a much wider class of environmental models
than those admitting an exact analytic solution. To illustrate
this point, we briefly consider three examples.

~1! Let the shear modulus be given by the power-law Eq.
~1! with z150 andn5 2

3 in the layer with depth-dependent
density r(z). The layer is situated between homogeneous
fluid (z,0) and solid (z.H) half-spaces. It is assumed that
r.0, is a smooth function ofz, and varies slowly with depth
compared to the wave field, that is

ur21 dr/dzu!v/c~H !, ur21 d2r/dz2u!v2/c2~H !. ~53!

The latter assumption is met for all the normal modes, if the
representative space scaleL of r variation is large compared
to H or if r(z)5r01d•r1(z), wherer0 andd are constants,
d!1, and the representative space scale ofr1 variation is of

the order ofH. For any smoothr(z), condition Eq.~53!
holds for modes of order high enough, namely, withn
@H/L. Note that because of the density depth-dependence
shear wave velocityc(z) does not follow a power law.

With arbitrary smoothm(z) and r(z), for e one has
from Eq. ~47!

e52
m

8rv2 F d2

dz2 ln r2
1

4 S d

dz
ln r D 2

1
d2

dz2 ln m

1
3

4 S d

dz
ln m D 2

1
1

2 S d

dz
ln r D S d

dz
ln m D G . ~54!

For the power-law profile ofm(z) andn5 2
3, the terms with-

out r in the square brackets in Eq.~54! equal zero. Thene
→0 atz→0, and, because of Eq.~53!, ueu!1 throughout the
layer anduF(s(z),s(H))u!1. Therefore, the WKB approxi-
mation is valid at 0,z,H.

The general solution of the wave equation is given by
Eq. ~42!. For the displacement to be finite atz→0 one has
B250 in Eq. ~42!. Imposing the BC Eq.~35! at the lower
boundary, one obtains the resonance condition

tanf~H !52 iTF12
iT

2v S c8~H !1c~H !
r8~H !

r~H ! D G21

. ~55!

This equation is easily solved whenT!1:

f n5
n

2t F12
iT

pn
1

tT2

2p2n2 S c8~H !1c~H !
r8~H !

r~H ! D1O~T3!G ,
~56!

wheret is wave travel time between layer boundaries. Not-
ing that j 1/2,n5pn, it is straightforward to check that Eq.
~56! reduces to Eq.~37! in the particular case of the depth-
independent density. Like its counterpart Eq.~37! derived
from the exact solution, Eq.~56! describes both broadening
of the spectral line due to energy leakage at the solid/solid
interface and a small shift of the spectral line compared to
the case of rigid boundary (T50). Equation~56! shows that
observations made in Sec. IV D hold for a more general
geoacoustic model.

In the case of a rigid lower boundary Eq.~55! gives the
harmonic sequencef n5n/2t of the resonance frequencies.
For ahomogeneouslayer with the same value of travel time
t and the same boundary conditions one getsf n5(2n
11)/4t, which is not harmonic. The difference occurs be-
cause the free surface BC at the upper boundary leads to the
different choice of solutionswhenc(0)50 andc(0)Þ0. In-
deed, whenc(0)Þ0, to meet the BC one has to choose the
solution with cosf in Eq. ~42! Whenc(0)50, both sine and
cosine solutions gives1350 at z50 but only the sine solu-
tion is bounded, leading toB250 and f n5n/2t.

Put differently, the harmonic sequence of the resonance
frequencies results from the fact the wave equation~4! for
the shear wavesis nota Helmholtz equation. It is the ampli-
tude factorm21/2 in the WKB solution Eq.~42! that is re-
sponsible for the distinction in the resonance frequencies of
the inhomogeneous and homogeneous layers with the same
t. The amplitude factor, in its turn, originates from the term
with the first derivative ofu in the wave equation~4!.
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~2! Let us consider two elastic layers sandwiched be-
tween homogeneous fluid (z,0) and solid (z.H1h) half-
spaces. In the layer 0,z,H, m(z) follows the power law
with v5 2

3. In the layerH,z,H1h, m(z) is an arbitrary
smooth function varying slowly compared to the wave field.
Density is a smooth function ofz at 0,z,H1h, varying
slowly compared to the wave field. Density and shear modu-
lus are continuous atz5H together with their first deriva-
tives.

Then the WKB approximation is applicable at 0,z
,H1h, and one gets the same resonance condition for the
shear waves, as in case~1! above, witht being now travel
time between the boundariesz50 and z5H1h. We see,
that elastic layers with the samet and the same type ofm
singularity atz→0 have very similar dispersion curves.~Ad-
ditional examples of such a behavior are given in Sec. V B
below.! In practice, therefore, no unique inversion of the
resonance frequencies for the shear modulus depth depen-
dence is possible, even within the class of monotonicm(z)
and with many resonance frequencies measured.

~3! Consider an elastic layer with the BCs Eqs.~12!,
~13! imposed on its boundaries. Letm.0 at z50 and
throughout the layer,m andr be smooth functions of depth,
and the wave frequency be high enough so that the WKB
approximation is valid at 0,z,H. Calculating the deriva-
tive of Eq. ~42! with respect toz and neglecting terms
O(1/n) compared to 1, one obtains from the BCs Eqs.~12!,
~13! the resonance condition cos(f(H)2f(0))50, or f n

5(2n11)/4t, wheret is the wave travel time between the
boundariesz50 andz5H. The dispersion relation, within
its accuracy, agrees with the dispersion relation Eq.~32! de-
rived from the exact solution and extends it to the case of
arbitrary smooth variation of the medium parameters. Note
that the shear-wave dispersion relation is no different from
the dispersion relation for acoustic waves in a fluid layer
with one free and the other rigid boundaryprovidedthe shear
modulus does not turn to zero within the elastic layer or on
its boundary.

B. Uniform asymptotics

The WKB method enables one to derive high-frequency
asymptotics of solutions to the wave equation with anarbi-
trary smooth depth dependence of medium parameters, but,
as discussed in Sec. V A, with a few exceptions is not appli-
cable in a vicinity of the horizon where the shear modulus
vanishes. The exact solutions considered in Sec. IV have no
limitations on frequency or depth but refer to media withr
5const and specificm(z). In this section, we derive an
asymptotic representation that possesses virtues of both the
approaches mentioned.

As before, we assume normal incidence. Letm
5r(z)c2, c5F(z)zn; r andF are smooth functions withL
being the representative spatial scale of their variation:
F8/F5O(L21), r8/r5O(L21). Neither F nor r vanishes
within the layer. In this geoacoustic model, the shear modu-
lus retains its power-law singularity atz→0, but can deviate
from the power law considerably atz*L.

To derive a wave field asymptotics applicable atz→0,
we apply thereference equation method~see Ref. 21, Chap.

9 and references therein!. The exactly solvable wave equa-
tion for the power-lawm(z) dependence will serve as the
‘‘reference equation.’’ LetW(s) be a solution of Eq.~44! in
the reference case. Then the function

U~s!5~dh/ds!21/2W~h~s!! ~57!

obeys the equation~Ref. 21, Sec. 9.1!

d2U/ds21@~dh/ds!2N21P~s!#U50,
~58!

P~s!50.5~ ln h8!920.25@~ ln h8!8#2,

where prime denotes derivatives with respect tos. Generally,
the variable substitutionh(s) is chosen from the following
two conditions: ~i! (h8)2N2 equals to the coefficient
m0

22rv2m in the Helmholtz equation~49! to be solved, and
~ii ! positions and types of ‘‘critical points’’~i.e., zeros and
singularities! in the coefficients of Eqs.~49! and ~58! coin-
cide. In the problem at hand, there is a single critical point,
z50, where coefficients of Eq.~49! and the reference equa-
tion have power-law singularities.

For brevity, only the case12,n,1 will be considered
below. Thens→2` at z→10 @see Eq.~50!#, and the ap-
propriate variable substitution is

E
2`

h
N~h8!dh85

v

m0
E

2`

s

@r~s8!m~s8!#1/2ds8. ~59!

Calculating the integrals, one finds

h~s!5sgn~122n!U f

2amU22m

,

~60!

a5
v

c0H2n U122n

H2n Un/~122n!

,

with f defined in Eq.~42!. Taking W(s) as the general so-
lution of the reference problem, after some algebra one ob-
tains from Eqs.~11!, ~57!, and~60! a concise expression

U5~f/rc!1/2@B1Jm~f!1B2Ym~f!#, ~61!

where B1,2 are arbitrary constants. Note thatU, like the
WKB solutions Eq.~42!, is expressed in terms of the phase
integral andr andc values at the point considered, but, un-
like the WKB solutions, also depends on the exponentn
which determinesm by Eq.~11!. According to Eq.~61!, with
c(z) given, the only effect of the density stratification onU
is multiplication by the amplitude factor const•r21/2. For
comparison, the situation is similar with acoustic waves in
fluids ~Ref. 21, Sec. 9.1! but the factor is const•r1/2 in that
case.

The functionU(s) Eq. ~57! is an asymptotic solution to
the wave equation,if the ratio

R5
P~s!

~dh/ds!2N2~s!
~62!

is small with respect to the parameterL for all the coordinate
s values considered~Ref. 21, Sec. 9.1!. Using Eqs.~58! and
~60! to calculateR, one finds
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R5
F2~z!z2n

2v2 F ~ ln rFg!91~ ln rFg!8~ ln rF2!9

1
2n

z
~ ln rFg!82

1

2
~~ ln rFg!8!2G , ~63!

whereg(z)5zn@f(z)#2n/(12n). It is a smooth function with
the same spatial scaleL as F(z); in particular,g8(0)/g(0)
5n(22n)21F8(0)/F(0). Therefore, one can cast Eq.~63!
as

R5
F2

v2 @z2nO~L22!1nz2n21O~L21!#

5
C1~z/L !2n1C2~z/L !2n21

k2~L !L2 , ~64!

whereC1,2 are dimensionless constants on the order of 1 and
k(z) is a wave number. Note thatR→0 at z→0, R
.(k(L)L)22 at z*L, andR!(k(L)L)22 at z!L. @We as-
sume that the power-law increase ofc(z) ceases at somez
*L and, therefore, do not consider the casez@L.# Hence, if

k~L !L@1, ~65!

Eqs.~57! and~61! are applicable at anyz and, then, Eq.~61!
is a uniform asymptotics. As Eq.~65! is the condition of the
WKB approximation applicability away from the singularity,
the uniform asymptotics extends the WKB result up to the
boundaryz50 without any additional assumptions or addi-
tional restrictions on the wave frequency. At the resonance
frequency, according to Eq.~17!, k(H)H.n. Hence, with
L&H the uniform asymptotics Eq.~61! generally applies to
high-order modes (n@1) only. It applies to all normal
modes if ~i! L@H or ~ii ! r5r01d•r1(z) and F5F01d
•F1(z), whered!1, r0 , andF0 are constants andL is the
spatial scale ofr1 andF1 variation. In both cases the devia-
tion of density from a constant and shear velocity from the
power law are small within the layer.~That is not surprising,
for one needs a small parameter to construct an approxima-
tion valid for all the modes.!

As expected, Eq.~61! reduces to the exact solution Eq.
~11! when density is constant andF5const. It follows from
Eq. ~19! that the uniform asymptotics turns into the WKB
solution Eq. ~42! when m5 1

2. Moreover, using the
asymptotic expansions Eq.~30! of the Bessel functions it is
easy to verify that for arbitrarym Eq. ~61! reduces to the
WKB solutions far away from the boundaryz50, namely,
whenf@11m2.

A similar analysis can be carried out when 0,n, 1
2.

However, it turns out that it that caseR Eq. ~62! tends to
infinity at z→0, and Eq.~61! is generally not a uniform as-
ymptotics. This fact is best understood by considering the
wave equation in the form Eq.~7!. The effective wave num-
ber in Eq. ~7! containsr8c8/rc and other termsO(1/zL)
which have a stronger singularity atz→0 thanv2c0

22z22n

whenn, 1
2. These terms change the asymptotic behavior of

the solution atz→0 and call for a reference equation differ-
ent from the one we used. If the first derivatives of bothr
andF become zero atz50, then the indicated difficulty dis-

appears,R→0 at z→0, and Eq.~61! turns out to be a uni-
form asymptotic in the case 0,n, 1

2 as well.
Now, let us use Eq.~61! to derive a resonance condition

for shear waves in a layer 0,z,H between homogeneous
fluid and solid half-spaces. For the displacementu to be fi-
nite atz→0, B250 in Eq.~61!. Imposing the BC Eq.~35! at
z5H and taking Eq.~65! into account, one obtains the reso-
nance condition Eq.~36! wheret stands for the wave travel
time between the boundariesz50 andz5H. The only dif-
ference from the exactly solvable case involves the value of
t which now is not related toH andn in as simple way as in
Eq. ~36!. There is no need therefore to discuss anew the
solution of the resonance condition. It is worth mentioning
that the asymptotic derivation of the resonance condition ex-
tends conclusions made in Sec. IV D~without changing
them! about effects of boundary conditions on the resonance
frequencies to more general geoacoustic models.

Quite similarly one can derive from Eq.~61! a resonance
condition in the case of truncated layer. We will not present
the derivation here.

Consider the resonance condition Eq.~36! in the case
T50 ~rigid lower boundary!. Then the resonance frequen-
cies arevn5 j m,n /t. Using the asymptotic expansion for the
Bessel function zeros~Ref. 23, Chap. 9! one has atn@1 @cf.
Eq. ~18!#

vn5
p

t S n1
m~n!

2
2

1

4D1OS 1

nD . ~66!

In the casem5 1
2 Eq. ~66! is exact for alln51,2,... . Compare

Eq. ~66! to the formal WKB resonance conditionvn

5pn/t. At mÞ 1
2 inapplicability of the WKB approximation

in the vicinity of the boundaryz50 deletes the term
p(m/221/4) on the right side of the formal WKB result.
The phase termp(m/221/4) is analogous to the term2p/4
in the case of a turning point~Ref. 21, Sec. 9.2! but, because
of its m dependence, is different for different media. Natu-
rally, the phase term vanishes atm5 1

2 when the WKB ap-
proximation is exact.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONAL
EXAMPLES

The analysis so far provides valuable insight into the
physics of the observed noise resonances. Here we recon-
sider the experimental noise data in light of the analytical
results and we present some calculations based on the de-
rived formulas to illustrate their applicability.

First we consider the simple power-law profile~i.e., non-
truncated, withz150) with a perfectly rigid lower boundary.
The resonance frequencies for this case are expressed in
terms of the zeros of Bessel functions in Eq.~17!. For a shear
wave at normal incidence, the two-way travel time through
the upper sediment layer is 2H12n/c0(12n), so we normal-
ize all frequencies by the reference frequency

F5~12n!c0/2H12n. ~67!

This is not the frequency of the fundamental resonance~ex-
cept in the special casen5 2

3), but in the limit of large mode
order it is the frequency spacing of adjacent resonances, and
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we will show that it is a very good approximation even for
low mode order.

Figure 3 shows the normalized shear resonance frequen-
cies versusn for the first five modes, calculated three differ-
ent ways:~1! ignoring terms of 1/n and higher powers in Eq.
~66! asymptotically valid for high-order modes;~2! by nu-
merical solution of the exact normal mode resonance condi-
tion; and ~3! by the WKB approximationf n5nF. For
method~2!, the FindRoot function of Mathematica® is em-
ployed to solve Eq.~16! using f n from method~1! as starting
values. These two methods have nearly identical results, the
only perceptible difference occurring at low mode order. The
separation of adjacent normalized frequencies is very close
to unity, but the offset of the sequence of resonances is
clearly n-dependent. Note that the resonance frequencies are
exactly harmonic in the special casen5 2

3. Note also that in
the limit n→0, which corresponds to a homogeneous layer,
the sequence of normalized frequencies approachesn2 1

2.
Method ~3!, the WKB approximation, was shown in Sec. V
to apply only in the casen5 2

3, in which case it is exact. In
terms of normalized frequencies, the WKB resonance fre-
quencies are simply the sequence of integers,n.

The precision of the asymptotic approximation Eq.~66!
allows a straightforward reduction of the experimental data
reported in Sec. I. To first order in 1/n, Eqs.~66! and ~17!
can be written asf n5F(n1m/221/4), which is applied to
the sequence of five noise resonances to determine the free
parameters by linear regression. The resulting fit givesF
51.18 andm50.21, which corresponds to the shear speed
profile parametersc0521.761.5 and n50.5960.06. The
experimental resonance frequencies, normalized byF
51.18, have been added to Fig. 3, plotted at the exponent
value n50.59. The good agreement between experimental
and modeled resonances supports the hypothesis that the ob-
served noise peaks are shear-wave resonances in a sediment
layer having a power-law shear-speed profile.~It should be
emphasized, however, that two shear-speed profiles having
the same two-way travel time and power-law singularities of
the shear speed atz→0 with the samen cannot be distin-

guished by their resonance frequencies.! Owing to the natu-
ral uncertainties in the experimental data, no further im-
provement in the agreement is expected by introducing
complicating factors, such as a truncated profile or a non-
ideal bottom boundary condition.

The implied power-law shear-speed profile is nearly
identical to that independently determined from analysis of
interface wave dispersion at the same site, discussed in Ref.
12 and reported in Sec. I. The continuous profile inferred
from the seismo-acoustic noise analysis is plotted in Fig. 4
along with the stacked-layer ‘‘staircase’’ of shear-speed val-
ues used in the interface wave study.~It must be emphasized
that the noise resonances being examined in this paper are
modes of vibration of the sediment layer that are distinct
from the interface waves studied in Ref. 12, although they
are related through the common shear-speed profile.! It is
satisfying that the power-law profile implied by the noise
resonances is consistent with the profile derived from the
interface-wave studies.

Figure 5 shows three power-law profiles having different
exponentsn but the same two-way travel time, that is, they
all have the same reference frequencyF. The exponent val-
ues aren5 1

4, n5 1
2, andn5 2

3. For each profile, Fig. 6 shows
the shapes of the first three resonances in this ideal environ-
ment, assuming a perfectly rigid boundary at the bottom. The
functions describing horizontal displacement are given by

FIG. 3. Normalized resonance frequenciesf n /F vs exponent valuev in the
shear-speed profilec5c0zn with a rigid bottom boundary for shear reso-
nances 1–5. The reference frequencyF is defined by Eq.~67!. Solid lines:
exact solution; dashed lines: asymptotic approximation Eq.~66!; thin hori-
zontal lines: WKB approximation; solid circles: observed resonances, nor-
malized byF51.18 Hz.

FIG. 4. The experimental shear-speed profile. The staircase is the stacked-
layer profile previously derived from interface wave dispersion and the con-
tinuous line is the power-law profilec(z)521.7z0.59 ~SI units! implied by
the noise resonances. See text for more details.

FIG. 5. Shear speed versus depth for power-law profiles having different
exponential parameters, keeping fixed the two-way travel time through the
layer.
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Eq. ~15!, normalized to unity at the upper boundary, and are
evaluated at the resonance frequencies given by Eq.~17!.
Note that at large values of the exponent the modes are
trapped near the surface, while at small values of the expo-
nent the modes span the sediment layer. In the limitn→0,
the layer becomes isospeed and one would expect cosinusoi-
dal mode shapes. The modes for the experimental case, hav-
ing the exponentn50.59, are very similar to those for the
casen5 2

3.
Finally, we present an example of the resonance fre-

quencies for the truncated power-law profile, whose reso-
nance condition is Eq.~24!. The numerical solutions of this
equation were again found using the FindRoot function of
Mathematica®, with starting values given by the corrected
WKB approximation in Eq.~33!. Computed for the case
z1 /H50.01, the resonance frequencies given by these two
methods are compared in Fig. 7 alongside the results from
the simple~nontruncated! profile having the same param-

eters. Note that the truncated profile gives higher frequen-
cies, owing to the reduced travel time through the sediment.
The WKB approximation improves with mode order, as ex-
pected.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Noise peaks in the spectra of seismo-acoustics signals
observed on an ocean bottom seismometer have been inter-
preted as resonances of vertically polarized shear waves in a
surficial layer of soft sediment overlaying a hard substrate,
with the shear speed in the sediment layer increasing with
depth according to a power law of the formc(z)5c0zn with
c0521.761.5 ~SI units! and n50.5960.06. This profile
agrees with that suggested by inversion of interface wave
group speed data at the same experimental site. The noise
resonances are related to quasi-modes ofP-SV waves
trapped in the sediment layer. Particle motion in these modes
is dominated by the horizontal shear displacement. This is
consistent with the absence of resonances in the observed
noise spectra of the pressure sensor~the hydrophone! and
with the resonances being much more pronounced on the
horizontal geophone compared with the vertical geophone.

The shear-wave resonances are natural modes of vibra-
tion of this environment and their characteristics are inde-
pendent of the level and origin of the noise. Rather, the mode
frequencies and shapes are determined by seismo-acoustic
propagation within the layered sediment. In our theoretical
analysis, we have been able to circumvent the complicated
problem of continuousP-S coupling in solids having inho-
mogeneous elastic properties. The very small shear speeds in
the sediment layer permit the simplifying assumption that the
modal frequencies are independent of the incidence angle of
the exciting wave. Hence, although oblique incidence is nec-
essary to couple the incident sound wave to shear waves in
the sediment, one can determine the resonance frequencies
by considering the normal-incidence case, reducing the prob-
lem to the solution of a well-known scalar wave equation.
Furthermore, the insensitivity of the resonance frequencies to
incidence angle is essential to our hypothesis if the noise

FIG. 6. Shapes of the first three shear-wave resonances associated with the
profiles of Fig. 4. The zeros of the functions are offset by their normalized
resonance frequencies.

FIG. 7. Normalized resonance frequencies versus exponent valuen in the
truncated shear-speed profilec5c0(z1z1)n with a rigid bottom boundary
for shear resonances 1–3. The reference frequency is given by Eq.~67! and
z1 /H50.01. Solid lines: exact solution; long dashed lines: the corrected
WKB approximation, Eq.~33!; short dashed lines: the nontruncated solution
~as a reference!.
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source is thought to be the diffuse infrasonic ambient noise
field in the ocean overhead. Otherwise, the peaks would be
smeared out in frequency and would not be observed.

Assuming normal incidence, constant density, and a
power-law shear-speed profile, exact solutions have been ob-
tained for eigenfrequencies and modes in terms of Bessel
functions of real order between2 1

2 and plus infinity. In gen-
eral, the resonance frequencies are not harmonic, or even
equally spaced, although they are precisely equally spaced
for n50 and n5 2

3, and exactly harmonic forn5 2
3. How-

ever, a uniform asymptotic approximation~that is, a cor-
rected WKB approximation! predicts nearly equal spacing
and provides a workable estimate of the exact resonance fre-
quencies for all mode orders.

Theoretically, the continuous variation of the shear
speed introduces into the wave equation a term involving the
logarithmic derivative of the shear modulus, distinguishing
our problem from the analogous acoustical problem. This is
critically important for the correct description of the field
behavior in the vicinity of the surface, where the shear speed
vanishes in a singular manner. The combined effects of this
term and the upper boundary conditions remain significant
even away from the interface, where the critical term is lo-
cally small compared to other terms in the wave equation.
The net effect of the singular profile is an-dependent fre-
quency shift of the resonances. It would not be possible to
explain the nearly harmonic sequence of the experimentally
observed noise peaks without accounting for the effect of the
logarithmic derivative term.

Strictly speaking, the existence of the shear-speed sin-
gularity at the sediment invalidates the WKB method for this
problem, and it is no surprise that the resonance frequencies
predicted by the WKB method are generally impractical.
However, for the special case ofn5 2

3, the WKB method is
exact! A uniform asymptotic approximation, obtained by the
method of reference equation, proves to be a better approach.
In effect, this provides a corrected WKB approximation that
is surprisingly good. The uniform asymptotics possess ad-
vantages of both the exact solution and the WKB approxi-
mation: like the WKB approximation, it applies to rather
general smooth variation of the medium parameters but, like
the exact solution, it remains valid when the shear modulus
vanishes according to the power law.

In the problem considered, the resonance frequencies are
primarily determined by two characteristics, namely, the
two-way travel time of shear waves in the sediment layer and
the exponentn, which governs the type of shear-speed sin-
gularity. In practice, if only resonance frequencies are mea-
sured, there is a little hope to distinguish between two dis-
tinct geoacoustic models sharing the same values of these
parameters. Of some importance are also elastic parameters
of the substrate and—in the case of the truncated power-law
profile—the surface value of the shear modulus. Some of the
broadening of the noise peaks is attributed to the finite con-
trast between the sediment and substrate properties. Further
research would be required to theoretically explain the
shapes of the resonance peaks in the noise spectrum mea-
sured as well as the relation between spectra of vertical and
horizontal displacements and near-bottom pressure.
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This paper presents the boundary conditions that apply to the weak integral formulation of the Biot
mixed (uI ,p) poroelasticity equations. These boundary conditions are derived from the classical
boundary conditions of the Biot displacement (uI ,UI ) poroelasticity equations. They are applied to
the surface integrals of the associated weak form to account for exterior excitations, supports, and
couplings with exterior elastic, acoustic, poroelastic media, and a septum. It will be shown that the
derived boundary conditions for the (uI ,p) formulation lead to simpler finite element equations
compared to those obtained from the (uI ,UI ) formulation. Finally, two numerical examples are
presented to validate the poroelastic-septum coupling condition, and to highlight the limitations of
the free edge condition on a poroelastic medium. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!04911-5#
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INTRODUCTION

Finite multilayer structures containing poroelastic mate-
rials are widely used in many engineering applications for
their sound absorption, sound insulation, and vibration
damping properties. To simulate the vibroacoustic behavior
of such structures, finite element and boundary element
methods have been used.1–6 For the last decade, poroelastic
finite element models have been developed to complement
actual finite element libraries in vibroacoustics.1–6 These fi-
nite element models are based on the Biot’s poroelasticity
equations,6 and use the solid (uI ) and fluid (UI ) @or relative
(WI )# displacements as field variables. Hence, in a three-
dimensional application, six degrees-of-freedom per node are
required: the three components of the solid phase vector and
the three components of the fluid phase vector. To reduce the
number of degrees-of-freedom to its minimum, a mixed
displacement-pressure (uI ,p) formulation was developed by
Bonnet7 for harmonic motions, and by Goroget al.8 in the
time domain for anisotropic poroelastic materials. In a three-
dimensional application, only four degrees-of-freedom per
node are now required: the three components of the solid
phase vector and the pore fluid pressure. The (uI ,p) model
was finally solved using the finite element method and ap-
plied to acoustic problems.9,10

Contrary to the displacement (uI ,UI ) formulation, for
which boundary conditions have been derived,3,11,12 no
boundary condition for the (uI ,p) formulation has been yet
derived in terms of the associated set of variables. In the
following, a recall of the weak integral form of the Biot
(uI ,p) formulation is first given. Then, boundary conditions
for the (uI ,p) formulation are derived based on the Biot
(uI ,UI ) formulation. They are applied to the surface integrals
of the associated weak form to account for exterior excita-
tions, supports, and couplings with exterior elastic, acoustic,
poroelastic media, and a septum. Also, the advantages of a
finite element implementation of such mixed boundary con-

ditions over the classical boundary conditions of the dis-
placement model will be highlighted. Finally, two numerical
examples are presented to validate the poroelastic-septum
coupling condition, and to highlight the limitations of the
free edge condition on a poroelastic medium.

I. BOUNDARY INTEGRALS OF THE WEAK
FORMULATION

In this section, the boundary integrals of the weak (uI ,p)
poroelastic formulation are recalled and written in a more
suitable form. The problem under consideration is depicted
in Fig. 1. A primary poroelastic domainV is supported and
excited on its boundary surfaceG. This primary poroelastic
domain is surrounded by elastic, acoustic, and secondary po-
roelastic domains. It may also be covered by a septum. Con-
sequently, the boundary conditions applied on the boundary
surfaceG are of three types: excitation, support, and cou-
pling.

The weak formulation of the mixed (uI ,p) poroelastic
boundary value problem is given by Atallaet al.9 In this
formulation, the integral equations related to the solid and
fluid phases are, respectively,

E
V

ŝ= s~uI !:«= s~duI ! dV2v2E
V

r̃uI •duI dV2E
V

g̃¹I p

•duI dV2E
G
@ŝ= s

•nI #•duI dS50 ;~duI !, ~1!

E
V
F h2

v2r̃22
¹I p•¹I dp2

h2

R̃
pdpG dV2E

V
g̃¹I dp•uI dV

1E
G
F g̃un2

h2

r̃22v
2

]p

]nGdp dS50 ;~dp!. ~2!

Here,V andG refer to the poroelastic domain and its bound-
ary surface.uI andp are the solid phase displacement vector
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and the interstitial fluid pressure of the poroelastic medium,
respectively, whileduI anddp refer to their admissible varia-
tion. nI is the unit external normal vector of the boundary
surfaceG, and subscriptn denotes the normal component of
a vector. The mass coefficientsr̃, r̃22 and the coupling co-
efficient g̃ are given by Atallaet al.9 h is the porosity of the
porous material.«= s is the strain tensor of the solid phase and
ŝ= s is the in vacuostress tensor of the poroelastic aggregate.
ŝ= s represents the stress tensor prevailing in the poroelastic
material when the fluid is totally drained off. It is related to
the total stress tensors= t of the material by the following
relation:

ŝ= s~uI !5s= t~uI ,UI !1hS 11
Q̃

R̃
D p1= , ~3!

whereuI andUI refer to the solid and fluid macroscopic dis-
placement vectors,6 Q̃ is an elastic coupling coefficient be-
tween the two phases, andR̃ may be interpreted as the bulk
modulus of the air occupying a fractionh of a unit volume of
aggregate.13

By substituting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~1!, the boundary inte-
gral of the solid phase rewrites

I 152E
G
~s= t

•nI !•duI dS2E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D pdun dS, ~4!

where dun5(1=•nI )•duI . This integral represents the work
done by external forces on the solid phase. This writing of
the boundary integral is a more suitable form for the appli-
cation of the boundary conditions.

Similarly, to rewrite the boundary integral of the fluid
phase weak form in a more suitable way, consider the rela-
tion between the fluid phase displacement vectorUI and the
pressure gradient¹I p:9

UI 5
h

r̃22v
2 ¹I p2

r̃12

r̃22
uI . ~5!

Using this relation and the expression of the coupling coef-
ficient g̃ given by9

g̃5hS r̃12

r̃22
2

Q̃

R̃
D , ~6!

the boundary integral of Eq.~2! simplifies to

I 252E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D undp dS2E

G
h~Un2un!dp dS, ~7!

where the second member is related to the flow through
boundaryG. This integral represents the work done by exter-
nal forces on the fluid phase.

We can now use Eqs.~4! and~7! to express the different
boundary conditions that apply on the boundary of a po-
roelastic domain modeled using the (uI ,p) formulation.

II. EXCITATIONS

A. Case of an imposed pressure field

In the case of an imposed pressure fieldpi applied onG,
the boundary conditions that apply on Eqs.~4! and ~7! are

s= t
•nI 52pi1=•nI

p5pi J on G ~8!

which express the continuity of the total normal stress and
the continuity of the pressure~i.e., no pressure drop! through
the interfaceG. Since the pressure is imposed, the admissible
variationdp in Eq. ~7! will fall to zero. Consequently,

I 15E
G
X12hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D Cpidun dS,

~9!
I 250.

For h50, integralI 1 reduces to the weak form surface inte-
gral of an elastic domain loaded by a pressure field. How-
ever, for classical sound-absorbing materials, this term van-
ishes sinceh(11Q̃/R̃)>1.13

In summary, for classical sound-absorbing materials ex-
cited by an imposed pressure field, only the kinematic rela-
tion p5pi applies on the pore pressure of the fluid phase at
the boundaryG. This boundary condition applies more sim-
ply on the (uI ,p) finite element model than on the (uI ,UI )
model, since, for the later model, nodal excitation vectors
have to be computed for both phases.3

B. Case of an imposed displacement field

In the case of an imposed displacement fielduI i applied
on G, used in some cases to simulate a piston motion, the
boundary conditions that apply on Eqs.~4! and ~7! are

uI 5uI i

un
i 5~12h!un1hUn⇒Un2un50J on G. ~10!

The first condition expresses the continuity between the im-
posed displacement vector and the solid phase displacement
vector. The second equation expresses the continuity of the
normal displacements between the solid phase and the fluid
phase. Since the displacement is imposed, the admissible
variationsduI and dun in Eq. ~4! will fall to zero. Conse-
quently,

I 150,
~11!

I 252E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D un

i dp dS.

FIG. 1. Typical boundary conditions on a poroelastic domain.
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Once again, for classical sound-absorbing materials, integral
I 2 reduces to the classical boundary term of a fluid medium
sinceh(11Q̃/R̃)>1.13

In the particular case of an imposed tangential displace-
ment onG-shear excitation-the normal displacementun

i falls
to zero and the boundary integralI 2 vanishes. In this case,
only the kinematic relationuI 5uI i is to be applied on the solid
phase onG.

III. SUPPORTS

To account for the support conditions on a poroelastic
medium, Dirichlet-type boundary conditions have to be ap-
plied on the boundary surfaceG. In general, three types of
support conditions are commonly encountered: the free edge
condition, the sliding edge condition, and the fixed edge con-
dition. These three conditions are schematized in Fig. 2.

A. Free edge condition

When one part of the boundary surface is opened to an
infinite acoustic medium, the free edge condition applies.
This condition means that no support restrains the motion of
the poroelastic frame. In reality, this is not exactly true. In
fact, since the air surrounding the poroelastic material is of
similar impedance as the air in the porous network, the load-
ing of the surrounding air on the fluid phase at the free edge
will not be negligible. Moreover, while this loading may be
neglected for the solid phase of an elastic porous material,
such as the plastic foam shown in Fig. 3~a!, it has to be
considered for a limp frame such as the limp white wool

shown in Fig. 3~b!. In a similar fashion to the fluid loading
on an elastic plate, the loading of the surrounding fluid on
the poroelastic material must be taken into account by a ra-
diation impedance condition. The evaluation of the radiation
impedance of a poroelastic material is a more complex prob-
lem than the boundary conditions presented in this paper.
On-going works are currently being performed to develop
such a radiation impedance condition for poroelastic
media.14

In this paper, to simplify the free edge condition prob-
lem, only the case of a plate bonded to a poroelastic material
and vibrating in an infinite acoustic medium is addressed. In
this case, it is assumed that the impedance of the solid phase
is much higher than the impedance of the surrounding acous-
tic medium, and that only the elastic behavior of the po-
roelastic material has a notable effect on the plate vibrations.
Following these assumptions, one can consider the plate-
porous system vibratingin vacuo. Hence, to simulate this
particular case, the boundary conditions to apply on the
(uI ,p) formulation are

s= t
•nI 50

p50 J on G, ~12!

whereG is the free surface in contact with the exterior me-
dium. These conditions indicate that there is no loading on
the free surface. Consequently, there is no external work on
G, and integralI 1 and I 2 fall naturally to zero. The solid
displacement is then free onG, and the pressure field has to
be explicitly imposed to zero onG. A validation test of the
previous assumptions is presented in Sec. V.

B. Fixed edge condition

To simulate the case of a poroelastic medium bonded
onto a rigid impervious wall, the following boundary condi-
tions apply on the corresponding rigid surfaceG:

uI 50
Un2un50J on G. ~13!

Here, the solid phase displacement vector and the normal
relative displacement vanish at the rigid wall. These condi-
tions imply that there is no motion onG. Since the solid
displacements are imposed, the admissible variationsduI and
dun in Eq. ~4! will fall to zero. Consequently, there is no
external work onG and integralsI 1 and I 2 fall naturally to
zero. The interstitial pressure fieldp is then free onG, and
the solid displacement vector has to be explicitly imposed to
zero onG.

C. Sliding edge condition

The sliding edge condition signifies that the normal dis-
placements onG—here an impervious rigid wall—are con-
strained and the tangential displacements are free. This is
represented by the following boundary conditions:

ss
t 50

un50
Un2un50

J on G. ~14!

FIG. 2. Support conditions on a poroelastic material: fixed edge, sliding
edge, and free edge.

FIG. 3. Typical porous materials: elastic frame and limp frame.
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The first condition expresses that no tangential stress (ss
t )

acts onG. The second and third conditions indicate that the
normal solid displacement and the relative displacement van-
ish at the rigid wall, respectively. Since the normal solid
displacement is imposed, the admissible variationdun in Eq.
~4! will fall to zero. Consequently, knowing that there is no
work tangential toG, integralsI 1 andI 2 fall naturally to zero.
The interstitial pressure fieldp and the tangential solid dis-
placements are then free onG, and the normal solid displace-
ment has to be explicitly imposed to zero.

In a finite element implementation, the fixed and the
sliding support conditions apply, once again, more simply on
the (uI ,p) poroelastic model than on the (uI ,UI ) model. In
fact, in the later model, both the fixed and sliding conditions
imply that a Dirichlet condition has to be applied simulta-
neously on the solid and fluid phases onG.

IV. COUPLINGS

In many practical situations, poroelastic materials are
used in multilayer configurations. They increase the attenua-
tion of the system in terms of absorption, transmission, and
structural damping. These multilayers may be made up from
several elastic, acoustic, poroelastic, and septum layers, e.g.,
the roof of a car or an aircraft panel. In the following, the
different coupling conditions shown in Fig. 1 are presented
and applied to the boundary integrals of the mixed (uI ,p)
poroelastic weak formulation, Eqs.~4! and ~7!.

A. Poroelastic-elastic coupling condition

The elastic medium is described in terms of its displace-
ment vectoruI e. If the weak formulation of the poroelastic
medium is combined with the one of the elastic medium,3 the
boundary integrals, Eqs.~4! and~7!, of the assembly rewrite
as

I 152E
G
~s= t

•nI !•duI dS2E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D pdun dS

1E
G
~s= e

•nI !•duI dS,

~15!

I 252E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D undp dS2E

G
h~Un2un!dp dS,

wheres= e represents the stress tensor of the elastic medium.
The positive sign of the third term ofI 1 is due to the direc-
tion of the normal vectornI , inward to the elastic medium.
The coupling conditions at the interfaceG are given by Pan-
netonet al.:3

s= t
•nI 5s= e

•nI
Un2un50
uI 5uI e

J on G. ~16!

The first equation ensures the continuity of the total normal
stresses at the interface. The second equation expresses the
fact that there is no relative mass flux across the interface.
The third equation ensures the continuity of the solid dis-
placement vectors.

Substituting the two first relations of Eq.~16! into Eq.
~15! leads to

I 152E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D pdun dS,

~17!

I 252E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D undp dS.

These equations show that the poroelastic medium will be
coupled to the elastic medium through a symmetrical cou-
pling term. This coupling occurs naturally between the nor-
mal displacement vector of the elastic medium and the inter-
stitial fluid pressure of the poroelastic medium. In addition to
this surface coupling term, the kinematic relationuI 5uI e will
have to be explicitly imposed onG.

For classical sound absorbing materials for whichh(1
1Q̃/R̃)>1, Eq. ~17! reduces to the classical coupled fluid-
structure problem, e.g., plate-cavity problem. This empha-
sizes the advantage of the (uI ,p) formulation over the (uI ,UI )
formulation.

B. Poroelastic-acoustic coupling condition

The acoustic medium is described in terms of its pres-
sure fieldpa. Combining both the weak formulations of the
poroelastic and acoustic media,3 the boundary integrals, Eqs.
~4! and ~7!, rewrite as

I 152E
G
~s= t

•nI !•duI dS2E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D pdun dS,

~18!

I 252E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D undp dS2E

G
h~Un2un!dp dS

1E
G

1

r0v2

]pa

]n
dpa dS,

wherer0 refers to the density of the acoustic medium. The
positive sign of the last term ofI 2 is due to the direction of
the normal vectornI , inward to the acoustic medium. The
coupling conditions at the interfaceG are given by Panneton
et al.:3

s= t
•nI 52panI
1

r0v2

]pa

]n
5~12h!un1hUn5un1h~Un2un!

p5pa
J on G.

~19!

The first equation ensures the continuity of the normal
stresses onG. The second equation ensures the continuity of
the relative mass flux across the boundary. The third equa-
tion refers to the continuity of the pressure across the bound-
ary.

Substituting Eq.~19! into Eq. ~18!, the boundary inte-
grals rewrite as

I 15E
G
S 12h2h

Q̃

R̃
D padun dS,

~20!
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I 25E
G
S 12h2h

Q̃

R̃
D undpa dS.

These equations show that the poroelastic medium will be
coupled to the acoustic medium through a symmetrical cou-
pling term. This coupling occurs naturally between the solid
phase normal displacement and the acoustic pressure onG.
In addition to this surface coupling term, the kinematic rela-
tion p5pa will have to be explicitly imposed onG.

For classical sound absorbing materials for whichh(1
1Q̃/R̃)>1, integralsI 1 andI 2 in Eq. ~19! fall to zero. Thus,
the coupling term in Eq.~20! is eliminated and only the
kinematic relationp5pa has to be applied. This simplified
poroelastic-acoustic coupling condition makes the (uI ,p)
model more interesting than the (uI ,UI ) model. In the later
model, coupling terms appear between the acoustic medium
and the solid and fluid phases of the poroelastic medium.

C. Poroelastic-poroelastic coupling condition

Let indices 1 and 2 denote the primary and secondary
poroelastic media, respectively. Here,nI is the normal vector
outward to the primary poroelastic medium. Both media are
described in terms of the solid phase displacement vectoruI
and the fluid phase interstitial pressurep. Combining the
weak integral formulations of both poroelastic media—Eqs.
~4! and ~7! for both media—the boundary integrals, rewrite

I 152E
G
~s= 1

t
•nI !•duI 1 dS2E

G
h1S 11

Q̃1

R̃1
D p1du1n dS

1E
G
~s= 2

t
•nI !•duI 2 dS1E

G
h2S 11

Q̃2

R̃2
D p2du2n dS,

~21!

I 252E
G
h1S 11

Q̃1

R̃1
D u1ndp1 dS2E

G
h1~U1n2u1n!dp1 dS

1E
G
h2S 11

Q̃2

R̃2
D u2ndp2dS1E

G
h2~U2n2u2n!dp2 dS.

The opposite signs between the two first terms and the two
last terms of both integralsI 1 andI 2 are due to the direction
of the normal vectornI , outward to the primary poroelastic
medium. The coupling equations at the interfaceG are given
by Pannetonet al.:3

s= 1
t
•nI 5s= 2

t
•nI

h1~U1n2u1n!5h2~U2n2u2n!

uI 15uI 2

p15p2

J on G. ~22!

The first condition ensures the continuity of the total normal
stresses. The second equation ensures the continuity of the
relative mass flux across the boundary. The two last equa-
tions ensure the continuity of the solid phase displacement
vector and the interstitial fluid pressure, respectively.

Substituting the first and third relations of Eq.~22! into
Eq. ~21!, the boundary integralI 1 reduces to

I 152E
G
h1S 11

Q̃1

R̃1
D p1du1n dS

1E
G
h2S 11

Q̃2

R̃2
D p2du2n dS. ~23!

Substituting the second and fourth relations of Eq.~22! into
Eq. ~21!, the boundary integralI 2 reduces to

I 252E
G
h1S 11

Q̃1

R̃1
D u1ndp1 dS

1E
G
h2S 11

Q̃2

R̃2
D u2ndp2 dS. ~24!

Equations~23! and ~24! show that the primary poroelastic
medium will be coupled to the secondary poroelastic me-
dium through symmetrical coupling terms. This coupling oc-
curs naturally between the solid phase normal displacement
of one medium and the interstitial fluid pressure of the other
medium. In addition to these surface coupling terms, the ki-
nematic relationuI 15uI 2 and p15p2 will have to be explic-
itly applied onG.

For classical sound absorbing materials for whichh(1
1Q̃/R̃)>1, both integralsI 1 andI 2 fall to zero. In this case,
only the kinematic relations have to be applied. These rela-
tions are naturally taken into account in the assembly pro-
cess. This poroelastic-poroelastic coupling condition is sim-
pler than the one required for the (uI ,UI ) model. In fact, for
the later model, kinematic relations betweenu1 , U1 , u2 and
U2—see Eq.~22!—have to be explicitly applied onG. In a
finite element implementation, these relations cannot be sim-
ply taken into account during the assembly process since it is
not a one-to-one kinematic relation asu15u2 . Lagrange
multipliers or matrix manipulations have to be used.

D. Poroelastic-septum coupling condition

Here, the septum is represented by the surface domainS.
It is assumed to be a very limp and thin impervious layer
having a surface densitym. The septum is described in terms
of its displacement vectoruI s. One side of the septum is in
contact with the poroelastic domain~surfaceS1 or G2), and
the other side supports the loading~surfaceS2!. The hypoth-

FIG. 4. Configurations for the validation of the free edge boundary condi-
tion on the foam.
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esis of a thin layer supposes thatS and G are virtually the
same. The virtual work principle applied to the septum leads
to

E
S
v2muI s

•duI s dS1E
S2øS1

t•duI s dS50. ~25!

The first term corresponds to the work of the inertial forces
while the second term corresponds to the work of the exte-
rior forces. The exterior forces acting on the septum are writ-
ten as follows:

tI52s= t
•nI on S1,

~26!
tI5FI on S2,

wheres= t is the total stress tensor of the poroelastic medium,
and FI is the excitation force vector applied on the septum.
By considering the hypothesis of a thin layer,S, S2, S1, and
G are virtually the same. Substituting Eq.~26! into Eq. ~25!,
the virtual work principle rewrites as

E
G
v2muI s

•duI s dS2E
G
~s= t

•nI !•duI s dS1E
G
FI •duI s dS50.

~27!

Also, at the septum-poroelastic interface, the following con-
ditions have to be verified:

h~Un2un!50
uI 5uI s J on G. ~28!

The first relation indicates that there is no mass flux across
the boundaryG, and the second relation expresses the conti-

nuity of the displacement vectors. Substituting the second
Eq. ~28! into Eq. ~27! yields

2E
G
~s= t

•nI !•duI dS52E
G
v2muI •duI dS2E

G
FI •duI dS.

~29!

Now, substituting Eqs.~29! and~27! into the boundary inte-
gral Eq.~4! and substituting the first Eq.~28! into the bound-
ary integral Eq.~7! leads to

I 152E
G
v2muI •duI dS

2E
G
FI •duI dS2E

G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D pdun dS,

~30!

I 252E
G
hS 11

Q̃

R̃
D undp dS.

Therefore, the effect of the impervious screen on the po-
roelastic medium consists of a classical symmetrical cou-
pling term~common term toI 1 and I 2!, an added mass term
~first term ofI 1!, and an excitation term~second term ofI 1!.

V. VALIDATION

Validations of the different coupling and excitation con-
ditions have been realized by comparing the (uI ,p)() and
(uI ,UI ) formulations.10 They are not presented here for con-
ciseness. The section will concentrate mostly on the valida-

FIG. 5. Mean quadratic velocity of the plate for the plate-foam system
shown in Fig. 4. Effects of the light fluid loading on the foam.

FIG. 6. Configuration of the multilayer acoustic material.

TABLE I. Physical properties and dimensions for the structures presented in
Fig. 4.

Plate
Width a50.35 m
Height b50.22 m
Thickness e50.001 m
Mass density rs52742 kg/m3

Young’s modulus Es569 GPa
Plane wave amplitude Pi51 N/m2

Poisson’s ratio n50.33
Loss factor hs50.007

Foam
Thickness e50.05 m
Flow resistivity s513.5 kNs/m4

Porosity h50.98
Tortuosity a`51.7
Viscous characteristic dimension L580 mm
Thermal characteristic dimension L85160 mm
Poisson’s ratio n50.35
Bulk modulus E5540 kPa
Loss factor h50.1
Solid mass density r1530 kg/m3

Air cavity
Thickness e50.01 m
Fluid mass density r051.213 kg/m3

Sound speed c05342.2 m/s

Impedance surface
Air impedance Z05415 Pa.s/m
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tions of the free edge condition and the coupling with a
septum. In the first case, comparison is made between two
numerical results using the finite element method to verify
the assumptions of Sec. III A. Concerning the septum, a
comparison is made between numerical results, analytical re-
sults and experimental results found in the literature.15

A. Validation of the free edge condition

The problem under consideration is shown in Fig. 4~a!.
A normal acoustic plane wave excites a plate-foam system
vibrating in an infinite acoustic medium. The foam is bonded
onto the plate. The plate is simply supported on its four
edges, and sliding conditions are applied on the four lateral
faces of the foam. Two different types of boundary condi-
tions, applied at the rear face of the foam, are studied: first,
the free edge condition of Eq.~12! @see Fig. 4~a!# second, the
coupling condition with an acoustic cavity ended by an
acoustic impedance surface@see Fig. 4~b!#. The speed of
soundc and the acoustic impedanceZ are set to the ambient
air value to simulate a coupling with an infinite air medium.
The material properties and dimensions of the studied con-
figuration are listed in Table I. The frequency range of inter-
est is 0–500 Hz.

To identify if the proposed free edge condition applies
when the poroelastic medium is coupled to an infinite exte-
rior light fluid, such as air, the configuration shown in Fig.
4~a! is compared with the configuration shown in Fig. 4~b!.
The mean quadratic velocities of the plate in these two con-
figurations are presented in Fig. 5. The results are not strictly
identical. The plate resonances and the off-resonance vibra-
tion levels are identical, but the vibration levels at the reso-
nances are lower in the case where the foam is coupled to the
infinite air medium; yet, it is noted that this difference in the
level reduces with increasing frequencies. This may be ex-
plained by the fact that as the excitation frequency departs,
toward higher frequencies, from the decoupling frequency
between the fluid and solid phases of the poroelastic mate-
rial, the coupling between both phases gets weaker13 and,
ultimately, the behavior of the system approaches thein
vacuobehavior. For the foam described in Table I, the de-
coupling frequency is around 70 Hz.

B. Coupling with a septum

A septum is often used in practical applications to pro-
tect a porous layer and to increase its sound absorption at
low frequencies. In the following, the use of Eq.~30! in a
finite element implementation to account for the effect of the
septum on a poroelastic material is validated. The studied

FIG. 7. Normal surface impedance of the multilayer system shown in Fig. 6.
Comparison between numerical and analytical predictions.

TABLE II. Physical properties and dimensions for the system depicted in
Fig. 6.

Carpet—First layer
Thickness e50.0035 m
Flow resistivity s520 kNs/m4

Porosity h50.99
Tortuosity a`51
Viscous characteristic dimension L5150 mm
Thermal characteristic dimension L85220 mm
Poisson’s ratio n50
Bulk modulus E520 kPa
Loss factor h50.5
Solid mass density r1560 kg/m3

Carpet—Second layer
Thickness e50.0035 m
Flow resistivity s55 kNs/m4

Porosity h50.99
Tortuosity a`51
Viscous characteristic dimension L5230 mm
Thermal characteristic dimension L85280 mm
Poisson’s ratio n50
Bulk modulus E520 kPa
Loss factor h50.5
Solid mass density r1560 kg/m3

Septum
Thickness e50.003 m
Mass density rs52000 kg/m3

Fibrous layer
Thickness e50.0125 m
Flow resistivity s533 kNs/m4

Porosity h50.98
Tortuosity a`51.1
Viscous characteristic dimension L550 mm
Thermal characteristic dimension L85100 mm
Poisson’s ratio n50
Bulk modulus E5100 kPa
Loss factor h50.88
Solid mass density r1560 kg/m3
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configuration is depicted in Fig. 6. It consists of a multilayer
material excited by an normal acoustic plane wave. The
multilayer material is made up of a carpet, a septum, and a
fibrous layer. The carpet is modeled as a porous material
made up of two layers. The material properties and dimen-
sions of the multilayer material are listed in Table II. The
frequency range of interest is 200–1300 Hz.

In view of comparing the normal surface impedance pre-
dicted by the finite element model, based on Eq.~30!, with
the one predicted by a transfer matrix method,13 the assump-
tion of infinite lateral dimensions is made. Figure 7 compares
the results obtained by these two models. It is shown that
both models predict identical results. Consequently, the use
of Eq. ~28! to account for the coupling between a poroelastic
medium and a septum is validated.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, boundary conditions on a poroelastic me-
dium have been developed for the poroelastic mixed (uI ,p)
formulation. The developed boundary conditions account for
exterior excitations, supports, and couplings with exterior
elastic, acoustic, poroelastic, and septum media. The surface
integrals of the weak form of the mixed (uI ,p) formulation
have been rewritten for each boundary condition. It was
shown that these surface integrals for the (uI ,p) formulation
handle more directly and simply, in a finite element sense,
the various boundary conditions on a poroelastic medium
than does the (uI ,UI ) formulation. Consequently, the (uI ,p)
formulation leads to simpler finite element equations.

Finally, validations against numerical and analytical re-
sults have shown the validity of the free edge condition and
the poroelastic-septum coupling condition. However, when
the foam is coupled to an infinite exterior air medium, it has
been shown that the exterior fluid loading on the foam may
be important. Consequently, the free edge condition has to be
used with prudence.
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Exact solution for sound propagation in ducts with an axial
mean temperature gradient and particulate damping
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An exact solution for one-dimensional sound propagation in ducts in the presence of axial mean
temperature gradient and particulate damping is presented in this paper. The acoustic wave equation
is derived starting from the one-dimensional momentum and energy equation. The application of
appropriate transformations leads to an analytically solvable Whittaker’s differential equation for
the case of a linear mean temperature gradient and Bessel’s differential equation for the case of an
exponential mean temperature gradient. The derived analytical solutions are used to investigate the
dependence of the acoustic field in a duct on temperature gradient and particulate damping.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02211-0#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Tb@DEC#

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c1,c2 coefficients of solutions in Eqs.~26! and~36!
i A21, imaginary number
Jn Bessel function ofnth order
K damping coefficient~kg/m3s!
M, W Whittakers’s functions
p pressure
P complex acoustic pressure amplitude~Pa!
R specific gas constant~J/kg/K!
s transformation variable in Eqs.~33! and ~34!
t time ~s!
T temperature~K!
u velocity ~m/s!
U complex acoustic velocity amplitude~m/s!
x distance~m!

z transformation variable in Eqs.~14! and ~15!
r density~kg/m3!
a,b constants in Eqs.~20! and ~28!
v angular frequency~rad/s!
t transformation constant in Eqs.~13! and ~14!
k temperature gradient~K/m!
h,n constants in Eqs.~32! and ~33!
m,x constants in Eqs.~15! and ~16!
F confluent hypergeometric function

Superscripts

8 oscillating quantity
¯ time-averaged quantity
* complex conjugate

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to obtain exact analytical
solutions for acoustic waves in ducts in the presence of fac-
tors such as mean temperature gradient and particulate damp-
ing. The behavior of one-dimensional acoustic fields in ducts
is a problem of considerable scientific and practical interest.
For instance, there is a need to develop an understanding of
the manner in which a mean axial temperature gradient
~caused, for example, by heat transfer to or from the walls! in
the presence of mean flow affects the propagation of sound
waves and the stability of small amplitude disturbances in a
duct. Such understanding will improve existing capabilities
for controling combustion instabilities in propulsion and
power generating systems, designing pulse combustors and
automotive mufflers, analyzing the behavior of resonating
thermal systems, and measuring impedances of high-
temperature systems~e.g., flames!. These results can also be
used to analyze the propagation of sound waves in catalytic
converters.

In real life problems, some amount of damping is always
present. Examples of this includes solid rocket motors with
aluminized propellants, resonant driving of packed beds and

spray dryers, and drying of slurries in pulse combustor tail
pipe to accelerate drying. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain
exact analytical solutions that describe one-dimensional
wave systems in ducts with axial mean temperature gradients
and damping.

Cummings1 developed an approximate, semi-analytical
solution for ducts with axial mean temperature gradients in
the absence of mean flows which is valid at sufficiently high
frequencies. Munjal and Prasad2 and Peat3 developed exact
solutions for ducts with small temperature gradients, in the
presence of mean flows. Kapuret al.4 obtained numerical
solutions for sound propagation in ducts with axial tempera-
ture gradients, in the absence of mean flows, by integrating
the wave equation using a Runge–Kutta method. The same
approach was followed by Zinn and co-workers5–9 who de-
veloped the impedance tube technique for high-temperature
systems, in the presence of mean flows. Sujithet al.10–12

have found exact solutions for acoustic waves in ducts which
are valid even in the presence of large temperature gradients.
Cherng and Tsung-Yen13 developed an analytical method for
the determination of the required shape of a duct for a pre-
scribed sound pressure level distribution in the presence of
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an unsteady isentropic flow. Recently Peat14,15 developed an
approximate analytical solution for sound propagation
through capillary ducts with very small temperature gradi-
ents in the presence of mean flow. Munjal and Doige16

adapted the two-microphone method for sound propagation
in the presence of mean flow and acoustic damping.

While the numerical solutions are accurate they often do
not provide adequate insight and feel for the physics of the
problem. Analytical solutions can also be used to benchmark
numerical results. Hence it is desirable to obtain analytical
solutions.

A derivation of the exact solution that describes the be-
havior of one-dimensional oscillations in a duct with a mean
temperature gradient and particulate damping is outlined in
this paper. First, the one-dimensional wave equation for a
constant area duct with an arbitrary axial temperature gradi-
ent and particulate damping in the absence of mean flow is
derived for a perfect, inviscid, and non-heat-conducting gas.
Next, assuming periodic solutions, the derived wave equa-
tion is reduced to a second-order wave equation with vari-
able coefficients. Using appropriate transformations, this
second-order wave equation is then reduced to Whittaker’s
equation for the case of a linear mean temperature profile and
Bessel’s differential equation for an exponential mean tem-
perature profile. The analysis is valid only for very small
mean Mach numbers.

I. DERIVATION OF THE WAVE EQUATION

This section begins with the development of the wave
equation for a constant area duct with a mean temperature
gradient and damping. Assuming a perfect, inviscid, and
non-heat-conducting gas, the one-dimensional acoustic mo-
mentum, energy17 in the absence of mean flow, and the equa-
tion of state can be expressed in the following form.5–8

Momentum:

r̄
]u8

]t
1

]p8

]x
1Ku850. ~1!

Energy:

]p8

]t
1g p̄

]u8

]x
50. ~2!

State:

p5rRT. ~3!

Assuming a harmonic solution of the form

u85U~x!eivt; p85P~x!eivt, ~4!

Eqs.~1! and ~2! become

U~ ivr̄1K !1
dP

dx
50, ~5!

Piv1g p̄
dU

dx
50. ~6!

Solving Eqs.~5! and~6! by eliminatingP and its deriva-
tive yields

d2U

dx2 1S v2r̄

g p̄
2

Kv

g p̄
i DU50. ~7!

Using the equation of state, i.e., Eq.~3!, the preceding
equation becomes

d2U

dx2
1S v2

gRT̄
2

Kv

g p̄
i D U50. ~8!

Transforming the above equation to mean temperature
space, the preceding equation reduces to

S dT̄

dx
D 2

d2U

dT̄2
1

d2T̄

dx2

dU

dT̄
1S v2

gRT̄
2

Kv

g p̄
i D U50. ~9!

II. SOLUTION FOR A DUCT WITH A LINEAR
TEMPERATURE PROFILE

In this section, solution is found for wave propagation in
ducts with a linear mean temperature distribution, which is
given by the expression

T̄5T01kx. ~10!

Transforming Eq.~8! from thex space to the mean tempera-
ture space using Eq.~10! yields

d2U

dT̄2
1S v2

gRk2T̄
2

Kv

g p̄k2
i D U50. ~11!

In order to simplify Eq.~11! to Whittaker’s form of
differential equation the following variables are introduced:

T̄5tz, ~12!

where

t5kA g p̄

Kv i
. ~13!

Substituting Eq.~12! in Eq. ~11! yields the following
equation:

d2U

dz2 1S 2
1

4
1

tv2/gRk2

z DU50. ~14!

The above equation is a special case of the Whittaker’s
form of differential equation whose general form is given
as18–20

d2U

dz2 1S 2
1

4
1

x

z
1

1/42m2

z2 DU50, ~15!

where

m5
1

2
and x5

tv2

gRk2 . ~16!

Equation ~15! is a second-order ordinary differential
equation which has two linearly independent solutions. One
of the solutions,U1 , is given by the Whittaker’s first solu-
tion

U15Mm,x~z!. ~17!

The functionM is given by expression
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Mm,x~z!5zm11/2e2z/2F~ 1
22x1m,2m11;z!

5ze2z/2F~12x,2,z!, ~18!

where

F~a,c;z!5 (
k50

k5`
~a!kz

k

~c!kk!
, ~19a!

~a!k5a~a11!~a12!¯~a1k21!, ~19b!

~c!k5c~c11!~c12!¯~c1k21!. ~19c!

The second Whittaker’s solution is not defined for the value
of m51

2. A solution to Eq.~14! is sought in the form ofW
5ze2z/2f . Equation~14! then reduces to

z f91~g2z! f 82a f 50, ~20!

wherea5~12x! andg52.
One of the solutions forf in Eq. ~20! is F itself from

Eq. ~18!. Seeking a linearly independent solution of the form
F logz1g, Eq. ~20! becomes

zg81~22z!g82ag12F82F1
F

z
50. ~21!

Series expansions forF and g of the form F5(n50
n5`anzn

andg5(n50
n5`Cnzn1r are introduced in Eq.~21!. The roots of

the resulting indicial equation forg are 0 and21. Herer
50 does not give a nonzero solution. Equating the coeffi-
cients ofzn1r on the lhs of Eq.~21! to 0, for r521, the
following recurring relation is obtained:

n~n11!Cn112Cn~n1a21!1~2n11!an2an2150 .
~22a!

WhennÞ21,0,

Cn115
Cn~n1a21!2~2n11!an1an21

n~n11!
. ~22b!

Noting thata051 anda2150 from Eq. ~19!, the relations
for n50 and 1 lead to the following expressions:

n50⇒C05
1

~a21!
; ~23!

n51⇒2C22aC113a12150. ~24!

Hence it can be noticed thatC0 andC1 are not related. All
the otherCn’s can be obtained by~22b!.

Hence the second solution of Eq.~15! is given by

U25ze2z/2f , ~25!

where f is given byF logz1(n50
n5`Cnz

n1r and theCn’s are
obtained by Eqs.~22a! and ~22b!.

Any solution of Eq. ~14! can now be expressed as a
linear combination ofU1 andU2 for a particular set of co-
efficientsc1 andc2 :

U5c1U11c2U2 . ~26!

Using Eq.~6! the expression for acoustic pressure can be
derived as

p52
gk p̄~du/dz!

tv i
. ~27!

It should be noted that the mean pressurep̄ is assumed

to be a constant, unliker̄ and T̄ which depend uponx.
The derived solution was used to evaluate the acoustic

field in a duct in the presence of mean temperature gradient
and particulate damping. The problem to be solved is a duct
with an acoustically closed end in which a standing wave of
a given frequency and amplitude is established using an
acoustic driver. The constants were found by imposing the
conditions that atx50 the acoustic pressure was forced to
P0 and the acoustic velocityU50. For the calculations pre-
sented here,P0 was chosen as 2000 Pa. The specific heat
ratio ~g! was chosen as 1.4, that of a diatomic gas.

The axial variation of acoustic pressure and velocity am-
plitudes (uPu25PP* and uUu25UU* ! for the case with no
damping, and for a damping constant ofK5100 kg/m3s were
calculated and are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. As
expected, the amplitudes at the nodal locations go up with
increasing values of damping constant. The effect of the
mean temperature gradient is reflected in the unevenness in
the spacing of the acoustic pressure and velocity nodes and
antinodes. The selected value ofK is typical for packed
beds.21

FIG. 1. The variation of the acoustic pressure amplitude distribution in a

duct closed at one end for a temperature distribution ofT̄511002200x
and a circular frequency ofv51000 rad/s for different values of damping
constants.

FIG. 2. The variation of the acoustic velocity amplitude distribution in a

duct closed at one end for a temperature distribution ofT̄511002200x
and a circular frequency ofv51000 rad/s for different values of damping
constants.
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III. SOLUTION FOR A DUCT WITH AN EXPONENTIAL
TEMPERATURE PROFILE

In this section, solution for wave propagation in ducts
with an exponential mean temperature distribution given by
the expression

T̄5ae2bx, ~28!

wherea andb are constants, is derived.
Using Eq.~28!, Eq. ~9! can be reduced to the following

form:

T̄2
d2U

dT̄2
1T̄

dU

dT̄
1S v2

gRb2T̄
2

Kv

g p̄b2
i D U50. ~29!

In order to simplify the above equation, the following trans-
formation was used

z5
1

AT̄
. ~30!

This reduces Eq.~29! to

d2U

dz2 1
1

z

dU

dz
1S 4v2

gRb22
4Kv

g p̄b2z2 i DU50. ~31!

The preceding equation can be written as

d2U

dz2 1
1

z

dU

dz
1S h22

n2

z2 DU50 ~32!

where

h25
4v2

gRb2 and n25
4vK

g p̄b2 i . ~33!

Making use of the following transformation for further sim-
plification,

z5
s

h
, ~34!

Eq. ~32! can be further reduced to

d2U

ds2 1
1

s

dU

ds
1S 12

n2

s2 DU50. ~35!

The above equation is Bessel’s differential equation of com-
plex order, whose solution is given by18–20

U~s!5c1Jn~s!1c2J2n~s!. ~36!

Using Eq. ~6! the expression for acoustic pressure can be
derived as

P52
bg p̄

2iv
s

dU

ds
. ~37!

Equations~36! and ~37! were evaluated for a duct with
an exponential mean temperature gradient and damping. The
problem to be solved is a duct with an acoustically closed
end in which a standing wave of a given frequency and am-
plitude is established using an acoustic driver. The constants
were found by imposing the conditions that atx50 the
acoustic pressure was forced toP0 and the acoustic velocity
U50.

The variation of acoustic pressure and acoustic velocity
amplitudes calculated based on the derived solution for an
exponential mean temperature profile were compared with
that of the numerical solution. The acoustic pressure ampli-
tude and the acoustic velocity amplitude matched very well
with the numerical result indicating the correctness of the
solution.

The axial variation of acoustic pressure and velocity am-
plitudes for different damping constants were calculated and
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. As expected, the
amplitudes at the nodal locations go up with increasing val-
ues of damping constant. The effect of the mean temperature
gradient is reflected in the unevenness in the spacing of the
acoustic pressure and velocity nodes and antinodes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Exact solutions describing the behavior of one-
dimensional acoustic waves in ducts in the presence of an
axial mean temperature gradient and particulate damping
were obtained by applying suitable transformations to the
wave equation. Solutions were obtained for both linear and
exponential mean temperature profiles. The solutions were
applied to investigate the nature of acoustic fields in ducts in
the presence of mean temperature gradient and damping.

FIG. 3. The variation of the acoustic pressure amplitude distribution in a

duct closed at one end for a temperature distribution ofT̄51100e20.324x and
a circular frequency ofv51000 rad/s for different values of damping con-
stants.

FIG. 4. The variation of the acoustic velocity amplitude distribution in a

duct closed at one end for a temperature distribution ofT̄51100e20.324x and
a circular frequency ofv51000 rad/s for different values of damping con-
stants.
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The solutions obtained in this analysis are in terms of
special functions~e.g., Bessel functions! and are easy to
evaluate. These closed form expressions presented herein can
be used also as benchmarks for checking the results obtained
from computer programs that are intended for applications
for systems with axial mean temperature gradients and
damping.
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Transient scattering from closed rigid bodies can be analyzed using a variety of time domain integral
equations, e.g., the Kirchhoff integral equation and its normal derivative. Unfortunately, when the
spectrum of the incident field includes one or more of the resonance frequencies of the
corresponding interior problem, the solutions to these time domain integral equations become
corrupted with spurious interior modes. In this article, this phenomenon is demonstrated via
numerical experiments, and a Burton–Miller-type time domain combined field integral equation is
proposed as a remedy. To verify that the solutions to this Burton–Miller-type equation are not
corrupted by interior modes, various numerical results are presented. It is anticipated that this
equation, when used in conjunction with fast time domain integral equation solvers~e.g., plane wave
time domain algorithms!, will enable the accurate analysis of transient wave scattering from
acoustically large bodies. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02811-8#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Px, 02.60.Cb, 02.60.Nm, 02.70.Pt@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

Numerical schemes for studying acoustic wave scatter-
ing phenomena are based on either differential or integral
equations. Differential equation-based techniques, e.g., the
finite difference and finite element methods, offer unques-
tionable advantages over integral equation methods when
studying volume scattering phenomena. However, with the
recent advances in boundary element technology, the scale
appears to tip in favor of integral equation-based methods
when surface scattering problems are analyzed. Indeed,
boundary integral equation methods require a discretization
of the scatterer surface rather than some volume enclosing it,
and their solutions automatically satisfy the radiation condi-
tion, thereby eliminating the need for imposing absorbing
boundary conditions.

Unfortunately, while integral equation-based techniques
are widely used for analyzing time harmonic surface scatter-
ing phenomena, their time domain counterparts—often re-
ferred to as marching-on-in-time~MOT! schemes—have re-
ceived only scant attention from the computational acoustics
community. Although MOT schemes for solving the Kirch-
hoff integral equation and its normal derivative date back to
1962,1 two important deficiencies have prevented them from
attaining popularity. First, explicit MOT implementations
have often been found to be unstable unless they are supple-
mented by additional measures, e.g., time averaging.2,3 How-
ever, recent research has shown that implicit MOT schemes
that employ accurate surface representations and sophisti-
cated numerical integration and differentiation rules produce
stable results for all practical purposes.4–7 Second, perform-
ing a scattering analysis using MOT schemes is computa-
tionally expensive.6 However, recently it has been demon-
strated that the computational cost of MOT methods can be

considerably reduced when they are retrofitted with plane
wave time domain algorithms.8,9 In view of this recent
progress, MOT schemes now offer a viable approach for
analyzing transient scattering from objects whose dimen-
sions span several wavelengths within the frequency range of
interest.

As mentioned earlier, MOT schemes that rely on explicit
time stepping for solving both the Kirchhoff integral equa-
tion and its normal derivative are typically unstable. In the
past, considerable research effort has been directed towards
improving our understanding of the source of these instabili-
ties. In this regard, the contribution of interior cavity modes
to instabilities has been investigated both theoretically and
by numerical experimentation.10,11 In these studies, the time
domain integral equation is considered as a linear time in-
variant system that is characterized by the location of its
transfer function poles—often referred to as the singularity
expansion method~SEM! poles. The poles corresponding to
the resonant modes of the associated interior problem reside
on the imaginary axis and, theoretically, are never excited by
an externally incident field.12 However, in a numerical solu-
tion procedure, the coupling between the incident field and
the internal resonance modes does not vanish exactly, and
‘‘all the resonant solutions are likely to be excited to some
extent by the incident field.’’11 Rynne and Smith11 also state
that ‘‘the inaccuracies induced by the numerical discretiza-
tion of the integral equation causes some SEM poles, which
theoretically should lie on the imaginary axis, to move into
the right half plane.’’ Then, the corresponding components
of the solution grow exponentially due to the positive real
part of the pole, giving rise to instabilities. The poles with
larger imaginary parts have a better chance of drifting into
the right half plane since the loss of accuracy is more pro-
nounced at higher frequencies. To prevent the instabilities
due to the shifting of these high-frequency poles, time aver-
aging procedures have been suggested.11,13 Indeed, in appli-a!Electronic mail: aergin@decwa.ece.uiuc.edu
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cations where the scatterer’s resonance frequencies were be-
yond the frequency range of interest, the averaging process
that ‘‘filtered out’’ the unwanted frequency components
proved useful in enforcing stability with negligible loss of
accuracy.13 Later, Bluck and Walker6,7 observed that the
highly oscillatory instabilities could be eliminated by using
implicit MOT schemes that are characterized by larger time
step sizes than those used in explicit methods. This observa-
tion is in line with Rynne and Smith’s work since resonant
solutions with frequencies exceeding 1/(2D t), whereD t is
the time step size, cannot be represented at all by the tempo-
ral discretization. Hence, for sufficiently largeD t , only the
low-frequency modes, which are less likely to result in insta-
bilities, can be adequately represented by the discretization.
Both of these approaches eliminate the highly oscillatory in-
stabilities. However, if some poles of the system that fall
within the frequency range of interest are excited, then the
solution may still be corrupted by spurious oscillations. It
should be noted that these poles are less likely to result in
instabilities since they are not affected by numerical inaccu-
racies as much as the high-frequency poles. Clearly, the ef-
fect of these oscillations on the solution is highly dependent
on the details of the implementation, as they are the by-
product of numerical inaccuracies.

The corruption of solutions to boundary integral equa-
tions by resonant modes of the corresponding interior prob-
lem has been studied thoroughly in the frequency domain,
where the presence of resonant modes near the frequency of
interest results in an ill-conditioned matrix, whose inversion
is problematic. This ill conditioning is a consequence of the
fact that the frequency domain solutions to the Helmholtz
integral equation and its normal derivative are nonunique at
the resonance frequencies. Although the solutions to the time
domain counterparts of these integral equations—namely the
Kirchhoff integral equation and its normal derivative—are
unique by virtue of the initial conditions, evidently the pres-
ence of resonant modes affects their numerical evaluation.
Hence, it is instructive to study the approaches that have
been employed to overcome the nonuniqueness difficulty in
the frequency domain. A popular approach is the combined
Helmholtz integral equation formulation—usually referred to
as CHIEF—which forces the field to be zero at selected
points inside the rigid scatterer.14 The second approach,
which was proposed by Burton and Miller,15 is to supple-
ment the Helmholtz integral equation with its normal deriva-
tive to arrive at a boundary integral equation that does not
admit any interior resonance modes. Extensions to, and com-
binations of, both approaches have also been proposed.16,17

In this paper, the problems stemming from the presence
of resonant modes in the solution of the time domain Kirch-
hoff integral equation and its normal derivative are studied
when the spectrum of the incident field includes the reso-
nance frequencies of the corresponding interior problem. It is
shown through numerical experiments that spurious oscilla-
tions corrupt the solutions to these integral equations and
may eventually lead to instabilities. Finally, a time domain
Burton–Miller-type combined field integral equation is pro-
posed, and it is demonstrated that the solutions to this inte-
gral equation are devoid of any interior resonance modes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. I we review the derivation of the Kirchhoff integral
equation and its normal derivative, and introduce a Burton–
Miller-type time domain integral equation. Energy argu-
ments are invoked to determine whether these integral equa-
tions can sustain internal fields. In Sec. II we outline the
formulation of the MOT method used in this study to solve
the aforementioned integral equations. Numerical results and
conclusions are presented in Secs. III and IV, respectively.
Details regarding the numerical implementation of the MOT
method are discussed in the Appendix.

I. TIME DOMAIN INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

Consider a rigid body residing in a homogeneous me-
dium with wave speedc that is illuminated by an incident
field with velocity potentialw i(r ,t) ~Fig. 1!. Let Sdenote the
surface of the body, and letn̂ be the position-dependent,
outward pointing unit normal toS. Hypothetical surfaces
conformal toS, but residing just inside and just outsideS, are
denoted byS2 andS1 , respectively. Whenw i(r ,t) interacts
with S, a scattered field with potentialws(r ,t) is generated
such that the total velocity potentialw t(r ,t)5w i(r ,t)
1ws(r ,t) satisfies the boundary conditionn̂•¹w t(r ,t)50 on
S. It is assumed that no interaction between the incident field
and the scatterer takes place prior tot50; hence,w t(r ,t)
50 on S for t,0. Using the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral
theorem,18 ws(r ,t) can be expressed as

ws~r ,t !5E
S
dr 8w t~r 8,t !* n̂8•¹8

d~ t2R/c!

4pR
, ~1!

where* denotes temporal convolution,d ~•! is the Dirac im-
pulse, andR5ur2r 8u. Next, three different integral equa-
tions that permit the reconstruction ofw t(r ,t) on S—and
hence the scattered field outsideS—are considered.

A. Kirchhoff integral equation

The incident, scattered, and total pressure fields are re-
lated to their respective velocity potentials as

pj~r ,t !52r0] tw
j~r ,t !, ~2!

wherejP$t,i ,s% and r0 is the fluid density of the ambient
medium. The Kirchhoff integral equation19 is obtained by
setting the total pressure field onS2 to zero, i.e.,

pi~r ,t !52ps~r ,t !, rPS2 . ~3!

Using Eqs.~1! and ~2! in Eq. ~3! and taking its limit asr
approaches a smooth part ofS yields an integral equation

FIG. 1. Geometry of the surface scattering problem.
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that relates the unknown surface potentialw t(r ,t) to the in-
cident field as

2] tw
i~r ,t !52

1

2
] tw

t~r ,t !1] t E
S

2 dr 8w t~r 8,t !* n̂8

•¹8
d~ t2R/c!

4pR

8L p$w
t~r ,t !%, rPS, ~4!

whereLp is the pressure field operator and the integral is to
be evaluated in the principal value sense. Note that, assum-
ing that no initial conditions onw t(r ,t) are imposed, there
exist manyw t(r ,t)Þ0 that satisfy the homogeneous equation
L p$w

t(r ,t)%50. These fields are superpositions of the reso-
nant modes of a soft cavity bounded by the surfaceS.15 How-
ever, these solutions to Eq.~4! are ruled out since they do not
satisfy the condition thatw t(r ,t)50 on S for t,0.

B. Normal derivative of the Kirchhoff integral equation

The incident, scattered, and total velocity fields are re-
lated to their respective velocity potentials as

vj~r ,t !5¹wj~r ,t !, ~5!

where jP$t,i ,s%. The normal derivative of the Kirchhoff
integral equation20 is obtained by setting the normal compo-
nent of the velocity field onS to zero, i.e.,

n̂•vi~r ,t !52n̂•vs~r ,t !, rPS. ~6!

Note that Eq.~6! is also valid onS2 and S1 because the
normal component of the velocity field is continuous across
S. Using Eqs.~1! and ~5! in Eq. ~6! yields an integral equa-
tion which relates the unknown surface potential to the inci-
dent field as

n̂•¹w i~r ,t !52E
S

5 dr 8w t~r 8,t !* n̂•¹n̂8•¹8
d~ t2R/c!

4pR

8L v$w
t~r ,t !%, rPS, ~7!

whereLv is the velocity field operator and the integral is to
be evaluated in the finite part sense.21 Again, there exist
many w t(r ,t)Þ0 that satisfy the homogeneous equation
L v$w

t(r ,t)%50; these fields are the superpositions of the
resonant modes of a hard cavity bounded byS.15 However,
again, these solutions to Eq.~7! do not satisfy the initial
conditions and therefore should be ruled out.

C. Burton–Miller-type time domain combined field
integral equation

As mentioned in Secs. I A and B, although both Eqs.~4!
and ~7! permit internal resonances, the condition that
w t(r ,t)50 on S for t,0 rules out any resonant components
in the solutions to these equations. However, due to numeri-
cal inaccuracies introduced in the discretization of these in-
tegral equations, the resonant modes of the scatterer~or
slightly perturbed versions thereof! are often excited, and the
solutions to these equations are therefore corrupted by the
presence of spurious oscillations. Numerical solutions to the
frequency domain counterparts of Eqs.~4! and ~7! ~Helm-
holtz integral equation and its normal derivative! are also

corrupted in the vicinity of the frequencies at which the scat-
terer’s resonant modes render the solution nonunique. Burton
and Miller have shown that a linear combination of the
Helmholtz integral equation and its normal derivative does
not support any internal cavity modes, thereby guaranteeing
a unique solution.15 Here, we introduce a similar time do-
main combined field integral equation~CFIE!. The mecha-
nism by which this approach eliminates the corruption of the
solutions by internal modes will be discussed in the next
subsection.

The Burton–Miller-type time domain CFIE is derived
by imposing a linear combination of the conditions ex-
pressed by Eqs.~3! and ~6! as

2
~12a!

cr0
pi~r ,t !1an̂•vi~r ,t !

5
~12a!

cr0
ps~r ,t !2an̂•vs~r ,t !, rPS2 , ~8!

wherea is a real constant whose range is to be determined.
Using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~5! in Eq. ~8!, and lettingr approach
S, yields the integral equation

~12a!] tw
i~r ,t !1acn̂•¹w i~r ,t !

52~12a!L p$w
t~r ,t !%1acL v$w

t~r ,t !%

8L c$w
t~r ,t !% rPS. ~9!

Note that the combined field operatorLc is a linear combi-
nation of the pressure and velocity field operatorsLp and
Lv , and that Eq.~9! reduces to Eqs.~4! and~7! for a50 and
a51, respectively.

D. Corruption of numerical solutions to Eqs. „4…, „7…,
and „9… by internal fields

The interpretation of time domain integral equations as
linear time invariant systems and the relation of the resonant
modes to the SEM poles of these systems were already al-
luded to in the Introduction. It was also mentioned that the
internal modes of the scatterer are always excited to some
extent due to numerical inaccuracies. Here, we present the
same picture from a different perspective and invoke energy
arguments to study whether the integral equations~4!, ~7!,
and ~9! sustain internal fields.

Assume that at timet5t0 a spurious source distribution
that supports resonant modes exists onS because of the nu-
merical excitation of~perturbed! resonance poles. Of course,
this source distribution generates a field in the cavity
bounded byS2 . The law of conservation of energy dictates
that18

W~ t !5W~ t0!2E
t0

t

dt8E
S2

dr 8n̂8•@pt~r 8,t8!vt~r 8,t8!#, ~10!

whereW(t)5 1
2 r0*V2

dr 8$uvt(r 8,t)u21@pt(r 8,t)/(cr0)#2% is
the energy stored in volumeV2 enclosed byS2 at time t. If
the Kirchhoff integral equation is used,pt(r ,t)50 on S2 is
automatically enforced by Eq.~3!. On the other hand, if the
normal derivative of the Kirchhoff integral equation is used,
n̂•vt(r ,t)50 on S2 by Eq. ~6! and by the continuity ofn̂
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•vs(r ,t) acrossS. In either case, the integral overS2 in Eq.
~10! equals zero and the energy that has leaked into the cav-
ity is trapped there asW(t)5W(t0).0 for all t>t0 . In other
words, Eqs.~4! and ~7! do not provide anintrinsic mecha-
nism for reducing the energy inside the cavity. However, if
the combined field formulation is used, Eqs.~8! and ~10!
imply that

W~ t !5W~ t0!2
~12a!

a

1

cr0
E

t0

t

dt8E
S2

dr 8@pt~r 8,t8!#2

5W~ t0!2
a

~12a!
cr0E

t0

t

dt8E
S2

dr 8@ n̂8•vt~r 8,t8!#2.

~11!

For W(t0).0, @pt(r 8,t8)#25@ n̂8•vt(r 8,t8)cr0a/(12a)#2

on S2 cannot be zero for allt8>t0 since the energy inside
the cavity will at some point interact with the cavity walls.
During this interaction, the integrands in Eq.~11! will be
positive and the energy stored in the cavity will decrease if
0,a,1. This process will go on untilW(t)50. Hence, for
0,a,1, Eq. ~9! provides an intrinsic mechanism for reduc-
ing the energy present inside the cavity. On the other hand,
as a approaches 0 or 1, it is evident from Eq.~11! that the
effect of this intrinsic mechanism diminishes. This is ex-
pected as Eq.~9! reduces to either Eq.~4! or ~7! for these
limiting cases.

While the above insights into the behavior of the intro-
duced integral equations are heuristic in nature, much sup-
porting evidence for the resonance-suppressing character of
the CFIE comes from the numerical experiments reported in
Sec. III. Our results indicate that the CFIE does indeed pro-
vide an intrinsic mechanism that suppresses all energy that
~numerically! leaks into the cavity, and that the CFIE pro-
duces accurate solutions free from spurious oscillations.

II. THE MARCHING-ON-IN-TIME METHOD

To solve Eq.~9! numerically,w t(r ,t) on S is represented
in terms of spatial and temporal basis functionsf n(r ), n
51,...,Ns , andTi(t), i 51,...,Nt , as

w t~r ,t !5(
i 51

Nt

(
n51

Ns

w i ,nf n~r !Ti~ t !, ~12!

where w i ,n are unknown expansion coefficients. Assuming
that the spectral content of the incident field vanishes forv
.vmax, an accurate representation ofw t(r ,t) can be ob-
tained by choosing the number of basis functions asNs

}SA(vmax/c)2 andNt}Tvmax, whereSA denotes the surface
area of the scatterer andT the duration of the analysis. In this
study,S is modeled as a collection ofNs flat triangular facets
Sn , n51,...,Ns , and thef n(r ) are chosen to be unit pulse
functions defined as

f n~r !5H 1; rPSn ,

0; elsewhere.
~13!

These piecewise constant basis functions simplify the evalu-
ation of the finite part integral associated with the operator
Lv as detailed in the Appendix@see Eq.~A7!#. Numerical

schemes employing more sophisticated spatial basis func-
tions ~e.g., isoparametric elements! are expected to behave
similarly to the present scheme—although their results
should be corrupted to a lesser extent—as whether an intrin-
sic loss mechanism is in effect or not is associated with the
underlying integral equation regardless of how it is dis-
cretized. The temporal basis functions are chosen to be cubic
interpolation functions defined asTi(t)5T(t2t i), wheret i

5 iD t and

T~ t !

55
11 11

6 ~ t/D t!1~ t/D t!
21 1

6~ t/D t!
3; 2D t<t<0,

11 1
2 ~ t/D t!2~ t/D t!

22 1
2~ t/D t!

3; 0<t<D t ,

12 1
2~ t/D t!2~ t/D t!

21 1
2~ t/D t!

3; D t<t<2D t ,

12 11
6 ~ t/D t!1~ t/D t!

22 1
6~ t/D t!

3; 2D t<t<3D t ,

0; elsewhere.

~14!

The functionT(t) is an extension of the quadratic basis func-
tion proposed by Manaraet al.22 ensuring that the temporal
variation of all the quantities to be evaluated are piecewise
polynomials @see Appendix Eqs.~A3!–~A6!#. Substituting
Eq. ~12! into Eq. ~9! and testing the resulting equation at
time t5t j with f̃ m(r )5d(r2rm

c ), m51,...,Ns , where rm
c

denotes the centroid of themth triangular facet, the follow-
ing matrix equation is obtained:

Z̄0Fj5Fj2(
l 51

j 21

Z̄ lFj 2 l , ~15!

where the elements of the vectorsFj andFj and the interac-
tion matrix Z̄ l are given by

Fj ,n5w j ,n , ~16!

Fj ,m5E
S
dr f̃ m~r !@~12a!] tw

i~r ,t !1acn̂

•¹w i~r ,t !#u t5t j
, ~17!

Z̄ l ,mn5E
S
dr f̃ m~r !@Lc$ f n~r !Tj 2 l~ t !%#u t5t j

. ~18!

The numerical evaluation of the integrals appearing in Eqs.
~17! and ~18! is detailed in the Appendix.

Equation ~15! relates the velocity potential expansion
coefficients at thej th time step to the incident field and the
coefficients that model the potential at prior time steps.
Hence, all the expansion coefficientsw j ,n can be evaluated
by starting at the first time step (j 51), forming the right-
hand side, and recursively solving Eq.~15! for all time steps.
This procedure is known as the MOT scheme.23

In the past, most MOT implementations relied on ex-
plicit time stepping, which not only considerably limited the
allowed time step size but also often resulted in late time
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instabilities. As mentioned above, it has been demonstrated
that use of higher-order quadrature rules and/or larger time
step sizes yields implicit schemes that are stable for all prac-
tical purposes.6 In the present study, the surface integrals
over triangular domains are evaluated as described in the
Appendix, and the time step size is chosen—independent of
the mesh size—asD t52p/(bvmax). Developing guidelines
for choosing the parameterb is still an area of active re-
search and the interested reader is referred to Refs. 4 and 7.
For all the examples that will be presented,b510 yielded
stable results.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to study the quality of the solutions to the dif-
ferent time domain integral equations presented above, plane
wave scattering from several rigid bodies is analyzed. The
results obtained by solving Eq.~9!, which reduces to Eq.~4!
for a50 and to Eq.~7! for a51, are compared with solutions
obtained either analytically or using a frequency domain
boundary element method~FD-BEM! code, which has been
validated independently. The FD-BEM employed uses the
same spatial basis functions as the MOT scheme and circum-
vents the nonuniqueness problem by using the Burton–
Miller approach. The wave speed of the medium is assumed
to be c5343 m/s. In all MOT analyses that will be pre-
sented, the matrix equation in Eq.~15! is solved using a
transpose-free quasi-minimal residual algorithm.24 The initial
guess vector for this solver is set equal to theF vector of the
previous time step. With this initial guess, a relative residual
error of 1026 was obtained in less than 15 iterations for all
cases presented below. Such residual error guarantees that
the solutions presented here would not be effected if an exact
solver ~e.g., a single sparse LU factorization ofZ̄0 with re-
peated back-substitution at each time step! had been used. In
all MOT simulations, the excitation is a plane wave defined
as

w i~r ,t !5cos@vo~ t2r• k̂ i /c!#

3exp@2~ t2r• k̂ i /c26s!2/2s2#, ~19!

wherevo is the pulse’s center frequency,s is a measure of
the pulse’s temporal width, andk̂ i is the propagation direc-
tion of the incident wave. This pulse can be assumed to be
bandlimited tovmax5vo16/s since at that frequency the
spectral content of the pulse is down by 78 dB from its peak
value atvo . It should be stressed that the MOT scheme used
in generating the results in this section is not supplemented
with any averaging or similar stabilization schemes.

As a first example, scattering from a sphere of radius 1
m centered at the origin and modeled by 2210 triangular
facets is analyzed@see inset of Fig. 2~a!#. The incident pulse
parameters are chosen asvo52p3200 rad/s,s57.639 ms,
and k̂ i52 ẑ so that the two soft cavity modes at 171.5 and
245.3 Hz and the rigid cavity modes at 182.4, 245.3, and
246.4 Hz could possibly be excited. The magnitude of the
calculated velocity potential on the sphere at an arbitrary
angle ofu542.5 degrees is shown in Fig. 2~a! as a function
of time for a50, 0.5, and 1. Clearly, the solutions for both

a50 anda51 are corrupted by oscillations whereas the so-
lution obtained witha50.5 is free of any resonances. The
spectra of the oscillations that corrupt the solutions to the
a50 and a51 cases are obtained by Fourier transforming
the difference of the these solutions from thea50.5 solution,
and their magnitudes are plotted in Fig. 2~b!. Clearly the
frequencies of oscillations that corrupt the solutions coincide
with those of the cavity modes.

The effects of the internal resonances on the scattered
fields are studied by extracting the scattering cross section
~SCS! of the scatterer at several frequencies from the time
domain far fields computed via MOT and comparing them
with analytical calculations using the Mie series. As seen in
Fig. 3, the SCS data extracted from the MOT analysis with
a50.5 shows perfect agreement with the analytical results,
verifying that the potential all over the sphere has been cal-
culated accurately for all time steps. Figure 3~c! shows that
the SCS obtained by the normal derivative of the Kirchhoff
integral equation~a51! agrees well with the analytical val-
ues, although the surface potential values were corrupted

FIG. 2. ~a! Magnitude of the total surface velocity potentialuw t(r ,t)u at
u542.5 degrees for a rigid sphere modeled with 2210 triangular facets cal-
culated using the Kirchhoff integral equation~a50!, its normal derivative
~a51!, and the CFIE witha50.5.~b! Magnitude of the Fourier transform of
the differences between thea50,1 solutions and thea50.5 solution plotted
in part ~a!.
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with a cavity mode at 245.3 Hz. On the other hand, fora50,
the resonances at 171.5 and 245.3 Hz dramatically affect the
calculated scattered fields@Fig. 3~a! and~c!# and have almost
no effect at other frequencies@Fig. 3~b!#. These results can
be explained as follows. The resonant fields trapped inside
the cavity have to be sustained by equivalent surface sources
that reside onS, and the pressure field will be discontinuous
acrossS by an amount proportional to the strength of these

sources. In the formulation of the Kirchhoff integral equation
~a50!, ps(r ,t)52pi(r ,t) is enforced onS2 ; hence, the
same condition will not hold true onS1 . Therefore, there
will be a field induced external toS by the resonant compo-
nent of the equivalent surface sources, and the scattered
fields will also be corrupted. On the other hand, in the for-
mulation of the normal derivative of the Kirchhoff integral
equation, Eq.~6! enforcesn̂•vs(r ,t)52n̂•vi(r ,t) on S1 re-
gardless of the discontinuity of the pressure field acrossS.
Therefore, by the uniqueness of the solutions to the exterior
problem, the corruption of the surface fields by resonant
modes will not influence the scattered fields if Eq.~7! is used
for the transient analysis. Although this final observation re-
garding the normal derivative of the Kirchhoff integral equa-
tion is justified by many numerical examples, there are cases
when the corruption of the surface fields reflects itself on the
radiated fields. However, in general, the scattered fields com-
puted via the normal derivative of the Kirchhoff integral
equation tend to be affected far less by the presence of reso-
nant modes.

Analysis of scattering from a rigid cube with side length
of 1 m constitutes the second example. The structure is mod-
eled in terms of 2028 triangular facets, and it is positioned
such that the cube’s edges coincide with the coordinate axes
as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. The incident pulse is defined
asvo52p3350 rad/s,s57.639 ms, andk̂ i52 ẑ. As can be
verified from Fig. 4, the surface fields oscillate at about 297
and 343 Hz fora50 and a51, respectively. Furthermore,
for a51, the oscillations, which are distinctly different from
the late time instabilities of the explicit MOT schemes, seem
to grow exponentially with a slowly varying envelope. How-
ever, no spurious oscillations are present in the solution ob-
tained by settinga50.5. Thexz-plane SCS data extracted
from the MOT simulation is compared against the SCS ob-
tained by the FD-BEM solver. As seen in Fig. 5, the agree-
ment between thea50.5 and FD-BEM results is excellent at
both 297 and 343 Hz. As expected, the solution witha50
deviates considerably from the others at 297 Hz while the

FIG. 3. Scattering cross section of a unit sphere extracted from the MOT
simulations compared against the analytical values at~a! 171.5 Hz,~b! 205
Hz, and~c! 245.3 Hz.

FIG. 4. Magnitude of the total surface velocity potentialuw t(r ,t)u on the
surface of a rigid cube modeled with 2028 triangular facets calculated using
the Kirchhoff integral equation~a50!, its normal derivative~a51!, and the
CFIE with a50.5.
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corruption of the surface fields has some effect on the radi-
ated fields fora51 at 343 Hz.

As the last example, scattering from an almond modeled
with 2572 triangular facets is studied. The scatterer, which is
depicted in the inset of Fig. 6~a!, fits into a box of dimen-
sions 331.1530.4 m3 and is a modified version of the al-
mond described in Ref. 25. The parameters characterizing
the incident pulse arevo52p3500 rad/s,s57.639 ms, and
k̂ i52 ẑ. As seen in Fig. 6~a!, spurious oscillations not only
corrupt the surface fields fora50 anda51, but they also
show an exponential increase in amplitude. Thorough experi-
mentation has shown that this type of instability, unlike the
high-frequency instabilities encountered with explicit MOT
schemes, cannot be avoided by increasing the time step size.
Furthermore, if only the Helmhotz integral equation or its
derivative is used, the system matrix of the FD-BEM be-
comes ill conditioned at about 505 Hz, which corresponds to
the frequency of the oscillations in the MOT solutions. Thus,
it can be inferred that internal cavity modes exist in the vi-
cinity of this frequency. As seen in Fig. 6~a!, setting a
50.5 yields a stable solution that is also free of sustained
oscillations. In Fig. 6~b!, the SCS of the scatterer in thexz
plane extracted from the time domain simulation results at

505 Hz is again compared to that computed via the FD-BEM
that employed the Burton–Miller approach. The perfect
match between thea50.5 case and the FD-BEM result, to-
gether with the fact that thea50 case deviates considerably
more than thea51 case, also supports the conclusion that
the observed instabilities were due to the presence of reso-
nant modes that were avoided by settinga50.5. Finally,
although all the resonance-free results presented here were
obtained by settinga50.5, tests with other values ofa in the
range 0,a,1 were conducted and, as expected~see Sec.
I D!, the results were observed to be stable and devoid of
sustained oscillations except fora,0.1 anda.0.9.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The resonance-suppressing properties of different time
domain boundary integral equations for analyzing transient
scattering from rigid bodies were investigated. It was shown
that the solutions to both the Kirchhoff integral equation and
its normal derivative are vulnerable to corruption by cavity

FIG. 5. Scattering cross section of a unit cube in thexzplane extracted from
the MOT simulations compared against those obtained by the FD-BEM at
~a! 297 Hz and~b! 343 Hz.

FIG. 6. ~a! Magnitude of the total surface velocity potentialuw t(r ,t)u on the
surface of a rigid almond modeled with 2572 triangular facets using differ-
ent a values.~b! The SCS data in thexz plane obtained from the MOT
simulations and the FD-BEM at 505 Hz.
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modes. It was also pointed out that the scattered fields cal-
culated via the Kirchhoff integral equation are affected by
the presence of interior modes, whereas those calculated
through the normal derivative formulation are not. A time
domain Burton–Miller-type CFIE was shown both theoreti-
cally and experimentally to effectively eradicate resonant
components supported by the other time domain integral
equations. It is anticipated that the proposed time domain
CFIE will enable the accurate simulation of transient scatter-
ing from large structures, which possibly support cavity
modes, using fast methods such as the plane wave time do-
main algorithm.8,9,26
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APPENDIX: Numerical evaluation of vector and
matrix elements

In this appendix, the numerical evaluation of the vector
and matrix elements given in Eqs.~17! and ~18! is eluci-
dated. The vector elements in Eq.~17! are evaluated as

Fj ,m5~12a!] tw
i~rm

c ,t !u t5t j
1acn̂•¹w i~rm

c ,t j !. ~A1!

The matrix elementsZ̄ l ,mn are evaluated as follows. Us-
ing Eqs.~4!, ~7!, and~9! in Eq. ~18! yields

Z̄ l ,mn52~12a!Lp$ f n~r !Tj 2 l~ t !%u t5t j ;r5r
m
c

1acLv$ f n~r !Tj 2 l~ t !%u t5t j ;r5r
m
c , ~A2!

where

Lp$ f n~r !Tj 2 l~ t !%u t5t j ;r5r
m
c

5H 2 1
2] tTj 2 l~ t !u t5t j

; m5n

E
Sn

dr 8n̂8•¹8
] tTj 2 l~ t2R/c!

4pR U
t5t j ;r5r

m
c
; mÞn

~A3!

Lv$ f n~r !Tj 2 l~ t !%u t5t j ;r5r
m
c

52E
Sn

dr 8n̂•¹n̂8•¹8
Tj 2 l~ t2R/c!

4pR U
t5t j ;r5r

m
c

. ~A4!

The integrands in Eqs.~A3! and~A4! can also be written as

n̂8•¹8
] tTj 2 l~t!

4pR
5n̂8•R̂F]t

2Tj 2 l~t!

cR
1

]tTj 2 l~t!

R2 G , ~A5!

n̂•¹n̂8•¹8
Tj 2 l~t!

4pR
52~ n̂•R̂!~ n̂8•R̂!F]t

2Tj 2 l~t!

c2R

13
]tTj 2 l~t!

cR2 13
Tj 2 l~t!

R3 G1~ n̂•n̂8!

3F]tTj 2 l~t!

cR2 1
Tj 2 l~t!

R3 G . ~A6!

In the above equations,t5t2R/c, R̂5(r2r 8)/R, and ana-
lytical expressions for each term with time derivatives can be
readily obtained via Eq.~14!. Whenm5n in Eq. ~A4!, the
integrand becomes hypersingular. Using Eq.~A6! and apply-
ing a limiting procedure similar to that performed by Terai27

in the frequency domain, the finite part of this hypersingular
integral can be evaluated as

E
Sn

drLv$ f n~r !Tj 2 l~ t !%U
t5t j

5AnE
0

2p

du
Tj 2 l~ t j2rn~u!/c!

rn~u!
1

2p

c
] tTj 2 l~ t !U

t5t j

,

~A7!

where u and rn(u) are depicted in Fig. A1. The contour
integral in the first term can be evaluated analytically, al-
though using a 17-point Gauss–Legendre quadrature rule on
each edge of the triangular facet yields values of comparable
accuracy.

The surface integrals over triangular domains which ap-
pear in Eqs.~A3! and~A4! for the nonself terms (mÞn) are
evaluated numerically. Different quadrature rules are used
for adjacent and separated facet pairs. If the source and ob-
servation domains are not adjacent, i.e., ifSm andSn do not
have a common vertex, the integral overSn is evaluated
using a seven-point Gaussian quadrature rule~see Section
25.4.63 in Ref. 28!. For the adjacent facet pairs, the integrals
over Sn in Eqs. ~A3! and ~A4! are evaluated by first subdi-
viding Sn into four triangles, by connecting the centers of the
edges, and then applying the seven-point quadrature rule on
each of these four triangles. While applying all the aforemen-
tioned quadrature rules, the retarded time between each
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It is well known that the computational cost associated with the application of classical time domain
integral equation methods to the analysis of scattering from acoustical targets scales unfavorably
with problem size. Indeed, performing a three-dimensional scattering analysis using these methods
requiresO(NtNs

2) operations, whereNs denotes the number of basis functions that model the spatial
field distribution over the surface of the scatterer andNt is the number of time steps in the analysis.
Recently, novel plane wave time domain algorithms that augment these classical methods and
thereby reduce their high computational cost have been introduced. This paper describes such a
plane wave time domain algorithm within the context of the analysis of acoustic scattering from
rigid bodies and outlines its incorporation into a time domain integral equation solver in a two-level
setting. It is shown that the resulting scheme has a computational complexity ofO(NtNs

1.5logNs).
Examples comparing the accuracy and computational efficiency of the conventional and accelerated
methods are presented. The proposed two-level scheme renders feasible the broadband analysis of
scattering from large and complex bodies. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02911-2#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Px, 43.20.Fn, 02.70.Pt@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

Historically, boundary integral equation-~BIE! based
methods have enjoyed widespread use in the study oftime
harmonicacoustic surface scattering phenomena.1,2 The ad-
vantages of BIE techniques over differential equation-based
methods are that~i! the number of unknowns scales as the
surface area of the scatterer and~ii ! the radiation condition is
implicitly imposed by the formulation. Although time do-
main integral equation-based techniques, often referred to as
the marching-on-in-time~MOT! schemes,3–5 share the same
advantages, they have received only scant attention from the
computational acoustics society since they have long been
conceived as unstable and computationally expensive. Re-
cent research, however, has shown that the MOT schemes
can be stabilized by using implicit time stepping along with
more accurate numerical integration and differentiation
rules.5–7 On the other hand, literature on techniques for re-
ducing its high computational complexity is scarce.

In classical MOT schemes,4,5,8 the instantaneous spatial
distribution of the wave field over the surface of a three-
dimensional scatterer is represented in terms ofNs ~spatial!
basis functions. The field amplitudes associated with these
basis functions at a given point in time are calculated from
knowledge of the surface field values at all prior time steps
via a retarded potential boundary integral and the incident
field. Hence, at each time step in a MOT scheme,Ns field
values are evaluated fromNs past field values, incurring a
computational cost that scales asO(NtNs

2) for an analysis
that lastsNt time step. It is this high computational complex-
ity that renders the analysis of transient scattering from real-
istic structures intractable using MOT methods with the cur-

rent computational resources. It should be noted that, until
the advent of the fast multipole method~FMM!,9–11 the fre-
quency domain BIE methods also suffered from similar un-
favorable cost scalings. Recently, plane wave time domain
~PWTD! algorithms12,13 have been introduced that can be
considered the time domain counterparts of the frequency
domain FMM schemes. These algorithms permit evaluation
of the field radiated by a remote cluster of sources at a set of
observer locations by using a plane wave expansion. In Refs.
12 and 13, it has beentheoreticallyshown that incorporation
of the PWTD algorithm into a MOT scheme in a two-level
setting reduces the computational complexity of a transient
scattering analysis toO(NtNs

1.5logNs). Here, the term ‘‘two-
level setting’’ signifies that the scatterer is divided into sub-
scatterers, and that the interactions between the subscatterers
that are spatially close to one another are accounted for using
the classical MOT method, while those between all other
subscatterers are computed using the PWTD algorithm. Pre-
liminary results obtained by applying such a two-level
scheme in the analysis of acoustic scattering from rigid bod-
ies were presented in Ref. 14.

In this paper, first, a detailed description is presented of
a PWTD algorithm that relies on a Whittaker-type represen-
tation of fields in terms of propagating plane waves. Then,
this algorithm is used in tandem with a MOT scheme to
solve a time domain BIE that is used in the analysis of
acoustic scattering from rigid bodies. As opposed to the
finite-cone representations used in Ref. 14, the Whittaker-
type complete spherical expansion of the far field used here
renders the description of the PWTD algorithm more trans-
parent and its implementation easier. Furthermore, this paper
addresses issues that arise in the practical implementation of
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the PWTD algorithm and in its incorporation into the MOT
scheme in a two-level setting.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next
section, the classical MOT scheme for analyzing transient
scattering from rigid bodies is presented. The PWTD algo-
rithm is described and practical implementation issues are
discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the incorporation of the
PWTD algorithm into the MOT method is elucidated and the
computational complexity of the resulting scheme is derived.
Numerical examples, which verify the applicability and com-
putational complexity of the proposed two-level scheme, are
presented in Sec. IV. The conclusions of this study are stated
in Sec. V.

I. MARCHING-ON-IN-TIME FORMULATION FOR
ACOUSTIC WAVE SCATTERING ANALYSIS

Consider a rigid body defined by a surfaceS that resides
in a homogeneous medium with wave speedc ~Fig. 1!. The
surfaceSmay be open or closed, connected or disconnected,
and has surface areaSA . Let this body be insonified by an
incident field with a velocity potentialw inc(r ,t), whose fre-
quency content vanishes for frequencies abovevmax radians
per second. When the incident field interacts withS, a scat-
tered field with potentialwsca(r ,t) is generated such that the
total velocity potentialw(r ,t)5w inc(r ,t)1wsca(r ,t) satisfies
the boundary conditionn̂•¹w(r ,t)50 on S, wheren̂ is the
position-dependent outward-pointing unit normal toS. It is
assumed that no interaction takes place prior to timet50;
hence,w(r ,t)50 on S for t<0. It can be shown thatw(r ,t)
on S satisfies both the~time derivative of the! Kirchhoff in-
tegral equation15

2] tw
inc~r ,t !52C~r !] tw~r ,t !1] tE

S
– 2dr 8w~r 8,t !* n̂8

•¹8
d~ t2R/c!

4pR

8Lp$w~r ,t !%, rPS, ~1!

and the normal derivative of the Kirchhoff integral
equation16

n̂•¹w inc~r ,t !52E
S

5dr 8w~r 8,t !* n̂•¹n̂8•¹8
d~ t2R/c!

4pR

8Lv$w~r ,t !%, rPS. ~2!

In the above equations,* denotes a temporal convolution,
R5ur2r 8u, d ~•! is the Dirac pulse, and single and double
dashes on the integral signs denote, respectively, that the
principal value and the finite part of the integrals are to be
evaluated.17 Also, the position-dependent coefficientC(r )
has the value 1 minus the solid angle subtended by the sur-
face at pointr divided by 4p, and reduces to 1/2 whenr is
on a smooth part ofS. Both Eqs.~1! and ~2! can be used to
solve for w(r ,t) on volume enclosing~closed! S. However,
for analyzing scattering from thin structures characterized by
open surfaces, Eq.~2! should be employed since use of Eq.
~1! leads to the well-known thin-shape breakdown
problem.18,19

It was recently shown that for closedS, the numerical
solutions to both Eqs.~1! and ~2! are susceptible to corrup-
tion by spurious oscillations when the spectrum of the inci-
dent field encompasses one or more of the scatterer’s internal
resonance frequencies.20 The source of these oscillations was
identified as the numerical excitation of internal resonance
modes, and it was shown that such corrupt solutions are
avoided by using a Burton–Miller-type time domain com-
bined field integral equation~CFIE! given by20

~12a!] tw
inc~r ,t !1acn̂•¹w inc~r ,t !

52~12a!Lp$w~r ,t !%1acLv$w~r ,t !%

8Lc$w~r ,t !%, ~3!

which reduces to Eq.~1! for a50 and to Eq.~2! for a51. It
was demonstrated in Ref. 20 that Eq.~3! does not support
any internal fields for 0,a,1 and therefore yields accurate
solutions devoid of resonant components. Oncew(r ,t) on S
is computed by solving Eq.~3!, wsca(r ,t) can be calculated
using

wsca~r ,t !5E
S
dr 8w~r 8,t !* n̂8•¹8

d~ t2R/c!

4pR
. ~4!

To solve Eq.~3!, the unknown surface potentialw(r ,t)
for 0<t<T is represented in terms ofNs spatial basis func-
tions f n(r ) andNt temporal basis functionsTi(t) as

w~r ,t !5 (
n51

Ns

(
i 51

Nt

w i ,nf n~r !Ti~ t !, ~5!

wherew i ,n is the expansion coefficient associated with the
space–time basisf n(r )Ti(t). To ensure an accurate repre-
sentation ofw(r ,t), it is assumed that the number of spatial
basis functions scales with the acoustical size of the scatterer
as Ns}SA(vmax/c)2 and the number of temporal samples
scales with the maximum frequency of interest asNt

}Tvmax. In this study,S is modeled as a collection ofNs flat
triangular facetsSn , n51,...,Ns , and thef n(r ) are chosen
to be unit pulse functions defined as

f n~r !5 H1; rPSn ,
0; elsewhere. ~6!

The use of these simple piecewise constant basis functions
facilitates the efficient evaluation of the finite part integrals
that appear in Eq.~2! by using a method that is analogous to
the limiting procedure employed by Terai21 ~see Ref. 20!.

FIG. 1. Description of the scattering problem.
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However, the acceleration technique presented in this paper
does not depend on the choice of basis functions and also
applies to more sophisticated basis functions such as those
described by Bluck and Walker.5 The temporal basis func-
tions are chosen to be cubic interpolation functions defined
as Ti(t)5T(t2t i), where t i5 iD t for a time step sizeD t

5T/Nt , and

T~ t !

55
11 11

6 ~ t/D t!1~ t/D t!
21 1

6 ~ t/D t!
3; 2D t<t<0,

11 1
2 ~ t/D t!2~ t/D t!

22 1
2 ~ t/D t!

3; 0<t<D t ,

12 1
2 ~ t/D t!2~ t/D t!

21 1
2 ~ t/D t!

3; D t<t<2D t ,

12 11
6 ~ t/D t!1~ t/D t!

22 1
6 ~ t/D t!

3; 2D t<t<3D t ,

0; elsewhere.

~7!

The functionT(t) is an extension of the quadratic basis func-
tion used by Manaraet al.22 ensuring that the temporal varia-
tion of all the quantities to be evaluated are approximated by
piecewise polynomials~see Ref. 20!. Substituting the expan-
sion in Eq.~5! into Eq. ~3! and testing the resulting equation
with f̃ m(r )5d(r2rm

c ), whererm
c denotes the centroid of the

mth triangular facet, at timet5t j yields a system of equa-
tions that can be expressed in matrix form as8

Z̄0Fj5Fj
inc2 (

k51

j 21

Z̄kFj 2k , ~8!

where thenth element of the vectorFj and themth element
of the vectorFj

inc are given by

Fj ,n5w j ,n , ~9!

Fj ,m
inc 5E

S
dr f̃ m~r !@~12a!] tw

inc~r ,t !

1acn̂•¹w inc~r ,t !#u t5t j
, ~10!

and an element of theZ̄k matrix is given by

Z̄k,mn5E
S
dr f̃ m~r !Lc$ f n~r !Tj 2k~ t !%u t5t j

. ~11!

A detailed explanation of how the vector and matrix ele-
ments in Eqs.~10! and~11! can be evaluated for the current
choice of basis functions can be found in Ref. 20.

Equation~8! constitutes the basis of the MOT method. It
relates the surface potential at timet5t j to the incident field
at that time and tow(r ,t) on Sat earlier times. At each time
step in the MOT scheme, the right-hand side of Eq.~8! is
formed from the incident field and theF vectors of the prior
time steps~Fi , i , j !. Then, theFj vector at the current time
step is obtained by solving the resulting system of equations.
Since the interaction matrixZ̄0 is sparse, solution of the ma-
trix equation is obtained inO(kN) operations with a nonsta-
tionary iterative solver, wherek denotes the number of itera-
tions.

Evaluation of the summation on the right-hand side of
Eq. ~8! is the most expensive part of the MOT scheme. This

operation is equivalent to evaluatingLc$w(r ,t)%, which can
be written as a sum overNs basis functions, atNs observa-
tion points and requiresO(Ns

2) operations per time
step.5,7,12,13Hence, the complexity of a MOT analysis forNt

time steps scales asO(NtNs
2). This cost renders the classical

MOT method prohibitively expensive for large-scale scatter-
ing analysis.

Traditional implementations of the MOT scheme relied
on explicit time stepping that suffered from late time insta-
bilities. These instabilities were attributed to a variety of
causes including the inaccurate evaluation of the integrals
and time derivatives that appear in Eq.~3!.4,8,22,23Recently, it
has been experimentally demonstrated that stability can be
achieved by employing implicit schemes that use higher-
order quadrature rules and/or larger time step sizes.5–7 In the
present study, the integrals over triangular domains are nu-
merically evaluated as outlined in Ref. 20, and the time step
size is chosen—independent of the mesh size—asD t

52p/(bvmax). Developing guidelines for choosing the pa-
rameterb is still an area of active research and the interested
reader is referred to Refs. 7 and 24. For all the examples that
will be presented,b510 yielded stable results.

II. THE PLANE WAVE TIME DOMAIN ALGORITHM

It has been pointed out in the previous section that the
most expensive part of the MOT method lies in the evalua-
tion of the discrete analog of

u~r ,t !5Lc$w~r ,t !%, ~12!

which from hereon will be referred to asthe field radiated by
a surface bound source distribution of strengthw(r ,t). The
computation of this radiated field at multiple observation
points can be accelerated if it is represented in terms of a
plane wave basis. In Sec. II A, a plane wave expansion for
u(r ,t) is presented and an algorithm to compute this field is
described. Details pertaining to the practical implementation
of the algorithm are presented in Sec. II B.

A. Plane wave expansion

Consider two fictitious spheres whose centers are lo-
cated atr s and ro @Fig. 2~a!#. The radius of each sphere is
denoted byRs and it is assumed thaturo2r su.2Rs , i.e., the
spheres do not overlap. Assume that a source distribution
w(r ,t) resides on a surfaceS8 enclosed by the first sphere
and that the fieldu(r ,t) due to this source distribution is
observed on a surfaceS inside the second sphere. As the
source and observation domains can never overlap, Eqs.~1!–
~3! and ~12! imply that u(r ,t) can be expressed as

u~r ,t !52@~12a!] t1acn̂•¹#E
S8

dr 8w~r 8,t !* n̂8

•¹8
d~ t2R/c!

4pR
. ~13!

To make the discussion more tractable, the following nota-
tion is introduced. The pointsr and r 8 denote the observer
and source locations in the observation and source spheres,
respectively. Their positions relative to respective sphere
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centers are denoted byr̃o5r2ro and r̃ s5r 82r s . Let Rc

5ro2r s denote the vector connecting the source and obser-
vation sphere centers, and, without loss of generality, assume
it to be aligned with theẑ axis, i.e., Rc5Rcẑ, where Rc

5uRcu.
As will be evident in the forthcoming analysis, the plane

wave representation to be derived is valid for sources of a
finite durationTs ~the maximum of which depends onRc and
Rs!. However, for signals longer than the maximum allow-
ableTs , this restriction can be circumvented using the linear
nature of the representation. Hence, the first step towards
representing the fieldu(r ,t) as a superposition of plane
waves is to break up the source signalw(r 8,t) of duration
T5NtD t into L overlapping subsignalsw l(r 8,t), l 50, ... ,L
21, each of durationTs , such that

w~r 8,t !5 (
l 50

L21

w l~r 8,t !. ~14!

Let t l
min and t l

max denote the starting and ending times of the
l th subsignal, i.e.,w l(r 8,t)50 outside the intervalt l

min<t
,tl

max, and letul(r ,t) denote the field atr due tow l(r 8,t);
hence,u(r ,t)5( l 50

L21ul(r ,t).
To arrive at a plane wave representation oful(r ,t), con-

sider the fieldũl(r ,t) given by

ũl~r ,t !5@~12a!] t1acn̂•¹#
] t

8p2c E0

2p

dfE
0

p

du

3sinud~ t2 k̂• r̃o /c!* d~ t2 k̂•Rc /c!* w̃ l~ k̂,t !, ~15!

where k̂5 x̂ sinu cosf1ŷ sinu sinf1ẑcosu and w̃ l( k̂,t) is
the Slant Stack Transform~SST!25–27 of the source distribu-
tion w l(r 8,t) defined as

w̃ l~ k̂,t !5E
S8

dr 8w l~r 8,t !* n̂8•¹8d~ t1 k̂• r̃ s /c!

5
] t

c E
S8

dr 8~ n̂8• k̂!d~ t1 k̂• r̃ s /c!* w l~r 8,t !. ~16!

The SST maps the source distribution to a time-dependent
plane wave emanating from the source sphere and propagat-
ing along directionk̂. Henceforth, plane waves obtained by a
SST will be termedoutgoing rays. Note that, since the out-
going rays are obtained by delaying the subsignalw l(r 8,t)
by an amount2 k̂• r̃ s /c, which can assume values between
2Rs /c andRs /c within a source sphere, each outgoing ray
can span a maximum duration ofTs12Rs /c for a fixed ob-
server.

Substituting Eq.~16! into ~15!, rearranging the order of
integrations, and using the fact thatR5 r̃o1Rc2 r̃ s yields

ũl~r ,t !52@~12a!] t1acn̂•¹#E
S8

dr 8w l~r 8,t !* n̂8

•¹8g̃~r 8,r ,t !, ~17!

where

g̃~r 8,r ,t !52
] t

8p2c E0

2p

dfE
0

p

du sinud~ t2 k̂•R/c!.

~18!

The first step in evaluating the spherical integral in Eq.~18!
is to transform the integration variables~u,f! to a new set of
angular coordinates (u9,f9) which are defined with respect
to the ẑ9 axis aligned with the vectorR as shown in Fig.
2~b!. In this new coordinate system, thek̂•R term in Eq.~18!
becomesR cosu 9, and settingt5(R/c)cosu 9 yields

g̃~r 8,r ,t !52
] t

8p2R E
0

2p

df9E
2R/c

R/c

dtd~ t2t!

5
1

8p2R E
0

2p

df9@d~ t2R/c!2d~ t1R/c!#

5
d~ t2R/c!

4pR
2

d~ t1R/c!

4pR
. ~19!

Substituting Eq.~19! in ~17! yields

ũl~r ,t !52@~12a!] t1acn̂•¹#E
S8

dr 8w l~r 8,t !* n̂8

•¹8
d~ t2R/c!

4pR
1@~12a!] t1acn̂•¹#

3E
S8

dr 8w l~r 8,t !* n̂8•¹8
d~ t1R/c!

4pR
. ~20!

In Eq. ~20!, the first term on the right-hand side corresponds
to the true observed fieldul(r ,t) given in Eq.~13!. Note that,
were it not for the second term, which will be referred to as
the ghost signal,ũl(r ,t) would be identical toul(r ,t). This
derivation is similar to those presented in Refs. 12, 26, and
28. If the ghost signal can somehow be removed from
ũl(r ,t), then Eq.~15! implies that the true observed field can
be constructed as a superposition of plane waves.

FIG. 2. Description of the geometry for the PWTD algorithm.~a! Definition
of various vectors.~b! Coordinate transformation to double primed coordi-
nates.
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To derive a scheme that retains only the true observed
field upon time gatingũl(r ,t), the following observations are
in order. From Eq.~20!, it follows that the ghost signal
present inũl(r ,t) vanishes aftert l

ghost52min $R%/c1tl
max and

that the observed field coincides with the true field fort
.t l

ghost. Also, the true field does not reach the observer be-
fore t l

trans5min $R%/c1tl
min . Therefore, provided thatt l

trans

.t l
ghost, the ghost field ceases to exist before the true signal

arrives. In addition, ift l
trans>t l

max, all source activity related
to thel th time interval ends before the true signal reaches the
observer. Hence, it is possible to obtain a ghost-free solution
via Eq. ~15! by choosingTs<min $R%/c, which satisfies both
the conditionst l

trans.t l
ghost and t l

trans>t l
max. Consequently,

since (Rc22Rs)<min $R% for arbitraryr 8 andr in the source
and observation spheres, respectively, the choiceTs<(Rc

22Rs)/c guarantees that a ghost-free solution can be ob-
tained inside the observation sphere via Eq.~15!.

In summary, provided thatTs<(Rc22Rs)/c, the field
ul(r ,t) inside the observation sphere can be expressed as

ul~r ,t !5H 0; t,t l
trans,

ũl~r ,t !; t>t l
trans,

~21!

where, by Eqs.~15! and ~16!, and the identity¹d(t6 k̂
•r /c)56 k̂] td(t6 k̂•r /c)/c, ũl(r ,t) is given by

ũl~r ,t !5E
0

2p

dfE
0

p

du sinu @~12a!2an̂• k̂#

3dS t2
k̂• r̃o

c
D * T ~ k̂,Rc ,t !

* E
S8

dr 8n̂8• k̂dS t1
k̂• r̃ s

c
D * w l~r 8,t !, ~22!

and the translation functionT ( k̂,Rc ,t) is defined as

T ~ k̂,Rc ,t !5
] t

3

8p2c2 d~ t2 k̂•Rc /c!. ~23!

Equations~21!–~23! constitute the crux of the PWTD
algorithm, which is a three-stage process for evaluating
ul(r ,t). In the first stage, outgoing rays are formed by evalu-
ating the SST of the source distributionw l(r 8,t). The second
stage maps the outgoing rays from the source sphere toin-
coming raysthat impinge upon the observation sphere. This
is accomplished by convolving the outgoing rays with the
translation functionT ( k̂,Rc ,t) at t5t l

trans. In the final stage,
the incoming rays are projected onto the observer location
yielding the true fieldul(r ,t).

B. Practical implementation issues

In practice, the spectral integration over the unit sphere
in Eq. ~22! cannot be performed over a continuum of direc-
tions. In this subsection, it is shown thatul(r ,t) can be
evaluated by using only a finite number of directions if~i!
the subsignalsw l(r 8,t) are temporally bandlimited and~ii ! a
spatially bandlimited version of the translation function is
used.

For t>t l
trans, Eq. ~21! can be rewritten as

ul~r ,t !5E
0

2p

dfE
0

p

du sinu _T ~ k̂,Rc ,t !* f l~ k̂,t !, ~24!

where

f l~ k̂,t !5E
S8

dr 8@~12a!2an̂• k̂#~ k̂•n̂8!

3d~ t2 k̂•~ r̃o2 r̃ s!/c!* w l~r 8,t !. ~25!

The function f l( k̂,t) can be interpreted as the time-
dependent radiation pattern~or SST! of a source distribution
enclosed in a sphere of radius 2Rs . Therefore, assuming that
w l(r 8,t) is temporally bandlimited tovs.vmax, f l( k̂,t) is
spatially quasi-bandlimited and can be expressed in terms of
spherical harmonics as29

f l~ k̂,t !5 (
n50

K

(
m52n

n

f l ,nm~ t !Pn
m~cosu!e2 jmf, ~26!

whereK5 d2x1Rsvs /ce, x1.1 is an excess bandwidth fac-
tor, d•e means ‘‘rounded to nearest larger integer,’’ and
Pn

m(•) is the associated Legendre function of degreen and
order m. The error incurred by approximatingf l( k̂,t) with
only K spherical harmonics decreases exponentially fast with
increasingx1 ~see Ref. 29 and references therein!. Also, note
that the translation function given in Eq.~23! has a direc-
tional dependence given byk̂•Rc5Rc cosu, which is inde-
pendent off. Making use of this fact in Eq.~23! and using

d~ t2Rc cosu/c!5
c

2Rc
(
k50

`

~2k11!Pk
0~ct/Rc!

3Pk
0~cosu! for utu<

Rc

c
, ~27!

the translation function can be written as

T ~ k̂,Rc ,t !5
] t

3

16p2cRc
(
k50

`

~2k11!Pk
0~ct/Rc!

3Pk
0~cosu! for utu<

Rc

c
. ~28!

Substituting~26! and ~28! in Eq. ~24! and evaluating thef
integral yields

ul~r ,t !5
] t

3

8pcRc
(
k50

`

~2k11! (
n50

K

f l ,n0~ t !* Pk
0~ct/Rc!

3E
0

p

du sinuPn
0~cosu!Pk

0~cosu!. ~29!

Due to the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials, the
integral in Eq.~29! is nonzero only forn5k. Consequently,
a spatially bandlimited version of the translation function
obtained by truncating the infinite sum in Eq.~28! at K8
>K can be used. This also implies that the translation func-
tion is not unique since the time-dependent coefficients mul-
tiplying the Pk

0(cosu) terms for k.K in Eq. ~28! can be
chosen arbitrarily. In the remainder of this paper it will be
assumed that the translation function is given by
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T̄ ~ k̂,Rc ,t !

5H ] t
3

16p2cRc
(
k50

K

~2k11!Pk
0S ct

Rc
D Pk

0~cosu!; utu<
Rc

c
,

0; elsewhere.

~30!

This translation function ensures that the integrand in Eq.
~24! can be written as a product of two functions, each of
which can be expressed in terms of spherical harmonics with
degree less than or equal toK. Such an integral can be evalu-
ated exactly by using a (2K11)-point trapezoidal rule in the
f direction and a (K11)-point Gauss–Legendre quadrature
in theu direction.9,10Although this choice of sampling points
seems to depend on the axis connecting the centers of the
spheres, this is not true owing to the fact that under a coor-
dinate system rotation a spherical harmonic of degreeK is
transformed into a linear combination of harmonics of the
same degree. Hence, a given set of sampling points can be
used in evaluating the spherical integral in Eq.~24! even if
Rc is not aligned with theẑ axis.

Finally, note that in the above discussion it was assumed
that each subsignalw l(r 8,t) is temporally bandlimited to
vs.vmax. This assumption contradicts the requirement that
each subsignal should also be time limited to a duration of
Ts . However, as the source distributionw(r 8,t) is bandlim-
ited to vmax, it can be broken up intoapproximatelytime-
limited subsignals that are bandlimited tovs5x2vmax,
wherex2.1, by expandingw(r 8,t) in terms of temporally
bandlimited and approximately time limited interpolation
functionsc(t). In this study, a variant of the approximate
prolate spheroidal interpolation functions introduced by
Knab30 is used. These interpolation functions have the prop-
erty that the error incurred by temporally truncating these
functions forutu.ptD t decreases exponentially fast as either
pt or x2 increase.12,30 Using these interpolation functions,
subsignalsw l(r 8,t) can be expressed as

w l~r 8,t !5 (
i 5 lM t

( l 11)Mt21

w~r 8,t i !c~ t2t i !. ~31!

Note that each subsignal is defined in terms ofMt samples of
the signalw(r 8,t) but spansMt12pt time steps~Fig. 3!. In
other words, whereas each subsignalw l(r 8,t) is formed from
samples ofw(r 8,t) in an interval of lengthMtD t , the dura-
tion of eachw l(r 8,t) is Ts5(Mt12pt)D t , and adjacent sub-
signals overlap by 2pt samples. Furthermore, eachw l(r 8,t)
starts at timet l

min5l(Ts22ptDt)2ptDt and vanishes aftert l
max

5(l11)(Ts22ptDt)1ptDt . Since the interpolation function
c(t) is bandlimited tovs , so is each subsignal.

In conclusion, the error incurred in the numerical evalu-
ation of the integration over the unit sphere in Eq.~22! de-
pends solely on the choice of the parametersx1 , x2 , andpt ,
and can be estimated beforehand. As demonstrated in Refs.
12 and 13, this error can be reduced to desired precision by
varying these three parameters.

III. THE TWO-LEVEL FAST ALGORITHM AND ITS
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

The PWTD algorithm introduced in the previous section
does not permit the evaluation of the scattered field observed
everywhere onSsince it assumes that the sources producing
the field are separated from a spherical region enclosing the
observers. However, the PWTD algorithm can be used in
tandem with the classical MOT scheme to yield a reduced
complexity algorithm, as outlined next and illustrated in Fig.
4. Note once again that the acceleration scheme below is
independent of the particular discretization used in the MOT
scheme because interactions between all sufficiently remote
basis/testing functions can be described by pointwise inter-
actions upon application of the proper quadrature rule.

The first step in arriving at a fast algorithm is to divideS
into Ng subscatterers, each of which can be enclosed in a
sphere of radiusRs ~Fig. 5!. It is assumed that each subscat-
terer, on average, is comprised ofMs5Ns /Ng spatial basis
functions. LetRc,gg8 denote the distance between the centers
of the spheres enclosing subscatterersg and g8, g,g8
51,...,Ng . Then, afundamental subsignal duration Ts of
order Rs /c is chosen. The constraintTs<(Rc,gg822Rs)/c,
derived for a two sphere setting in Sec. II A, dictates that the
PWTD algorithm can be applied to all sphere pairs for which
Rc,gg8>2Rs1cTs . Hence, two subscatterersg and g8 are
said to be in each other’sfar field if Rc,gg8 is larger than
2Rs1cTs . If this condition is not met, they are said to reside
in each other’snear field.

The subsignal durationTs,gg8<(Rc,gg822Rs)/c for
each far-field pair (g,g8) is determined such that the outgo-
ing rays associated with this pair can be easily formed by
concatenating the rays associated with subsignals of funda-
mental durationTs . Hence, in accordance with the choice
Ts5(Mt12pt)D t , the subsignal duration is defined as
Ts,gg85(Mt,gg812pt)D t , where

Mt,gg85Mt b Rc,gg822Rs

cTs22ptD t
c ~32!

is an integer multiple ofMt and b•c means ‘‘rounded to near-
est smaller integer.’’

With this partitioning of the scatterer into subscatterers,
the field distribution onSat thej th time step is calculated via
the following scheme:

~1! Calculate the field on each subscatterer due to sources
residing on near-field subscatterers using the interaction

FIG. 3. Partitioning of the actual signalw(r 8,t) into overlapping subsignals
w l(r 8,t).
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coefficients given in Eq.~11!. Since only a few subscat-
terers are in the near field of a given subscatterer, this
step requiresO(Ms

2) operations per subscatterer.
~2! If j is a multiple ofMt , form outgoing rays of duration

Ts12Rs /c for each subscatterer by evaluating the SST
of the source distribution forO(K2) directions corre-
sponding to the sampling points discussed in Sec. II B.
Note that both the number of directions and the number
of spatial basis functions per subscatterer scale as the
surface area of the sphere. Hence this step can be accom-
plished in O(MtMs

2) operations, and the average cost
per time step is seen to scale asO(Ms

2).
~3! Translate outgoing rays between subscatterer pairs

(g,g8) wheneverj is a multiple ofMt,gg8 . This is ac-
complished by first forming the outgoing rays of dura-
tion Ts,gg812Rs /c by concatenating the rays of duration
Ts12Rs /c generated at step 2, and then convolving
these rays with the translation functionT̄ ( k̂,Rc,gg8 ,t)

given in Eq.~30!. As each outgoing ray spans a duration
of Ts,gg812Rs /c and T̄ ( k̂,Rc,gg8 ,t) is of duration
2Rc,gg8 /c, the duration of both these signals is propor-
tional toMt,gg8 time steps. Hence, it is possible to evalu-
ate the convolution of these two signals in
O(Mt,gg8 logMt,gg8) operations using fast Fourier trans-
forms. However, as the translation function
T̄ ( k̂,Rc,gg8 ,t) is not bandlimited in time, its Fourier
transform needs to be evaluated atO(Mt,gg8) frequen-
cies analytically. To this end, note that the Fourier trans-
form of T̄ ( k̂,Rc,gg8 ,t) is given by

F$T̄ ~ k̂,Rc,gg8 ,t !%5E
2`

1`

dtT̄ ~ k̂,Rc,gg8 ,t !e2 j vt

5
~ j v!3

8p2c2 (
k50

K

~2k11!

3~2 j !kj k~vRc,gg8 /c!Pk~cosu!

5
c

Rc,gg8
3 T̃ ~ k̂,V!, ~33!

where V5vRc,gg8 /c is the normalized frequency and
j k(•) denotes the spherical Bessel function of orderk.
SinceT̃ ( k̂,V) is bandlimited both inu andV, the Fou-
rier transform ofT̄ ( k̂,Rc,gg8 ,t) for any group pair can
be evaluated from the samples ofT̃ ( k̂,V) in O(Mt,gg8)
operations for a given direction. After convolving the
outgoing rays with the translation function, the resulting
rays are superimposed onto the incoming rays of the ob-
server group.

~4! Evaluate the field on each subscatterer due to far–field
subscatterers by projecting the incoming rays onto ob-
server locations. This is the reverse operation of the
mapping described in step 2 above. Hence, it can be
accomplished inO(Ms

2) operations per time step.

Clearly, the last three steps implement the three-stage
PWTD algorithm in a multiple sphere setting. Note that in
this scheme important savings result from superimposing the

FIG. 4. Block diagram of the two-level PWTD enhanced MOT algorithm.

FIG. 5. Partitioning ofS into subscatterers, each of which can be enclosed in
a sphere of radiusRs , and identification of near-field and far-field interac-
tion pairs.
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incoming rays translated from different source spheres be-
fore they are projected onto observers.

To arrive at an estimate of the computational complexity
of a surface scattering analysis using the above described
algorithm, the cost of performing these four steps forNt time
steps is studied. The first, second, and fourth steps are carried
out for Ng5Ns /Ms subscatterers at an average cost of
O(Ms

2) for each of theO(Nt) time steps. Hence, their com-
putational costs scale asO(NtNsMs). In the third step,
Nt /Mt,gg8 outgoing rays are translated betweenNg

2 subscat-
terer pairs forO(K2)5O(Ms) directions. This yields a cost
that scales asO(NtNs

2Ms
21 logMt,gg8). Noting thatMt,gg8 is

proportional to the longest linear dimension of the scatterer,
which scales asO(Ns

1/2) for a surface scatterer, the cost of
the third step is seen to scale asO(NtNs

2Ms
21 logNs). Hence,

the total computational cost asymptotically scales as
c1NtNsMs1c2NtNs

2Ms
21 logNs, where c1 and c2 are

machine- and implementation-dependent constants. IfMs is
chosen proportional toNs

1/2, the optimal computational com-
plexity is found to scale asO(NtNs

1.5logNs).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the accuracy and efficiency of the pro-
posed algorithm are demonstrated through the numerical
analysis of plane wave scattering from several rigid bodies.
Two sets of examples are used to validate the proposed two-
level scheme. First, scattering from relatively small rigid
bodies is analyzed using both the classical MOT scheme and
the two-level algorithm, and the temporal variations of the
velocity potential at a point on the surface of the scatterer
calculated by the two methods are compared. Second, scat-
tering from larger structures, whose analysis using the clas-
sical MOT scheme becomes unfeasible, is analyzed using the
two-level scheme. Then, the far-field signature associated
with the surface velocity potentialw(r ,t) along a direction
k̂s, given by

w far~ k̂s,t !5 lim
r→`

2Aprwsca~r k̂s,t1r /c!

>
] t

2cAp
E

S
dr 8~ n̂8• k̂s!w~r 8,t1 k̂s

•r 8/c!,

~34!

FIG. 6. Transient scattering of a Gaussian plane wave from two rigid
spheres modeled by 524 triangular facets.~a! Velocity potential of the scat-
tered field observed at the top sphere.~b! Percent difference between the
classical and accelerated solutions normalized to maximum scattered veloc-
ity potential amplitude.

FIG. 7. Transient scattering of a Gaussian plane wave by a 3120 unknown
almond.~a! Total velocity potential observed near the front end.~b! Back-
scattered far field.
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is calculated for several directions, and the scattering cross
section~SCS! of the scatterer along these directions is ex-
tracted using a discrete time Fourier transform. Then, the
obtained SCS results are compared against SCS data calcu-
lated either analytically or by a frequency domain two-level
FMM-based boundary element method~FD-BEM!. The FD-
BEM code, which has been validated independently, uses the
same spatial basis functions as the MOT code and circum-
vents the nonuniqueness difficulty using the Burton–Miller
approach.31

In all the MOT analyses that will be presented, the CFIE
in Eq. ~3! with a50.5 ~unless otherwise specified! is solved.
The excitation is assumed to be a modulated Gaussian plane
wave defined as

w inc~r ,t !5cos@~ct2r• k̂ inc!vo /c#

3exp@2~ct2r• k̂ inc26s!2/2s2#, ~35!

wherevo /c is the center frequency of the pulse normalized

to the wave speed in the medium,s is a measure of the

pulse’s temporal width, andk̂ inc is the propagation direction
of the incident wave. This pulse can be assumed to be band-
limited to vmax5vo16c/s since at that frequency the spec-
tral content of the pulse is down by 78 dB from its peak
value atvo . Finally, the matrix equation in Eq.~8! is solved
using a transpose-free quasi-minimal residual algorithm.32

The initial guess vector for this solver is set equal to the
velocity potential vector of the previous time step. With this
initial guess, a relative residual error of 1026 was obtained in
k,20 iterations even when several thousand spatial basis
functions were used.

As a first example, the velocity potential on two spheres
illuminated by a Gaussian plane wave characterized by

vo /c50, s52.848 m, andk̂ inc52 ẑ is computed using both
the classical and accelerated MOT methods. The scatterer
geometry is shown in the inset of Fig. 6~a!. Each sphere was
modeled by 262 triangular patches. The parameters of the

FIG. 8. Scattering cross sections of a unit radius sphere calculated through a single transient simulation.~a! Spectrum of the incident pulse. The SCS data at
~b! v/c52p31.166 rad/m,~c! v/c52p31.458 rad/m, and~d! v/c52p31.750 rad/m.
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PWTD algorithm are chosen such that all the interactions
betweenthe two spheres are accounted for by the PWTD
algorithm. The velocity potential of the scattered field ob-
served at a point on the top sphere is plotted in Fig. 6~a! for
both solution schemes, and the agreement is observed to be
excellent. Figure 6~b! shows the percent difference between
the two solutions normalized to the peak amplitude of the
scattered field velocity potential. This error is due to the
temporal truncation of the interpolation functionsc(t) used
in generating the subsignals. As shown in Refs. 12 and 13,
this error can be reduced to the desired precision by properly
choosingx1 , x2 , andpt .

As a second example, scattering of a Gaussian plane
wave from an almond modeled with 3120 spatial basis func-
tions is analyzed. The almond fits in a box of dimensions 5
3230.5 m3 and is a variant of the almond described in Ref.
33. The parameters of the incident plane wave are chosen to

be vo /c50, s50.7279 m, andk̂ inc5 x̂. The analysis is per-
formed both with the classical MOT method and the two-
level PWTD augmented algorithm. Figure 7~a! and~b! com-
pares the total surface velocity potential at a point near the
front end of the almond and the normalized backscattered

( k̂s52 k̂ inc) far-field signature, respectively. Both figures
show perfect agreement between results obtained using the
classical and fast methods. The error at the level of 1025

incurred by the two-level method is again due to the choice
of interpolation parameters and can be reduced if so desired.
Note that the reflection from the front end and the diffraction
from the sharp tip of the almond are accurately captured in
the backscattered far-field response.

Next, the efficacy of the fast method for generating SCS
data is tested. To this end, a rigid sphere of 1-m radius,
modeled with 10 106 triangular facets, is illuminated by a
Gaussian plane wave, characterized byvo /c52p

31.458 rad/m, s52.1836 m, andk̂ inc52 ẑ. The spectral
content of the incident pulse is shown in Fig. 8~a!. Compari-
sons of the SCS data calculated via the two-level algorithm
with those obtained analytically using the Mie series are
shown for three different frequencies in Fig. 8~b!–~d!. Note
that although the energy content of the incident pulse at
v/c52p31.166 rad/m andv/c52p31.750 rad/m is 72
dB below the peak atv/c52p31.458 rad/m, the SCS is
accurately extracted from the time domain response.

Next, scattering from a corner reflector with equal arms
of 131 m2 is considered. As the scatterer is composed of
thin surfaces, Eq.~3! with a51 was used for the analysis.
The arms are aligned with thexz and theyz planes as de-
picted in the inset of Fig. 9~a!. The scatterer is modeled using
1600 triangular facets, and it is excited by a pulse for

which vo /c52p31.02 rad/m, s51.6378 m, and k̂ inc

52 x̂ cos 30°2 ŷ sin 30°. The temporal variation of the sur-
face velocity potential at the center of the arm in thexzplane
is plotted in Fig. 9~a!. Clearly, the values obtained by the
classical and fast methods are indistinguishable. As an inde-
pendent check, the frequency domain solutions to the same
problem were obtained at 50 different frequencies and the
time domain surface velocity potential was obtained by an
inverse Fourier transform. This result, also shown in Fig.

9~a!, validates the MOT results, albeit with a lower preci-
sion. In Fig. 9~b!, it is seen that the SCSs in thexy plane are
accurately predicted by the MOT scheme atv/c52p
30.729 rad/m andv/c52p31.312 rad/m.

As a more realistic example, the SCS of a submarine
modeled by 15 294 triangular facets@see inset of Fig. 10~a!#
is extracted from a single time domain simulation and the
results are compared with those obtained by FD-BEM at
v/c52p30.2915 rad/m. The submarine is 35 m long, 3.5 m
wide, and 6 m high. The parameters of the incident pulse are
chosen asvo /c52p30.2915 rad/m,s54.367 m, andk̂ inc

52( ŷ1) ẑ)/2. As Fig. 10~a! and~b! illustrates, the SCSs in
the xz and xy planes are in excellent agreement with those
obtained using the frequency domain method.

Finally, the computational complexity of the two-level
algorithm is verified by studying scattering from a rigid
sphere of unit radius. The sphere was modeled with progres-
sively larger numbers of triangular facets (Ns), and the
maximum frequency component of the incident field was
also scaled so that the average edge length of the triangular
facets was1

10 of the wavelength at that frequency. The total

FIG. 9. Transient analysis of scattering from a corner reflector with
1 m31 m2 arms.~a! Magnitude of surface velocity potential at the center of
the arm on thexz plane.~b! Scattering cross section in thexy plane atv/c
52p30.729 rad/m andv/c52p31.312 rad/m.
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number of time steps in the analysis was fixed atNt5500.
The CPU times required to compute the surface velocity po-
tential via the classical method and the PWTD-enhanced
MOT algorithm on a 360-Mflop Origin2000 computer are
shown in Fig. 11. In this log–log graph, the slopes of the
linear lines, which are the ‘‘best fitting’’ lines to the data
points in the least squares sense, are 2.0 for the classical
MOT method and 1.51 for the PWTD-enhanced MOT algo-
rithm. Evidently, the two-level scheme achieves the pre-
dicted computational complexity and it becomes advanta-
geous to use this scheme as opposed to the classical MOT
scheme for scatterers modeled with more than approximately
1000 spatial unknowns.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a two-level PWTD-enhanced MOT
algorithm that permits the fast analysis of transient wave
scattering from rigid bodies. The computational cost of per-
forming a scattering analysis using the proposed two-level
algorithm was shown to scale asO(NtNs

1.5logNs), which is
considerably lower than theO(NtNs

2) complexity of the clas-
sical MOT methods. As verified by the numerical results, the
PWTD-enhanced MOT scheme puts the accurate character-
ization of broadband scattering from large, realistic objects
within the reach of current computing resources. A multi-
level scheme with a computational complexity of
O(NtNs log2 Ns) has also been implemented and its descrip-
tion as well as relevant results will be reported elsewhere.
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and radiation efficiency for vibrating bodies
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This investigation examines the physical meaning of surface complex acoustic power and its
relationship to acoustic radiation efficiency. It is shown that the radiated power is the power
radiating out of a far-field surface where the plane wave relationship between pressure and particle
velocity holds. Meanwhile, the reactive power pertains to the difference between kinetic energy and
potential energy. A stationary condition of the ratio between the radiated power to the reactive
power yields an eigenvalue problem, subsequently decomposing the surface acoustics into a modal
representation. Doing so further allows the examination of the relationship between acoustic
radiation efficiency and power factor of the complex power. According to the results, the radiation
efficiency of the first radiation mode is nearly equal to the square of the first modal power factor.
The modes beyond the first of the modal radiation efficiencies are relatively larger than the
corresponding squared modal power factors. Numerical examples of elastic structures subjected to
external forces illustrate the relationship between radiation efficiencies and power factors of
complex powers. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04211-3#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Tb@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

The power radiated from a radiator vibrating at har-
monic monofrequencies can be computed by taking the real
part of a surface complex power.1 Complex power is defined
as one half of the surface integral of the surface pressure
product of the complex conjugate of normal velocity. The
imaginary part is frequently referred to as reactive power.
Reactive power has received considerably less attention than
radiated power. For the case of a one-degree-of-freedom
mass/spring/dashpot system under harmonic vibration, the
responding velocity due to an applied force is determined by
the system’s impedance. The phase between velocity and
force is derived on the basis of the phase of the complex
impedance, which is also the phase of the complex power,
where the complex power is computed as one half of the
external force multiplying the complex conjugate of the ve-
locity. Moreover, the phase or the power factor, which is
defined as the cosine of the phase, can describe the efficiency
of the external force sending power into the one-degree-of-
freedom system. This raises a question of whether or not the
complex power for a radiator correlates with the radiation
efficiency of the radiator. Since it is a common practice to
compute radiated powers by taking the real part of the sur-
face complex powers, it would be practical and useful to
identify the radiation efficiencies using the complex powers.
A conventional means of describing the ability of radiators to
radiate power is by radiation efficiency, i.e., the radiated
power divided by the spatial sum of square normal velocity.2

A factor of free-space impedance is in the denominator to
make the efficiency dimensionless. This definition can be
regarded as a comparison among radiated powers of the ra-
diators under the same amount of spatial sum of square nor-

mal velocity. In view of the acoustic field as an infinite-
degree-of-freedom mass/spring/dashpot system, the radiated
power can be regarded as the power delivered into the infi-
nite degree system by the vibrating surface. This work inves-
tigates the complex power in relation to the radiation effi-
ciency and the physical meaning underlying the complex
power.

I. COMPLEX POWER FOR ACOUSTIC FIELD

Initially, a one-degree-of-freedom mass/spring/dashpot
system is subjected to a monofrequency external forcef eivt

in which the equation of motion is

mivv1
kv
iv

1cv5 f , ~1!

wherev is the amplitude of the responded velocity, andm, k,
andc are the mass, stiffness, and damping, respectively. The
values off andv are complex. The complex power caused by
the forcef is defined as

1

2
f v* 5

1

2S miv1
k

iv
1cD vv* , ~2!

and the forcef delivering power into the system is

Real~ 1
2 f v* !5

1

2

f f *

Umiv1
k

iv
1cU cosu, ~3!

where ‘‘Real’’ represents the real part of complex value,
‘‘ * ’’ denotes the complex conjugate, ‘‘uu’’ is the magnitude
of complex value, andu is the phase angle between the force
f and velocityv. This phase is also related to the complex
power of Eq.~2! bya!Electronic mail: ptchen@mail.na.ntou.edu.tw
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u5tan21S Imag~ 1
2 f v* !

Real~ 1
2 f v* !

D , ~4!

where ‘‘Imag’’ denotes the imaginary part of a complex
value. The term of cosu in Eq. ~3! is usually referred to as a
power factor in which a zero degree ofu implies that the
force and velocity are in phase. This is the most efficient way
for the force to deliver power to the system. A 90° value of
the u implies that no net power flows into the system by the
applied force. Consequently, Eqs.~3! and ~4! imply that the
power factor of complex power can be an indicator of the
efficiency of the applied force delivering power to mass/
spring/dashpot systems. In the following, we demonstrate the
acoustic field generated by a vibrating radiator in which the
radiated power is the power propagating to a far field. The
pressure wave at the far field becomes a plane wave and the
reactive power is related to the difference between acoustic
potential energy and kinetic energy in a volume between the
surface of the radiator and the far field. Herein, we consider
the acoustic field equation under a vibration frequencyv

¹2f1k2f50, ~5!

where f is a velocity potential,k is the wave number,k
5v/c, andc is the sound speed. The velocity potentialf is
related to pressure and particle velocity by

v5¹f, p52r0ivf. ~6!

A known velocityvn is prescribed on the surface, in which

]f

]n
5vn . ~7!

Above Eqs.~6! and~7! is a Neumann problem, which can be
recast into a variational formulation,

dI 50, ~8!

whereI is identified as

I 5
1

2 E E E
V

~k2f22¹f•¹f!dv

2E E
S

vnf ds1
1

2 E E
C`

ikf2 ds, ~9!

where ‘‘•’’ denotes vector inner product. According to Eq.
~9!, the volume integral is performed over a volume that is
bounded by the radiator’s surfaceS and a large spherical
surface where the acoustic pressure waves become planar
wave propagations. If one takes variational increments ofI
due to virtual incrementsdf, Eqs.~8! and ~9! lead to

dI 5EEE
V

~¹2f1k2f!df dv1EE
S

S ]f

]n
2vnD df ds

2E E
C`

S ]f

]n`
2 ikf D df ds50, ~10!

where]f/]n is the normal derivative off on the surface,
and]f/]n` is the normal derivative on the far field surface
C` . The first two terms in Eq.~10! yield Eqs.~5! and ~7!,
respectively, where the last term denotes the plane wave re-
lationship,

]f

]n`
5 ikf. ~11!

If one takes the virtual incrementdf to be«f* so that
f satisfies Eqs.~5!–~7!, where« is an arbitrarily small value,
then Eq.~10! becomes the following:

dI 5«E E E
V

~k2ff* 2¹f•¹f* !dv

2«E E
S

vnf* ds1«E E
C`

ikff* ds50. ~12!

Taking the complex conjugate of the above equation and
factoring out« leads to

E E E
V

~k2ff* 2¹f•¹f* !dv

2E E
S

vn* f ds1E
C`

ikff* ds50. ~13!

The physical meaning of Eq.~13! becomes clear when one
multiplies a factor2r0iv/2 and uses Eq.~6! so that

1

2 E E
S

pvn* ds5
2 iv

2 E E E
V

pp*

r0c2 dv

1
1

2
ivE E E

V

r0vv* dv

1
1

2 E E
C`

pp*

r0c
ds. ~14!

Equation~14! depicts that the radiated power is the power
radiated at the far-field sphereC` as indicated in the third
term on the right-hand side of the equation. The expressions
1
2pp* /r0c2 and 1

2r0vv* are twice that of averaged potential
and kinetic density energies. Notably, Eq.~14! has the iden-
tical physical interpretation with Eq.~2! if Eq. ~2! is rewrit-
ten as

1
2 f v* 5 iv~ 1

2mvv* 2 1
2kxx* !1 1

2cvv* , ~15!

wherex is the displacement amplitude. The term (1/2)cvv*
is the dissipated power, while the imaginary part of Eq.~15!
corresponds to the difference of kinetic to potential energy.
Correspondingly, the phase of the complex acoustic power
can be computed by
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u5tan21S Real~* 1
2 pvn* ds!

Imag~* 1
2 pvn* ds!

D , ~16!

and the corresponding power factor is defined as the cosine
of the phase angle. As mentioned earlier, from Eqs.~2!–~4!
for the one-degree-of-freedom system, we can infer that the
phase angle of the complex power indicates the effectiveness
of the power delivered to the system by the force. Of relevant
concern is how the phase angle of surface complex power
relates to radiation efficiency for radiators.

II. POWER FACTOR AND RADIATION EFFICIENCY

A commonly adopted definition of radiation efficiencys
is

s5
Real~ 1

2 *S pvn* ds!

rc~ 1
2 *S vvn* ds!

, ~17!

where the factorrc is to makes dimensionless. The value of
s denotes the radiated power under a specified amount of
squared normal velocity over the vibrating surface. To un-
derstand the correlation between radiation efficiency and
power factor of complex acoustic power, this work chooses
various radiators whose geometrical configurations differ
from each other. The power factors are computed by Eq.
~16!. Figure 1 plots the radiation efficiencies versus power
factors for cases:~a! a 33435-m box where a normal ve-
locity, sin(px/3)sin(py/4), vibrates at one 334-m surface,
the coordinate~x,y! referring to a corner of the vibrating
surface as the origin,~b! a spheroidal body whose major to
minor axisa is 4 vibrating at the region around the equator
with a strip width of 3.4a, ~c! 131-m baffled plate with a
uniform velocity on the surface,~d! a sphere with radius 1 m
vibrating at one cap around an apex subtending an angle of
72°. The data are computed by scanning frequencies from
zero to 300 Hz so that the radiation efficiencies approach 1
when the scanning frequency becomes large. Figure 1 re-
veals that these correlations between radiation efficiencies

and power factors have similar features, although they are
derived from various radiators. Moreover, those plots are
slightly above a parabola displayed by a dotted line whose
equation iss5(cosu)2. The radiation efficiencies are rela-
tively larger than the square of the power factors. That is,

s>~cosu!2. ~18!

This relationship is investigated as follows.

III. RADIATION EFFICIENCY VERSUS POWER
FACTOR OF MODAL REPRESENTATIONS

Owing to the dependency of the phase angleu on distri-
butions of surface pressure and normal velocity, we consider
the quotientl of the radiated power to reactive power for a
vibration body,

l5
1

tanu
5

Real~ 1
2 *S pvn* dS!

Imag~ 1
2 *S pvn* dS!

, ~19!

whereu is the phase angle of the complex power. The sur-
face pressure and normal velocity can be related symboli-
cally by

Lp~p!5Lv~vn!, ~20!

whereLp andLv are complex linear operators with respect to
p and vn , respectively. The surface pressurep can be ex-
pressed in terms ofvn by multiplying the inverse operator
Lp

21 on both sides of Eq.~20!,

p5Lp
21Lv~vn!. ~21!

Let the normal velocityvn be discretized as

vn5(
j

v jf j , ~22!

wheref j are basis functions which can be defined over the
entire surface or locally such as shape functions on dis-
cretized nodal points, andv j are the corresponding dis-
cretized coefficients. Substituting Eqs.~21! and ~22! into
~19! leads to

l5
Real~ 1

2 ( j (khjkv jvk* !

Imag~ 2
2 ( j (khjkv jvk* !

, ~23!

where the coefficientshjk are identified as

hjk5E
S
Lp

21Lv~f j !fk dS. ~24!

In our previous investigation,3 the complex-valued coeffi-
cientshjk were shown to be symmetric by using a surface
acoustic reciprocal principle. Let@h# denote the matrix
formed by the coefficientshjk and write the matrix@h# into
real and imaginary matrices,

@h#5@hR#1 i @hI #, ~25!

where the matrices@hR# and @hI # are symmetric. Corre-
spondingly, Eq.~23! becomes

l5

1
2$v%T@hR#$v* %
1
2$v%T@hI #$v* %

, ~26!

FIG. 1. Radiation efficiencies versus power factors for various radiators.
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where$v% is the vector formed by discretized coefficients of
the velocity expansion in Eq.~22!. The above equation is
analogous to Rayleigh’s quotient in structural dynamics for
natural vibration analyses. Herein, we consider stationary
conditions for every possible coefficient$v%, which yields an
eigenvalue problem

@hR#$a% j5l j@hI #$a% j , ~27!

The eigenvaluel j is the stationary quotient value of Eq.~26!
when $v% becomes the eigenvector$a% j of Eq. ~27!. The
eigenvalue problem in Eq.~27! has been studied in a previ-
ous investigation3 where the eigenvectors are normalized
with respect to the matrix@hI #. The normal velocity corre-
sponding to the eigenvector$a% j defines a velocity radiation
modeF j ,

F j5(
k

ak jfk . ~28!

Consequently, an arbitrary normal velocity distribution can
be superposed by the set of velocity radiation modes,

vn5(
j

VjF j , ~29!

where the modal amplitudeVj is computed by

Vj5
*SvnPj dS

*SPjF j dS
5

1

l j1 i ES
vnPj dS, ~30!

wherePj is the responsive pressure due to the velocity mode
F j . Also, the surface complex acoustic powerP has the
modal summation, in which

P5
1

2 ES
pvn* dS5

1

2 (
j

uVj u2~l j1 i !, ~31!

where the real part ofP is the radiated power. In addition,
Eq. ~31! indicates that weak radiators modes, whose eigen-
values are nearly zero, do not radiate acoustic powers. Fur-
thermore, the phaseu j between the modal velocity modeF j

and the responsive pressurePj is constant over the vibrating
surface, which is determined by Eq.~16!

u j5tan21
1

l j
. ~32!

The modal power factor is defined as cosuj . Equations~29!–
~31! present the feature that an arbitrary normal velocity can
be decomposed into modal representation and the complex
acoustic power is superposed by each modal power. Thus,
investigating the power factor versus radiation efficiency in-
volves examining modal power factor versus modal radiation
efficiency.

IV. MODAL POWER FACTOR VERSUS MODAL
RADIATION EFFICIENCY

The modal radiation efficiency for the radiation modes is
defined as

s j5
Real~ 1

2l j1
1
2i !

rc 1
2 *SF j

2 dS
5

l j

rc*SF j
2 dS

, ~33!

which is derived from Eq.~17! so that the normal velocity is
taken as the velocity radiation modeF j and the modal com-
plex power is obtained from Eq.~31! by takingVj51 for the
j th modal amplitude, and zero for other modes. To under-
stand the correlation between modal radiation efficiencies
and modal power factors, we initially compute the modal
efficiencies by Eq.~33! and modal power factor by Eq.~32!
for a 334-m baffled plate. Figure 2 plots the radiation effi-
ciency versus power factor for each mode. The nondimen-
sionalized exciting frequencyka (k5v/c, a53 m) is
scanned from zero to 4. Those radiation efficiencies versus
power factors resemble each other. Such a resemblance im-
plies that the radiation efficiency is roughly a function of
power factor. This correlation between power factor and ra-
diation efficiency is also roughly independent of exciting fre-
quency, although both the radiation efficiencies and power
factors depend on exciting frequency. To provide further in-
sight into various radiators, we select, in addition to the pre-
vious demonstrated radiators in Fig. 1, a sphere and a spher-
oid of aspect ratio 4 vibrating at entire surfaces. Figure 3
plots modal radiation efficiencies versus modal power factors
for the various radiators. Figure 3 denotes~a! the 334
35-m box vibrating on one 334-m surface,~b! the spher-
oid of aspect ratio 4 vibrating on the region around the equa-
tor, ~c! the 131-m baffled plate,~d! the sphere vibrating on
the region around one cap,~e! the sphere vibrating on the
entire surface, and~f! the spheroid vibrating on the entire
surface. The resemblance of radiation efficiency versus
power factor in Fig. 6 reveals that the power factors, which
are determined by the phase of complex power, denote the
efficiencies in which powers are radiated from the vibrating
surfaces. The preceding figures allow us to infer that the
phase of complex power, or its corresponding power factor,
can be an indicator of the effectiveness of radiators to radiate
acoustic power. Based on the close resemblance of Figs. 1, 2,
and 3, Fig. 4 plots the radiation efficiency versus power fac-
tor for the first radiation mode for the radiators demon-
strated. According to this figure, the relationship of effi-
ciency versus power factor is nearly identical regardless of
the various radiators. As mentioned earlier in Eq.~19!, the
normal velocity distribution of the first radiation mode pro-
vides the smallest phase angle, or the largest power factor for

FIG. 2. Modal radiation efficiencies versus modal power factors for the
baffled plate.
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a radiator under a specified vibrating frequency. An equiva-
lent statement delivered from Fig. 4 is that the radiation ef-
ficiency and power factor have a one-to-one correspondence
regardless of the geometrical configuration of radiators for
situations in which the normal velocity distribution is in such
a manner to make the radiating power most efficient. More-
over, Fig. 3 reveals that, for a specified power factor of each
radiation mode, the corresponding radiation efficiency for
the first radiation mode has the smallest value, indicating the
first mode radiating the least power. However, this observa-
tion does not imply greater efficiency for higher radiation
modes. In contrast, the higher modes have substantially less
power factors for a given vibration frequency, resulting in
less effective radiation. The equation of radiation efficiency
versus power factor for the first radiation mode can be easily
written by considering the spherical radiator, because the
normal velocity distribution of the first radiation mode for
the sphere remains constant over the surface. Thus, the phase
us of the complex power and radiation efficiencyss are1

us5tan21S 1

kaD , ~34!

FIG. 3. Modal radiation efficiencies versus modal
power factors for various radiators.

FIG. 4. Modal radiation efficiencies versus modal power factors for the first
radiation mode of various radiators.
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and

ss5
2~ka!2

~ka!211
, ~35!

for which the power factor and radiation efficiency are re-
lated by

ss5~cosus!
2. ~36!

For modes other than the first mode, Fig. 3 indicates that
the radiation efficiencies are relatively larger than the square
of power factors. Correspondingly, the radiation efficiency
for a normal velocity is relatively larger than the square of
power factor because of the superposition principle of radia-
tion modes.

Finally, two numerical examples of acoustic radiations
for elastic structures subjected to monofrequency external
forces are presented. Figure 5 depicts the complex power of
a 0.530.6-m baffled plate subjected to an alternative point
force exerted at the locationx50.4 m, y50.333 m, where
the origin of the coordinate is at one corner of the plate. The
plate thickness is 1 millimeter. Figure 6 plots the radiation
efficiency based on Eq.~17! and the square of power factor.
These two curves approximately resemble each other with
the squared power factors smaller than the radiation effi-
ciency, as displayed by Eq.~18!. The other numerical ex-
ample is a spherical shell of 3-cm thickness, 1-m radius ex-
erted by a point force.4 Figure 7 illustrates the complex
power versus exciting frequency. Figure 8 presents the radia-
tion efficiency and the square of power factor, which again

FIG. 5. Radiated and reactive powers for a baffled elastic plate subjected to
a point force.

FIG. 6. Comparison of radiation efficiency and estimated radiation effi-
ciency from complex power for the baffled elastic thin plate.

FIG. 7. Radiated and reactive power for a spherical thin shell subjected to a
point force.

FIG. 8. Comparison of radiation efficiency and estimated radiation effi-
ciency from complex power for the spherical shell.
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shows the resemblance of those two quantities with respect
to the radiation efficiency being larger than the square of
power factor.

V. CONCLUSION

This work examines the physical meaning underlying
surface complex acoustic power and its relationship to radia-
tion efficiency. The analysis proceeds with a variational for-
mulation of a radiator with the surface prescribed a normal
velocity. The radiation condition at far fields is a planar wave
situation where the pressure and particle velocity are in
phase. The surface complex power is identified by the varia-
tional formulation that the reactive power pertains to the dif-
ference between kinetic and potential energies of the acoustic
field enclosed by the vibrating surface and the far fields. The
radiated power can be viewed as power dissipated by the in
phase of pressure and particle velocity at the far fields. The
acoustic field caused by the radiator is regarded as an
infinite-degree-of-freedom mass/spring/dashpot system. This
infinite-degrees-of-freedom system is decomposed into a
modal representation when a consideration of stationary con-
ditions is to be applied to the ratio of the radiated to reactive

power. In addition, a set of velocity radiation modes is ob-
tained by solving the corresponding eigenvalue problem.
Owing to such modal decompositions, studying the correla-
tion between radiation efficiency and power factors becomes
an examination of those two quantities in terms of the radia-
tion modes. To demonstrate this relationship, various radia-
tors are presented. It follows that modal radiation efficiencies
are roughly approximated as the square of modal power fac-
tors and the plots of radiation efficiencies versus power fac-
tors for the first modes are nearly the same feature. Also
presented herein are a thin baffled plate and a thin elastic
spherical shell with applied point forces to illustrate the cor-
relation between radiation efficiency and power factor.
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The problem of convergence of finite difference~FD! schemes for simulating the propagation of
pulses in nonlinear media is analyzed. In order to establish the reliability of the numerical procedure,
different FD schemes are considered and compared among themselves, with the results of a Von
Neumann analysis and with the analytical solution~when available!. Examples of application of the
method are also provided: e.g., the propagation of semi-infinite waves and pulses in active media
with periodic and exponentially decaying nonlinearities. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00810-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The relevance of nonlinear effects has been repeatedly
demonstrated by a variety of phenomena, such as solitons
generation,1,2 the photo- and acoustoelastic effect,3–5 anhar-
monic properties of disordered and fractal structures,6,7 cha-
otic behaviors, and many others. A further ground for the
interest in the topic is the connection between the structural
complexity of a material and its nonlinearity.8 In fact, the
observation of nonlinear vibro-acoustical effects can be used,
in principle, for the determination of the structural and me-
chanical characteristics of the material under investigation.

In spite of the wealth of available experimental informa-
tion, a satisfactory method for the treatment of nonlinear
systems is still missing. Even in the lucky case of solitonic
equations, where analytical solutions in the form of stable
propagating waves have been found, the problem becomes
too difficult to solve in the presence of inhomogeneities,
nontrivial boundary conditions, etc. In general, a theoretical
analysis leads at most to the formulation of a solution in
nonclosed form, to the description of the asymptotic behav-
ior of the system or to special solutions.

A numerical approach can be a valid alternative to an
analytical solution. In fact, several simulation techniques9,10

have been proposed and developed in the last decades.
Among them, we mention here the local interaction simula-
tion approach~LISA!,11,12which aims to derive, by means of
a discrete model, the iteration equations for the spatio-
temporal evolution directly from physical principles, rather
then from a partial differential equation~PDE!. LISA has
been successfully applied to the simulation of the propaga-
tion of pulses in linear 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D arbitrarily complex
media.13 Its extension to nonlinear problems is formally
straightforward.

However, even in a numerical treatment several difficul-
ties may arise, due to problems of stability and
convergence.14 In fact, the classical stability analysis~e.g.,
the Von Neumann approach15! is valid only for linear sys-
tems. Its application to nonlinear cases is only an approxi-

mation, not always sufficient to guarantee the convergence of
the numerical solution.

In several instances instabilities arising at early stages of
the procedure preclude the possibility of performing a nu-
merical simulation. Usually, however, it is possible to ensure
stability by properly choosing the discretization scheme16

and defining an upper limit for the choice of the time step.17

More problems arise for what concerns convergence. In fact,
since nonlinear effects are usually small~e.g., in
acoustoelasticity18!, the choice of the discretization param-
eters~lattice and time steps! is fundamental in order to elimi-
nate or reduce the numerical noise, which might otherwise
jeopardize the interpretation of the effects of the nonlinear-
ity. Therefore, a reliable simulation of the evolution of non-
linear systems is possible only when a satisfactory criterion
for verifying convergence has been established.

In this contribution we have proposed a method for ana-
lyzing the convergence, based on the comparison of the re-
sults obtained from the simulation of the same nonlinear
problem by means of two schemes with different accuracy
order. The equivalence of the results may be a good empiri-
cal test of the correctness of the solution. Due to its opera-
tional simplicity, such a test may be very useful in practical
cases, even though it is not conclusive.19 Moreover, such a
procedure may be validated through additional convergence
tests, such as a comparison with known analytical solutions,
when available~even if they are valid only in special cases or
as an asymptotic limit!, or a somewhat approximative Von
Neumann stability analysis.

Although this contribution is restricted to a specific one-
dimensional propagation problem, the methodology pro-
posed may be applied to treat a large variety of nonlinear
problems. In order to show the applicability of the method,
we have focused our attention on the problem of determining
the response of an active system to an external forcing. An
active system is a body whose response depends on the in-
tensity of the forcing. In our particular case, we have consid-
ered bodies with some internal degrees of freedom due to an
internal structure~e.g., porous media!. The nonlinearity is
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introduced by assuming that the elastic constants increase
with the applied strains. Other nonlinear problems have also
been considered.20

In Sec. I, the problem to be studied and the correspond-
ing physical model are discussed in detail. The nonlinear
PDE describing the system is derived from a nonlinear con-
stitutive law and some general properties of the system are
presented. Some analytical solutions in special cases are also
found. In Sec. II, the numerical method is described and
preliminary results of the convergence analysis are reported.
In Sec. IV, the numerical results are compared with the ana-
lytical solution. Finally, in Sec. V, the response of the system
after the injection of a longitudinal pulse is studied numeri-
cally in detail.

I. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The purpose of this contribution is to consider the non-
linear effects, which usually accompany the elastic wave
propagation in an initially deformed and stressed homoge-
neous solid. The material constitutive law can be written as

s i j 5v i jkl ek,l , ~1!

wheres i j and ekl51/2(uk,l1ul ,k) are the stress and strain
components anduk represent the displacement components.
The tensorv i jkl defines the material elastic properties. If we
assume the initial deformation of the body to be homoge-
neous and small, compared with the elastic deformations,
v i jkl is defined as3

v i jkl 5Si jkl 1G i j
0 dkl , ~2!

whereSi jkl is the unperturbed elastic constant tensor andG i j
0

is the Cauchy’s stress tensor in the initially deformed equi-
librium configuration. In order to consider an active system,
we have assumedG i j

0 to be proportional, through an external
perturbationb(x), to the displacement induced by the wave
propagation

G i j
0 5Ai j b~x!u~x,t !. ~3!

From the constitutive law, it is possible to derive the law
of motion. If the initial stress and deformation are induced by
a small external perturbation, all the terms containing the
derivatives ofG i j

0 and/or the corresponding nonlinear contri-
butions may be neglected.

Restricting the treatment to the one-dimensional case
and assuming that the medium supports the propagation of
waves in thex direction, we obtain

r
]2u~x,t !

]t2 5S
]2u~x,t !

]x2 „11b~x!u~x,t !…, ~4!

wherer is the medium density.
Equation ~4! is of engineering interest in the field of

vibration theory, when the elastic constants depend on the
displacements amplitudes. It usually must be solved for the
set of boundary and initial conditions:

u~0,t !5 f ~ t !,
~5!

u~L,t !5F~ t !, t>0,

u~x,0!5g~x!,
~6!

u̇~x,0!5h~x!, 0,x,L,

where f, F, g, andh are considered arbitrary functions~as-
sumed to be known! andL is the length of the 1-D specimen.

An exact solution of Eqs.~4!–~6!, for an arbitrary choice
of the nonlinear termb(x) and/or of boundary and initial
conditions, is very difficult~if at all possible!. However, for
the reasons mentioned in the Introduction, it is useful to look
for particular cases in which explicit stationary solutions
may be found. As examples, a couple of stationary solutions
are derived in the Appendix for specific choices ofb(x).

II. NUMERICAL APPROACH

In order to simulate the propagation of a wave in a me-
dium described by Eq.~4! under arbitrary initial conditions
and/or external forcing, we discretize both space and time,
with lattice and time stepse and t, respectively. Applying
the usual FD formalism using centered schemes for all de-
rivatives but up to different accuracy orders, the following
two basic schemes may be obtained:

wi
t̃ 1152wi

t̃2wi
t̃ 211a~wi 11

t̃ 2wi
t̃1wi 21

t̃ !~11biwi
t̃ !

1O~«4,t4!, ~7!

wi
t̃ 1152wi

t̃2wi
t̃ 211

a

12
~wi 12

t̃ 216wi 11
t̃ 130wi

t̃

216wi 21
t̃ 1wi 22

t̃ !~11biwi
t̃ !1O~«6,t4!, ~8!

where wi
t̃5w( i«, t̃ t)5w(x,t), bi5b( i«), and a5St2/

(r«2). The two schemes are expected to be equivalent, if
convergent, albeit with a different level of accuracy. The
error in the discretization can be easily evaluated as

E~t,«!5
«2t2

12 S S

r
wIV~11bw!2

t2

«2 ẅ̈D ,

~9!

E~t,«!5
«2t2

3 S 2

5

S

r
wIV~11bw!«22

1

4

t2

«2 ẅ̈D ,

for the two schemes of Eqs.~7! and ~8!, respectively.
As already mentioned, a proper choice of lattice and

time steps is fundamental to guarantee stability. The Von
Neumann analysis leads to the following stability conditions
for the above-mentioned schemes@~7! and~8!, respectively#:

t<
«

AS/r~11bu!
~10!

and

t<
«A12

4AS/r~11bu!
, ~11!

whereu is a local value of the wave amplitudew ~i.e., its
maximum to guarantee stability everywhere!.

The same analysis yields an estimate of the convergence
of the numerical solution. Considering the dispersion rela-
tions for both continuous and discrete equations, it is pos-
sible to write the ratioQ(k) between the discrete and the
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continuous phase velocities (vD and vC) of the wave as a
function of the wave numberk. Of course, maximal conver-
gence is obtained when such a ratio approaches to 1. For the
schemes~7! and ~8! we obtain, respectively,

Q~k!5
arccos„11a~cosk«21!~11bu!…

ktAS/r~11bu!
,

Q~k!5
arccos„11a~cos 2k«216 cosk«115!~11bu!…

ktAS/r~11bu!
.

Therefore, the choice

t5
«

AS/r~11bu!
~12!

for scheme~7! leads toQ equal one, confirming the conver-
gence of the method. Conversely, it is not possible to find an
optimal value oft for scheme~8!. In this case, the shift
between the velocities can only be minimized and some ef-
fects due to numerical dispersion are expected.

III. CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY

Several numerical tests have been performed in order to
verify the stability and convergence of the two schemes pre-
sented in Eqs.~7! and ~8!. The stability of both schemes is
very sensitive to the ratio between the time and lattice step
@Eqs. ~10! and ~11!#. In fact, a strong instability appears al-
ready in the early stages of the simulation whent is slightly
above its maximum allowed value, while full stability~but
not convergence! is obtained for values immediately below
the threshold. These results have been discussed in more
detail in Ref. 19 and are not reported here for brevity.

Also convergence depends, albeit weakly, on thet/« ra-
tio. In fact, several computer experiments have shown that
good convergence may be obtained for both schemes for a
large interval of values oft : 0.5tmax<t<tmax, wheretmax is
defined as the upper limit in the choice oft for stability. In
the following we have chosent50.5«/AS/r(11bu), which
is valid for both schemes.

For both schemes we have compared the numerical so-
lution of Eq. ~4! with the analytical one. In Fig. 1, we show
the comparison for scheme~7! in the caseb(x)5exp
(2vx), S51 a.u. andr51 a.u. The two initial conditions for
the numerical solution are given by Eq.~A10! with m
50.98 at the timet5241t and 240 t, respectively. The
agreement between the two solutions is excellent. A similar

agreement is found using scheme~8! for the numerical simu-
lation and for other choices ofm and ofb(x).

The results of the numerical simulations obtained by us-
ing the two discretization schemes are compared in Fig. 2 for
b(x)50.1 cos(20.1px). In this case, we have considered a
forcing w(0,t)5sin(vt) with t>0 andv52p/100 a.u. The
agreement between the two solutions is again very good,
confirming the convergence of both schemes also in the case
of an external forcing. We must remark that small noncon-
vergence effects appear in the wavefront of the solution with
scheme~8! ~not shown in the figure!, as expected from the
convergence analysis reported at the end of the previous sec-
tion.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have applied the scheme~7! to study the propagation
of different pulses in active media characterized by several
kinds of nonlinearities. The results of the previous section
have shown that the proposed numerical approach is stable
and convergent for the adopted choicee51 and t
50.5tmax. Nevertheless, additional tests of convergence
similar to the one performed in Fig. 2 have been carried out,
confirming the convergence of the two schemes. To illustrate
the application of our numerical method and some interest-
ing effects arising from the nonlinearity, we show in the
following a few examples of simulation of the propagation of
a semi-infinite sinusoidal waveu(0,t)5sinvt and of a
Gaussian pulseu(0,t)5exp„2(t2t0)2/v… injected from the
left side of the specimen, both for periodical

b~x!5g sinux ~13!

FIG. 1. Solution of Eq.~4! vs t ~left plot! and vsx ~right
plot!. Comparison of the numerical and analytical solu-
tions of Eq.~4! for b(x)5exp (ivx), S51, andr51.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the numerical solutions of Eq.~4! using the two
schemes.
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and exponentially decaying

b~x!5g exp~2x/u! ~14!

nonlinearities.
First, we consider the effects of a periodic nonlinearity

on a semi-infinite sine wave withv52p/200. In Fig. 3, we
plot the displacementw( i ,t) vs x5 i« at t5400t and t
52000t and vst at x5500« and i 5530«. In each plot we
have reported the results of the simulation for three cases:~a!
g50; ~b! g50.1, u52v, and~c! g50.1, u5v. The pres-
ence of the nonlinear term introduces a periodical variation
of the group velocityvg with respect to the linear case~a!.
We observe almost no dispersion for high-frequency waves
@case~b!#, i.e., the ones for which the period of the wave is
much smaller than the one of the nonlinearity (v@vgu).
The amplification and phase shift effects appearing in case
~c! reveal the presence of resonances when the wave and the
nonlinear term frequencies are comparable. In this frequency
domain the system is highly dispersive. Similar results have
been recently obtained for the propagation of pulses in media
with periodically varying elastic constants.21

Very detailed informations on the behavior of the sys-
tem may be obtained from the analysis of the positions of the
first, second, and third maximum of the wave:p1 , p2 , and
p3 , respectively. In Fig. 4, the wave frequency modulation is
analyzed by means of plots of (p22p1) and (p32p1).

While in the case~b! both (p22p1) and (p32p1) are almost
constant and small, rather large and almost periodical fluc-
tuations appear in the case~c!, where strong distortions of
the pulse are present.

The effects reported in Figs. 3 and 4 may be better ana-
lyzed by considering the Fourier spectrum of the wave at a
given time: see Fig. 5. In the linear case~upper plot! the
spectrum is almost monochromatic with leading frequency at
n50.01. The small distortions are due to numerical effects
caused by the choice of the time step, which does not satisfy
Courant’s condition for the simulation of the wave propaga-
tion in linear homogeneous media. The distortion effects are
stronger in case~b! and even more in case~c!. We also

FIG. 3. Propagation of a semi-infinite sine wave in a medium with periodic
nonlinearity@Eq. ~13!#. Displacement vsx ~top two plots! and vst ~bottom
two plots!. ~a! g50 ~solid line!; ~b! g50.1,u52v ~dashed line!; ~c! g
50.1, u5v ~dots!.

FIG. 4. Propagation of a semi-infinite sine wave in a medium with periodic
nonlinearity. Distance between the first (p1) and the second (p2) or the third
peak (p3) vs time for cases~b! and ~c! considered in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Propagation of a semi-infinite sine wave in a medium with periodic
nonlinearity. Fourier spectrum att51200t for the three cases considered in
Fig. 3.
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notice that, in the latter case, at least one large harmonic
component, corresponding to the nonlinear term frequency,
emerges forn850.005, leading to a large modulation of the
pulse.

In Figs. 6 and 7 we have studied the effects of an expo-
nentially decaying nonlinearity on a Gaussian pulse (t0

5100t) and on a sinusoidal wave, respectively. We have
considered two cases:~a! u5v ~solid line! and ~b! u52v
~dotted line!. In both cases, after some sizable distortion in
the region where the nonlinearity is not negligible, the wave
propagates undisturbed without any further shape modifica-
tion.

In Fig. 6, snapshots of the propagation of a Gaussian
pulse are reported at four given times:t5800t, 1200t,
1600t, and 2000t. The amplitude of the pulse is reduced and
a tail, caused by the retarded response of the active system,

appears. We observe that the retarded response reaches very
quickly an asymptotic configuration. In fact, snapshots att
51600t and t52000t differ only for the position of the
pulse, while shape and amplitude are the same. The effect
increases dramatically with the penetration depth parameter
u of the nonlinear contribution, but the time at which a stable
asymptotic state is reached is the same for the two cases
considered.

A similar effect is depicted in Fig. 7 for a semi-infinite
sine wave. The wave amplitude is plotted versust at x
5500« ~solid line! and 515« ~dashed line!. Again, a retarded
response of the system is superimposed to the continuous
incoming of the wave, leading to the shapes reported in the
plots. As in the previous case, the effect increases withu.
Likewise, the time at which the wave reaches stability de-
pends strongly onu: the asymptotic solution is already
reached at t'2000t for case ~a!, but much later (t
'4000t) for case~b!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we have presented a numerical
method for the simulation of the propagation of acoustic
pulses in nonlinear 1-D media. The results are assumed to be
reliable, if simulations performed with two schemes of dif-
ferent accuracy order lead to sufficiently close results. Since
this convergence test is not totally decisive, the availability
of analytical solutions in particular cases and/or an approxi-
mate Von Neumann analysis may be used for a more con-
clusive analysis of the convergence of the solution.

In order to illustrate the method and its applicability, we
have considered the propagation of acoustic waves in the
presence of a specific nonlinear term which describes active
systems with a retarded response proportional to the pertur-
bation itself, i.e., to the wave amplitude. Also, we have con-
sidered specific nonlinear perturbations in the form of peri-
odic and exponentially decaying functions. In fact, the
proposed procedure may be applied to any kind of
nonlinearity.20

In the specific case considered, some physical properties
of the system have been discussed. In particular, it has been
found that a periodic nonlinearity is effective only under
resonance conditions, i.e., it affects only the propagation of
the monochromatic components with wavelength compa-
rable with the spatial period of the nonlinearity. Also, it has
been shown that in the case of exponentially decaying non-
linearities, an asymptotic behavior is readily reached.
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APPENDIX: SOLUTION FOR b(x)5exp „2iwx …

We wish to study here the analytical solution of Eq.~4!
with b(x)5a exp(2ivx) in the case of an infinite 1-D me-
dium. A stationary solution can be written in the form

u~x,t !5v~x!w~ t !.

FIG. 6. Snapshots of the propagation of a Gaussian pulse in a 1-D medium
with exponentially decaying nonlinearity@Eq. ~14!#: u5v ~solid line!; u
52v ~dashed line!.

FIG. 7. Propagation of a semi-infinite sine wave in a 1-D medium with
exponentially decaying nonlinearity:~a! u5v and~b! u52v. Wave ampli-
tude time forx5500e ~solid line! andx5515e ~dashed line!.
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By substituting into Eq.~4!, we obtain

v~x!5Aeivx, ~A1!

rẅ1k2~w1aw2!50, ~A2!

wherek25Sv2.
By integrating once and introducing the change of vari-

able

w~ t !52
6r

k2a S z~ t !1
k2

12r D ,

Eq. ~A2! becomes the Weierstrass elliptic equation

w8254z32g2z2g3 , ~A3!

with

g25
k4

12r2 , g35S k2

6r D 3

2
2C

r
, ~A4!

whereC is an integration constant. A stable solution of Eq.
~A3! is possible only ifg2

3227g3
2.0 and, therefore,

0,C,
k6

216r2 .

Drazin1 has shown that the only stable and bounded so-
lutions for Eq.~A3! are the cnoidal waves of orderm:

cnmF5cos S E
0

f du

A12m sin2 u
D . ~A5!

Cnoidal waves of orderm are periodical functions with pe-
riod 4K(m), whereK(m) is the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind. The waveform depends on the nonlinear dis-
tortion factor m, and for m51 it reduces to the classical
sech2 soliton. In the interaction between two cnoidal waves,
the following superposition principle can be applied: ifw1

andw2 are two solutions of Eq.~A3!, then

w352w12w21
1

4 S w182w28

w12w2
D 2

~A6!

is also a solution. The extension of this superposition prin-
ciple to anN-cnoidal solution is straightforward.

Then, the solution of Eq.~A2! becomes

w~ t !5
3

2am2 X11A4m423

2
cnm

2 S t*

mD2
A4m423

3
C2 1

2a
,

~A7!

where

t* 5kt/~2Ar!,

b5
1

Am* 22m* 11
,

m5~m* 25m* 11!1/4.

The integration constant defined in Eq.~A4! becomes

C5
r

2 S k2

6r D 2S 12
9

2
b3m* ~m* 21!~2m* 22! D , ~A8!

and the stability condition may be written as

~ 3
4!

1/4<m<1.

The complete solution of Eq.~4! with b(x)5ae2 ivx

and on an infinite line is

u~x,t !5AeivxS 3

2am2 X11A4m423

2
cnm

2 S t*

mD
2

A4m423

3
C2 1

2a D , ~A9!

wherem depends nontrivially on the initial conditionsg(x)
andh(x).

A similar solution can also be obtained by substitutingv
with iv:

u~x,t !5Ae2vxS 3

2am2 X11A4m423

2
cnm

2 S t*

mD
2

A4m423

3
C2 1

2a D . ~A10!

Finally, we consider a time-dependent nonlinear term of
the form

b~x,t !5
~11Aekx2vt!2

ekx2vt . ~A11!

It can be shown22 that the solution can then be expressed as

u~x,t !5
]2

]x2 ln ~F~x,t !…, ~A12!

where

F~x,t !511Aekx2bt,
~A13!

b2r5k2S~11Ak2!.
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Nonlinear Doppler effect and its use for bubble flow
velocity measurement
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The Doppler effect is a familiar phenomenon in linear acoustics. The nonlinear Doppler effect is
also possible when a moving target exhibits nonlinear responses. In these cases Doppler frequency
shifts arise at harmonics or combination frequencies in the scattered waves. For collinear geometry
of primary beams, the nonlinear Doppler frequency shifts at the second harmonic and the
combination frequencies are found to be the same as those for the linear scattering of those
frequency components by the target. However, for highly, noncollinear primary beams, the
difference frequency Doppler frequency shift can greatly exceed the linear one. This phenomenon
is mainly studied in the present work. Experimental verification done with flowing bubbles in a tube
shows good agreement with the theory. The suggested difference frequency Doppler technique can
find applications in medical diagnostics of blood flow as well as in industries and in oceanology.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03709-1#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Yw@MAB #

INTRODUCTION

The Doppler effect is currently applied to various fields
in human life and industries. It is also a very powerful re-
search tool in many sciences, from astronomy to
microphysics.1 In acoustics, the Doppler frequency shift is
used to estimate velocities of moving objects such as ship,
ocean current, fluid flow in pipelines, blood flow in human
body, etc.1–3 In such applications the Doppler effect is inves-
tigated for linear responses from moving scatterers or targets.

Since propagation media are not ideally linear, nonlinear
responses also can be observed. Typical values of the non-
linear parameter are not high and therefore nonlinear re-
sponses from a small volume of the medium are detectable
only in relatively strong acoustic fields.4 However, nonlinear
responses from gas bubbles in liquids can be observed even
for relatively low-intensity incident waves.5,6 Therefore, in
bubbly media one may neglect nonlinear properties of the
liquid itself compared to the nonlinear responses from
bubbles. In this paper, we consider only nonlinear scattering
from such highly nonlinear targets. Easily observed phenom-
ena of nonlinear responses from bubbles are the harmonics
and combination frequency generation. The second or higher
harmonics can be detected in the scattered field. If two dif-
ferent frequency primary waves are incident on a bubble,
then the sum and the difference frequencies, i.e., the combi-
nation frequencies of primary waves, appear in the scattered
field. Such nonlinear responses become much stronger if the
bubble resonance frequency coincides with either the pri-
mary or combination frequencies. Such coincidence makes
possible nonlinear acoustic bubble counting and sizing.7–12

For the last decade linear and nonlinear acoustic techniques
based on the use of microbubbles—so-called contrast
agents—find increasing applications in medical ultrasound
diagnostics.13–15

If a nonlinear target moves, one may expect Doppler
frequency shifts to appear not only in the linear scattered
waves, but also in the harmonics or the combination fre-
quency waves. Such phenomena can be called the nonlinear
Doppler effect. The nonlinear Doppler effect was probably
first introduced by Chapelonet al.16,17 Later, application to
blood velocity measurements with microbubble contrast
agents was published in medical journals.18–20 In those
works two nonlinear Doppler techniques were investigated.
The first one is the modulation method. The pump wave has
a frequency equal to the bubble resonance frequency and
interacts with the high-frequency probe wave. Their interac-
tion results in a Doppler frequency shift at modulation-
combination frequency components.16,17 The second method
is the second harmonic method. A Doppler frequency shift
can be observed at the second harmonic of the incident wave
when the incident wave is in resonance with the moving
bubble.18–20

In the previous works only simple backscattering geom-
etries of the nonlinear Doppler effect were considered. The
results can be formulated as follows: the Doppler frequency
shifts for higher harmonics or modulation frequency compo-
nents are the same as such frequencies radiated directly from
an emitting transducer to a bubble. However, no attention
was paid to the possibility of an enhanced Doppler effect in
the nonlinear scattering. This was first reported by the au-
thors with emphasis on possible applications in underwater
acoustics.21–23Since the frequency shift depends on the rela-
tive motion of the target and the transducer, the Doppler
effect is a vector-type phenomenon. However, the nonlinear
frequency transformation is a scalar sum or subtraction be-
tween the incoming wave frequencies. Both combined phe-
nomena show very intriguing effects in the nonlinear scatter-

a!On leave from Institute of Applied Physics, Russia. Present address: Insti-
tute of Applied Physics, 46 Ulyanov Str., Nizhny Novgorod, 603600, Rus-
sia. Electronic mail: din@appl.sci-nnov.ru

b!On leave from Institute of Applied Physics, Russia. Present address:
Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, Castle Point on
Hudson, Hoboken, NJ 07030.
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ing of highly noncollinear incident waves by a moving
target.

In this paper we analytically describe nonlinear Doppler
effect for the general geometrical configuration. The main
emphasis is on the new method—the difference frequency
Doppler technique, which shows an enormous Doppler fre-
quency shift compared to the linear one. The difference fre-
quency Doppler technique is experimentally verified with
bubbly water flow.

I. THEORY

A general configuration for nonlinear sound scattering is
shown in Fig. 1. Monochromatic plane waves of frequencies
v1 andv2 from transducers 1 and 2 are incident on a mov-
ing target. The angles between the wave vectors of two in-
cident waves and the velocity vector of the target areu1 and
u2 , respectively. Scattered signals are received by transducer
3, whose beam axis is at angleu3 with the target velocity
vector.

The target is a nonlinear scatterer. It converts the spectra
of incident waves into scattered signal spectrum which con-
sists not only of the primary frequency components but also
of their second and higher harmonics and combination fre-
quency components. We restrict our consideration by includ-
ing only the quadratic nonlinearity of the target. For a static
target, the scattered spectrum includes the frequency compo-
nents ofv1 , v2 , 2v1 , 2v2 , v11v2 , andv12v2 .

The Doppler effect for sound scattering by a moving
target can be considered a two-stage process: the sound wave
reaches a moving scatterer and is then emitted into the
medium.2 If a target moves with a constant velocityvW , then
the frequencies of primary waves arriving at the target are

v1,2
~r !5v1,2S 12

v
c0

cosu1,2D . ~1!

The frequency of acoustic wave emitted from the moving
target into the medium in the direction of transducer 3 is

v1,2
~ l !5

v1,2
~r !

12~v/c0!cosu3
, ~2!

where the superscript~l! denotes the quantities for a linearly
scattered wave.

The same procedure can be used to obtain the Doppler
frequency shift for a nonlinear scattered wave. An interme-
diate stage must be added in this case. In this stage, the
frequencies of waves arriving at the target are changed into
the combination frequencies due to nonlinearity of the target.
Note that the second harmonic can be considered as the sum
frequency ifv15v2 . Therefore, for the most general case
the combination frequenciesv (r 6) generated at the target are
as follows:

v~r 6 !5v1
~r !6v2

~r ! , ~3!

where the plus and the minus signs in the superscript denote
the sum and the difference frequencies, respectively.

In the second stage of nonlinear scattering by the mov-
ing particle, we can use the same procedure as for the linear
case. From Eq.~2! the frequencies of waves emitted from the
target in the direction of transducer 3 are given as follows:

v3
~6 !5

v~r 6 !

12~v/c0!cosu3
. ~4!

With Eqs.~1! and ~2!, Eq. ~4! can be written as

v3
~6 !5

v1@12~v/c0!cosu1#6v2@12~v/c0!cosu2#

12~v/c0!cosu3

.~v16v2!

2
v
c0

@v1 cosu16v2 cosu22~v16v2!cosu3#.

~5!

Equation~5! describes the Doppler frequency shifts which
arise under the combination scattering of two primary waves
by a nonlinear target. The plus sign corresponds to the sum
frequency, and the minus sign corresponds to the difference
frequency received by transducer 3.

One can see from this equation that the resulting Dop-
pler frequency shift is derived from the Doppler frequency
shifts at the primary frequencies and also from the shift at the
combination frequency. For the important particular case of
collinear primary beams (u15u2), physical meaning for the
nonlinear Doppler effect is as follows: Doppler frequency
shifts at all nonlinear scattered frequencies~higher harmon-
ics or combination frequencies! are the same as for linear
scattering of those frequencies directly emitted by the trans-
ducer to the target. For example, Doppler shift for the second
harmonic backscattering can be described if we use the plus
sign in Eq. ~5! and setv15v25v, and u15u25u31p
5u:

v~2!52vS 12
2v
c0

cosu D .

II. DOPPLER EFFECT FOR THE DIFFERENCE
FREQUENCY SCATTERING

Consider the difference frequency scattering of two in-
cident waves on a nonlinear target. Taking the minus sign in
Eq. ~5! we find

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the nonlinear Doppler effect.
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v3
~2 !5~v12v2!

2
v
c0

@v1 cosu12v2cosu22~v12v2!cosu3#.

~6!

One of the most interesting cases takes place if the angle
between the beams of transducers 1 and 2 is not small. We
call this geometry the highly noncollinear primary beams. In
this case it can be seen that the Doppler frequency shifts for
two primary waves are not subtracted from each other but are
summed in the received wave at the difference frequency.
Then Doppler frequency shift due to the scatterer movement
relative to transducer 3 is small enough to be neglected if
uv12v2u!v1,2. Thus the Doppler frequency shift for the
difference frequency is the sum of frequency shifts produced
by each incident wave. For oppositely directed primary
beams withu15u21p, the Doppler shift is

v3
~2 !.~v12v2!2

v
c0

~v11v2!cosu1 . ~7!

In this case the Doppler frequency shift at the difference
frequency can be very large and even greater than the differ-
ence frequency between two primary waves.

It is worthwhile to compare the nonlinear Doppler fre-
quency shift with the linear one for difference frequency
scattering. The largest linear Doppler frequency effect occurs
for the backscattering geometry if the difference frequency is
directly emitted by transducer 1 to the target and received by
the same transducer. Then, the Doppler frequency shiftDv ( l )

is given as:

Dv~ l !52
2v
c0

~v12v2!cosu1 . ~8!

Comparing Eq.~8! with Eq. ~7! one may obtain

Dv3
~2 !

Dv~ l ! 5
1

2
•

v11v2

v12v2
@1. ~9!

Hence, the nonlinear Doppler effect at the difference fre-
quency becomes enormous for highly noncollinear primary
beams. This feature can be used in various applications.

III. BUBBLE FLOW MEASUREMENT WITH THE
DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY DOPPLER TECHNIQUE

Difference frequency scattering from bubbles can be
observed.12 If there is a flow in the medium, bubbles also
move with the flow. This allows nonlinear Doppler flow ve-
locity measurements in such media. The measurements were
carried out in a laboratory tank of size 91330345 cm3. The
measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2. Two high-frequency
primary beams were generated by two separate focused
transducers with resonance frequencies around 2.25 MHz.
Each transmitter of 2.54 cm diameter has a focal length of 10
cm and can produce acoustic pressure of 1.53105 Pa in the
focal area. One of the primary frequencies was kept constant
at 2.25 MHz, and the other was varied from 2.18 to 2.05
MHz. Therefore, the difference frequency could be varied
from 70 kHz to 200 kHz. This allowed us to measure the

acoustic responses of bubbles with different resonance fre-
quencies corresponding to bubble radii from 45 to 15mm.
The two primary beams interacted at their focal spots. The
angle between two beams also could be varied. The tube
radius R and the wall thickness were 5 mm and 0.5 mm,
respectively. The tube was put into the water tank so that the
intersection of primary beams was inside the tube. The
bubbles were created by an electrolysis method. An
electrolysis-type bubble maker consisting of several thin
wires was placed inside the tube upstream to the water
flow.12 It produced many small bubbles whose concentration
could be changed by changing the applied voltage. The water
flow speed was varied by an electric pump. The flow speed
was independently estimated by measuring the water flow
rate. The flow rateQ is measured by water volume passing
through the tube cross section in a unit time. The mean flow
speedVr over the tube cross section is described by

Vr5
Q

pR2 . ~10!

When the resonant bubbles pass through the interaction
region, they radiate acoustic waves at the difference fre-
quency. This wave is detected by a hydrophone placed out-
side the tube at a distance of 5 cm from the interaction re-
gion. In our experiments, the signal from the hydrophone
with a pre-amplifier was analyzed by a digital storage oscil-
loscope LeCroy 9310 M. Averaged spectra of the received
signals were obtained over the period of time of about 60 s.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results are presented in Figs. 3–6.
First, the response of pure water in the tube without bubbles
was measured. The averaged spectrum of the received signal
in the frequency range 119–122 kHz is plotted in Fig. 3
~curve ‘‘a’’ !. The difference between the frequencies of two
tranducers was 120 kHz. No peak response due to bubbles
was observed in this case.

When bubbles were affected by the input voltage of the
electrolysis bubble maker another situation was observed.
Bubbles are very adhesive to the plastic walls of the tube.
Even though the bubble maker was turned on only once for a
short period of time, many small bubbles were attached to

FIG. 2. A block diagram of the experimental setup for bubble flow mea-
surements by a nonlinear ultrasound Doppler technique.
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the tube walls. Since the attached bubbles were not in mo-
tion, bubbles whose eigenfrequencies were in resonance with
the difference frequency responded at the difference fre-
quency. The corresponding spectrum for the case when the
bubble maker is turned on and there is no water flow inside
the tube is curve ‘‘b’’ in Fig. 3.

Figure 3~c! was observed when both bubble maker and
water flow were turned on. It can be concluded from the
comparison of curves in Fig. 3 that the nonlinear response at
the difference frequency is due to the static resonant bubbles
attached to the walls in the interaction region while the Dop-
pler frequency shift is due to the resonant bubbles moving
with flow velocity.

From the nonlinear response spectrum of moving
bubbles the flow speedv can be calculated from Eq.~6!,
assuming (v12v2)!v1,2, as follows:

v5c0

v3
~2 !2~v12v2!

@v1 cosu12v2 cosu2#
'c0

v3
~2 !2~v12v2!

v1~cosu12cosu2!
.

~11!
The difference frequency spectra measured for the flow
speeds of 65 cm/s and 17.5 cm/s are depicted in Fig. 4,
respectively. In those cases the frequency differences be-
tween the waves radiated by two transducers were also 120
kHz. The nonlinear Doppler frequency shifts calculated from
the independently measured flow rate are shown as the ref-
erence above the maxima of the frequency spectra. They are
in good agreement with experimental observations.

The Doppler frequency spectra for two different incident
angle setups are depicted in Fig. 5. The ratio between Dop-
pler frequency shifts for these two cases can be found from
Eq. ~11!:

D f ~1!

D f ~2! 5
v1 cosu1

~1!2v2 cosu2
~1!

v1 cosu1
~2!2v2 cosu2

~2! . ~12!

FIG. 3. Difference frequency spectra of signals received by a hydrophone
from the interaction zone of two high-frequency beams. Difference fre-
quency: 120 kHz,u1595°, u2530°. ~a! No bubbles and no flow;~b! no
flow but bubbles attached to the tube walls; and~c! flow with bubbles at the
reference flow speed 65 cm/s.

FIG. 4. Difference frequency spectra of signals received by a hydrophone
from the interaction zone for different flow velocities. Difference frequency:
120 kHz,u1595°, u2530°. Reference flow velocities are~a! 65 cm/s, and
~b! 17.5 cm/s, respectively.

FIG. 5. Difference frequency spectra of signals received by a hydrophone
from the interaction zone for different incident angles between high-
frequency beams and flow direction in the tube. Reference flow velocity 65
cm/s. Angles:~a! u15120°, u2540°; ~b! u1595°, u2530°.

FIG. 6. Difference frequency spectra of signals received by a hydrophone
from the interaction zone for six difference frequencies. Reference flow
velocity 17.5 cm/s. The incident angles areu1595° andu2530°, respec-
tively. The zero value of the frequency axis corresponds to the difference
frequency values.
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For the case ofu1
(1)595°, u2

(1)530°, u1
(2)5120°, andu2

(2)

545° the frequency shift ratio isD f (1)/D f (2)'0.8, which is
close to the experimental value 1.1/1.2'0.9. This tends to
confirm that the observed frequency shift is caused by the
nonlinear Doppler effect.

The nonlinear Doppler frequency shift is almost inde-
pendent of the difference frequencies as described in Eqs.~6!
and ~7!. Such an effect is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where the
Doppler shift spectra are presented for six difference fre-
quencies, i.e., 70, 90, 120, 150, 170, and 200 kHz measured
for the flow speed 17.5 cm/s and the anglesu1595° and
u2530°. As shown in Fig. 6, the amplitude of bubble re-
sponse depends on the difference frequency. This is due to
bubble size distribution because only resonant bubbles re-
spond at the difference frequency. Doppler frequency shifts
in the measurements did not exceed 1% of bubble resonance
frequencies, which is much less than the relative resonance
curve width.2 Therefore, the Doppler frequency shift did not
influence the amplitude of bubble responses. It also demon-
strates the possibility of independent measurements of
bubble size distribution12 and bubble flow velocities.

Comparison of the Doppler measured speed with the
reference speed shows good agreement. However, one can
see some systematic excess of the measured Doppler speed
over the reference value. This excess seems to be reasonable.
The reference speed was estimated by water flux measure-
ments through the vessel, which gave an average flow veloc-
ity over the tube cross section. Thus the flow speed distribu-
tion across the vessel is related to the Doppler shift spectrum,
and can be measured with this technique.

In this paper the general configuration of the nonlinear
scattering of two acoustic waves of different frequencies by a
moving target was studied. With nearly collinear primary
beam geometry the nonlinear Doppler frequency shifts were
shown to be the same as the linear ones. The difference
frequency Doppler shift was found to be very large com-
pared to that from the linear scattering if the angle between
two primary beams is not small. Such an enormous Doppler
shift at the difference frequency was experimentally ob-
served with bubble flows. The difference frequency Doppler
technique of bubble flow velocity measurements can find
applications for pipelines or for blood vessels. Since it is
based on resonance nonlinear scattering of ultrasound waves,
this effect is very sensitive to bubble size. By sweeping the
frequency of one of the primary waves, one can measure
both the bubble size distribution and the bubble flow veloci-
ties.
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Experimental investigations of perforated liners with bias flow
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It has been found that the presence of a bias flow can enhance the low-frequency sound absorption
of a perforated liner. Therefore it is important to understand the acoustic characteristics of a liner
with bias flow for practical applications. This paper presents experimental investigations of the
acoustic properties of a perforated liner with bias flow. First, the experimental results show that the
presence of a bias flow markedly increases both the absorption coefficient and effective bandwidth
of a perforated liner. Second, it is shown in the present experiment that plate thickness has a major
influence on the acoustic properties of a liner with bias flow. A simple model is presented to
consider this behavior; the model gives good agreement with the measured data. Considering that
blowing and suction will have a different effect on the mean shear flow over the surface of a
perforated liner, comparative experimental results between blowing and suction are also included in
the present investigation. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04410-0#

PACS numbers: 43.28.Py, 43.50.Gf@LCS#

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a aperture radius
c sound speed
C complex Rayleigh conductivity
d spacing between apertures
i 5A21
I 1(x) modified Bessel function of the first kind
k 52p/l, sound wave number
K1(x) modified Bessel function of the second kind
l cavity depth
M average bias flow Mach number through aperture
n number of apertures per unit area
Q resonance parameter
r normalized specific acoustic resistance byrc
R reflection coefficient
S effective area of liner
Sc transverse area of cavity or cell
Sr Strouhal number

t plate thickness
U average bias flow speed through aperture
V cavity volume
x normalized specific acoustic reactance byrc
z normalized specific acoustic impedance byrc, z5r

1 ix.
a absorption coefficient
d 52Im(C/2a)
g 5Re(C/2a)
h 5(g2 id)21

l wavelength
m Sc /S, cell wall thickness parameter
n kinematic viscosity
r air density
s open area ratio
t plate thickness normalized bya
v angular frequency

INTRODUCTION

It is of interest that an aperture’s low-frequency acoustic
resistance will increase greatly when there is bias flow
through it. This physical process has been evaluated previ-
ously by Ingard and Ising.1 However, the mechanism of the
energy conversion had not been understood clearly until
Howe2 and Bechert3 explained it in detail in 1970s. They
showed that the increase of the aperture’s acoustic resistance
is due to the energy conversion between sound and vortices.
Based on this mechanism of the energy conversion, Howe2

presented an analytical model for the Rayleigh conductivity
of an aperture with a bias flow in an infinitely thin plate. The
model was afterward validated in the experiment presented
by Hughes and Dowling.4 One of the encouraging results of
Hughes and Dowling’s work shows that all the sound inci-
dent on a perforated liner with bias flow can be absorbed if
the flow speed and the geometry of the liner are chosen prop-

erly. Hughes and Dowling’s work makes evident the poten-
tial benefit of perforated liners with bias flow. However,
there are still some questions that need to be answered if we
wish to realize practical applications of this potential. First,
we believe that it is necessary to provide concrete experi-
mental evidence to show to what extent the efficiency of a
perforated liner can be increased by introducing a bias flow.
Second, although the acoustic properties of a perforated liner
with bias flow have fully been studied by Hughes and
Dowling4 on the hypothesis of infinitely thin perforated
plate, there is need for incorporating the effect of finite plate
thickness into a theoretical model since plate thickness is one
characteristics of a real liner structure. Finally, if we suppose
there is a mean shear flow over the surface of a liner, two
ways of introducing the flow—blowing and suction will have
a different influence on the mean flow boundary layer.
Whether or not blowing and suction affect the liner’s prop-
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erties in different ways is also of interest. In order to answer
these questions we carried out experimental investigations on
a perforated liner with bias flow. First, the results of the
comparison between a perforated liner without bias flow and
the same liner with bias flow show, as expected, that the
presence of a bias flow can increase greatly the efficiency of
the liner. In general, a perforated liner with larger diameter
apertures and a thinner plate tends to have a smaller absorp-
tion coefficient or effective bandwidth. It also creates manu-
facturing problems that considerably decrease the aperture
diameter. In practice, in order to improve the efficiency of a
perforated liner, porous materials are often used in the cavity
of a perforated liner. So the means of introducing a bias flow
through a liner provides an alternative of great potential to
achieve the same goal. Second, a simple model is presented
to describe the effect of plate thickness, which has a marked
influence on the acoustic impedance of the liner as shown by
experimental data. Furthermore, based on our experiment
data, blowing and suction have the same influence on the
acoustic behavior of a perforated liner when there is no shear
flow over its surface.

I. BASIC MODELS

A. Acoustic properties of an aperture with bias flow

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a circular aperture of radiusa is
in an infinitely thin rigid plate, and there is a mean flow of
high Reynolds number—low Mach number through the ap-
erture. When a sinusoidal pressure variation appears on one
side of the plate, the effect of viscosity leads to the produc-
tion of unsteady vortices shedding from the rim of the aper-

ture and the unsteady vortices are assumed to convect down-
stream at the average flow speedU through the aperture. In
this process, the acoustic energy is converted into the energy
of the vortex formation. This mechanism of the energy con-
version accounts for the increase of the acoustic resistance of
the aperture as the bias flow velocity increases. Howe2 de-
veloped a model to solve the complex Rayleigh conductivity
C of the aperture, which is expressed as below, according to
Ref. 2,

C52a~g2d i !, ~1!

whereg, d are functions of Strouhal numberSr5va/U,

g5
I 1

2~Sr !~111/Sr !1~4/p2!exp~2Sr !cosh~Sr !K1
2~Sr !@sinh~Sr !2sinh~Sr !#/Sr

I 1
2~Sr !1~4/p2!exp~2Sr !cosh2~S4!K1

2~Sr !
,

d5
~2/pSr !I 1~Sr !K1~Sr !exp~2Sr !

I 1
2~Sr !1~4/p2!exp~2Sr !cosh2~Sr !K1~Sr !

.

The normalized specific acoustic impedanceze of the aper-
ture can be derived from the Rayleigh conductivity,

ze5
pkad

2~g21d2!
2 i

pkag

2~g21d2!
. ~2!

On the condition that the rigid plate is of finite thickness, the
total acoustic impedance of the aperture must include the
effect of finite plate thickness. When there is no mean flow,
the normalized specific acoustic impedancezi for a single
tube with radiusa(m).0.01/Af is given by Beranek,5

zi5
A2nvt

ca
2 i

vt

c
, ~3!

wheret is the length of the tube. When there is a bias flow, in
order to take the effect of finite plate thickness into account,
a hypothesis is made that the total acoustic impedance is the

sum of the thickness termzi and the end correctionze . For
most practical applications, the plate thicknesst is small or
not large compared to the aperture radiusa. On such a con-
dition, the viscous resistance term ofzi is insignificant com-
pared to the resistance term ofze resulting from the bias flow
at low frequency. Then the total normalized specific acoustic
impedanceza of an aperture is approximately given by

za5
pkad

2~g21d2!
2 i F pkag

2~g21d2!
1ktG . ~4!

B. Reflection coefficient of a perforated liner with
bias flow

The geometrical arrangement of a perforated liner with
bias flow is illustrated in Fig. 2. The apertures in the perfo-
rated plate are well separated. For a low-frequency incident

FIG. 1. An aperture with a bias flow in an infinitely thin plate. The shed
vortices are assumed to convect at the average flow speedU through the
aperture.
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sound wave the wavelength greatly exceeds the cavity depth
and the spacing between the apertures. So the following con-
dition is satisfied:

a, t!d, l !l. ~5!

Consider a small portion of the perforated liner which is
tested on the present experimental setup, as illustrated in Fig.
3. The experimental setup will be introduced in detail in the
next section. Under the condition of Eq.~5! we employ an
electro-acoustic analogy method to calculate the liner’s re-
flection coefficient. The liner can be regarded asnSparallel
apertures of impedanceza in series with the cavity volume
V. Then, the normalized specific acoustic impedancez of the
liner is

z5za /s1 i /mkl, ~6!

wheres5npa2 andm5Sc /S. For a normal-incident sound,
the reflection coefficientR is related to the normalized spe-
cific acoustic impedancez through

R5
z21

z11
. ~7!

On substituting Eq.~6! into Eq. ~7!, and rearranging the re-
sulting expression, the reflection coefficientR is obtained,

R5
Qh1~2/p!Qt2 imkl21

Qh1~2/p!Qt1 imkl21
, ~8!

whereh5(g2 id)21, andQ is given by

Q5
p

2
~mkl !2~a/m ls!. ~9!

Q is the ‘‘resonance parameter’’ defined by Hughes and
Dowling.4 The introduction ofQ shows that the reflection
coefficientR depends on a certain combination of the geo-
metrical parameters,m ls/a. Equation~8! shows that the re-
flection coefficient of the liner can be expressed as a function
of four nondimensional parameters: the resonance parameter
Q, the Helmholtz numbermkl, the Strouhal numberSr , and
the normalized thicknesst. It should be mentioned that, al-
though parameterm is introduced in consideration of the
structure of the present experimental setup, it is useful in
considering the cell wall thickness characteristic of a perfo-
rated liner in practice. As shown in Fig. 4, if the cell wall is
of finite thickness, the cavity depthl has to be modified asm l
where the parameterm5Sc /S is referred to as the cell wall
thickness parameter in this paper. When a perforated liner is
infinitely extended and the cell wall thickness is ignored,m is
equal to unity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the present experiment, we use a two-microphone
method developed by Johnson and Schmidt6 to test the prop-
erties of a perforated liner with bias flow. The experimental
setup is illustrated in Fig. 5. The impedance tube is a rectan-
gular pipe of 100 mm3100 mm cross-section. The first cut-
off frequency of the tube is 1.7 kHz. Two microphones are
mounted flush with the inner surface of the impedance tube.
At one end of the impedance tube is the sound source, which
consists of four loudspeakers; at the other end are the test
liner and cavity. The cross section of the cavity is a
120 mm3120 mm square. It is connected to the end of the
impedance tube and can be moved along the axis of the tube

FIG. 2. The geometry of a perforated liner with bias flow. The apertures are
in a square array or 60° stagger pattern, and the spacing between the aper-
tures isd.

FIG. 3. The structure of the test liner at one end of the impedance tube.Sc

is the cross area of the cavity, andS is the effective area of the liner. The
total number of the apertures in the perforated plate isnS. p̃i , p̃r indicate
separately the incident sound and reflected sound.

FIG. 4. The cellular structure of a perforated liner in practical use. The cross
areaSc of the cell is less than the effective areaSof the liner for one cell due
to the effect of the cell wall thickness.
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continuously. The reflection coefficient of the cavity bottom
is unity. There are four inlet tubes of 4 mm inner diameter
into the cavity through which steady, but adjustable airflow
is introduced. As illustrated in Fig. 5, this airflow is intro-
duced in two different ways—blowing and suction. In the
blowing process, the airflow produced by an air pump goes
through the perforated plate and the impedance tube, then
flows into the air at the end of the loudspeakers. In the suc-
tion process, the airflow is sucked into the impedance tube,
and goes through the perforated plate, then is expelled into
the air by a vacuum pump. The airflow is metered by a flow
meter. In the present experiment we select three different
perforated plates to test the properties of the perforated liners
with bias flow. For all the perforated plates the apertures are
arranged in square arrays. The geometrical parameters of the
test perforated plates are shown in Table I. The sound pres-
sure level in the impedance tube is kept within the range
90–125 dB. Over this range it has been checked that the
measured acoustic properties are independent of the SPL.

III. THE ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

A sound wave is normally incident on a perforated liner
with bias flow in the impedance tube. The normalized spe-
cific acoustic impedancez of the liner is calculated from Eq.
~7! and Eq.~8!. The normalized specific acoustic impedance
zhas a real part, the normalized specific acoustic resistancer,
and an imaginary part, the normalized acoustic reactancex.
The absorption coefficienta can be expressed in terms of the
reflection coefficientR,

a512uRu2. ~10!

In practice, we are concerned with how the acoustic
properties of a liner vary with the bias flow speed, so the
impedancez is calculated as a function of the bias flow Mach
number instead of the Strouhal number. The Mach number
M is related to the Strouhal numberSr as follows:

Sr5@~2/p!~mIs/a!Q#1/2~m l /a!21M 21. ~11!

In this section, the experimental and theoretical results are
presented using the resonance parameterQ, the Mach num-
ber M, and the combinations of the geometrical parameters:
m ls/a, m l /a, andt.

A. Acoustic properties of a perforated liner with bias
flow

In Fig. 6, the acoustic properties are plotted as functions
of the Mach numberM. It is shown that resistancer propor-
tionally increases as the Mach numberM is increased while
reactancex remains almost unchanged. In Fig. 7, the acoustic
properties are plotted as a function of the resonance param-
eterQ while keeping the Mach number equal to 0.0141. As
shown in the figure, the maximum absorption coefficient
nearly reaches unity. This result reconfirms the conclusion
made by Hughes and Dowling4 that all the incident sound
can be absorbed for certain combinations of the geometrical
parameters and the bias flow speed. As we know, a perfo-
rated liner with larger diameter apertures and smaller plate
thickness tends to have a smaller absorption coefficient or
effective bandwidth in the absence of a bias flow. In Fig. 8,
the acoustic properties of a perforated liner without bias flow
are compared with that of the same liner with bias flow. The
comparative results show that the absorption coefficient of
the perforated liner with bias flow is much higher than that of
the same liner without bias flow over the range fromQ
50.24 to 5.16~correspondingly fromf 5300 Hz to 1400
Hz!, and the absorption bandwidth of the former is also
much greater than the latter. In Fig. 8~a!, the maximum ab-

FIG. 5. Schematic of the present ex-
perimental setup. The solid lines and
arrows indicate the path of the blow-
ing air flow, and the dashed lines and
arrows indicate the path of the suction
air flow.

TABLE I. The geometrical parameters of the test perforated plates.

a ~mm! d ~mm! t ~mm! s ~%!

No. 1 1.5 17 0.2 2.54
No. 2 1.0 13 0.2 2.01
No. 3 1.5 17 2.0 2.54
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sorption coefficient increases from 0.71 to 1.0. The improve-
ment of the acoustic performance of the liner results from the
increase of its resistance; as shown in Fig. 8~b!, the normal-
ized specific acoustic resistance approaches a value of 1.0 in
the presence of a bias flow. From the above analysis, we can

see that the means of introducing a bias flow is of great
potential to increase the efficiency of a perforated liner.

Figure 9 shows the comparative results between the
acoustic properties of perforated plate No. 1 and No. 3 with

FIG. 6. The acoustic properties as a function of the Mach numberM for
perforated plate No. 2 with a cavity ofl 560 mm. m ls/a51.74, m l /a
584.0, t50.2; Q51.0. In Figs. 6–10,a is the absorption coefficient and
z5r 1 ix is the normalized specific acoustic impedance.

FIG. 7. The acoustic properties as a function of the resonance parameterQ
for perforated plate No. 2 with a cavity ofl 520 mm. m ls/a50.579,
m l /a528.0,t50.2; M50.0141.

FIG. 8. The comparison between the perforated liner with and without bias
flow. The acoustic properties are plotted as a function of the resonance
parameterQ for perforated plate No. 1 with a cavity ofl 560 mm. m ls/a
51.46,m l /a556.0; M50.0143.

FIG. 9. The comparison between the perforated liners of two different plate
thickness,t50.133 andt51.33. The acoustic properties are plotted as a
function of the resonance parameterQ for perforated plate No. 1 or No. 3
with a cavity of l 520 mm. m ls/a50.488,m l /a518.7; M50.0160.
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a cavity of l 520 mm. All the geometrical parameters of the
two perforated plates are the same except the plate thickness.
The normalized plate thickness of perforated plate No. 1 and
No. 3 are separately 0.133 and 1.33. The bias flow Mach
number is also the same for the two liners, that isM
50.0160. Figure 9~a! shows that plate thickness has a
marked influence on the resonance frequency. The change of
the resonant frequency results from the effect of plate thick-
ness on the acoustic reactance, as shown by Fig. 9~b!. Figure
9 also shows that Eq.~8! gives good prediction to the effect
of the plate thickness on the acoustic properties of a perfo-
rated liner with bias flow.

In this section, experimental data are presented to com-
pare with the theoretical predictions that include the effect of
finite plate thickness on the acoustic properties of a liner
with bias flow. Generally speaking, as shown in Figs. 6–9,
the experimental results are in good agreement with the the-
oretical results.

B. Comparison between blowing and suction

The comparative results between blowing and suction
for perforated plate No. 1 with a cavity ofl 560 mm are
given in Fig. 10. We can see that the data for the blowing
experiment agree very well with that for the suction experi-
ment. Therefore blowing and suction affect the acoustic
properties of the liner in the same way when there is no mean
shear flow over its surface; that is, the case in the present
experiment. However, further investigation is needed to gen-
eralize the present conclusion to the situation where there is
a shear flow over the liner surface.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

~1! The presence of a bias flow can markedly increase
both the absorption coefficient and effective absorption
bandwidth of a perforated liner. Its absorption coefficient can
reach 1.0 provided the bias flow speed and the geometrical
parameters are chosen properly. The increase of the absorp-
tion coefficient and effective bandwidth results from the in-
crease of the acoustic resistance in the presence of a bias
flow. When the bias flow speed increases, the acoustic resis-
tance of the liner linearly goes up, while the change of the
reactance is slight.

~2! The experimental results show that, as expected,
plate thickness has a major influence on the acoustic proper-
ties of a perforated liner with bias flow. In practice, a finite
plate thickness will change the acoustic reactance, thus the
resonant frequency of the liner. A simple model is presented
to predict this behavior, and it gives good agreement with the
measured data.

~3! For the condition where there is no mean shear flow
over the surface of a liner, two ways of introducing air
flow—blowing and suction will affect the properties of the
liner in the same way.
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The robustness of a ray travel-time approach is studied using simulated data in both shallow waters
and Arctic oceans. Effects of travel-time measurement error, sound speed profile mismatch, and
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INTRODUCTION

Parameter inversion in oceans is a very difficult task due
to three major challenges: the temporal and spatial varying
features, the unavoidable model mismatch, and the enormous
number of unknowns.1–4 To remedy these difficulties, a ray
travel-time inversion approach has been developed5 to simul-
taneously localize the source, calibrate the array position,
and characterize environmental parameters such as sound
speed profiles~in both water column and sediment!, bathym-
etry, etc. The inversion procedure of this powerful approach
is briefly summarized below.

The first step is to choose nominal values of the impor-
tant environment and system parameters. These values can
be provided by other measurements, by previous inversion
results, or by an educated guess. The second step is to sort
out some ray arrivals and to determine their arrival timesTi j

~which denotes the measured travel time of thei th ray arriv-
ing at thej th receiver!. The ray travel times obtained in this
step will serve as the reference for estimating the unknowns.
For broadband data, early ray arrivals are separated in time
already and, therefore, the travel times and arrival angles can
be easily obtained by calculating the correlations between
ray arrivals. In a narrow-band case, spectrum estimation ap-
proaches can be employed to find the direction and travel
times of arrivals. The third step is to give an initial estimate
of the source location. A good candidate to provide the initial
source location is the back-propagating ray approach6 which
exploits both the temporal and spatial characteristics of ray
arrivals to remove localization ambiguity. The fourth step is
to compute travel times of the corresponding rays~denoted
by t i j ! by using a ray tracing approach. The fifth step is to
compare the simulated travel times from step 4 with the ob-
served travel times obtained from step 2 and, then, determine
a new model using a parameter optimization scheme. The
iteration between steps 4 and 5 stops when the cost function
D5S i j uTi j 2t i j u ~misfit between simulated and measured
travel times! converges. When the number of unknowns is
not small, the computation required by a brute force search
for the global minimum becomes prohibitive, and some
kinds of directed search are needed. If the initial starting
point is fairly close to the optimum solution, the classical

gradient search method would be a likely technique. It might
be coupled with some repetitive randomization of the initial-
ization in order to find all local minima in the vicinity of the
global minimum. The global minimum could then be found
by searching over the small set of resulting local minima. If
the initial starting point is far away from the optimum, a
genetic approach7 is very promising because of its random-
ized update process which serves to effectively avoid many
traps associated with local minima.

There are two key elements in the proposed inversion
approach: travel times and ray propagators. The reasons for
focusing only on travel times are;~1! noise tolerance may be
enhanced and the sensitivity to the environment model mis-
match may be reduced by neglecting amplitude information;
~2! phase ambiguity is eliminated by employing the group
delay of arriving wave packets; and~3! travel times are
pseudo-linear functions of sound speed profiles of the me-
dium. The reasons for using the ray model to interpret ex-
perimental data are listed as follows:

~1! Ray tracing is very simple and efficient.
~2! Rays are nondispersive in lossless media and their travel

times can be obtained at a single frequency even for
broadband signals.

~3! Full-wave matched field processing is not required.
~4! Ray approach is very flexible. It works in range-

dependent environments. It can also adapt to various sig-
nal scenario~narrow-or broadband, deterministic or ran-
dom, etc.!.

~5! Rays characterize only local properties of the environ-
ment. The required knowledge about the global environ-
ment is therefore minimized.

~6! Ray travel times are linked directly to local unknowns.
Thus, most unknowns can be searched for sequentially.

~7! Bad rays can be excluded from the inversion process.
Thus noise tolerance can be improved by a proper selec-
tion of rays.

Using both simulation and experiment data, preliminary
numerical studies5 have shown that the algorithm is indeed
extremely efficient. It is suitable for real time operation to
adapt in the face of changing environments and changing
system requirements. The algorithm seems to be insensitive
to the model mismatch and to yield rather accurate resultsa!Electronic mail: itailu@rama.poly.edu
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when the number of unknowns is small. However, several
important questions remain unanswered. When the number
of unknowns is not small, different sound speed profile
~SSP! or system models and different initial values of the
unknown parameters may lead to different final results. If so,
how can one know which result to be trusted? The cost func-
tions ~travel-time misfitD’s! derived in these different situ-
ations are also different. It is unclear what contributes to
largerD’s for some cases. Is it due to the travel time detec-
tion errors in experiment, or due to the inaccurate SSP mod-
els used in inversion? Does a small costD always correspond
to a better~more accurate! estimated result? Can the costD
be further reduced by the inversion process in which SSP
and system parameters are simultaneously searched? What is
the practical parametrization of SSP? In this paper, we will
address these issues by studying the robustness of the ray
travel time inversion approach in details.

In Sec. I, the effects of travel time measurement error or
sound speed profile~SSP! mismatch on the accuracy of the
inversion scheme are discussed using a shallow water ex-
ample. In Sec. II, the approach is employed to characterize
the SSP and the source/array arrangement simultaneously.
The resolution of SSP as a function of travel time measure-
ment error is studied. Both a piecewise linear model and an
empirical orthogonal functions~EOF! model are employed to
describe the SSP of the shallow water. In Sec. III, the effects
of mismatch of source location or array arrangement on the
accuracy of the inversion scheme are discussed using the
same shallow water example. To further test the robustness
of this approach, the approach is employed to analyze the
Arctic ocean data. Simulated data are first analyzed in Sec.
IV and the first and second SUS shots of ICESHELF-89 data
are then studied in Sec. V. Conclusions are made in Sec. VI.

The ICESHELF-89 experiment took place in the Lincoln
Sea North of Ellesmere Island. The first SUS shot data has
been employed to estimate the location of the source and the
position of array.5,8 In Ref. 8, a modal approach was em-
ployed and range independency is assumed. However, using
the estimated values derived from Ref. 8, the costD was
found to be as high as 7.87 ms.5 Thus, the ray travel-time
inversion approach was employed in Ref. 5 to reduce the
costD. Based on several~different! SSP models, the costD
was reduced to be around 1.3 ms in Ref. 5. However, we did
not know which set of the estimated results should be used.
In Sec. V, the first shot data will be analyzed again based on
the new lessons learned from the robustness study in Secs.
I–IV. Here, SSP and system parameters will be simulta-
neously adjusted to further reduce the costD. We will also
analyze the second shot data where the environment is no
longer range independent.

I. SSP MISMATCH AND TRAVEL-TIME
MEASUREMENT ERROR

In this section, effects of measurement errors of ray
travel times and sound speed profiles on accuracy of the
proposed ray inversion approach are studied. Consider an
impulse source and a receiving array of 11 elements in shal-
low water. The arrangement of the source and the receiver
array is shown in Fig. 1~a!. In numerical simulation, the wa-

ter depthzb is chosen to be 155 m. The true SSPs in water
column and in sediment are shown by the thick-dashed lines
in Fig. 1~b! and ~c!, respectively. The array depthd is 5 m,
the array tilta is 0.6 degrees, and the separationL between
adjacent array elements is 15 m. The source depthzs is 51 m,
and the distancexs between source and the receiving array is
650 m. During the parameter inversion process, the SSP in
water column is assumed known~although inaccurately!. In
addition, there also exist some randomly generated measure-
ment errors of travel times. The inaccurate SSP and the mea-
sured travel times will be used to search for the source loca-
tion (xs ,zs), the array parameters~a, d!, the bottom depth
zb , and the sediment SSP. The characterization of SSP in
water column will be discussed in the next section.

Let i 51,...,7 denote the bottom refracted ray, the head

FIG. 1. ~a! The arrangement of source and receiver array. The array hasN
hydrophones atL meters spacing. The array tilt is denoted bya, and the
distance between the top hydrophone and the water surface along the array
tilting direction is denoted byd. The source depth, source range, and water
depth are denoted byzs , xs , andzb , respectively.~b! Four shallow water
SSP models used for parameter inversion. The results using these four mod-
els ~represented by solid, chain-dotted, dashed, and dotted lines! are sum-
marized in Table I. The thick dashed line denotes the true SSP.~c! The four
estimated SSP’s in the sediment corresponding respectively to the four SSP
models in~b!. The thick dashed line denotes the true SSP.
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wave, the direct ray, the two once-reflected rays, and the two
twice-reflected rays, respectively~see Fig. 2 in Ref. 5!. These
seven rays are the first seven ray arrivals. The ‘‘measured’’
travel timesTi j of the i th ray, i 51,...,7, at thej th receiver,
j 51,...,11, are generated in the following way. At first, the
true travel timest i j of the i th rays arriving at thej th receiver
are computed by a ray tracing code5 using the true SSP,
source location, and array parameters. Second, positive ran-
dom numbersd i j , for every ij , with a fixed mean value de-
noted byd, are generated. Finally, eitherd i j or 2d i j ~se-
lected randomly! is added to the corresponding true travel
timest i j . The resulted travel times$Ti j 5t i j 1d i j or t i j 2d i j %
are considered as the measured data which will be used to
search for system and environmental parameters. Note that
the random numbers$d i j % simulate the measurement errors
of the travel times due to noise, numerical errors, and other
possible experimental errors.

In numerical simulations, four values ofd ~0, 0.5, 1, 2
ms! and four inaccurate SSP models are employed for simu-
lations. Figure 1~b! shows the true SSP~in thick-dashed
curve! and the four inaccurate SSP’s. As mentioned earlier,
the true SSP is used to generate the measured ray travel
times. The four inaccurate SSP’s are arbitrarily chosen. They
are somewhat different from the true SSP. They serve as the
nominal models and will be employed for parameter inver-
sion.

Consider first the inversion of five system parameters
(xs , zs , a, d, andzb! using measurement data of the direct
ray, the two once-reflected rays, and the two twice-reflected
rays. Their final estimated results for the above-mentioned
four d’s and the four SSP’s are summarized in Table I. For
references, initial estimates, true values, and maximum esti-
mated errors of the five parameters are listed in the second to

the fourth rows, respectively. A symbol* is put next to the
worst estimate of each parameter. This worst estimate is used
to calculate the maximum error. The cost termD is the av-
erage mismatch between the measured data (Ti j ) and the
simulated data (t i j ). In other words,D is the average of the
difference,uTi j 2t i j u, over all indexesij . In each case, the
simulated data (t i j ) is calculated using the estimated param-
eter values and the corresponding inaccurate SSP andd.

Using the initial inaccurate estimates in the second row
of Table I, the costD is larger than 6.5 ms for each case. It is
greatly reduced after the inversion process converges. For
d50, the estimated result using the thin-dashed SSP model
has the minimumD ~0.716 ms! because, among the four
estimated SSP’s, the thin-dashed SSP is closest to the true
SSP @see Fig. 1~b!#. The estimated result using the dotted
SSP has the maximumD ~0.835 ms! because the dotted SSP
has the largest deviation from the true SSP. Asd increases,D
increases. TheD is around 1.6 ms whend is 2 ms. Although
a smallerD usually assumes a better estimation accuracy for
most parameters~especially when the travel time errord is
small!, it does not generally guarantee a better estimation
accuracy for every parameter~for example, see the array tilt
a in Table I!. This phenomenon is quite common in multi-
parameter estimation problems where the best match for
most parameters is not necessary the best match for a certain
parameter. The primary source of the costD in the inversion
results is due to the mismatch of SSP when travel-time de-
tection errord is small. Asd increases beyond a threshold
value ~approximately equal to 0.9 ms in this example!, the
primary source ofD is then dominated by the travel time
detection errord where the mismatch of SSP becomes less
significant. It is interesting to see thatD is smaller thand
when d is large ~see Table I withd52 ms!. In this case,

TABLE I. Estimated results of a shallow water example using the four inaccurate SSP’s shown in Fig. 1~b!.
These SSP’s are fixed during the inversion process. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of each
parameter, with which the maximum error is calculated.

d ~ms! xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) D ~ms!

Initial 2550 41.0 1.75 8 165 .6.5
True 2650 51 0.6 5 155 0
Maximum
error

45 1.5 0.76 3.0 5.3

Solid 0 2649.6 50.50 0.6230 4.682 154.1 0.786
0.5 2642.7 50.47 0.4797 4.170 153.4 0.826
1 2631.5 50.37 0.2662 3.359 152.2 1.025
2 2615.0 50.29 20.0934 2.134 150.6 1.630

Chain-
dotted

0 2640.4 52.11 0.8778 5.880 154.8 0.735
0.5 2634.1 52.09 0.7512 5.409 154.1 0.790
1 2623.2 52.00 0.5604 4.630 153.0 0.986
2 2605* 51.77 0.3145 3.239 150.8 1.585

Dashed 0 2651.9 50.55 0.4448 4.439 155.5 0.716
0.5 2644.3 50.51 0.3224 3.934 154.7 0.778
1 2633.7 50.47 0.1392 3.208 153.5 0.986
2 2615.5 50.38 20.166* 1.982* 151.6 1.602

Dotted 0 2647.2 52.5* 0.9899 6.264 153.3 0.835
0.5 2640.7 52.44 0.8806 5.778 152.6 0.865
1 2630.2 52.36 0.7180 5.002 151.4 1.039
2 2614.4 52.29 0.4452 3.822 149.7* 1.628
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further reduction ofD is meaningless. Generally speaking,
the accuracy of the estimated parameters deteriorates as the
travel time detection errord increases, and better match on
the SSP model yields better accuracy in the estimated results.
However, from these numerical results, the algorithm seems
rather insensitive to small SSP mismatches~less than 40
m/s!. This observation will be further examined in the next
section.

After determining the source and array parameters, head
wave and bottom refracted wave are used to determine the
SSP in sediment. The result is shown in Fig. 1~c!. The thick-
dashed cure is the true SSP in the bottom. The four estimated
results are corresponding to the four SSP models in Fig. 1~b!.
The thin-dashed curve has the best estimation accuracy in the
bottom since the thin-dashed SSP in the water is closer than
others to the true one@see Fig. 1~b!#. Here, the measurement
error d51 ms.

II. INVERSION OF SSP IN SHALLOW WATER

Section I has shown that the ray travel-time inversion
algorithm is insensitive to small SSP mismatches. It is good
when one is not interested in estimating the SSP. However, it
sounds very bad if one is interested in characterizing the SSP
accurately using the ray travel-time approach. In this section,
the SSP and relevant system parameters will be simulta-
neously characterized. Two piecewise linear models~cases 1
and 2! and two EOF models~cases 3 and 4! are employed in
this simulation. Using the same shallow water example used
in the previous section, Table II shows the estimated system

parameter results for fourd values~0, 0.5, 1, 2 ms!, and Fig.
2 shows the worst case results of the estimated SSP when
d52 ms.

As in Table I, the initial estimates, true values, and
maximum estimated errors of unknown parameters are listed
for references in the second to the fourth rows, respectively,
of Table II. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of
each parameter in Table II. For small measurement errord ’s,
one can achieve very small costD’s ~e.g., 0.048 ms in case 4!
by simultaneously characterizing the SSP and other system
parameters. A smaller costD usually represents a better set
of parameter estimations. For large measurement errord ’s
~e.g.,d52 ms!, a smaller costD does not usually represents
a better set of parameter estimations. Comparing the results
listed in Tables I and II, one observes that simultaneous char-
acterization of the SSP and system parameters~Table II!
does not always yield a better set of system parameter esti-
mates than characterization of system parameter with a fixed
SSP~Table I!. This observation is generally true if the SSP
model employed in the latter process is reasonable close to
the true SSP~say within an error of 40 m/s!.

The worst estimated SSP results for the four cases with
d52 ms are shown in Fig. 2. The thick-dashed curve is the
true SSP. The solid, thin-line dashed, chain-dotted, dotted,
and chain-dashed are the SSP curves obtained from the ze-
roth through fourth iterations in the inversion process. For
case 1, the true SSP is used as the initial estimate, and the
sound speeds at depths 30, 40, and 100 m are allowed to vary
during the inversion process. The SSP estimations are quite

TABLE II. Estimated results of a shallow water example where the SSP and other system parameters are
characterized simultaneously. In case 1, a piecewise linear model where the sound speeds at nodes with depths
30, 40 and 100 m are allowed to vary. In case 2, a piecewise linear model where the sound speeds at surface,
depth 40 m, and bottom are allowed to vary. In case 3 and 4, an EOF model with three coefficients is employed,
but the sound speeds are only specified at surface, depth 40 m, and bottom in case 4. The four estimated SSP’s
with d52 ms of cases 1–4, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of
each parameter. The symbol # denotes the case with wrong results whose values are not used to calculate the
maximum error.

d ~ms! xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) D ~ms!

Initial 2550 41.0 1.75 8 165 .6.5
True 2650 51 0.6 5 155 0
Maximum
error

46 2.2 0.44 1.9 4.5

Case 1 0 2649.8 51.03 0.6129 5.018 155.0 0.666
0.5 2644.3 51.10 0.5317 4.609 154.4 0.734
1 2637.7 51.23 0.4161 4.060 153.6 0.931
2 2629.2 51.31 0.158* 3.070* 152.5 1.585

Case 2 0 2631.0 51.01 0.6268 5.069 154.9 0.722
0.5 2696* 51.46 0.5611 4.960 154.6 0.738
1 2896# 52.10 0.4635 4.850 154.3 0.901
2 21091# 53.2* 0.2133 4.706 156.8 0.165

Case 3 0 2658.6 51.24 0.6001 5.040 154.4 0.094
0.5 2652.9 51.39 0.5190 4.702 153.8 0.307
1 2641.6 51.61 0.4191 4.177 152.7 0.738
2 2610.0 52.05 0.2142 3.645 150.5* 1.255

Case 4 0 2632.8 50.83 0.6445 4.897 154.6 0.048
0.5 2606.6 51.04 0.5715 4.654 154.0 0.292
1 2552# 51.33 0.4169 4.266 152.9 0.698
2 2631.2 51.70 0.1708 3.360 151.8 1.470
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accurate ford<1 ms using this model, which are not shown
here. Whend52 ms, the estimated sound speeds at 30 and
100 m are 30 m/s lower than the true values@see Fig. 2~a!#
disregarding that the initial estimate is the true SSP. This
error is primarily induced from the travel-time measurement
error. For case 2, the slopes of the initial SSP estimate are
inaccurate, and sound speeds at the water surface, 40-m
depth, and the bottom are allowed to vary during the inver-
sion process. Whend52 ms, the slopes of the estimated SSP
are recovered. However, the entire sound speed curve has a
shift of approximately 100 m/s. The error~shift! in sound
speed is ‘‘compensated’’ by the error of the estimated range
xs ~see Table II; the values are denoted by #!. This feature is
also observed whend51 ms. Note that the values denoted
by # are not used to calculate the maximum error in Table II.
For case 3, an EOF model is employed to describe the SSP.
Note that the mean SSP of this EOF model@the solid line in
Fig. 2~c!# is purposely chosen to be very different from the
true SSP@the thick-dashed curve in Fig. 2~c!#. The estimated
SSP withd52 ms is shown in Fig. 2~c!. It is interesting to
see that the estimated curve is closer to the true one than the
initial estimate. It is also remarkable that the estimated
source and array parameters are still in good accuracy even
when a poor initial estimate of SSP is used. For case 4, a
combination of the EOF model and the piecewise linear ap-
proach is employed. The same EOF model as used in case 3
is employed during the inversion process to determine the
sound speeds at the surface, the 40-m depth, and the bottom.
A piecewise linear SSP model is then constructed using the

sound speeds at these three depths. The estimated SSP in
Fig. 2~d! is similar to the result in Fig. 2~b!. The slopes of the
SSP curve at various depths are estimated properly, but the
mean of SSP has a shift of approximately 100 m/s. The es-
timated system parameters seem more accurate than those for
case 2~but worse than those for case 1!.

Intuitively, piecewise linear SSP models should be used
in shallow waters for SSP characterization. However, it is
difficult to get the break points accurately in inversion. Con-
cluded from Fig. 2, we find that EOF models are usually
more convenient than the piecewise linear models even in
shallow waters. It is because, with the same number of un-
knowns, an EOF model allow variations of SSP at more
depths and is able to adapt to random travel-time measure-
ment errors better. For both piecewise linear and EOF mod-
els, the slopes of SSP can be estimated quite accurately~see
cases 2 and 4! when the depth of the break point of the SSP
~i.e., 40 m! is properly modeled. However, the mean value of
SSP is off quite a bit when the travel time measurement error
d is large. In such situations, the estimated system param-
eters could become vary inaccurate. It is due to the fact that
both SSP andxs drift away from their true values in opposite
directions, and their effects on the cost termD compensate
each other. One way to prevent this drifting is to put some
proper constraints on the SSP orxs . The other way is to
increase the number of break points of the SSP models~see
cases 1 and 3!. The perturbations of the resultant SSPs at
break points in Fig. 2~a! and ~c! are within the range of 40
m/s. They serve to compensate the travel-time measurement
errors and prevent the drifting. When the general character-
istics of SSP are roughly known and when the measurement
errord is small, relevant system parameters can be estimated
with good accuracy. However, the accuracy of these system

FIG. 2. The four estimated SSP’s withd52 ms for the four cases in Table
II, respectively. The thick-line dashed curve is the true SSP. The solid,
thin-line dashed, chain-dotted, dotted, and chain-dashed are the SSP curves
obtained from the first through fifth iterations.~a! A piecewise linear model
where the sound speeds at nodes with depths 30, 40, and 100 m are allowed
to vary. ~b! A piecewise linear model where the sound speeds at surface,
depth 40 m, and bottom are allowed to vary.~c! An EOF model with three
coefficients.~d! An EOF model with three coefficients, but the sound speeds
are only specified at surface, depth 40 m, and bottom.

FIG. 3. Estimated SSP withd51 ms anddxs515 m. Other estimated pa-
rameters are shown in Table III.

FIG. 4. Estimated SSP withd51 ms anddzs56 m. Other estimated pa-
rameters are shown in Table IV.
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parameters does not always gain further improvements by
allowing the SSP to be modified simultaneously during the
inversion process. In fact, the accuracy of each parameter is
limited by the travel time measurement errord. For example,
the minimum estimation error forxs is approximately equal
to 1.5d m ~1500 m/s timesd ms!. Similarly, the minimum
estimation error for SSP is approximately equal to 15d m/s.
The functional dependence of estimation errors of other sys-
tem parameters ond is more complicated~see Fig. 7 in Ref.
5!.

III. SYSTEM PARAMETER MISMATCH

In this section, effects of system parameter mismatch on
the accuracy of ray travel-time inversion approach are stud-
ied. Consider one parameter at a time. The parameter being

considered is held at a fixed value while SSP and other sys-
tem parameters are characterized simultaneously using the
ray travel-time inversion approach. Table III shows the re-
sults under various travel time measurements errord ’s and
various estimation errors of the rangexs . The worst esti-
mated SSP withd51 ms anddxs515 m is shown in Fig. 3.
Similarly, Table IV shows the results of source the depthzs .
The worst estimated SSP withd51 ms anddzs56 m is
shown in Fig. 4. Table V shows the results of the array tilta.
The worst estimated SSP withd51 ms and da
58.4 degrees is shown in Fig. 5. Table VI shows the results
of the array depthd. The worst estimated SSP withd
51 ms anddd53 m is shown in Fig. 6. Table VII shows the
results of the bottom depthzb . The estimated SSP withd
51 ms anddzb56 m is shown in Fig. 7.

TABLE III. Estimated results under various travel time measurement errorsd and various estimation errorsdxs

of the separation distance between source and the receiving array. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate
of each parameter where the maximum error is calculated. The estimated SSP withd51 ms anddxs515 m is
shown in Fig. 3.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) D ~ms!

Initial 41.0 1.75 8 165 .6.5
True 2650 51 0.6 5 155 0
Maximum
error

1.2 0.14 0.85 2.1

d50 ms ~2650! 51.02 0.6201 4.976 154.9 0.683
~2645! 50.84 0.6108 4.713 154.4 0.684
~2640! 50.65 0.6029 4.437 153.9 0.702
~2635! 50.43 0.5964 4.147* 153.3 0.707

d50.5 ms ~2650! 51.38 0.5488 4.875 154.4 0.771
~2645! 51.39 0.5439 4.755 154.3 0.775
~2640! 52.2* 0.5482 4.478 153.7 0.775
~2635! 50.93 0.5501 4.171 153.1 0.777

d51 ms ~2650! 52.14 0.460* 5.227 154.7 1.052
~2645! 51.42 0.4922 4.410 153.7 0.991
~2640! 51.76 0.4687 4.554 153.8 0.944
~2635! 51.43 0.5069 4.218 152.9* 0.972

TABLE IV. Estimated results under various travel-time measurement errorsd and various estimation errorsdzs

of the source depth. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of each parameter where the maximum error
is calculated. The estimated SSP withd51 ms anddzs56 m is shown in Fig. 4.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) D ~ms!

Initial 2550 1.75 8 165 .6.5
True 2650 51 0.6 5 155 0
Maximum
error

45 0.74 5.9 4.5

d50 ms 2650.1 ~51! 0.6167 4.961 154.9 0.683
2663.6 ~53! 0.8546 6.876 156.4 0.696
2679.3 ~55! 1.1101 8.879 157.9 0.698
2695* ~57! 1.341* 10.91* 159.5* 0.739

d50.5 ms 2647.5 ~51! 0.5139 4.506 154.1 0.767
2661.8 ~53! 0.7513 6.448 155.7 0.767
2668.4 ~55! 0.9780 8.218 156.9 0.811
2690.6 ~57! 1.1151 10.36 157.8 0.882

d51 ms 2631.1 ~51! 0.4502 3.882 152.6 1.149
2637.8 ~53! 0.6993 5.682 153.5 1.020
2651.0 ~55! 0.8190 7.556 156.2 1.565
2672.5 ~57! 1.1740 9.824 157.2 0.979
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In Tables III–VII, the value of the selected parameter is
shown in parentheses. This parameter is kept at this fixed
value during each inversion process. As in Tables I and II,
the initial estimates, true values, and maximum estimated
errors of unknown parameters are listed in the second to the
fourth rows, respectively, of each table. A symbol* is put
next to the worst estimate of each parameter where the maxi-
mum error is calculated. It is obvious that the cases with a
smallerd and/or a smaller parameter mismatch yield better
estimation accuracy of other system parameters. In Figs.
3–7, the thick-line dashed curve is the true SSP. The solid,
thin-line dashed, chain-dotted, dotted, and chain-dashed are
the SSP curves obtained from the zeroth through fourth in-
terations, respectively. In the inversion process, both speed

and depth of the node of the SSP are allowed to vary. All
estimated SSP’s fall in the neighborhood of the true SSP.
Note that one obtains the best SSP estimate with fixedxs

values~see Fig. 3!.
Consider first the situations with no travel-time measure-

ment error (d50) and no parameter mismatch~see the fifth
rows of Tables III–VII!. It is interesting to see that all pa-
rameters are estimated accurately even though the final cost
function D’s are not very small except that in Table VII.
Next, consider the worst cases which are denoted by* . In
most cases, the worst cases for different parameters happen
at different occasions. From Table IV, it is interesting to see
that the worst case happens at zero travel time measurement
error but with the largest source depth mismatch. It implies

TABLE V. Estimated results under various travel-time measurement errorsd and various estimation errorsda
of the array tilt. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of each parameter where the maximum error is
calculated. The symbol # denotes the case with wrong results whose values are not used to calculate the
maximum error. The estimated SSP withd51 ms andda58.4 degrees is shown in Fig. 5.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) D ~ms!

Initial 2550 41.0 8 165 .6.5
True 2650 51 0.6 5 155 0
Maximum
error

7.3 2.2 1.9 1.4

d50 ms 2650.2 51.00 ~0! 4.950 154.9 0.683
2652.0 51.58 ~3! 5.579 154.7 0.686
2651.9 52.20 ~6! 6.232 154.3 1.118
2655.3 52.28 ~9! 6.898 154.4 0.697

d50.5 ms 2642.7* 51.48 ~0! 4.847 154.2 0.879
2646.3 52.17 ~3! 5.589 154.2 0.864
2650.4 52.05 ~6! 6.031 153.7 0.791
2656.3 53.2* ~9! 6.918* 153.9 0.796

d51 ms 2650.2 51.61 ~0! 4.878 154.0 0.854
2514# 52.5# ~3! 5.336# 152.6# 4.57#
2654.4 52.92 ~6! 6.221 153.6* 0.933
2329# 121# ~9! 7.745# 246# 1.211

TABLE VI. Estimated results under various travel-time measurement errorsd and various estimation errorsdd
of the array depth. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of each parameter where the maximum error is
calculated. The symbol # denotes the case with wrong results whose values are not used to calculate the
maximum error. The estimated SSP withd51 ms anddd53 m is shown in Fig. 6.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) D ~ms!

Initial 2550 41.0 1.75 165 .6.5
True 2650 51 0.6 5 155 0
Maximum
error

31 3.5 0.35 2.5

d50 ms 2647.0 51.14 0.6173 ~5! 154.7 0.738
2658.6 51.89 0.7293 ~6! 155.8 0.680
2667.1 52.73 0.8407 ~7! 156.7 0.680
2676.2 53.56 0.953* ~8! 157.5* 0.681

d50.5 ms 2639.2 51.53 0.6301 ~5! 152.9 0.801
2654.2 52.46 0.6976 ~6! 155.3 0.770
2660.6 53.32 0.7820 ~7! 156.2 0.794
2668.9 54.19 0.8840 ~8! 157.2 0.819

d51 ms 2619* 52.18 0.5645 ~5! 152.0 1.187
2673.2 53.19 0.6105 ~6! 154.0 1.367

21108# 54.4# 0.461# ~7! 154.9# 1.257
2680.1 54.5* 0.8632 ~8! 156.7 1.110
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that a system parameter mismatch can sometimes ruin the
inversion accuracy badly, disregarding that other parameters
are measured correctly. If one has a wrong presumption of a
system parameter, it may be better to have a few measure-
ment errors elsewhere to compensate for the presumption
error. Finally, consider the cases which are not working
properly ~denoted by # in Tables V and VI!. In these cases,
both the system parameter errors and the travel-time mea-
surement errors are too large. Thus, the array parameters are
better to be treated as unknowns during the parameter inver-
sion process if travel-time measurement errors are large.
Generally speaking, if the mismatch of a parameter is small,
the final estimated results obtained by keeping the parameter
at a fixed~wrong! value is usually acceptable. However, a
large system parameter mismatch may cause a large final
estimation error. Therefore, if there are enough measured
data, it is better to treat all important system parameters as
unknowns and characterize them simultaneously as long as
the system parameters are confined in appropriate ranges.

IV. INVERSION IN ARCTIC OCEAN USING
SIMULATED DATA

Before analyzing the ICESHELF-89 data in the next
section, simulation data of the Arctic ocean are employed to
study the effect of different SSP models on the accuracy of

the proposed inversion approach. Two examples are consid-
ered. Both are with an impulse source and a receiving array
of 32 elements. In the first example~see Fig. 8 and Table
VIII !, the initial estimate of the SSP is not very different
from the true SSP. In the second example~see Fig. 9 and
Table IX! the initial estimate of the SSP differs from the true
SSP more. In both Figs. 8 and 9, the true SSP and its initial
estimate are shown as the thick dashed curve and the thin
solid curve, respectively.

In the first example, two sets of inversion results are
shown in Table VIII. The SSP is specified at 15 depths in
case 1, but is specified at only four depths in case 2. For both
cases, the EOF model with three coefficients are employed to
describe the SSP. When there is no travel-time measurement
error ~i.e., d50!, very good estimates for all parameters and
accurate SSP estimates are obtained from both cases. The
cost D is within 0.1 ms which is very small. The estimated
SSPs are very close to the true SSP and are therefore not
shown here. When the travel-time measurement errord in-
creases to 1.5 ms, the costD grows to 1.6 ms. However, the
estimates of system parameters and SSP are still good. For
example, the maximum error in rangexs is 32 m which is
less than 2% error. The maximum sound speed error is less
than 2 m/s for case 1, and is less than 5 m/s for case 2. When

FIG. 5. Estimated SSP withd51 ms andda58.4 degrees. Other estimated
parameters are shown in Table V.

FIG. 6. Estimated SSP withd51 ms anddd53 m. Other estimated param-
eters are shown in Table VI.

TABLE VII. Estimated results under various travel-time measurement errorsd and various estimation errors
dzb of the bottom depth. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of each parameter where the maximum
error is calculated. The estimated SSP withd51 ms anddzb56 m is shown in Fig. 7.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) D ~ms!

Initial 2550 41.0 1.75 8 .6.5
True 2650 51 0.6 5 155 0
Maximum
error

43 1.8 0.45 1.1

d50 ms 2651.2 51.07 0.6206 5.046 ~155! 0.046
2668.3 51.79 0.5799 5.986 ~157! 0.103
2678.4 51.76 0.4387 5.880 ~159! 0.154
2693* 51.81 0.3400 6.055* ~161! 0.212

d50.5 ms 2652.8 51.60 0.5561 5.122 ~155! 0.356
2663.1 52.11 0.4371 5.570 ~157! 0.395
2677.2 52.20 0.3412 5.775 ~159! 0.419
2692.1 52.34 0.2544 6.045 ~161! 0.459

d51 ms 2653.2 52.18 0.4801 5.202 ~155! 0.711
2661.2 52.48 0.3370 5.381 ~157! 0.755
2676.3 52.65 0.2396 5.679 ~159! 0.779
2691.2 52.8* 0.148* 5.939 ~161! 0.803
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the travel-time measurement errord increases to 3.5 ms, the
cost D grows to 3.1 ms. However, the estimates of both
system parameters and SSP maintain in good shape. For ex-
ample, the maximum error in rangexs is 62 m which is less
than 5% error. The worst SSP estimates~with d53.5 ms! are
shown in Fig. 8~a! and ~b! for cases 1 and 2, respectively.
The maximum sound speed error is 4 m/s~at depth 100 m!
for case 1, and is less than 12 m/s~at depth 125 m! for case
2. This example shows that good estimates can be obtained
by using good SSP models disregarding large travel-time
measurement errors. Moreover, insufficient sampling of SSP
does not degrade the estimation accuracy significantly.

In the second example, a slope error is purposely intro-
duced into the initial SSP estimate. Three cases of inversion
results are shown in Table IX where two new columns are
included. The symbolsdC0 anddCb in Table IX denote the
variations of the sound speeds at the water surface and water
bottom, respectively. They are employed to correct the SSP
slope error. For example, when velocity corrections at depths
z50 andz5zb aredC0 anddCb , respectively, the velocity
correction dCz at an arbitrary depthz is @dC0(zb2z)
1dCbz#/zb . When the value~0! appears in the column of
dC0 or dCb in Table IX, it denotes that no variation is al-
lowed during the inversion for the corresponding variable. In
case 1, the EOF model is employed to characterize the SSP,
and no variation of sound speeds at the surface or the bottom
is allowed. Piecewise linear models are employed for char-
acterizing the SSP in cases 2 and 3. In case 2, the variations
of sound speed at the surface and at the bottom are used to

modify the SSP. In case 3, the variation of sound speed at the
bottom is used to modify the SSP.

When there is no travel time measurement error, i.e.,d
50, good estimates for all parameters and SSP are obtained
from all three cases. The costD is within 0.25 ms which is
relatively small. When the travel-time measurement errord
increases to 1.5 ms, the costD grows to 1.7 ms. However,
the estimate of system parameters is still good. For example,
the maximum error in rangexs is 64 m which is less than 4%
error. When the travel-time measurement errord increases to
3 ms, the costD grows to 3.4 ms. However, the estimate of
system parameters maintains in good shape. For example,
the maximum error in rangexs is 81 m which is less than 5%
error. The worst case SSP estimates~with d53 ms! are
shown in Fig. 9~a!–~c! for cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In
case 3, the sound speed at the bottom~surface! is shifted
such that the estimate SSP has approximately the same
slopes as the true SSP in most depths. Similarly, the case 2,
the sound speeds at both surface and bottom vary in such a
manner that the estimated SSP has approximately the same
slopes as the true SSP in most depths. Unfortunately, there
exists a net shift~error! of 30 m/s from the true SSP to the
estimated SSP. Using more depth samples of SSP, the EOF
model in case 1 tends to provide small but irregular varia-
tions of SSP while searching for the optimum solution in
inversion. These irregular variations serve to compensate the
travel-time measurement error and do not reflect the true

FIG. 7. Estimated SSP withd51 ms anddzb56 m. Other estimated pa-
rameters are shown in Table VII.

FIG. 8. The two estimated SSP’s for the two cases, respectively, in Table
VIII with d53.5 ms. The thick-line dashed curve is the true SSP. The solid,
thin-line dashed, chain-dotted, dotted, and chain-dashed are the SSP curves
obtained from the first through fifth iterations.~a! The SSP is specified at 15
depths.~b! The SSP is specified at four depths.

TABLE VIII. Two sets of inversion results of an Arctic ocean example. In case 1, SSP is specified at 15 depths.
In case 2, SSP is specified at four depths. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of each parameter where
the maximum error is calculated. The two corresponding estimated SSPs withd53.5 ms are shown in Fig. 8.

xs(m) zs(m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb(m) D(ms)

Initial values 21628 259 21.11 6 562 .5.64
True values 21688 253 21.49 8 562 0
Maximum error 62 1.5 0.06 2.3 7.6

d50 ms case 1 21688 253.2 21.485 8.180 562.1 0.102
case 2 21689 252.7 21.504 7.714 561.9 0.057

d51.5 ms case 1 21710 253.8 21.507 9.156 564.8 1.564
case 2 21720 253.8 21.524 9.121 565.9 1.582

d53.5 ms case 1 21729 254.5 21.522 10.10 567.3 3.117
case 2 21750* 254.5* 21.55* 10.26* 569.6* 3.144
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SSP. These observations will be used in the next section to
analyze the ICESHELF-89 data.

V. INVERSION IN ARCTIC OCEAN USING THE
ICESHELF-89 EXPERIMENT DATA

A. First shot data

Since the travel-time measurement errord of the
ICESHELF experiment was unknown, we did not known the
cost D51.3 ms obtained previously in Ref. 5 for the first
shot data was small enough or not. In order to further im-
prove and quantify the accuracy, the first shot data are ana-
lyzed again in this section. In the previous estimation,5 SSP
is fixed during the inversion and the environment is consid-
ered range independent. Here, the SSP and other system pa-
rameters are simultaneously adjusted by the ray travel-time
approach. Various SSP models in both range-independent
and -dependent situations are employed. Travel-time mea-
surement errord and estimation accuracy of various param-
eters will be quantified.

In the first attempt, the SSP and system parameters ob-
tained in Ref. 8 are used as the initial estimates. The envi-
ronment is considered as range independent. There are five
cases shown in Table X. The costD is 7.87 ms for this initial
parameter set. In case 1 of Table X, we basically repeat what
we have done in Ref. 5. HereD is reduced to 1.3 ms by
searching for a better set of system parameters where the
SSP is not allowed to be modified in the inversion process.
From cases 2–5, the SSP is modified during the inversion
process. Piecewise linear models are employed in cases 2

and 3, and EOF models are employed in cases 4 and 5.~The
sound speeds at nodes of depths 60, 80, 120, 240, and 400 m
and bottom are allowed to vary in case 2; the sound speeds at
nodes of depths 240 and 400 m and bottom are allowed to
vary in case 3; three EOF coefficients are employed in case
4; and six EOF coefficients are used in case 5.! The esti-
mated SSP’s for cases 4 and 5 show irregular fluctuations as
seen in Fig. 9~a!. Based on the experience obtained from
previous examples using simulation data, the irregular fluc-
tuations in the SSP of case 5 are most likely spurious and,
therefore, the cost functionD’s observed in cases 4 and 5 are
not reliable. Comparing to the results in case 1, the results in
cases 2 and 3 do not show much improvement onD.

In the second attempt, the waveguide is considered to be
weakly range dependent by taking the bottom slope (dz/dx)
into consideration. Eight estimated results obtained using
eight SSP models are shown in Table XI. A fixed, but dif-
ferent, bottom slope is assumed for each of cases 1–5. As for
cases 6–8, the bottom slope is treated as an unknown and
will be obtained in the inversion process. In addition,dC0

~the surface sound speed! anddCb ~the bottom sound speed!
are employed to correct any possible SSP slope error of the
initial SSP estimate. In cases 1–5 and case 7,dC0 is set to
zero, butdCb is set to zero only in case 8. Different piece-
wise linear models are employed in cases 1–8, respectively.
Since the EOF model tends to give irregular SSP variations,
its results are discarded. For cases 1–8, the cost functionD’s
are around 0.95 ms, which cannot be further reduced signifi-
cantly. The difference between the initial and the final esti-
mated sound speeds at any depth is within 5%. From these

FIG. 9. The three estimated SSP’s for
the three cases, respectively, in Table
IX with d53 ms. The thick-line
dashed curve is the true SSP. The
solid, thin-line dashed, chain-dotted,
dotted, and chain-dashed are the SSP
curves obtained from the first through
fifth iterations.~a! The EOF model is
employed.~b! Both dC0 and dCb are
allowed to vary.~c! Only dCb is al-
lowed to vary.

TABLE IX. Three sets of inversion results of an Arctic ocean example. In case 1, an EOF model is employed. In case 2, bothdC0 anddCb are allowed to
vary. In case 3, onlydCb is allowed to vary. A symbol* is put next to the worst estimate of each parameter where the maximum error is calculated. The three
corresponding estimated SSPs withd53 ms are shown in Fig. 9.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) dc0 (m/s) dcb (m/s) D ~ms!

Initial values 21688 253 21.49 8 562 0 0 .7.5
True values 21628 259 21.146 6 562 0
Maximum error 81 3.1 0.75 3.37 8.5

d50 ms case 1 21662 260.0 21.084 7.246 563.7 ~0! ~0! 0.149
case 2 21648 260.4 21.153 7.443 564.9 24.419 10.83 0.209
case 3 21641 260.4 1.150 7.445 564.7 ~0! 15.54 0.208

d51.5 ms case 1 21686 260.6 21.92* 8.006 566.6 ~0! ~0! 1.673
case 2 21623 260.9 21.214 8.261 567.1 22.55 41.56 1.702
case 3 21661 261.1 21.189 8.481 567.7 ~0! 16.66 1.703

d53 ms case 1 21709* 261.2 21.114 8.925 569.4 ~0! ~0! 3.362
case 2 21668 262.* 21.224 9.339 570.0 6.223 24.52 3.340
case 3 21680 261.7 1.242 9.37* 570.5* ~0! 18.10 3.342
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results, we conclude that the environment is basically range
independent. The correction of SSP slope is important. It can
usually further reduce the cost function. In this example, the
travel-time measurement error is estimated to be around 1
ms.

In many practical situations, the accuracy of estimated
results in inverse problems cannot be obtained directly.
However, it might be obtained indirectly if the inversion ap-
proach is very efficient and robust. Various nominal values
of system parameters and SSP models are used to estimate
the unknown parameters. The estimated results obtained
from these inversions using different nominal parameter val-
ues are close to one another as shown in Table XI. The
means of these estimated results are therefore used as the
final estimated results, and their variances are used to quan-
tify the errors. Summarized from Table XI, the bottom slope
dz/dx is 60.002; the rangexs51625620 m; the source
depth zs525063 m; the array tilta51.3260.17 degrees,
the array depthd58.561.5 m, and the bottom depthzb

555263 m. We essentially derive the same results as re-
ported previously in Ref. 5. The bottom properties are given
in Ref. 5 and are omitted here. The ray approach results in
this paper are similar to the modal approach results in Ref. 8.
However, our approach is two to three orders more efficient.
Moreover, we obtain a better agreement between the simu-
lated and the observed travel times, and the accuracy of the
estimated parameters are quantified.

B. Second shot data

Consider the data set generated by the second SUS
source received by a vertical array in the ICESHELF-89 ex-
periment. The arrangement of source and receiver array is
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The nominal sound speed profile~SSP! is

shown as the thick dashed curve in Fig. 9. The environment
is range dependent. The normal modal approach becomes
inconvenient, but the ray travel-time inversion approach can
still be applied conveniently. The location of the source, the
position of the array, the sound speed profile in water, and
the bathymetry are obtained by the ray travel-time approach.
The details of various estimation attempts are very similar to
the first shot and are omitted. Except the SSP~which is close
to the SSP estimate obtained from the first shot data!, the
estimated results are summarized in Fig. 10. The costD of
this estimation is within 1.5 ms. The sediment properties
cannot be obtained because head waves and bottom penetra-
tion waves cannot be identified in this experimental data.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Effects of travel time measurement errord, sound speed
profile mismatch, and source/array parameters mismatch on
the accuracy of the ray travel time inversion scheme have
been studied. The first two shots of the Iceshelf-89 experi-
ment have been analyzed where the second shot involves a
range-dependent environment. Cases with smallerd, SSP
mismatch, or system parameter mismatch yield better esti-
mation accuracy. The accuracy of the estimated parameters
deteriorates as the travel time detection errord increases. It is
remarkable that good accuracy on parameter estimation is
achieved in some situations withd53 ms when the nominal
SSP model is accurate. A system parameter mismatch usu-
ally generates larger estimation error than the case where the
particular parameter is also characterized simultaneously
during the inversion process. If there are enough measured
data, it is better to treat all important system parameters as
unknowns and characterize them simultaneously. However,
proper bounds have to be set for these unknown parameters,

TABLE X. Five estimated results of the first shot data of the ICESHELF-89 experiment. In case 1, the SSP is fixed in the inversion. In case 2, the sound
speeds at nodes of depths 60, 80, 120, 240, and 400 m, and bottom are allowed to vary. In case 3, the sound speeds at nodes of depths 240 and 400 m, and
bottom are allowed to vary, In case 4, an EOF model with three coefficients is employed. In case 5, an EOF model with six coefficients is employed.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb(m) D ~ms!

Initial 21688 253 21.49 8 562 7.87
Case 1 21617 252 1.49 9.23 551 1.30
Case 2 21714 253 1.39 10.77 561 1.16
Case 3 21645 251 1.37 8.85 556 1.19
Case 4 21645 251 1.33 8.59 554 0.903
Case 5 21727 253 1.35 9.90 560 0.766

TABLE XI. Eight more estimated results of the first shot data of the ICESHELF-89 experiment. From cases 1–5, the bottom slope is fixed of be20.02,
20.01, 0, 0.01, and 0.02 respectively. In additiondCb is allowed to vary. From cases 6–8, the bottom slope is allowed to vary. In case 6, bothdC0 aredCb

are allowed to vary. In case 7, onlydCb is allowed to vary. In case 8, onlydC0 is allowed to vary.

xs (m) zs (m) a ~degrees! d ~m! zb (m) dz/dx dc0 (m/s) dcb (m/s) D ~ms!

Initial 21688 253 21.49 8 562 0 0 0 7.87
Case 1 21635 253 1.37 9.39 552 ~20.002! ~0! 21.04 0.937
Case 2 21635 250 1.13 7.97 553 ~20.001! ~0! 4.95 0.947
Case 3 21615 252 1.49 9.17 550 ~0! ~0! 22.03 0.978
Case 4 21623 250 1.31 8.92 553 ~0.001! ~0! 2.31 0.936
Case 5 21623 250 1.46 10.0 553 ~0.002! ~0! 0.328 0.950
Case 6 21614 251 1.33 9.15 552 20.000 18 8.89 10.45 0.956
Case 7 21645 251 1.17 9.28 555 20.000 27 ~0! 3.38 0.978
Case 8 21629 248 1.15 7.03 554 0.001 44 26.63 ~0! 0.963
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especially the range or the mean sound speed. If no bounds
have been set, the estimated results could be totally wrong
under certain situations.

In the ray travel time inversion approach, the travel time
misfit D is employed as a cost function which is to be mini-
mized. The primary source of the costD in the inversion
results is due to the mismatch of SSP when travel time de-
tection errord is small. For small measurement errord, one
can achieve very small cost functionsD’s by simultaneously
characterizing the SSP and other system parameters. Whend
increases,D also increases. Asd elevates beyond a certain
threshold value, the primary source of the costD is then
dominated by the travel time detection errord where the
small mismatch of SSP becomes less significant. Whend
.D, a further reduction ofD is not meaningful. Whend
,D, a smaller costD usually yields a better set of parameter
estimation. However, it does not always guarantee a better
estimation accuracy for a certain parameter.

Although a better initial estimate of SSP usually derives
a better estimated result, it seems that the estimation accu-
racy of system parameters is not very sensitive to the small
mismatch~within 5% error! of the SSP. Therefore, it is dif-
ficult to estimate SSP with very good accuracy. An accurate
SSP estimate can only be achieved when the source locations

and array parameters are calibrated with great accuracy. Both
the piecewise linear model and EOF model have been em-
ployed to characterized the SSP. In the piecewise linear
model, the number of nodes and their corresponding depths
are important parameters. Too many nodes will generate spu-
rious fluctuations of SSP. Too few nodes will not be able to
describe the SSP with sufficient resolution. The model is
very sensitive to the depths of the nodes. Sometimes, the
inversion does not converge when the depths of the nodes
are allowed to vary. In the EOF model, the background SSP
is very important. If the background SSP differs greatly from
the true SSP, it is impossible to obtain an accurate estimate
of the true SSP. A SSP slope correction scheme~using
dC0,b! has been developed to remedy this difficulty. When
the travel time measurement error is large, the resolution of
SSP is very poor. In fact, spurious fluctuations of SSP will
occur. When the SSP and other system parameters are simul-
taneously characterized, better accuracy can usually be ob-
tained. However, special cautions have to be paid to ensure
the SSPs stay in the proper range because a big shift of the
entire SSP may occur and will cause large estimation error.
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The waveguide invariant summarizes in a single scalar parameter the dispersive propagation
characteristics for a given environment. In this paper, an expression is derived for the invariant in
shallow water environments where the bottom bathymetry varies with range and azimuth. It then is
applied to the interpretation of broadband, single-element spectrograms collected during SWellEx-3,
a shallow water acoustics experiment off the coast of San Diego. The unusual behavior of the
interference patterns seen in the spectrograms from this experiment during the transmission of a
75–150-Hz pseudo-random noise sequence by a source towed over range-varying bottom
bathymetry is well matched by the model predictions. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00911-X#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Bp, 43.20.Mv, 43.30.Wi@SAC-B#

INTRODUCTION

Interference patterns, or striations, often are seen in un-
derwater acoustic spectrograms from broadband sources with
continuous source spectral levels. When the source is close
to the receiver, the interference pattern is due to the well-
known Lloyd’s mirror effect.1 A common example is the
‘‘bathtub’’ feature prevalent in spectrograms recorded during
the closest point of approach~CPA! of a surface ship. How-
ever, for a source at sufficiently long range that a normal
mode description of the acoustic field is valid, the striations
arise from the mutual constructive/destructive interference
between modes. Therefore, they are a direct measure of the
mode wave number differences and so provide useful infor-
mation for performing geoacoustic inversions of the ocean
bottom and for ocean acoustic tomography.

A convenient framework for the analysis of these inter-
ference patterns is provided by the waveguide invariant
approach.2,3 The invariant, herein designated asb, summa-
rizes in a single scalar parameter the dispersive characteris-
tics of the field in a waveguide. The invariant formulation
recently has been used to interpret the side-lobe behavior in
broadband ambiguity surfaces in matched field processing4

and to change the range of focusing in phase conjugation/
time reversal experiments.5

The focus of this paper is on the interference patterns in
spectrograms created by broadband sources at least several
water depths in range from the receiver. At long range, the
field interacts numerous times with the boundaries of the
waveguide, resulting in a complicated multipath structure. In
contrast, the Lloyd’s mirror effect results from the interfer-
ence between just a few multipath arrivals. In fact, only a
single reflecting or refracting boundary is necessary to obtain
the Lloyd’s mirror effect, rather than the waveguide structure
required for formation of the long range striation patterns
studied here. To illustrate these differences, Figs. 1 and 2

present some numerical modeling results using a wave num-
ber integration program6 that accounts for the near-field con-
tinuum. Plotted in both figures are the transmission loss ver-
sus range from 0 to 20 km for frequencies from 130 to 170
Hz in 1-Hz increments. The medium for both figures is com-
posed of a 200-m-thick fluid layer overlying a highly absorb-
ing ~10 dB/l! fluid half-space with a 1500-m/s sound speed.
However, the sound speed profiles in the 200-m fluid layer
differ in the two figures; in Fig. 1, it is constant at 1450 m/s,
whereas in Fig. 2, it is such that the square of the index of
refraction is linear with depth, starting at 1450 m/s at the
surface and increasing to 1500 m/s at the 200-m deep bot-
tom. The interference pattern over the smallest ranges is
nearly identical in both figures, and represents the Lloyd’s
mirror effect. It is a near-field effect that is insensitive to the
water column properties. At farther ranges, both plots show
an evolution to a broader interference pattern. However, the
direction and degree of the slope of the interference patterns
is quite different; it is about three times greater in Fig. 2 than
in Fig. 1 and is opposite in sign. The reason for the differ-
ence is that the mode group velocities increase with increas-
ing mode number for the environment in Fig. 2~because the
energy in the higher-order modes penetrate to deeper parts of
the water column where the medium sound speed is greater!,
whereas the mode group velocities decrease with increasing
mode number in Fig. 1. The value of the waveguide invariant
for the two cases summarizes the difference; for the environ-
ment in Fig. 1, it is approximately11, as shown in the first
part of Sec. III, whereas it is23 in Fig. 2.2 Therefore, the
broadband interference pattern at the longer ranges contains
useful information about the waveguide properties.

The purpose of this paper is to apply the waveguide
invariant approach to the analysis of some puzzling broad-
band striation patterns seen in spectrograms recorded during
SWellEx-3, a shallow water acoustics experiment off the
coast of San Diego. The experiment and the strange striation
patterns are discussed in Sec. I. Section II provides back-
ground development, followed by the derivation of the ex-a!Electronic mail: gld@mpl.ucsd.edu
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pression for the waveguide invariant, extended to environ-
ments that vary both in range and azimuth. This expression
then is integrated to obtain predictions of the changes in
frequency required for the striation patterns to maintain con-
stant amplitude as a function of changes in source/receiver
range and in environmental properties. In Sec. III, an expres-
sion is derived for the invariant in shallow water environ-
ments where the range and azimuth variation is due to the
bottom bathymetry. Section IV presents the comparison of
the predictions of the model, obtained from the combination
of the results in Secs. II and III, with the actual spectrograms
from SWellEx-3. Final remarks and implications of this
work are contained in the Conclusions. In addition, two ap-
pendices are included in the paper. The first shows that the
waveguide invariant, among other things, specifies the fre-
quency dependence of the mode phase and group velocities.
The second appendix presents a scheme for numerically
evaluating one of the integrals in the paper.

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND DATA

Figure 3 shows a time-versus-frequency spectrogram es-
timated from data recorded by a single hydrophone. During
the 10-min period of the plot, a towed acoustic projector
steadily approached the receiver from a starting distance of
6.0 km. After 45 sec into the plot, the source started trans-
mitting a pseudo-random-noise~PRN! sequence with a 150
dB re 1 mPa/AHz @ 1 msource level and a flat spectrum
from 75 to 150 Hz. The most striking feature of the plot is
the striations that run from the upper right to the lower left.
~The final half-minute is contaminated by an interfering
noise source, probably a transiting surface ship.! The three
lines superimposed on the figure are the predictions of the
temporal evolution of the frequency content of these stria-
tions from the model developed in this paper.

The data in Fig. 3, as well as the other data discussed
herein, were collected during SWellEx-3, a shallow water
experiment conducted 10–15 km west of San Diego in the
summer of 1994. Prevailing ocean water properties were
typical of mid-latitude Northeast Pacific, summer-time, shal-
low water environments, having a downward-refracting
sound speed profile with a near-surface sound speed of 1525
m/s, a thermocline extending from near the surface to a depth
of 50 to 60 m, and an isovelocity layer below that of 1490
m/s ~see Fig. 11!. The Marine Physical Lab’s~MPL! FLoat-
ing Instrument Platform~FLIP! was used as the central data
acquisition platform. R/P FLIP is a 100-m-long, manned spar
buoy and was anchored to the ocean bottom with a three-
point mooring configuration. A 64-element ‘‘SRP’’ array
was deployed from FLIP in the vertical direction so that it
covered the lower 120 m of the 200-m-deep water column at
the site. These ‘‘SRP’’ arrays are large-dynamic-range, digi-
tal, hydrophone arrays designed and built at MPL. Details on
the SRP array hardware are provided in Ref. 7. The array
was cabled back to FLIP, where the data were recorded con-
tinuously throughout the 3-week duration of the experiment.
A complete description of the experiment can be found in
Ref. 8. Note that only the data from a single element of the
array are displayed in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 presents a map of the experiment site showing
contours of the ocean bottom bathymetry and the locations of
FLIP with the vertical SRP array and the source tow tracks
discussed in this paper. The data in Fig. 3 were recorded
when the source followed the track in Fig. 4 labeled as track
‘‘e.’’ The underwater acoustic source was towed at a nomi-
nal depth of 50 m. The acoustic signal it transmitted con-
sisted of a 5-min broadcast of a set of ten tones, from 53 to
197 Hz in 16-Hz intervals, followed by 10 min~in most
cases! of the 75–150-Hz PRN sequence. Broadband matched
field processing results and the effects of bottom bathymetry
mismatch using data collected when the source continuously
transmitted the ten-tone signal along approximately the same
course as in Fig. 4 are discussed in Ref. 9.~See also Ref. 10.!
Here, the focus is on the behavior of the single-element re-
ceived signals during the PRN broadcasts and the interpreta-
tion of this behavior in terms of waveguide invariants.

All along track ‘‘e,’’ when the data in Fig. 3 were re-
corded, the conditions between source and receiver were

FIG. 1. Transmission loss versus range from 130 to 170 Hz calculated by
OASES ~Ref. 6! for an environment composed of a 200-m homogeneous
fluid layer overlying a homogeneous, absorbing fluid half-space. The fluid
layer has a 1450-m/s sound speed, whereas the bottom half-space has a
sound speed of 1500 m/s and an attenuation of 10 dB/l. The curves for
increasing frequencies are progressively offset in 1-dB steps. The source and
receiver depths are 20 and 100 m, respectively.

FIG. 2. Transmission loss versus range from 130 to 170 Hz calculated by
OASES~Ref. 6! for an environment composed of a 200-m fluid layer with a
linear-with-depth square index of refraction sound speed profile overlying a
homogeneous, absorbing fluid half-space. The layer profile starts at 1450
m/s at the surface and increases to 1500 m/s at 200-m deep bottom. The
half-space properties, as well as the source and receiver depths, are the same
as those in Fig. 1.
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nearly range independent with a nominal water depth of 200
m. The range to the source steadily closed, leading to the
slanted nature of the striation pattern in Fig. 3. This track
was just one part of an event, herein referred to as
‘‘ARCMFP2,’’ in which the ship, starting to the east of FLIP
in 80-m-deep water~at the southern end of track ‘‘a’’!, pro-
ceeded to the north and west along an arc at approximately
constant range from FLIP, passing along tracks ‘‘a’’–‘‘d’’ in
sequence, into progressively deeper water. Over the course
of the arc, the water depth changed by more than 150%. A
turn to the south towards FLIP then was made to travel along
tracks ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘f.’’ Tracks ‘‘a’’–‘‘f’’ were run during the
time periods of the PRN broadcasts and are plotted as con-
tinuous open circles in Fig. 4. The thin lines connecting these
tracks show the ship course during the ten-tone comb trans-
missions. Single-element spectrograms recorded during
tracks ‘‘a’’–‘‘d’’ and ‘‘f’’ are shown in Figs. 5–9. Although
each PRN signal transmission was scheduled to last for 10
min, in Fig. 5 it was on for only 8.5 min and only 5 min in

Fig. 7. In any case, these figures show some puzzling fea-
tures. That is, under range-independent conditions, the stria-
tion pattern would be expected to remain nearly constant
over time as the course being run maintained a nearly con-
stant source-receiver range. However, the broadband inter-
ference pattern clearly changes in a consistent and regular
way as the water depth increases. These changes might be
expected to be observed when the source traveled towards
the receiver, as in Fig. 3. The goal of this paper is to account
for these strange effects in the broadband striation pattern
caused by changes in bottom bathymetry in terms of wave-
guide invariants.

II. DERIVATION AND INTERPRETATION OF
WAVEGUIDE INVARIANT

The purpose of this section is to present a formulation
that permits interpretation of many of the features of the
spectrogram striations in Figs. 3 and 5–9. The derivation of
the waveguide invariant, extended to environments that vary

FIG. 3. Ten-minute pressure spectro-
gram over the 70–170-Hz band esti-
mated from the data collected by the
lowermost hydrophone in the vertical
line array in SWellEx-3. A towed
source, traveling along track ‘‘e’’ in
Fig. 4, started about 45 s after the
plot’s beginning to transmit a pseudo-
random-noise sequence with a 150 dB
re1 mPa/AHz at 1-m source level and
a flat spectrum from 75 to 150 Hz. The
three lines of interconnected circles
superimposed on the figure are the
model predictions of the temporal evo-
lution of the frequency content of the
broadband interference patterns.
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in range and azimuth, is given. Integration of the resulting
expression provides a quantitative prediction of the behavior
of the striations. The section also provides some physical
insight into the nature of the invariant parameter.

A. Pressure spectrum using a mode formulation

At ranges greater than several water depths, the under-
water acoustic pressure field from a single omnidirectional
point source can be expressed as a finite sum of normal
modes. Therefore, if the source generates a single tone with
circular frequency,v, and amplitudeA (v), at a depth,zs ,
and range,r, from a omnidirectional point receiver at depth,
zr , then the complex pressure can be written as

p~r ,zr ,zs ,v!5A~v! (
n50

N21

Bn~zs ,zr !

3exp@2 i ~vt2knr 1p/4!#, ~1!

where

Bn~zs ,zr ![S 2p

knr D
1/2

Cn~zs!Cn~zr !. ~2!

The mode eigenvalues~horizontal wave numbers! arekn and
the eigenfunctions areCn(z). The number of modes contrib-

uting to the field,N, is a function of frequency,N(v). The
received pressure spectrum, or mean square pressure, then is

I ~r ,zr ,zs ,v![^pp* &5P~v!S (
n

Bn
2

12(
n,m

BnBm cos@Dkmn~v!r # D . ~3!

The source spectal level isP(v) and the difference in mode
wave numbers isDkmn(v)[km(v)2kn(v), wheremÞn.
The pressure spectrum is composed of the sum of two terms;
the first one varies slowly with range and frequency~presum-
ing that the mode amplitudes are not strong functions of
frequency!, whereas the second term oscillates due to mode
interference. It is this oscillatory term that gives rise to the
striation pattern in Figs. 3 and 5–9.

Equation ~3! can be extended to gradually range- and
azimuth-varying waveguides where mode propagation is
adiabatic and horizontal refraction effects are negligible by
making the following replacements:

FIG. 4. A plan view of the SWellEx-3
experiment site showing the DGPS
ship locations during the ARCMFP2
source tow event. The ship positions
recorded during the transmission of
the 75–150-Hz PRN sequence are
plotted as open circles, defining the six
tracks labeled ‘‘a’’–‘‘f.’’ ~Note that a
7-min gap in the recording of the GPS
position fixes occurred at the end of
track ‘‘d.’’ ! Single-element spectro-
grams recorded during these transmis-
sions are shown in Figs. 3 and 5–9.
Bottom bathymetry contours are plot-
ted at 10-m increments. The 120-m
vertical aperture receiving array was
deployed from R/P FLIP, whose loca-
tion is plotted as a heavy, open circle.
Also shown as heavy diamonds are the
positions of two CTD casts taken near
the time of the source tow event. The
sound speed profiles derived from
these CTD data are given in Fig. 11.
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Dkmn~v! ——→ 1

r E0

r

Dkmn~r ,u,v! dr,

~4!

Bn ——→ Bn
s,r[S 2p

*kndr D
1/2

Cn
s~zs!Cn

r ~zr !.

The quantitiesCn
s(z) andCn

r (z) are the moden eigenfunc-
tions at the source location and the receiver location, respec-
tively. Both of these locations and the mode eigenfunctions
and eigenvalues now are functions of azimuth,u, as well as
range. This ‘‘N by 2D’’ adiabatic approximation will be used
to model the propagation effects of the range and azimuth
variations in bottom bathymetry.

B. Oscillatory nature of the pressure spectrum

Information on the acoustic wave field can be obtained
from examination of the oscillatory pattern of the pressure
spectrum projected along either the time or frequency axis.
For example, if the frequency is fixed atv0 and the range is

varied, the pressure spectral pattern will vary~co!sinusoi-
dally with a spatial frequency ofDkmn(v0). Since

Dkmn~v!5v@Sp
m~v!2Sp

n~v!#[vDSp
mn~v!, ~5!

whereSp
m(v) andSp

n(v) are the mode phase slownesses~in-
verse phase velocities!, then the spatial frequency at fixedv0

for variations in range is determined by the differences in
mode phase slowness.

The spectrogram in Fig. 3 was estimated from data cre-
ated by a source moving along a radial towards the receiver.
Therefore, a change in time is equivalent to a change in
range. At a fixed frequency, the oscillation in the pressure
spectrum with range determines the modephaseslowness
difference. If the range difference between two adjacent
striations at a fixed frequency,v0 , as measured on a spec-
trogram isr, then

2p5v0DSp
mn~v0!r ~6a!

or

FIG. 5. Ten-minute single-element
pressure spectrogram over the 70–
170-Hz band along with the model
predictions for track ‘‘a’’~see Fig. 4!.
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DSp
mn~v0!5

1

f 0r
. ~6b!

In the orthogonal direction on the spectrogram, if the
range is fixed atr 0 ~corresponding to a given instant in time!,
then Eq. ~3! shows that the spectral pattern also varies
~co!sinusoidally. However, the rate of variation is not fixed,
but rather is a function of frequency in most cases. The
change with frequency is determined by the differences in
group slowness, i.e.,

]Dkmn~v!

]v
5Sg

m~v!2Sg
n~v![DSg

mn~v!, ~7!

whereSg
m(v) andSg

n(v) are themth andnth modes’ group
slownesses~inverse group velocities!. At fixed range, if the
frequency difference between two striations that are located
about a center frequency,vc , in the pressure spectrogram is
Vc , then

2p5r 0DSg
mn~vc!~2pVc! ~8a!

or

DSg
mn~vc!5

1

r 0Vc
. ~8b!

In summary, the distance between two striations at a
fixed frequency gives the phase slowness difference@see Eq.
~6!#, whereas at a fixed range, the distance between two stria-
tions gives the group slowness difference@see Eq.~8!#. In
addition, a sudden change in the striation pattern can occur
with a small change in frequency. This change indicates the
addition of a new, high-order mode whose cutoff
frequency—the frequency at which the sudden change
occurs—provides information on the geoacoustic properties
of the waveguide.

FIG. 6. Ten-minute single-element
pressure spectrogram over the 70–
170-Hz band along with the model
predictions for track ‘‘b’’ ~see Fig. 4!.
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C. Derivation of the waveguide invariant

The presentation in this part of the section uses as a
basis the approach given in Refs. 2 and 3. However, it is
extended here to account for the range and azimuthal depen-
dence of the environment. The resulting expression then is
integrated in Sec. II D to obtain predictions of the changes in
the frequencies of the striations with changes in environmen-
tal conditions and source/receiver range.

The condition along a line of constant spectral level is
dI50, so that

dI~r ,u,v!5
]I

]v
dv1

]I

]r
dr 1

]I

]u
du50. ~9!

Considering just two modes in Eq.~3!, ignoring the range,
azimuth, and frequency dependence of the mode amplitudes,
and assuming that the source spectral level,P(v), is ap-
proximately flat, then the partial derivatives are proportional
to

]I ~r ,u,v!

]v

}2S E ]Dkmn~v!

]v
dr D sinS E Dkmn~v! dr D , ~10a!

]I ~r ,u,v!

]r
}2Dkmn~v,recr!sinS E Dkmn~v! dr D , ~10b!

]I ~r ,u,v!

]u

} 2
]

]u S E Dkmn~v!dr D sinS E Dkmn~v! dr D , ~10c!

whereDkmn(v,recr) represents the wave number difference
at the receiver location. Plugging these partial derivatives
into Eq. ~9! and rearranging gives the following:

FIG. 7. Ten-minute single-element
pressure spectrogram over the 70–
170-Hz band encompassing the 5-min
PRN transmission period for track
‘‘c’’ ~see Fig. 4! along with the model
predictions.
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r

v S 1

r E ]Dkmn

]v
dr D S Dkmn~v,recr!

v D 21

dv1dr

1
1

Dkmn~v,recr!

]

]u S E Dk dr D du50. ~11!

The expression for the waveguide invariant in Refs. 2
and 3 is given by the slope along a line of constant spectral
level in range- and azimuth-independent environments. For
this specific environment, Eq.~11! becomes

dr

dv
52

r

v

]Dkmn~v!/]v

Dkmn~v!/v
52

r

v

]Sg
mn~v!

]Sp
mn~v!

. ~12!

The quantity2]Sg
mn/]Sp

mn is approximately invariant for a
group of closely spaced modes with respect to the range
between source and receiver~in range-independent media!,
the depths of the source and receiver, the frequency, and the
individual mode number within the mode group. It is de-
noted in Refs. 2 and 3 as

2
]Sg

]Sp
[

1

b
. ~13!

In a weakly range-dependent waveguide where mode propa-
gation is adiabatic, the expression forb21(r ) is given in Ref.
2 as

1

b~r !
52S 1

r E ]Dkmn

]v
dr D S Dkmn~recr!

v D 21

52
]S̄g~r !

]Sp~recr!
, ~14!

where S̄g(r )[(1/r )*0
r Sg(x) dx is the average group slow-

ness from the source to receiver, andSp(recr) and
Dkmn(recr) are the phase slowness and mode wave number
difference at the receiver location, respectively.

FIG. 8. Ten-minute single-element
pressure spectrogram over the 70–
170-Hz band along with the model
predictions for track ‘‘d’’ ~see Fig. 4!.
The model predictions are shown only
for the first 3 min due to the loss of
source ship DGPS recordings over the
final 7 min of the track.
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Returning to Eq. ~11!, using the fact that Dk
5*(]Dk/]v) dv, and reversing the order of integration
over range and frequency, then the third expression on the
left-hand side can be written as

1

Dk~recr!

]

]u S E Dk dr D du

5
r

Dk~recr!

]

]u H E FDk~recr!

v S 1

r E ]Dk

]v
dr D

3S Dk~recr!

v D 21G dvJ du. ~15!

Plugging in the expression forb21(r ) from Eq. ~14!, and
recognizing that it is approximately independent of fre-
quency and thatDk(recr) is independent of azimuth, then
Eq. ~15! becomes

1

Dk~recr!

]

]u S E Dk dr D du

52
r

Dk~recr! H E Dk~recr!

v
dvJ ]

]u H 1

b~r ,u!J du. ~16!

The integral over frequency can be easily evaluated, using
the results presented in Appendix A@see Eq.~A8!#; it equals
2b~recr!Dk~recr!. Substituting these results into Eq.~11!,
carrying out the differentiation with respect tou on the right-
hand side of Eq.~16!, and rearranging terms yields

dv

v
5b~r ,u!

dr

r
2

b~recr!

b~r ,u!

]

]u
~b~r ,u!!du. ~17!

This expression is integrated in the next part of this section
to obtain predictions of the changes in the frequency of the
striations as a broadband source moves through a range and
azimuthally dependent environment.

FIG. 9. Ten-minute single-element
pressure spectrogram over the 70–
170-Hz band along with the model
predictions for track ‘‘f’’ ~see Fig. 4!.
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D. Frequency dependence of the striation pattern

The condition along a line of constant spectral level in a
broadband spectrogram is given by Eq.~17!. Integrating this
equation, specifying the variables as functions of time due to
motion of the source, gives

v~ t !

v~ t0!
5S b„r ~ t !,u~ t !…

b„r ~ t !,u~ t0!…D
2b~recr!

expS E
r 0

r ~ t ! b~r ,u!

r
dr D .

~18!

In general, the integral involvingb over range must be done
numerically. A straightforward approach is presented in Ap-
pendix B that can be used for this purpose. However, two
special cases now will be considered that circumvent this
integration. These special cases apply, to first approximation,
to the environmental conditions along the SWellEx-3 tracks
described in Sec. I.

For the first special case, the environment is assumed to
be independent of range and azimuth. Equation~18! then
becomes

v~ t !5v0S r ~ t !

r 0
D b

. ~19!

This equation is used to predict the behavior of the striation
patterns in Figs. 3 and 9 as the towed source approached
FLIP from the north along range independent tracks ‘‘e’’ and
‘‘f.’’

The second special case is where the source–receiver
range remains constant. For this case, Eq.~18! is

v~ t !5v0S b~ t !

b~ t0! D
2b~recr!

. ~20!

Equation~20! is used to predict the behavior of the striation
patterns in Figs. 5–8 as the towed source traveled along the
arc to the north and west of FLIP, along tracks ‘‘a’’–‘‘d’’ in
Fig. 4. The expression forb(t) in shallow water environ-
ments where the range dependence is due to variations in
bottom bathymetry is derived in the next section.

III. RANGE-DEPENDENT INVARIANT IN SHALLOW
WATER

This section presents the derivation of the waveguide
invariant itself for shallow water environments with range-
varying bottom bathymetry. The development holds in cases
where the bottom of the waveguide is formed by reflection
from the ocean/sediment interface rather than by refraction
from within the bottom.

A. Range-independent, homogeneous waveguide

For a homogeneous, range-independent waveguide
bounded by pressure-release surfaces, the vertical wave num-
ber,gn , is independent of frequency. It can easily be shown
that

1

b
5

k2

kn
2 5

1

cos2 ~fn!
, ~21!

where k is the medium wave number. For the low-order
modes,fn , the horizontal angle from the vertical, is small,
giving the shallow water result ofb'1.

B. Range-dependent, homogeneous waveguide

The expression forb21(r ) in a range-dependent wave-
guide where mode propagation is adiabatic is given by Eq.
~14!. Applying this equation to a waveguide with constant
sound speed but range-varying bottom bathymetry gives

1

b~r !
52

]S̄g
n~r !/]v

]Sp
n~recr!/]v

5
„12gn

2~recr!/k2
…

1/2

gn
2~recr!

1

r E0

r gn
2~x!

„12gn
2~x!/k2

…

3/2 dx.

~22!

For the low-order modes wheregn
2/k2!1, then Eq.~22! be-

comes

1

b~r !
'

1

gn
2~recr! S 12

1

2
gn

2~recr!/k2D 1

r E
0

r

gn
2~x!

3~11 3
2 gn

2~x!/k2! dx. ~23!

The first-order term in Eq.~23! yields

1

b~r !
'

1

gn
2~recr!

1

r E0

r

gn
2~x! dx

5D2~recr!
1

r E0

r 1

d2~x!
dx, ~24!

wheregn(x)5np/d(x) with d(x) being the range dependent
water depth andD(recr) is the water depth at the receiver
location. This expression can be used to provide the offset in
estimated range in matched field source localization resulting
from neglecting range dependence of the bottom bathymetry
in a shallow water waveguide@see Eq.~27! of Ref. 9#.

The integral in Eq.~24! can be evaluated easily if the
bottom bathymetry between source and receiver is modeled
by connected straight-line segments~see Ref. 9!. The result
is

E 1

d2~x!
dx5(

i 51

M
xi2xi 21

didi 21
. ~25!

The bottom bathymetry over thei th segment isd(x)5di 21

1a i(x2xi 21) for xi 21<x<xi , and the sum of the horizon-
tal segment lengths over allM segments equals the range,
i.e., r 5( i 51

M (xi2xi 21). If the actual bottom has approxi-
mately constant slope, so that it can be fit by a single
straight-line segment, then

1

b~r !
'

D~recr!

D~src!
, ~26!

whereD(src) is the water depth at the source location.
Equation~24! for the range-dependent invariant, along

with Eq. ~25!, is used to obtain values forb(t) in Eq. ~20! to
model the bottom bathymetry effects on the striation pat-
terns, as discussed in the next section.
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IV. COMPARISONS OF MODEL WITH DATA

Predictions of the frequency dependence of the striations
from the analytical model in Secs. II D and III B are super-
imposed on the spectrograms in Figs. 3 and 5–9. Agreement
between the model predictions and the data is excellent. The
purpose of this section is to describe how these predictions
were made and to discuss some of the aspects of the model/
data comparison. As an aid to the reader, Table I summarizes
which of the two equations in Sec. II D were used to make
the predictions in each of the figures.

As a starting point, the receiving vertical array was
taken to be motionless over the entire ARCMFP2 event. This
assumption is valid since the bottom of the array was de-
ployed on the ocean floor with the tension along the array
being provided by positively buoyant floats above the upper-
most array element. Although the top of the array was con-
nected to R/P FLIP by the data cable, the differential global
positioning system~DGPS!-derived motion of FLIP during
ARCMFP2 was within the measurement accuracy of63 m
rms so that any tugging by FLIP on the top of the array was
negligible. Also, the inclination from vertical measured by a
tiltmeter at the top of the array never exceeded 1.4 degrees
during the event. Therefore, the average of the DGPS posi-
tion fixes recorded on FLIP over the entire ARCMFP2 event
was used as the fixed array position, and the temporal depen-
dence of the invariant was assumed to be due solely to the
motion of the source.

The next step was to calculate the range-dependent val-
ues ofb21 at specific points along each of the six tracks.
These points were chosen by selecting the DGPS position
fixes recorded on the source tow ship at approximate 1-min
intervals. These positions at 1-min increments~uncorrected
for the horizontal offset between the ship DGPS antenna and
the underwater source! and the fixed FLIP position were in-
put into an algorithm that extracts the bottom bathymetry
between source and receiver from a geoacoustic database for
the SWellEx site.11 Equations~24! and ~25! then were used
to calculate the value ofb21 for each bathymetry profile.
The resulting values ofb21 along each of the six tracks are
plotted in Fig. 10. As the figure shows, the invariant along
tracks ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘f’’ is constant over time at the range-
independent, shallow water value close to 1.0~see Sec.
III A !. It is also nearly constant along track ‘‘a,’’ although at
a significantly greater value of 3.3 due to the strong range-
dependent bathymetry between source and receiver~see Fig.
4!. However, for tracks ‘‘b’’–‘‘d’’, b21 decreases apprecia-
bly over time because of the increasing water depth along
these tracks. These invariant values were used in Eq.~20! to

predict the striation pattern along tracks ‘‘a’’–‘‘d’’ where the
source/receiver range was approximately constant, and in Eq.
~19! to make predictions for tracks ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘f’’ where the
bathymetry was range independent. In applying these equa-
tions, three values ofv0 were arbitrarily chosen; 100, 125,
and 150 Hz for tracks ‘‘a’’–‘‘e’’ and 125, 150, and 175 Hz
for track ‘‘f.’’ In all cases, the temporal dependence of the
striation frequencies are well matched by the model predic-
tions.

The assumptions made in obtaining Eqs.~19! and ~20!
from Eq.~18! are only approximately true for the ARCMFP2
tracks. Another equation that is more generally applicable
and that avoids the evaluation of the range integral can be
obtained. That is, if the invariant is approximately range in-
dependent over the range interval fromr 0 to r (t) in Eq. ~18!,
even if it is range dependent between source and receiver,
then

v~ t !5v0F r ~ t !

r 0
Gb~ t !F b~ t !

b~ t0!G
2b~recr!

. ~27!

The result is, in effect, a combination of Eqs.~19! and~20!.
An example application of this equation is to the data from
track ‘‘a’’ where the source increased slightly in range from
FLIP, towards the end of the track, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
This range increase tends to cancel the effects of increasing
water depth along the source track and explains the small
bias in the predictions towards more rapid decreases in fre-
quency over the final 4 min of Fig. 5. The application of Eq.
~27! eliminates this bias to a large extent. Clearly, then, if the
source/receiver range along tracks ‘‘a’’–‘‘d’’ had increased
at the appropriate rate, then it would have counteracted the
effects of increasing water depth and the striation pattern
would have remained constant over time. The appropriate
rate of range increase can be obtained by setting the left-hand
side of Eq.~18! to unity.

As mentioned previously, a gap in the recording of the
DGPS position fixes on the source tow ship occurred over
the last 7 min of track ‘‘d.’’ This gap is particularly unfor-
tunate since the slope of the interference pattern in Fig. 8
changed over the course of this track, thereby presenting an
interesting test of the analytical model. By connecting the
end of track ‘‘d’’ to the next set of recorded DGPS fixes in
Fig. 4, it appears that the ship continued to the west for 3–4
min and then executed a 180 degree turn to starboard. Over

TABLE I. Equations used for figure predictions.

Figure
No. Track

Equation for
predictions

3 ‘‘e’’ v(t)5v0(r (t)/r 0)b ~19!
5 ‘‘a’’ v(t)5v0(b(t)/b(t0))2b(recr) ~20!
6 ‘‘b’’ v(t)5v0(b(t)/b(t0))2b(recr) ~20!
7 ‘‘c’’ v(t)5v0(b(t)/b(t0))2b(recr) ~20!
8 ‘‘d’’ v(t)5v0(b(t)/b(t0))2b(recr) ~20!
9 ‘‘f’’ v(t)5v0(r (t)/r 0)b ~19!

FIG. 10. Plots ofb21 as a function of time for each of the six tracks
‘‘a’’–‘‘f,’’ calculated from Eqs. ~24! and ~25! of the paper.
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the westbound portion, the water depth became progressively
greater, leading to the continued decrease in striation fre-
quency in Fig. 8. However, as the turn to the north was
made, the source/receiver range began to increase following
the bottom bathymetry contours. This range increase resulted
in the change in slope of the striation pattern. The ‘‘bathtub’’
feature between the 8- and 9-min marks in Fig. 8~i.e., the
point where the striations change from sloping towards de-
creasing frequency with increasing time to that where they
increase in frequency with increasing time! arises not from
any Lloyd’s mirror effect~the source/receiver range is about
30 water depths at this time!, but from changing conditions
of intermode interference.

To this point, all the changes in the striation patterns in
Figs. 3 and 5–9 have been modeled as due either to changes
in source/receiver range and/or in water depth. However,
changes in water column sound speed also should have an
impact on the striation pattern. A convenient way of includ-
ing these effects into the analytical model is given by the
generalized theory of waveguide invariants presented in Ref.
12. The main result there is that, for waveguide propagation
in a range-independent medium, the mode wave number dif-
ferences can be expressed in a power law relationship in-
volving the frequency and the various waveguide param-
eters:

Dkmn5amnh
g/bv21/b, ~28!

whereamn is a constant that depends upon mode order,h
represents a waveguide parameter~e.g., sound speed, water
depth, etc.!, and g is the corresponding invariant for the
given waveguide parameter. For example, in a homoge-
neous, range-independent, ideal waveguide with constant
sound speed,c,

Dkmn5
1
2p

2~n22m2!cD22v21. ~29!

Comparing this expression with Eq.~28! indicates thatb
equals 1~as expected!, the value ofg(D) is 22, and that of
g(c) is 11. Equation~28! is valid for range-independent
waveguides. However, for adiabatic propagation, it can be
extended in a straightforward way. Lettingb̂ andĝ represent
the invariants for the corresponding range-independent case,
then making use of the definition forb21(r ) in Eq. ~14!,
gives

1

b~r !
5

1

b̂
S 1

r
Eh~x!ĝ/b̂ dxD „h~recr!ĝ/b̂

…

21. ~30!

Note that Eq.~30! applied to a shallow water waveguide with
range-independent sound speed but range-dependent
bathymetry simplifies to Eq.~24!. Including range depen-
dence to the sound speed yields

1

b~r !
5

D2~recr!

c~recr!

1

r E c~x!

d2~x!
dx. ~31!

Figure 11 presents plots of two sound speed profiles
calculated from the two CTD~conductivity-temperature-
depth! data taken nearest in time to the ARCMFP2 event.
The locations of these two CTD casts are shown on the map
in Fig. 4. The one just to the east of track ‘‘f’’ was collected
in 175-m-deep water, whereas the other one to the southeast

was taken in 120-m water. The arithmetic means of the two
profiles also is given in Fig. 11. Because the sound speed
profile in deeper water has a thicker mixed layer at the sur-
face, but greater water column extent below the thermocline
than the shallower profile, the two mean sound speeds are
nearly identical. Therefore, changes in depth-average sound
speed over the course of ARCMFP2 are negligible. In any
case, the effect of changes of a few percent in average sound
speed would be trivial in comparison to the effect of over
150% changes in water depth over the course of ARCMFP2.

Although the character of the broadband interference
patterns is insensitive to water column sound speed changes
in this shallow water environment, it clearly is a useful probe
for determining changes in water depth. Therefore, Eq.~18!,
along with Eq.~24!, provides a way of performing inversions
for bottom bathymetry using moving sources of opportunity.
For example, assume for simplicity that only source motion
along radial tracks away from the receiver is considered.
That is, for each track, the invariant is independent of azi-
muth. In this case, Eq.~18! becomes

v~ t !

v~ t0!
5expS E

r 0

r ~ t ! b~r ,u!

r
dr D . ~32!

If the range of the broadband source,r (t), is known as a
function of time~e.g., radar tracking of a surface ship!, then

FIG. 11. Two sound speed profiles as a function of depth derived from the
data taken during two CTD casts. The arithmetic mean over depth is given
next to each profile. The locations of the two casts are shown in Fig. 4.
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the time-varying frequency content of the striations,v(t),
can be used as the data in a classical inversion approach for
b(r ).

All of the underwater acoustic data presented so far were
collected by the lowermost hydrophone of the 64-element
vertical line array. To show how the interference pattern var-
ies with array element, the pressure spectral density as a
function of depth across the array for the range-independent
track ‘‘e’’ is presented in Fig. 12. The patchy appearance is
due to the oscillatory nature of the mode eigenfunctions with
depth, with the highest-order dominant mode in the field giv-
ing rise to the smallest-spatial-scale fluctuations. For com-
parison, Fig. 13 shows the interference pattern with depth
when the source was upslope from the receiving array run-
ning along track ‘‘a.’’ Here, the depth variations have longer
spatial scales because of the smaller number of propagating
modes imposed by the shallower water depth at the source
location.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An analytical model based on the waveguide invariant
approach has been developed to predict the frequency depen-
dence of broadband interference patterns in shallow water,
single-element spectrograms. The agreement between the
model predictions and actual ocean acoustic data collected
during the shallow water SWellEx-3 experiment off San Di-
ego, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5–9, is quite good.

Equations~17! and~18! are applicable to any waveguide
whose properties vary in range and azimuth. Their derivation
assumes that the spectrum of the source signature is roughly
flat across its band, and that the spatial variations in the
environment are sufficiently weak that the adiabatic approxi-
mation can be used and that no azimuthal coupling occurs.
The derivation ofb makes the additional assumptions that
the source is several waveguide depths in range from the
receiver ~the long-range approximation!, that the mode

FIG. 12. The pressure spectral density
as a function of depth over the receiv-
ing vertical array for a time period
during track ‘‘e.’’ The spectra were es-
timated from 5.5 s of data starting 3
min after the beginning of the spectro-
gram in Fig. 3. Element 48 at 104-m
depth had an abnormally low sensitiv-
ity.
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eigenfunctions are not strong functions of frequency, and
that the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillovin~WKB! approximation
applies. The expression for the range-dependent invariant in
Eq. ~30! also is generally applicable to spatially variable
waveguides. However, Eq.~24! is specific to shallow water
environments where bottom bathymetry changes are impor-
tant. That is, it applies when the waveguide is formed by
reflection from both the upper and lower boundaries. If one
of the waveguide boundaries is formed by refraction, e.g.,
when bottom penetration is significant, thenb no longer is
approximately equal to one, and Eq.~24! must be modified
accordingly. The close match between the model predictions
and the data presented in this paper demonstrate the applica-
bility of this expression to the SWellEx environment.
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APPENDIX A: FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF
WAVEGUIDE DISPERSION

One insight into the nature of the waveguide invariant,
b, is that it specifies the frequency dependence of the disper-
sion characteristics of an acoustic field. This point can be
demonstrated by starting with the definitions for phase and
group slownesses, i.e.,Sp5k/v andSg5]k/]v, giving

FIG. 13. The pressure spectral density
estimates as a function of depth 3 min
after the start of track ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 5.
All other aspects of the plot are the
same as in Fig. 12.
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Sg5Sp1v
]Sp

]v
. ~A1!

Differentiating Eq.~A1! and plugging in the definition forb,
recognizing that2]Sg /]Sp52(]Sg /]v)/(]Sp /]v), gives
the following equation:

v
]2Sp

]v2 1S 21
1

b D ]Sp

]v
50. ~A2!

This linear, second-order, differential equation can be solved
by standard techniques, yielding

Sp~v!5C1

1

111/b
1C2

1

v~111/b! , ~A3!

whereC1 andC2 are constants of integration independent of
v. Likewise, solving for the group slowness using Eq.~A1!

Sg~v!5C1

1

111/b
2C2

1

b

1

v~111/b! . ~A4!

Therefore, the frequency dependence of the mode phase
slowness is1v2(111/b), whereas for the mode group slow-
ness, it is given by2v2(111/b).

The frequency dependence of the mode phase slow-
nesses also can be derived analytically using the WKB ap-
proximation:

Sp
n~v![

kn

v
5

@k2~z,v!2gn
2~z,v!#1/2

v

'
k~z,v!

v S 12
1

2

gn
2~z,v!

k2~z,v!
D

5
1

c~z!
2

1

2
c~z!gn

2~z,v!
1

v2 , ~A5!

wheregn(z,v) is the mode vertical wave number. Compar-
ing Eq. ~A5! to Eq. ~A3! provides expressions for the con-
stants of integration in terms ofb:

C15
111/b

c~z!
, ~A6a!

C252 1
2c~z!gn

2~z,v!v2~121/b!. ~A6b!

By definition,C2 is independent of frequency, so that

gn
2~v!}v~121/b!. ~A7!

Also, given thatC1 is independent of mode number, then Eq.
~A3! can be used to show that the mode wave number dif-
ferences and the circular frequency have the following power
law relationship:

Dkmn~v!5~C2
n2C2

m!v21/b. ~A8!

Therefore, the waveguide invariant,b, for a given environ-
ment provides the frequency dependence of the dispersion
curves@Eqs. ~A3! and ~A4!# and the frequency dependence
of the vertical and horizontal mode wave numbers under the
WKB approximation. As an example, in a range-
independent, shallow water waveguide whereb'1 ~see Sec.
III A !, Eq. ~A7! shows immediately that the mode vertical
wave numbers are independent of frequency. This result

helps justify the neglect of the frequency dependence of
mode eigenfunctions in the derivation of the waveguide in-
variant in Sec. II C, at least for the case of shallow water
waveguides.

The power law relationship between the mode wave
number differences and the circular frequency in Eq.~A8!
was obtained in Ref. 12 using a different approach. How-
ever, note that Eqs.~A3! and ~A4! provide additional infor-
mation on the dispersive characteristics of the waveguide.

APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF WAVEGUIDE
INVARIANT INTEGRAL

The integral of the waveguide invariant over range in
Eq. ~18! can be easily calculated. For example, dividing the
range into consecutive segments within whichb varies lin-
early with range, i.e., within thej th segment, b(r )
5b(r j 21)1ajr , where aj5@b(r j )2b(r j 21)#/@r j2r j 21#,
then

E
r j 21

r j b~r j 21!1ajr

r
dr5 lnS r j

r j 21
D b~r j 21!

1b~r j !2b~r j 21!. ~B1!

The factor on the right-hand side of Eq.~18! therefore is

expS E
r 0

r ~ t ! b~r ,u!

r
dr D 5)

j 51

L~ t ! S r j

r j 21
D b~r j 21!

3exp@b~r j !2b~r j 21!# ~B2!

with L(t) equal to the number of segments.
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Experiments were conducted in the Florida Strait region of the United States in July 1995 to
investigate the contribution of sediment volume scattering to measured acoustic backscatter levels
at frequencies of 7.5 and 15 kHz. Five sites were analyzed for bottom backscattering level in the
radial and azimuthal directions. Sediment geophysical parameters were established by a cross-well
tomographic measurement and used as inputs for modeling. Both sediment volume and rough
interface scattering models were utilized in analyzing the data. Comparison of model predictions
with measured data showed that for grazing angles, at the water–sediment interface, from the
critical angle to approximately 60 degrees, volume scattering dominated. For angles greater than
approximately 60 degrees, surface roughness scattering consistently dominated. In geographic areas
where the interface sound speed ratio exceeded one, roughness scattering controled the
backscattered level for grazing angles less than the critical angle. Inversion of the measured acoustic
backscatter data was performed using a genetic algorithm optimization developed for use with the
volume scattering model. Inversion results were found to agree well with measured data and
measured environmental parameters that describe the scattering volume. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03011-8#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Ky, 43.60.Pt, 43.30.Gv@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

For many sonar systems, sea bottom scattering has a
detrimental and limiting effect; for others, the seafloor acous-
tic reverberation may be used as a tool for examining the
physical properties of the seabed. In either case, a thorough
knowledge of the effect of the sea bottom on acoustic propa-
gation is needed to interpret propagation data.

A great deal of seafloor acoustic reverberation data has
been collected in the past, much of which has been presented
as bottom backscattering strength.1–17 In general, the results
have been described by the empirical value 10 log (m) taken
from Lambert’s rule: BBS510 log (m sin2 u). Here BBS is
the bottom backscattering strength,u is the grazing angle at
the interface, andm is the bottom scattering cross section.18

Lambert’s rule works well for many water–sediment inter-
faces, but neglects contributions from the sub-seafloor vol-
ume including sub-seafloor interfaces. This limitation is pro-
found when the interface roughness is very small or when
the impedance ratio between the water and sediment ap-
proaches unity. Under these conditions the volume and/or
sub-water–sediment interface horizons become significant or
even dominant scattering mechanisms and cannot be
neglected.19 The desire for a sound, physically realizable rep-
resentation of the seafloor scattering mechanisms is a topic
of significant interest in the acoustics community and has
been the motivation for this study.

Recently, scattering models have been developed which
consider the physics of acoustic interaction with distributions

of scatterers.4,6,8,9,20–34By treating regions~i.e., surfaces or
volumes! of scatterers with simple distributions this ap-
proach reduces the complexity of the problem while retain-
ing the underlying physics. It has seen much success in re-
cent efforts.3–11

In the case of a rough interface, scattering is controled
by the relationship of the acoustic frequency, the distribution
of roughness scales on the surface, and the composition of
the interface material. For most operational sonar frequencies
the material properties of the sediment at this interface may
be considered uniform over a limited scattering region and
are usually modeled as such. In very-high-frequency sonar
cases, bioturbation and factors that disturb the fine structure
of the surface and near surface sediments must be accounted
for. At these very high frequencies sonar interacts on much
finer scales with the sediment due to its shorter
wavelength.35–37 For sediment volumes, scattering is con-
troled by the three-dimensional distribution of impedance
fluctuations throughout the volume and the acoustic fre-
quency. Rough interface and volume scattering are usually
treated as separate scattering mechanisms and the individual
model results combined to represent the total scattering
strength of the bottom.

Obtaining an accurate description of the experimental
region’s environment is the most challenging task when try-
ing to verify the scattering physics using model comparisons
with data. Accurate measurements of the water column, the
water–sediment-interface roughness, the sediment volume,
and the sub-seafloor horizons are very difficult to obtain in
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an ocean environment. A variety of instrumentation and
methods have been developed to gather hydroacoustic and
geoacoustic properties, including conductivity, temperature
and depth sensors~CTDs!, bathythermographs~BTs!, stereo
photography, sediment coring, chirp sonar, sidescan sonar,
and cross-well tomography among others. Each has limita-
tions upon its applicability that may include, for example, the
acoustic frequency of the source, the depth of the water, or
the sediment type. The Florida Strait experiments conducted
for this study utilized diver observations and sediment
samples to characterize the water–sediment interface and
cross-well sediment tomography to measure the sediment
volume properties. Due to the geometry of the experiment,
the generally horizontal nature of the sound speed structure
of the ocean, and the length of the acoustic propagation paths
of the experiment~3–85 m one way!, the experimental sound
speed was approximated as a constant within the region. The
value for sound speed was determined from a time-of-flight
measurement along the direct path from the acoustic source
to a receiver. Averaging of several time-of-flight measure-
ments between the acoustic source and several receivers gave
a statistically established sound speed value. The choice to
use these methods was made based upon available technol-
ogy and applicability within the experimental parameters.

Hardware availability dictated the frequency and source
level of the experiment and defined the starting point for
most other design decisions such as source output function,
receiver characteristics, and source and receiver positions. It
is known that multi-path propagation in the form of fathom-
eter returns and hybrid acoustic paths may contaminate sea-
floor reverberation measurements.38 The use of directional
source and receiver pairs can help reduce or eliminate these
fathometer and multipath effects. Although a directional
source was not available for these experiments, a directional
receiver was specifically designed to provide an excellent
response function for the frequencies of interest. This allevi-
ated much of the concern about fathometer and hybrid path
contamination but did not completely eliminate the problem.

Because the ocean surface is time variant in comparison
with the seafloor, the reverberation from the sea surface
could be separated from the reverberation from the seafloor.
By averaging a sufficient number of pings, the sea surface
fathometer and multipath interference could be reduced be-
low ambient noise levels in most cases, allowing discrimina-
tion of the seafloor reverberation~Fig. 1!. One limitation of
this method of averaging repeated received traces is that
seemingly time-coherent seafloor reverberation is also
smeared, leaving a net smoothing of the received levels as a
function of time and angle.

Experimental equipment and measurements are dis-
cussed in Sec. II. In Sec. III we discuss the rough interface
and sediment volume scattering models. In addition to the
direct in situ cross-well tomographic measurement, sediment
volume scattering properties were determined inversely us-
ing two methods. The first method used the measured acous-
tic scattering data and a genetic algorithm optimization of the
scattering forward theory to invert for the model scattering
parameters. The second method used an inversion of the
two-dimensional spectrum of the compressional velocity

field given by the cross-well tomographic measurement to
achieve the model spectrum. The genetic algorithm opti-
mized inversion method is discussed in Sec. III C. In Sec. IV
we compare the results of data analysis using the scattering
models and the volume scattering model inversion.

I. EXPERIMENT

The Florida Strait experiment included five acoustic
backscatter sites and one cross-well tomographic experiment
at site 1. The concentration of discussion within this paper is
upon the 38-ft~11.6 m!-deep site 1. Figure 2 shows a map of
the region of south central Florida where the experiments
occurred. For both the acoustic backscatter and cross-well
tomography measurements, center frequencies of 7.5 and 15
kHz were used. Cross-well tomography was used to measure
acoustic properties of the sediment volume. Sediment acous-
tic property values are the geophysical input parameters
needed for acoustic scatter modeling and as ground truth for
inversion verification. During the boring of wells for cross-
well tomography experiments divers noticed distinct layer-
ing. Layering was later confirmed by the cross-well tomog-
raphy result. Based upon the cross-well tomography results
and samples taken during the diving operation, the site has
sediment volume structure consisting of sand and shell frag-
ments embedded within layers of mud and silty clay. Gravity
coring was attempted but proved unsuccessful due to equip-
ment failure. The water–sediment interface was documented
by divers to be sediment ripples with wavelengths measuring
nominally 1.0 m and amplitudes of approximately 10 cm.
The strike of the ripples was oriented perpendicular to 108
degrees magnetic, roughly parallel to the coast. The interface
sediment was made up of shell fragments and medium sand.
Sea state remained less than Beaufort two during the data
collection.

FIG. 1. An example of a received signal~a! before averaging and~b! after
200 averages.
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A. Equipment

Traditional approaches to measuring acoustic backscat-
ter from the seafloor use either a single fathometer style de-
vice which provides a reflection measurement~near grazing
angle590 degrees!, a line array which has ambiguity about
its axis when beamformed, or a seafloor-mounted tower with
a directional source and receiver. The last of these three ap-
proaches is the most accurate and repeatable, but in its most
common configuration requires that the directional source–
receiver pair be steered to all angles of interest. This can
make data collection a time-consuming endeavor. In an ef-
fort to minimize the experiment’s duration and still examine
all points on the bottom within the region around the mea-
surement device, an array was chosen for which receivers
could be recorded simultaneously and later beamformed to
desired directions. The use of a broadband source signal with
a sparse array yielded a high-resolution result for a minimal
number of hydrophones.39 The relative orientation between
sensors was very important. After much simulation and
evaluation, the sensors were arranged in a manner to give
excellent broadband, beamformed response throughout all
grazing and azimuthal angles for the frequencies of interest.
The design, as shown in Fig. 3, is similar to a vertically
expanded Mill’s cross.

An omnidirectional source located at the geometric cen-
ter of the array was activated repeatedly using Hanning-
weighted linear-frequency-modulated~LFM! upswept sig-
nals, and the reverberation was recorded at each hydrophone.
Averaging 200 repeated traces removed much of the incoher-
ent noise, such as that associated with a moving sea surface.

B. Three-dimensional broadband array design

The standard approach to array design for signals that
contain more than one octave of bandwidth has been to nest
several subarrays, each cut for a different octave. Data from
each subarray are bandpassed for the corresponding octave
and beamformed conventionally. This method requires a sig-
nificant number of sensor elements. An alternative method is
to process the data over the entire frequency band using only
the array cut for the lowest octave. Using this alternative
method, with sufficient bandwidth, the many grating lobes
which occur for spatially aliased frequencies~frequencies
greater than the frequency for which the array was cut! tend
to smear one another out, leaving the beam along the maxi-
mum response axis intact or even narrowed. This is illus-
trated in Appendix A.40 Integration over the full bandwidth
reveals a comparable directivity index while sharply reduc-
ing the number of sensors.36,37 During processing, the back-
scattered data was examined every 2.5 degrees in azimuth
and every 2 degrees of grazing angle.

The physical design of the volumetric broadband array
consisted of two linear arrays of 16 hydrophones, each
spaced 0.10 m and placed horizontally in orthogonal direc-
tions. A preamplifier providing 50 times gain accompanied
each hydrophone. Vertical separation between the linear ar-
rays was equivalent to a single linear segment’s aperture of
1.5 m. Onboard compass and tilt sensors provided the array’s
relationship to the earth. Angles of inclination or declination

FIG. 2. The Florida Strait region with the experimental site indicated by a
star. The inset shows a blown up region about the site indicating individu-
ally the offshore sites and their proximity to Ft. Pierce, FL, and Harbor
Branch Oceanographic Institute.

FIG. 3. A schematic diagram of the sparse volumetric array, acoustic
source, and support structure.
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were accounted for in the data processing. The array is illus-
trated in Fig. 3 with the acoustic source located at the geo-
metric center of the receive array.

Examples of the array response when steered to a bear-
ing of 30 degrees and a grazing angle of 30 degrees are
shown in Fig. 4~a! and ~b! for both 7.5- and 15-kHz center
frequencies with bandwidth 15.0 kHz with 30 kHz, respec-
tively. Figure 4~c! and ~d! shows the associated beam pat-
terns projected onto a plane surface 3.75 m below the geo-
metric center of the array. This plane approximates the
seafloor below the equipment tower for the experiments. As
the array is symmetric, in all eight octants the response is
equivalent.41,42

C. Acquisition of backscattering data

Source signals were Hanning-windowed linear-
frequency-modulated~LFM! upsweeps of bandwidths 15 and
30 kHz centered at 7.5 and 15 kHz, respectively. Pulse
length of the LFM varied with increased frequency from
0.002 to 0.001 s. These signals were chosen for their low
sidelobe level upon correlation and superior correlation gain,
i.e., high signal-to-noise ratio. Autocorrelation of the LFM-
swept 7.51- and 15-kHz signals yielded gain factors of 23.6
and 13.1, respectively. These signals provided sufficient
bandwidth for the broadband beamforming techniques em-
ployed in the processing.

Data acquisition took place via a cable connection to the
research vessel. Traces were amplified 100 times and high-
pass filtered using a23-dB cutoff at 1 kHz. This ensured
maximum amplitude would be recorded without clipping the
A/D converter and that 60-Hz electronic noise would be sup-
pressed without harming the data integrity. Data then passed
through a 200-kHz throughput, 12-bit, 16-channel A/D con-

verter and were recorded to the hard disk of a 486/66 per-
sonal computer. Experiment backup was made on Exabyte
8-mm magnetic tape. The control software recorded three
channels simultaneously at 66 666 Hz for 0.2 s per shot. Two
hundred shot points were recorded per station. This yielded a
file size of 85.33 MB of data per experimental location and
the duration of an experiment was just under 20 min. Data
were later coherently averaged, correlated with the source
function, and beamformed.

Radials from the array were considered every 2.5 de-
grees and processed for their direct path backscatter. This
direct path processing is the norm for most reverberation
data collected to date regardless of the source/receiver com-
bination used. Obviously, the more directional the receiver,
the greater the reduction of unwanted off-axis noise and the
better this processing method approximates true direct paths.
The Florida Strait sites were found to have no significant
azimuthal variations in the acoustic backscatter at the source
frequencies used, indicating a rather homogeneous acoustic
scattering region for the purposes of this experiment. This
was further verified by tomographic measurements of the
sediment structure at site 1.

D. Cross-well tomography experiment

The tomography measurement was located at site 1.
Four wells were bored into the seafloor approximately 2 m in
depth. The orientation of these wells is shown in Fig. 5. Into
well ‘‘A’’ an array of 16 acoustic sources spaced 0.10 m
apart was deployed and into wells ‘‘B, C, and D’’ arrays of
16 receivers were deployed, also separated at 0.10 m. Mul-
tiple source shots were transmitted for all source locations
and were recorded and averaged for each receiver. A ship-
board display of successively averaged incoming traces was
observed until it was determined that a sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio was achieved and the first arrival of the signal

FIG. 4. Array response~a! 7.5 kHz versus grazing angle and azimuth,~b!
7.5 kHz versus range from the array and azimuth,~c! 15.0 kHz versus
grazing angle, and azimuth~d! 15.0 kHz versus range from the array and
azimuth.

FIG. 5. Plan view of the cross well tomographic borehole layout. Boreholes
are at positions A, B, C, and D.
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could be determined. These data were archived and later
used in the tomographic inversion that determined the com-
pressional velocity structure of the sections between well
‘‘A’’ and the other wells. Information on tomographic inver-
sion may be found in the papers by Bregmanet al.,43 Yama-
moto et al.,5,44,45 and Rapidset al.46 The cross-well tomo-
gram depicting compressional velocity in cross section A–B
is shown in Fig. 6. Cross sections A–C and A–D showed
similar sediment structure.

II. SCATTERING MODELS

Two acoustic scattering models, one developed for
rough interface scattering and the other for volume scatter-
ing, were chosen for data analysis because of their physics-
based approach to scattering. The Applied Physics
Laboratory—University of Washington’s~APL-UW! com-
posite roughness model6 and the Rosenstiel School of Ma-
rine and Atmospheric Science at the University of Miami’s
~RSMAS-UM! volume scattering model9 are employed as
theoretical representation of the physics of the scattering
mechanisms.

A. The rough interface

The composite roughness model describes the rough in-
terface using the Kirchhoff approximation for angles near the
Snell’s law direction and perturbation theory for all other
directions. Interpolation combines the results of the two
methods. Although the complete APL-UW model provides a
formulation for volume scattering, it is disregarded in this
work because of its empirical nature. The model result for
interface backscatter~IBS! is as follows wheres r(v2 ,g2)
represents the rough interface scattering cross section per
unit area:

IBS510 log„s r~v2 ,g2!…. ~1!

This model uses a power-law description of the spectrum of
the interface roughness:v2 is the spectral strength andg2 is
the spectral exponent. Other parameters required by the
model are derivable from a standard geoacoustical descrip-
tion of the seafloor. A complete theoretical description is
available in reports by APL-UW.6

B. The sediment volume

The RSMAS-UM9 volume scattering model also uses
perturbation theory and represents the scattering kernel with
a power law to describe the fluctuations of compressional
velocity within the volume. The general form of the volume
scattering model is

VBS510 log ~sv!, ~2!

sv5k0
4G2bL2B~L2k1

21L2k2
21k3

2!2~b12!/2, ~3!

where VBS is volume backscatter,sv is the differential
backscattering cross section per unit volume,k is the wave
number incident~subscript 0! and axial~subscripts 1, 2, 3!, G
is a magnification factor relating the density and compres-
sional velocity fluctuations in the sediment,b is the spectral
exponent factor,B is the spectral intensity factor, andL is
the aspect ratio describing the anisotropy of the inhomoge-
neities in the sediment. A provision for dipped layering is
included by Yamamoto in the definitions of the components
of wavenumber.5 For azimuthal directions,f, and angles of
dipped structure,d, these components of wave number are

k15kx cosf cosd1ky sinf cosd2kz sind, ~4!

k252kx sinf1ky cosf, ~5!

k35kx cosf sind1ky sinf sind1kz cosd. ~6!

FIG. 6. The 7.5-kHz compressional velocity cross-well tomogram of section A–B at site 1 Florida Strait continental shelf acoustic experiments 1995.
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Propagation effects are accounted for as direct-path spread-
ing loss, attenuation, and transmissivity:

sa5svS sinus

4a DT12
2 T21

2 S cos2 us

cos2 fw

sin2 uw

sin2 us
D , ~7!

whereuw andus are the incident and transmitted~refracted!
grazing angles at the water sediment interface,T12

2 T21
2 is the

transmissivity across the interface, and„(cos2 us/cos2 uw)
3(sin2 uw /sin2 us)… accounts for the spreading of incident
wave energy at the interface. This result is expressed as an
equivalent interface scattering strength and may be combined
directly with the result from the composite roughness model.
Total bottom backscatter~BBS! is computed as

BBS510 log ~s r1sa!. ~8!

Verification of the volume scattering model was the motiva-
tion behind much of the work done in the Florida Strait.

C. Inversion

Beyond its direct or forward application, the volume
scattering model was inverted to find the sediment properties
from the collected backscatter data. To do this, one of the
first applications of genetic algorithm optimization tech-
niques to underwater acoustics was implemented. This type
of inversion was chosen for its robust nature and computa-
tional efficiency and provided a useful and unique tool for
sediment classification.

Genetic algorithm optimization techniques are derived
from the nature of genetic selection: survival of the fittest.
The structure of the algorithm follows that analogy: From the
set of all possible solutions, a population of solution sets is
chosen. Each solution set is used to compute the model re-
sult. This result is measured for its fitness against the mea-
sured data. Through a process of structured evolutionary
steps, the initial population evolves to better represent the
data. The evolution selects the two most fit individual solu-
tion sets to be parents to a new generation. The parents are
then operated upon using methods analogous to chromo-
somal exchange. First an exchange of part of the solutions is
made, a crossover of chromosomal information, and then a
random mutation of some parts of the newly generated chil-
dren is made. These children, as well as their parents, are
then introduced to a new population and the process is re-
peated until a solution is found that achieves a user-specified,
optimum fit to the data.47–51 A simple example illustrating
the genetic algorithm concept is presented in Appendix B.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Cross-well tomograms

The geoacoustic parameters in RSMAS-UM model by
Yamamoto9 described in Sec. III B are statistical properties.
Therefore, the larger the total number of ensembles, the more
reliable the average. The sound speed structure within the
seabed at the test site imaged by cross-well tomography was
utilized to maximize the number of ensembles. The one-
dimensional parameters, the spectral intensityB and spectral
exponentb, were determined from 30 vertical profiles taken
from the three tomograms. The two-dimensional parameter,

the aspect ratioL, was determined from an average of esti-
mates from the three two-dimensional images. The three-
dimensional parameters, the dip anglesw andd, were deter-
mined from the only one 3-D image. Therefore, one must be
cautioned that these model parameters determined from to-
mograms have different statistical significance. Further
more, the RSMAS-UM model assumes that the fluctuations
in the sound speed structure within the seabed sediments are
random. Therefore, the diffused layers seen in the tomo-
grams and felt by the divers are assumed to be random in this
analysis. One may examine the effect of layered structure on
acoustic scattering using the tomogram and acoustic scatter
data presented in this paper.

To determine the properties needed for input to the
acoustic models, the tomograms were analyzed using one-
and two-dimensional Fourier analysis. Using virtual sedi-
ment cores, taken as one-dimensional sections through the
tomogram depth, and analyzing the power spectral density of
the compressional velocity fluctuations along each section, a
first-order polynomial fit to the average spectrum exhibits
power law behavior. This behavior, when associated with
Eq. ~3!, provides spectral exponent and spectral intensity val-
ues,b andB, respectively. One-dimensional data cannot pro-
vide other information needed for modeling such as the as-
pect ratio or dipped structure. To find these we must look to
higher-dimensional data.

From the two-dimensional power spectrum of the to-
mographic section, the aspect ratio of the anisotropy and any
present dipped structure may be determined. A useful tool
for finding all four of these parameters from the two-
dimensional power spectrum was an inversion of the volume
scattering model to fit the spectral data. A genetic algorithm
as described in Sec. III C and exemplified in Appendix A
was applied for this purpose. The algorithm optimized the fit
between Eq.~3! and the two-dimensional power spectral
density of the compressional velocity cross-well tomogram.
An example of the two-dimensional power spectra of the
compressional velocity cross section is shown in Fig. 7~a!
and the result of the inversion in Fig. 7~b! for the 7.5-kHz
analysis of section A–B.

Note the off-axis nature of the elliptical shape in Fig.
7~b!. This indicates the existence of a preferential dipped
structure at the site. Aspect ratio is determined as the ratio of
the major (kz /cosd) axis to minor (kx /sind) axis of the
ellipse, whered is the dip angle from thekz axis. Table I lists
the sediment parameters computed from both one- and two-
dimensional techniques and inversion along with several es-
timates made for use with the scattering models where data
were not available.

These statistical sediment model properties determined
from the sound speed profiles computed using measurements
by the cross-well tomography will be used in the forward
modeling of bottom reverberation. These statistical proper-
ties will also be used for verification of the sediment model
properties inverted from the bottom reverberation data. The
resolution of the tomographic inversion is roughly 10 cm.
This resolution may not be fine enough to model the acoustic
scattering at 7.5 and 15 kHz, which requires the resolution of
the sediment structure of the size of one-half the wavelength,
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or roughly 2.5–5 cm. However, the statistical sediment
model properties are rather constant over a wide range of
spatial scales according to the core analyses.5,10 Therefore,
the statistical sediment model properties measured using
cross-well tomography having resolution of 10 cm are also
expected to correctly represent the slightly finer sediment
structures of 2.5–5 cm that interact with the acoustic waves
of 7.5 and 15 kHz.

Interface properties at the site were estimated from diver
observations and sediment samples with reference to previ-
ous work for similar sediment types by Jackson and Briggs.8

Estimated parameters for interface properties and attenuation
are underlined in Table I.

B. Backscatter

The beamformed acoustic scattering data were evaluated
azimuthally and found to have only minor azimuthal varia-

tion at these sites. Emphasis was placed on the azimuthal
data whose radials coincided with the directions of the mea-
sured cross well tomograms. From Fig. 5 it is seen that these
lie along 70–250 degrees and 160–340 degrees magnetic.
Along these azimuths, the measured and inverted sediment
properties from Table I were input into the composite rough-
ness and volume scattering models.

Figure 8~a! and ~b! shows the measured dataversus
grazing angle at 7.5 and 15.0 kHz along with the forward
model predictions based on the values from Table I. Note the
effect of the dipped structure in the 070–250 degrees model
result as the peak is offset to roughly 14 degrees. The vol-
ume scattering model at frequency 15 kHz shows a particu-
larly good fit for this bearing at grazing angles greater than
123 degrees and less than 162 degrees. The choice of the
interface scattering parameters is constant throughout these
examples due to the lack of measured data, but gives some

FIG. 7. ~a! The power spectral density of compressional velocity cross well tomogram A–B from site 1.~b! The result of inversion using the RSMAS-UM
volume scattering model fitted to the power spectral density computed directly from cross-well tomogram A–B. Axes are wave number (1/m).

TABLE I. Sediment parameters computed from one- and two-dimensional spectral techniques and inversion. Underlined values are estimated values for
modeling purposes only.

Volume values

Line
Spectral

B
Model

b

Aspect
ratio
L

Dip
from A

d
~degree!

Vertical
B

Cores
b

Sediment Surface values

Sound
speed

Cp /Cw

Attenuation
aa

~dB/m/kHz!

Density
ratio

r

Spectral
strength

v2

Spectral
exponent

g

A–B 4.98e25 0.312 4.556 214.1 1.16e25 0.500 1.039 0.15 1.79 0.0042 3.25
A–C 1.27e25 0.214 4.442 1.36 1.04e25 0.341 1.047 0.15 1.81 0.0042 3.25
A–D 2.29e25 0.778 6.77 21.39 4.68e25 0.744 1.043 0.15 1.76 0.0042 3.35
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indication, under the assumption of similar sediment, of the
roughness scattering effect. It shows that at very steep graz-
ing angles~those near vertical incidence! and angles shal-
lower than the critical angle, in this case the critical angle
lies approximately 16 degrees from tangent, the rough inter-
face scattering dominates. Through the mid-angle sections,
volume scattering largely controls scattering behavior ac-
cording to the model. The APL-UW roughness model6 used
in this paper is a statistical model. The roughness data from
the diver observation are crude but give some quantitive val-
ues that are needed for the model calculations. The diver
observation of long-crested ripples seems to conflict with the
homogeneous acoustic scattering data for grazing angles
smaller than the critical angle. This type of apparent contra-
diction is often reported by other investigators.8

Inversion of the volume scattering model was made for
data at each of the azimuthal directions 70, 160, 250, and
340 degrees. The inversion predicted seven volume scatter-
ing model parameters: dip azimuth, dip grazing angle, spec-
tral exponent, spectral intensity, aspect ratio, attenuation, and
sound speed ratio at the water–sediment interface. Though

sediment layering was identified at the site, for purposes of
inversion of acoustic data, the sediment volume may be con-
sidered as a whole. In doing so, the physical scattering
mechanisms associated with any layering are represented in
the solution result as well as the model parameters that were
inverted. Comparing model parameters inverted from acous-
tic backscatter with parameters derived from the spectra of
compressional velocity tomograms is valid because the spec-
trum of a compressional velocity tomogram is a spectrum of
the whole sediment structure and includes the layering. Table
II shows the results for 7.5 and 15.0 kHz.

The best-fit inversion results for site 1 are shown in Fig.
9 using the previous estimates for inputs into the composite
roughness model. It can be seen that at both frequencies
there is excellent model-to-data agreement. The model-to-
data error was less than 0.17 for all cases when measured as
a ratio of the sum of the errors to the sum of the data: better
than 83% agreement.

The inversion does not include the rough interface scat-
tering model and therefore is limited in its ability to describ-
ing the total scattering. In the future, it is hoped that rough

FIG. 8. Acoustic backscatter data and modeling results for the composite roughness model estimate~dotted line!, the volume scattering model~dashed line!,
and their combination~solid line!: ~a! 7.5 kHz, 070–250 degrees and 7.5 kHz, 160–340 degrees;~b! 15.0 kHz, 070–250 degrees and 15.0 kHz, 160–340
degrees.

TABLE II. Inversion results for experiments conducted in the Florida Strait at site 1.

Frequency
~Hz!

Heading
~degrees!

Dip
azimuth
~degrees!

Dip
angle

~degrees!
Spectral
exponent

Spectral
intensity

Aspect
ratio

Attenuation
~dB/m/kHz!

Sound
speed
ratio

7.5 070 12 25.03 0.222 5.02e25 6.53 0.35 1.061
7.5 160 263 19.8 0.379 4.53e25 5.44 0.35 1.045
7.5 250 276 18.9 0.695 5.77e25 2.85 0.29 1.040
7.5 340 193 3.4 0.746 5.94e25 3.11 0.24 1.037

15.0 070 24 215.7 0.318 4.58E25 5.85 0.37 1.045
15.0 160 121 212.6 0.382 8.15E25 1.95 0.39 1.055
15.0 250 213 14.2 0.760 1.0E24 1.97 0.20 1.041
15.0 340 2 2.54 0.633 5.07E25 2.60 0.185 1.037
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interface scattering will be included and the data reevaluated.
The estimate made for this data evaluation of the rough in-
terface backscatter level combined with the inversion result
shows very good agreement to the data. Collocated interface
and volume physical property measurements are needed and
should be pursued. The volume/rough interface inverse
model at that point could be evaluated and should prove a
very useful tool for estimating the physical properties of the
sediment via a single remote measurement.

IV. SUMMARY

The work performed for this study resulted in several
interesting findings and capabilities being developed. Our
experimental results, when compared with the scattering
model results, showed that sediment volume scattering was
the dominant scattering mechanism for mid-grazing angles:
For example, those at site 1 between approximately 16 and
81 degrees or between approximately 95 and 164 degrees
~Figs. 8 and 9!. This was supported by the rough interface
scattering model’s inability to model this region given the
sediment composition as measured. The rough interface
model did, however, model the angular regions below the
critical angle and at angles near normal incidence very well,
indicating interface scattering to be the dominant mechanism
in these regions. This is significant in that it is a result ofin
situ scattering data being compared with two modern scatter-
ing models. The relative contribution of the two scattering
mechanisms represented by these models has been the sub-
ject of some controversy. Although the work done in this
study is for an isolated sediment composition, the models
and techniques used indicate a viable operational methodol-
ogy for further study.

Both the APL-UW6 and RSMAS-UM9 models worked
very well for this study. The use of their combination is

appealing due to the similarity of the perturbation theory
utilized in their development. A unified model should be a
target for future work.

To makein situ measurements of acoustic backscatter, a
unique receiver array configuration of 32 elements was
found, built, and tested. The array can measure scattered
acoustic wave energy with grazing and azimuthal resolution
of approximately 2 degrees throughout690-degree elevation
and 360 degrees azimuth. This array configuration may find
applicability in many areas of research where high-angular-
resolution acoustic monitoring is needed.

This work developed a genetic algorithm-based optimi-
zation algorithm that was utilized to determine sediment
properties based upon model comparisons with measured
acoustic data. The sediment properties found were sound
speed ratio, attenuation, spectral intensity parameter, spectral
exponent, and dip angles. The sediment properties found us-
ing this inversion method agreed well with ground truth from
cross-well tomography experiments.
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APPENDIX A: BROADBAND ARRAY PROCESSING

An array designed to cover the frequency band 1000 to
16 000 Hz is shown in Fig. A1. To obtain a directivity index
of approximately 11 dB at each octave requires that there be
four nested arrays of 13 sensors each. Positioning some of

FIG. 9. Results of the volume scattering model inversion and composite roughness model estimates. The dash–dot, dotted, and solid lines indicate thevolume
model inversion, roughness model estimate, and combined inversion and roughness model estimate results respectively:~a! 7.5 kHz, 070–250 degrees and 7.5
kHz, 160–340 degrees;~b! 15.0 kHz, 070–250 degrees and 15.0 kHz, 160–340 degrees.
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the sensors so that they may be shared between nests, the
minimum number of sensors in this linear array is 31.39,40

If we process over the entire frequency band using only
the data from the array cut for the lowest octave, we find that
the directivity index is retained at roughly 11 dB but we have
reduced the required number of sensors to 13. The issue now
becomes the beam pattern response for non-isotropic noise.
Implementing the beamformer

s~ t !5
1

N (
j 51

N
1

2p E
v1

v2
Wj~v!Rj~v!eiv~ t2t j ! dv, ~A1!

where Wj (v) is the receiver weighting function,Rj (v) is
the spectrum of the received signal, and the steering time
delayt i5r i cos(g2u)sinf/f, the array response is

A~u,f!5E
ka

kbS 1

N (
j 51

N

eikr j cos~g2u!sin fD 2

dk, ~A2!

whereka5va /c andkb5vb /c are the lower~a! and upper
~b! limits of the frequency band in question.41,42

It is seen in Fig. A2~a! that for a beam steered to 60
degrees at the lowest frequency of interest~1000 Hz!, in a
plane cut through the array, there is left–right ambiguity but
low side lobe levels. For frequencies above that at which the
array was cut, it is seen that there are several grating lobes
@Fig. A2~b! and~c!#. The number and position of the grating
lobes are determined by the frequency examined. These grat-
ing lobes would normally prohibit directional study, but
when the entire bandwidth is utilized the effect is that the
grating lobes tend to smear themselves out, leaving the pri-
mary lobe in the steered direction intact and, in fact, nar-
rowed, yielding a higher directionality.36–39Figure A3 shows
the broadband beamforming technique for the same array
element spacing but with the full bandwidth 1000 to 16 000
Hz. The increased directional capability of the main lobe can
be seen clearly as well as the smearing effect of the grating
and side lobes.

APPENDIX B: A SIMPLE GENETIC ALGORITHM
EXAMPLE

For example, a set of ten data points is collected. The
data in question may be described by a theoretical model
which has two variablesA andB. It is known through some
experience thatA may vary fromA2 to A1 andB from B2

to B1. We wish to find the values ofA andB which, when
used as input to the model, cause the model result to approxi-
mate the data. To test the ‘‘fit’’ of the model to the data we
use the sum of the differences between the model,Mi , and
data,Di , divided by the sum of the data values as a measure
of the percent error between the model and data:

%51002100* F(
i 51

N

uMi2Di uY (
i 51

N

uDi uG , ~B1!

whereN is the number of data samples.
To begin the inversion process we start with a number of

selections ofA andB as solution sets. For this example we

FIG. A1. Examples of linear arrays cut for increasing octave bands from 1
to 16 kHz.

FIG. A2. Single frequency array response patterns for a 13-channel 0.75-m
spaced linear array steered to 60 degrees from broadside for~a! 1 kHz, ~b! 8
kHz, and~c! 16 kHz.

FIG. A3. Broadband 1–16 kHz beampattern computed using the full band-
width for a 13-channel 0.75-m spaced linear array steered to 60 degrees
from broadside.
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will use six. The values ofA and B are randomly chosen
betweenA2 andA1 andB2 andB1, respectively. The ran-
domly chosen values are now mapped into base two. To do
this we choose a representation for this example of 24. The
mapping is done by

243S Ax2A2

A12A2D , ~B2!

wherex varies from 1 to 6 in this case, similarly forB. Let us
assume that the output of this mapping is as shown in Table
B1.

Each of these pairs,A andB, denotes a solution set. We
now must test each solution set using Eq.~B1!. For the pur-
poses of the example, we have assigned some hypothetical
values of fitness to each solution set.

If we now decide that we would be satisfied with a fit-
ness of 75%, then we have found our answer in solution set
#3. If we would rather the model better approximate the data,
say to 85%, then we must search further. This is done by first
selecting the best two fit solution sets. In this case, that turns
out to be sets two and three. The genetic algorithm optimi-
zation terminology refers to these solution sets asparents
because through manipulation of their individual traits,A and
B, we will produce two new solution sets.

The first manipulation is a cross over of 1’s and 0’s
between the two strings~a string consists ofA andB back to
front, i.e., in #2: 11001011!. The point of crossover is chosen
randomly:

11001011,

10010110.

Crossover is made between the underlined sections in this
example, producing

11010110,

10001011.

The next step is a random mutation of one of the two
new strings~children! which equates to a reversal of 1’s to
0’s or 0’s to 1’s at randomly chosen sites. If we mutate the
second string at underlined randomly chosen sites,

100I 01011,

we obtain

10100111.

We now have four solution sets that are retained, the original
parentsand theiroffspring found by the genetic information

exchange processes of crossover and mutation:

11001011,

10010110,

11010110,

10100111.

These four are introduced to a new population of ran-
domly chosen solution sets, which in this example would be
two new sets to make another full complement of six. Their
fitness is analyzed and the process continues until a ‘‘best’’
fit ~85%! is found at which point we are satisfied and the
goal has been accomplished. These methods have been found
robust and computationally efficient in comparison with
other inversion algorithms available today.49
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Intermediate range fish detection with a 12-kHz sidescan sonar
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The application of a prototype 12-kHz sidescan sonar suitable for horizontal imaging of fish
distributions is described. The sonar consisted of a 40-element~20l! array transmitting a
1600 Hz30.2 s FM sweep with correlation processing of the received echoes. Observations are
reported for two different implementations:~i! a configuration in which the sonar was towed at;35
m in water of depth 60–220 m in the southern Strait of Georgia, British Columbia, where the
primary target was sockeye salmon, and~ii ! a bottom-mounted deployment in a shallow~10–14 m!
channel near Copenhagen, Denmark, where herring were present. In the Strait of Georgia, discrete
fish targets were detected with up to 25-dB signal-to-reverberation ratio at ranges from 1 to 7 km.
In the shallow Danish waters, herring schools were detected at ranges up to 1.2 km. In each case an
acoustic propagation analysis identifies the useful detection characteristics. In the Strait of Georgia
the signal is confined to a subsurface sound channel, requiring additional knowledge of vertical
distributions of salmon in order to make abundance estimates. In contrast, fish detectability is nearly
depth independent in the shallow Danish waters. In the Danish deployment the sonar could be swept
in azimuth, providing a sequence of sector images that reveals the changing shape and movement
of herring schools. These preliminary results provide an indication of the potential value and
limitations of intermediate range sidescan surveys for fish stock assessment. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00811-5#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Sf@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

A challenge to fishery surveys is the acquisition of data
over an area sufficient to allow accurate abundance esti-
mates. Vertical echo-sounders and echo-integration tech-
niques are well established, but the usefulness of such mea-
surements is often compromised by limited spatial coverage
within a survey area and the consequent need for statistical
compensation. Surveys of shallow-water or epipelagic stocks
are further limited by a small sampling volume beneath the
ship and avoidance behavior by the fish. In contrast, side-
looking sonars have the potential for fish detection to hori-
zontal ranges of order several kilometers, even in shallow
waters, providing spatial coverage significantly greater than
that achieved with conventional echo-sounders or net trawls.

Fish have been detected at ranges up to 65 km using
high-power, low-frequency sonars~Weston and Revie, 1971,
1989; Rusbyet al., 1973; Revieet al., 1990; Weston and
Andrews, 1990!. The powerful sonars used in these earlier
studies might have restricted application given current con-
cerns about effects of noise on marine mammals. Similar
concerns are likely to limit the use of explosives with towed
horizontal line arrays, which have successfully detected
high-seas salmon at ranges to 4 km~Nero and Huster, 1996!.
More recently, fish detection has been demonstrated using
higher frequency~>30 kHz! horizontally oriented sonars at

ranges up to a few hundred meters~e.g., Hewittet al., 1976;
Gaudet, 1990; Misundet al., 1995; Tarbox and Thorne,
1996; Trevorrow, 1997; Trevorrow and Claytor, 1998!. In
this work we explore the feasibility of 12-kHz sidescan so-
nars for fish detection over ranges of 1–7 km, which we
identify as of intermediate range, lying between ranges ac-
cessible to the high~;100 kHz! and low ~;1 kHz! fre-
quency systems described previously.

Complications arise with the side-looking geometry due
to boundary scattering, refraction, and multiple reflections.
In contrast to vertically oriented sonar applications, acoustic
propagation effects become important, necessitating knowl-
edge of the bathymetry and sound speed distribution, com-
bined with appropriate propagation analysis. Furthermore, at
frequencies significantly higher than the swim bladder reso-
nance the back-scatter cross section of a fish at horizontal
incidence is sensitive to fish orientation relative to the acous-
tic beam. Although these acoustic features complicate inter-
pretations of data from horizontally oriented fisheries sonars,
improved understanding appears likely to lead to techniques
that can add significantly to the more established vertical
sounding methods.

The goal of the present work is to demonstrate the fea-
sibility of fish detection with an intermediate range fisheries
sonar~IRFS! and identify some of the practical applications
and constraints on its use. A prototype 12-kHz sidescan sys-
tem was developed and tested during the spring and summer
of 1997. In the first sea trials~August 1997! the transducer
array was mounted within a streamlined body@Fig. 1~a!# and

a!Electronic mail: farmerd@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
b!Electronic mail: trevorrowm@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
c!Electronic mail: bp@liceng.dk
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towed at;35-m depth in the southern Strait of Georgia, B.C.
The timing was chosen to coincide with the large sockeye
salmon~Oncorhynchus nerka! run known to enter the mouth
of the Fraser River in late summer. During summer the
southern Strait of Georgia has a sound channel at 20–60 m,
formed beneath the warmer, fresher Fraser River outflow. In
a second field trial we acquired time series measurements
from a fixed location during the winter of 1997/98 in a shal-
low channel near Copenhagen, Denmark. The predominant
acoustic target in this case was migratory herring~Clupea
harengus!. The sonar was mounted on a motor-driven assem-
bly capable of scanning through 50 degrees in azimuth@see
Fig. 1~b!#. The resulting measurements from both deploy-
ments provide some insight on the possibilities and limita-
tions of fish detection at intermediate ranges.

I. DESCRIPTION OF 12-kHz SONAR AND FIELD
OPERATIONS

Our prototype intermediate range fisheries sonar con-
sisted of a 40-element~20l! 12-kHz sidescan array con-
nected to an EDO/Western model 248 Sonar Transceiver.
The 12-kHz operating frequency was selected as a compro-
mise between low acoustic absorption and a manageable
transducer size which maintains directionality. The sonar uti-
lized 40 model TR-229 Tonpilz piston elements assembled
in a linear array and calibrated by EDO/Western. The array
length was 2.49 m, yielding a one-way horizontal beam

width of 2.8 degrees~to 23 dB!, with a vertical beam-width
of 122 degrees and front-to-back ratio of26 dB. This front-
to-back ratio was improved to approximately220 dB ~one-
way! by installing a 75-mm-thick epoxy foam material be-
hind the transducer. The transceiver was modified to accept
an externally generated linear frequency modulated sweep
from 11.2 to 12.8 kHz, of duration up to 200 ms, and was
capable of delivering up to 2.0 kW~electrical! to the array,
generating an on-axis acoustic source amplitude of
63.8 kPa/rms. (216 dBre 1 mPa) at 1 m. The EDO model
248 receiver was modified to provide fixed gain steps, and
the array and transceiver were combined with a PC-based
system for control, data acquisition, processing, display and
data storage. The received signal is sampled with 16 bit reso-
lution at 5333.3 Hz, or four samples every nine cycles of the
12-kHz center frequency. This undersampling scheme is
equivalent to complex heterodyning the received signal to a
61333.3-Hz bandwidth. Complex correlation with the trans-
mit pulse template via fast Fourier transform~FFT! process-
ing yields up to 24-dB processing gain. A time-varying gain
~TVG! preamplifier was incorporated near the transducer,
with 0-dB gain up to 200 ms, followed by a linear~in deci-
bels! ramp to 40 dB over 6 s. Calibration of the transceiver
and electronic components was carried out in the laboratory
at the Institute of Ocean Sciences. Typical pulse repetition
intervals were 10 s, allowing ranging up to 7400 m. The
towed vehicle’s heading, pitch-roll, and conductivity-
temperature-depth~CTD! sensors were sampled at the end of
each pulse cycle.

For the towed configuration, the sonar transducer array,
TVG preamplifier, and environmental sensors were mounted
within a streamlined fiberglass body of length 5.41 m and
maximum diameter 0.89 m@Fig. 1~a!# with the transducers
facing 5.5 degrees aft of starboard for alignment within the
hull. A 250-m armored tow-cable was used with a 350-kg
depressor weight attached 30 m ahead of this neutrally buoy-
ant vehicle. While being towed at 4 knots and 35 m nominal
depth, the tow-body maintained depth to60.5 m rms and
heading to64 degrees rms, with the main source of distur-
bance arising from ship speed and heading changes.

Our initial test was in the southern Strait of Georgia
~Fig. 2! during the period 4–15 August 1997 when sockeye
salmon migrate through this area to the Fraser River. We
followed a clockwise circuit: southbound along the shore and
northbound in the center of the Strait. The southbound tracks
were chosen to be close to shore while maintaining a mini-
mum water depth of 80 m. Towing operations were con-
ducted in daylight only, and began near 0800 h each day.
Conductivity-temperature-depth~CTD! casts were taken at
the beginning and end of each track and at turning points or
other convenient times. The sonar was deployed at;35-m
depth and the ship directed to steam at a steady 3.5–4 knots
relative to the water along a fixed heading. Ship position and
velocity were continuously monitored with differential Glo-
bal Positioning System~GPS!.

Figure 3 shows a representative temperature, salinity,
and sound speed profile from this area illustrating the char-
acteristic mid-to late-summer sound channel centered at;35
m. The surface waters~,10-m depth! were much warmer

FIG. 1. Photographs of the 12-kHz array in two different deployment
modes.~a! The sonar towed vehicle on deck prior to deployment. The 40-
element transducer array is mounted behind the sonar window.~b! The
sonar array mounted on a tripod with stepping motor, prior to deployment in
Drogden Channel, Denmark.
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and fresher as a result of the Fraser River outflow, forming
strong vertical gradients as wind and tide mixed the surface
layer with the deeper waters of the Strait of Georgia. The
resulting sound channel possessed strong downward refrac-
tion near the surface layer and weaker upward refraction be-
low. Prior studies indicate that salmon are generally re-
stricted to the upper 40 m in this environment~Quinn and
terHart, 1987!. Near-surface refraction minimized scatter
from surface wave and vessel wake backscatter, which is a
common problem in other environments~Trevorrow, 1997;
Trevorrow and Claytor, 1998!. Although vessel wakes were

not observed in this busy waterway, we did encounter occa-
sional interference from ship propeller noise.

In contrast to our towed operations in the Strait of Geor-
gia, the Danish tests were conducted from a fixed location.
The sonar was deployed in Drogden Channel leading from
the southern end of the Øresund between Denmark and Swe-
den ~Fig. 4! in an area where herring migrate in the spring
and fall ~Staehr, 1997!. These field trails were made along-
side an ongoing 100-kHz sonar monitoring program started
in the summer of 1996~Pedersen and Trevorrow, 1999!,
which in turn was only a small part of an extensive environ-
mental monitoring program conducted during a bridge and
tunnel construction project. Water temperature, salinity, and
current profiles were continuously monitored alongside the
sonar installations.

The sonar was deployed at 8.4-m depth approximately
200 m northeast of the Nordre-Røse lighthouse, to which it
was connected by underwater cable. This location was near
the narrowest part of Drogden Channel, which was approxi-
mately 2 km wide and 11–14 m deep, with 2–5-m shallows
of width 500 m on either side. The sonar installations were
focused on the central 1 km of the channel because the her-
ring were assumed to avoid the shallows. The transducer
array was mounted on a tripod equipped with a stepper-
motor steering assembly@Fig. 1~b!# that could scan a 50-
degree sector oriented to the North across the channel. A
30-cm-diam cowling behind the array lined with 12-mm-
thick cork-loaded rubber acoustic absorbing material pro-
vided improved forward directivity. The 50-degree sector
was scanned in 2-degree steps to a range of 2.2 km, provid-
ing a measurement area in excess of 23106 m2 once every
150 s. The transceiver and data acquisition system were in

FIG. 2. Chart of the southern Strait of Georgia region, showing north- and
southbound ship tracks.

FIG. 3. Representative temperature, salinity, and sound speed profiles off-
shore of the Fraser River delta~see Fig. 2! 13 August 1997.

FIG. 4. Chart of the Øresund and Drogden Channel between Denmark and
Sweden, showing the sonar deployment location.
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stalled inside the nearby lighthouse with access to electric
power and telecommunications. The Drogden Channel wa-
ters were characterized by either a northward flow of rela-
tively fresh~;10 psu! Baltic Sea water or a southward flow
of more saline~;20 psu! water from the northern Øresund
and Kattegat. Normally these waters were vertically mixed
with little sound speed structure.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Salmon detection in the Strait of Georgia, August
1997

Echogram traces attributable to fish were seen in data
collected in the southern Strait of Georgia daily during the
period 7–14 August 1997. Typically these traces occurred at
ranges of 1000–7000 m, depending on conditions and fish
abundance. Figure 5 shows a processed 30-min range versus
time echogram during which the sonar transmitted at 10-s
intervals or once every;20 m along the ship track. The
background reverberation has been suppressed by referenc-
ing the target intensities to the time-averaged intensity versus
range curve, and is further enhanced with a 2-D high-pass
frequency-wave-number filter which excludes signals having
range and time scales exceeding 600 m and 180 s respec-
tively. Only target traces with relative intensity.6 dB are
shown. Fish echo traces thus appear as short linear streaks.
At greater ranges each streak persisted 5–50 transmissions
~1–8 min! and this persistence generally increased with
range. Thus a stationary target at 2-km range would remain
in this 2.8-degree beam for;10 transmissions, whereas at 7
km the same target would be detectable for 34 transmissions.
Targets at ranges,1 km lack persistence which makes iden-
tification difficult; a fish at 500-m range may remain in the
beam for only one transmission. Of course, small variations
in the beam orientation also affect persistence. Furthermore,
fish movement in the same direction as, or opposite to, the

ship track would increase or decrease the streak persistence,
respectively. The streak slope indicates motion towards or
away from the sonar.

Figure 6 compares the time-averaged background inten-
sity with the intensity of individual fish target streaks for this
same southbound run on 9 August. The target strength of
individual streaks was determined by averaging over several
transmissions near the center of each streak. As discussed
above, fish targets closer than 1000 m cannot be reliably
measured in this configuration because of their short duration
in the narrow sonar beam. Using the system calibrations, the
intensity data have been converted toapparentbackscatter
cross section, correcting only for spherical spreading and ab-
sorption losses~i.e., ignoring reflection and refraction effects
which will be discussed later!. The figure shows that fish
targets can have signal-to-reverberation ratios~SRR! of up to
25 dB. The maximum range at which fish could be detected
was limited by the travel time and pulse repetition rate, but
fish echoes at 7 km had a SRR of up to 15 dB. In a separate
run on 10 August with a transmission interval of 12.0 s, a
few fish tracks were detected up to 8.4 km range. Model
calculations discussed subsequently imply that in the absence
of obscuring bathymetry, a fish with comparable target
strength would be detectable to at least 10 km.

Individual fish target locations can be calculated from
the measured position and heading of the ship together with
the towed vehicle orientation. Figure 7 shows the spatial dis-
tribution of fish targets extracted from the southbound track
sonar data of which Fig. 5 is a portion. The fact that fish
targets were seen up to 7-km range during the first 40 min of
the southbound run and then only at shorter ranges in the
remainder can be attributed to a real spatial inhomogeneity in
the fish targets and perhaps some change in the acoustic
propagation conditions, although no differences in the back-
ground reverberation between the more northerly and south-
erly sections of the run were observed. Excluding the first
kilometer in range, the total area covered during this 2.2-h
run was approximately 8.43107 m2; however the actual in-
sonified volume is constrained vertically by acoustic propa-
gation conditions.

Lacking simultaneous net samples, unambiguous identi-

FIG. 5. Echo traces versus range and time image acquired during a south-
bound tow starting 0935 PDT, 9 August 1997 near Sturgeon Bank in the
southern Strait of Georgia. Fish traces are shown only if their intensity is.6
dB relative to the time-averaged intensity versus range curve. Image has
been enhanced with a two-dimensional high-pass frequency-wave number
filter ~see text!.

FIG. 6. Averaged background reverberation intensity versus range com-
pared with fish target intensity for southbound tow shown in Fig. 5. Inten-
sities have been converted to apparent cross section and TS, neglecting
refraction and reflection effects. Background reverberation is averaged over
781 transmissions spanning 2 h and 10 min.
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fication of the targets was not possible. However, several
aspects of salmon occurrence in this region in combination
with the propagation characteristics point to sockeye salmon
as by far the most likely targets. There was substantial evi-
dence for high abundance of sockeye salmon in the southern
Strait of Georgia during the measurement period. The IRFS
surveys took place at the beginning of the summer sockeye
run. Fish escapement in the Fraser River was continuously
monitored at Mission, BC@approximately 80 km upriver,
using hydroacoustic methods described in Bannehekaet al.
~1995!#, and through daily test fisheries on the lower river.
Sockeye escapement was 5.2 million at Mission during Au-
gust, averaging 168 000 d21 with a high of 466 000 d21 on
21 August ~J. Woodey, Pacific Salmon Commission, per-
sonal communication!. Typical daily escapement during the
IRFS sea trials was 60 000. Sockeye comprised 85%–99% of
the daily catch on the Fraser River test fishery, and 990 000
sockeye were taken in commercial landings for the area. In
particular, two gillnet fishery openings in the Sandheads area
on 5 and 12 August netted an estimated 20 000 and 125 000
sockeye, respectively.

The nominal size of adult sockeye in the southern Strait
of Georgia is 0.55 m in length with mean weight of 2.9 kg
~Levy et al., 1991, and confirmed by 1997 test fisheries!. For
salmonids of this size, Dahl and Mathisen~1983! reported a
lateral-incidence backscatter cross section at 120 kHz of
2.031023 m2 ~Target strength,~TS!5227 dB re 1 m2, us-
ing the definition TS510 log10@backscatter cross section in
m2#!. Similarly, empirical relations due to Love~1977! pre-
dict a lateral-incidence backscatter cross section51.6
31023 m2 (TS5228 dB) for 0.55-m fish at 12 kHz. More-

over, there is a strong azimuthal dependence to the cross
section; for example the cross section at tail incidence is 25
times less than at lateral incidence~Love, 1977!. If the
salmon are randomly oriented relative to the sonar beam~we
have no better information!, a cross-section threshold of
6.331024 m2 (TS5232 dB) selects only those fish oriented
within 630 degrees of lateral incidence, which comprise
one-third of the population. This lateral-incidence cross sec-
tion for sockeye is at least ten times higher than for other
smaller fish species commonly found in the area such as
hake and herring, with typical dorsal back-scatter cross sec-
tions of 1.331024 m2 and 531025 m2 ~TS5239 and243
dB!, respectively. Also, sockeye occur predominantly within
40 m of the surface in this area, with;80% of the popula-
tion above 20-m depth~Quinn and terHart, 1987; Levyet al.,
1991!, whereas herring and hake are generally found at
greater depths, especially during the day.

The acoustic propagation conditions determine the ef-
fectiveness of a horizontally oriented sonar. A ray-tracing
code due to Bowlinet al. ~1992! was used to calculate sound
pressure level as a function of range and depth for a given
source depth, bathymetry, sound speed profile, and reflection
loss. Eigenrays connecting the source and a range-depth ma-
trix of possible fish target locations were calculated for a
launch angle interval within660 degrees of horizontal. The
resulting intensities were summed incoherently on a grid
with spacing 25-m range by 1.5-m depth. The sound speed
profile from Fig. 3 was used, assuming as a first approxima-
tion no range dependence. Correction was made for the sea-
water absorption loss at 12 kHz (0.0012 dB•m21), a surface
reflection loss of 1 dB per bounce, and a seabed forward
reflection loss versus grazing angle calculated using classical
two-layer interfacial theory~e.g., Medwin and Clay, 1998!.
Sediments in the Fraser River delta area are comprised of
silty sands with assumed density and sound speed of
1900 kg•m23 and 1600 m•s21, respectively. Seabed reflec-
tions therefore have a 9.5-dB loss at normal incidence, de-
creasing with grazing angle.

Each boundary interaction contributes to the backscat-
tered reverberation, which increases strongly with incident
grazing angle and interfacial roughness. The sea surface was
relatively calm during the measurement period and strong
downward refraction in the surface layer ensured that seabed
scatter dominated the backscatter. For silty sands the level of
backscattered reverberation is relatively well known. McKin-
ney and Anderson~1964! give

TSbndry5227214.9•exp@20.0837•f#110• log@ 1
2•c•t

•r •w•cosf#~ in dB re 1 m2!,

wheref is the grazing angle in degrees,c is the sound speed,
t is the effective pulse length after correlation~0.63 ms!, and
w is the horizontal beam width~0.0489 rad!. The measured
reverberation level~e.g., Fig. 6! may be compared with pre-
dictions from the ray-tracing results using this model. Pre-
dicted and measured bottom reverberation agree in level and
range dependence to within 1–2 dB up to 4000-m range, thus
demonstrating consistency with calculations based on the so-
nar calibration.

FIG. 7. Map showing ship track and observed fish target locations for the
southbound tow corresponding to Figs. 5 and 6. Track length was 14.0 km
over which 737 targets were detected. Depth contours are in meters.
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Using the sonar calibration and a sockeye cross section
of 6.331024 m2 (TS5232 dB) in the acoustic propagation
model, the backscattered echo strength for salmon targets
can be calculated as a function of range and depth. Compar-
ing this with ~dividing by! the measured background rever-
beration level allows identification of the minimum range-
depth region within which fish can be detected~i.e., where
SRR.3 dB!. Detectability may be better than this because of
the persistent nature of the target over several transmissions.
Continuing with our example from 9 August, Fig. 8 shows
the fish detection SRR cross section for this geometry.
Acoustic energy is focused within the refractive sound chan-
nel from 20–60 m. Beyond 4-km range there is little sensi-
tivity to salmon outside this 20–60-m depth interval. The
typical enhancement in sound pressure level caused by re-
fractive focusing within the sound channel~20 to 60 m! is
3–11 dB relative to spherical spreading for one-way propa-

gation, which accounts for the overestimation of up to 22 dB
in apparentfish cross section shown in Fig. 6. It should be
emphasized that, although similar detection volumes are cal-
culated for sonar source depths between 20 and 50 m, the
salmon detectability field shown here is sensitive in its de-
tails to the sonar depth. In this calculation, the total cross-
sectional area confined between the surface, seabed, 150-m
depth, and from 1–10-km range was 1.343106 m2, of which
salmon would be detectable (SRR.3 dB) within 6.13
3105 m2, or 45.7% of the total. Limiting our analysis to
depths,40 m ~where the salmon are located!, the fish de-
tection area is 1.903105 m2, or about 52.9% of the total
available area from 1 to 10 km. Note that if the minimum
detectable cross section was reduced to 6.331025 m2

(TS5242 dB), which includes all sockeye regardless of ori-
entation, the fish detection area becomes too small to be
useful. These calculations show that although the potential

FIG. 9. Backscatter intensity versus
range and time taken with sonar in
fixed orientation, Drogden Channel,
Denmark, 14 October 1997. Intensity
is decibels referenced to time-
averaged intensity versus range curve.
Dashed line identifies measurement in-
terval analyzed in Fig. 10.

FIG. 8. Cross-sectional distribution of modeled fish
echo signal to reverberation ratio~SRR!, assuming fish
cross-section threshold of 6.331024 m2

(TS5232 dB), sound speed profile as in Fig. 3, and
background reverberation versus range profile as in Fig.
6. Source depth is 35 m.
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detection volume is large, it is not inclusive and does not
completely overlap the depths where salmon are located.
Propagation analysis is essential to identify the effective
sampling volume.

During the single 14-km southbound run discussed here,
737 fish targets were detected at ranges from 1 to 7 km. This
corresponds to a biomass of 2140 kg~assuming the targets
were sockeye salmon!. For this 14-km run and using the
calculation shown in Fig. 8, the total volume for fish detec-
tion from 1 to 7 km and shallower than 40 m was 2.36
3109 m3. Dividing the observed biomass by this detection
volume yields anapparentsockeye biomass density of 9.07
31027 kg•m23. Correcting for azimuthal dependence in de-
tectability ~i.e., only one-third are observable! implies an av-
erage biomass density of 2.731026 kg•m23, which is simi-
lar to vertical echo-integration survey results from 20 to 40
m depth reported by Levyet al. ~1991!. Another result from
the fish SRR calculation shown in Fig. 8 is that the sonar
detects only 24.4% of total salmon present between 20- and
40-m depth and from 1- to 7-km range~i.e., 73.3% from
acoustic propagation and one-third due to azimuthal orienta-
tion limits!. Remembering that this represents only 20% of
the overall sockeye population~from the salmon depth dis-
tribution!, then the corrected number of sockeye over the
8.43107 m2 survey area should be 15 100, corresponding to
an average areal density of 1.831024 fish•m22.

B. Herring detection in Drogden Channel

The fixed-location deployments in Drogden Channel
provided a quite different environment in which to evaluate
the IRFS performance. The sonar was operated both in fixed
orientation and scanning mode. For the period 9–14 October
1997 it was fixed at heading 020 degrees true,;35 degrees
from the channel axis~;345 degrees!, with data collected up
to 2200 m using a 50-ms FM sweep at 3.125-s intervals. In
this geometry the seabed reverberation was nominally time
invariant and moving targets such as herring schools were
identifiable as transient events. The echogram in Fig. 9 re-
veals the passage of several typical herring schools. The
time-invariant signal averaged over a long period isolates
scatter from boulders and other targets on the seabed, which
are subtracted from the image. Herring schools appear as

cloudlike features with a range dimension of 20–200 m and
persistence of 20–100 s; they generally move away from the
sonar. At this time there was a northward Baltic outflow
~approximately 50 cm•s21 at 345 degrees! with moderately
well-mixed waters. Given the time of day~1300 h local! and
shallow water conditions, schooling behavior can be ex-
pected. Figure 10 shows quantitatively the backscatter inten-
sity during transit of the herring school identified by dashed
lines in Fig. 9. The main part of the school passed through
the beam in 16 transmissions~50 s! with a SRR of 4–10 dB
spanning a range interval of 137 m. Again this calculation of
apparentcross section assumes only spherical spreading and
absorption losses, and ignores reflection and refraction ef-
fects. Other peaks in the 50-s averaged profile of Fig. 10 can
be interpreted as time-invariant sea floor backscatter.

A similar acoustic propagation analysis was performed
for Drogden Channel, with adjustment of parameters for the
colder, fresher water conditions and harder, gravel sedi-
ments. In this case a calculation grid of 10-m range by 0.4-m
depth was used, with a uniform sound speed profile. Lacking
any direct measurements of herring cross section at 12 kHz,
we must extrapolate from higher-frequency measurements.
Using a well-known dorsal cross-section versus length rela-
tion for herring at 38 kHz~summarized by Foote, 1987!
along with the mean length of autumn-migrating herring in
the Øresund of 26 cm given by Staehr~1997!, yields a
dorsal-incidence backscatter cross section of 4.3631025 m2

(TS5243.6 dB). This is 7.4 dB lower than predicted by
Love’s ~1977! empirical result for generic fish of this size at
38 kHz. Love’s model, which in this case is useful for quan-
tifying the azimuthal variations in backscatter cross section,
is valid where the ratio of fish length to acoustic wavelength
is .1, which is satisfied for these 26-cm herring at 12 kHz.
At 12 kHz Love’s empirical model predicts lateral, head, and
tail-incidence cross sections for a 26-cm fish of 3.70
31024 m2, 2.1231025 m2, and 1.8431025 m2 ~234.3,
246.7, and247.4 dB!, respectively. We can adjust these
values specifically for herring by subtracting 7.4 dB~the dif-
ference between Foote’s and Love’s results at 38 kHz!. For
herring of unknown, yet plausibly uniform azimuthal inci-
dence relative to the sonar, the average value of 1.70

FIG. 10. Comparison between 50-s averaged intensity profile through her-
ring school corresponding to Fig. 9, with background reverberation averaged
over 1880 transmissions~spanning 1 h and 38 min!. FIG. 11. Cross-sectional distribution of modeled fish echo strength versus

reverberation ratio, assuming herring crosssection51.7031025 m2

(TS5247.7 dB) with density of 1 per m3, uniform sound velocity of 1472
m/s, and background reverberation profile as in Fig. 10.
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31025 m2 (TS5247.7 dB) is appropriate. If we assume a
typical school density of 1 fish•m23 ~from Misund et al.,
1995! and include the linear increase in insonified volume
with range, we may calculate the expected receive level for a
herring school. Dividing this by the measured reverberation
level versus range yields the fish detection SRR versus range
and depth, shown in Fig. 11. Between 100- and 1300-m
range the SRR was nearly uniform in depth, with values
from 3 to 18 dB. The vertical stripes in SRR are created by
peaks and nulls in the reverberation curve. Beyond;1300 m
the fish detection SRR diminishes, except for a reflection
focusing region between 7- and 9-m depth. Quantitatively,
71.4% of the 25 500 m2 total insonified cross section out to
2200 m is available (SRR.3 dB) for herring detection, with
the bulk of it in the first 1300 m. In the first 1000 m the
typical enhancement in sound pressure level relative to
spherical spreading was 6.8 dB~one way!, diminishing
slightly with range due to seawater absorption and boundary
reflection losses. Using the instrument calibration and mod-
eled sound pressure level versus range, the average backscat-
ter cross section of the herring school shown in Fig. 9 was
1.6131024 m2 (TS5238.0 dB), which when integrated in
range for SRR.3 dB leads to an estimated 1310 herring in
the school with average density of 0.11 fish•m23. This im-
plies that this school is somewhat smaller and less dense than
typical, but still within reasonable limits for herring schools
in the region.

In the sector-scanning mode, herring schools were again
identifiable as transient objects relative to the time-invariant
reverberation versus range and azimuthal angle. Figure 12
shows a sequence of sector scans from the early morning of
30 October. In this sequence the herring school~identified in
the figure by an arrow! moved from 550- to 1200-m range
over 22 mins. This implies an average northward speed of
0.5 m•s21, consistent with the measured northward current,
suggesting that the school was~on average! drifting rather
than actively swimming. The school was observed to change
in shape and size as it drifted northwards, increasing from

;100 m dimension in frame 1 to more than 400 m by frame
5. Generally, the school displayed a length to width ratio of
4. Applying the instrument calibration and modeled sound
pressure levels to the school in Fig. 12, frame 9, the average
apparentcross section was 3.5531024 m2 (TS5234.5 dB).
Correcting for the insonified volume in the beam at 1000- to
1200-m range, the nominal density of herring was
0.14 fish•m23. Multiplying by the planar area of the school
~approximately 6460 m2! and assuming a 6-m~half water
depth! vertical dimension, this school was composed of
roughly 5230 fish. Integrating over the same school in
frames 1–8 of Fig. 12 yielded school size estimates from
2040 to 5500, with mean of 3820. This variation presumably
represents the uncertainty in school size estimation by this
method, however the average density of this school is similar
to those estimated with the sonar in fixed orientation mode.

There are two additional comments that must be made
for this shallow water herring detection problem. First, in
addition to increasing the effective amplitude of the pulse,
propagation through this shallow water environment will ex-
tend the effective pulse length due to reflected multi-paths.
Ray-tracing calculations show that there are many possible
multiply-reflected arrivals, but the intensities of the later ar-
rivals are greatly attenuated relative to the direct path be-
cause of boundary reflection losses. If we limit our attention
to arrivals with intensities within210 dB of the direct path
~for one-way propagation!, then this reverberative pulse
lengthening will reach a maximum of 8 ms near 600-m
range, decreasing to 3.5 ms by 1200-m range. This pulse
lengthening will increase the apparent size of the herring
schools by only a few meters. The second comment pertains
to biases in biomass estimation due to orientation of the her-
ring relative to the sonar. We use a backscatter cross section
that assumes the herring are uniformly distributed azimuth-
ally. In both fixed and sweeping modes of operation, it is
plausible that the herring could be aligned with the current
flow, oriented between 0 and 35 degrees away from the sonar
direction, and thus closer to tail incidence. At tail incidence,

FIG. 12. Time sequence of backscattered intensity sec-
tor scans starting at 0140 local time 30 October 1997
illustrating movement of herring school. Arrow shows
location of herring school. Range divisions are 200 m to
a maximum range of 1400 m. Each scan is comprised
of 25 transmissions spanning 150 s. Intensity scale is 0
to 12 dB referenced to matrix of time-averaged back-
ground intensity versus range and azimuthal angle.
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the backscatter cross section for these herring decreases to
3.331026 m2 ~254.8 dB!, increasing the estimated number
of fish and density by a factor of 5.1. Biases of this sort need
further investigation through combined sonar and net sur-
veys, or possibly through the use of a second sonar imaging
the same school from a different direction.

III. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

These results represent a preliminary demonstration of
the potential for fish abundance measurement using a 12-kHz
horizontally oriented sonar. Sidescan sonars acquire data that
are qualitatively and quantitatively different from vertically
oriented sonars. A limitation of this configuration is that the
insonified volume is determined by the acoustic propagation
environment, which can vary with respect to location and on
both short time scales~e.g., tidal! and seasonally. Moreover,
the interpretation of horizontal-incidence target strength is
more variable and less well understood than vertical inci-
dence data. Against these limitations must be balanced the
potential for sampling much greater volumes and at distances
where the fish behavior is unaffected by the presence of the
ship or sonar installation. Although the modest power levels
and intermediate frequency used here limit the range to a
small fraction of that achieved in Weston’s pioneering stud-
ies, the present results illustrate the flexibility of a smaller
sonar which still achieves a useful sampling range.

Echo traces in the Strait of Georgia attributable to sock-
eye salmon were routinely acquired to ranges up to 7 km in
water depths from 60–200 m. While the maximum range in
this environment was not determined experimentally, calcu-
lations based on the observed SRR imply that detection
should extend to at least 10 km. After correction for the
insonified volume and expected fish depth distributions, the
inferred areal and biomass densities were consistent with
previous hydroacoustic surveys. Much more work is required
to assess its performance in a variety of environments before
the sonar’s full potential can be assessed. We anticipate that
an optimum application of the IRFS would be in combina-
tion with more traditional net and acoustic surveys. The
merit of a towed horizontal imaging sonar would then be in
developing improved estimates of the spatial distribution of
the fish by illustrating the patterns and extent of fish distri-
butions sampled by other means.

Implementation of the sonar in a very shallow channel in
Denmark illustrates a quite different use. This application
allows fish migration to be monitored over extended periods
with real-time readout of the data ashore. The azimuthal
scanning also allows observation of school behavior. In
Drogden Channel, herring schools were detected to a range
of 1200 m with a signal to reverberation ratio of 3–10 dB,
somewhat less than in the Strait of Georgia sound channel,
but still sufficient to provide a valuable long-term survey.
Indeed, the remarkable aspect of these results is the distance
at which fish can be detected in such seemingly adverse con-
ditions. A positive conclusion from the acoustic analysis of
the shallow Drogden Channel environment is the relative
depth independence of fish detectability. This contrasts with
effects of trapping within the sound channel in the Strait of

Georgia and further illustrates the importance of planning
such surveys with the aid of adequate propagation modeling.

The instrumentation discussed here could be improved
in various ways, including the addition of a higher fre-
quency, more vertically directional sonar with a higher trans-
mission rate suitable for sampling the inner portion of the
insonified volume. More robust mechanical tow-bodies
would have to be developed before the sonar is appropriate
for open ocean measurements in adverse weather. Electronic
rather than mechanical steering would overcome the effects
of orientation changes in the towed configuration as well as
simplifying and improving the sector-scan approach in the
moored configuration. Finally, greater confidence in the
quantitative results of the measurement will come with more
accurate horizontal backscattering models of fish in this fre-
quency range. In summary, we conclude that an intermediate
range sonar operating at 12 kHz has the potential for making
a significant contribution to stock assessment, providing it is
used with a proper understanding of the acoustic propagation
environment.
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The bi-azimuthal scattering distribution of an abyssal hill
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High-resolution bistatic images of a typical abyssal hill on the western flank of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge are made with a low-frequency towed-array system operating remotely at 1/2 convergence
zone ~;33.3 km! stand-off. Comparison with modeled images, generated from high-resolution
supporting bathymetry sampled at 5-m intervals, roughly the wavelength scale, reveals that steep
scarps return the strongest echoes because they project the largest area along the acoustic path from
the source to receiver. Prominent returns deterministically image scarp morphology when the
cross-range axis of the system’s resolution footprint runs along the scarp axis. Statistical fluctuations
inherent in the scattered field prevent the system from distinguishing smaller-scale anomalies on the
scarps, such as canyons and gullies~;100–200 m scale!, that would otherwise be resolvable in
range, in certain bistatic geometries. The mean bi-azimuthal scattering distributions of the two major
scarps on the abyssal hill areidenticaland have strengths equal to theconstant217 dB68 dB. This
suggests that long-range reverberation from prominent geomorphological features of the world’s
mid-ocean ridges can be adequately modeled as Lambertian with albedop/101.7, given supporting
bathymetry sampled with sufficient frequency to resolve the projected area of these features.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01911-6#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Hw, 43.30.Pc, 43.30.Gv@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

During the Office of Naval Research~ONR! Main
Acoustics Experiment~MAE! of July 1993,1,2 two research
vessels equipped both with vertical source and horizontal
receiving arrays made bistatic measurements of scattering
from a typical, highly lineated, abyssal hill, referred to asB8,
on the western flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge~MAR!.2

These measurements were made for two primary reasons.
The first was to investigate the extent to which an abyssal
hill, one of the most commonly occurring bathymetric fea-
tures of the world’s oceans, can be deterministically resolved
using a remotely operated bistatic towed-array imaging sys-
tem. The second was to measure the bi-azimuthal scattering
distribution of a typical abyssal hill.

In a previous paper, Ref. 2, it was shown that low-
frequency towed-array systems can be used to generate wide-
area images of prominent geological features in the deep
ocean over hundreds of kilometers in near real-time. The
brightest features in these images effectively resolve the
shape of steep escarpments~;1 km wide! running along the
axis of abyssal hills (;10340 km) and other bathymetric
highs such as inside corner domes~;10 km diameter!.2 Be-
cause the resolution of these images greatly exceeds the
roughly 10–20-km resolution of currently available bathy-
metric maps of the world’s oceans, where individual abyssal
hills remain indistinguishable, there is real promise that
towed-array systems may provide a rapid means of charting
previously undiscovered bathymetric highs in the deep
ocean.

The first main objective of this work is to experimentally
determine the effective resolving power of a towed-array
system in remotely imaging deep-ocean bathymetry. To do
so, an attempt is made to infer the detailed structure of the
major scarps on theB8 abyssal hill using MAE’s bistatic
system at 1/2 convergence zone~CZ! stand-off. Since the
cross-range resolution of the system~;1.0 km @ 1/2 CZ! is
insufficient for this task, its much higher range resolution
~;40 m! is exploited.2 The basic idea behind the analysis is
that when the bistatic measurement geometry is such that the
receiving array’s cross-range direction is skew to the ridge
axis, characteristic nonlinearities in scarp structure, such as
canyons~;100–200 m wide! and gullies~;50 m wide! pre-
viously documented with high-resolution supporting
bathymetry,2,3 become potentially resolvable by the towed-
array system in range. The analysis of a full suite of such
bistatic measurements, spanning690° about ridge-axis
broadside, could lead to a detailed accounting of the scarp’s
nonlinear structure. Experimental uncertainties in the orien-
tation of the towed-array, sound-speed structure and source–
receiver navigation as well as statistical fluctuations in the
scattered returns are difficult to account fora priori and can
severely degrade the system’s theoretical resolution. The
value of the present analysis lies in itsexperimentalassess-
ment of a towed-array imaging system’s resolving power.

The second main objective is to experimentally deter-
mine the inherent bi-azimuthal scattering distribution of the
primary scatterers on theB8 abyssal hill, namely two pri-
mary scarps that run along its major axis, when waterborne
propagation paths are effectively horizontal at the abyssal
hill, as they are in remote sensing applications. The hope is
that the bi-azimuthal scattering distributions measured fora!Electronic mail: makris@mit.edu
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these may apply more generally to scarps found on abyssal
hills throughout the MAR, many of which share the same
highly lineated character. This type of knowledge about the
scattering properties of abyssal hills is important because it
enables one to~1! efficiently model bistatic scattering from
abyssal hills, which often appears as clutter in active sonar
systems operating in the deep ocean;4 ~2! ground-truth the
output of seismo-acoustic scattering models with an empiri-
cal scattering function; and~3! classify bathymetric features
according to their scattering properties so similar features
may be identified in future towed-array surveys where there
is no supporting bathymetric database.

To generalize the present bistatic scattering measure-
ments, such effects as two-way transmission loss, the areal
resolution of the measurement, and its foreshortening must
be factored from them. In particular, high-resolution bathym-
etry, sampled at the scale of the acoustic wavelength, is used
to determine surface orientation and foreshortening. The
parabolic equation is used to compute two-way transmission,
ray tracing to determine incident and scattered angles with
respect to the seafloor surface, and a spatial convolution to
account for the spatially varying areal resolution of the mea-

surement system. Statistical fluctuations due to nonlinear
speckle noise inherent in the measurements are reduced by
stationary averaging and are stabilized by logarithmic trans-
formation. Since all measurements ofB8 are at 1/2 CZ stand-
off, acoustic paths from the source and to the receiver are
nearly horizontal when they intersectB8. This enables a rela-
tively accurate calculation of the bi-azimuthal scattering dis-
tribution of theB8 scarps which will be useful in the classi-
fication of similar scarps on mid-ocean abyssal hills by
towed-array systems atn11/2 CZ.

I. BISTATIC EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, IMAGING
RESOLUTION, AND THE GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE
B 8 ABYSSAL HILL

The geometry of the bistatic experimental survey of the
B8 abyssal hill is summarized here in Fig. 1, where the track
design,5,6 is overlain on hydrosweep bathymetry, sampled at
200-m intervals.2,7 A more complete description of the
B8–C8 corridor experiments, which comprised roughly 90%
of MAE, can be found in Refs. 2, 5, and 6. The 839-km2

box at the center ofB8 shows the region where high-

FIG. 1. The bistatic tow-ship tracks of the RV CORY CHOUEST ~white lines! and RV ALLIANCE ~black lines! during theB8 experiment overlain on hydrosweep
bathymetry~200-m sampling!. The box indicates the region where high-resolution bathymetry~5-m sampling! is available. Conjugate depth with respect to
the CORY source falls at 3800 m. Tracks for the entireB8–C8 experiment are shown in Ref. 2.
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resolution bathymetry, sampled at 5-m intervals, was col-
lected in support of MAE.2,3 The research vessel~RV! CORY

CHOUEST traced the central star while the RV ALLIANCE

followed the wings to the north and south. Each RV towed a
horizontal receiving array with axis roughly coincident with
the ship’s straight-line course. To maximize cross-range
resolution ofB8 and to minimize noise contamination from
the other RV, the highest resolution beams at array broadside
are directed towards the center ofB8, where high-resolution
bathymetry is available, while the lowest resolution beams at
array endfire are directed towards the other RV.2,4,6 Only
transmissions from the CORY CHOUESTsource array are con-
sidered in this paper because of its significantly higher
strength, 229 dBre 1 mPa @ 1 m, anddirectionality com-
pared to that of the ALLIANCE.2,8 The CORY’s source array is
steered to broadside for all transmissions studied in this pa-
per.

Linear frequency modulated~LFM! waveforms of t
55 s duration in the frequency band 200–255 Hz are exclu-
sively analyzed here because they offer the highest available
range resolution, which is given byDr 5c/(2B);14 m,
where c;1510 m/s is the mean sound speed andB is the
bandwidth.2 To reduce their standard deviation after pulse
compression, instantaneous intensity measurements are aver-
aged over time periodT50.0625 s for CORY receptions and
T50.0533 s for ALLIANCE receptions. This averaging leads
to an effective range resolution ofDr 5cT/2547 m for the
CORY andDr 540 m for the ALLIANCE.

With the assumption that the specific bathymetric fea-
tures resolved by the towed-array system behave as Rayleigh

targets,9,10 due to their structural complexity with respect to
the wavelength scale, the degrees-of-freedomN;TB be-
comes roughly 3.4 for CORY and 2.9 for ALLIANCE LMF
receptions. The further assumption of independence and sta-
tionarity among the roughly 3 range cells averaged leads to a
standard deviation of 2.5 dB and a bias of 0.6 dB in the
intensity level at any pixel of a towed-array image.2,10 If, on
the other hand, a particular range cell dominates the average,
or if the range cells are correlated,m may be as small as
unity, which leads to a standard deviation of roughly 5.6 dB
and a bias of 2.5 dB.2,10

The geomorphology of theB8 abyssal hill is displayed
in Fig. 2. Gross features are evident in the high-resolution
bathymetry of Fig. 2~a!. The central crest ofB8, for example,
rises roughly 1400 m from the western segment valley floor
at roughly 4900 m to nearly 400 m above the 3800-m con-
jugate depth2 of the CORY source. Minute details of the high-
resolution bathymetry are best cast in terms of the compo-
nent of seafloor elevation gradient, or directional derivative,
normal to theB8 axis, shown in Fig. 2~b!. This reveals two
steep scarps separated by an extended plateau just below
3800 m. Both scarps run along theB8 axis 21° from true
North, and are characterized by steep unsedimented cliff
faces that rise upwards for typically 100 m with characteris-
tic slopes of 50°–90°. The scarps are segmented by a contour
within which the directional derivative exceeds 1/2, corre-
sponding to slope angles greater than;26.6°. The contours,
shown in Fig. 2~b!, are used throughout the paper to desig-
nate the locations of the upper and lower scarps.

The bistatic locations of the two research vessels during

FIG. 2. ~a! High-resolution bathymetry~5-m sampling! on the east-central face ofB8 as located in Fig. 1. Depth contours are at 100-m intervals.~b! The
component of seafloor elevation gradient, or the directional derivative~DD!, normal to theB8 axis, computed from high-resolution bathymetry as in Fig. 22
of Ref. 2. Many steep cliffs~.60° slope! and smaller terraces~;45° slope! appear on both the upper and lower scarps that cannot be resolved by the
hydrosweep bathymetry. Contours segment the upper and lower scarps as regions within which the DD exceeds 1/2. These same contours are used to identify
the scarps throughout this paper.
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the LFM transmissions analyzed in this paper are given in
eastings and northings in Fig. 3. These locations are distrib-
uted in a semicircle with bisecting diameter oriented along
the B8 axis and centered in the high-resolution region. A
letter of the alphabet designates each transmission. Circled
letters indicate the monostatic location of the CORY while
unboxed letters indicate the bistatic location of the ALLIANCE

for a given transmission. Asegment numberspecifies each
transmission, following the vernacular of the MAE.1,2

The portion of bi-azimuthal space spanned by the
source–receiver pairs is shown in Fig. 4. Azimuth is mea-
sured counterclockwise from a vector that originates from
the center of the given scarp in the high-resolution region
and points normal to its axis in a southeasterly direction. The
source azimuthsV i then fall within uV i u,30°, while the
receiver azimuthsV r span the full 180° range. This bistatic
geometry is appropriate because~1! the east-central face of
B8 is uniformly insonified with negligible shadowing, and
~2! the receivers are never completely shadowed.

Expressions for the half-power or 3-dB beamwidthb~u!
of a narrow-band line array, steered to an angleu from end-
fire, are given in Eqs.~1! and~2! of Ref. 11 as a function of
aperture length and frequency. These expressions also ap-
proximate the azimuthal resolution of the MAE arrays for
LFM reception when evaluated at the LFM center frequency
of 227.5 Hz. Best resolution lies at broadside and is;1.6°
for theL5318 m receiving array of the CORY and;2.0° for
the L5254 m receiving array of the ALLIANCE. Cross-range
resolution, defined asrb(u) for a monostatic measurement
at ranger from the scattering patch, is then 0.9 km for the

CORY and 1.1 km for the ALLIANCE at 1/2 CZ wherer
533.3 km.

At 1/2 CZ, neither array has sufficient aperture to azi-
muthally resolve characteristic nonlinearities in scarp struc-
ture, such as canyons~;100–200 m wide! and gullies~;50
m wide! previously documented with high-resolution sup-
porting bathymetry.2,3 This is evident upon inspection of Fig.
5~a!, where the resolution footprint of the towed-array sys-
tem, a roughly 50 m by 1 km annular sector at 1/2 CZ, is
superimposed on a bathymetric image of theB8 upper scarp.
These same features become potentially resolvable by the
towed-array system in range when cross-range is skew to the
ridge axis, as shown in Fig. 5~b!, with the relatively safe
assumption that the scarp, and not the plateaus above and
below, cause the predominant reverberation. Analysis of a
full suite of such bistatic measurements, spanninguV r u
,90°, could provide a detailed accounting of the scarp’s
nonlinear structure, given sufficient charting accuracy and
statistical stability of the measured reverberation.

The normalized autocorrelation function of upper scarp
elevation, in Fig. 6, quantitatively reveals along and across-
scarp correlation scales~e-folding lengths! of 150 and 50-m,
respectively, consistent with a visual assessment of typical
canyon and gully dimensions. The resolution footprint of the
towed-array system integrates or blurs together scattered re-
turns from roughly five major canyons when its cross-range
range axis parallels the scarp’s, as is characteristic of the
monostatic measurements. This leads to a broad distribution
of incident angles from a given source, or scattered angles to
a given receiver, over the resolution footprint. This is shown
in Fig. 7~a! for S435 where vertical refraction is taken into
account via raytrace. Conversely, the resolution footprint
typically blurs together scattered returns from the outer wall
of a single canyon with those from plateaus above and below
when its cross-range axis is skew to the scarp axis, as is
characteristic of bistatic measurements with largeuV r u. This

FIG. 3. The bistatic locations of the two research vessels during the LFM
transmissions analyzed in this paper are given in eastings,x, and northings,
y. These locations are distributed in a semicircle about the high-resolution
region shown by the central box within which two diagonal lines indicate
the upper and lower scarps. Circled letters indicate the location of the CORY

while the same letters indicate the location of the ALLIANCE for the 20
bistatic segments given in the legend. Segments S430, S466, S481, and
S495 are excluded from the monostatic analysis due to colocation with some
of the other monostatic segments shown. Since ALLIANCE was at the apex of
the northern wing and in the shadow ofB8 during S445 and S450, they are
used as the only purely monostatic transmissions in this analysis, which then
has a total of 18 monostatic segments.

FIG. 4. The portion of bi-azimuthal space spanned by the source–receiver
pairs. Azimuth is measured counterclockwise from a vector that originates
from the center of the given scarp in the high-resolution region and points
normal to its axis in a southeasterly direction. Source azimuths are denoted
by V i and receiver azimuths byV r . The curves for the upper and lower
scarps are nearly identical because their separation is small compared to the
range to the respective RV. The portion of nonmonostatic space spanned is
double that shown by acoustic reciprocity between source and receiver lo-
cations.
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also leads to a broad distribution of incident angles or scat-
tered angles over the resolution footprint, as shown in Fig.
7~b! and ~c! for the same segment.

Since the surfaces resolved by the towed-array system
on theB8 scarps are not even approximately planar, there is
no unique surface normal to characterize the bathymetry
within the resolution footprint. Consequently, there is no
unique incident or scattered angle. Thetraditional surface
scattering strength, which depends upon the directions of
incident and scattered waves defined relative to the local sur-
face normal andincludes purely local foreshortening effects,
must then be reanalyzed to accommodate the reality of the
present experiment, as will be discussed in later sections.

II. BISTATIC IMAGING OF THE B 8 ABYSSAL HILL
FROM 1/2 CZ

A. Wide-area bistatic images

While a number ofmonostatic, reverberation charts of
the B8 abyssal hill have been presented and analyzed,2,12–14

only two bistatic charts ofB8 have been previously studied
in the literature.2 These are for the 200–255-Hz LFMs of

S478 and S487. Analysis of S478 is particularly significant
because it characterizes all measurements for which the bi-
static separation between the CORY and ALLIANCE is small
relative to the range toB8. In these cases, bistatic and mono-
static charts are similar with cross-range falling parallel to
the B8 axis. Prominent reverberation is then unambiguously
charted to the steep escarpments, as demonstrated in Ref. 2.
Monostatic and bistatic reverberation charts of the same
transmission show great differences, however, when the bi-
static separation is large. This is well illustrated here for
S435 and S528, which are respectively at the northern ex-
treme and midway to the southern extreme of the ALLIANCE

FIG. 5. Shaded relief of a portion of theB8 upper scarp imaged with high-
resolution bathymetry with the roughly 50-m by 1-km resolution footprint of
the towed-array system overlain.~a! Monostatic geometry for S435.~b!
Bistatic geometry for S435. In~a!, the resolution footprint blurs together
many characteristic nonlinearities in scarp structure, such as canyons and
gullies. These features become potentially resolvable in range, as in~b!, for
some bistatic geometries of the present experiment.

FIG. 6. The normalized 2-D autocorrelation of upper scarp elevation as a
function of east and north spatial lag. The along-scarp and across-scarp
e-folding lengths of;150 and;50 m, respectively, quantify the scale of
typical nonlinearities along and across the scarp.

FIG. 7. The distribution of incident and scattered angles within the resolu-
tion footprints shown in Fig. 5 for S435. The incident angle is the inverse
cosine of the inner product between the local surface normal and the vector
pointing along the acoustic path to the source. The scattered angle is the
inverse cosine of the inner product between the local surface normal and the
vector pointing along the acoustic path to the receiver. Refraction is in-
cluded. Angles greater than 90° indicate shadowing.~a! Monostatic case
where incident and scattered angles are identical and axis of resolution
footprint is along scarp axis. Bistatic case for~b! incident angles and~c!
scattered angles, where axis of resolution footprint is skew to scarp axis.
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tracks. Specifically,V i;25° and V r;90° for S435 and
V i;25° andV r;250° for S528, with respect to both up-
per and lower scarp reference centers.

To gain a broader perspective, consider first the wide-
area charts of monostatic reverberation, in Figs. 8–10~a!.
These each have a character very similar to that found for
short continuous wave~cw! transmissions in Figs. 8 and 9 of
Ref. 2. When overlain on the bistatic horizontal projection of
bathymetry ~BHPB!, prominent reverberation coregisters
precisely with steep escarpments along theB8 axis, as illus-
trated in Figs. 8–10~b!. The bistatic horizontal projection of
bathymetry is the product of the horizontal projection of
bathymetry toward the source~HPBS! and the horizontal
projection of bathymetry toward the receiver~HPBR!. The
former is inner product of the local seafloor normal and a
unit vector pointing to the horizontal position of the source,
while the latter is the inner product of the local seafloor
normal and a unit vector pointing to the horizontal position
of the receiver. To distinguish shadowed regions, the product
of a negative HPBR and a negative HBPS is always plotted
as a negative HPBR. In later sections, a far more precise
computation of surface projection factors, accounting for re-
fracted ray paths to and from the seafloor, is employed to
analyze reverberation over the region of high-resolution
bathymetry.

In the general limiting case of range-independent propa-

gation and a flat bottom, range ambiguity of the bistatic
towed-array system falls on elliptic arcs about foci coincid-
ing with the source and receiver positions. The arcs are de-
fined by conserving the two-way travel distance from source
to scatterer to receiver as the sum of the radii. The arc length
at 1/2 CZ, over the broadside resolution of the CORY or
ALLIANCE receiving array, remains well approximated by the
monostatic cross-range resolutionrb(u) for the entire suite
of bistatic measurements taken atB8, as shown in Appendix
A. Here,r is range from the receiving array to the scattering
site. For what we refer to here as ‘‘monostatic’’ measure-
ments, the CORY’s source and receiver arrays are not coinci-
dent but are in such close proximity~;1.12-km separation!
that range ambiguity lies on nearly circular arcs at 1/2 CZ.
When the bistatic separation between the CORY and ALLI-

ANCE is not small compared tor, however, the arcs are far
from circular. This accounts for some characteristic differ-
ences between monostatic and bistatic charts of the same
transmission.

The right–left ambiguity of the receiving line array is
also expressed differently in monostatic and bistatic charts.
Prominent features are ambiguously charted in an almost
symmetrical fashion about the receiving array’s axis in
monostatic geometries.11,2 Only the incorporation of known
bathymetry in the charting procedure leads to local breaks in
symmetry.2,14 Such extreme symmetry, however, is only

FIG. 8. Wide-area charts of mono-
static and bistatic reverberation mea-
sured for the 200–255-Hz LFM S435,
where ALLIANCE is near the apex of
the northern wing.~a! Monostatic re-
verberation chart showing symmetry
about the array axis for CORY heading
163°. ~b! Contours of high-level back-
scatter, overlain on the bistatic hori-
zontal projection of bathymetry
~BHPB!, coregister with major scarps
on B8 that have large areas projected
towards the source–receiver. The false
backscatter image ofB8 does not
coregister with the BHPB.~c! Bistatic
reverberation chart shows asymmetry
about the array axis because this axis
forms an oblique angle with the major
axis of the bistatic ellipse. The ALLI-

ANCE heading is 277°.~d! Contours of
high-level backscatter, overlain on the
BHPB, coregister with major scarps
on B8 that have large areas projected
along the acoustic path from source to
scatterer to receiver. Unlike the mono-
static case, the cross-range axis of the
resolution footprint forms an oblique
angle with the scarp axis so that
prominent returns are speckled across
the scarp. The false backscatter image
of B8 does not coregister with the
BHPB and exhibits severe spatial con-
traction. Source and receiver locations
are indicated in~a! and ~c!. The prod-
uct of a negative HPBR and a negative
HBPS is always plotted as a negative
HPBR to distinguish shadowed re-
gions.
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available in bistatic scenarios when the receiving array axis
parallels the line joining the source and receiver. This line
defines the major axis of the bistatic ellipse. Otherwise, some
distortion occurs. In the case of segment 435, the receiving
array is at an oblique angle to the major axis of the bistatic
ellipse. Prominent reverberation from the central scarps of
B8 correctly register at roughly 1/2 CZ~;33.3 km! from the
receiving array. The corresponding ambiguous returns are
mirrored about the array axis, and span the same annular
sector as the true returns, but fall at a much shorter range to
preserve the travel time. As a result, they are condensed to a
much smaller spatial area than that spanned by the true re-
turns. The converse is also true. True returns from this small
area, where the right–left ambiguity of the receiving array
intersects the elliptical range ambiguity of the bistatic sys-
tem, may be falsely charted to a more extensive region on
B8. The geometry of this type of ambiguity is given in Fig.
A1. After a careful analysis of the registration between
bathymetric directional derivatives and prominent reverbera-
tion, we find that the experimental design5 was successful in
exploiting the natural geomorphology of the region to avoid
contamination from line-array ambiguity atB8.

Prominent bistatic returns are overlain on the bistatic
horizontal projection of bathymetry~BHPB! in Figs.
8–10~d!. In the limit of horizontal propagation to and from
the bottom, which is a reasonable approximation for water-

borne paths atn11/2 CZ, the BHPB becomes a projection
factor directly proportional to the incoherent intensity of the
scattered field from an infinitesimal area of the seafloor, and
so is useful for comparison with wide-area reverberation.

For large bistatic separations, as in S435 and S528, char-
acteristic nonlinearities in scarp structure, such as canyons
and gullies, lead to a speckled pattern of strong projections in
the path connecting source, scatterer, and receiver. Over the
same region, prominent bistatic reverberation displays analo-
gous behavior as a speckled pattern of concentric arcs that
obliquely cross the scarp axes. This phenomenon was previ-
ously observed in monostatic reverberation charts when the
radial propagation path was parallel to or formed a shallow
angle with the axis of a major bottom-limited ridge.2 The
effect is partially due to~1! anomalous surface projections,
and ~2! statistical fluctuations from random interference, as
will be shown in the next sections.

B. High-resolution images of the east-central face of
B 8

The bending of acoustic paths from the source, to the
scattering patch and back to the receiver, caused by naturally
occurring depth-dependent variations in the ocean’s refrac-
tive index, described in Ref. 2, must be taken into account
for the charting accuracy of long-range echoes to be compa-

FIG. 9. Wide-area charts of mono-
static and bistatic reverberation mea-
sured for the 200–255-Hz LFM S478.
ALLIANCE and CORY are in close prox-
imity. ~a! Monostatic reverberation
chart showing symmetry about the ar-
ray axis for CORY heading 45°.~b!
Contours of high-level backscatter,
overlain on the BHPB, coregister with
major scarps onB8 that have large ar-
eas projected towards the source–
receiver. ~c! Bistatic reverberation
chart shows symmetry about the array
axis due to the close proximity of the
CORY and ALLIANCE. The ALLIANCE

heading is 207°.~d! Contours of high-
level backscatter, overlain on the
BHPB, coregister with major scarps
on B8 that have large areas projected
along the acoustic path from source to
scatterer to receiver.
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rable to the 5-m sample interval of the high-resolution
bathymetry shown in Fig. 2. A sophisticated, range-
dependent ray-based propagation model known as RASP,15

that includes the effects of multiple interactions between sur-
face and bottom boundaries, was used to chart reverberation
out to multiple CZ ranges in Ref. 2. A number of other
methods have been developed and employed by other SRP
researchers.13,14,16

For the purpose of the present analysis, where only
waterborne insonification of the high-resolution area is con-
sidered, a somewhat simpler but more efficient raytrace
model is used to obtain the two-way travel times. Rays are
traced in a range-depth plane from a point source, located at
the center of the respective source or receiving array, through
a refractive ocean half-space with a pressure-release surface
but no bottom boundary. Surface-reflected paths are ac-
counted for, but the much slower and more attenuated
bottom-reflected paths are neglected. Range-depth maps of
minimum travel time are then generated. A range-depth map
is then swept through the high resolution bathymetry ofB8
to determine minimum travel time to or from the bottom.
This procedure is repeated for all source and receiver loca-
tions to obtain respective travel time maps in the horizontal
plane over the high-resolution region. These maps are then
used to chart the output of the beamformed and matched
filtered reverberation data to the high-resolution region by
the same bistatic mapping algorithm employed in Refs. 2,

11, and 12. Navigation data from the Global Positioning Sys-
tem ~GPS!17 of each RV are precisely converted to universal
transverse Mercator~UTM!18 coordinates, for long-range re-
verberation charting, by the United States Geological Survey
~USGS! geodetic reference system19 that is accurate to
within roughly 1 m.

The error in computing travel time to the high-resolution
region by slant-range, rather than raytrace, is illustrated in
Fig. 11. Since the one-way errors shown are typically much
greater than the roughly 0.003 s it takes to cross a 5-m
sample interval of high-resolution bathymetry at the mean
sound speed, the slant-range approach to charting reverbera-
tion is unacceptable.

High-resolution images of charted reverberation are il-
lustrated in Figs. 12–14 for segments 435, 478 and 528, with
contours overlain to specify locations of the upper and lower
scarps. Both scarps tend to appear prominently and faithfully
imaged in the monostatic charts, as in S478 and S435. This
fidelity is possible because the cross-range axis of the reso-
lution footprint lies along the scarp axes. In some segments,
such as S528, however, the entire upper scarp vanishes
amidst low-level background reverberation. This happens
when the upper scarp falls in the shadow zone of the main
beam’s refractive path, due to its proximity to the source
array’s conjugate depth.2 The lower scarp appears promi-
nently in all monostatic charts because it lies below the

FIG. 10. Wide-area charts of mono-
static and bistatic reverberation mea-
sured for the 200–255-Hz LFM S528.
Alliance is midway along the southern
wing. ~a! Monostatic reverberation
chart showing symmetry about the ar-
ray axis for CORY heading 206°.~b!
Contours of high-level backscatter,
overlain on the BHPB, coregister with
major scarps onB8 that have large ar-
eas projected towards the source–
receiver. The false backscatter image
of B8 does not coregister with the
BHPB. ~c! Bistatic reverberation chart
shows asymmetry about the array axis
due to the oblique angle it forms with
the major axis of the bistatic ellipse.
The ALLIANCE heading is 87°. ~d!
Contours of high-level backscatter,
overlain on the BHPB, coregister with
major scarps onB8 that have large ar-
eas projected along the acoustic path
from source to scatterer to receiver.
The false backscatter image ofB8
does not coregister with the BHPB and
exhibits severe spatial contraction.
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shadow zone, displayed in Fig. 15~a!, and generally receives
main-beam insonification.

The consistent coregistration between the locations of
the strongest monostatic returns and the locations of the
scarps carries much statistical weight. The upper 5% of re-
verberation within the high-resolution area is selected for
each segment to demonstrate this. The frequency of overlap
of these selected regions, over all 18 monostatic segments, is
plotted in Fig. 16~a! together with overlays of the upper and
lower scarps. This figure shows that the regions that most
frequently return the strongest backscatter coincide with
some of the steepest portions of the upper and lower scarps.
The figure also shows that the frequency of strong backscat-
ter rapidly decreases as the distance from the scarp increases
in the cross-scarp direction. It is extremely unlikely, for ex-
ample, to find even a single strong return charted to points
lying at ranges beyond roughly 1.0 km of either scarp.

The bistatic charts for S435 and S528 are significantly
different from the corresponding monostatic charts, as noted
in the wide-area analysis of the previous section. The differ-
ence arises because the system’s cross-range resolution is at
an oblique angle to the scarp axes in the bistatic case,
whereas it parallels it in the monostatic case. Prominent bi-
static returns lie along nearly elliptical arcs centered across
the scarp axes. This is seen in Figs. 12–14, which are typical
of many of the bistatic segments studied. The strongest re-
turns appear in a speckled fashion along the scarps axis. In
extreme cases where cross-range is nearly normal to the
scarps axes, as in S435, the towed-array system is sometimes
unable to distinguish the upper from the lower scarp. This
effect is apparently due to the relatively close proximity of

the two scarps, roughly 2 km separation or twice the cross-
range resolution of the receiver, and occasionally leads to
strong returns continuously charted across both scarps in el-
liptic arcs centered through the plateau. This may lead one to
the presumablyfalse conclusion that the plateau contains
geomorphological anomalies that may yield strong returns.

The spatial frequency distribution of the most prominent
bistatic returns is shown in Fig. 16~c!. As in the monostatic
case, the upper 5% of reverberation over the high-resolution
area is selected for each segment. The overlap frequency of
these selected regions, across all 20 bistatic segments, is
plotted together with overlays of the upper and lower scarps.
While the global maxima appears on the steepest portion of
the upper scarp, and local maxima often register with both
the upper and lower scarps, the largest number of local
maxima appear in the region between the scarps. Frequency
tends to decrease as range increases from the region between
and including both scarps. Single-frequency returns, how-
ever, remain densely spread with relative uniformity from
the upper crest to the lower scarp, and only begin to disap-
pear as the trench below the lower scarp is approached.
While some cross-hatching of overlain returns is to be ex-
pected just above and below the upper and lower scarps, due
to a combination of ridge morphology, track geometry, and
cross-range blurring, the significantly higher concentration of
high frequencies between the upper and lower scarps rules
this combined effect out as the sole cause of off-scarp chart-
ing of prominent reverberation, as is shown in the next sec-
tion. An explanation for the measured frequency distribution
follows in Sec. II D.

FIG. 11. ~a! Slant-range travel time, using mean sound speed along the slant path, minus raytrace travel time from CORY source to seafloor for S435 using
high-resolution bathymetry.~b! Same as~a! except from seafloor to ALLIANCE receiver for S435. These one-way errors are typically much greater than the
0.003-s travel time it takes to cross a 5-m sample interval of high-resolution bathymetry.
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C. Modeling high-resolution reverberation and
estimating the scattering distribution

From an infinitesimal planar surface patch of areadA, in
the far field of a source and receiver, the scattered intensity at
the receiver can be written as

dI5 f ~u i ,f i ;u r ,f r !wli l r cosu i cosu rdA, ~1!

according to the basic principles of radiometry. Here,u and
f denote polar and azimuth angles with respect to the local
surface normal,20 with incident and scattered angles identi-
fied by the subscriptsi and r. The projected area of the sur-
face patch in the direction of the scattered wave leaving the
surface patch is cosur dA. The other factors include the
source powerw, transmission coefficientsl i and l r in
inverse-square meters from the source to the surface patch
and from the surface patch to the receiver, and the bidirec-
tional scattering distribution function~BSDF! of the surface
f,20–22 which is a dimensionless parameter describing
surface-scattering properties that are invariant in expected
value to changes in transmission and projected area. It is
noteworthy thatf cosui cosur is simply the antilog of the
standard scattering strength of ocean acoustics23 S
510 log(f cosui cosur), where f is essentially the quantity
describing bidirectional surface ‘‘reflectance’’ properties that

has become standard in radiometry after its introduction by
the National Bureau of Standards in 1977.21 A perfectly
Lambertian surface, for example, hasf 51/p, whereas a per-
fectly specular surface has f 5d(u i2u r)d(f i2f r

1p)/(sinui cosui). The latter singularity is necessary to es-
cape the implicitly incoherent nature of a summation overdA
in Eq. ~1!. When f is an angle-independent constant, it is
related to the surface albedo24 a by f 5a/p and can be in-
terpreted as becoming the constantm associated with Mack-
enzie’s formulation of seafloor scattering strength.23

It is practical to recast Eq.~1! in decibels, by dividing
through by appropriate reference units and taking 10 log of
both sides. This homomorphic transformation stabilizes the
variance for optimal pattern recognition10,25 and compresses
the dynamic range. The result is

RdA5F~u i ,f i ;u r ,f r !1W2TL i2TLr1Ci1Cr

110 log~dA/Aref!, ~2!

where the reverberation level on the left in dBre 1 mPa is
balanced by the scattering distribution’s strengthF, the
source strengthW in dB re 1 mPa @ 1 m, the transmission
loss from the source to scattering patch TLi , and from the
scattering patch to the receiver TLr , in dB re 1 m, the pro-

FIG. 12. High-resolution charts of
monostatic and bistatic measured and
modeled reverberation for S435 over
the region shown in Fig. 2 with upper
and lower scarp contours overlain.~a!
Measured monostatic reverberation.
~b! Modeled monostatic reverberation.
~c! Measured bistatic reverberation.
~d! Modeled bistatic reverberation.
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jection termsCi510 log(cosui), Cr510 log(cosur), and the
area term, in dBre 1 m. With Cartesian coordinates for east
and north specified byx andy, the differential area becomes
dA5dx dy. In practice, the elementsdx, dy represent the
5-m bathymetric sample interval of the high-resolution re-
gion of B8, over which the seafloor can presumably be ap-
proximated as planar.

The strength of the bidirectional scattering distributionF
then is independent of the local seafloor foreshortening as
seen from the perspectives of the source and receiver,
whereas the scattering strengthS is not, soF is preferred
over S as the parameter to empirically describe the inherent
scattering properties of the MAR seafloor since there is no
unique surface normal to characterize bathymetry within our
system’s resolution footprint.

To model reverberation, each of the spatially varying
terms of Eq.~2!, which excludesW and 10 log(dA/Aref), is
charted in anx,y grid over the high-resolution region.

To compute the projection terms, range-depth maps of
the propagation direction of minimum-travel-time rays
spreading outward from a point source below a pressure-
release surface are computed for a bottomless ocean, given
the watercolumn sound-speed profile shown in Fig. 1 of Ref.
2. The point source is located~1! at the 181-m depth of the
center of theCORY source array, for rays traveling to the

virtual scattering surface,~2! at the 460-m depth of theAL-

LIANCE receiving array, by reciprocity, for rays traveling
from the virtual scattering surface to theALLIANCE receiver,
and ~3! at the 170-m depth of theCORY receiving array for
rays traveling from the virtual scattering surface to theCORY

receiver. The high-resolution bathymetry is then swept
through the range-depth map to determine the incident and
scattered angles at the bottom. The inner product of these
angles with the local surface normal yields the cosine factors
of Eq. ~1!, and log transformation yields the bathymetric
projection terms of Eq.~2! that relate linearly to reverbera-
tion level.

Charts of transmission loss are computed in a similar
fashion. Range-depth maps of the monochromatic field pro-
duced by a 10-element source array, computed using the
parabolic equation,26 are integrated across the 200–255-Hz
frequency band of the LFMincoherently, to be consistent
with actual rough surface scattering. The resulting incoherent
broadband transmission loss, shown in Fig. 15~a!, exhibits
substantial structure with a well-defined main beam, the rem-
nants of frequency-averaged Lloyd mirror interfering beams,
and sidelobes. High-resolution bathymetry is then swept
through this map to chart the incident transmission loss TLi .
A similar procedure is used to chart transmission loss to the
receiver TLr , except that a point source at the depth of the

FIG. 13. High-resolution charts of
monostatic and bistatic measured and
modeled reverberation for S478 over
the region shown in Fig. 2 with upper
and lower scarp contours overlain.~a!
Measured monostatic reverberation.
~b! Modeled monostatic reverberation.
~c! Measured bistatic reverberation.
~d! Modeled bistatic reverberation.
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given receiving array is used to exploit reciprocity from the
scattering site. This follows the benign assumption that mean
transmission loss will not vary significantly across the re-
ceiving array. The range-depth TLr plotted in Fig. 15~b! and
~c! shows less structure and leads to more uniform transmis-
sion loss back to the receiver across the region where high-
resolution bathymetry is available, which lies at the 1/2 CZ
vertex.

Charts of the various projection and transmission loss
terms of Eq.~2!, presented in Fig. 17 over the region of
high-resolution bathymetry for S435, show substantial spa-
tial structure that varies considerably from monostatic to bi-
static geometries when the bistatic separation is large.

Since bathymetry within the resolution footprint of the
MAE bistatic towed-array systemscannotbe approximated
as a planar surface, as demonstrated in Sec. I, Eqs.~1! and
~2! cannot directly describe measured reverberation and its
level. The complicated nature of bathymetry within the reso-
lution footprint, however, leads to a simplestatistical de-
scription of theexpectedintensity at the receiver that makes
these expressions relevant. Specifically, the system resolu-
tion footprint covers an annular sector of roughly 50 m by
1000 m at 1/2 CZ, and so contains surface roughness of high
complexity with respect to the mean acoustic wavelength of
6.7 m. The total field received from the footprint then be-
haves as the sum of a large number of statistically indepen-

dent fields scattered from disjoint subregions of the resolved
seafloor patch.27 The expectedintensity radiated from the
resolution patch, proportional to thevarianceof the received
field, can then be charted to the centroid of the patch by the
convolution

^I ~x,yur i ,r r !&5E E
2`

`

G~x2X, y2Yur i ,r r !

3 f ~u i ,f i ;u r ,f r !

3wli l r cosu i cosu rdX dY, ~3!

whereG(x,yur i ,r r) is a point-spread function27 equal to the
squared magnitude of the combined linear beam pattern and
matched-filter functions that define the towed-array receiver.
Here, all cosine, transmission loss, and BSDF factors are
implicit functions of the spatial coordinates of the integral,
and the expected intensity is a function of the source and
receiver locationsr i , r r , which may vary in 3-D.

The overwhelming contribution to the convolution
integral typically comes from the resolution footprint
Af(x,yur i ,r r) which is defined in Appendix A. This obser-
vation has been previously exploited in Refs. 28, 11, and 2,
and leads to the relation

FIG. 14. High-resolution charts of
monostatic and bistatic measured and
modeled reverberation for S528 over
the region shown in Fig. 2 with upper
and lower scarp contours overlain.~a!
Measured monostatic reverberation.
~b! Modeled monostatic reverberation.
~c! Measured bistatic reverberation.
~d! Modeled bistatic reverberation.
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^I ~x,yur i ,r r !&' E E
Af ~x,yur i ,r r !

f ~u i ,f i ;u r ,f r !wli l r cosu i cosu rdX dY, ~4!

which is a very close approximation to Eq.~3! when sidelobe leakage is insignificant, as it is for prominent returns across a
fixed travel-time ellipse. Recasting it in decibels yields

R^I &~x,yur i ,r r !'W110 logS E E
Af ~x,yur i ,r r !

10@F~u i ,f i ;ur ,fr !2TLi2TLr1Ci1Cr #/10dX dYD . ~5!

The important issue here is that scattering distribution’s
strengthF is not linearly proportional to the level of ex-
pected reverberation unlessF is a constant over the resolu-
tion footprint. Constancy ofF in Af requires either it be
independent of spatial position, incident, and scattered angle
or the scattering surface be a plane over whichF may vary
with incident and scattered angle but not position. To
obtain F from measured reverberation in any other case re-
quires a deconvolution, of the kind worked out in Ref. 28

and implemented with wide-area MAE data in Ref. 2. A

successful deconvolution, however, depends on a
sufficient set of independent measurements28 as well as
charting error that is insignificant compared to the dimension
of the seafloor patch to be resolved. While both of these
conditions were satisfied in the wide-area analysis of Ref. 2,
neither is met in the present analysis of high-resolution data.

Given these considerations, any estimate of seafloor
scattering strength obtained in the present analysis will in-
evitably be blurred over the resolution footprint of the
towed-array system. To describe this blurring, it is conve-
nient to define

FIG. 15. ~a! Range-depth slice of
broadband transmission loss in the
200–255-Hz band modeled incoher-
ently with the parabolic equation for
the CORY 10-element source array,
centered at 181 m depth with 2.5-m
projector spacing and MAR vertical
sound-speed structure~Ref. 2! in a
bottomless ocean.~b! Same as~a! ex-
cept source is now at a single point, at
the 170-m depth of the CORY receiving
array.~c! Same as~b! except source is
a point at the 460-m depth of the AL-

LIANCE receiving array. TheB8 abyssal
hill is typically 1/2 CZ ~;33.3 km!
from the source or receiver. Its peak
lies at a depth of;3500 m.
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RM~x,yur i ,r r !5W110 logS E E
Af ~x,yur i ,r r !

10~2TLi2TLr1Ci1Cr !/10dX dYD , ~6!

as modeled reverberationfrom a seafloor that scatters
equally in all directions. Variations in modeled reverberation
then arise only as the integral of surface projection and trans-
mission loss terms overAf . This construction leads to a
simple linear equation for themeanstrength of the scattering
distribution over the resolution footprint

F̄~x,yur i ,r r !5R^I &~x,yur i ,r r !2RM~x,yur i ,r r !. ~7!

Note that both incident and scattered angles are inte-
grated over the resolution footprint. Blurring is then consid-
erable, since these angles have large standard deviations over
the footprint, as shown in Sec. I.

From Eq.~7!, the maximum likelihood estimate forF̄ is

FC ~x,yur i ,r r !5R~x,yur i ,r r !2RM~x,yur i ,r r !, ~8!

namely, the difference between reverberation measured with
MAE data R(x,yur i ,r r) and RM(x,yur i ,r r) reverberation
modeled with the diffuse scattering assumptionF50.

Under the assumption that the receiver measures a cir-
cular complex Gaussian random~CCGR! field,2,27 reverbera-
tion measured from a given surface patch obeys the
exponential-gamma distribution.10 This follows from the
central-limit theorem and the fact that the system resolution
footprint is much larger than wavelength-scale surface
roughness.9,10,27A bias-corrected estimate forF̄ is then

F! ~x,yur i ,r r !5R~x,yur i ,r r !2RM~x,yur i ,r r !

1~c~N!2 ln N!10 loge, ~9!

following Ref. 10 wherec(N) is Euler’s psi function with
measurement degrees of freedomN defined in Sec. I.

D. Comparison between measured and modeled
charts of high-resolution reverberation

Charts of modeled reverberationRM , obtained from
transmission loss and surface projection maps by applying
the spatial convolution described in Eq.~6!, are presented in
Figs. 12–14~b! and ~d! for comparison with charts of mea-
sured reverberationR, in Figs. 12–14~a! and ~c!.

FIG. 16. Spatial distribution of the
most prominent returns. The upper 5%
of reverberation within the high-
resolution region is selected for each
segment. The overlap frequency of
these selected regions is shown in~a!
for monostatic measured reverbera-
tion, ~b! monostatic modeled rever-
beration, ~c! bistatic measured rever-
beration, and ~d! bistatic modeled
reverberation. Red indicates regions of
zero intersection; that is, where rever-
beration is only in the upper 5% for a
single segment. All 18 monostatic and
20 bistatic segments shown in Fig. 3
are used for this computation.
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Measured and modeled reverberation show close quali-
tative agreement in all monostatic charts. The most promi-
nent returns resolve the morphology of the upper and lower
scarps with reasonable accuracy primarily because the cross-
range axis of the resolution footprint typically lies along the
scarp axis and so does not bleed into neighboring regions,
such as the plateau and trench. Returns from these neighbor-
ing regions are typically about 20 to 30 decibels lower. Since
this variation greatly exceeds the expected 2.5 to 5.6 dB
standard deviation, the scarps emerge as deterministic fea-
tures of the data. The measured and modeled reverberation
charts also agree on when the upper scarp will fall in the
shadow zone, as it does in S528.

The spatial frequency distribution of the upper 5% of
modeled reverberation for the monostatic charts is shown in
Fig. 16~b!. The modeled distribution bears a close resem-
blance to the corresponding measured one, with the weight
of prominent returns charted to the steepest portions of the
upper and lower scarps. This result is consistent with the
high visual correlation found between measured and mod-
eled monostatic reverberation.

The situation is different for the bistatic data. While the
generalcharacterof measured reverberation shows qualita-
tive agreement with the modeled in all bistatic charts, the
kind of high visual correlation found in the monostatic com-
parison only appears when the bistatic separation between

source and receiver azimuths is small enough for prominent
returns to faithfully image scarp morphology. More fre-
quently, the bistatic separation is too large for this, and el-
liptic arcs of both measured and modeled reverberation, ob-
liquely centered on the scarp axes, bleed into neighboring
plateaus over lengths commensurate with the resolution foot-
print. As a result, the overall reverberation level in the vicin-
ity of the scarps is much higher than in neighboring regions
where no scarps are present, as is often more clearly seen in
the wide-area charts of Sec. II A. This level fluctuates dras-
tically along the scarp, in both measured and modeled charts,
with an inner scale equaling the range resolution of the sys-
tem. The most prominentmodeledreturns typically coincide
with a characteristic nonlinearity of the scarp, such as a can-
yon wall, that projects area strongly along the acoustic path
from source to scatterer to receiver for the given bistatic
geometry. The separation between these large projections is
typically much greater than the range resolution of the sys-
tem, but shorter than the cross-range resolution. This is con-
sistent with the greater uniformity in level found in mono-
static reverberation images of the scarps, where many
canyons are blurred together in cross-range.

The most prominentmeasuredreturns often do not co-
incide with the most prominentmodeledreturns when the
bistatic separation is large, although they are all typically
centered somewhere along the upper or lower scarp. To il-

FIG. 17. Projection and transmission
loss terms over the region of high-
resolution bathymetry for S435 from
Eq. ~2!. ~a! Surface projectionCi

510 log(cosui) of bathymetry from
source to seafloor using raytrace.~b!
Surface projectionCr510 log(cosur)
of bathymetry from seafloor to ALLI-

ANCE receiving array center point us-
ing raytrace.~c! Transmission loss TLi
from CORY 10-element source array to
scattering patch using parabolic equa-
tion incoherently integrated from 200–
255 Hz. ~d! Transmission loss TLr
from seafloor to ALLIANCE receiving
array center point using parabolic
equation incoherently integrated from
200–255 Hz.
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lustrate this point, the expected spatial frequency distribution
of the highest 5% of modeled bistatic reverberation is shown
in Fig. 16~d!. As in the monostatic case, prominent returns
are most frequently charted to steep regions of the scarps in
both the measured and modeled distributions. The measured
distribution, however, differs significantly from the modeled
one in that it shows a relatively high frequency of prominent
returns charted to the plateau region between the two scarps,
while a relatively small number are expected there according
to the model. There are two plausible explanations for these
inconsistencies. First, the model predicts variations in rever-
beration level along the scarp that are on the order of the
5.6-dB maximum standard deviation expected in the data.
This type of signal-dependent noise, conventionally referred
to asspeckle,10,25,27,28is then sufficient to bury the pattern
predicted by the model.2 Second, there may be charting er-
rors that exceed the range-resolution of the system. This is
extremely plausible because fluctuations in receiver array
heading in excess of 0.1° are sufficient to cause such errors
at 1/2 CZ. Moreover, fluctuations of this order were often
observed during reception of any given LFM by the ALLI-

ANCE. The second explanation is consistent with an overall
rotation of predicted reverberation and is consistent with off-
scarp charting of prominent returns, but does not account for
the apparent randomization bistatic returns along the scarp as
does the presence of speckle noise.

III. BI-AZIMUTHAL SCATTERING FROM THE B 8
ABYSSAL HILL

A. Site-specific approach

The development of Sec. II C makes clear that it is typi-
cally not possible to estimate the BSDF of theB8 abyssal hill
directly from MAE data. Only themeanBSDF, or equiva-
lently the strength of the mean scattering distribution over a
resolution footprint, can be estimated. But, this central value
is not necessarily independent of the method of measure-
ment. To minimize the effects of the measurement and to
make sense of the bidirectional scattering properties con-
tained in reverberation charts, some further reduction of the
data is necessary. The approach behind this reduction be-
comes clearer when the following four points are considered.

First, the seafloor within a resolution footprint of the
towed-array imaging system cannot be approximated as a
planar surface, except perhaps within the plateau region.
Therefore, we find it senseless to plot estimates of scattering
strength as a function of mean incident and scattered angle
over the resolution footprint, and instead take another ap-
proach.

Second, the source and receiver locations for each trans-
mission can be uniquely identified by the receiver azimuth
which spans a full half-space aboutB8, whereas the source
azimuth is restricted to values near zero. It is both convenient
and natural then to plot measured reverberation, modeled
reverberation and estimated scattering strength as a function
of receiver azimuth with respect to theB8 axis, with the
understanding that the full bi-azimuthal description can be
easily regained by translation through Figs. 3 and 4. For
example, an estimate of the mean strength of the scattering

distribution FC (x,yur i ,r r) can be equivalently written as
FC (x,yuV i ,V r), for source and receiver azimuthsV i , V r

defined with respect to the upper or lower scarp since there is
a uniqueV i , V r pair for everyr i , r r pair.

Third, the geomorphology ofB8 is not homogeneous,
but may be naturally segmented into three distinct regions.
These are the upper scarp, the lower scarp, and the plateau
defined in Sec. I. The results of Secs. II B–D indicate that the
upper and lower scarps return the strongest echoes2 because
they direct the largest projected areas along the acoustic path
from source to receiver. The plateaus, on the other hand,
scatter relatively weakly and uniformly since both incident
and scattered waves intersect their surfaces at extremely
shallow grazing in the present long-range experiment. This is
evident in both the measured and modeled reverberation of
Secs. II B–D when the cross-range axis of the system reso-
lution footprint is along the scarp axis. When the bistatic
separation is large enough that the cross-range axis of the
resolution footprint runs across the scarp axis, however, re-
turns from the scarps are often falsely charted to the plateau
as described in Secs. I and II, and sidelobe leakage from the
scarps often contaminates true returns from the plateau
which are much weaker. These effects prevent accurate de-
termination of the bi-azimuthal scattering properties of the
plateauwhen the bistatic separation is large.

Fourth, measured reverberation, modeled reverberation,
and the estimated strength of the scattering distribution un-
dergo spatial fluctuations within these regions due to changes
in geomorphology and the interference structure of the re-
ceived field, as demonstrated in the reverberation charts of
the previous section.

Our approach, in light of these points, is to arrive at a
single mean strength for the bi-azimuthal scattering distribu-
tion across the upper scarp of theB8 abyssal hill and a simi-
lar mean strength for the lower scarp. This is done by taking
the average ofFC (x,yuV i ,V r) with respect tox,y over each
scarp and plotting the result, along with its standard devia-
tion, as a function of receiver azimuthV r with the under-
standing that this also specifies the source azimuth. For ex-
ample, the average of some functionC(x,y) over areaA is

^C~x,y!&A5
1

A E E
A
C~x,y!dx dy, ~10!

so that its standard deviation is

sA$C~x,y!%5sqrt~^C~x,y!2&A2^C~x,y!&A
2 !. ~11!

Since the average valuêFC (x,yuV i ,V r)&A is over a large
regionA comprising either the upper or lower scarp, andF is
independent of local seafloor foreshortening, its use~1! cir-
cumvents difficulties regarding the use of scattering strength
to characterize nonplanar and poorly resolved scattering sur-
faces,~2! is consistent with a natural segmentation of seaf-
loor geomorphology,~3! smooths over spatial fluctuations,
and ~4! remains highly relevant to long-range waterborne
measurements since these generally entail the kind of near-
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horizontal propagation to and from the seafloor inherent in
MAE. An information-conserving alternative to the average
that has all of these properties, but is far less wieldy, is
presented in Appendix B.

B. Azimuthal dependence of measured and modeled
reverberation from the upper and lower scarps

Curves of mean reverberation level, measured over
the upper scarp^R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and lower scarp

^R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
, are plotted as a function ofV r in Fig.

18~a! and~b! along with their corresponding standard devia-
tions sAup

$R(x,y)%, sAlow
$R(x,y)%. These summarize the

azimuthal dependence of reverberation from geomorphologi-
cal features on theB8 abyssal hill that stand out in remote
acoustic images.

The curve for the upper scarp is remarkably flat, while
that for the lower scarp shows a gradual roll-off of at most 5
dB from the origin to extreme values ofV r . Fluctuations in
the mean, however, are on the order of the standard deviation
in both curves. The latter ranges from roughly 6 dB within

uV r u,30°, to roughly 3 dB outside this range, so that the
roll-off in the lower-scarp curve is barely significant.

The region of high standard deviation near the origin has
a relatively straightforward explanation. This is where the
monostatic data is concentrated and main beam propagation
from the source to the narrow scarps is most sensitive to
slight variations in range, since the cross-range axis of the
resolution footprint is along the scarp axes. This same sensi-
tivity partially explains the complete absence of a strong
return from the upper scarp in S528 monostatic in Fig. 14~a!
and~b!. Conversely, the standard deviations decrease asuV r u
increases beyond 30° because the cross-range direction of
the resolution footprint takes on such an oblique angle with
the scarp axes that it becomes impossible for the main beam
to miss either scarp. The observed standard deviations may
also be partially explained by minor charting errors which
would lead to much higher fluctuations for smalluV r u, due to
these same sensitivity issues.

For comparison, curves of the mean modeled reverbera-
tion level over the upper and lower scarps,
^RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ^RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
, are plotted

FIG. 18. The mean reverberation level measured over~a! the upper scarp
^R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ~b! the lower scarp̂R(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a func-

tion of receiver azimuth V r with respective standard deviations
sAup

$R(x,y)% andsAlow
$R(x,y)%.

FIG. 19. The mean reverberation level modeled over~a! the upper scarp
^RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ~b! the lower scarp̂ RM(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a

function of receiver azimuthV r with respective standard deviations
sAup

$RM(x,y)% andsAlow
$RM(x,y)%.
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as a function of receiver azimuth in Fig. 19~a! and~b! along
with their corresponding standard deviations
sAup

$RM(x,y)%, sAlow
$RM(x,y)%. There are a number of im-

portant similarities and differences between the modeled and
measured curves. ForuV r u.30°, the standard deviations are
again lower, typically near 5 dB. WithinuV r u,30°, they
increase more drastically on the upper scarp than the lower,
at roughly 10 to 7 dB, primarily because the main beam of
the source array is able to more consistently insonify the
lower scarp for smalluV r u. While the modeled mean across
the upper scarp has a relatively flat dependence on receiver
azimuth, in accord with the measured mean, the modeled
mean across the lower scarp has an unambiguously convex
dependence, peaking withinuV r u,30° and rolling off by
roughly 10 dB asuV r u approaches 90°.

An explanation for this behavior requires analysis of the
projection and TL terms before convolution. The mean two-
way transmission loss^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,
V r)&Aup

, ^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
and mean

surface projection ^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup
,

^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
over the upper and

lower scarps are plotted as a function of receiver azimuth for
this purpose in Figs. 20 and 21, along with their standard
deviations.

The mean surface projection curves show very regular
convex behavior with remarkably small standard deviation.
At the extreme values ofuV r u, however, levels are only
about 5 dB down from the peak value which lies near the
origin. Since this gradual roll-off falls within the standard
deviation and mean fluctuations of the two-way
transmission-loss curves, which typically exceed 10 dB, it is
lost in the noise when the projection and TL terms are com-
bined. As a result, mean modeled reverberation exhibits a
relatively constant overall dependence on receiver azimuth,
in accord with the measured mean. Extreme fluctuations in
two-way TL arise because the upper scarp falls in the
shadow zone of the main beam’s refractive path, for some
segments such as S528, due to its proximity to the source
array’s conjugate depth. Since the lower scarp lies much
deeper, both the standard deviation and fluctuations in the
mean are small enough that a clear convex dependence arises
in the mean negative two-way transmission loss that rein-
forces the mean surface projection trend. This leads to an
unambiguous central peak in mean modeled reverberation
level across the lower scarp that may also be reflected in the
measured curve. The central minimum in mean two-way
transmission loss across the lower scarp arises because the
main beam of the source array insonifies the lower scarp
most uniformly when the propagation path runs across the
scarp axes. The relatively small standard deviations found in
curves of mean modeled and measured reverberation level,
compared with those of two-way TL, follow from the
smoothing effects of spatial convolution with the system
resolution footprint.

The implication of this decomposition is thatspatial
variations in transmission loss and projected area lead to the
dominant spatial variations in measured reverberation at
long range. This finding forhigh-resolution bistaticdata is

entirely consistent with that of the previouswide-areaanaly-
ses ofmonostaticdata,2,11 where the effect of projected sur-
face area was incorporated implicitly in range-dependent
propagation modeling via the parabolic equation.

C. Bi-azimuthal scattering distribution of upper and
lower scarps

Curves of the mean strength of the bi-azimuthal scatter-
ing distribution over the upper scarp^FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and

lower scarp̂ FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
are plotted as a function of

receiver azimuth in Fig. 22, along with their corresponding
standard deviationssAup

$FC (x,y)%, sAlow
$FC (x,y)%. The mean

strength over the upper scarp fluctuates about a constant
value of roughly217 dB68 dB. The larger standard devia-
tion and fluctuations in the mean for smalluV r u are consis-
tent with those found in both curves of measured and mod-
eled reverberation level. While one may argue that a very
mild concave trend is displayed in the mean scattering

FIG. 20. The mean two-way transmission loss~a! over the upper scarp
^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ~b! lower scarp

^TL i(x,yuV i ,V r)1TLr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a function of receiver azimuth

V r along with standard deviations.
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strength curve for the lower scarp, this entire trend falls
within the roughly 7-dB standard deviation shown. The far
more important fact is that a constant line may be drawn
across217 dB that falls within all error bars. By reciprocity,
these results remain the same if the source and receiver azi-
muths are interchanged.

In light of the data and our present analysis, we conclude
that themean bi-azimuthal scattering distributions of the up-
per and lower scarps of the B8 abyssal hill are identical and
have strengths roughly equal to the constant217 dB68 dB.
Whether the observed constancy is due to innate properties
of the seafloor, or is a consequence of the large and nonpla-
nar areas integrated by the resolution footprint of the towed-
array system, is not particularly relevant to the type of re-
mote sensing undertaken in the present study. The important
issue is that the scarpsbehaveas if their innate BSDF is
spatially homogeneous and equal to the constant 1021.7 when
remotely imaged from waterborne paths at 1/2 CZ range or
greater.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution images of a typical mid-ocean abyssal
hill, called B8, are formed from acoustic measurements
made remotely with a bistatic towed-array system at 1/2 con-
vergence zone range. For comparison, modeled images are
generated from high-resolution supporting bathymetry,
sampled at the wavelength scale, with a combination of para-
bolic equation and ray approximations, under the assumption
that the seafloor scatters uniformly in all directions. Narrow
scarps,;100 m wide, that stretch along the ridge axis for
kilometers, consistently produce the most prominent features
in both measured and modeled images. Measured and mod-
eled images show close agreement when the cross-range axis
of the system resolution footprint is aligned with the scarp
axis. In this case, prominent measured and modeled returns
faithfully image scarp morphology while neighboring pla-
teaus produce comparatively negligible returns. This is true

FIG. 21. The mean surface projection, in dB,~a! over the upper scarp
^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup

and ~b! the lower scarp

^Ci(x,yuV i ,V r)1Cr(x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a function of receiver azimuthV r

along with standard deviations.

FIG. 22. The mean strength of the bi-azimuthal scattering distribution esti-

mated over~a! the upper scarp̂FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Aup
and ~b! the lower scarp

^FC (x,yuV i ,V r)&Alow
as a function of receiver azimuthV r along with the

corresponding standard deviationssAup
$FC (x,y)%, sAlow

$FC (x,y)%. The mean
strength over the scarps fluctuates about a constant value of roughly
217 dB68 dB.
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even though the scarps and plateaus typically share similar
two-way transmission loss and exactly the samemodeled
scattering strength.

A primary conclusion can be drawn from this that could
not be drawn in previous studies that relied upon lower reso-
lution supporting bathymetry.2,11–14Scarps return the stron-
gest echoes because they project the largest area along the
acoustic path from the source to receiver.Scattering strength
differences between the scarps and plateaus, arising from
their differing material properties, are apparently of second-
ary importance in modeling long-range acoustic reverbera-
tion, which averages over large inhomogeneous seafloor ar-
eas, since a good first-order match between measured and
modeled reverberation is obtained when these differences are
neglected.

When the system’s cross-range axis forms an oblique
angle with the scarp axis, prominent returns are still centered
on the scarps but also cross into neighboring plateaus over
lengths commensurate with the resolution footprint’s cross-
range extent. Prominentmodeledreturns in this scenario
typically coincide with characteristic anomalies on the
scarps, such as canyon walls 100–200 m wide, that project
area strongly along the acoustic path from source to receiver
and lie at spatial minima in two-way transmission loss to the
seafloor. While thecharacterof prominentmeasuredreturns
is similar to this, a one-to-one correspondence withmodeled
returns is absent at these oblique angles. The most likely
explanation for this discrepancy is that the expected pattern
along the scarp is lost in signal-dependent noise arising from
statistical fluctuations of the scattered field. Specifically, the
along-scarp variations in reverberation level predicted by the
model are on the order of the 5.6-dB standard deviation ex-
pected in the scattered field by the central-limit theorem.
While there is also some evidence of charting error, intro-
duced by undersampled fluctuations in receiving-array orien-
tation, this leads to rotational offsets in the images as op-
posed to the observed randomization.

This result can be cast in more general terms.Signal-
dependent noise, commonly referred to as speckle, is one of
the primary factors limiting a towed-array imaging system’s
ability to remotely resolve seafloor geomorphology.Degra-
dation is most pronounced when the expected reverberation
level has spatial variations that do not greatly exceed the
5.6-dB standard deviation of speckle noise, as is the case
when the terrain to be imaged is relatively uniform, even if
this means that it is uniformly rough as is the case along the
B8 scarps.

Both measured and modeled reverberation share the
same nearly constant bi-azimuthal dependence, when aver-
aged across either scarp of theB8 abyssal hill. As a result,
the mean bi-azimuthal scattering distributions of the two ma-
jor scarps on the B8 abyssal hill are identical and have
strengths roughly equal to the constant217 dB68 dB.
Whether or not this constancy describes an innate property of
the scarps that remains unchanged in more localized and
high-resolution measurements is not relevant to the type of
remote sensing undertaken in the present study. The impor-
tant issue here is that the scarpsbehaveas if their innate
bi-azimuthal scattering distribution function is spatially ho-

mogeneous and equal to the constant 1021.7 when remotely
imaged from waterborne paths at 1/21n CZ range. From
these ranges, in other words, the scarps behave as Lamber-
tian scatterers with albedop/101.7.

This result for theB8 abyssal hill leads to a more general
hypothesis.Spatial variations in transmission loss and seaf-
loor projected area cause the dominant spatial variations in
the expected value of long-range ocean-basin reverberation.
This hypothesis is appealing because it means that long-
range reverberation from the ocean basin can be adequately
modeled given two environmental inputs:~1! the refractive
index of the water column, and~2! bathymetry. The latter
must be of sufficient resolution to determine the projected
area of primary seafloor scatterers. Research is presently di-
rected to test this hypothesis by analyzing the bi-azimuthal
scattering properties of aninside corner. The results of this
research will be important because inside corners, andout-
side cornerslike theB8 abyssal hill, comprise the two major
geological classes of bathymetric highs in the world’s mid-
ocean ridges.29

APPENDIX A: THE RESOLUTION FOOTPRINT

The resolution footprintAf(x,yur i ,r r) can be described
without loss of generality in a simple 2-D Cartesian coordi-
nate system shown in Fig. A1, where the receiverr r is at the
origin and the sourcer i on the y-axis at positivea. The
travel-time radius from the source isr a5Ax21(y2a)2 and
that from the receiver isr. An ellipse of constant two-way
travel time can be defined by holdingR5r a1r fixed. Points
on the ellipse are naturally described by polar coordinates
with respect to the receiver locationx5r cosu and y

FIG. A1. Elliptical geometry of a bistatic measurement with a true feature at
(r ,u). The receiving array lies along thex-axis and is centered at the origin
so that the ambiguous azimuth is2u. If the receiving array has azimuthal
resolution b(u)5du, the system’s cross-range resolution isdS, with an
ambiguity of arc-lengthdSambig as shown.
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5r sinu so that the azimuthal resolution of the receiving ar-
ray is set tob(u)5du, the range resolution to roughlydr,
and the cross-range resolution to

ds5Ar 21S ]r

]u D 2

du,

where

]r

]u
5

ra cosu

R2a sinu
.

The resolution footprint in this coordinate system is then

Af5dr ds5Ar 21S ra cosu

R2a sinu D 2

dr du.

The cross-range resolutionds then reduces tordu for mono-
static geometries, while for general bistatic measurements in
the present semicircular experimental geometry aboutB8 it is
roughly bounded byA3/2rdu'1.2rdu since the source–
receiver separationa never exceedsr.

Minor perturbations in this elliptic geometry arise when
travel time range is converted to actual spatial range, due to
the combined effects of vertical refraction and bathymetric
variation.

APPENDIX B: INFORMATION-CONSERVING
SUMMARY OF THE BI-AZIMUTHAL SCATTERING
DISTRIBUTION OF THE UPPER AND LOWER SCARPS

The mean reverberation and scattering distribution
strength curves shown in Figs. 18, 19, and 22 only summa-

rize the relevant data without loss of information30 when the
samples from which the means are extracted are Gaussian
variates. This, however, is not the case with the present data,
so an information-conserving summary of the azimuthal
scattering distribution of the upper and lower scarps is pre-
sented in Figs. B1–B3. Here, histograms of measured rever-
beration, modeled reverberation, and scattering strength,

FIG. B1. Histogram of measured reverberation level over~a! the upper
scarp and~b! the lower scarp as a function of receiver azimuthV r .

FIG. B2. Histogram of modeled reverberation level over~a! the upper scarp
and ~b! the lower scarp as a function of receiver azimuthV r .

FIG. B3. Histogram of scattering distribution strength over~a! the upper
scarp and~b! the lower scarp as a function of receiver azimuthV r .
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with samples taken over the upper and lower scarps, respec-
tively, are given as a function of receiver azimuth.
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A method for eliminating the branch cuts and branch line integrals from the normal-mode solution
to the range-invariant acoustic wave equation has been developed and implemented. In the usual
normal-mode formulation, evaluation of the vertical wave number in the ocean waveguide’s lower
half space involves a square root operation and gives rise to a branch point at the critical angle.
When the Pekeris cut is chosen, energy steeper than the critical angle is represented by leaky modes,
and lateral-wave energy near the critical angle is represented by the branch line integral. When a
mode lies near the branch cut, the branch line integral can be significant at all ranges. Branch line
integrals are cumbersome to compute, and, for range-dependent problems, cannot be included in
adiabatic and coupled-mode algorithms. By inserting small attenuation and sound-speed gradients in
the lower half space, the plane-wave solution is replaced by an Airy function solution, the branch
point is eliminated, the Pekeris branch cut is replaced by a series of modes, and the leaky modes
become bounded at infinite depth. Implementation of and example calculations using this approach
using the normal-mode modelORCA are given. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03611-5#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Bp, 43.20.Ks@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

Normal-mode theory is a useful and efficient approach
for modeling and analyzing acoustic propagation in the
ocean and other waveguides. For the simplest of ocean mod-
els, homogeneous water between a pressure-release surface
and a rigid bottom, the normal-mode solution is analytic and
exact. For more realistic representations of the ocean bottom,
however, most normal-mode implementations are not exact
because they ignore one or more components of the total
field. The difficulties are associated with the treatment of
energy that penetrates into the half spaces above and/or be-
low the waveguide.~For typical underwater acoustics appli-
cations, propagation into the lower half space is the impor-
tant phenomenon; in this paper we will therefore refer to the
lower half space only, with the understanding that the upper
half space may be treated in the same manner.!

The most important component of the total field is the
modes that are evanescent in the lower half space. These
‘‘trapped modes’’ correspond to energy that propagates at
angles for which total internal reflection occurs at~or above!
the half-space boundary. Normal-mode implementations that
include only the trapped modes are generally regarded as
being accurate at ranges beyond a few waveguide depths;
under certain circumstances, however, the trapped-mode so-
lution can be inaccurate at all ranges.

The form of the non-trapped part of the modal solution
depends on the choice of branch cut produced by the sound
speed in the homogeneous lower half space. Figure 1 illus-
trates the two most common choices. When the Pekeris cut1

is chosen@see Fig. 1~a!#, the remainder of the field is made
up of the Pekeris branch line integral~PBLI! and an infinite
set of ‘‘leaky’’ modes. The PBLI represents energy that
propagates near the half-space critical angle and is thus as-

sociated with lateral waves in the half space. The leaky
modes represent steeper energy that is partially reflected at
the half-space interface. Leaky modes decay exponentially
with range and propagate in the lower half space. When the
EJP cut~used by and named for the authors of Ref. 2! is
chosen@see Fig. 1~b!#, the remainder of the field is the EJP
branch line integral~EBLI! alone. The total pressure field
using the Pekeris and EJP cuts may therefore be written

p5(TM1PBLI1(LM5(TM1EBLI, ~1!

where TM and LM stand for the trapped and leaky modes,
respectively.

One approach to obtaining the exact field is to compute
either of the branch line integrals numerically~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 3 for the EBLI and Refs. 4 and 5 for the PBLI!.
But such an approach is not desirable in a practical model for
the following reasons: the integrand can be irregular; the
integrals depend on source depth, receiver depth, and range;
and branch line integrals are difficult to incorporate into
coupled- or adiabatic-mode algorithms for range-dependent
propagation. Other approaches include approximating the
complex-valued leaky modes by virtual modes,6,7 approxi-
mating the entire EBLI by a uniform asymptotic expansion,8

and using the concept of ‘‘radiation modes’’ to account for
the continuum.9

Although we prefer the Pekeris cut to the EJP cut be-
cause it allows more of the total field to be expressed in
terms of modes, it is not uncommon for the TM1LM sum-
mation to be in error at all ranges. In particular, the PBLI can
become important at all ranges and depths in the waveguide
when a mode lies near the Pekeris branch cut. For a single-
frequency calculation, the probability of this occurring is not
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great. For broadband calculations, however, the probability
is high because modes move continuously past the branch
point as a function of frequency. When the half-space attenu-
ation does not force the branch point high in the complexk
~horizontal wave number! plane, modes move past the
branch point at regular frequency intervals and cause the
field to be inaccurate there. A similar mode-cutoff phenom-
enon arises for single-frequency problems when the bathym-
etry varies.

The motivation for the work in this article lies not only
in the desire to obtain an accurate answer using normal-mode
theory under all conditions, but also in the desire to eliminate
several unattractive features associated with the Pekeris
branch cut and leaky modes. Searching for modes in the
complexk plane is complicated by the need to keep track of
the Riemann sheet on which the modes are found. When
crossing a branch cut, the Riemann sheet of the associated
branch point must be changed in order to keep the function
continuous.~Changing sheets means evaluating the square
root operator for the half-space vertical wave number with
the opposite sign.! As frequency or water depth is varied, it
is possible for a valid mode to cross the branch cut onto the
incorrect Riemann sheet and to be replaced by a correspond-
ing mode that emerges from the incorrect sheet, but at a
location offset from the first crossing. An example of this
phenomenon is shown in Sec. II B. It is in these regions that
the PBLI is important and that the normal-mode field without
the PBLI is incorrect and discontinuous in the parameter
being varied. Elimination of the branch cut discontinuities
simplifies numerical search routines and makes range-
dependent adiabatic and coupled-mode algorithms more ac-
curate.

The second unattractive feature of normal-mode theory
using the Pekeris cut is that the leaky modes lie on the ‘‘im-

proper’’ Riemann sheet and therefore increase exponentially
in the lower half space.10–12 Although the modes’ behavior
in the half space does not prevent them from being normal-
ized, it does introduce serious difficulties in coupled-mode
algorithms, where overlap integrals of the mode functions
that extend to infinite depth are required to be computed.

In the present work the difficulties with the Pekeris
branch cut are removed by introducing a small gradient in
the lower half space. The gradient effectively removes the
branch point and associated branch cut from the problem. A
concomitant result of the gradient half-space approach is that
the leaky modes eventually decay as a function of depth.
They no longer lie on an ‘‘improper’’ sheet because no
branch points, branch cuts, or sheets associated with the half
space exist.

This approach is similar to the common approach of
inserting a thick ‘‘false bottom’’ layer having the properties
of the original half space~near the top of the layer! and
making the new half space rigid~see, for example, Ref. 13!.
In the limit of giving the false bottom a slight sound speed
and attenuation gradient and infinite thickness, the two ap-
proaches give the same results. The false bottom approach is
somewhat less desirable from a computational standpoint be-
cause two additional layers are often required~one to mimic
the homogeneous half space and one to absorb the energy
before it reflects from the rigid bottom!. In addition, choos-
ing parameters for the false bottom approach tends to be less
straightforward than for the gradient half-space approach.

Since the field represented by the PBLI is very complex
and nonmodal in nature, it is not surprising that elimination
of the branch cut generates a new and complex modal struc-
ture in the neighborhood of the former cut. The nature of that
structure and its dependence on the choice of gradient is a
major focus of this work. While we wish to develop the
capability of introducing a half-space structure that repro-
duces as closely as possible a homogeneous bottom, we also
wish to extend our normal-mode model to allow for a more
general and perhaps more realistic type of half space.

Other works in which normal-mode theory has been ap-
plied to environments for which the half-space sound-speed
profile is not uniform include Refs. 14–18. Brekhovskikh, in
his classic textbook,14 used a positive gradient half space
below a pressure-release interface to represent a surface duct
and solved for the modes and mode functions in terms of
Airy functions. Pedersen and Gordon15 considered a bilinear-
gradient model of a surface channel, where the lower half
space represented the~relatively large! negative sound-speed
gradient below the surface duct. In Ref. 16, the authors found
that two families of modes existed, the second of which ap-
pears to correspond to the ‘‘branch line modes’’ treated in
this paper. Hall18 summarized a number of half-space pro-
files for which solutions to the wave equation exist, analyzed
the case of a vanishingly small negative gradient, and con-
cluded that the resulting family of modes was equivalent to
the PBLI of the isospeed half-space problem. The results
herein are entirely consistent with the above-mentioned
works; we have extended the basic approach of Ref. 15 to
include half-space profiles with attenuation~as well as
sound-speed! gradients and have adapted a recently devel-

FIG. 1. Contours of integration and mode families in the complex horizontal
wave numberk plane for~a! the Pekeris branch cut and~b! the EJP branch
cut.
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oped mode-finding method to locate easily the branch line
modes in the complexk plane.

We now summarize the organization of this article. Sec-
tion I reviews the relevant theory behind the standard
normal-mode formulation. Section II introduces our ap-
proach of inserting a gradient in the half space to eliminate
the branch cut and considers two simple cases: a single gra-
dient layer below a pressure-release interface and a Pekeris
waveguide having a gradient half space. The effects of the
half-space gradient on the modal eigenvalues, the mode
functions, and their frequency dependence are examined in
detail. Sections III and IV provide example calculations of
transmission loss versus frequency and time series versus
range, respectively, using the gradient half-space method. In
Sec. V we summarize our conclusions.

I. THEORY

A. Standard derivation of normal-mode theory

Complete derivations of the normal-mode formulation
for acoustic propagation in an ocean waveguide are given in
Sec. 5.5 of Ref. 19 and in Chap. 3 of Ref. 13. Briefly sum-
marized, the complex pressure fieldp at ranger and depthz
produced by a point source at depthzs and ranger 50 is

p~r ,z!5
1

2 E2`

`

G~z,zs ,k!kH0
~1!~kr !dk, ~2!

where k is the horizontal wave number andH0
(1) is the

zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind. The Green’s
function G satisfies the ‘‘forced’’ depth-separated wave
equation

r~G8/r!81~K22k2!G522d~z2zs!, ~3!

where (•)85](•)/]z and the wave numberK(z)5v/c(z).
The functionG may be expressed as

G~z,zs ,k!5
22fs2~z2 ,k!f1~z1 ,k!

W~z,k!
, ~4!

wheref2 andf1 satisfy the boundary conditions at the top
and bottom of the waveguide, respectively,W is their
Wronskian,z25min(z,zs), and z15max(z,zs). Substitution
of Eq. ~4! into Eq. ~2! yields

p~r ,z!5E
2`

` 2f2~z2 ,k!f1~z1 ,k!

W~zs ,k!
kH0

~1!~kr !dk. ~5!

We wish to solve Eq.~5! using Cauchy’s Residue Theo-
rem, for which we need a closed contour of integration. The
contour for p(r ,z) in Eq. ~5! corresponds to the real-axis
section CRe in Fig. 1 and is closed using a semicircle at
infinite radiusC` in the upper half plane. At this point the
branch cut becomes important.~We choose the Pekeris cut
for the reasons stated in the Introduction; the origin of the
branch point is discussed in Sec. I B.! Since the integrand is
discontinuous across the branch cut, the contour must be
made to circle around it, which gives rise to the PBLI de-
noted by*CPek

. Cauchy’s Theorem applied to the closed con-
tour yields

E
CRe

~• !1E
C`

~• !1E
CPek

~• !

522p i(
n

fn~zs!fn~z!

@]W/]k#k5kn

knH0
~1!~knr !, ~6!

where~•! denotes the integrand in Eq.~5!, andkn are values
of k inside the contour for whichW(zs ,k)50. Since the
Wronskian off2 andf1 is zero atk5kn , the solutions are
identical~to within a multiplicative constant! for all z and are
denotedfn(z). Finally, use of Eq.~5! and the fact that the
C` integral is zero results in

p~r ,z!52p i(
n

fn~zs!fn~z!

2@]W/]k#k5kn

knH0
~1!~knr !2E

CPek

~• !. ~7!

In the ORCA normal-mode model,20 the WronskianW is
written in terms of downward- and upward-looking reflection
coefficientsR1 and R2 at a reference depthzref @see Fig. 1
and Eq.~7! of Ref. 20#,

W~kn ,zref!52iAgnref~12R1R2!50, ~8!

whereA is a constant that is chosen to beR1 , andgnref is the
vertical wave number atzref . The normal-mode criterion is
then

R1R251, ~9!

and the derivative required for normalization of the mode
functions is

@]W/]k#kn
522iAgnref@]~R1R2!/]k#kn

. ~10!

In ORCA, the reflection coefficients and their derivatives are
computed analytically using exponential or Airy function so-
lutions to the wave equation in layers in whichK2(z) is
constant or varies linearly.

B. Origin of branch cut in standard formulation

In the ORCA implemention of normal-mode theory, the
branch cut arises from the computation ofR1 , the
downward-looking reflection coefficient atzref . For the sim-
plest case wherezref lies just above the lower half-space
interface,

R15~mg ref2gHS!/~mg ref1gHS!, ~11!

where m5rHS/r ref , and the subscript HS indicates half-
space values.21 The half-space vertical wave number must be
computed as

gHS56AKHS
2 2k2, ~12!

which generates a branch point atkBP5KHS where the argu-
ment of the square root is zero. The branch cut is determined
by the rule used to decide which of the two roots to take.
Note that a branch point associated withg ref also exists. In
the Appendix we show that theg ref branch cut neither affects
the modes nor contributes to the total field.

The EJP cut is taken by requiring Im(g)>0, which as-
sures that the plane-wave exp(igz) does not grow exponen-
tially with depth in the half space. The Pekeris cut is most
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simply implemented by taking the usualFORTRAN square
root @which results in Re(g)>0# and changing its sign if
Im(g),0 and Re(k).Re(KHS). The result ~for the no-
attenuation problem! is that, under the EJP and Pekeris cuts,
gHS has the opposite sign in the region defined by 0
,Re(k),Re(KHS) and Im(k).0. This region is where the
leaky modes, having exponentially growing mode functions
in the half space, are found when the Pekeris cut is taken~see
Fig. 1!.

II. ELIMINATION OF BRANCH CUT

The branch cut and branch line integrals are eliminated
by simply introducing a small gradient in the sound-speed
profile of the lower half space. In order to use Airy function
solutions, we assume

K2~z!5KHS
2 1h3~z2H ! for z>H, ~13!

whereKHS5v/cHS is now the wave number at the top of the
half spacez5H1, andh3 is a chosen gradient. By defining

j~z!5@k22K2~z!#/h25~k22KHS
2 !/h22h~z2H !,

~14!

the Helmholtz equation may be transformed to the Airy dif-
ferential equation,

df2/dz21g2~z!f50 ⇒ df2/dj22jf50. ~15!

The correct form of the solution for our problem is inti-
mately tied to the cubic root taken to computeh in Eq. ~14!
from the gradienth3 given in Eq.~13!. We choose the solu-
tion

f~z!5A1 Ai ~j!; f8~z!52hA1 Ai 8~j!, ~16!

which is bounded asuju→` only for uargju<p/3 or argj
5p. Since, asz→`, uju→` in the 2h direction @see Eq.
~14!#, we choose the cubic root ofh3 such that

uarg~2h!u<p/3, ~17!

which is conveniently achieved inFORTRAN by h
52(2h3)1/3.

The half-space reflection coefficientRHS referenced at
z5H1 is computed by inserting a vanishingly thin isospeed
layer below the interface and matchingf and f8 at that
depth. In the thin isospeed layer we have

f5eigHS~z2H !1RHSe
2 igHS~z2H !, ~18!

f85 igHS~eigHS~z2H !2RHSe
2 igHS~z2H !!, ~19!

and in the half space we have Eqs.~16!. After equatingf and
f8 at z5H1 and solving the two equations for the two un-
knownsRHS andA1 , we obtain

RHS5~ f 1g!/~ f 2g!, ~20!

where

f 5 igHSAi ~jHS! ; g5hAi8~jHS!. ~21!

In contrast,RHS50 for a homogeneous half space.

A. Airy half space with pressure-release surface

Our objective in this section is to demonstrate how the
structure of the mode eigenvalues in the complexk plane
depends on the gradient for the simple case of a pressure-
release surface above the gradient half space. In this case,
H50, R2521, and the mode criterion of Eq.~9! becomes
RHS521, which, by Eqs.~20! and ~21!, is satisfied when
Ai( jHS)50. The zeros of Ai~j!, which we denote$jn%, lie
on the negative realj axis. Solving Eq.~14! for the eigen-
values, we obtain

kn
25KHS

2 1h2jn . ~22!

Therefore, the eigenvalues in thek2 plane lie on a radial at
angle arg(2h2) originating at the former branch pointKHS

2 .
Since the location of the eigenvalues depends onh2,

which is related to theK2-gradienth3, we wish to explicitly
relateh3 to the sound speed and attenuation gradients. We
define these gradients in terms of the following sound speed
and attenuation differences:Dc5c3l2cHS and Da5a3l

2aHS, where the subscript 3l indicates evaluation at a
depth three wavelengths into the half space. For absorptive
media, the complex wave number is computed as

K5~v/c!~11 ia/ac!, ~23!

where the attenuationa is in units of dB/l and ac

540p log10e'54.575. Assuming thatDc/cHS[D c̄!1 and
Da/ac[Dā!1, we evaluate Eq.~13! at z5H13l and
solve for the gradient,

h3'~1/3p!~v/cHS!3~2D c̄1 iDā!. ~24!

When the cubic root is taken as prescribed in Eq.~17!, we
find that

arg~2h!5~1/3!arctanF Dā

2D c̄G . ~25!

Combining the condition that assures that limz→` f(z)50
@see Eq.~17!# and the requirement that the attenuation gra-
dient be non-negative, we find that

2p/3<arg~2h!<0. ~26!

Figure 2 illustrates the location of the first ten modes in
the complexk plane for two values ofu2D c̄1 iDāu and five
uniformly spaced values of arg(2Dc̄1iDā) betweenp and 0.
The frequency isf 5175 Hz andcHS51650 m/s. In repre-
senting the complexk plane graphically in Fig. 2 and in
subsequent figures, the real part ofk is normalized by a ref-
erence wave number~KHS here!, and the imaginary part ofk,
which represents the modal attenuation, is converted from
units of nepers/m to units of dB/km. The axis lengths in Fig.
2 have been chosen such that angles in thek plane are pre-
served. It is clear that the magnitude of the gradient deter-
mines the mode spacing~smaller gradients produce finer
spacing! and that the argument of the gradient determines the
direction of the ‘‘mode branch.’’

Mathematical expressions for the initial and final direc-
tions of the mode branches illustrated in Fig. 2 may be ob-
tained using binomial series expansions forkn

2 in Eq. ~22!,
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k1'KHS1~1/2!h2j1 /KHS ~ uh2j1u!uKHS
2 u!, ~27!

kn→`'~1/2!KHS
2 /Ah2jn1Ah2jn ~ uh2jnu@uKHS

2 u!.
~28!

The initial and final directions in thek plane are thus arg
(2h2) and (1/2)arg(2h2), respectively. We consider three of
the cases illustrated in Fig. 2. ForD c̄.0 and Dā50, the
mode branch leavesKHS to the left, follows the realk axis to
the origin, and finally moves up the positive imaginaryk
axis. In the limit of an infinitesimally small gradient, the
modes represent the EJP branch cut. ForDā.0 and D c̄
50, the mode branch leavesKHS at the angle arg(2h2)
52p/3, eventually curves to the right, and asymptotically
approachesp/3. Finally, for D c̄,0 andDā50 ~the case of
a duct at infinite depth!, the modes leaveKHS at arg(2h2)
5p/3 and asymptotically approachp/6. Note that, despite
the lack of attenuation in this case, all the modes are attenu-
ated@ Im(kn).0# because the downward-going energy is bent
toward vertical by the negative sound-speed gradient and
never returns. As the magnitude of the negative gradient in-
creases, the mode attenuations increase, as does the rate at
which the field decays with range.

The behavior of the mode functionsfn(z) with depth is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Recall thatfn(z)}Ai @j(kn ,z)# and
j(kn ,z)5jn2hz, wherejn is thenth zero of Ai @see Eqs.
~16! and ~14!#. Therefore,fn(z) is the Airy function evalu-
ated along a line in thej plane beginning at the zerojn and
pointing in the arg(2h) direction @see Eq.~25!#. ‘‘Mode
function lines’’ in thej plane for the case whereDā50.01
andD c̄50 @arg(2h)52p/6# are shown in Fig. 3 for 0<z
<10l. The filled circles correspond to the pointz510l. For
D c̄.0 andDā50, the lines would point toward the positive
realj axis, and forD c̄,0 andDā50, the lines would point
in the 2p/3 direction.

An interesting characteristic of the mode functions in the
Airy half space is that, except for the case whereD c̄.0 and
Dā50, they increase in magnitude with depth before decay-
ing. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the amount of increase is

greater for the higher-order modes. But from Fig. 2 we also
observe that the higher-order modes have higher attenuations
and therefore decay more quickly with range. Except for the
fact that limz→` fn(z)50, this behavior is similar to that of
the leaky modes in a homogeneous half space. Another in-
teresting point is that the~positive! sound-speed-only gradi-
ent produces the fastest depth decay but the slowest range
decay, whereas the attenuation-only gradient produces the
slowest depth decay but the fastest range decay. Therefore,
to obtain a valid field deep in the half space and at short
ranges, many modes would have to be used. Fortunately, the
field in this region of space is typically not of interest.

B. Airy half space below isospeed waveguide

In this section we examine the behavior of the modes for
the case of an isospeed ocean with a pressure-release inter-
face above and an Airy half space below. We will observe
how the branch cut for the homogeneous waveguide is re-
placed by the set of ‘‘branch cut modes’’ analyzed in Sec.
II A and how these modes are influenced by the presence of
the waveguide above. The parameters assumed for the Pek-
eris waveguide arecw51500 m/s, cHS51650 m/s, rw

51 g/cm3, rHS51.5 g/cm3, andaw5aHS50, where the sub-
script w indicates values in the water. The waveguide depth
is H540 m, and the frequency isf 5175 Hz. An attenuation-
only gradient withDā50.005 is used.

In Fig. 4, the magnitude and argument ofR1R2 are im-
aged in the complexk plane. Modes correspond to points
where ln(uR1R2u)50 and arg(R1R2)50. For a homogeneous
half space@see Fig. 4~a! and ~b!#, the Pekeris branch cut
extends upward from the branch point at Re(k/kw)5cw /cHS

50.909 and is manifested by a discontinuity inR1R2 . The
normal-mode modelORCA20 finds four trapped modes to the
right of the branch cut and the first leaky mode to the left by
following the uR1R2u51 contour. The difficulty of robustly
following the contour as it crosses the cut and emerges from

FIG. 2. Locations of first ten modes in complexk plane for a gradient half
space with a pressure-release surface. Red and blue dots indicateu2D c̄
1 iDāu50.01 and 0.005, respectively, and the five lines correspond to
arg(2Dc̄1iDā) uniformly spaced fromp to 0. FIG. 3. ~a! uAi ~j!u and~b! arg@Ai ~j!# imaged in the complexj plane. Zeros

of Ai lie on the negative realj axis and correspond to the mode set$jn%.
The white lines indicate the arguments of the mode functionsfn(z) for 0
<z<10l for the case whereDā50.01 andD c̄50 @arg(2h)52p/6#.
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the other sheet at a different location, especially for more
complicated environments, is one of the factors that moti-
vated the development and use of the Airy half space.

Figure 4~c! and ~d! show R1R2 for the Airy half-space
problem withzref in the water column. The images look very
similar to the homogeneous half-space case except the
branch cut has been replaced by a narrow strip in which
R1R2 is rapidly changing~but continuous! and theuR1R2u
51 contour bends smoothly past the former branch point.
For this choice ofzref , the five modes found are very close to
the ones found for the homogeneous half space@see dots in
Fig. 4~b! and ~d!#.

Close examination of Fig. 4~c! and~d! reveals that three
tiny circular uR1R2u51 contours lie in the narrow strip of
rapid change near the former branch cut. In Sec. II D of Ref.

20, the modes that lay on similar circles were called ‘‘island
modes’’ due to the separation of their contours from the
main uR1R2u51 contour. Each of the circular contours in
Fig. 4~c! and~d! contains an island mode associated with the
branch cut. The ‘‘branch cut modes’’ are easily found when
zref is moved to the top of the half space, as in Fig. 4~e! and
~f!. The change inzref causes the island modes of Fig. 4~e!
and~f! to lie on the mainuR1R2u51 contour and the original
five modes to become island modes.

The structure of the branch cut modes is very similar to
the pressure-release case shown in Fig. 2. Expanded views of
the dashed regions of Fig. 4~e! and~f! are shown in Fig. 4~g!
and~h!. We observe thatuR1R2u changes rapidly in the strip
about theuR1R2u51 contour and that sets of poles and zeros
of R1R2 lie above and below theuR1R2u51 contour with the
same spacing as the modes@see points where all arg(R1R2)
contours merge in Fig. 4~h!#. The reference depth branch cut
discussed in Sec. I B is apparent in Fig. 4~e! and ~g!; as
shown in Appendix A, however, it does not affect the field or
the mode finding.

We now examine the behavior of the modes as the fre-
quency changes. Figure 5~a! shows the mode trajectories in
the complexk plane as the frequency decreases from 175 to
125 Hz. The modes are computed every 0.5 Hz, and a solid
dot is placed every 5 Hz. Since the Re(k) axis is normalized
by the water wave number, the location of the former branch
point ~red cross! does not change. The branch cut modes, as
well as the first two modes, move relatively little as a func-
tion of frequency, whereas the higher-order trapped and
leaky modes move more rapidly. The trapped modes remain
on the realk axis until they get very close toKHS/Kw , and
the leaky modes follow very nearly the same path in thek
plane.

Figure 5~b! shows an expanded view of the region near
the former branch pointKHS @see dashed region in Fig. 5~a!#.
Mode 4 passes below the branch cut modes, which follow
rather erratic trajectories with frequency. The dots corre-
sponding to modes 4–7 at 155 and 150 Hz have been made
black to demonstrate that the branch cut modes become very
sensitive to frequency as a regular mode passes through the
transition region, especially those closest to the transisting
mode.

The trajectories versus frequency of mode 4 for both an
Airy and a homogeneous half space in an even smaller re-
gion near the former branch point are shown in Fig. 5~c!. For
the Airy case, no branch cut exists and the trajectory is
smooth. For the homogeneous case, the trajectory disappears
behind the branch cut and moves into the lower half plane
between 158 and 157.5 Hz. Nearly simultaneously, a differ-
ent mode 4 trajectory crosses the cut onto the positive sheet
at a point displaced vertically along the branch cut. In fact,
mode 4 at 157 Hz is on the negative sheet relative to the
Pekeris cut. In order to obtain the correct, smooth field for
the homogeneous case, the Pekeris branch line integral
would have to be included.

The frequency and depth dependences of selected mode
functions for this case are shown in Fig. 6. We image
20 logfn

2 becausef appears twice in the pressure field sum-
mation, and we examine down to 200 m in depth in order to

FIG. 4. ln(uR1R2u) ~left! and arg(R1R2) ~right! imaged in the complexk plane
for: ~a!, ~b! a homogeneous half space;~c!, ~d! Airy half space withzref in
the water;~e!, ~f! Airy half space withzref in the half space; and~g!, ~h!
expanded views of dashed regions~e!, ~f!. The Airy half space causes the
branch cut in~b! to be replaced by the branch cut modes in~f! and ~h!.
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ascertain the behavior of the mode functions for large depth.
Figure 6~a!–~c! correspond to standard modes 3–5. As the
frequency decreases, modes 3–5 change from trapped to
leaky at frequencies of 107, 153, and 198 Hz, respectively.

However, note that, unlike the leaky modes for a homoge-
neous half space, these modes eventually decay with depth.
As the frequency decreases, their magnitude increases in the
bottom, but their range attenuation@ Im(kn)# also increases
~see Fig. 5!. ~The blank region in the mode 5 image corre-
sponds to frequencies for which the mode’s high attenuation
makes it unnecessary to compute.!

Figure 6~d!–~e! correspond to the first two branch line
modes. We observe that, in the water column, they are rela-
tively weak except at the frequencies where modes 3–5 be-
come leaky. In terms of the frequency trajectories of the
modes shown in Fig. 5, the amplitude of the branch line
modes increases, particularly in the water column, when a
standard mode passes just below the branch line mode. As
this occurs, each branch line mode assumes the same depth
structure in the water column as the standard mode that is
passing below. In terms of rays, the branch line modes ac-
count for lateral wave energy, which resonates most strongly
at the particular frequencies for which standard modes are
near the critical angle also. We also observe that the branch
line modes become weaker in the water column but stronger
in the bottom as the mode number increases.

A final observation regarding Figs. 5 and 6 is that, using
the standard mode ordering convention based on Re(kn), the
modes change order as the frequency~or, equivalently, the
water depth! changes. The standard modes migrate to the left
in thek plane diagrams of Fig. 5 as the frequency decreases,
whereas the branch line modes remain relatively stationary.
The change in order must be accounted for when performing
range-dependent adiabatic-mode computations, for example.
In this example case, separate orderings of the standard and
branch line mode groups would solve this problem.

In Fig. 7 the modal dispersion curves are shown for Airy
~red! and homogeneous~blue! half spaces. The standard
modes have identical group velocities except in the region of
the critical angle, where the Airy curves are smooth and the
homogeneous curves are discontinuous. The Airy half space
produces three additional modes~6–8! that represent the
branch line integral and that have group velocities nearcHS

51650 m/s. The homogeneous modes briefly reach group
velocities nearcHS just before cutoff.

III. TRANSMISSION LOSS CALCULATIONS

In this section we examine how the choice of half-space
profile affects the transmission loss~TL! for the same 40-m-
thick Pekeris waveguide described in Sec. II B. As discussed
earlier, the Pekeris branch line integral can become impor-
tant at all ranges when a mode passes near the branch point,

FIG. 6. Mode function magnitudes~20 logfn
2 in dB! imaged versus depth and frequency for a Pekeris waveguide with an Airy half space:~a!–~c! modes 3–5,

~d!–~e! branch line modes 1 and 2.

FIG. 5. ~a! Mode trajectories as a function of frequency for the Airy half
space below an isospeed waveguide.~b! Expanded view near former branch
point ~red cross! at KHS. ~c! Mode trajectories for homogeneous~green! and
Airy ~blue! half space near branch point.
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an event that typically occurs at regular frequency intervals.
We examine the frequency interval 105–125 Hz because
mode 3 undergoes the trapped–leaky transition near 112 Hz
@see Fig. 6~a!#.

Figure 8~a! shows TL versus range at 112 Hz for a
source at 20-m depth and a receiver on the bottom. The
homogeneous half-space results are incorrect because mode
3 is very close to the branch point~its phase speed is 1649.1
m/s, compared tocHS51650 m/s!. The Airy half-space solu-
tion agrees closely with the referenceOASES22 solution,
which uses a numerical approach to solve the homogeneous
half-space problem. The mode solution uses three trapped
and ten leaky modes~which correspond closely to those used
in the homogeneous half-space solution!, as well as eight
branch line modes. The gradient for the Airy half space con-
sists ofDā50.001@see Eq.~24!#.

Figure 8~b! and~c! show images of TL versus range and
frequency for the homogeneous half space and forOASES,
respectively.~Airy half-space results are indistinguishable
from the OASES results and are not shown.! These images
illustrate the extent in frequency around the mode 3 transi-
tion frequency~112 Hz! where irregularities in the field oc-
cur for the homogeneous half space. Finally, a measure of
the difference23 between theOASES reference solution and
the homogeneous and Airy half-space solutions are shown in
Fig. 8~d! and~e!, respectively. The black contour lines indi-
cate the regions where the solutions differ by60.5 dB, and
the color map covers63 dB. The differences at short range
in Fig. 8~e! ~as well as in Figs. 9 and 10 to follow! are
apparently caused byOASES’ use of the asymptotic expan-
sion for the Hankel function, which breaks down at short
range.24

From Fig. 8 one may deduce the consequences of ignor-
ing the branch line integral in the case of the Pekeris wave-
guide being studied. The region of significant error in the
homogeneous half-space mode solution is 3–5 Hz wide
about 112 Hz, and such regions occur every 45 Hz or so.
@Recall from Fig. 5~c! that mode 4 is cut off near 157 Hz.# If
only a single continuous wave~cw! calculation in a range-
invariant environment is of interest, the probability of en-
countering a problem with the PBLI is not high, but if a
broadband and/or variable-bathymetry computation is of in-
terest, the probability is quite high.

Attenuation in the lower half space causes the Pekeris
branch line integral to become less important. Mathemati-
cally, the reason is that the branch point moves farther off the
real k axis. Physically, the reason is that the PBLI primarily
represents the lateral wave, which, since it travels horizon-
tally in the bottom becomes weaker as the bottom attenuation
increases. Therefore, the homogeneous half-space TL errors
in Fig. 8~d!, which were for a lossless bottom, represent a
worst-case scenario. In Fig. 9, results corresponding to Fig.
8~d! for half spaces with attenuations of 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5
dB/l are shown. It is evident that the effects of the PBLI
gradually become insignificant as the attenuation is raised to
0.5 dB/l. Therefore, the need for introducing an Airy half
space depends on environmental factors, one of which is the
half-space attenuation.

Finally, a practical concern is the type and magnitude of
gradient to insert in the half space. Figure 2 demonstrated
how the branch line mode structure depends on gradient di-
rection in theD c̄2Dā plane. It is clear that a positive,

FIG. 7. Dispersion curves for Airy~red! and homogeneous~blue! half
spaces.

FIG. 8. Transmission loss comparisons for a Pekeris waveguide.~a! TL
versus range at 112 Hz; TL versus range and frequency using the homoge-
neous half-space mode solution~b! andOASES ~c!; TL differences~Ref. 23!
between the reference solution~OASES! and~d! the homogeneous half space
mode solution and~e! the Airy half space mode solution.
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sound-speed-only gradient is not a good choice because a
large number of real-k-axis modes corresponding to the EJP
branch cut must be computed. With the objectives of mini-
mizing the number of modes having a given amount of at-
tenuation and preventing the branch line modes from inter-
fering with the trapped and leaky modes, we conclude that
bothD c̄50, Dā.0 andD c̄52Dā.0 are good choices. In
terms of gradient magnitudes, Fig. 2 demonstrated that larger
magnitudes result in fewer modes, but Fig. 10 shows that
larger TL errors arise when the gradients are increased to
Dā50.002 and 0.010.@These may be compared to theDā
50.001 case already shown in Fig. 8~e!.# It is clear that the
larger gradients produce errors that increase with range as
the effect of the bottom becomes greater.

IV. TIME SERIES CALCULATIONS

In this section we illustrate the effect of introducing an
Airy half space on a band-limited impulse response. For this
purpose we choose the environment given in the inset of Fig.
11, which consists of 10 m of water, a 100-m lossy sand
bottom, and a lossless lower half space@see inset to Fig.
11~a!#. We consider a pulse with a center frequency of 50 Hz
and 20-dB-down points at 10 and 100 Hz. At 50 Hz no

modes are trapped in the water column, and the modes
trapped in the sand layer have large attenuations. Under these
conditions, the best propagation mechanism at the longer
ranges is the multiply reflected lateral wave, or head wave, in
the lossless lower half space.~This type of situation could
also arise in seismological applications, where a layer of
lossy soil overlies a low-loss basement of limestone or ba-
salt.!

Figure 11 shows the range-dependent pressure time se-
ries for a source and receiver on the bottom, where the time
series have been~1! normalized to unit maximum amplitude
at each range, and~2! shifted in time assuming a group speed
of 1650 m/s. Figure 11~a! was produced using an Airy half
space with a gradient corresponding toDā50.001, and Fig.
11~b! was produced using a homogeneous half space. The
three primary propagation paths through the water, the sand
layer, and the lower half space are labeled in~a!, and the
slopes corresponding to three propagation speeds are labeled
in ~b!. Note that the water wave consists of the high-
frequency portion of the source pulse because mode 1 is only
trapped in the water layer at frequencies above 93 Hz. The
sand wave, which would appear as vertical stripes because
the speed used to shift the time series is 1650 m/s, is attenu-
ated beyond 1 km.

The main difference between Fig. 11~a! and ~b! is the
appearance of the lateral wave arrivals. In Fig. 11~a!, mul-
tiple orders of lateral waves in a quiescent background are
clearly discernible, whereas in 11~b! a continuous set of ar-

FIG. 10. Transmission loss differences between the OASES solution and
Airy half-space mode solutions with gradients of~a! Dā50.002 and~b!
Dā50.010. Compare with Fig. 8~e!, which was forDā50.001. The attenu-
ation gradients used here are too large to reproduce the homogeneous half-
space model used byOASES.

FIG. 9. Transmission loss differences between the homogeneous half-space
mode solution andOASESfor bottom attenuations of~a! 0.1, ~b! 0.25, and~c!
0.5 dB/l.

FIG. 11. Normalized pressure time series versus range
for a 50-Hz pulse in 10 m of water with a 100-m lossy
sand bottom layer and a lossless lower half space:~a!
using an Airy half space withDā50.001, and~b! using
a homogeneous half space. Use of the Airy half space
correctly accounts for the multiply reflected lateral
wave energy.
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rivals, some of which are noncausal, overlies the others.
Clearly, the inclusion of the branch line integral by way of
the Airy half-space modes in~a! produces the correct lateral
wave behavior. In~a! it is interesting to note that as the
number of reflections through the attenuating sand layer in-
creases, the frequency content of the lateral wave arrivals
appears to shift downward.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have developed, analyzed, and imple-
mented ~in the normal-mode modelORCA! a method for
eliminating the branch line integral in the normal-mode for-
mulation for the pressure field in an oceanic waveguide. The
homogeneous half space is replaced by one having a~com-
plex! sound-speed gradient that is linear in wave number
squared. The reflection coefficient is evaluated analytically
in terms of Airy functions, and the branch line integral is
replaced by a set of modes whose trajectory and spacing in
the complexk plane depend on the magnitude and direction
of the complex gradient. For a small, positive sound-speed
gradient, the branch line modes correspond to the former EJP
branch cut, which lies on the realk axis from KHS to the
origin and upward along the imaginaryk axis. For a small,
positive attenuation gradient, the branch line modes lie on a
line that leaves the former branch pointKHS vertically and
that corresponds approximately to the former Pekeris branch
cut. The total number of modes is minimized by the latter
choice of gradient, in which case the modal spectrum con-
sists of a finite number of trapped modes and infinite num-
bers of leaky and branch line modes. Except when a mode
lies near the former branch line, the trapped and leaky modes
for a small-gradient Airy half space correspond closely with
those for a homogeneous half space. Larger gradients result
in fewer branch line modes, but errors in the pressure field
can occur at long ranges if the gradient chosen is too large.

Modes for the Airy half-space problem are found using
the same method as that used in theORCA normal-mode
model: the upward- and downward-looking reflection coeffi-
cients are computed at a reference depth, and theuR1R2u
51 contour is followed in the complexk plane.20 The usual
trapped and leaky modes are found by placing the reference
depth in the water column. The branch line modes, which
appear as island modes for the usual choice of reference
depth, are found on the mainuR1R2u51 contour when the
reference depth is set to the top of the lower half space.

Characteristics of the branch line modes, such as the
frequency dependence of their eigenvalues, depth functions,
and group velocities, have been examined. The behavior is
consistent with the notion that the branch line modes repre-
sent the resonant behavior of the lateral wave component of
the field: the eigenvalues of the branch line modes corre-
spond to energy near the critical angle; their mode functions
are large in the half space and peak up in the water column
only when a trapped mode passes below them in the complex
k plane; and their group velocities lie near the half-space
sound speed.

Broadband calculations using Airy half spaces were pre-
sented in both the frequency and time domains. Images of
TL versus range and frequency demonstrated that the branch

line modes become significant at frequencies where a mode
is near the former branch point. For the Pekeris waveguide
examined, the frequency interval over which the branch line
modes were significant was 3–5 Hz, and these intervals oc-
curred every 45 Hz. Introduction of attenuation in the lower
half space reduced the importance of the branch line modes.
Finally, images of time series versus range for an environ-
ment in which lateral waves were the primary mechanism of
propagation showed that the Airy half space accurately ac-
counted for the lateral waves. The effects of ignoring the
branch line integral on a time series were also demonstrated.

The Airy half-space approach should also be useful for
range-dependent normal-mode calculations based on
adiabatic- or coupled-mode theory. Mode cutoff due to de-
creasing frequency is analogous to mode cutoff due to de-
creasing water depth, for example. Adiabatic treatment of the
problem would be best achieved by keeping track of the
branch line modes separately so that a trapped mode passing
through cutoff transfers its energy to a leaky mode, rather
than to a branch line mode. In reality, we would expect some
degree of coupling at such a transition because the mode
function of the trapped/leaky mode has a shape similar to
those of the branch line modes. Another attractive aspect of
the Airy half-space approach for coupled-mode calculations
is that the leaky modes eventually decay with depth, making
the overlap integrals well defined. If the integrals can be
solved analytically using Airy function identities, then the
coupling calculations would be very efficient.

Although the examples of the Airy half-space approach
given in this article have involved fluid environments, the
approach can also be applied to elastic layering. A small
gradient in the shear wave profile of the lower half space
would replace the shear wave BLI with a set of branch line
modes. When the half-space shear speed is lower than the
water sound speed, the modes would not be important to the
water column field, but when it is higher they could be.ORCA

currently finds the nonbranch line modes for elastic prob-
lems, but to find the branch line modes, the reference depth
would have to be set inside an elastic layer. This would
require the implementation of an eigenvalue criterion more
complicated than theR1R251 criterion currently used for
fluid reference depths.

Although the Airy half-space approach eliminates the
discontinuity inR1R2 at the branch cut, some of the incon-
veniences of the branch cut can remain. For environments
with lossy sediment layers over a low-loss homogeneous half
space, for example, theuR1R2u51 contour can intersect the
branch cut from the right and emerge to the left at a point
displaced vertically. Using the Airy half-space approach, the
cut is replaced by a series of modes, and theuR1R2u51
contour follows the former cut, picking up a~possibly large!
set of branch line modes before emerging to the left. As a
trapped mode moves to the left~as frequency or water depth
is decreased, for example!, it joins the branch line series. At
nearly the same frequency or water depth, a mode farther up
the branch line series suddenly emerges and becomes a leaky
mode. This type of behavior makes interpolation of mode
characteristics across frequency or bathymetry more difficult.
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APPENDIX: BRANCH CUTS AT THE REFERENCE
DEPTH

Note that in Eq.~11! for R1 , besides the branch point
from gHS, a branch point also arises from the calculation of
g ref . This fact is disconcerting because no interface waves
should arise from the arbitrary choice of reference depth.
Here we show that these cuts do not contribute to the field.

First we show that the choice of sheet forg ref does not
affect the location of the modes or their normalization. From
Eq. ~11! it is clear thatR12(g)5@R11(g)#21, where the6
subscript indicates the sheet on whichg ref is evaluated. It
follows that, for I[R1R2 , I 2(g)5@ I 1(g)#21. Therefore,
I 1(g)51 implies thatI 2(g)51, which means that a mode
on the1 sheet is also a mode on the2 sheet. In addition, it
is straightforward to show that the term@]W/]k#kn

that ap-
pears in the normalization in Eq.~10! is the same on both
sheets.

Next we show that the branch line integral around the
g ref cut is zero. In Eqs.~3! and~5! of Ref. 20, it is shown that
f2 and f1 in the numerator of Eq.~5! of this paper are
proportional to 11R2 and 11R1 , respectively. From Eq.
~8!, W is proportional tog ref(12R1R2). Using the fact that a
change of sheet implies invertingR1 and R2 and negating
g ref , the integrand of Eq.~5! for the two sheets,J1 andJ2 ,
may then be written

J15
~11R1!~11R2!

g ref~12R1R2!
, ~A1!

J25
~111/R1!~111/R2!

2g ref@121/~R1R2!#
5J1 , ~A2!

where the final identity was obtained by multiplying numera-
tor and denominator byR1R2 . Since the BLI consists of a
sum of line integrals on opposite sheets in opposite direc-
tions, the integrands being identical impliesCBLI50 for the
g ref cut.
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A self-consistent perturbation method for three-dimensional acoustic scattering due to sound speed
and density fluctuations is developed below. This method allows calculation of mean-field
attenuation due to scattering, as well as second-moment statistics of the scattered field. Scattering
from an inhomogeneous sediment bottom in shallow water is considered as an application. The
power spectral density of the scattered field is calculated and used to study the effects of fluctuation
statistics. Modal attenuation due to scattering is then calculated for several shallow-water scenarios.
The scattering loss calculation is straightforward and is suitable for use with standard normal-mode
codes. Numerical results show the influence of the statistical model used to represent bottom
randomness and demonstrate the importance of scattering into the continuous spectrum. Scattering
loss predictions are shown to agree well with a previous wave number-integration approach.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04610-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Volume fluctuations in the ocean are known to strongly
affect acoustic propagation. In deep water, the strongest ef-
fects come from oceanographic mixing and internal waves,
while in shallow water, interaction with the inhomogeneous
ocean bottom is generally more important. In seawater, den-
sity fluctuations are generally an order of magnitude smaller
than sound-speed variations, and can be neglected.1 As a
result, a large amount of research has addressed scattering by
sound-speed variations only, and has been applied to model-
ing the effects of internal waves.2–4 When seabed scattering
is considered, however, density fluctuations cannot be ne-
glected and are often dominant.5,6 Scattering from seabed
sound-speed and density fluctuations has two main effects;
first, energy is stripped from the coherent part of the acoustic
field, and second, the scattered energy affects the acoustic
field coherence. The theory developed here attempts to cap-
ture both effects.

Chernov1 and Ishimaru7 have published well-known
treatments of propagation through an unbounded random
media. Different approaches are appropriate depending on
the scale of fluctuations in the medium. If variations in me-
dium properties are small, a perturbation solution can be
sought. This work has been extended to study sound incident
from a water half-space on a sediment bottom containing
random layers. The half-space problem neglects waveguide
effects, which is justified for deep water or for high-
frequency shallow-water scenarios. Volumetric scattering
from within the bottom can be modeled by assuming the
scattering sources are uncorrelated uniform spheres.8,9 Sev-
eral authors have developed perturbation approaches based
on Chernov’s work. Ivakin and Lysanov10 used a plane wave
approach which did not include contributions from lateral
waves, while Hines6 used the method of steepest descent to
capture lateral as well as refracted wave contributions.

Tang11 developed a self-consistent perturbation theory to
model scattering from sound-speed fluctuations in the sedi-
ment. Tang was able to calculate a coherent field-reflection
coefficient which included loss due to scattering.12

More recently, attention has been focused on the role of
bottom randomness in influencing propagation in shallow
water waveguides. Tang has developed a modal treatment of
reverberation due to both sound-speed and density
fluctuations.13 However, this work is based on the Born ap-
proximation and does not allow calculation of mean-field
scattering loss.

In this paper, we develop a new, self-consistent theory
for modeling volume scattering in the ocean. The methodol-
ogy used is similar to the rough surface scattering approach
of Kuperman and Schmidt.14,15 In the first section, the basic
theory for scattering from random sound-speed and density
fluctuations in a three-dimensional ocean is presented.
Sound-speed and density fluctuations are assumed to be fully
correlated. This work allows calculation of the mean-field
attenuation due to volume scattering, as well as the spatial
statistics of the scattered field.

The approach presented below is a single-scattering
theory. Since waveguide propagation is expected to involve
multiple scattering events, a single-scatter theory is clearly
not exact. However, Voronovich16 and others17,18 have ar-
gued that the single-scatter approximation is valid as long as
the scatterer correlation length is small compared to ray
cycle distances associated with propagating modes. In this
case, which is typical for many ocean acoustic scenarios,
previously scattered energy will be incoherent with both the
mean and locally scattered fields when it returns to the inho-
mogeneous seabed. The scattering process can then be ap-
proximated as a series of uncorrelated interactions with the
seabed, with single-scattering theory used to calculate sec-
ondary source terms for the reverberant field.

This argument is supported by Berman19 with regard to
calculation of the coherent field-reflection coefficient. Ber-
man compared a full multiple-scattering formulation for

a!Currently at Cambridge Collaborative, Inc., 689 Concord Ave., Cam-
bridge, MA 02138. Electronic mail: btracey@ccinc.com
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waveguides with results for a rough interface separating two
half-spaces. Some dependence on roughness height was
seen, but significant multiple-scattering effects were found
only when the roughness correlation length was long com-
pared to ray cycle distances. Because the coherent field-
reflection coefficient can be used to calculate scattering loss,
Berman’s finding relates directly to the validity of the mode
attenuations calculated below.

Recently, Berman has developed a multiple-scattering
formulation to derive waveguide reverberation.20 This work
may provide a basis for numerically evaluating the single-
scattering approximation for scattered field intensity.

The following sections concentrate on scattering of low-
frequency sound from random layers in fluid sediment bot-
toms. First, we model the scattering from a plane wave inci-
dent on the ocean bottom, without taking waveguide effects
or mean-field attenuation into account. Numerical examples
are used to show the effects of sound-speed and density fluc-
tuations over a range of parameter values. For short correla-
tion lengths, the existence of density fluctuations can signifi-
cantly enhance backscatter. The examples also show that
out-of-plane scattering can be important.

Next, propagation of normal modes in a shallow-water
waveguide is studied. A perturbation method is used to esti-
mate mean-field normal mode attenuation coefficients due to
scattering. Good agreement is demonstrated with mean-field
losses calculated by Tang,12 though results obtained from the
modal approach are somewhat sensitive to the modeling of
the continuous spectrum.

Finally, the theory developed here can be used to calcu-
late the spatial correlation and cross-modal coherences for
the scattered and total fields propagating in the ocean wave-
guide. A numerical implementation of the volume-scattering
theory for a two-dimensional ocean is described
elsewhere.21,22 The close correspondence between the
volume-scattering theory and Kuperman and Schmidt’s
rough-scattering theory facilitates comparison of the differ-
ent scattering mechanisms.

I. THEORY

The wave equation for inhomogeneous medium has
been derived by several authors, including Chernov.1 Assum-
ing harmonic time dependence, we write the inhomogeneous
Helmholtz equation

@¹21k2~r ,z!#p~r ,z!2
¹r~r ,z!

r~r ,z!
•¹p~r ,z!5Svd~x2xs!,

~1!

where a point source of strengthSv located atxs5(0,0,zs).
We assume that there are small variations in both density and
sound speed. In addition, we assume that variations in the
sound speed and density are linked. Following Hines,6 sound
speed and density are then written as functions of the bottom
porosity P.6 If the background density is constant, we can
write

c~r ,z!5c0~z!1
]c

]P
dP~r ,z!,

r~r ,z!5r01
]r

]P
dP~r ,z!, ~2!

wheredP is the variation in the bottom porosity. Hines gives
empirical values of the derivatives to be]r/]P
521.440 g/cm3 and ]c/]P52570 m/s. Next, we expand
the pressure field in terms of a coherent mean field and an
incoherent diffusely scattered field

p~r ,z!5^p~r ,z!&1s~r ,z!. ~3!

Inserting this expansion in Eq.~1! above and averaging~re-
membering that sound-speed and density fluctuations are
zero mean! gives an equation for the coherent field

@¹21k0
2~z!#^p~r ,z!&2mc~z!^dP~r ,z!s~r ,z!&

2mr^¹dP~r ,z!•¹s~r ,z!&5Svd~x2xs!, ~4!

where the quantities

mc~z![
2k0

2~z!]c/]P

c0~z!
, mr[

1

r0

]r

]P
, ~5!

have been introduced to simplify the notation.
Subtracting this equation from the full unaveraged

Helmholtz equation, we find an expression for the scattered
field

@¹21k0
2~z!#s~r ,z!5mc~z!dP~r ,z!^p~r ,z!&

1mr¹~dP~r ,z!!•¹^p~r ,z!&. ~6!

In deriving this equation, we have made a single-scatter ap-
proximation by neglecting several terms involving products
of the scattered field and the porosity fluctuations. This as-
sumes that the scattered field produced during each scatter-
ing event is small. This equation is equivalent to Hines’ Eq.
~2!. As discussed in the Introduction, single-scatter theory
can be applied to waveguide propagation under the assump-
tion that seabed inhomogeneity correlation lengths are much
shorter than length scales over which scattered energy re-
turns to the seabed~i.e., ray cycle distances!.

The first term on the right-hand side above accounts for
scattering generated by sound-speed fluctuations, and is
monopole-like. The second term, which represents scattering
from density fluctuations, will be shown below to enhance
backscattering.

Our solution proceeds in a manner analogous to that of
Kuperman and Schmidt. First, the equations above are Fou-
rier transformed to yield expressions in the form of the
depth-separated wave equation. We then find a solution for
the transformed scattered fields̃ in terms of the coherent
field. This solution is substituted into the transformed version
of Eq. ~4! to give a self-consistent equation for the coherent
field. This equation takes into account the loss of coherent
field energy due to scattering.

We begin by applying the 2-D wave number transform
as defined in Ref. 15. Recognizing the right-hand side of Eq.
~6! to be a source term distributed over depth, we can write
the scattered field as~see Appendix A for details!
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s̃~q,z!52E E dz0 dk8 Gv~q,z,z0!Fb1~q,k8!

3d P̃~q2k8,z!^ p̃~k8,z0!&

1mr

]d P̃~q2k8,z0!

]z0

]^ p̃~k8,z0!&
]z0

G , ~7!

where

b1~q,k!5mc~z0!2mr~q2k!•k. ~8!

The horizontal derivatives in the density term have become
algebraic factors ofk andq.

Similarly, we can transform the mean-field equation,
giving ~see Appendix A!

@L~k!1I ~k,z!#^ p̃~k,z!&5Svd~z2zs!, ~9!

where the operator

L~k!5
]2

]z2 1k0
2~z!2k2 ~10!

is the standard propagation operator for the depth-separated
wave equation, and the scattering loss term

I ~k,z!52
1

2p E d2 qFa1^d P̃~k2q,z!s̃~q,z!&

1mrK ]d P̃~k2q,z!

]z

] s̃~q,z!

]z L G ~11!

describes scattering out of the mean-field wave numberk
into scattered-field wave numbersq as a function of depth.
Equations ~7! and ~9! are combined to eliminate the
scattered-field variables̃, giving an equation involving only
the coherent field̂ p̃&. This substitution results in several
second-moment expectations of the porosity fluctuations and
their z-derivatives. We model the fluctuation statistics as be-
ing described by a correlation function which is separable
into horizontal and vertical components

^dP~r ,z!dP~r1r,z0!&5^s2&N~p!M ~z2z0!. ~12!

This is rewritten in the wave number domain as

^d P̃~k,z!d P̃~q,z0!&52p^s2&PH~q!d~k1q!M ~z2z0!,
~13!

wherePH is the power spectrum of horizontal fluctuations.
Vertical derivatives of expectations involvingdP translate
into z-derivatives ofM, which can be eliminated from the
depth integrals using integration by parts. The detailed cal-
culations are shown in Appendix B. The only restrictions
placed onM are thatM (z2z0)→0 and and]M (z2z0)/]z
→0 as the depth separationz2z0 becomes large. These con-
ditions are satisfied by a number of physically reasonable
correlation functions, for example Gaussian or decaying ex-
ponential forms ofM (z2z0).

After the integrations by parts, the final form of the scat-
tering loss correction term is

I ~k,z!5FF1~q,k,z0!^ p̃~k,z0!&

1F2~q,k,z0!
]^ p̃~k,z0!&

]z0
G . ~14!

The quantities in the correction term are

F1~q,k,z0!5a1a2Gv~q,z,z0!1mrFa3

]2Gv~q,z,z0!

]z]z0

2a4

]Gv~q,z,z0!

]z G , ~15!

and

F2~q,k,z0!5mr~a32a1!
]Gv~q,z,z0!

]z0
, ~16!

where

a15mc~z0!2mr~k2q!•q,

a25mc~z0!1mr~k0
22q•k!,

~17!
a35mc~z0!1mr~2k0

22k•~k1q!!,

a45
2mrk0

2~z0!13mc~z0!

c0~z0!

]c0

]z0
.

The algebraic terms multiplying themr terms ina12a3 re-
sult from horizontal and vertical derivatives. All terms in-
cludingz-derivatives of the pressure field or Green’s function
also involve only the density fluctuations. These terms result
from the spatial derivative term,Dr(r ,z)/r(r ,z), in the in-
homogeneous Helmholtz equation. The terma4 takes ac-
count of any sound-speed gradient in the seabed.

This integro-differential equation is in general difficult
to solve. However, experimental studies have shown that the
vertical correlation lengths of fluctuations in sediment bot-
toms are usually quite short. For low frequencies, the vertical
correlation length will be much smaller than an acoustic
wavelength. It is then reasonable to approximate the vertical
correlation function as a delta function11

M ~z2z0!'zCLd~z2z0!. ~18!

This delta function eliminates the depth integral in the mean-
field equation. A perturbation solution can be used to esti-
mate mean-field scattering loss, as detailed in Sec. III.

II. PLANE WAVE SCATTERING FROM SEDIMENT
BOTTOMS: POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

As a first application of the theory, we study plane wave
scattering from a sediment bottom. A great deal of physical
insight can be obtained by looking at the power spectral
density^s̃(q,z) s̃* (q,z)&, the power scattered into each wave
numberq. This expectation includes cross-terms involving
expectations ofM and itsz-derivatives, which can be simpli-
fied using integration by parts as above. The detailed calcu-
lations are discussed in Appendix A, with the final result
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PScat~q,z!5^s̃~q,z!s̃* ~q,z!&

52p^s2&E dz0E dkPH~q2k!

3UD~1!
]Gv~q,z,z0!

]z0
1D~2!Gv~q,z,z0!U2

,

~19!

where

D~1!~k,z!52mr

]^ p̃~k,z!&
]z

~20!

D~2!~q,k,z!5a2~q,k,z!
]^ p̃~k,z!&

]z
.

We consider the case of a single plane wave incident on
the sediment from the water column and scattering into plane
waves in the sediment. As we are mainly concerned with
angular distribution of the scattered energy, we will defer
calculation of mean-field scattering loss until the next sec-
tion. Ignoring scattering losses~the Born approximation!, the
coherent field is replaced by the unperturbed field:
^ p̃(k,z)&' p̃0(k,z). The incident field in the bottom is then
of the form

p̃0~k,z0!5T12~k!e2 ikz2z0, ~21!

whereT12(k) is the transmission coefficient from the water
into the sediment. We choose the Green’s function to be the
free-space Green’s function. Thus, we can only evaluate the
scattered field for receivers in the bottom medium. We will
evaluate it atz50, the water–sediment interface. The depth-
dependent Green’s function is given by

Gv~q,z,z0!52
e2 iqz2uz2z0u

4p iqz2
. ~22!

The square root singularity in the Green’s function is not
physically meaningful and can be removed by changing the
variables of integration,23 so it is not shown in the following
plots.

The scattered field is strongly affected by the power
spectrum chosen to represent the inhomogeneities. For these
calculations, both two-dimensional Gaussian and
Goff–Jordan24 spectra are used

PGauss~q!5
LxLy

2
e2@~Lxqx!21~Lyqy!2#/4,

~23!

PGoff–Jordan~q!5
LxLy

@~Lxqx!
21~Lyqy!211#2 ,

whereLx and Ly are the correlation lengths inx and y, re-
spectively. The Goff–Jordan spectrum is more peaked near
its maximum and contains much more energy at higher wave
numbers. This spectrum has been used in modeling rough-
surface scattering,18 and is chosen to reflect the idea that we
expect variations in nature at many length scales. Also, it
describes a power-law roll-off at high wave numbers like
those measured by Yamamoto.25

Figures 1–5 show scattered-field power spectral density
~PSD! for several scenarios. The spectra are plotted versus

horizontal wave numbers in thex andy directions. A 100-Hz
plane wave is assumed to be incident on the bottom along the
x-axis (qy50), at a 10-deg vertical angle. The bottom prop-
erties arer51.9 g/cm3, cb51650 m/s, anddc/c050.1. For
this combination of incident angle and bottom type, the in-
cident wave is evanescent in the bottom. Shown on the plot
are the sediment wave numberkb ~inner circle! and water
wave numberkw ~outer circle!. Wave numbers inside the
uku5kb circle correspond to the continuous spectrum, wave
numbers between the circles correspond to the discrete spec-
trum, and wave numbers outside theuku5kw circle corre-
spond to waves which are evanescent in both the water and
sediment.

Figures 1 and 2 compare the effect of the choice of
power spectrum. Results for correlation lengths of 10 m and
1 m are shown. For these plots, scattering from sound-speed

FIG. 1. Plane wave scattering from sound-speed fluctuations only.f
5100 Hz; Goff–Jordan power spectrum, 10-deg incident wave; correlation
lengths of 10 m~upper! and 1 m~lower!.

FIG. 2. Plane wave scattering from sound-speed fluctuations.f 5100 Hz;
Gaussian power spectrum, 10-deg incident wave; correlation length is 10 m.
Note the Gaussian spectrum gives lower backscattering levels.
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fluctuations alone is included. Comparing the plots for 10-m
correlation lengths, the most striking difference is that the
backscatter is greatly enhanced with the Goff–Jordan spec-
trum ~Fig. 1! due to the longer tails of the power spectrum.
Strong out-of-plane scattering is seen with both spectra,
though a peak is observed at angles close to in-plane. In both
cases the scattering is basically forward-directed, with the
peak in scattered energy centered around the specular direc-
tion. Decreasing the correlation length to 1 m gives a much
broader distribution of scattered energy. This is expected,
since in the limit of small correlation length the inhomoge-
neities can be thought of as a random distribution of inde-
pendent point scatterers. Each of these point scatterers radi-
ates isotropically, so the overall scattering pattern is more
diffuse. Decreasing the correlation length is also seen to re-
duce the peak scattered power considerably. This can be un-
derstood by remembering that sound will scatter most
strongly from objects roughly the size of the wavelength or
larger. Since the acoustic wavelength in this case is 16.5 m,
most of the sound-speed fluctuations for the 1-m correlation
length will have horizontal scales much less than a wave-
length.

Figure 3 shows scattering from both sound-speed and
density fluctuations in the sediment bottom. For the 10-m
correlation length, the scattering intensity levels are only
slightly higher than in the case without density fluctuations.
Thus, we conclude that, for long horizontal correlation
lengths, scattering from sound-speed fluctuations is domi-
nant. When the correlation length is decreased to 1 m, the
density scattering is dominant, as seen by comparing Figs. 1
and 3. Most importantly, the maximum is now in theback-

scattereddirection. This backscattering was predicted by
Chernov for 1-D scattering, and can be seen in theq2k term
in Eq. ~7!, which shows the density-scattering contribution
has a null in the forward direction. This preferential scatter-
ing in the backward direction can be understood by noting
that spatial derivative operators in the density-scattering term
have the effect of ‘‘roughening’’ the spectrum, emphasizing
smaller-scale variability and increasing backscatter.

The results so far have used Hines’ empirically deter-
mined values of]c/]P and ]r/]P. These values were de-
termined from a limited dataset, and can be expected to vary
for different types of sediment bottom. Hines’ values predict
that the normalized density fluctuationsdr/r0 are about
twice the normalized sound-speed fluctuationsdc/c0 . In Fig.
4, results are shown in whichdr/r0 is adjusted so the nor-
malized sound-speed and density fluctuations are equal. The
effect of the density fluctuations is somewhat reduced, but
still quite significant.

We can also study the effects of anisotropy in seabed
property fluctuations. Figure 5 shows scattering of plane
waves on a bottom with a correlation length of 2 m in x and
10 m in y. Increasing the correlation length iny gives a
power spectrum with much less width inqy . In Fig. 5 we let
a plane wave be incident on the bottom at a vertical angle of
10 deg, and horizontal angles of 0~along thex-axis!, 45 deg,
and 90 deg~along they-axis!. From observing the plots, we
see that the anisotropy causes the scattered field to be skewed
away from the incident angle for incident angles not aligned
with the principal axes of the inhomogeneities. The anisot-
ropy causes increased scattering into the continuous spec-
trum for the 0-deg incident wave, vs increased out-of-plane
scattering for the 90-deg incident wave.

III. MODAL SCATTERING FROM RANDOM SEDIMENT
BOTTOMS

For low-frequency shallow water propagation, the
acoustic field is often well described as a sum of a reason-
ably small number of normal modes. This leads us to spe-
cialize the theory developed above to consider scattering of a
modal sound field from inhomogeneities in fluid sediment
bottoms. In doing so, we will make a number of simplifying
assumptions. The most useful of these, discussed above, is
that the vertical correlation function can be approximated as

FIG. 3. Plane wave scattering from sound-speed and density fluctuations.
f 5100 Hz; Goff–Jordan power spectrum, 10-deg incident wave; correlation
lengths of 10 m~upper! and 1 m~lower!. For the shorter correlation length,
density fluctuations greatly increase backscatter.

FIG. 4. Plane wave scattering from sound-speed and density fluctuations.
f 5100 Hz; Goff–Jordan power spectrum, 10-deg incident wave; normal-
ized sound-speed and density fluctuations are adjusted to be equal.
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a delta function. The second major simplification made is
that the sound speed is constant in the layer where volume
fluctuations are present. This assumption is limiting, but al-
lows us to examine the basic scattering physics. For isove-
locity layers, the field can be written in terms of up- and
down-going plane waves, so depth integrals in the scattered-
field expressions can be treated analytically. Depth integrals
over the incident field modes and their derivatives must oth-
erwise be performed numerically, making the calculations
much slower and less accurate.

KRAKEN26 or any other normal mode code can used to
find the mode shapes and eigenvalues for the waveguide.
The continuous spectrum contribution is included by intro-
ducing a false bottom deep in the sediment. The modal prob-
lem is then converted to a proper Sturm–Liouville problem
and all modes are proper modes. Since there are both up- and
down-going plane waves in the scattering layer, we write the
mode shape as

cn~z!5H zn~z!, z,z1 ,

Ane2 ikzn~z2z1!1Bneikzn~z2z1!, z.z1 ,
~24!

wherezn(z) are the mode shapes found by the normal mode
program andz1 is the top of the volume-scattering layer. The
plane wave coefficientsAn andBn are found from the bound-
ary conditions at the interfacez1 , and sediment attenuation
is included by introducing an imaginary part of the bottom
wave number~Ref. 23, Chap. 2!.

A. Mode attenuation coefficients

In this section, the mean-field equation is solved to find
mean-field modal attenuations. This requires evaluating the
scattering-loss correction termI (k,z) from Eq. ~9!. The cor-
rection term is anO(s2) perturbation to the mean field.
Since the scattering theory retains terms only up toO(s2), it
is consistent to use the unperturbed eigenvalues and eigen-
functions when calculatingI (k,z); i.e., I (k,z)'I (k0 ,z).
This argument was made by Kuperman27 in studying rough-
surface scattering.

The scattering-loss correction contains terms propor-
tional to both the mean field and its depth derivative@see Eq.
~14!#. If we calculate attenuations for the propagating modes
of the waveguide only, we can take advantage of the fact that
these modes are exponentially decaying in the bottom to re-
late these terms by

]^ p̃~k,z!&
]z

52ab^ p̃~k,z!&, ~25!

where ab5Ak22kb
2. This lets us simplify the correction

term and write the homogeneous mean-field equation in the
form

@L~k!1^s2& f ~k,z!#^ p̃~k,z!&50, ~26!

where f (k,z) is a combination of theF1 andF2 terms from
Eq. ~14!.

We next substitute the modal forms of the Green’s func-
tion ~as a sum over modesm! into the mean-field equation,
and switch to polar coordinates:*d2 q5**qdq du. Integrat-
ing over q exposes poles atq5qm , leaving the integration
over u. Physically, this means that the scattered field will
travel in the modes of the waveguide, but can be scattered
into any horizontal angle. The correction termf becomes

f ~k,z!5
izCL

2r~z!
E du (

m51

M

PH~qm2k!@a1a2cm
2 ~z!

1mra3~cm8 ~z!!22mr~a42ab~z!~a12a2

1mr@qm
2 2k0

2~z!# !!cm~z!cm8 ~z!#. ~27!

Here, we have left implicit the dependence of theai

terms

ai5ai~qm ,k,z!, ~28!

whereq5(qmcosu,qmsinu).
This equation can be rewritten in the form of an eigen-

value perturbation problem, giving

F ]2

]z2 1k0
2~z!Gcn5kn

2cn2^s2& f ~kn ,z!cn . ~29!

FIG. 5. Plane wave scattering from anisotropic sound-speed and density
fluctuations, for incident angles of~from top! 0, 45, and 90 deg.f
5100 Hz; Goff–Jordan power spectrum; CLx52 m, CLy510 m.
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The new eigenvalue can then be found using perturba-
tion theory, as described by Bender and Orzag.28 Appendix
B shows that the first-order correction for the eigenvalue is

Dkn5
^s2&
2kn0

E
0

D f ~kn0
,z!cn

2~z!

r~z!
dz. ~30!

The imaginary part ofDkn is the mode attenuation coeffi-
cient.

To validate our approach, we compare our method to
results obtained by Tang11 for a bottom containing sound-
speed fluctuations only. Tang’s code was used to calculate
mean-field plane wave reflection coefficients for the sedi-
ment bottom. These reflection coefficients were used as a
boundary condition for the normal mode codeKRAKEN,
which calculated the modified eigenvalues. The resulting
change in the mode attenuation was taken to be Tang’s pre-
diction for scattering loss.

KRAKEN was then used to find the eigenvalues and mode
shapes for the unperturbed scenario. These were used to find
the mode attenuations from Eq.~30!.

A simple scenario, shown in Fig. 6, was used for com-
parison. A 50-m-deep isovelocity water layer overlays a
sediment half-space, the upper 50 m of which contains
sound-speed inhomogeneities. The inhomogeneities are as-
sumed to have a 2-D isotropic Gaussian correlation function
in the horizontal and to be delta-correlated in the vertical.
Attenuation in the water and sediment is neglected, so any
loss is purely due to scattering.

Figure 7 shows the plane wave reflection coefficient for
correlation function parameters which are used by Tang:
dcrms/c050.1, horizontal correlation lengthl 0510 m, and
vertical correlation lengthzCL51 m.

The modal results are compared with Tang’s attenuation
coefficients in Fig. 8. Attenuation coefficients obtained using
the modal approach are in reasonably good agreement with
Tang’s results, but are sensitive to the treatment of the con-
tinuous spectrum. However, the otherwise good agreement
suggests that the approaches are compatible in describing the
scattering physics.

Figure 8 shows modal attenuation coefficients forf
5200 Hz, calculated from Tang’s results and from the modal

approach described above. When only scattering into proper
modes is allowed, the modal calculation is seen to signifi-
cantly underestimate the actual attenuation.

Scattering into the continuous spectrum is then approxi-
mated numerically by introducing a false bottom at 400-m
depth~note we can allow a false bottom without any bottom
attenuation only because we are interested here in scattering
into the continuous spectrum; when calculating statistics of
the scattered field, we must always include bottom attenua-
tion so the continuous spectrum modes will decay quickly
with range!. When these extra modes are included, the agree-
ment from the two methods is greatly improved. However,
attenuations calculated using the modal approach are sensi-
tive to the number of continuous spectrum modes included.
As the number of modes included is increased, the results
converge to the attenuations shown in Fig. 8, which includes
111 false-bottom modes in addition to the 6 proper modes. A
calculation which includes 41 false-bottom modes shows
nearly exact agreement with Tang’s results for modes 1–4,
but underestimates attenuation for modes 5 and 6.

This sensitivity is not surprising, as the normal mode

FIG. 6. Scenario for comparison with Tang’s results.f 5200 Hz; Gaussian
spectrum, 10-m correlation length,dc/c050.1.

FIG. 7. Reflection coefficients for scenario. Dashed line is for nonrandom
bottom; solid line is for bottom with random layer.

FIG. 8. Comparison with Tang’s results. Open circles shows results from
Tang; asterisk shows modal solution including continuous spectrum modes;
‘‘ 3’’ shows modal solution, proper modes only.
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approach is known to have difficulty in modeling the con-
tinuous spectrum. The two main conclusions to be drawn
from Fig. 8 are: first, that the current approach appears to
agree with earlier work, and second, that scattering losses
can be estimated fairly accurately with a modal approach. In
many practical cases, uncertainty in environmental param-
eters will be larger than errors introduced by modeling of
continuous spectrum modes.

Next, the fluid bottom, shallow water waveguide shown
in Fig. 9 is considered. Both sound-speed and density fluc-
tuations are included. For notational convenience, we define
a parameters, which is set equal to the normalized sound-
speed fluctuationsdc/c0 . For a givens, the density fluctua-
tions are found from the relationship between density and
sound-speed fluctuations given by Hines’ constants.

We again examine horizontal correlation lengths of 1
and 10 m. The random scattering layer is assumed to be
between 100- and 150-m depth. For the 10-m correlation
length, seen in the upper plot of Fig. 10, including density
scattering causes only a slight increase in mode attenuation.
However, density fluctuations are the predominant cause of
loss for the shorter 1-m correlation length case, shown in the
lower plot of Fig. 10. This agrees with the trends seen above
for plane wave scattering. The full scattering loss with the
1-m correlation length is of roughly the same order of mag-
nitude as the loss caused by a bottom attenuation of 0.1
dB/l. Whether or not attenuation due to volume scattering is
a significant attenuation mechanism will depend on the en-
vironment considered. However, it has been demonstrated
numerically21 that the coherent field loss can significantly
affect the correlation statistics of the total field.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new self-consistent theory describing
scattering from volume fluctuations in the ocean has been
developed which includes scattering from both sound-speed
and density fluctuations and allows calculation of coherent
field attenuation due to scattering. Previous modeling includ-
ing both sound-speed and density fluctuations has been based
on the Born approximation, and does not give coherent field-
scattering loss. The effects of including density fluctuations
in a 3-D ocean were examined. When the horizontal corre-
lation length of scatterers is small, scattering from density
fluctuations significantly changes the backscattered energy.

The effects of out-of-plane scattering and anisotropic fluc-
tuation statistics are also shown to be important. The theory
was extended to find modal attenuations due to scattering,
showing agreement with previous work which included
sound-speed fluctuations only. For scenarios involving both
sound-speed and density fluctuations, modal scattering losses
can be comparable in magnitude to the effects of bottom
attenuation.
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APPENDIX A: SCATTERING INTEGRALS AND MEAN
FIELD EQUATION

In this Appendix, the details of several calculations re-
ferred to above are shown. Before beginning we state several
relationships which will be of use. From the definition of the
wave number transform,

FIG. 9. Shallow water scattering scenario.

FIG. 10. Mode attenuations for shallow water example.f 5100 Hz; Goff–
Jordan spectrum,s50.1. Solid line includes effect of both sound-speed and
density fluctuations, dotted line includes sound-speed fluctuations only. Cor-
relation lengths of 10 m~upper plot! and 1 m~lower plot! are assumed.
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dP~r ,z!5
1

2p E
2`

`

d2 kd P̃~k,z!e2 ik•r, ~A1!

^p~r ,z!&5
1

2p E
2`

`

d2 k^ p̃~k,z!&e2 ik•r, ~A2!

s~r ,z!5
1

2p E
2`

`

d2 ks̃~k,z!e2 ik•z. ~A3!

Horizontal derivatives are transformed into algebraic factors;
for example

]dP~r ,z!

]r
5

1

2p E
2`

`

d2 k~2 ik!d P̃~k,z!e2 ik•r. ~A4!

We use also the following property of the delta function:

1

~2p!2 E
2`

`

d2 reik•r5d~k!. ~A5!

First, we evaluate the wave number transform of the
scattered-field equation. From the results in Sec. I, the trans-
formed scattered field is given by

L~q!s̃~q,z!5
1

2p E d2 reiq•r@mc~z!dP~r ,z!^p~r ,z!&

1mr¹dP~r ,z!•^p~r ,z!&#. ~A6!

The work to be done is in evaluating the right-hand side
~rhs!. We begin by looking at the simpler first term, which
involves onlymc . Inserting the appropriate definitions from
above gives

rhs15
mc~z!

~2p!3 E E E d2 k1d2 k2d2 rd P̃~k1 ,z!

3^ p̃~k2 ,z!&ei @q2~k11k2!#r. ~A7!

Using the delta function property and integrating overr

rhs15
1

2p E E d2 k1d2k2d P̃~k1 ,z!^ p̃~k2 ,z!&

3d@q2~k11k2!#. ~A8!

The delta function pulls outk15q2k2 . Renamingk2[k8,
we have

rhs15
mc~z!

2p E d2 k8d P̃~q2k8,z!^ p̃~k8,z!&. ~A9!

We next examine the second term, which involves spa-
tial derivatives ofr(r ,z). The derivative terms can be ex-
panded into separate horizontal and vertical derivatives. Re-
writing in terms of the transformed variables and integrating
over r andk1 as above gives

rhs25
2mr

2p E d2 k8F ~q2k8!•k8d P̃~q2k8,z!

3^ p̃~k8,z!&2
]d P̃~q2k8!

]z

]^ p̃~k8,z!&
]z

G . ~A10!

Adding these results together gives the combined rhs for the
scattered-field equation shown in Eq.~7!.

The second result shown is the transformation of the
mean-field equation, Eq.~4!. Again, we break the equation
into two terms, and look at the simpler one, multiplyingmc

first. This term is

I152
mc~z!

2p E
2`

`

^dP~r ,z!s~r ,z!&eik•zd2 r . ~A11!

The calculation begins by substituting in the expressions for
s(r ,z) anddP(r ,z)

I152
mc~z!

~2p!3 E E E d2 rd2 k1d2 q

3^d P̃~k1 ,z!s̃~q,z!&ei ~k2~k11q!!rd2 r . ~A12!

Integrating overr again gives a delta function, which is sat-
isfied whenk15k2q. This gives the result

I152
mc~z!

2p E dq^d P̃~k2q,z!s̃~q,z!&. ~A13!

Next, we look at the remaining terms, given by

I252
mr

2p E d2 r K ]dP~r ,z!

]r
•

]s~r ,z!

]r L eik•r

2
mr

2p E d2 r K ]dP~r ,z!

]z
•

]s~r ,z!

]z L eik•r. ~A14!

Carrying out substitutions and integrations exactly as done
above gives the result

I252
mr

2p E d2 qH 2~k2q!•q^d P̃~k2q,z!s̃~q,z!&

1K ]d P̃~k2q!

]z

]^p~q,z!&
]z L J . ~A15!

These two terms are added to give the intermediate result
shown in Eq.~11!.

We proceed by evaluating the expectation terms above.
This calculation is straightforward but long, so we will not
show all details here. We first look at the first expectation in
Eq. ~A13!

E15^d P̃~k2q,z!s̃~q,z!&. ~A16!

Substituting in the expression fors̃(q,z) from Eq. ~7! gives
one term involving a second-moment expectation ofd̃ P̃ and
another term involving an expectation ofd̃ P̃ with its vertical
derivative. From the definition of the power spectrum, verti-
cal derivatives of porosity translate into derivatives of the
vertical correlation functionM. Assuming that the vertical
correlation lengthzCL@l @Eq. ~18!# lets us approximateM
with a delta function. The first term resulting from Eq.~A16!
gives

E11522p^s2&zCLPH~q2k!Gv~q,z,z0!b1~q,k,z!

3^ p̃~k,z!&. ~A17!

The second integral, rewritten
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E12522p^s2&PH~q2k!E z0 Gv~q,z,z0!

3
]M ~z2z0!

]z0

]^ p̃~k,z0!&
]z0

, ~A18!

can be found using integration by parts, following Chernov.1

Dropping the constants for a moment, we have

E12;2Gv

]^ p̃&
]z0

MU
2`

`

1E dz0 M ~z2z0!

3FGv~q,z,z0!
]2^ p̃~k,z0!&

]z0
2

1
]Gv~q,z,z0!

]z0

]^ p̃~k,z0!&
]z0

G . ~A19!

The first term drops out asM→0 for large (z2z0), and Eq.
~18! is used to eliminate the depth integral. The second de-
rivative of ^ p̃(k,z)& is simplified using the Helmholtz equa-
tion. Finally, E1 is found to be

E1522pzCLPH~q2k!H a2Gv~q,z,z!^ p̃~k,z0!&

2mr

]Gv~q,z,z0!

]z0
U

z

]^ p̃~k,z0!&
]z0

U
z
J , ~A20!

wherea2 is as defined in Sec. III A.
The calculation for the second expectation,

E25K ]d P̃~k2q,z!

]z

] s̃~q,z!

]z L ~A21!

is similar but more complicated. Substituting in the
scattered-field expression again gives two expectations, one
of which involves]M (z2z0)/]z and the other of which in-
volves ]2M (z2z0)/]z2. Using a change of variables argu-
ment, it is easy to show that]M /]z52]M /]z0 , giving two
integrals which involve derivatives with respect toz0 . We
again use integration by parts, using the assumption that
]M (z2z0)/]z0→0 asz2z0 becomes large to simplify the
integral involving]2M /]z0

2. Full details of the calculation
are found in Ref. 21. Finally,E1 and E2 are combined to
give the self-consistent equation for the mean field quoted in
Eq. ~14!.

The power-spectral density, defined as^s̃(q,z) s̃* (q,z)&,
measures the scattered energy in wave numberq at depthz.
The calculation involves cross-expectations of terms involv-
ing dP with terms involving]dP/]z, as seen from Eq.~7!.
These expectations are found using the definition of the
power spectrum, Eq.~13!, and integration by parts. The de-
tails of the calculations are very similar to those shown in the
Appendix above and involve the same assumptions about the
vertical correlation functionM. The delta function resulting
from the power spectrum is of the formd(q2k12q1k2),
requiring k15k2 . The resulting terms can be simplified
through symmetry, giving the power-spectral density shown
in Sec. II.

APPENDIX B: PERTURBATION THEORY FOR
EIGENVALUE CORRECTION

Consider the form of the eigenvalue problem above:

F ]2

]z2 1k0
2~z!Gcn5kn

2cn2^s2& f ~kn0
,z!cn . ~B1!

As this is the equation for the mean field, all quantities above
are averaged, though this is not shown explicitly. The equa-
tion can be rewritten in the form

Hcn5Encn2^s2& f ~kn0
,z!cn . ~B2!

Expanding the perturbed quantities to second order,

cn5cn
~0!1scn

~1!1s2cn
~2!1¯ ,

~B3!
En5En

~0!1sEn
~1!1s2En

~2!1¯ .

Since we are interested in calculating the mean field, we
average the equations above. Sinces is zero-mean, we find

^cn&5cn
~0!1^s2&cn

~2!1¯ ,
~B4!

^En&5En
~0!1^s2&En

~2!1¯ ,

where all quantities are averaged even if not explicitly writ-
ten so. Substituting these above and equating terms of like
order gives, for the first-order equation,

H ~0!cn
~0!5En

~0!cn
~0! . ~B5!

This is just the unperturbed equation. TheO(s) terms are
zero, by inspection. Finally, the second-order equation is

H ~0!cn
~2!5En

~0!cn
~2!1En

~2!cn
~0!2^s2& f ~kn0

,z!cn
~0! . ~B6!

The first two terms are eliminated using the first-order solu-
tion. Operating on the remaining terms with

E cn
~0!

r~z!
~• !dz, ~B7!

and using the normalization condition, gives the result

En
~2!5^s2&E ~cn

~0!!2f ~kn0
,z!

r~z!
dz. ~B8!

We relate this to the eigenvalue perturbationDkn by noting
that

kn
25~kn01Dkn!25kn0

2 12Dknkn01O~s4!1¯ . ~B9!

Then, the final expression, quoted in Sec. III A, is

Dkn5
1

2kn0
En

~2!5
^s2&
2kn0

E
0

D f ~kn0
,z!cn

2~z!

r~z!
dz. ~B10!
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Wave-number sampling at short range
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Spectral solutions can be obtained efficiently at long ranges by using a quadrature scheme that
involves perturbing the integration contour off the real line@F. B. Jensenet al., Computational
Ocean Acoustics~American Institute of Physics, New York, 1994!, pp. 231–240#. The efficiency of
this implementation of the spectral solution is investigated for short-range problems. Examples are
presented to illustrate that the self-starter@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.92, 2069–2074~1992!# is about ten
times faster at ranges on the order of ten wavelengths. The accuracy of the spectral solution and the
self-starter are directly related to the accuracy of rational approximations. The rational function
associated with the spectral solution is based on the numerical evaluation of the spectral integral.
The rational function associated with the self-starter is based on the analytic evaluation of the
spectral integral. The relationship between these approaches is analogous to the relationship
between the finite-difference and split-step Pade´ @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.93, 1736–1742~1993!#
solutions of the parabolic equation.@S0001-4966~99!06211-6#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Bp@SAC-B#

INTRODUCTION

Recent trends in shallow-water problems and geoacous-
tic inverse problems have motivated interest in short-range
propagation modeling. Since most research in ocean acous-
tics has focused on long-range problems, there are some is-
sues in short-range problems that need to be addressed. Ef-
ficiency is an important issue for inverse problems because it
is often necessary to solve the forward problem thousands of
times. The spectral solution1 is the most efficient separation
of variables technique for short-range problems. Short-range
solutions can also be obtained using the self-starter,2 a para-
bolic equation technique for generating initial conditions that
can be used to solve inverse problems efficiently.3 With an
implementation of the self-starter that is based on the method
of undetermined coefficients,4 it is possible to solve some
inverse problems in a few seconds on the latest generation of
desk-top computers.

In this paper, we investigate the number of samples that
are required to accurately evaluate the wave-number integral
of the spectral solution at short range. The self-starter and the
discretized spectral solution both involve the evaluation of
the spectrum at a finite set of wave numbers. At ranges on
the order of ten wavelengths, accurate solutions can be ob-
tained with the self-starter by using on the order of ten wave-
number samples.3 There have been unsubstantiated claims
that the spectral solution provides similar efficiency.5 We
demonstrate that the basis for these claims, a sampling esti-
mate that is valid for long ranges,6 does not extrapolate to
short ranges. In Sec. I, we show that the accuracy of the
spectral solution and the self-starter depends on the accuracy
of rational approximations. In Sec. II, we consider particular
rational approximations. In Sec. III, we compare the effi-
ciency of the spectral solution and the self-starter.

I. THE DISCRETIZED SPECTRAL SOLUTION AND
THE SELF-STARTER

We consider a frequency-domain problem in two dimen-
sions and work in Cartesian coordinates, wherex is the range
from a source andz is the depth below the surface. The
factor exp(2ivt) is removed from the acoustic pressurep,
which satisfies the Helmholtz equation,

]2p

]x2 1k0
2~11X!p52id~x!s~z!, ~1!

X[k0
22S r

]

]z

1

r

]

]z
1k22k0

2D , ~2!

wherev is the circular frequency,t is time,s(z) is an arbi-
trary source condition,r is the density,k5v/c is the wave
number,c is the sound speed,k05v/c0 is a representative
wave number,c0 is a representative sound speed, andl0

52p/k0 is a representative wavelength. The sound speed is
allowed to be complex to account for attenuation.

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq.~1!, we obtain the
spectral solution,

p~x,z!5
1

2p E
2`

`

exp~ ihx! p̂~h,z! dh, ~3!

„k0
2~11X!2h2

…p̂52is~z!, ~4!

where h is the horizontal wave number andp̂(h,z) is the
wave-number spectrum. When the attenuation vanishes, it is
necessary to perturb parts of the integration contour either
above or below the singularities on the real line depending
on the sign ofx. We consider the casex.0. Substituting Eq.
~4! into Eq. ~3!, we obtain

p~x,z!5 f ~X!s~z!, ~5!

f ~X![
i

p E
2`

` exp~ ihx!

k0
2~11X!2h2 dh. ~6!
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Evaluating the integral in Eq.~6! in terms of the residue at
h5k0(11X)1/2, we obtain

f ~X!5k0
21~11X!21/2exp ~ ik0x~11X!1/2!. ~7!

The self-starter is based on replacingf (X) in Eq. ~5! by a
rational approximation.2

The spectral solution is obtained by numerically evalu-
ating the integral in Eq.~3!. Estimating this integral by sam-
pling the spectrum atN points, we obtain

p~x,z!>(
j 51

N

Aj exp ~ ih jx!p̂~hj ,z!, ~8!

where thehj are the wave-number samples and theAj are the
weights of the quadrature. From Eqs.~4! and ~8! we obtain

p~x,z!>g~X!s~z!, ~9!

g~X![(
j 51

N
2iA j exp ~ ih jx!

k0
2~11X!2hj

2 . ~10!

Sinces(z) is arbitrary, it follows from Eqs.~5! and~9! that
the accuracy of the spectral solution is directly related to the
accuracy of the approximationf (X)>g(X). The self-starter
is identical to the solution in Eq.~9!, with the exception of
the choices for the coefficients of the rational approximation.
The rational approximation for the spectral solution is ob-
tained indirectly by approximating an integral. The rational
approximation for the self-starter is obtained directly by fit-
ting g(X) to f (X). Both of the approximations break down
nearX521 since the branch point cannot be handled by a
rational function.

II. RATIONAL APPROXIMATIONS

Rational approximations for parabolic equation tech-
niques have been designed by performing least-squares fits,3

matching derivatives,7 mapping the real line to a circle,8 ap-
plying accuracy and stability constraints,9 and rotating
branch cuts.10 Rational approximations must be accurate for
the modes that contribute significantly to the solution. For
some applications, it is also necessary to prevent the solution
from being corrupted by evanescent modes.8–11 Rational ap-
proximations that satisfy these requirements can be obtained
by enforcing accuracy constraints to ensure that the propa-
gating modes are handled properly and stability constraints
to ensure that the evanescent modes are annihilated.3,9

The requirements of rational approximations depend on
range. To prevent the gradual accumulation of errors, long-
range problems usually require accuracy to several decimal
places over a relatively small range of wave numbers, which
correspond to modes that are trapped in the water column.
This can be achieved efficiently by matching derivatives at
X50. For short-range problems, accuracy to a few decimal
places may be sufficient but is usually required over a rela-
tively wide range of wave numbers, which correspond to
trapped modes and leaky modes that interact with sediment
layers. This can be achieved efficiently by performing a
least-squares fit. Since damping effects accumulate with
range, evanescent modes can often be annihilated by using

just one stability constraint for long-range problems.9 To an-
nihilate evanescent modes at short ranges, we use a rational
approximation of the form

f ~X!>g~X!5
( j 50

N22g jX
j

11( j 51
N d jX

j 5(
j 51

N
a j

11b jX
, ~11!

which is a generalization of the rational approximation of
Ref. 3 and is applicable to the undetermined coefficients
implementation of the self-starter.4 The coefficientsg j and
d j can be obtained by performing a least-squares fit over
points from an interval nearX50 for accuracy and an inter-
val in the regionX,21 for stability. The coefficientsa j

andb j are then obtained by finding the roots of the polyno-
mial in the denominator and expanding in partial fractions.
Approximations of this form are efficient at annihilating the
higher evanescent modes sinceg(X)5O(uXu22) for uXu
@1.

The numerical evaluation of the spectral integral in-
volves finite sampling along a segment of the contour that is
comparable tok0 in length. Efficiency can be improved by
perturbing the contour below the singularities that are near
the real line. A quadrature scheme that has proved to be
useful for long-range problems6 involves the sample spacing
Dh5p/x along a segment of the line Im(h)52«, where

«5
3

2x log10e
. ~12!

There have been claims that this quadrature scheme is also
applicable at short ranges.5 Assuming that this is correct and
considering the casex510l0520p/k0 , we would obtain
Dh5 1

20k0 and conclude that the approximation in Eq.~9! is
accurate whenN is on the order of ten. It would then follow
that the spectral solution is about as efficient as the self-
starter for ranges on the order of ten wavelengths.

Although the rational approximation associated with the
quadrature scheme was not designed by explicitly fitting
g(X) to f (X), it is very efficient for long-range problems
because it is based on the sampling theorem,12 which states
that a relatively largeDh may be used under certain condi-
tions, and it can be implemented with the fast Fourier
transform,13 which is very efficient when the solution is de-
sired at many ranges. These advantages do not exist for some
short-range problems. It follows from Eq.~12! that the
quadrature scheme breaks down for sufficiently smallx since
it is based on the assumption that« is small.6 There is no
advantage to the fast Fourier transform when the solution is
desired at only one range.

III. COMPARISON OF THE SPECTRAL SOLUTION
AND THE SELF-STARTER

The relationship between the spectral solution and the
self-starter is analogous to the relationship between two ap-
proaches for solving the parabolic equation,

]p

]x
5 ik0~11X!1/2p. ~13!

The finite-difference solution of Eq.~13! involves approxi-
mating the square root with a rational function and then ap-
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plying standard numerical techniques to discretize in range
and depth.14 The split-step Pade´ solution15 of Eq. ~13! is
based on the exact solution,

p~x1Dx,z!5exp„ik0Dx~11X!1/2
…p~x,z!. ~14!

The solution of Eq.~14! is obtained by approximating the
exponential function with a rational function and then apply-
ing numerical techniques to discretize in depth. Higher-order
rational functions can be used in the finite-difference and
split-step Pade´ solutions to achieve higher-order accuracy in
X. The finite-difference solution usually requires range steps
that are a fraction of a wavelength. The split-step Pade´ solu-
tion provides higher-order in accuracy ink0Dx and permits
range steps greater than ten wavelengths.15 This gain in effi-
ciency is achieved by integrating Eq.~13! analytically before
applying a rational approximation. Similarly, the efficiency
of the self-starter is based on integrating Eq.~6! analytically
before applying a rational approximation. The spectral solu-
tion is based on integrating Eq.~6! numerically.

We consider a problem involving a 25-Hz source atz
5290 m in an ocean of depth 300 m in whichc5c0

51500 m/s. In the sediment,c51700 m/s, r51.5 g/cm3,
and the attenuation is 0.5 dB/l. The wave-number spectrum
for this problem appears in Fig. 1. We assume that the ratio-
nal approximation must be accurate for20.7<X<0, which
corresponds to energy that propagates within about 56.8 de-
grees of horizontal in the water column and is appropriate for
some geoacoustic inverse problems.3 For this application, it
is necessary to resolve arrivals that interact with sediment
layers. Since these arrivals are often dominated by water-
borne arrivals, the forward model must provide a relatively
high level of accuracy. Errors on the order of 10% are too
large. Errors on the order of 1% are probably acceptable in
most cases.

We perform quadrature using the mid-point rule16 over
the interval 0,Re(h),2k0. We use this relatively wide in-
terval to eliminate the truncation of the contour as a possible
source of error. The length of the interval can be reduced in
many cases to achieve efficiency gains up to about a factor of

2. As the spectrum in Fig. 1 illustrates, this must be done
with care to avoid introducing errors near the source depth,
especially at short ranges. For the wave-number sampling
Dh5p/x, we obtain

N5
2k0

Dh
5

4x

l0
. ~15!

We illustrate the accuracy of the rational approximation as-
sociated with the quadrature scheme for the casex510l0

5600 m, which corresponds toN540. Appearing in Fig. 2
is the error,

E~X!5k0ug~X!2 f ~X!u, ~16!

which is greater than 10% throughout the region between the
dashed lines, where the propagating modes occur. The error
is also large in the regionX,21, where evanescent modes
occur. We performed convergence tests and found that the

FIG. 1. The wave-number spectrum atz5290 m for a problem involving a
25-Hz source atz5290 m in an ocean of depth 300 m, whereh/k0 is the
dimensionless wave number. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the end
points of the interval20.7<X<0 over which the least-squares fit for the
self-starter is applied. Since the source and receiver depths coincide, the
spectrum decays relatively slowly ash→`.

FIG. 2. The error log10 E(X) for rational approximations corresponding to
the spectral solution for the casex510l05600 m. The region between the
dashed lines corresponds to the propagating modes. The regionX,21
corresponds to the evanescent modes. The top curve corresponds to the
quadrature scheme described in Ref. 6 for the caseN540. The other curves
correspond to successive refinements of the quadrature scheme in which
both Dh and« are halved. The error is reduced but still relatively large in
the middle curve, which corresponds toN580. The error is on the order of
1% nearX50 in the lower curve, which corresponds toN5160.

FIG. 3. The error log10 E(X) for a ten-term rational approximation corre-
sponding to the self-starter for the casex510l05600 m. The region be-
tween the dashed lines corresponds to the propagating modes. The region
X,21 corresponds to the evanescent modes. The error is well under 1%
within the interval20.7<X<0, where the rational function was fit by least
squares. The error is also small in the evanescent regionX,21, which was
handled by applying just one stability constraint.
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error does not reduce to an acceptable level whenDh is
reduced and« is fixed. Since it is necessary to reduceDh
when« is reduced, we considered refinements of the quadra-
ture scheme in which both of these parameters are halved.
Appearing in Fig. 2 is the error corresponding to two refine-
ments. The error is reduced but still relatively large after the
first refinement, which corresponds toN580. The error is on
the order of 1% nearX50 after the second refinement,
which corresponds toN5160.

We applied the self-starter to the test problem for the

caseN510. We obtained the coefficients of the rational ap-
proximation in Eq.~11! using a least-squares fit over 80
equally spaced points selected from20.7<X<0. To annihi-
late the evanescent modes, we included the constraint
g(21)50 in the least-squares fit. Appearing in Fig. 3 is the
error in the rational approximation for the self-starter, which
is well below 1% throughout the interval20.7<X<0. Due
to the stability constraint and the built-in behavior for large
X, the error is small in the regionX,21. Fields generated
using the self-starter and the spectral solution appear in Fig.

FIG. 4. The complex pressure atx510l05600 m generated with the spectral solution and the self-starter using the rational approximations illustrated in Figs.
2 and 3. The dashed curves correspond to a reference solution obtained by using small values ofDh and« to evaluate the spectral integral. The solid curves
correspond to~a! the self-starter for the caseN510 and the spectral solution for the cases~b! N540, ~c! N580, and~d! N5160.
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4. The self-starter is accurate forN510. The spectral solu-
tion breaks down forN540, contains significant errors for
N580, and is accurate forN5160.

To analytically estimate the range at which the quadra-
ture scheme of Ref. 1 begins to break down, we consider the
quantity

I «~X!5
i

p E
0

2 i« exp ~ ihx!

k0
2~11X!2h2 dh, ~17!

which is the integral along the vertical contour throughh
50. Assuming that« is small, we obtain

I «~X!>
i

pk0
2~11X!

E
0

2 i«

exp ~ ihx! dh5
exp ~«x!21

pk0
2x~11X!

.

~18!

For x5Ml0 , we obtain

I «~X!>
exp ~«x!21

2p2Mk0~11X!
>

1.55

Mk0~11X!
. ~19!

Comparing Eqs.~7! and ~19!, we conclude that the error is
on the order of 1% whenM is on the order of 100. We also
conclude that large errors should occur whenM510, which
is consistent with the numerical results.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that the self-starter is about an
order of magnitude faster than the spectral solution described
in Ref. 6 for a problem involving an array of receivers at a
range of ten wavelengths from the source. This efficiency
advantage should exist well beyond ten wavelengths since
the number of terms required in the self-starter~which pro-
vides higher-order accuracy ink0x! grows less than linearly
with range. The discretized spectral solution is identical to
the self starter, with the exception of the coefficients appear-
ing in the rational approximations associated with these tech-
niques. The self-starter may therefore be regarded as a
quadrature scheme for the spectral solution that is specially
designed for short-range problems. The rational approxima-
tion for the self-starter is based on evaluating the spectral
integral analytically. The rational approximation for the
spectral solution is based on evaluating the spectral integral
numerically. It makes sense that an analytic approach de-

signed for obtaining the solution at a specific range would be
more efficient than a numerical approach designed for ob-
taining the solution at many ranges.
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Head wave data inversion for geoacoustic parameters
of the ocean bottom off Vancouver Island
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Head wave signals from small explosive charges have been analyzed to determine a geoacoustic
profile for a shallow water site off the West coast of Vancouver Island. The experimental design
contained a vertical aperture, provided by a vertical line array, and a synthetic horizontal aperture
from shots at different ranges from the vertical line array. The simultaneous use of travel time and
amplitude data for both apertures provided improved accuracy and vertical resolution of the
estimated geoacoustic profile. Travel time vs range data from head waves from three distinct
sub-bottom interfaces were used to measure compressional speeds in the layers below the interfaces
and estimate the layers’ thicknesses. Spatial filtering of the vertical line array data was necessary to
resolve the head wave arrival from the shallowest layers. Analysis of the interference structure of
the head wave power spectra at the vertical line array provided the means to measure the travel time
of the head wave from the deepest layer. In addition, the head wave power spectra were used to
estimate the compressional wave attenuation, using a method based on the variation with range of
the logarithmic derivative with respect to frequency of the head wave spectrum. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04710-4#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ma, 43.30.Pc@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic head wave data from seismic refraction experi-
ments are widely used in marine geophysics to determine
sub-bottom sound speeds.1,2 In these experiments, horizontal
aperture is obtained using towed multichannel arrays or by
deploying multiple sources at different ranges from a single
sensor.3–8 Seismologists generally have not made extensive
use of vertical arrays, although Hunter9 has described their
advantages for resolving relatively low compressional
speeds. On the other hand, vertical apertures are routinely
used in ocean acoustics to take advantage of information in
the vertical structure of the sound field in the water column.
This geometry has proved to be very effective for matched-
field inversion of acoustic field data to estimate geoacoustic
profiles of the ocean bottom.10,11

This paper describes the analysis and interpretation of
head wave~HW! data obtained with a vertical line array to
determine a geoacoustic profile for a shallow water site on
the continental shelf off Vancouver Island. A rich structure
of precursor head waves was observed prior to the water
wave signals from small explosive charges that were de-
ployed in the experiment. Conventionally, HW data for
single sensors are interpreted on the basis of travel time
variation with range. However, the vertical aperture provides
the capability to identify head waves and their sea surface
reflections and resolve closely spaced HW arrivals by spatial

filtering. Using travel time analysis of the beamformed data,
compressional speeds were estimated for three sediment lay-
ers at the Vancouver Island site. In addition, spectral ampli-
tude information was used to further resolve the compres-
sional speeds as well as estimate compressional wave
attenuation in the sediment column.

The Pacific Shelf experiment is described briefly in Sec.
I, and a theoretical background for head waves is provided in
Sec. II. The travel time and beamforming analysis is pre-
sented in Sec. III. The analysis of the power spectra for es-
timating sound speeds via position of spectral nulls is pre-
sented in Sec. IV, and for estimating attenuation in Sec. V.
The geoacoustic profile determined from the HW data is dis-
cussed in Sec. VI. The results obtained are summarized in
Sec. VII.

I. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The Pacific Shelf experiments were carried out in Sep-
tember 1993 at a site on the continental shelf southwest of
Vancouver Island~Fig. 1!. The water depth was about 400
m. In the experiment reported here, 0.8-kg charges were de-
ployed at nominal depths of 200 m by a ship~CSS W. E.
RICKER! that opened range from a vertical line array~VLA !
on a track along the 400-m contour. Shots were dropped at
roughly 1-km intervals out to a range of 25 km. Data for the
first ten shots are considered here. The VLA consisted of 16
hydrophones equispaced at 15-m intervals, with the top sen-
sor at a depth of 80 m. This depth was monitored during the
experiment by a pressure sensor. The hydrophones were sus-
pended using a two-stage suspension system from a surface
float that was anchored during the experiment. The acoustic
data were high-pass filtered to suppress low-frequency am-
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bient noise, digitized at a sampling rate of 1500 Hz at an
underwater electronics package, and the multiplexed data
stream was transmitted from the surface float to a tending
ship ~CFAV ENDEAVOUR! over an rf link. The geometry of
the experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2. The sound-speed pro-
file in the water column was measured near the array site by
CFAV ENDEAVOUR and at the end of the track by the shoot-
ing ship using expendable sound velocity probes~XSVs!.

The ship track navigation was reconstructed using Glo-
bal Positioning System~GPS! data that were recorded at
1-min intervals on the CSS W. E. RICKER and the array
surface float. The uncertainty in source ranges from GPS was
about 6100 m. Since the ranges need to be known to a
greater precision for the subsequent head wave analysis, the
ranges were estimated by inverting the travel time differ-
ences of the waterborne signals.12 The inversion used a simu-
lated annealing search algorithm to optimize the model pa-

rameters that described the experimental geometry. Since the
source depth and the array depth were known, the inversion
estimated water depth, array tilt, and the range. Travel times
were calculated by ray theory, using the measured sound-
speed profile.

Although the environment was chosen as close to range
independent as possible, there is a slight variation of bathym-
etry with range~,0.5 deg! and more significantly cross-
range slope~1.5 deg!. Likewise, the interfaces within the
bottom may not be horizontally stratified, but there is very
little constraint from ground truth data. Seismic profiles par-
allel to the track but taken in deeper water down the slope
indicate horizons that are relatively flat.13 Consequently~and
also because the available acoustic data impose very limited
constraint on the horizontal dependence of environmental pa-
rameters!, we have assumed a layered earth model for the
analysis of the head wave data that follows.

II. SOME THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

We interpret the observed acoustic signals arriving prior
to the direct water wave, to be referred to as precursors, as
head waves. The simplest problem that supports an acoustic
head wave is the reflection of a spherical sound wave from a
plane interface of a homogeneous fluid half-space of higher
sound velocity. The acoustic pressure in the spectral compo-
nent of the HW in the lower-speed ‘‘upper’’ medium is
given by14–16

p52 in S~v!@km~12n2!r 1/2L3/2#21

3exp@ ik~L11L21nL!#, ~1!

whereS(v) is the spectrum of the incident wave,v is cir-
cular frequency,k5v/c andc are, respectively, wave num-
ber and sound speed in the upper medium,n,1 is refraction
index of the lower medium,m is ratio of lower and upper
media densities, andr is source/receiver separation along the
interface. The HW propagates along the interface as shown
in Fig. 3, whereL, L1 , andL2 are the lengths of respective
segments of the HW path in the lower and upper media.

Consider a more general environment where the sound
speed and density are smooth, slowly varying functionsc(z)
and r(z) of depth z at z.z1 and the half-spacez,z1 is
occupied by a homogeneous fluid with parametersr1 and
c1 . We allow for attenuation of acoustic waves in the me-
dium by attributing an imaginary part to the wave number:
k5vc21(11 ib/2p). Like the sound speed, the attenuation
coefficientb is depth-dependent. For a given frequency, it

FIG. 1. The experimental area, outlined in black, is located on the continen-
tal shelf to the southwest of Vancouver Island.

FIG. 2. The geometry of the experiment. The 16-element vertical hydro-
phone array was deployed and monitored by the CFAV ENDEAVOUR while
the CSS W. E. RICKER opened range following the 400-m contour and
released 0.82-kg SUS charges which exploded at a nominal depth of 200 m.

FIG. 3. Head wave trajectory in the problem of a spherical wave reflection
from a plane interface of two homogeneous fluid half-spaces.S-sound
source,R-receiver,d5arcsinn is critical angle of total reflection.
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takes a constant valueb1 in the half-spacez,z1 . Then, an
omnidirectional point source at depthz5zs generates a
HW17 with acoustic pressure field

p5
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The source spectrum here is normalized in such a way that in
a homogeneous fluid the source would generate a spherical
waveS(v)exp(ikR)/R. In ~2! r(z1) andc(z1) are the density
and sound speed just above the interfacez5z1 , L is the HW
path length along the interface,
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is the travel time. The underlying assumption of a gradual
depth-dependence of the fluid parameters in Eqs.~2!–~4! is
required for ray considerations@or Wentzel–Kramers–
Brillouin ~WKB! solutions of 1-D wave equation# to be ap-
plicable in the analysis17 of the wave field atz.z1 . We have
also assumed, for simplicity, that attenuation per wavelength
is small. Only linear terms inb are therefore retained in the
exponent in~2!; influence of the attenuation on the factor
preceding the exponential in~2! is neglected. For the particu-
lar case when fluid is homogeneous atz.z1 and attenuation
is negligible, Eq.~2! reduces to Eq.~1!.

When there exist interfaces between homogeneous or
gradually inhomogeneous layers and, at the interfaces, the
medium parameters vary over distances which are small
compared to a wavelength or are discontinuous, a wave-
theoretical analysis17 and ray theory2 give an expression for
the HW18 that differs from ~2!–~4! in two respects. First,
integrals overz in ~2!–~4! are taken along the HW path,
which may include several segments in any given layer other
than the layer where the HW experiences critical reflection
and propagates along the layer’s interface. The number of
segments in a layer is determined by the number of reflec-
tions that the HW experiences above and below it. In a hori-
zontally stratified fluid, the HW path always has exactly one
horizontal segment. Second, the expression for the complex
HW amplitude in the right side of~2! should be multiplied
by the product of respective transmission and reflection co-
efficients at the interfaces which a given HW penetrates or
reflects from. The product of the reflection and transmission
coefficients is exactly the same as as that for the complex
amplitude of the usual ray that has the same grazing angle at

the source and is reflected and transmitted at the same inter-
mediate interfaces. However, unlike the HW, this ray is to-
tally reflected at the interface where the HW is critically
refracted~Fig. 4!.

Let us now note some characteristic properties of HWs
in layered media that play an important role in the data
analysis that follows. According to~4!, HW travel time is a
linear function of range and, within a layer of constant sound
speed, of the receiver depth. For the point sound source,
these features distinguish HW wavefronts from those of ar-
rivals associated with bottom-reflected and refracted rays of
geometric acoustics. Unlike normal modes, the group and
phase velocities of HWs, according to~2! and ~4!, are non-
dispersive. In spite of differences in their trajectories, all
HWs originating from a given layer have the same horizontal
slowness, defined as the partial derivative of travel time with
respect to range and equal toc1

21 in Eq. ~2!. In the absence
of absorption, the HW waveform is obtained by integration
of that for the direct wave over time and, hence, the HW has
a less sharp onset and a more broad ‘‘tail.’’ Absorption tends
to strip high-frequency components of the wave and further
slows the HW onset.

A stratified fluid with piece-wise continuous parameters
supports a multitude of HW arrivals that differ, first, by the
interface where they are critically refracted and, second, by
their trajectory between the source and that interface. This is
the environmental model we assume in interpreting experi-
mental data. As discussed below, HW arrivals with the same
horizontal slowness but different trajectories, and HW arriv-
als with different horizontal slownesses and coming from
distinct interfaces within ocean bottom, have been observed
in the experiment. In the case of an elastic bottom, the sound
source may generate head waves that propagate as vertically
polarized shear waves in some layers, further adding to the
complexity of the precursor structure. However, we have not
observed such HWs in the experimental data available and,
therefore, do not discuss them in this paper.19

III. HEAD WAVE TRAVEL TIMES ANALYSIS

The acoustic data which form the basis of this study
exhibit a rich structure of precursor head waves. The identi-
fication and classification of these waves was necessary in

FIG. 4. Trajectory of a multiply reflected head wave in a layered medium
~solid line! and associated conventional ray~dots!.
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order to recover kinematic information, and also to deter-
mine other geoacoustic parameters of interest. When analyz-
ing the arrivals which made up the data set, it was expected
that the arrivals would fall into three distinct broad classes:
conventional rays, head waves, and normal modes. For sub-
sequent geoacoustic inversion, it was vital to discriminate
between the arrivals which fell into these different classes.
Several features facilitated the identification of conventional
waterborne rays in contrast to either head waves or normal
modes. The most striking of these was that at the source–
receiver separations under consideration, the waterborne ar-
rivals carried considerably more energy than the other arriv-
als. A second feature that assists in the identification of
waterborne rays is that conventional rays exhibit curved
wavefronts. The curvature of the wavefront can be identified
by the vertical hydrophone array because the wavefront does
not arrive at all the hydrophones simultaneously. This can be
seen in a plot of arrival time against depth~Figs. 5 and 6!,
which is curved for these conventional rays.

The significance of distinguishing between head waves

and normal modeswas discussed by Hall.8 In contrast to
conventional rays, both head waves and normal modes are
predicted to have a linear dependence of arrival time on
range. As will be seen in the subsequent analysis, frequency
content of the precursor arrivals changed considerably from
shot to shot due to sound absorption in the bottom~Fig. 7!,
but group velocity of the precursors remained unchanged.
Hence, the precursors are not mode arrivals.

The arrivals for a source–receiver separation of 3.90 km
are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the raw data,
with the precursor arrivals amplified by a factor of 10 so that
they can be seen on the same scale as the waterborne arriv-
als. An initial precursor arrival, followed by a weaker pre-
cursor arrival that has a different but still linear dependence
of arrival time on depth, are apparent in the data. In addition,
the two later strong precursor arrivals exhibit similar depen-
dence on depth to the initial precursor arrival. The linear
dependence of the arrival time with receiver depth supports
the hypothesis that these precursors represent head wave ar-
rivals. For ease of identification, the arrivals were given la-
bels which correspond to the interface from which they origi-
nate, and to the order in which they are detected by the
deepest hydrophone of the vertical array. In this nomencla-
ture, arrival B2 is the second arrival from interfaceB to be
detected by the array. When arrivals from different shots
need to be considered simultaneously, nomenclature like
5B2 is used where the first digit stands for the shot number.
With this nomenclature in mind, the initial precursor arrival
is seen to be arrival B1; it is followed by arrival A1, and then
arrivals B2 and B3 intermesh. It is worth noting that since
the reflection coefficient of the water surface is21, the po-
larity of the arrivals B2 and B3 is consistent with each hav-
ing been reflected once off the water surface. Figure 8 sum-
marizes the paths that the waveforms take from source to
receiver. The figure alludes to a third interface, designatedC,
which will be discussed at length below. The trajectories
assigned are all in close agreement with ‘‘zero intercepts,’’
i.e., travel time projected back to zero range, for respective
arrivals and with polarity of their waveforms.

The travel times for different HW arrivals are very ro-

FIG. 5. Raw data. A 500-ms interval of data is shown. The trace for each
hydrophone has been offset according to its position within the array. It is
possible to clearly see the onset of the direct arrival at about 400 ms. The
data prior to this have been multiplied by a factor of 10 so that they would
be visible on the same scale as the direct arrival.

FIG. 6. Wavefronts of arrivals due to shot 5. The same 500-ms interval of
data as in Fig. 5. The arrivals have been marked for both the precursors
~5B1, 5A1, 5B2, and 5B3! and the waterborne waves. Note the linearity of
the precursor arrivals’ wavefronts as opposed to those of the water paths.

FIG. 7. Averaged power spectra. Depth-averaged power spectra for head
waves from interfaceB and their linear approximation at three source–
receiver separations:r 52.94 km ~shot 4!, 3.90 km ~shot 5!, and 4.83 km
~shot 6!.
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bust quantities whose accurate measurement provides a
wealth of information about the structure of the sub-bottom
layers. Since the shot instance was not measured in this ex-
periment, the HW travel times were obtained by measuring
the arrival time difference between the HW and the direct
water path. The travel time for the direct path was then cal-
culated based on the known source–receiver separation and
the measured sound-speed profile of the water. This profile
was constant at 1480 m/s61 m/s over a depth range between
30-m depth and the sea floor, and in the upper 30 m the
sound speed increased rapidly to 1494 m/s at a depth of 9 m.
Since the uppermost hydrophone of the vertical array was
within the isospeed water layer at a nominal depth of 80 m,
the expected travel time of the direct water ray was calcu-
lated using a straight-line geometry approximation. To refine
the travel time estimate, it was necessary to estimate the
source depth using the bubble-pulse period of the waterborne
arrival and the semiempirical formula for the depth of such
sources developed in Ref. 20. In all cases, the depth of the
sound source was found to be within 5 m of thenominal
200-m depth.

An additional technique that was used in the recovery of
arrival time information for precursor waveforms was that of
spatial filtering~time-delay beamforming!.21 This is carried
out by adding the time series for each hydrophone with some
offset. This operation transforms the time series from one for
each hydrophone to a time series for each of a set of inci-
dence angles at the vertical array. The process of offsetting
the time series for the different hydrophones emphasizes the
arrivals which occurred at the chosen angle and suppresses
those at different incident angles. With each offset taken as
an integer number of periods at the sampling frequency of
1500 Hz, the set of angles for which beamformer is evalu-
ated is determined by hydrophone spacing in the array.

This technique proved particularly useful in distinguish-
ing weaker head wave arrivals which were partially obscured
by proximity in time with stronger arrivals. In Fig. 9 it is
possible to distinguish arrivals which occur at different times
with different incident angles. In particular, we can see three
rising arrivals, two of which share a grazing angle of 46 deg,

and separated by approximately 200 ms, and a weaker ar-
rival, intermediate between these two, which has a grazing
angle of 40 deg. These can be identified as the arrivals B1
and B2 with arrival A1 between them, as depicted in Figs. 5
and 6. In addition, arrival B3 can be seen at a different graz-
ing angle, which clearly marks it as a surface reflected wave.
From these considerations, it was possible to identify five
separate sets of arrivals which represent two different propa-
gation speeds.

Figure 10 shows the depth dependence of travel times of
various arrivals overlaid by the theoretical depth dependence
for the same arrivals. The first five profiles are from HWs
identified as originating at interfaceB, the next two originate
at interfaceA, and the final two profiles are those of the
direct waterborne path for two different source–receiver
separations. The horizontal error was assigned based on the
difficulty of locating a maxima associated with the arrival,
and the vertical error reflects the uncertainty in the array
depth. The errors associated with arrivals from interfaceA

FIG. 8. Trajectories of identified head waves. This shows the interpreted
trajectories of the precursor arrivals. All the trajectories are distinguished by
having no reflections within the sediment layers.

FIG. 9. Shot 5 data after beamforming. At a grazing angle about 0 deg the
direct arrival can be seen. At an angle of 46 deg, arrivals 5B1 and 5B2 can
be seen, while arrival 5B3 occurs at roughly the same time as 5B2, but at an
angle of241 deg. Between arrivals 5B1 and 5B2 we can see arrival 5A1 at
an angle of 40 deg. The angles are given with respect to the VLA, which had
an estimated tilt of 2.5 deg from the vertical in the case considered.

FIG. 10. Depth dependence of travel time for different arrivals. The vertical
axis is the depth of the hydrophones within the array. The arrivals are
marked with 4B1 indicating shot 4, arrival B1. The arrivals from interfaceB
have a characteristic slope which is different from those from interfaceA.
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are larger than those associated with interfaceB because the
arrivals from interfaceB were stronger, and also the arrivals
from interfaceA overlapped in time those from interfaceB
which masked the signal from interfaceA. The deviation
from the theoretical lines which can be observed near the top
of the array results in part from the interference of an upgo-
ing wave with a downgoing~surface reflected! wave. The
arrival marked ‘‘3A1’’ contains only records for the lower
hydrophones because for hydrophones above a depth of 230
m the direct water path arrival is the first recorded arrival,
and the amplitude of the waterborne arrivals obscures the
other arrivals. The direct water arrivals recorded in Fig. 10
have negligible error because the high-frequency content of
the wave made it possible to determine the arrival time to
within one sample at 1500 Hz. The contrast between the
slopes of the first five arrivals pictured and the next two
arrivals supports the inference that these are waveforms that
propagate at different speeds. In addition, the profile of the
direct arrivals is markedly different from the others, support-
ing the interpretation of them as a different type of arrival.

In Fig. 11 the travel time for the precursor waves is
displayed as a function of range. The solid line represents the
direct waterborne arrival. The arrivals at each hydrophone
are recorded. These arrivals fall into several sets, each of
which is characterized by a linear dependence of travel time
on range, but these sets each appear to have one of two
slopes. This pattern strongly suggests that all the arrivals
which are depicted represent head waves which propagate
along two separate interfaces with two distinct sound speeds.
The set of arrivals which lie on the ‘‘steeper’’ slope corre-
sponds to a sound speed of 1730 m/s610 m/s, and the other
sets of arrivals share a sound speed of 2149 m/s65 m/s.
From this, we inferred the existence of at least two sub-
bottom layers. A linear fit to the arrivals with a sound speed
of 1730 m/s indicates that these arrivals have a smaller ‘‘zero
intercept,’’ which in turn suggests that the layer boundary
that produced these head waves was the shallower of the two
interfaces. The fact that the other sets of arrivals lie on lines
corresponding to sound speeds which are identical to within

the quoted errors suggests that these in fact are arrivals
which have propagated along the same interface, but with
different paths. In light of this, we designate the upper
boundary of the shallower of the two sub-bottom layers in-
terfaceA, and the upper boundary of the deeper of these
layers interfaceB. In the upper corner of Fig. 11, there is a
space between the reported arrivals and the calculated direct
arrival. This does not indicate that there are no arrivals in
this time window, but rather that the arrivals are inter-
mingled in such a way that it is difficult to positively identify
them.

For the purposes of further analysis~particularly, re-
trieving geoacoustic information from the precursors’ power
spectra!, it was important to eliminate the possibility that the
precursors were ‘‘diving waves’’~Ref. 2, Chap. 6! which
consist of refracted ray arrivals from a layer with positive
sound-speed gradient. If the arrivals from interfaceB which
are documented in Figs. 10 and 11 represented not true HWs
but rather diving waves, it would be possible to observe in
the time series an ‘‘echo.’’ This echo would be the result of
the interaction between the principal diving ray and the ray
which ‘‘dived’’ twice and reflected off the layer interface. In
the approximation which is valid for small gradients, this
difference in time would be given byG2L3/(32cs) ~Ref. 2,
Chap. 6! where the sound-speed profile is given byc(z)
5cs(11Gz) andL is the distance that the head wave would
travel along the horizontal interface. For representative val-
ues: a sound-speed gradient of 1 s21, L of 2 km, andcs of
2149 m/s, this corresponds to a time difference of 25 ms. In
no case were arrivals with this structure observed, which
argues against the hypothesis that these arrivals are produced
by diving waves as opposed to true HWs. An additional and
more stringent test that was performed compared the arrival
times with those predicted by the expression for the travel
time for diving waves. In the case of a small gradient, this is
t(r ,z)5tHW(r ,z)2G2L3/(24cs) ~Ref. 2, Chap. 6!, where
tHW(r ,z) is the linear range dependence of the head wave.
Application of this formula yielded a gradient of 2.499
31022 s21. This gradient is negligible when compared with
both the errors in the sound speedc, and with the observa-
tion, discussed in the next section, of an arrival from a layer
with sound speed of 2349 m/s several hundred meters below
interfaceB. These strongly indicate that the arrivals from
interfaceB are true HWs rather than diving waves.

IV. NULLS OF THE POWER SPECTRUM

A salient feature of power spectra of the HWs is their
complicated structure, including deep nulls at relatively low
frequencies~Fig. 12!. Positions of the nulls in the frequency
domain depend on receiver range and depth. Thus, the nulls
cannot be explained by deep minima in the source spectrum
due to bubble pulses in the explosion waveform. Besides, for
the explosion depths used in our experiment there are no
such minima in the source spectrum at frequencies below 50
Hz.20 Several conceivable propagation mechanisms were
considered to explain the observed nulls, including~a! effect
of the thickness of the homogeneous layer below interfaceB
on the HW generation;~b! assumption that precursors asso-
ciated with the interfaceB are diving waves~Ref. 2, Chap.

FIG. 11. Range dependence of travel times. Travel times of the direct water
wave~solid line! and five distinct head waves~dashed lines! as a function of
source–receiver separation. Symbols correspond to travel times measured at
each hydrophone and recalculated to the lowest hydrophone depth.
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6!, i.e., refracted ray arrivals from a layer with positive
sound-speed gradient, rather than the HWs;~c! resonance
attenuation22 in a hypothetical thin sediment layer above the
interfaceB, and ~d! interference of arrivals with travel time
difference less than the HW signal duration and, hence, less
than the time-domain window used in calculating the power
spectra. It has been found that only hypothesis~d! leads to
properties of the spectrum nulls consistent with those ob-
served in the experiment.

Consider the interference of two arrivals with travel
timest1(r ,z) andt2(r ,z) ~from the same sound source! re-
corded by a VLA. The travel time difference is assumed to
be on the order of the signal duration or less, so that the
arrivals are not separated in time. The condition for the de-
structive interference between the arrivals is given by

f N~r ,z!@t1~r ,z!2t2~r ,z!#5m1N, N50,61,62,... .
~5!

Whether the power spectrum has a deep minimum~‘‘null’’ !
at given frequencyf N depends on the relative spectral am-
plitudes of the two interfering waves.

Note thatuNu in ~5! is limited from above by the require-
ment that the travel time difference is smaller than the length
of the time window used in the spectral analysis of the sig-
nal. The quantitym in ~5! is on the order of unity and de-
pends on the type of interfering signals;m is determined by
the difference between the phase and the productf t for each
of the interfering waves. When their waveforms are similar
~apart from a positive amplitude factor!, m51/2. When a
wave interferes with a wave of the same type but has one
extra surface reflection or when an HW interferes with a
reflected wave that once touched a simple caustic~Ref. 16,
Sec. 6.1!, thenm50. If two ray arrivals interfere and their
numbers of contact with caustics differ by 1, thenm51/4,
etc.

The frequency minima are functions of range and depth,
reflecting the similar dependence on range and depth for the
travel time difference. Differentiating~5! with respect to
depth, one obtains

1

f N

] f N

]z
5

cosu1~r ,z!2cosu2~r ,z!

c~r ,z!@t1~r ,z!2t2~r ,z!#
, ~6!

whereu1 andu2 are the angles of incidence of the respective
arrivals. Unless the two waves have equal incidence angles,
adjacent hydrophones in the array will record the spectral
minima at slightly different frequencies. Note thatf N may
increase or decrease with depth, depending on the order in
which the two waves arrive and on their incidence angles.
For instance, when both arrivals come to the array from be-
low, f N increases with depth when travel time of the steeper
arrival is greater than that of the shallower arrival.

If spectral minima are recorded on a VLA and one of the
two interfering waves is known, Eqs.~5! and~6! provide the
means to determine travel time and incidence angle of the
other wave to within an integerN.

Now, we apply the above considerations to the experi-
mental data, and consider specifically the first precursor ar-
rival for shot 5. The travel time analysis suggests that this
part of the precursor is a HW of the type B1. The power
spectra of the precursor~Fig. 12! clearly exhibit very deep
nulls for all hydrophones except for two upper ones at fre-
quencies from 39.2 to 44.6 Hz. A time window of 0.130-s
length bracketing the arrival was used in the processing. For
the two uppermost hydrophones, interference between HWs
B1 and B2 distorts the spectrum. Note also interference-like
maxima at frequencies smaller and greater than the deep
nulls. The nulls at 39.2 to 44.6 Hz being much deeper than at
other frequencies can be explained by noting that spectral
amplitude variation is not exactly the same for the two
waves. In other words, destructive interference occurs, ac-
cording to~5!, at a number of frequencies, but deep spectral
nulls occur only when an additional condition of waves’ am-
plitudes being close is met.

In the left panel of Fig. 12, the frequencies at which
spectral nulls are observed are plotted vs hydrophone depth.
For the lower 14 hydrophones in the array, a least-squares fit
gives] f N /]z5(27.664.4)31023 Hz/m for the slope of the
null frequency depth dependence.

To verify the interpretation of the nulls as an interfer-
ence phenomenon, spatial filtering was applied to the VLA
data. The results are shown in Fig. 13, where the array re-
sponse is plotted vs time. The angles correspond to direc-
tions from 80.7° to 0°~horizontal!. The beamforming result
revealstwo arrivals with similar waveforms and travel time
difference of about 60 ms. Within the accuracy of the spatial
filtering,23 the travel time and grazing angle of the stronger,
earlier arrival coincides with those of HW B1, as expected.
The travel time difference agrees with the value that follows
from the destructive interference condition~5! with m51/2
andN52, while the difference in incidence angles of the two
arrivals is consistent with that predicted by~6! from the mea-
sured] f N /]z. Note thatm being equal to 1/2 in~5! suggests
that the second~later and weaker! arrival is a HW like the
first arrival. The similarity of the waveforms strongly sup-
ports this supposition.

Similar analysis was applied to precursors from shots 4
and 6 that show strong spectral nulls at frequencies 34.4–
37.4 Hz and 21.2–23.4 Hz, respectively. All these data can

FIG. 12. Power spectrum of the precursor wave as a function of receiver
depth for source–receiver separation of 3.90 km. The spectra corresponding
to consecutive hydrophones are shifted by 12 dB for clarity. The position of
the nulls of the power spectrum at about 40 Hz is shown to the left, as is a
linear fit between this position and depth.
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be explained, within experimental errors, by the hypothesis
that the wave interfering with HW B1 is a HW C1 coming
from some deeper interfaceC. Using Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and the
beamforming technique, the sound speedcC below interface
C can be determined in a variety of ways. In particular, one
can findcC from the incidence angle of the later arrival at
Fig. 13, or from slope] f N /]z, or from travel time variation
from one shot to another. All the approaches lead to essen-
tially the same value ofcC , albeit with rather different error
margins. The quantitative estimates with the least uncertainty
are derived from the travel time difference between shots 5
and 4 because travel times of HW C1 can be found very
accurately from the null frequencies. In this way, the sound
speed below interfaceC is 2349612 m/s. The ‘‘zero inter-
cept’’ associated with the HW C1, that is, its travel time
extrapolated to zero range, is estimated as 0.676 s. Note that
accuracy of measuringcC and the zero intercept from the
spectral nulls is comparable to the accuracy of more direct
measurements of analogous quantities for other HWs pre-
sented in Sec. III.

V. ESTIMATES OF ATTENUATION

The HW power spectra are characterized by three dis-
tinct frequency ranges. At low frequencies, power spectra are
complicated because of interference of waves reflected from
various interfaces within sediments. At intermediate frequen-
cies, the spectra are more regular in terms of their depth and
frequency dependence, with a monotone decrease in ampli-
tude as frequency increases being the dominant trend. At
high frequencies, the HW power spectrum flattens off when
it reaches the ambient noise level.

The attenuation of acoustic waves in the ocean bottom
accounts for most of the HW amplitude decrease in the in-
termediate frequency range. Comparison of the HW and
source power spectra in this frequency range shows that, as
long as signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! is positive, the rate of
decrease for the HW spectra is large compared to decay rate
for the source spectrumS(v) ~Ref. 20! of the explosive
sources used in the experiment. The HW power spectral de-

cay rate is also significantly more rapid than that of the func-
tion S(v)/v2, which, according to~2!, is proportional to the
HW spectrum in the absence of attenuation. Naturally, the
intermediate frequency range, where effects of absorption
dominate over interference but signal-to-noise ratio remains
sufficiently large, shifts towards lower frequencies for more
distant sources~see Fig. 7! because attenuation accumulates
with distance.

The attenuation coefficient in sediment layerB can be
estimated from the spectral variation with range and fre-
quency in the intermediate frequency band. For these fre-
quencies~a! the spectra exhibit regular, predictable variation
as functions of frequency and position, and~b! there exists a
simple relation between the attenuation coefficient and cer-
tain parameters of the spectra.

It follows from the discussion in Sec. II@cf. Eq.~2!#, that
ratio of the HW amplitudes at rangesr 1 and r 2 from the
source equals

up~r 2 ,v!/p~r 1 ,v!u

5FL3~r 1!r 1

L3~r 2!r 2
G1/2

expS 2vbB~v!
r 22r 1

cB
D . ~7!

We took into account that for any given HW typeL(r 2)
2L(r 1)5r 22r 1 . Here, as before,L is the HW path length
along interfaceB, andcB andbB are, respectively, the sound
speed and the attenuation coefficient just belowB. Note that
the ratio of the amplitudes does not depend on~unknown!
reflection and transmission coefficients at intermediate inter-
faces in the sediment that the HW intersects on its way from
to the interfaceB and back to water. Moreover, the logarith-
mic derivative of the amplitude ratio with respect to fre-
quency does not depend onL(r ). Hence, the attenuation
coefficientbB can be determined17 without knowledge of the
sound-speed variation above the interfaceB.24

The power spectra of HW B1 for three shot ranges are
plotted on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 7. The power spectra
have been averaged over hydrophone depth.25 According to
~7!, the observed linear frequency dependence of the loga-
rithm of the HW amplitude ratio for two shots corresponds to
the frequency-independent attenuation coefficient expressed
in dB per wavelength.

Using the spectral slopes of the spectra, i.e.,
d(20 logupu)/df, determined for three shots, we have obtained
the estimatebB50.3260.05 dB/l for the attenuation coeffi-
cient. Previously determined values ofcB and ranges have
been used in deriving the estimate. Three distinct methods of
averaging HW amplitudes over depth have been used: aver-
aging spectral amplitudes squared, averaging logarithms of
power spectra calculated for individual hydrophones, and co-
herent averaging of HW time series prior to calculating spec-
tra. Within the accuracy of the estimate, the three averaging
methods have given the same average value ofbB but some-
what different deviations from the mean. For instance, the
estimates ofbB are within 0.02 dB/l for all the combinations
of ranges when averaging of spectral amplitudes squared is
used.

With source/receiver separation increasing beyond 5 km,
the available data become less suitable for estimates of ab-

FIG. 13. A selected precursor arrival from shot 5 after beamforming. Ar-
rival 5B1 can be seen at 1.33 s, at a grazing angle of 50 deg, and different
arrival can be seen at 1.39 s at a grazing angle of 55 deg. This second arrival
produces the deep nulls in the power spectrum seen in Fig. 12.
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sorption because the frequency range where SNR is positive
decreases. Nevertheless, when the analysis described above
is applied to shot 7 at a distance of 5.84 km from the array,
the experimentally measured slope of the HW power spec-
trum agrees within 3% with the value predicted usingbB

50.32 dB/l, and, hence, confirms the attenuation coefficient
estimate derived from data for shots 4, 5, and 6. However,
the absolute value of the HW amplitude is 5–6 dB stronger
than expected from extrapolating the data for shots 4, 5, and
6. The reason for this increase in the amplitude is not clear. It
is possible that the amplification is a three-dimensional effect
resulting from HW rays focusing in the horizontal plane due
to range dependence of sediment parameters and/or cross-
range slope. Such an interpretation is consistent with the
facts that the amplitude increase is uniform in frequency and
that deviations from our HW model based on layered-
medium approximation become more pronounced with range
at longer ranges. Significant deviations from the range-
independent model for shot 7 and more distant shots have
also been noted in the analysis12 of travel times of surface-
and bottom-reflected arrivals.

So far, we assumed for simplicity that the power spectra
of the precursors considered are those of HW B1. In fact, as
discussed in Sec. IV, travel times of HWs B1 and C1 are
very close for shots 4, 5, and 6, and the power spectra in Fig.
7 actually refer to a superposition of the two HWs. Interfer-
ence of HWs may be responsible, in part, for the ‘‘oscilla-
tions’’ of the power spectra at Fig. 7 about their linear ap-
proximations. However, interference of the HWs essentially
does not change the above estimates of the attenuation coef-
ficient. This is for two reasons. First, in the intermediate
frequency range used for the estimates, HW C1 is consider-
ably weaker than HW B1. Second, after depth- and
frequency-averaging, contributions of the HWs~even if these
were of comparable amplitude! to the slopes of the power
spectra are expected to be additive. Note also that variations
from shot to shot in the lengthL of horizontal segment of
their trajectory are the same for both HWs. Hence, the esti-
mate of attenuation coefficient is, in fact, a weighted average
of attenuation coefficients below interfacesB and C, with
intensities of the HWs B1 and C1 being the weights. As we
do not consider depth dependence of attenuation, the differ-
ence between the attenuation coefficient below interfaceB
and the weighted average is of secondary importance.

Power spectra of HWs B2 and later HWs were too noisy
to be used for estimates ofbB . Higher noise level for such
HWs can be attributed to the presence of many waves scat-
tered in the bottom that have close travel times. The HW B1
with the highest group velocity is obviously contaminated by
such interference to a much lesser degree. Unfortunately, we
do not have enough data for HWs A1 to apply the above
analysis to estimate compressional wave attenuation in the
vicinity of the interfaceA.

VI. DISCUSSION: A GEOACOUSTIC MODEL

As demonstrated in the previous sections, HW arrival
times and power spectra have enabled us to establish exis-
tence of three distinct interfaces within ocean bottom, mea-
sure the associated compressional wave velocities, and esti-

mate the compressional wave attenuation coefficient
characteristic of the deeper sediment layers. The determina-
tion of the sound speed has been based on thevariation of
HW travel time with range. Additional information about the
sound speed profilec(z) in the ocean bottom is contained in
theabsolute valueof the HW travel time at a given range or,
equivalently, in the value of the travel time extrapolated to
zero range. This value has been referred to as the zero inter-
cept in Sec. III.

The zero intercepts have been reliably measured for
HWs from all three interfaces, and can be used to determine
parameters of the sound-speed profile in the sediment. HWs
originating from the same interface but having different tra-
jectories above it have different zero intercepts but, in a lay-
ered medium, do not provide independent information about
c(z). This is because these HWs have equal incidence angles
at each depth. Therefore, the zero intercepts for HWs B1, B2,
B3, and B4 cannot be used to obtain four integral equations
on c(z) but instead have been utilized to determine the zero
intercept for HW B1 to a high accuracy.

In addition to travel time, constraints on the sound-speed
profile occur from the very fact that the HW arrival is ob-
served at a given point. Because the lengthL of the horizon-
tal segment of HW path must be positive, the HW exists26,27

only at rangesr .r m(z,zs). The limiting ranger m as a func-
tion of source and receiver depths is defined in~3!. The
sound-speed profile should be such thatr m(z,zs) does not
exceed the minimal range at which a HW arrival of a given
type is received. Unlike data on the zero intercepts, this re-
quirement does not provide an equation to determine a pa-
rameter of the sound-speed profile but rather a set of in-
equalities that limits the possible range of variations of the
parameters determining the sound-speed profile on the bot-
tom.

Although the HW data are insufficient to uniquely de-
termine the geoacoustic profile of the stratified ocean bottom,
it is possible to construct a set ofplausiblegeoacoustic mod-
els that are consistent with the data. We will be interested in
the simplest possible, low-parameter profilec(z) consistent
with the data. To keep the geoacoustic model simple, we
assume monotone dependence of sound speed on depth and
do not introduce any interfaces within the sediment other
than the interfacesA, B, andC. We further assume that the
sound speed is constant between the interfacesA and B, B
and C, and belowC. Then, the sound speeds in the three
layers are known from the analysis in Secs. III and IV.

If one assumes that the sound speed is constant in the
layer between the water/sediment interface and the interface
A, then there are four unknown parameters~sound speedcu

in the upper layer and depths of the interfacesA, B, andC!
and three algebraic equations relating these parameters to
known zero intercepts for HWs from the three interfaces.
Given the sound speedcu , the other three parameters can be
easily determined. It turns out, however, that for anycu

value greater than sound speed in water and smaller than the
sound speedcA in the next deepest layer, the limiting range
r m ~3! for the HW C1 is greater than the ranger 52.94 km at
which it was observed in the experiment. Hence, such an
environmental model is not consistent with the data. Besides,
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the assumption of a sound-speed discontinuity at the water/
sediment interface is hard to reconcile with two other experi-
mental facts, namely, lack of noticeable reflection of head
waves from the water/sediment interface and absence of a
HW originated at that interface.

As the next simplest model, we assume that the sound
speed in the sediment layer above interfaceA is a linear
function of depth, and continuous at the water/sediment in-
terface for the reasons indicated above.~The latter assump-
tion is also in agreement with the results of matched-field
inversion28 of an entirely different acoustic data set obtained
at the same experimental site. The matched-field inversion
gives surficial values of the bottom sound speed within sev-
eral meters per second of the sound speed in water.! Note
also that a linear increase in the sound speed with depth
provides a more realistic model of the upper, unconsolidated
portion of sediments than a homogeneous layer. The layers
between the interfacesA and B, B and C, and belowC are
supposed to be homogeneous, as before. The depth depen-
dence of the sound speed in the model is shown in Fig. 14.
Again, there are three algebraic equations relating four un-
known parameters. For any given value of the sound-speed
gradient in the upper sediment layer, thickness of the layer
~as well as that of two underlying layers! is calculated from
the known values of the zero intercepts for the three HWs.
Results of the inversion are presented in Fig. 15 as a function
of the sound-speed gradientg5dc/dz in the top sediment
layer. The admissible values ofg are bounded from above by
gU51.7 s21 due to the assumption of monotonec(z) and
from below by the requirement that the limiting ranger m is
smaller than the actual source–receiver horizontal separation
for all the HWs observed. HW C1 has the greatest limiting
range and therefore determines the lower boundgL for g.
Taking the uncertainty in the range measurements into ac-
count,gL is estimated to be 0.3 s21.

Within the admissible range of variation forg, with g
increasing, the thickness of the gradient layer above interface
A increases from 95 to 142 m, the thickness of the layer
between the interfacesA andB increases from 600 to 690 m,
while the thickness of the layer between the interfacesB and

C decreases from 310 to 245 m. Estimated depths of the
interfaces from the sea floor increase withg monotonically
~Fig. 15!, with depth of the interfaceB experiencing the
strongest variation of 137 m.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reported the analysis of precursor ar-
rivals from small explosive charges deployed in a shallow
water environment off Vancouver Island during the Pacific
Shelf experiment of 1993. The analysis concentrated on ar-
rivals recorded by a VLA from shots at ranges between 2 and
8 km. We demonstrated that the observed precursors were
head waves originating from three distinct interfaces within
the ocean bottom. Compressional wave velocities in three
subbottom layers~the layers below interfacesA, B, andC in
Fig. 14! were measured from HW travel times to be 1730
610 m/s, 214965 m/s, and 2349612 m/s. A plausible
geoacoustic model consistent with the available HW data
was constructed that describes the sound-speed variation in
the upper 1100–1200 m of the ocean bottom~Fig. 15!. The
model consists of a top layer with linearly increasing sound
speed overlying three homogeneous deeper layers.

In spite of considerable uncertainty in the properties of
the sediments above the interfaceB that prevented us from
calculating the absolute amplitude of the HWs, the estima-
tion of the attenuation coefficient was made possible using a
technique described in Ref. 17. The technique is based on the
range variation of the logarithmic derivative of the HW
power spectrum with respect to frequency. This quantity is
determined by the attenuation in the layer where the HW
propagates horizontally and, in stratified media, is affected
by neither properties of the overburden nor uncertainties in
the source spectrum.17 For the layer between interfacesB and
C in Fig. 14, we estimated the attenuation coefficient of com-
pressional waves to be 0.3260.05 dB/l. We conclude that,
with explosive sound sources, this simple technique allows
one to retrieve from HW data important additional informa-

FIG. 14. The simplest geophysical model consistent with the experimental
data. The sound-speed profile of a plausible geoacoustic model corresponds
to a gradient of 1.0 s21 in the top sediment layer. The interfaces discussed in
the text are labeled.

FIG. 15. Subsurface structure versus sound-speed gradient. The depth of the
different interfaces is shown as a function of the gradientg in the top
sediment layer. No gradient below 0.3 s21 is shown because these will not
produce head wave C1 in the region in which it was observed. Similarly,
gradients above 1.7 s21 are not shown because they violate the assumption
of monotone variation of sound speed with depth.
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tion on physical parameters of the sediments. To our knowl-
edge, the technique has never been applied previously to
experimental data.

A distinctive feature of the experimental design is the
combination of a vertical aperture provided by a VLA and a
synthesized horizontal aperture provided by shots at different
ranges from the VLA. In shallow water, the structure of the
precursors is relatively complex due to an overlap in the time
domain of arrivals reflected at the ocean surface and/or in-
terfaces within the bottom. Successful identification of most
HW arrivals, as described in Sec. III above, relied on the
VLA. In particular, HWs from interfaceA do not separate in
time from other precursors and would not be found without
spatial filtering of the VLA data. Similarly, the systematic
pattern of interference nulls that led to the identification of a
HW from interfaceC and a measurement of the HW travel
time could not be observed without a VLA. Vertical depen-
dence of travel times was used also to distinguish between
HWs and conventional ray arrivals. In addition, the VLA
was required to determine the attenuation coefficient because
point measurements did not provide sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio in the frequency range suitable for attenuation esti-
mates. With single-hydrophone data, it would be possible to
determine only the sound speed below interfaceB and a
single constraint relating the depth of the interface to the
average sound speed above it. There would be no vertical
resolution in such an inversion. On the other hand, for the
given experimental site, geometry, and sound sources, verti-
cal data alone proved to be insufficient for accurate estimates
of geoacoustic parameters. It is the simultaneous use of the
data for both vertical and horizontal apertures that accounts
for the accuracy and vertical resolution of the geoacoustic
profile that was estimated in this inversion.
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A strong maximum of absorptivity~as much as dozens of per cent! of bulk shear acoustic waves by
an ultra-thin layer of a non-Newtonian fluid between two solid surfaces is shown to be achieved at
an optimal layer thickness. This optimal thickness is demonstrated to be usually much smaller than
the wavelength and the wave penetration depth in the fluid. The coefficients of reflection,
transmission, and absorption of shear waves polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence are
determined as functions of incidence angle, layer thickness, fluid viscosity, relaxation time~s!,
frequency, and parameters of solids. A frictional contact approximation, in which the layer can be
considered as a contact with friction is justified for non-Newtonian fluids. The anomalous
absorption of bulk shear waves in thin nonuniform fluid layers with viscosity and/or relaxation time
varying across the layer is analyzed in the frictional contact approximation. It is shown that unlike
the anomalous absorption in Newtonian fluids, the anomalous absorption in non-Newtonian fluid
layers is frequency dependent even in the frictional contact approximation. This dependence is
analyzed analytically and numerically. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!04010-2#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Bf@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic waves in the vicinity of solid–fluid interfaces
are intensively investigated theoretically and experimentally
from the viewpoint of their application for design of highly
sensitive viscosity sensors and methods for investigation and
diagnostics of solid–fluid interfaces.1–13 The main advan-
tages of acoustic methods for fluid analysis are related with
possible miniaturization of the acoustic devices, possibility
of investigation of small amounts of fluids, high sensitivity
of measurements~when using surface acoustic waves or
plate modes6–12!, small time of measurements, and possibil-
ity of investigation of high-frequency properties of fluids. In
addition to this, very small penetration depth of shear waves,
especially in low-viscosity fluids, makes it possible to use
acoustic waves for analysis of regions of fluid in the imme-
diate proximity to a solid–fluid interface, i.e., directly inves-
tigate these interfaces and their effect on fluid structure.

The anomalous absorption of acoustic waves by a thin
layer of viscous fluid enclosed between elastic solid
media14–19opens a new direction in development of acoustic
methods for fluid diagnostics. This effect makes possible fur-
ther substantial improvement of several important param-
eters of acoustic viscosity sensors and diagnostics tech-
niques. For example, strongly increased absorptivity in a
fluid layer, as compared with the semi-infinite fluid, will re-
sult in a substantial increase of sensor sensitivity. Methods
based on the anomalous absorption will allow investigation
of extremely small amounts of fluids~less than 1025 cm3).
Due to the absorption taking place in a fluid layer, that is
sometimes as thin as 10–100 nm, the anomalous absorption
will enable investigation of fluid in extreme proximity to

solid interfaces, thus enabling precise analysis of solid–fluid
interfaces.

Use of high-frequency acoustic waves for fluid diagnos-
tics is essential, because this may provide additional infor-
mation about relaxation processes in fluids, microscopic
structure of fluids, interactions at solid–fluid interfaces, etc.
In addition, high-frequency acoustic waves are convenient
for practical use since they can be easily generated and de-
tected, and allow miniaturization of acoustic devices. At high
frequencies almost all viscous fluids display non-Newtonian
properties which can significantly affect the dissipation pro-
cesses in fluids. However, the anomalous absorption of
acoustic waves was analyzed previously only for Newtonian
viscous fluids,14–19 i.e., fluids at relatively low acoustic fre-
quencies. Therefore, to correctly design new high-frequency
devices and techniques for fluid diagnostics, based on the
anomalous absorption, it is necessary to develop a consistent
theory of anomalous absorption in thin layers of non-
Newtonian fluids.

The aim of this paper is to analyze theoretically the
anomalous absorption of bulk shear acoustic waves, polar-
ized perpendicular to the plane of incidence, by a thin layer
of a non-Newtonian fluid enclosed between two solid half-
spaces. Non-Newtonian fluids with one or several relaxation
times will be analyzed. The effect of the relaxation processes
on the anomalous absorption~i.e., on the absorptivity maxi-
mum and optimal layer thickness! will be investigated. Fric-
tional contact approximation~FCA! will be justified for a
thin layer of a non-Newtonian fluid. As an example, the
anomalous absorption of shear acoustic waves in a thin layer
of poly-1-butene will be analyzed in the megahertz range of
frequencies.
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I. ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION IN AN ARBITRARILY
THICK LAYER

Let a bulk shear wave be incident on a layer of a non-
Newtonian fluid enclosed between two solid half-spaces
~Fig. 1!. The displacements in the wave are perpendicular to
the plane of incidence. The incident wave induces tangential
displacements at the lower interface of the layer~Fig. 1!.
This results in generating shear acoustic waves in the layer,
and causes a nonzero fluid velocity gradient. It was shown
that if the angle of incidence is not too close to the angle of
total internal reflection for the interface between elastic me-
dia 1 and 2, then the velocity gradient in the layer strongly
increases with decreasing layer thicknessh.14,15 Therefore,
the energy dissipation in a unit volume of the fluid layer,
which is proportional to the square of the velocity gradient,
must also increase substantially with decreasing layer thick-
ness. On the other hand, the volume in which the dissipation
takes place is decreased with decreasing layer thickness. This
tends to decrease the overall dissipation in the fluid layer.
Competition of these two opposing mechanisms results in an
optimal layer thicknessh5hm at which the absorptivity of
the incident wave is maximal~often as good as 100%!.14,15

This qualitative consideration is equally applicable for both
Newtonian14,15 and non-Newtonian fluid layers.

A non-Newtonian fluid is a fluid in which shear dis-
placements result not only in viscous but also elastic shear
stresses.1–4 The elastic stresses can only be noticeable if the
displacements are sufficiently quick, i.e., for high acoustic
frequencies:v>2p/t, wheret is the time of relaxation of
shear stresses in the fluid.1–4 If v!2p/t, the fluid behaves
as a conventional Newtonian fluid that can be characterized
by a densityr and viscosityn. If v@2p/t, the fluid behaves
as a solid with the densityr and shear modulus
m`5rn/t.1–4 If v;2p/t, the fluid is called non-
Newtonian and is characterized by the density, viscosity, and
some residual shear modulus. In fact, almost all viscous flu-
ids display non-Newtonian properties at sufficiently high fre-
quencies.

Mathematical description of a non-Newtonian fluid is

based on Maxwell’s hypothesis which states that viscous and
elastic stresses in a fluid are additive.1–4 In this case the
stress tensor component in the fluid is given by the
equation:3

szy
F 5 ivb ]UF /]y, ~1!

where

b5rn/~ ivt21!5m`t/~ ivt21!, ~2!

and UF is the shear displacement in the fluid layer. Ifv
@2p/t, then Eq.~1! gives the equation for shear elastic
stresses in a solid, while ifv!2p/t, Eq. ~1! gives the equa-
tion for shear viscous stresses in a conventional Newtonian
fluid.

Using Eq. ~1!, the boundary conditions at the layer
boundaries can be written as

m1 ]U1 /]yuy505 ivb ]UF /]yuy50 ;

m2 ]U2 /]yuy5h5 ivb ]UF /]yuy5h ; ~3!

U1uy505UFuy50 ; U2uy5h5UFuy5h ,

wherem1,2 are the shear moduli andU1,2 are the displace-
ments in the elastic media~Fig. 1!.

Solving the wave equations for shear acoustic waves in
solids and the fluid layer@with the stresses given by Eq.~1!#,
and satisfying boundary conditions Eqs.~3!, gives the energy
coefficients of reflection and transmission of the incident
wave in the structure:

R5U~b2a21c1c2!tan~ah!2ba~c12c2!

~b2a22c1c2!tan~ah!1ba~c11c2!
U2

, ~4!

T54c1 Re~c2!U ba/cos~ah!

~b2a22c1c2!tan~ah!1ba~c11c2!
U2

, ~5!

wherec15(m1r1)1/2cosu andc25m2k2y /v are the imped-
ances of the surrounding solids,u is the angle of incidence
~Fig. 1!,

k2y
2 5k2

22k1
2 sin2 u, ~6!

a252 ivr/b2k1
2 sin2 u, ~7!

k15v(r1 /m1)1/2, k25v(r2 /m2)1/2, signs ofk2y anda are
chosen so, thatk2y.0, or Im(k2y).0 if k2y is imaginary, and
Re(a),0 ~2a is the complex reciprocal penetration depth of
the shear wave into the fluid!.

The energy absorption coefficient,M, can then be found
using the equation:

M512R2T. ~8!

The above equations~4!–~8! determine the reflectivity,
transmissivity, and absorptivity of an incident shear acoustic
wave~polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence! in a
layer of a non-Newtonian fluid of arbitrary thickness. How-
ever, these equations are fairly complicated for explicit
physical analysis. Moreover, the absorptivity is especially
strong in fluid layers with small thickness. Therefore we will
focus our attention on detailed analysis of the most important
and interesting case of anomalous absorption of acoustic
waves in thin fluid layers with thicknesses that are much less

FIG. 1. A layered structure with the anomalous absorption of shear acoustic
waves polarized normally to the plane of incidence;r1 , r2 andm1 , m2 are
the densities and shear moduli of elastic media 1 and 2;r, n, andt are the
density, kinematic viscosity, and relaxation time of the fluid;k1 andk2 are
the wave vectors of shear waves in half-spaces 1 and 2, respectively.
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than the wavelength and the penetration depth of shear
acoustic waves in the fluid.

II. ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION IN THIN FLUID
LAYERS

If the frequency and parameters of the fluid and solids
are such that

ubau2!c1c2 , ~9!

and the layer thickness is much less than the complex pen-
etration depth2a21 of the wave into the fluid:

huau!1, ~10!

then general Eqs.~4!, ~5! can be noticeably simplified:

R5uc1c22W~c22c1!u2/uc1c21W~c21c1!u2, ~11!

T54c1uWu2 Re~c2!/uc1c21W~c21c1!u2, ~12!

where

W5rn/@h~12 ivt!#52b/h. ~13!

Note that condition Eq.~10! is required for replacing
tan(ah) in Eqs.~4! and ~5! by ah. However, it can be seen
that tan(ah) differs from ah by less than 10% if

huau,0.5. ~10a!

Therefore inequality Eq.~10! seems to be excessively restric-
tive and can usually be replaced by inequality Eq.~10a!.

The coefficientW can be considered as a coefficient of
friction at the contact. This is because the same Eqs.~11! and
~12! can be obtained when considering the wave reflection
and transmission at an intermediate contact of the two solids
with friction that is characterized by the coefficientW. In this
case, instead of boundary conditions Eq.~3!, we can use the
conditions at the frictional contact:

m1~]U1 /]y!y505m2~]U2 /]y!y50 ,
~14!

m1~]U1 /]y!y505W~]U2 /]t2]U1 /]t !y50 .

These conditions can be derived from the general boundary
conditions Eq.~3! if inequalities Eqs.~9! and ~10! are satis-
fied. In this case,

2 iv ]UF /]yuy50'2 iv ]UF /]yuy5h

'~]U2 /]t2]U1 /]t !/h,

the stresses at the two solid interfaces must be approximately
the same, and the mass of the layer together with its thick-
ness can be neglected. Therefore, the first two equations of
conditions Eqs.~3! are reduced to Eqs.~14!, and the last two
equations of conditions Eqs.~3! can be discarded.

Boundary conditions Eqs.~14! with the coefficient of
friction Eq. ~13! represent the frictional contact approxima-
tion for the anomalous absorption of shear acoustic waves by
a layer of a non-Newtonian fluid. These conditions were
used previously for analysis of the anomalous absorption of
shear acoustic waves by a layer of a Newtonian fluid.15 How-
ever, for Newtonian fluids~i.e., whenvt!1), the frictional
coefficient is real and equal torn/h, while for non-
Newtonian fluids, the coefficient of frictionW is complex

and determined by Eq.~13!. Equations~11! and~12! are also
different from those for a Newtonian fluid layer14,15 due to
the different complex coefficient of friction Eq.~13!.

Substituting Eqs.~11! and~12! into Eq. ~8!, and analyz-
ing the resultant equation, we derive that the absorptivity of
the incident shear wave is characterized by a strong~dozens
of percent! maximum at an optimal layer thicknessh5hm ,
where

hm5c1
21ubc2

21uAuc2u21c1
212c1a1, ~15!

and a1[Re$c2%. This equation is correct for both the cases
whenu.u0 andu,u0 , whereu05arcsin(k2 /k1) is the angle
of total internal reflection for an interface between the two
solid media without the fluid layer~i.e., whenh50). ~If u
,u0 , thena15c2 , and if u.u0 , thena150.) The absorp-
tivity maximum corresponding to this optimal layer thick-
ness is given by the equations:

Mm52b1@~11c1 /c2!~b12ubu!#21, if u,u0 , ~16a!

Mm52a2b1@a2b11b2c12ubu~a2
21c1

2!1/2#21, if u.u0 ,
~16b!

wherea2[Im$c2%, andb[b11 ib2 .
The reflectivity and transmissivity of the shear wave at

h5hm are determined as

Rm5
ubu~c1

21c2
2!2b1~c1

22c2
2!

~ ubu2b1!~c11c2!2 , if u,u0 , ~17a!

Rm5
ubu~a2

21c1
2!1/22b2c11a2b1

ubu~a2
21c1

2!1/22b2c12a2b1
, if u.u0 , ~17b!

Tm5
2c1c2

~c11c2!2~12b1 /ubu!
, if u,u0 , ~18a!

Tm50, if u.u0 . ~18b!

Equations ~15!–~18! demonstrate that, similar to the
anomalous absorption of shear waves by a layer of a New-
tonian fluid,14,15 the anomalous absorption by a non-
Newtonian fluid layer increases~i.e., the absorptivity maxi-
mum Mm increases! when the impedance of the first half-
spacec1 is decreased. At the angle of total internal reflection,
the impedance of the second half-spacec250, and the ab-
sorptivity maximum is zero@see Eqs.~16!#. This is again
similar to the anomalous absorption by a Newtonian fluid
layer.14,15 However, unlike the case with the Newtonian
fluid, the absorptivity maximum Eq.~16! does not reach
100% even ifc1!c2 . In addition, reflectivity Eqs.~11! and
~17!, transmissivity Eqs.~12! and ~18!, absorptivity Eqs.~8!
and~16!, optimal layer thickness Eq.~15!, and the coefficient
of friction Eq. ~13! for a non-Newtonian fluid layer are
frequency-dependent even if conditions Eqs.~9! and~10! are
satisfied.

The general tendency for non-Newtonian fluid layers is
that the absorptivity maximum Eqs.~16! decreases with in-
crease of frequency and/or relaxation timet in the fluid. The
optimal layer thickness Eq.~15! increases when at least one
of the impedancesc1 or c2 is reduced. However, if we re-
duce the impedance of the second half-spacec2 , the absorp-
tivity maximum Eq. ~16a! becomes small~i.e., the anoma-
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lous absorption is weak!, while decreasing impedancec1

results in increasing absorptivity maximum and optimal layer
thickness. Increase of frequency and/or relaxation time re-
sults in decreasing optimal layer thickness Eq.~15! and the
absorptivity maximum Eqs.~16!.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

As an example, consider the structure with a thin layer
of poly-1-butene of low molecular weight with 8~average
molecular weight is 448! and 16~average molecular weight
is 640! repeat units.3 Fluid parameters were taken asr
'0.86 g/cm3, n'6.42 cm2/s, t'1.1631029 s for the fluid
with 8 repeat units, andr'0.88 g/cm3, n'57 cm2/s, t
'6.3331029 s for the fluid with 16 repeat units.3 The layer
is placed between half-spaces made of fused quartz~half-
space 1! and silicon~half-space 2! with the elastic param-
eters: r1'2.2 g/cm3, m1'3.1131011dyne/cm2, r2'2.3 g/
cm3, m2'7.931011dyne/cm2. Conditions of the frictional
contact approximation Eqs.~9! and~10a! are satisfied for all
numerical results and graphs below.

Figure 2 presents the dependencies of the absorptivity,
reflectivity, and transmissivity~curves 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively! on thickness of a poly-1-butene-16~i.e., with 16 re-
peat units! layer for the frequency 20 MHz. Curve 4 repre-
sents the dependence of the absorptivity for a layer of fluid
with the same parameters as the poly-1-butene-16 layer, but
with the zero relaxation time~i.e., for a Newtonian fluid
layer with the same viscosity and density!. Comparison of
curves 1 and 4 confirms that the absorptivity decreases with
increasing relaxation time and/or frequency~see also Sec. II!.
Thus non-Newtonian properties result in reduction of the
anomalous absorption.

Figure 3 presents the angular dependencies of the ab-
sorptivity ~curve 1!, reflectivity ~curve 2!, and transmissivity

~curve 3! on incidence angleu at the frequencyv/2p
520 MHz and h51 mm ~this thickness is approximately
equal to the optimal thicknesshm at u560°). We can see
that, similarly to the case of Newtonian fluid layer, the ab-
sorptivity is zero at the angle of total internal reflectionu0

'40°. The explanation of this feature is exactly the same as
for Newtonian fluid layers.14,15

Figure 4 presents the dependence ofM (u) ~curve 1! for
a layer with the same thickness, density, and viscosity, but
with t50 ~Newtonian fluid!. It is obvious that this curve is
higher than curve 1 in Fig. 3, i.e., the anomalous absorption

FIG. 2. The dependencies of the absorptivityM ~curve 1!, reflectivity R
~curve 2!, and transmissivityT ~curve 3! for a shear acoustic wave (v/2p
520 MHz, u50) on thicknessh of a layer of poly-1-butene-16 in the
structure SiO2–fluid–Si. Curve 4 represents the absorptivity in the case of a
Newtonian fluid layer with the same densityr'0.88 g/cm3 and viscosity
n'57 cm2/s, but zero relaxation timet50.

FIG. 3. The dependencies of the absorptivityM ~curve 1!, reflectivity R
~curve 2!, and transmissivityT ~curve 3! of a shear wave (v/2p
520 MHz) on the angle of incidenceu for a poly-1-butene-16 layer of
thicknessh51 mm between the SiO2 and Si half-spaces. Curve 4 represents
the absorptivity in the semi-infinite fluid within the area of 1mm thickness
near the SiO2–fluid interface.

FIG. 4. The dependencies of the absorptivityM of a shear wave (v/2p
520 MHz) on the angle of incidenceu. Curve 1 is for the SiO2–fluid–Si
structure with a Newtonian fluid layer of the thicknessh51 mm, r
'0.88 g/cm3, and n'57 cm2/s. Curve 2 gives the angular dependence of
the absorptivity of the wave incident from the SiO2 half-space onto the
interface with the half-space of poly-1-butene-16.
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decreases with increasing frequency and/or relaxation time.
Curve 2 in Fig. 4 represents the absorptivity in a poly-1-
butene-16 half-space~non-Newtonian fluid!, i.e., for h
51`. Comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, one can see that for
angles which are not too close top/2 andu0 , the absorptiv-
ity in a thin layer ~the anomalous absorption! is noticeably
larger than the absorptivity in the fluid half-space. Moreover,
if h51` ~curve 2 in Fig. 4!, the dissipation takes place in
the fluid region of the thickness;2@ Im(a)#21 near the in-
terface. At the same time, the anomalous absorption usually
takes place in a layer of typical thicknessh!2@ Im(a)#21

@see conditions Eqs.~9! and ~10!#. Therefore, to provide the
absorptivity increase typical for the anomalous absorption,
the energy dissipation in a unit volume of the layer must be
much greater than in a unit volume near the interface be-
tween the solid and fluid half-spaces~i.e., ath51`). This
is demonstrated by curve 4 in Fig. 3, which represents the
absorptivity of the incident wave in the fluid region of thick-
nessh51 mm near the interface between the half-spaces of
poly-1-butene-16 and SiO2. Comparison of curves 1 and 4 in
Fig. 3 demonstrates that, for example, atu50 the dissipation
in a unit volume of the layer~the anomalous absorption! is
about 18 times greater than the dissipation in a unit volume
near the interface of the fluid and solid half-spaces. Only in
the immediate proximity to the critical angleu0'40° the
anomalous absorption gives weaker dissipation in a unit vol-
ume of the fluid~Fig. 3!.

The dependence of optimal layer thicknesshm on angle
of incidence for the SiO2–fluid–Si structure with a poly-1-
butene-16 layer is presented by curve 1 in Fig. 5 for the
frequencyv/2p'50 MHz. A similar dependence for a layer
of Newtonian fluid with the same viscosity and density (r
50.88 g/cm23, n557.01 cm2/s) is given by curve 2 in Fig.
5. Curves 1 and 2 seem to be similar in shape, but curve 1
corresponding to the non-Newtonian fluid is significantly
lower than curve 2 corresponding to the Newtonian fluid

layer. This figure does not show larger values ofhm for
angles of incidence close top/2 andu0 , because these val-
ues do not satisfy conditions Eqs.~10! and ~10a! for the
considered frequency.

As we have mentioned, the anomalous absorption by a
layer of a non-Newtonian fluid is frequency-dependent. For
example, Fig. 6 presents the dependencies of optimal layer
thicknesshm on frequency foru50 ~normal incidence! for
the structure SiO2–fluid–Si for two different fluids: poly-1-
butene with 16 repeat units~curve 1! and poly-1-butene with
8 repeat units~curve 3!. Solid lines represent optimal layer
thicknesses for layers of Newtonian fluids with viscosities
and densities that are equal to those of poly-1-butene-16~line
2! and poly-1-butene-8~line 4!. The figure demonstrates that
the effect of increasing frequency on optimal layer thickness
is significantly larger for larger relaxation times (t'6.33
31029 s for curve 1, andt'1.1631029 s for curve 3!. It
can also be seen that at low frequencies the optimal layer
thickness for the poly-1-butene-16 is about 10 times greater
than for poly-1-butene-8. However, at larger frequencies this
difference is quickly reduced to about 2.5 times forv/2p
5108 Hz ~Fig. 6!.

Figure 7 presents the dependencies of the absorptivity
maximumMm on frequency for two different angles of inci-
denceu50 andu560° in the SiO2–fluid–Si structure. As
predicted in Sec. II, the absorptivity maximum decreases
with increasing frequency for non-Newtonian fluids~curves
1–4!, whereas for Newtonian fluids it is independent ofv
~curves 5 and 6!. Increasing frequency from 107 Hz to
108 Hz results in more than 3 times decrease in the absorp-
tivity maximum Mm for u560° in a poly-1-butene-16 layer
~curve 1!, and in about 2.5 times decrease for the normal
incidence~curve 4!. As expected, the smaller the relaxation
time in the fluid, the smaller the effect of increasing fre-
quency onMm . This is the reason for the difference between

FIG. 5. The angular dependencies of optimal thicknesshm for a poly-1-
butene-16 layer between SiO2 ~the first elastic half-space! and Si~the second
elastic half-space! for the frequencyv/2p'50 MHz ~curve 1!, and optimal
thicknesshm for a layer of a Newtonian fluid in the same structure and with
the same density and viscosity as for the poly-1-butene-16~curve 2!.

FIG. 6. The frequency dependencies of the optimal layer thicknesseshm for
poly-1-butene-16 ~curve 1! and poly-1-butene-8 ~curve 3! in the
SiO2–fluid–Si structure. Solid lines represent the frequency independent
optimal layer thicknesses for Newtonian fluid layers with the same density
and viscosity as for poly-1-butene-16~line 2! and poly-1-butene-8~line 4!.
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curves 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 (t56.3331029 s for curves 1
and 3, andt51.1631029 s for curves 2 and 4!.

IV. MULTIPLE RELAXATION TIMES

So far, we have considered only non-Newtonian fluids
with one relaxation timet, so that the stress tensor in the
fluid is determined by Eq.~1! with the parameterb given by
Eq. ~2!. It is not difficult to extend major obtained results to
the case of two or more different relaxation times~relaxation
processes! in the fluid. To do this, we must redefine the pa-
rameterb in Eq. ~1! as follows3

b5(
m

m`mtm

ivtm21
, ~19!

where indexm denotes different relaxation processes in the
fluid layer, m`m are the contributions from each of these
processes to the resultant shear modulus of the fluid at high
frequencies~if vtm@1 for all tm , then the fluid behaves as
a solid with the shear modulusm`5(mm`m).

Derivations of Eqs.~3!–~18! were implemented without
use of Eq.~2!, and thusb was considered as an arbitrary
complex parameter. Therefore, Eqs.~3!–~18! with b defined
by Eq. ~19! describe the anomalous absorption of shear
acoustic waves~polarized perpendicular to the plane of inci-
dence! in a fluid layer with two or more different relaxation
timestm . In particular, inequalities Eqs.~9!, ~10!, and~10a!
with b determined by Eq.~19! are the applicability condi-
tions for the frictional contact approximation for a layer with
several relaxation times.

V. NONUNIFORM LAYERS

Equation~15! suggests that layer thicknesses typical for
the anomalous absorption can be very small, i.e., vary from
tens of nanometers up to several micrometers, depending on
the fluid viscosity. Therefore, solid surfaces may noticeably

affect properties of the layer that can become nonuniform
with viscosity, density, and relaxation time~s!, being func-
tions of distance from the layer interfaces. For example, long
molecules in a fluid~such as molecules of poly-1-butene! can
interact with the interfaces and form an ordered structure in
the layer~similar to liquid crystals!. The viscosity of such
layer can be noticeably different from that of bulk fluids. The
anomalous absorption in nonuniform layers will be espe-
cially important for development of techniques for diagnos-
tics of biological and human fluids with large organic mol-
ecules, surface active substances, for analysis of solid–fluid
interfaces, etc.

Theoretical analysis of the anomalous absorption in ar-
bitrarily thick nonuniform layers is a very complicated prob-
lem. Fortunately, significant anomalous absorption normally
takes place in very thin layers for which the frictional contact
approximation is valid@see conditions Eqs.~9!, ~10!, and
~10a!#. In this approximation, fluid parameters are taken into
account only through the frictional coefficient. If we are able
to determine the frictional coefficient for a nonuniform layer,
then Eqs.~8!, ~11!, ~12!, ~15!–~18! can immediately be used
for determination of coefficients of reflection, transmission,
and absorption in the layer.

Consider a nonuniform layer with viscosityn(y), den-
sity r(y), and relaxation timet(y) being functions of the
y-coordinate~Fig. 1!. Conditions Eqs.~9! and ~10a! are as-
sumed to satisfy for all values of the fluid parameters in the
layer. Then shear stresses in the fluidsxy

F are approximately
constant across the layer. In accordance with Eqs.~14!,

sxy
F 5w~y!dv, ~20!

where w(y)52b(y)/dy, dy is the distance between the
planesy and y1dy inside the layer, anddv5v(y1dy)
2v(y) is the relative velocity of these planes@w(y) is the
coefficient of friction between the planes#. Rearrangement
and integration of Eq.~20! gives

E
v1

v2
dv52E

0

h

~sxy
E b21!dy, ~21!

where v1 and v2 are the velocities of the solid surfacesy
50 andy5h. Because in the frictional contact approxima-
tion the stressessxy

F in the fluid are independent of they
coordinate, Eq.~21! gives

sxy
F 5

v22v1

2*0
hb21 dy

. ~22!

On the other hand, the stresses at the interfaces~and thus
in the fluid layer! are determined by the overall coefficient of
friction W as sxy

F 5W(v22v1). Comparing this equation
with Eq. ~22! gives

W52S E
0

h

b21 dyD 21

. ~23!

This equation is correct for Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluids with one or more relaxation times. For Newtonian flu-
ids, b52r(y)n(y), while for non-Newtonian fluidsb is
given by Eq.~2! or ~19! with r, n, andt ~or tm and m`m)
being functions of they coordinate.

FIG. 7. The frequency dependencies of the absorptivity maximumMm for
layers of poly-1-butene-16~curves 1 and 3!, poly-1-butene-8~curves 2 and
4!, and Newtonian fluid with arbitrary parameters~lines 5 and 6! in the
SiO2–fluid–Si structure for the angles of incidenceu560° ~curves 1, 2 and
5! andu50 ~curves 3, 4 and 6!.
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Substituting the coefficient of friction Eq.~23! into Eqs.
~11!, ~12!, and~8!, we immediately obtain the coefficients of
reflection, transmission, and absorption in a nonuniform
layer. Thus the frictional contact approximation appears to
be a powerful tool for simple analysis of the anomalous ab-
sorption in thin nonuniform fluid layers.

Note that if a layer is strongly nonuniform with signifi-
cantly different values ofuau, then the requirement that in-
equality Eq.~10! @or Eq. ~10a!# must be satisfied for all val-
ues of the fluid parameters in the layer is excessively
restrictive. For example, if the layer is subdivided into sev-
eral sub-layers, and the value ofuau in one of the sub-layers
~of thicknessDh!h) is much larger than in the rest part of
the nonuniform layer, then it would be unreasonable to re-
quire @max(uau)#21 to be much less than the whole layer
thicknessh. In this case we must compare@max(uau)#21 with
Dh rather than withh. Therefore, for nonuniform layers,
condition Eq.~10! should be replaced by the following more
accurate inequality:

E
0

h

uaudx!1. ~24!

However, if uau does not vary strongly inside a nonuniform
layer ~this seems to be the most usual case!, then we can still
use inequality Eq.~10! that is noticeably simpler than Eq.
~24!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has analyzed the anomalous absorption of
bulk shear acoustic waves polarized perpendicular to the
plane of incidence by an ultrathin layer of a non-Newtonian
fluid between two semi-infinite elastic media. Angular and
frequency dependencies of the coefficients of reflection,
transmission, and absorption of the wave in the layer were
determined for different parameters of the media in contact.
The absorptivity was demonstrated to have a strong maxi-
mum ~as much as dozens of percent! at an optimal layer
thickness that is usually much smaller than the wavelength
and wave penetration depth in the fluid. Maximal dissipation
of incident wave energy in a unit volume of the layer was
shown to be dozens of times greater than the dissipation in a
unit volume near the interface of a semi-infinite fluid half-
space.

The analysis has been carried out for non-Newtonian
fluids with one or more relaxation times.

Frictional contact approximation was introduced and
justified for thin fluid layers. Using this approximation,
simple analytical equations for the coefficients of reflection,
transmission, and absorption, as well as an equation for the
optimal layer thickness were derived and analyzed in detail.
Unlike the anomalous absorption in a layer of Newtonian
fluid,14–18 the anomalous absorption in a non-Newtonian
fluid layer is frequency-dependent even in the frictional con-
tact approximation. Moreover, the coefficient of friction Eq.
~13! for a non-Newtonian fluid layer is also frequency-
dependent. Increase of frequency of the incident acoustic
wave @or/and increase of relaxation time~s!# was demon-
strated to result in decreasing absorptivity maximum. Opti-

mal layer thickness, at which the absorptivity maximum is
achieved, was also shown to decrease significantly with in-
creasing frequency of the incident wave.

The frictional contact approximation was demonstrated
to be a powerful tool for substantial simplification of theo-
retical analysis of the anomalous absorption. This is not only
because it allows the reduction of the number of boundary
conditions by two, but also because the properties of the
layer are taken into account only through the frictional coef-
ficient. Therefore the frictional contact approximation al-
lowed analytical analysis of the anomalous absorption in
nonuniform non-Newtonian fluid layers.

One of the most feasible practical applications of the
anomalous absorption of acoustic waves is related with new
ultrasonic sensors and techniques for precise fluid diagnos-
tics. For example, strongly increased absorptivity in the layer
will result in a substantial increase in the sensitivity of vis-
cosity sensors. Techniques based on the anomalous absorp-
tion will allow investigation of extremely small amounts of
fluids ~less than 1025 cm3). Due to the anomalous absorption
taking place in a fluid layer of about tens or hundreds of
nanometers, it will allow analysis of fluids in the extreme
proximity to solid surfaces, thus enabling precise investiga-
tion of solid–fluid interfaces. Anomalous absorption can also
be used for acoustic diagnostics and investigation of fric-
tional contacts, lubricants, colloidal solutions, suspensions,
biological and human fluids, etc. Use of high-frequency
acoustic waves will give additional options for precise fluid
analysis, including investigation of relaxation processes re-
lated with interaction of fluid~or solution! molecules with
each other and with a solid–fluid interface~s!.
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Quantitative acoustic measurements have been carried out on phosphoric acid-anodized~PAA!
aluminum. This process creates a porous oxide layer which varied from 1 to 22mm thick in the
different specimens used here. The elastic properties of the PAA oxide layer were determined by
measurements of the dispersion curves in the complex plane@speed of the surface acoustic wave
~SAW! and its attenuation# alone. This was possible because two modes were observed on samples
with thicker oxide layers. It has also been shown that the dependence of the attenuation on the oxide
layer thickness around the cutoff can be used for the determination of the density of the layer. The
shape of the attenuation curve measured by the acoustic microscope near the cutoff was smoother
than predicted by the theory, and this phenomenon has been discussed. ©1999 Acoustical Society
of America.@S0001-4966~99!04311-8#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ns, 43.35.Pt, 43.35.Cg@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

Adhesive bonding of aluminum has many advantages
over the traditional methods of construction in the aerospace
industry.1 In particular, it is a very flexible and cost-effective
technique. One of the major factors which determines the
strength and durability of this kind of joint is the nature of
the interlayer between the adhesive and the adherend. This
interlayer is a porous oxide layer created by anodization of
the aluminum adherend. The pores tend to fill with adhesive
~or primer!, forming a ‘‘microcomposite’’ layer. The proper-
ties of this interlayer thus play a major role in the quality of
the joint. However, the layer is generally only about 1mm
thick, making the measurement of these properties very dif-
ficult. The two most common anodization procedures, which
are used in the aerospace industry, are phosphoric acid an-
odizing ~PAA! and chromic acid anodizing~CAA!. The first
is used primarily in the United States and the second in Eu-
rope. For a more detailed description of the PAA and CAA
procedures and the resulting oxide structures, see Ref. 1. The
authors have recently studied the oxide layers formed by
oxalic acid anodization~OAA!.2–4 OAA films can be grown
to form very thick layers~of the order of 100mm!. This
makes it possible to obtain some of the elastic constants from
ultrasonic reflection coefficient measurements in the fre-
quency range below 100 MHz.5 In Ref. 3, the elastic con-
stants and density of oxalic acid-anodized~OAA! films were
determined by combining measurements of the surface
acoustic wave~SAW! dispersion in an acoustic microscope
in the frequency range 200–980 MHz with the lower fre-
quency reflection coefficients. Unfortunately, this methodol-

ogy could not be applied to PAA oxide films because it
proved to be impossible to grow PAA films thicker than
about 22mm. This paper discusses an alternative approach
using only measurements in the acoustic microscope.

I. MODEL

A. Specimens

Even an aluminum surface which has not been pre-
treated is coated by a thin layer consisting of a naturally
forming oxide. The surface pretreatments remove this natu-
rally occurring film and the anodization creates an oxide
layer which is thicker and more uniform.1 The substrates
used here were all super pure aluminum~at least 99.99%
pure!. The films were grown in a 0.25-molar solution of
phosphoric acid with a constant current density applied~25
milliamps per square centimeter!. The solution was slowly
stirred and immersed in a water bath to hold it at a constant
temperature of 19 °C~61 deg!. Under these conditions, the
phosphoric acid oxide film was expected to grow at a rate of
about 1mm in 1.2 min. The film thicknesses of the samples
were checked by scanning electron microscope~SEM! mea-
surements. For samples with predicted thicknesses below 15
mm, a worst-case error of 10% was found between the thick-
ness measured in the SEM and that predicted by the expected
growth rate and the anodization time. However, on a film of
expected thickness 100mm, SEM measurements showed that
the oxide layer was only about 16 or 17mm thick. This is
probably because the phosphoric acid is so aggressive that it
tends to dissolve the surface of the oxide as it is growing.
The maximum thickness layer which was grown was 22mm,
so samples were available at thicknesses between 1 and 22
mm.

a!Current address: 2525 Correa Road, SOEST, University of Hawaii, Hono-
lulu, HI 96822. Electronic mail: zinin@soest.hawaii.edu
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Figure 1 shows transmission electron micrographs
~TEM! of a cross section and the top of a PAA film. The top
view shows a fairly uniform distribution of pores, while the
cross section indicates that the pores run roughly normal to
the surface. This ‘‘honeycomb’’ structure is expected for this
type of oxide.1

B. Experimental procedure

Measurements were carried out using an acoustic micro-
scope and a line focus lens~LFM! at frequencies between
150 and 250 MHz. The SAW velocity,vsaw, was extracted
from theV(z) curves~see Fig. 2! as described by Kushibiki
and Chubachi.6 The SAW velocity was calculated using the
well-known relationship6,7

vsaw5
vw

A12S 12
vw

2 f Dz
D 2

, ~1!

wherevw is the speed of sound in water,f is the frequency,
andDz is the period of the oscillation of theV(z) curve. The
SAW attenuation,a, is related tod, the exponential decay of
theV(z) curve due to energy leakage of the SAW into water,
and the attenuation in water,aw , by

a5
d

2 tanuR
1

aw

sinuR
, ~2!

whereuR is the Rayleigh angle (sinuR5vw /vsaw). The geom-
etry of the system is shown in Fig. 3, where the critical angle
is uR . In our calculations,aw has been determined from
aw / f 252.33310215s2/m.8 The normalized attenuation fac-
tor, g, is calculated by

g5a
vsaw

2p f
. ~3!

Predictions of SAW propagation on a layered oxide/
aluminum structure have been done using theDISPERSEsoft-
ware developed at Imperial College.9,10 The predictions were
intended to be illustrative only and modeled the oxide layer
as a homogeneous, isotropic solid. The elastic properties
used for the different layers are given in Table I. Book values
of the aluminum and water properties were used, while the
values for the oxide layer were obtained from the measure-
ments discussed in Sec. III.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

V(z) curves measured on the PAA films are presented in
Fig. 2. For small thicknesses of the oxide, only one mode
was detected at 225 MHz. However, when the layer was 15
mm thick, a second, higher velocity@longer period in the
V(z) curve# mode was observed as shown in Fig 2~c!. For
the 22-mm thickness, theV(z) curve at 225 MHz did not
contain the ripples due to the SAW because of the high
roughness of the surface~which was observed by scanning
acoustic microscope, Fig. 4!. In order to reduce the influence
of the roughness and to detect a SAW for this specimen, the
excitation frequency of the signal was decreased. The stan-
dard line-focus lens, with an opening semiangle of 60°, has a

1-mm radius of curvature and a focal length of 1.15 mm
when distilled water is used as the coupling medium. The
water temperature was carefully controlled to allow measure-
ments at increments of 1 °C between 19.5° and 22.5 °C.11

The velocities measured do not show any obvious trend with
water temperature, and the scatter within each set is very
low, consistent with the best figure of 0.01% sometimes
quoted.12 Measurements of thez-stage movement used to
produce the 225-MHz measurements showed that the error of
SAW velocity measurement was limited to 0.14%.13 The
variation of the phase velocity due to roughness does not
exceed 1%,14 which is less than the variation of SAW veloc-
ity across the PAA films. Detailed description of the accu-
racy of SAW velocity measurements by LFM can be found
elsewhere.15,16The lens was originally manufactured to work
at a frequency of 225 MHz at which the accuracy of the
SAW speed determination is the highest~about 0.1% accord-
ing to Ref. 6! and a deviation from the working frequency of

FIG. 1. TEM images of the PAA layer used in the experiments~a! cross
section;~b! top view.
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the lens causes a decrease in the accuracy of the measure-
ments~up to 1%!. However, it enabled us to investigate the
thick films and, as will be shown later, the attenuation
around the cutoff. TheV(z) curve for the 22-mm-thick speci-
men at a frequency of 100 MHz is shown in Fig. 2~d!. The
SAW mode is clearly detected~the high-frequency oscilla-
tions are due to water ripples;15 they appear to be quite
strong here because the signal from the sample was relatively
weak!. The SAW in this specimen was observed for frequen-
cies up to 165 MHz. At 170 and 180 MHz, the high-speed
mode was detected, but at higher frequencies, the signal was
too weak for analysis.

The high-speed mode observed for the 15-mm layer

across the full frequency range~Fig. 5! and the 22-mm layer
at 170 and 180 MHz~Fig. 6! can be attributed to the longi-
tudinal bulk wave in the PAA film propagating parallel to the
surface.17,18 The lateral wave appears as a branch point on
the complex plate wave number~the x-component is the
wave vector! plane. The plate wave number of the lateral
wave is equal to the wave number of the bulk wave and the
corresponding system matrix becomes singular~see the de-
tailed description in Ref. 9, p. 539!. Unlike poles, which
represent solution of the dispersion equation for SAW,
branch points are independent of the thickness of layer; this
is in good agreement with the experimental data presented in
Figs. 5 and 6. The observation of this mode in theV(z) curve
can be explained by the surface roughness of the PAA films.
For a thin film, the level of roughness is small@see Fig. 4~a!#
and therefore contributions of the specularly reflected ray
and of the leaky SAW ray19 to the output signal are dominant
and the contribution of the lateral bulk wave to theV(z)
curve is small~Ref. 15, p. 124!. Thus, the lateral wave is not

TABLE I. Material properties used in calculations.

r ~kg/m3! v l (km/s) v t (km/s)

Water 1000 1.483 1025

PAA 2600 5.503 3.54
Aluminum 2667 6.396 3.10

FIG. 2. V(z) curves for different thicknesses of PAA film on aluminum~a! 1 mm, ~b! 7 mm; ~c! 15 mm; ~d! 22 mm.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the defocused acoustic lens.
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detected for thin films having a relatively smooth surface.
The thicker oxide layers had rougher surfaces@see Fig. 4~b!#
so the contribution of the leaky SAW became smaller due to
scattering by the rough surface. The lateral bulk wave is not
affected much by the roughness of the surface because, un-
like a surface wave, its energy is not concentrated at the
surface of the sample. Therefore, when the roughness is
higher, the contributions of the leaky SAW wave and of the
lateral wave to the output signal become comparable and the
lateral wave can be observed in theV(z) curves for the
thicker samples. For the 22-mm-thick layer, the high-speed
mode velocity decreased from 5.8 km/s at 150 MHz to 5.5
km/s at 250 MHz. The reasons for this change are not clear.
This mode was attributed to the bulk longitudinal wave of
the layer and thus for numerical simulations a velocity of 5.5
km/s measured at 225 MHz was chosen for the longitudinal
velocity of the layer in the plane parallel to the surface,v̂ l .
The next step was to determine the shear velocity of the layer
in the plane parallel to the surface,v̂ t . In principle, this
could be obtained from20

v̂R

v̂ t
5

0.722S v̂ t

v̂ l
D 2

0.752S v̂ t

v̂ l
D 2 . ~4!

However, the value of the Rayleigh velocity of the film,
v̂R , cannot be obtained directly, because the film cannot be
grown to a sufficient thickness for the energy of the SAW to
be contained entirely in the film at the frequencies used.
Consequently, the dispersion of the SAW at 225 MHz for

different thicknesses of oxide was used to determinev̂ t .
Equation~4! is independent of the density of the layer,r̂; it
was therefore assumed that the influence of the layer density
is small at high frequency thickness. At this stage in the
calculations, a value 2500 kg/m3 for the density of the layer
was chosen arbitrarily~this was the density found for OAA
films2!. v̂ t could then be found by fitting to the experimental
dispersion curves. The shear velocity thus obtained was 3.54
km/s. The dispersion curves calculated for different densities
using this shear velocity are plotted in Fig. 7 and show that,
as expected, the density has very little effect on the curves.

Although the density has only a very small effect on the
velocity dispersion, it does affect the attenuation. The den-
sity of the layer can therefore be extracted using a procedure
related to that proposed by Leeet al.21 who obtained the
density of solids by fitting predicted attenuation coefficients
to measured data. However, it was not possible to measure
the attenuation of a Rayleigh wave in the film alone because
the films could not be grown sufficiently thick. Instead, we
were able to use the fact that the attenuation around cutoff is
very sensitive to the variation of the density of the layer.2

The attenuation of the SAW measured for different thick-
nesses of oxide layer at a frequency of 225 MHz is presented
in Fig. 8. The theoretical curves calculated for different val-
ues of density are plotted as continuous lines. The best least-
squares fitting givesr̂52600 kg/m3 for the density of the
layer. The error bars on the measured values shown in Fig. 8
are relatively large. This reflects the difficulty of obtaining
accurate attenuation measurements. Error bounds on the es-
timates of density and the elastic constants of the layer are
discussed in Sec. IV.

FIG. 4. Acoustic micrographs of PAA
films; f 5300 MHz, z50 mm; ~a! 15-
mm-thick film; ~b! 22-mm-thick film.

FIG. 5. Dispersion of leaky SAWs for 15-mm PAA film on aluminum. FIG. 6. Dispersion of leaky SAWs for 22-mm PAA film on aluminum.
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III. ATTENUATION

The variation of attenuation with frequency thickness is
an important aspect of the characterization of the films and is
discussed further in this section. Since the behavior of the
attenuation near cutoff is important for the determination of
the oxide layer density, we examined it by changing the fre-
quency of the SAW excitation. The measurements of the
SAW speed and attenuation made at a single point on the 2-,
5-, and 15-mm PAA samples at different frequencies are pre-
sented in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The variation of at-
tenuation and wave speed with frequency measured on the
2-mm-thick sample do not give significant information, since
the range of kh covered~k is the wavenumber, h is the thick-
ness of the layer! is small and the error bars are wide. For the
thicker samples, clear frequency dependence can be seen.
The attenuation~Fig. 10! has a minimum at kh'4.5 which is
in line with the theoretical prediction, though the measured
attenuation does not show the sudden step indicated by the
theory. The reasons for this have been discussed by Zinin
et al.2 The theory of attenuation at cutoff and in particular
the jump in attenuation caused by the onset of leakage into
the substrate have been considered else-where.2,13 The at-

tenuation minimum occurs when the speed of the SAW
equals the shear wave speed in aluminum~3.1 km/s!. The
identification of this point ~the cutoff frequency, above
which the surface wave leaks into the aluminum substrate!
by the attenuation minimum could also be used as a way of
measuring the shear velocity of the substrate.

The theoretical attenuation curve has an unusual shape.
This occurs because the speed of the Rayleigh wave of the
film ~the asymptotic value reached at high kh or frequency-
thickness product!, 3.2 km/s, is slightly higher than the shear
wave speed in the substrate. If the shear wave speed in the
layer, v̂ t , is reduced, the Rayleigh velocity in the layer is
reduced, as shown in Eq.~4!. Numerical simulations of the
variation of SAW velocity with layer thickness at 225 MHz
for different shear velocities of the layer (v̂ t) are presented in
Fig. 11. The dispersion curves become smoother with de-
creasing shear wave velocity of the layer. As the shear ve-
locity of the layer becomes smaller, the speed of the Ray-
leigh velocity of the film at some stage becomes smaller than
the speed of the shear wave in the substrate, and leakage of
energy into the substrate cannot occur. In this case, the the-

FIG. 7. Dispersion of leaky SAW for PAA film on aluminum at 225 MHz.
Experimental data and theoretical lines are shown.

FIG. 8. Attenuation of leaky SAW for PAA film on aluminum at 225 MHz.
Experimental data and theoretical lines are shown.

FIG. 9. Dispersion of leaky SAW for PAA film on aluminum measured at
different frequencies.

FIG. 10. Attenuation of leaky SAW for PAA film on aluminum measured at
different frequencies.
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oretical velocity and attenuation dispersions are continuous.
When the Rayleigh velocity in the layer is greater than the
shear velocity in the substrate, there is a clear plateau in the
velocity dispersion curves@Fig. 11~a!#. This means that there
is a part of the dispersion curve for which the speed of the
SAW is not changing with increasing thickness. However,
Fig. 11~b! shows that the attenuation does vary over this
region. When the speed of the SAW starts to increase again,
the attenuation exhibits a sharp jump. When the speed of the
Rayleigh wave in the layer is less than the shear wave speed
in the substrate, the step in the velocity dispersion curves
disappears@Fig. 11~a!# and the attenuation curve is smoother
@Fig. 11~b!#, as for the case of a slow-on-fast system. The
determination of the density of the layer depended on a large
variation of attenuation around its minimum value. This is
only present if there is a cutoff frequency, i.e., the Rayleigh
wave velocity of the film is greater than the shear velocity in
the substrate. The method also requires the attenuation
around the cutoff to be sufficiently small for measurements
to be made with reasonable accuracy. Therefore, determina-
tion of the layer density from the variation in the attenuation
around the cutoff requires the Rayleigh wave velocity of the
layer to be higher than the shear velocity of the substrate; the
attenuation must also be small enough to allow measure-
ments to be made with reasonable accuracy.

IV. MODELING THE PAA OXIDE FILM

The PAA oxide film is porous in nature and has pores of
an approximately constant cross-sectional area which extend

through the oxide film, from the upper, free surface to the
underlying, relatively thin, barrier layer1,22 as shown previ-
ously in Fig. 1. The pores formed during steady-state anod-
izing conditions have relatively uniform size and their cross-
sectional area is approximately constant through the
thickness of the film. Further, the pores are parallel and are
uniformly distributed and orientated normal to the plane of
the film. Since the morphology is uniform in the 1–2 plane,
but different in the direction of axis 3~axis 3 is directed
downwards and normal to the surface!, the oxide film may be
assumed to be transversely isotropic.

The above physical model is similar in form to a fiber-
reinforced composite material where the cell walls may be
considered to be the matrix, and the pores are the fibers.
Nielsen23 has developed a mathematical model for such a
composite material, which predicts the properties of a two-
phase composite from the properties of its isotropic constitu-
ent materials. Thus, for porous anodic oxide films of the type
considered in this paper, we may use the Nielsen model
where the solid oxide walls represent the matrix material and
water represents the ‘‘fibers’’ contained in the pores. Indeed,
the Nielsen model has been used successfully in previous
studies on porous oxide films.5,24 A transversely isotropic
material has five independent elastic constants. In the coor-
dinate system used in the present work, with axis 3 being the
axis of symmetry, the constants extracted from the model
using the experimental measurements as input were:
C11~5C22), C33, C13~5C235C315C32), and C44~5C55). The
fifth independent constant, the in-plane shear modulus, C66,
does not affect the surface wave velocities, and so has not
been considered.

In the present experimental studies, from examination of
transmission electron micrographs of the PAA oxide film,
such as those shown in Fig. 1, the average volume fraction of
the pores has been determined to be 25%. From SAW mea-
surements, the density of the water-filled oxide film is be-
tween 2500 and 2700 kg/m23, see Fig. 8. It was also found
above that the bulk longitudinal wave velocity of the film
parallel to the surface, measured at 225 MHz, was 5.5
km/s21, and this gives a value of C11 of 76 GPa assuming a
density of 2600 kg/m23. Further, the shear wave velocity of
the film parallel to the surface was 3.54 km/s21, and this
gives a value of C44 of 32.5 GPa.

Using the above directly measured properties, together
with the Nielsen model, the density and tensile and shear
moduli of the cell-wall material~solid PAA oxide, assumed
to be isotropic! and the constants C33 and C13 of the porous
layer may be derived. The results from the best fit to the
model are shown in Table II, for the PAA oxide containing

FIG. 11. Predicted influence of the shear velocity of the layer on the dis-
persion curves at 225 MHz~a! SAW velocity; ~b! attenuation.

TABLE II. Properties of the porous PAA oxide film, with water in the
pores.

Material property Value

Density ~kg/m3! 2600
C11 ~GPa) 75.8
C13 ~GPa) 17.7
C33 ~GPa) 113
C44 ~GPa) 32.5
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water in its pores. The properties of the solid PAA oxide are
given in Table III. They assume a Poisson’s ratio of the
cell-wall material of 0.235, which gave the best fit to the
data. It should be noted that the experimental scatter in the
values of the input parameters needed to determine the val-
ues for the PAA oxide film shown in Table III lead to coef-
ficients of variation on the average density of64%, and on
the average moduli values of about615%.

Finally, the differences between the values of the moduli
for the present PAA oxide and the previously reported work
on an oxide layer formed by anodizing in oxalic acid3 are
highlighted in Table III. Evidently, the solid PAA oxide has
significantly lower values of moduli than the solid oxalic
acid-anodized~OAA! oxide; although these values have ex-
perimental scatter associated with them, the corresponding
average values appear to be well outside the limits of experi-
mental scatter. The reasons for these differences may be as-
cribed to several causes. First, the films formed with oxalic
acid were grown at an increased voltage compared with
those formed in phosphoric acid. Hence, increased power is
necessary for OAA oxide-film formation under similar con-
ditions, leading to Joule heating within the oxide film, con-
tributing possibly to increased sixfold coordination of alumi-
num with oxygen within the amorphous alumina which
comprises the porous oxide film. Such symmetrical Al–O
units may result in an increased modulus for the oxide film
formed in oxalic acid. Second, the films formed in phos-
phoric acid are relatively heavily contaminated with electro-
lyte species @6% to 8% by weight of phosphate ions
(PO4)32#. On the other hand, the oxide films formed in ox-
alic acid are only associated with about 2% to 4% of
(COO)22 species. The phosphate ions also have greater mo-
bilities under the field applied during the formation of the
oxide film than do (COO)22 species, giving rise to a more
extensive incorporation of such species in the cell walls of
the PAA oxide. Consequently, the oxide films formed in
phosphoric acid have cell walls which consist of a reduced
thickness of pure alumina. Thus, the PAA oxide film may be
expected to possess lower values of moduli than the OAA
oxide film on the basis of the presence of a reduced volume
fraction of relatively pure alumina and an increased volume
fraction of electrolyte anion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A novel method for characterizing the elastic moduli
and density of a thin, transversely isotropic layer on a sub-
strate has been developed. The technique is based solely on
surface acoustic wave measurements in an acoustic micro-
scope. Full characterization depends on both the Rayleigh-
type mode and the lateral bulk wave being measured. The

density is obtained from measurements of the surface acous-
tic wave attenuation and is particularly applicable when the
Rayleigh wave speed in the layer~i.e., the speed which
would be measured if the layer were thick enough~or the
frequency high enough! for the wave energy to be contained
solely in the layer! is higher than the shear wave speed in the
substrate. The method has been applied successfully to the
oxide layers formed by phosphoric acid anodization of alu-
minum.
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Lamb waves are guided ultrasonic waves capable of propagating relatively long distances in thin
plates and thin laminated structures, such as airframe skins, storage tanks, and pressure vessels.
Their propagation properties in these media depend on the vibrational frequency as well as on the
thickness and material properties of the structure. Structural flaws such as disbonds, corrosion,
fatigue cracks, and voids represent changes in effective thickness and material properties, and
therefore measurement of variations in Lamb wave propagation can be employed to assess the
integrity of these structures. Lamb wave measurements can be made for a number of relative
transducer positions~projections! and an image of the flawed region can be reconstructed
tomographically. This paper presents a new technique in which two contact piezoelectric
transducers are independently scanned along parallel lines in a fashion analogous to that commonly
used in seismic crosshole tomography. These results are compared to those for parallel projection
Lamb wave tomography data collected with an automated contact scanning apparatus. The
advantages and drawbacks of these two methods in the development of automated tomographic
Lamb wave scanners for quantitative mapping of thickness variation in platelike materials are
discussed. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05611-8#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Pt@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

The use of x-ray computerized tomography for medical
noninvasive diagnostics is a mature technology, employing a
set of projections around the body and a convolution-type of
reconstruction to image cross sections through the body. Dif-
ferent tomographic techniques exist that are using seismic
waves to image subsurface structures for development of oil
and mineral deposits. We have borrowed the technology
from these industries and recombined them in a new tech-
nique using ultrasonic Lamb waves as the probing energy for
a cross-field geometry tomographic reconstruction. Previous
ultrasonic work by Hutchinset al.,1–5 Achenbach,6 and
Degertekin7 used a parallel projection technique with the ve-
locity and attenuation of Lamb waves as input for the tomog-
raphic reconstruction. For comparison to this earlier work,
the results of a parallel projection technique for reconstruc-
tion using Lamb wave velocity data on an aluminum plate
with a thinned region are presented here. This is followed by
a ‘‘crosshole’’ tomographic reconstruction from Lamb wave
data shown for the same sample. This preliminary work il-
lustrates the technique for reconstructing the velocity over a
planar structure using Lamb waves. The velocity can be used
to back out the modulus parameter for the structure, provid-
ing rapid large-scale information on the quantitative health
of the structure.

Lamb8 developed the theoretical foundations for elastic
waves in plates, and Worlton9 provided experimental confir-
mation of Lamb waves at frequencies of interest to ultrasonic
nondestructive evaluation~NDE!. The details and back-
ground for elastic wave propagation, in general, and in plates

and layered media, in particular, can be found in a number of
texts.10–19 In addition, there are many recent research papers
describing specific advances in the application of Lamb
waves to ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation. The use of
lasers to generate and receive ultrasonic Lamb waves has
received much attention,20–37 as has the propagation of
Lamb-type waves in multilayered and composite
materials.38–76 Characterization of bond strength, interfaces
and coatings has been an active area of research.77–94 Many
other facets of Lamb waves have also been studied95–118 in-
cluding analogous guided wave modes in wires and
pipes.119–123Finally, Lamb wave interactions with flaws and
structural features have been investigated by a number of
researchers.124–141The motivation for the present work is to
find the best way to employ Lamb waves for the quantitative
characterization of hidden defects in platelike structures.

In particular, we are interested in the detection of hidden
corrosion in the skins of aging aircraft. Corrosion will alter
the velocity of Lamb waves as they propagate through the
thinned regions. We have found that by monitoring the
change in arrival time of Lamb waves traveling between two
contact transducers at known separation, we are able to de-
tect areas of only a few percent thickness reduction. Al-
though this has allowed us to locate areas of structural dete-
rioration, it does not allow us to quantify the extent of the
thinning. Tomographic reconstruction with Lamb waves al-
lows accurate reconstruction of the variation of quantities of
interest—such as thickness—throughout the region of inter-
est.

There are two bodies of literature on tomographic recon-
struction that are of interest to this work. The first is in medi-
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cal imaging, primarily for computed tomography~CT! scan-
ning. These algorithms are summarized in the book by Kak
and Slaney142 and we have implemented them to reconstruct
the data from our Lamb wave scanner. The second body of
tomographic literature is in seismology,143 where the cross-
borehole tomography144 is of interest because the geometry
and physics are the same as those for Lamb wave scanning
of, for example, an aircraft lap joint or doubler. In the seis-
mic problem, the line of sources and the line of receivers are
placed in boreholes on opposite sides of the region to be
interrogated. In our problem, the sending and receiving con-
tact transducers are scanned along opposite sides of the re-
gion of interest. Because of the many source–receiver com-
binations, there are a number of rays passing through each
cell or subregion in between. One needs to pay particular
attention to the density of rays because it is nonuniform and
depends on the details of the scanning geometry. The quality
of the reconstruction, of course, depends on the density of
rays passing through each cell. The algorithms for cross-
borehole tomography are well developed in seismology and
we have implemented them to reconstruct the data from our
Lamb wave scanner. We should note that these algebraic
reconstruction algorithms are quite different from those used
for parallel back projections, since they are not based on the
Fourier slice theorem and the radon transformation, but are
rather iterative algebraic reconstruction techniques.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
those features of Lamb waves which are used in our mea-
surements. In Sec. III we describe the experimental apparatus
used in this work and outline the tomographic reconstruction
algorithms appropriate for each. In Sec. IV we show tomog-
raphic reconstructions of simulated corrosion in an alumi-
num plate and discuss some of the challenges encountered in
developing an automated Lamb wave tomographic scanning
system.

I. LAMB WAVE MEASUREMENT SCHEME

Lamb waves are guided waves with an infinite number
of modes, separated into two families: symmetric and anti-
symmetric. Dispersion curves for the four lowest modes in
an aluminum plate are shown in Fig. 1. Note the separation
of the lowest-order symmetric and antisymmetric modes for
low frequencies. Our measurements are typically performed
at f d'2 MHz-mm, where only theS0 andA0 modes propa-
gate appreciably. We use contact transducers excited by
toneburst and then allow the Lamb wave modes to develop
as the ultrasonic energy propagates. This is in contrast to
other researchers who use angle-block transducers to select
particular Lamb wave modes. We find that for automated
scanning the careful coupling required to select particular
waveguide modes via Snell’s law is not practical. Instead we
drive the transducers at a high enough frequency that theS0
mode has sufficient dispersion to give sensitivity to thickness
variations, but low enough that all higher-order modes are
cut off or negligible. Note from Fig. 1 that theS0 mode at
f d'2 MHz-mm is appreciably faster than theA0 mode, so
that in our pitch-catch measurements theS0 signal will be
distinct from theA0 signal. For corrosion detection we find
it convenient to monitor changes in arrival time of theS0
signals, but depending on the flaws of interest we can moni-
tor any combination of changes in arrival time or amplitude
of theS0 andA0 modes. Although amplitude measurements
are often most sensitive to the presence of flaws, the received
signals are often more strongly affected by the variations in
coupling inherent in automated scanning with contact trans-
ducers. Since tomographic reconstructions require many in-
dividual measurements to develop the projection data, we
have concentrated our efforts on those measurement schemes
which have the most promise for being fully automated.

FIG. 1. Dispersion curves of theS0
~— — —!, A0 ~——–!, S1 ~•••••!,
andA1 ~— •• —! Lamb wave modes
in aluminum.
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II. LAMB WAVE TOMOGRAPHIC SCANNING SYSTEM

Figure 2~a! shows schematically the geometry for
parallel-projection tomography. The transducers are scanned
along parallel lines with the Lamb waves propagating be-
tween them. At each position in the scan a measurement of
some property of the Lamb waves, which are assumed to
propagate along the straight rays shown, is recorded. Once
the measurement has been done along each of the rays for
that orientation, the sample is rotated by a fixed amount and
the measurement is repeated. Projections consisting of seven

parallel rays~transducer-pair positions! for four orientations
~0, 45, 90 and 135 deg! are shown. The ‘‘ray density’’ is
critical to the quality of reconstruction. Note that the ray
density is uniform for parallel projection tomography; this
will not be the case for crosshole tomography. Having the
rays pass through the region of interest from many orienta-
tions is also important to the quality of the reconstruction.
The rays for parallel projection tomography cover all angles
since projections must be evenly spaced over 180 deg. This
can be a disadvantage for contact scanning because a fairly
large ring surrounding the region of interest@shown shaded
in Fig. 2~a!# must be free of obstructions.

Figure 2~b! shows the scanning geometry and ray paths
for crosshole tomography for eight combinations of sources
and receivers. Note how the ray density varies and that the
rays do not pass through the region of interest from all ori-
entations. These drawbacks in the reconstruction quality are
offset by the increased practicality of the measurement.
Namely, only two narrow strips@shown shaded in Fig. 2~b!#
need to be free of obstructions for contact scanning. This can
be especially important in aircraft applications where one
wants to scan a long line of rivets or a lap joint. Since a
complete scan of any large structure will be done via a
‘‘composite’’ of many smaller scans, the rectangular scan-
ning of the crosshole tomography is inherently superior to
the circular scanning region of the parallel projection
scheme.

In our laboratory we have assembled an ultrasonic sys-
tem that allows us to perform Lamb wave scans in both
parallel projection and crosshole geometries. Schematics of
the parallel projection and crosshole scanners are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Broadbanded contact piezoelectric transducers
generate and receive the Lamb waves in a pitch-catch ar-
rangement. For the parallel projection configuration, where
the two transducers are always in the same relative orienta-
tion, shear contact transducers are automatically scanned in
the direction perpendicular to the Lamb wave propagation.
Two predominant signals, the lowest-order symmetric~S0

FIG. 2. ~a! The geometry for parallel-projection tomography is shown here
schematically for the case of seven parallel rays at four orientations.~b! The
scanning geometry and ray paths for crosshole tomography are shown here
schematically for the case of eight sources and eight receivers.

FIG. 3. The parallel projection scanning system is shown here schemati-
cally.
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mode is first arrival! and antisymmetricA0 is second arrival!
can be observed at a frequency in the range 0.7 to 1.5 MHz.
At each location of the transducer pair, the phase shift of the
S0 mode is acquired through pulsed-phase-locked-loop
~P2L2! circuitry. This instrument compares the phase of its
pulsed output signal, which is sent to the transmitting trans-
ducer, with that of the amplified and low-pass filtered re-
turned signal from the receiving transducer. A frequency
counter is connected to the output of the P2L2, which gives
information on the phase difference of the two signals in
terms of frequency. The value of this reference frequency
can be used to calculate both the time of flight and, because
the distance between the two transducers is fixed, the inte-
grated velocity of the Lamb waves. A normalized reference
frequency provides the percentage change in these quantities,
and allows us to detect changes in material properties. In our
setup the sample is rotated by a fixed amount between each
scan by a computer-controlled rotary table in order to obtain
data from the different orientations necessary for tomogra-
phic measurements.

For the cross-borehole method, longitudinal contact
transducers are scanned independently so that measurements
are recorded at all of the necessary sender/receiver positions.
Since the relative orientation of the transducers is constantly
changing during the scan, the highly directional shear trans-
ducers cannot be used even though they give a better signal
in contact scanning. Instead, longitudinal contact transducers
are used so that signals could be received from any angle.
The received signal is sent to a digital oscilloscope, and the
digitized waveform is sent to a personal computer and saved
for later analysis.

A. Parallel projection algorithm

For clarity, we include here some of the standard
development142 for recovering the image of a cross section of

an object from projected data. We define the projection at
some angleu along some linex cosu1ysinu5t as

Pu~ t !5E
2`

`

f ~ t,s!ds, ~1!

where (t,s) is the coordinate system at an angleu to the
(x,y) system. Heref (t,s) is called the object function. For
example, if f (t,s) is the two-dimensional distribution of
slowness in the plate, thenPu(t) is the travel time projection
for the angleu. The Fourier transform ofPu(t) is

Su~w!5E
2`

`

Pu~ t !e22p iwtdt, ~2!

and substituting in our above definition for the projection
gives

Su~w!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

@ f ~ t,s!ds#e22p iwtdt. ~3!

~Note thatw and t are not radian frequency and time, al-
though the formulas do look like time-frequency Fourier
transforms.! If we transform this back into the (x,y) coordi-
nate system, we have

Su~w!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

f ~x,y!e22p iw(x cosu1y sin u)dxdy, ~4!

and we see that the right-hand side is the two-dimensional
Fourier transform off (x,y) at a spatial frequency of (u
5w cosu, v5wsinu), or

Su~w!5F~w,u!5F~w cosu,w sinu!5F~u,v !. ~5!

This equation indicates that the set of one-dimensional Fou-
rier transforms of the individual projections of the object
function, Su(w), at many angles,u1 . . . uk , corresponds to
the two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform of the object
function F(u,v). Then the object function we want,f (x,y),
can be recovered by using the inverse transform,

f ~x,y!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

F~u,v !e2p i (ux1vy)dudv. ~6!

Using polar coordinates we can write this as

f ~x,y!5E
o

2pE
0

`

F~w,u!e2p iw(x cosu1y sin u)wdwdu,

~7!

and splitting theu-integration into two parts and noting that
F(w,u1p)5F(2w,u), we have

f ~x,y!5E
0

`E
2`

`

F~w,u!uwue2p iwtdwdu, ~8!

where we have usedt5x cosu1ysinu for convenience. Fi-
nally, introducing

Qu~ t !5E
2`

`

Su~w!uwue2p iwtdw, ~9!

we write

f ~x,y!5E
0

p

Qu~x cosu1y sinu!du, ~10!

FIG. 4. The crosshole scanning system is shown here schematically.
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which gives the object function in terms ofx, y, and the
projection angle,u i . However, since we cannot take an in-
finite number of projections, these integrals need to be re-
placed with the appropriate summations. For example,

Qu~k/2w!'
2w

N (
m52N/2

N/2

Su~m2w/N!Um2w

N Ue2p i (mk/N),

~11!

f ~x,y!'
p

K (
i 51

K

Qu i
~x cosu i1y sinu i !.

Thus the scan is made forK anglesu i and forN points along
each of those scans. In Fig. 2~a! the full scan is made for 4
projection angles of 7 points each, and in our experiment we
used 18 projection angles of 100 points each.

B. Cross borehole tomography

In this section the calculation for geophysical crosshole
tomography is outlined for completeness. The geometry con-
sists of a series of source and detector locations, and a ray
projection exists for every combination. The intervening
space is modeled as a rectangular grid space with a number
of rays passing through each element in this space. The re-
construction of the value at each element, either the wave
speed or attenuation, involves solving a large set of equa-
tions. We have chosen an algebraic reconstruction technique
~ART! to study the method.144

In the Lamb wave measurements,I tot is the number of
source locations andJtot is the number of columns between
the sources and receivers. This means that the area between
the source and receiver line is divided up into a rectangular
area withi j number of cells. A ray connects every combina-
tion of source and receiver, and the corresponding line which
goes through the cells is defined as

i 5~ i d2 i s! j /Jtot1 i s , ~12!

where the source location isi s and the detector location is
i d . To construct the data vector, we write

gk5 f i j Dsi jk , ~13!

where the summation overi and j is implied, Dsi jk is the
segment of thek-th ray passing through the celli j , and f i j

corresponds to the value of the physical parameter of interest
in the cell i j .

In order to determine the values off i j for the discretized
space, we first calculate theDsi jk , estimate thef i j compo-
nents, and calculategk ,

gk5 f i j
q Dsi jk . ~14!

Next, for each ray we use the difference between thegk

value and the corresponding data value,Agk , to calculate the
update for thef i j

q values for that ray.

D f i jk
q 5~Agk2gk!/Lk , ~15!

whereLk is the length of thek-th ray

Lk5A~ i k2 i n!21~Jtot!
2. ~16!

Then we add the update to the currentf i j
q values for that ray,

f i j
q115 f i j

q 1D f i jk
q , ~17!

to obtain the next set off i j values,f i j
q11 . A single iteration

involves repeating this process for all of the rays, and itera-
tions are repeated until a specified number has been reached
or until the residual has approached some small number

r 5(
k

@gk2Agk#
2. ~18!

In Fig. 2~b! we have 8 sources and 8 receivers, so a single
iteration would involve 64 rays, while for our experiment we
had 20 sources and 20 receivers, which gives 400 rays, and
we performed 10 iterations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tomographic reconstructions using Lamb waves allow
us to map out the thickness variation of plates in an auto-
mated fashion. We discuss some of the details and subtleties
involved below, as well as the relative advantages and dis-
advantages of the parallel projection to the crosshole tomog-
raphy techniques.

Figure 5 shows a parallel projection tomographic recon-
struction contour plot of Lamb wave contact scanning data
taken on a 2.45-mm-thick aluminum plate with a 20-cm2

circular region of 50% thickness reduction. The image cov-
ers 1003100 mm and was reconstructed from 18 projections
of 100 rays each for a total of 1800 rays. The thinned region
is shown clearly as the white region in the center of the
image, although the actual extent of the flawed region is
slightly larger than it appears in this image. Because we
monitor the arrival time of theS0 mode for a known trans-
ducer pair separation, the tomographic reconstruction returns
initially a velocity map of the scanned region. We have
found that for automated contact scanning there is too much
variability in coupling to make amplitude measurements re-
liable. For small changes in velocity, theS0 wave dispersion
curve ~see Fig. 1! is essentially linear and gives a simple

FIG. 5. Parallel projection tomographic reconstruction contour plot of Lamb
wave contact scanning data taken on aluminum plate with flat-bottom hole.
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relationship between velocity changes and thickness
changes. Thus Fig. 5 represents a ‘‘thickness contour map’’
of the plate, with the darkest gray corresponding to the
2.45-mm plate thickness and white corresponding to half that
value.

Figure 6 shows a crosshole tomographic reconstruction
~thickness contour map on the same scale! of the same 100
3100-mm region of the aluminum sample. This image was
produced using the ART algorithm and 400 rays. Note that
although the much lower ray density in the flaw region de-
creases the accuracy of the reconstruction, the location and
size of the thinned region are fairly accurately reproduced.
The crosshole image is inherently lower resolution because
the number of pixels corresponds to a much coarser compu-
tational grid. The ray paths through the flawed region are
also not from all angles, as they are in the parallel projection,
which reduces the quality of the reconstruction.

The type of thickness maps represented by Figs. 5 and 6
can also be used directly to make quantitative measurements
of corrosion loss, for example. The data file that generates
these images contains the estimate of thickness at each loca-
tion in the plate, and so the total volume of material loss or
the minimum thickness throughout a region or various statis-
tical measures of thickness variation can easily be calculated.
Once a particular metric of interest is defined, then an appro-
priately accurate tomographic scanning geometry can be
implemented.

One of the disadvantages of the parallel projection tech-
nique is, in fact, that it requires measurements to be made
from all sides of the region of interest. This is clearly im-
practical in any number of materials testing situations. The
crosshole technique requires access to only two sides of the
region, although better reconstructions will be possible with
transducers scanned along a third~or even fourth! side of the
region of interest. This corresponds to having a line of re-
ceivers along the surface of the ground in addition to down
the two boreholes in the seismic case. It increases the ray
density and gives a larger number of ray directions through

the region of interest. Both of these increase the accuracy of
the reconstruction. In the development of a practical scan-
ning technique we have opted for a two-leg system, but the
algorithms and instrumentation developed here can easily be
extended.

In the parallel projection tomographic scanner, the travel
distance of the Lamb waves is fixed, so that we can use the
P2L2 to detect very small changes in arrival time due to
thickness changes. This is not possible for the crosshole to-
mography because the path length is different for each of the
rays. Instead we digitized the entire received waveform for
subsequent processing to extract the arrival times of theS0
modes needed for input to the ART code. In our initial stud-
ies we merely identified the peaks of interest manually, but
with hundreds or even thousands of such waveforms re-
quired for input to the tomographic reconstruction algorithm,
this was not practical. To automate this portion of the proce-
dure, we have developed a rudimentary ‘‘expert system’’
which searches through the waveforms for a portion which
corresponds to the characteristicS0 signal. It then records
the time of arrival of that signal for each waveform and
passes that to the tomographic code for the corresponding
ray. The image shown in Fig. 6 used this automated proce-
dure without other signal or image processing.

There are a number of issues yet to be addressed in this
work. Many are practical issues associated with developing
rapid and operator-independent tomographic Lamb wave im-
ages. Scanning with contact transducers is slow and prone to
errors from variations in coupling of the ultrasonic energy in
and out of the plate. The images shown here can be acquired
by our contact scanner in several minutes, with tomographic
reconstruction taking only a few seconds on a relatively
modest PC. Neither of these are concerns in the laboratory,
but are serious drawbacks in service. Both can be overcome
by using arrays of transducers which are ‘‘electronically’’
scanned through all the various combinations. A ring of
transducers could be used with standard fan-beam recon-
structions and two or more linear arrays of transducers could
be used with the crosshole algorithms. This would eliminate
coupling problems, and would recover the speed inherent in
Lamb wave techniques. The reconstruction algorithms run in
near real time on modern PCs, so there appears to be no
inherent limits on implementation of this technique in the
field. Although the Lamb wave physics is fairly complicated,
an expert system which automatically extracts the tomogra-
phic inputs from the received waveforms will make measure-
ments possible by technicians who neither know or care
about those subtleties. The inherent resolution of the tech-
nique is limited by the number of rays, with both measure-
ment time and computational requirements increasing sig-
nificantly as the number of rays increases.

The most serious limitation in the tomographic recon-
struction algorithms that we have used in this work is that we
have neglected diffraction and ray bending. We have as-
sumed that the thinning only caused the Lamb wave velocity
to change, but that there was no scattering of the Lamb
waves. For slight changes in thickness this is a reasonable
assumption, but for general flaws there will always be scat-
tering. Reconstructions performed on highly scattering

FIG. 6. Crosshole tomographic reconstruction of the same sample as Fig. 5.
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samples, such as plates with deep flaws or through holes,
have shown the expected tomographic artifacts increasing in
severity with strength of scattering. Waveguide scattering is
notoriously difficult, with coupling to other modes inherent.
Incorporation of scattering effects into a Lamb wave diffrac-
tion tomography theory is the next step in our work. This
will allow us to image cracks, disbonds, and other flaws. We
also hope to be able to image flaws in the presence of strong
scatterers such as lap joints and rivets in aircraft structures.
We have also neglected anisotropy and associated ray bend-
ing in our analysis, assuming straight rays. For aluminum
plates this is reasonable, but we have also found Lamb waves
to be sensitive to impact, and thermal and fatigue damage in
composites. For composites the anisotropy is significant be-
cause the effective stiffness is very different along the fibers
vs across them. In graphite epoxy laminates we have found
that the Lamb waves only propagate well along the fiber
direction of one of the plys, making tomographic reconstruc-
tions which require propagation along many projection direc-
tions problematic. Incorporation of these effects into the
crosshole tomographic algorithms is also important in future
work.
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Direct imaging of traveling Lamb waves in plates
using photorefractive dynamic holography
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Anisotropic stiffness properties of sheet materials can be determined by measuring the propagation
of Lamb waves in different directions, but this typically requires multiple positioning of a suitable
transducer at several points or scanning over the area of the sample plate. A laser imaging approach
is presented that utilizes the adaptive property of photorefractive materials to produce a real-time
measurement of the antisymmetric Lamb traveling wave displacement and phase in all planar
directions simultaneously without scanning. Continuous excitation and lock-in methodology is
employed, enabling the data to be recorded and displayed by a video camera. Analysis of the image
produces a direct quantitative determination of the phase velocity in all directions showing plate
stiffness anisotropy in the plane. The method is applicable to materials that scatter light diffusely
and provides quantitative imaging of the dynamic surface motion exhibited by traveling elastic
waves. A description is given of this imaging process and, for the first time, its ability to perform
lock-in measurement of elastic wave displacement amplitude and phase. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05011-0#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Pt, 43.35.Cg, 43.35.Sx, 43.35.Yb@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

Many optical techniques for measuring ultrasonic mo-
tion at surfaces have been developed for use in applications
such as vibration measurement and laser ultrasonics. Most of
these methods have similar sensitivities and are based on
time-domain processing using homodyne, heterodyne,
Fabry-Perot,1 and, more recently, photorefractive
interferometry.2 Generally, the methods described above do
not allow measurement at more than one surface point simul-
taneously, requiring multiple beam movements or scanning
in order to produce images of ultrasonic motion over an ex-
tended area. Electronic speckle interferometry and shearog-
raphy do provide images of vibrational motion over large
surface areas. This method has proven very durable in the
field for large displacement amplitudes and a sensitivity of
1/3000 of the optical wavelength has been demonstrated un-
der laboratory conditions.3 Full-field imaging of traveling ul-
trasonic waves using digital shearography has been recently
reported with sensitivity in the nanometer range.4 With this
method, optical interference occurs at the photodetector sur-
face of the camera that records the speckle image from the
sample surface. Multiple image frames are typically recorded
and processed in a computer to produce an output propor-
tional to sample surface displacement. This paper discusses a
powerful alternative method that utilizes the photorefractive
effect in optically nonlinear materials to perform adaptive
optical interferometry in an imaging mode.5,6 Optical inter-
ference occurs within the photorefractive material with this
technique and the output is an optical image whose intensity
distribution is directly proportional to the sample surface vi-
bration amplitude for small ultrasonic displacements. Utiliz-
ing this approach, no post-processing of the data recorded by
a video camera is required to produce images of the surface
vibration amplitude over large areas. The application of this

approach to imaging of standing wave resonant motion in
plates has been previously described.7–9 This paper describes
results of an investigation into the fundamental operation and
application of this technique to nonstationary wave forms
through imaging of traveling Lamb waves in plates.10 The
ability to measure nonstationary wave forms not only at
single points but also as an image over a surface comes from
the inherent lock-in measurement process occurring. This re-
cording mechanism is developed theoretically as well as ex-
perimentally here, for the first time, for imaging of flexural
wave propagation in isotropic plates. Application to imaging
flexural wave propagation in anisotropic plates is also pre-
sented. A benefit of the imaging approach is developed from
the Fourier transform of the recorded wave front that pro-
duces a mapping of the propagation wave vector in all planar
directions as a single image. This mapping yields informa-
tion about the elastic symmetry of the wave propagation and,
therefore, the material microstructure directly.

BACKGROUND

Photorefractivity5 refers to that process where optical
excitation and transport of electrically charged carriers
within select nonlinear optical materials produces an optical
diffraction grating from the interference pattern developed
inside the material. A spatial and temporal charge distribu-
tion results in the photorefractive material that reflects the
optical phase information impressed onto the optical signal
beam by the vibrating sample surface. Several optical fre-
quency domain measurement methods of vibration have been
proposed using photorefractive two- and four-wave mixing
in select materials.11,12 These provide a time-averaged re-
sponse that is a nonlinear function of the specimen vibration
displacement amplitude. A method using an unconventional
photorefractive process has been reported that provides out-
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put linear with the vibration displacement amplitude, but it is
limited to a select group of materials.13 The method reported
here utilizes the normal photorefractive effect to produce an
optical grating at a fixed beat frequency between the phase-
modulated signal and reference beams. It can be used in a
manner that directly measures vibration amplitude and phase
with a response proportional to the Bessel function of order
one, providing a linear output for small amplitudes. The
method accommodates rough surfaces, exhibits a flat fre-
quency response above the photorefractive cutoff frequency,
and can be used for detecting both standing and traveling
waves. In this paper, the underlying physics of the optical
detection process is developed and application of the method
to full-field imaging of traveling Lamb waves in plates with
isotropic and anisotropic stiffness properties is presented.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental setup for vibration detection is shown
in Fig. 1. A solid-state laser source at 532 nm was split into
two legs forming the signal and reference beams. The signal
beam was reflected off traveling waves produced at the sur-
face of a nickel plate driven at its center by a continuously
excited piezoelectric transducer. The excited traveling waves
occurring on the plate surface produced a phase modulation
dsig of the signal beam. The reference beam was phase
modulated by an electro-optic modulator at a fixed modula-
tion depth d ref . The photorefractive material was from
single-crystal bismuth silicon oxide~BSO! of size 10 by 10
by 2.25 mm and cut along thê001& and ^011& directions.
The measured time constant was 0.01 ms. The modulated
beams were combined and interfered inside the BSO photo-
refractive crystal utilizing an external angle 2u555 deg be-
tween the beams in order to produce a large response for
operation in the diffusive charge transport regime. The re-
fractive index grating produced within the photorefractive
material can be read out by four-wave or two-wave mixing
techniques.

In the four-wave mixing configuration, the reference
beam was reflected back into the crystal along a counter-
propagating path that matched the Bragg angle of the photo-
refractive grating in the medium. The vibration-induced op-
tical phase grating was read out by the resulting diffracted
reference beam, or conjugate signal beam, that propagated
backward along the signal beam leg and was detected by

deflecting it with a beamsplitter~not shown! toward a pho-
todetector. Subsequently, when only one detection point was
being interrogated, the photodetector signal was processed
with conventional electrical lock-in methods to increase the
measurement signal-to-noise ratio through utilizing a small
detection bandwidth. A video charge-coupled device~CCD!
camera was employed to record the demodulated optical
phase grating and produce images of the elastic displacement
wave front over the surface of the plate. Four-wave mixing
isolated the signal beam phase information very effectively
from the transmitted signal beam.

A significant drawback of the four-wave mixing ap-
proach is the low output intensity of the readout process.
This was improved by employing a two-wave approach that
recorded the forward diffracted beam enhanced by the gain
of the two-wave mixing process. However, there was also a
significant component of the directly transmitted signal beam
that had to be discriminated against in order to achieve maxi-
mum sensitivity. Optically active photorefractive materials,
in this case BSO, offer a means for providing the needed
discrimination through optical activity and anisotropic self-
diffraction, which produce a rotation in the linear polariza-
tion of the diffracted reference beam with respect to that of
the transmitted signal beam. By using an appropriate thick-
ness of the photorefractive crystal, it was possible to achieve
a nearly 90° polarization shift between the two beams.14 This
allowed reduction of the directly transmitted signal beam
through the use of high extinction ratio polarizers. The re-
sulting intensity of the diffracted reference beam was depen-
dent on the vibration displacement and temporally modulated
at the frequency difference between the mixing waves in a
manner analogous to the four-wave mixing case. As before,
only the output intensity need be measured to obtain both the
vibration amplitude and phase, thereby allowing direct imag-
ing and ease of interpretation.

FLEXURAL WAVE DISPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION

The mechanism that allows recording of traveling wave
displacements can be illustrated by considering a traveling
flexural wave in a plate. The classical differential equation of
motion for the out-of-plane displacement of an isotropic ho-
mogeneous plate driven by a force per unit area off p(r,t) is
given by15

D¹4j1s
]2j

]t2 5 f p~r,t !, ~1!

where D[Eh3/12(12s2) is the bending stiffness of the
plate,s[rmh the mass density per unit area,rm5the mass
density of the material,s5Poisson’s ratio,E5Young’s
modulus,h5the plate thickness,j is the displacement nor-
mal to the plate surface, andr is the radial spatial coordinate.
Equation ~1! is valid at low frequencies where the elastic
wavelength (la) is much larger than the plate thickness, i.e.,
ka52p/la , for kah!1⇒h!la/2p, and approximates the
lowest antisymmetric Lamb or flexural wave mode. Consider
a traveling flexural wave excited at a single point on the plate
by a piezoelectric transducer undergoing continuous oscilla-
tion with frequencyvs/2p and phasews producing a point

FIG. 1. Photorefractive two-wave mixing setup for optical vibration detec-
tion.
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force per unit area on the plate off p(r,t)
5Re@F0(d(r)/2pr)e2 i (vst1ws)#, where the amplitude of the
total force applied to the plate isF0 and d(x) is the Dirac
delta function. Equation~1! can be rewritten utilizing
j(r,t)5jr(r)e2 i (vst1ws), wherejr(r) is the complex dis-
placement amplitude, as follows:

~¹22ka
2!~¹21ka

2!jr~r!5
F0

2pD

d~r!

r
, ~2!

whereka
4[sv2/D. Since Eq.~2! is a fourth-order differen-

tial equation, in addition to the two propagating wave modes,
two nonpropagating heavily damped modes must also be in-
cluded in order to form a complete solution satisfying the
boundary conditions. The solution can be found by adopting
the time dependence of the forcing function along with ap-
plying the two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform, which,
for a circularly symmetric function, can be expressed in
terms of the Hankel transform of order zero as16

g̃~k!52pE
0

`

g~r!J0~kr!rdr⇔

g~r!5
1

2p E
0

`

g̃~k!J0~kr!kdk, ~3!

with d(r2r8)/r5*0
`J0(kr8)J0(kr)kdk, and d(k2k8)/k

5*0
`J0(k8r)J0(kr)rdr. Applying the transform to Eq.~2!

and using the orthogonality of the Bessel functions yields the
radial solution in the Fourier domain as

j̃r~k!5
F0

D F 1

~k22ka
2!~k21ka

2!G . ~4!

The resultant wave form traveling outward from the excita-
tion point in the spatial domain is obtained by the inverse
transform according to

jr~r!5
F0

2pD E
0

`F J0~kr!

~k22ka
2!~k21ka

2!Gkdk, ~5!

which can be integrated using the relation
*0

`J0(xr)xdx/(x21k2)5K0(kr),17 whereK0(x) is a modi-
fied Bessel function of the second kind. The resultant travel-
ing wave solution is given by18

j~r,t !5Re$ i j0@H0
1~kar!2H0

1~ ikar!#e2 i ~vst1ws!%, ~6!

where j0[F0/8vADs, ka52p/la , la52pca /vs is the
antisymmetric traveling mode wavelength with phase veloc-
ity ca andH0

1(x)5J0(x)1 iN0(x) is the Hankel function of
order zero representing a wave traveling outward from the
origin. A central conclusion of this research is that the opti-
cal imaging approach described measures both the elastic
wave amplitude and phase over the plate surface simulta-
neously in a manner similar to electrical signal lock-in de-
tection. The explicit separation of the flexural wave displace-
ment into terms depicting the elastic wave amplitude and
phase is not readily apparent from Eq.~6!. However, this
separation can be achieved near the origin and far away by
expanding the Hankel functions. Near the origin, the Bessel
functions can be expanded as

J0~x! →
x→0

12
x2

4
,

N0~x! →
x→0

2

pF lnS x

2D1gG , g50.5772̄ ,

to show that limx→0@H0
1(x)2H0

1( ix)#51, designatingj0 as
the displacement amplitude at the source point. Another way
of writing the solution, using the relationK0(x)
5(p i /2)H0

1( ix), is

j~r,t !5j0FJ0~kar!sin~vst1ws!

2FN0~kar!1
2

p
K0~kar!Gcos~vst1ws!G , ~7!

which explicitly shows the traveling wave near-and far-field
behavior as

j~r,t ! ——→
kar→0

j0 sin~vst1ws!,

j~r,t ! ——→
kar→`

j0A 2

pkar
sinS vst1ws2kar1

p

4 D .

These expressions show that the displacement at the origin is
j0 and that as the elastic wave travels away from the origin,
its phase increases linearly with radial distance. The normal
lock-in method allows one to determine the flexural wave
amplitude and phase separately and then reconstruct the dis-
placement completely at any point. The next section shows
this procedure explicitly for the photorefractive detection
methodology.

PHOTOREFRACTIVE TRAVELING WAVE DETECTION

The method by which the photorefractive process de-
modulates the optical phase information can be illustrated by
considering an approximation to the two-wave and four-
wave mixing processes. The integral form of the Hankel
function,19

H0
1~x!5A 2

px
ei ~x2p/4!E

0

` e2u

Apu
S 11

iu

2xD 21/2

du

5h0~x!ei ~x2p/4!,

can be used to write Eq.~6! for the traveling wave displace-
ment as

j~r,t !5Re@ i j0uh~kar!ueiFaei ~kar2p/42vst2ws!#, ~8!

where uh(kar)ueiFa[h0(kar)2h0( ikar)e2kar(11 i ). The
optical phase shift of the signal beam, referring to Fig. 1 and
assuming normal incidence,z50, produced by the traveling
wave, can be described using Eq.~8!, with x(r)5(kar
2p/41Fa), as

dsig~r,t !5
4pj~r,vst1ws2x~r!!

l

5
4pj0

l
uh~kar!usin~vst1ws2x~r!!. ~9!
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Using the relationeix sin(u)5(n52`
n5` Jn(x)einu, the electric field

amplitude of the optical signal beam can be represented, re-
ferring to Fig. 1, as

As~r ,t !5AI se
i ~ks•Rs22pnt1dsig~r,t !!

5AI se
i ~ks•Rs22pnt !eidsig0sin~vst1ws2x~r!!

5AI se
i ~ks•Rs22pnt ! (

n52`

n5`

Jn~dsig0!e
in~vst1ws2x~r!!,

~10!

wheredsig05(4pj0 /l)uh(kar)u, Rs5r1r s , I s is the optical
signal beam intensity,ks is the optical signal beam wave
vector, andn is the laser optical frequency. The reference
beam is phase modulated with magnituded ref0, at the fre-
quencyv r /2p and phasew r by an electro-optic modulator
~EOM! according tod ref5d ref0sin(vrt1wr), which produces
a reference beam amplitude

Ar~r ,t !5AI re
i ~kr•Rr22pnt1dref!

5AI re
i ~kr•Rr22pnt ! (

m5`

m52`

Jm~d ref0!e
im~vr t1wr !,

~11!

whereRr5r1r r , I r is the optical reference beam intensity,
andkr is the optical reference beam wave vector.

Interference inside the crystal produces a spatially and
temporally modulated intensity pattern, assuming the polar-
izations of the signal and reference beams are the same, as

I 5I 0@11M cos~K•r1S1dsig2d ref!#,

I 05I s1I r , M5
2AI sI r

I 0
, ~12!

whereK5ks2kr is the grating wave vector and(5ks•r s

2kr•r r accounts for path length differences between the two
beams. The interference intensity distribution within the
crystal generates a corresponding space-charge electric field
distribution. The dynamic behavior of this field is controlled
by the charge carrier mobility and trapping that produces, in
the diffusive operation regime, a single relaxation time re-
sponse given by20

]Esc

]t
1

Esc

t
5

iEq

t

2As•Ar*

I 0
, ~13!

wheret is the material response time. The maximum achiev-
able space-charge field,Eq5qNAL/2p«, is controlled by
the concentration of available charge trapping sitesNA , the
fringe spacingL52p/K, the carrier chargeq, and the per-
mittivity of the medium«. Using Eqs.~10!–~12!, the inter-
ference term in Eq.~13! becomes

2As•Ar*

I 0

5M (
n,m52`

`

Jn~dsig0!Jm~d ref0!e
i @K•r1S1vnmt1wnm2nx~r!#,

~14!

wherevnm5nvs2mv r , wnm5nws2mw r .
Using the result of Eq.~14! and solving Eq.~13! for the

space-charge field yields

Esc~r ,t !5EqM (
n,m52`

`

Jn~dsig0!Jm~d ref0!

3Fei @K•r1S1p/21vnmt1wnm2nx#

2~11 ivnmt!
1c.c.G , ~15!

where c.c. stands for complex conjugate. Let

tan~cnm!5vnmt,

and

Qnm5K•r1S1
p

2
1vnmt1fnm2nx,

then

Esc~r ,t !5EqM (
n,m52`

`

Jn~dsig0!Jm~d ref0!

3Fcos@Qnm#1vnmt sin@Qnm#

~11vnm
2 t2! G

52EqM (
n,m52`

`

Jn~dsig0!Jm~d ref0!

3F sin@K•r1(1vnmt1wnm2nx2cnm#

A11vnm
2 t2 G .

~16!

This can be expanded to

Esc~r ,t !52EqMF S J0~dsig0!J0~d ref0!1 (
n51

`

Jn~dsig0!Jn~d ref0!
cos~n@Vt1F2x#2cn!

A11n2V2t2 D sin~K•r1S!

1 (
n,m52`

~nÞm!

`

Jn~dsig0!Jm~d ref0!S sin@K•r1S1~vnmt1wnm2nx2cnm!#

A11vnm
2 t2 D G , ~17!

where the frequency differenceV5vs2v r , the phase differenceF5ws2w r , Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind, and
tan(cn)5nVt. Equation~17! represents the electric space-charge field within the photorefractive crystal as a series of terms
including a constant term, low-frequency terms at multiples of the difference frequency between the signal and reference
beams, and higher frequency terms at multiples of the signal and reference frequencies. In the above configuration, the
photorefractive crystal acts as a mixing and low-pass filtering element providing the benefits of lock-in detection. Therefore the
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space-charge field responds to slowly varying phase modu-
lations occurring within the material response time constant,
allowing only the terms around the difference frequencyV to
be important, assuming thatV!vs,r . Employing the low-
pass filtering, Eq.~17! for the space-charge field becomes

Esc~r ,t !52EqMFJ0~d ref0!J0~dsig0~r!!

12J1~d ref0!J1~dsig0~r!!

3
cos~Vt1F2x~r!2c1!

A11V2t2
1...G

3sin~K•r1S!, ~18!

which can be more compactly written asEsc(r ,t)
5EqM f (dsig0(r),x(r);t)sin(K•r1().

The space-charge field modulates the local refractive in-
dex through the linear electro-optic effect. This effect creates
a diffraction grating within the crystal that contains the low-
frequency phase information desired. Several methods can
be used to read out the space-charge field and diffraction
grating, including~1! four-wave mixing,~2! two-wave mix-
ing with polarization selection, and~3! electrical measure-
ment through conduction of photoexcited carriers. The mag-
nitude of the index of refraction grating produced is given
by5 n152n0

3r 41Esc/2, wheren0 is the average refractive in-
dex of the medium, r 41 is the effective, orientation-
dependent electro-optic coefficient in BSO. The diffracted
beam intensity is a direct measure of the grating established
and its diffraction efficiency is determined by the wave cou-
pling constant, according to the scattering theory developed
by Kogelnik,21

z[F pn1L

l cosuG5Fpn0
3r 41EqL

2l cosu GM f ~dsig0~r!,x~r!;t !

5
GL

2
M f ~dsig0~r!,x~r!;t !, ~19!

whereL is the interaction length,G is the two-wave mixing
coupling constant,5 andGL50.16 for the BSO crystal used
with input beam polarizations along the^001& and perpen-
dicular to the^110& directions,l is the laser source wave-
length, and 2u is the angle between the mixing waves.

Operation in the four-wave mixing arrangement is de-
scribed, as it provides a simpler analysis for demonstrating
the mechanism whereby lock-in imaging occurs, since in this
configuration there is no direct transmitted beam. The refer-
ence beam that passes through the crystal is reflected back
into the crystal and diffracts from the photoinduced grating
retracing the signal beam path, see Fig. 1. In the undepleted
pump approximation, the diffracted~conjugate! beam inten-
sity is21

I 45I 3e2aL/cosuusinzu2, ~20!

whereI 3 is the back-propagated reference beam intensity and
a is the material absorption coefficient. The refractive index
modulation amplitude generated by the mixing process is

generally small, so thatz!1, and sin(z)'z. The intensity of
the diffracted conjugate beam is given by

I 4

I 3e2aL/cosu 5S GL

2 D 2

M2FJ0
2~d ref0!J0

2~dsig0!

1F4J0~d ref0!J1~d ref0!

A11V2t2 GJ0~dsig0!

3J1~dsig0!cos~Vt1F2x~r!2c!1...G ,

~21!

where tan(c)5Vt. Equation~21! shows that the magnitude
and phase of the traveling wave have been placed as argu-
ments of the Bessel functions for the magnitude and as the
phase of a low-frequency alternating signal. The resultant
measured intensity is then proportional to

I AC}J0~dsig0!J1~dsig0!cos~Vt1F2x~r!2c!, ~22!

which for small traveling wave displacement amplitudes be-
comes

I AC}
dsig0

2
cos~Vt1F2x~r!2c!

}S 1

2D 4pj0uh~kar!u
l

sinS Vt1F2x~r!2c1
p

2 D
}

4pj~r,Vt1q2x~r!!

l
, with q5F2c1

p

2
.

~23!

Therefore, if Eq.~23! is compared with Eq.~9!, the optical
imaging approach can be seen to provide a true measure of
the traveling wave amplitude and phase, for small amplitudes
where 4pj(r,t)/l!1. The maximum measured intensity of
Eq. ~22! occurs at a phase shift of 1.082 radians, which cor-
responds to a traveling wave amplitude of 45.8 nm for a
probe wavelength of 532 nm. Comparison of the alternating
and constant terms in Eq.~21!, with knowledge of the refer-
ence beam modulation amplitude and the photorefractive
crystal time constant, allows absolute calibration of the flex-
ural wave displacement amplitude even when the maximum
signal beam modulation amplitude cannot be realized.22 Op-
eration with the two-wave mixing method provides similar
results whereby the diffraction process produces an output
beam whose ac intensity component is proportional to the
elastic wave displacement. This mode can be more efficient
than the four-wave approach in that the output can be con-
figured to be proportional to the two-wave mixing coupling
constantG, rather than the square of this quantity. The analy-
sis is complicated by the fact that a large directly transmitted
beam is also present and does not further illustrate the
lock-in measurement process under discussion; therefore, it
is not presented here but will be the subject of future work.

SINGLE-POINT MEASUREMENTS

Single-point measurements were implemented with the
two-wave mixing technique according to Fig. 1 by focusing
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the signal beam to a spot size of about 0.1 mm diameter onto
a 0.125-mm-thick pure nickel plate. A piezoelectric trans-
ducer with a short length of metal rod ground to a point
served as the source transducer. The tip of the rod was placed
in contact with the plate surface by applying a small amount
of pressure and its vibration generated flexural waves in the
plate. The plate was clamped at the outer plate boundaries
between two pieces of a viscoelastic damping material23 that
shows damping characteristics superior to natural rubber.
Continuous excitation of the transducer then produced steady
traveling waves emanating from the contact point at a pre-
scribed signal frequency and wavelength according to Eq.
~6!. Although this method of excitation was suitable for the
measurements here, difficulties were encountered due to the
resonant behavior of the metal rod/transducer combination
that allowed only discrete frequencies to be investigated.
Figures 2–4 show the flexural wave amplitudes as a function
of distance from the source for frequencies of 8.0, 15.0, and
30.0 kHz. The points are the result of direct measurement by
translating the detection beam along a radius from the source
point. The solid lines shown in the figures are the calculated
results from Eq.~6!. Good agreement is seen between the

measurements and the calculation using only the displace-
ment amplitude at the source point and the relative phase
between the signal and reference beam modulations as ad-
justable parameters. Some deviation is seen in the 8-kHz
data at the left of Fig. 2 that we attribute to insufficient
damping of the wave reflected from the supporting clamp at
the plate edge. Material elastic and physical constants ofE
5204 GPa,s50.31,rm58.9 g/cm3, andh50.125 mm were
used for the nickel plate calculation. In each figure, both the
traveling flexural wave displacement amplitude and phase
were recorded by using ac lock-in measurement techniques.
Figures 2–4 show the reconstructed wave forms taking into
account the amplitudes and phases measured by the lock-in;
the results are proportional to the out-of-plane displacement;
no absolute calibration was performed. The sensitivity of the
measurement was ultimately limited by optical phase noise
produced by the detection laser and environmental vibrations
which had previously been shown to correspond to a mini-
mum detectability of about 0.002 nm for these point
measurements.9 At each frequency, the relative phase shift
between the signal and reference beams was adjusted so that
the maximum displacement amplitude occurred at the source
point yielding the results shown. Each figure corresponds to
a snapshot of the traveling wave displacement along the plate
at a moment in time. The wavelength of the flexural wave
can be obtained by Fourier transforming the data and em-
ploying Eq. ~4!. Measurements up to 1 MHz agreed well
with the calculations, as shown in Fig. 5.

PHOTOREFRACTIVE DYNAMIC HOLOGRAPHIC
IMAGING

Since optical interference and the photorefractive effect
occur throughout the photorefractive crystal, the point
method described above can be generalized to that of an
image of the vibration over the surface of the plate. The
volume character of the photorefractive process creates a
grating distribution that locally records the phase modulation
measured from each point of the specimen surface as long as
the surface is accurately represented within the photorefrac-
tive crystal. The output beam intensity can then be measured

FIG. 2. Flexural mode traveling wave surface displacement on a 0.125-mm-
thick nickel plate at 8.0 kHz.

FIG. 3. Flexural mode traveling wave surface displacement on a 0.125-mm-
thick nickel plate at 15.0 kHz.

FIG. 4. Flexural mode traveling wave surface displacement on a 0.125-mm-
thick nickel plate at 30.0 kHz.
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by an array of detectors, or a highly pixelated device, such as
a CCD camera. Each pixel records the local intensity from a
point on the specimen producing an output proportional to
that point’s displacement. Even a diffusely reflecting surface
can be measured if the surface is adequately imaged inside
the photorefractive crystal by suitable optics.

The experimental setup for vibration imaging using po-
larization rotation through anisotropic self-diffraction is
similar to that shown in Fig. 1 except that additional optical
elements are used to illuminate and image the vibrating sur-
face. A two-wave mixing configuration was used as the
rough surface of the plate diffusely scattered the laser light,
resulting in insufficient light approaching the video camera
after diffracting from the grating in the four-wave method.
Light from a solid-state laser source~532 nm, 1 W!, was split
into two legs forming the signal and reference beams. The
signal beam was expanded and reflected off the surface of
the plate undergoing continuous vibration. Traveling flexural
waves in the plate were excited by a contact piezoelectric
transducer in the same manner as with the point measure-
ments. Light scattered from the plate was imaged in the pho-
torefractive crystal by a collection lens. The modulated ref-
erence beam was also expanded and projected into the
photorefractive crystal to produce the volume holographic
grating. An input high extinction ratio polarizer selected one
component of the signal beam from the plate. At the output
of the crystal, the diffracted wave front was selected through
use of another high extinction ratio polarizer.

Figure 6 shows images of the traveling flexural waves in
the plate obtained with the two-wave mixing method at fre-
quencies of 8, 15, and 30 kHz. The expected circular wave
fronts due to the isotropic microstructure of the nickel plate
are clearly defined and the relative vibration displacement
phase is readily distinguishable. The figure shows single-
frame image data at three different frequencies that have the
background subtracted. For qualitative inspection of two-
dimensional wave forms from the CCD output, the eye inte-
grates over multiple video frames. If the difference fre-
quency is held at zero or locked to the camera frame rate of

30 Hz, a stationary wave front pattern is observed. This sig-
nal averaging makes it possible to easily detect subtle pat-
terns such as those brought about by the traveling waves.
Also, the entire pattern can be made to change its phase
continuously at the frequency,V, from 1–30 Hz, so that the
appearance is that of waves emanating from the center and

FIG. 5. Flexural wave wavelengths as a function of driving frequency for
the 0.125-mm-thick nickel plate, calculated~line! using parameters de-
scribed in the text and measured~circles!.

FIG. 6. Single-frame images of the traveling waves at~top! 8 kHz, ~middle!
15 kHz, and~bottom! 30 kHz.
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traveling outward. This is physically equivalent to the actual
traveling wave motion except that viewing of the wave has
been slowed to a much smaller observation frequency that is
held constant and independent of the actual wave frequency.
A sequence of successive frames is shown in Fig. 7. The
frame rate is 30 Hz and the offset frequency is about 4 Hz,
resulting in a continuous change in the relative phases be-
tween each image. The result is a time-lapse image that
shows the viewer a wave emanating from the center and
traveling outward and finally attenuated outside the field of
view. This quasi-real-time imaging tells the viewer the wave
front shape from which information about the plate material,
such as the elastic constants or the locations of flaws along
the wave path, can be determined. The photorefractive pro-
cess yields a true picture of the actual wave out-of-plane
displacement motion and does not require any additional
processing to generate the images of Fig. 6. However, to
obtain quantitative measurement of the flexural wave dis-
placement at any point within the image, the intensity at that
point must be compared with the background value. This
background value is obtained from an average of several
additional frames recorded at different phase shifts between
the signal and reference images phase-locked so as to elimi-
nate the flexural wave displacement when the average is
taken. This procedure was previously illustrated in Ref. 9
concerning images of resonant vibrations in plates.

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE FLEXURAL WAVE
IMAGES

The magnitude of the Fourier transform of the traveling
wave displacement as a function of the radial propagation
direction, Eq.~4!, shows a real pole at the applied wave
vector for the traveling wave and imaginary poles of the

same value that contribute to satisfy the boundary conditions.
Therefore, the Fourier-transform image of the traveling wave
displacements should be a single ring at the applied wave
vector delineating the propagating mode. Figures 8–10 show
calculations and measurements of the traveling wave dis-
placements as an image over the surface. The calculations
are from Eq.~6! and the measurements those of Fig. 6. Be-
side the images are shown images of the magnitude of the
Fourier transforms. A strong response is seen as a ring at the
propagating wave vector, whose magnitude can be deter-

FIG. 7. Time-lapse picture of successive frames of the traveling wave im-
ages showing the emergence of the wave front from the center of the plate.

FIG. 8. Calculated~top! and measured~bottom! traveling wave displace-
ments~left! and magnitude of the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform
~FFT! ~right! for the nickel plate at 8.0 kHz.

FIG. 9. Calculated~top! and measured~bottom! traveling wave displace-
ments~left! and magnitude of the two-dimensional FFT~right! for the nickel
plate at 15.0 kHz.
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mined to allow calculation of the elastic stiffness of the plate,
assuming the plate mass density per unit area is known. Both
the wave front and the Fourier-transform images clearly
show the isotropic character of the plate. Correspondingly,
the figures also show the magnitude of the Fourier trans-
forms of the measured image data. The large response is
again seen as rings at the propagating wave vector values.
This analysis procedure provides considerable information
about the plate in one simple image.

ANISOTROPIC MATERIAL MEASUREMENTS

If the specimen is elastically anisotropic, then the wave
speed varies with the propagation direction. Figure 11 shows
this type of behavior for traveling waves in a sheet of carbon
fiber composite. The carbon fiber sheet was approximately
0.18-mm thick with the fibers aligned in parallel along the
vertical direction. The matrix is an isotropic resin material.

The highly oblong wave front pattern seen in Fig. 11 shows
the anisotropy clearly and immediately. Figure 12 shows the
wavelengths measured for this composite sheet in the direc-
tions along~3’s! and perpendicular~s’s! to the fibers as a
function of frequency. Clearly, a great deal of information
about the anisotropic elastic properties of the sheet can be
obtained directly from this image measurement technique.

CONCLUSIONS

An imaging photorefractive optical lock-in traveling
wave measurement method has been described. Detailed op-
eration of the imaging method for recording nonstationary
wave fronts through the lock-in process has been presented.
Four-wave and two-wave mixing were described for reading
out the signal producing an output intensity directly propor-
tional to the amplitude of the vibration being measured at a
preset mechanical phase. Point measurements scanned along
a propagation radius produced a spatial snapshot of the am-
plitude and phase of the traveling wave form. Direct two-
dimensional surface images of the traveling wave were ob-
tained by expanding the collection optics and imaging the
output beam from the photorefractive material. These images
showed the ultrasonic wavelength and wave front shape and
provided a quantitative method for obtaining the elastic stiff-
ness symmetry of sheet materials, as illustrated for an isotro-
pic nickel plate and an anisotropic composite carbon sheet.
The method is capable of flat frequency response over a wide
range above the cutoff of the photorefractive effect and is
applicable to imaging the ultrasonic motion of surfaces with
rough diffusely reflecting finishes.
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An exact, three-dimensional method is developed in the paper to analyze the free vibration of a
spherically isotropic hollow sphere made of a functionally graded material and filled with a
compressible fluid medium. The material is assumed to be inhomogeneous along the radial
direction. By introducing three displacement functions and employing the function expansion
method, the governing equations are simplified to an uncoupled second-order ordinary differential
equation, and a coupled system of two such equations. Solutions to these equations are given when
the elastic constants and the mass density are power functions of the radial direction. To investigate
the effect of material gradient on the natural frequencies, numerical calculations are finally
performed. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03010-6#‘

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ey, 43.20.Ks@CBB#

INTRODUCTION

Functionally graded materials~FGMs! possess varia-
tions in constituent volume fractions that lead to continuous
change in the composition, microstructure, porosity, etc. and
this results in gradients in the mechanical and thermal
properties.1 FGMs have attracted much interest as heat-
shielding materials and studies on FGMs associated with
thermal stress and deformation analysis have been
extensive.2–5 Meanwhile, since the conventional piecewise
homogeneous coatings are usually susceptible to cracking
due to their low fracture toughness, FGM coatings have been
developed. As a result, the fracture mechanics of FGMs have
also been of intense research effort.6–8 It is noted that though
the dynamic parameters play an important role in the design
of modern advanced structures, few dynamic investigations
on FGM structures can be found in literature except the re-
cent paper by Loyet al.,9 who considered the free vibration
problem of FGM cylindrical shells. They showed that by
selecting the gradient parameter of FGM, it is possible for
designer to obtain the desired dynamic properties of the
shell. Their analysis is based on the classical Love-type shell
theory and limited to isotropic elastic material. It is known
that for thicker plates and shells, high mode approximate
theories should be employed to give an accurate analysis,
especially when the materials are anisotropic.

FGM is, in fact, a subset of inhomogeneous materials, of
which the research history has been long. In regard to the
vibration of inhomogeneous~hollow! sphere, Huston10 stud-
ied the radial vibration of an isotropic sphere. Shulgaet al.11

presented a state equation by employing the separation tech-

nique as well as the spherical harmonic function expansion
method for the nonaxisymmetric vibration of a radially inho-
mogeneous spherically isotropic hollow sphere. Numerical
analysis has also been used for obtaining the vibration fre-
quency of nonhomogeneous spheres.12,13It is also noted here
that Puro14 initiated the separation method for nonhomoge-
neous spherically isotropic elasticity to consider some static
problems.

In many practical applications, plates and shells are
working in acoustic environments. In such cases, the effect
of ambient acoustic medium should be taken into consider-
ation. It is necessary to develop exact methods based on
three-dimensional elasticity to analyze the coupled free vi-
bration problems of plates and shells. Such methods can
serve as a benchmark for clarifying various two-dimensional
approximate theories or numerical methods.15–17

In this paper, we follow the method proposed by Ding
and Chen15,16 to use three displacement functions to rewrite
the components of displacement. The governing equations of
motion of a spherically isotropic elastic body with radial
inhomogeneity are then turned to an uncoupled partial dif-
ferential equation and two coupled partial differential equa-
tions. For the general nonaxisymmetric free vibration prob-
lem, the resulting equations are further simplified to the
corresponding ordinary differential ones by expanding the
displacement functions in terms of spherical harmonics. For
the case that the elastic constants and the mass density obey
an identical power law in the radial direction, solutions to
these equations are given in the paper. In particular, the ma-
trix Frobenius power series method18 is employed to solve
the coupled set. Exact frequency equations are then derived
for the coupled vibration of a FGM spherical shell filled with
compressible fluid. Finally, numerical results are given toa!Electronic mail: chenwq@rocketmail.com
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show the effect of the material gradient on the natural fre-
quencies.

I. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL ELASTICITY METHOD

Assuming the center of anisotropy be identical to the
origin of the spherical coordinates~r, u, f!, the linear con-
stitutive relations of a spherically isotropic elastic medium
are

suu5c11suu1c12sff1c13srr , s ru52c44sru ,

sff5c12suu1c11sff1c13srr , s rf52c44srf ,

s rr 5c13suu1c13sff1c33srr , suf5~c112c12!suf ,
~1!

wheres i j and si j are the stress and strain tensors, respec-
tively. ci j are elastic constants to be functions of the radial
coordinater. The strain-displacement relations and the equa-
tions of motion can be found in any textbook on elasticity.

Like the homogeneous spherically isotropic
elasticity,15,16 we rewrite the displacements in terms of three
displacement functionsw, G andc as follows:

uu52
1

sinu

]c

]f
2

]G

]u
, uf5

]c

]u
2

1

sinu

]G

]f
, ur5w.

~2!

The governing equations finally become

B1~¹2c44!~¹2c2c!2r 2rs

]2c

]t2 50, ~3!

A1~¹2c44!w2~¹2c44!~¹2G2G!1r 2rs

]2G

]t2 50, ~4!

@L312~¹2c13!1~¹2c33!¹2#w

2@L41~¹2c13!#¹1
2G2r 2rs

]2w

]t2 50, ~5!

wherers is the mass density, also a function of the radial
coordinater, and

A5L1w2L2G,

B5@c44¹3
222c441c112c121

1
2~c112c12!¹1

2#c,

L15~c131c44!¹21c111c1212c44,
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2 ,
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222~c111c122c13!1c44¹1

2 ,
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r

]

]r
,

¹3
25¹2

21¹2 ,¹1
25

]2

]u2 1cotu
]

]u
1

1

sin2 u

]2

]f2 .

As shown above, Eq.~3! is a second-order, uncoupled partial
differential equation inc; Eqs. ~4! and ~5! form a coupled
partial differential equation set inw andG.

Considering the general nonaxisymmetric free vibration
problem, one assumes

@c,G,w#

5R(
n50

`

@Un~j!,Vn~j!,Wn~j!#Sn
m~u,f!exp~ ivt !, ~7!

where Sn
m(u,f) are spherical harmonics,v is the circular

frequency andj5r /R is the nondimensional radial coordi-
nate~R will be taken as the mean-radius of a spherical shell
in the following!. Substituting Eq.~7! into Eqs. ~3!–~5!,
yields

j2Un91~21 f 5!jUn8

1$V2j22@21~n21!~n12!~ f 12 f 2!/21 f 5#%Un50,

~8!

j2Wn91~21 f 6!jWn81~V2j2/ f 41p112 f 7!Wn

2p2jVn82@p32n~n11! f 7#Vn50 ~9!

j2Vn91~21 f 5!jVn81~V2j21p42 f 5!Vn2p5jWn8

2~p61 f 5!Wn50, ~10!

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect toj, and

p15@2~ f 32 f 12 f 2!2n~n11!#/ f 4 ,

p252n~n11!~ f 311!/ f 4 ,

p35n~n11!~ f 11 f 2112 f 3!/ f 4 ,

p45 f 12 f 22n~n11! f 122,

p55 f 311, p65 f 11 f 212, V5vR/v2 ,

f 15c11/c44, f 25c12/c44,

f 35c13/c44, f 45c33/c44,

f 55~¹2c44!/c44, f 65~¹2c33!/c33,

f 75~¹2c13!/c33,

~11!

in which v25Ac44/rs is the elastic wave velocity. Thus the
governing equations have been turned to Eqs.~8!–~10! in a
nondimensional form: Eq.~8! is an independent, second-
order, ordinary differential equation in unknownUn , while
Eqs.~9! and~10! are coupled by two unknowns,Vn andWn ,
and each equation involved is a second-order ordinary dif-
ferential one. In the next section, we will give the solutions
to these equations for a spherical shell having its material
constants as power functions of radial distance with an iden-
tical power-law exponent.

II. SOLUTIONS TO EQS. „8…–„10…

Similar to the model employed by Loyet al.,9 we here
assume that all material constants have the same power func-
tion distribution along the radial direction, i.e.,ci j 5ci j

0 ja

and rs5rs
0ja. Such a model is not only simple but also

practical.1,9 In this case, we havef 55 f 65a, f 75a f 3 / f 4,
and f 15c11

0 /c44
0 , f 25c12

0 /c44
0 , etc. The solution to Eq.~8!

thus can be easily obtained as
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Un~j!5j2(11a)/2@Bn1Jh~Vj!1Bn2Yh~Vj!# ~n>1!,
~12!

where Jh and Yh are the first and second kinds of Bessel
functions, respectively;Bn1 andBn2 are arbitrary constants,
andh25 1

4@912(n21n22)( f 12 f 2)1a(61a)#.0.
It is obvious that the moden50 corresponds to the

purely radial vibration and functionVn(j) contributes noth-
ing to the elastic field. In this case, Eqs.~9! and ~10! will
degenerate to the following single equation:

j2W091~21a!jW081~1/f 4!

3~V2j212 f 322 f 122 f 212a f 3!W050. ~13!

The solution of the foregoing equation is:

W0~j!5j2(11a)/2@C01Jz~gj!1C02Yz~gj!# ~n50!,
~14!

where z25(11a)2/412( f 11 f 22 f 32a f 3)/ f 4.0, C0i are
two arbitrary constants, andg5V/Af 4.

When n>1, it is seen thatj50 is a regular singular
point for the coupled system. To obtain the solution, the
matrix Frobenius power series method developed in Ding
et al.18 is employed. Details are, however, omitted here for
the sake of simplicity. The general solution finally is ex-
pressed as the linear combination of four independent solu-
tions as follows:

Wn~j!5(
j 51

4

Cn jWn j~j!,Vn~j!5(
j 51

4

Cn jVn j~j!

~n>1!, ~15!

whereCn j are arbitrary constants,Wn j and Vn j are conver-
gent, infinite series in variablej.

III. COUPLED FREQUENCY EQUATIONS

It is now considered that a FGM spherical shell of inner
radius a and outer radiusb is filled with a compressible,
inviscid fluid medium. For the coupled free vibration prob-
lem, it is assumed that the outer surface is free from trac-
tions, i.e.,s r5t ru5t rf50, (r 5b) . At the inner surface,
besides the zero shear traction conditions@t ru5t rf50, (r
5a)], the continuity conditions between the fluid and the
shell demand15

s r52r fvcfgn~kr !w ~r 5a!, ~16!

wheregn(x)5x jn(x)/@n jn(x)2x jn11(x)#, j n are spherical
Bessel functions of the first kind;r f and cf are the density
and sound velocity of the fluid, respectively; andk5v/cf is
the wave number.

Using the results obtained above, one can find that the
vibration is also separated into two independent classes, just
like the homogeneous case.15–17,19The first class, which cor-
responds to an equivoluminal motion of the shell, is charac-
terized by the absence of radial component of displacement
while for the second class, the displacement has, in general,
both transverse and radial components, but the rotation has
no radial component. One then can derive two sets of linear
homogeneous algebraic equations of undetermined constants
Bni and Cni , respectively. For nontrivial solutions to exist,

the coefficient determinants of the two systems should van-
ish so that the corresponding frequency equations are ob-
tained.

A. Frequency equation of the first class „n>1…

uEi j
1 u50 ~ i , j 51,2!, ~17!

where

E11
1 5@h2~31a!/2#Jh~Vj1!2Vj1Jh11~Vj1!,

E12
1 5@h2~31a!/2#Yh~Vj1!2Vj1Yh11~Vj1!,

E21
1 5@h2~31a!/2#Jh~Vj2!2Vj2Jh11~Vj2!,

E22
1 5@h2~31a!/2#Yh~Vj2!2Vj2Yh11~Vj2!,

~18!

and j15a/R512t* /2, j25b/R511t* /2, R5(a1b)/2;
here t* 5(b2a)/R is the thickness-to-mean radius ratio of
the shell. Notice that whenn51, frequency Eq.~17! corre-
sponds to a torsional or rotary mode of the shell. In particu-
lar, there exists a rigid body rotation, for which the fre-
quency equals zero. It is seen that no fluid parameter is
involved in the frequency Eq.~17!. In fact, vibration of the
first class of a fluid-filled inhomogeneous spherical shell is
exactly the same as that of an empty one. This has also been
observed in the homogeneous case.15,16

It is interesting to consider the case whenVj i ( i
51,2) are large~high frequency! and the spherical shell is
thin, for which the asymptotic expansions of Bessel func-
tions can be used. We thus can derive the following fre-
quency equation:

tan~Vt* !

Vt*
5

4h211514a

8V2j1j224h2133116a12a2 , ~19!

Eq. ~19! degenerates to that obtained by Cohenet al.19 if the
spherical shell is homogeneous (a50).

B. Frequency equation of the second class „n>0…

uEi j
2 u50 ~i,j51,2!, ~20!

for n50, where

E11
2 5$21 f @z2~11a!/2#%Jz~gj1!

2 f gj1Jz11~gj1!1F0~j1!j1Jz~gj1!/ f 3 ,

E12
2 5$21 f @z2~11a!/2#%Yz~gj1!

2 f gj1Yz11~gj1!1F0~j1!j1Yz~gj1!/ f 3 ,

E21
2 5$21 f @z2~11a!/2#%Jz~gj2!2 f gj2Jz11~gj2!,

E22
2 5$21 f @z2~11a!/2#%Yz~gj2!2 f gj2Yz11~gj2!,

~21!

where f 5 f 4 / f 3 , Fn(x)5r0c0Vgn(Vx/c0), r05r f /rs
0 and

c05cf /n2 are ratios of density and velocity between the
fluid and shell, respectively. Obviously, frequency Eq.~20!
corresponds to the purely radial vibration. When the fluid is
absent, the asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions
can also be used to obtain the frequency equation of radial
vibration in a simple form whenVj i( i 51,2) are large~high
frequency! and the spherical shell is thin:
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tan~Vt* !

Vt*

5
216f 1~714a14z2! f 2

32216~21a! f 1~918a12a218V2j1j224z2! f 2 .

~22!

When the fluid is present, however, a more complicated form
will be obtained and is thus not given here.

uEi j
3 u50 ~ i , j 51,2, . . . ,4!, ~23!

for n>1, where

E1i
3 5n~n11!Vni~j1!/j112Wni~j1!/j1

1~ f 4 / f 3!Wni8 ~j1!1Fn~j1!Wni~j1!/ f 3 ,

E2i
3 5Wni~j1!/j11Vni~j1!/j12Vni8 ~j1!,

E3i
3 5Wni~j2!/j21Vni~j2!/j22Vni8 ~j2!,

E4i
3 5n~n11!Vni~j2!/j212Wni~j2!/j21~ f 4 / f 3!Wni8 ~j2!

~ i 51,2, . . . ,4!.

~24!

It is noted here that forn51, Eq. ~23! has a trivial
solution, i.e.,V50. It corresponds to a rigid body translation
of the coupled system. The existence of such a rigid body

movement also has been observed for the uncoupled vibra-
tion of a homogeneous spherical shell.16 It is also the case for
the vibration of a fluid-filled homogeneous hollow sphere.15

It is also seen that the integerm does not appear in the
frequency equations as in the homogeneous case.15–17,19The
reason given by Silbiger20 to explain the same phenomenon
for an empty, thin isotropic spherical shell is also valid here.
In fact, the nonaxisymmetric modes of vibrations can be ob-
tained by the superposition of the axisymmetric ones with
respect to different oriented spherical coordinates of identical
natural frequency.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Since the frequency equations are three dimensional,
there is an infinite number of frequencies. In what follows,
only the smallest positive natural frequency (V.0) that is
practically significant will be considered. Three types of ma-
terials will be used in numerical examples. Materials I and II
are the inhomogeneous analogs of material I and material II
that can be found in Cohenet al.19 The nondimensional elas-
tic constantsf i ( i 51,2, . . . ,4) ofthese two materials are the
same as the homogeneous case and have been given in Chen
and Ding.15 Material III is isotropic, for which Eq.~34! in

FIG. 1. The first class natural frequencies of a thin anisotropic FGM spheri-
cal shell~material II, t* 50.2).

FIG. 2. The first class natural frequencies of a thick anisotropic FGM
spherical shell~material II, t* 51.2).

FIG. 3. Variation of the first class natural frequencies with the nonhomoge-
neous parametera for a material II spherical shell (t* 50.5).

FIG. 4. Comparison of the first class natural frequencies between material II
and III FGM spherical shells (n52, t* 51.2).
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Chen and Ding15 should be employed to calculate the corre-
sponding five elastic constantsci j . It is shown that for iso-
tropic materials, the power-law function assumption of elas-
tic constants implies that Poisson’s ratio is a constant rather
than a function of the radial distance. The value of Poisson’s
ratio, n, will be taken to be 0.3 in the following.

A. Vibration of the first class „n>1…

Figures 1 and 2 display curves of the lowest natural
frequency of the first class versus the mode numbern of an
anisotropic spherical shell~material II! for two values of the
thickness-to-mean radius ratiot* , respectively. By compar-
ing these two figures, we find that the nonhomogeneous pa-
rametera has a greater effect on the natural frequencies of a
thick shell than on those of a thin shell. We also find that the
lowest nondimensional frequenciesV5vRArs

0/A44
0 for the

torsional mode (n51) are the largest when the nonhomoge-
neous parametera is the biggest (a510) among the three
values ofa as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. On the contrary,
they become the smallest whena510 for other nontorsional
modes. However, it does not imply that for torsional mode
greatera means greaterV. The variation ofV with the
nonhomogeneous parametera is shown in Fig. 3 for three
lower mode numbers,n51, 2, and 3. It is shown that for the
torsional mode,V first decreases with the increase ofa and
then it increases from the pointa'25.0. For the nontor-
sional modes,V decreases with the increase ofa. The effect
of a on the frequencies of shells made of anisotropic~mate-
rial II ! and isotropic~material III! materials is shown in Fig.
4 for the nontorsional moden52. It is noted here that when
n51, i.e., the torsional mode, the nondimensional frequency
V is independent of material constants as we can see from
the frequency Eq.~17!. In fact, material constants only enter
into the expression ofh, which for n51 is solely related to
the nonhomogeneous parametera.

B. Vibration of the second class „n>0…

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the sphere vibrates
only in radial direction whenn50. It is usually named as
‘‘breathing mode’’ in some textbooks. Table I gives the low-
est breathing mode natural frequenciesV5vRArs

0/A44
0 for

several different cases. The two nondimensional fluid param-
eters are selected to ber05c050.2 ~As pointed out in Chen
and Ding,15 the spherical shell cannot vibrate at any fre-
quency in the breathing mode if the filled fluid is incom-
pressible.! Among the three values ofa ~22.0, 0.0, and 2.0!,
it is shown that whena52.0, the frequencies are the largest
for the fluid-filled shell. However, they are the lowest for the
empty shell. The natural frequencies of the homogeneous
empty shell have been given in Table I of Chen and Ding15

and hence are not repeated here. It is also noted that the
frequencies of the fluid-filled homogeneous spherical shell

TABLE I. The breathing mode natural frequencies.a,b

a Casec t*

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0
0.0 I, filled 0.829 97 0.903 40 0.936 16 1.053 13 1.194 99 1.494 55 1.793 65

~0.830 76! ~0.904 60! ~0.937 45! ~1.054 59! ~1.196 65! ~1.496 67! ~1.796 27!
@0.841 56# @0.907 32# @0.938 61# @1.054 72# @1.196 65# @1.496 70# @1.796 33#
$0.841 06% $0.906 60% $0.937 83% $1.053 75% $1.195 43% $1.494 79% $1.793 42%

II, filled 0.890 30 0.918 80 0.944 28 1.056 14 1.197 03 1.496 29 1.795 55
~0.890 79! ~0.919 34! ~0.944 84! ~1.056 81! ~1.197 86! ~1.497 47! ~1.797 06!
@0.892 11# @0.919 46# @0.944 84# @1.056 89# @1.198 01# @1.497 66# @1.797 24#
$0.892 00% $0.919 34% $0.944 72% $1.056 75% $1.197 83% $1.497 40% $1.796 89%

2.0 I, filled 0.830 53 0.904 25 0.937 07 1.054 16 1.196 15 1.495 99 1.795 39
I, empty 2.934 96 2.934 32 2.932 31 2.910 33 2.864 00 2.743 99 2.633 43
II, filled 0.890 42 0.918 94 0.944 42 1.056 32 1.197 23 1.496 55 1.795 86
II, empty 7.483 41 7.748 563 7.492 34 7.539 56 7.497 41 6.987 71 6.542 33

22.0 I, filled 0.829 41 0.902 52 0.935 19 1.051 90 1.193 47 1.492 48 1.791 08
I, empty 2.935 06 2.936 77 2.942 11 2.999 45 3.116 12 3.405 38 3.655 77
II, filled 0.890 17 0.918 66 0.944 12 1.055 94 1.196 79 1.496 00 1.795 20
II, empty 7.483 66 7.491 87 7.517 33 7.768 72 8.143 97 8.080 77 7.595 22

aThe nondimensional fluid parameters are selected as:r05c050.2.
bData in parentheses, brackets, and braces are calculated by six-mode, five-mode and classical bending shell
theories, respectively, for homogeneous spherical shell~Ref. 15!.

cI, filled—Material I, filled with compressible fluid and so on.

TABLE II. Effects of fluid parameters on the breathing mode frequencies of
a fluid filled FGM spherical shell.

r0 , c0 a t*

0.1 0.3 0.5 1.0
0.2, 0.2 210.0 0.943 43 1.054 99 1.195 67 1.793 50

0.0 0.944 28 1.056 14 1.197 03 1.795 55
10.0 0.944 91 1.056 80 1.197 75 1.796 63

0.2, 0.4 210.0 1.870 95 2.095 68 2.375 25 3.562 88
0.0 1.877 85 2.105 20 2.386 46 3.579 79

10.0 1.883 11 2.110 67 2.392 51 3.588 81
0.2, 0.6 210.0 2.763 98 3.104 86 3.519 36 5.279 07

0.0 2.787 62 3.138 36 3.558 98 5.338 91
10.0 2.806 08 3.158 22 3.581 01 5.371 79

0.4, 0.2 210.0 0.940 90 1.052 72 1.193 12 1.789 68
0.0 0.942 58 1.055 02 1.195 81 1.793 74

10.0 0.943 85 1.056 32 1.197 26 1.795 90
0.6, 0.2 210.0 0.938 40 1.050 47 1.190 59 1.785 88

0.0 0.940 90 1.053 89 1.194 61 1.791 94
10.0 0.942 80 1.055 85 1.196 77 1.795 17
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obtained in Chen and Ding,15 either by 3-D exact method or
by three shell theories, are in fact not the lowest ones. These
have been corrected in Table I of this paper. The numerical
error comes from the fact that the frequency equations of the
second class (n>0) become violent when the sphere is filled
with compressible fluid. Therefore, if a little large searching
step is employed in the numerical program, one will possibly
skip over some lowest roots of these equations, as we have
met in the previous paper.15 The same error is also found in
Table II of Chen and Ding.15 It is now corrected in Table II
of this paper along with the results for a FGM spherical shell
~material II!. From Table II, we see that the compressibility
of the fluid has an important effect on the natural frequencies
of both homogeneous and inhomogeneous spherical shells.

The variation curve of the breathing mode frequencyV
versus the nonhomogeneous parametera for a material II
spherical shell is shown in Fig. 5. The relative parameters are
as follows: t* 50.5 andr05c050.2. Figure 5 shows that,
over a wide range ofa, the breathing mode frequencyV
increases whena becomes larger.

Now let’s turn our attention to the nonbreathing modes
of the second class of vibration. At first, we would like to say

FIG. 5. Variation of the breathing mode natural frequencies with the non-
homogeneous parametera for a material II spherical shell filled with com-
pressible fluid medium (t* 50.5, r05c050.2).

FIG. 6. The second class nonbreathing mode frequencies of a homogeneous
spherical shell~material II! filled with compressible fluid (r05c050.2) for
t* 50.8: j Exact;n Six-mode;s Five-mode;d Classical bending.

FIG. 7. Variation of the nonbreathing mode natural frequencies with the
nonhomogeneous parametera for a material II spherical shell filled with
compressible fluid medium (r050.2, c050.2): ~a! n52, t* 50.2 ; ~b! n
52, t* 51.2 ; ~c! n53, t* 50.2 ; ~d! n53, t* 51.2 .
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sorry that the corresponding frequencies obtained in our pre-
vious paper15 are not all the lowest ones for homogeneous
spherical shells filled with compressible fluid. The reason has
been explained a little earlier. In particular, the irregularity
characterized by curves in Figs. 2–7 and Fig. 10 of that
paper suffers from numerical mistakes caused by using a
searching step in the numerical program that was too large.
Here to save the space, we just redisplay Fig. 6 of that paper
also as Fig. 6 in this paper. From Fig. 6, one can see that the
frequency spectra of all four theories are smooth and both the
six-mode and five-mode shell theories agree well with the
3-D exact method, even for a thick shell.

To investigate the effect of material gradient on the non-
breathing mode frequency, we display four curves in Fig. 7
for four different cases, respectively. The filled-fluid param-
eters are as before, i.e.,r05c050.2. Two mode numbersn
52 and 3, and two values of thickness-to-mean radius ratio
t* 50.2 and 1.2 are considered. For all four cases, it is seen
that with the increase of the nonhomogeneous parameter,a ,
the nondimensional frequency,V, increases. However, when
different parameters are employed, the variation ofV may
become complicated, as it is shown in Fig. 8, for which the
fluid parameters arer050.2, c050.4. Figure 8 also shows
that the material gradient property has a more significant
effect on the thick shell than on the thin one.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we generalize the displacement function
method to simplify the basic equations of a spherically iso-
tropic elastic medium with radial inhomogeneity. Based on
such simplification, the free vibration problem of a fluid-
filled spherical shell having its elastic constants as well as
mass density ratio as power functions of the radial coordinate
is exactly analyzed. Numerical results show that the nonho-
mogeneous parametera ~the index of the power function!
has a great effect on the natural frequency. This indicates
that through the selection of a proper value of the nonhomo-
geneous parameters or a certain way of arranging the nonho-
mogeneous scheme, engineers can obtain the desired dy-
namic parameters of structures and elements.

The method proposed in this paper is completely exact
and thus can be used as a benchmark to check other approxi-
mate methods. It is also noted here that though single layered
spherical shell is analyzed in this paper, it is not difficult to
apply the method to the multi-layered case. Immediate prac-
tical application of the method can be found in geophysics.21
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Meridional ray contributions to scattering by tilted cylindrical
shells above the coincidence frequency: ray theory
and computations

Scot F. Morsea) and Philip L. Marston
Department of Physics, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164-2814
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High-frequency scattering enhancements from a submerged infinite cylindrical shell are studied by
means of partial wave series~PWS! calculations and a ray approximation. For certain oblique angles
of incidence it is possible to launch a generalized leaky Lamb wave which propagates strictly in the
axial direction on the shell. This meridional leaky wave radiates with a locally flat wavefront
curvature and produces large far-field amplitudes over a range of tilt angles. When combined with
a reflection from a discontinuity in the shell, this process can give rise to large backscattering
enhancements at large tilt angles for thick finite cylindrical shells@S. F. Morseet al., J. Acoust. Soc.
Am. 103, 785–794~1998!# and is present in sonar images. A convolution formulation ray theory for
the far-field meridional ray amplitude is compared with the exact PWS solution in the region where
enhancements are observed for both thea0 ands0 Lamb waves. The ray theory correctly predicts
both the peak enhancement amplitude and the general shape of the enhancement curve. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04511-7#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Rj, 43.30.Gv, 43.20.Fn@CBB#

INTRODUCTION

When high-frequency sound is incident on a finite cylin-
drical shell submerged in water it is possible to have particu-
larly large backscattered signals for certain tilt angles and
frequencies.1,2 Kaduchak1 found that these returns greatly
aided in identifying and localizing finite cylindrical shells in
high-resolution sonar images. These returns are from leaky
Lamb waves launched on the shell and reflected from the end
so as to radiate strongly in the backscattering direction. The
greatest backscattering occurs when the leaky wave is
launched purely in the axial direction. This situation arises
when the tilt angle of the shell nears a leaky wave coupling
angle, given byg'u l[sin21 (c/cl), whereg is the tilt angle
of the cylinder measured from the normal to the axis of the
shell, u l is the leaky wave coupling angle,cl is the phase
velocity (cl.c) of the leaky wave of typel, and c is the
speed of sound in the surrounding fluid. Figure 1 shows an
appropriate ray diagram where this axial ray has been de-
noted ameridional ray3,4 to distinguish it from the more
general class of circumferential surface waves on a cylinder,
e.g., the helical waves also shown in Fig. 1. This mechanism
for backscattering does not principally involve the back side
of the shell and therefore may be important in understanding
the scattering from more complex objects. References 1 and
2 used a water-filled steel shell withka'140 ~where k
52p f /c anda is the outer radius of the shell! and tilt angles
nearg'18 and 35 degrees. The enhancements were associ-
ated with generalizations of thea0 and s0 leaky Lamb
waves. Morseet al.4 extended the investigation to include
thicker-walled hollow shells and broadband insonification
over a large range of tilt angles to broadly characterize the

meridional ray enhancement. For the shells studied, enhance-
ments were observed for thea0 meridional ray for tilt angles
ranging continuously fromg'40 degrees tog'80 degrees.

Ray analysis of these backscattering amplitudes may be
useful for object detection and classification in sonar sys-
tems, for example, or in ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation
of structures. The present research concerns meridional ray
enhancement amplitudes for cylindrical shells. Marston’s
theory for the meridional ray amplitude on a solid rod3,5 is
extended here to shells. An extension of this ray theory was
shown to agree with experimental results for backscattering
by a finite solid cylinder near the Rayleigh wave coupling
angle ~g'30 degrees for steel in water!.6 The first step of
benchmarking the ray theory for the case of an infinite cy-
lindrical shell is given here; extension to the finite shell case
is examined in Ref. 7.

It is worthwhile to place the present work on high-

a!Present address: Naval Research Laboratory, Code 7136, 4555 Over-
look Ave., SW, Washington, DC 20375. Electronic mail:
morse@lpsa2.nrl.navy.mil

FIG. 1. Ray diagram for launching a meridional ray by trace velocity match-
ing. Wheng5u l5sin21 (c/cl) the incident ray~A! launches a meridional ray
~B! which travels along the cylinder meridian~in thex-zplane aty50!. The
meridional ray leaks radiation in the specular direction~C! as well as in the
backscattering direction after reflection from the end~D!. An example of
counterpropagating helical waves is also shown.
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frequency scattering by relatively thick-walled shells in the
context of other research on scattering by submerged shells,
which has often been limited to relatively low frequencies
and thin-walled shells.8–12 For thin-walled shells submerged
in water the elastic mechanism by which acoustic energy is
backscattered is usually the coupling to circumferential
membrane waves, of which the quasi-compressional and
quasi-shear are often the most important.~The quasi-flexural
wave is often poorly coupled to the external fluid and not

excited, except in cases where periodic structural constraints
allow for coupling to flexural Bloch or Floquet waves.12!
Figure 2~a! shows the typical low-ka pattern in frequency-
angle space for the far-field backscattering spectrum of a
finite hollow cylindrical shell. This example is calculated for
a 1% thick~i.e., a/h5100, whereh is the shell wall thick-
ness! hollow shell submerged in water using the approximate
PWS solution of Ref. 4. This steel shell has a length~L! to
radius ratio ofL/a512; additionally, it is assumed to have

FIG. 2. ~a! Calculated backscattering form function for a 1% thick hollowfinite cylindrical shell showing membrane wave responses. The coincidence
frequency is nearka'100. ~b! Same as~a! but for a 2% thick shell showing the coincidence frequency regionka'50. Amplitudes are normalized with
respect to the peak value atg50 degrees in each figure.

FIG. 3. ~a! Form function modulus for
scattering in the specular direction
within the meridional plane calculated
for an infinite cylindrical shell (h/a
50.076) using the exact PWS solu-
tion. A rigid cylinder form function
has been subtracted. Thea0 meridi-
onal ray enhancement is the large peak
curving upwards to the right from near
the coincidence frequency (ka'16).
~b! Same as~a! except the shell is con-
siderably thicker (h/a50.1625). The
coincidence frequency is near (ka
'7). The range ofka displayed here
includes regions where coupling to the
s1 , s2 , s2b , anda1 waves is possible.
The amplitude scale in each figure is
with respect to unity.
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flat perpendicular ends and no endcaps. This figure may be
compared with a similar calculation, which utilizes thin shell
assumptions, found in Ref. 8; the reader is referred to that
paper for a discussion of the scattering features.13 The pri-
mary scattering features in the region 5 degrees,g,28 de-
grees are due to the radiation of quasi-compressional~the
lowest order of which is denoted here as thes0! and quasi-
shear (T0) helical waves which have reflected from the end
of the shell. If one were to examine considerably higher fre-
quencies, near the shell’s coincidence frequency~near kh
'1, for ka@1; ka'100!,4 one would expect to find back-
scattering contributions beyondg530 degrees from both the
slightly subsonic~denoted bya02! and the supersonic (a0)
quasi-flexural waves just below and above the coincidence
frequency, respectively. This is because near and above the
coincidence frequency the flexural wave is well coupled to
the external fluid. This behavior is indeed the case and is
shown in Fig. 2~b!, which was computed in the same manner
as Fig. 2~a!. Helical wave contributions from thea02 wave
are evident over the full range of tilt angles shown for 45
,ka,85, reminiscent of the coincidence frequency
enhancement.4,14 The smooth enhancement peak curving up-
ward to the right toward higher frequencies fromka'85 and
g'58 degrees is primarily due to the meridional ray of the
a0 wave, which is slightly supersonic in this region. The
location of this contribution in frequency-angle space can be
determined with suitable values of the phase velocity of the
a0 on the shell.4 For this case the fractional shell thickness
has been increased to 2% (a/h550) purely for computa-
tional convenience. This shifts the coincidence frequency to
nearka'50 and does not significantly alter the interpreta-
tion of the results. It should be noted that this continuation
into the coincidence frequency region is permissible in this
theory because the problem is treated within the framework
of three-dimensional linearized elasticity theory. Solutions
employing thin shell theory are generally not applicable in
this region.8–11 In the next two sections these enhancements
are discussed for infinite shells and a ray theory is developed
for the meridional feature.

I. SCATTERING IN THE MERIDIONAL PLANE
FROM THE PWS SOLUTION

The scattering from an infinite cylindrical shell is given
exactly by a partial-wave series,15 in contrast to finite cylin-
ders for which approximations are required. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, in the specular direction within the meridional plane
contributions arise from the specular reflection from the shell
~ray A8! and also from various elastic responses depending
on the tilt angle and the excitation frequency.~The meridi-
onal plane is that plane defined by the axis of the cylinder
and the incident wavevector.! Among these elastic responses
are the meridional ray, labeledB, and various helical rays
which have circumnavigated the shell in either direction. To
isolate the elastic response when calculating the PWS solu-
tion it is possible to subtract a ‘‘background’’ response
which corresponds to a rigid cylinder.16

Figure 3 shows calculations of the background sub-
tracted form function for two relatively thick-walled shells,
labeled A and B. These shells4 are composed of stainless

steel of type 304, for whichcL55.675,cs53.141~mm/ms!,
andre57.57 g/cm3, and have dimension:h/a50.076~shell
A! andh/a50.1625~shell B!. The surrounding fluid is water
~c51.483 mm/ms, r51.0 g/cm3! and the shells contain air
(cair50.330 mm/ms, r51.231023 g/cm3!. The angleg de-
notes both the incident angle as well as the scattering angle,
in the forward sense, denoting the specular direction. In each
figure one can immediately pick out the meridional ray fea-
ture of thea0 . It is the large peak originating at largeg near
the coincidence frequency~ka516, 7 for shell A and B,
respectively; also, see the Appendix! and asymptoting at
high frequency to the angle corresponding to the Rayleigh
wave speed in the material,3 i.e., g'31 degrees. The width
of the peak appears to be broadest at low frequencies and
fairly narrow at high frequencies. It is not the purpose of this
paper to identify and discuss all the numerous contributions
which are apparent in these figures; however, a brief discus-
sion of the major features is given. Near the coincidence
frequency thea0 meridional feature is crossed, and modu-
lated, by various curves~principally yellow as shown! which
correspond to the individual helical waves of thea0 . These
curves then turn upward to the left and approachg
50 degrees. Helical waves of thea0 can also be seen to
originate at higher frequencies atg50 degrees and curve
downwards to the right toward thea0 meridional ray feature.
These are shown as mostly blue in Fig. 3~a! and blue and
green in Fig. 3~b!. Also present forg,30 degrees are the
helical wave responses of the lowest order quasi-
compressional~i.e., s0! and quasi-shear (T0) waves similar
to those shown in Fig. 2~a!. These are evident at low fre-
quencies~below aboutka515! but are difficult to make out
at higher frequencies due to the relative coarseness of the
sampling in ka2g space in the plots~Dka50.05, Dg
50.2°!. Visible in Fig. 3~b! at high frequencies is the me-
ridional ray feature of thes0 . This peak becomes appreciable
in amplitude~yellow! near ka550 andg518 degrees and
asymptotes to the same high-frequency angle as thea0 me-
ridional ray feature. This onset of thes0 meridional ray fea-
ture atka'50 is marked by a significant rise in that wave’s
radiation damping parameter@see Fig. A2~b!#. Finally, a
large enhancement is present in Fig. 3~b! at ka'69 between
g50 and 12 degrees. This enhancement may be associated
with the mode thresholds of thes1 and ‘‘backwards’’ s2b

Lamb waves.17 The identification of scattering features is
made through the use of calculated dispersion curves for the
corresponding guided waves. Some of these curves are
shown in the Appendix while others, most notably for the
helical waves, were calculated in Ref. 7. From the axial
wavevector for propagation on the cylinder (kz) the coupling
angle~g! may be computed simply by (kz)

inc5k sing5kz.

II. RAY ANALYSIS OF MERIDIONAL PLANE
SCATTERING AMPLITUDES

The approximate ray analysis of Ref. 3 provides an ex-
pression for the far-field form function for scattering in the
meridional plane from an infinite solid rod when the tilt
angle is near a leaky wave coupling angle. That result is
applied here to infinite hollow cylindrical shells. The modu-
lus of the far-field form function for thel th meridional ray is
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given as a function of incidence angle byu f l(g)u
'23/2u(a/n)F(m9)u$112m@„1/F(m)…21#%21/2, where the
wave number associated with the meridional leaky ray is
kp5kl1 ia, n5a1 i (k sing2kl), m5(aa)tanul , m9
5m(n/a)(cosul /cosg), and F(j)5ejApj erfc(Aj). The
term erfc is the complementary error function. The leaky
wave coupling angle is given byu l5sin21(kl /k). The expres-
sion for the form function was derived for tilt angles near
this angle. A noteworthy approximation used in the deriva-
tion is that the curvature of the radiated wavefront is ap-
proximated by using values derived forg5u l even wheng
Þu l . This is because the reduction in amplitude wheng
Þu l should be dominated by dephasing. This expression
uses the complex meridional leaky wave numberkp . For a
hollow cylindrical shell kp may be approximated by the
wave number of the axisymmetric mode of the cylinder~de-
noted by n50! corresponding to that type of wave, e.g.,
flexural or compressional. This giveskp5(kz)n50 . Alterna-
tively kp may be approximated with the wave number of the
corresponding Lamb wave on a flat plate fluid loaded on one
side only. Both approximations are examined here. The ap-
propriate axisymmetric root of the characteristic equation for
the submerged hollow cylindrical shell is calculated for the
frequencies and wave types under consideration in a manner
similar to Refs. 18 and 19. Specifically, the characteristic
equation used is the determinant of the denominator found in
Eq. ~25! of Ref. 15. In the present case it is necessary to
compute the complex (kz)0 root of the determinant for a

given real frequency. The spatial radiation damping param-
eter, a5Im @(kz)0#, is then found directly. Computed wave
numbers are shown in Table I.

III. COMPARISON OF THE RAY THEORY WITH THE
EXACT PWS SOLUTION

The approximate ray theory reviewed above will now be
compared with the exact PWS solutions of Fig. 3. Figure 4
shows this comparison for six successive frequencies~ka! as
a function of cylinder tilt angle for shell A. Figure 5 shows
similar calculations for shell B. For the PWS calculations the
solid curve in each of these figures corresponds to a vertical
slice through Fig. 3~a! or ~b!. For shell A the prominent
enhancement feature is, as discussed previously, due to the
a0 meridional ray. The open circles in Figs. 4 and 5 are
computed with the ray theory using wave numbers calculated
for the axisymmetric mode of a submerged hollow infinite
cylindrical shell corresponding to the generalization of thea0

leaky Lamb wave. The results for shell B are similar; how-
ever, in this case a significant enhancement from thes0 me-
ridional ray is also present aboveka'50 at a lesser tilt angle.

The agreement between the ray theory and exact PWS
result is very good. For example, the average percent error
( zu f pwsu2u f rayuz/u f pwsu) between the peak values predicted by
the ray theory and the PWS solution is 0.36% for shell A and
1.96% for shell B, for the figures shown~a0 peak only!. The
average percent error in the angular location of the peak
enhancement is 0.06% and 0.09%, respectively. If the wave

FIG. 4. Comparison of the ray theory~open circles! to the background
subtracted PWS solution~solid curve! near thea0 meridional ray feature
~shell A!.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for shell B. This comparison also includes thes0

meridional ray feature at the two highest frequencies shown.

TABLE I. Wave numbers used in the ray analysis.

ka

Shell A: a0 Shell B: a0 , (s0)

(kpa)cylinder,n50 (kpa)plate (kpa)cylinder,n50 (kpa)plate

20 13.75061 i0.2302 13.86581 i0.2184
30 23.28561 i0.5908 23.34231 i0.5780 18.55291 i0.2033 18.62221 i0.1930
40 28.25851 i0.4927 28.30651 i0.4821 23.27281 i0.1997 23.32191 i0.1890
50 33.08421 i0.4492 33.12081 i0.4394 27.99451 i0.2058 28.03241 i0.1935
60 37.83361 i0.4275 37.86291 i0.4180 32.74391 i0.2176

20.76271 i0.3681(s0)
32.77491 i0.2031
20.82531 i0.3735(s0)

70 42.54761 i0.4172 42.57201 i0.4077 37.52831 i0.2341
29.23651 i0.4777(s0)

37.55461 i0.2162
29.30161 i0.4833(s0)

80 47.24901 i0.4139 47.26981 i0.4040
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numbers for the flat plate were used instead of the exact
cylinder wave numbers, the average percent errors for the
magnitude of the form function are 0.29% and 0.63%, re-
spectively, with an average percent error in the angular loca-
tion of the peak enhancement of 0.13% and 0.27%. Similar
comparisons for thes0 meridional ray peak in Fig. 5 are not
nearly as good. This is because thes0 meridional ray en-
hancement peak is found over a region where other helical
wave responses~from theT0! are present. These additional,
narrow and smaller, responses interfere with the meridional
ray feature and tend to confuse the comparison with the
single meridional ray contribution. This illustrates why pri-
marily the a0 meridional ray was chosen for comparison
with the ray theory.

The ray theory models the width of the enhancement
peak for a range of angles. Generally, at low frequencies the
peak is fairly broad and narrows aska increases. The en-
hancement peak in the exact solution is slightly asymmetric;
this characteristic is not recovered by the ray theory. Further-
more, the exact solution displays a number of smaller peaks
at tilt angles less than the meridional ray peak. These are due
to synchronous excitation of helicala0 waves which circum-
navigate the shell.

IV. DISCUSSION

From the agreement between the ray theory and the ex-
act PWS solution a few conclusions can be made concerning
scattering mechanisms. First, it can be seen that for the two
wave types discussed~i.e., thea0 ands0!, the wave param-
eters for the axisymmetric (n50) solutions of an infinite
cylindrical shell represent a good approximation of the actual
meridional wave parameters. In the coupling diagram of Fig.
1 it is implied that the meridional ray travels down a merid-
ian of the cylinder. The extent to which regions of the shell
off the meridian play a role in the far-field scattered pressure
may be inferred from the size of the Fresnel coupling patch.3

The Fresnel patch for the meridional ray describes the sur-
face area within which paths off the meridian have a phase
defect ofp or less compared to the Fermat path~ray B in
Fig. 1! upon propagating to the radiation point on the merid-
ian. Though the Fresnel patch is infinite in area for the me-
ridional ray on an infinite cylinder, the coupling region may
be limited to a finite area by considering only that region
where the path amplitude is attenuated less than 1/e. This
corresponds to a distance on the shell of 1/a which is typi-
cally small. It can be shown that the farthest point off the
meridian still within the Fresnel patch is described by the
anglefmax56y8/a wherey8 is found by simultaneously sat-
isfying the two equations:kls1ka@12cos(y8/a)# cosg
1kl x85p ands5(1/a), wheres5@(x8)21(y8)2#1/2. When
the cylinder is tilted at the leaky wave coupling angle~i.e.,
g5u l! this point on the shell ranges fromfmax5625.2
degrees atka530 to fmax5615.7 degrees atka580 for
shell A and similarly fromfmax5634.6 degrees atka520
to fmax5617.5 degrees atka570 for shell B, considering
only the a0 wave. For the s0 wave one findsfmax

5618.0 degrees atka560 to fmax5616.3 degrees atka
570 for shell B. The size of the Fresnel patch and the at-
tenuation length affect the width of the meridional

enhancement.5 As the frequency is increased the significant
portion of the Fresnel patch becomes more localized about
the meridian. This has consequences for the case of a com-
plex finite shell structure in that scattering from a small sur-
face patch could lead to a large meridional ray enhancement
even when the entire surface does not support the same en-
hancement due to variations in wall thickness.
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APPENDIX: COMPUTED DISPERSION CURVES FOR
THE SHELL

This appendix presents the guided wave properties of
the waves which contribute to the meridional ray scattering
of Figs. 3–5. The properties of other wave types are included
even though they do not appear to contribute significantly to
the far-field scattering in the cases already discussed. These
curves are useful for identifying the meridional ray features
in Fig. 3 and in understanding why some wave types do not
appear to have a strong meridional ray enhancement within
this frequency range.

Figures A1 and A2 show the calculated dispersion
curves for several types of waves propagating on thick cy-
lindrical shells. For the wave types symmetric

FIG. A1. Axisymmetric,n50 ~black curves!, and purely circumferential,
kz50 ~gray curves!, wave properties for a submerged hollow infinite cylin-
drical shell corresponding to shell A (h/a50.076). ~a! Normalized phase
velocity and~b! damping.
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(s0 ,s1 ,s2 ,s2b) and antisymmetric (a0 ,a1 ,a2) Lamb waves,
two dispersion curves are shown. The first set of curves is
shown as black lines of various line styles and corresponds
to then50 solutions of the infinite hollow cylindrical shell.
These are axisymmetric solutions whereby the displacements
in the shell are independent of azimuthal coordinatef. These
curves represent those values of axial wave number (kz) and
frequency~k!, for which the determinant in the denominator
of the PWS scattering solution for this problem~given in
Ref. 15! vanishes, given that the azimuthal mode number~n!
is equal to zero. Kargl’s method20 was extended to find these
solutions. The second set of curves is shown as gray lines.
These correspond to the same wave types but are solutions
for strictly circumferential propagation on the shell. In this
casekz50. These are calculated using the Watson method-
ology and the PWS scattering solution for a cylindrical shell
at normal incidence.21 For very high frequencies the propa-
gation of these surface waves should become isotropic on the
shell. With this in mind, then50 solutions are identified by
their mimicking of circumferential solutions previously
studied.21

Figures A1~a! and A2~a! show phase velocities normal-
ized to the speed of sound in water. For then50 curves the
phase velocity is simplycl /c5k/(Re@kz#). Figures A1~b!
and A2~b! show the radiation damping of these waves. For
the n50 curves this corresponds directly to the imaginary
part of the azimuthal wave number while for the circumfer-
ential solutions it is given byb l in Np/rad. For the purpose
of comparison, the quantity Im@kza# is plotted since the form

of the associated wave damping in the two cases is:e2Im @kz#z

ande2b lf, wheref is the azimuthal coordinate. For propa-
gation of the circumferential wave over an arc lengths
5af5z one finds that Im@kz#⇔bl /a.
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The principal aim of this work is to estimate the complex resonant frequencies of scattering returns
from the Mock-0 target. The experiments were conducted at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center.
First, the singular value decomposition approach is employed for noise suppressing prefiltering
where the initial estimate of the system order is obtained. Second, the eigen-matrix pencil method
is employed to approximate the complex resonant frequencies. Finally, the system order and the
complex resonances are determined by a systematic procedure in which the estimated results
obtained from various system orders and aspect angles are compared. Echoes observed at the same
aspect angle but excited by different incident pulses with overlapping frequency spectra can also be
employed to obtain reliable estimations of resonant frequencies. The key feature of the proposed
approach is robustness. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03910-7#
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INTRODUCTION

There are two complementary descriptions of wave scat-
tering from a target.1–3 In the mode description, the wave
phenomena are synthesized by resonances of the scatterer as
a whole. These global resonances4–6 take the form of
damped sinusoidal responses which are characterized by
complex resonant frequencies. These frequencies are totally
independent of sources and sensors, but their excitation may
be sensitive to the temporal and spatial spectra and the loca-
tions of sources. In the ray description,7–9 the wave phenom-
ena can be organized in terms of wavefronts that travel from
the source to the scatterer, and then interact with the scatterer
to generate new wavefronts which travel to the sensor. If the
size of the scatterer is much larger than the acoustic wave-
length, the interaction of the incident wave with the scatterer
can be described in terms of multiple wavefront passes
around the object and multiple diffractions from scattering
centers in the scatterer. The ray description is relatively ef-
fective in representing the early time arrivals because of cau-
sality, and the mode description is relatively convenient for
describing the late arrivals where the medium has fully re-
sponded to the excitation.

Generally speaking, a scattering returns(t,u) can be
approximated as a sum of early time responser (t,u) and the
late time responseo(t,u)

s~ t,u!'r ~ t,u!1o~ t,u!, S~v,u!'R~v,u!1O~v,u!.
~1!

Here, t and u denote the time and the aspect angle, respec-
tively. The progressing termr (t,u) represents nonresonant
single- and/or multiple-scattering returns characterized by
their arriving timestn . Its Fourier transform,R(v,u), is
analytic in the angular frequencyv domain. The oscillatory
term o(t,u) represents the resonant multiple-scattering re-

turns. Its Fourier transform,O(v,u), has pole singularities
$vm% which are independent ofu.

In the mode description, wave phenomena are synthe-
sized by resonances of the scatterer. These global resonances
take the form of damped sinusoidal responses which are
characterized by complex resonant frequenciessm as below:

s~ t,u!'o~ t,u!'(
m

Am~u!esmt, sm5am1 j vm . ~2!

In the ray description, wave phenomena can be orga-
nized in terms of wavefronts that travel from the source to
the scatterer, and then interact with the scatterer to generate
new wavefronts which travel to the sensor. These wavefronts
are usually either nondispersive or weakly dispersive spectral
objects and their frequency spectra can be expressed as

S~v,u!'R~v,u!5(
i

Bi~u!et i ~u!v, t i5b i1 j t i , ~3!

wheret i andt i are the real and complex travel times, respec-
tively. Note that Eqs.~2! and ~3! are of exactly the same
mathematical form. Therefore, the estimation of complex
resonances or travel times is equivalent to the estimation of
complex poles of a linear system.

The differences of arrival timesdtn give the information
about target extent in the range direction, and the derivatives
dtn /du give the target extent in the aspect direction. The
resonant polesvm gives the global information on target size
and composition. Therefore, arrival times of wavefronts and
resonant frequencies of oscillatory waves are good indicators
of the target properties. If they are measurable, they can be
employed to characterize the wave-scattering phenomena,
determine the target range and orientation, or identify the
target. From the Fourier theory, we know that the dominant
resonances can be resolved in the frequency domain if the
observation time interval is sufficiently large. In this case,
the imaginary parts of the complex resonant frequencies maya!Electronic mail: itailu@rama.poly.edu
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be obtained by a Fourier analysis. Similarly, for a short-time
incident pulse~i.e., the signal bandwidth is very broad!, the
early time arrivals are separated in the time domain and their
arrival times can be obtained easily.

When the time~or frequency! resolution is not suffi-
ciently high, it becomes very challenging to extract the ar-
rival times of wavefronts~or the complex frequencies of
resonances! from experimental data which are usually con-
taminated by noise. Although there exist many conventional
approaches,10–14none works satisfactorily. For examples, the
spectral resolution of the fast Fourier transform~FFT!-based
approaches is limited by the given system setup; high-
resolution approaches such as MUltiple SIgnal Classification
methods cannot provide the real parts of the complex expo-
nents; Prony-based algorithms can only work in conditions
with very high signal-to-noise ratios. The AutoRegressive
and AutoRegressive Moving Average series usually have
trouble in relating their estimated results directly to the
physical unknowns. To remedy these difficulties, we apply a
newly developed modified eigen-matrix pencil that was
originally developed for identifying scattering centers for tar-
get identification,15 and was used for wireless channel
modeling,16 and for complex wave number-spectrum
estimation.17 The validity of this new method is established
in Refs. 16 and 17. The Cramer–Rao~CR! lower bound has
been used as a benchmark for the variance and mean of the
real and imaginary parts of the estimated complex param-
eters. Both mean and variance are very close to their CR
bounds when signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! is larger than 15 dB
~see Figs. 9 and 10 in Ref. 17!. In fact, the new method
yields very accurate estimated results~error ,0.05%! for
travel times~see Table III in Ref. 16! or phases~see Table
VII in Ref. 17! when SNR>15 dB if the unknown param-
eters do not cluster closely together. With large enough SNR
~15 dB or larger!, the system order can usually be estimated
easily, and the method will provide a great enhancement of
the system resolution. On the other hand, the system order
cannot be obtained easily when SNR is small
(SNR,15 dB). Typical spectral estimation methods will
yield poor estimates of system parameters if the assumed
system order is incorrect. However, if the system order is
known, dominant parameters can be estimated fairly accu-
rately~error,5%! with a reasonable SNR~10 dB or higher!.

Since resonances and wavefronts form a Fourier trans-
form pair as shown in Eqs.~2! and~3! and Refs. 1 and 2, we
will consider only the extraction of complex resonances in
the rest of this paper. Here, we develop a systematic proce-
dure to estimate the system order and the system poles si-
multaneously. Scattering data from the Mock-0 target col-
lected at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center~NUWC! are
analyzed where the complex resonances of the targets are
extracted from the experimental data. Echoes observed at
various aspect angles but excited by the same incident pulse
or those observed at the same aspect angle but excited by
different incident pulses~with overlapping frequency spec-
tra! are employed to obtain reliable estimations of resonant
frequencies. In the following, methodology, numerical re-
sults, and conclusions are presented in Secs. I, II, and III,
respectively.

I. METHODOLOGY

Let p@n# denote the oscillatory responseo(t) in Eq. ~2!
plus an undesired termw(t) sampled at thenth time tn5t0

1(n2N21) d, whered is the time-sampling interval and
n51,2,...,2N11. Note thatw(t) consists of environmental
and equipment noises and nonoscillatory scattering returns.
In the following, for convenience,w(t) will be referred to as
noise. Here, we have assumed that the reference timet0 is at
the center of the observation time interval. Without loss of
generality, the explicit aspect angleu dependence shown in
Eqs. ~1!–~3! has been omitted here. Equation~2! may be
written as

p@n#5 (
m51

M

amzm
n211w@n#,

am5Ame@ t02~N11!d#sm,

zm5edsm, n51,2,...,2N11. ~4!

Our stable pole extraction algorithm consists of four
steps. First, the initial estimate of the system orderM is
obtained by using the singular value decomposition~SVD!
method18 to filter out the white noise. Second, the eigen-
matrix pencil method is used to identify the complex damped
exponents. The eigen-matrix pencil method is similar to the
matrix pencil by Hua and Sarkar,19 because both methods
use a matrix pencil to find the system poles in the trans-
formed domain. However, the matrix pencil of the former is
based on the principal eigenvectors of the Hermitian data
matrix, while the matrix pencil of the latter is directly based
on the data to be processed. Third, the complex amplitudes
am can be obtained by a least-square approach. The final
estimate of the system order and resonant frequencies is then
determined.

A. Initial estimation of the system order M

Using 2N11 data samples, form the square Hankel ma-
trix

P53
p@1# p@2# p@3# ¯ p@N11#

p@2# p@3# p@4# ¯ p@N12#

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

p@N11# p@N12# p@N13# ¯ p@2N11#

4 ,

~5!

which is of size (N11)3(N11) with N>M . The Hankel
matrix P has equal elements along lines perpendicular to the
principal diagonal.20

Define W as the Hankel noise matrix constructed from
w@n# in the same way as in~5!. The Hankel data matrixP
can then be decomposed as

P5SNASN
T1W, ~6!

where the (N11)3M Vandermonde matrixSN has the
structure
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SN53
1 1 ¯ 1

z1 z2 ¯ zM

• • •

• • •

• • •

z1
N z2

N
¯ zM

N

4 , ~7!

and A is an M3M diagonal matrix with themth diagonal
element given byam , m51,2,...,M . Here, superscript ‘‘T ’’
represents the matrix transpose. Both matricesSN andA are
of rank M. Thus, for the noiseless case, the (N11)3(N
11) matrix P is also of rankM and has (N112M ) zero
eigenvalues among the totalN11 eigenvalues.

With noise, the matrixP is of rankN11 and the task of
spectrum estimation becomes very difficult. Fortunately, we
can employ the singular value decomposition algorithm to
reduce noise strength in many practical occasions. The ma-
trix P can be written as

P5 (
n51

N11

snuO nvOn
H , ~8!

where the superscript ‘‘H’’ denotes matrix Hermitian. Here,
sn is the nth singular value anduO n and vOn are the corre-
sponding singular vectors of the matrixP, respectively. IfP
is Hermitian, uO n5vOn , and the SVD decomposition is re-
duced to the standard eigenvector expansion.

If the positive singular valuessn (n51,2,...,N11) are
arranged with decreasing order and the signal strength is as-
sumed to be sufficiently strong (SNR.15 dB; see Refs. 16
and 17!, then, among theN11 pairs of left and right eigen-
vectors, there are onlyM pairs ~with M largest singular val-
ues! primarily spanning theM signal space. The otherN
2M11 pairs primarily span the noise space. Thus, we can
replace the matrixP through SVD with its rank-M approxi-
mation matrixP0

P0[ (
m51

M

smuO mvOm
H'SNASN

T. ~9!

The rank-M approximation reduces the noise contribu-
tion to the data matrix and effectively enhances the SNR.
The noise energy is given by the Frobenius norm of the
difference matrixP2P0 defined asiP2P0iF5Ssm

2 where
m5M11, M12,...,N11.

B. The modified eigen-matrix pencil method

Let ln be thenth eigenvalue anden be thenth eigen-
vector of P0 where n51,2,...,N11. SinceP0 is a (N11)
3(N11) matrix but is with rankM, ln is 0 for n5M11,
M12,...,N11 andeOn is an (N11)31 column vector. Con-
struct an (N11)3M matrix E5@eO1 ,eO2 ,...,eOM# from theM
principal eigenvectors. Then,

P0E5EL'SNASN
TE, ~10!

where L is an M3M diagonal matrix withln as its nth
diagonal element. Therefore, we can expressE as

E[SND, D'ASN
TEL21, ~11!

whereD is anM3M matrix with rankM.
Next, we form matricesF1 using the first row to theLth

row of E, andF2 using the second row to the (L11)th row
of E. Here, L can be any value larger thanM. Then, F1

5SLD andF25SLZD, whereSL is defined in Eq.~7! andZ
is an M by M diagonal matrix withzm as itsmth element,
m51,2,...,M . The generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pen-
cil $F1

HF1 ,F1
HF2% are the complex roots of the characteristic

polynomial

det$~lF1
HF1!2~F1

HF2!%5det$~F1
HSL !~lIM2Z!D%

5 )
m51

M

~l2zm!50, ~12!

where I M is an M-dimensional identity matrix and ‘‘det’’
denotes the determinant of the matrix. Solving Eq.~12!
yields the desired complex spectral polessm5( lnzm)/d
wherem51,2,...,M andd is the time-sampling interval. Note
that zm are assumed to be distinct.

C. Least-square approach

By defining vectors aO5@a1 ,a2 ,...,aM#T, pO5@p@1#,
p@2#,...,p@2N11#] T, and w5@w@1#,w@2#,...,w@2N11#] T,
Eq. ~4! can be expressed in matrix form

pO5S2NaO1wO , ~13!

where the Vandermonde matrixS2N is defined in Eq.~7!.
The least-square solution of Eq.~13! leads to the complex
amplitudesaO as

aO5~S2N
H S2N!21S2N

H pO . ~14!

D. Final estimate of the system order and resonant
frequencies

The initial estimate of the system orderM obtained by
using the SVD method is accurate when the noise is small
~SNR.15 dB; see Refs. 16 and 17!. If the noise is not small,
there usually exists an ambiguous interval of possible M’s.
Since the value ofM cannot be uniquely determined, we
have to use some additional procedures to determine the sys-
tem order. When the scattering returns are measured at sev-
eral ~say, J! aspect angles, we can compare the estimated
results from the scattering returns at different aspect angles
for all possible system orders. Letsm j , m51,2,...,M , be the
M estimated complex resonances using the scattering return
obtained at thej th aspect angleu j , j 51,2,...,J. Let ‘‘v’’
denote the imaginary part of a complex target resonance@sm

in Eq. ~2!#. Then, the closest estimation ofv, corresponding
to the system orderM, in the j th aspect angle data set issm8 j

if

e j~v;M ![uIm~sm8 j !2vu<uIm~sm j!2vu,

for every m51,...,M , ~15!

wheree j (v;M ) is considered as the estimation error. Note
that m8 is a function of v, j, and M. Since the complex
resonant frequencies are independent of the aspect angles,
the average estimation error at a true resonant frequency
should be small for some aspect angles in which the corre-
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sponding resonance is strongly excited. This is the clue we
want to use to search for the resonant frequencies. The dif-
ficulty of this approach is that we cannot always include the
estimates fromall scattering returns in searching for the
resonances because a particular resonance is not always ob-
served in every aspect angle. Thus, the searching procedure
has to be made on a trial-and-error basis. We define the
average estimation error ofn scattering returns as

err–n~v;M !

5
1

n
@sum ofn smalleste j~v;M !, j 5$1,...,J%#, n<J.

~16!

For a given system orderM, we first compare the local
minima of err–(v;M ) in the frequency range of interests for
somen’s. If these local minima appear consistently in the
same frequencies for mostn’s, they are the likely estimates
of the resonant frequencies. We then compare the estimated
resonant frequencies obtained for all possible system orders.
By the same token, if the estimated frequencies are consis-
tent for several system orders~M’s!, they are chosen to be
the estimates of the resonant frequencies.

II. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have studied various narrow-band and broadband
data sets obtained from monostatic or bistatic measurements
of the Mock-0 and Mock-3 models. The Mock-0 model con-
sists of a cylindrical pipe with cone-shaped endcaps, a bulk-
head, and an internal rib. The Mock-3 model is a copper
scale model with seven external ribs distributed along the
hull. The results obtained from these studies are very similar.
Therefore, only selected narrow-band monostatic scattering
data of the Mock-0 target collected at NUWC are presented
in this section. Results of other data sets are briefly discussed
in the next section.

A. Monostatic multiple-angle data

The measurement setup of Mock-0 is shown in Fig. 1.
Two multiple-angle data sets are discussed in this subsection.
For convenience, they are denoted as high-frequency and
low-frequency data sets, respectively. Each data set consists
of monostatic measurements from different aspect angles.
The time records of all incident waves and echoes contain
2048 points. The sampling rate is 970 kHz. For the high-

frequency data set, the time record and the frequency spec-
trum of the incident pulse are shown in Fig. 2~a! and ~b!,
respectively. The pulse length is 0.25 ms, the center fre-
quency is 23.7 kHz, and the bandwidth is around 2.4 kHz.
Employed for analysis are the measured echoes taken at the
following four aspect anglesu: 180, 196, 208, and 240 deg.
The time record and the frequency spectrum of the scattering
return of u5180° are shown in Fig. 2~c! and ~d!, respec-
tively. The amplitude and phase of the transfer function
H(v) of the scattering response atu5180° between 18.4
and 28.0 kHz are shown in Fig. 3~a! and ~b!, respectively.
Here, the transfer function is defined as the ratio between the
echo spectrum and the incident spectrum. Leth(t) be the

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.

FIG. 2. A monostatic measurement (u5f in Fig. 1! taken at the aspect
angle response atu5180° using Mock-0 as a target:~a! the time record of
the incident pulse;~b! the frequency spectrum of the incident pulse;~c! the
time record of the echo;~d! the frequency spectrum of the echo.

FIG. 3. The transfer function of the scattering response atu5180° between
18.4 and 28.6 kHz and the corresponding impulse response:~a! amplitude of
the transfer function;~b! phase of the transfer function;~c! amplitude of the
corresponding impulse response;~d! phase of the corresponding impulse
response. The curves with ° are obtained from the measurement data and the
curves without ° are obtained from simulated results withM55. The simu-
lated results agree well with the measured results.
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Fourier transform ofH(v2v0) wherev0522.5 kHz is the
center frequency ofH(v). The amplitude and phase of the
‘‘impulse response’’h(t) are shown in Fig. 3~c! and ~d!,
respectively.

We first used the SVD approach to estimate the system
order. Figure 4~a! shows the singular values of the Hankel
matrix in Eq.~5! for the scattering returns observed at vari-
ous aspect angles. It is seen that the system orderM is not
clearly determined by the singular values alone. Since the
system orderM was unknown, we repeated the pole estima-
tion process with various possibleM. We choseM to be 3 to
6 and applied the eigen matrix pencil method to estimate the
poles of the impulse responseh(t). The poles obtained with
M55 for various scattering returns are shown in Fig. 4~b!.
After obtaining the poles, the model in Eq.~2! was employed
to derive the simulated impulse responseh8(t) and its trans-
fer functionH8(v). In most cases, the simulatedh8(t) and
H8(v) are in good agreement with the original measured
h(t) andH(v) @see Fig. 3~a!–~d!#. The small discrepancy in
Fig. 3 can be further reduced by increasing the system order
M to provide better curve-fitting results. Since the noise here
is usually significant because it includes not only environ-
mental noise and measurement errors but also nonresonant
scattering returns, further reduction of the discrepancy can be
shown to be irrelevant.

Generally speaking, the poles obtained from various
scattering returns for various aspect angles are not always
consistent because of noise.@Note that the noise here in-
cludes environmental noise, measurement errors, and non-
resonant scattering returns in Eq.~1!.# The estimated poles
may also vary as the system orderM changes. Using the
searching procedure discussed in the Sec. I D, the average
error of the frequency estimate (err–n) is calculated, and is
shown in Fig. 5 forn52,3,4 andM53,4,5,6. Note thatn
denotes the number of scattering returns used for searching

for the complex resonances, andM is the estimated system
order. It is obvious that smallern’s always correspond to
smaller estimate errors. Fortunately, the final estimates of the
complex resonances obtained using different system orders
are very similar to one another. The two local minima of
err–n, nearf 519.7 and 24.7 kHz, happen at alln’s andM’s.
This is a strong indication of the existence of the target reso-
nances. The final estimated resonant frequencies are marked
by heavy dots and their average imaginary components are
indicated by vertical lines in Fig. 4~b!.

The low-frequency data set analyzed is also a mono-
static measurement using Mock-0 as the target. The pulse
length is 0.5 ms, the center frequency is 11.9 kHz, and the
bandwidth is around 1.6 kHz. Employed for analysis are the
measured echoes taken at the following eight aspect angles
u: 18, 34, 46, 58, 78, 90, 110, and 122 deg. The time records
and the frequency spectra of the incident pulse and scattering
returns are similar to those in Fig. 1 and are not shown here.
Following the same procedure depicted previously, singular
values of the Hankel matrix in Eq.~5! are computed for the
scattering returns observed at various aspect angles. Since
the system orderM is not clearly determined by the singular
values alone, we have to repeat the pole estimation process
with various possible values ofM. We chooseM to be 2 to 5
and apply the eigen matrix pencil method to estimate the
poles. The average error of the frequency estimate (err–n) is
shown in Fig. 6 forn54 – 8 andM52,3,4,5. Note that ‘‘n’’
denotes the number of scattering returns used for searching
for the complex resonances, and ‘‘M’’ is the estimated sys-
tem order. The final estimates of the complex resonances
obtained using different system orders are very similar to one
another. The local minimum, near 13.4 kHz, happens at all
n’s andM’s, and the local minimum nearf 510.7 kHz hap-
pens at all cases exceptM52. This is due to the fact that
M52 is too small to represent the system response. It is
remarkable that the resonant frequency 13.4 kHz is still pre-
dicted by the case withM52.

FIG. 4. Results from the high-frequency monostatic multiple-angle data set.
The analyzed results of the ‘‘impulse’’ responses for the scattering returns
observed at aspect anglesu5180°, 196°, 208°, and 240°:~a! the singular
values;~b! the complex poles obtained withM55. The estimated complex
resonant frequencies are marked by heavy dots and their average imaginary
components are indicated by vertical lines.

FIG. 5. Results from the high-frequency monostatic multiple-angle data set.
The average error of the frequency estimate err–n for n52,3, and 4:~a!

M53; ~b! M54; ~c! M55; ~d! M56. The two local minima atf 519.7
and 24.7 kHz happen at alln’s andM’s.
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B. Monostatic multiple-frequency data

The data set analyzed in this section was observed from
monostatic measurements for various narrow bands at a
single aspect angle. Data was taken from 39.3 to 120.5 kHz
by 1.4-kHz increments. The aspect angleu was 10 deg. The
length of each pulse is 0.5 ms, resulting in a bandwidth of
approximately 4.4 kHz. Figure 7~a! shows the singular val-
ues of the Hankel matrix in Eq.~5! for the scattering returns
at the following frequencies: 39.3, 40.7, 42.1, 43.5, 44.9, and
46.3 kHz. Although all scattering returns were observed at
the same aspect angle, the impulse responses of adjacent
center frequencies have some overlapping frequency spectral
bands. Therefore, we could still apply the search procedure
described in Sec. I D to estimate the resonant frequencies.
We chose the system orderM to be 2 to 5 and applied the

eigen matrix pencil method to estimate the system poles. The
poles obtained withM53 for the scattering returns at vari-
ous frequencies are shown in Fig. 7~b!. In this data set, the
resonant frequencies obtained from various frequency spec-
tra ~not aspect angles! are available for comparison. Using a
searching procedure similar to that discussed in Sec. I D, the
average error of the frequency estimate (err–n) is shown in
Fig. 8 for n52 and 3 andM53. Note that ‘‘n’’ denotes the
number of scattering returns used for searching for the com-
plex resonances, and ‘‘M’’ is the estimated system order.
The estimated resonant frequencies obtained from different
signals with some overlapping spectra are very close to one
another. In other words, in the common frequency band, the
minima of the err–n curves with fixed ‘‘n’’ derived from
different pulses are nearly identical. The curves in Fig. 8~a!,
~b!, and ~c! have the same minimum at 42.6 kHz and the
curves in Fig. 8~b!, ~c!, and ~d! have the same minimum at
43.9 kHz. This is a strong indication of the existence of these
two target resonances.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Arrival times of wavefronts and resonant frequencies of
oscillatory waves can serve as good physical observables for
characterizing wave-scattering phenomena. In this paper, ex-
perimental data are employed to derive the complex reso-
nances of the Mock-0 target. The SVD approach is used to
derive the initial estimate of the number of dominant reso-
nances and the eigen matrix pencil method is used for esti-
mating complex resonances. The final estimate of the reso-
nance number is estimated by comparing the results using
the scattering returns of different aspect angles or of different
incident signals with overlapping spectra. A systematic pro-
cedure is employed for making such a comparison to obtain
the final estimates of the complex resonances. In narrow-
band situations, the final estimates of the imaginary parts of
the complex resonances obtained using different system or-

FIG. 6. Results from the low-frequency monostatic multiple-angle data set.
The scattering returns were observed at aspect anglesu518°, 34°, 46°, 58°,
78°, 90°, 110°, and 122°. The average error of the frequency estimate err–n

for n54, 5, 6, 7, and 8:~a! M52; ~b! M53; ~c! M54; ~d! M55. The two
local minima atf 510.7 and 13.4 kHz happen at alln’s andMs.

FIG. 7. Results from the monostatic multiple-frequency data set. The ana-
lyzed results of the impulse responses for the scattering returns of incident
signals with various frequencies:~a! the singular values;~b! the complex
poles obtained withM53.

FIG. 8. Results from the monostatic multiple-frequency data set. The aver-
age error of the frequency estimate err–n for n52 and 3 withM53. Used
for comparison are echoes at:~a! 39.3, 40.7, and 42.1 kHz;~b! 40.7, 42.1,
and 43.5 kHz;~c! 42.1, 43.5, and 44.9 kHz; and~d! 43.5, 44.9, and 46.3
kHz.
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der M’s are very similar to one another. This is a strong
indication that these estimations are accurate assessments of
the resonant frequencies of the targets. On the other hand, the
damping components cannot be obtained easily because they
are much more susceptible to noise contamination. In broad-
band situations, the estimated results show some inconsis-
tency in system order estimation if the entire broadband im-
pulse responses are used for estimating the target resonances.
This is a fundamental issue of all spectral estimation ap-
proaches because they are based on curve fitting. The remedy
is to subdivide the system responses into narrow-band com-
ponents. The procedure discussed in the previous section can
then be successfully employed to analyze each narrow-band
component. The above conclusions hold for both monostatic
and bistatic measurement setups of both Mock-0 and Mock-3
targets.
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This paper deals with the influence of different sets of edge boundary conditions on the dynamic
characteristics of shear deformable, cross-ply laminated circular cylindrical panels. The analysis is
based on the conjunction of the Ritz method with an appropriate, complete functional basis and its
subsequent application on the energy functional of the Love-type version of a unified
shear-deformable shell theory@T. Timarci and K. P. Soldatos, J. Sound Vib.187, 609–624~1995!;
J. Eng. Math~to appear January 2000!#. As a result, two different kinds of shear deformable
Love-type shell theories are employed and tested, including versions that either fulfill or violate the
continuity of the interlaminar stresses along the shell thickness. Although the main theoretical
model employed makes use of a certain type of continuous interlaminar stress, the results of the
present analysis are initially tested and validated through appropriate comparisons with
corresponding numerical results obtained in the relevant literature, mostly on the basis of
discontinuous interlaminar plate and shell models. The present approach and analysis are then used
for a more thorough investigation of the influence of the edge boundary conditions on the dynamic
characteristics of circular cylindrical panels. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00311-2#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ey@CBB#

INTRODUCTION

Due to the periodic nature of the displacements and
stresses around the circumference of a complete circular cy-
lindrical shell, the partial differential equations that govern
the free vibration of such a shell can always be converted
into a corresponding set of ordinary differential equations.
This fact is independent of the type of the shell model em-
ployed and is therefore well documented in connection with
either classical or refined shear deformable shell theories.
Moreover, it is independent of the material properties of the
cylindrical shell considered and has therefore been applied
for the dynamic analysis of shells made of either a homoge-
neous~isotropic, orthotropic, monoclinic! or a layered mate-
rial, the latter having any type of arbitrary, cross-ply or
angle-ply, lay-up. Details and applications of this argument
are discussed, for instance, in Refs. 1–15 as well as in other
relevant publications that can be found through them. As a
result of the described conversion, the free vibration problem
of a complete circular cylindrical shell, subjected to any kind
of edge boundary conditions, can mathematically be treated
as a one-dimensional problem and can therefore be investi-
gated by means of an analytical approach appropriate for the
solution of ordinary differential equations. Such an analytical
approach that has been used very frequently is based on the
state space concept5–7,10–12,15or its earlier but mathemati-
cally equivalent versions.2,4

Other analytical approaches, which are mostly con-
nected with error-minimization techniques, have however
also been employed. The most important among them are
associated with the application of the method of Galerkin8

and the Ritz method.9,13,14It should be noted in this connec-
tion that, although these latter methods are usually regarded
as approximate ones, they can asymptotically provide the
exact solution of the problem considered, provided that they
will be applied in association with an appropriate set of basis
functions, which should be complete in the space of the func-
tions that satisfy the edge boundary conditions assumed. Un-
der these considerations, the proper application of such an
error minimization approach may be regarded as superior to
an approach based on the state space concept, in the sense
that it can successfully yield the analytical solution of rel-
evant problems in which the described ‘‘one-dimensional,’’
conversion of all the partial derivatives involved is not pos-
sible ~e.g., dynamics of flat rectangular plates or curved open
panels!. It should be noted in this respect that, as is ad-
equately documented in Refs. 13 and 14, the Ritz method has
extensively and successfully been applied towards the analy-
sis of such dynamical problems, but mostly on energy func-
tionals which are consistent with the assumptions of the clas-
sical plate and shell theories.

References 13 and 14 dealt with the free vibrations of
composite laminated complete cylindrical shells and open
cylindrical panels, respectively, having all their edges free of
external tractions. In both papers, the analysis was based on
the conjunction of the Ritz method with an appropriate, com-
plete functional basis and its subsequent application on the
energy functional of the Love-type version of a unified
shear-deformable shell theory.11,16 As a result, several kinds
of shear deformable Love-type shell theories were employed
and tested, along with their classical counterpart, including
versions that either fulfill13 or violate13,14 the continuity of
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the interlaminar stresses along the shell thickness. Although
the analytical approach employed13,14 was outlined in a gen-
eral manner, and could therefore be associated with any type
of admissible basis functions, only bases of appropriate or-
thonormal polynomials suitable for free edges were used in
both papers, for all the numerical results presented. The case
of the free boundary conditions was particularly chosen and
studied because completely free plates and shells constitute a
privileged class of structural elements for laboratory tests. In
this respect, some of the natural frequencies predicted
analytically13 were found to be in excellent agreement with
corresponding results that were obtained experimentally.17

Moreover, the efficiency of the analytical method was ini-
tially tested and exhibited in Ref. 13 by means of the excel-
lent agreement of its numerical predictions with the very few
existing relevant analytical results obtained, elsewhere,7,11 on
the basis of the state space concept. After these successful
tests and comparisons,13 the study was extended14 towards
the dynamic analysis of free edged plates and open cylindri-
cal panels to which, as has already been mentioned, the state
space concept cannot be applied directly.

This paper deals with the influence of different sets of
edge boundary conditions on the dynamic characteristics of
shear deformable, cross-ply laminated circular cylindrical
panels and, in a sense, it may be considered as a natural,
further extension of the studies presented in Refs. 13 and 14.
This is still an open problem in the relevant literature, though
certain of its aspects have already been addressed in some
recent publications.7,18–21In more detail, Khdeir and Reddy7

and Xavieret al.18 dealt with cross-ply curved panels having
both their straight edges and all four edges, respectively,
simply supported, while Chenet al.19 and Singh and
Kumar20,21 considered both cross-ply and angle-ply panels
subjected to different sets of edge boundary conditions.
Xavier et al.18 employed a well-known, essentially trivial set
of edge conditions that led to an exact solution of the gov-
erning equations by means of simple mathematical manipu-
lations. They, however, made use of a higher-order shell
theory, which accounts for the continuity of the transverse
shear stresses at the shell material interfaces. Contrary to
this, the more general and complicated approaches employed
by Khdeir and Reddy,7 Chen et al.19 and Singh and
Kumar20,21 were applied on what is essentially the original
version of the so-called parabolic shear deformable theory,
which violates the continuity of the interlaminar stresses by
erroneously assuming interlaminar continuity of the trans-
verse shear strains. On the other hand, due to the simple
support assumption that was imposed on both straight edges,
Khdeir and Reddy7 were able to convert the governing par-
tial differential equations into corresponding ordinary differ-
ential equations~in the sense already described for complete
cylindrical shells! and to subsequently solve those equations
on the basis of the state space concept. Finally, Chenet al.19

confined their study on flat plates only~zero curvature! and
dealt with a large number of different sets of edge conditions
while Singh and Kumar20,21applied their analysis to a variety
of curved panels~cylindrical, conical and spherical! sub-
jected, however, to a limited number of different edge con-
ditions. It should be noted in this connection that the math-

ematical approach employed in Ref. 19 was based on the
conjunction of the Ritz method with a complete polynomial
basis and can therefore be clearly considered as analytical.
The Ritz-type approach employed in Refs. 20 and 21 was
applied in conjunction with Bezier surface patches and ex-
hibited some good convergence features. It is, however, not
known to the present authors whether the Bezier polynomials
involved20,21 form a complete functional basis for any given
set of edge conditions, a fact that could characterize the ap-
proach as analytical rather than numerical.

Since the present study deals with cross-ply laminates
only, its numerical results can only be related and are there-
fore initially compared with corresponding results presented
either in Refs. 7 and 18 or in those parts of Refs. 19–21 that
dealt with plates and cylindrical panels having a cross-ply
lay-up. Since, on the other hand, the analysis is essentially
based on the aforementioned unified shear deformable shell
theory,11,16 it naturally employs the parabolic shear deform-
able shell model in an intrinsic manner, in either its
continuous18 ~PARcs) or its discontinuous7,19–21(PARds) in-
terlaminar stresses version. It will become clear in this con-
nection that, upon nullifying the cylindrical panel curvature,
the present PARds analysis yields identical numerical results
with those tabulated in Ref. 19, for cross-ply laminated
plates, regardless of the edge boundary conditions employed.
Moreover, further numerical comparisons, involving results
based on both the~PARcs) and ~PARds) models, are per-
formed with corresponding numerical results tabulated in
Refs. 7, 18, 20, and 21. These validate further the excellent
performance of the present approach and analysis, both of
which are finally used for a more thorough investigation of
the influence of the edge boundary conditions on the dy-
namic characteristics of circular cylindrical panels. It might
be further noted, in this connection, that this is the first paper
in the relevant literature that, for boundary conditions differ-
ent than simply supported,18 presents vibration frequencies
for nonsymmetrically laminated cross-ply laminated panels
obtained on the basis of a theory that accounts for continuity
of the interlaminar stresses.

I. THEORY

Figure 1 shows the full nomenclature of the open cylin-
drical panel considered. This has a constant thicknessh, an

FIG. 1. Nomenclature for the cylindrical panel/flat plate.
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axial lengthLx , a middle surface circumferential lengthLs
and a middle surface radiusR, so that its shallowness angle
is given asf5Ls /R. The particular geometry of a plate is
then obtained by settingf50 or, equivalently by allowingR
to approach infinity. Figure 1 also shows the right-handed
curvilinear coordinate system used, withx, s andz denoting
the axial, circumferential and normal to the middle surface
length parameters, respectively.U, V andW denote the cor-
responding displacement components. This cylindrical shell
segment is assumed as made of an arbitrary number~L, say!
of thin, specially orthotropic layers,22 which are perfectly
bonded together in the form of a cross-ply lay-up. Hence, the
common assumption of negligible radial stress and strain,
throughout the shell thickness, yields the following stress-
strain relationship in thekth layer~starting counting from the
inner layer!:

F sx
(k)

ss
(k)

txs
(k)G5F Q11

(k) Q12
(k) 0

Q12
(k) Q22

(k) 0

0 0 Q66
~k!G F «x

«s

gxs
G ,

~k51,2,. . . ,L !, ~1!

F tsz
~k!

txz
~k!G5FQ44

~k! 0

0 Q55
~k!G Fgsz

gxz
G ,

where theQ’s are the well-known reduced stiffnesses.22,23

The following global displacement field,

U~x,s,z;t !5u~x,s;t !2zw,x1F1~z!u1~x,s;t !,

V~x,s,z;t !5~11z/R!v~x,s;t !2zw,s

1F2~z!v1~x,s;t !, ~2!

W~x,s,z;t !5w~x,s;t !,

which is consistent with the general Love-type shear deform-
able shell theory detailed in Refs. 11 and 16, yields the fol-
lowing kinematic relations,

«x5u,x2zw,xx1F1~z!u1 ,x ,

«s5~11z/R!v,s2zw,ss1F2~z!v1 ,s1w/R,

gsz5F28v1 , gxz5F18u1 , ~3!

gxs5u,s1v,x1z~22w,xs1v,x /R!1F1u1 ,s1F2v1 ,x .

Here,u, v, w, u1 and v1 are the degrees of freedom of the
theory,11,16 F1(z) and F2(z) are the relevant shape func-
tions, which will be specifieda posteriori, and a prime de-
notes ordinary differentiation with respect to normal coordi-
nate parameter,z. As has already been implied, the present
theoretical developments hold for any choice of the shape
functions, F1(z) and F2(z), regardless of whether that
choice can guarantee the continuity of interlaminar stresses
at the material interfaces of the composite structural compo-
nent considered. As will be detailed in what follows, numeri-
cal applications in this paper involve model shape functions
that either satisfy or violate this continuity condition.

The force and moment resultants of the theory are de-
fined according to

~Nx , Ns , Nxs!5E
2h/2

h/2

~sx , ss , txs! dz,

~Mx , Ms , Mxs!5E
2h/2

h/2

~sx , ss , txs!z dz,

~Mx
a , Mxs

a !5E
2h/2

h/2

~sx , txs!F1~z! dz, ~4!

~Ms
a , Msx

a !5E
2h/2

h/2

~ss , tsx!F2~z! dz,

Qx
a5E

2h/2

h/2

txzF18 dz, Qs
a5E

2h/2

h/2

tszF28dz,

and, after Eqs.~1!, they yield the following constitutive
equations:

3
Nx

Ns

Nxs

Mx

Ms

Mxs

Mx
a

Ms
a

Mxs
a

Msx
a

4 53
A11 A12 0 B11 B12 0 B111 B122 0 0

A12 A22 0 B12 B22 0 B121 B222 0 0

0 0 A66 0 0 B66 0 0 B661 B662

B11 B12 0 D11 D12 0 D111 D122 0 0

B12 B22 0 D12 D22 0 D121 D222 0 0

0 0 B66 0 0 D66 0 0 D661 D662

B111 B121 0 D111 D121 0 D1111 D1212 0 0

B122 B222 0 D122 D222 0 D1212 D2222 0 0

0 0 B661 0 0 D661 0 0 D6611 D6612

0 0 B662 0 0 D662 0 0 D6612 D6622

4 3
u,x

v,s1 ~w/R!

u,s1v,x

2w,xx

2w,ss1 ~v,s/R!

22w,xs1 ~v,x/R!

u1 ,x

v1 ,s

u1 ,s

v1 ,x

4 ,

~5!FQs
a

Qx
aG5FA4422 0

0 A5511GF v1

u1G ,
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where the appearing rigidities are defined as follows:

Ai j 5E
2h/2

h/2

Qi j
(k) dz, Aj jll 5E

2h/2

h/2

Qj j
(k)~F l8!2 dz,

Bi j 5E
2h/2

h/2

Qi j
(k)z dz, Bi jl 5E

2h/2

h/2

Qi j
(k)F l dz,

~6!

Di j 5E
2h/2

h/2

Qi j
(k)z2 dz, Di jl 5E

2h/2

h/2

Qi j
(k)F lz dz,

Di jlm5E
2h/2

h/2

Qi j
(k)F lFm dz.

With the purpose to apply the Ritz method, the five un-
known displacement functions are expressed as follows:

u~x,s;t !5cos~v t ! f u~x!gu~s! (
m50

M

(
n50

N

AmnXm
u ~x!Sn

u~s!,

v~x,s;t !5cos~v t ! f v~x!gv~s! (
m50

M

(
n50

N

BmnXm
v ~x!Sn

v~s!,

w~x,s;t !5cos~v t ! f w~x!gw~s! (
m50

M

(
n50

N

CmnXm
w~x!Sn

w~s!,

~7!

u1~x,s;t !

5cos~v t ! f u1~x!gu1~s! (
m50

M

(
n50

N

DmnXm
u1~x!Sn

u1~s!,

v1~x,s;t !

5cos~v t ! f v1~x!gv1~s! (
m50

M

(
n50

N

EmnXm
v1~x!Sn

v1~s!.

Here,v is an unknown natural frequency of vibration while
the unknown constant coefficientsAmn , Bmn , Cmn , Dmn and
Emn will be determined by minimizing the energy functional
of the shell theory employed. The appearingX and S basis
functions can be chosen in any convenient way that ensures
for the completeness of the resulting, two-dimensional, func-
tional basis when both integersm and n approach infinity.
The form of the appearing weighting functions,f andg, de-
pends on the choice of the correspondingX andS functions
and, particularly, on whether these latter functions can sat-
isfy the displacement boundary conditions of the problem
considered. If, for instance, all the appearingX andS func-
tions are chosen to satisfy those edge boundary conditions
~e.g., appropriate orthogonal polynomials13,14!, then all the
weighting functions should be set equal to unity. If, on the
other hand, some or all of the appearingX andS functions do
not satisfy those boundary conditions, the appropriate choice
of the corresponding weighting functions should force them
to do so. Such a simple but interesting choice of theX andS
functions is as follows:

Xm~x! 5~x/Lx!
m, Sn~s!5 ~s/Ls!

n, ~8!

and produces a complete, two-dimensional, power series ba-
sis. This does not generally satisfy any particular set of dis-

placement boundary conditions, but, for reasons that will be
explained later, it will be used in the next section in conjunc-
tion with the simple weighting functions tabulated in Ref. 19.
Here, it is only mentioned that, regardless of the particular
choice of all the weighting and the basis functions appearing
in expressions~7!, an application of the Ritz method on the
energy functional of the present shell theory yields an alge-
braic eigenvalue problem, which can generally be described
as follows:

~K2v2M !X50. ~9!

Since most general forms of the appearing stiffness and in-
ertia matrices are given in Ref. 14, for laminated composite
shells made of monoclinic layers, their elements will not be
cited in this paper. These may be obtained by specializing
the corresponding matrix elements presented in Ref. 14 for
the particular case of a cross-ply lay-up.

II. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The above discussion makes clear that, upon nullifying
the cylindrical panel curvature~f50!, the analysis presented
in the preceding section becomes suitable for the study of the
corresponding flat plate problem. This problem has been
considered and, for symmetric cross-ply laminated plates,
has already been studied separately to a considerable
extent.19 As has already been mentioned, on the other hand,
the analysis presented in Ref. 19 was applied only on the
original version of the parabolic shear deformable plate
model,24,25 which violates the continuity of the interlaminar
stresses~PARds) at the material interfaces of the symmetri-
cally laminated plate considered. That plate model can be
obtained as a particular case of the present shell theory by
merging the aforementioned zero-curvature restriction with
the following shape functions,

~PARds!:F1~z!5F2~z!5z~124z2/3h2!. ~10!

Hence, for verification purposes only, the present analysis
was initially applied and validated in connection with the
cross-ply laminated plate examples considered in Ref. 19,
the analysis of which was also based on the Ritz method.

For any given set of edge boundary conditions, Ref. 19
applied the Ritz method in conjunction with the complete,
two-dimensional, infinite power-series basis@see Eqs.~7!
and ~8!#, which is, in principle, equivalent to the two-
dimensional orthogonal polynomial bases considered in Ref.
14 ~see also Refs. 26 and 27!. For practical purposes, how-
ever, that approach19 was applied by appropriately truncating
the so-called Pascal triangle,28 namely by keeping all the
homogeneous, two-dimensional monomials involved up to a
certain power~p, say!, which made sure that the obtained
numerical results converged, satisfactorily, to the required
accuracy. This process yields (p11)(p12)/2 two-
dimensional power terms in each truncated series, the num-
ber of which is approximately half the number, (p11)2, of
the corresponding terms retained after a similar, conven-
tional truncation of the equivalent two-dimensional orthogo-
nal polynomial basis.14,26 Under these considerations, the
present authors decided to pursue the numerical validation of
the present, general, Ritz-type analysis by applying it in con-
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junction with both of these functional bases. This process
verified completely the effectiveness of the present approach,
which, regardless of which functional basis was employed,
always produced identical numerical results to those pre-
sented in Ref. 19. As is further detailed in Ref. 29, this vali-
dation process generally confirmed the superiority of the
Pascal triangle truncation procedure,19,28 but only with re-
gard to the computational speed and the efficiency of the
Ritz method. This conclusion was further confirmed with
regard to the free vibration analysis of cylindrical shell pan-
els ~nonzero curvature! by comparing the numerical predic-
tions obtained by means of both of the aforementioned func-
tional bases for panels having all their four edges free of
external tractions~see Ref. 14!. Under these considerations,
all results presented and discussed in what follows were ob-
tained by applying the Ritz-type analysis, outlined in the
preceding section, only in conjunction with the two-

dimensional, simple power-series bases19 ~7! and ~8!. More-
over, flat plates and cylindrical panels having all their edges
free of traction are excluded from the present investigation,
since they have been studied separately in Ref. 14.

In dealing with the free vibration characteristics of open
cylindrical shell panels, the numerical predictions of the
present approach were initially compared with corresponding
numerical results presented in Ref. 7 for panels having both
their straight edges simply supported and their curved edges
subjected to different sets of edge boundary conditions. The
analysis presented in Ref. 7 was applied on the original ver-
sion of the parabolic shear deformable shell model,30 which
violates the continuity of the interlaminar stresses (PARds)
and can therefore be obtained as a particular case of the
present shell theory~nonzero curvature! by employing the
shape functions~10!. Under these considerations, Tables I
and II show only~PARds) results obtained for a three-layered

TABLE I. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 for different numbers of monomial terms and different

boundary conditions;@0 degrees/90 degrees/0 degrees# (Lx/h510, Lx/Ls51, E1525 E2, G125G1350.5 E2,
G2350.2 E2 , n1250.25).

Monomial
terms SS SC CC FF FS FC

R/Lx55
6 (p52) 12.140 14.501 16.878 4.5706 5.0281 6.6903

15 (p54) 11.840 13.964 16.180 3.7700 4.3061 6.1315
28 (p56) 11.839 13.881 16.051 3.7672 4.2996 6.1166
45 (p58) 11.839 13.863 16.027 3.7672 4.2985 6.1140
66 (p510) 11.839 13.860 16.023 3.7672 4.2983 6.1136

Ref. 7 11.846 13.866 16.028 3.783 4.312 6.123

R/Lx520
6 (p52) 11.852 14.257 16.655 3.8465 4.3874 6.1876

15 (p54) 11.793 13.928 16.152 3.7888 4.3288 6.1038
28 (p56) 11.793 13.846 16.027 3.7886 4.3245 6.0919
45 (p58) 11.793 13.828 16.002 3.7886 4.3234 6.0893
66 (p510) 11.793 13.825 15.999 3.7886 4.3232 6.0889

Ref. 7 11.793 13.825 15.999 3.789 4.322 6.089

TABLE II. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 for different numbers of monomial terms and different

boundary conditions;@0 degrees/90 degrees# (Lx/h510, Lx/Ls51, E1525 E2, G125G1350.5 E2, G23

50.2 E2 , n1250.25).

Monomial
terms SS SC CC FF FS FC

R/Lx55
6 (p52) 9.9940 11.703 14.272 6.9236 7.1868 7.6525

15 (p54) 8.9918 10.886 13.210 5.7450 6.0622 6.5723
28 (p56) 8.9872 10.850 13.117 5.7413 6.0566 6.5592
45 (p58) 8.9872 10.843 13.100 5.7413 6.0559 6.5578
66 (p510) 8.9872 10.841 13.095 5.7413 6.0558 6.5575

Ref. 7 9.024 10.871 13.119 5.7 5.101 6.600

R/Lx520
6 (p52) 9.5417 11.272 13.762 6.3329 6.6359 7.0865

15 (p54) 8.9693 10.857 13.169 5.8103 6.1371 6.5984
28 (p56) 8.9668 10.827 13.092 5.8088 6.1336 6.5895
45 (p58) 8.9668 10.820 13.075 5.8088 6.1330 6.5879
66 (p510) 8.9668 10.817 13.070 5.8088 6.1329 6.5876

Ref. 7 8.973 10.882 12.07 5.8 6.139 6.594
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symmetric and a two-layered regularly antisymmetric cross-
ply lay-up, respectively. In more detail, both tables show the
manner in which the fundamental frequency parameter,

v̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2, ~11!

converges with increasing the number of the monomial terms
~or, equivalently, the value,p, of the highest power retained
in the Pascal triangle! and compare their adequately conver-
gent values with the corresponding results obtained in Ref. 7
on the basis of the state space concept.

It should be noted, in this connection, that the state
space concept was applicable in Ref. 7 due to the assumption
of simply supported straight edges. As is well known, these
yield mode shapes that are circumferentially represented in
the form of simple trigonometric functions and, as in the case
of a complete cylinder, they allow the conversion of the gov-
erning partial differential equations into corresponding ordi-
nary differential equations. After this conversion, the state
space concept can treat with relative ease any set of varia-
tionally consistent boundary conditions16 imposed on the
curved edges of the panel. On the other hand, only the sat-
isfaction of the geometric boundary conditions is required
for the application of the Ritz method. Hence, as far as the
present approach is concerned, the relevant notation shown
in Tables I and II, as well as elsewhere in this section, im-
plies that the following geometrical conditions were imposed
on a curved edge of the panel:

~S! Simply supported curved edge:v5w5v150,
~12!

~C! Clamped curved edge:u5v5w5w,x5u15v150,

while no geometric constraints were imposed for a free~F!
edge.

Both Tables I and II show a very fast convergence of the
present approach and, in most cases, a remarkable agreement
with the corresponding numerical results obtained on the ba-
sis of the state space concept.7 Apart from the case of the
very short, three-layered, cylindrical panel~Table I, R/Lx

520), the first 15 to 28 monomials in the Pascal triangle
(p54 to p56) were always enough to produce results of
the same accuracy to those presented in Ref. 7. More mono-
mial terms were, however, needed in that exceptional case
~Table I, R/Lx520). There were also a couple of cases~FS
in the top and CC in the bottom of Table II! in which sub-
stantial discrepancies of the corresponding numerical results
were observed. These can, however, be considered as two
isolated cases only, which cannot alter the general excellent
picture shown from the comparisons performed in both
tables. Moreover, the nature of these discrepancies reveals
that at least one~if not both! of them might be due to a
typographical error in Ref. 7. Apart from the good conver-
gence performance, the results produced and compared in
Tables I and II have also revealed some excellent stability
characteristics of the present numerical scheme. All results
shown next were therefore obtained by using a rather large
amount of monomials in the Pascal triangle (p512), which
ensured that sufficient convergence was achieved up to the
fourth significant figure.

For certain families of three-layered symmetric and two-
layered antisymmetric cross-ply laminated cylindrical panels
having all their edges simply supported, Tables III and IV,
respectively, show the values of frequency parameter,

v̂5vLx
2Ar/E1Rh, ~13!

TABLE III. Frequency parametersv̂5vLx
2Ar/E1Rh and modal indices (m,n) for simply supported shells;

material with symmetric stacking sequence:@90 degrees/0 degrees/90 degrees# (R55, Lx525, f560°, E1

525 E2, G125G1350.5 E2, G2350.2 E2 , n1250.25).

Mode No.
Model R/h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ref. 18 10 ••• 12.99 13.59 ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
PARds 7.025 13.33 13.94 14.05 15.04 16.58 18.55 20.91
PARcs 7.025 12.94 13.56 14.05 14.68 16.25 18.25 20.65

~1,0! ~1,1! ~2,1! ~2,0! ~3,1! ~4,1! ~5,1! ~6,1!

Ref. 18 20 ••• 11.25 12.41 ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
PARds 9.935 11.37 12.54 14.49 16.92 19.69 19.87 22.70
PARcs 9.935 11.23 12.42 14.38 16.82 19.60 19.87 22.63

~1,0! ~1,1! ~2,1! ~3,1! ~4,1! ~5,1! ~2,0! ~6,1!

Ref. 18 50 8.20 11.47 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
PARds 8.223 11.52 15.71 15.92 20.61 25.40 30.21 31.42
PARcs 8.207 11.50 15.71 15.91 20.61 25.39 30.21 31.42

~1,1! ~2,1! ~1,0! ~3,1! ~4,1! ~5,1! ~6,1! ~2,0!

Ref. 18 100 7.11 13.33 ••• ••• 24.19 24.66 ••• •••
PARds 7.120 13.38 20.43 22.21 24.24 24.72 25.84 27.46
PARcs 7.118 13.38 20.42 22.21 24.18 24.66 25.79 27.46

~1,1! ~2,1! ~3,1! ~1,0! ~1,2! ~2,2! ~3,2! ~4,1!

Ref. 18 500 10.68 11.45 15.42 ••• ••• ••• 27.33 •••
PARds 10.71 11.45 15.44 22.48 25.26 25.84 27.45 27.54
PARcs 10.71 11.45 15.43 22.47 25.25 25.84 27.45 27.54

~1,1! ~1,2! ~2,2! ~3,2! ~1,3! ~2,3! ~2,1! ~3,3!
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obtained on the basis of the present approach and, where
possible, they compare them with corresponding results pre-
sented in Ref. 18. As has already been mentioned, Xavier
et al.18 employed the well-known, essentially trivial set of
simply supported edge boundary conditions, which leads to
an exact solution of the governing equations by means of
simple mathematical manipulations. They, however, made
use of a higher-order shell theory, which accounts for the
continuity of the transverse shear stresses at the shell mate-
rial interfaces. For the results shown and compared in Tables
III and IV the present approach was therefore applied in
connection with the parabolic shear deformable shell theory
that assumes either continuous~PARcs) or discontinuous
~PARds) interlaminar stresses. While the~PARds) shell
model is still obtained by employing the shape functions
~10!, the manner in which the shape functions that produce

continuous interlaminar stresses are constructed is outlined
in the Appendix. Each group of compared natural frequen-
cies is also associated with its modal characteristic indices
@~m, n!, say#, which, for the simply supported panels consid-
ered, represent the axial~m! and the circumferential~n! half-
wave number of the corresponding mode shape. It should be
noted in this connection that, although the simple mathemati-
cal approach employed in Ref. 18 uses these indices as input
data ~however, not clearly defined in Ref. 18!, the present
analysis enables their determinationa posteriori, after the
mode shape that corresponds to each one of the determined
natural frequencies is carefully plotted and examined.

The comparisons made in both Tables III and IV show
an excellent agreement between all frequencies obtained on
the basis of the present~PARcs) shell model and the corre-
sponding frequencies tabulated in Ref. 18. Moreover, for thin

TABLE V. Frequency parametersV5vRAr/E1 for a two layered cross-ply cantilevered panel; material with antisymmetric stacking sequence:@90 degrees/0
degrees# (R/h5240,Lx/R50.9167,f51 rad,E1515.27E2, G125G1350.645E2, G2350.321E2 , n1250.313).

Pards

Mode
1053105

~p55!
1803180

~p57!
2753275

~p59!
3903390
~p511!

5253525
~p513!

Refs. 20 and 21

1253125 1803180 2453245 3203320 4053405

1 0.018 81 0.017 99 0.017 88 0.017 86 0.017 85 0.019 55 0.018 23 0.017 91 0.017 89 0.017 76
2 0.024 31 0.021 26 0.020 96 0.020 95 0.020 94 0.026 54 0.023 61 0.021 20 0.021 04 0.020 84
3 0.060 71 0.047 95 0.046 82 0.046 71 0.046 70 0.060 69 0.056 40 0.047 79 0.047 48 0.047 03
4 0.078 25 0.053 80 0.050 69 0.050 24 0.050 15 0.062 33 0.059 62 0.052 23 0.050 62 0.049 83
5 0.088 98 0.057 81 0.051 44 0.050 31 0.050 22 0.076 77 0.060 21 0.055 24 0.051 94 0.050 36
6 0.095 98 0.077 54 0.071 89 0.071 62 0.071 60 0.081 59 0.080 72 0.079 63 0.075 38 0.071 46
7 0.149 75 0.081 16 0.079 75 0.079 61 0.079 60 0.139 85 0.104 09 0.100 01 0.080 50 0.079 59
8 0.186 00 0.118 58 0.096 94 0.092 05 0.091 16 0.193 92 0.119 58 0.103 51 0.094 68 0.089 24
9 0.228 61 0.132 41 0.098 50 0.092 78 0.091 33 0.201 88 0.130 20 0.116 94 0.094 68 0.092 25

10 0.258 33 0.141 01 0.112 25 0.108 34 0.108 10 0.258 96 0.134 36 0.131 50 0.109 55 0.106 04

TABLE IV. Frequency parametersv̂5vLx
2Ar/E1Rh and modal indices (m,n) for simply supported shells;

material with antisymmetric stacking sequence:@90 degrees/0 degrees# (R55, Lx525, f560°, E1525 E2,
G125G1350.5 E2, G2350.2 E2 , n1250.25).

Mode No.
Model R/h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ref. 18 10 ••• 7.87 9.06 ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
PARds 7.025 7.702 8.932 10.94 13.57 14.05 16.74 20.40
PARcs 7.025 7.825 9.035 11.03 13.66 14.05 16.88 20.64

~1,0! ~1,1! ~2,1! ~3,1! ~4,1! ~2,0! ~5,1! ~6,1!

Ref. 18 20 5.96 8.15 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
PARds 5.932 8.153 9.935 11.12 14.45 18.03 19.87 21.87
PARcs 5.953 8.166 9.935 11.13 14.46 18.05 19.87 21.90

~1,1! ~2,1! ~1,0! ~3,1! ~4,1! ~5,1! ~2,0! ~6,1!

Ref. 18 50 5.05 9.74 ••• 15.46 ••• 16.03 ••• •••
PARds 5.049 9.774 14.84 15.40 15.71 15.98 17.13 18.77
PARcs 5.051 9.774 14.84 15.44 15.71 16.01 17.16 18.80

~1,1! ~2,1! ~3,1! ~1,2! ~1,0! ~2,2! ~3,2! ~4,2!

Ref. 18 100 5.71 11.05 12.28 12.97 ••• ••• ••• •••
PARds 5.724 11.03 12.27 13.03 14.62 17.61 20.31 20.95
PARcs 5.724 11.04 12.28 13.03 14.62 17.61 20.31 20.95

~1,1! ~1,2! ~2,2! ~2,1! ~3,2! ~4,2! ~3,1! ~5,2!

Ref. 18 500 6.26 ••• 11.51 12.94 ••• ••• ••• •••
PARds 6.261 11.35 11.54 12.98 12.99 16.63 20.03 20.50
PARcs 6.261 11.35 11.54 12.98 12.99 16.63 20.03 20.50

~1,2! ~1,3! ~1,1! ~2,2! ~2,3! ~3,3! ~1,4! ~2,4!
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shells (R/h.50),both the~PARcs) and~PARds) shell models
essentially produce identical numerical results. This is not a
surprising result since the consideration of the transverse
shear deformation was not expected to influence particularly
the vibration frequencies of thin shells~thin shell frequencies
may be predicted quite accurately even by using a classical
shell theory!. Upon increasing, however, the shell thickness,
the ~PARcs) and ~PARds) model predictions split gradually
apart, the former expected to be more accurate than the latter.
It is also of interest to note that although the fundamental
vibration frequencies were always expected to be associated
with the modal indices~1, 1!, this was not found to be the
case. In more detail, the strong bending–stretching coupling,
due to both lamination and nonzero curvature, forces the
frequency associated with the modal indices~1, 1! to appear
as the third frequency of the thinnest, two-layered panel con-
sidered in Table IV. In that case (R/h5500), the fundamen-
tal vibration frequency appears as being associated with the
modal indices~1, 2!. For different reasons, in the case of a
relatively thick symmetrically laminated panel (R/h
510R/h520 in Table III!, the frequency associated with the
modal indices~1, 1! appears as being the second vibration
frequency, the fundamental frequency being the one associ-
ated with the modal indices~1, 0!. With n50 ~zero trans-
verse and axial displacement components!, this is an in-
plane, purely circumferential, vibration frequency. This
result indicates that such a long and moderately thick cylin-
drical panel is more sensitive to a torsional-type than to a
flexural-type resonance.

The final check of the present analysis was against the
Ritz-type approach employed in Refs. 20 and 21. As has

already been mentioned, Singh and Kumar20,21 associated
their Ritz analysis with Bezier polynomials and applied it on
the energy functional of the parabolic shear deformable shell
theory that violates the continuity of the interlaminar
stresses. Hence, for the numerical results presented in Table
V, the present analysis was also applied on the energy func-
tional of the same shell model~PARds). In more detail, for a
certain antisymmetric laminated cantilevered panel~one
curved edge clamped and all the remaining edges free!,
Table V compares the convergence characteristics of the fre-
quency parameters,

V5vRAr/E1, ~14!

obtained on the basis of both approaches. The results tabu-
lated in each column were obtained by continuously increas-
ing the degree,p, of the polynomial terms involved. The
order of the corresponding eigenvalue problem,@5(p11)
3(p12)/2#3@5(p11)(p12)/2#, is denoted on the top of
each column. In all but a few cases, in which, however, a
final convergence has not as yet been achieved, the present
approach appears to converge in faster rates. On the other
hand, for the first seven modes for which convergence was
achieved to an acceptable degree, a very close agreement is
observed between all the corresponding vibration frequen-
cies. As has already been mentioned, it is, however, not
known to the present authors whether the Bezier
polynomials20,21 form a complete functional basis for any
given set of edge conditions. If their completeness was or has
been shown, it could characterize the approach employed in
Refs. 20 and 21 as analytical rather than numerical and,
therefore, equivalent to the present approach.

After the success of all the numerical comparisons at-
tempted, the analysis was applied for a study of the influence
of the edge boundary on the natural frequency parameters,v̄,
of certain cylindrical panels having a square plan-form and a
three-layered symmetric~Tables VI–X! or a regular antisym-
metric lay-up ~Tables XI–XIII!. As far as the geometrical
characteristics of these panels are concerned, their circumfer-
ential length is given, as a function of the shallowness angle
f, according to the following formula:

Ls5Lxf/2 sin~f/2!. ~15!

Moreover, the material properties in each one of their layers

TABLE VI. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 with boundary condi-

tions CFFF with symmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees/0 de-
grees# (Lx/h520); PARcs model.

Shallowness
anglef Modes
~degrees! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 4.764 5.457 11.19 20.69 24.41 24.83 25.38 28.65
15 4.982 5.478 11.16 20.69 24.70 24.75 25.36 28.71
30 5.542 5.554 11.07 20.70 24.40 25.41 25.45 28.96
45 5.649 6.304 10.96 20.72 23.72 25.61 26.31 29.62
60 5.801 7.070 10.86 20.74 22.78 25.91 26.86 30.94
75 6.000 7.702 10.88 20.76 21.65 26.29 27.11 32.76
90 6.245 8.062 11.12 20.23 20.91 26.73 27.22 34.82

TABLE VII. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 with boundary con-

ditions CCCC with symmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees/0
degrees# (Lx/h520); PARcs model.

Shallowness
anglef Modes
~degrees! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 24.51 32.96 49.69 51.76 56.84 68.54 72.77 85.00
15 27.72 32.92 49.83 53.39 56.93 68.64 72.39 86.03
30 32.81 34.69 50.76 57.22 57.50 69.26 71.28 86.18
45 32.65 40.23 54.59 57.68 61.57 69.47 71.80 84.82
60 32.46 41.70 58.29 62.14 63.13 67.03 77.46 83.01
75 32.28 41.15 59.03 63.15 64.06 69.85 80.84 83.93
90 32.15 39.88 59.84 60.66 62.68 74.09 78.44 88.08

TABLE VIII. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 with boundary con-

ditions SSFF with symmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees/0
degrees# (Lx/h520); PARcs model.

Shallowness
anglef Modes
~degrees! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 12.71 13.30 17.36 29.18 41.40 41.88 41.90 44.23
15 12.97 13.33 17.39 29.05 41.67 41.90 41.93 44.30
30 13.44 13.64 17.52 28.69 41.93 42.09 42.36 43.92
45 13.63 14.47 17.86 28.11 41.97 42.36 42.99 43.30
60 13.88 15.11 18.64 27.34 42.03 42.43 42.70 43.31
75 14.20 15.41 19.89 26.43 41.32 42.10 42.79 43.11
90 14.58 15.49 21.40 25.44 40.00 40.46 42.19 43.55
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are given as follows:

E1 /E2525, G12/E25G13/E250.5,
~16!

G23/E250.2, n1250.25.

As far as the notation of the edge boundary conditions is
concerned, the first two of the appearing four capital letters
refer to the curved edges of the cylindrical panel considered
while the remaining two refer to its straight edges. Hence,
the relevant notation shown in Tables VI–XIII implies that
the geometrical conditions imposed on a simply supported or
a clamped curved edge of the panel are still given in accor-
dance with Eqs.~12!. Moreover, the corresponding condi-
tions imposed on a straight edge are as follows:

~C! Clamped straight edge:u5v5w5w,s5u15v150,
~17!

while no geometric constraints were imposed on a free~F!
edge.

In dealing with the natural vibration frequencies of the
symmetrically laminated panels, no decisive or particular
trends were observed for any of the particular sets of edge
boundary conditions employed. Hence, the vibration fre-
quencies tabulated in Tables VI–X were just arranged in an
ascending order. It should be noted, however, that, as was
expected, all the frequencies predicted for CCCC panels
~Table VII! were always higher than the corresponding fre-
quencies predicted of all the remaining sets of boundary con-
ditions considered. These were followed by the frequencies
of the less stiff CCCF~Table X! and the SSCC panels~Table
IX !, while the less rigidly supported cantilevered panels
~Table VI! always vibrate with the lowest frequencies.

This reasonable trend of the natural vibration frequen-
cies is also observed in Tables XI–XIII where, for the regu-
lar antisymmetric lay-up considered, the CCCC~Table XI!
and the CFFF~Table IX! panels vibrate with the highest and
the lowest natural frequencies, respectively. Since, for a non-
symmetric lay-up, this is the first paper in the literature that
presents frequencies on the basis of a laminate model that
accounts for continuity of interlaminar stresses, both curved
panel ~f560 degrees! and corresponding flat plate results
~f50 degrees! are shown in Tables XI–XIII. Moreover, all
the~PARcs) results are accompanied and compared with their
corresponding~PARds) counterparts. It is generally observed
that, apart from a particularly small number of cases, the
effect of the nonzero curvature is to increase the value of the
natural frequencies from that of their flat plate counterpart.
On the other hand, although in several cases the~PARcs) and
~PARds) models give practically identical results, there are
also cases of considerable disagreement between the corre-
sponding vibration frequencies. Most interestingly and re-
gardless of the boundary conditions employed, the frequen-
cies obtained on the basis of the~PARcs) model were always
higher than their~PARds) counterparts for two-layered pan-
els, while the opposite was true when the number of layers
increased. It is therefore concluded that this trend should be
attributed to the well-known bending–stretching coupling
due to lamination which exhibits its strongest effect on the
two-layered lay-up, but dies out very rapidly upon increasing
the layer number in an antisymmetric cross-ply lay-up.22 The
mechanism, however, that causes this trend does not appear
to have an obvious explanation and its understanding is
therefore left for future investigation.

TABLE IX. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 with boundary condi-

tions SSCC with symmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees/0 de-
grees# (Lx/h520); PARcs model.

Shallowness
anglef Modes
~degrees! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 15.96 27.45 42.85 44.43 46.40 49.07 62.46 70.69
15 20.56 27.41 44.30 44.82 46.55 49.20 62.58 70.31
30 27.30 29.33 43.92 47.51 49.58 49.68 63.23 69.16
45 27.14 35.84 43.30 50.19 51.48 54.48 65.90 67.29
60 26.98 37.57 42.43 51.01 56.38 59.36 64.76 71.94
75 26.85 36.99 41.32 51.97 56.48 61.67 67.40 75.99
90 26.80 35.57 40.00 53.02 56.00 58.12 71.89 73.46

TABLE X. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 with boundary condi-

tions CCCF with symmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees/0
degrees# (Lx/h520); PARcs model.

Shallowness
anglef Modes
~degrees! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 22.78 24.84 33.55 50.63 50.77 52.24 57.64 69.73
15 22.94 25.10 33.50 50.39 50.99 52.62 57.70 69.60
30 23.25 25.95 33.37 49.69 51.33 53.88 57.93 69.23
45 23.50 27.25 33.22 48.57 51.59 55.52 58.66 68.68
60 23.70 28.56 33.17 47.09 51.85 56.54 60.35 68.08
75 23.88 29.47 33.45 45.34 52.10 57.04 62.22 65.21
90 24.06 29.80 34.12 43.42 52.34 57.45 61.74 63.05

TABLE XI. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 of panels having a square planform with boundary con-

ditions CFFF with antisymmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees# and different number of layers
(Lx/h520).

No. layers
and theory

Modes~f560 degrees! Modes~f50 degrees: plate! and theory

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2; PARcs 3.927 5.662 13.25 16.37 2.189 3.512 13.33 14.78
PARds 3.923 5.653 13.19 16.20 2.185 3.506 13.14 14.70

10; PARcs 4.816 6.422 19.98 20.43 3.525 4.464 19.44 20.43
PARds 4.845 6.447 20.19 20.46 3.542 4.495 19.92 20.43

100; PARcs 4.852 6.454 20.27 20.44 3.570 4.499 19.66 20.43
PARds 4.881 6.480 20.47 20.49 3.586 4.530 20.14 20.43
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III. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studied the influence of different sets of edge
boundary conditions on the dynamic characteristics of shear
deformable, cross-ply laminated circular cylindrical panels.
Certain aspects of this problem had been addressed in some
recent publications, which were however based on inferior
plate and shell models or confined into a limited number of
different sets of boundary conditions. The present study was
based on a unified shear-deformable shell model and,
mainly, in one of its versions that accounts for the continuity
of the interlaminar stresses~PARcs). The analysis was based
on the application of the Ritz method, which was applied on
the energy functional of the shell model employed in con-
junction with the complete functional basis of simple, two-
dimensional, infinite power series. The choice of such a com-
plete functional basis made sure that the present approach is
asymptotically exact. For practical purposes, however, it was
applied by appropriately truncating the so-called Pascal
triangle,28 namely by keeping all the homogeneous, two-
dimensional, monomials involved up to a certain power,
which made sure that the obtained numerical results con-
verged, satisfactorily, to the required accuracy. This trunca-
tion approach was found to be particularly effective in the
sense that, in particular cases, it produced equivalent results
to those produced elsewhere, while, at the same time, it re-
duced substantially the size of the stiffness and inertia ma-
trices involved in the final algebraic eigenvalue problem.

In more detail, in the particular case of a flat plate~zero
curvature!, the present analysis was capable of producing
identical results to those presented by Chenet al.,19 who
applied precisely the same approach on the energy functional
of the parabolic shear deformable plate theory that violates
the interlaminar stress continuity~PARds). As far as the vi-

bration of shell panels with free edges is concerned, the
present analysis also produced identical results to those pre-
sented by Messina and Soldatos,14 through the complete
functional basis of the appropriate orthonormal polynomials.
In dealing with cylindrical panels having their straight edges
simply supported and their curved edges subjected to differ-
ent sets of edge boundary conditions, a remarkable agree-
ment was observed with the numerical results obtained by
Khdeir and Reddy,7 who applied the state space concept on
the governing equations of the~PARds) shell theory. In deal-
ing with panels having all their edges simply supported, an
excellent agreement was observed with the numerical results
presented by Xavieret al.,18 which were based on the alter-
native, simple exact solution of the governing equations of a
refined ~PARcs) shell model. Dealing finally with a certain
antisymmetric laminated cantilevered panel, a very close
agreement was observed with the corresponding vibration
frequencies obtained by Singh and Kumar,20 who associated
their Ritz analysis with Bezier polynomials and applied it on
the energy functional of the~PARds) shell theory.

For a more thorough investigation of the influence of the
edge conditions on the vibration characteristics of cross-ply
laminated plates and cylindrical panels, several different
combinations of simply supported~S!, clamped~C! and free
~F! boundaries were considered and tested. These confirmed
the reasonable expectation that all the frequencies predicted
for CCCC panels are higher than the corresponding frequen-
cies predicted for the remaining sets of boundary conditions
considered. Contrary to this, the lowest frequencies occurred
for the cantilevered panels considered. It was also observed
that, for two-layered antisymmetric panels and regardless of

TABLE XII. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 of panels having a square planform with boundary

conditions CCCC with antisymmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees# and different number of layers
(Lx/h520).

No. layers
and theory

Modes (f560 degrees! Modes (f50 degrees: plate!

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2; PARcs 35.59 50.45 52.09 61.90 19.44 38.45 38.45 51.72
PARds 34.48 48.55 50.45 59.66 19.02 36.96 36.96 49.62

10; PARcs 44.19 56.81 61.71 69.92 26.45 47.33 47.33 61.87
PARds 46.14 58.36 64.47 72.36 27.36 49.66 49.66 65.10

100; PARcs 44.68 57.21 62.28 70.42 26.73 47.77 47.77 62.41
PARds 46.64 58.74 65.07 72.85 27.63 50.11 50.11 65.66

TABLE XIII. Frequency parametersv̄5vLx
2Ar/E2h2 of panels having a square planform with boundary

conditions CCCF with antisymmetric stacking sequence:@0 degrees/90 degrees# and different number of layers
(Lx/h520).

No. layers
and theory

Modes (f560 degrees! Modes (f50 degrees: plate!

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2; PARcs 16.12 24.88 36.66 37.86 13.82 20.15 35.53 39.57
PARds 15.85 24.66 35.81 36.46 13.54 19.79 34.05 38.20

10; PARcs 21.04 29.92 45.47 47.20 19.01 27.45 43.46 48.33
PARds 21.63 30.46 47.60 48.97 19.64 28.28 45.68 50.62

100; PARcs 21.24 30.18 45.86 47.73 19.21 27.73 43.86 48.77
PARds 21.82 30.73 48.01 49.50 19.84 28.56 46.10 51.07
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the boundary conditions employed, the~PARcs) model pre-
dicts higher vibration frequencies than the~PARds) does,
while the opposite is true when the number of layers in-
creases. This trend was therefore attributed to the well-
known bending–stretching coupling due to lamination,
which is very strong in two-layered antisymmetric cross-ply
laminates but dies out very rapidly upon increasing their
number of layers. The mechanism, however, that causes this
trend did not appear to have an obvious explanation and its
understanding was therefore left as a matter for future inves-
tigation.

The mathematical analysis presented in this paper can
easily be extended towards the study of the influence of the
edge conditions on the vibration characteristics of shear de-
formable laminated plates and cylindrical panels having an
arbitrary angle-ply lay-up. To a certain extent, this problem
has already been considered in Refs. 18, 20, and 21 but only
in association with the shear deformable model that violates
the continuity of the interlaminar stresses~PARds). On the
other hand, as far as the theoretical modeling is concerned,
the main purpose of the present study was to successfully
employ and exhibit the performance of the version of the
unified shear-deformable shell theory~PARcs) that accounts
for the continuity of the interlaminar stresses. Hence, with
this model being currently available only for the case of a
cross-ply lay-up, angle-ply laminates were naturally ex-
cluded from the present investigation. Hence, as soon as the
manner can be found that makes the~PARcs) model appli-
cable to angle-ply laminates, the present analysis can be ex-
tended towards laminated plates and circular cylindrical pan-
els having an arbitrary angle-ply lay-up.
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APPENDIX: CONTINUITY CONDITIONS

For the laminated cylindrical panel shown in Fig. 1, con-
sider the cross-ply shown in Fig. A1. This is having a total
number of layers~L!, all of which have the same thickness
(hu5h/L). As shown in Fig. A1, the panel can be made
either by an even number or by an odd number of layers,
which is the typical stacking sequence of either a regular
antisymmetric or regular symmetrical cross-ply lay-up, re-
spectively. Denote further withRk the middle-surface radius
of the kth layer and withzk the transverse coordinate of the
kth material interface. Under these considerations,k50,
61,62,...,6(L21)/2 for an oddnumber of layers, where
k50 is referred to the central layer. On the other hand,k
506,61,62,...,6(L/221) for an even number of layers,
in which case the couple the index 01 and 02 is associated
with the layer which is immediately above and immediately
below the panel middle-surface, respectively. Under these
considerations, the reference surface of the panel always co-
incides with its middle surface, which, although for an odd
number of layers does not represent a material interface, is
always located onz5z050.

The principal assumption to build a PARcs model11 is to
consider thekth layer as an independent cylindrical panel. In
a close connection with the displacement model~2!, it is
therefore reasonable to approximate the displacement field of
the kth layer as follows:

U (k)5u(k)2zw,x1w1
(k)~z!u1

(k) ,

V(k)5~11z/Rk1dk!v
(k)2zw,s1w2

(k)~z!1
(k)v1

(k) , ~A1!

W(k)5w(k)5w.

The termdk , which is missing in Ref. 11, is added for as a
small correction in the circumferential displacement of the
kth layer that accounts for the fact that the transverse coor-
dinate parameter,z, represents the global transverse coordi-
nate of the laminated shell panel considered and not the cor-
responding local coordinate within itskth layer. The
correction termdk has therefore been added into the circum-
ferential displacement of thekth layer in order to account for
an appropriate shift of the origin of the global coordinate
system and the subsequent translation of the reference sur-
face on the middle-surface of thekth layer. For a panel with
an even or an odd number of layers, this factor is respec-
tively given as follows:

dk5
2~k61/2!hu

RkL
, k506,61,62, . . . ,6~L/221!,

~A2!

dk5
2khu

RkL
, k50,61,62, . . . ,6~L21!/2,

where the notation 01 or 02 is considered whenk is positive
or negative, respectively.

Under these considerations, the continuity of the dis-
placement and the transverse shear stresses is imposed in the
manner described in Refs. 11 and 13. This yields the global
shape functions appearing in Eqs.~2!, in terms of the local
shape functions appearing in Eq.~A1!, as follows:

F1~z!5Akw1
(k)~z!1Bk ,

~A3!
F2~z!5Ckw2

(k)~z!1~11z/Rk!Ek ,

where

FIG. A1. Nomenclature of the antisymmetric and symmetric cross-ply
lay-up.
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Ak5
Q55

(k71)

Q55
(k)

w18
~k71!~zk!

w18
~k!~zk!

Ak71 , A051,

Bk5Bk711@w1
(k71)~zk!Ak712w1
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Q44
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(k) Ck711S Ek

Rk
2

Q44
(k71)

Q44
(k)

Ek71

Rk71
D 1

w8~k!~zk!
, C051, ~A4!

Dk5
11zk /Rk711dk71

11zk /Rk1dk
Dk71 , D051,

Ek5

F Dk

Dk71
2

zk /Rk71

11zk /Rk1dk
1

w (k)~zk!

w8~k!~zk!

Q44
k71

Q44
k

1

Rk71
GEk711Ck71S 12

Q44
k71

Q44
k Dw (k)~zk!

11
w (k)~zk!

w8~k)~zk!

1

Rk
1dk

, E050,

and a prime denotes ordinary differentiation. These equa-
tions were obtained by following the procedure outlined in
Ref. 13, in connection with the following local shape func-
tions:

w1
(k)~z!5z~124z2/3h2!,

~A5!
w2

(k)~z!5z~12Ek /CkRk! 24z3/3h2,

the choice of which is consistent with the~PARcs) shell
model considered in this paper and guarantees for the satis-
faction of the zero shear traction boundary conditions im-
posed on both the lateral shell surfaces. It is recalled that, as
far as a symmetric lay-up is concerned,11,13 four of the five
degrees of freedom of the central, zeroth layer (u(0), u1

(0) ,
v (0) andv1

(0)) should replaceu, u1, v andv1, respectively, in
Eqs.~2! and, together with the common transverse displace-
ment componentw, become the corresponding global de-
grees of freedom for the whole laminate. In the case of an
antisymmetric lay-up, which has not been considered previ-
ously in the literature, the notation shown in Eqs.~A3! and
~A4! still holds, provided that the displacement components
u, u1, v andv1 are replaced in Eqs.~2! with the correspond-
ing degrees of freedom of the 01-th layer.
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A technique is developed that addresses sensor and actuator placement and feedback control of
structural/acoustic problems that can be described as a flexible structure surrounding an acoustic
cavity. Specifically, this work is directed at the space launch vehicle problem, where it is assumed
that it is not possible to obtain, in advance of a required control output, a coherent measurement of
the disturbance or to directly measure the quantity to be controlled. These assumptions necessitate
the use of structural sensing to predict the sound pressure in the cavity and of feedback control to
reduce the radiated sound. A method for selecting sensor and actuator positions based on a
transformation of the problem into radiation modes is covered as well as an optimal feedback
control approach which allows the control of radiated pressure into a defined subvolume of the
cavity using only structural actuators and sensors. Finally, an example problem is completed which
draws on all of the theoretical development to suppress radiated sound within a subvolume.
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INTRODUCTION

There are many aerospace structures that can be de-
scribed as a flexible structure enclosing an acoustic cavity.
Vibration of the structure due to an acoustic or structural
disturbance causes an acoustic response in the cavity. In air-
craft, this acoustic response can affect operator and passen-
ger comfort and even pose health and safety risks. In space
launch vehicles, sound and structurally induced vibrations
can destroy or damage the payload. The vibration/acoustic
launch environment has been blamed for between 30% and
60% of first day satellite failures.1

Feedforward active noise control solutions to problems
falling into this category have met with considerable success
when the disturbance is periodic or can be measured well in
advance of the required control input, and the sound pressure
to be controled can be measured directly with a microphone.2

For systems in which a direct measure of the disturbance is
not possible, it has been found that structural measurements
can be used to predict sound pressure levels generated by
baffled beams, plates, and shells radiating into free space.3–8

Structural vibration measurements can also be used to pre-
dict the sound pressure distribution pressure into a cavity.9

This technique has been used in conjunction with feedfor-
ward control to reduce transmitted pressure into a cavity.3,10

When the disturbance is broadband, a measurement of
the disturbance is often not available in sufficient time for a
useful control signal to be generated, and feedforward con-
trol is not applicable. In these cases, feedback control using
structural sensing must be implemented. Structural sensing
to predict transmitted pressure into the free field has been
used in the past with feedback control to reduce radiated

pressure by beams and plates.11–13 Examples of broadband
disturbances that have been controled include an impulse,11

filtered white noise,12 and turbulent boundary layers.13

The work reported here is directed at the space launch
vehicle problem, where it is not possible to obtain, in ad-
vance of a required control output, a coherent measurement
of the disturbance or to directly measure the quantity to be
controlled. These constraints are imposed to minimize the
impact of the solutions under investigation on launch vehicle
operation. For instance, inclusion of an error microphone on
or near the payload may have the potential to increase con-
trol performance but would also impose additional interface
requirements that would complicate payload integration as-
pects of launch vehicle operations. Since the launch vehicle
has a flexible shroud that encloses an acoustic cavity contain-
ing the payload, it is possible to use structural sensing to
predict the sound pressure in the cavity and feedback control
with structural actuators to reduce the radiated sound. Since
power, space, and added weight are all at a premium in the
launch vehicle, it is necessary to consider efficient sensor and
actuator placement as well as the efficiency of the control
algorithms. This paper will first discuss the modeling of a
structural/acoustic system with all of the essential compo-
nents to aid in understanding the physics of the launch ve-
hicle problem. A LQG~linear-quadratic-Gaussian! feedback
control approach will be discussed which allows the control
of radiated pressure into a defined subvolume of the cavity
using only structural actuators and sensors. A method for
selecting sensor and actuator positions based on a transfor-
mation of the problem into radiation modes will also be cov-
ered. Finally, to provide further clarification, an example
problem will be completed which draws on all of the theo-
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retical development to suppress radiated sound within a sub-
volume.

I. MODELING OF THE STRUCTURAL/ACOUSTIC
SYSTEM

The problem considered here is an acoustic cavity en-
closed by a flexible structure. Movement of the structure,
either by out-of-plane vibration control inputs or by external
pressure fluctuations, results in an acoustic response inside
the cavity. A modal-interaction approach for the prediction
of the interior acoustic response to either type of disturbance
is an alternative method to a fully coupled finite element
~FEM! analysis.14 This method is computationally less inten-
sive than the fully coupled problem, requiring significantly
shorter solution times.15 This method also allows the refor-
mulation of the problem into radiation modes that will be
shown to greatly facilitate efficient sensor and actuator place-
ment for active control design. The modal-interaction ap-
proach requires solution of both thein vacuostructural and
rigid wall acoustic cavity problems. These results are then
combined to give the solution to the coupled problem.

A. Acoustic response due to structural motion

In general, the sound pressure at frequencyv at any
point r¢ in the cavity due to out-of-plane motion of the struc-
ture is given by Ref. 9 as

pp~r¢,v!5f~r¢!TZa~v!vp~v!, ~1!

wheref(r¢)T is the row vector of acoustic mode shape func-
tions evaluated at locationr¢ in the cavity. For simplicity in
the formulation the frequency dependence of the above vari-
ables will be omitted from here onwards. The matrixZa is
the structural to acoustic modal internal transfer function ma-
trix at frequencyv whose terms are given by

Za~ l ,i !5
j r0Svc0

2

L l~v l
21 j j lv lv2v2!

Bl ,i , ~2!

wherer0 is the density of the fluid in the cavity,c0 is the
speed of sound in the cavity,j l is the modal loss factor of the
l th cavity mode,v l is the resonance frequency of thel th
cavity mode,S is the surface area of the structure, andL l is
the modal volume of thel th cavity mode defined by

L l5E
V
f l

2~r¢!dV, ~3!

wheref l(r¢) is the mode shape function of thel th acoustic
mode andV is the volume of the enclosed space. HereBl ,i is
the nondimensional coupling coefficient between thel th
acoustic mode and thei th structural mode defined as

Bl ,i5
1

SES
f l~r¢!c i~r¢!dS, ~4!

wherec i(r¢) is the i th structural mode shape function evalu-
ated at locationr¢ on the structure with components normal to
the structural surface. The vectorvp in Eq. ~1! is the column
vector of structural modal velocities that are due to the exci-
tation.

If the FEM is used to obtain the acoustic and structural
mode shapes and resonance frequencies, Eq.~1! becomes

P5fTZavp , ~5!

whereP is the column vector of lengthb giving the pressure
at each of theb nodes of the acoustic FEM model,fT is the
b3n acoustic mode shape matrix forn unity normalized
acoustic modes,Za is the n3m matrix of elements defined
by Eq.~2! for m structural modes, andvp is them31 column
vector of modal out-of-plane structural velocities. An ap-
proximation for Eq.~3! using the FEM results is

L l'f l
TVf l , ~6!

wheref l is the l th column vector making upf andV is a
b3b diagonal matrix where thel th diagonal element is the
acoustic volume associated with thel th node. An approxi-
mation for Eq.~4! gives then3m coupling matrixB as

B'f8TAc, ~7!

wherec is thec3m matrix of mass orthonormalized struc-
tural mode shapes forc structural nodes andf8 is the c
3n acoustic mode shape matrix for thec acoustic nodes
which are coincident with structural nodes. The matrixA is a
c3c nondimensional diagonal matrix that gives the area as-
sociated with each structural node as a fraction of the total
surface area.

B. The radiation transfer function matrix and MIMO
state space model for an enclosed space

Recalling Eq.~5!, the quantityfTZa can be further de-
fined as the radiation transfer function matrix between the
modal structural velocities and the pressures at the acoustic
FEM nodes in the cavity. To facilitate active control design
and further modeling and simulation,fTZa can be converted
to a multi-input/multi-output~MIMO ! state space model.
The conversion from transfer function matrix to state space
is not unique. SincefTZa is, in general, a fully populated
transfer function matrix, a direct conversion into a minimum
realization state space model such as the technique suggested
in Ref. 16 or arbitrary conversion followed by minimum re-
alization conversion methods would be very sensitive to
mathematical precision. In practice, this imposes a limit on
the ultimate size of thefTZa matrix, thus limiting the num-
ber of structural modes used and the number of pressure
points.

Referring to Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the matrixZa can be fac-
tored as

Za5FB, ~8!

where F is an n3n diagonal matrix whose elements are
given by

Fl ,l5
sr0Sc0

2

L l~s21sj lv l1v l
2!

, ~9!

where s has been substituted forj v. Thus the frequency-
dependent part of the radiation transfer function matrix has
been moved entirely toF. SinceF is diagonal, a minimal
realization which is relatively insensitive to mathematical
precision can be obtained directly by independently synthe-
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sizing a state space model for each diagonal term in controler
canonical form. The individual state space models may then
be appended to form the state space model

ṙ5A8r1B8u, y5C8r , ~10!

where theA8 matrix is 2n32n for n acoustic modes, andr
is the state vector of the model. Since the model realization
is not unique,r has no direct physical meaning. To represent
the complete state space model for the radiation transfer ma-
trix, fTZa , the B8 and theC8 matrices must be post- and
premultiplied by theB andfT matrices, respectively. These
products give theB9 and theC9 matrices of the radiation
state space model

ṙ5A8r1B9w, P5C9r . ~11!

It is convenient to define the structural statew as

w5FxẋG , ~12!

wherex are the modal out-of-plane structural displacements
and ẋ arevp . TheB9 matrix has been padded with zeros in
the firstm columns so thatvp are the inputs to the model.

C. The coupled model

The structural state space model can be assembled from
the in vacuo mass orthonormalized mode shapes and fre-
quencies of the FEM model as

ẇ5Aw1Bu, y5Cw, ~13!

where the outputy is a vector structural sensor outputs andu
is a vector of structural actuator inputs.

The coupled model can now be assembled by combining
Eqs.~11! and ~13! as

ż5F A 0

B9 A8
Gz1FB0Gu1Hv,

y5@C 0#z, ~14!

y8@0 C9#z,

where

z5Fwr G ~15!

and v is a vector of white noise inputs whose transmission
path into the system is determined byH.

II. CONTROL FORMULATION

To show the feasibility of feedback control of transmit-
ted pressure on the coupled model, a LQG optimal control
method is used where the goal is to minimize

E $z8Qz1u8Ru%dt. ~16!

Since thez vector includes both the transmitted pressure
states and the structural states, the control effort can be di-
rected at any combination of these quantities. Assuming only
structural sensors and actuators are available, the vectoru in

the integral only includes inputs at the structural actuator
positions.

Since the pressure states are not being measured at all
and the structural states are not being measured directly, it is
necessary to formulate an optimal estimator or Kalman–
Bucy filter17 which is formed by minimizing

lim
l→`

E$z̃TCTCz̃%, ~17!

where z̃ is the estimation error and the estimator is optimal
for any selectedC. The optimal estimator allows the recon-
struction of the states, including the radiation states, from
structural measurements. It is worth noting that a limitation
of feedback control in acoustics when a microphone is used
to directly sense acoustic pressure is the delay between the
feedback microphone and the control speaker. This is one of
the factors that makes it necessary to locate the microphone
relatively close to the control speaker. The structural sensing
technique allows a penalty to be placed on the pressure states
without having to actually use the pressure output signal.
This avoids the delay problem and lifts a major constraint to
feedback control of sound. In practice, the implementation of
the estimator in this problem would also constitute a hard-
ware limitation since a complex structural/acoustic system
would require many states to realize the estimator. A realistic
hardware implementation would almost certainly involve an
initial calibration to determine a minimal hardware realiza-
tion of the estimator. After this initial calibration, the identi-
fied estimator could be combined with the control algorithm
on DSP hardware to allow exclusive structural sensing.

III. SENSOR AND ACTUATOR PLACEMENT

Provided both the structural and acoustic modal densi-
ties are relatively low and modal damping is also relatively
low, a spectrum of the measured acoustic response to broad-
band structural vibration will have large peaks corresponding
to resonances of the coupled system for a given location
within the cavity. Finding good structural locations to control
these peaks can be accomplished by taking advantage of the
physical insight gained by the solution method outlined. For
a given subvolume within the cavity it is possible to get the
modal expansion for the acoustic potential energy as10

Ep5vp
HPvp , ~18!

where the matrixP is given by

P5
Za

Hf9Vf9TZa

4r0c0
, ~19!

where the dimensions ofV are now determined by the num-
ber of acoustic nodes in the defined subvolume,d, andf9 is
the d3n acoustic mode shape matrix.

SinceP is a Hermitian matrix,18 it may be diagonalized
as

P5USUH. ~20!

If P is of rank n, the diagonal matrixS containsn real
eigenvalues which can be considered as radiation efficiencies
of each radiation mode at a given frequency. The magnitude
of the elements of the corresponding eigenvectors which
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make upU give the level of participation of each structural
mode in the radiation mode. The reason for such a transfor-
mation, similar to the case of radiation modes used in free
space analysis,5–8 is that the radiation modes contribute or-
thogonally to the acoustic potential energy within the subvol-
ume, sinceS is diagonal. This means that suppression of
radiation modes decreases the acoustic potential energy
within the subvolume. This same argument cannot be made
for suppression of structural modes since, in general, they do
not contribute orthogonally to acoustic potential energy. An-
other compelling reason to carry out the diagonalization de-
scribed by Eq.~20! is that, as with shells radiating into free
space,5–8 it is typically sufficient to consider only the first
few radiation modes to account for the majority of sound
power in the subvolume.15

The solution of Eq.~20! at the frequency of each of the
peaks in the acoustic response gives a relative measure of the
efficiency of each radiation mode at that frequency. For
those radiation modes that dominate, the relative contribu-
tion of the structural modes can be obtained from the corre-
sponding eigenvector. Structural sensor and actuator loca-
tions that couple well into these dominant structural modes
are good structural sensor and actuator locations for the
acoustic control problem. For out-of-plane sensors and ac-
tuators such as accelerometers, shakers, and proof mass ac-
tuators, these locations would be regions where there is an
overlap of out-of-plane displacement for all of the dominant
structural modes. For in-plane sensors and actuators like pi-
ezoceramic wafers, a region where there is an overlap of
high in-plane strain for the dominant structural modes should
be sought.

IV. EXAMPLE PROBLEM

In order to illustrate the ideas discussed in the previous
sections, the example of a 2-m-high, 1.55-m-diam steel cyl-
inder with end caps shown in Fig. 1 is considered. The steel
is 2 mm thick and the fluid inside the cylinder is air. A
142-node FEM analysis of the structure and a 165-node FEM
analysis of the acoustic cavity were done in UAI Nastran
using three-noded triangular thin shell elements to model the

structure and four-noded tetrahedron solid elements to model
the air in the cavity. The number of acoustic and structural
modes retained in the model place an upper limit on the
frequency over which it is accurate. The relatively low num-
ber of modes considered in this example was considered ad-
equate to model a relatively low-frequency range~,150 Hz!.
This is consistent with active control being more cost effec-
tive in reducing low-frequency rather than mid- or high-
frequency acoustic radiation in the launch acoustic
problem.19 The first 5 acoustic modes and the first 25 struc-
tural modes were used to formulate a 60th-order MIMO state
space model of the coupled system. A modal damping coef-
ficient of 1.5% was applied to both the structural and acous-
tic modes. This state space model was then used to investi-
gate an LQG feedback control method of suppressing the
sound in a subvolume within the acoustic cavity in response
to a broadband input.

A. Sensor and actuator placement on cylinder

A subvolume was defined where it was desirable to
minimize sound pressure. Figure 2 shows the approximate
location of the subvolume within the cylinder. There were
three FEM acoustic nodes~not locations of zero displace-
ment! within the defined subvolume. A 15 000 time point
simulation with a spacing of 0.0025 s was run in Matlab to
determine the acoustic response over time at the three acous-
tic nodes. This time spacing gives a 200-Hz upper limit in
subsequent FFT-based~fast Fourier transform! analysis of
the time data. The applied disturbance was random noise
inputs at all of the structural nodes. The averaged power
spectrum of the acoustic response data was then taken to
identify dominant peaks. The power spectrums correspond-
ing to one of the three acoustic nodes is shown in Fig. 3. In
Fig. 3 and all of the following power spectrum results, the
amplitude has been normalized to the amplitude of the first,
dominant peak at around 8 Hz. The power spectrums at the
other two nodes also show the same five dominant peaks.

Since the modal density is relatively low at low frequen-
cies, it is possible to draw some conclusions as to the origins
of each of the peaks based on their proximity to uncoupled
structural and acoustic resonances in the frequency spectrum.
Peaks 1 and 2 correspond to structural resonances with mo-

FIG. 1. Example problem with black dots designating colocated sensor and
actuator positions.

FIG. 2. Approximate location of the subvolume within the cylinder.
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tion primarily in the top plate of the cylinder. Motion of the
top plates associated with the structural mode shapes corre-
sponding to these resonances is shown in Fig. 4. The move-
ment of the top plate in the first structural mode shape is
similar to the fundamental mode of a circular plate. This
helps explain the relatively large amplitude of the first peak
in the power spectrum, since the radiation efficiency of the
fundamental mode of a panel is generally dominant.14 Peak 3
corresponds to an acoustic mode. Peaks 4 and 5 have both
uncoupled structural and acoustic resonances in close fre-
quency proximity, so it is impossible to draw any conclu-
sions without further analysis.

In order to determine the structural modes that dominate
the primary radiation modes at each peak, the acoustic po-
tential energy is computed within the subvolume at each of
these peak frequencies. The acoustic nodes within the sub-
volume determine theV matrix in Eq. ~6! which, in turn,
determines the matrixP. The four largest eigenvalues result-
ing from the transformation ofP at the frequency of each
peak are given in Table I. At each frequency, the list of
eigenvalues is unity normalized to facilitate comparison, and
values below 0.000 000 1 have been set identically equal to
zero. It is clear from Table I that for all but the fourth peak
frequency, the first radiation mode is dominant. Table II
gives the magnitudes of the first unity normalized eigenvec-
tor at each frequency along with the second for the fourth
peak frequency. The data represent the relative contributions
of each structural mode to each radiation mode. Values less
than 0.01 in Table II have been set identically equal to zero.

For this example problem the structural modes used for
sensor and actuator location were those with values in Table
II were greater than 0.01. This decision was somewhat arbi-
trary, but a formal weighting procedure could be established
using the data in Tables I and II. The structural modes se-

lected were 1, 2, 3, 6, and 23. The magnitudes of the out-of-
plane motion for each of these unity normalized mode shapes
were then added together at each structural node. This sum-
mation was again unity normalized and is shown in Fig. 5.
For each angular position theta, the data corresponding to
structural nodes along the sides of the cylinder are displayed
with respect to axial length on the lower plot, and the data
corresponding to nodes of the top of the cylinder are dis-
played with respect to radial length on the upper plot. Based
on Fig. 5, the points marked with black dots in Fig. 1 desig-
nate structural nodes that were selected as good sensor and
actuator positions. Physically, these dots correspond to large,
out-of-plane displacement locations for the structural mode
shapes that were selected based on the results in Table II.
Counting the five points along the middle of the cylinder
which are obstructed from view, there are 31 selected nodes.
For the control simulation, structural sensor and actuators
were placed at each of the 31 nodes. These sensors and ac-
tuators were idealized in the sense that the actuators provided
an out-of-plane force proportional to the control input and
the sensors provided displacement without adding any dy-
namics to the system. The out-of-plane mode shape ampli-
tudes at each of these nodes were used to form theB andC
matrices in Eqs.~14!. TheH matrix for the example problem

FIG. 4. Top plate motion of structural mode shapes corresponding to peaks
1 and 2.

TABLE II. Eigenvectors corresponding to dominant radiation modes.

Structural
mode Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3 Peak 4-1 Peak 4-2 Peak 5

1 1 1 1 0.1 0.1 1
2 0 0 0 1 0.7 0.6
3 0 0 0 0.7 1 0.2
4 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
5 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.2
7 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0.1 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0
23 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0
24 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 0 0 0 0 0 0

FIG. 3. Power spectrum at representative acoustic node within subvolume.

TABLE I. Highest eigenvalues at each peak frequency.

Eigenvalue Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3 Peak 4 Peak 5

1 1 1 1 1 1
2 0 0.0026 0 0.7409 0.0007
3 0 0.0008 0 0.011 0.0002
4 0 0.0001 0 0 0
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was selected so that random noise was input into the struc-
ture at every structural node, including the sensor and actua-
tor positions.

To establish the comparative control authority of actua-
tors placed at these 31 locations, an open-loop simulation
was performed of the same time length and spacing as the
previous simulation. Random disturbances were used as in-
puts at each of the selected actuator locations. The mean
square amplitude over time at each of the three selected
acoustic nodes was averaged and square rooted to give a
spatially averaged rms value. Similarly, 100 time-based
simulations were performed with the same disturbance and
31 randomly selected actuator locations. The mean spatially
averaged rms value for the random actuator locations was
less than half that of the same quantity for the actuator loca-
tions selected using the radiation mode approach. This result
suggests that use of the radiation mode approach in selecting
sensor and actuator locations for this problem will lead to
more than twice the control authority than would a random
selection of actuator locations.

B. Control results on cylinder

The first control objective was a uniform weighting on
all the states,Q5rI . This means that the controler will try to
suppress both structural vibration and acoustic radiation into

the subvolume. The matrixR was also set equal to the iden-
tity matrix. The full-state feedback problem was then com-
pleted as a benchmark, varyingr progressively until a reduc-
tion was noticeable between the closed- and open-loop
transfer function behavior of a typical control input position
and acoustic node in the selected subvolume. The parameters
of the optimal estimator were then selected to give similar
performance to the full-state feedback problem using output
feedback. A simulation was then done on the closed-loop
system using the same random inputs, time length, and time
spacing as with the open-loop system. Figure 6 shows the
closed-loop spectrum at the same acoustic node position
shown in Fig. 3. The mean square amplitude over time at
each of the three selected acoustic nodes was averaged and
square rooted to give a spatially averaged rms value to com-
pare between the open- and closed-loop cases. The first con-
trol objective resulted in a 16-dB reduction in the rms pres-
sure response. The mean square amplitude over time for each
of the control inputs,U, was also averaged and square rooted
to give a measure of control effort. Since the sensors and
actuators are ideal and no attempt has been made to model
their dynamics or efficiency, the control effort does not have
a direct physical meaning. It is useful, however, to compare

FIG. 5. Unity normalized summation of dominant mode shapes.

FIG. 6. Closed loop spectrum for control objective 1.

FIG. 7. Closed loop spectrum for control objective 2.

FIG. 8. Closed loop spectrum for control objective 3.
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the control cost associated with various control results. The
control effort calculated in this manner for the first control
objective was 0.036.

The second and third control objectives both had a uni-
form weighting on all of the pressure states but zero weight-
ing on all of the structural states. This means that the con-
troler should only try to suppress acoustic radiation into the
subvolume. This was accomplished by settingQ5rJ where
J is a diagonal matrix with ones corresponding to the pres-
sure statesr and zeros corresponding to the structural states
w. For the second control objective,r was varied and simu-
lations were done until the same decibel reduction in the
overall rms response was calculated as for the first control
objective. The control effort to accomplish this reduction
was 0.011. For the third control objective,r was varied and
simulations were done until the same control effort was ex-
pended as for the first control objective. This same control
effort resulted in a 28-dB reduction from the open-loop
value. Figures 7 and 8 show the closed-loop spectrum at the
same acoustic node position shown in Figs. 3 and 6. Table III
summarizes the control results.

If the goal of feedback control is a reduction of acoustic
response in the subvolume, the first control objective wastes
control effort when compared to the second and third control
objectives. This is because the nonzero weighting of all of
the states causes control effort to be used to suppress struc-
tural vibration that does not necessarily contribute to the
acoustic response.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

It has been shown that it is possible to actively suppress
radiated sound in an acoustic cavity surrounded by a flexible
structure that is subject to a broadband disturbance. Struc-
tural sensing and feedback control were used since it was
assumed that a measure of the disturbance was not available
and a direct measurement of the sound pressure to be re-
duced was also not available. This work presents all the es-
sential components to explore the physics of the space
launch vehicle noise problem. The use of the modal-
interaction approach led to a MIMO radiation state-space
model that relates the out-of-plane structural modal velocity
inputs to the spatially varying pressure in the cavity. The
modal-interaction approach also allowed the decomposition
of the acoustic response into radiation modes, which proved
essential for the efficient location of sensors and actuators.
The control simulation showed that a weighting of the pres-
sure states in the LQG control problem was a relatively ef-
ficient way to effect a reduction in acoustic response within a
defined subvolume when compared to a uniform weighting
of both the pressure and structural states.

One limitation of this method in the launch vehicle prob-
lem is the inability to accurately model a large number of
structural modes in a very complex structure. This could be
compensated for by experimentally obtaining the radiation
transfer matrix and inclusion of structural measurements for
model update of the structural model. A related limitation is
the failure to include the effects of robustness in the presence
of model uncertainties between the model of the system and
the actual system in the control simulation. This also high-
lights the need to incorporate system identification or model
update using measured data in any realistic implementation
of the method. A limitation of the FEM-aided solution to the
modal-interaction approach is that reorientation of structural
and acoustic modes is not possible in response to control
efforts. This limitation was allowed for the idealized sym-
metrical model discussed here since, in practice, both the
launch vehicle structure and acoustic cavity have unsymmet-
ric parts such as seams, vents, and payloads which will force
the orientation of these modes to be fixed.

Future research will concentrate on updating the param-
eters of the structure and geometrical parameters of the prob-
lem to reflect the Air Force Minotaur space launch vehicle.
This will include a detailed FEM model of both the structure
and the acoustic cavity as well as an attempt to use an acous-
tic disturbance in the simulation that is representative of
acoustic launch loads. The additional pressure loading on the
interior of the structure due to acoustic radiation will also be
added to the model to further refine structural/acoustic cou-
pling. In addition, piezoceramic actuators will be investi-
gated as both sensors and actuators, since these have been
shown to have many potential advantages over out-of-plane
sensors and actuators in the space launch vehicle problem.19
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Auditory hazard from airbag noise exposure
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Airbag deployment includes very intense acoustic stimulation, yet almost no tests of auditory hazard
have been done with real ears. Therefore 32 anesthetized cats, positioned at the driver and passenger
locations in a pickup truck, were exposed in pairs to one airbag deployment~electrically initiated!.
Hearing was tested at 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz by evoked-response audiometry just before exposure,
immediately after and at 1 month and 6 months. Exposure conditions included doors open,
compartment closed, and closed compartment sealed with tape: seven exposures to passenger bag
only and nine to driver and passenger bags. Peak pressures ranged from 167 to 173 dB with
unweighted energies as high as 4000 J/m2 ~or 8 hr LEQA595.5 dB!. The immediate threshold shift
averaged 60 dB at 4.0 kHz that resolved to an average permanent shift of 37 dB. By extrapolation,
these data from cats may indicate that susceptible human ears risk permanent hearing loss from
airbag noise. @S0001-4966~99!05711-2#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Qp, 43.66.Ed, 43.64.Wn@MRS#

INTRODUCTION

Automotive airbags are proving to be a mixed blessing.
They undoubtedly save lives in frontal impacts, but because
their deployment is a highly energetic event, they can them-
selves cause injuries and even death through physical contact
with vehicle occupants. Not surprisingly, they may be an
auditory hazard as well. Peak pressures in the passenger
compartment can exceed 170 dB and the total acoustic en-
ergy may equal that in the crew area of a howitzer~Price
et al., 1996!. Tests run when airbags were first proposed for
automotive use indicated negligible hazard~Nixon, 1969!;
however, as experience with airbags has grown, some evi-
dence is accumulating which indicates that permanent
changes in hearing can result in some individuals~Mattox
and Price, 1995; Saunderset al., 1998, 1995; Yaremchuk,
1998!. Given the increasing numbers of automobiles with
airbags, the growing number and new locations of airbags
within individual automobiles, and their possible hazard to
the ear, we undertook the present investigation to reexamine
airbag noise exposures for hazard to hearing.

Part of the problem in assessing noise hazard from air-
bags stems from difficulties with existing-noise standards
that might be used for such sounds. If airbag impulses
~Nixon, 1969; Rouhanaet al., 1994; Priceet al., 1996! are
plotted on the damage risk criterion for unprotected ears used
in the United States~CHABA, 1968!, the data are far above
the acceptable level. On the other hand, tests run when air-
bags were first proposed for automotive use indicated negli-
gible hazard~Nixon, 1969!. Recent experience with airbags
in automobiles has generally supported these data in that
there appears to be no epidemic of large hearing losses as-
sociated with airbag deployments. Part of the explanation for
the apparent discrepancy between the predicted and actual
hazard may be that the damage–risk criterion in use in the
United States~CHABA, 1968! may overestimate hazard for
impulses with low spectral content~Dancer et al., 1985;
NATO RSG6/PANEL8, 1987; Priceet al., 1989!. While this

may be true, it means that there is no standard in the United
States that can be used with certainty for guiding the design
or rating the hazard of inflatable restraint systems. The situ-
ation at the international level is similar because no standard
for impulse noise exposure at these peak pressures has been
agreed upon by nations outside the United States. The com-
bined lack of a valid noise standard and almost no database
on auditory hazard from this type of impulse leaves both the
automobile industry and regulatory agencies without guid-
ance at a moment when airbag use is proliferating and design
decisions need to be made.

Possibilities abound in the world of design, raising new
issues with respect to airbag use. Protection from side im-
pacts suggests smaller airbags much closer to the occupants’
ears. In another setting, the question of the effect of venting
the passenger compartment produces diametrically opposed
possibilities. Venting the passenger compartment might
make a difference in hazard by reducing peak pressure and
shortening the duration~CHABA, 1968! or with reduced
venting the higher peak pressures and longer durations might
be more tolerable even if the number and size of bags in-
crease~Price and Kalb, 1996a!.

The existing tests of auditory hazard from airbag noise
have not been definitive, leaving many possibilities to be
examined. In the original test of airbag hazard, Nixon~1969!
included only the closed compartment condition for a small
sedan. The pressure history would change dramatically in a
convertible or a car with open windows because there is little
opportunity for a buildup of pressure. Nixon and Sommer
~1973! demonstrated through a simulation of airbag noise
that threshold shifts weregreater if the low-frequency com-
ponent were eliminated, leaving only the higher-frequency
energy~hiss of bag filling!. In principle, then, hazard in the
vented compartment may be greater than in the closed com-
partment, even if peak pressures and energies are lower. In
the Nixon ~1969! experiment, the bag was inflated from a
pressurized cylinder. Today, airbags are commonly inflated
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by burning a propellant. Are the two acoustic signatures
equally hazardous? In the original experiment, the subjects
knew that the airbag was going to be deployed and in pre-
paring for the impulse could have contracted their middle ear
muscles in advance of the impulse’s arrival. Had they been
surprised, the middle ear muscles may have contracted only
reflexively and hazard might have increased significantly.

From the foregoing considerations, it is apparent that
many issues still need to be addressed before we can be
confident about designing and using airbags; yet airbags are
legally mandated in automobiles. It appears that adventitious
experiments addressing these issues will be conducted on our
highways.

The purpose of these experiments was to acquire pres-
sure histories from airbags and hearing loss data from quies-
cent biological ears exposed to the airbag impulses under a
variety of compartment venting conditions.

I. METHOD

A. Subjects

The subjects were 36 adult female cats, weighing 3–4
Kg. All procedures used in the conduct of this research were
in compliance with provisions in the Guide for the Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals established by the Institute of
Animal Resources, Commission on Life Sciences, National
Research Council. Because ears that have just been exposed
to noise might reasonably be expected to be particularly sus-
ceptible to additional exposure~Ahroon and Hamernik,
1996!, special precautions were taken in the colony to main-
tain quiet and avoid banging of cages or trays and as an
additional precaution, animals wore foam ear plugs for ap-
proximately 24 hours after exposure.

B. Experimental procedures

1. General procedures

These experiments were conducted in a bay of a re-
search building in which the test vehicle was parked next to
a mobile audiometric facility. For reasons of economy, ex-
periments were run on two animals at a time. The animals
were anesthetized for the audiometric tests and hearing was
tested binaurally. They were then wrapped in blankets to
maintain body temperature and placed on resting platforms
at the driver and passenger head positions in the test vehicle.
The bags were deployed electrically, and immediately after-
ward the animals were returned to the audiometric trailer for
testing. The noise exposure process took about 5 min and
testing resumed in about 15 min. The left ear was always
tested first, then the right ear, followed immediately by the
second animal~driver and passenger locations alternated in
testing order!. Testing five frequencies in each ear took about
30 min per ear. Conceivably, ongoing recovery processes
might have produced a tendency to measure smaller losses in
ears tested later. There is experimental evidence that this is
probably not a serious problem because for exposures to very
intense sounds, post-exposure thresholds tend to change very
slowly and losses may even grow slightly for a few hours
~Hamerniket al., 1988; Luz and Hodge, 1971!. The animals
were allowed to recover for 1 month and were retested. One

month of recovery is commonly taken as sufficient to reach a
stable state in the ear and hence measure a permanent thresh-
old shift ~PTS!. As a test of this premise, half the exposed
animals (N516) were maintained an additional 5 months
and retested.

2. Tests of hearing

Audiometric procedures required that the animals be
anesthetized at the time of recording; therefore, they were
premedicated with a subcutaneous injection of atropine~0.05
mg/kg! and anesthetized about 10 min later with an IP injec-
tion of sodium pentobarbital~28.6 mg/kg!. Body temperature
was monitored rectally and controlled by an indicating con-
troller operating a hot water heating pad to maintain body
temperature at 38.6 °C. The animals’ heads were clipped
closely and a depilatory applied before application of the
surface electrodes on the vertex and frontal sinus.

Ears were routinely otoscoped before testing and
swabbed if necessary. Hearing tests were conducted in a
double-walled sound attenuating chamber. Hearing sensitiv-
ity was established by measuring brain-stem-evoked re-
sponses~BSER! to tone pips at 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz pre-
sented in 5-dB steps. Threshold was taken to be 2.5 dB
below the lowest level at which Wave V of the BSER could
be seen following an average of 1024 stimuli. The tone pips
~two cycles on the rising, plateau, and falling phases! were
delivered at 16 per second through an Etymotic™ ER-2 in-
sert earphone positioned in the outer ear canal of the animal.
Because of the distinctive anatomy of the cat ear canal it was
easy to position the earphone tip repeatably. Given the ten-
dency for negative pressures to develop in the unventilated
middle ear and hence to block sound transmission~Guinan
and Peake, 1967!, a gentle tug on the animal’s tongue en-
couraged swallowing and clearing the middle ear before tests
and just before the noise exposure. With the Etymotic ear-
phone, the interaural attenuation was adequate to allow the
right and left ears to be tested independently. Electrode im-
pedances were accepted if they were less than 5 kOhms and
were most often near 1 kOhm. Potentials were amplified
~10 000 times by a Princeton Applied Research™ PAR 113
amplifier!, bandpass filtered~300–10 000 Hz!, and averaged
using Tucker-Davis™ modules and a locally developed pro-
gram implemented in a PC.

With the stimulating system, the maximum sound pres-
sure that could be produced was somewhat above 90 dB;
hence the maximum thresholdshift that could be measured
was 70 or 80 dB. If a BSER could not be measured following
an exposure, the threshold was arbitrarily recorded as.80
dB and for statistical purposes the shift was taken to be 80
dB. This procedure was required in 22% of the measures
immediately after exposure and in 4% of the measures fol-
lowing recovery. The intent was to be statistically neutral;
however, it may have been somewhat conservative~thresh-
old shifts recorded may have been smaller than actual shifts!.

3. Noise exposures

Animals were exposed to the sound of airbag inflations
inside the cab of a midsized pick-up truck. Resting platforms
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in the cab provided minimum acoustic obstruction between
the animals’ pinnas and the airbags and held the animals
facing forward with their ear canals at the level normally
occupied by the canals of a human passenger or driver. Their
heads were supported in this position by a small chin rest
formed from modeling clay.

Airbags are designed to fit the physical and crash re-
quirements of specific vehicles, taking into account the space
available for the module’s storage as well as the space into
which they must deploy. The airbags in our experiments
were prototypes of those normally fitted in the test vehicle
and the inflation mechanism was gas produced by a burning
propellant~sodium azide!. We intended to produce a generic
airbag waveform that would be of applied interest and at the
same time provide a challenge for our mathematical model
of auditory hazard~Price and Kalb, 1991!. In all, there were
16 exposures~32 animals! with the remaining 4 animals used
as controls.

Three different passenger compartment venting condi-
tions were tested:~1! the doors open,~2! the doors and win-
dows closed, and~3! the doors and windows closed and
seams sealed with duct tape. In conditions~1! and ~2!, both
passenger and driver bags were deployed~four deployments
for each venting condition! and in condition~3! the passen-
ger bag only was deployed in seven cases, both bags in one
case. In order to maintain a fairly realistic volume in the
passenger compartment~compensating for the missing body
volumes of human occupants!, a wooden timber and bags of
absorbent clay were placed on the seat and floor of the com-
partment.

4. Noise measurement

Airbag noise is a measurement challenge because of its
combination of wide bandwidth and high sound-pressure lev-
els. In a closed passenger compartment there is a low-
frequency pressure rise and decay which has significant en-
ergy in the 1-Hz frequency region, which we believe needs
to be measured accurately. While 1 Hz may be well below
the nominal limit of hearing for the ear, the hazard model
suggests that it may nevertheless be important because the
low-frequency pressure may cause the stapes to displace and
reach its limit of travel. This would stiffen the middle ear
and modulate transmission of the frequencies thatare in the
normal range of hearing~Price and Kalb, 1991!. An alternate
basis for needing to measure low-frequency energy is the
fact that some damage-risk criteria rate hazard based on peak
pressure. Hence, this low-frequency pedestal needs to be re-
produced accurately because it is a part of the true peak
pressure. We conclude that the low-frequency cutoff of the
measurement system has to be much lower than has normally
been thought acceptable. Beyond the question of extended
low-frequency sensitivity is the problem of measuring the
high sound-pressure levels. Condenser microphones com-
monly begin to distort above 160 dB and airbags may pro-
duce pressures 10 dB higher than that. Piezo-resistive gauges
suitable for higher pressures commonly have a higher noise
floor and lose some high-frequency sensitivity. A thorough
discussion of measurement techniques is beyond the scope of
this article, but the problem of getting an accurate pressure

history is real and is noted so that the reader may be aware of
the problem.

The measurement techniques used in the present study
followed those of Rouhanaet al. ~1994!. Pressure histories
were transduced by Dytran™ 2013V pressure gauges
mounted just inside the inboard ears of the animals~right ear
of the ‘‘driver,’’ left ear of the ‘‘passenger’’!, with the sens-
ing surface at grazing incidence to the waveform from the
nearer airbag. The waveforms were digitized at 50-kHz sam-
pling rate with a 12-bit digitizer and were stored on disk for
analysis off-line. The system had a frequency response from
1 Hz to 10 kHz~61 dB!.

II. RESULTS

A. Acoustic data

Typical pressure histories recorded for the three venting
conditions are shown in Figs. 1–3 and a numeric summary of
the mean acoustic data is presented in Table I. In general, the
acoustic data were highly similar for the two measurement
locations ~driver’s right ear and passenger’s left ear! and
were consistent with previous studies~Nixon, 1969; Rou-
hanaet al., 1994!. In that context, we note that because the
acoustic measuring system used on the Nixon study had a
30-Hz low-frequency cutoff, their measured peak pressures
were probably somewhat lower than they should have been.

FIG. 1. Pressure history at the driver’s right ear position for an airbag
deployment with the doors to the passenger compartment open. Both driver
and passenger airbags were deployed.

FIG. 2. Pressure history at the driver’s right ear position for an airbag
deployment when the passenger compartment doors were closed. Both
driver and passenger airbags were deployed.
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The airbag is in reality a complex set of acoustic sources and
in addition, the deployments occurred in a small passenger
compartment which meant that the sound field also included
many reflected components. In any case, the patterns and
pressures were generally repeatable, e.g., the standard devia-
tions for peak pressure in Table I are between 0.9 and 1.9
dB. An analysis of the sources of airbag noise~Hickling and
Posey, 1973; Posey and Hickling, 1973! suggests that the
pressurization of the closed passenger compartment by the
discharge of gas from the inflation system produces the high-
est pressure and has a spectral peak below 20 Hz. A second
source is associated with the unfolding and movement of the
bag surfaces~producing sounds largely in the 500- to
3500-Hz region!. Finally, the third source is noise associated
with gas production and flow into the bag~describable as a
broadband jet noise with frequencies up to at least 10 kHz!.
Our examination of the present acoustic data is consistent
with this analysis. The peak pressure from the fill~open com-
partment! was about 165 dB. The lower-frequency compo-
nents~seen in the closed compartment! reached peak pres-
sures about 2 to 4 dB higher and together produced peak
pressures in the vicinity of 170 dB.

A pressure history for the open door condition is shown
in Fig. 1. It was measured at the driver’s right ear and in-
cludes the inflation of both the driver and passenger bags.
The waveform reflects filling and expansion of the bags
without a general pressure buildup in the passenger compart-
ment. In Fig. 2 we see a pressure history at the driver’s right
ear for the closed compartment condition~both bags de-
ployed!. The initial positive portion of the waveform has

returned to ambient pressure in about 35 msec while the
filling noise is still present. In contrast, Fig. 3 shows that
when the compartment has been sealed—and in spite of the
fact that only the passenger bag was deployed—the positive
phase of the pressure lasts much longer, returning to baseline
pressure only after 100 msec, well after the filling noise has
subsided.

The peak pressures are as expected from simple physical
considerations. Given a passenger compartment with a vol-
ume of approximately 2 m3 and passenger and driver airbags
with volumes of about 0.08 and 0.06 m3, respectively, then,
ignoring the gas venting from the bags, leaks in the passen-
ger compartment, the absorbency of the upholstery, etc., the
change in effective volume of 0.14 m3 would increase the
pressure to a little over 170 dB, which is essentially what we
measured when two bags were deployed.

The average unweighted energies in the impulses rose
from about 200 J/m2 for the open condition to more than
2500 J/m2 for the sealed compartment. This increase was
largely due to the addition of energy in the very low-
frequency region. If the energy in the impulses is
A-weighted~which cuts the very low frequencies severely!,
then energies are more nearly equal for all deployments. The
average A-weighted energy for all deployments was 55 J/m2,
which in yet another frame of reference is anLAEQ8 of 93
dB.

B. Auditory data

1. Initial sensitivity

The mean thresholds for all the ears are presented in Fig.
4 along with error bars~6 one standard deviation! at each
frequency. The sensitivities are those expected for the cat ear
measured in this fashion~Price and Wansack, 1989!. The
average standard deviation was 5 dB, as would be expected
in normal audiometry.

2. Threshold shift data

Hearing loss measured immediately after exposure is
traditionally referred to as compound threshold shift~CTS!
because it includes both temporary and permanent compo-
nents. The CTSs were large and the distribution of loss fol-
lowed the same pattern for all venting conditions. The mean
CTSs are plotted in Figs. 5–7 for each condition. Permanent

FIG. 3. Pressure history at the driver’s right ear position for an airbag
deployment when the passenger compartment doors were closed and sealed
with tape. Only the passenger bag was deployed.

FIG. 4. Mean thresholds for all exposed animals (N532) measured before
exposure. The error bars represent61 SD at each frequency.

TABLE I. Acoustic analysis of airbag waveforms. All numeric data are
arithmetic means. For open and closed conditions, both passenger and driver
airbags were deployed, but for the sealed condition only the passenger bag
was deployed. Energies stated in this article were calculated by dividing the
integral of the squared pressure~in pascals! by the impedance of air~taken
to be 407 rayls!.

Venting Peak SPL SD
Energy

~unweighted!
Energy

~A-weighted!

Open 168.2 dB 1.9 dB 191 J/m2 56 J/m2

Closed 171.4 dB 0.86 dB 1248 J/m2 81 J/m2

Sealed 170.1 dB 1.3 dB 2599 J/m2 40 J/m2
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threshold shifts~PTSs! are also plotted for comparison on the
same graphs. The CTSs were approximately 60 dB at 4.0
kHz and slightly less at higher and lower frequencies. In
general, the losses fell in a range that allowed interpretation,
i.e., all ears showed some loss; yet enough residual hearing
remained that the ears could be evaluated.

Clearly, airbag noise represents a significant hazard for
the cat ear. Admittedly, the present experiments were de-
signed to test ears in a maximally susceptible state. With
anesthetized animals, there was no ongoing middle ear
muscle activity and no likelihood of a protective contraction
in advance of the impulse. While we are confident that the
middle ear muscles were quiescent at the time the impulse
arrived, there is still an open question as to whether or not
the middle ear muscles could have contracted during the im-
pulse. At least for the sound intensities reached in normal
laboratory tests~typically a little over 100 dB!, the anesthetic
is thought to effectively prevent contractions. However, the
sound field from the airbag is some 60 dB higher and in
addition, at those pressures~near 1 pound per square inch,
for those who still think in traditional units! the mechanical
stimulation of the face by the waveform is perceptible and is
also known to elicit a muscle response. Therefore, given the
intense stimulation and the extremely short latency for the
middle ear muscle reflex~4–10 msec! ~Carmel and Starr,

1963; Djupesland, 1965; Eliasson and Gisselsson, 1955;
Simmons, 1963!, it is possible that an elicited middle ear
muscle response could have acted in time to affect the latter
portion of the airbag impulse. We conclude that while we are
confident that the middle ear muscles were quiescent at the
onset of the impulse, we cannot rule out the possibility that
they may have been active in the latter part of the exposure
and have provided the ear some protection.

The PTSs are also plotted in Figs. 5–7 and they parallel
the CTSs. The maximum PTS remained at 4.0 kHz and there
was slightly less loss at higher and lower frequencies. Visual
inspection of PTS reveals somewhat smaller values for the
open compartment condition as compared with the closed or
sealed compartments, especially at the higher frequencies.
This difference is not statistically significant~paired T-tests!
and is largely due to the relatively small number of animals
tested (N57) and the fact that the initial thresholds for one
animal may have been somewhat high~hence shifts were
low!.

3. CTS/PTS relationship

The scatter plot in Fig. 8 portrays the relationship be-
tween CTS and eventual PTS. In it, PTS at 4.0 kHz is plotted
as a function of CTS at the same frequency and a least-
squares regression line has been fitted to the data. The slope
of the line is 0.86~every dB of CTS is likely to become 0.86

FIG. 5. Mean threshold shift measured immediately after exposure~CTS!
and at one month post exposure~PTS! for the 8 animals~16 ears! exposed in
the open passenger compartment.

FIG. 6. Mean threshold shift measured immediately after exposure~CTS!
and at one month post exposure~PTS! for the 8 animals~16 ears! exposed in
the closed passenger compartment.

FIG. 7. Mean threshold shift measured immediately after exposure~CTS!
and at one month post exposure~PTS! for the 16 animals~32 ears! exposed
in the sealed passenger compartment.

FIG. 8. Scatter plot of PTS as a function of CTS at 4.0 kHz for all 64 ears.
A least-squares regression line has been fitted to the data.
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dB of PTS! and its X-intercept is 16.8 dB~a CTS that size is
projected to give no PTS!. Similar plots could have been
included for all test frequencies. The mean slope for all five
regression lines was 0.67, the mean X-intercept was 9.2 dB,
and the mean correlation between CTS and PTS was 0.67.
These data are very much like those previously reported for
the cat ear exposed to primers, rifles, and howitzers~Price,
1986; Price and Wansack, 1989! and also for the chinchilla
exposed to intense impulses from a speaker~Pattersonet al.,
1986!. When an ear has been exposed to very intense sounds
~above a ‘‘critical level’’ for that ear! it appears that CTSs
greater than 10 to 15 dB will resolve to about 7 dB of PTS
for every 10 dB of CTS. This relatively limited recovery is
consistent with the contention that at very high exposure
levels, the ear has sustained serious mechanical injury.

4. Longer term recovery

Thresholds were measured at 1 month in all the animals
and half were retested after an additional 5 months. To see
whether the ears had indeed stabilized at 1 month, changes in
threshold between the 1 month and 6 month measures were
plotted on the abscissa of Fig. 9 and the number of thresh-
olds showing that change on the ordinate. In all, there were
160 data points~16 animals32 ears35 frequencies!. There is
an obvious collection of data points around 0-dB change:
71% of the data were within65 dB and 85% were within
610 dB. The location of the peak at 0-dB change suggests
that no general process of recovery or deterioration is taking
place after 1 month, and the general width of at least the
central portion of the distribution suggests that the variability
is about what would be expected from test–retest variability
in good audiometry. On the other hand, 15 data points from
7 animals show more than 15 dB of change. One animal
accounted for 6 of the data points~its hearing had grown
worse!, but if we isolate just the 15 data points and check the
size of the initial CTS, an insight emerges. Namely, it ap-
pears that continued worsening of hearing was associated
with initial losses that were 40 dB or greater and continuing
improvement was associated with initial losses that were 30
dB or less. There are too few data to make much of this
interpretation, but it does have the virtue of being reasonable.

With respect to the question of whether or not recovery is
complete at 1 month, while most of the changes may have
run their course, nevertheless, some changes may still be
occurring in the 1- to 6-month period.

5. Head shadow effect

There is one instance in which there was a real differ-
ence in the action of the airbag noise. If we take only those
cases in which just a passenger-side airbag was deployed
~seven in the sealed passenger compartment!, then an inter-
esting analytical possibility presents itself. For the driver po-
sition, the primary acoustic source was the passenger-side
airbag located to the right front of the animal. The left ear
was thus on the far side of the head from the impulse source
and was potentially afforded the protection of the head’s
acoustic shadow. This contention is weakened by the fact
that the cat’s head is small~and can therefore be a significant
shadow only for high frequencies! and the noise field was
reverberant, in which case one cannot maintain that the
sound field actually has a single angle of incidence. Never-
theless, the CTSs in the right and left ears of these animals
are shown in Fig. 10. The difference between the two curves
averages about 30 dB, which is highly significant statistically
at all frequencies~paired T-test,P,0.0003!. Furthermore,
the difference was maintained following 1 month of recovery
(P,0.003). We can conclude that the head shadow prob-
ably did offer significant protection to the left ears of the
driver cats. The T-statistic was used in comparisons~rather
than an ANOVA! because of the authors’ concern that due to
the mechanical nature of the loss process at very high inten-
sities, threshold shifts for individual frequencies could not be
considered independent.

The protection afforded the shadowed ears might have
been the result of only a few dB of attenuation. Previous
work ~Pattersonet al., 1986; Price and Wansack, 1989! has
shown that at least for the cat and chinchilla, once a loss
threshold has been exceeded for very intense sounds, CTS
grows very rapidly, i.e., for every dB of increase in SPL, the
CTS grows by 7 dB. Thus an attenuation of only 3 to 5 dB
could explain the differences between the two ears. The
head-related transfer function data for the cat from Wiener

FIG. 9. Change in threshold between 1 month and 6 months for all five test
frequencies, both ears of 16 animals. Size and direction of change on the
x-axis and number of cases on they-axis.

FIG. 10. Mean threshold shift measured immediately after exposure for the
right ears~top curve! and left ears~lower curve! of the seven cats in the
driver position, sealed passenger compartment, in which only the passenger-
side airbag was deployed.
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et al. ~1965!, while not measured at precisely the angle ap-
propriate for the exposure in the present experiment, never-
theless indicate that differences between the ears of at least
that magnitude do exist in the free field.

In passing, it might be noted that the reduced threshold
shift in the shadowed ears does result in the plots of mean
CTS and PTS in Fig. 7~threshold shifts in the sealed com-
partment! being slightly lower. If just the nonshadowed ears
are plotted, the curves match those in Figs. 5 and 6 much
more closely.

III. DISCUSSION

A. General implications for methods of assessing
hazard

The present experiments join others in offering insights
with respect to the general question of damage mechanisms
as a function of level. The question is often raised as to
whether A-weighted energy, now commonly used for assess-
ing occupational noise hazard, might be used for all noise
exposures, even up to the very high sound-pressure levels
characteristic of gunfire. If the middle ear is linear under all
conditions and the loss mechanisms in the cochlea are in fact
related in a simple way to the energy reaching it, then it is
reasonable to suppose that an A-weighted energy measure
could serve for hazard evaluations at all levels~Price, 1982!.
If not, then the data should reflect it.

The results of the present experiment join others in sug-
gesting that an energy measure fails at very high intensities.
For example, Milleret al. ~1963! exposed the cat ear to con-
tinuous noise~peak pressure less than 115 dB, spectral peak
in the midrange!, with the result that an exposure of 2200
J/m2 produced a 38-dB PTS. In contrast, the airbag impulses
in the present study did essentially the same damage and
involved only 40 to 81 J/m2 ~A-weighted! at peak pressures
of 168 to 171 dB. Exposures of the cat ear to gunfire-type
impulses at 140-dB peak pressure have produced essentially
the same PTS, but with exposure energies of only 0.3 J/m2

~Piersonet al., 1995; Priceet al., 1996; Price and Wansack,
1989!.

In this regard, there might be a question about the legiti-
macy of A-weighting energy with the cat ear. Although the
cat ear is more sensitive in the midrange than the human, the
low-frequency slope of its sensitivity is close to that of the
human~about 12 dB/oct! ~Rosowski, 1994!. Hence, at least
on a relative scale, we might argue that A-weighting could
also be used in rating the susceptibility of the cat ear.

The airbag data join the gunfire-type impulses in sug-
gesting that relatively little energy at high SPLs can produce
large losses. With 14 to 17 dB less energy, airbags produced
the same damage as the exposure of Milleret al. ~1963!. And
the gunfire-type exposures were equally hazardous with
39-dB less energy. These data can be viewed as supporting
the contention that there is a level, in this case between 115
and 140 dB, where the loss mechanism becomes fundamen-
tally mechanical in nature and relatively little energy pro-
duces large losses~Price, 1981!.

However, these data hold an additional complexity.
Namely, gunfire at 140 dB produced 40-dB PTSs with 22- to

25-dB lessenergy than did the airbags at about 170 dB. This
peculiar ‘‘inversion’’ of effect can be explained by a peak-
clipping conductive nonlinearity in the middle ear that limits
stapes displacements for the airbag impulses and offers con-
siderable protection to the inner ear~Nixon and Sommer,
1973; Price and Kalb, 1991; Price, 1974!. The complex re-
sponse of the ear just outlined, i.e., increasing susceptibility
at high SPLs yet reduced susceptibility when pressures are
even higher, has been captured by a mathematical model of
the ear which does predict the hazards at high levels~Price
and Kalb, 1996b, 1991!. Given the complexity of the ear’s
behavior, it is reasonable to conclude that something more
than A-weighted energy will be needed to cover the full
range of hazard assessment from ordinary occupational
noises to airbags.

B. Application to human exposure

Even though airbag impulses can cause large losses in
the cat ear, both the pioneering study of Nixon~1969! and a
paucity of hearing loss currently reported from ‘‘accidental’’
exposures on the highway~Yaremchuk, 1998! appear to ar-
gue that there is little problem for the human ear. The answer
to this conundrum is probably embedded in some combina-
tion of the following list of possibilities, which could form
the basis for additional investigations.

First, it may be that the cat ear is simply much more
susceptible than the human ear. As previously indicated, this
is probably true, and given the fact that in the present experi-
ments the animals were deprived from at least some of the
protection offered by their middle ear muscles, they may
have been in an especially susceptible state.

Second, hearing losses from adventitious exposures of
human ears in accidents may be present but unrecognized.
There are anecdotal reports of accident victims seeing peo-
ple’s mouths move but hearing no sound, which would indi-
cate at least a serious temporary loss of hearing. The litera-
ture also includes a small number of cases of permanent
hearing loss that can reasonably be connected to airbag noise
exposure~Mattox and Price, 1995; Saunderset al., 1995;
Yaremchuk, 1998!. The fact that relatively few cases of per-
manent hearing loss have been established may say little
about the actual rate of incidence of hearing loss. A signifi-
cant amount of hearing loss might actually be present but
unreported. It is often observed in the clinic that adults may
have a sizable hearing loss and be unaware of it. Of course,
the same thing would be especially true for babies or young
children who may be more susceptible than adults~Price,
1976!. It is also possible that reduced hearing sensitivity may
not be the only auditory effect. There are also some reports
of tinnitus and hyperacusis associated with accidents in
which airbags deployed~Tabachnick, 1996; Yaremchuk,
1998!. Given the intrusive character of these conditions, it is
interesting to speculate that they rather than hearing losses
would be reported.

There are no definitive data relating susceptibility in the
cat ear~or any other ear for that matter! to human suscepti-
bility. However, the two ears are very similar and it is com-
monly assumed that the average cat is like a ‘‘susceptible’’
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human. If that is indeed the case, then it is probable that
some small percentage of human ears risk permanent hearing
impairment from airbag noise exposure.

Third, the original experiment on airbag safety~Nixon,
1969!, which essentially gave the airbag a clean bill of
health, was well designed and executed; however, it should
not be overinterpreted. With more than a quarter century of
hindsight, a number of issues might now be raised. First, the
use of young, adult, volunteers with good hearing may have
inadvertently excluded the most susceptible individuals. Ad-
ditionally, there was the understandable exclusion of babies
and children. Second, the subjects knew approximately when
the airbag was going to be deployed, and as a result, in
bracing for the event they had involuntarily contracted their
middle ear muscles and protected themselves. In practice, the
same thing may be true for the individual who sees the ac-
cident coming. However, some passengers~or even drivers!
may be asleep or otherwise unaware at the time of the acci-
dent and hence lack middle ear muscle protection at the start
of the exposure~like the cats in our experiments!. A final
comment on the conclusions of the Nixon~1969! study can
be no more than a word of caution. Analysis of the present
airbag impulses with a human ear model suggests that for the
human ear, a vented passenger compartment and middle ear
muscles not already contracting at the start of the impulse
could result in permanent hearing losses in a significant por-
tion of those exposed~Price, 1997, 1998!.

What then can we conclude with respect to human ex-
posure? While it is true that there are only a few clinical
reports of hearing loss from airbag noise exposure, the hear-
ing loss seen in the cat ear clearly argues that it is premature
to assume that there is no hazard to the human ear. At
present, it would be prudent to assume that airbag noise rep-
resents a finite risk for a susceptible human ear.

C. Follow-on research

The foregoing discussion makes testable contentions
with respect to noise hazard from airbags. First, in practice
we might expect to find hearing loss associated with airbag
noise exposure in a susceptible portion of the exposed popu-
lation, especially if the persons were unaware that an acci-
dent was in progress and did not benefit from a middle ear
muscle contraction in advance of airbag deployment. In the
same vein, those who may have diminished middle ear
muscle reflexes may be especially susceptible. A further pre-
diction would be that if the head or other acoustic barrier
were between the airbag and an ear, then the ‘‘shadowed’’
ear should be less affected.

Clearly, these possibilities should be explored and quan-
tified. However, the problems associated with actually ac-
quiring such evidence are legion. Emergency rooms are not
normally equipped for audiometry and with the other trauma
associated with accidents, audiometric tests surely don’t
have a high priority. If hearing were tested at some point,
then with no preexposure audiogram, there would be no way
to know whether a loss had actually occurred as a function of
the accident. For that matter, is the noise of an accident haz-
ardous even without an airbag? We have only unpublished
data, but the peak pressure in a barrier crash probably ex-

ceeds 145 dB~Rouhana, 1997!. A definitive study would
need to demonstrate, with both pre- and post-exposure mea-
sures, that the incidence of hearing loss in accidents in which
airbags deploy is different from that in accidents of equal
severity but in which no airbags deployed. In addition, the
study would correlate losses with the proposed susceptibility
factors.

Finally, a valid theory of hearing loss to intense sounds
would be an asset in ordering and interpreting any data that
are developed. Such a theory could be used proactively to
suggest designs that are both safe and effective~Price, 1997!.
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Sound field modeling in streets with a diffusion equation
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By assuming that the surface irregularities of the building facades are adequate to produce diffusion
in streets, a diffuse sound field model using the mathematical theory of diffusion is used to predict
the sound propagation and its reverberation in rectangular streets. This model, developed to predict
the sound field in rooms with diffusely reflecting boundaries, is applied in this paper to urban
acoustics. A 3D diffusion equation is derived for the sound energy density and solved for
time-varying sources and in steady state. A diffusion parameter is introduced to characterize the
amount of diffusion in the street. An exchange coefficient depending on the absorption coefficient
is also used to take into account the wall absorption. When the diffusion coefficient is rightly
chosen, the predicted reverberation times and sound attenuations are in accordance with
measurements in a scale model of a street. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02511-4#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Vt, 43.20.Fn, 43.28.Fp, 43.50.Lj@MRS#

INTRODUCTION

Because of the high economical cost of noise impact in
urban areas, and also since people look for a better way of
life, the modeling of noise propagation in a city has attracted
considerable attention.

Since Wiener’s works,1 many authors have modeled
streets as long channels with absorbing walls and a reflecting
pavement, in order to apply methods of virtual sources2–4

and propagating modes.5 However, differences were ob-
served between models and measurements in streets. Lyon6

suggested that the part of multiple reflections, diffraction and
diffusion of sound by building facades, could be more sig-
nificant than expected and could account for these discrep-
ancies. Following this idea, Donavan7 and Davies8 proposed
more accurate models based also on image sources and tak-
ing into account scattering and multiple diffuse reflections by
facades. Nevertheless, there is no result in the literature
showing in which frequency range this assumption of diffuse
sound field holds in practice. There are indeed very little
experimental data concerning the sound level and the rever-
beration in street, and most of these experimental works give
only results in a full frequency range. However, considering
the size of the building facade irregularities, like balconies,
carpentries, etc., it may be assumed that scattering and dif-
fuse reflections occur from 250–500 Hz.

Then, considering this assumption of diffuse sound field
in streets, a new model of sound propagation in urban areas
is developed here. This theory is based on a diffusion equa-
tion which was first proposed for the modeling of diffuse
sound fields in rooms9 and long enclosures.10 By changing
some boundary conditions and introducing the three dimen-
sions of space, this diffuse model is here applied to the mod-
eling of the sound propagation in streets.

The main interest of this model is that the multiple dif-
fuse reflections in the streets are simply taken into account
by introducing a new parameter which describes the ‘‘sound
diffusivity’’ of the building facades. Moreover, analytical so-
lutions for both time-varying and steady sources can be
found for standard urban configurations. Lastly and, although
the model is applied in this paper only to rectangular streets,
this diffusion theory may be easily extended to other urban
configurations.

The basic theory of the diffusion model is presented in
the next section and applied to streets. A diffusion equation
is then derived for the sound energy density and solved both
in time-varying and steady states. Finally, comparisons with
measurements in a scale model of a street are discussed in
Sec. II, which show good agreement.

I. THEORY

A. Basic theory of the diffusion model

In room acoustics, the sound field is usually modeled by
sound particles having the same constant energy, propagat-
ing along straight lines and hitting wall or scattering objects.
Consequently, such a process may be easily compared with
the movement of a single particle in a gas. A diffusion theory
was then developed to model the sound field in rooms9 with
diffusely reflecting boundaries by the use of this analogy. It
was shown that the energy flowJ in rooms, by unit surface
and unit time, follows a diffusion gradient equation

J52D gradw, ~1!

where w is the sound energy density. HereD5lc/3 is a
diffusion coefficient, depending on the mean free pathl of
the room and on the sound velocityc. This equation is im-
portant, since it allows for a nonuniform sound energy in
rooms and therefore for a flow of energy inside absorbing
boundaries. Experimental observations of this phenomenon
have already been done for a long time, but no suitable math-
ematical justification was given until now. The fundamental

a!New address: Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chausse´es, Centre de
Nantes, Route de Bouaye, B.P. 4129, 44341 Bouguenais Cedex, France.
Electronic mail: Judicael.Picaut@lcpc.fr
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consequence of relation~1! is that the energy density in
rooms is described by a simple diffusion equation

]w

]t
2DDw50, ~2!

which is a mathematical extension of the classic concept of
diffuse sound field in rooms. The energy distribution and the
sound decay in rooms are found by solving Eq.~2! with the
initial and boundary conditions. For walls with low absorp-
tion, an additional parameter, calledexchange coefficient h,
can be introduced in the boundary conditions.10 According to
the definition ofh, the energy flow on a wall has to satisfy
the following condition:

2D
]w

]n
5hw, ~3!

wheren is the normal to the wall~set positively to the out-
side of the wall! and whereh is defined by the absorption
coefficienta of the wall and the sound velocityc by

h5
ca

4
. ~4!

B. Diffusion model in streets

In this paper, it is assumed that the surface irregularities
of buildings assure the diffusion of sound, such that the dif-
fusion model can be applied without fundamental changes
for the modeling of diffuse sound field in streets.

In rooms, considering that walls are uniformly diffusing,
the diffusion coefficientD is supposed to be constant in all
directions of propagation. In streets, the sound diffusion by
buildings facades and by the pavement are different. More-
over, there is no sound reflection at both extremities and at
the open top of the street. Then, the diffusion is not uniform
in the street but depends on the directions of propagation. As
a consequence, the diffusion coefficient in streets cannot be
expressed by a single term, but by a set of diffusion coeffi-
cients. These coefficients define a new termD, written in
Cartesian coordinates, as

D5S Dxx Dxy Dxz

Dyx Dyy Dyz

Dzx Dzy Dzz

D , ~5!

and the diffusion gradient equation~1! is now written

J52D gradw. ~6!

In this paper, only rectangular streets are considered, but
the model can be generalized to other street configurations.
Because of symmetries and by having thex, y, zaxis parallel
to the axis of the street~Fig. 1!, the diffusion coefficient is
reduced to its diagonal componentsDxx , Dyy , andDzz.

Let S be the surface around the volumeV of the street.
The energy flow, crossingS through the open top, both ex-
tremities, the pavement and the side walls, to the inside of
the street~n designing the normal to the wall!, is given by

E E
S
n•J dS5E E E

V
“•J dV ~7!

and is opposed to the variation of sound energy by unit time
in the street

]

]t E E E
V
w dV. ~8!

Without any internal sound source, the energy conserva-
tion in the street is obtained by summing Eqs.~7! and ~8!:

E E E
V
F]w

]t
1“•JGdV50. ~9!

Considering both relations~6! and ~9!, the diffusion
equation for the sound energyw(x,y,z,t) in the street is then
written

]w

]t
2“•~D•gradw!50, ~10!

or, which is equivalent, in Cartesian coordinates

]w

]t
2Dxx

]2w

]x2 2Dyy

]2w

]y2 2Dzz

]2w

]z2 50. ~11!

C. Sound energy in rectangular streets

1. Initial conditions

Considering an impulsive sound source, at (x0 ,y0 ,z0),
the energy density att50 in the street has to satisfy

w~x,y,z,0!5w0d~x2x0!d~y2y0!d~z2z0!, ~12!

wherew0 is the amplitude of the sound source andd is the
Dirac distribution.

2. Boundary conditions

The street is supposed to be rectangular of sizel x3 l y

3 l z . The pavement is taken to be perfectly reflecting, since
in practice it was shown that road and pavement are very
good reflectors.11 The side walls aty50 andy5 l y are char-

FIG. 1. Geometry of a rectangular street of sizel x3 l y3 l z . The pavement is
assumed perfectly reflecting, while the side walls are characterized by their
absorption coefficientsa1 anda2 . The origin is arbitrary set at a corner of
a building. The volumeV of propagation in the street is delimited by an
imaginary surfaceS defined by the side walls, the pavement, the open top,
and the two extremities.
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acterized respectively by the absorption coefficientsa1 and
a2 , and by the exchange coefficientsh1 andh2 :

h15
ca1

4
~13a!

and

h25
ca2

4
. ~13b!

At both extremities of the street (x50 andx5 l x) and at
the open top (z50), the boundary condition~3! cannot be
used since previous works10 have shown that expression~4!
is valid only for small absorption. Moreover, the relation~3!
with ~4! expresses a condition of reflection~with absorption!
and not a condition of sound transmission or radiation. Nev-
ertheless, if the sound source is inside the street and if the
street is sufficiently long and buildings sufficiently high, the
sound energy at the extremities is very weak with regards to
the sound energy near the sound source. Then, the sound
energy at the extremities may be neglected (w50) in com-
parison with the sound field inside the street. Lastly, it is
supposed there is no sound radiation at the extremities and
the open top. These assumptions are introduced in order to
simplify the model but should be revised in further develop-
ments.

As a consequence, the energy density in the street satis-
fies the following conditions, at the both extremities, on the
side walls, at the pavement, and the open top:

w~0,y,z,t !50, ~14a!

w~ l x ,y,z,t !50, ~14b!

2Dyy

]w

]y
~x,l y ,z,t !5h2w~x,l y ,z,t !, ~15a!

Dyy

]w

]y
~x,0,z,t !5h1w~x,0,z,t !, ~15b!

2Dzz

]w

]z
~x,y,l z ,t !50, ~16a!

w~x,y,0,t !50. ~16b!

3. Solution

A method is proposed in the Appendix to solve the
equation of diffusion~11! with the initial and boundary con-
ditions defined by Eqs.~12! and ~14!–~16!. According to
Eqs. ~A9!, ~A22!, ~A25! with ~A26!, and ~A29! of the Ap-
pendix, the sound energy in a rectangular street is written in
the following form:

w~x,y,z,t !5 (
k,m,n51

`

akmnsinS kpx

l x
D sinS 2

~2n21!pz

2l z
D

3Fum cosS umy

l y
D1B1 sinS umy

l y
D G

3expF2
k2p2

l x
2 Dxxt2

um
2

l y
2 Dyyt

2
~2n21!2p2

4l z
2 DzztG . ~17!

The first two lines of this equation expresses the spatial
distribution of sound energy in the street, while the argument
of the exponential describes the decay of sound with time.

The coefficientsakmn are defined from the initial and
boundary conditions by

akmn5
8w0

l xl yl z
sinS kpx0

l x
D sinS 2

~2n21!pz0

2l z
D um cos~umy0 / l y!1B1 sin~umy0 / l y!

um
2 1B1

212B11cos2 um~um
2 1B1

2!~B22B1!/~um
2 2B1B2!

. ~18!

Values ofum are found by resolving the following equa-
tion which expresses the sound absorption by the two build-
ing facades:

~um
2 2B1B2! tanum5~B11B2!um , ~19!

whereB1 andB2 are respectively defined from the exchange
coefficientsh1 andh2 by

B15
h1l y

Dyy
~20a!

and

B25
h2l y

Dyy
. ~20b!

Since Eq. ~19! has no analytical solutions~excepted
when B15B250), values ofum have to be calculated nu-

merically. However, because the values ofum tend quickly
to (m21)p ~Fig. 2!, only the first terms have to be found
with accuracy.

Since the sound source is impulsive, the steady state in
the street is estimated simply by integrating Eq.~17! on the
time t from 0 to 1`:

W~x,y,z!5 (
k,m,n51

`

akmnsinS kpx

l x
D sinS 2

~2n21!pz

2l z
D

3Fum cosS umy

l y
D1B1 sinS umy

l y
D G

3Fk2p2

l x
2 Dxx1

um
2

l y
2 Dyy1

~2n21!2p2

4l z
2 DzzG21

.

~21!
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The main problem of the diffusion model in streets is the
lack of knowledge about the values of the diffusion coeffi-
cientsDxx , Dyy , andDzz. Indeed, the theoretical expression
of the diffusion coefficient found in room acoustics has no
sense in an urban acoustics framework, since it is difficult to
define a finite mean-free path in a street. However, in order
to overcome this problem, some observations resulting from
previous developments of the diffusion model in rectangular
rooms and in corridors9,10 are considered here. First, it was
noticed that the diffusion coefficient increases with the room
size. Second, when one dimension of the room is greater
than the other ones~i.e., in a corridor withl x@ l y ,l z), a one-
dimensional model~function of x! is sufficient to predict
sound attenuation and reverberation. It means that the diffu-
sion is more important in this direction (l x) than in the other
ones. It supposes that the dependency of the diffusion coef-
ficient (Dxx) is larger for the room length in the correspond-
ing direction (l x) than for the other directions (l y andl z). As
a first approximation, it is assumed thatDxx depends only on
l x ~idem forDyy andDzz). As a consequence of these obser-
vations and hypotheses, the following relation for the diffu-
sion coefficients in streets may be assumed:

Dxx

l x
5

Dyy

l y
5

Dzz

l z
5D. ~22!

One of the interests of a such condition is that all the
complexity of the sound diffusion by building facades is in-
troduced by the knowledge of one single term, notedD ~in
m/s! and calleddiffusion parameter. Although the relation
~22! is difficult to justify now, the next section shows it
allows a good agreement with experimental data.

II. VALIDATION

A. Estimation of the diffusion parameter

The sound energy decay at a receiverR(xR ,yR ,zR) in
the street is defined by relation~17!, which can be developed
as follows

wR~ t !5 (
k,m,n51

`

akmnbkmnexp@2tkmnDt# ~23!

5a111b111exp@2t111Dt#1a121b121exp@2t121Dt#

1a112b112exp@2t112Dt#1a211b211exp@2t211Dt#

1a222b222exp@2t222Dt#1¯ , ~24!

wherebkmn depends on the positionR andtkmn is given by

tkmn5
k2p2

l x
1

um
2

l y
1

~2n21!2p2

4l z
. ~25!

SinceDt is large, only the first term~111! of the sum
~24! is important, the other terms tending quickly to 0. As a
consequence, the decay of sound energy at a positionR is
given approximately by

wR~ t !'a111b111exp@2t111Dt#. ~26!

The measurement of the sound decay at every location
in the street allows us to estimate the value ofD provided
t111 is known. However, this last quantity depends onu111,
and thus onB2 andB1 , which belongs also toD! A simple
solution to overcome this problem is to suppose that the
buildings are perfectly reflecting (h15h25B15B250),
which is quite well verified in practice. In this case,u1 is
equal to 0 andt111 simply becomes

t111'
p2

l x
1

p2

4l z
. ~27!

Real values ofum are then calculated from the value of
D which is estimated with the previous approximations~26!
and ~27!.

B. Theory-measurement comparisons

In order to validate the diffusion model, Eqs.~17! and
~21! have been compared to measurements of reverberation
times and sound attenuations in a1

50 scale model of a street of
size 9638312 m3. In this experiment, the facade irregulari-
ties of a real building can be statistically reproduced in the
scale model, in order to simulate phenomena~i.e., multiple
reflections and diffraction! which are responsible of the
sound diffusion~see Fig. 3!. Details of the experiment will
be proposed in a future paper. Only results are given here.

Most authors assume values of wall absorption between
0 ~perfectly reflecting! to 0.1,7,8,12 which are well in accor-
dance with typical facing brickwork for frequencies between
125 Hz and 2 kHz.11 Because it is not easy in practice to find
the exact values of absorption in streets, an average value for
a1 and a2 of 0.05 is taken here for the wall absorption.
Moreover, this value is well in accordance with the side wall
absorption of the scale model.

FIG. 2. Functionsy15tan (x) ~———! and y25(B11B2)x/(x22B1B2)
~¯!, with a150.3, a250.1, l y530 m, andDyy5504 ms22. The coeffi-
cientsum are found numerically at the intersections betweeny1 andy2 .
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Because the frequency dependence of the reverberation
times and the sound attenuations measured in the scale
model is weak between 400 Hz and 1.6 kHz, data which are
analyzed later are averaged on this frequency range. It does
not mean thatD is not function of frequency. On the con-
trary, because the sound diffraction and the diffusion depend
on the size of the facade irregularities and on the wave num-
ber,D should depend on frequency. However, since the fre-
quency range of the scale model is limited by technical con-
siderations, the frequency dependence ofD was not observed
in our experiment.

Since the expressions of the sound energy densities in
streets, in time-varying state~17! and in steady state~21!, are
written as infinite crossed series, only the first terms can be
taken into account in simulations. Figures 4 and 5 show that
the stability of these solutions is quickly reached with orders
k5m5n55 for relation~17! and withk530,m5n510 for
relation ~21!.

Following the method described in Sec. II and by mea-
suring the time decay at several locations in the scale model

of the street, the diffusion parameterD was estimated to 35
m/s.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the reverberation
times measured in the scale model~averaged on the fre-
quency range 400 Hz to 1.6 kHz! and the reverberation times
estimated from the sound decay calculated by Eq.~17!. Pre-
dicted values are quite in accordance with experimental data,
especially at the end of the street, where the diffuse sound
field is important in comparison with the early reflections.

Predicted sound attenuations in the street are also com-
pared to the sound attenuation measured in the scale model
for two positions of the sound source~Fig. 7!. For practical
reasons, because the direct field close to the sound source is
always important, a simple model including both the direct
field and the diffuse sound field is also proposed:

FIG. 3. A
1
50 scale model of a street. Irregularities of building fac¸ades are

simulated by an arrangement of wooden cubes. This disposition allows us to
reproduce statistically a real distribution of balconies, windows, etc. Details
of the experiment will be published in a future paper.

FIG. 4. Stability of Eq.~17!: ~¯! k5m5n51. ~–––! k5m5n52. ~–•–•!
k5m5n53. ~———! k5m5n55.

FIG. 5. Stability of Eq.~21!: ~¯! k55, m5n510. ~-•-•! k510, m5n
510. ~–––! k520, m5n510. ~———! k530, m5n510.

FIG. 6. Reverberation time~in s! in the street. Comparison between experi-
mental data@~¯! reverberation times for

1
3 octave bands between 400 Hz

and 1.6 kHz,~+–+! mean values# and predicted values~1–1! along the
street at 2-m height withD535 m/s. Source atx0516 m, y054 m andz0

510 m.a15a250.05.
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V~x,y,z!5
m

4pd2 1eW~x,y,z!, ~28!

whered is the source–receiver distance. The ratioe/m ex-
presses the influence of the diffuse sound field in comparison
with the direct field. In the experiments, this ratio was esti-
mated at 80, but it probably depends on the facade diffusivity
and the street size. A very good agreement is observed be-
tween measurements and predicted values of the sound at-
tenuation in street. At the end of the street, a small deviation
with measurements is observed. It is explained partly by the
fact that the sound energy at the extremities is assumed very
weak @as written by the boundary conditions~14!# in regard
to the sound energy closed to the source.

III. CONCLUSION

A diffusion model based on a diffusion equation was
proposed to predict analytically the sound propagation in a
rectangular street. Only one parameter, called thediffusion
parameter, is introduced to take into account all complex

phenomena playing a major part of the sound propagation in
streets, like multiple reflections, diffraction, and diffusion by
building facades. Simple boundary conditions are also given
to model the sound absorption and reflection by the building
facades, the pavement, and the opening.

When thediffusion parameteris correctly chosen, the
predicted sound reverberation and attenuation are in accor-
dance with measurements in a scale model of a street. At the
present time, the main limitation of the diffusion model is
that we have a very little knowledge of correlations between
the diffusion parameter, the sound frequency, and the size
and the disposition of the facades irregularities. New theo-
retical developments are now in progress to link thediffusion
parameterto architectural morphological parameters, for ex-
ample, using fractal indicators.13 At the same time, an ex-
perimental study, based on scale model experiments, has also
started to determine the sensitivity of the diffusion parameter
with the dimensions of the streets and the architectural mor-
phology of the buildings facades.

In this paper, the model was first applied to predict the
sound attenuation and the reverberation in rectangular streets
with a point source. Nevertheless, other urban configurations
~i.e., a street with intersections, a street with a varying width!
and other kinds of sound sources~i.e., a line source, a mov-
ing point source! can also be investigated: the diffusion
equation does not change, but the boundary and the initial
conditions have to be adapted. Last, if the urban configura-
tions are too complicated to be solved theoretically~i.e., a set
of streets!, the use of numerical methods like finite element
methods can be considered. Indeed, since the diffusion
model is based on an analogy with the heat transfer problem,
it is interesting to note that the adjustment of the current
numerical code used to solve heat transfer problems could be
a solution for complex acoustics problems. Before develop-
ing functional applications, like the modeling of sound
propagation in city, it will be necessary to introduce also the
atmospheric attenuation and the radiation by openings. Then,
the diffusion model should be a simple solution to the pre-
diction of noise impact in urban areas.

APPENDIX: SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION
EQUATION

1. Method of resolution

In this Appendix, a method is proposed to solve the
diffusion equation defined at Eq.~11! by

]w

]t
2Dxx

]2w

]x2 2Dyy

]2w

]y2 2Dzz

]2w

]z2 50. ~A1!

Such a method was developed first to solve heat conduc-
tion problems and is applied here to the sound diffusion in
the case of a rectangular street.

Let us consider three elemental functionswx(x,t),
wy(y,t), andwz(z,t), respectively solutions of the following
equations and boundary conditions.

For wx ,

Dxx

]2wx

]x2 2
]wx

]t
50 ~A2!

FIG. 7. Sound attenuation in the street.~a! Source atx0516 m, y054 m
andz0510 m. ~b! Source atx0532 m, y054 m andz0510 m. Compari-
son between experimental data and predicted values at 2-m height withD
535 m/s.~s! Sound level measurement in the scale model.~1! Direct field
estimation from measurements.~¯! Sound attenuation of the direct field
~estimation by a 1/r 2 law!. ~•–•–! Diffusion model by Eq.~21!. ~———!
Diffusion model with direct field by Eq.~28!. a15a250.05.
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with

wx~0,t !50, ~A3a!

wx~ l x ,t !50. ~A3b!

For wy ,

Dyy

]2wy

]y2 2
]wy

]t
50 ~A4!

with

2Dyy

]wy

]y
~ l y ,t !5h2wy~ l y ,t !, ~A5a!

Dyy

]wy

]y
~0,t !5h1wy~0,t !. ~A5b!

For wz ,

Dzz

]2wz

]z2 2
]wz

]t
50 ~A6!

with

2Dzz

]wz

]z
~ l z ,t !50, ~A7a!

wz~0,t !50. ~A7b!

By multiplying each one of these diffusion equations,
respectively, bywywz , wxwz , andwxwy , and by summing
all resulting relations, it gives

Dxxwywz

]2

]x2 wx2wywz

]

]t
wx1Dyywxwz

]2

]y2 wy

2wxwz

]

]t
wy1Dzzwxwy

]2

]z2 wz2wxwy

]

]t
wz

5FDxx

]2

]x2 1Dyy

]2

]y2 1Dzz

]2

]z22
]

]t Gwxwywz50. ~A8!

The productwxwywz is then the solution of Eq.~11!
with respect of the boundary conditions~14!–~16!. Since the
initial condition ~12! is also separable in three independent
functions of space, the function defined by

w~x,y,z,t !5wx~x,t !3wy~y,t !3wz~z,t ! ~A9!

is the solution of the diffusion equation in streets. The three-
dimensional problem is then changed into three one-
dimensional problems.

2. Form of the one-dimensional solutions

Here, it is assumed that the previous solutions@noted
wu(u,t) with u5x,y,z# of the diffusion equation

Duu

]2wu

]2u
2

]wu

]t
50 ~A10!

may be separated in two functions of the spaceu and the
time t:

wu~u,t !5 f ~u!3g~ t !. ~A11!

It implies thatg(t) may be written

g~ t !5exp@2mt#, ~A12!

and that the functionf (u) verifies

DuuD f 1m f50. ~A13!

Because of the boundary conditions~A3!–~A7! imply an
infinity of possible values form ~notedmk), there are also an
infinite number of solutionsgk(t) for g(t) and then an infi-
nite number of solutionsf k(u) for f verifying Eq. ~A13!.
Consequently, the general solution of the diffusion equation
~A10! can be written as the sum

wu~u,t !5 (
k50

`

akf k~u!exp@2mkt#. ~A14!

The initial condition is then

wu~u,0!5wu
0~u!5 (

k50

`

ak f k~u!. ~A15!

It is easy to show that the boundary conditions of the
one-dimensional diffusion equation are verified if each func-
tion f k(u) expresses the same conditions forwu .

Two kinds of conditions are considered in this paper:

2D
] f k

]u
56h fk ~A16a!

and/or

f k50. ~A16b!

Since these boundary conditions are homogeneous, the
functions f k are orthogonal, which allows us to find easily
the coefficientak from the initial condition~A15! by

ak5
*wu

0~u! f k du

* f k
2 du

. ~A17!

According to the rectangular geometry of the street, the
quantityakf k(u) may be replaced by the following form:

@ak cos~r ku/ l u!1bk sin~r ku/ l u!#, ~A18!

which verifies well a normality condition. Equation~A13!
implies also that

mk5Duur k
2. ~A19!

3. Elemental solutions

a. Function w x

According to the boundary conditions~A3!, it is easy to
show that the coefficientsak are equal to 0, and thatr k

5kp. The solution of the diffusion equation~A2! is then

wx~x,t !5 (
k51

`

bk sin~kpx/ l x!exp@~2k2p2Dxxt/ l x#,

~A20!

where the coefficientsbk are given with the help of relation
~A17! ~applied tobk):

bk5
2

l x
E

0

l x
wx

0~x! sin~kpx/ l x!dx. ~A21!
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For an impulsive sound source such aswx
0(x)5d(x

2x0), we find finally

wx~x,t !5
2

l x
(
k51

`

sin~kpx/ l x!sin~kpx0 / l x!

3exp@2k2p2Dxxt/ l x
2#. ~A22!

b. Function w y

The boundary conditions~A5! applied to expression
~A18! allow us to give two conditions for the coefficientsak ,
bk , andr k :

bk

ak
5

h1l y

r kDyy
5

B1

r k
~A23!

and

~r k
22B1B2!tanr k5~B11B2!r k , ~A24!

with B25h2l y /Dyy . The solution of the diffusion equation
~A4! is then of the following form:

wy~y,t !5 (
k51

`
ak

r k
@r k cos~r ky/ l y!1B1 sin~r ky/ l y!#

3exp@2r k
2Dyyt/ l y

2#, ~A25!

where the ratioak /r k is given with the help of~A17! for an
impulsive sound source defined bywy

0(y)5d(y2y0):

ak

r k
5

2

l y

r k cos~r ky0 / l y!1B1 sin~r ky0 / l y!

r k
21B1

212B11cos2 r k~r k
21B1

2!~B22B1!/~r k
22B1B2!

. ~A26!

c. Function w z

The boundary condition atz50 gives simplyak50,
while the condition atz5 l z gives

r k5~2k21!
p

2
. ~A27!

According to~A17!, the coefficientsbk are defined, for
an impulsive source such aswz

0(z)5d(z2z0), by the fol-
lowing relation:

bk5
2

l z
sinS ~2k21!

p

2

z0

l z
D . ~A28!

The final solution forwz is then

wz~z,t !5 (
k51

`
2

l z
sinS ~2k21!

p

2

z0

l z
D

3sinS ~2k21!
p

2

z

l z
DexpF2~2k21!2

p2

4

Dzzt

l z
2 G .
~A29!
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In recent years, hybrid absorption systems have been implemented which achieve high sound
absorption over a broad frequency range. This work is an experimental study of a broadband hybrid
absorption system which is comprised of a layer of sound-absorbing material~the passive
component! positioned at a distance from a movable wall~the active component! inside an
impedance tube. The movable wall is used to impose desired boundary conditions in the cavity
behind the passive layer, thereby increasing the absorption of the system at frequencies where the
passive material is not independently effective. Both pressure-release~i.e., minimizing the pressure
at the back surface of the layer! and impedance-matching~i.e., minimizing the reflected wave from
the layer! boundary conditions are studied. The performance of the hybrid system for these two
boundary conditions is compared for broadband disturbances over a frequency range of 100–1000
Hz. The unmodified passive system showed absorption coefficients greater than 0.7 only above 500
Hz, while the impedance-matching condition yielded absorption coefficients of 0.8 to 1.0 over the
100–1000-Hz range. The impedance-matching condition provided significantly better absorption
than that achieved with the pressure-release condition. The sensitivity of these control approaches
to system parameters is also investigated. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00711-0#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Ev@PJR#

INTRODUCTION

Before discussing previous work on hybrid absorption
systems, the advantages of such a system shall be discussed.
Consider an entirely passive noise control approach relying
on sound-absorbing materials. An increasing amount of ma-
terial is required for effective noise reduction at low frequen-
cies, making passive methods impractical for a given appli-
cation below some low-frequency limit. On the other hand,
an entirely active noise control approach becomes infeasible
at high frequencies, due to the increased computational loads
induced by the higher sample rate and longer filter lengths
necessary. It is only natural, then, to combine the two ap-
proaches, utilizing a primarily passive effect at high frequen-
cies and a primarily active effect at low frequencies, keeping
each component relatively easy~inexpensive! to implement.
Guicking and Lorenz1 provide one of the earliest applica-
tions of a hybrid noise absorption system, in which a porous
plate is placed in an impedance tube a small distance away
from a control speaker located at the end of the tube. The
signal sensed by a reference microphone in front of the panel
was issued to the control speaker via a complex amplification
factor so as to minimize the sound pressure sensed by a
second microphone directly behind the plate. This pressure-
release condition on the back surface of the panel led to
nearly perfect absorption over a frequency range from 100 to
600 Hz.

Thenailet al.2 also investigated a hybrid absorption sys-
tem making use of a fiberglass absorbing layer backed by an
air cavity terminated with an active surface. A pressure-
release condition on the back surface of the fiberglass was
generated, resulting in increased absorptivity over a fre-
quency range from 200 to 800 Hz. Both numerical and ex-

perimental results were given which demonstrate sensitivity
of the system to both the fiberglass thickness and porosity.

Furstosset al.3 more recently performed a theoretical
study to determine the optimal impedance at the back face of
a porous layer to result in no reflection at the front surface of
the layer, for oblique and normal sound incidence. The opti-
mal impedance was based on a model of the properties of the
porous layer. An experimental study utilized an accelerom-
eter placed on the control speaker in conjunction with a
nearby microphone in an error-sensing strategy designed to
result in the desired impedance behind the fiberglass, and
results at a single frequency were shown to compare well
with the model. Another experimental study where a
pressure-release condition was imposed at the back of a fi-
berglass panel was shown to result in high absorption coef-
ficients over the frequency range from 150 to 500 Hz. For
oblique sound incidence, the pressure-release-imposed im-
pedance differed significantly from the theoretical low-
frequency optimal impedance condition, but still resulted in a
significant increase in the sound absorption.

A theoretical study investigating the control effort and
displacements required for introducing forces to the front
layer of an absorptive foam material to result in increased
absorption was performed by Boltonet al.4 Partially reticu-
lated foams with high flow resistivity were shown to have
good properties for low required control effort at low fre-
quencies.

Another twist on the active absorption approach was
provided by Fulleret al.,5 in which adaptive polyvinylidene
fluoride foam~PVDF! was experimentally evaluated for ap-
plication to radiation and reflection control. By positioning
the active PVDF foam against the inside of a rigid end cap of
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an impedance tube and minimizing the wave reflected by the
foam via a wave deconvolver, an attenuation of up to 40 dB
was achieved in the reflected wave for frequencies above 600
Hz. The results were reported for a frequency range from
100 to 1000 Hz. The absorption of the PVDF foam without
active control was reported to be low.

Enhancing the absorption properties of passive materi-
als, particularly in the low-frequency range, has potential ap-
plications toward improvement of anechoic facilities and in
duct acoustics. Another application was demonstrated by Ver
and Digman,6 who showed the application of a control tech-
nique for foam absorption enhancement in an experimentally
simulated augmentor exhaust silencer tube. A pressure-
release condition introduced behind the surface of a section
of resistive liner in the tube showed increases in low-
frequency noise attenuation ranging from 4 to 12 dB beyond
the reduction obtained with the passive material only.

Beyene and Burdisso7 provide both numerical and ex-
perimental studies of a new impedance-matching approach
as applied to the cavity absorption problem. Again, a layer of
sound-absorbing material is mounted a short distance away
from an active wall. The creation of a pressure-release con-
dition at the back surface of the layer1,2 is abandoned for the
new impedance-matching condition, in which the reflected
wave inside the cavity is to be minimized. The authors dem-
onstrate the effectiveness of the approach both numerically
and experimentally for normal incident waves of single fre-
quency excitations. Numerical results showed absorption co-
efficients ranging from 0.8 to 1.0 could be achieved from
100 to 2000 Hz.

Further study of the impedance-matching boundary con-
dition for use in a hybrid sound absorption system is pre-
sented here. Previous work has dealt primarily with single
frequency excitations and has provided no direct comparison
between the pressure-release and impedance-matching con-
ditions in terms of performance and control effort. In this
experimental work, the performance and control effort of the
active portions for the pressure-release and impedance-
matching boundary condition approaches will be compared
in the 100- to 1000-Hz broadband frequency range. Addi-
tional results will be presented which demonstrate the rela-
tive sensitivities of the two approaches to both the thickness
of the absorbing layer and the depth of the cavity backing
this layer.

A brief explanation of the motivation behind impedance-
matching shall be offered before continuing to a description
of the experimental approach and associated results. The ba-
sis for the pressure-release condition stems from the desire to

have maximum particle velocity occurring in the foam,
thereby maximizing viscous losses in the incident pressure
wave. This method is limited because it has only a local
effect, observed at the location where the pressure is mini-
mized. With impedance matching, however, the active com-
ponent modifies the system so as to mimic the ambient
acoustic impedance at the surface of the absorbing layer,
preventing reflection of the incident wave. Hence, the main
benefit of the impedance-matching boundary condition is
that, unlike the pressure-release boundary condition, the
impedance-matching condition induces more than a localized
effect.

I. CONTROL ALGORITHM

The active portion of the hybrid absorption system relies
upon the application of the filtered-X LMS~least mean
square! feedforward algorithm in a single-input, single-
output ~SISO! configuration. Feedforward algorithms of this
type have been successfully employed in various vibration
and noise control scenarios including Active Structural
Acoustic Control ~ASAC! and Active Noise Control
~ANC!.8,9

A block diagram for the SISO control system is given as
Fig. 1. Feedforward control relies heavily upon the determi-
nation of a reference signal,x(k), which is coherent with the
disturbance,d(k), and independent of the control signal,
u(k). The subscriptk indicates thekth time sample. In many
applications it is possible to measure the reference signal
directly, while in others electronic compensation is necessary
to prevent feedback of the control signal into the measured
reference signal. Once determined, the reference signal is
filtered via an adaptive finite impulse response~FIR! filter,
W(z), to produce the control signal.

The adaptive filter, or compensator, consists of a finite
number of coefficients that are updated with each time step
of the algorithm so as to minimize a defined error signal. The
sample rate and convergence parameter dictate the speed
with which the filter coefficients converge. A FIR filter rep-
resentation of the control path transfer function,Tce , is re-
quired before the convergence process may be initiated. This
model, T̃ce , is either measured or computed, and is used to
filter the reference signal to create the filtered-X signal,x̃k .

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the SISO adaptive feedforward filtered-X LMS
control algorithm.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the hybrid absorption system inside a standing wave
tube.
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The LMS algorithm then combines knowledge of the error
signal and the filtered-X signal to compute the updated com-
pensator coefficients at each time step. For a thorough expla-
nation of the LMS algorithm in the context of a multiple
channel control system the reader is referred to the work of
Elliot et al.10 In practice, the FIR filter modeling the control
transfer function is determined by a system identification
procedure that uses an algorithm similar to that of the control
algorithm itself.11

A Texas Instruments TMS320C30 digital signal pro-
cessing~DSP! board was used to implement the control al-
gorithm. The board was resident in an Intel 80386 PC host
computer and the controler codes were written in ‘‘C’’ lan-
guage with embedded assembly code instructions. The code
allows for user definition of the filter lengths, sample rate,
and convergence parameter. Another feature of the control
code is the ability to delay the disturbance signal by a num-
ber of time samples to ensure adequate response time for the
controler and avoid causality issues.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The tests were conducted inside a cylindrical standing
wave~or impedance! tube having a diameter of 10 cm and a
length of 1.2 m. The tube has lower and upper frequency
limits of 90 and 2000 Hz, respectively. A depiction of the
setup is given in Fig. 2. A white noise generator was used to
create a broadband disturbance signal with uniform fre-
quency content from 0 to 1600 Hz. This signal is issued first
to the controler as a reference signal and second to the dis-
turbance speaker with a variable delay. The disturbance
speaker is mounted at one the end of the wave tube, while
the control speaker is mounted at the opposite end, behind
the absorbing layer and the air cavity. Inside the cavity, two
microphones, labeledp1 andp2 , are shown in Fig. 2. Thep2

microphone is used as the error sensor for configurations
with the pressure-release boundary condition. For the
impedance-matching boundary condition, the error signal to
be minimized is the reflected wave in the cavityR2 , which is
measured by means of an analog wave deconvolution circuit
in conjunction with the two cavity microphones. The decon-
volution circuit follows a pattern initially presented by
Fahy.12 The two microphones, labeledm1 and m2 , outside
the cavity are used for computation of the absorptivity using
the ASTM two-microphone technique.13

The method used for computation of the absorption
properties has frequency limitations on the low end dictated
by the phase mismatch of the measurement microphones,
and on the high end by the microphone spacing used. These
limitations are well defined in Ref. 13 and resulted in a us-
able frequency range from approximately 100 to 1600 Hz in
these experiments.

The sensitivity of the hybrid absorption system is to be
studied relative to the cavity depth,D, and the thickness of
the foam sample,t ~see Fig. 2!. Tests were performed for
cavity depths of 60, 80, 100, and 120 mm and foam thick-
nesses of 12.7, 25.4, 38.1, and 50.8 mm. For each configu-
ration, the controller ran the filtered-X LMS adaptive feed-
forward control algorithm with a sample rate of 3200 Hz,
using a 140-coefficient FIR compensator and a 40-sample
delay between the reference and disturbance signals. The 40-
sample delay was introduced to remove any causality con-
straints from the experiment. The issue of causality in feed-
forward broadband applications has been addressed by
Burdissoet al.14 In practical applications, the need for a co-
herent,a priori reference signal may limit the implementa-
tion and will require some strategy based on the particular
configuration.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments using both the pressure-release and
impedance-matching hybrid absorption systems shall be de-
scribed in this section. Results contrasting the performance
of the impedance-matching and pressure-release boundary
conditions shall first be presented. Following this discussion,
the sensitivity of the hybrid absorption system to change in
the cavity depth and the foam thickness will be quantified for
each boundary condition.

A. Performance comparison

For each boundary condition~pressure release and im-
pedance matching!, 15 cavity configurations were studied in
this work, in which both the cavity depth and foam thickness
were independently varied. A spectrum yielding the absorp-
tion coefficient as a function of frequency was measured for
each configuration. The FIR compensator coefficients of the
controller were also recorded for each case. From these co-
efficients the frequency response function of the controller
may be obtained, providing a quantifier of the controller ef-
fort for direct comparison of any two configurations. Rather
than attempting the cumbersome task of presenting all of this
data, another means for comparing configurations shall be
contrived. First, the absorption coefficient spectrum shall be
replaced by the linear average of the absorption coefficient.
Since our concern lies in the frequency range between 100
and 1000 Hz, the average reflects only this portion of the
spectrum. As a reminder, it is noted that the wave tube has a
lower frequency limit of 90 Hz, preventing comparison of
the two approaches below roughly 100 Hz. Second, in place
of the control compensator frequency response the average
compensator gain over the 100- to 1000-Hz frequency range
shall be presented. After considering this abbreviated format
of the experimental data, the results for two configurations
shall be described in detail.

TABLE I. Comparison of average absorption coefficient for impedance-
matching and pressure-release boundary conditions for various system con-
figurations~100 to 1000 Hz!.

Cavity depth
~mm!

Foam thickness~mm!

B.C.12.7 25.4 38.1 50.8

60 0.96 0.95 0.90 0.87 I.M.
0.79 0.89 0.85 0.85 P.R.

80 0.95 0.94 0.87 0.86 I.M.
0.76 0.87 0.83 0.82 P.R.

100 0.91 0.91 0.85 0.83 I.M.
0.72 0.82 0.80 0.81 P.R.

120
0.88
0.67

0.87
0.78

0.81
0.76

¯

¯

I.M.
P.M.
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Tables I and II, respectively, reflect the performance and
controller effort quantifiers described in the preceding para-
graph. As shown in Table I, the average absorption coeffi-
cient over the 100- to 1000-Hz range is higher with imped-
ance matching than with pressure release in each of the 15
cases. The average absorption coefficient was computed as a
linear average of the absorption coefficients over the fre-
quency range in order to give a single quantitative value for
the absorption effects of each case. The results in Tables I
and II are not to say that impedance-matching provides
greater absorption over the entire frequency range in every
case, but only that the average absorption is higher. In some
instances the pressure-release condition provided better ab-
sorption coefficients over certain frequency ranges. From
Table II, it is evident that the impedance-matching approach
requires less control effort, in all instances yielding an aver-
age compensator gain more than 3 dB less than the corre-
sponding pressure-release configuration. Note that a 3-dB
difference in the compensator gain corresponds to approxi-
mately a factor of 2 in terms of power consumption.

Having in mind an overview of the results, a more thor-
ough description of two specific configurations shall now be
given. First, let us consider the upper-leftmost configuration
presented in the tables, corresponding to a cavity depth of 60

mm and a foam thickness of 12.7 mm. The measured absorp-
tion coefficient is given as a function of frequency in Fig. 3.
Again, note that below about 100 Hz the measurement of the
absorption coefficient is no longer accurate. Nearly perfect
absorption is achieved from 100 to 1000 Hz with the
impedance-matching boundary configuration and throughout
this range the impedance-matching approach improves the
absorption relative to the passive system alone. The pressure-
release approach, on the other hand, increases the absorption
over the passive case for three considerably smaller fre-
quency ranges and actually acts to lessen the absorption of
the cavity for some frequencies. Table I indicates that the
average absorption coefficient for this configuration is 0.17
greater with the impedance-matching condition. The magni-
tude of the compensator frequency response function is
given in Fig. 4 for each boundary condition. It is apparent
that the impedance-matching boundary condition requires
less effort from the active component, especially between
about 100 and 700 Hz. Based on the average compensator
gain data in Table II the pressure-release approach requires
2.5 times the power of the corresponding impedance-

FIG. 3. Absorption coefficient frequency spectrum forD560 mm andt
512.7 mm. Condition: ——— impedance matching, -•-•- pressure release,
--- passive.

FIG. 4. Control compensator magnitude~V/V ! for D560 mm and t
512.7 mm. Condition: ——— impedance matching, -•-•- pressure release.

FIG. 5. Frequency spectrum of the impedance-matching error signal:
——— before control, --- after control.

TABLE II. Average control compensator gain~dB! for pressure-release and
impedance-matching boundary conditions for various system configurations
~100 to 1000 Hz!.

Cavity depth
~mm!

Foam thickness~mm!

B.C.12.7 25.4 38.1 50.8

60 26.62 27.57 29.33 29.58 I.M.
22.54 24.40 26.11 27.19 P.R.

80 26.98 28.18 29.22 211.09 I.M.
23.89 25.42 26.49 27.91 P.R.

100 27.70 29.21 29.90 211.00 I.M.
23.65 26.11 26.71 28.75 P.R.

120
27.97
24.62

29.48
26.56

210.55
27.80

¯

¯

I.M.
P.R.
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matching system. Finally, Figs. 5 and 6 depict the error sig-
nal frequency responses for the impedance-matching and
pressure-release conditions, respectively. Over the 100- to
1000-Hz frequency range an overall reduction of 20.8 dB
was observed for the impedance-matching case, while a
19.8-dB reduction was achieved for the pressure-release con-
figuration. The similarity in overall reduction of the error
signals assures independence of the hybrid absorption system
relative to the controler, isolating the effects of each bound-
ary condition on the performance.

As a second in-depth comparison of the two hybrid ab-
sorption approaches we shall consider a cavity depth of 100
mm and a foam thickness of 50.8 mm, corresponding to the
lower right of the tables presented earlier in this work. In
Fig. 7, the measured absorption coefficient as a function of
frequency is given. Here we see that both boundary condi-
tions result in a degradation of absorption between 300 and
700 Hz. While the impedance-matching condition provides
better absorption in this range, the pressure-release condition
yields greater absorption from 100 to 300 Hz. Referring to

Table I, we find a difference of only 0.01 in the average
absorption coefficient for these two configurations. As with
the previous case, however, the required controller effort is
significantly less for the impedance-matching case, as the
pressure-release approach requires 50% more power. This is
evidenced by Fig. 8, which contains the compensator mag-
nitude frequency responses determined for each boundary
condition with this cavity configuration.

B. Sensitivity analysis

In the preceding section the impedance-matching bound-
ary condition was compared to the pressure-release boundary
condition both in terms of absorption performance and con-
trol effort. Here we seek to demonstrate the sensitivity of
each approach to changes in the cavity depth and the thick-
ness of the absorbing foam layer. As a first indicator Tables
I and II may again be consulted. First, let us consider the
impedance-matching data. It is easily seen that as the foam
layer is thickened, the average absorption coefficient and the
average compensator gain each decrease. A similar trend is

FIG. 6. Frequency spectrum of the pressure-release error signal: ———
before control, --- after control.

FIG. 7. Absorption coefficient frequency spectrum forD5100 mm andt
550.8 mm. Condition: ——— impedance matching, -•-•- pressure release,
--- passive.

FIG. 8. Control compensator magnitude~V/V ! for D5100 mm and t
550.8 mm. Condition: ——— impedance matching, -•-•- pressure release.

FIG. 9. Absorption coefficient frequency spectrum with impedance match-
ing for t512.7 mm.D: ——— 60 mm, -•-•- 80 mm, --- 100 mm,̄ 120
mm.
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observed as the cavity depth is increased. Second, we con-
sider the results observed with the pressure-release boundary
condition. With increasing foam thickness, a decrease is
again observed in the average compensator gain; however,
the average absorption coefficient is seen to increase and
then decrease, suggesting the presence of an optimal thick-
ness. This optimal thickness likely depends on the absorbing
material, the cavity depth, and the frequency range of inter-
est. As the cavity depth is increased, a general decline is
observed in both the average absorption coefficient and the
average compensator gain. The performance of the
impedance-matching condition is seen to be less sensitive to
the cavity depth than the pressure-release condition. Physical
insight into these trends would require an analytical model
which includes the physical properties of the absorption ma-
terial.

The average absorption coefficient provides a useful
glance at the sensitivity of the hybrid absorption system to
the cavity geometry, but it does not offer a means by which
to study this sensitivity. In order to understand better the

effect of the cavity geometry on the system, the frequency
dependence of the absorption coefficient for varied cavity
geometries shall be considered. Figure 9 contains the absorp-
tion coefficient frequency spectra measured with the
impedance-matching approach, a fixed foam thickness of
12.7 mm, and four cavity depths. A rolloff in the absorption
coefficient is observed near 700 Hz, the grade of this decline
becoming steeper with increasing cavity depths. This is
likely a passive effect stemming from a change in the cavity
resonance as the depth of the cavity is changed. Figure 10
represents the corresponding results for the pressure-release
condition, depicting a nearly identical trend.

Lastly, the frequency dependence of the absorption co-
efficient shall be investigated under a fixed cavity depth and
varied foam thickness for each boundary condition. The cav-
ity depth used for this study was 100 mm. In Fig. 11 the
sensitivity of the impedance-matching approach to a varied
foam thickness is illustrated. Above about 1000 Hz the in-
creasing foam thickness results in an increase in the absorp-
tivity, which is again suspected to be caused by a shifting of
the cavity resonance. Between 300 and 1000 Hz the in-
creased foam thickness results in a deterioration of the ab-
sorption coefficient. The high-frequency absorption behavior
observed with impedance matching is mirrored in the results
obtained with pressure release, as depicted in Fig. 12. This
similarity strengthens the conclusion that this phenomenon is
a passive effect as it is independent of the chosen boundary
condition. In the low-frequency range, between about 100
and 800 Hz, the pressure-release approach yields an irregular
variation in the absorption coefficient with respect to the
foam thickness. It is evident that the pressure-release ap-
proach is more sensitive to this change than the impedance-
matching approach.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental study was conducted which demon-
strates the superiority of the impedance-matching technique
over that of the pressure-release approach for application to
the active component of a broadband hybrid absorption

FIG. 10. Absorption coefficient frequency spectrum with pressure release
for t512.7 mm.D: ——— 60 mm, -•-•- 80 mm, --- 100 mm,̄ 120 mm.

FIG. 11. Absorption coefficient frequency spectrum with impedance match-
ing for D5100 mm. t: ——— 12.7 mm, -•-•- 25.4 mm, --- 38.1 mm,̄
50.8 mm.

FIG. 12. Absorption coefficient frequency spectrum with pressure release
for D5100 mm. t: ——— 12.7 mm, -•-•- 25.4 mm, --- 38.1 mm,̄ 50.8
mm.
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system comprised of an active wall positioned at the rear of
an air cavity terminated by a sound-absorbing layer. Sensing
and minimizing the reflected wave inside the cavity achieved
greater absorption coefficients than by achieving a pressure-
release condition at the back of the absorbing layer. More-
over, this increased performance was obtained with substan-
tially less control effort, in many cases requiring half the
power of the corresponding system based upon the pressure-
release approach. Furthermore, with the impedance-matching
approach absorption coefficients between 0.8 and 1.0 were
generally attained over the 100–1000-Hz range, with specific
geometries yielding absorption coefficients upwards of 0.9
throughout this frequency range. These results are expected
to be applicable to other types of porous materials.
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Iterative inverse scattering algorithms: Methods of computing
Fréchet derivatives
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Iterative approaches to the nonlinear inverse scattering problem generally attempt to find the
scattering distribution that best predicts the data by minimizing a global error norm~e.g., the
mean-square error! which quantifies the misfit between a set of measured data and data predicted on
the basis of a forward calculation. A crucial quantity in this minimization is the Fre´chet derivative
of the error norm which tells us how to update the current estimate of the scattering distribution to
reduce the global error at each iteration. This paper demonstrates how to compute the Fre´chet
derivative using three different, but fundamentally equivalent, methods: the conventional adjoint
method, the Lagrange multiplier method, and the integral equation method. The first two begin with
the wave equation, while the latter method is based on a Lippmann–Schwinger integral equation.
These techniques are not only far more efficient, but also numerically less error prone, than ‘‘brute
force’’ methods for computing derivatives based, for example, on finite differences. For simplicity,
a variational approach is employed in which the fields and scattering distribution are represented by
continuous functions, but the finite-dimensional~discretized! problem is shown to follow directly
from the continuous-space results. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03311-1#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Pt, 43.60.Rw, 43.30.Pc@JCB#

INTRODUCTION

The task of deriving the structure or shape of a remote
object from acoustic scattering measurements, or the inverse-
scattering problem, has potential applications in many di-
verse areas, including the ultrasonic characterization of ma-
terials, medical ultrasonic imaging, and seismology.

Here we consider the generic problem of reconstructing
an unknown distribution of some acoustic scattering param-
eter ~e.g., density, wave speed, etc.! from remote scattering
measurements. For brevity, we refer to this unknown param-
eter distribution as the ‘‘scattering potential.’’ Our basic ap-
proach is to construct a hypothetical scattering potential that
gives rise to scattering data in agreement with the measured
data subject, perhaps, to some additional constraints. A vari-
ety of global error norms can be used as the measure of this
agreement, but a convenient choice is the weighted mean-
squared difference between the predicted and measured data.
Because the problem is nonlinear, iterative descent algo-
rithms are generally required to drive the global error to a
minimum. A key requirement of any descent algorithm is a
means of numerically calculating the functional gradient~or
Fréchet derivative! of the error norm; this tells us in what
‘‘direction’’ to update the scattering potential to reduce the
error norm at each iteration. A brute force approach to com-
puting the gradient is to vary the potential in some system-
atic way and compute the resulting change in the error norm
~i.e., a finite difference approach!. Assuming the potential is
parametrized in some fashion~e.g., expanded into basis func-
tions or divided into pixels! andN is the number of param-

eters, a finite-difference approach would require at leastN
distinct forward scattering solutions to compute the
N-component gradient per iteration. Here we show how this
effort can be avoided by solving just two forward problems
per iteration: the ordinary forward problem and its adjoint.
The method is independent of the number of parameters,N,
as well as the number of observation points~or receivers!.
The adjoint method is not only vastly more efficient, but less
susceptible to round-off error since it is analytically exact,
i.e., derived from an infinitesimal difference at a point rather
than from a finite difference at two nearby points. We de-
scribe three formulations of the adjoint method. Although all
three methods are shown to be fundamentally equivalent, the
choice of method may have advantages depending upon the
choice of algorithm employed for the numerical solution of
the forward problem. The first two adjoint formulations, that
is, the conventional adjoint method and the Lagrange multi-
plier method, both begin with the wave equation, while the
third formulation is based on the Lippmann–Schwinger inte-
gral equation.

In this paper, we represent fields and the scattering po-
tential as continuous functions for the benefit of clarity and
economy of exposition. This distinguishes our approach
from many others~particularly in the geophysical literature!
which discretize first, after which manipulations are applied
to matrices, rather than to the governing differential or inte-
gral equations. However, the continuous-space results are
also applicable when the problem is ultimately discretized, or
when the scattering potential is characterizeda priori by a
finite number of undetermined parameters~the finite-
dimensional problem!, as we show below.

A clear discussion of what we call the ‘‘conventional
adjoint method,’’ with emphasis on geophysical inverse

a!Current address: Geophex, Ltd., 605 Mercury St., Raleigh, NC 27603.
Electronic mail: norton@geophex.com
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problems, is given by McGillivray and Oldenburg.1 We em-
phasize that the adjoint method is quite general and can be
applied to problems governed by other field equations. Other
problems where it has been applied include the electrical
potential inverse problem,1 the electromagnetic induction in-
verse problem,2,3 the inverse transport problem,4 and the in-
verse heat-conduction problem.5

Our purpose here is to present some original material
and to unify the results of several papers treating a variety of
inverse problems using the adjoint concept~EM induction,
EM resistivity, thermal diffusion, particle transport! using a
variety of formulations~differential, integral, time-domain,
frequency-domain, continuous space, discrete space! all in
the context of an acoustical scattering problem. We also
present an original approach to deriving the Fre´chet deriva-
tive of the shape of a soft acoustical scattering object.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I we define
the global error functional to be minimized, and briefly dis-
cuss descent algorithms for performing this minimization. In
the first several sections, we assume for simplicity that the
fields obey a time-independent wave equation~the Helm-
holtz equation!. In Sec. II we define the forward scattering
problem. In Secs. III and IV we derive, respectively, the
Fréchet derivative of the global error using the conventional
adjoint method and the Lagrange multiplier method. In Sec.
V we show how the Fre´chet derivative is modified by adding
a regularization term to the global error. In Sec. VI we treat
the time-dependent wave equation using the adjoint method.
In Sec. VII we show how the continuous-space results are
applied to the finite-dimensional problem. In Sec. VIII we
treat the problem of reconstructing the shape of a ‘‘soft’’
scatterer. Finally, in Sec. IX we derive the Fre´chet derivative
from an integral equation formulation of the scattering prob-
lem ~the Lippmann–Schwinger equation!.

I. THE ITERATIVE INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM

For simplicity, we illustrate with the scalar wave equa-
tion, but the generalization to vector or dyadic field equa-
tions is straightforward in principle. Consider a medium with
a spatially varying sound speed,c(r ), confined to a finite
region of space,D. Outside of D we assumec(r )5c0

5const. Suppose the acoustic refractive index,n(r )
5c0 /c(r ) plays the role of our unknown scattering potential
@we assumen(r ) is real for convenience#. Let S(r ) denote a
source of an incident monochromatic wave that impinges
upon D. Then the total field~incident plus scattered!, c~r !,
obeys the reduced wave equation

¹2c~r !1k2n~r !c~r !52S~r !, ~1!

wherek5v/c0 is the wave number of the incident field out-
sideD, andv denotes frequency. As data, we assume that the
field c~r ! is measured atM receiving points $rm , m
51,...,M % outside ofD. Our approach is to minimize the
mean-square error functional

E @n~r !#5
1

2 (
m51

M

wmuc~rm!2cobs~rm!u2 ~2!

with respect ton(r ). In ~2!, cobs(rm) is the observed field at
rm , andwm is a positive weight that can be selected to pro-
vide different emphasis to different measurements if so
desired.6

To find n(r ) that minimizesE, we determine the varia-
tion in E due to an infinitesimal variation inn(r ). This pro-
cess will lead to the functional gradient, or Fre´chet deriva-
tive, of E with respect ton(r ), denoted by“FE(r ), and
defined by the relation

dE @n~r !#[E E E “FE~r !dn~r !d3r , ~3!

wheredE is the variation inE due to an~arbitrary! variation
dn(r ) in the function n(r ). The above relation can be
viewed as the continuous-space analog of the discrete-space
directional derivative; that is,dE is analogous to the dot
product of the gradient“FE(r ) with the infinite-dimensional
‘‘vector’’ dn(r ).

Once“FE(r ) is known, we see from~3! that the global
error E is guaranteed to decrease by selecting the ‘‘direc-
tion’’ dn(r )52a“FE(r ), wherea is a positive constant.
Thus, if n( j )(r ) is the current estimate ofn(r ), then a better
estimate is given by

n~ j 11!~r !5n~ j !~r !2a j“FE ~ j !~r !, ~4!

where the gradient“FE ( j )(r ) is computed on the basis of the
current estimaten( j )(r ). This is the steepest-descent algo-
rithm. In ~4!, a j is a step-size parameter that tells us how far
to advance in the ‘‘direction’’“FE ( j )(r ). A number of strat-
egies can be employed in selectinga j , the simplest being to
perform a 1-D line search in the direction“FE ( j )(r ) for the
a that minimizesE in that direction. Other gradient descent
algorithms that converge much more rapidly than~4! exist
and are preferred, such as the conjugate-gradient or quasi-
Newton methods.7 For example, the conjugate-gradient algo-
rithm has the form

s~ j !~r !52“FE ~ j !~r !1b j s
~ j 21!~r !,

~5!
n~ j 11!~r !5n~ j !~r !1a j s

~ j !~r !,

wherea j and b j are appropriate constants, ands(0)(r )[0.
Further discussion of these algorithms and the definitions of
a j and b j can be found in any text on numerical
optimization.7 The point here is that any descent algorithm
requires some means of computing the functional gradient,
“FE(r ).

II. A NOTE ON THE FORWARD PROBLEM

At each iteration of a descent algorithm, we require so-
lutions to the forward problem computed on the basis of the
current estimate ofn(r ). The details of the forward algo-
rithm are not relevant for our purposes, but accuracy and
speed are obviously desirable traits. Suffice it to note that the
differential equation~1! can be solved using a variety of
numerical schemes, such as finite element or finite difference
methods. Alternatively,~1! can be converted into an integral
equation via Green’s theorem and this solved numerically.
That is, if the Green’s function,g(r ur 8), obeys

¹2g~r ur 8!1k2g~r ur 8!52d~r2r 8!, ~6!
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then~1! can be transformed with the aid of Green’s theorem
into

c~r !5c i~r !1k2E E E g~r ur 8!@n~r 8!21#c~r 8!d3r 8,

~7!

where

c i~r ![E E E g~r ur 8!S~r 8!d3r 8. ~8!

Equation~7! is linear in the fieldc~r ! whenn(r ) is given and
can be solved for the field by a variety of linear inversion
schemes.

We now turn to our main objective: computing the func-
tional gradient,“FE(r ), of the error functional,E.

III. ADJOINT METHOD

Consider an infinitesimal variation,dn(r ), in the scat-
tering potential,n(r ). This will result in a variation in the
field, dc~r !, and hence in a variation in the error functional,
dE. Thus, taking the variation in the wave equation~1!, and
the variation in the functional~2!, gives respectively

¹2dc~r !1k2n~r !dc~r !1k2dn~r !c~r !50, ~9!

and

dE @n~r !#5Re (
m51

M

wm@c~rm!2cobs~rm!#* dc~rm!,

~10!

where Re means real part and* denotes complex conjugate.
Our approach to deriving the functional gradient,

“FE(r ), is to seek an expression of the form~3!, that is, an
integral containingdn(r ); we can then identify the quantity
in the integrand multiplying the~arbitrary! variationdn(r ) as
the Fréchet derivative,“FE(r ). To achieve this, we first
need to eliminate the unknown field variation,dc, from ~10!;
we will see that~9! is used to accomplish this.

Now, define the adjoint field,c̃(r ), as the solution to the
wave equation

¹2c̃~r !1k2n~r !c̃~r !52S̃~r !, ~11!

where the adjoint source is defined by

S̃~r !5 (
m51

M

wm@c~rm!2cobs~rm!#* d~r2rm!, ~12!

andd(r2rm) is the 3-D Dirac delta function. Then by com-
paring ~12! and ~10!, we can write

dE @n~r !#5ReE E E S̃~r !dc~r !d3r . ~13!

That is, putting~12! into ~13! gives ~10!. Next, substituting
the left-hand side of~11! into ~13! gives

dE @n~r !#52ReE E E @¹2c̃~r !1k2n~r !c̃~r !#dc~r !d3r .

~14!

The first term in the above integral can be integrated by parts
with the aid of the relation dc¹2c̃52c̃¹2dc1“

•(c̃“dc2dc“c̃). The integral of the latter term can be con-
verted to a surface integral using the divergence theorem
which then vanishes on allowing the domain of integration to
expand to infinity.8,9 Equation~14! then becomes

dE @n~r !#52ReE E E c̃~r !@¹2dc~r !

1k2n~r !dc~r !#d3r . ~15!

Now substituting from~9!, this becomes

dE @n~r !#5k2 ReE E E c̃~r !c~r !dn~r !d3r , ~16!

which is in the form of~3!. Finally, comparing~16! to ~3!,
we find for the functional gradient

“FE~r !5k2 Re@c̃~r !c~r !#. ~17!

This is the desired result. Thus, the functional gradient
follows once we obtain numerical solutions to the forward
problem~1! and its adjoint~11!, with the adjoint source de-
fined by~12!. Observe from~12! that the adjoint source is a
weighted summation of waves emitted at theM receiving
points $rm , m51,...,M %. It is important to note that, al-
though we may have many receivers, only one adjoint solu-
tion is needed independent of the receiver number,N.

IV. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER METHOD

In this approach, the adjoint field will be interpreted as a
continuous Lagrange multiplier function. Here, we wish to
minimize the error functional,E, subject to the constraint that
the field,c~r !, obey the wave equation~1!. We thus consider
~1! as a side condition and construct the augmented func-
tional

EA@n~r !#5E @n~r !#1ReE E E l~r !@¹2c~r !

1k2n~r !c~r !1S~r !#d3r , ~18!

whereE @n(r )# is again given by~2! and l~r ! may be re-
garded as a continuous Lagrange multiplier. We also allow
l~r ! to be complex.10 After substituting~2! for E @n(r )#, we
vary ~18! to obtain11

dEA@n~r !#5Re (
m51

M

wm@c~rm!2cobs~rm!#* dc~rm!

1ReE E E l~r !@¹2dc~r !

1k2n~r !dc~r !1dn~r !c~r !#d3r . ~19!

Using the definition of the adjoint source~12!, the first term
can be rewritten to give

dEA@n~r !#5ReE E E S̃~r !dc~r !d3r

1ReE E E l~r !@¹2dc~r !

1k2n~r !dc~r !1dn~r !c~r !#d3r . ~20!
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Finally, integrating~20! by parts, employing the divergence
theorem, and assuming the integrated part vanishes, we have

dEA@n~r !#5ReE E E S̃~r !dc~r !d3r

1ReE E E $@¹2l~r !1k2n~r !l~r !#

3dc~r !1k2l~r !c~r !dn~r !%d3r . ~21!

If we now demand that the Lagrange multiplier obey the
following wave equation

¹2l~r !1k2n~r !l~r !52S̃~r !, ~22!

then terms in~21! multiplying the variationdc~r ! vanish and
~21! reduces to

dEA@n~r !#5k2 ReE E E l~r !c~r !dn~r !d3r . ~23!

Comparing this to~3!, we obtain for the functional gradient

“FEA~r !5k2 Re@l~r !c~r !#. ~24!

Note that~22! and~24! are identical to~11! and~17!, respec-
tively, when the Lagrange multiplier,l~r !, is identified with
the adjoint field,c̃(r ).

As noted, only a single adjoint equation needs to be
computed when multiple receiving locations$rm , m
51,...,M % are employed. The adjoint source is constructed
from a weighted summation of the receiver points, as seen
from ~12!. We can also consider additional degrees of free-
dom in the measurement, such as distinct source locations
and/or different frequencies. In this case, one adjoint prob-
lem will need to be solved for each of these additional mea-
surement parameters. This is perhaps most easily exempli-
fied using the Lagrange multiplier method. Supposep
represents an index that identifies a particular scattering ex-
periment, wherep51,...,P. For example,p could identify a
new source location, or the angle of incidence of a plane
wave, or a different frequency~in which case we changek to
kp). For our purposes, we need not be much more specific
about the parameterp that distinguishes experiments. Let
cp(r ) represent the field identified byp andSp(r ) the asso-
ciated source. Then the augmented functional~18! general-
izes to

EA@n~r !#5
1

2 (
p51

P

(
m51

M

ucp~rm!2cobs,p~rm!u2

1Re(
p51

P E E E lp~r !@¹2cp~r !

1kp
2n~r !cp~r !1Sp~r !#d3r . ~25!

To obtain the functional gradient,“FEA(r ), we need to solve
the P forward problems defined by

¹2cp~r !1kp
2n~r !cp~r !52Sp~r !, ~26!

as well asP adjoint problems defined by

¹2lp~r !1kp
2n~r !lp~r !52S̃p~r !, ~27!

where the adjoint source is now given by

S̃p~r !5 (
m51

M

wm@cp~rm!2cobs,p~rm!#* d~r2rm!. ~28!

Then the functional gradient~24! generalizes to

“FEA~r !5 (
p51

P

kp
2 Re@lp~r !cp~r !#. ~29!

V. ADDING A REGULARIZATION TERM

If the inverse problem is ill conditioned, it may be ben-
eficial to add a constraint term to the mean-square error func-
tional ~2! which could, for example, penalize large variations
in n(r ) or emphasize smoother solutions. Regularization of
this kind is designed to mitigate ill conditioning in the inver-
sion and can also serve to force uniqueness in an under-
determined problem. Equation~2! is then modified to read

E @n~r !#5
1

2 (
m51

M

wmuc~rm!2cobs~rm!u2

1
1

2
bE E E C~n!d3r , ~30!

whereC(n) is a penalty function andb is a parameter which
controls the relative importance of the two terms in~30!.
Reasonable choices forC(n) might be

C~n!5n~r !2 ~31!

or

C~n!5“n~r !•“n~r !. ~32!

Working through the same derivation as that of Sec. III with
the above modified mean-square error, we obtain, respec-
tively, for the two choices of penalty functions~31! and~32!:

“FE~r !5k2 Re@c̃~r !c~r !#1bn~r !, ~33!

“FE~r !5k2 Re@c̃~r !c~r !#2b¹2n~r !. ~34!

In deriving the latter result, we have used the fact that the
variation of the penalty function~32! may be writtendC
52“n•“dn52“•(dn“n)22dn¹2n. On integrating this
result, the first term vanishes by virtue of the divergence
theorem, leaving the Laplacian-like term that appears in~34!.

VI. THE ADJOINT METHOD FOR THE TIME-
DEPENDENT WAVE EQUATION

Here we illustrate how the adjoint method is applied to
time-dependent problems. In particular, we replace~1! with
the following time-dependent wave equation:

¹2c~r ,t !2
1

c~r !2

]2c~r ,t !

]t2 52S~r ,t !, ~35!

where the spatially varying wave speed isc(r ), S(r ,t) is a
general space- and time-dependent source, and nowc(r ,t) is
real. Lettingv(r )[„c0 /c(r )…2, this becomes

¹2c~r ,t !2
v~r !

c0
2

]2c~r ,t !

]t2 52S~r ,t !, ~36!
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where we now letv(r ) play the role of our unknown scat-
tering potential. We assume zero initial conditions att50 so
that the solution to the homogeneous form of~36! vanishes:

c~r ,0!50 and
]c~r ,t !

]t U
t50

50. ~37!

As before, we assume that the field,c(r ,t), is measured atM
receiving points$rm , m51,...,M %, but now over a time in-
terval @0,T#. The following mean-square error functional,
which we wish to minimize, now replaces~2!:

E @v~r !#5
1

2 (
m51

M E
0

T

dt wm~ t !@c~rm ,t !2cobs~rm ,t !#2,

~38!

where we now compute the weighted time-integrated error
over the observation interval@0,T#. For generality, we will
allow the positive weight,wm(t), to be time dependent. Fi-
nally, the time-domain fields,c(r ,t), are assumed to be real.
The variation of~38! is then

dE @v~r !#5 (
m51

M E
0

T

dt wm~ t !@c~rm ,t !

2cobs~rm ,t !#dc~rm ,t !. ~39!

Next define the adjoint wave equation given by

¹2c̃~r ,t !2
v~r !

c0
2

]2c̃~r ,t !

]t2 52S̃~r ,t !, ~40!

where the following ‘‘terminal’’ ~as opposed to initial! con-
ditions are imposed at timet5T:

c̃~r ,T!50 and
]c̃~r ,t !

]t
U

t5T

50. ~41!

Thus the adjoint field propagates backward in time fromt
5T. The reason for these terminal conditions will become
apparent below. Bear in mind that, as before, the adjoint field
need not be physically realizable; it merely needs to be com-
putable. We now define as the time-dependent adjoint source

S̃~r ,t !5 (
m51

M

wm~ t !@c~rm ,t !2cobs~rm ,t !#d~r2rm!

~42!

over the interval@0,T#. As a result,~39! can be written

dE @v~r !#5E E E d3rE
0

T

dt S̃~r ,t !dc~r ,t !. ~43!

Next, substituting the left-hand side of~40! into ~43! gives

dE @v~r !#52E E E d3rE
0

T

dtF¹2c̃~r ,t !

2
v~r !

c0
2

]2c̃~r ,t !

]t2 Gdc~r ,t !. ~44!

Integrating by parts with respect to both space and time, this
becomes

dE @v~r !#52E E E d3rE
0

T

dtF¹2dc~r ,t !

2
v~r !

c0
2

]2dc~r ,t !

]t2 G c̃~r ,t !. ~45!

When integrating by parts with respect to time, the integrated
terms vanish on account of the initial conditions~37! since
the variationdc(r ,t) will also obey these initial conditions
at t50, and also on account of the terminal conditions~41!

obeyed byc̃(r ,t) at t5T. This is the reason for the require-
ment of terminal conditions for the adjoint field,c̃(r ,t).
Next, the variation of~36! is

¹2dc~r ,t !2
v~r !

c0
2

]2dc~r ,t !

]t2 2
dv~r !

c0
2

]2c~r ,t !

]t2 50,

~46!

and on substituting for the first two terms in~46!, we have

dE @v~r !#52
1

c0
2 E E E F E

0

T ]2c~r ,t !

]t2 c̃~r ,t !dtGdv~r !d3r

5
1

c0
2 E E E F E

0

T ]c~r ,t !

]t

]c̃~r ,t !

]t
dtGdv~r !d3r ,

~47!

where the last step was obtained by integrating by parts with
respect tot. Finally, comparing this to~3! with v(r ) substi-
tuted forn(r ), we find for the functional gradient

“FE~r !5
1

c0
2 E

0

T ]c~r ,t !

]t

]c̃~r ,t !

]t
dt, ~48!

which is the desired result. Thus, the functional gradient fol-
lows from numerical solutions to the wave equation~36!,
subject to the initial conditions~37!, and the adjoint wave
equation~40!, subject to the terminal conditions~41! and
using the adjoint source defined by~42!. These solutions are
then differentiated with respect to time and integrated over
the interval@0,T#, as specified by~48!. We point out that
Bunkset al.12 obtain an equation essentially identical to the
first line of ~47! in their treatment of a seismic inversion
problem.13

VII. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In this section, we consider the case where the scattering
potential can be characterized by a finite number of param-
eters. For simplicity, we illustrate with the reduced wave
equation~1!, but the general approach is applicable to all
problems. We thus write the potential asn(r ;p), wherep is
a vector ofP ~real! parameters,pi , to be determined. We
assume that the functional dependence ofn(r ;p) on p is
known. In this finite-dimensional problem, the Fre´chet de-
rivative of the mean-square errorE reduces to an ordinaryP
component gradient, where thei th component is]E/]pi .
Here we find an explicit expression for]E/]pi in terms of
the field, c, and its adjoint,c̃, as follows. First write the
variation ofn(r ;p) as
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dn~r ;p!5(
i 51

P
]n

]pi
dpi . ~49!

Substituting~49! into ~16! and interchanging orders of inte-
gration and summation gives

dE @v~r !#5k2 Re(
i 51

P F E E E c̃~r !c~r !
]n

]pi
d3r Gdpi .

~50!

Now note that

dE @v~r !#5(
i 51

P
]E
]pi

dpi . ~51!

Assuming arbitrary variations,dpi , comparing~51! and~50!
shows that

]E
]pi

5k2 ReE E E c̃~r !c~r !
]n~r ,p!

]pi
d3r . ~52!

Thus, once again the finite-dimensional gradient can be ob-
tained after forward solutions are numerically computed for
the fieldsc and c̃. As a simple example, suppose that the
parameters,pi , are the coefficients ofn(r ;p) expanded in a
set of basis functions,f i(r ):

n~r ;p!5(
i 51

P

pif i~r !. ~53!

Then]n/]pi5f i(r ), and~52! becomes

]E
]pi

5k2 ReE E E c̃~r !c~r !f i~r !d3r . ~54!

VIII. RECONSTRUCTING THE SHAPE OF AN OBJECT

Here we consider the problem of reconstructing the
shape, or boundary, of a bounded and homogeneous scatter-
ing regionV. We assume the scattering potential is a con-
stant valuen(r )5n1 inside V and the constantn(r )5n0

outsideV. Let G denote the boundary ofV. Our objective is
to reconstruct the shape of the surface,G, from scattering
data. In three-dimensional space, define the surfaceG by the
functional relation

F~r ;p!50, ~55!

wherep is any convenient set of variables that parametrizes
G. A variety of surface parametrizations are possible, e.g.,p
could represent the coordinates of the nodes of a spline fit to
the surfaceG, or the coefficients of a spherical harmonic
expansion of the surfaceG. For our purposes, the details of
the parametrization are not important.

Since the pointsr for which ~55! is satisfied lie on the
boundaryG, we can write for the scattering potential

n~r ;p!5 Hn0 for F~r ;p!.0,
n1 for F~r ;p!<0. ~56!

This can be equivalently written

n~r ;p!5n11~n02n1!H@F~r ;p!#, ~57!

where H(x) is the Heaviside step function@H(x)51 for x
.0 and H(x)50 for x<0]. Differentiating ~57! with re-
spect to the parameterpi then gives

]n~r ;p!

]pi
5~n02n1!d@F~r ;p!#

]F~r ;p!

]pi
, ~58!

whered~•! is the one-dimensional Dirac delta function.
Suppose, for example, that the functionf (x,y;p) defines

the surface in Cartesian coordinates. ThenF(r ;p) can be
written

F~r ;p!5F~x,y,z;p!5z2 f ~x,y;p! ~59!

for z.0. For simplicity, we assume that the surface is con-
strained forz,0, i.e., does not depend onp for z,0, so that
p only parametrizes the upper surface (z.0). This simply
avoids complications in representing a closed surface by a
single-valued function in Cartesian coordinates. The lower
(z,0) surface can, of course, be treated, but with a little
more effort. Substituting~59! into ~58! results in

]n~r ;p!

]pi
52~n02n1!d@z2 f ~x,y;p!#

] f ~x,y;p!

]pi
, ~60!

and substituting this into~52! gives the derivative of the
mean-square error with respect topi :

]E
]pi

52k2~n02n1!E E E c̃~x,y,z!c~x,y,z!

3d@z2 f ~x,y;p!#
] f ~x,y;p!

]pi
dx dy dz. ~61!

On integrating with respect toz,

]E
]pi

52k2~n02n1!E E c̃@x,y, f ~x,y;p!#c@x,y, f ~x,y;p!#

3
] f ~x,y;p!

]pi
dx dy. ~62!

If n̂ is the unit vector normal to the surface, we havedxdy
5n̂• ẑdG, whereẑ is thez-directed unit vector anddG is an
element of surface area. Then~62! can be equivalently writ-
ten as a surface integral over the boundary:

]E
]pi

52k2~n02n1!E E
G
c̃@x,y, f ~x,y;p!#c@x,y, f ~x,y;p!#

3
] f ~x,y;p!

]pi
n̂• ẑ dG. ~63!

As a very simple example, supposeG is the surface of a
sphere and we have a single parameter, the unknown spheri-
cal radiusa. Then~59! may be written

F~x,y,z;a!5z2Aa22x22y2, ~64!

with a similar expression for negativez ~the lower hemi-
sphere!. Substituting this into~63! and converting to spheri-
cal coordinates@writing c(x,y,z)5c(r ,u,f)] gives the de-
rivative of the mean-square error with respect to the radius of
the sphere as
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]E
]a

52~ka!2~n02n1!

3E
0

2p

dfE
0

p

du sinu cosuc̃~a,u,f!c~a,u,f!.

~65!

We note that this analysis implicitly assumes continuity of
the field quantitiesc andc̃ across the boundaryG as well as
their normal derivatives. This is always true when the jump
in the scattering potentialn(r ) at the boundaryG is finite in
magnitude, as can be shown by integrating the differential
equation along a line normal to the boundary. For a hard
scatterer, in which the field or its normal derivative vanishes
at the boundary, a somewhat different treatment is needed.

IX. INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD

Here we show how the same functional gradient rela-
tions can be obtained from an integral equation formulation
of the scattering problem, that is, from Eq.~7!. For brevity,
define the new scattering potential

v~r ![k2@n~r !21#, ~66!

so ~7! reads

c~r !5c i~r !1E E E g~r ur 8!v~r 8!c~r 8!d3r 8. ~67!

For a givenv(r ), we can solve the forward problem and
compute the predicted measurement atrm :

c~rm!5c i~rm!1E E E g~rmur 8!v~r 8!c~r 8!d3r 8.

~68!

Now varying ~67! and ~68!, respectively, gives

dc~r !5E E E g~r ur 8!dv~r 8!c~r 8!d3r 8

1E E E g~r ur 8!v~r 8!dc~r 8!d3r 8, ~69!

and

dc~rm!5E E E g~rmur 8!dv~r 8!c~r 8!d3r 8

1E E E g~rmur 8!v~r 8!dc~r 8!d3r 8. ~70!

Next define the adjoint field,c̃(r ), as the solution to the
following integral equation:

c̃~r 8!5c̃ i~r 8!1E E E g̃~r 8ur !v~r !c̃~r !d3r , ~71!

where the adjoint Green’s function,g̃(r 8ur ), is defined
by14,15

g̃~r 8ur !5g~r ur 8!. ~72!

In ~71!, we define the adjoint ‘‘incident field’’ as

c̃ i~r 8!5 (
m51

M

@c~rm!2cobs~rm!#* g~rmur 8!. ~73!

Now substituting~70! into ~10!, interchanging orders of in-
tegration and summation, and using the definition~73!, we
obtain

dE5ReH E E E d3r 8c̃ i~r 8!dv~r 8!c~r 8!

1E E E d3r 8c̃ i~r 8!v~r 8!dc~r 8!J . ~74!

Our objective is to remove the unknown field variation,dc,
in ~74!, leaving only the variationdn in the scattering poten-
tial. To proceed, use~71! to eliminatec̃ i in the second inte-
gral in ~74!. This gives

dE5ReE E E d3r 8c̃ i~r 8!c~r 8!dv~r 8!

1ReE E E d3r 8H c̃~r 8!

2E E E d3r g̃~r 8ur !v~r !c̃~r !J v~r 8!dc~r 8!.

After interchanging orders of integration inr and r 8 in the
second line and usingg̃(r 8ur )5g(r ur 8), we obtain

dE5ReE E E d3r 8c̃ i~r 8!c~r 8!dv~r 8!

1ReE E E d3rv~r !c̃~r !H dc~r !

2E E E d3r 8g~r ur 8!v~r 8!dc~r 8!J
5ReE E E d3r 8c̃ i~r 8!c~r 8!dv~r 8!

1ReE E E d3rv~r !c̃~r !E E E d3r 8g~r ur 8!

3dv~r 8!c~r 8!,

where the last line follows from~69!. Interchanging orders of
integration once again and usingg̃(r 8ur )5g(r ur 8), we ob-
tain

dE5ReE E E d3r 8dv~r 8!c~r 8!

3 H c̃ i~r 8!1E E E d3r g̃~r 8ur !v~r !c̃~r !J .

The quantity in curly brackets is seen to bec̃(r 8) from ~71!,
so we finally obtain

dE5ReE E E d3rc~r !c̃~r !dv~r !, ~75!

which is identical to~16! on noting from ~66! that dv(r )
5k2dn(r ).

To verify that c̃(r ) defined by~71! is the same adjoint
field that obeys the wave equation~11!, first rewrite~11! as
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follows:

¹2c̃~r !1k2c̃~r !52S̃~r !2v~r !c̃~r !, ~76!

where the definition~66! of v(r ) was used. Now substitute
c̃(r ) given by~71! into the left-hand side of~76!. Note first
that

@¹21k2#c̃ i~r !52 (
m51

M

@c~rm!2cobs~rm!#* d~r2rm!

52S̃~r !, ~77!

in view of the definition~73! of c̃ i(r ) and the property~6!.
The last equality is merely the definition of the adjoint
source given by~12!. Finally, the integral in~71! contributes

@¹21k2#E E E g̃~r 8ur !v~r !c̃~r !d3r52v~r 8!c̃~r 8!,

~78!

which follows on interchanging orders of differentiation and
integration and using the property that

¹2g̃~r 8ur !1k2g̃~r 8ur !52d~r2r 8!, ~79!

which in turn follows on substituting~72! into ~6!. Finally,
after dropping the prime onr 8 on the right-hand side of~78!
and adding~77!, we obtain the right-hand side of~76!, as
desired.

X. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, three formulations of the adjoint method
are presented for computing the Fre´chet derivative of the
error functional to be minimized. As emphasized, in per-
forming this minimization, a truly practical algorithm will
depend critically on our ability to compute this quantity with
accuracy and efficiency. For the benefit of clarity, a varia-
tional approach using continuous functions was employed,
but the finite-dimensional case was shown to follow directly
from the continuous space results. We emphasize that the
approach used here is very general and can be applied to a
wide range of problems in which a global functional is to be
minimized subject to the constraint that a field equation is
obeyed. The concept of the adjoint field is closely related to
the physical notion of reciprocity, in which sources and re-
ceivers are interchanged. For a time-dependent scattering
problem, the adjoint solution corresponds to a terminal value
problem ~as opposed to an initial value problem! in which
the adjoint field is emitted from the observation points and
propagates backward in time. Although the adjoint field is
generally nonphysical, it can be computed using numerical
algorithms essentially identical to those used to solve the
forward problem; in fact, for self-adjoint field equations,
merely boundary and initial conditions change. It is interest-
ing to note that the process of computing the adjoint solution
is somewhat analogous to the back-propagation operation in
diffraction tomography16 since the adjoint field is ‘‘emitted’’
from the observation points. In fact, in the very first iteration
of an iterative algorithm@when c(rm)[0], the adjoint
source~12! back-propagates the complex conjugate of the

measured field from the observation points. Thus the adjoint
field is in a sense focused ‘‘backwards’’ into the medium.
This process is reminiscent of phase conjugation for mono-
chromatic fields and time reversal17 for transient fields.
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16A. J. Devaney, ‘‘A filtered backpropagation algorithm for diffraction to-
mography,’’ Ultrason. Imaging4, 336–360~1982!.

17M. Fink, ‘‘Time reversal of ultrasonic fields—Part I: Basic principles,’’
IEEE Trans. Ultrason., Ferroelectr. Freq. Control39, 555–566~1992!.
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Analysis of the f22f1 and 2 f12f2 distortion components
generated by the hair cell mechanoelectrical transducer:
Dependence on the amplitudes of the primaries
and feedback gain

Andrei N. Lukashkina) and Ian J. Russell
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This paper describes the pattern off 22 f 1 and 2f 12 f 2 components at the output of the nonlinear
hair cell mechanoelectrical transducer when the input consists of two sinusoidal signals. The
mechanoelectrical transducer was represented by a second-order Boltzmann function. It is shown
that some experimental observations, which have been cited to prove the existence of two discrete
sources of distortion product otoacoustic emissions in the cochlea, can be produced by a single
nonlinearity. These observations include the pattern of magnitude and phase ‘‘notches’’ in the
growth functions of the distortion product otoacoustic emissions when measured in the
two-dimensional space of the amplitudes of the two primaries. A single saturating nonlinearity also
explains the distinctive response of the distortion product otoacoustic emissions to the decreasing
gain of the cochlear amplifier. A possible basis for the differences in distortion product otoacoustic
emissions, which have been measured in humans and rodents, is discussed. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03811-4#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc@RDF#

INTRODUCTION

The dependence of the amplitude and phase angle of the
distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! on the fre-
quency separation and levels of the two primary tones is
complex but distinctive ~Lonsbury-Martin et al., 1987;
Brown and Gaskill, 1990; Brownet al., 1992; Whitehead
et al., 1992a, 1992b; He and Schmiedt, 1993; Mills and
Rubel, 1994; Whiteheadet al., 1995; He and Schmiedt,
1997!. In order to explain the phase changes and fine struc-
ture of DPOAEs measured in the ear canal, it has been sug-
gested that two discrete places of DPOAE generation exist,
each associated with a different latency~Brown et al., 1996;
Moulin and Kemp, 1996a, 1996b; Stoveret al., 1996; Wable
et al., 1996; Whiteheadet al., 1996; Fahey and Allen, 1997;
He and Schmiedt, 1997; Heitmannet al., 1998!. Accord-
ingly, differences in phase of DPOAEs from different origins
would give rise to the experimentally observed complex pat-
tern of summating DPOAEs in the ear canal. One of the
DPOAE components is generated in the region of the basilar
membrane~BM! peak displacement for the high frequency
primary tone~f 2 place!. The other component is reflected
from the DPOAE peak region situatedapically along the
cochlear duct. More recently, Mills~1997! developed an
elegant model, which assumes the existence of an alternative
region of DPOAE generation that is locatedbasal to the f 2

place. The model provides a good explanation for the depen-
dence of the DPOAE amplitude and phase angle on the input
amplitude of the primaries in thetwo-dimensional space of
the primaries amplitudes. Notably, when the frequency ratio
is fixed, a notch is observed for constant amplitude of either

of the two primaries when the amplitude of the second pri-
mary is varied~Whiteheadet al., 1992a, 1992b; Mills and
Rubel, 1994; Mills, 1997!. The model also explains the
changes in the distortion product~DP! amplitude, which are
observed when the gain of the cochlear amplifier is changed
~Mills et al., 1993; Mills and Rubel, 1994; Mills, 1997!. The
essence of Mills’ hypothesis is that the phase cancellation of
DPOAEs from thef 2 or ‘‘peak’’ region of the cochlear par-
tition, and the ‘‘basal’’ region, is due to a 180° phase differ-
ence between them. The vector summation of these two
components produces the experimentally observed, non-
monotonic dependence of the DP amplitude on the amplitude
of the primaries. This interaction is characterized by local
minima or ‘‘notches.’’ However, the existence of notches in
the DP amplitude does not necessarily involve phase cancel-
lation as a consequence of the interaction of two processes.
Weiss and Leong~1985! showed that notch-producing be-
havior could be observed for a single nonlinearity~e.g., non-
linearity of the mechanoelectrical transducer!. Whereas
Weiss and Leong~1985! limited their consideration only to
harmonic distortion; it is apparent that the same nonmono-
tonic growth of the input–output functions could be ob-
served for the spectral components of the intermodulation
distortion arising from a two-tone input signal~Lukashkin
and Russell, 1998!. While it has been appreciated that the
local minima of the distortion components depend on both
the specific type of nonlinearity~e.g., the cochlear hair cell
transducer conductance, Kroset al., 1995! and combination
of stimulus parameters, the physiological basis of the notches
and the way they change with the stimulus parameters is
poorly understood. Hence, the purpose of this paper is to
simulate the specific experimental paradigms used for gener-a!Electronic mail: a.lukashkin@sussex.ac.uk
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ating DPOAEs by varying the amplitudes of the primaries
and changing the gain of the cochlear amplifier.

The DPOAE measurements~Brown et al., 1996; Moulin
and Kemp, 1996a, 1996b; Stoveret al., 1996; Wableet al.,
1996; Whiteheadet al., 1996; Fahey and Allen, 1997; He
and Schmiedt, 1997; Heitmannet al., 1998! support the pos-
sibility of phase cancellation between emission from thef 2

region and remission from the DPOAE peak region. How-
ever, in this paper we show that the experimental observa-
tions ~Whiteheadet al., 1992a, 1992b; Mills and Rubel,
1994; Mills, 1997! which have been cited in support of the
existence of phase cancellation between two origins of
DPOAEs, one located at thef 2 ‘‘peak’’ and the other located
‘‘basal’’ to this, do not in actual fact support it. A similar
pattern of DPs can be observed in the output of asingle
nonlinearity when driven by two, simultaneous, sinusoidal
inputs. We have associated this nonlinearity with the nonlin-
ear mechanoelectrical transducer of the hair cells. Two cases
have been considered. The first is for transducer nonlinearity
without feedback and the second is for nonlinearity with a
positive feedback loop to mimic the existence of the active
process in the cochlea~Kemp, 1979; Davis, 1983!. As in
Mills’ ~1997! model, we do not consider the dependence of
the DPs on either the frequencies of the primaries or on their
frequency separation. Instead, two stimuli of different fre-
quencies but of equal amplitude produce identical hair
bundle displacements. Therefore, the model reflects neither
the frequency selectivity of the real cochlea~von Békésy,
1960! nor the dependence of the DP amplitude and phase on
the filtering properties of the cochlea~Brown et al., 1992;
Allen and Fahey, 1993!.

I. TRANSDUCER NONLINEARITY WITHOUT
FEEDBACK

Let us consider a nonlinearityN(x) in the form~Fig. 1!,

N~x!5Gtr2Gtr~0!, ~1!

wherex is the displacement of the hair bundle from its rest-
ing position, Gtr(x) is the conductance of the hair cell
mechanoelectrical transducer, andGtr(0) is the transducer
conductance when the displacement of the hair bundle is
zero. Let us define the transducer operating point as the
transducer conductance with zero displacement of the hair
bundle, Gtr(0). Biasing of the transducer operating point
may be introduced as a steady-state displacementxset of the
hair bundle and the biased transducer operating point is
Gtr(xset). Then the conductance of the transducerGtr(x(t))
is given by~Crawfordet al., 1989; Kroset al., 1995!

Gtr~x!5Gtr max@11exp@a2@x22xset2x##

3@11exp@a1@x12xset2x####21, ~2!

whereGtr max is the maximal transducer conductance,xset is
the steady-state displacement of the hair bundle, and
a1 , a2 , x1 , x2 are constants.

The output of the nonlinearityN(x) for the double sinu-
soidal input x1y5L1 cosu11L2 cosu2, where u i52p f t,
could be expressed as

N~x,y!5 (
m,n50

`

am,n cos~mu16nu2!, ~3!

wheream,n are the amplitudes of the DPs of orderm1n. We
shall limit our analysis to terms at frequenciesf 22 f 1 and
2 f 12 f 2 which are the DPOAEs most usually measured.

When measured in theL13L2 parameter space, the
2 f 12 f 2 DPOAE component shows notches which occur for
constant amplitude of either primary with variable amplitude
of the second primary~Whiteheadet al., 1992a, 1992b; Mills
and Rubel, 1994; Mills, 1997!. In Mills’ ~1997! model the
notches appear as being due to phase cancellation between
the emissions from two different regions of the BM. In order
to explain the independence of the notches on the amplitude
of the second primary, Mills~1997! argued that one of the
primaries dominates the response of the other primary in the
place of the DPOAE generation. However, one can prove
~see Appendix! that the same pattern of DP should occur for
small values ofL1 and L2 at the output of a polynomial
nonlinearity without assuming a phase cancellation. Figure 2
illustrates1 this statement for the nonlinear functionN(x)
~Fig. 1!. Notably, the phase difference of the DPs in the
regions below and above the notches is 180° as has been
observed for DPOAEs in gerbils and rabbits~Whitehead
et al., 1992a; Mills and Rubel, 1994; Mills, 1997!. As one
might expect, the slope of the 2f 12 f 2 DP as a function of
L2 is lower than as a function ofL1 , a result which is in
agreement with experimental observations.

In a comment on Mills’ model, Whitehead~1998!
pointed out a difference between DPOAEs recorded in hu-
mans and rodents. Namely, there are no consistent notches in
human DPOAEs analogous to those observed in rodents.
Notches in human DPOAEs are associated with the fine

FIG. 1. Nonlinear input–output function,N(x), of the hair cell mechano-
electrical transducer.x is the displacement of the hair bundle from its resting
position,Gtr(x) is the conductance of the hair cell mechanoelectrical trans-
ducer, andGtr(0) is the transducer conductance with zero displacement of
the hair bundle. The function was normalized for maximum transducer con-
ductanceGtr max57 nS ~Kros et al., 1995! and modified by moving the op-
erating point into the point of inflection of the function. The function is
given by Eq. ~1! with a150.065, a250.016 nm21, x1524, x2541 nm,
which are the parameters used by Kroset al. ~1995! to fit their experimental
data.
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structure of the DPOAE as a function of frequency~He and
Schmiedt, 1993, 1997!. However, the DPOAE fine structure
is thought to be the result of phase cancellation between the
emissions from thef 2 peak region and the DPOAE peak
region, which is located apically to thef 2 place ~Brown
et al., 1996; Moulin and Kemp, 1996a, 1996b; Stoveret al.,
1996; Wableet al., 1996; Whiteheadet al., 1996; Fahey and
Allen, 1997; He and Schmiedt, 1997; Heitmannet al., 1998!.

Therefore, the origin of the notches in the human
DPOAE seems to be different than that of rodents~White-
head, 1998!. Certainly, DPs generated by the nonlinear func-
tion N(x) do not demonstrate the frequency dependence seen
in human DPOAEs, but a lack of notches similar to those
observed in rodents can be explained quite naturally. Figure
3 shows the DP growth functions at the output of the non-
linearity N(x) for different positions of the operating point
xset. One can see that there are two distinctive regions ofxset

with qualitatively different behavior of the growth functions:
a range ofxset when the notch occurs for finite values of
L13L2 and a range ofxsetwhen the notch never appears. For
example, the growth functions of thef 22 f 1 component have
no notch for negativexset @Fig. 3~a!#. Figure 4~a! illustrates
this in L13L2 space. The notch appears for positivexset, and
the required values ofL1 and L2 , to meet the notch, grow
when xset moves farther away from zero in the positive di-
rection@Fig. 3~a!#. The growth functions of the 2f 12 f 2 DP
have no notch for xset within the range 215,xset

,118 nm@Fig. 3~b!#. The absence of a notch for a value of
xset within these limits~112 nm! is illustrated inL13L2

space in Fig. 4~b!. For xset outside of the range215–118

nm, the notch occurs at larger amplitudes ofL1 and L2,
whenxset is moved farther away from the region215–118
nm, in either the positive or negative directions@Fig. 3~b!#.
The range ofxset for the condition when the notch is absent
becomes smaller if a positive feedback is present in the sys-
tem ~see below!.

II. TRANSDUCER NONLINEARITY WITH A POSITIVE
FEEDBACK

In order to mimic the presence of the cochlear active
process~Kemp, 1979!, we introduced positive feedback as
shown in Fig. 5. The nonlinear input–output function,
N8(x), is defined by the equation

N8~x!5Gtr~x,N~x!!2Gtr~0!

5Gtr max@11exp@a2@x22x2HN8~x!##

3@11exp@a1@x12x2HN8~x!####212G~0!, ~4!

where H is the feedback gain constant. The gains of the
nonlinear functionsN(x) and N8(x) near their operating
point are

K5
dN~x!

dx U
x50

and K85
dN8~x!

dx U
x50

, ~5!

where the derivatives are calculated at the operating point
xset. Then the relative gain achieved by the system due to the
existence of the feedback is

FIG. 2. Amplitude and phase angle of
the DP at the output of the nonlinear-
ity N(x) as a function of the ampli-
tudes of the primary tones,L1 andL2 .
DP at frequenciesf 22 f 1 ~upper row!
and 2 f 12 f 2 ~lower row! are shown.
Two different styles of presentation,
three-dimensional plots~left column!
and contour plots~right column!, were
used to illustrate the same results.
Relative phase angle,f, is indicated
by labels inside each region of the
plots. The shift of the operating point,
xset, is shown above each panel. Am-
plitude of the DPs is expressed in
decibels reGtr max. 0 dB for the ampli-
tudes of the primaries,L1 and L2 , is
equal to 0.1 nm.
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Kr5K8/K55
dN8~x!

dN~x!
U

x50

. ~6!

Figure 5 gives examples ofN8(x) for a few values ofKr . In
order to calculate the response for a given value ofKr at a
particularxset, the constantH can be found. For smallx, i.e.,
linearizing the input–output function, one can write

dN8~x!5
dN~x!/dxux50

12HdN~x!/dxux50
dx, ~7!

and after rearranging,

H5
121/Kr

dN~x!/dxux50
. ~8!

The DPs at the output of the nonlinearityN8(x) demonstrate
qualitatively the same pattern of behavior as described for
the nonlinearity without feedback. Additionally, the position
of the notches along the axis ofxset depends on the value of
the gain,Kr ~Fig. 6!. This last observation provides the basis
for explaining data that were obtained in experiments where
the gain of the cochlear amplifier was manipulated~Mills

et al., 1993; Mills and Rubel, 1994; Mills, 1997!. Namely,
Mills and Rubel observed a notch and corresponding phase
change in the response of the 2f 12 f 2 DPOAE for moderate
amplitudes of the primaries recorded in gerbils when the gain
of the cochlear amplifier gradually declined following furo-
semide injection~e.g., see Fig. 10 from Mills, 1997!. The
notch is absent from emissions recorded during furosemide
for large or low sound stimulus levels and the emissions
generated by large and low stimulus levels are in opposite
phase. Mills~1997! ascribed this level-dependent response as
being due to phase cancellation between the ‘‘peak’’ and
‘‘basal’’ places of DPOAE generation. However, a direct
comparison of Fig. 10~b! from Mills ~1997! and Fig. 7 here
permits us to conclude that it is possible to obtain the same
amplitude and phase changes of the 2f 12 f 2 DP at the out-
put N8(x), i.e., due to a single nonlinearity. One should take
into account that the gain of the cochlear amplifier decreases
gradually after initial furosemide injection~Ruggero and
Rich, 1991b; Mills et al., 1993!. Therefore, the horizontal
axes in Fig. 7 and, for example, in Fig. 10~b! from Mills
~1997!, are mirror images of each other. Again, the ampli-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the DP growth functions at the output of the non-
linearity N(x) on the position of the operating point.~a! DP at frequency
f 22 f 1 . ~b! DP at frequency 2f 12 f 2 . Relative phase angle,f, is indicated
by labels inside each region of the plots. Amplitude of the DPs is expressed
in decibels reGtr max. 0 dB for the amplitudes of the primaries,L1 andL2 ,
is equal to 0.1 nm.

FIG. 4. Amplitude and phase angle of the DP at the output of the nonlin-
earityN(x) as a function of the amplitudes of the primaries,L1 andL2 , for
positions of the transducer operating point when the notch never appears
~see the text!. ~a! DP at the f 22 f 1 frequency.~b! DP at frequency 2f 1

2 f 2 . Relative phase angle,f, is indicated by labels inside the plots. Am-
plitude of the DPs is expressed in decibels reGtr max. 0 dB for the ampli-
tudes of the primaries,L1 andL2 , is equal to 0.1 nm.
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tude and phase changes are illustrated for one particular
value of xset and they vary with the shift of the operating
point.

It is worth noting that the distance along the horizontal
axis between the left and right notches of the 2f 12 f 2 DP

decreases with increasing gain~Fig. 6!. Hence, the absolute
values of thexset bias, which are necessary to obtain either
one or the other pattern of the DPs, become smaller with
increasing gain. This conclusion is relevant not only to the
responses of the DPs to changes in the feedback gain~Fig. 7!
but also to the properties of DPs produced by the nonlinear-
ity without feedback.

III. DISCUSSION

It is not within the scope of this paper to analyze all of
the evidence for and against the existence of multiple sites of
DPOAE generation. In fact, the data in support of DPOAE
reemission from the DPOAE peak region are quite strong
~Brown et al., 1996; Moulin and Kemp, 1996a, 1996b; Sto-
ver et al., 1996; Wableet al., 1996; Whiteheadet al., 1996;
Fahey and Allen, 1997; He and Schmiedt, 1997; Heitmann
et al., 1998!. However, it has been shown in this paper that
some of the experimental observations, which have been re-
ferred to as proving the existence of two discrete sources of
DPOAE in the cochlea~Whiteheadet al., 1992a, 1992b;
Mills and Rubel, 1994; Mills, 1997!, can be produced by a
single nonlinearity. These experimental observations are the
particular patterns of the notch in the DPOAE level functions
when measured inL13L2 parameter space and the distinc-
tive response of the DPOAE to a decrease in the gain of the
cochlear amplifier.

The notch-producing behavior analyzed in this paper is
not specific to the intermodulation distortion observed with
two-sinusoidal input signals. In 1985, Weiss and Leong pro-
vided a detailed description of the harmonic distortion pro-
duced by a sigmoidal transducer nonlinearity. According to
these authors, minima in harmonic level functions are an
intrinsic attribute of a system with a nonlinear input–output
function. The harmonic distortion pattern depends on the

FIG. 5. Nonlinear input–output function,N8(x), of the hair cell mechano-
electrical transducer with positive feedback. The function was normalized
for maximum transducer conductanceGtr max57 nS ~Kros et al., 1995!,
N(x) is the nonlinearity presented in Fig. 1.H is the feedback gain constant.
Relative gain,Kr , for each curve is indicated in decibels re gain without
feedback,K.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the 2f 12 f 2 component at the output of the nonlin-
earity N8(x) on bias,xset, of the operating point for different values of the
gainKr . The curves are generated by direct numerical solution of Eq.~4!. H
was calculated according to Eq.~8! for xset50 and kept constant with vary-
ing xset. Kr is shown for each curve inside the panel. Amplitudes of both
primaries,L1 and L2 , are equal to 10 dB re 0.1 nm. The phase angle is
indicated by the labels, and arrows indicate each part of the curve limited by
the notch. The absolute value of the DP amplitude approaches zero at the
bottom of the notch. It has a finite value in the figure because of the discrete
step ofxset, 0.5 nm, used for the numerical calculations. The amplitude of
the DP is expressed in decibels reGtr max.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the 2f 12 f 2 component at the output of nonlinearity
N8(x) on the value of the gain,Kr , for a single position of the operating
point, xset525 nm. The curves are generated by direct numerical solution of
Eq. ~4!. H was calculated according to Eq.~8! for xset50. L1 and L2 are
shown for each curve inside the panel in decibels re 0.1 nm. The phase angle
is indicated for each part of the curves limited by the notch. The absolute
value of the DP amplitude approaches zero at the bottom of the notch. It has
finite value in the figure because of the discrete 0.5-nm step ofxset, which
was used for numerical calculations. The amplitude of the DP is expressed
in decibels reGtr max.
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specific form of the transducer function as well as on the
position of its operating point. It was shown that infinitely
small shifts of the transducer operating point near certain
positions lead to bifurcation of the output signal spectrum.
Weiss and Leong~1985! demonstrated, on the basis of their
analysis, that the presence of notches and corresponding
phase changes, which had been observed in the harmonic
components of cochlear responses, was not sufficient evi-
dence to conclude that these phenomena were due to signal
production and phase cancellation of signals from multiple
sites. This conclusion can now be extended to the notches
and phase jumps which have been observed in the inter-
modulation distortion produced when the cochlea is stimu-
lated by two low-level tones~Lukashkin and Russell, 1998!.

For the purpose of evaluating the model, we have taken
the nonlinearity to be that of the cochlear hair cell’s mecha-
noelectrical transducer conductance~Kros et al., 1995!.
However, the precise nature of the nonlinearity producing
the DPOAE is not important and the conclusions of this pa-
per are valid for any system with a saturating input–output
function. Moreover, we do not make any assumptions about
the nature of the nonlinearity in our consideration of the
appearance of notches in DPs generated by the combination
of constant amplitude of either primary with variable ampli-
tude of the second primary~see Appendix!. Consequently, it
would be possible to observe this type of notch-producing
behavior with any nonlinear function differentiable at its op-
erating point. Patuzziet al. ~1989! and Santos-Sacchi~1993!
proposed that the mechanoelectrical transducer function is a
dominant nonlinearity which could distort the cochlear re-
sponse to soundin vivo. A shift of the transducer operating
point underlies the responses of DPOAEs to electrical and
acoustical biasing of the cochlear partitions~Frank and Ko¨-
ssl, 1996, 1997!. A similar conclusion has been drawn by
van Emst et al. ~1997! to explain furosemide-induced
changes in the DP in the cochlear electrical responses and by
Lukashkin and Russell~1998! to explain the frequency and
level-dependent bipolarity of the OHC DC receptor potential
~Dallos et al., 1982; Dallos, 1986; Dallos and Cheatham,
1989; Cody and Russell, 1987!.

An interesting outcome of the model is the demonstra-
tion that the difference between DPOAEs measured in hu-
mans and rodents~Whitehead, 1998! could be explained in
terms of different positions of the transducer operating point.
If we can assume that the operating point of the nonlinearity
in humans is situated near the point of maximum sensitivity
of the input–output function, i.e., near its point of inflection,
then it would not be possible to observe a notch in human
DPOAE level functions~Figs. 3, 4! analogous to that ob-
served in the DPOAEs from rodents. The existence of a simi-
lar mechanism for optimization of the OHC voltage response
has been shown in the basal turn of the guinea pig cochlea
~Kössl and Russell, 1992!. It would appear that this mecha-
nism is less effective in the lower frequency turns of the
cochlea of rodents, and the operating point of the nonlinear-
ity lies farther away from its point of inflection so that the
notch is seen in the DPOAE level functions~Figs. 2, 3!
~Cody and Russell, 1987; Cheatham and Dallos, 1997;
Lukashkin and Russell, 1998!. The magnitude of the bias of

the operating point in either positive or negative direction
from x50 which is necessary to cause the observed differ-
ences in the level functions of humans and rodents is a mat-
ter of a few nanometers for a system with a positive feedback
~Fig. 6!. The frequency and level-dependent polarity of the
OHC DC receptor potential recorded from both the low fre-
quency ~Dallos et al., 1982; Dallos, 1986; Dallos and
Cheatham, 1989! and the high frequency~Cody and Russell,
1987! regions of the cochlea might be expected if the oper-
ating point is situated above the point of inflection~Lukash-
kin and Russell, 1998!. Frank and Ko¨ssl ~1996, 1997! have
drawn a similar conclusion about the position of the operat-
ing point on the basis of their experiments with electrical and
acoustical biasing of the cochlear partitions. Frank and Ko¨ssl
~1997! also observed a shift in the operating point of the
cochlear amplifier with increasing sound intensity. Intense
tones have been hypothesized to shift the operating point of
the OHC transducer function~Cody and Russell, 1992,
1995!. A similar explanation, a shift of the operating point
with increasing the sound intensity away from a position
close to the point of inflection, might account for the appear-
ance of notches in the harmonics of OHC receptor potentials
recorded in the basal turn of the guinea pig cochlea. The
notches appear in response to low frequency tones when
these are presented in combination with intense tones at fre-
quencies a half octave below their characteristic frequency
~16 kHz! ~Cody and Russell, 1992!.
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APPENDIX

The output of the nonlinearityN(x,y) for the double
sinusoidal input x1y5L1 cosu11L2 cosu2, where u i

52p f t, could be expressed as~e.g., see Atherton, 1975!

N~x,y!5 (
m50

`

(
n50

`

«m«namn cosmu1 cosnu2 , ~A1!

and«n51 for n50 and«n52 for n.0, andamn is given by

amn5E
2L1

L1 E
2L2

L2

N~x,y!Tm~x/L1!Tn~y/L2!

3p~x!p~y!dxdy, ~A2!

where Tn(x/A)5cos@narccos(x/A)# is the Chebyshev poly-
nomial of the first kind andp(x)5(A22x2)21/2. Let us ex-
pandN(x) in a Taylor’s series aboutx50,

N~x,y!5 (
i 1 j 50

`

ci j x
iy j , ~A3!

where

ci j 5
1

i ! j !

] i] jN~x,y!

]x]y U
x,y50

. ~A4!
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After substituting Eq.~A3! into Eq.~A2! and rearranging, we
have

amn5 (
i 1 j 50

`

ci j E
2L1

L1

xiTm~x/L1!p~x!dx

3E
2L2

L2

yjTn~y/L2!p~y!dy. ~A5!

For frequency componentf 26 f 1 and 2f 16 f 2 we can write

a115
1

L1L2
(

i 1 j 50

`

ci j E
2L1

L1

xi 11p~x!dx

3E
2L2

L2

y~xset2y! j 11p~y!dy, ~A6!

a215
1

L1
2L2

(
i 1 j 50

`

ci j E
2L1

L1

xi~2x22L1
2!p~x!dx

3E
2L2

L2

yj 11p~y!dy. ~A7!

Both integrals in Eqs.~A6! and ~A7! are functions of one
variable only. Therefore, if one of the integrals in products is
equal to zero for a particular value ofL2 , thena i j is equal to
zero too for anyL1 . The same is valid if one of the integrals
is equal to zero for a particular value ofL1 .

1To find the amplitude and phase angle of the DPs for all figures in this
paper, equations forN(x) @Eq. ~1!# and N8(x) @Eq. ~4!# were solved nu-
merically in the time domain and the fast Fourier transform~FFT! was
applied to the generated time response of either nonlinearity. Either Eq.~1!
or Eq. ~4! has one real root for any given value ofx. MATLAB algorithm
~findzero!, which was used to find the root, always converges and guaran-
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Cochlear generation of intermodulation distortion revealed
by DPOAE frequency functions in normal and impaired ears
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Distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! frequency functions were measured in
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired ears. A fixed-f 2 /swept-f 1 paradigm was used withf 2 fixed at
half-octave intervals from 1 to 8 kHz.L1 was always 10 dB greater thanL2 , andL2 was varied from
65 to 10 dB SPL in 5-dB steps. The responses were quantified by the frequency and amplitude of
the peak response. Peak responses were closer tof 2 in higher frequency regions and for lower
intensity stimulation. Results from hearing-impaired subjects suggest that audiometric thresholds at
the distortion product frequency,f dp , in addition to hearing status atf 2 , can affect DPOAE results.
Results are discussed in terms of several manifestations of a second resonance model, as well as a
dual source model for the generation of DPOAEs as measured in the ear canal of humans. It appears
that a dual source model accounts for the data better than second filter models. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03911-9#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb@BLM #

INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that the cochlea produces inter-
modulation distortion. It is most easily demonstrated when
two sinusoids, or primaries, of slightly different frequency
( f 1 , f 2 ; f 1, f 2) are presented to the ear. The psychophysical
perception of this distortion, particularly the cubic distortion
product (2f 12 f 2), has been documented and studied for
many years~e.g., Goldstein, 1967; Smoorenburg, 1972!. Dis-
tortion has also been demonstrated in the responses of pri-
mary afferent nerve fibers~Goldstein and Kiang, 1968!, in
the basilar membrane response~Robleset al., 1993!, and in
the cochlear microphonic~Dalloset al., 1969!. Kemp~1979!
reported that this distortion could also be measured acousti-
cally in the ear canal as a distortion product otoacoustic
emission~DPOAE!.

One characteristic of DPOAEs is that they exhibit a
bandpass shape when the frequency of either primary is var-
ied. If one holdsf 2 constant and variesf 1 , then the DPOAE
will reach a maximum absolute amplitude when the distor-
tion product (f dp) occurs at a specific frequency belowf 2 ,
and decreases asf dp either approaches or further separates
from f 2 ~Brown et al., 1992!. Similar bandpass shapes in
DPOAE amplitude have been reported whenf 1 is held con-
stant andf 2 is swept~Gaskill and Brown, 1990; O’Mahoney
and Kemp, 1995!, and if f dp is held constant and both pri-
mary frequencies are changed~Harris et al., 1989!.

There are two reasons why this bandpass characteristic
is of interest. First, in trying to define clinical test parameters
there is a need to determine the ‘‘optimal’’ frequency ratio,
defined as that ratio which most often produces a response,
or the f 2 / f 1 ratio which produces the maximum amplitude
DPOAE in normal-hearing ears~Harris et al., 1989!.1 Al-
though the frequency at which this maximum occurs depends
on the overall and relative levels of the primaries, as well as

the frequency region being tested, anf 2 / f 1 ratio of approxi-
mately 1.2 generally yields a DPOAE amplitude within 3 dB
of the maximum~Harris et al., 1989; Gaskill and Brown,
1990!, and has been generally adopted in clinical protocols
~Nielsonet al., 1993!.

The bandpass nature of DPOAEs is also important for
the more theoretical study of basic cochlear mechanics. This
feature has been investigated to better understand the co-
chlear mechanism~s! that might underly its generation. There
is considerable empirical evidence that the primary source of
distortion is closely linked to thef 2 cochlear place~Harris
et al., 1992; Martinet al., 1987; Zwicker and Harris, 1990!.
Theoretically, the primary source generates distortion pro-
portional to the displacement of the basilar membrane dis-
tributed around the point of maximal interaction between the
two primaries. This means that at thef 2 place, distortion is
generated that decreases in amplitude monotonically as the
primaries are separated, as Fig. 1~b! would suggest and as
has been corroborated by empirical data~Robles et al.,
1993!. This distortion propagates to thef dp place and gener-
ates a neural response which leads to the perceived distor-
tion. Thus the psychophysical distortion monotonically de-
creases in amplitude as the primaries are separated. The
question then becomes, ‘‘How does a low pass characteristic
at f 2 place become a bandpass characteristic in the ear ca-
nal?’’ Three different hypotheses will be examined herein.

Several cochlear models have been developed which in-
corporate a second resonance~Neely and Stover, 1993; Allen
and Fahey, 1993!. It has been suggested that the second reso-
nance may be found in the structure of the tectorial mem-
brane~TM! ~Allen and Fahey, 1993; Zwislocki and Kletsky,
1980!. This TM theory and model, however, is not supported
by the findings of Taschenbergeret al. ~1995!, who found
DPOAE frequency functions in owls and lizards that are
similar to those seen in mammalian ears. In avian ears, the
TM internal structure and its connection to the hair cells are
significantly different from mammalian ears. Furthermore,a!Electronic mail: stover.59@osu.edu
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reptilian ears lack a TM altogether over the higher frequency
range. This makes it less likely that the TM is responsible for
DPOAE tuning in mammalian ears for which the model was
developed. In addition, the idea of a second resonance to
explain DPOAE behavior is also questioned by the model of
Matthews~1986!, which produces typical DPOAE bandpass
characteristics without the use of a second resonance.

Whatever the physiological manifestation of the second
resonance may be, the models also differ in how the reso-
nance affects the DPOAE response. One theory is that the
resonance is associated with the frequency of the peak am-
plitude of the DPOAE bandpass~Allen and Fahey, 1993!. In
this model, which we will refer to as the second-filter en-
hancing model, the resonance enhances the response at its
resonant frequency in the basalward traveling wave and thus
increases the amplitude in the ear canal. The second theory
associates the second resonance with the high-frequency side
of the ‘‘bandpass.’’ In this model, which we will refer to as
the second-filter canceling model, the resonance absorbs en-
ergy from the response. Thus the dip on the high-frequency
side of DPOAE frequency functions is the result of energy
removed from the high-pass nature of the distortion genera-

tor that is evident in the psychophysical and basilar mem-
brane data.

An alternative explanation for this phenomenon that also
accounts for psychophysical distortion product data is the
idea that there are multiple sources for the distortion gener-
ated in the cochlea by two tones~Wilson, 1980; Furstet al.,
1988; Whiteheadet al., 1992!. In this model, which is illus-
trated in Fig. 1~a!, distortion is initially generated at or very
near to thef 2 place and then propagates both basally toward
the stapes and apically to thef dp place, where it causes a
psychophysical percept. At thef dp place, however, a stimu-
lus frequency emission is also generated which in turn propa-
gates toward the stapes.~It should be noted here that stimu-
lus frequency emission is also generated at thef 1 and f 2

places; however, the energy generated there does not contain
DP frequencies. The primary stimulus frequency emission
probably impacts on the relationship between the two prima-
ries but not on the distortion product directly.! Thus the sig-
nal measured in the ear canal at the DP frequency represents
some combination of inputs from thef 2 and f dp places in the
cochlea. Support for this hypothesis can be seen in the com-
plex latency that has been observed when DPOAE ‘‘filter’’
functions are converted into ‘‘impulse’’ responses~Stover
et al., 1996!. For certain distance/time/phase relationships
betweenf 2 and f dp , the primary distortion, generated very
near thef 2 place, and the stimulus frequency emission, gen-
erated around the place wheref dp is represented, might par-
tially cancel each other, thereby causing a decrease in ampli-
tude of the acoustic distortion asf dp approachesf 2 .
Although this multiple source model is as yet not estab-
lished, empirical data demonstrating DPOAE bandpass char-
acteristics would be consistent with its predictions.

A resonant tectorial membrane~RTM! model of co-
chlear mechanics was first proposed nearly two decades ago.
However, the physiology of the tectorial membrane has not
been well defined and the TM as a second resonance source
remains controversial. RTM models of the cochlea have also
been largely abandoned in favor of cochlear amplifier mod-
els to explain other phenomena such as spontaneous otoa-
coustic emissions or the fine structure observed in various
otoacoustic emissions~Shera and Zweig, 1993!. Neverthe-
less, the TM appears to be an important structure in the co-
chlea, and until its function is better understood, the idea of
a RTM will remain. On the other hand, it is also well ac-
cepted that the source for DPOAEs is distributed across mul-
tiple places on the BM~Furstet al., 1988; Harriset al., 1989;
Brown et al., 1992!. How these sources interact and whether
that interaction may be responsible for the overall shape of
DPOAE frequency responses or for the microstructure of
those responses is still not well understood and completely
satisfactory models remain to be developed. Both mecha-
nisms could theoretically be operating simultaneously, either
in concert or in opposition.

The present study was designed to further explore the
bandpass characteristics of DPOAEs in humans in the hopes
of providing additional insights into the underlying mecha-
nisms responsible for this feature. Data from normal-hearing
subjects are compared to those from subjects with well-
defined cochlear hearing losses, which will be used to ‘‘re-

FIG. 1. ~a! A schematic of the dual source model. Primary distortion gen-
eration occurs at the point of maximal interaction on the basilar membrane
between thef 1 and f 2 stimuli. ~1! That distortion then propagates basally to
the stapes and apically to thef dp place. ~2! At the f dp place a stimulus
frequency emission is generated which propagates to the stapes. Those two
signals combine at the stapes and for certain frequency~distance! relation-
ships a cancellation of the primary distortion occurs.~b! A schematic of
basilar membrane displacement in a fixed-f 2 /swept-f 1 paradigm. The left
panel shows a hypothetical displacement pattern for a singlef 2 stimulus and
several f 1 stimuli. The point of maximal interaction is indicated by the
horizontal dashed lines. The right panel shows the amount of basilar mem-
brane displacement as a function of the distance betweenf 1 and f 2 . This
displacement is assumed to be proportional to the amount of distortion gen-
erated.
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strict’’ the cochlear region~s! contributing to any measured
response. These data should enable us to directly test the
extent to which the multiple source hypothesis is correct.

I. METHODS

Fourteen young adults with normal hearing and 15 ado-
lescents and adults with hearing impairment served as sub-
jects. Normal hearing was defined as audiometric thresholds
of 20 dB HL or better for half-octave frequencies from 500
to 8000 Hz. All hearing losses were cochlear in origin and
stable. Both groups of subjects had normal middle ear func-
tion at the time of DPOAE data collection, determined by
standard clinical acoustic immittance procedures. All sub-
jects were seated in a comfortable recliner in a sound treated
room. During data collection they were asked only to sit
quietly and were allowed to read or sleep.

Considerable effort was made to include subjects with
atypical audiometric configurations that were thought to pos-
sibly isolate DPOAE sources.~The audiometric thresholds
for the 15 hearing-impaired subjects are given in Table I.!
Subjects with steeply rising audiometric configurations were
of particular interest because these subjects presumably
could have normal cochlear function at the primary genera-
tion site for distortion~i.e., very near tof 2!, while having
abnormal cochlear function at the site where a stimulus fre-
quency distortion product would be generated~i.e., the f dp

place!. In contrast to data from subjects with normal cochlear
function at both thef 2 and f dp places, or data from subjects
with more typical sloping configurations wheref dp would be
less compromised thanf 2 , the DPOAEs from subjects with
rising audiometric configurations should include distortion
generated only at thef 2 place.

A fixed-f 2 /swept-f 1 paradigm was used withf 2 fixed at
one of seven frequencies in half-octave steps from 1000 to
8000 Hz. For eachf 2 frequency, f 1 was moved from an
f 2 / f 1 ratio of 1.01 to 1.5 in 25-Hz steps.L1 was always 10
dB greater thanL2 , andL2 was decreased in 5-dB steps from
65 dB SPL until no discernible response could be observed.
Stimuli have been described in more detail elsewhere~Stover

et al., 1996!. Stimulus generation and data acquisition were
controlled by locally written software~EMAV, Neely and Liu,
1993!. Stimuli were delivered to the ear canal via Etymotic
ER-2 transducers and the ear canal sound pressure was mea-
sured using an Etymotic ER-10B microphone system. For
each f 2 / f 1 combination, the following data were obtained:
L1 , L2 , and amplitude, phase, and noise floor at each of four
DP frequencies~2 f 12 f 2 , 3f 122 f 2 , 4f 123 f 2 and either
5 f 124 f 2 or 2 f 22 f 1!. These data were then used to con-
struct DPOAE frequency functions, which are plots of
DPOAE amplitude as a function off dp ~see Fig. 2 for ex-
ample!. For each DPOAE frequency function, the following
parameters were measured: the peak amplitude, DP fre-
quency at which peak amplitude occurred, the low and high
DP frequency edges of the complete response, and the aver-
age amplitude of the complete response. Although an attempt
was made to analyze a 3-dB bandwidth, it was not possible
to measure in all cases, especially when there was consider-
able microstructure in the response or if spontaneous otoa-
coustic emissions~SOAEs! were present.~While SOAEs
were present in some ears, only two or three cases arose
where SOAE frequencies were within the range being mea-
sured. In no case did SOAEs change the overall shape or
interpretation of the data.!

Data collection required approximately 10 hours in
normal-hearing subjects divided into 1–2-hour sessions and
anywhere from 2 to 10 hours in hearing-impaired subjects,
depending on amount of hearing loss and dynamic range of
their DPOAE response. Further details of data collection
have been reported previously~Stoveret al., 1996!.

II. RESULTS

A. Normal-hearing subjects

Figure 2 displays mean data from all 14 subjects with
normal hearing. Although the mean functions were
smoother, lacking some of the fine structure of data from
individual subjects, the relevant features remain consistently
salient. Therefore, most of the results from the normal sub-

TABLE I. Audiometric thresholds, age, and test ear for each of 15 hearing-impaired subjects. Thresholds in
boldface indicate thef 2 frequencies for which data were collected.

Audiometric thresholds~dBHL!

Subject Age Ear 500 750 1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 6000 8000

100 62 R 35 20 15 0 25 35 35
107 74 R 35 25 10 20 30 30 40 55 75
113 64 R 5 10 10 10 15 40 45 45 45
131 67 L 45 30 20 15 10 15 15 25 20
133 79 L 5 5 0 0 10 20 30 25 25
134 39 R 10 5 5 0 0 0 0 65 75
138 54 L 15 15 20 25 30 25 20 45 40
139 47 L 5 5 10 5 5 5 20 35 35
141 46 L 30 40 35 15 10 10 10 10 5
143 36 R 45 50 45 45 30 25 20 10 10
145 18 L 45 45 40 20 5 10 5 20 10
146 55 R 20 10 5 10 5 25 40 5 25
153 57 L 15 30 35 10 10 25 55 65 65
200 12 L 0 0 20 25 45 45 10 65 55
203 14 R 35 30 40 40 35 25 5 0 5
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jects will be illustrated with mean data. In each panel,
DPOAE amplitude is plotted as a function off dp on a loga-
rithmic scale~i.e., in octaves relative tof 2! in order to allow
comparison of data across the full range off 2 frequencies.2

The f 2 frequency is noted in the upper-left corner of each
panel. Within each panel, individual functions represent data
for different primary levels, ranging fromL2565 to 35 dB
SPL in 5-dB steps.

As Fig. 2 demonstrates, the peak of the DPOAE fre-
quency function approachesf 2 and the bandwidth narrows as
f 2 increases in frequency. For example, at 8 kHz with
L1 /L2565/55 dB SPL, the peak occurred at a DP frequency
0.5 octaves below 8 kHz~i.e., approximately 5600 Hz!. In
contrast, the peak occurred at anf dp about 0.75 octaves be-
low f 2 when f 2 was fixed at 2 kHz for the same stimulus
levels. The peak of the functions systematically became
more distant~on a logarithmic scale! as f 2 decreased. This
feature of the data is summarized in Fig. 3~a!, which shows
the mean frequency functions for eachf 2 for stimulus inten-
sities of 65/55 dB SPL. The symbols and bar at the bottom of
the figure indicate the frequencies and range of amplitude
maxima. These results are consistent with previous reports
~Harriset al., 1989! and with what is known about tuning of
the peripheral auditory system. Specifically, psychophysical
tuning curves, neural tuning curves, and basilar membrane
motion studies all indicate that the auditory system is more
broadly tuned, on a logarithmic frequency scale, as fre-
quency decreases.

A second feature of the frequency functions in Fig. 2 is
a shift in peak frequency as stimulus level was reduced. This
pattern is summarized for all stimulus intensities and fre-
quencies in Fig. 3~b!, which plots the mean DP frequency at
which the peak amplitude occurred as a function of stimulus
level. The parameter isf 2 frequency. The peak occurs be-
tween 0.22 and 0.8 octaves belowf 2 ; however, it migrates
systematically towardf 2 as f 2 is increased orL2 is de-
creased. As with the previously discussed frequency effect,
this primary level effect might be expected based on psycho-

FIG. 2. Mean DPOAE frequency responses from all normal subjects for five
different f 2 frequencies indicated at the top left of each panel. The ampli-
tude of the DPOAE is plotted as a function of the DP frequency. The level
of stimulation used to elicit the response is indicated by the symbol as
described in the lower panel. Note the broadening of the response in lower
frequency regions and higher levels of stimulation. Note also the relative
stability of the high side of the function as opposed to either the low side or
the peak.~Error bars are not included in this figure for the sake of clarity;
however, a general idea of the variation in the individual data included in
these mean data can be seen in Figs. 4–6.!

FIG. 3. ~a! Mean DPOAE frequency functions withL1 /L2565/55 dB SPL
for five f 2 frequencies from 2 to 8 kHz. The frequencies are indicated by the
symbols as given in the top left of the figure. The bars and symbols at the
bottom of the figure indicate the systematic shift of the frequencies of peak
amplitudes towardf 2 as f 2 increases. Note also the similarity among fre-
quency functions on the high-frequency side.~b! Mean peak frequencies as
a function of L2 for five f 2 frequencies indicated by the symbols as de-
scribed in ~a!. There is a systematic shift away fromf 2 as the level of
stimulation is increased.
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physical and physiological data. Specifically, masking pat-
terns and the low-frequency shift of tuning curves both indi-
cate a loss of tuning with increased intensity of stimulation.

Perhaps the most striking feature in Fig. 2 is the asym-
metry of both the frequency and level effects. As intensity is
increased in each panel, the peak shifts away fromf 2 , but
this effect is primarily due to the broadening of the low-
frequency side of the functions. While the high-frequency
side remains relatively stable, particularly in terms of slope,
the low-frequency side changes in both slope and amplitude.
Although it is not as readily apparent in Fig. 2, the same
statement can be made for the peak shift acrossf 2 . It can be
seen more easily in Fig. 3~a! that the broadening occurs only
on the low-frequency side of the function, while the high-
frequency slope remains relatively constant acrossf 2 .

There are two possible explanations for this asymmetry.
First, this pattern is very consistent with a dual source model.
The two sources, distributed near thef 2 and f dp places, do
not change cochlear places with changes in level. Therefore,
the frequency of cancellation would also remain constant,
thus resulting in the ‘‘dip’’ occurring at the same frequency
across level. The amount of cancellation might change with
level because of the different saturation rates and amplitudes
of the two sources. Specifically, the stimulus frequency gen-
erator saturates at input levels approximating 40 dB SPL
~Kemp and Chum, 1980!, while the primary generator~pre-
sumably very close tof 2! does not saturate, at least for the
levels used in this study. Thus, at high levels of stimulation,
the level of the ‘‘interfering’’ stimulus~from f dp place! is
reduced relative to the primary generation and the ‘‘dip’’
becomes less pronounced~see Fig. 2!. Because frequency is
mapped logarithmically along the cochlear partition, one
would expect that the distance, in octaves, betweenf 2 and
f dp , for which cancellation would occur, would be similar
regardless off 2 . The data shown in Fig. 3~a! are consistent
with this idea.

The second explanation for this asymmetry in the data is
that a second resonance exists, which would, however, be
measured by the ‘‘dip’’ in the function rather than the peak.
That is, the second resonance would change the high-pass
characteristic of the primary generator by absorbing energy
rather than adding energy. Such a second resonance would
be located at the zero of the function rather than at the peak.
This resonance also would have to be sharply tuned and rela-
tively independent of bothf 2 and stimulus intensity. No such
model has, as yet, been proposed, perhaps because of such
unusual requirements.

In summary, the normal cochlea produces distortion in
response to two tones of slightly different frequency.
DPOAE frequency functions, in whichf 2 is held constant
and f 1 is varied, reveal an amplitude peak whose frequency
location is determined by both the frequency region being
stimulated and the intensity of that stimulation. The high-
frequency slopes of these functions, however, are relatively
constant across both frequency and intensity. Because vari-
ous arguments can be made for each of the models regarding
these features, however, data from normal-hearing subjects
cannot adequately differentiate between the three models un-
der consideration.

III. HEARING-IMPAIRED SUBJECTS

Data from subjects with hearing loss provide a unique
opportunity to evaluate different explanations for the shape
of DPOAE frequency functions. For instance, one might ex-
pect a broadened ‘‘filter’’ response if these frequency func-
tions reflect changes in frequency selectivity similar to the
changes observed in other measures of auditory function
~i.e., tuning curves, critical bands! following cochlear dam-
age. On the other hand, if there are multiple sources, one
might be able to isolate those sources through frequency spe-
cific hearing losses. Therefore, attempts were made to in-
clude hearing losses in the mild range~when some damage
exists but not enough to completely eliminate DPOAE re-
sponses! and those with audiometric configurations in which
DPOAEs might be eliminated from one source but not the
other.~It should be noted that audiometric thresholds at half-
octave frequencies do not supply the precision or accuracy
needed to evaluate cochlear function for the purposes stated
here. However, if the effects we predict can be seen with
such a gross measure of cochlear status, then the argument is
only strengthened further.! The nature of these data are such
that it is not possible to collapse results across hearing-
impaired subjects. We are constrained to illustrate response
patterns by presenting data from individual subjects with
hearing loss. These individual sets of data are compared with
the overall response patterns that were seen in subjects with
normal hearing. Subjects were selected to represent hearing
losses whose underlying cochlear conditions might represent
one of the following situations:~1! intact cochlea at bothf 2

and f dp regions with damage in other regions;~2! intact co-
chlea inf dp region with damage atf 2 ; and~3! intact cochlea
at f 2 with damage inf dp regions.

The first situation was chosen to ensure that areas of the
cochlea remote to the frequency regions of interest are not
involved in the generation of DPOAEs. This can be seen in
areas of normal hearing in subjects with high-frequency
hearing loss~i.e., S100, S113, S133, S134, S139, and S146
for f 252 kHz; S131, S134, S139, and S141 forf 254 kHz,
etc.! An example, shown in Fig. 4, demonstrates that, if the
f 2 place and thef dp region are intact, then the patterns of
acoustic distortion are essentially normal. The panels on the
left show the frequency functions for a subject with hearing
loss, whose audiogram is shown on the right. Data from four
primary levels are shown for illustration and are compared to
the mean frequency functions for the 14 normal-hearing sub-
jects~solid lines!. The dotted lines represent6 one standard
deviation based on the normative data set. The star in the
audiogram representsf 2 and the short and long horizontal
bars indicate the ranges off 1 and f dp , respectively. For this
subject, hearing thresholds~and thus presumably cochlear
status! are normal throughout the frequency range of all three
parameters (f 2 , f 1 , f dp). The DPOAE frequency functions
also fall within the normal range in terms of peak amplitude,
peak frequency, overall shape, and the dynamic range of the
response. Thus, these data are consistent with the prediction
that remote regions of the cochlea do not contribute to the
DPOAE.

The second situation was chosen such that only the pri-
mary distortion generation site (f 2) had sustained some dam-
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age. This situation is one in which predictions differ between
the second resonance models and the dual source model. For
all three models, primary generation must happen at thef 2

place. However, a second resonance model would predict a
broadening of the frequency response similar to the changes
that have been observed in other measures of frequency se-
lectivity in damaged cochleae. Thus one might expect either
a broadening of the peak~second-filter enhancing! or the dip
~second-filter canceling!, or a shifting of either peak or dip
further away fromf 2 . In a dual source model, the relative
contributions from thef 2 and f dp places would change be-
cause the output of thef 2 generator would be reduced, while
the output from thef dp place would be reduced very little, if
at all because of the assumed saturation of the stimulus fre-
quency emission generator. Thus with greater relative contri-
bution from the ‘‘interfering’’ stimulus~from f dp place!, one
would predict that there would be more cancellation, which
would manifest as a broader dip in the frequency function.
Because the primary generator atf 2 is affected, all three
models would predict reduced amplitude and smaller dy-
namic range.

This situation can be found in the typical sloping hearing
loss ~i.e., S107 at 2 kHz; S100 and S113 at 3 kHz; S133,
S146, and S153 at 4 kHz S134, S138, and S139 at 6 kHz!. It
should be noted that when threshold was over 40 dB HL for
f 2 , either no response or only a weak response at the highest
levels of stimulation could be measured, with the exception
of one case~S200 at 3 kHz!. In several cases, no response
could be seen when threshold atf 2 was between 20 and 40
dB HL ~S139 at 8 and S143 at 2 kHz!. In all other cases of
mild hearing loss, a response could be measured with suffi-
cient dynamic range to evaluate the data.

Figure 5 shows audiometric and DPOAE data for a sub-
ject in whom the primary generation site was functionally
abnormal but still capable of producing distortion. The rep-
resentations follow the same conventions as were used in
Fig. 4. The overall amplitude is, indeed, reduced compared
to data from normal subjects, as is the dynamic range due to

an elevated threshold of the DPOAE. The shape of the re-
sponse, however, does not indicate any broadening of the
peak, nor is it shifted in frequency, as would be expected
from a model in which a second resonance is manifested in
the peak of the response. The ‘‘dip,’’ however, is broader, as
predicted by both the second resonance canceling model and
the dual source model.

The final case was chosen to represent that the region of
primary generation within the cochlea (f 2) was normal, but
the regions where the secondary generation might occur~i.e.,
the regions wheref dp is represented! were damaged. This is
the situation that will most clearly distinguish between the
two explanations. Both second resonance models would pre-
dict normal DPOAE frequency functions as long as the co-
chlea was intact in the region of primary distortion genera-
tion ~i.e., the f 2 place! because the second resonance is
assumed to be located at, or near, thef 2 place. The dual
source model, on the other hand, would predict a more high-
pass characteristic to the DPOAE frequency function be-
cause the regions responsible for generating the secondary
energy~i.e., the f dp place! would not produce a response.
Thus little or no cancellation might occur.

In this instance, a more atypical upward sloping audio-
gram is required, even one with a fairly steep slope in order
to remove the lower frequencyf dp contributions. This crite-
rion was met in several of the subjects~i.e., S141, S145, and
S153 at 1500 Hz; S145 at 2 kHz; and S200 and S203 at 4
kHz!. While there were several other instances of reverse
sloping audiograms, the slopes were probably too shallow to
remove thef dp component. The results for this situation are
demonstrated in Fig. 6 following the conventions of Figs. 4
and 5. There is clearly a difference between the shape of this
response and that from normal-hearing subjects. The re-
sponse has a high-pass characteristic, as a dual source model
would predict. Note, however, that the peak amplitude
~which in this case occurs at a frequency very close tof 2!
and dynamic range are within the normal range of variabil-

FIG. 4. Frequency responses from a
hearing-impaired subject with normal
hearing in the frequency range being
measured. The subject’s audiogram is
given on the right with the frequency
indicated by the large star symbol. The
bars at the top of the audiogram indi-
cate the frequency ranges off 1 and
f dp . The left column shows the sub-
ject’s DPOAE response by the sym-
bols for a range of stimulus intensities
~given to the left of each function!.
The amplitude range is given in the
bottom panel and the horizontal
dashed line in each panel indicates the
220-dB SPL noise floor reference.
For comparison, the mean normal fre-
quency function is given in each panel
by the solid line,6 one standard de-
viation by the dotted lines. For this
subject the response is essentially nor-
mal in shape and amplitude.
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ity, again consistent with the predicted pattern for a dual
source model if the cochlea is intact atf 2 .

In summary, the data from hearing-impaired subjects
would appear to favor a dual source model of DPOAE gen-
eration. Specifically, it was observed that regions remote
from f 2 and f dp are not involved in distortion generation;
that even if thef 2 region was damaged, the response does
not broaden, as a ‘‘filter’’ model would predict; and that if
the f dp region is damaged, thus eliminating the ‘‘interfer-
ing’’ stimulus, the apparent bandpass characteristic is elimi-
nated. If input from a second DP source is intact, relatively
more cancellation occurs~seen as a broadening of the dip!,
and if the second DP source is removed, the frequency re-
sponse changes, and reveals a high-pass characteristic of the
primary f 2 source alone. Although the broadening of the dip
could also be explained by a second resonance theory if the
action of the resonance is energy absorption, the results from

the upward sloping hearing losses cannot be explained by
either of the second resonance hypotheses.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have considered three classes of models in attempts
to account for DPOAE frequency functions: a second reso-
nance filtering distortion which is bandpass in nature and
defined by the peak of the function; a second resonance
which is energy absorbing and defined by the ‘‘dip’’ of the
function as the primaries approach each other; and a dual
source model in which two sources of energy combine in
such a way as to cancel the distortion as measured in the ear
canal. While the present data do not disagree with previous
data, our conclusions regarding underlying mechanisms in-
volve different models. The underlying assumptions of each
model can be assessed by evaluating the present data in dif-

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4. In this case the
subject has a mild hearing loss atf 2

with improving thresholds in the range
of f dp . The DPOAE is reduced in am-
plitude but the peak is not systemati-
cally shifted from the normal re-
sponse. However, the high-frequency
side ‘‘dip’’ is broader than the nor-
mals.

FIG. 6. As in Figs. 4 and 5. This sub-
ject has normal hearing atf 2 but re-
duced hearing in thef dp region. With-
out the contribution from thef dp

region the response is characterized by
a high-pass shape and is significantly
different than the normal frequency
functions. This is difficult to explain in
terms of a second filter model but is
predicted by a dual source model.
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ferent ways. For instance, the peak is only relevant to the
enhancing second resonance model, while the ‘‘dip’’ is in-
trinsically more important to the other two models. We
should be able to determine which model is most consistent
with these data by examining the underlying assumptions of
each model and comparing all aspects of the data rather than
simply the peak frequency and amplitude.

The concept of a second cochlear filter has been consid-
ered for some time. A second filter was hypothesized to ac-
count for the difference between broad basilar membrane
tuning and sharp neural tuning~Evans and Wilson, 1973!.
The need for a second filter was eliminated as better mea-
surement techniques for BM motion were developed and the
difference between mechanical and neural tuning decreased.
Most of the phenomena which were attributed to a second
resonance are now believed to be due to the action of the
motile outer hair cell system. Since many measures of co-
chlear response can now be accounted for without involving
a second filter, perhaps such a ‘‘filter’’ is not needed to ac-
count for DPOAE data either.

Two arguments have been made for second resonance
models. The original explanations for the DPOAE frequency
functions involved either a suppression or a cancellation pro-
cess between the two primary stimuli. The second filter idea
was resurrected when higher-order distortion data refuted the
primary interaction theory~Brown et al., 1992; Brown and
Williams, 1993!. The argument was that if the results were
not due to the two primaries interacting, then there may be a
‘‘filter’’ associated with thef 2 place which would act on all
distortion products similarly. However, the original explana-
tion could be altered such that the DPOAE frequency func-
tions involve a cancellation process betweenf 2 and f dp ,
rather thanf 1 . In that case, ‘‘filter functions’’ would be in-
dependent of DP order~at least in terms of the frequency of
the peak or the ‘‘dip’’! but would depend on the frequency at
which the DP occurs, be it 2f 12 f 2 , 3f 122 f 2 , or any other
DP. This is essentially the dual source model.

A second argument for a DPOAE filter revolved around
the half-octave shift between the peak frequency andf 2 . The
half-octave difference is consistent with several well-studied
psychophysical and physiological phenomena, such as noise-
induced temporary threshold shift~TTS!, contralateral effer-
ent effects, and the tip/tail juncture in tuning curves. The first
and third of these phenomena~TTS and the tip/tail juncture!
have been explained by a second resonance hypothesis
~Allen and Fahey, 1993!; there are no current theories re-
garding efferent effects which involve a second cochlear
resonance. Furthermore, the observation of effects at the
‘‘half-octave’’ may be an oversimplification of the data. The
present data do not indicate an exact ‘‘half-octave’’ between
f 2 and the peak, but rather a range from a quarter-octave to
one full octave. There is a similar imprecision to the half-
octave relationships in the other types of data as well.

At a first pass, it would seem that some features of
DPOAE frequency functions are consistent with other fre-
quency tuning characteristics. The changes in ‘‘tuning’’ of
the second filter~both in terms of peak-to-f 2 and filter band-
width! with frequency are similar to those seen in both psy-
chophysical and physiological data. The primary resonance

of the basilar membrane is indeed more sharply tuned at the
base than the apex. If the bandwidth of a second resonance is
also frequency dependent, then the two frequency maps will
not be parallel but rather closer together at the base and
increasingly more separated further toward the apex. Such a
relationship has been reported in estimates of a second fre-
quency map for cat~Allen and Fahey, 1993!, although those
calculations are subject to the argument, above, regarding the
imprecision and subjectivity of tip/tail measurement.

Basilar membrane, neural, and psychophysical data also
show that the auditory system loses some tuning as stimulus
level increases. However, the high degree of tuning for low
level stimuli results from the action of the outer hair cells
~OHCs! when they are in their linear mode of operation. As
stimulus level is increased, the relative input from the OHCs
becomes less, due to their saturating nonlinearity. The basilar
membrane remains broadly tuned across levels of stimula-
tion. Thus the level effect is not intrinsic to the basilar mem-
brane, but rather is due to the added energy of the OHCs.
Invoking the same line of reasoning for a second resonance,
in order for the same level effect to be seen, the mechanism
of that second resonance~presumably the TM! will also
probably be affected by the OHCs rather than intrinsically
changing its tuning with level of stimulation. It is not clear
whether the coupling of the stereocilia with the TM is strong
enough to actually change its motion as would be required
by this line of reasoning.

The fact that there is a high-pass characteristic seen in
frequency functions of basilar membrane motion and in the
psychophysical distortion product literature suggests a two-
step process in DPOAE generation. The second ‘‘filtering’’
must occur either after the primary generation in time or
basal to it in order for the high-pass stimulus to propagate to
the DP place and generate the psychophysical percept. Given
this constraint, the input to the second resonance is not the
same as the input to the primary distortion generator~the
representation of the two primary tones nearf 2 place!, but
rather the output of the distortion generator which is charac-
teristically high pass in nature. The TM is intrinsically in-
volved in the primary generation of distortion as a conse-
quence of its role in the shear displacement of the stereocilia
of the OHCs. Thus for the TM to be the source of a second
resonance it would have to be responsible for both a high-
pass response and also a bandpass second resonance re-
sponse at the same time.

The previous discussion applies to a second filter de-
fined by the peak of DPOAE frequency functions. However,
a second resonance might be more appropriately described
by the ‘‘dip’’ of the frequency function. The second reso-
nance must account for the difference between primary gen-
eration, distributed at thef 2 place, which has a high-pass
characteristic~according to psychophysical and physiologi-
cal data!, and the acoustic distortion in the ear canal, which
has a bandpass characteristic. The primary difference be-
tween the two ‘‘filter responses’’ is a removal of energy for
f dp’s approachingf 2 . Even a peak-defined filter will have to
include a ‘‘zero’’ to account for this feature. The second
resonance would thus be absorbing energy rather than adding
energy to the response.
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A second filter of this type would be inherently different
from one defined by the peak. First of all, such a filter would
necessarily be highly tuned, as the often seen increase in
DPOAE amplitude for very closef 2 / f dp relationships on the
other side of the dip would suggest. Although the ‘‘dip’’ was
not quantified in the present data~and would be more diffi-
cult to quantify than the peak!, qualitative observation indi-
cates that it is relatively independent off 2 , or cochlear lo-
cation, a pattern that would be consistent with a second
frequency map parallel to the BM frequency map. The fre-
quency of the dip is also independent of stimulus intensity,
although the depth of the dip seems to be less at higher
intensities. These characteristics of a ‘‘dip’’-defined second
filter allow it to be less intrinsically attached to the primary
distortion generator, which avoids some of the difficulties
just discussed. However, there are currently no second reso-
nance models of this type.

The dual source model is consistent with the data from
normal-hearing subjects. This model can account for the dif-
ference between psychophysical and acoustic distortion, be-
cause it is inherently a cancellation model and thus is mani-
fested by the ‘‘dip’’ rather than the peak. The peak is simply
a function of the juxtaposition of the high-pass primary dis-
tortion generator and the cancellation from the second
source. Because frequency is logarithmically mapped, the
frequency of the dip should be relatively independent off 2

frequency, when plotted on an octave scale, as shown in Fig.
3. The frequency of the dip should also be independent of
stimulus intensity. The model would, however, predict
changes in the relative contributions from the two sources as
stimulus intensity changed, because the stimulus frequency
emission from thef dp place would be expected to saturate
more and to lower levels than the primary generator atf 2 .
Thus there would not be changes in the frequency of the
effect but the amount of cancellation would be less for
higher intensity stimulation. Although a general trend toward
shallower dips at high intensities was observed, further study
is needed prior to any conclusive statements.

The data from the hearing-impaired subjects present per-
haps the strongest argument in favor of a dual source model.
The fact that predicted high-pass frequency functions were
obtained from subjects in which hearing loss was used to
isolate the primary source~at f 2 place! is difficult for a sec-
ond filter model to explain. If a second filter is associated
with the generator atf 2 place, cochlear damage atf dp place
should not affect the output. Damage at thef 2 place may
limit the output magnitude but the overall frequency function
is unchanged as long as there remain two cochlear sources.
This type of data requires further exploration, particularly
with a more precise measure of hearing~cochlear! status,
such as threshold microstructure with laboratory threshold
procedures rather than half-octave thresholds with clinical
threshold procedures. However, the preliminary results from
these few subjects present a challenge for any second-filter
model.

In summary, the arguments for a second resonance ex-
planation for DPOAE frequency functions are not compel-
ling. Furthermore, although it is not clear what effect such a
second resonance would have on modeling cochlear pro-

cesses other than DPOAEs, there are some inherent difficul-
ties in modeling an underlying mechanism as a second filter.
We do not argue, necessarily, that there is no second reso-
nance in the cochlea, only that it is not a necessary, nor the
most parsimonious, explanation for DPOAE frequency func-
tions. A dual source model accounts for the data and does
not have far-reaching implications in terms of other auditory
processing.

This does not mean that DPOAE frequency functions
are not worthy of further investigation. There are significant
clinical implications in these findings. The I/O functions and
the data from hearing-impaired subjects indicate that a stan-
dardized test with anf 2 / f 1 ratio of 1.2 may require further
examination, and that configuration of the hearing loss, not
just cochlear status atf 2 , can affect the measured DPOAE
response~although if no distortion is generated atf 2 , the
status at thef dp place is irrelevant!. Furthermore, the source
of the frequency microstructure in the response and its effect
on clinical interpretation need to be addressed. These ques-
tions require further investigation.
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1Although defining the stimulus characteristics yielding the largest response
in normal ears is useful, from a clinical perspective, optimal stimulus con-
ditions are those that result in the greatest separation between the distribu-
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2The data forf 2 at 1000 and 1414 Hz were sparse and often contaminated
with a high noise floor. While the same trends presented below were
present in these data they are not specifically included in further discussion.
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Although the physical octave is defined as a simple ratio of 2:1, listeners prefer slightly greater
octave ratios. Ohgushi@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.73, 1694–1700~1983!# suggested that a temporal
model for octave matching would predict thisoctave enlargementeffect because, in response to
pure tones, auditory-nerve interspike intervals are slightly larger than the stimulus period. In an
effort to test Ohgushi’s hypothesis, auditory-nerve single-unit responses to pure-tone stimuli were
collected from Dial-anesthetized cats. It was found that although interspike interval distributions
show clear phase-locking to the stimulus, intervals systematically deviate from integer multiples of
the stimulus period. Due to refractory effects, intervals smaller than 5 msec are slightly larger than
the stimulus period and deviate most for small intervals. On the other hand, first-order intervals are
smaller than the stimulus period for stimulus frequencies less than 500 Hz. It is shown that this
deviation is the combined effect of phase-locking and multiple spikes within one stimulus period. A
model for octave matching was implemented which compares frequency estimates of two tones
based on their interspike interval distributions. The model quantitatively predicts the octave
enlargement effect. These results are consistent with the idea that musical pitch is derived from
auditory-nerve interspike interval distributions. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!05111-5#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Pg, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Hg@RDF#

INTRODUCTION

The octave is the basis of most known tonal systems
throughout the world ~Dowling and Harwood, 1986!.1

Pitches that are an octave apart are deemed equivalent to
some degree and can serve the same musical function within
certain tonal contexts. The prevalence of the octave as the
fundamental building block of tonal systems suggests that
there may be a physiological basis for octave equivalence.

A physical octave is defined as a frequency ratio of 2:1.
It is known, however, that listeners prefer octave ratios
slightly greater than 2:1~Ward, 1954; Walliser, 1969; Ter-
hardt, 1971; Sundberg and Lindqvist, 1973!. In a typical pro-
cedure to measure thisoctave enlargementeffect, a subject
listens to a lower standard tone alternating with an adjustable
higher tone and is instructed to adjust the frequency of the
higher tone until it sounds one octave above the lower tone.
Results of three such experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The
size of the preferred or subjective octave is close to 2:1 at
low frequencies but increases with frequency and exceeds
the physical octave by almost 3% at 2 kHz. It is difficult for
listeners to make octave judgments for tones above about 2
kHz. This corresponds to an upper limit in musical pitch of

about 4–5 kHz~Ward, 1954; Attneave and Olson, 1971!.
There is considerable variability in the octave enlargement
effect across listeners but it is nonetheless a statistically sig-
nificant effect in all the reported studies. The effect is also
seen in a wide variety of stimulus conditions and in subjects
with various musical backgrounds. It is seen when the two
tones are presented simultaneously~Ward, 1954; Demany
and Semal, 1990! and under the method of constant stimuli
~Dobbins and Cuddy, 1982!. The studies shown in Fig. 1
were all performed using pure-tone stimuli but Sundberg and
Lindqvist ~1973! reported the effect with complex tones as
well as pure tones. Ward~1954! reported the presence of the
effect in listeners without musical training and in listeners
with musical training as well as in possessors of absolute
pitch. Dowling and Harwood~1986, p. 103! reported the
effect in a number of musical cultures.

The presence of the octave enlargement effect under a
wide range of subject and stimulus conditions suggests that
the effect may have a general physiological basis. Ohgushi
~1983! proposed an octave matching scheme based on a tem-
poral model for pitch that predicts the octave enlargement
effect. In an earlier study, he noticed that, in response to pure
tones, auditory-nerve interspike intervals are slightly longer
than integer multiples of the stimulus period~Ohgushi,
1978!. He then showed, using a temporal model for octavea!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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matching, that these deviations lead to a prediction of the
octave enlargement effect~Ohgushi, 1983!.

Upon review of Ohgushi’s~1983! model for octave
matching, Hartmann~1993! pointed out an arbitrary factor of
two. This scaling factor, which is not based on any physi-
ological process, allows a model listener to theoretically set
it, and thus the octave interval, to any value. Hartmann sug-
gested a variation of the model that would not rely on such a
scaling factor. He also suggested that if the model operated
on all-order interspike intervals instead of first-order inter-
spike intervals, it may better predict the psychoacoustic data.

The work presented here was motivated by the hypoth-
eses presented by Ohgushi and Hartmann. Neither one of
them could reliably test their predictions because the existing
physiological data consisted of only a small number of
coarse-resolution interspike-interval distributions. It was
therefore difficult to measure the modes of the distributions,
i.e., characterize the intervals, with high precision. Special
methods were used in this study to ensure high-precision
interval analyses so that predictions of temporal models for
octave matching could be reliably evaluated. We combined
spike data across fibers to form pooled interspike interval
histograms which have been shown to reflect a wide variety
of pitch phenomena~Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a, 1996b!. In
addition to characterizing interspike intervals, we have de-
veloped and evaluated models for octave matching, based on
Ohgushi’s and Hartmann’s ideas, which operate on pooled
interspike interval histograms.

I. METHOD

The methods used in this study differ from typical
auditory-nerve~AN! studies in that specific efforts were
taken to ensure accurate estimation of interspike intervals
~ISIs!: Unusually long recordings were made to ensure the
inclusion of a high number of spikes in each record; very fine

binwidths ~1 msec! were used when generating ISI histo-
grams in order to accurately estimate the modes.

A. Experiment

Data were recorded from auditory-nerve fibers in six
healthy, adult cats. Cat preparation and recording techniques
were standard for our laboratory~Kiang et al., 1965; Cariani
and Delgutte, 1996a!.

In each experiment, the cat was Dial-anesthetized with
an initial dose of 75 mg per kg of body weight and subse-
quent doses of 7.5 mg per kg of body weight. A craniectomy
was performed and the middle-ear and bulla cavities were
opened to access the round window. The cerebellum was
retracted to expose the AN. Injections of dexamethasone
~0.26 mg/kg of body weight/day!, to reduce brain swelling,
and Ringer’s saline~50 ml/day!, to prevent dehydration,
were given throughout the experiment.

The cat was placed on a vibration isolation table in an
electrically shielded, temperature-controlled~38 °C! cham-
ber. The AN compound action potential~CAP! in response
to click stimuli was monitored with a metal electrode placed
near the round window. The cat’s hearing was assessed by
monitoring the CAP threshold and single-unit thresholds.

Sound was delivered to the cat’s ear through a closed
acoustic assembly driven by a~Beyerdynamic DT 48A!
headphone. The acoustic assembly was calibrated with re-
spect to the voltage delivered to the headphone, allowing for
accurate control over the sound-pressure level at the tym-
panic membrane. Stimuli were generated by a 16-bit, Con-
current ~DA04H! digital-to-analog converter using a sam-
pling rate of 100 kHz. The total harmonic distortion for pure
tones between 110 and 3000 Hz was less than255 dB re
fundamental when measured at a stimulus level of 95 dB
SPL.

AN action potentials~spikes! were recorded with glass
micropipette electrodes filled with 2 M KCl. The electrodes
were visually placed on the nerve and then mechanically
stepped through the nerve using a micropositioner~Kopf
650!. The electrode signal was band pass filtered and fed into
a spike detector. The times of spike peaks were recorded
with 1-ms precision.

Nerve fibers were sought using a click~near 55 dB SPL!
as a search stimulus. Upon contact with a fiber, a threshold
tuning curve was generated using the Moxon~Kiang et al.,
1970! algorithm with a criterion of 0. The spontaneous rate
of the fiber was then measured by counting the number of
spikes over a 20-sec period. Units with a characteristic-
frequency~CF! threshold more than two standard deviations
away from the mean threshold for normal AN fibers~as
found by Liberman and Kiang, 1978! were not included in
the analysis.

An estimate of the number of false triggers in the spike
record was derived from examination of the ISIs. Because
the absolute refractory period of AN fibers prohibits ISIs
smaller than about 0.5 msec~Gaumondet al., 1982, 1983!,
intervals shorter than 0.5 msec were assumed to be false
triggers. Spike records containing more than 0.1% of these
short intervals were not included in the analysis.

The experimental data were recorded using pure-tone

FIG. 1. Psychoacoustic measures of the octave enlargement. Adapted from
Fig. 4 in Sundberg and Lindqvist~1973! and Fig. 9 in Ohgushi~1983!. The
subjective octave, obtained from octave matching experiments, is plotted as
a deviation from the physical octave versus the frequency of the lower tone
in the octave pair. The subjective octave is larger than the physical octave
and the deviation grows with frequency.
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stimuli at frequencies of 110, 220, 440, 880, 1500, 1760, and
3000 Hz and at levels of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 40, and 60 dB re
threshold. The stimulus was presented once per second~400
msec on, 600 msec off, 2.5 msec rise and fall times! for 180
sec or until 20 000 spikes had been recorded, whichever
came first. In order to avoid the possible complex effects of
onset transients and adaptation, spikes that occurred during
the first 20 msec following the onset of each stimulus and
during the stimulus off-time were excluded. Recordings con-
taining fewer than 5000 spikes were not included in the
analysis. This unusually high requirement on the minimum
number of spikes in the record ensures a reliable estimate of
the ISI distribution.

B. Analysis

Auditory-nerve responses to low-frequency stimuli tend
to occur at a specific phase with respect to the stimulus~Rose
et al., 1967; Kianget al., 1965!. Thus ISI distributions dis-
play modes at intervals corresponding, roughly, to integer
multiples of the stimulus period. The main goal of the analy-
sis in this study was to accurately estimate modes of AN ISI
distributions in order to quantitatively verify Ohgushi’s
~1978! observation that the intervals deviate from the stimu-
lus period.

There were three main steps to the analysis of the ISI
distributions. First, a histogram of the intervals was pro-
duced. Second, the mean interval of each mode in the histo-
gram was estimated by fitting, in the maximum likelihood
sense, a Gaussian mixture density to the histogram. Third,
deviation of the interval modes from stimulus periods was
characterized.

1. Histogram generation

The first step in the analysis was to generate histograms
of the ISIs. The histogram binwidths were 2msec for fre-
quencies less than 300 Hz and 1msec for frequencies above
300 Hz. Both first-order and all-order ISI histograms were
computed.

2. Mode estimation

The second step in the analysis was to estimate the
modes of the interspike interval distribution. A maximum
likelihood ~ML ! estimation approach was implemented in
which the interval distributions were modeled as a mixture of
Gaussian densities with each mode in the distribution corre-
sponding to a single density. Thismixture densitywas fit ~in
the ML sense! to the interval histograms and the means of
the individual Gaussian densities were taken as the estimated
modes in the histogram. Two forms of mixture density were
used, one for estimating individual modes in the interval dis-
tributions and another for estimating the fundamental mode
~i.e., stimulus period! in the distributions~and subsequently
the stimulus frequency!. In the first case, the individual
Gaussian densities in the mixture had mutually independent
means and variances. In the second case, they were assumed
to have harmonically related means and a common variance.

Because obtaining the ML estimates of the parameters is
not analytically straightforward, we used the expectation-
maximization~EM! algorithm, an iterative technique which

converges to the ML estimate~Redner and Walker, 1984;
Moon, 1996!. Mathematical details of our implementation
are included in the Appendix.

3. Mode offset

The third step in the analysis was to calculate the mode
offset ~MO!, the difference between the mode estimate~ME!
and the corresponding multiple of the stimulus period,

MOn5MEn2
n

f
, ~1!

where f is the frequency of the stimulus andn is the mode
number~e.g., mode 1 contains intervals that are roughly one
stimulus period in length and mode 2 contains intervals that
are roughly 2 stimulus periods in length!. Figure 3~e! illus-
trates the above calculation for MO1.

In an effort to represent the total AN population re-
sponse to the stimuli, pooled histograms were generated by
summing all of the individual ISI histograms for a specific
stimulus frequency. Mode estimates of the pooled histo-
grams were calculated as well.

II. RESULTS

From six experiments, a total of 399 spike records from
164 fibers were obtained that met our requirements in terms
of the minimum number of spikes, normal thresholds, and
small number of false triggers. The majority~79%! of the
records were from high spontaneous rate fibers. CFs ranged
from 150 to 17 000 Hz.

Figure 2~a! shows a schematic representation of a stimu-
lus wave form and a hypothetical spike record. ISIs are
roughly integer multiples of the stimulus period. First-order
intervals are those between consecutive spikes, second-order
intervals are those between every other spike, etc.

Figure 2~b! shows a histogram of first-order ISIs from a
single-unit recording generated with an 880-Hz tone stimu-
lus. The modal distribution of intervals clearly reflects the
synchronization of the spike train to the stimulus and the
position of the modes provides information about the stimu-
lus frequency~Roseet al., 1967!.

Figure 2~c! displays first-, second-, and third-order his-
tograms based on the same spike record as in~b!. As one
would expect, first-order intervals are, on average, shorter
than second- and third-order intervals and thus fall into ear-
lier modes. There is, however, a great deal of overlap in the
distributions of the intervals of different orders and the inter-
vals of a particular order are not confined to a single mode in
the histogram.

The histogram shown in Fig. 2~d! contains ISIs of all
orders, and is thus termed the all-order ISI histogram. This
histogram is sometimes referred to as the autocorrelation or
autocoincidence histogram~Perkel et al., 1967; Rodieck,
1967; Ruggero, 1973; Evans, 1983!.

An important difference between first-order and all-
order ISI histograms is their general shape: the size of the
modes in the first-order ISI histogram tends to decrease as
the mode number increases; the size of the modes in the
all-order ISI histogram is relatively constant. In other words,
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when one examines very long ISIs, few are first-order inter-
vals. The all-order ISI histogram does not reflect the decay-
ing trend because higher-order intervals are included and
‘‘fill in’’ the modes at long intervals.

In addition to the 399 spike records included in the
analysis, 28 spike records that met our data requirements
were excluded from the analysis because their histograms
displayed peak-splitting. At moderate to high levels of pure-
tone low-frequency stimulation, AN ISI histograms can ex-
hibit two or sometimes three peaks per stimulus cycle instead
of the normal one~Kiang and Moxon, 1972; Kiang, 1980;
Liberman and Kiang, 1984; Kiang, 1990; Ruggeroet al.,
1996!. Most of the fibers from which we recorded did not
exhibit this behavior within our stimulus-level range, but
those records that did were excluded to simplify the analysis.
In our data, peak splitting occurred primarily at stimulus fre-
quencies below 440 Hz.

A. All-order interspike intervals

Figure 3~a!–~d! are all-order ISI histograms from one
AN fiber for four different stimulus frequencies. Figure 3~e!
is a magnification of the histogram in~a! with the mode
estimates indicated by3’s above each mode. As previously
reported by Ohgushi~1978, 1983!, the short intervals~early
modes! are slightly longer than stimulus periods. This devia-
tion is presumed to be at least partially due to the refractory
period of the auditory-nerve fiber~Ohgushi, 1978!. The
mode offset for the first mode is labeled in the figure.

Mode offsets from the histograms in Fig. 3~a!–~d! are
plotted in ~f! as a function of ISI length. The mode offset
decreases monotonically as the ISI increases@Fig. 3~f!# and

for intervals greater than about 5 msec, mode offsets are
insignificant. To a first approximation, the mode offsets de-
pend primarily on ISI and not stimulus frequency. However,
at any particular ISI&5 msec, lower frequency stimuli gen-
erally yield slightly larger mode offsets.

Figure 4~a!–~c! show how mode offsets vary with fiber
CF, spontaneous rate~SR!, and discharge rate~DR! for all-
order histograms of 220 and 1760 Hz. The DR is typically a
compressed function of stimulus level ranging from SR to
saturation rate. The mode offsets in all-order ISI histograms
do not obviously depend on the fiber CF, SR, or DR. Be-
cause of this, we decided to pool the ISI data~across fibers
and stimulus levels! and use pooled histograms for testing
the model presented in the next section. Because pooled his-
tograms contain many more intervals than single-fiber histo-
grams, they more accurately represent the underlying inter-
val probability distributions. Figure 4~d! shows mode offsets
grouped by the cat from which they were measured. There is
a small, but statistically significant~see caption! variation
across cats for the 1760-Hz data. Despite this trend, we de-

FIG. 2. Histogram generation.~a! is a schematized representation of a pure-
tone stimulus and corresponding spike record from the auditory nerve. The
order of the interspike interval is based on the number of spikes included in
the interval: first-order intervals are those between consecutive spikes;
second-order intervals are those between every other spike; third-order in-
tervals are those between every third spike.~b! and~c! are histograms of the
various types of interspike intervals.~d! is an interval histogram containing
intervals of all orders, thus termed an all-order histogram. All of the histo-
grams were generated from the same spike record. The stimulus was an
880-Hz pure tone at 84 dB SPL. The auditory-nerve fiber from which the
recording was made had the following properties: CF: 2609 Hz; SR: 29
spikes/sec. The histograms have a binwidth of 40msec and the following
number of total intervals: first-order: 10 305; second-order: 5696; third-
order: 1643; all-order: 17 874.

FIG. 3. Histogram mode offset.~a!–~d! are all-order ISI histograms of
specified frequency with 40-msec binwidths. Vertical dashed lines mark in-
teger multiples of the stimulus period.~e! is a magnification of the first four
modes of~a!. The gray curve outlining the histogram is the ML estimate of
the Gaussian mixture density corresponding to the histogram. The3’s
above the modes in~e! mark the ML estimate of the mode~the ML means
of the individual Gaussian pdfs in the mixture density!, obtained from Eq.
~A7! operating on a histogram with 1-msec binwidths. The mode offset is
the deviation of the mode estimate from the corresponding integer multiple
of the stimulus period. Each histogram was generated from a separate spike
record but each spike record was obtained from the same auditory-nerve
fiber. Fiber characteristics: CF52602 Hz; SR566 spikes/sec. The stimulus
levels were all 10 dB re threshold, corresponding to the following levels for
each spike record~in dB SPL!: ~a! 27; ~b! 45; ~c! 62; ~d! 70. ~f! displays the
mode offsets from the histograms in~a!–~d!. Mode offsets are primarily a
decreasing function of interval, although, at corresponding intervals, lower
frequency stimuli yield slightly larger mode offsets.
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cided to also pool data across cats. Conclusions based on the
analysis of data from individual cats were not different from
those based on pooled data.

Figure 5 shows pooled histograms for six stimulus fre-
quencies. The pooled histograms are much smoother than the
single-fiber histograms due to the large number of intervals
they contain. Mode offsets are clearly visible at intervals less
than about 5 msec. Modes in the 110 and 220 Hz histograms
show no offset because even the earliest modes occur at in-
tervals greater than or near 5 msec.

Figure 6~a!–~e! show mode offsets as a function of in-
terval length for pooled histograms as well as for single-fiber
histograms. Figure 6~f! shows just the pooled histogram
mode offsets for five stimulus frequencies. Although there is
some variation across fibers in the size of mode offsets, the
characteristics seen in the single-fiber data are evident in the
pooled data: the mode offset is a monotonically decreasing
function of ISI; mode offsets for intervals greater than about
5 msec are insignificant; and for a given ISI, lower frequency
stimuli yield slightly larger mode offsets. Thus these charac-
teristics seem to be general phenomena and not just particu-
lar to one type of auditory-nerve fiber or stimulus intensity.

B. First-order interspike intervals

The general shape of first-order histograms changes with
fiber discharge rate while the shape of all-order histograms
remains relatively constant~Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a!.
Figure 7 shows interval histograms from one AN fiber for a
220-Hz tone at three stimulus levels. As the SPL, and there-
fore discharge rate, increases, the average first-order interval
gets shorter and the relative sizes of the histogram modes
reflect this change: the later modes get smaller and the early
modes get larger. In contrast, as the discharge rate increases,
higher-order intervals fill in the modes that get depleted of
first-order intervals so that the general shape of all-order his-
tograms remains unchanged.

The main difference between mode offsets of first-order
and all-order intervals is the presence of negative mode off-
sets for low stimulus frequencies in the first-order data. A
negative mode offset means that a particular ISI mode is
shorter than the corresponding stimulus-period multiple. This
is illustrated in the first-order low-frequency histograms in
Fig. 8~a! and ~b!: the modes occur slightly to the left of the
stimulus period lines. Mode offset data for low-frequency

FIG. 4. Variation of mode offset across spontaneous rate, characteristic frequency, discharge rate, and cat.1’s mark the first mode offset of every individual
220-Hz data record ands’s mark the second mode offset of every individual 1760-Hz data record. These frequencies and mode numbers were chosen as
typical representatives of our low- and high-frequency data. In~c!, lines connect mode offsets~plotted against DR! that were derived from the same fiber.~a!,
~b!, and~c! show that there is no obvious dependence of mode offset on CF, SR, or DR.~d! shows how mode offset depends on the cat from which it was
measured. One-way ANOVA on the data in~d!, using the cat number as the individual factor, yielded the followingp-values:p50.003 for 1760 Hz and
p50.139 for 220 Hz. Although there were significant differences in mode offsets across cats, our decision to pool data across cats did not affect our general
conclusions.
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first-order ISI histograms are shown in panels~c!–~f!. These
mode offsets show a greater variability at low stimulus fre-
quencies than those from all-order ISIs.

The negative mode offsets in low-frequency first-order
ISI histograms are due to the presence of intervals in Mode
zero~0!. As Fig. 9~a! and~b! illustrate, an interval falls into
Mode 0 if two spikes occur within the same half-period of
the stimulus. Mode 0 is bounded on the left by the absolute
refractory period and on the right by half the stimulus period.
Due to the refractory period of the AN fiber, only low-
frequency stimuli~&500 Hz! produce ISI histograms that
contain a Mode 0. When an interval occurs in Mode 0, the
preceding and following first-order intervals tend to be
smaller than if just a single spike had occurred in that half-
period. The relationship between consecutive intervals can
be seen by examining a joint ISI histogram~Rodiecket al.,
1962!, as shown in Fig. 9~c!. The joint ISI histogram is a
two-dimensional histogram which plots the ISI size against
that of the previous ISI. It is displayed here as a gray scale
image in which gray level indicates the number of interval
pairs in a small square bin. As is the case for one-
dimensional ISI histograms, the modal distribution of inter-
vals is clearly evident in this plot: the intervals tend to cluster
near integer multiples of the stimulus period. We will use the
notation Mode(n,m) to refer to the mode in which the pre-
vious interval is in Moden and the current interval is in
Mode m. Examination of Mode~0,1!, Mode~0,2!, and

Mode~0,3! shows that if the previous interval lies in Mode 0,
the current interval tends to be shorter than the correspond-
ing stimulus-period multiple. Also, examination of
Mode~1,0!, Mode~2,0!, and Mode~3,0! shows a similar de-
pendency on mode 0 for the current interval. Thus in a first-
order ISI histogram, the presence of intervals in Mode 0
effectively biases the other modes toward smaller values.

Offsets of higher modes in all-order ISI histograms are
not affected by the presence of intervals in Mode 0 because
these histograms include higher-order intervals. For every
first-order interval that is shortened by the presence of an
interval in Mode 0, there is a second-order interval~which
includes the one in Mode 0! that is lengthened. This can be
seen schematically in Fig. 9~a!. The lengthened second-order
interval falls into the same mode as the shortened first-order
interval and counteracts its effect on the mode offset.

The effect of Mode 0 on first-order ISI histograms can
be quantified by selecting only those intervals that do not
precede or follow intervals in Mode 0. This conditioning was
performed on all of the 220-Hz stimulated spike records and
then histograms of the conditioned intervals were generated.
The distribution of the mode estimates for Mode 1 in these
conditioned interval distributions is plotted in Fig. 9~d! along
with similar unconditioned distributions from first-order and
all-order ISI histograms. The alignment of the mode-estimate

FIG. 5. Pooled histograms.~a!–~f! are pooled all-order ISI histograms of
specified frequency. The histograms have the same format as Fig. 3~a!–~d!.
The intervals are pooled from the following number of fibers:~a! 26; ~b! 75;
~c! 58; ~d! 47; ~e! 33; ~f! 10. Positive mode offsets are visible for intervals
&5 msec~i.e., modes at intervals smaller than 5 msec are shifted slightly to
the right of their corresponding stimulus-period multiple!. Note that the
scale of the abscissa in~f! is different than the other panels.

FIG. 6. Mode offsets of all-order ISI histograms.~a!–~e! display the mode
offsets of pooled and individual histograms of specified frequency. Lines
connect the mode offsets of pooled histograms and dots mark the mode
offsets of individual histograms.~f! shows the pooled-histogram mode off-
sets for most of the experimental stimulus frequencies. Mode offsets in
pooled histograms show the same trend with interval as those in individual
histograms: mode offset is primarily a monotonically decreasing function of
interval, although lower-frequency stimuli yield slightly larger mode offsets
at corresponding intervals. Note that the scale of the ordinate in~f! is dif-
ferent than the other panels.
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distributions for all-order and conditioned first-order ISIs in-
dicates that the presence of intervals in Mode 0 accounts for
nearly all of the difference between mode estimates in all-
order and first-order ISI histograms.

The negative correlation between consecutive intervals
is a characteristic of our data that is not well documented in
the literature. The joint ISI histogram in Fig. 9~c! shows a
clear dependence between the previous and current first-
order ISI. All of the modes are oval with the long axis going
diagonally from the top left to the bottom right of the figure.
This means that if the previous interval was shorter than
average, the current interval will tend to be longer than av-
erage and vice versa. This is a consequence of phase-locking:
every interval longer than the stimulus period must be com-
pensated for by a shorter interval if the spikes are to remain
phase-locked.

III. MODEL

Our primary objective in formulating a~central! model
for octave matching is to evaluate how physiological con-
straints in the auditory periphery, i.e., deviations in AN ISIs,
affect the central processor. This is best accomplished with
simple models that have few, if any, free parameters, so that
the effect of the peripheral physiological behavior is not
clouded. With this in mind, we developed a temporal model
for pure-tone octave matching based on Ohgushi’s~1983!
model.

A. Model for estimating pure-tone frequency

The basic assumption of the model is that perceived
pitch is equal to a biased estimate of the stimulus frequency
derived from AN ISIs. The bias in the frequency estimate
comes from the mode offsets in the ISI histograms. Fre-
quency estimates were derived from interval histograms us-
ing the EM algorithm@Eqs.~A1! and~A2!#, assuming a mix-
ture density of Gaussians with harmonically related means
@Eq. ~A9!#,

f̂ 5
1

m̂ML~Nmax!
, ~2!

where f̂ is the estimate of stimulus frequencyf, m̂ML is the
ML estimate of the fundamental mean in the mixture density
@m1 in Eq. ~A10!#, and Nmax is the number of modes in-
cluded in the calculation@M in Eqs.~A10! and~A11!#. If the
modes occur exactly at integer multiples of the stimulus pe-
riod, m̂ML will equal the stimulus period and the frequency
estimate will be equal to the stimulus frequency.

Estimates for each stimulus frequency were calculated
using pooled ISI histograms and their deviations from the
stimulus frequency were derived as follows:

FIG. 7. A series of 220-Hz ISI histograms~from the same auditory-nerve
fiber! over a range of discharge rates. Stimulus level and fiber discharge rate
are indicated to the left of the plots. First-order ISI histograms are plotted in
~a!, ~c!, and ~e!. All-order ISI histograms are plotted in~b!, ~d!, and ~f!.
Fiber characteristics: CF: 409 Hz; SR: 0.7 spikes/sec; threshold at 220 Hz:
47 dB SPL. The histogram binwidths are 80msec.

FIG. 8. Low-frequency first-order ISI histograms display negative mode
offsets.~a! and ~b! show first-order ISI histograms in the same format as
those in Fig. 3. The3’s above the modes mark the ML estimate of the
mode.~c!, ~d!, and~e! show mode offsets from first-order ISI histograms in
the same format as Fig. 6.~f! shows the pooled-histogram mode offsets for
most of the stimulus frequencies. Below;500 Hz, first-order ISI histograms
display large negative mode offsets~i.e., modes are shifted slightly to the
left of their corresponding stimulus-period multiple!, in contrast to the in-
significant mode offsets present in low-frequency all-order ISI histograms.
Note that the scales of the axes vary across panels.
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f̂ DEV5100•
f̂ 2 f

f
, ~3!

wheref̂ DEV is the percent deviation of the frequency estimate
and f̂ is the frequency estimate.

f̂ DEV is plotted versus stimulus frequency in Fig. 10 for
three values ofNmax. For both all-order intervals and first-
order intervals,f̂ DEV is a decreasing function of stimulus
frequency.2 This trend is a direct result of the dependence of
mode offset on interval size. As the stimulus frequency in-
creases, the stimulus period decreases and the offset for any
given mode number increases. This results in a larger esti-
mate of the fundamental period,m̂ML , and hence, a decrease
in the frequency estimate. For all-order intervals,f̂ DEV is
always negative because mode offsets are always positive.
On the other hand, first-order ISI intervals yield positive

f̂ DEV’s for low stimulus frequencies because the histograms
contain negative mode offsets.

Figure 10 also shows that the free parameterNmax

greatly influences the frequency estimate at high frequencies.
For low values ofNmax, the frequency estimate has a rela-
tively large bias from the mode offsets of the lower modes.
Since the mode offset is minimal in the higher modes, the
frequency estimate becomes less biased asNmax increases.
On the other hand,Nmax has little effect on the estimates at
low frequencies because either the mode offsets are consis-
tently small for all modes~all-order ISIs!, or the higher
modes contain few intervals and thus little weight in the
calculation of f̂ ~first-order ISIs!.

B. Model for octave matching

The model operates on two sets of pooled ISI histograms
to predict the size of the pitch interval separating their re-
spective stimuli. The pitch interval prediction is obtained by
comparing the frequency estimate@Eq. ~2!# of a low-
frequency tone,f 1 , with the frequency estimate of a high-
frequency tone,f 2 . The model predicts thatf 1 and f 2 are
separated by a subjective octave when,

FIG. 9. Intervals in Mode 0.~a! is a schematic representation of a stimulus
and a corresponding spike record. The number between the spikes in~a!
indicates the mode of the histogram, shown in~b!, to which the first-order
interval belongs.~b! is a first-order ISI histogram and~c! is a joint first-order
ISI histogram of the same auditory-nerve spike record. The joint ISI histo-
gram is a two-dimensional histogram which plots ISI size against that of the
previous ISI. It is displayed as a gray-scale image in which gray level
indicates the number of interval pairs in a small square bin. The dashed lines
in ~b! and ~c! mark integer multiples of the stimulus period. The stimulus
was a 220-Hz pure tone at 61 dB SPL. The fiber characteristics are: CF: 379
Hz; SR: 76 spikes/sec; threshold at 220 Hz: 36 dB SPL. The histogram
binwidth is 80msec in~b! and 64msec for both dimensions in~c!. ~d! shows
the distribution of the estimates of Mode 1 in 50 individual 220 Hz histo-
grams for all-order, first-order, and conditioned first-order ISIs. The condi-
tion in the third case is that the intervals do not follow or precede an interval
in Mode 0. The traces are vertically offset for clarity and the vertical bar in
the lower left denotes 20 modes. The binwidth of the mode estimate distri-
bution is 50msec. The vertical dashed line marks the stimulus period. Nega-
tive mode offsets in low-frequency first-order ISI histograms are due to
shortened intervals caused by intervals in Mode 0~i.e., two spikes within the
same half-period of the stimulus!.

FIG. 10. Frequency estimate deviation (f̂ DEV) vs frequency.~a! displays

f̂ DEV calculated from pooled all-order ISI histograms for the values ofNmax

shown next to each trace.~b! displays f̂ DEV calculated from pooled first-

order ISI histograms. For frequencies*500 Hz, f̂ DEV is a decreasing func-
tion of both frequency andNmax. Error bars show an estimate of the stan-

dard error of f̂ DEV . The estimate was calculated using the bootstrap
technique~Efron and Tibshirani, 1993!: 50 simulations of the frequency
estimate were calculated@Eq. ~2!# in which pooled histograms were gener-
ated by randomly choosing~with replacement! spike records of individual
stimulus presentations. The standard deviation of the frequency estimates
from these simulations is an estimate of the standard error of the mean.
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f̂ 252• f̂ 1 . ~4!

The model algorithm can be interpreted graphically as
attempting to align the modes of the scaled~by two! f 1 his-
togram with the modes of thef 2 histogram. An octave is
predicted when the modes are best aligned.

The deviation of the model prediction~i.e., ‘‘subjective
octave’’! from the physical octave,DSO, is:

DSO5100•
2• f̂ 12 f̂ 2

f 1
, ~5!

for f 1 and f 2 separated by a physical octave.
Model predictions are shown in Fig. 11 for several val-

ues ofNmax. As in the frequency estimate~Fig. 10!, variation
in Nmax results in large changes in model predictions at high
frequencies. AsNmax increases, more modes with little or no
offset are included in the frequency estimates and the result-
ing deviation of the subjective octave decreases.

When all-order ISIs are used as model input, the model
predicts an octave enlargement in general agreement with the
psychoacoustic data@Fig. 11~a!# at most frequencies for
Nmax'4–6. At low frequencies, the model underestimates
the psychoacoustic octave enlargement for all values of
Nmax, but its predictions are still within the range of the

psychoacoustic data. At 1500 Hz, the model predicts the
range of psychoacoustic data simply by varyingNmax from 4
to 6.

When operating on first-order ISIs, the model, with
Nmax54, predicts an octave enlargement in general agree-
ment with the psychoacoustic data, except at 100 Hz, where
the model predicts a much larger deviation@Fig. 11~b!#. In
addition, the model predicts a decrease in deviation as fre-
quency increases~at low frequencies! but the psychoacoustic
data show the opposite trend. The model’s predicted octave
enlargement at low frequencies is due to the negative mode
offsets in the first-order ISI histograms. The frequency esti-
mates of these low-frequency tones are higher than the true
frequency@see Fig. 10~b!# and when they are matched to
estimates of~upper! tone frequencies that produce little or no
negative mode offsets, an octave enlargement is predicted.

In summary, the model, operating on first- or all-order
ISIs with Nmax'4–6, predicts the octave enlargement effect
at mid- to high frequencies. At low frequencies, the model
underestimates the effect when operating on all-order ISIs
and overestimates it when operating on first-order ISIs.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Auditory nerve physiology

We have shown that, in response to low-frequency pure
tones, AN ISIs deviate systematically from integer multiples
of the stimulus period. When quantitatively expressed as
mode offsets in ISI histograms@Eq. ~1!#, the deviations are
positive for ISIs less than 5 msec and decrease with increas-
ing ISI until they become insignificant for ISIs greater than 5
msec. In addition, first-order intervals show negative mode
offsets for stimulus frequencies less than 500 Hz. These ro-
bust phenomena exist for all CFs and SRs and over a wide
range of stimulus levels. Our quantitative characterization of
these physiological properties provides a solid basis to study
how they can effect any temporally based estimate of the
stimulus frequency.

Our data and analyses suggest that positive and negative
mode offsets in ISI histograms arise from fundamentally dif-
ferent mechanisms. We showed in Fig. 9 that negative mode
offsets, seen in first-order ISI distributions for low-frequency
stimuli, are due to the occurrence of multiple spikes within
the same half-period. In order to maintain phase-locking be-
tween the stimulus and AN response, the intervals before and
after these multiple spikes tend to be slightly shorter, on
average, than multiples of the stimulus period. Positive mode
offsets, on the other hand, have been attributed to the refrac-
tory properties of the neurons~Ohgushi, 1983, 1978! and,
specifically, to a reduction in conduction velocity during the
relative refractory period~de Cheveigne´, 1985!. While these
ideas are reasonable, it is important to note that the delays
causing the offsets could arise at any point from the basilar
membrane to the AN fiber.

A physiological characteristic that we saw in our data
but ignored in the analysis is peak splitting. This phenom-
enon causes two or more modes of intervals to be present
within a single stimulus period of an ISI histogram instead of
the usual one mode per stimulus period. The multiple modes

FIG. 11. Model predictions of the octave enlargement effect. The model
predictions are based on pooled histograms for each stimulus frequency.
Error bars show the estimated standard error of the subjective octave pre-
diction and were calculated in a similar manner to those in Fig. 10.~a!
shows the model predictions for all-order ISIs and several values ofNmax.
~b! shows the same for first-order ISIs. Although low-frequency data are not
well predicted by the model, the predictions based on all-order intervals are
within the range of the psychoacoustic data withNmax'4–6.
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are the result of the AN response going through a change in
phase~as much as 180°! relative to the stimulus as the stimu-
lus level is increased~Kiang and Moxon, 1972; Johnson,
1980; Kiang, 1980, 1990!.

At first sight, peak splitting would seem to wreak havoc
on temporal models for pitch. At stimulus intensities where
peak splitting occurs, a model operating on the intervals
would estimate multiple frequencies, depending on the de-
gree of phase shift. However, because the stimulus intensity
at which peak splitting occurs depends on both fiber CF and
stimulus frequency, only a small fraction of AN fibers will
exhibit peak splitting at the same stimulus intensity. So, in a
temporal model for pitch that operates on intervals pooled
from fibers across many CFs, peak splitting most likely has a
small effect on the pooled interval distribution, leaving the
overall frequency estimate relatively unchanged.

B. Temporal models for octave matching and pitch
perception

Our model for octave matching makes pitch-interval
judgments based on frequency estimates of two tones. Each
frequency estimate is computed from a pooled AN ISI his-
togram by fitting it with a Gaussian mixture density with
harmonically related means. An octave is predicted when the
frequency estimate of one tone is twice that of another tone.
The model predicts the octave enlargement effect except at
very low frequencies, where it slightly underestimates the
effect when operating on all-order ISIs and overestimates the
effect when operating on first-order ISIs.

1. Comparison with Ohgushi’s model

Our model is similar to Ohgushi’s~1983! model for oc-
tave matching. The basic elements of the models are the
same although there are three primary differences in his
implementation: he uses first-order ISIs only; his frequency
estimates were based on just the first two modes of the his-
togram while we used a variable number (Nmax) of modes;
and he calculates frequency estimates from the modes with
weights obtained by fitting the model predictions to the psy-
choacoustic data and adjusting two free variables. These dif-
ferences lead to different predictions at low frequencies
when operating on first-order ISIs. Ohgushi’s model predic-
tions are consistent with the psychoacoustic data on the oc-
tave enlargement for all frequencies while our model has
difficulties at very low frequencies~,200 Hz!. It should be
pointed out that with two free parameters, Ohgushi had more
flexibility with which to fit the data.

In addition, Ohgushi operated on rather coarse~100-
msec binwidth! single-fiber ISI histograms from only four
AN fibers, published by Roseet al. ~1967, 1968!, while our
model predictions were based on fine-resolution pooled his-
tograms which represent a large number of fibers and spikes.
Analysis of our data using Ohgushi’s method yields results
similar to his.

2. Interpretation of N max

The one free parameter in our model isNmax, the num-
ber of modes over which the frequency estimate is calcu-
lated.Nmax can greatly affect the frequency estimate and re-

sulting octave interval prediction. Rather than treating it as
an arbitrary free parameter, it would be nice to giveNmax a
physiological or psychoacoustic interpretation. If one as-
sumes that pure-tone pitch is based on the interspike interval
distribution of AN spikes,Nmax could be related to the mini-
mum tone duration required to elicit a pitch.

A number of psychoacoustic studies have investigated
the effect of tone duration~for very short tones! on pitch
~Doughty and Garner, 1947, 1948; Pollack, 1967! and the
ability to recognize musical melodies~Patterson et al.,
1983!. A general result from these studies is that, for tones
below about 1000 Hz, a minimum number of cycles (6
63) is required to elicit a stable pitch or to achieve maxi-
mum performance in melody recognition. On the other hand,
above 1000 Hz, a minimum tone duration~;10 msec! is
required to elicit a stable pitch~Gulick et al., 1989!. If Nmax

is taken as the number of cycles required to elicit a pitch for
low frequencies, our empirically derived range forNmax

~;4–6! is consistent with this result. It should be noted that
our analyses do not include the first 20 msec of the AN
response. Verification of such a relationship betweenNmax

and minimum duration for pitch would require a study which
carefully addresses the effects of adaptation and ringing of
the cochlear filter for short-duration tones. Nevertheless, our
results suggest that there may be a link between the two
‘‘integration times.’’

Another consideration related toNmax is that the overall
neural delay required to perform octave matches for low-
frequency tones may be physiologically implausible. For ex-
ample, with Nmax55, the total delay required to obtain a
frequency estimate for a 60-Hz tone is 83 msec. There is
however, evidence for the existence of a lower limit to mu-
sical pitch around 90 Hz~Biasutti, 1997!, which reduces the
maximum required neural delay in our model to about 55
msec.

3. An alternative model for octave matching

We developed and implemented a second model for oc-
tave matching following a suggestion by Hartmann~1993!.
Noting that the scaling factor of two in Ohgushi’s~1983!
model for octave matching is arbitrary, Hartmann suggested
that a more physiologically grounded model is one that at-
tempts to correlate the ISIs without first scaling those from
the low-frequency tone. The comparison is then made be-
tween two tones using only the intervals from the even
modes in the ISI histogram for the high-frequency tone. This
model can be interpreted graphically as attempting to align
the modes of thef 1 histogram with the even modes of thef 2

histogram.
Despite the appeal of Hartmann’s suggestion, we found

that this model fails to predict the octave enlargement phe-
nomenon and instead predicts a slight octave contraction.
The cause of this prediction can be seen by examining the
mode offsets at the same interval size in Fig. 6~f!. In an
octave comparison between two tones separated by a physi-
cal octave, the second mode in the ISI histogram for the
high-frequency tone has a smaller mode offset than the first
mode of the lower frequency tone. This causes the sub-
octave estimate of the higher tone to be slightly higher than
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the frequency estimate of the lower tone. In order to achieve
a subjective octave match, the higher frequency tone needs
to be slightly lower in frequency than the physical octave
above the lower tone. This results in a predicted octave con-
traction rather than an octave enlargement.

4. Temporal models for pitch

Our model for octave matching is similar to existing
models for frequency discrimination~Siebert, 1970; Gold-
stein and Srulovicz, 1977! in that they are based on the idea
that pitch is a frequency estimate of a pure-tone stimulus
based on temporal discharge patterns. Both Siebert~1970!
and Goldstein and Srulovicz~1977! represent AN activity
with nonhomogeneous Poisson processes. Siebert’s main ob-
jective was to investigate the limitations in frequency dis-
crimination of an optimal processor operating on spike times
of modeled AN activity. He discovered that there is enough
temporal information in the all-order intervals from a small
number of auditory-nerve fibers to account for the psychoa-
coustic data on frequency discrimination. However, the slope
of the predicted frequency discrimination limen versus
stimulus duration far exceeded psychoacoustic performance.
Goldstein and Srulovicz showed that a similar model operat-
ing on only first-order ISIs better predicts the dependence of
the psychoacoustic frequency difference limen on stimulus
duration.

The essential difference between these models and ours
is that the optimal processor models give unbiased~ML !
estimates of the stimulus frequency. The octave matching
model relies on biased frequency estimates which result from
the assumption that modes of the ISI distribution are har-
monically related to the stimulus period. These biases were
lacking in the Siebert and Goldstein models because refrac-
tory effects were not included in the Poisson processes.

An important distinction within the class of temporal
models for pitch is between those that operate on first-order
ISIs and those that operate on all-order ISIs. All-order inter-
vals can be obtained from a spike train using delay lines and
coincidence detectors as proposed by Licklider~1951!.
Analysis of first-order intervals, on the other hand, requires
an extra stage of processing to eliminate the higher-order
intervals. This makes a model based on first-order ISIs less
appealing, physiologically, than one that operates on all-
order intervals. A further advantage for a model operating on
all-order intervals may be the fact that all-order interval dis-
tributions tend to be more stable across stimulus level than
first-order interval distributions, as shown in Fig. 7.

We have seen in this study, as have Goldstein and Sru-
lovicz ~1977!, that model predictions based on one or the
other type of ISI can yield different results. Goldstein and
Srulovicz show that in the context of frequency discrimina-
tion, operating on first-order ISIs results in a better fit to the
psychoacoustic data than operating on all-order ISIs. Also,
psychophysical experiments attempting to distinguish be-
tween the two kinds of ISI-based pitch models have favored
first-order ISIs~Kaernbach and Demany, 1996!. Kaernbach
and Demany used random click train stimuli with specified
first- and higher-order interclick distributions and found that
discrimination between those stimuli and randomly distrib-

uted clicks was better for regular first-order interclick inter-
vals. Results of our study do not strongly favor either first- or
all-order intervals. Model predictions based on first-order
ISIs overestimate the subjective octave at low frequencies
and those based on all-order ISIs slightly underestimate the
subjective octave. The trend with frequency, however, of
those predictions based on all-order ISIs is more consistent
with the psychoacoustic data. Nevertheless, we can not rule
out models based on intermediate combinations of the two
types of intervals or other more complex models, such as
Ohgushi’s, which predict the octave enlargement based on
first-order ISIs. Also, it is conceivable that different physi-
ological cues may be responsible for discriminating fre-
quency than for matching octaves or for performing other
tasks involving musical pitch.

Our model for octave matching is also analogous to the
optimum processor introduced by Goldstein~1973!. He uses
a template of Gaussian density functions spaced harmoni-
cally along the spectral axis to fit, in the ML sense, the ex-
citation pattern produced by a complex tone. Although his
implementation operates on spectral excitation, there is noth-
ing inherent to the model that precludes its operation on
interval distributions. Our model is similar to his in that it fits
harmonic templates to noisy and possibly inharmonic data.
In Goldstein’s case, the inharmonicity only arises if the
stimulus contains inharmonically related partials. In our case,
the inharmonicity is always present and comes from mode
offsets in ISI distributions.

Although we have concentrated solely on temporal mod-
els, we should not forget that there exist alternative schemes
for octave matching, namely rate/place models. Terhardt’s
~1971, 1974! model for virtual pitch theoretically predicts the
octave enlargement effect and is discussed in that light by
Hartmann~1993!. Terhardt suggests that through pervasive
listening to natural tone complexes we develop memory tem-
plates of tonotopic excitation patterns and that we make oc-
tave judgments based on the places of maximum excitation
in these memory templates. He further postulates that these
templates are stretched, i.e., the places of maximum excita-
tion corresponding to the harmonics in the tone complex are
shifted~upwards in frequency! due to masking effects caused
by the presence of the lower harmonics. Thus the subjective
octave, based on these stretched templates, is slightly larger
than the physical octave. There is some evidence that lower-
frequency masking stimuli can lower the CF of an AN fiber
~Kiang and Moxon, 1974; Delgutte, 1990! but the effect of
masking depends on the overall stimulus level and on the
relative levels of the signal and masker. It is not known
whether these effects are quantitatively adequate to validate
Terhardt’s theory.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that, in response to low-frequency pure
tones, AN ISIs less than 5 msec are systematically larger
than integer multiples of the stimulus period and, for fre-
quencies less than 500 Hz, first-order ISIs are smaller than
integer multiples of the stimulus period. These deviations
result in biased estimates of frequency and can lead directly
to a prediction of the octave enlargement effect by temporal-
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based models. Thus computational models for pitch may
have to incorporate detailed physiological properties of the
auditory periphery, such as refractoriness, in order to predict
effects such as octave enlargement.

Correlating psychoacoustic behavior in the context of
pitch effects with physiological responses to the same set of
stimulus conditions can lead to valuable insights into the
neurophysiological basis of pitch. Here, we have examined
models for octave matching operating on two forms of ISIs
and, although no model is completely satisfactory, one of
them, operating on all-order intervals, comes close to pre-
dicting the octave enlargement effect over its entire fre-
quency range. This result is consistent with the notion that
musical pitch is based on a temporal code.
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APPENDIX: THE EM ALGORITHM

In order to find the ML estimates of parameters in the
Gaussian mixture densities described in Eqs.~A3!, ~A4!, and
~A9!, we used the iterative EM algorithm~Redner and
Walker, 1984; Moon, 1996!. This Appendix briefly describes
the EM algorithm and shows the mathematical details of our
implementation.

The general idea of the EM algorithm is as follows:
Ideally, one would like to obtain ML estimates for param-
eters,F, of a pdf, f (yuF), over the complete sample space,
Y. At hand, however, is an incomplete data sample,x, which
is insufficient to compute and maximize the log-likelihood
function overY. In our case, the vectorx5$xk :k51,N% is
the interspike interval distribution wherexk is a single inter-
val and N is the number of intervals. The data sample is
incomplete because the component density in the mixture
from which a particular interval arises is not known. A com-
plete data sample,yk5(xk ,i k), would consist of the inter-
spike interval,xk , and an indicator,i k , of the component
density from whichxk originated. So, instead of maximizing
the log-likelihood overY, the EM algorithm maximizes the
expectation of log(f(y)) given the data,x, and the current
parameter estimates,F8. The two-step EM algorithm is,

E-step: Determine:Q~FuF8!5E~ log~ f ~yuF!!ux,F8!.
~A1!

M-step: Choose:F1Parg max
F

Q~FuF8!. ~A2!

With each iteration, the next parameter estimates,F1, re-
place the current parameter estimates,F8, until convergence
or until the difference between sequential sets of parameters
is less than some designatede. Our implementation of the
EM algorithm follows directly from equations developed in
Redner and Walker~1984!, so we refer the reader to their

paper for details on the preliminary derivations and focus
here on details pertinent to our implementation.

1. Gaussians with independent means and variances

To characterize the individual modes of ISI histograms,
we modeled each interval distribution as a mixture of
M-weighted, univariate Gaussian probability density func-
tions ~PDF! with independent means and variances,

p~xuF!5(
i 51

M

a i pi~xuf i !, ~A3!

where x is a single interval in the distribution,F
5(a1 ,...,aM ,f1 ,...,fM), a i is a non-negative weighting,
S i 51

M a i51, andpi is a univariate Gaussian pdf with param-
etersf i5(m i ,s i),

pi~xuf i !5
1

A2ps i

e~x2m i !
2/2s i

2
. ~A4!

For a mixture of Gaussian densities in the form of Eqs.
~A3! and ~A4!, Redner and Walker~1984! deriveQ(FuF8)
in their Eq.~4.1!,

Q~FuF8!5(
i 51

M F (
k51

N a i8pi~xkuf i8!

p~xkuF8! G loga i

1(
i 51

M

(
k51

N

log pi~xkuf i !
a i8pi~xkuf i8!

p~xkuF8!
,

~A5!

whereN is the number of data samples~number of intervals
in the histogram!, and the other variables are as defined in
Eq. ~A3!. Note that maximization ofQ(FuF8) with respect
to the weights,a i , is independent of the parameters,f i , of
the individual densities. MaximizingQ(FuF8) with respect
to the individual parameters leads to the following relations,
which are special cases of Eqs.~4.5!, ~4.8!, and~4.9! in Red-
ner and Walker~1984!,

a i
15

a i8

N (
k51

N pi~xkuf i8!

p~xkuF8!
, ~A6!

m i
15H (

k51

N

xk

a i8pi~xkuf i8!

p~xkuF8! J Y H (
k51

N a i8pi~xkuf i8!

p~xkuF8! J ,

~A7!

s i
12

5

H (
k51

N

~xk2m i
1!2

a i8pi~xkuf i8!

p~xkuF8!
J

H (
k51

N a i8pi~xkuf i8!

p~xkuF8!
J , ~A8!

wherea i
1 , m i

1 , ands i
12 are the parameter values used in

the subsequent iteration of the algorithm. In this form of
mixture density, the weights, means, and variances of the
individual densities in the mixture are mutually independent.
This form was used to characterize the individual modes in
the interval histograms. The ML estimate ofm i was used as
an estimate of thei th mode.
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2. Gaussians with harmonically related means and a
common variance

To estimate the fundamental mode, i.e., stimulus period,
of ISI histograms, we modeled their distribution as a Gauss-
ian mixture density with harmonically related means and a
common variance,

pi~xuf i !5
1

A2ps
e~x2 i •m!2/2s2

. ~A9!

The ML estimate ofm was used as an estimate of the stimu-
lus period.

A different set of iteration equations result when consid-
ering the mixture density described by Eqs.~A3! and ~A9!.
In this case, maximizingQ(FuF8) with respect to the indi-
vidual parameters leads to the following iteration equations,
similar to Eqs.~A7! and ~A8!,
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The weights of the individual densities,a i
1 , are the same as

in Eq. ~A6!.
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2The slight deviation from monotonicity near 1500 Hz is due to differences
in mode offsets across cats and uneven sampling across cats. The data at
1500 and 3000 Hz are primarily from two cats which showed relatively
large mode offsets in their AN responses@cats 5 and 6 in Fig. 4~d!#.
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Contrast enhancement improves the representation of /}/-like
vowels in the hearing-impaired auditory nerve
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This study examines the neural representation of the vowel /}/ in the auditory nerve of acoustically
traumatized cats and asks whether spectral modifications of the vowel can restore a normal neural
representation. Four variants of /}/, which differed primarily in the frequency of the second formant
~F2!, were used as stimuli. Normally, the rate-place code provides a robust representation ofF2 for
these vowels, in the sense that rate changes encode changes inF2 frequency@Conley and Keilson,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am.98, 3223~1995!#. This representation is lost after acoustic trauma@Miller et al.,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am.105, 311 ~1999!#. Here it is shown that an improved representation of theF2
frequency can be gained by a form of high-frequency emphasis that is determined by both the
hearing-loss profile and the spectral envelope of the vowel. Essentially, the vowel was high-pass
filtered so that theF2 andF3 peaks were amplified without amplifying frequencies in the trough
betweenF1 andF2. This modification improved the quality of the rate and temporal tonotopic
representations of the vowel and restored sensitivity to theF2 frequency. Although a completely
normal representation was not restored, this method shows promise as an approach to hearing-aid
signal processing. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04011-4#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Sj, 43.64.Pg, 43.66.Ts@RDF#

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic trauma causes several changes in the properties
of auditory nerve fibers, including an increase in threshold
and a broadening of tuning~Kiang et al., 1976; Liberman
and Mulroy, 1982; Salviet al., 1982; Schmiedtet al., 1980!.
As a result of these and other changes, the neural represen-
tation of a complex stimulus like speech is degraded~Palmer
and Moorjani, 1993; Milleret al., 1997, 1999; Schilling
et al., 1998!. The effects of the broadened tuning are espe-
cially important in that the normal tonotopic separation of
the responses to different frequency components in a com-
plex stimulus is lost. Normally, fibers tuned to frequencies
near the first formant~F1! frequency respond primarily or
exclusively to theF1 component of the stimulus, and re-
sponses to the second and third formants~F2 and F3! are
found among fibers tuned to the corresponding frequencies.
Following acoustic trauma, these narrow-band responses are
not observed. Instead, fibers in the damaged region of the
cochlea respond to components of the stimulus over a broad
frequency range~Miller et al., 1997; Schillinget al., 1998!.
This spread of response degrades the neural representation of
the stimulus in three ways:~1! Strong responses toF1 are
observed in fibers of all best frequencies~BFs! from theF1
place toward higher BFs, including theF2 andF3 places;~2!

responses toF3 become very weak or disappear and are re-
placed by responses toF1, F2, and other stimulus compo-
nents; and~3! fibers of all BFs, includingF1 andF2, respond
to a broad range of frequency components of the stimulus.
The combination of these effects means that there is no place
in the acoustically traumatized cochlea where fibers respond
exclusively to any one formant component of the stimulus,
as is observed in the normal ear forF1, F2, and, to a lesser
extent,F3. This paper describes an approach that partially
alleviates the degradation through hearing-aid signal pro-
cessing.

The perceptual consequences of the degraded neural rep-
resentation have been inferred by testing the sensitivity of
the representation to changes in theF2 frequency for the
vowel /}/ ~Miller et al., 1999!. In normal animals, there is a
clear and robust tonotopic representation ofF2 in the audi-
tory nerve ~Conley and Keilson, 1995!; when theF2 fre-
quency changes, there is a corresponding change in the loca-
tion, or cochlear place, of fibers that respond toF2. This
representation is expressed clearly by changes in the dis-
charge rate of fibers with BFs nearF2. Using signal detec-
tion theory, May and colleagues~1996! showed that theF2-
dependent rate changes are sufficient to account for a cat’s
ability to discriminate changes inF2 frequency~Hienzet al.,
1996!. However, after an acoustic trauma that produces a
moderate sloping high-frequency hearing loss, this rate
change cue disappears completely~Miller et al., 1999!.

One of the effects of acoustic trauma, the spread of re-
sponses toF1 into fibers of all BFs, can be alleviated by

a!Electronic mail: rlmiller@duke.edu
b!Present address: Scientific Learning Corporation, Berkeley,

CA 94704-1074.
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high-pass amplification of theF2/F3 portion of the stimulus
~Schilling et al., 1998! in a fashion similar to the half-gain
rule of hearing-aid technology~Lybarger, 1978!. In this sys-
tem, the gain of the aid at a particular frequency is half the
threshold shift at that frequency. With high-pass amplifica-
tion, the response toF1 was confined to fibers with BFs near
F1. However, high-pass amplification did not eliminate the
broadband nature of the phase-locking in the vicinity of the
F2 place. That is, there was still no place in the cochlea
which responded exclusively toF2. In addition, with the
particular combination of vowel and gain rule used, artifac-
tual responses to frequency components betweenF1 andF2
were produced which might be confusing to the listener.

In this paper, we present results using an improved spec-
tral modification paradigm in which the changes of the spec-
trum are specific to each vowel. The same high-frequency
emphasis is applied to stimulus components nearF2 andF3,
but stimulus components in the trough betweenF1 andF2
are not amplified. With this spectral modification, which we
have calledcontrast-enhanced frequency shaping~CEFS!,
the spread ofF1 is prevented by amplifying theF2/F3 en-
ergy as before. In addition, because components in the
trough betweenF1 andF2 are not amplified, the broadband
phase-locking characteristic of earlier studies is not observed
and the sensitivity toF2 frequency is restored.

I. METHODS

The results reported here were obtained in four healthy
adult male cats, purchased from Liberty Labs; each cat
weighed about 3.5 kg and showed no signs of middle or
external ear pathology. The animal use protocol was ap-
proved by the Johns Hopkins Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee ~protocol number CA96M302!. The methods have been
discussed in detail in previous publications~Miller et al.,
1997, 1999; Schillinget al., 1998! and are described here
only briefly.

A. Acoustic trauma

For the sound exposure, anesthetized cats~ketamine
200, acepromazine 2, and atropine 0.1 mg im! were exposed
for 4 hr to a noise band of 50-Hz bandwidth, centered at 2
kHz at a free-field level of 103 or 108 dB~Table I!. A period
of 65–90 days was allowed for recovery from temporary
threshold shift.

B. Single-fiber recording

Cats were anesthetized with xylazine~0.2 mg im! fol-
lowed by ketamine~generally 150 mg im!, and an areflexic
state of anesthesia was maintained for the duration of the
experiment with pentobarbital~'12 mg/hr iv, to effect!.
Physiological saline~1–5 ml/hr iv! and lactated Ringer’s
~'10 ml/24 hr iv! were given to prevent dehydration. Atro-
pine ~0.1 mg im! was given every 24 hours. A tracheotomy
was performed and the bulla was vented. Body temperature
was maintained near 38.5 °C with a feedback-controlled
heating pad.

The cat was placed in a soundproofed room and single
auditory nerve fibers were recorded using standard tech-
niques. Experiments were terminated when fiber thresholds
increased relative to previous fibers of similar BF or when
single-fiber responses could no longer be isolated. Experi-
ments usually lasted 2–3 days and were terminated by a
lethal dose of barbiturate.

Isolated fibers were characterized by their tuning curves
~Kiang et al., 1970!. Responses to the synthetic vowels de-
scribed below were then obtained. If the fiber remained well-
isolated, a 10-s sample of spontaneous activity was taken to
determine the spontaneous firing rate~SR! and a tone was
presented at the fiber’s BF, 50 dB above threshold, to deter-
mine the maximum firing rate. If the SR data were not ob-
tained, then SR was estimated from the interstimulus inter-
vals of the trials in which the vowel was presented at the
lowest level.

C. Stimuli

The original and modified~CEFS! vowel stimuli are
shown in Fig. 1. The line spectra show the vowels’ spectral
features as originally synthesized; these are the same vowels
that were used in previous studies~Conley and Keilson,
1995; Hienzet al., 1996; Miller et al., 1999!. They were
synthesized using a series-resonant synthesizer~Klatt, 1980!
on a fundamental frequency of 100 Hz; all variants had first
and third formants at 500 and 2500 Hz, respectively. The
second formants were set at 1400~V14!, 1500 ~V15!, 1700
~V17!, and 2000 Hz~V20! to generate four vowels with dif-
ferent F2s, but otherwise similar spectra. In earlier papers
~Miller et al., 1997 and Schillinget al., 1998! the vowels
were filtered with the human external ear transfer function
~Wiener and Ross, 1946!. That was not done for the vowels
used here in order to keep theF2 levels fixed across vowels.
External ear filtering was also not done by Conley and Keil-
son ~1995! and Miller et al. ~1999!, although the Methods
section of the latter paper mistakenly states that external ear
filtering was done.

The spectral envelopes shown by lines in Fig. 1 are the
vowel spectra after CEFS processing. The vowels were high-
pass filtered using a digital filter with a transition slope of
.160 dB/decade and,5 dB of passband ripple; the filter
produced 30 dB of gain in its passband. The cutoff frequency
of the filter varies with the vowel and is shown asf c in Fig.
1. These cutoff frequencies were set atF2-50 Hz and were
chosen to amplify theF2 andF3 energy in the signal without
amplifying the harmonics in the trough betweenF1 andF2.

TABLE I. Noise exposure and test conditions for the four cats. The noise
exposure was continued for 4 h; the free-field level at the position of the
cat’s head is given in column 2. Maximum vowel level is the maximum
level for the CEFS stimuli. The last column gives the number of fibers
included in the data sample from each cat.

Cat ID
Exposure

level ~dB SPL!
Recovery

period ~days!
Maximum vowel
level ~dB SPL!

Number of
fibers isolated

201–155 108 90 103 158
201–183 103 82 102 96
201–199 103 65 103 113
201–231 103 69 102 94
Mean 104 77 103 Total 461
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Note the difference between the CEFS modification and the
frequency shaping used previously~Schilling et al., 1998!.
Previously the filter had a fixed cutoff frequency correspond-
ing to the frequency at which the threshold shift began. This
produced considerable amplification of the trough frequen-
cies betweenF1 andF2, so that their level was only about 15
dB below the level ofF2.

Acoustic stimuli were delivered to the ear through a hol-
low earbar from a dynamic speaker~Schilling, 1995!. The
spectrum was modified slightly by the acoustic system~for
examples, see Milleret al., 1999, Fig. 1!, but the modifica-
tions did not significantly affect overall vowel shape. The
vowels had a duration of 400 ms and were presented with an
interstimulus interval of 600 ms. To facilitate comparison of
responses to different vowels, they were presented together
in alternating pairs~V14 with V20 and V15 with V17!; usu-
ally 30–50 repetitions were obtained. CEFS-modified stimuli
were presented first at 103 and 83 dB, followed by unmodi-

fied stimuli at 117 dB; these data were taken first for V14/
V20, followed by the data for V15/V17. Finally, vowels
were tested at lower sound levels, 63 dB for the CEFS-
modified vowels and 97 and 77 dB for the unmodified vow-
els. Vowel levels are given in dBre 20 mPa for the energy in
the first 50 harmonics of the vowel. There was a slight varia-
tion in the vowel levels from experiment to experiment
~Table I, fourth column!. The sound levels were chosen so
that the levels of theF2 components of the two types of
stimuli were approximately equal: that is, theF2 components
of the CEFS stimuli at 103~83 or 63! dB were approximately
equal to theF2 components of the unmodified vowels at 117
~97 or 77! dB. Of course, when theF2 levels are equated, the
F1 levels differ significantly~by 30 dB! because of the ef-
fects of the spectral modification.

Because the unmodified vowels were presented last, fi-
bers were frequently lost before those data could be taken.
@To improve the sample size, responses to the same unmodi-
fied vowels from a previous study~Miller et al., 1999! are
used in Figs. 3 and 4.#

D. Analysis

Average rate was computed over the final 380 of the
400-ms vowel response and averaged across 30 to 50 repeti-
tions of the vowel; driven rate was computed by subtracting
SR. Temporal responses were analyzed using synchronized
rate, computed as the magnitude of the Fourier transform of
the windowed peristimulus time histogram~PST! histogram
of the response~see Milleret al., 1997, 1999 for a complete
description!. The PST histogram was computed with 100-ms
bins and the final 380 of the 400-ms response were used for
the Fourier transform.

The difference between responses to different stimuli
was characterized using a signedd8 measure, defined as

d85
r 12r 2

As r 1

2 1s r 2

2
, ~1!

where r 1 and r 2 are the responses to two different vowels
and thes r i

2 are the corresponding variances of the responses.

See Milleret al. ~1999! for details of these calculations.

II. RESULTS

A. Characterization of the noise-induced hearing loss

Data were taken from 461 fibers in four noise-exposed
cats; these data were pooled together in order to obtain a
dense sampling of fibers at different BFs. The noise exposure
and recovery period for each animal are given in Table I. The
thresholds,Q10s, and BF distribution of fibers included in
the pool are shown in Fig. 2. Data from each fiber are plotted
as a function of BF, which was chosen as the frequency of
the local minimum threshold nearest the high-frequency
slope portion of the tuning curve~see Milleret al., 1997, Fig.
8 for examples!. In cats with noise-induced trauma, this
method gives a more reliable measure of the original BF~the
point of innervation of the basilar membrane! than the fre-
quency at which the threshold is actually at a minimum
~Liberman and Dodds, 1984!. Fibers are grouped into the

FIG. 1. The spectra of the unmodified and CEFS-modified vowels.F2 fre-
quency during synthesis is indicated by the vowel name, e.g., V20 for 2000
V17 for 1700 Hz, etc. The line spectra show the unprocessed vowels’ spec-
tral shapes and the solid lines show the CEFS-modified spectra~see text!.
The two spectra converge at frequencies below the marker labeledf c ,
which is the high-pass filter cutoff. This parameter was fit to each vowel so
that the trough harmonics remained unamplified, but the harmonics atF2
and higher received 30 dB of gain. The vertical dashed lines show theF2
frequency.
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usual SR groups, noted in the legend for Fig. 2, and this
classification is indicated by symbol shape in this and subse-
quent plots.

Figure 2~a! shows single-fiber thresholds in comparison
to the best thresholds obtained previously in unexposed cats
from our supplier~the line marked NBTC, from Milleret al.,
1997!. The threshold shift induced by the acoustic trauma
was greatest for fibers with BFs in the range from 1 to 4 kHz.

Figure 2~b! shows theQ10 measure of tuning curve sharp-
ness; again, the lines show the range of data from normal
animals. In the frequency region showing the greatest thresh-
old shift, the Q10s are below the lines, because tuning is
broadened. Figure 2~c! shows a histogram of the distribution
of BFs in the data sample. The majority of the fibers studied
had BFs in the range from 0.7 to 7 kHz, which reflects our
sampling bias in favor of fibers with BFs in the traumatized
region.

Figure 2~d! shows a comparison of the best thresholds of
the fibers studied in the four cats. These contours are defined
by passing a line through the lowest thresholds measured at
each BF. The contours are similar in shape across animals
and typically vary by less than 20 dB at each frequency, with
a maximum variation of 30 dB near 4.5 kHz. The threshold
shifts shown in Fig. 2~d! are about equal to the smallest
threshold shifts for the cats in our previous studies, including
the most relevant study~Miller et al., 1999!, where we used
the same set of stimuli without CEFS modification. How-
ever, the fact that the hearing losses were slightly greater in
the previous study does not account for the improved repre-
sentation reported in this paper. It will be shown below that
the population studied here showed the same degraded rep-
resentation of the unmodified stimulus as was reported in the
previous paper. Consistent with this, the broadening of tun-
ing indicated by theQ10 data in Fig. 2~b! is similar to the
broadening of tuning observed in previous studies~Miller
et al., 1997, 1999!.

B. Population representations of the vowel spectra
based upon firing rate

Neural representations based upon average firing rate are
considered first. Figure 3 shows the driven rate in response to
the stimulus plotted as a function of fiber BF for the two
vowels V20@Fig. 3~a!–~d!# and V14@Fig. 3~e!–~h!#. Figure
3~a! and~e! show responses to the unmodified vowels at the
highest sound level and the remaining panels show responses
to CEFS-modified stimuli. The vowels were tested at the
levels indicated in each panel. The data points show re-
sponses of individual fibers, with the symbols indicating
their SRs@as in Fig. 2~b!#. At the lowest level, 63 dB, the
stimuli were below or just above threshold for most fibers
and little response was seen. Significant responses were ob-
served at the higher levels.

The lines in Fig. 3 show moving-window averages of
the data points, computed as explained in the caption. The
effects of CEFS processing can be seen by comparing the
lines computed from the data~solid lines! to the dashed lines,
which show moving-window averages for responses to the
unmodified vowels from a previous study~Miller et al.,
1999!. The average data were selected for each plot to match
the levels of F2 in the unmodified and CEFS-modified
stimuli. Data for the unmodified stimuli were taken from the
previous study because the sample size was much larger for
the unmodified stimuli in that study. In panels~a! and ~e!,
responses to the unmodified stimuli at 117 dB are compared
between this study~points and solid lines! and the previous
study ~dashed lines!. The two sets of responses are similar

FIG. 2. ~a! Threshold sound level at BF for all fibers in the four cats from
which data were taken. Spontaneous firing rate~SR! is indicated by symbol
shape, defined in the legend of~b!. The line marked NBTC indicates the best
thresholds in unexposed animals from the same supplier~Miller et al.,
1997!. The vertical gray bar shows the frequency, but not the level, of the
noise exposure. Note the threshold shift of up to 50 dB over the frequency
range of 1–4 kHz.~b! Tuning curve widths for all fibers are plotted asQ10 ,
which is BF divided by tuning curve bandwidth 10 dB above threshold.
Lines show the range ofQ10 s in unexposed cats~Miller et al., 1997!. Fibers
with BFs above 1 kHz were often broadly tuned, as indicated by the sym-
bols falling below the normal range of values.~c! Histogram showing the
distribution of BFs of the fibers in panels~a! and~b!. ~d! Best thresholds for
each cat are shown in comparison to data taken from normal cats~NBTC!.
These lines indicate the minimum single-fiber thresholds at each BF.
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and differ mainly at low BFs where there are few data from
this study. These data are typical of those at all three levels
in that there are no clear features related to the formant fre-
quencies at any sound level for the unmodified stimuli.

The major effect of the CEFS modification is to create a
clear valley at BFs in the trough of the stimulus spectrum
betweenF1 andF2. For both vowels, the moving-window
averages of responses to the CEFS-modified stimuli@solid
lines in panels~b!–~d! and ~f!–~h!# show a peak in rate for
BFs nearF1 and a broad rate plateau at BFs near and above
F2 andF3. These profiles are similar to rate profiles in nor-
mal animals~Conley and Keilson, 1995! in that there is a
response peak atF1 and a trough betweenF1 andF2. They
differ from the results in normal animals in that the rates at
BFs aboveF2 andF3 do not decrease to zero, as they do in
normals. The reason for this difference will be apparent later
in the paper when phase-locking data are discussed. Despite
this difference, the responses to the CEFS-modified stimuli
clearly provide more information about the stimulus spec-
trum than do the responses to the unmodified stimuli.

C. CEFS processing improves the rate-difference
representation

The quality of theF2 representation can be evaluated by
analyzing the sensitivity of the responses to theF2 fre-
quency. Figure 4 shows the rate changes produced by a
change inF2 frequency. The vowels are identified in column
A, where the dB differences in their spectra after CEFS pro-
cessing are plotted versus frequency. Columns B and C show
rate differences plotted versus BF for two sound levels, 83
and 103 dB. The data points show the rate change in each
fiber when the stimulus was changed from one vowel to the
other; the solid lines overlaid on the data points show a
moving-window average of the data, computed in the same
way as described for Fig. 3. The dashed lines, which are
offset vertically for clarity, show similar moving-window av-
erages from impaired-ear fibers tested with unmodified vow-
els, again from the previous study~Miller et al., 1999!. The
levels are again chosen to match the amplitudes of theF2
components between the unmodified and CEFS processed
stimuli ~97 and 117 dB in columns B and C!. Results with

FIG. 3. Driven rate is plotted as a function of fiber BF for fibers from impaired ears responding to vowels V20~a!–~d! and V14~e!–~h!. ~a! and ~e! show
responses to the unmodified stimuli at 117 dB. The remaining figures show responses to CEFS-modified stimuli at three different sound levels, given in the
legends. Points show the responses of individual fibers, with SR identified by the symbols, as defined in Fig. 2~b!. The vertical dashed lines show the
frequencies of the first three formants. Solid lines show a log-triangular weighted average of the data~each average value includes data from fibers with BFs
within 60.25 octaves; the average point at frequencyf weights the response of a fiber with BFb as@12u log2(b/f )/0.25u#). Dashed lines show the average
response to unmodified vowels of fibers in cats with similar hearing loss from a previous study~Miller et al., 1999!. The levels of the unmodified vowels were
117, 97, and 77 dB, respectively in parts~b!, ~c! and~d! and also~f !, ~g!, and~h!; they are superimposed on the CEFS data with approximately the sameF2
component level. In~a! and ~e!, the data and solid lines show responses to the unmodified stimuli at 117 dB from this study and the dashed lines show
responses from the previous study at the same level. In the previous study, more fibers with BFs nearF1 were sampled, so the dashed lines are better estimates
of the low-frequency behavior of these profiles than the solid lines. Note the improved representation of the trough betweenF1 andF2 with the CEFS-
modified stimuli.
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unmodified vowels in the cats used in this experiment~not
shown! are identical to the dashed lines. The heavy dotted
lines, also offset vertically, show results from normal ani-
mals ~Conley and Keilson, 1995!. Conley and Keilson com-
puted moving-window averages separately for low/medium
and high SR fibers; the lines in Fig. 4 are recomputed from
their data for fibers of all SR.

Vowels presented with CEFS enhancement show a clear
improvement over unmodified vowels. The vertical dashed
lines in Fig. 4 show theF2 frequencies of the two vowels.
The effect of CEFS is to produce a substantial spectral
change~column A! and corresponding rate changes~columns
B and C! near the lower of the twoF2 frequencies. Both
changes correspond to changing the upper frequency edge of

the trough between the formants in Fig. 3. Recall that this
trough is the main feature in the rate profiles.

Although the responses to the CEFS-modified vowels
show a clear improvement over the representation in im-
paired animals with unmodified vowels, the CEFS process-
ing does not produce the same representation as in the nor-
mal ear. Normally, there are two peaks, a negative one and a
positive one, corresponding to the twoF2 frequencies. With
CEFS, only the peak at the lowerF2 frequency is present,
corresponding to moving the edge of the trough.

The single-fiber rate differences can serve as the basis
for a signal-detection analysis of the discriminability of two
vowels based upon firing rate alone~Conley and Keilson,
1995; Mayet al., 1996!. Figure 5 shows an analysis of dis-

FIG. 4. Rate change versus BF for four vowel pairs. Column A shows the ratio of the magnitude spectra of four CEFS-modified vowel pairs, identified in the
legends. Differences in discharge rate evoked by these pairs of vowels are plotted against BF for two sound levels, 83 dB~column B! and 103 dB~column
C!. Vertical dashed lines indicate theF2 frequencies of the two vowels of each pair. Data in the top row represent the vowel pair V14–V15, which has the
weakest cue for discriminability,F2 differs by only 100 Hz, and data in the bottom row represent the vowel pair V14–V20 with the strongest cue tested, a
600-Hz change inF2. The heavy solid lines superimposed on the data are moving-window averages~see the caption of Fig. 3! of the data. Heavy dotted lines
show moving-window averages of data taken from fibers in normal-hearing cats~Conley and Keilson, 1995!. Dashed lines show responses to the unmodified
vowels in cats with a similar hearing impairment at 97 and 117 dB, respectively, in the center and right columns~from Miller et al., 1999!. Comparison curves
are displaced vertically to aid visualization. Note that the response obtained with CEFS-modified vowels shows rate changes where none were observedwith
unmodified vowels; the responses are not the same as in normal animals, however.
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criminability for the data shown in Fig. 4, calculated as the
signedd8 defined in Eq.~1!, with rates and variances of rate
as the variables. Ad8 of one for a fiber indicates that the two
vowels should be just discriminable, based upon the firing
rate of that one fiber to one 400-ms presentation of each of
the two vowels. Note that in the region of the rate changes
near theF2 frequencies, there are many fibers withd8 values
of one or more, showing that the neural representations of
the CEFS-modified vowels should be discriminable on the
basis of rate alone. With the unmodified vowels, there ared8
values larger than 1~not shown!, but they are not systemati-
cally related to theF2 frequencies or to the change inF2
frequency~Miller et al., 1999!.

D. Temporal analysis of a fiber’s responses to the
second formant

Analysis of the temporal or phase-locked responses of
fibers provides useful information for interpreting the rate
responses described above. Figures 6 and 7 show examples
of the phase-locked responses of two impaired fibers to the

unmodified and CEFS-modified vowels. The tuning curves
of the fibers are shown in Fig. 8~b!, in comparison to a typi-
cal normal fiber of similar BF in Fig. 8~a!. The vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 8 show theF2 frequency range for the
four vowels. Impaired fiber A has a lower BF that predicts a
greater sensitivity for the vowels with lowerF2s, i.e., V14
and V15, whereas impaired fiber B has relatively flat tuning
across theF2 frequency range because of its higher BF.

The top four rows of Fig. 6~panels A–H! show the
responses of the two impaired fibers to the unmodified vow-
els at 97 dB; data from fibers A and B are shown in the left
and right columns, respectively. These data are consistent
with previous results~Miller et al., 1999! in that they show a
broadband response to many harmonics of the vowel, espe-
cially F1. By contrast, whenF2 is within the tuning curve,
normal fibers with similar BFs would show narrowband re-
sponses with synchrony primarily toF2 ~Young and Sachs,
1979; Delgutte and Kiang, 1984; Milleret al., 1997!. A fiber
like A should respond strongly to V14 and V15 with narrow-
band synchrony to theF2 component but respond only

FIG. 5. The differences in average rate in Fig. 4 are replotted as signedd8 @Eq. ~1!#. Thed8 values for fibers with BFs near theF2 frequencies are greater
than 1, which is the criterion for discriminability on the basis of average firing rate alone. Solid lines are moving-window averages of the data points.
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weakly to V20. Instead, the fiber gives a broadband response
to all vowels with a substantialF1 component and little or no
F2 response. Similarly, fiber B responds mainly toF1 for all
four vowels with relatively weakF2 responses. In a normal
animal, fiber B would probably respond mainly toF3; after
acoustic trauma,F3 responses are not observed~Miller et al.,
1997!. Note that the firing rates, given in the legends, are
nearly equal across all four vowels for both fibers. Presum-
ably, the firing rates are determined primarily by the largeF1
component of the responses.

The bottom four rows of Fig. 6~panels I–P! show re-
sponses to the CEFS-modified vowels, again at a level that
approximately matches theF2 component’s amplitude to that
of the unmodified vowels in Fig. 7~a!–~h!. With these
stimuli, reasonably narrowband responses to theF2 fre-
quency component and its nearest neighbors are observed,
without the responses toF1 and to frequency components in
the trough betweenF1 andF2. Fiber A now shows a sub-
stantial rate change across the four vowels; its response is
sensitive toF2 frequency because theF2 frequencies span

FIG. 6. Synchronized rates of the responses of the impaired fibers in Fig. 8 to the unmodified vowels~panels A–H, top four rows! and to the vowels with
CEFS processing~panels I–P, bottom four rows!. Synchronized rate is the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the PST histogram~for details, see Miller
et al., 1997, 1999!. Peaks of synchronized rate are interpreted as the strength of the fiber’s response at a particular frequency. For these vowel responses, peaks
occur only at harmonics of the vowel’s fundamental frequency~multiples of 100 Hz!; small values at intermediate frequencies are noise. Data from impaired
fibers A and B are shown in the left and right columns, respectively. TheF2 frequencies of the vowels and the fibers’ discharge rates are given in the legends;
vertical dashed lines show the frequencies ofF1, F2, andF3. The broadband responses driven by the unmodified stimuli~top four rows! are typical of those
seen in impaired fibers; note especially the large response toF1 and the responses to multiple harmonics betweenF1 and F2. The responses to the
CEFS-processed vowels~bottom four rows! are closer to the narrow-band synchrony toF2 that is typical for normal fibers. Note that the response rate for fiber
A changes in response to the different vowels when tested with CEFS amplification~panels I–L!, but not when tested with unmodified stimuli~panels A–D!.
The rate of fiber B does not change in either case. At these two sound levels, the amplitudes of theF2 harmonics of the two vowels are approximately equal;
F1 is substantially louder~about 30 dB! for the unmodified stimuli.
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the sharp upper frequency cutoff of its tuning curve. Fiber B
still shows no rate change, because its sensitivities to the four
F2 frequencies are roughly equal.

The different behavior of these two example fibers
shows why the rate change data in Fig. 4 have only a positive
peak, and not the negative peak seen in the normal fiber data.
The CEFS processing is taking advantage of the sharply
tuned high-frequency side of the tuning curve, which is the
only sharp tuning remaining in the impaired ears. For fiber
A, this separates V14 and V15 on one hand from V17 and
V20 on the other. For fiber B, the high-frequency cutoff is
too high to separate any of the vowels. The positive peak at
the lower of the twoF2 frequencies in Fig. 4 results from
fibers like A and there is no negative peak because fibers like
B are unable to produce it.

A major difference between the responses to unmodified
and CEFS-processed vowels in Fig. 6 is the lack of a re-
sponse toF1 with the CEFS processing. This difference is
probably due to the large difference in theF1 component
levels between the two stimuli~about 30 dB! and would be
produced by any high-frequency emphasis scheme. How-
ever, the second difference, the smaller responses to stimulus
components in the trough betweenF1 and F2 with CEFS

processing, is probably due to the reduction in the amplitude
of trough stimulus components due to the CEFS processing.

The narrow-band synchrony driven by CEFS processing
is dependent upon presenting the stimuli at an appropriate
sound level, as shown in Fig. 7. These responses were taken
from impaired fiber A at levels from 63 to 103 dB. At the
lowest level tested, 63 dB SPL~panels 9 C, F, I, L!, the
response is near or just above threshold and the average fir-
ing rate is low. The responses at both 63 and 83 dB are
narrowband and are located nearF2; at both levels good rate
changes occur asF2 frequency changes. At 103 dB, the re-
sponse becomes quite broadband, including a significantF1
response. At this level,F1 and the frequency components in
the trough betweenF1 andF2 are above threshold and the
advantages of the CEFS modification are smaller, although a
significant change inF2 response from V14 to V20 leads to
a net rate change. The responses at this level begin to re-
semble those seen at all levels with unmodified stimuli.

E. Population responses to CEFS-modified vowels

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show population representations of
the phase-locked responses to unmodified~Fig. 9! and

FIG. 7. The effects of sound level on the responses to the CEFS-modified vowels, illustrated by synchronized rate responses for impaired fiber A at three
levels. Each triplet of plots shows the response to a particular CEFS-modified vowel at 63, 83, and 103 dB. The narrowband responses, which were seen at
the lower two levels, became broadband responses when the vowels were presented at 103 dB SPL. The amplitude of theF1 response increased most, but
significant responses are seen at many frequencies at 103 dB; a similar increase inF1 amplitude is seen at high levels in normal animals~Wonget al., 1998!.
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CEFS-modified~Figs. 10 and 11! vowels. The responses to
the unmodified vowels in Fig. 9 are shown for comparison;
because the unmodified vowels were presented last, there is
less data in Fig. 9 than in the other figures. More extensive
data on all four unmodified vowels have been shown previ-
ously ~Miller et al., 1999!, with exactly the same pattern of
results. The plots in Figs. 9–11 show BF on the abscissa.
Each column of boxes shows the averaged synchronized
rates of the fibers with BFs within a bin of width 0.133
octaves. The scale for the boxes is given by the legend at
upper left in panel A.

For the unmodified vowel~Fig. 9!, the largest response
is to F1, which appears as a strong horizontal band of syn-
chronized rate at theF1 frequency in all four panels. Nor-
mally, theF1 response should be confined to the vicinity of
its place in the cochlea, i.e., the area between the diagonal
lines ~Miller et al., 1997!. Relatively weak responses toF2
are seen, especially for V20, and there is no particular re-
sponse toF3. In addition to the formant responses, there is
significant phase-locking to a wide range of stimulus com-
ponents, especially components in the trough betweenF1
and F2. This is in contrast to normal animals where the
phase-locking by fibers with BFs nearF1 andF2 should be
exclusively to those two frequencies~Miller et al., 1997;
Schilling et al., 1998!.

CEFS processing substantially improves the phase-
locked representation of the vowels. Figure 10 shows re-
sponses to all four CEFS-modified vowels at 83 dB. The
response toF1 is now confined to theF1 place~between the

diagonal lines! and a substantial response toF2 is seen
among neurons at theF2 place and at higher BFs~up to the
highest BF studied, 10 kHz in this case!. Responses toF3 are
still not evident and responses at theF3 place are dominated
by F2. The most dramatic change from Fig. 9 is the great
reduction in responses to frequencies other thanF1 andF2.
As shown in Fig. 9 and in Figs. 8 and 9 of a previous paper
~Miller et al., 1999!, most of this response is to stimulus
components in the trough betweenF1 andF2. By reducing
the relative level of the trough, CEFS processing reduces
responses to these components. Consistent with Fig. 6, the
responses of fibers with BFs nearF2 are narrow band, con-
sisting almost entirely of phase-locking to theF2 frequency
component. Such narrow-band phase-locking is typical of
normal animals.

Presenting the vowels at 103 dB SPL~Fig. 11! increased
the average synchronized rates in response to bothF1 and
F2, as indicated by the increased symbol sizes relative to
those in Fig. 10. At the same time, fibers at theF2 place
show a somewhat more broadband response than is seen at
the lower level. There is an increase in response to stimulus
harmonics other than the formants, consistent with the data
in Fig. 6. Especially noticeable are the responses to the first
harmonic~100 Hz! and to harmonics in the trough between
F1 andF2. Even with these changes, the representation is
still better than that seen with unmodified stimuli in Fig. 9, in
that the spread ofF1 response toward higher BFs is not seen
and the broadband phase-locking to harmonics other than the
formants is minimal.

Previously, we showed for unmodified vowels that the
changes in phase-locking from one vowel to another pro-
vided a theoretically adequate cue to discriminate the vowels
on the basis of temporal information, even if it did not allow
discrimination on the basis of rate changes~Miller et al.,
1999, Fig. 10!. In that paper, Eq.~1! was used to compute a
d8 value for the discriminability of synchronized rates at
each frequency component of the stimulus. Discriminabili-
ties up tod851.5 were observed at theF2 frequencies for
the unmodified vowels. The phase-locking toF2 shown in
Figs. 10 and 11 for the CEFS-modified vowels is stronger
than that seen with unmodified vowels, suggesting that the
temporal cues for discriminating these vowels should be
stronger. That is in fact the case, sinced8 values computed
from the data in Figs. 10 and 11 ranged up tod852.5 ~not
shown! for stimulus frequencies nearF2.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Noise-induced loss, vowel discriminability, and
CEFS modifications

Because the correlation between tuning-curve shape and
hair cell damage has been established for acoustic trauma
~Liberman and Dodds, 1984!, tuning-curve data can be used
to assay the damage caused by the trauma in our experi-
ments. Based on Liberman and Dodds’ results, the nature of
the damage induced by our noise exposures, especially the
large threshold shifts and broadening of tuning, can be inter-
preted as resulting from significant damage to outer-hair
cells, with some additional damage to inner-hair cells. This

FIG. 8. Tuning curves for a normal fiber~a! and two impaired fibers~b!
with BFs near theF2 frequencies of the vowels; the ordinate scales in~a!
and ~b! are the same. The lowest and highestF2 frequencies, 1.4 and 2.0
kHz, are indicated with vertical dashed lines. The BFs and other character-
istics of these fibers are given in the legends. BFs were chosen as the local
minimum nearest the high-frequency rolloff of the tuning curve.
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preparation can be considered to be a model for mild to
moderate high-frequency hearing loss, typical of presbyacu-
sis or some types of noise damage.

The loss of tuning evident in the tuning-curve data has
direct implications for the responses to complex stimuli:
broader tuning allows a wider range of stimulus frequencies
to drive the response. An earlier modeling study has investi-
gated the changes in discharge synchrony that would be ex-
pected from the broadened tuning of an impaired fiber as
compared to the narrower tuning of a normal fiber~Geisler,
1989!. This model did not incorporate two-tone suppression,

so the frequency selectivity of the model’s responses is pri-
marily determined by a linear filter preceding the synaptic
stage of the model. This is in contrast to the response of a
normal fiber, in which the effects of two-tone suppression
can be quite strong~Sachs and Young, 1979; LePrellet al.,
1996; Wonget al., 1998!. Although suppression is weakened
with noise trauma in the preparation we use, it is not abol-
ished ~Miller et al., 1997!, so the Geisler model cannot be
expected to fully capture the effects we observe. Nonethe-
less, the effects of broadening the filter in the model are
qualitatively similar to the effects of acoustic trauma de-

FIG. 9. Population distribution of synchronized rates in response to the unmodified vowels V20~a! and~b! and V14~c! and~d! at two sound levels, labeled
at the top of the columns. The horizontal axis is fiber BF; the histograms at the bottom show the BF distribution of fibers in the plots above. Each column of
squares shows the average synchronized rate for all fibers within a BF bin of width 0.133 octave. The size of each square represents the synchronized rate,
as defined in the legend in panel~a!; for example, the largest squares are synchronized rates between 60 and 75 spikes/s. Response components fewer than 15
spikes/s are not plotted. Formant frequency positions are marked with horizontal arrows at the center of the figure and points where BF equals formant
frequency are shown by vertical arrows at the bottom of each panel. Boxes within the diagonal lines show phase-locking to frequencies within 0.5 octaves of
BF. Note the heavy horizontal bands of boxes showing responses toF1 and the weak or nonexistent responses atF2 andF3. Note also the broad distribution
of phase-locking across many harmonics of the stimulus in each column.
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scribed here in that the frequency-specificity of the response
is lost. In both cases, significant responses toF1 are seen at
higher frequency cochlear places. In addition, analysis of
phase-locking data shows that neurons with BFs nearF2 in
the acoustically traumatized ears give broadband responses
to a wide array of stimulus components, includingF1 and
most of the stimulus harmonics betweenF1 andF2. This is
in contrast to the normal ear, where neurons with BFs near
F2 respond essentially only to theF2 component of the
stimulus, a behavior labeled synchrony capture.

In a previous paper, it was shown that the loss of syn-
chrony capture results in a loss of sensitivity to the frequency
of F2, in that rate changes normally produced by changes in
F2 frequency do not occur following acoustic trauma~Miller
et al., 1999!. In this paper, we show that appropriate modi-
fications of the spectrum of the vowel can partially restore

the rate representation ofF2 frequency and can also improve
other aspects of the damaged responses. The spectral modi-
fications work by amplifying theF2 ~andF3! energy in the
stimulus, which prevents the spread ofF1 to higher BF fibers
~Schilling et al., 1998!, and by not amplifying the stimulus
components in the trough betweenF1 and F2, which pro-
duces a response something like synchrony capture at theF2
place.

Not amplifying the trough harmonics betweenF1 and
F2 is important to the success of the CEFS processing. If the
trough harmonics are amplified along withF2, keeping the
relative level of the trough harmonics andF2 fixed~Schilling
et al., 1998!, synchrony capture is not observed atF2 or F1
and the quality of the representation ofF2 is improved only
by separating the phase-locking toF1 andF2 onto different
BF regions; substantial responses to trough harmonics are

FIG. 10. Synchronized rate profiles for all four vowels presented with CEFS processing at 83 dB SPL. Each plot is the response to one vowel, labeled in the
legend; the plots are in the same format as Fig. 9. Note that responses are seen mainly at the first two formants and that the response toF1 is confined to its
tonotopically appropriate place~between the diagonal lines!. Responses toF2 still spread to BFs aboveF2 and there is no response toF3.
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observed along with the responses toF1 andF2. The results
in Figs. 10 and 11 show a noticeable improvement over those
in Fig. 8 of Schillinget al. ~1998!, in that there is little or no
response to trough harmonics with CEFS processing. This
result emphasizes the necessity of the context-dependence of
CEFS processing. The cutoff frequency of the amplification
must track the changes in formant frequencies, so thatF2 can
be amplified relative toF1 to compensate for the high-
frequency hearing loss, while not amplifying the trough har-
monics. Implementing a system to trackF2 changes in real
time is, of course, very difficult and the question arises as to
whether a high-pass filter with a sharp cutoff at a fixed fre-
quency would suffice. Although we do not have data bearing
directly on this question, it seems unlikely that a fixed cutoff
system would work.F2 values for vowels range widely,
from less than 1 to more than 3 kHz. Any fixed cutoff in this
range would amplify the trough harmonics of those vowels

with F2s above the cutoff and fail to amplify theF2s of other
vowels withF2 frequency below the cutoff. In either case, a
poor representation ofF2 would be the result.

While the processing used here improves the neural rep-
resentation ofF2 considerably, it does not improve the situ-
ation atF3. For the /}/-like vowels used here, there is essen-
tially no representation ofF3 in the traumatized ears. Fibers
at theF3 place respond primarily toF2, with additional re-
sponses toF1 and to other components, depending on the
degree of spectral modification applied to the stimulus. In
fact, the F2 response spreads to higher-BF regions of the
cochlea in a fashion similar to the spread ofF1 for unmodi-
fied vowels. The spread ofF2 was not helped by the process-
ing used in this or previous papers. It is possible thatF3
responses could be strengthened by further modifications of
the stimulus spectrum, but this awaits further research.

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, except at 103-dB SPL. Synchrony toF1 andF2 is stronger than in Fig. 10 and there is some response to the harmonics between
F1 andF2.
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B. Implications for hearing-aid signal processing

In this paper, we have used the theoretical discriminabil-
ity of vowels as an index of the effects of hearing impair-
ment and as a measure of the usefulness of a signal process-
ing strategy. Although it is usually held to be the case that
vowel perception is severely degraded only with profound
hearing loss, it is still the case that consistent deficits in
vowel discrimination and identification can be observed in
subjects with moderate hearing losses, for similar vowels
~Van Tasellet al., 1987; Turner and Henn, 1989; Nabelek
et al., 1992; Coughlinet al., 1998!. Thus vowel discrimina-
tion can be a useful index of hearing impairment, even
though performance approaches a ceiling.

In perceptual studies, the internal representation of the
vowel’s spectrum has been estimated from the vowel’s
masking patterns~Bacon and Brandt, 1982; Sidwell and
Summerfield, 1985; Van Tasellet al., 1987! or has been
computed from the subject’s auditory filters~Turner and
Henn, 1989; Leek and Summers, 1996!. Those studies show
a flattening of the internal spectrum relative to the pattern in
normal observers, wherein the spectral peaks associated with
vowel formants are reduced in contrast or abolished. The
flattening of the internal spectrum is generally assumed to
arise from the broadening of auditory filters with hearing
impairment. In a direct test of this idea using rippled spectra,
Summers and Leek~1994! have shown that the reduced sen-
sitivity of hearing-impaired listeners for spectral contrast can
be accounted for by their broadened auditory filters. The im-
plications of the flattened internal spectrum for vowel per-
ception were analyzed by Turner and Henn~1989!. They
used a model for the perceptual phonetic difference between
vowels that was developed by Klatt~1982!. In this model,
the difference is largely determined by the formant frequen-
cies of the vowels. The difference between two vowels is
calculated from their spectra, or their internal spectra, and
depends heavily on the slopes of the spectra near formant
peaks and on the amplitudes of the peaks. The calculated
differences were smaller with the flattened internal spectra in
hearing-impaired subjects and were found to predict the dis-
criminability of vowels reasonably well.

The auditory nerve responses with unmodified stimuli
are consistent with such a flattening of the internal represen-
tation. The fact that, with unmodified stimuli, the discharge
rate does not vary along the basilar membrane~Fig. 3,
dashed lines!, and the fact that the response is dominated by
the F1 component of the stimulus at every point with BF
higher thanF1 ~Fig. 9!, means that almost any neural model
of the internal spectrum mentioned above will show no peak,
or a reduced peak, at the second formant. Clearly the CEFS
processing will improve the situation by producing differ-
ences in neural responses to the two vowels in the vicinity of
F2. It should be pointed out that the difference metric used
here~Figs. 4 and 5! is based on the absolute difference be-
tween the two spectra; this metric was shown by Klatt and
Turner and Henn not to work as well as Klatt’s slope metric
in modeling human vowel discrimination. However, because
there are no differences between the neural representations of
the vowels with unmodified stimuli and significant differ-
ences with CEFS processing, either metric will show an im-

proved performance with CEFS processing; for the purposes
of this paper, it does not matter which metric is used.

The results presented here are consistent with previous
literature in suggesting that high-frequency emphasis should
be beneficial for hearing aids in persons with high-frequency
hearing losses. First, such amplification is needed to make
the high-frequency components of speech audible in these
subjects. Audibility is clearly the first goal of a hearing aid;
however, the question of whether audibility is sufficient has
not been answered satisfactorily. In some studies in which
the audibility of nonsense syllables was equated between
normal and hearing-impaired listeners by using noise mask-
ing in the normal listeners, the performance of the two
groups was essentially identical~Humeset al., 1987; Zurek
and Delhorne, 1987!. However, our results show that making
sounds audible is not, by itself, sufficient to restore a normal
neural representation of the stimulus~Miller et al., 1997;
Schilling et al., 1998!. Similarly, other perceptual studies
show that restoring audibility does not restore speech percep-
tion performance to the extent predicted by pure measures of
audibility, like the articulation index~e.g., Ching et al.,
1998!. Moreover, Hogan and Turner~1998! have shown that
high-frequency speech information cannot always be used by
listeners with high-frequency hearing loss, even when it is
made audible; in extreme cases, high-frequency amplifica-
tion can even be detrimental. Both the effects described by
Ching et al. and by Hogan and Turner are worse as the de-
gree of hearing loss increases. Studies like these provide evi-
dence that there are suprathreshold deficits in the impaired
ear which prevent efficient use of information in the speech
wave form.

A common hypothesis about departures from the predic-
tions of audibility theory in hearing-impaired listeners is that
there is a degeneration in the internal representation of
speech at the high sound levels needed to allow hearing-
impaired listeners to hear the speech. Studies of the neural
representation of speechlike stimuli at high sound levels sup-
port this hypothesis~Wonget al., 1998!. As discussed above,
in normal animals, auditory nerve fibers with BFs nearF2
show a narrowband response to theF2 component of the
stimulus, meaning that they respond as if the stimulus con-
sisted only of a tone at the frequency ofF2. This gives a
high-quality tonotopic representation ofF2 which is sensi-
tive to small changes inF2 frequency. At high sound levels
~80–100 dB, depending on the BF!, this narrowband re-
sponse is replaced by a mixed response toF1 andF2. As
sound level increases, the response toF1 becomes stronger
and the response toF2 can disappear. This loss of response
to F2 will clearly result in problems with speech perception
and this effect may account for the need for high-level cor-
rections to the articulation index~French and Steinberg,
1947!.

High-frequency emphasis can be used in hearing aids to
make high-frequency sound audible to listeners with high-
frequency hearing losses. The results presented here and in a
previous paper~Schilling et al., 1998! show that high-
frequency emphasis has additional benefits beyond making
the sound audible. Most important, high-frequency emphasis
controls the spread of response toF1 and thus improves the
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frequency specificity of responses in theF2 region. The
spread of the neural response toF1 toward fibers of higher
BF corresponds to upward spread of masking in the percep-
tual literature~e.g., Danaher and Pickett, 1975; Summers and
Leek, 1997!. Hearing-impaired listeners, and normal listen-
ers at high sound levels, show masking ofF2 by F1 which is
alleviated by attenuatingF1. The masking effect is generally
worse for hearing-impaired listeners and worsens as the de-
gree of hearing loss increases~reviewed by Summers and
Leek, 1997!. The psychophysical interpretation of increased
upward spread of masking in hearing-impaired listeners is
that the perceptual auditory filters are broader, especially on
the low-frequency side~Tyler et al., 1984; Stelmachowicz
et al., 1985; Glasberg and Moore, 1986!, which allows in-
creased response toF1, and therefore masking, in theF2
filters. The obvious neural correlate is broadening of auditory
nerve tuning curves, which also occurs primarily on the low-
frequency side~Dallos and Harris, 1978; Schmiedtet al.,
1980; Liberman and Dodds, 1984!. High-frequency empha-
sis in amplification counteracts the poor tuning on the low-
frequency side of tuning curves in hearing-impaired subjects
by boosting the level ofF2 relative toF1 and decreasing the
masking effect ofF1 in theF2 fibers.

Even when the upward spread ofF1 is controlled by
high-frequency emphasis, differences between the hearing-
impaired and normal ears remain. One problem is the broad-
band phase-locking in fibers with BFs nearF2; these fibers
show substantial responses to frequencies in the trough be-
tweenF1 andF2. In normal animals, such phase-locking is
not seen even at high sound levels~Wong et al., 1998!,
whereas it is seen in acoustically traumatized animals with or
without high-frequency emphasis~Schilling et al., 1998!.
This phase-locking degrades the quality of the representation
of F2 by making the responses of theF2 fibers depend on a
large number of frequency components of the vowel, de-
creasing their sensitivity toF2.

A principal goal of CEFS processing is to eliminate the
responses to trough frequencies by not amplifying them
while still amplifying F2. The high-frequency emphasis used
in perceptual studies is not of this type; typically, a fixed
gain function is used which depends only on the degree of
hearing loss. As a result, trough frequencies are amplified
about as much asF2, for a vowel like /}/. Thus responses to
trough frequencies may provide an explanation for apparent
suprathreshold deficits in hearing-impaired listeners, even
when provided with the benefits of adequate high-frequency
amplification.

CEFS processing resembles the signal processing done
in spectral-enhancement hearing aids~Summerfieldet al.,
1985; Simpsonet al., 1990; Stone and Moore, 1992; Baer
et al., 1993!. The goal of these aids is to counteract the
broadening of impaired auditory filters by sharpening the
spectral shape of the stimulus. The sharpening has been done
in a variety of ways, which include narrowing the formant
bandwidths and increasing the contrast in the stimulus spec-
trum by filtering. The benefits obtained from these manipu-
lations were small or nonexistent for speech intelligibility,
although consistent improvements in perceived speech qual-
ity were reported. These results, then, seem to be in opposi-

tion to the suggestion that CEFS processing should improve
hearing-aid performance. It is difficult to evaluate the rea-
sons for the poor performance of the reported attempts at
spectral enhancement. In the cases that are described best, it
is apparent that high-frequency emphasis was not combined
with the enhancement. In this case, upward spread ofF1
would not be prevented. The deleterious effects of the up-
ward spread ofF1 on the responses of neurons with BFs near
F2 are certainly larger than the effects of the trough harmon-
ics; thus the omission of high-frequency emphasis is likely to
have limited the improvement gained by spectral enhance-
ment alone. It is also important to note that the spectral en-
hancement achieved by CEFS processing removes the power
from a single band of frequencies in the trough between for-
mants, regardless of the degree of hearing loss at the trough
frequencies. In essence, the spectral enhancement is fit to
both the hearing loss and the stimulus spectrum; this is un-
like the spectral enhancement used in previous studies.

The particular form of spectral enhancement described
here is promising in that it provides dramatic improvement in
the neural representation of the stimulus. As mentioned
above, further work is necessary to determine the feasibility
of extending these benefits toF3. In addition, only one
speech sound, the vowel /}/, has been analyzed so far, and
further research is needed to work out the dependence of the
best processing algorithm on the particular speech spectrum
and the particular hearing loss. Nevertheless, the data in this
paper suggest that, through appropriate hearing-aid signal
processing, it may be possible to achieve the goal of making
normal the responses of auditory nerve fibers in acoustically
traumatized ears.
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When sinusoidal amplitude modulation~SAM! is applied to noise or tone carriers, the stimuli can
generate audible distortion products in the region of the modulation frequency. As a result, when
bandpass-filtered SAM noise is used to investigate temporal processing, a band of unmodulated
noise is typically positioned at the modulation frequency to mask any distortion products. This study
was designed to investigate the distortion products for bandpass noise carriers, and so reduce
ambiguity about the form of this distortion and its role in perception. The distortion consists of two
distortion-noise bands and a distortion tone at the modulation frequency. In the first two
experiments, the level and phase of the distortion tone are measured using two different
experimental paradigms. In the third experiment, modulation-frequency difference limens are
measured for filtered SAM noise and it is shown that performance deteriorates markedly when the
distortion tone is canceled. In a fourth experiment, masked threshold is measured at low frequencies
for bands of high-frequency, unmodulated noise with the same levels and spectra as the SAM noises
in the earlier experiments. The results confirm that unmodulated noise also produces quadratic
distortion which may explain some aspects of earlier reports on remote masking. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01411-3#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Mk@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

Sinusoidally amplitude-modulated noise~SAM noise!
has been used repeatedly to investigate temporal properties
of auditory processing. In many cases, the noise is broad-
band, but several investigators have used filtered SAM noise
and, typically, the noise is filtered after modulation. Strick-
land and Viemeister~1997! reported that in this case the
bandpass-filtered SAM noise produces an audible distortion
tone at the modulation frequency. Informal listening in our
lab confirmed Strickland and Viemeister’s~1997! report in-
asmuch as~a! the timbre of the distortion product was that of
a sinusoid,~b! a sinusoid with a frequency 6 Hz above or
below the modulation frequency produced 6-Hz beats, and
~c! a sinusoid at the modulation frequency with the level that
produced the strongest beats would enhance or greatly re-
duce the loudness of the distortion product depending on its
phase. These observations indicate that there is, indeed, a
sinusoidal distortion tone on the basilar membrane at the
modulation frequency.

This distortion tone produces a potential confounding in
experiments designed to investigate auditory temporal pro-
cessing in the absence of spectral cues because it introduces
a spectral cue at the modulation frequency. It is not immedi-
ately clear that bandpass SAM noise should produce distor-
tion products that are different from those of unmodulated
noise, because the long-term magnitude spectrum of SAM

noise, which is first modulated and then filtered, is continu-
ous and flat within the passband, like the spectrum of un-
modulated bandpass noise. This may be the reason why
many investigators using bandpass-filtered SAM noise did
not explicitly consider these distortion products. Neverthe-
less, most psychoacoustic experiments involving filtered
SAM noise have included an unmodulated-noise masker
with a complementary spectral shape to the modulated noise,
but the reasons for including the masker are often vague.
Burns and Viemeister~1976, 1981! established that the pitch
of SAM noise is a nonspectral pitch. When they used filtered
SAM noise, they presented, in most conditions, an unmodu-
lated background noise to ‘‘mask possible distortion prod-
ucts.’’ The recognition of filtered, SAM-noise melodies de-
teriorated markedly but was still above chance when the
band-rejected unmodulated noise masker was introduced.
Pattersonet al. ~1978! compared modulation threshold with
the modulation depth required to detect a 325-cent change in
modulation frequency, and showed that the rate change was
detectable once the modulation depth was about double that
required to detect modulation. They employed an unmodu-
lated low-pass or band-stop masking noise together with the
filtered SAM noise to ‘‘restrict the listening region.’’
Formby ~1985! and Formby and Muir~1988! measured
modulation-frequency detection and discrimination with fil-
tered SAM noise. They also employed complementary un-
modulated noise maskers for the same reasons as given in
Pattersonet al. ~1978!. There is one study with filtered SAM
noise that did not include a masker at the modulation fre-
quency ~Hanna, 1992!, but it used low presentation levels
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and any distortion products would probably have been near
or below absolute threshold. Eddins~1993! used a low-level
broadband noise together with modulated or unmodulated
bandpass noise to ‘‘mask image frequencies’’ after digital
filtering. Although none of the above studies seems to be
confounded by an audible distortion tone at the modulation
frequency, the variety of reasons given for the use of
unmodulated-noise maskers suggests that the distortion tone
of bandpass-filtered SAM noise has not received appropriate
attention so far.

Instead of masking the distortion tone, the current ex-
periments are designed to quantify the distortion tone in
terms of its phase and level, and its dependence on SAM
noise parameters like bandwidth. In the first two experi-
ments, we measure the level and phase of the distortion tone
for two different modulation frequencies and three different
bandwidths using a cancellation technique and two different
psychophysical paradigms. In the third experiment, we in-
vestigate how modulation-frequency discrimination is influ-
enced by adding cancellation tones to the modulated stimuli.
We then present a more detailed version of Strickland and
Viemeister’s~1997! hypothesis that the distortion tone gen-
erated by SAM noise is a difference tone; it is the vector sum
of the combination of all spectral components in the noise
band with their corresponding sidebands, insofar as these are
preserved after filtering. The fourth experiment relates the
distortion tone of filtered SAM noise to the ‘‘distortion noise
bands’’ produced by unmodulated, bandpass noise. These
distortion noise bands were thoroughly investigated by
Greenwood~1971, 1991! but with the emphasis oncubic
distortion rather than the quadratic distortion responsible for
the SAM-noise distortion tone.

I. EXPERIMENT I: QUANTIFYING THE DISTORTION
TONE USING MODULATION DETECTION

The effective modulation depth of SAM noise is reduced
when the noise is first modulated and then filtered, and the
reduction increases as modulation frequency increases or as
noise bandwidth decreases. Informal experiments indicated
that the detection of a 250-Hz modulation on a 500-Hz-wide
band of noise centered at 4.25 kHz decreased to chance lev-
els when a low-pass noise masker was used to mask the
250-Hz region. This suggested that, when the noise band-
width is only twice the modulation frequency, the filtering
reduced the modulation depth to the point where it no longer
supported modulation detection based on the temporal cue,
that is, the modulation in the passband. At the same time,
however, the modulation depth was still sufficient to produce
a spectral cue in the form of a distortion tone. In experiment
I, we use this combination of modulation frequency and
bandwidth to enable us to measure the level and phase of the
SAM distortion tone, using a cancellation procedure embed-
ded in a modulation-detection experiment.

A. Method

To begin with, an adjustment experiment was performed
to establish the approximate level and phase of the distortion
tone: Listeners were presented with a bandpass SAM noise
with cutoff frequencies of 4 and 4.5 kHz and a modulation

frequency of 250 Hz~as in experiment Ia below!, or a band-
pass SAM noise with cutoff frequencies of 4 and 6 kHz and
a modulation frequency of 1 kHz~as in experiment Ib be-
low!. Listeners were asked to adjust the level and phase of
the simultaneous cancellation tone, whose frequency was the
same as the modulation frequency, to minimize the pure-tone
sensation in the perception of the filtered SAM noise. For
reference, listeners could switch back and forth between the
SAM bandpass noise plus the cancellation tone and an un-
modulated bandpass noise. These preliminary adjustments
established the appropriate range of cancellation-tone levels
and phases for experiments I and II.

In the main experiment, listeners were asked to detect a
250-Hz modulation in a bandpass noise in the presence of a
cancellation tone at the modulation frequency. The noise cut-
offs were 4 and 4.5 kHz. The modulation detection is trivial
for large noise bandwidths relative to the modulation fre-
quency. But, when the modulation frequency is half the noise
bandwidth, then the stimuli are indiscriminable when the dis-
tortion tone is masked~see above!. When the distortion tone
is not masked, the modulation-detection procedure can be
used to titrate the level and phase of a pure tone that cancels
the distortion tone.

1. Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of samples of Gaussian noise
bandpass filtered between 4 and 4.5 kHz~experiment Ia! or
between 4 and 6 kHz~experiment Ib!. The stimulus duration
was 327.7 ms including 20-ms raised-cosine gates. When the
noise was amplitude modulated, the modulation was applied
before the filtering to prevent the use of spectral sidebands
for modulation detection. The modulation depth before fil-
tering was always 100%; however, the filtering decreases the
effective modulation depth. For the SAM-noise stimuli used
in the current experiments, this was quantified by calculating
the magnitude of the Fourier component of the waveform
Hilbert envelope at the modulation frequency relative to the
magnitude of this component in the unfiltered SAM-noise
envelope. With a modulation frequency of 250 Hz and a
passband from 4 to 4.5 kHz~experiment Ia!, the effective
modulation depth decreased to 50%. In experiment Ib~a
1-kHz modulation frequency and a 4 to6-kHz passband! the
effective modulation depth also decreased to 50% because
the relation between modulation frequency and passband
width is the same as in experiment Ia. The filtering was
performed digitally by setting the magnitude spectrum out-
side the passband to zero. The noise stimuli for each trial
were equalized in energy and presented at a spectrum level
of 45 dB SPL/Hz to the left ear. When the noise was ampli-
tude modulated, an equal-duration, cancellation tone of vari-
able level and phase was presented simultaneously at the
modulation frequency. The stimuli were presented via a Sen-
nheiser 540 Reference headphone. The experimental setup
was shown to generate negligible distortion~cf. Sec. IV A!.

2. Procedure

Psychometric functions were measured for the detection
of amplitude modulation as a function of either the level or
phase of the cancellation tone. First, performance was mea-
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sured as a function of cancellation-tone level while the
cancellation-tone phase was fixed at the value determined in
the adjustment experiment. Then, the cancellation-tone level
was fixed at the value which produced worst performance
and modulation detection was measured as a function of
cancellation-tone phase. In each trial, three stimuli were pre-
sented, separated by 500-ms silent pauses. The first stimulus
was always unmodulated bandpass noise. Either the second
or the third stimulus was the bandpass SAM noise plus the
cancellation tone. Listeners were asked to choose the interval
which differed from the first interval; they were provided
with visual feedback. Each data point in the psychometric
function is based on 99 trials.

3. Listeners

Three listeners aged between 23 and 40 took part in
experiments I–III. One of these listeners was unable to take
part in experiment IV and was replaced by another listener
aged 18. One of the listeners was the first author. All listen-
ers had absolute thresholds within 10 dB of the 1969 ANSI
standard at all audiometric frequencies. Listeners were seated
individually in a double-walled sound-attenuating booth.

B. Results and discussion

The modulation-detection performance for bandpass
SAM noise with a modulation frequency of 250 Hz and cut-
off frequencies of 4 and 4.5 kHz is shown in Fig. 1, as a
function of cancellation-tone level~left panel! and
cancellation-tone phase~right panel!. For the results shown
in the left panel, the cancellation-tone phase was set to the
value obtained individually in the preliminary adjustment ex-
periment; for the results shown in the right panel, the
cancellation-tone level was set to that value where the per-
formance shown in the left panel was worst. The different
symbols and line styles show the data for the individual lis-
teners.

The V-shapes of the psychometric functions are in
agreement with the hypothesis that, in this condition, the

detection of amplitude modulation is based exclusively on a
distortion tone at the modulation frequency: when the
cancellation-tone level is lower than that of the distortion
tone, listeners can detect the modulated interval using the
distortion tone; when the cancellation-tone level is greater
than that of the distortion tone, listeners can identify the
modulated interval using the cancellation tone itself. The
psychometric functions fall below 70% correct in both con-
ditions for all three listeners. For each listener, at least one of
the two psychometric functions drops to chance perfor-
mance. This means that there exists a specific level and
phase of the cancellation tone for each listener where they
are no longer able to detect the amplitude modulation. With
these cancellation-tone parameters, the SAM-noise detection
is at chance level like in the informal masking experiment
described above.

The experiment was then repeated with noises whose
passbands extended from 4 to 6 kHz, and with a modulation
frequency of 1 kHz. All other parameters and aspects of the
procedure were unchanged. The spectrum level was held
constant and so the overall level of the SAM bandpass noise
increased by 6 dB. The results are shown in Fig. 2 in the
same format as in Fig. 1.

Again, the psychometric functions are V-shaped, show-
ing that there is a specific level and phase of the cancellation
tone where a 1-kHz amplitude modulation of a 2-kHz-wide
noise is no longer detectable. In both experiments Ia and Ib,
the modulation frequency was half the bandwidth of the
bandpass SAM noise. When the bandwidth was four times
the modulation frequency, the amplitude-modulated noise
with cancellation tone was always discriminable from un-
modulated noise. Listeners reported detecting a ‘‘rattle’’ in
the filtered SAM noise which was not present in the un-
modulated noise. This rattle appears to be the temporal cue
associated with bandpass-filtered SAM noise. This temporal
cue is more salient when the bandwidth is four times the
modulation frequency because the modulation depth is re-

FIG. 1. Psychometric functions for modulation detec-
tion in bandpass noise with cutoff frequencies of 4 and
4.5 kHz, as a function of the level~left panel! and the
phase~right panel! of a cancellation tone at the modu-
lation frequency, 250 Hz. The modulation was applied
before filtering with a depth of 100%. Different sym-
bols and line styles show the functions for the different
listeners. Performance drops to chance levels for an in-
dividual combination of level and phase for all listen-
ers.

FIG. 2. Psychometric functions for modulation detec-
tion in bandpass noise as in Fig. 1 but for cutoff fre-
quencies of 4 and 6 kHz, and a modulation/
cancellation-tone frequency of 1 kHz. Again,
performance drops to chance levels for a specific com-
bination of level and phase for all listeners.
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duced less than in the case where the bandwidth is twice the
modulation frequency.

II. EXPERIMENT II: QUANTIFYING THE DISTORTION
TONE USING MODULATION-FREQUENCY
DISCRIMINATION

Burns and Viemeister~1981! and Hanna~1992! reported
modulation-frequency difference limens of about 13% at a
modulation frequency of 224 Hz for SAM noise filtered be-
tween 2900 and 4000 Hz. Burns and Viemeister~1976! also
found that, for broadband SAM noise where the relevance of
distortion tones can be neglected, listeners were not able to
discriminate between two modulation frequencies that dif-
fered by a semitone~a 100-cent or 6% difference in modu-
lation frequency!. For pure tones, a 6% frequency difference
leads to near-perfect discrimination. The distinction between
the difference limens for pure tones and high-frequency fil-
tered SAM noise without audible distortion tones can be
used to reveal conditions in which the listener is using the
distortion tone. Specifically, in a cancellation-tone paradigm,
listeners are required to identify which of two intervals has
the SAM noise with the higher modulation frequency, as a
function of the level and phase of the cancellation tone.
When the modulation-frequency difference between the two
intervals is fixed at 6%, it is ample for discriminating pure
tones, but not for discriminating the modulation frequency of
SAM noise in the absence of audible distortion tones. So,
when listeners can perform the task, the distortion tone is
audible.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

The stimulus duration and spectrum level were the same
as in the previous experiment. The standard modulation fre-
quency was chosen randomly for each trial in the range be-
tween 235 and 265 Hz. The modulation frequencies for the
two stimuli in one trial differed by 6% and they were cen-
tered around the standard modulation frequency. The fre-
quencies of the cancellation tones in the two intervals were
always the same as the modulation frequencies. The noise
stimuli were first amplitude modulated with a depth of 100%
and then digitally bandpass filtered between 4 and 5 kHz
using rectangular filtering. Stimulus generation and presen-
tation were identical to experiment I.

2. Procedure

Psychometric functions were obtained for the detection
of a 6% difference in modulation frequency between two

bandpass SAM noises as a function of the phase or level of a
cancellation tone at the modulation frequency. The range of
cancellation-tone levels and phases presented in this experi-
ment was determined with a small adjustment experiment as
in experiment I.

In a two-alternative, forced-choice paradigm, listeners
had to indicate the stimulus with the higher modulation fre-
quency. Visual feedback was provided. Having taken part in
experiment I, listeners did not have additional training for
this experiment. The data points show the average perfor-
mance for 99 presentations of each stimulus condition. Per-
formance was measured first as a function of cancellation-
tone level with the phase fixed at the value individually
determined in the adjustment experiment. Then, performance
was measured as a function of cancellation-tone phase with
the level fixed at that value where performance as a function
of level was worst.

B. Results and discussion

Psychometric functions for the detection of a 6% differ-
ence in modulation frequency between the modulation fre-
quencies of two SAM noises, bandpass filtered between 4
and 5 kHz, are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the level~left
panel! and the phase~right panel! of the cancellation tone.
As in Figs. 1 and 2, different symbols present the data for
different listeners.

As in the previous experiment, the psychometric func-
tions are V-shaped. For every listener, there exists a specific
level and phase of the cancellation tone where a 6% differ-
ence in modulation frequency is no longer detectable, pre-
sumably because the distortion tone of amplitude-modulated
noise is canceled. In this case, a 6% difference of the modu-
lation frequency does not produce a detectable change
~Hanna, 1992; Burns and Viemeister, 1976!. When the dis-
tortion tone is not completely canceled, the 6% change in the
distortion tone provides a detection cue.

The cancellation-tone levels obtained in this experiment
are higher than those obtained in experiment Ia for the same
modulation frequency. The increase can be explained in
terms of the effective modulation depth of the stimulus.
When the bandwidth of the SAM noise is increased from
double the modulation frequency to four times the modula-
tion frequency, the effective modulation depth after bandpass
filtering increases from 50%~cf. experiment I! to 70%. The
strength of an even-order distortion product generated by the
modulation of the stimulus would be expected to increase in
this case.

FIG. 3. Detection of a 6%-change of the modulation
frequency of SAM bandpass noise with cutoff frequen-
cies of 4 and 5 kHz. Detection performance is plotted
against the level~left panel! and phase~right panel! of a
cancellation tone at the modulation frequency, 250 Hz.
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III. EXPERIMENT III: MODULATION-FREQUENCY
DIFFERENCE LIMENS WITH AND WITHOUT
CANCELLATION TONES

Experiment II showed that, when the distortion tone of
bandpass SAM noise is canceled, a 6%-change of the modu-
lation frequency is no longer detectable. In experiment III,
we measure modulation-frequency difference limens~fmod
DLs! for the stimuli in experiment II with and without the
cancellation tone, to determine the extent to which
modulation-frequency information is preserved after the dis-
tortion tone has been canceled.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

As in experiments I and II, the stimuli were bandpass-
filtered SAM noise with 100% modulation before filtering, a
signal duration of 327.7 ms, and a spectrum level of 45 dB
SPL/Hz. Modulation frequency DLs were centered around a
standard modulation frequency of 250 Hz. The stimuli were
filtered between 4 and 5 kHz. The experiment was performed
without cancellation tones~condition I! and with cancellation
tones~condition II!. The cancellation tone was presented at
the modulation frequency and with the same duration as the
SAM noise. The cancellation-tone level and phase were set
to the values determined individually in experiment II for
optimal cancellation. Stimulus generation and presentation
was identical to the previous experiments.

2. Procedure

Modulation frequency DLs were measured with an
adaptive two-alternative, forced-choice paradigm using the
three-down, one-up rule which estimates the 79.4%-correct
value on the psychometric function~Levitt, 1971!. The
modulation frequency difference was initially set to 30 Hz
~12% of the reference modulation frequency! and changed in
steps of 50% of the previous value for the first two reversals,
in steps of 10% for reversals three to five, and in steps of 5%
for reversals six to 11. The average of these last six reversals
was taken as threshold for the run. The threshold data show
the average and standard deviation of four runs obtained af-
ter a training session which consisted of five practice runs for
each condition. Data were collected first for condition I
~without cancellation tone! and then for condition II~with
cancellation tone!. Listeners were provided with visual feed-
back.

B. Results and discussion

Modulation-frequency DLs with and without cancella-
tion tones at the modulation frequency are shown for the
three listeners in Table I. Without added cancellation tones
~condition I!, the modulation-frequency DLs are between
0.9% and 3.3%. Wieret al. ~1977! measured frequency DLs
for pure tones as a function of their sensation level. The
results of experiment II together with those of experiment IV
~see below! show that the sensation level of the distortion
tone in the current experiment is around 10 dB. At a standard
frequency of 200 Hz and a similar sensation level, the results
of Wier et al. ~1977! are in good agreement with the current
DLs measured in the presence of the distortion tone. When
the distortion tone is canceled,~condition II!, the
modulation-frequency DLs increase markedly to between
14% and 41%. Moreover, DLs in condition II represent
‘‘best-case’’ values: The level and phase of the cancellation
tone was determined for a modulation frequency of 250 Hz.
With increasing frequency differences, the actual modulation
frequencies deviated more and more from the modulation
frequency for which cancellation was optimal. It may thus be
the case, that the threshold values with cancellation tones
represent values where cancellation is no longer complete.
To avoid this problem, it would be necessary to repeat ex-
periment II for every modulation frequency in the present
experiment. The result would probably be a further increase
in modulation-frequency DLs, and since a large increase in
the DLs already occurs with the cancellation-tone parameters
determined at 250 Hz, we felt there was little to be gained by
measuring the cancellation-tone parameters for all of the
modulation frequencies presented.

The modulation-frequency DLs with cancellation tones
for Listeners 2 and 3 are poorer than those reported by
Hanna~1992! or Formby ~1985! for broadband noise. The
reason for the discrepancy may just be the stimulus band-
width. In the case of Hanna~1992!, it is also possible that
there was an audible distortion tone despite the low level of
the stimuli. Bandpass filtering after amplitude modulation
decreases the effective modulation depth and the decrease of
modulation depth depends on the relationship between
stimulus bandwidth and modulation frequency. Hanna
~1992! measured discrimination thresholds around 40%
when he limited the band to 1100 Hz~500–1600 Hz!. When
the listening band was shifted upwards~2900–4000 Hz!, per-
formance improved to about 14% at a modulation frequency
of 224 Hz. Informal observations suggest that the level of the
quadratic distortion tone is dependent on the frequency po-

TABLE I. Modulation-frequency DLs for filtered SAM noise with cutoff frequencies of 4 and 5 kHz. DLs were
measured around a modulation frequency of 250 Hz. When a cancellation tone was included~condition II!, its
level and phase were set to the values determined individually for best cancellation of the distortion tone in
experiment II.

Listener #

Fmod DL without cancella-
tion tones~condition I!

@% of 250 Hz#
Standard
deviation

Fmod DL with cancellation
tones~condition II!

@% of 250 Hz#
Standard
deviation

1 2.4 0.35 13.9 0.6
2 3.3 0.67 41.3 13
3 0.9 0.21 20.8 6.3
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sition of the bandpass SAM noise. It may thus be the case
that in Hanna’s experiments, with low presentation levels
and no masking noise, the improvement in performance with
increasing center frequency is due to an audible quadratic
distortion tone in combination with a stronger temporal cue
due to wider auditory filters.

IV. THE GENERATION OF A SAM NOISE DISTORTION
TONE

Strickland and Viemeister~1997! argued that the distor-
tion tone at the modulation frequency is a difference tone.
How can a stimulus with a flat long-term spectrum generate
a discrete difference tone? Spectral information about the
modulation frequency in SAM noise has been investigated
in, for example, Pierceet al. ~1977! and Houtsmaet al.
~1980!: In unmodulated noise, amplitudes are Rayleigh dis-
tributed and phases are distributed uniformly. For SAM
noise, however, every frequency component,f, has two side-
band components atf 6fmod with the same phase as the
component atf. In the presence of quadratic nonlinearity,
quadratic difference tones,f 2 – f 1, are generated between
each pair of frequency components in the noise. For un-
modulated bandpass noise, these quadratic difference tones
add up to a distortion noise band which has a low-pass char-
acteristic due to the bandpass characteristic of the primary
noise band~Greenwood, 1971!. For bandpass-filtered SAM
noise, the occurrence of the sideband components leads to an
‘‘over-representation’’ of spectral components with a fre-
quency separation equal to fmod. Quadratic distortion com-
ponents between each frequency component and its side-
bands add up and, due to their over-representation, lead to a
peak in the distortion noise band at the modulation fre-
quency. The spectrum of a SAM noise modulated at 250 Hz
and filtered between 4 and 5 kHz is plotted in the left panel
of Fig. 4. The right panel shows the spectrum of the squared
waveform which is the first-order quadratic distortion prod-

uct. The distortion product consists of a low-pass distortion
noise band with a cutoff frequency corresponding to the
bandwidth of the stimulus. The distortion noise band has a
distinct peak at the modulation frequency. Although not plot-
ted, quadratic distortion also produces spectral components
above the noise passband. However, these are not investi-
gated in the current paper.

A. Quadratic distortion in the experimental equipment

To test for distortion in the equipment, SAM noise with
a modulation frequency of 250 Hz and bandpass cutoffs of 4
and 4.5 kHz was recorded from the Sennheiser headphone
used in the experiment with a B&K 4153 artificial ear. The
signal level was the same as in experiment I. The average
power spectrum, over ten samples, is presented in the left
panel of Fig. 5 and it shows that there is no spectral peak at
the modulation frequency of 250 Hz. The right panel shows
the average spectrum for ten samples of the same modulated
noise with the cancellation tone added in at 250 Hz. The
level and phase of the cancellation tone are set to the optimal
cancellation values for Listener 1, and it produces a peak in
the spectrum, as would be expected. Note that the listener
heard a pure tone at the modulation frequency when pre-
sented with the stimulus whose spectrum at the eardrum had
no peak at that frequency~left panel!. However, the listener
did not hear a pure tone when presented with the stimulus
whose spectrum contained a peak at the modulation fre-
quency ~right panel!. Neither of these results would occur
had the equipment generated the audible distortion tone.

B. Aural distortion

Traditionally, quadratic distortion has been attributed to
the middle ear~Zwicker, 1955!. However, Hall~1972! and
Brown ~1993! ~among others! showed that the level of the
quadratic distortion tone depends on the frequency separa-
tion between the primaries. This is difficult to explain in

FIG. 4. Quadratic distortions~right panel! generated by
a filtered SAM noise~left panel! with cutoff frequencies
of 4 and 5 kHz and a modulation frequency of 250 Hz.
The distortion spectrum is obtained by squaring the
waveform. Quadratic distortions have a low-pass shape
with a cutoff frequency corresponding to the noise
bandwidth. The amplitude modulation of the primary
noise leads to a peak in the distortion band at the modu-
lation frequency.

FIG. 5. Frequency response of the headphones used in
the experiments with filtered SAM noise. The left panel
shows the headset response to the modulated noise
alone. This stimulus is easily discriminated from un-
modulated bandpass noise. The right panel shows the
headset response to the modulated noise with a cancel-
lation tone added at the modulation frequency, 250 Hz.
The level and phase of the cancellation tone were set to
the values that produced cancellation for Listener 1 in
experiment I. In contrast to the stimulus in the left
panel, the stimulus in the right panel is no longer dis-
criminable from unmodulated noise despite the peak at
250 Hz.
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terms of middle-ear function and suggests a generation site
in the cochlea. Recent refined models of cochlear filtering,
for example Carney~1993!, simulate active mechanisms us-
ing an asymmetrically saturating feedback loop, and this
asymmetry produces quadratic distortion. We calculated the
responses of Carney’s auditory filter at center frequencies of
5 and 8 kHz to bandpass SAM noises with bandwidths of
500 Hz and 1 kHz. The spectra of the outputs of the 5-kHz
filter are plotted in the upper two panels of Fig. 6; the noise
extending from 4 to 4.5 kHz is in the left panel, and the noise
extending from 4 to 5 kHz is in the right panel. The spectra
show both low-pass and high-pass distortion-noise bands,
and a peak at the 250-Hz modulation frequency. The low-
pass distortion noise and the peak at the modulation fre-
quency are produced in Carney’s auditory-filter simulation
by asymmetric compression in the mechanoelectrical trans-
duction of the outer-hair cells. The low-pass cutoff frequency
of the distortion-noise band increases with increasing stimu-
lus bandwidth, and the strength of the component at the
modulation frequency also increases. The latter would ex-
plain the difference in cancellation-tone level between ex-
periments I and II, where the level required for optimal can-
cellation increased with increasing noise bandwidth.

The low-pass cutoff of this even-order distortion-noise
band is also influenced by auditory filter width. This is illus-
trated in the lower two panels of Fig. 6, which show the
responses of a 5-kHz filter~left panel! and an 8-kHz filter
~right panel! to amplitude-modulated noise extending from 4
to 8 kHz. The 5-kHz filter still produces a low-pass distortion
noise even though the stimulus is 4 kHz wide. In this case,
the width of the distortion-noise band is limited by filter
bandwidth. The 8-kHz auditory filter is wider and so the
even-order distortion band and the odd-order distortion band
overlap and produce a relatively flat distortion-noise spec-
trum. Thus, a nonlinear cochlear filter model with asym-
metrically saturating feedback may provide a physiological
basis for the distortion tone measured in the present study.

It is important to point out that the power spectra in Fig.

6 are not representations of the internal auditory spectra pro-
duced by these SAM noises; instead, they show the spectral
distribution of the output of an isolated nonlinear filter with-
out the interaction between filters that occurs in the cochlea.
That is, in the cochlea, distortion components produced by
compression would travel through the endocochlear fluid or
over the basilar membrane to the place associated with the
frequency of the distortion. The current model does not in-
clude the contributions produced by this propagation in the
cochlea. There are cochlear simulations capable of producing
and propagating combination tones. One example is the
wave digital filter model constructed by Giguere and Wood-
land~1994! and used by Giguereet al. ~1997! to model cubic
distortion products. Unfortunately, the implementation does
not include the asymmetric compression required to explain
quadratic distortion, and the model is not easily modified.

The final experiment was designed to extend the
distortion-tone research to the distortion-noise bands gener-
ated by bandpass-filtered noise. Greenwood~1971! made ex-
tensive measurements of the masking produced by
distortion-noise bands, but he focused mainly on cubic dis-
tortion. Bandpass-filtered noise produces a band of cubic dis-
tortion noise with a high-pass filtered shape just below the
band of primaries, and the band elevates masked threshold in
this region. Quadratic distortion produces a low-pass
distortion-noise band, and in the final experiment, we mea-
sured masked thresholds at low frequencies to reveal the ef-
fect of this distortion noise. The stimuli were bandpass noise
maskers with the same levels and bandwidths used in the
previous experiments.

V. EXPERIMENT V: REMOTE MASKING BY
BANDPASS NOISE

A. Method

1. Stimuli

Bandpass noise maskers were generated with a lower
cutoff frequency of 4 kHz and an upper cutoff of 4.5, 5, 6, or

FIG. 6. Spectral analysis of the output of a simulated
auditory filter suggested by Carney~1993! in response
to filtered SAM noise with a modulation frequency of
250 Hz ~arrows!. The upper panels show the response
of a 5-kHz filter to bandpass noise from 4 to 4.5 kHz
~left panel! and from 4 to 5 kHz~right panel!. The
lower panels show the response of a 5-kHz~left! and an
8-kHz ~right! filter when the noise passband is 4–8
kHz. Nonlinearity in the auditory filter causes the best
frequency of the filter to shift downward with increas-
ing stimulus level. See the text for a detailed discussion.
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8 kHz. The spectrum level was fixed at 45 dB SPL/Hz. Thus,
the overall stimulus level varied from 72 to 81 dB SPL. The
signals were pure tones with frequencies ranging from 125 to
2000 Hz in octave steps. The masker and signal durations
were 327.7 ms including 20-ms raised-cosine gates. Stimuli
were presented monaurally to the left ear using the same
experimental equipment as in the previous experiments.

2. Procedure

In an adaptive two-alternative, forced-choice paradigm,
absolute and masked thresholds were measured using the
‘‘three-down, one-up’’ rule which estimates the 79.4%-
correct point on the psychometric function~Levitt, 1971!.
Initially, the level of the sinusoidal signal was changed in
steps of 10 dB; the step size was reduced to 5 dB after the
second reversal, and to 2 dB after the fifth reversal. The
average of reversals six to 11 was taken to be the threshold
for that run. Individual threshold values show the average
over three runs following a single practice run. The listeners
were the same as for experiments I–III apart from Listener 3,
who was replaced by another listener aged 18.

B. Results and discussion

Absolute and masked thresholds are plotted in Fig. 7.
Absolute thresholds averaged over the three listeners are pre-
sented by the solid line with across-listener standard errors.
The broken lines present averaged masked thresholds for
maskers with different bandwidths~again, with across-
listener standard errors!. The dashed line presents thresholds
for the masker-noise band extending from 4 to 4.5 kHz, the
dotted line for the band from 4 to 5 kHz, the dash–dotted
line for the band from 4 to 6 kHz, and the dash–dot–dotted
line for the band from 4 to 8 kHz.

The presence of a masker noise above 4 kHz raises sig-
nal thresholds for all signal frequencies in the experiment,
despite the fact that auditory excitation patterns~Moore and
Glasberg, 1987! would not predict any masking below 2.5
kHz for maskers with a lower cutoff frequency of 4 kHz. For
signal frequencies of 125 and 250 Hz, masked threshold is 3
to 5 dB above absolute threshold, and is largely independent

of masker bandwidth. At 500 Hz, threshold is elevated by
about 9 dB by all maskers except for the narrowest, 500 Hz,
where the threshold elevation is 4 dB. At 1 kHz, the 500-Hz
masker produces almost no masking, the 1-kHz masker pro-
duces 5 dB of masking, and the wider maskers produce about
10 dB of masking. At 2 kHz, threshold increases with band-
width up to 2 kHz.

In the following, these remote masking data are inter-
preted in terms of both quadratic and cubic distortion noise.
The masked thresholds are assumed to reflect the compound
effect of both types of distortion. For signal frequencies of
125 and 250 Hz, threshold elevation appears to be largely
produced be quadratic distortion, and evaluations are inde-
pendent of masker bandwidth. At 500 Hz, however, thresh-
old is lower for the 500-Hz-wide masker than for the broader
maskers. This is presumably the case because the low-pass
cutoff frequency of the quadratic distortion band depends on
masker bandwidth. As the first-order quadratic distortion
band for the 500-Hz masker ends at 500 Hz, it produces less
masking at a signal frequency of 500 Hz than the broader
maskers. At 1 kHz, the 500-Hz-wide masker produces virtu-
ally no masking, presumably because the signal frequency is
above the quadratic distortion band and below the cubic dis-
tortion band. At 2 kHz, the 500-Hz-wide masker produces
masking, which we assume is due to downward spreading
cubic distortion. When the masker bandwidth is 1 kHz, it
produces more masking at 500 Hz than the 500-Hz-wide
masker due to the higher cutoff of the quadratic distortion
band, and there may also be a contribution from the cubic
distortion band. With increasing masker bandwidth, masking
at 1 and 2 kHz increases rapidly because of the downward
spread of the cubic distortion and the simultaneous upward
spread of the quadratic distortion. In these conditions, the
individual contributions of the two distortion bands cannot
be dissociated.

When the masker bandwidth is increased from 2 to 4
kHz, masking at 2 kHz does not increase, and at 1 kHz it
decreases slightly. This effect cannot readily be explained
within the current framework. When the masker bandwidth
is increased from 2 to 4 kHz, the overall masker level is
increased from 78 to 81 dB SPL. It may be the case that this
increase elicited the acoustic reflex which in turn may have
changed the spectral shape and magnitude of the distortion
noise bands.

Bilger ~1958! measured what he referred to as remote
masking as a function of masker noise bandwidth. The spec-
trum level of the noise was fixed at 76 dB SPL/Hz and the
bandwidths were 500 Hz, 1, 2, and 4 kHz, corresponding to
overall levels of 103, 106, 109, and 112 dB SPL, respec-
tively. These presentation levels are much higher than those
in the current experiment and they produced greater thresh-
old elevations. It is probably the case that these high presen-
tation levels produce not only first-order, quadratic, and cu-
bic distortion noise, but also high-order distortion noise.

Greenwood~1971! investigated the effect of distortion
noise bands on the shape of the masked audiogram with
pure-tone and narrow-band maskers, in a band-widening ex-
periment similar to experiment IV. He explained the results
in terms of first-order and higher-order cubic distortion

FIG. 7. Average thresholds for sinusoids masked by bandpass noise with a
constant spectrum level of 45 dB SPL. The lower noise cutoff frequency is
constant at 4 kHz, the upper noise cutoff frequency is 4.5 kHz~dashed line!,
5 kHz ~dotted line!, 6 kHz ~dash–dotted line!, or 8 kHz ~dash–dot–dotted
line!. Average absolute thresholds are presented by the solid line. The error
bars show across-listener’ standard errors. For signal frequencies of 125 and
250 Hz, threshold elevations are largely independent of noise bandwidth; for
the higher-frequency signals, threshold elevations depend on masker band-
width in a systematic way. See the text for an interpretation in terms of
distortion-noise bands.
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which limited the rising slope of the masked audiogram. He
did not use signal frequencies low enough to reveal the ef-
fects of quadratic distortion. The current results indicate that
quadratic distortion does influence the masked audiogram in
some cases, but to a much lesser extent than cubic distortion,
and with no direct implications for measures of auditory fre-
quency selectivity. The more interesting aspect of quadratic
distortion is perhaps its influence on pitch and modulation
perception with high-pass filtered stimuli.

VI. QUADRATIC DISTORTION AS AN AUDITORY
REPRESENTATION OF THE STIMULUS MODULATION
SPECTRUM

The even-order distortion products produced by a band
of SAM noise are reminiscent of the spectrum of the stimu-
lus envelope, commonly referred to as the modulation spec-
trum. The modulation spectrum is calculated by taking the
Fourier transform of the Hilbert envelope, or the Fourier
transform of the output of an auditory filter which has been
half-wave rectified and low-pass filtered to extract a stimulus
envelope as it may be represented in the auditory system.
Dauet al. ~1997! have recently demonstrated the value of the
modulation spectrum in explaining modulation detection
data. In their model, following cochlear filtering, neural
transduction, and envelope extraction, a modulation filter-
bank is used to produce a modulation spectrum for each fre-
quency channel. The set of modulation spectra for all of the
frequency channels is proposed as an internal representation
that the auditory system could use to analyze the modulation
properties of sounds. The experiments in the current paper
indicate that some of the information in the modulation spec-
trum may already be present in the cochlea as a result of
quadratic distortion. For amplitude-modulated stimuli with
moderate to high levels and modulation frequencies above,
say 50 Hz, it appears that there is excitation on the basilar
membrane at the modulation frequency. When no care is
taken to mask or cancel quadratic distortion, it may confound
experimental results intended to reveal aspects of temporal
processing. Studies on the pitch of SAM noise~Burns and
Viemeister, 1976, 1981; Pattersonet al., 1978! and modula-
tion detection~Formby and Muir, 1988; Eddins, 1993! in-
cluded unmodulated noise to mask possible distortion com-
ponents, and Hanna~1992! used a low presentation level
which made it unlikely that quadratic distortion products
were audible. Blameyet al. ~1984!, however, measured
modulation frequency discrimination for noise stimuli with
smoothed rectangular modulators that were bandpass filtered
at center frequencies between 1 and 10 kHz. For some lis-
teners, they found modulation frequency difference limens as
low as 2 to 3 percent even with filters centered at relatively
high frequencies. They did not use a masking noise and so
the interpretation of the results is complicated by potential
distortion products, both at the modulation frequency and its
integer multiples.

SAM tones, like SAM noise, will produce a distortion
tone at the modulation frequency under some conditions, and
SAM tones have frequently been used in physiological stud-
ies of temporal processing in the auditory system~for a re-

view, see Langner, 1992!. Schulze and Langner~1997! in-
vestigated modulation tuning in the primary auditory cortex
of the Mongolian gerbil and found that units with low-
frequency pure-tone response areas showed modulation tun-
ing to SAM tones positioned well above their response area.
In the discussion of the role of distortion tones in their ex-
periments, the authors assumed that quadratic distortion is
independent of the frequency range and spectral separation
of the primaries. This has been contradicted by the studies of
Brown ~1993! and Hall ~1972!. Nevertheless, Schulze and
Langner~1997! concluded that distortion products were not
involved in their experiments. The current experimental find-
ings emphasize the importance of quadratic distortion in the
perception of amplitude modulation. Even if some of the
results reported by Schulze and Langner~1997! do not reveal
the influence of a quadratic distortion tone, this tone will
certainly influence the response of a neuron tuned to the
distortion-tone frequency as long as the distortion tone is not
masked or canceled.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present study shows that bands of filtered SAM
noise produce a quadratic distortion tone at the modulation
frequency which can be canceled using a pure tone. When
the distortion tone is canceled, the amplitude modulation of
the noise band is no longer detectable, provided the band-
width of the noise is equal to, or less than, double the modu-
lation frequency. For wider bandwidths~relative to the
modulation frequency!, the amplitude modulation is detect-
able in the absence of the distortion tone, but discrimination
of the modulation frequency is greatly reduced when com-
pared to conditions without the cancellation tone. Thus, these
experiments provide two different psychoacoustical para-
digms for quantifying the quadratic distortion tone elicited
by SAM noise.

The quadratic distortion tone can be explained in terms
of summating difference tones generated by components
within the passband of the SAM noise. While some func-
tional simulations of peripheral auditory filtering include the
asymmetric nonlinearity required to generate cochlear differ-
ence tones, a full simulation of the observed effects requires
a model that can propagate distortion products to their fre-
quency place.

Quadratic distortion may also be responsible for some
aspects of the data on ‘‘remote masking,’’ that is, the eleva-
tion in the masked audiogram produced by high-frequency
bands of noise.

The pronounced perceptual effects of quadratic distor-
tion in the current psychoacoustical experiments stress the
need to consider, and control, quadratic distortion in studies
of temporal processing with amplitude-modulated stimuli.
While psychophysical studies have typically masked qua-
dratic distortion products, physiological studies of temporal
processing with AM tones typically have not and so their
results may be confounded with the spectral cues arising
from quadratic distortion, especially when across-frequency
processing of amplitude modulation is studied.
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Detection thresholds for spectral and temporal modulations are measured using broadband spectra
with sinusoidally rippled profiles that drift up or down the log-frequency axis at constant velocities.
Spectro-temporal modulation transfer functions~MTFs! are derived as a function of ripple peak
density~V cycles/octave! and drifting velocity~v Hz!. The MTFs exhibit a low-pass function with
respect to both dimensions, with 50% bandwidths of about 16 Hz and 2 cycles/octave. The data
replicate ~as special cases! previously measured purely temporal MTFs~V50! @Viemeister, J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.66, 1364–1380~1979!# and purely spectral MTFs~v50! @Green, inAuditory
Frequency Selectivity~Plenum, Cambridge, 1986!, pp. 351–359#. A computational auditory model
is presented that exhibits spectro-temporal MTFs consistent with the salient trends in the data. The
model is used to demonstrate the potential relevance of these MTFs to the assessment of speech
intelligibility in noise and reverberant conditions. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02210-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.71.Gv@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

The most obvious feature of a speech spectrogram is the
energy modulations, both in time in any given frequency
channel, and along the spectral axis at any instant, due to
formant peaks and their transitions, spectral edges, and rapid
amplitude modulations at onsets/offsets. These modulations
occur at relatively slow temporal rates~few Hz! reflecting
the speed of the articulatory gestures, and hence the phonetic
and syllabic rates of speech. Speech intelligibility is critically
dependent on the clarity of these spectro-temporal modula-
tions. Thus speech reconstructed from smoothed spectro-
grams along either dimension suffers from progressive loss
of intelligibility ~Shannonet al., 1995; Arai et al., 1996;
Drullman et al., 1994!.

Human sensitivity to spectral and temporal modulations
has been studied extensively in various experimental set-
tings. In most cases, these two measurements are treated
separately. For instance, sensitivity measurements topurely
temporal modulations—usually referred to as a temporal
‘‘modulation transfer function~MTF !’’—are illustrated in
Fig. 1~a!. They employ either amplitude-modulated white
noise~Viemeister, 1979! @Fig. 1~a!, left panel# or temporally
modulated harmonic-like spectra~Yost and Moore, 1987;
van Zanten and Senten, 1983! @Fig. 1~a!, right panel#. While
both MTFs are low pass in character, they exhibit substan-
tially different upper cutoff rates, with flat noise being de-
tectable to much higher rates~exceeding 64 Hz compared to
less than 10 Hz for the noise-delayed stimulus!. Complemen-
tary tests ofpurely spectralsensitivity are shown in Fig.
1~b!. They employ stationary~static! spectra with sinusoidal
envelopes along the logarithmic frequency axis—also called
ripples~Hillier, 1991; Green, 1986!. This spectral MTF dem-
onstrates that our ability to detect closely spaced ripple peaks
deteriorates above about 4 cycles/octave.1 Spectral MTFs in

birds also exhibit similar trends and upper limits, although
there is some variability across different species~Amagai
et al., 1999!.

All MTFs described in Fig. 1 are essentially one-
dimensional in that they are measured by varying either the
spectral or temporal modulation rates while holding the other
constant. This is the case even for the spectrally complex
stimuli in Yost and Moore~1987! and van Zanten and Senten
~1983! because such harmonic like spectra preserve their
shape against the tonotopic~logarithmic frequency! axis of
the auditory system regardless of the change in their fre-
quency spacing. Consequently, MTFs are effectively always
measured with the same spectral pattern~except for a trans-
lation to a different frequency region!.2

Modulations in speech spectrograms are usually com-
bined spectro-temporal modulations. Thus, speech is rarely a
flat modulated spectrum nor is it a stationary peaked spec-
trum, but rather it is both—a spectrum with dynamic peaks.
Therefore, sensitivity to these types of combined modula-
tions relates directly to speech perception. But, are spectro-
temporal MTFs separable? That is, can the combined
spectro-temporal MTF be derived from a product of purely
temporal and spectral MTFs?

A particularly useful and simple example of a combined
spectro-temporal modulation is the spectral ripple that drifts
upwards or downwards at a constant velocity, as illustrated
in Fig. 2~a!. By varying the density of the peaks along the
spectral axis~V, cyc/oct!, and the drifting speed~v, Hz! and
directions, it is possible to measure a full combined spectro-
temporal MTF. These stimuli are also interesting from a the-
oretical perspective in that they form a complete set of or-
thonormal basis functions for the spectrogram. Thus, any
arbitrary spectrogram can be decomposed~by a two-
dimensional Fourier transform! into a linearly weighted sum
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of such drifting ripples with different spectral densities, ve-
locities and directions@Fig. 2~b!#. Because of this property,
ripples have played a useful role in characterizing the linear
aspects of the spectro-temporal response fields in the audi-
tory cortex ~Simon et al., 1998!. Moreover, there is neuro-
physiological evidence that these dynamically rippled spec-
tra are especially effective in eliciting responses in the
auditory cortex ~Kowalski et al., 1996; deCharmset al.,
1998!.

In order to characterize the role of these modulations in
the perception of speech and other complex sounds, we have
measured the sensitivity of human subjects to spectro-
temporal modulations over the perceptually important range
of 0.25–8 cycles/octave and 1–128 Hz. The experimental
methods and results are discussed in Sec. II. A simplified
model of early and central auditory processing that accounts
for the major trends in the data is presented in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV, the utility of the model is demonstrated by a pre-
liminary evaluation of the intelligibility of speech in differ-
ent kinds of noise. Finally, we discuss the relevance of these

results in the wider context of visual and other auditory
tasks.

I. METHODS

Psychoacoustical MTFs were measured for four subjects
who are graduate students familiar with this task. The results
shown below followed a period of training after which sub-
jects’ performance stabilized with little further improve-
ments.

A. Testing procedures

A ‘‘two-alternative two-interval’’ forced choice adaptive
procedure was used to estimate thresholds. Each trial con-
sisted of two 1-s long observation intervals separated by a
200-ms pause. After the listener’s response, a short visual
feedback was provided and a new trial started until all 50
trials that comprise one block were presented.

The discrimination task was to distinguish between a
spectrally flatstandard, which did not change over a block of

FIG. 1. Temporal and spectral modulation transfer functions~MTF!. ~a! Left panel—temporal MTFs measured using amplitude modulated white noise
~Viemeister, 1979!. Right panel—temporal MTFs measured using rippled noise with sinusoidally modulated delays~van Zanten and Senten, 1983!. ~b!
Spectral modulation transfer functions measured using ripples~Green, 1986!.
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trials, and thesignal, which resembled thestandardexcept
for an added modulation on the profile whose amplitude
changed in steps adaptively. On the first trial the signal was
three step sizes away from the standard. On each subsequent
trial the signal was changed according to the ‘‘two-down–
one-up’’ procedure in order to estimate the level that pro-
duces 70.7% correct answers~Levitt 1971!. The step size
was halved after three reversals and the threshold was esti-
mated as the average of the signal across the last even num-
ber of reversals, excluding the first three. Signal and standard
occurred with equala priori probability in one of the two
intervals. The overall presentation level was randomized
across trials and within a trial over a 20 dB range in 1-dB
resolution, in order to ensure that listeners based their judg-
ment on a change in spectral shape rather than on absolute
level change in a particular frequency band~Green, 1986!.

B. The moving ripple stimulus

In all tests, sounds were generated digitally with 16-bit
resolution and 16-kHz sampling rate. They were low-pass

filtered at 8 kHz. Before presentation to listeners, sounds
were gated for a 1-s duration, including 10-ms rise and decay
ramps. Sounds were delivered inside an acoustic chamber
through a loudspeaker~ADS L470!.

The broadband ripple spectra consisted of 92 tones
equally spaced along the logarithmic frequency axis and
spanning 5.75 octaves~0.14–7.34 kHz!, as illustrated in Fig.
2~a!. The spectral envelope (or profile)of the complex was
modulated as a single sinusoid along the logarithmic fre-
quency axis on a linear amplitude scale@Fig. 2~a!#. The am-
plitude of the ripple profile~A! is defined relative to the unit
base or flat spectrum. Thus,A50 to 1 corresponds to 0% to
100% modulation of the flat ripple profile. The ripple density
V is in units of cycles/octave~cyc/oct!. The ripple phase is
given in radians or degrees relative to a sine wave starting at
the low-frequency edge of the complex@Fig. 2~a!#. There-
fore, the profile of astationaryripple spectrum is given by

S~x!5A•sin~2p•V•x1F!, ~1!

wherex is the position on the logarithmic frequency axis~in
octaves! defined as:x5 log2(f/f0) with f 0 the lower edge of
the spectrum~0.14 kHz!, andf as frequency;F is the phase
of the profile.

The stimuli of interest in this study, however, are also
modulated in time by having the ripple profile move up or
down the spectral axis at a constant velocity. Ripple velocity
~v! is defined as the number of ripple cycles-per-second~Hz!
sweeping past the low-frequency edge of the spectrum. The
resulting moving ripple profile is fully characterized by

S~x,t !5A•sin„2p•~v•t1V•x!1F…. ~2!

Therefore, a positive~negative! v corresponds to a ripple
envelope drifting downward~upward! in frequency.

Figure 2~b! illustrates spectrograms of moving ripple
profiles with different~V, v! combinations. Note that the
spectrograms appear as two-dimensional gratings with orien-
tations determined by the ratio of the spectral to temporal
modulation rates~V/v!. A program to generate these stimuli
interactively is available athttp://www.isr.umd.edu/CAAR/
pubs.html.

II. RESULTS

Threshold measurements can be conceptually inverted
and interpreted as sensitivity measures to different spectro-
temporal modulations, hence reflecting the gain of the sys-
tem or its modulation transfer function, e.g., as in Viemeister
~1979! and Yost and Moore~1987!. The average thresholds
for four subjects are presented in Fig. 3 as a function ofV
andv for upward and downward drifting ripples.

The data generally exhibit a low-pass function in both
dimensions. Sensitivity slightly peaks in a small region
around 2–8 Hz. Subjects maintain high sensitivity to tempo-
ral modulations of low-V spectra up to 32 Hz; in fact, tem-
poral MTFs atV50.25–2 cyc/oct are almost identical to
those measured by Viemeister~1979! with flat spectra. The
data also suggest that, apart from an overall decrease in sen-
sitivity, the temporal transfer functions approximately pre-
serve their low-pass shape at higherV. For instance, tempo-

FIG. 2. Moving ripples: parameters and motivations.~a! Definition of mov-
ing ripple spectrum parameters. The left panel illustrates a ripple spectrum
with an envelope of amplitudeA, sinusoidally modulated along the spectral
axisx with a density ofV50.5 cyc/oct, and is moving at velocityv54 Hz.
The right panel displays the ripple spectrogram.~b! A weighted sum of
ripples can be used to construct any arbitrary spectrogram. The top row
illustrates spectrograms of four upward/downward moving ripples with dif-
ferent V, v combinations. Adding these ripples produces a complex spec-
trogram.
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ral MTFs at V50.25, 4, and 8 cyc/oct are approximately
shifted upwards relative to each other reflecting the rising
detection thresholds to highV ~Fig. 3!. This implies that the
spectro-temporal MTF is approximately the product of
purely temporal ~Viemeister, 1979! and purely spectral
~Green, 1986! MTFs, i.e., it isseparable.

To confirm this impression, we have applied the singular
value decomposition~SVD! method to analyze the data in
Fig. 3~b!. Specifically, the MTF is diagonalized asL5U
•MTF•V, whereL is the eigenvalue matrix, andU, V are
the corresponding eigenvectors~Haykin, 1996!. If the MTF
matrix is separable, i.e., expressible as the product of two
vectors~a purely temporal and spectral MTF!, then it should

have only one nonzero eigenvalue; otherwise, relatively siz-
able secondary eigenvalues occur. Figure 3~c! illustrates the
results of such an analysis on the MTFs shown in Fig. 3~a!
and ~b!. Only one significant eigenvalue is found~l i /l1

,15% for i 52,...,6!. The corresponding purely temporal
and spectral threshold functions~or MTFs! are shown in Fig.
3~c!. The spectro-temporal MTF surface reconstructed by a
pure product of these two functions produces a MTF that is
to within 3.4% of the original data~in mean-square-error
sense!. This error is well within the bounds of the experi-
mental errors indicated by the bars. These results strongly
argue for the full separability of the MTFs in Fig. 3~a! and
~b!.

FIG. 3. Detection thresholds of moving ripples as a function of ripple density~V!, velocity ~v!, and direction.~a! Contour and gray scale interpolated
representation of the ripple amplitudes at threshold.~b! Same thresholds as above plotted as a function of ripple velocity, with density as parameter. For
display purpose, only the upper error bars with half the standard deviation error ranges are shown.~c! The one-dimensional temporal~left! and spectral~right!
MTFs ~or thresholds! derived by singular-value-decomposition procedure from the combined data in~b! above~see text for details!.
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III. MODEL

A model of spectro-temporal modulation sensitivity is
developed here to explain the origin of the salient trends in
the data, and to serve as a computational module in applica-
tions requiring analysis of the spectro-temporal modulations
in sound spectrograms. The model is inspired and is consis-
tent with known biophysics of the peripheral auditory sys-
tem, and with single unit responses in the primary auditory
cortex ~Kowalski et al., 1996!. It consists conceptually of
two parts: ~1! an early auditory portion which models the
transformation of the acoustic signal into anauditory spec-
trogram, and~2! a central portion which further analyzes the
auditory pattern into a modulationscale-rateplot using a
family of corticallike filters.

We first describe schematically these two stages. Next,
a precise mathematical formulation is presented, followed
by a brief illustration of the model overall MTF. All model
stages are available as a MATLAB library onhttp://
www.isr.umd.edu/CAAR/pubs.html~NSL Tools Package!.

A. The early auditory spectrogram

The early stages of the auditory system transform sound
into a pattern of neural activity that represents an enhanced
and noise-robust version of the acoustic spectrum, hence-
forth called theauditory spectrogram. Extensive details of
the biophysical basis, anatomical structures, and computa-
tional implementation of the model used here to generate the
auditory spectral profiles are available in Yanget al. ~1992!
and Wang and Shamma~1994!. Figure 4 illustrates the vari-
ous stages of the model. Briefly, it consists of a bank of 120
asymmetric critical overlapping bandpass filters that are
equally spaced over a 5 oct frequency range~24 filters/
octave! @see Wang and Shamma~1994! for details of the
filter parameters and implementations#. The output of each
filter is processed by a hair cell stage which consists of a

high-pass filter, followed by nonlinear compression~op-
tional!, and then a low-pass filter~Shammaet al., 1986!. The
final stage mimics the action of a lateral inhibitory network
~Shamma, 1988! which sharpens the filter outputs, and hence
the filter bank frequency selectivity. It is implemented by a
first-difference operation across the channel array, followed
by a half-wave rectifier, and a short-term integration to esti-
mate the final output~Yang et al., 1992!. Figure 5~a! shows
the auditory spectrogram of a speech sentence ‘‘Come home
right away.’’ Spectrograms of other sentences and moving
ripples are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6~b! and ~c!.

B. The modulation scale-rate plot

The auditory spectrum is relayed to the primary auditory
cortex ~AI ! through several stages of processing~Clarey
et al., 1992!. The AI responses integrate influences from pre-
ceding nuclei which likely are involved in a host of other
perceptual tasks such as binaural localization and pitch esti-
mation.

Neural responses in AI exhibit a complex and highly
varied pattern of spectro-temporal selectivity. For instance,
an AI unit is usually tuned to a range of frequencies around
a ‘‘best frequency’’ ~BF!. Within this range, responses
change from excitatory to inhibitory in a pattern that varies
from one cell to another in its width and asymmetry around
the BF~Kowalskiet al., 1996!. AI units also exhibit a similar
selectivity and variability in theirtemporalresponses~Simon
et al., 1998!. Some units are best responsive to fast changing
spectra, while others are rather sluggish. In addition, AI units
often respond selectively to the direction of movement of a
spectral peak near their BF. These response properties are
summarized by the so-called spectro-temporal response field
~STRF!, which is a generalization of the classic response
areas in auditory physiology~Clarey et al., 1992! or recep-
tive fields in the retina and visual cortex~De-Valois and

FIG. 4. Schematic of processing in the early auditory stages@details in Wang and Shamma~1995! and Yanget al. ~1992!#. The acoustic signal is analyzed
by a bank of constant-Q cochlearlike filters. The output of each filter is then processed by a hair cell model, and then by a lateral inhibitory network. The
output at each point is then rectified and integrated to produce theauditory spectrogram.
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De-Valois, 1990!. It represents the spectro-temporal pattern
that best excites the cell. Figure 5~a! displays two model
STRFs that are sensitive to very different spectro-temporal
patterns. On top, the STRF is relatively broadly tuned~re-
sponds best to ripples ofV50.5 cyc/oct!, dynamically agile
~responds best to ripples drifting atv54 Hz!, and exhibits a
downward directional selectivity. In comparison, the STRF

on the bottom is spectrally narrowly tuned~bestV52 cyc/
oct!, temporally slow~bestv52 Hz!, and is upwardly sen-
sitive. The STRFs in AI vary along these multiple dimen-
sions, exhibiting spectral bandwidths from 0.5 to 2 oct~in
ferrets and cats!, temporal selectivity that ranges from rapid
~over 16 Hz! to very slow ~under 2 Hz!, and directional
sensitivities to upwards, bidirectional, and downwards mov-

FIG. 5. Model of central auditory processing and thescale-rate plot. ~a! Cortical analysis of the auditory spectrogram. The spectrogram of the sentence
‘‘Come home right away’’ is analyzed by a bank of cortical spectro-temporal response fields~STRFs!. Two model STRFs are shown; in each, black~white!
color represents excitatory~inhibitory! regions of the STRF. The panels on the right illustrate the results of processing the original auditory spectrogram
through each of the STRFs. Only downward broad spectral transitions survive in the upper panel; the opposite spectro-temporal features are seen in the lower
panel.~b! Measuring the output of cortical STRFs. The auditory spectrogram~left! is projected to a bank of STRFs with allV, v parameters represented
middle. The ripple spectrogram activates maximally the STRF that matches its outline best~i.e., the STRF at 2 cyc/oct and 4 Hz!. The output from all STRF’s
is summarized in the scale-rate plot~right!, which shows a peak atV52 cyc/oct andv54 Hz. ~c! The scale-rate plots vary as a function of time reflecting
the changing ripple content of a speech spectrogram.
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ing spectral energy~deCharmset al., 1998; Simonet al.,
1998; Kowalskiet al., 1996!.

Therefore, from a functional and computational point of
view, AI can be considered a bank ofmodulation filters
which analyzes the spectro-temporal modulation rates of its
input spectrogram. This view is illustrated in Fig. 5~b! where
we construct thescale-rateplot to summarize the AI re-

sponses. The computations consist of two stages. First, the
auditory spectrum is analyzed by a bank of STRFs with
varying spectro-temporal~V-v! selectivities. Then we esti-
mate the total output power from the STRFs at eachV-v
combination and plot the results in ascale-rateplot as shown
in Fig. 5~b!. For example, a downward moving ripple~V52
cyc/oct, v54 Hz! evokes a fairly circumscribed pattern of

FIG. 6. Spectro-temporal MTFs of the full auditory model.~a! The model MTF shown in arbitrary linear gray scale~bar on the right!. The contour surfaces
depict thresholds predicted by the model. They are derived by normalizing the minimum perceptual threshold in Fig. 4~50.035! by the model MTF.~b! Origin
of the temporal low-pass shape in the MTF. With increasing ripple velocity, the low BF regions fail to follow rapid modulations and hence become
progressively more distorted, thus causing the decrease in the corresponding STRF outputs.~c! Origin of the spectral low-pass shape in the MTF. Cochlear
filters gradually fail to resolve higher density ripples, causing a decrease in overall output.
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scale-rateactivation centered around the correspondingV-v
location @Fig. 5~b!#. A nonstationary speech spectrogram
evokes a series of short-timescale-rateplots reflecting the
changing modulation content of the utterance@Fig. 5~c!#.

C. Mathematical formulation of the cortical model

The cortical response~r! produced by the STRF analysis
of the auditory spectrogramy(x,t) is defined as

r ~x,t;V,v!5y~x,t !* t•xSTRF~x,t;V,v!, ~3!

where* t•x denotes convolution with respect tot and multi-
plication with respect tox. Note that the STRF(x,t;V,v) is
parametrized by its most sensitive spectral and temporal
modulations~V, v!, and these in turn reflect the bandwidth,
dynamics, and orientation of its excitatory and inhibitory
fields.

Thescale-rateplot is derived from the cortical response
by integrating the output over the whole spectrumx ~5 oct!:

SR~ t;V,v!5E
0

5

ur ~x,t;V,v!u dx. ~4!

An intuitive interpretation of thescale-rateplot ~SR! is that
it displays the total amount of modulation thaty(x,t) con-
tains at eachV, v combinationregardless of its distribution
along the spectral axis (x).

We assume that each upward or downward STRF can be
represented by the product of two separate spectral and tem-
poral functions: a response field RF~x! along the frequency
~tonotopic! axis and a temporal impulse responsehIR(t).
Therefore,

STRF~x,t;V,v!5RF~x;V,f!•hIR~ t;v,u!. ~5!

Here RF ~x! is defined by a symmetric seed function
hs(x;V) and its Hilbert transform

RF~x;xc ,V,f!5hs~x2xc ;V!cosf

1ĥ~x2xc ;V!sinf,

wherexc , V, and f are respectively the center frequency,
density, and phase of the most sensitive ripple; its Hilbert
transform is

ĥs~x!5
1

p E
2`

` hs~x!

z2x
dz.

Here we choose a Gabor-like function to approximate
hs(•):

hs~x!5~12x2!e2x2/2, hs~x;V!5Vhs~Vx!.

Similarly, the temporal impulse response can be ex-
pressed as

hIR~ t;v,u!5ht~ t;v!cosu1ĥt~ t;v!sinu,

wherev is the most sensitive ripple velocity.ht(•) is mod-
eled by one gamma probability density function

ht~ t !5t3e24t cos~2pt !, ht~ t;v!5vht~vt !.

In many instances, we will need to consider theaverage
scale-rate plot of a sentence or even an entire corpus of
speech. This is simply defined as

SRavg~V,v!5
1

T E
T
uSR~ t;V,v!u dt,

whereT denotes the entire interval over which SR is aver-
aged.

D. Spectro-temporal MTF of the auditory model

The MTF of the full auditory model is shown in Fig.
6~a!. It is measured by presenting single ripples of allV, v
combinations and noting for each output at the correspond-
ing SR~V, v!. The model responses capture the main trends
seen in the threshold MTF illustrated earlier in Fig. 3. Spe-
cifically, the model exhibits low-pass MTFs with very simi-
lar spectral and temporal rate cutoffs. The origin of these
response characteristics is the effectively narrow bandwidths
used to compute the auditory spectrogram. The cochlear fil-
ters have a typical critical-band gammatone shape. However,
the lateral inhibition stage in the model effectively narrows
the filter bandwidths and slows down its dynamics@see
Wang and Shamma~1995! for details#.

The MTF loss of sensitivity at high ripple velocities is
evident in the auditory spectrograms@Fig. 6~b!# of a 4-cyc/
oct ripple atv54, 8, 16, and 32 Hz. In all panels, the tem-
poral modulations are poorly represented at the lowest BFs
where the auditory filters are narrowest and dynamically
slowest. At higher modulation rates, the disruption spreads
towards higher, hence reducing the corresponding SR out-
puts.

The decrease in output at high density ripples is due to
the finite bandwidths of the cochlear filters. As ripple peaks
become closely spaced, they are less resolved by the cochlear
filters, and their amplitudes decrease as illustrated in Fig.
6~c!. Based on these arguments, it is evident that the upper
limits of the temporal and spectral modulation rates are in-
versely related through the effective bandwidths of the co-
chlear filters.

Finally, the model responses exhibit a slight symmetry
with respect to ripple directions at high rates~e.g., responses
at 232 Hz are smaller than at 32 Hz!. Experimental data,
however, do not replicate such a preference. The model
asymmetry is due to the staggered cochlear filter group de-
lays which give rise to a~basilar membrane! traveling wave
towards the lower frequency channels, i.e., in the downward
direction. These delays disrupt the flow of responses to up-
ward ripple, but less so to downward ripples.

IV. APPLICATION TO SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY

Auditory spectrograms of speech are rich in spectro-
temporal modulations which are important in preserving its
intelligibility. Numerous tests have estimated a critical range
of temporal modulations in speech at between 2 and 8 Hz
~Greenberget al., 1996!. In fact, filtering out temporal
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modulations outside of this range has proven to be an effec-
tive strategy for combating the deleterious effects of noise
and reverberations in real world speech signals~Hermansky
and Morgan, 1994; Greenberg and Kingsbury, 1997!.

However, not all spectro-temporal modulations of
speech~or other environmental sounds! are equally per-
ceived by humans. To determine the most perceptually sa-
lient range of speech modulations, we computed the long-
term average scale-rate plot of 380 spoken sentences. These
sentences were extracted from a subset of TIMIT corpus3

~the training portion of the New England dialect region!
which contains a total of 24 male speakers~240 sentences!
and 14 female speakers~140 sentences!. Figure 7 illustrates
that spectro-temporal ripples bounded by the range between
4–8 Hz and,4 cyc/oct are the critical perceptible modula-
tions in speech. It is important to note that in marking this
range, we considerboth the spectral and temporal dimen-
sions simultaneously. For instance, temporal modulations at
4–8 Hz are not important for densely rippled spectra~e.g.,
.4 cyc/oct!.

Speech often suffers significant loss of intelligibility in
noisy or reverberant environments. Presumably this is partly
because these conditions disrupt the modulations of normal
clean speech. Therefore, the scale-rate plot could serve as a
useful indicator of this disruption by providing a sensitive

spectro-temporal representation from which an ‘‘intelligibil-
ity index’’ could be derived. This is analogous to the way
traditional critical-band spectra and single-tone temporal
MTFs have been utilized to derive the classicalarticulation
index ~Kryter, 1962! and speech transmission index~Hout-
gastet al., 1980!.

Figure 7~b! and ~c! illustrates the effects of noise and
reverberations on the scale-rate plots of clean speech. Figure
7~b! shows a series of average scale-rate plots@SRavg(V,v)#
for a sentence contaminated with increasing levels of white
noise ~decreasing S/N!. Another series of similar plots for
speech with increasing reverberation delays is shown in Fig.
7~c!.4 In both cases, a suitably defined measure of the simi-
larity between the clean and distorted plots could serve as an
indicator of the noise perceived by the listener as described
next.

A. Deriving an intelligibility measure from the scale-
rate plots

Assume that the scale-rate plots of a clean speech utter-
ance SRc(t;V,v) and its noisy version SRn(t;V,v) are
available. Then the similarity~or correlation! between any
corresponding~V, v! channels is defined as~Duda and Hart,
1973!

r0~V,v!5
^SRc~ t;V,v!2mSRc~ t;V,v! ,SRn~ t;V,v!2mSRc~ t;V,v!&

iSRc~ t;V,v!2mSRc~ t;V,v!i•iSRn~ t;V,v!2mSRc~ t;V,v!i
, ~6!

wheremSRc
is the mean of the random variable SRc and the

inner product and the induced norm are defined as~note that
dependence onV, v, and t in all quantities below is sup-
pressed to simplify notation!

^SRc2mSRc
,SRn2mSRc

&5E
T
~SRc~ t !2mSRc

!

•„SRn~ t !2mSRc
… dt

and

iSR2mi5A^SR2m,SR2m&.

This similarity measurer0 compares the SR~•! of the
clean and noisy signalsframe-by-frame, and not simply
through the time-averaged plot SRavg. Consequently, such a
measure is only useful ifbothclean and noisy samples of the
samesentence are available.

A slightly modified measure can be defined which re-
quires only knowledge of the mean and variance of the clean
speech scale-rate plot@SRc in Fig. 7~a!#. It is used in situa-
tions where only noisy speech samples are provided, or if
clean and noisy samples are of different utterances. We as-
sume that the effect of added noise and reverberations at a
given channel can be modeled as a change in the mean and
variances of the random variables SRc :

SRn~ t;V,v!5AVv•SRc~ t;V,v!1CVv , ~7!

whereAVv andCVv are measurable from the long-term av-
erage scale-rate output of the clean and noisy speech samples
as

mSRn
5A•mSRc

1C, ~8!

sSRn
5A•sSRc

, ~9!

wheremSR andsSR are the mean and standard deviation of
the random variable SR at each channel~V, v!.

For discrete time interpretation, substituting Eqs.~7!–~9!
into Eq. ~6! and noting that(n(SRc@n#2mSRc

)50, the nu-
merator of Eq.~6! can be written as

(
n

~SRc@n#2mSRc
!~SRn@n#2mSRc

!

5(
n

~SRc@n#2mSRc
!~A•SRc@n#2mSRc

1C!

5A•(
n

~SRc@n#2mSRc
!2, ~10!

and the denominator can be simplified to
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FIG. 7. Spectro-temporal modulations in speech.~a! The average~mean! scale-rate plot of modulations in speech (mSRc
). On average, the strongest

modulations are downward, and in the 4–8-Hz range and under 4 cyc/oct.~b! Average scale-rate plots (SRavg) of speech contaminated by stationary white
noise at different S/N ratios. Above each panel is a measure of the similarity~r! between theframe-by-framescale-rate plots of the clean and noisy speech
signals. The number in the parenthesis is a simplified version ofr that uses averaged SR only~see text for details on both measures!. As the S/N ratio
decreases,r values decrease, reflecting distortions due to the noise.~c! The effect of reverberation delays:r decreases gradually with increasing reverberation
delays~t!.
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AS (
n

~SRc@n#2mSRc
!2D S (

n
~SRn@n#2mSRc

!2D
5AS (

n
~SRc@n#2mSRc

!2D S (
n

[A•(SRc[n] 2mSRc
)1(A21)mSRc

1C] 2D
5AS (

n
~SRc@n#2mSRc

!2D S A2(
n

~SRc@n#2mSRc
!21N@~A21!mSRc

1C#2D , ~11!

whereN is the total number of samples alongn axis. There-
fore, r0 can be simplified tors :

rs~V,v!5A 1

11S ~AVv21!•mSRc~V,v!1CVv

AVv•sSRc~V,v!
D 2

5A 1

11S mSRn~V,v!2mSRc~V,v!

sSRn~V,v!
D 2. ~12!

A final indicatorr of the total similarity between clean
and noisy samples is derived as the average@over all V and
v of all r0(V,v) or rs(V,v)#:

r5
1

NV•Nv
(
V

(
v

r0~V,v! ~13!

or

r5
1

NV•Nv
(
V

(
v

rs~V,v!, ~14!

whereNV andNv are the number of channels alongV andv
axes.

The validity of the assumptions leading to the derivation
of the simplifiedr @Eq. ~14!# is demonstrated by the approxi-
mate correspondence between the twor measures@Eqs.~13!
and ~14!# for the noisy speech samples shown in Fig. 7~b!
and ~c!. It is important to note here that the proposed mea-
sures are defined and computed irrespective of the nature~or
model! of the distorting process, i.e.,r reflects the perceptual
change the same way whether it is caused by broadband
noise, reverberations, or any other process. Therefore,r
serves as aspectro-temporal modulation index (STMI), a
measure of the total change in the modulations away from
those of clean speech.

B. Assessing speech intelligibility with STMI „r…

We discuss the use of the STMI in two situations:~1!
determining the quality of a transmission medium~e.g., a
telephone channel or an auditorium! and ~2! assessing the
intelligibility of a given noisy speech sample.

In the first case, clean speech is transmitted through a
noisy or reverberant channel~or recorded in an auditorium!.
The clean and transmitted versions of thesamesentence are
compared by computingr @Eq. ~13!#. The resulting values

predict the quality of the transmission medium. Informal ex-
periments in our laboratory indicate thatr values near 0.75
reflect marginally intelligible speech, corresponding to S/N
ratios of about23 dB @Fig. 7~b!# or reverberation delays of
20 ms@Fig. 7~c!#.

In the second situation, the goal is to estimate the intel-
ligibility of noisy speech samples recorded in different S/N
conditions. No clean samples of the noisy speech are avail-
able. Instead, we rely on the long-term average of the clean
speech in Fig. 7~a! to provide the reference against which to
measure the effects of the noise. To illustrate this procedure,
we have utilized data supplied to us by the Southwest Re-
search Institute based on speech intelligibility tests in differ-
ent S/N conditions conducted with five subjects. Each test
consisted of the following conditions and test materials:

~1! a specific S/N condition,
~2! a total of eight nonsense sentences,
~3! each sentence consisted of five randomly chosen mono-

syllabic words, and
~4! each word consisted of three phonemes with approxi-

mately balanced presentation of vowels versus conso-
nants~typically 40% versus 60% over the entire set of
sentences!. Examples of words used are: GAB, BAR,
WHET, BUG, LOT.

In a given test, each subject was presented the five-word
sentences and asked to enter the phonemes heard in each
word, including the option of ‘‘not certain’’ at any position
in a word. The subjects also had the option of hearing the
sentences again before responding. Numerous measures of
the responses were compiled including the correct percent-
age of responses for vowels and consonants combined and
separately, total number of 100% correct words, and the av-
erage correct phonemes all subjects entered correctly. For the
purposes of this paper, we focus on the correct percentage of
phonemes perceived as a function of the S/N ratio of the test.
A more elaborate analysis of the data is underway in whichr
is computed separately over specific phonemes~e.g., vowels,
consonants, or restricted vowel types!, and compared to the
corresponding identification results in the tests.

Figure 8 illustrates the correspondence between ther
@Eq. ~14!# and the percentage of correct phonemes at each of
the seven S/N conditions tested. Ther evidently provides a
fair average measure of the integrity of the phoneme
percepts.
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V. DISCUSSION

We have reported new measurements of the spectro-
temporal MTFs using moving ripple spectra. The MTFs ex-
hibit a low-pass function with respect to both dimensions,
with 50% bandwidths of about 16 Hz and 2 cyc/oct~Fig. 3!.
We have also formulated a computational auditory model
that exhibits spectro-temporal MTFs consistent with the sa-
lient trends in the data. The model was used to demonstrate
the potential relevance of these MTFs to the assessment of
speech intelligibility.

A. Relation to psychoacoustic modulation transfer
functions

Modulation transfer functions have been measured with
different types of acoustic stimuli. For purely spectrally
modulated spectra, two sets of largely comparable measure-
ments are available~Green, 1986; Hillier, 1991!, and both
are in agreement with the spectral transfer functions in Fig.
3~a! at low temporal modulations~,32 Hz!. For temporal
modulation transfer functions, the data using modulated flat
noise~Viemeister, 1979! or rippled noise~Yost and Moore,
1987; van Zanten and Senten, 1983! give quite different re-
sults. With flat noise, subjects detect modulation rates well
over 64 Hz. By contrast, modulation of rippled noise is not
detectable beyond about 10 Hz. Yost and Moore~1987! dis-
cussed and discounted several hypotheses that could account
for this difference. More recently, Yost~personal communi-
cation! suggested that a possible reason for this disparity is
that temporal modulations of a flat noise yield amplitude
modulations that are in-phase over the whole spectrum. By
comparison, modulations of the linear ripple produce out-of-
phase amplitude modulations in different parts of the spec-
trum, and hence will cancel out if they are centrally inte-
grated.

Our data indicate that Viemeister’s temporal MTFs are
valid not just for flat spectra, but for any spectra composed
of ripples up to 2 cyc/oct. The data also suggest that the
low-pass form of the MTFs persists at higher ripple densities
~.2 cyc/oct! ~Fig. 3!, but with significant overall loss of
sensitivity presumably due to the higher thresholds associ-
ated with high density ripples in general~Green, 1986;
Hillier, 1991!. This finding argues for the separability of the
temporal and spectral dimensions of the MTFs, a conjecture
that is strongly supported by the SVD analysis.

The stimuli of Yost and Moore~1987! and van Zanten
and Senten~1983! are fundamentally different in that they
are not pure ripples~on the tonotopic axis!, but rather a col-
lection of ripples of many densities. Consequently, to predict
their detection thresholds, we need to specify further detec-
tion procedures for arbitrary spectra, which are beyond the
scope of the present model formulation. However, it is intu-
itively possible to see that our results are at least consistent
with the notion that ripple-noise thresholds are high because
they contain high-density profiles~V.4 cyc/oct! which are
poorly perceived in the MTFs~Fig. 3!. Our model further
suggests that the locus of spectral integration that gives rise
to this phenomenon is not necessarily central, but is instead
the limited resolution of the cochlear filters.

B. Spectro-temporal modulations and speech
intelligibility

The experiments reported in Sec. IV illustrate the poten-
tial utility of spectro-temporal MTFs in quantifying speech
intelligibility. Their promise seems to derive from their inte-
gration of spectral and temporal factors into one measure. In
this sense, they can be viewed as closely related to, or in fact
combining two widely used intelligibility measures:articu-

FIG. 8. The spectro-temporal modula-
tion index r plotted against the per-
centage of correct phonemes~as re-
ported by five subjects! in seven
different S/N conditions.
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lation index ~Kryter, 1962! and speech transmission index
~Houtgast et al., 1980!. These two measures represent in
some sense extreme versions of the STMI. Thearticulation
index captures effectively the distortions due to stationary
broadband noise and hence is purely spectral. Thespeech
transmission indexwas specifically designed to deal with
problems arising from severe reverberations and is therefore
mostly temporal. We have demonstrated in Fig. 7 that the
scale-rateplot, and its associated measurer, are sensitive to
both kinds of distortions, and that they seem to reflect sensi-
bly the perceptual degradation of the speech signal~Fig. 8!.
Therefore, the STMI has potentially the advantage of being
useful in a wide range of noisy environments and applica-
tions. Moreover, it can be used forframe-by-framecompari-
sons and withlong-termaverages as illustrated in Sec. IV.
Clearly, much more experimental work is needed to ‘‘cali-
brate’’ the numerical values of STMI against human speech
perception under controled noisy situations, and against ac-
cepted estimates of thearticulation index and thespeech
transmission index.

C. Relation to vision spatio-temporal MTFs

Visual spatio-temporal MTFs are usually measured with
sinusoidally modulated gratings, with various orientations
and drifting velocities~Dong and Atick, 1995; Kelly, 1961!.
These measurements are analogous to our spectro-temporal
MTFs if we consider the spatial axis of the retina as analo-
gous to the tonotopic axis of the auditory system. Visual and
auditory MTFs are generally similar in that they both exhibit
an overall low-pass function in both dimensions. There are,
however, three important details to note about the data:

~1! Both visual and auditory MTFs exhibit a small but con-
sistent high-pass edge at the lowest modulation rates,
giving the MTF more of a bandpass shape@see Fig.
3~c!#.

~2! Temporal cutoff rates of visual and auditory MTFs are
quite comparable, contrary to the common assumption
that auditory processes are generally faster.

~3! Unlike auditory MTFs, visual MTFs seem to be insepa-
rable, i.e., they cannot be reduced to a product of purely
temporal and spatial MTFs~Dong and Atick, 1995!. This
conclusion may be revised based on the criteria and tests
one accepts for separability. To first order, however, it is
clear that our auditory spectro-temporal MTFs can be
derived from a simple product of~Viemeister, 1979!
temporal MTFs and~Green, 1986! spectral MTFs~as-
suming that the high-pass shape of the latter curve is
ignored!.

D. Further refinements and considerations of the
auditory model

The auditory model described here~Sec. III! combines a
simplified version of an early auditory model, and a compu-
tational module that captures the main features so far ob-
served in auditory cortical responses. It is evident that most
of the MTF features are due to the early auditory processing
stages~e.g., bandwidths of cochlear filters, and the lateral
inhibitory network!. The primary purpose of the cortical

module is to derive an estimate of the distribution of power
in the spectrogram modulations. A major simplification in
our analysis and displays is the integration of the spectro-
gram over the entire tonotopic axisx @Eq. ~4!#. This allows
us to generate the two-dimensional scale-rate plots, and to
ignore the contribution of different frequency ranges to the
final displays. Clearly, this variable must be considered in
future work in ways that reflect the specific applications. For
instance, the effect of noise should be weighted more heavily
in the intermediate frequency ranges~near 1 kHz! where
hearing thresholds are lowest and speech spectra are concen-
trated. Another useful addition to the model is a detection
criteria that will enable us to predict sensitivity to changes in
arbitrary spectrograms, and to derive MTFs for arbitrarily
complex spectra and manipulations such as Yost’s ripple
noise.
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1Sensitivity also decreases to very low ripples~below about 1 cyc/oct!,
although this is probably due to the design of the test which uses a flat
spectrum as the standard.

2This is the case for one of two stimuli presented in Yost and Moore~1987!.
In the other, the spectrum is translated periodically at different rates along
the linear frequency axis. Along the logarithmic frequency axis, the spectral
pattern periodically changes shape in a complicated manner, but thresholds
are measured only with respect to the change in temporal rates. Thus,
strictly speaking, this stimulus does not fit neatly in the purely temporal
versus spectral classification.

3A more extensive description of corpus design, collection, and transcription
can be found in the printed documentation from National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology~NIST No. PB91-100354!.

4The reverberation model is an exponentially decaying function,m(F)
5@11(2pFt)2#21/2, applied to the envelope of each channel in the spec-
trogram, whereF is the temporal modulation frequency of the envelope
~Houtgastet al., 1980!.
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Experiments and model calculations were performed to study the influence of within-channel cues
versus across-channel cues in comodulation masking release~CMR!. A class of CMR experiments
is considered that are characterized by a single~unmodulated or modulated! bandpass noise masker
with variable bandwidth centered at the signal frequency. A modulation-filterbank model suggested
by Dauet al. @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.102, 2892–2905~1997!# was employed to quantitatively predict
the experimental data. Effects of varying masker bandwidth, center frequency, modulator
bandwidth, modulator type, and signal duration on CMR were examined. In addition, the effect of
band limiting the noise before or after modulation was shown to influence the CMR in the same way
as a systematic variation of the modulation depth. It is demonstrated that a single-channel analysis,
which analyzes only the information from one peripheral channel, quantitatively accounts for the
CMR in most cases, indicating that an across-channel process is generally not necessary for
simulating results from this class of CMR experiments. True across-channel processes may be found
in another class of CMR experiments. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01611-2#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

Detection thresholds for a test signal presented in a noise
masker can be markedly lower when the masker is modu-
lated compared to the reference condition in which the
masker is unmodulated. Hallet al. ~1984! were some of the
first investigators who examined this effect using several
masker types. In one of their experiments they measured the
detectability of a sinusoidal signal in the presence of a
bandpass-noise masker which was spectrally centered at the
signal frequency. They found that for masker bandwidths
larger than the critical band, signal thresholds in the
modulated-noise condition were up to 9 dB lower than in the
reference condition where unmodulated bandpass noise was
used as the masker. This difference between the modulated
and unmodulated condition diminished when the masker
bandwidth was smaller than the critical bandwidth. Based on
these findings, Hallet al. suggested that the observers may
have compared the envelope fluctuations between different
auditory channels, i.e., they took advantage of the correlated
masker envelope across frequency bands in the modulated
condition. Hence, they called the difference in threshold be-
tween unmodulated and modulated conditions ‘‘comodula-
tion masking release’’~CMR!.

In the literature the CMR experiments can be divided in
two different classes according to their different masker
types. In the first class of experiments the masker is a single
bandpass noise centered at the signal frequency~as just de-
scribed! ~Hall et al., 1984; Haggardet al., 1990; Schoon-
eveldt and Moore, 1989a; Carlyonet al., 1989; Hall et al.,
1996!. In the second class of experiments the masker con-

sists of several masker bands, one at the signal frequency
~on-frequency band! and one or more other bands~flanking
bands! spectrally separated from the on-frequency band. It
has been shown that adding one comodulated band to an
on-frequency band can improve the detectability of the sinu-
soidal signal by up to 8 dB~e.g., Hall et al., 1984, 1989;
Schooneveldt and Moore, 1987, 1989b; Fantiniet al., 1993;
Eddins and Wright, 1994; Hatchet al., 1995!. In contrast to
the experiments of the first class, the difference between the
reference condition~on-frequency band alone! and the co-
modulated condition is largest for a small spectral distance
between the two masker bands~smaller than the critical
bandwidth! and decreases with increasing spectral distance.
It has been argued that some of the effect in the second class
of experiments might result from beating between compo-
nents of the two masker bands within one peripheral channel,
i.e., it results from a within-channel cue~McFadden, 1986;
Schooneveldt and Moore, 1987!. For large spectral distances,
however, the threshold difference between reference and co-
modulated condition~e.g., Moore, 1992! amounts to about
2–6 dB. It is assumed that this is a consequence of an across-
channel process and is therefore called ‘‘true’’ or ‘‘across-
channel’’ CMR.

Several authors have also discussed the most appropriate
reference condition to define CMR in the second class of
experiments. The CMR is normally obtained by subtracting
the thresholds with no flanking band from thresholds with
comodulated flanking band~s!. However, in some studies an-
other definition of CMR is proposed: CMR is defined as the
difference between thresholds with comodulated flanking
bands and thresholds with non-comodulated flanking bands.
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This latter convention is more similar to the definition of
CMR in the first class of experiments. In most cases it gives
larger values for CMR because thresholds are generally
higher in the presence of non-comodulated flanking bands
than for the on-frequency band alone even for large spectral
distances~e.g., Schooneveldt and Moore, 1987!.

Concerning the first class of experiments, Carlyonet al.
~1989! argued that the difference between the unmodulated
and modulated conditions is not an accurate way to deter-
mine ‘‘across-channel’’ CMR, because in some cases a
modulation of the masker produces a masking release even
for subcritical masker bandwidths, where the role of across-
channel processes is unclear~Carlyon et al., 1989; Schoon-
eveldt and Moore, 1989a!. Hence Carlyonet al. ~1989! sug-
gested calling the threshold difference between the
modulated and unmodulated condition ‘‘MUD’’ and only the
masking release due to across-channel processes ‘‘CMR.’’
To get a measure of the ‘‘across-channel’’ CMR, the authors
suggested subtracting the threshold difference for a subcriti-
cal condition from the threshold difference obtained for
bandwidths larger than the critical bandwidth. This would be
more or less equivalent to the definition of CMR in the sec-
ond class of experiments where the on-frequency band-alone
condition was proposed as the reference. However, as men-
tioned by Hallet al. ~1996!, this definition of CMR is some-
what problematic, because it assumes that there is a clear
distinction between bandwidths where ‘‘pure’’ within-
channel processes are the reason for the threshold difference
and bandwidths where across-channel processes occur as
well. Furthermore, the amount of ‘‘across-channel’’ CMR
depends on the definition of the critical bandwidth, since
most of the data in the literature show a continuous increase
of masking release for subcritical bandwidths~e.g., Hall
et al., 1984; Schooneveldt and Moore, 1989a; Haggardet al.,
1990; Baconet al., 1997!. Thus, although it may be more
appropriate to reserve the term ‘‘CMR’’ for the masking re-
lease due to across-channel processes, in the present study
CMR is used according to the definition by Hallet al. ~1984!
to mean the threshold difference between the unmodulated
and modulated condition, since the exact amount of masking
release due to across-channel processes is still not well de-
fined. This definition of CMR is also used to indicate that in
the literature these experiments are referred to as CMR ex-
periments.

Schooneveldt and Moore~1989a! explained the amount
of CMR in the first class of experiments in terms of envelope
statistics within one critical band~within-channel process!.
They argued that changes in the statistical properties of the
envelope produced by adding the signal to the noise can
produce threshold reduction also for noise bandwidths
smaller than the critical band. Because of this within-channel
cue, which facilitates the detection of the signal in modulated
noise, they stated that the magnitude of the ‘‘across-
channel’’ CMR is overestimated, when it is defined as the
difference in thresholds between modulated and unmodu-
lated conditions.

Although several studies have qualitatively discussed
the role of within-channel processes in CMR experiments,
there is no study that quantifies the amount of masking re-

lease due to within-channel cues. Therefore, simulations with
a ~single-channel! model suggested by Dauet al. ~1997a!
were performed here and compared with experimental data.
The model analyzes the envelope of the peripheral channel
tuned to the signal frequency by a modulation filterbank. The
model of Dauet al.has been previously tested and evaluated
in modulation detection and masking conditions.

This paper is focused on the first class of experiments.
Some experiments from the literature were repeated to en-
sure identical conditions in experiment and corresponding
simulations~experiments 1, 2, 3, and 6!. Two new experi-
ments were performed to examine the effect of waveform
generation of the modulated masker on CMR~experiments 4
and 5!.

I. SINGLE-CHANNEL MODEL

Dau et al. ~1997a! proposed a model to describe modu-
lation detection and modulation masking. The model com-
bines several preprocessing stages with an optimal detector
as the decision device~see Fig. 1!. The first stage of the
model is the linear gammatone filterbank model of Patterson
et al. ~1987!, which simulates the bandpass characteristic of
the basilar membrane. To investigate within-channel cues in
the present study, a single-channel version of the model is
applied, i.e., only the output of the gammatone filter centered
at the signal frequency was processed. The signal at the out-

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the psychoacoustical model as described in Dau
et al. ~1997a!. The signals are preprocessed, subjected to adaptation, filtered
by a modulation filterbank, and finally added to internal noise. The decision
device is realized as an optimal detector.
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put of the specific filter was half-wave rectified and low-pass
filtered at 1000 Hz, i.e., for high center frequencies only the
envelope of the signal was further processed. To simulate the
adaptive properties of the auditory periphery, a chain of five
consecutive nonlinear feedback loops was incorporated~Püs-
chel, 1988!. The feedback loops were initially developed to
describe forward masking experiments. In addition to adap-
tation, this stage transforms stationary signals approximately
to the logarithm of the input. In contrast, fast fluctuations are
transformed nearly linearly. To further analyze the amplitude
fluctuations of the envelope, a linear modulation filterbank
was incorporated in the model. The frequency selectivity for
modulation frequencies is based on physiological findings
and psychoacoustical data from modulation masking and
modulation detection studies. The center frequency of the
highest modulation filter was set to a quarter of the center
frequency of the peripheral filter. This slight modification of
the model is motivated by physiological findings by Langner
and Schreiner~1988!. Apart from that, all parameters of the
model are identical to those described by Dauet al. ~1996a,
b, 1997a, b!. To model a limit of resolution, an internal noise
with a constant variance was added to the output of each
modulation filter. In the decision process, a stored temporal
representation of the signal to be detected~the template! is
compared with the actual activity pattern by calculating the
unnormalized cross correlation between the two temporal
patterns~Dau et al., 1996a, 1997a!. This is comparable to a
‘‘matched filtering’’ process. The template is derived once at
a clearly supra-threshold signal value. The idea is that at the
beginning of an experiment the signal is usually presented at
a highly detectable level where the subject is assumed to be
able to get an ‘‘image’’ of the signal.

In the simulations the stimuli were presented in the same
way as in real psychoacoustical measurements, i.e., thresh-
olds were determined with a three-interval forced-choice
~3IFC! procedure with adaptive level tracking~two-down
one-up!. Thus, the model could be considered as ‘‘imitat-
ing’’ a human observer. Because stochastic stimuli were
used in the experiments, thresholds can vary between differ-
ent simulated runs of the experiment. Therefore, as the final
simulated threshold, the mean~and standard deviation! of at
least ten simulated experimental runs was used.

II. METHODS

A. Procedure

In all experimental conditions, a 3IFC procedure was
used to measure the masked threshold of a sinusoidal signal
in the presence of a noise masker. A trial contained three
intervals separated by 500 ms of silence. Two intervals con-
sisted of the masker alone, and one randomly chosen interval
contained the masker plus signal. Subjects had to indicate the
interval with the signal by pressing the corresponding key on
a keyboard. Feedback was provided on a screen in front of
the subjects as to whether the response was correct or not.
The level of the signal was varied according to a one-up
two-down procedure. This procedure estimates the 70.7%
point on the psychometric function~Levitt, 1971!. The step
size was 8 dB at the beginning of the experiment. It was

reduced to 4 dB after the first reversal and finally to 2 dB
after the second reversal. Then the step size was held con-
stant over the next ten reversals. The threshold was deter-
mined by calculating the median of the levels at the last ten
reversals. The final threshold estimate was taken as the mean
over three runs.

B. Apparatus and stimuli

The stimuli were generated digitally with a sampling
rate of 32 kHz. Stimulus generation and presentation were
controlled by a Silicon Graphics workstation~INDY !, which
also sampled the listener’s responses and controled the pro-
cedure. The software package SI, developed at the Univer-
sität Göttingen, was used for signal generation and control of
the experiments. The stimuli were D/A converted~16 bits!,
and then preamplified and low-pass filtered at 16 kHz with a
computer-controled audiometric amplifier~Kollmeier, 1996!.
The subjects were situated in a sound-attenuating booth. The
stimuli were presented diotically via a Sennheizer HDA 200
headphone without free-field equalization.

The masker was a band-limited noise centered at the
signal frequency, i.e., at 1, 2, or 4 kHz. The masker band-
width was 50, 100, 200, 400, 1000, or 2000 Hz. In general,
two different noise generation processes were used. In the
‘‘reference condition’’ a digitally bandpass-filtered Gaussian
noise was applied. In the ‘‘comodulated condition’’ a broad-
band noise~from 0 to 10 000 Hz! was first multiplied with a
digitally filtered low-pass noise and finally restricted to the
desired bandwidth. The cutoff frequency of the low-pass
noise ~modulator bandwidth! differed in the experiments.
The spectrum level of the bandpass noise was 30 dB. In the
experiments 4–6, a different ‘‘comodulated noise’’ was used
~see below!. The masker duration was 600 ms including 10
ms cosine-squared rise/fall time. This period was randomly
cut out from a fixed noise waveform which was generated at
the beginning of each experiment and had a periodicity of
3 s.

In all experiments the sinusoidal signal had a duration of
300 ms~except for the third experiment where the effect of
varying signal duration was tested explicitly! including
50-ms cosine-squared rise/fall time. The signal onset was
150 ms after the masker onset.

C. Subjects

Five normal hearing subjects~two male, three female!
ranging in age between 24 and 32 years participated volun-
tarily in the experiments. Two of them were the authors JV
and TD. One subject participated in all experimental condi-
tions. At least three subjects were used for each experiment.
All subjects had prior experience in psychoacoustic experi-
ments.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1: CMR as a function of carrier
frequency and masker bandwidth

In this experiment the dependence of CMR on the center
frequency CF of the noise band was investigated. The signal
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frequency was 1, 2, or 4 kHz. The modulator bandwidth
D f mod was 50 Hz. The experiment is similar to that described
by Haggardet al. ~1990!. It was replicated here with a
slightly different threshold procedure and method of stimulus
generation.

Figure 2 shows individual data for four subjects~upper
and middle panels!, mean data across subjects~lower left
panel!, and simulated data~lower right panel! for a signal
frequency of CF52 kHz. The figure shows masked thresh-
olds of a sinusoidal signal as a function of the masker band-
width. The circles represent thresholds for the reference con-
dition whereas the squares represent thresholds for the
comodulated condition. In the reference condition, thresh-
olds first increase with increasing bandwidth and then reach
a constant value for masker bandwidthsD f >200 Hz. With
the classical procedure of fitting two lines to the data
~Fletcher, 1940!, a critical bandwidth of 220 Hz is obtained
on average which is larger than the bandwidth reported by
Fletcher, but slightly smaller than the critical bandwidths of
240–310 Hz measured in more recent studies~Scharf, 1970;
Moore and Glasberg, 1983; Schooneveldt and Moore,
1989a!. In the comodulated condition, thresholds are inde-
pendent of masker bandwidth forD f <200 Hz and decrease
with increasing masker bandwidth forD f .200 Hz. The dif-
ference in threshold between the reference condition and the
comodulated condition~CMR! increases with increasing
bandwidth. For large bandwidths~>1000 Hz! this CMR
value converges at a value of 8–14 dB, depending on the
subject.

The simulated thresholds~lower right panel! are in good
agreement with experimental results. However, there is a
constant threshold shift of about 2 dB towards higher thresh-

olds. In the reference condition, thresholds increase with in-
creasing masker bandwidth up to the critical bandwidth and
then remain at a constant level~of 53 dB! whereas in the
comodulated condition threshold decreases with increasing
bandwidth. The model predicts a CMR effect of 11 dB for
large masker bandwidths which is the same as in the experi-
ment.

Figure 3 shows averaged experimental data of three sub-
jects ~open symbols! and simulated data~filled symbols! for
three signal frequencies: 1 kHz~upper panels!, 2 kHz
~middle panels!, and 4 kHz~lower panels!.1 The circles rep-
resent thresholds for the reference condition and squares
show thresholds for the comodulated condition. The thresh-
olds for a masker bandwidth of 50 Hz vary very little with
center frequency and are more or less the same in both con-
ditions. For all center frequencies the threshold in the refer-
ence condition first increases with increasing masker band-
width up to the maximum threshold at about 48–53 dB
depending on center frequency. In the ‘‘comodulated condi-
tion’’ the thresholds remain constant or slightly increase up
to D f 5100 Hz for CF51 kHz and up toD f 5200 Hz for
CF52 and 4 kHz. Beyond this masker bandwidth thresholds
decrease with increasing masker bandwidth. The maximum
threshold difference between reference and comodulated
condition ~CMR! for large masker bandwidths~>1000 Hz!
is 11 dB for CF51 and 2 kHz and 13 dB for CF54 kHz.
The thresholds are 10 dB lower than in a comparable experi-
ment by Hallet al. ~1984!. This shift is due to a different
spectrum level in the two studies~40 dB in their experiment
versus 30 dB in the present paper!. In addition, the general
shape of our data deviates slightly from the experimental
results presented by Haggardet al. ~1990!. They found, that

FIG. 2. Signal threshold as a function of the masker
bandwidth in random noise~s! and modulated noise
~h!. The modulator bandwidth was 50 Hz, the signal
frequency was 2 kHz. The upper four panels show in-
dividual data. The error bars represent plus and minus
one intraindividual standard deviation calculated across
three repetitions for each subject and condition. The
lower left panel shows the average data across all sub-
jects. In this panel, the vertical bars show the amount of
variability across subjects, calculated as plus and minus
one ~interindividual! standard deviation of the means
across subjects. The lower right panel shows simulated
mean data and standard deviation across ten simulated
threshold runs.
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the ‘‘CMR existence region’’~all masker bandwidths with
CMR greater than13 dB! varies with center frequency in a
way similar to the critical bandwidth. Our data do not show
such a direct correlate. There is a negligible effect of center
frequency on the ‘‘CMR existence region.’’ This difference
might be due to a different way of generating the noise
masker. Haggardet al. generated bandpass noise by multi-
plying low-pass noise with a sinusoid at the center frequency
of the desired passband. The low-pass noise was either
Gaussian~reference! or a multiplied noise~comodulated! and
had a cutoff frequency of half the bandwidth. The procedure
applied in the present study is the same as that described by
Hall et al. ~1984!, where bandpass noise was generated by
bandpass filtering a broadband Gaussian or multiplied noise.

In general, the simulated data~right column of Fig. 3!
are in good agreement with the present experimental data. In
particular the total amount of CMR is accounted for by the
single-channel model at least for center frequencies of 2 and
4 kHz. However, for CF51 kHz and for large masker band-
widths the model predicts a CMR effect of only 9 dB, which
is 2 dB less than in the averaged data~11 dB!. The predicted
amount of CMR increases with increasing bandwidth for all
center frequencies, which is in agreement with the measured
data. However, the absolute value of the predicted threshold
deviates in some cases from the observed thresholds. For
example, for CF54 kHz, the simulated thresholds are about
3 dB higher than the corresponding measured thresholds,
whereas the difference is less than 1 dB for CF51 kHz. On
the basis of the critical band hypothesis~assuming peripheral
filters with a constantQ-value! one would expect a 6 dB
higher threshold for CF54 kHz than for CF51 kHz for the

reference condition at large masker bandwidths. Indeed, such
an effect can be observed in the simulated data, whereas in
the measured data, the effect amounts 5 dB. This is in line
with Greenet al. ~1959!, who also reported about an increase
in the critical ratio of about 5 dB. The small deviation might
be due to interindividual variances in the bandwidth of pe-
ripheral auditory filters as a function of center frequency
~e.g., Glasberg and Moore, 1986!.2

B. Experiment 2: CMR as a function of modulator
and masker bandwidth

Schooneveldt and Moore~1989a! and Carlyonet al.
~1989! investigated how the amount of CMR depends on
modulator bandwidth. Carlyonet al. ~1989! found a slight
increase in masking release of 2.7 dB~on average! as the
modulator bandwidth decreases from 50 to 16 Hz. The effect
is smaller in Schooneveldt and Moore’s~1989a! data. They
measured thresholds for a wider range of modulator band-
widths. They found that for modulator bandwidths larger
than 50 Hz, CMR decreases with increasing modulator band-
width whereas for modulator bandwidths smaller than 50 Hz
there was no dependence of CMR~for large masker band-
widths! on the modulator bandwidth.

The experiment performed by Schooneveldt and Moore
was replicated here for modulator bandwidthsD f mod of 12.5,
50, and 200 Hz at CF52 kHz. The signal parameters were
the same as described in Sec. II. They slightly differ from
those in Schooneveldt and Moore~1989a!, but these differ-
ences are not expected to change the results~cf. Hall et al.,
1996!.

FIG. 3. Mean measured data over three subjects~left
column of panels! and simulated thresholds~right col-
umn of panels! for a signal presented in random noise
~s! and modulated noise~modulator bandwidth of 50
Hz, h! as a function of masker bandwidth. The signal
frequency was 1 kHz~upper panels!, 2 kHz ~middle
panels!, and 4 kHz~lower panels!.
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The left panel of Fig. 4 shows mean measured data of
three subjects for modulator bandwidthsD f mod512.5 Hz
~n!, 50 Hz ~h!, and 200 Hz~L!, and for the reference
condition ~s!. Except at the narrowest bandwidths~50 and
100 Hz!, thresholds in the comodulated conditions are al-
ways lower than in the reference condition. In agreement
with the data of Schooneveldt and Moore~1989!, the mea-
sured CMR decreases with increasing modulator bandwidth.
The largest amount of CMR is about 14 dB forD f mod

512.5 Hz whereas it is only 7 dB forD f mod5200 Hz.
The right panel of Fig. 4 shows simulated data. There is

again a good agreement between simulated data and mea-
sured data. The model shows a reduction in CMR for a
modulator bandwidth of 200 Hz which is the same as in the
data, whereas the magnitude of the CMR varies little for the
modulator bandwidths 12.5 and 50 Hz in agreement with the
data. However, for the smallest masker bandwidth, the model
still predicts a small masking release of up to 3 dB which in
contrast to the measured data. This may indicate that the
model slightly overestimates the masking release for small
masker bandwidths. Note, however, that concerning this
point, the present data are not consistent with the data in the
literature, where a CMR effect of 4 dB was found for a
modulator bandwidthD f mod512.5 Hz and a masker band-
width of 50 Hz ~Schooneveldt and Moore, 1989a!. The rea-
son for this difference is unclear. It might be due to a differ-
ent way of bandlimiting the noise. In the present study the
modulator and the noise masker were filtered digitally
whereas Schooneveldt and Moore used analog filters. There-
fore, the difference may be caused by analog filtering, since
the reduction of the modulation depth due to the filtering
after modulation is less pronounced when the bandpass filter
has a shallower slope~see Sec. IV!.

C. Experiment 3: CMR as a function of signal
duration and masker bandwidth

Schooneveldt and Moore~1989a! investigated the effect
of signal duration on CMR. Their experiment was replicated
here for three signal durations~25, 200, and 400 ms!, a
modulator bandwidth of 12.5 Hz, and a center frequency of 2
kHz. Both the masker and signal were gated with 10-ms
raised cosine ramps.3

Mean measured data over three subjects are shown in
the left three panels in Fig. 5. Thresholds in the reference
condition~s! increase with decreasing signal duration for all
masker bandwidths. In the case of wide noise maskers (D f
>1000 Hz) and a signal duration of 25 ms, for example,
thresholds are 9 dB higher than thresholds for a 200-ms sig-

nal. This decrease in threshold is in line with experiments on
temporal integration~e.g., Florentineet al., 1988!, where
doubling the signal duration results in a decrease in threshold
of about 3 dB. For signal durations of 200 and 400 ms the
general shape of the threshold function for the comodulated
condition ~h! is similar to that found before~Sec. III.A and
B!, e.g., for large masker bandwidths thresholds are always
slightly lower than those in the reference condition whereas
no CMR can be found for the smallest bandwidth~50 Hz!.
The largest difference in CMR between the two durations is
about 3 dB at masker bandwidths of 400 and 1000 Hz. This
finding corresponds to the data presented by Schooneveldt
and Moore~1989a!, where, for bandwidths of 400 and 800
Hz, CMR was found to increase by 2–3 dB with increasing
duration from 200 to 400 ms. For a signal duration of 25 ms,
thresholds in the comodulated conditions are about the same
as the reference condition for almost all masker bandwidths.
These findings do not agree with the results from Schoon-
eveldt and Moore. The reason for the difference between the
two studies is unclear. It may be due to the different experi-
mental setups in the two studies and a slightly different defi-
nition of duration.3

The right column of Fig. 5 shows simulated data. The
model accounts qualitatively for the threshold decrease in the
reference condition with increasing signal duration. How-
ever, the difference between the highest threshold for a du-
ration of 25 ms and the highest threshold for a duration of
400 ms amounts to only 5 dB. This contrasts with the mea-
surements~10 dB!. The inability of the model to describe
temporal integration was already mentioned in Dauet al.
~1996b!. The authors explained the shortcoming by the un-
realistic behavior of the feedback loops at the stimulus onset.

The model accounts for the observed CMR for signal
durations of 200 and 400 ms. Nevertheless, the predicted
maximum CMR for the large durations is smaller~7 dB for a
duration of 200 ms and 11 dB for a duration of 400 ms! than
the measured CMR~13 dB for a duration of 200 ms and 15
dB for a duration of 400 ms!. The smaller amount of CMR in
the simulated case in comparison to the simulations in the
previous section is mainly a consequence of the shorter
ramps of the signal~see Sec. IV!. For a duration of 25 ms,
the measured data show no CMR for all masker bandwidths
except for the largest bandwidth, where a small masking re-
lease of about 4 dB is observed. The model does predict no
CMR for all masker bandwidths. It is possible that this rest
effect of about 4 dB is due to a ‘‘true’’ CMR resulting from
across-channel processing.

FIG. 4. Mean measured data over three subjects~left
panel! and simulated thresholds~right panel! for a sig-
nal presented in random noise~s! and modulated noise
as a function of the masker bandwidth. The modulator
bandwidth was 12.5 Hz~n!, 50 Hz ~h!, and 200 Hz
~L!, respectively.
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D. Experiment 4: Effects of bandlimiting the masker
before or after modulation

This section analyzes which factors are responsible for
the decrease in CMR with decreasing masker bandwidthD f .
A new experiment was performed where the comodulated
masker was generated in a slightly different manner than
before.4 The experimental conditions were equivalent to the
experiments of Secs. III A and B. The signal frequency was 4
kHz and a modulator bandwidth of 50 Hz was used.

In contrast to the classical generation of comodulated
noise, a broadband Gaussian noise was first bandpass filtered
and then modulated~e.g., multiplied with a low-pass noise!.
To obtain the same masker bandwidthD f as in the previous
experiments, the broadband noise was bandlimited toD f
22•D f mod prior to modulation, whereD f mod is the modula-
tor bandwidth. Hence, the smallest masker bandwidth that
can be achieved is determined by twice the modulator band-
width D f 52•D f mod, provided that a sinusoid with random
starting phase is used as carrier. The overall level of the
masker in the comodulated condition~condition 2! was the

same as in the classical comodulated condition~condition 1!
with the same masker bandwidth.

Figure 6 shows mean measured data from three subjects
~TD, KT, JV!5 ~left panel! and simulated data~right panel!.
Circles indicate thresholds in the reference condition,
squares indicate thresholds in the ‘‘classical’’ comodulated
condition ~condition 1! and triangles indicate the thresholds
obtained in the new experimental condition~condition 2!.
For almost all masker bandwidths, thresholds are markedly
lower ~up to 5 dB! in condition 2 than in condition 1. This
difference diminishes for the largest masker bandwidth of
2000 Hz. Simulated thresholds are plotted in the right panel
of Fig. 6. The model predicts lower thresholds for condition
2 than for condition 1 for masker bandwidths smaller than
1000 Hz, whereas thresholds are the same for both condi-
tions for the largest masker bandwidths. However, some de-
viations between simulated and measured data occur at small
masker bandwidths: In the experimental data, the threshold
in the prefiltered comodulated condition~condition 2! tends
to slightly increase with decreasing masker bandwidth

FIG. 5. Mean measured thresholds over three subjects
~left column of panels! and simulated thresholds~right
column of panels! for a signal presented in random
noise ~s! and modulated noise~modulator bandwidth
of 12.5 Hz,h! as a function of the masker bandwidth.
Signal duration was either 25 ms~upper panels!, 200
ms ~middle panels!, or 400 ms~lower panels!. The sig-
nal frequency was 2 kHz.

FIG. 6. Thresholds for a 4-kHz sinusoidal signal in
random noise~s!, and in two different modulated
noises as a function of masker bandwidth. Squares in-
dicate thresholds for the modulated condition, where
the masker is first modulated and then bandlimited.
This is the classical way to generate modulated noise.
Triangles indicate thresholds for the condition where
the masker is first band-pass filtered and then modu-
lated. The left panel show mean measured data over
three subjects and the right panel show simulated data.
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whereas the model predicts a threshold almost independent
of the masker bandwidth. The slight increase in the measured
data may reflect a true across-channel process. However, this
effect is rather small~,4 dB!.

E. Experiment 5: Effects of varying masker
modulation depth

Moore ~1992! reviewed the factors that influence the
occurrence of CMR. He proposed that CMR is large for high
modulation depths in the comodulated condition. This as-
sumption is based on findings from Moore and Jorasz~1991!
and Fantini and Moore~1992!. In their studies the task was
to detect a change in modulation depth between two spec-
trally separated carriers. Hence, these experiments belong to
the second class of CMR experiments~see the Introduction!.
Concerning the first class of experiments, however, there is
no comparable study on the effect of masker modulation
depth on CMR.

In the present study the masker modulation depth is var-
ied in the comodulated condition by adding a dc component
to the low-pass noise modulator. The procedure to generate
the comodulated-noise masker was the same as described in
Sec. II. Figure 7 shows masked thresholds for a 2-kHz sinu-
soidal signal in the presence of a 1000-Hz-wide bandpass
noise masker as a function of the amount of added dc com-
ponent. The magnitude of the dc component is expressed as
the difference in level~dB! between the dc component and
the root-mean-square value of the low-pass noise
modulator.6 The left panel of Fig. 7 shows measured data
averaged across four subjects~TD, KT, KS, JV!. The right
panel shows simulated data. The dotted lines show threshold
for the reference condition~upper line! and the ‘‘classical’’
comodulated condition~lower line!, where no dc component
was added for a masker bandwidth of 1000 Hz. For dc values
of 210 and24 dB, thresholds remain the same as in the
classical comodulated condition. For larger dc values, they
increase to converge on the threshold for the reference con-
dition at the largest dc values. Again the simulated data are
in good agreement with experimental results.

F. Experiment 6: CMR for square-wave modulation

In most of the early studies on CMR in the first class of
CMR experiments, low-pass noise modulators were used
~Hall et al., 1984; Schooneveldt and Moore, 1989a; Haggard
et al., 1990!. Carlyon et al. ~1989! investigated how CMR
depends on the type of the modulator. They found a larger
masking release for a square-wave modulator than for a low-
pass noise modulator when the cutoff frequency of the low-

pass modulator was equal to the frequency of the square-
wave modulator. With decreasing modulator/cutoff
frequency the difference increased from about 2–3 dB for 50
Hz up to about 7 dB for 16 Hz.7

In two recent studies~Peters and Hall, 1994; Hallet al.,
1996!, the masking for square-wave modulators was found to
be significantly larger than that found by Carlyonet al.
~1989!. For example, Hallet al.’s ~1996! data for a 10-Hz
square-wave modulation showed a CMR effect of 40 dB for
large masker bandwidths compared to only about 18–24 dB
~depending on the subject! in the study by Carlyonet al.
~1989!. Peters and Hall’s~1994! data also showed a larger
masking release of about 30 dB in this condition. For a fre-
quency of 40 Hz, the difference between the results of Hall
et al.’s study and Carlyonet al.’s data still amounts to 5–10
dB. Thus, the difference between the masking release for a
square-wave modulator and for a low-pass modulator may
still be larger than reported by Carlyonet al. ~1989!.

Certainly a direct comparison between the data of the
different studies is difficult, because they did not use the
same experimental setup. For example, Hallet al. used
longer test signals, and, as shown previously in experiment
3, the duration affects the masking release. In addition, Hall
et al. used a 30 dB higher spectrum level which also may
affect the amount of CMR. We performed an experiment to
directly relate both types of experiments to each other. The
signal configuration was the same as in experiment 1 except
for the modulating waveform, which consists of a square
wave with a repetition rate of 50 Hz and a duty cycle of
50:50. The modulator was dc shifted, i.e., it only assumed
the values of 0 and 1. The signal was again a sinusoid at 2
kHz with 300-ms duration. The experiment is an extension
of the existing data set. Carlyonet al. ~1989! measured the
masking release only for two very extreme bandwidth con-
ditions and within the other studies~e.g., Hall et al., 1984,
1996; Peters and Hall, 1994! only one modulator type was
used.

Figure 8 shows masked thresholds in the modulated con-
dition with the square wave modulated masker~n!. The left
panel shows mean measured data of four subjects. The right
panel shows simulated data. In addition, for comparison, the
data for the low-pass noise modulator with cutoff frequency
equal to the square-wave frequency~h! and the thresholds
for the unmodulated condition~s! are replotted from Fig. 2.
Square-wave modulators produce a masking release of up to
about 18 dB. This is in contrast to the findings by Peters and
Hall ~1994! and Carlyonet al. ~1989! which showed a mask-
ing release of 11–12 dB for a 50-Hz square-wave modulator.

FIG. 7. Mean measured data~left panel! and simulated
data~right panel! for a sinusoidal signal in the presence
of a 1000-Hz-wide modulated noise masker as a func-
tion of the added dc component to the modulator. In
addition thresholds for random noise~upper line! and
modulated noise~lower line!, where no dc value is
added~experimental condition as in Fig. 1!, are shown.
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However, the result of the present study is in line with the
data presented by Hallet al. ~1996!.

In contrast to the masking release of 18 dB for the
square-wave modulator, the low-pass modulator with the
same cutoff frequency produces a masking release of only
about 11 dB. The difference between the conditions de-
creases with decreasing masker bandwidth. For the smallest
masker bandwidths, the same masking release was found for
the two different modulator types.

Apart from the fact that the simulated data are slightly
shifted towards higher thresholds, they are in good agree-
ment with the measured data. The model accounts for the
increasing difference between the two conditions with in-
creasing masker bandwidth. For large bandwidths~>1000
Hz! the simulated masking release for the square-wave
modulator is 20 dB. Thus, the total amount of CMR is ac-
counted for by the model.

IV. DISCUSSION

The role of within-channel cues in CMR experiments
characterized by a single bandpass noise centered at the sig-
nal frequency has often been discussed. To quantify the role
of within-channel cues, the present study performed simula-
tions with a single-channel modulation filterbank model and
compared the results to experimental data. The most impor-
tant finding is that a large proportion of the masking release
can be predicted by a single-channel analysis, provided that
the temporal envelope is processed appropriately. In some
conditions, the predicted CMR is slightly larger than in the
experimental data, which indicates that the current model
may overestimate the contribution of within-channel cues to
CMR. However, in almost all experiments, the difference
between simulated and measured data is smaller than 3 dB,
demonstrating that in this class of CMR experiments the
amount of CMR due to across-channel processes certainly is
much smaller than expected from the traditional way of cal-
culating ‘‘across-channel’’ CMR~Carlyonet al., 1989!.

A. Role of modulation processing

In the comodulated condition, the envelope of the
masker shows distinct minima because the noise is over-
modulated, i.e., the envelope spends a large proportion of
time at values near zero. Adding a signal to the modulated
noise will smooth out the sharp minima, as already men-
tioned by Schooneveldt and Moore~1989a!. This yields a
decrease in modulation depth, which is detected by the
model in a manner presumed to be similar to that in human
listeners. Since the minima are very distinct and mark only

very short time intervals, high modulation rates must be pro-
cessed by the model, i.e., a good temporal resolution is re-
quired ~as already stated by Buus, 1985!. The role of high
modulation rates is shown in Fig. 9. The simulated CMR
effect is shown for a masker bandwidth of 1000 Hz, a modu-
lator bandwidth of 50 Hz, and a signal frequency of 2 kHz as
a function of the highest modulation center frequency of the
modulation filterbank used in the model. All previously pre-
sented simulations were performed with an upper cutoff fre-
quency of a quarter of the signal frequency CF~center fre-
quency of the peripheral filter!, i.e., in this case 500 Hz for
CF52 kHz. The predicted CMR is independent of the high-
est modulation center frequency (CFmod) for CFmod

>250 Hz. For CFmod,250 Hz, the predicted CMR decreases
with decreasing CFmod. The CMR effect almost completely
disappears when only a modulation low-pass filter is used
~first data point in Fig. 9! as implemented in Dauet al.
~1996a!.

As mentioned in the literature~Moore, 1992; Moore and
Jorasz, 1996!, CMR occurs when the added signal produces
an increase in level in the valleys of the masker. This is
possible if the modulation depth of the masker is high. In
experiment 5 the effect of modulation depth was tested ex-
plicitly ~see Fig. 7!. It was shown that if the modulation
depth is decreased, the CMR is decreased and diminishes for
large added dc components. This is consistent with the hy-
pothesis that changes in modulation depth are the reason for
the masking release in this kind of experiment. When a dc
component is added, the signal level has to be higher to
produce a decrease in modulation depth. When the dc com-
ponent is very large, the change in overall energy produced
by adding the signal will be the strongest cue, whereas
changes in modulation depth will play a secondary role. This

FIG. 8. Mean data over three subjects~left panel! and
simulated data~right panel! showing thresholds for a
signal presented in random noise~s!, in modulated
noise with a 50-Hz lowpass-noise modulator~h!, and
in modulated noise with a 50-Hz square-wave modula-
tor ~n! as a function masker bandwidth.

FIG. 9. Simulated CMR for a masker bandwidth of 1000 Hz, a modulator
bandwidth of 50 Hz, and a signal frequency of 2 kHz. Parameter is the
highest modulation center frequency of the modulation filters.
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latter strategy is equivalent to the strategy used in the refer-
ence condition. As a consequence, no CMR will be ob-
served, as shown in the experimental results.

If the comodulated masker consists of a square-wave
modulated noise~see experiment 6 and Fig. 8!, envelope
amplitudes spend more time near zero than the classical co-
modulated condition that employs a low-pass modulator. As
a consequence, and in agreement with the model predictions,
the masking release is larger than in the classical CMR ex-
periments. This point of view agrees with Zwicker and
Schorn’s ~1982! assumption that the reduced masking in
square-wave modulated noise compared to continuous noise
~reference! can be interpreted in terms of temporal resolu-
tion. An across-channel process, as stated in the literature
~Buus, 1985; Hallet al., 1996!, seems not to be necessary in
the class of experiments considered here.

B. Role of the critical band filter

It was proposed in the literature~Carlyon et al., 1989!
that the across-frequency portion of the masking release
could be estimated by subtracting out the masking release for
a masker bandwidth equal to the auditory filter bandwidth at
the signal frequency. However, as mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, this procedure is somewhat problematic because it pos-
tulates a clear distinction between within-channel and across-
channel effects at the value of the critical bandwidth~Hall
et al., 1996!. The present study shows that this approach is
not able to predict ‘‘across-channel’’ CMR properly: Even a
single-channel model operating on only one critical band
predicts a decrease in thresholds for masker bandwidths
larger than the critical bandwidth in the comodulated condi-
tion ~see, e.g., Fig. 3!. The predicted decrease in threshold
beyond the critical bandwidth is a consequence of the audi-
tory filters incorporated in the model. Although frequency
components of the masker outside the critical bandwidth are
strongly attenuated, they still contribute to the output of the
auditory filter. To quantify this effect, simulations were per-
formed with a model that employed a rectangular filter with
the same bandwidth instead of the gammatone filter. Figure
10 shows simulated data on the basis of the modified model
for CF52 kHz. Circles represent thresholds in the reference
condition whereas squares represent thresholds in the co-
modulated condition. In the reference condition thresholds

increase with increasing masker bandwidth up to the critical
bandwidth and then stay constant whereas in the comodu-
lated condition thresholds are independent of masker band-
width. As expected, there is no increase in CMR for masker
bandwidths larger than the critical bandwidth. The predicted
CMR of 6 dB for large masker bandwidths is 5 dB smaller
than the simulated CMR effect with the original model~cf.
Fig. 2!.

C. Role of filtering the masker

In the classical comodulated condition the masker is
bandlimited after modulation. As argued in the literature on
modulation detection~Eddins, 1993; Strickland and Viemeis-
ter, 1997!, spectral filtering after modulation decreases the
modulation depth of the stimuli. Schooneveldt and Moore
~1989a! discussed this effect with respect to cases when the
modulator bandwidth is equal or greater than half the masker
bandwidth. They argued that frequency components of the
modulator greater than half the bandwidth are filtered out
and no longer contribute to the modulation. They concluded
that conditions where the modulator bandwidth was equal or
greater than half the masker bandwidth are equivalent to the
unmodulated condition.

However, for modulator bandwidths smaller than half
the masker bandwidth, the modulation depth will still be re-
duced by filtering after modulation. The hypothesis in the
present study is that the reduction in modulation depth due to
filtering after modulation is the reason for the increase in
threshold with decreasing masker bandwidth in the comodu-
lated condition. It is based on the assumption that the re-
duced thresholds in the comodulated condition compared to
those in the reference condition are a consequence of
changes in modulation depth when the signal is added. To
test our hypothesis, experiment 4 was performed~see Fig. 6!
where the masker was first bandlimited and then modulated.
The slope of the threshold curve is markedly reduced when
the masker is modulated after filtering. This further demon-
strates that thresholds in the comodulated condition strongly
depend on the modulation depth of the masker.

D. Relation to modulation detection experiments

For large masker bandwidths~>800 Hz! CMR de-
creases for modulator bandwidthD f mod larger than 50 Hz
whereas CMR is more or less independent of modulator
bandwidth forD f mod<50 Hz ~Sec. III B; Schooneveldt and
Moore, 1989a!. Schooneveldt and Moore compared this re-
sult with the data on amplitude modulation detection in noise
~e.g., Viemeister, 1979!. They argued that CMR is largest for
modulator bandwidths<50 Hz because the auditory system
is most sensitive to amplitude modulation in this modulation
frequency region. However, a direct comparison of the data
on modulation detection and results from CMR experiments
is difficult for several reasons: First, Viemeister obtained
modulation detection thresholds for sinusoidal modulation,
whereas in CMR experiments generally noise modulators
were used. Thus, the imposed modulator was deterministic in
the modulation detection condition whereas it was random in
the CMR conditions. Second, whereas in modulation detec-

FIG. 10. Simulated data for a 2-kHz sinusoidal signal in random noise
~circles! and comodulated noise~squares!. In this simulation instead of a
gammatone filter a rectangular filter with the same bandwidth was applied.
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tion experiments an imposed modulation is to be detected, in
CMR experiments the sinusoidal signal effectively changes
the modulation depth of the modulator. However, it is diffi-
cult to quantify the modulation depth of a carrier which is
overmodulated with a noise modulator. A more appropriate
description of the modulated noise may be given by the en-
velope distribution, a technique which was first proposed by
Schooneveldt and Moore~1989a!. They found that for a
modulator bandwidth of 200 Hz the envelope spends a
smaller proportion of time at values near 0 compared to a
modulator bandwidth of 50 Hz. This means less minima are
partially filled in by the signal. Thus, the reduction in overall
modulation depth will be smaller than in the 50-Hz modula-
tor condition. As a consequence, our model predicts a
smaller CMR effect in agreement with the data.

E. Role of the signal duration

The CMR effect depends on the duration of the signal
~Sec. III C; Schooneveldt and Moore, 1989a!. With decreas-
ing signal duration the CMR effect decreases. The current
model predicts this effect because the time over which the
modulation depth is reduced due to the presence of the signal
is reduced. Schooneveldt and Moore~1989a! argued that the
auditory system needs a reasonable length of time to sample
the signal, if within-channel cues are exploited. They con-
cluded that for durations greater than 100 ms within-channel
processes might contribute to the masking release in CMR
experiments. In contrast, for durations<100 ms they as-
sumed that CMR is a consequence of a ‘‘pure’’ across-
channel process where within-channel cues do not play any
role. The present paper cannot rule out this hypothesis. How-
ever, for a signal duration of 25 ms, the CMR of about 5 dB
for masker bandwidths larger than 400 Hz as measured by
Schooneveldt and Moore was not found in the present ex-
periments. The present data show no CMR for a signal du-
ration of 25 ms for masker bandwidth up to 1000 Hz. How-
ever, for a 2000-Hz-wide masker there is a small CMR~4
dB! in the data which is not accounted for by the model.

The simulated CMR for signal durations of 200 and 400
ms is smaller than the measured CMR. The deviations of the
simulated results from the experimentally derived results can
be explained in the same way as was already done with re-
spect to simulations of temporal integration by the model
~Dau et al., 1996b!. Because the adaptation loops are very
sensitive to fast changes in the input, the short signal ramps
in the experiment~10 ms! will cause very strong oscillations
at the output of this stage when the signal is switched on. As
a consequence, the template for the simulated experimental
runs are dominated by an overshoot in the first few millisec-
onds of the signal.8 It is possible to reduce this unrealistic
large overshoot within the model by choosing smaller time
constants within the feedback loops. However, a change of
the model parameters would affect the dynamic properties of
the model, e.g., modulations would be transformed more
compressively than in the original model. As a consequence,
such a change would worsen the capabilities of the model to
account for modulation detection data and forward masking

data. Thus, there is no simple solution to the overshoot prob-
lem without changing the global structure of the model and
losing the model’s capability to predict other psychoacousti-
cal data.

F. Modulation filterbank concept

The modulation filterbank model which was originally
developed to describe modulation detection and modulation
masking experiments was used in the present study. It was
assumed that within-channel cues in CMR are based on the
ability of the auditory system to detect changes in modula-
tion depth. The modulation filterbank model~Dau et al.,
1997a, b! differs considerably in its structure from the model
of modulation detection by Viemeister~1979!. The model of
Viemeister consists of a broad predetection filter~with a
bandwidthD f 52000 Hz! which is followed by a half-wave
rectification and a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of
64 Hz. As decision variable, Viemeister suggested the ac-
coupled root-mean-square of the output of the low-pass filter.
Based on the Viemeister model, Berg~1996! presented simu-
lated data with a slightly modified model for the second class
of CMR experiments. This model derives the calculations of
the decision statistic from the amplitude spectrum of the out-
put of the leaky integrator. Berg showed that~i! CMR can be
predicted by a model based on the envelope amplitude spec-
trum, and~ii ! the disruption of the CMR effect by adding a
single tone to the stimuli can be simulated by the model.
Unfortunately, the spectral separation of comodulation bands
in his CMR experiment is in the range of the critical band-
width of the peripheral filter at the signal frequency. Thus, it
is generally assumed that within-channel processes might
contribute to the masking release in the CMR experiment
performed by Berg. In a recent paper, Busset al. ~1998!
demonstrated that the model proposed by Berg is unable to
predict the CMR in all experiments of the second class of
CMR experiments.

The present study did not use the Viemeister model to
describe modulation detection because of several reasons:~i!
First, the Viemeister model is not adequate to simulate
within-channel cues. The term ‘‘within-channel cue’’ as-
sumes that the auditory system extracts envelope information
from the temporal output of each peripheral filter, whereas in
the Viemeister model the concept of peripheral filtering is
not incorporated.~ii ! Second, as a consequence, the Viemeis-
ter model would fail to predict the present data~first class of
CMR experiments!, because the thresholds in the reference
condition are assumed to be a function of the energy in the
peripheral filter at the signal frequency. In contrast to the
Viemeister model, the modulation filterbank model is able to
predict threshold curves both for the reference and comodu-
lated condition because it assumes that the modulation analy-
sis is performed in parallel on the output of each peripheral
channel.

G. Across-channel processing in CMR

The simulations of the present study indicate that the
traditional way of calculating the ‘‘across-channel’’ CMR
~Carlyon et al., 1989! clearly overestimates the across-
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channel contribution to the masking release in this class of
experiments. In fact, a large amount of the masking release
in the first class of experiments can be predicted without
assuming an across-channel process. In some experimental
conditions, e.g., for short signal durations and large masker
bandwidths, the predicted masking release is smaller than the
measured release. In those conditions, an across-channel pro-
cess may contribute to the CMR. However, the effect is
smaller than 3 dB. Thus, a simple band-widening experiment
probably is not appropriate to study across-channel
processing.9

In contrast, the masking release found in experiments
from the second class of experiments presumably reflect
‘‘true’’ across-channel processes, at least when the spectral
distance between the masker band and the cueband~s!
amounts to more than one octave~e.g., Cohen, 1991!. For
smaller spectral distances, it is generally assumed that some
of the masking release results from within-channel cues~see
the Introduction!.

Apart from the monaural experiment, dichotic CMR ex-
periments have been performed in several studies, where the
cueband was presented to the nonsignal ear~e.g., Schoon-
eveldt and Moore, 1989b; Cohen, 1991!. In those conditions,
within-channel cues cannot contribute to the masking re-
lease. However, in dichotic CMR experiments, binaural pro-
cesses may influence the results in addition to across-channel
cues.

V. CONCLUSION

A single-channel model accounts quantitatively for sev-
eral aspects of CMR. Specifically, the effects of varying
masker bandwidth, signal duration, modulator bandwidth,
modulator type, and center frequency are predicted reason-
ably well with an appropriate single-channel analysis. Modu-
lation filters with a center frequency up to at least 250 Hz are
necessary to simulate the whole amount of CMR. In agree-
ment with assumptions in the literature, large modulation
depths of the masker are necessary to obtain large CMR
effects. The decrease in threshold for masker bandwidths
larger than the critical bandwidth can be predicted because
the model does not use unrealistic rectangular filters. Hence,
frequency components outside the critical band, although
strongly attenuated by the peripheral filter, still affect the
performance of the model. Filtering the masker after modu-
lation reduces the modulation depth of the masker especially
for masker bandwidths which are comparable to the modu-
lator bandwidth. Thus, the decrease in threshold with in-
creasing masker bandwidth in the comodulated condition
strongly depends on the technique of generating the masker.
In some conditions, the predicted CMR is slightly smaller
than in the experimental results. This difference between
measured and simulated results might be a consequence of a
‘‘true’’ across-channel process. However, this effect amounts
to a maximum size of only about 3 dB. The present study
does not rule out across-channel processes in CMR experi-
ments. Presumably, a larger proportion of the masking re-
lease due to across-channel processes can be found in the
second class of CMR experiments where the masker consists

of a narrow-band noise at the signal frequency and one or
more noise bands spectrally separated from the on-frequency
band.
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1Subject KS only participated in the experimental condition with
CF52 kHz. Therefore, to compare the data across signal frequencies, for
CF52 kHz only the data for subjects KW, TD, and JV were averaged.

2Signal detection theory would predict that thresholds increase 1.5 dB per
doubling of bandwidth, because the standard deviation of the noise energy
increases as the square root of bandwidth. However, if performance is
solely determined by the energy of the masker, thresholds increase by 3 dB
per doubling the bandwidth. This is shown in the simulated data—at least
for large masker bandwidth. The measured data are closer to the predictions
of the current model than to the prediction of signal detection theory.

3Schooneveldt and Moore defined the duration at the 6-dB down points of
the ramps, whereas in the present study the rise/fall time is included.

4This experiment was first presented in Verhey and van de Par~1997!.
5KT did not participate in experiment 1. Therefore small deviations occur
between mean thresholds in Fig. 3 and those in this section.

6The difference in level between the dc component and the root-mean-
square of the low-pass noise-modulator was 20* log(dc/rmslp), where
rmslp, the root-mean-square value of the low-pass noise, was 0.316 and the
dc component was 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, or 2.0.

7Carlyon et al. ~1989! displayed their data as a function of the envelope
frequencyf e defined as twice the cutoff frequency of the low-pass modu-
lator and equal to the frequency of the square-wave modulation. At the
samef e , the masking release~MUD! for square-wave was similar to that
for low-pass modulators. If one follows Carlyonet al.’s arguments, the
data should be compared at the same zero crossings rate, which is equal to
1.12 times the cutoff frequency of the low-pass modulator and equal to the
frequency of the square-wave modulation, not at the samef e . Conse-
quently, the comparison between the two modulator types is similar
whether it is made at the same zero crossings rate or with the square-wave
modulator frequency equal to the low-pass cutoff frequency. The present
study uses the latter frequency scale.

8This unrealistic weighting of signal information over time can be reduced if
longer signal ramps are used. In fact, as can be seen in Sec. III B, the whole
CMR effect can be predicted by the model, if longer ramps~e.g., 50 ms! are
used.

9An interesting alternative to the simple band-widening experiments was
proposed by Carlyonet al. ~1989!. They compared the masking release for
a subcritical bandwidth with that obtained in the condition where the
masker consisted of a subcritical bandwidth at the signal frequency and an
additional low-pass noise~cue-band condition!. The cue-band condition is a
combination of the classical conditions of the first and the second class of
CMR experiments. If the spectral distance between the upper edge of the
low-pass noise and the signal frequency is large~several critical bands!, it
is more likely that ‘‘across-channel’’ CMR is measured. The present study
does not consider this experimental condition, since it does not belong
directly to the first class of experiments. Moreover, the beating in periph-
eral filters with a center frequency between the cutoff frequencies of the
two masker bands may provide additional information in the comodulated
condition.
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Evidence against an effect of grouping by spectral regularity
on the perception of virtual pitch
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Two experiments investigated the role of the regularity of the frequency spacing of harmonics, as
a separate factor from harmonicity, on the perception of the virtual pitch of a harmonic series. The
first experiment compared the shifts produced by mistuning the 3rd, 4th, and 5th harmonics in the
pitch of two harmonic series: the odd-H and the all-H tones. The odd-H tone contained odd
harmonics 1 to 11, plus the 4th harmonic; the all-H tone contained harmonics 1 to 12. Both tones
had a fundamental frequency of 155 Hz. Pitch shifts produced by mistuning the 3rd harmonic, but
not the 4th and 5th harmonics, were found to be significantly larger for the odd-H tone than for the
all-H tone. This finding was consistent with the idea that grouping by spectral regularity affects
pitch perception since an odd harmonic made a larger contribution than an adjacent even harmonic
to the pitch of the odd-H tone. However, an alternative explanation was that the 3rd mistuned
harmonic produced larger pitch shifts within the odd-H tone than the 4th mistuned harmonic
because of differences in the partial masking of these harmonics by adjacent harmonics. The second
experiment tested these explanations by measuring pitch shifts for a modified all-H tone in which
each mistuned odd harmonic was tested in the presence of the 4th harmonic, but in the absence of
its other even-numbered neighbor. The results showed that, for all mistuned harmonics, pitch shifts
for the modified all-H tone were not significantly different from those for the odd-H tone. These
findings suggest that the harmonic relations among frequency components, rather than the regularity
of their frequency spacing, is the primary factor for the perception of the virtual pitch of complex
sounds. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00611-6#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Hg@SPB#

INTRODUCTION

In a series of studies, Roberts and his colleagues have
demonstrated that the auditory grouping of a frequency com-
ponent into a complex tone is affected by how well the com-
ponent fits in with the spectral pattern of the complex tone
~Roberts and Bregman, 1991; Roberts and Bailey, 1993a, b!.
Roberts and Bregman~1991! asked subjects to rate how
clearly individual even- or odd-numbered harmonics could
be ‘‘heard out’’ of a complex tone composed only of odd
harmonics. Subjects gave higher perceived clarity ratings to
even than odd harmonics, in spite of the fact that even- and
odd-numbered harmonics had a common fundamental fre-
quency (F0). The greater perceptual salience of even har-
monics was surprising given that the partial masking of an
even harmonic was greater than that of its odd-numbered
neighbors in complex stimuli composed of odd harmonics.
The authors suggested that even-numbered harmonics were
more easily segregated than odd harmonics because the
former violated the pattern of spectral regularity of the odd-
harmonic series. Roberts and Bregman also found that the
effect of spectral regularity wasF0 dependent, since it was
observed forF0’s of 100 and 200 Hz, but not 400 Hz. Rob-
erts~1998! replicated earlier perceived clarity ratings results
by using a two-internal forced choice~2IFC! procedure and
by obtaining a difference ind8 scores between even- and
odd-numbered harmonics.

Roberts and Bailey~1996! demonstrated that the effects
of spectral regularity were not restricted to frequency com-
ponents that are harmonically related, but also occurred for
inharmonic complex tones whose components were arranged
in a regular spectral pattern. Roberts and Brunstrom~1998!
provided further evidence for the role of spectral regularity
as a grouping factor by investigating the perceptual integra-
tion of mistuned frequency components within complex
tones ~see Hartmannet al., 1990!. Roberts and Brunstrom
found that the perceptual segregation and the perceived pitch
shifts of individual mistuned components were similar for
harmonic and inharmonic, but spectrally regular, complex
tones. These results, which were interpreted as evidence for
the role of spectral regularity as a grouping principle distinct
from harmonicity ~Roberts and Bailey, 1996; Roberts and
Brunstrom, 1998!, raise the interesting possibility that spec-
tral regularity might also affect the integration of frequency
components into a single ‘‘virtual’’~or ‘‘residue’’! pitch ~the
term ‘‘pitch’’ will be used as synonymous of ‘‘virtual
pitch,’’ hereafter!.

Several models of virtual pitch perception are based on
the assumption that the pitch of complex tones is determined
by the frequencies of the resolved, low-numbered harmonics
~see, e.g., Goldstein, 1973; Terhardt, 1974!. In order to ob-
tain an accurate estimate of the pitch of a complex sound in
the presence of other simultaneous sounds, the auditory sys-
tem must decide which frequency components should con-
tribute to the pitch of the complex sound. This decision is
likely to be made on the basis of several auditory scenea!Electronic mail: vciocca@hkusua.hku.hk
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analysis~or auditory grouping! principles~see, for example,
Bregman, 1990; Darwin and Ciocca, 1992!. Several studies
demonstrated that the integration of frequency components
into a single pitch is affected by grouping factors such as
onset time and ear of presentation~Darwin and Ciocca,
1992; Ciocca and Darwin, 1993!, frequency modulation
~Darwin et al., 1994!, and sequential grouping by frequency
proximity ~Darwin et al., 1995!. For example, Darwin and
Ciocca ~1992! found that a mistuned component that starts
300 ms before the onset of the remainder of a harmonic
series does not make a contribution to the pitch of the series.
They also found that when the mistuned component and the
harmonic series were presented to opposite ears the contri-
bution of the mistuned component to the pitch of the har-
monic series was reduced, albeit only slightly. One of the
grouping principles that has been shown to affect pitch per-
ception is the principle of harmonicity: frequency compo-
nents that are harmonics of the same fundamental frequency
would contribute to a single virtual pitch. The operation of
this principle has been likened to a ‘‘harmonic sieve’’ whose
‘‘slots’’ are centered on the harmonic frequencies of a fun-
damental frequency~Duifhuis et al., 1982!. Moore et al.
~1985! provided evidence for the existence of such a mecha-
nism by showing that frequency components contribute to
the pitch of a harmonic series as long as their frequency is
not too far from one of the harmonic frequencies. Moore
et al. showed that mistuned harmonics made the largest con-
tribution to the pitch of a harmonic series for mistunings
equal or smaller than63% of the harmonic frequencies. For
mistunings larger than63%, the contribution of the mis-
tuned harmonics was gradually reduced and became very
small for mistunings of68% ~the largest mistuning used!.

If spectral regularity is a grouping factor which is dis-
tinct from harmonicity, then it is possible that pitch percep-
tion processes might exploit the pattern of spectral regularity
of frequency components to assign them to a single virtual
pitch. This investigation attempted to find evidence for this
hypothesis by using the ‘‘pitch matching’’ paradigm devel-
oped by Mooreet al. ~1985!. In this paradigm, listeners are
asked to match the pitch of two harmonic series, the target
and the matching complexes. Across trials, a low-numbered
harmonic of the target complex can be mistuned by various
amounts; the amount of mistuning is fixed within each trial.
Pitch matches are carried out by adjusting theF0 of the
matching complex as many times as necessary for listeners
to achieve a satisfactory match. Typical results show that
when the frequency of the mistuned harmonic is higher than
the harmonic frequency~‘‘positive’’ mistuning!, the matched
F0 of the target is also higher than the matchedF0 of the
same target complex whose harmonics are not mistuned.
Pitch shifts of similar size but opposite direction occur for
‘‘negative’’ mistunings. Since it has been shown that
changes in the matchedF0 of the matching complex reflect
changes in the virtual pitch of the target complex~Moore,
1987!, this procedure is ideally suited for studying the con-
ditions under which a frequency component is integrated into
the pitch of a complex tone. The present study investigated
the effects of spectral regularity on pitch perception by mea-
suring the pitch shifts for the target complex as a function of

the harmonic number of the mistuned harmonic, and of the
spectral content of the target complex.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

If grouping by spectral regularity affects the perception
of virtual pitch, then frequency components that do not fit in
with the pattern of frequency spacing of a complex tone
should make a relatively small contribution to the pitch of
that tone. Therefore, odd-numbered mistuned harmonics
should produce larger pitch shifts than adjacent even-
numbered harmonics in the pitch of a harmonic series com-
posed of primarily odd harmonics. Moreover, mistuned odd
harmonics, but not even-numbered ones, should produce
larger pitch shifts in an odd-harmonic series than in a series
that contains both odd and even harmonics.

A. Method

On each trial, the subjects adjusted theF0 of a harmonic
series~matching complex! so that the pitch of that series
matched the pitch of a target complex. Two target complexes
were used in the experiment, the ‘‘odd-H’’ tone and the ‘‘all-
H’’ tone. The all-H tone contained 12 consecutive harmonics
~1st to 12th! of a 155-HzF0; this target complex was the
same as the one used in previous studies by Darwin and his
colleagues~see, e.g., Darwin and Ciocca, 1992!. The odd-H
tone had the same fundamental frequency as the all-H tone,
but was composed of the odd harmonics 1 to 11, plus the 4th
harmonic. A 155-HzF0 was selected because the effect of
spectral regularity was observed for fundamental frequencies
of 100 and 200 Hz~Roberts and Bregman, 1991!. Moore and
his colleagues~1985! showed that the contribution of a mis-
tuned harmonic to the pitch of a complex tone that contained
both odd and even harmonics depended on the harmonic
number of the mistuned component. They found that the
largest pitch shifts were obtained when the 3rd and 4th har-
monics were mistuned and that, for fundamental frequencies
above 100 Hz, pitch shifts produced by mistuning the 5th
and higher harmonics were very small for two out of three
subjects. Following these findings, the present study tested
the role of spectral regularity in pitch perception by compar-
ing the relative size of the pitch shifts produced by mistuning
the 3rd, 4th, and 5th harmonics in the two target complexes.
These harmonics could be mistuned by63% of the har-
monic frequency. This amount of mistuning was selected
because it was found to produce the largest pitch shifts in a
155-HzF0 harmonic series~Darwin and Ciocca, 1992!. The
mistuned 3rd harmonic had a frequency of 451 or 479 Hz
~2 or 13% mistuning, respectively!; the mistuned 4th har-
monic had a frequency of 600 or 640 Hz, and the mistuned
5th harmonic had a frequency of 752 or 798 Hz. Within a
trial, only one of the three harmonics was mistuned. The 4th
harmonic was included in the odd-H tone when the 3rd and
5th harmonics were mistuned in order to ensure that pitch
shifts for odd and even harmonics were measured with tar-
gets that contained the same frequency components, except
for the mistuned harmonic. Two matching complexes were
used in order to minimize timbre differences that might have
affected the adjustment of the pitch of the matching complex
to that of the target complex~see, for example, Moore and
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Glasberg, 1990; Singh and Hirsh, 1992!. When the target
was the all-H tone, the matching complex consisted of har-
monics 1 to 12; the matching complex employed with odd-H
tone was composed of the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th, and
11th harmonics. None of the harmonics of the matching
complexes was mistuned. Subjects could adjust theF0 of the
matching complexes between 151 and 159 Hz (155
64 Hz).

Within each trial, the matching complex followed the
target complex after a 500-ms silent interval. At the begin-
ning of each trial, the fundamental frequency of the matching
complex was set to a random value selected from the permit-
ted range (15564 Hz), and the cursor was displayed at the
center of a computer screen. Subjects adjusted the frequency
of the matching complex by moving a roller-ball up or down,
which moved upward or downward the position of the cursor
on the screen. The fundamental frequency of the matching
complex varied in steps of 0.0066 Hz per pixel, which cor-
responded to a variation of 3.2 Hz for a complete excursion
of the cursor from the top to the bottom of the screen~see
Darwin and Ciocca, 1992!. Subjects could make as many
adjustments as needed to achieve a satisfactory match by
clicking the mouse button after each adjustment. When the
match was satisfactory, subjects pressed the ‘‘return’’ key
and proceeded to the next trial. Since the mistuned harmon-
ics could be heard out as individual pure tones, listeners were
instructed to ignore any pure tones they might hear, and to
focus their attention on the pitches of the two complex tones.

To summarize, the experiment consisted of 12 stimuli:
two mistunings~23%, 13% of the harmonic frequency! by
three harmonic numbers~3rd, 4th, and 5th harmonic! by two
types of target complex~all-H and odd-H!. Five matches
were obtained for each stimulus, thus giving a total of 60
trials ~12 stimuli by 5 matches!. The order of presentation
was randomized within each block of 12 stimuli. The experi-
ment was completed within either one or two sessions. Each
session took from 1 to 2 h tocomplete, including rest breaks.

All components were presented to the left ear at the
same amplitude~corresponding to 58 dB SPL, for a 1000-Hz
tone!. All components started at sine phase. The mistuned
component, the target complex, and the matching complex
had a total duration of 90 ms, including 5-ms rise/fall raised-
cosine ramps. This duration was the same as that used in
previous pitch matching experiments~Darwin and Ciocca,
1992; Ciocca and Darwin, 1993!. Sounds were presented
through Sennheiser HD250 Linear headphones in a single-
walled sound-attenuating booth~Industrial Acoustics! that
was located in a sound-treated room. Sounds were synthe-
sized in real-time at 44.1 kHz using custom software~Rus-
sell and Darwin, 1991! written for the 56001 processor of the
Digidesign Audiomedia II board, and output through that
board’s 16-bit DACs and anti-aliasing filters. The board was
attached to a PowerMacintosh 7100/66 computer which con-
trolled the experiment.

Seven subjects~four undergraduate students and three
university staff, including the author! participated in the ex-
periment. Two of the subjects had received musical training.
All had participated in previous pitch matching experiments

and had pure tone thresholds within 15 dB HL around the
stimulus frequencies used in the experiment.

B. Results and discussion

The effects of the mistuning of the three harmonics~3rd,
4th, and 5th! on the pitch of the target complex were mea-
sured by calculating the average of the difference between
the pitch matches for positive and negative mistunings~mean
pitch shifts! for each mistuned harmonic and each subject.
The mean pitch shifts for each mistuned harmonic and target
complex, averaged across the seven subjects, are displayed in
Fig. 1.

A two-way ANOVA with repeated measures was ap-
plied to the mean pitch shifts. The factors were the ‘‘har-
monic number’’ of the mistuned harmonic~3rd, 4th, or 5th!
and the ‘‘type of target’’~all-H or odd-H tone!. The main
effect of harmonic number was statistically significant,
F(2,12)58.33, p,0.01. Significantly larger mean pitch
shifts were observed for the odd-H tone than for the all-H
tone ~main effect of ‘‘target type,’’ F(1,6)56.76, p
,0.05). The ‘‘target type’’ by ‘‘harmonic number’’ interac-
tion shows that the pattern of pitch shifts for the two target
complexes was significantly different,F(2,12)55.19, p
,0.05. The nature of this interaction can be illustrated by
comparing the pitch shifts obtained with odd-H and all-H
targets for each harmonic number. Pitch shifts were signifi-
cantly larger for the odd-H than for the all-H tone for the 3rd
harmonic ~planned comparison,p,0.001). These results
support the hypothesis that odd harmonics are more strongly
integrated into the pitch of odd-H tones than even harmonics,
and that grouping by spectral regularity affects virtual pitch
perception. According to the same hypothesis, one would
also have expected that pitch shifts produced by the 4th har-
monic were significantly smaller for the odd-H than for the
all-H tone. However, this comparison was not statistically
significant ~planned comparison,p.0.05). Although pitch
shifts for the 5th harmonic were more than twice as large for
the odd-H tone~0.52 Hz! than for the all-H tone~0.23 Hz!,
this difference failed to reach statistical significance~planned
comparison,p50.093). The failure to find a significant dif-
ference in the size of pitch shifts for the 5th harmonic in

FIG. 1. Mean pitch shifts with standard error bars for the odd-H tone~open
triangles! and the all-H tone~filled circles!, as a function of the harmonic
number of the mistuned component, in experiment 1.
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odd-H and all-H tones was probably due to the fact that pitch
shifts for this component were small with respect to the vari-
ance in the data~see also Mooreet al., 1985!.

To conclude, the finding that pitch shifts produced by a
mistuned 3rd harmonic were larger for the odd-H tone than
for the all-H tone supports the idea that grouping by spectral
regularity affects virtual pitch perception. The failure to ob-
serve a decrease in pitch shifts for a mistuned 4th harmonic
within the odd-H tone, relative to the shifts produced by the
same mistuned harmonic in the all-H, could be interpreted as
evidence against a role of spectral regularity in pitch percep-
tion. However, the latter result could also be taken as evi-
dence in favor of an effect of spectral regularity if one con-
siders that the contribution of a mistuned component to the
pitch of a harmonic series might be a function of the total
number of partials in the harmonic series.1 Moore and his
colleagues demonstrated that harmonics 1 to 6 are dominant
for the perception of the virtual pitch of harmonic series
whoseF0’s are in the 100–200-Hz frequency region~Moore
et al., 1985; Moore and Glasberg, 1990!. In this experiment,
the odd-H tone contained four harmonics in the dominance
region while the all-H tone contained six harmonics. For this
reason, one might have expected that the pitch shifts pro-
duced by each mistuned component should have been larger
for the odd-H than for the all-H tone. The failure to observe
an increase in the pitch shifts produced by the 4th harmonic
in the odd-H tone, relative to the all-H tone, could be inter-
preted as an effect of the perceptual segregation of the 4th
harmonic from the remaining odd harmonics in the odd-H
tone.

An alternative explanation for the difference in the pitch
shifts produced by the 3rd and 4th harmonics within the
odd-H tone is based on the fact that the 3rd harmonic was
flanked by only one adjacent harmonic~i.e., the 4th har-
monic!. By contrast, the 4th harmonic was flanked by two
adjacent harmonics~the 3rd and the 5th harmonics! both in
the odd-H and the all-H tones.2 Moore et al. ~1985! showed
that the contribution of the 2nd harmonic to the virtual pitch
of a 200-HzF0, all-H tone decreased as the level of the
harmonic was reduced relative to the level of adjacent har-
monics. Therefore, it is possible that the greater amount of
masking of the 4th harmonic could explain its reduced con-
tribution to the pitch of the odd-H tone, relative to the pitch
shifts obtained with the 3rd harmonic. Moreover, because of
the upward spread of masking, the partial masking of the 5th
harmonic by the 4th harmonic should be greater than the
partial masking of the 3rd harmonic by the 4th harmonic.
This partial masking difference could also have contributed
to the finding that pitch shifts for the 3rd mistuned harmonic
were significantly larger for the odd-H than for the all-H tone
while no difference was found for the 5th mistuned harmonic
between the pitch shifts for the odd-H and the all-H tones.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

This experiment was conducted to test whether the re-
sults of experiment 1 were likely to be due to differences in
masking rather than spectral regularity. To do this, the pitch
shifts produced in an odd-H tone were compared with those
obtained in a target complex which contained all the harmon-

ics up to the 11th, except for the 2nd or the 6th harmonic
~modified all-H tone!. The 2nd harmonic was removed from
the all-H tone when the 3rd harmonic was mistuned; the 6th
harmonic was missing when the 5th harmonic was mistuned.
These stimuli were used to compare pitch shifts in the two
target complexes under the same amount of masking by ad-
jacent harmonics. If spectral regularity does not affect pitch
perception, then the pitch shifts in the two target complexes
should be identical for each mistuned harmonic. By contrast,
if the integration of harmonics into a single pitch is affected
by spectral regularity, the pattern of pitch shifts observed in
experiment 1 as a function of the harmonic number of the
mistuned harmonic should be obtained with the odd-H, but
not with the modified all-H tone.

A. Method

The harmonic numbers and the amounts of mistuning of
the mistuned harmonics were identical to those of experi-
ment 1, except that an in-tune condition~0% mistuning! was
included. Two target complexes were used in the experi-
ment: the odd-H tone and the ‘‘modified all-H tone.’’ The
former was identical to the odd-H tone used in the first ex-
periment. The latter contained harmonics 1 to 11 of a 155-Hz
F0, except that one harmonic could be missing. The missing
harmonic was harmonic 2~when the 3rd harmonic was mis-
tuned!, or harmonic 6~when the 5th harmonic was mis-
tuned!. No harmonic was missing when the 4th harmonic of
the modified all-H tone was mistuned. When the modified
all-H tone was presented in a trial, the matching complex
consisted of the same harmonics as the modified all-H tone
within that trial. For example, if the 3rd harmonic was mis-
tuned within the modified all-H tone, the matching complex
contained harmonic 1 and harmonics 3–11~harmonic 2 was
missing!. The matching complex employed with the odd-H
tone was composed of the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th, and
11th harmonics. The pitch matching procedure was identical
to that employed in experiment 1.

To summarize, the experiment consisted of 18 stimuli:
three mistunings~23%, 0%, 13% of the harmonic fre-
quency! by three harmonic numbers~3rd, 4th, and 5th har-
monic! by two types of target complexes~modified all-H and
odd-H tones!. Subjects completed between five and eight
matches for each stimulus; for each subject, all stimuli were
matched an equal number of times. The order of presentation
was randomized within each block of 18 stimuli. The experi-
ment was completed within either one or two sessions. Each
session took from 1 to 2 h tocomplete, including rest breaks.

The stimuli were presented at the same level and had the
same duration as in the first experiment. The software/
hardware experimental setup was the same as in the previous
experiment.

Six listeners, including the author, took part in the ex-
periment; three of the listeners were musically trained. All
subjects had pure tone thresholds within 15 dB HL around
the stimulus frequencies used in the experiment. Five listen-
ers had participated in experiment 1.
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B. Results

The mean pitch shifts for each mistuned harmonic and
target complex, averaged across the six subjects, are dis-
played in Fig. 2. This figure shows that the pattern of pitch
shifts for the odd-H and the all-H targets was very similar. A
two-way ANOVA with repeated measures was applied to the
mean pitch shifts. The factors were the ‘‘harmonic number’’
~3rd, 4th, or 5th! of the mistuned harmonic and the ‘‘type of
target’’ ~modified all-H or odd-H tone!. The main effect of
harmonic number was statistically significant,F(2,10)
56.04,p,0.05. This effect replicated the results of experi-
ment 1. All other effects were not statistically significant. For
all harmonics, the planned comparisons between the pitch
shifts for the modified all-H and the odd-H target complexes
failed to reach statistical significance. The fact that pitch
shifts produced by the 3rd harmonic in the odd-H tone were
slightly smaller in this experiment~1.02 Hz; see Fig. 2! than
in the previous one~1.23 Hz; see Fig. 1! might have contrib-
uted in reducing the difference between pitch shifts produced
by the 3rd harmonic in the present experiment. However, in
both experiments pitch shifts in the odd-H tone were signifi-
cantly larger for harmonic 3 than for harmonic 4~Newman-
Keuls post hoctest,p,0.05). For this reason, it seems un-
likely that a decrease in pitch shifts for the 3rd harmonic in
the odd-H tone in the present experiment was the major rea-
son for the failure to find a statistically significant difference
between pitch shifts for the odd-H and the modified all-H
tones.

As discussed previously~Sec. I B!, the contribution of a
mistuned harmonic to the pitch of the target complex might
have been affected by the number of partials~up to the sixth!
which were present in the target complexes. In this experi-
ment, the odd-H tone still contained four partials, while the
modified all-H tone contained either five or six of the har-
monics ~1–6! which were found to be dominant for pitch
perception~Moore et al., 1985; Moore and Glasberg, 1990!.
In spite of this difference, neither the main effect of the type
of target nor the pairwise comparisons between pitch shifts
in the two target complexes for each mistuned component
were statistically significant. Therefore, it seems likely that
the results of this experiment were not affected by differ-

ences in the number of harmonics which were present in the
target complexes.

In conclusion, the results of this experiment support the
hypothesis that the differences in the pattern of pitch shifts
for odd-H and all-H tones observed in experiment 1 can be
attributed to the effects of partial masking, not to the effects
of grouping by spectral regularity.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the first experiment, pitch shifts produced by the 3rd
harmonic in the odd-H tone were significantly larger than
shifts produced by the same mistuned harmonic in the all-H
tone. This difference was not statistically significant when
the 4th harmonic was mistuned. These results could have
been interpreted as evidence for the effect of spectral regu-
larity on pitch perception. The second experiment showed
that when the same adjacent harmonics flanked the mistuned
harmonics, pitch shifts for the odd-H tone and for the modi-
fied all-H tone were similar for all mistuned harmonics.
These findings demonstrated that the difference in the pitch
shifts for odd and even harmonics found in experiment 1 was
probably due to differences in partial masking, and not to
effects of spectral regularity.

Roberts and Bailey~1996! suggested that grouping by
harmonicity could be considered as a special case of group-
ing by spectral regularity, and that some of the grouping
effects normally attributed to harmonicity could, in fact, be
cases of grouping by spectral regularity. The results of the
current study suggest that grouping by spectral regularity
does not affect the integration of frequency components into
a single virtual pitch. In the case of pitch perception, it is
likely that the assignment of simultaneous frequency compo-
nents to a single pitch is determined mainly on the basis of
the harmonic relationships among components~‘‘harmonic
sieve’’ mechanism; Duifhuiset al., 1982; Moore et al.,
1985!. Harmonics of the same fundamental frequency would
pass through the sieve, and make a contribution to the pitch
of a harmonic series, independently of whether they fit with
the regularity of the spectral pattern of the series.

This conclusion is consistent with the idea that the per-
ceptual segregation of individual frequency components and
pitch perception processes operate on the basis of different
grouping constraints. In fact, Moore and his colleagues
found that frequency components can contribute to the pitch
of a harmonic series for mistunings of up to 8% of the har-
monic frequency~Moore et al., 1985!, even though they are
perceptually segregated from the series when they are mis-
tuned by about 1% or more~Moore et al., 1986!. Therefore,
it appears that spectral regularity might affect the perceptual
separation of a frequency component but not its integration
into the pitch of a harmonic series. Although the current data
argue against the effects of grouping by spectral regularity
on pitch perception, it is possible that this grouping principle
plays a role not only in the perceptual segregation of fre-
quency components, but also in the processing of other char-
acteristics of perceived sounds, such as timbre and perceived
location. The effects of grouping by spectral regularity on
these perceptual attributes of sounds have yet to be investi-
gated.

FIG. 2. Mean pitch shifts with standard error bars for the odd-H tone~open
triangles! and the modified all-H tone~filled circles!, as a function of the
harmonic number of the mistuned component, in experiment 2.
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A model is presented which calculates the intrinsic envelope power of a bandpass noise carrier
within the passband of a hypothetical modulation filter tuned to a specific modulation frequency.
Model predictions are compared to experimentally obtained amplitude modulation~AM ! detection
thresholds. In experiment 1, thresholds for modulation rates of 5, 25, and 100 Hz imposed on a
bandpass Gaussian noise carrier with a fixed upper cutoff frequency of 6 kHz and a bandwidth in
the range from 1 to 6000 Hz were obtained. In experiment 2, three noises with different spectra of
the intrinsic fluctuations served as the carrier: Gaussian noise, multiplied noise, and low-noise noise.
In each case, the carrier was spectrally centered at 5 kHz and had a bandwidth of 50 Hz. The AM
detection thresholds were obtained for modulation frequencies of 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, and 100 Hz.
The intrinsic envelope power of the carrier at the output of the modulation filter tuned to the signal
modulation frequency appears to provide a good estimate for AM detection threshold. The results
are compared with predictions on the basis of the more complex auditory processing model by Dau
et al. @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.99, 3615–3622~1997!#. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02611-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

When discussing temporal variations of an auditory
stimulus, it is necessary to distinguish between the fine struc-
ture of the sound, i.e., the variations in instantaneous pres-
sure, and the envelope of the sound, i.e., the slower overall
changes in the amplitude. In psychoacoustics, temporal reso-
lution normally refers to the latter~e.g., Viemeister and
Plack, 1993!. It is commonly assumed that in the auditory
system two general sources for limits of temporal resolution
can be distinguished: those of ‘‘peripheral’’ and those of
‘‘central’’ origin. The term peripheral is associated with the
first stages of auditory processing, up to and including the
processing in the auditory nerve. These stages include the
filtering of the basilar membrane which necessarily influ-
ences temporal resolution: Temporal fluctuations which oc-
cur with a higher rate than approximately half the bandwidth
of the auditory filter will be attenuated by the transfer func-
tion of the filter.

Additional limitations of temporal resolution result from
the processing of information at higher stages in the auditory
pathway. When measuring thresholds for detecting fluctua-
tions in the amplitude of a broadband noise as a function of
the rate of fluctuation, it is observed that thresholds progres-
sively increase with increasing modulation rate~e.g., Vi-

emeister, 1979; Bacon and Viemeister, 1985; Forrest and
Green, 1987!. The auditory system seems to become less
sensitive to amplitude modulations as the rate of modulation
increases. Since, at least at high frequencies, the response of
the peripheral stages is too fast to be the limiting factor, this
has led to the idea that there is a process at a higher level
which is ‘‘sluggish’’ in some way~e.g., Moore and Glasberg,
1986; Viemeister and Plack, 1993!. Models of temporal reso-
lution are especially concerned with this process.

There is a popular type of model described in the litera-
ture, which has been developed for describing temporal reso-
lution ~e.g., Rodenburg, 1977; Viemeister, 1977, 1979!. This
model consists of the following stages:~i! bandpass filtering,
~ii ! a rectifying nonlinearity,~iii ! a low-pass filter, and~iv! a
decision mechanism~for a review, see Viemeister and Plack,
1993!. The bandpass filtering corresponds to peripheral fil-
tering. The nonlinearity~e.g., half-wave rectification! intro-
duces low-frequency components corresponding to the enve-
lope of the signal. The next stage of low-pass filtering~or
integration! is intended to simulate the temporal resolution
limit by attenuating rapid changes in the envelope of the
signal. The decision mechanism is intended to simulate how
the subject uses the output of the integrator to make a dis-
crimination in a specific task.

In a more recent study, a model was presented that dif-
fers considerably from the above modeling approach~Dau
et al., 1997a, b!. The most substantial new part of signal
processing in this model is a modulation filterbank which
was introduced to analyze the envelope fluctuations of the

a!Part of this research was presented at the 131st and 133rd meetings of the
Acoustical Society of America@Dau et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.99, Pt. 2,
S2564~1996! and T. Dau, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.101, Pt. 2, S3061~1997!#.

b!Electronic mail: torsten.dau@medi.physik.uni-oldenburg.de
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stimuli in each peripheral auditory filter. The inclusion of a
modulation filterbank was motivated by results from several
studies on modulation masking~Bacon and Grantham, 1989;
Houtgast, 1989!. The model accounts for modulation mask-
ing data which show bandpass-shaped masking patterns with
maximum masking for a signal modulation frequency close
to the masker frequency. The model also accounts for the
shape of the temporal modulation transfer function~TMTF!
for a broadband noise carrier which has usually been inter-
preted as reflecting a low-pass filtering process. Within the
modulation filterbank model the ability to detect the imposed
modulation is mainly limited by the intrinsic random fluctua-
tions in the noise as they appear at the output of the modu-
lation filter. It was assumed that the bandwidth of the modu-
lation filters increases with increasing modulation center
frequency. In this way, for a white noise carrier, the power of
the random intrinsic fluctuations appearing at the output of a
modulation filter increases with increasing modulation filter
bandwidth. Thus, more random intrinsic amplitude fluctua-
tions appear at the outputs of modulation filters tuned to
higher frequencies, and this makes it progressively harder to
detect an imposed modulation as the modulation frequency
increases, resulting in the low-pass characteristic of the
TMTF for noise carriers.

However, in this model, it is theinteraction of periph-
eral filtering, a subsequent adaptation stage, the modulation
filterbank, and a decision algorithm based on a pattern rec-
ognition scheme that determines threshold. The purpose of
the present study is to examine the extent to which modula-
tion detection data can be simply explained in terms of the
intrinsic envelope power of the carrier itself. A model is
presented which only contains envelope extraction and cal-
culation of the power at the output of a specific modulation
filter. The model does not include peripheral filtering and
effects of adaptation. Model predictions will be compared
with experimentally obtained modulation detection thresh-
olds, and also with simulations derived with the more com-
plex processing model by Dauet al. ~1997a, b!.

I. METHOD

A. Procedure and subjects

Modulation detection thresholds were measured and
simulated using an adaptive three-interval forced-choice
~3IFC! procedure. The carrier was presented in three con-
secutive intervals separated by silent intervals of 300 ms. In
one randomly chosen interval the carrier was sinusoidally
amplitude modulated. In the other intervals it was unmodu-
lated. The subject’s task was to specify the interval contain-
ing the modulation. During a threshold run, the modulation
depth in dB (20 logm) was adjusted using a two-down
one-up rule~Levitt, 1971! which provides an estimate of the
modulation depth necessary for 70.7% correct responses.
The step size was 4 dB at the start of a run and was divided
by 2 after every second reversal of the modulation depth
until the step size reached a minimum of 1 dB, at which time
it was fixed. Using this 1-dB step size, ten reversals were
obtained and the median value of the modulation depths at
these ten reversals was used as the threshold value. The sub-

jects received visual feedback after each response. The pro-
cedure was repeated four times for each signal configuration
and subject. All figures show the median and interquartile
ranges based on four single measurements. All three subjects
had experience in psychoacoustic measurements and had
clinically normal hearing. They were between 23 and 29
years old and participated voluntarily in the study.

B. Apparatus

All acoustic stimuli were digitally generated at a sam-
pling frequency of 32 kHz. The stimuli were transformed to
analog signals with the aid of a two-channel 16-bit D/A con-
verter, attenuated, low-pass filtered at 10 kHz, and diotically
presented via headphones~HDA 200, Sennheiser! in a
sound-attenuating booth. Signal generation and presentation
were controled by a SUN-Workstation using a signal-
processing software package developed at the Drittes Phys-
ikalisches Institut in Go¨ttingen.

C. Stimuli

Modulation detection thresholds were obtained using
bandpass noise as the carrier. An independent sample of
noise randomly cut out of a 10-s-long realization was pre-
sented in each interval. The noise stimuli were digitally fil-
tered before modulation by setting the magnitude of the Fou-
rier coefficients to zero outside the desired passband. The
subject’s task was to detect a sinusoidal signal modulation
that was imposed on the noise carrier. The level of the noise
carrier was 65 dB SPL. The duration of the carrier and the
modulator was 500 ms. The stimuli were shaped with 50-ms
Hanning ramps. The sinusoidal modulation was applied with
zero onset phase. To eliminate level cues when generating
amplitude-modulated narrow-band stimuli the digital wave-
forms were adjusted to have equal power in each interval of
the forced-choice trial.1

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Conditions

A modulation detection experiment was performed us-
ing Gaussian noise as the carrier. The subject’s task was to
detect the imposed signal modulation of 5, 25, or 100 Hz.
The carrier had a fixed upper-cutoff frequency of 6 kHz. The
parameter was the carrier bandwidth which was either 1, 5,
10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 4000, or 6000 Hz.

B. Results

Figure 1 shows averaged experimental data for three
subjects. Modulation depth at threshold is plotted as a func-
tion of modulation frequency. The parameter is the carrier
bandwidth. The figure shows TMTFs with only three data
points ~modulation frequencies of 5, 25, and 100 Hz! per
condition. There are considerable differences in the shape of
the threshold functions for different carrier bandwidths. For
the bandwidthsD f 51, 5, 10, and 25 Hz, indicated by the
solid curves, the threshold function has a high-pass charac-
teristic, with a decrease in threshold with increasing modu-
lation frequency. The dashed–dotted curves represent the
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conditions D f 550 and 100 Hz, respectively, showing a
bandpass characteristic, with the highest threshold for a
modulation frequency of 25 Hz. Finally, forD f 5250 Hz and
higher~dashed curves!, the threshold function has a low-pass
characteristic, with an increase in threshold with increasing
modulation frequency. The results are in line with those from
previous studies~Fleischer, 1982a, b; Dauet al., 1997a!.

The data may also be illustrated in a different way when
replotted as a function of the carrier bandwidth, with modu-
lation frequency (f mod) as the parameter. This was done in
Fig. 2. This figure shows three threshold curves, forf mod

55 Hz ~s!, f mod525 Hz ~L!, and f mod5100 Hz ~n!, re-
spectively. Each curve has a maximum that occurs at a band-
width equal to two to four times the imposed modulation
frequency.

C. Model predictions

In the following, the experimental data are compared
with model predictions. The analysis only contains envelope
extraction of the noise carrier, modulation bandpass filtering,
and calculation of the ac-coupled power at the output of a
specific modulation filter. The parameters for the modulation
filter are the same as in Dauet al. ~1997a!. The value for the

modulation power is given relative to the rms level of the
carrier ~in dB!. In order to introduce alower limit for the
resulting envelope power in the model, a value correspond-
ing to 230 dB is added. This value is intended to reflect the
empirically found ‘‘absolute’’ detection threshold for a sig-
nal modulation imposed on a sinusoidal carrier at a medium
level ~e.g., Kohlrauschet al., 1999; Viemeister, 1979!.2 The
analysis excludes peripheral filtering and effects of adapta-
tion.

Assuming a rectangular shape of the power spectrum of
the Gaussian carrier, Lawson and Uhlenbeck~1950! have
shown that the envelope spectrum,N5N( f env), i.e., the
power spectrum of the envelope of the carrier, is given ap-
proximately by the formula

ND f ,r~ f env!'pD f rd~ f env!1
pr

4D f
~D f 2 f env!, ~1!

whereD f is the carrier bandwidth,r is the power spectral
density of the carrier, andf env indicates the envelope fre-
quency. Figure 3 shows the power spectrum~left panel! and
envelope spectrum~right panel! according to Eq.~1!. Be-
sides the dc peak there is a triangular continuous spectrum.
The following aspects of Fig. 3 are of particular relevance
for modulation detection experiments using narrow-band
noise carriers.

~i! For a constant overall level of a noise band, the total
power of intrinsic envelope fluctuations, i.e., the total
area under the triangle in the right panel of Fig. 3,
remains constant. What changes with varying carrier
bandwidth is the spectral region over which the enve-
lope spectrum stretches.

~ii ! With increasing noise bandwidth, the envelope spec-
trum becomes broader and flatter. This leads to a re-
duction in envelope power for low envelope frequen-
cies while envelope power is increased for higher
frequencies.

Figure 4 ~upper panel! shows the idealized envelope
spectra for a set of carrier bandwidths between 10 and 250
Hz. In the middle panel of Fig. 4, the transfer functions of
three modulation filters tuned to the frequencies 5, 25, and
100 Hz are shown, as they are used for the calculations. The
parameters for the modulation filters were the same as in Dau

FIG. 1. Averaged modulation detection thresholds for modulation rates of 5,
25, and 100 Hz using a Gaussian-noise carrier. The parameter is the band-
width D f of the carrier: The solid lines indicate threshold functions for
D f 51 Hz ~s!, 5 Hz ~h!, 10 Hz ~n!, and 25 Hz~,!. The dashed–dotted
curves represent conditions forD f 550 Hz ~s!, andD f 5100 Hz~h!. The
dashed lines show threshold functions forD f 5250 Hz ~3!, D f 5500 Hz
~s!, D f 51000 Hz ~n!, D f 52000 Hz ~,!, D f 54000 Hz ~L!, and D f
56000 Hz~1!.

FIG. 2. Replot from Fig. 1. Thresholds are plotted as a function of the
carrier bandwidth. Parameter is the signal modulation frequency:f mod55
Hz ~s!, f mod525 Hz ~L!, and f mod5100 Hz ~n!.

FIG. 3. Power spectrum~left panel! and envelope spectrum~right panel! of
Gaussian bandpass noise. The right curve represents a close approximation
of the exact shape of the~linear! envelope spectrum~for details, see Lawson
and Uhlenbeck, 1950!.
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et al. ~1997a! where they have been determined to account
for modulation detection and modulation masking data
within the framework of the more complex modulation fil-
terbank model.

To calculate the spectral power density of the envelope
of a specific noise within the pass band of a specific modu-
lation filter with modulation center frequency MCF, the en-
velope spectrum of the carrier,ND f ,r , was multiplied by the
squared amplitude transfer function of the modulation filter,
denoted asWMCF. The lower panel of Fig. 4 shows, as an
example, the spectral envelope power density as a function
of envelope frequency at the output of the 25-Hz modulation
filter. The parameter in this panel is the noise bandwidthD f ,
which is indicated by the same line types as in the top panel.

To determine the total envelope power of the noise
within the pass band of the specific modulation filter, the
curves from the lower panel have to be integrated across
envelope frequency. This integrated magnitude,P, is propor-
tional to the area under each curve and is given by

PD f ,r,MCF5E
0

`

ND f ,r•WMCF d fenv. ~2!

Figure 5 shows this envelope powerP as a function of
the carrier bandwidth for three modulation filters tuned to

MCF55 Hz ~d!, 25 Hz ~l!, and 100 Hz~m!, respectively.
In addition, for comparison, the envelope power resulting
from integration within the passband of a modulationlow-
passfilter as proposed by Viemeister~1979! is plotted in the
figure ~1!. The values at the ordinate represent overall enve-
lope power relative to the rms level of the carrier, in dB. The
three envelope power functions shown in Fig. 5 decrease at
low and high carrier bandwidths, having a maximum at the
bandwidths 10, 50, and 250 Hz for MCF55, 25, and 100 Hz,
respectively. The curve for the modulation low-pass filter
decreases monotonically with increasing carrier bandwidth.

A straightforward way to relate these values to modula-
tion detection thresholds would be to assume a certain fixed
signal-to-noise ratio betweenimposedmodulation and intrin-
sic fluctuations—as it is done for tone-in-noise detection. For
such a derivation, the possible attenuation of the imposed
modulation by the modulation filters has to be taken into
account. For the modulation filterbank, the ‘‘attenuation’’ is
the same for all three signal modulation frequencies, because
the modulation filter tuned to the signal modulation is always
used. The modulation low-pass filter, on the other hand, at-
tenuates modulation frequencies according to its transfer
characteristic. Viemeister suggested a cutoff frequency of 64
Hz. For such a characteristic, signal modulations of 5 and 25
Hz are transformed in the same way while a signal modula-
tion of 100 Hz is somewhat attenuated. This would have to
be considered when relating envelope power of the carrier
noise to modulation detection threshold in case of the modu-
lation low-pass filter.

The calculated pattern of the envelope power at the out-
put of the specific modulation filters~Fig. 5! has a form
similar to the threshold pattern from Fig. 2. In particular, the
peak frequencies correspond to those in the measured data.
In the calculated pattern, the envelope power values at the
peak frequencies are the same for MCF525 Hz and
MCF5100 Hz. The ‘‘form-invariant’’ shape of the pattern
for these two modulation center frequencies is due to the
same Q-value of the corresponding modulation filters. For
MCF55 Hz ~d!, the envelope power at the peak frequency
is increased since the corresponding modulation filter only
has a lower Q-value of 1 according to Dauet al. ~1997a!. In

FIG. 4. Upper panel: Idealized envelope spectra for a set of Gaussian band-
pass noises. The parameter is the noise bandwidth in the range from 10 to
250 Hz. Middle panel: Transfer functions of the modulation filters tuned to
the modulation frequencies 5, 25, and 100 Hz based on Dauet al. ~1997a!.
Lower panel: Spectral power density of the noises at the output of the
modulation filter tuned to 25 Hz. The curves result from multiplication of
the spectra in the upper panel and the transfer function of the 25-Hz modu-
lation filter in the middle panel.

FIG. 5. Integrated envelope power as a function of the noise bandwidth in
the passband of three modulation filters tuned to 5 Hz~d!, 25 Hz ~l!, and
100 Hz ~m!. In addition, the envelope power resulting from integration
within the passband of a modulation low-pass filter as proposed by Viemeis-
ter ~1979! is included in the figure~1!.
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the data from Fig. 2, however, the thresholds at the peak
frequencies continuously decrease with increasing modula-
tion frequency. One systematic deviation between the model
predictions and the data is that the slope of the patterns for
carrier bandwidths above the corresponding peak frequency
is steeper in the simulations than in the data while it is con-
sistently shallower than in the data for bandwidths below the
peak frequency. This discrepancy may be due to effects of
adaptation which are not included in the model. This will be
discussed in Sec. IV.

In summary, the interaction between the spectral distri-
bution of envelope power of the applied noise carrier with
the modulation filters generally accounts for the data.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

The analysis in the previous section has revealed that the
intrinsic envelope power of the noise carrier integrated over
the passband of the modulation filters is a good first predictor
for modulation detection thresholds. So far, Gaussian noise
was used as the carrier and modulation detection thresholds
were derived as a function of the carrier bandwidth. A fur-
ther test of the above hypothesis would be to consider the
TMTF of noise carriers having the same bandwidth but a
completely different shape of their envelope spectra. The
TMTF is expected to change considerably in the different
noise conditions. This is investigated in the present section
for Gaussian noise, multiplied noise, and low-noise noise as
the carrier.

A. Noise carrier characteristics

Gaussian noise was generated by digitally filtering
broadband Gaussian noise~before modulation! by setting the
magnitude of the Fourier coefficients to zero outside the de-
sired passband of 50 Hz centered at 5 kHz. Multiplied noise
was generated by multiplying a sinusoid at 5 kHz with a
modulator. The modulator consisted of a low-pass Gaussian
noise with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz at a rms value of210
dB ~relative to amplitude 1! to which a dc component of
value 1 was added.

This ensured that the 10-s-long realization of the noise
waveform used in the experiments and the simulations was
not overmodulated. Low-noise noise was generated in a way
described by Kohlrauschet al. ~1997!. It represents an effi-
cient way of generating a bandpass noise with a smoothed
temporal envelope. The generation started with a Gaussian
noise signal with a rectangular power spectrum. The follow-
ing steps were iterated ten times: The envelope of the noise
was calculated, representing the absolute value of the ana-
lytic signal, and the time waveform was divided by this en-
velope on a sample-by-sample basis and then restricted to its
original bandwidth of 50 Hz by zeroing the corresponding
components in the power spectrum. Iteration of the proce-
dure leads to a decreasing amount of spectral splatter after
each division by the envelope. The power spectrum within
the passband is slightly different from that at the beginning
of the iteration~for details, see Kohlrauschet al., 1997!. The
method differs considerably from the original algorithm for
generating low-noise noise described by Pumplin~1985! and
Hartmann and Pumplin~1988, 1991! in which envelope fluc-

tuations for a noise signal were minimized by optimizing the
phase spectrum using a gradient search procedure while rig-
orously maintaining the power spectrum.

Their procedure for generating low-noise noise is, how-
ever, quite time consuming and not easily implemented.

B. Conditions

Modulation detection thresholds were obtained with
Gaussian noise~GN!, multiplied noise~MN!, and low-noise
noise~LNN! as the carrier. The center frequency of the car-
rier was 5 kHz and its bandwidth was 50 Hz. The subject’s
task was to detect a sinusoidal signal modulation of 10, 20,
30, 50, 70, and 100 Hz that was imposed on the noise carrier.

C. Results

Figure 6 shows modulation depth,m, at threshold as a
function of modulation frequency. Data for GN are repre-
sented by the circles, thresholds for MN and LNN are indi-
cated by diamonds and triangles, respectively. The three
TMTFs are very different in shape. The highest thresholds
were obtained for GN as the carrier. In this case, thresholds
for modulation rates of 10 and 20 Hz have a level of about
28 to 29 dB and drop slowly and continuously for modu-
lations rates aboveD f /2. This is consistent with earlier re-
sults by Fleischer~1982a, b! and Dauet al. ~1997a!. For
f mod5100 Hz threshold has reached a value of220 dB. For
multiplied noise~MN! as the carrier, thresholds are shifted
towards lower values for all modulation rates, compared with
the GN condition. The difference between both functions
amounts to 3 dB atf mod510 Hz and increases with increas-
ing modulation rate to a maximum value of about 7 dB at
f mod570 Hz. The TMTF obtained with low-noise noise
~LNN! as the carrier has a completely different shape than
those obtained with GN and MN. Atf mod510 Hz threshold
is at 227 dB, which is only about 3 dB higher than the
threshold for a sinusoidal carrier at 5 kHz for the same sub-
jects~not shown!. With increasing modulation rate, threshold
slightly increases and reaches a maximum value ofm
5223 dB for f mod550 Hz before it decreases again with
further increasing modulation rate. At modulation rates of 70
and 100 Hz thresholds for LNN coincide with those obtained
with MN.

FIG. 6. Averaged thresholds for the modulation frequencies 10, 20, 30, 50,
70, and 100 Hz for a Gaussian noise~s!, a multiplied noise~L!, and a
low-noise noise~n!. Carrier bandwidth: 50 Hz, center frequency: 5 kHz,
level: 65 dB SPL.
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D. Model predictions

Figure 7 shows the envelopes of a 300-ms section of
each noise type. The envelope of LNN~thick dashed curve!
is very smooth compared to the envelope of GN and MN. In
addition, it can be seen from the figure that for GN and LNN,
the rate of changes in amplitude is considerably higher than
for MN.

Figure 8 shows the envelope spectra for GN~upper
panel!, MN ~middle panel!, and LNN ~lower panel!. Power
density is plotted on a logarithmic scale, relative to the
power of the dc component of the noise envelopes. The solid
curves represent averaged envelopes from 1000 single 1-s-
long realizations which were randomly selected from a 10-s-
long noise buffer. Hanning ramps with 50-ms rise and fall
times were applied to the single realizations. The dashed
curves represent idealized envelope spectra. In the case of
GN, the curve reflects the solution according to Eq.~1! of the
present study, based on Lawson and Uhlenbeck~1950!. This
function thus would have a triangular shape on a linear scale.
In the case of MN and LNN, the idealized envelope spectra
represent relatively simple fits of the averaged curves. The
envelope spectrum for MN is fitted by a rectangle that
stretches from 0 to 25 Hz, which is half the noise bandwidth.
The envelope spectrum of LNN is fitted by a triangle, with
the maximum value at 50 Hz. It has a much lower level than
GN and MN. These fits were used for the simulations pre-
sented in the following.

The upper panel of Fig. 9 replots the idealized envelope
spectra of GN~solid line!, MN ~dotted line!, and LNN
~dashed line!. Envelope power density is plotted on a linear
scale as a function of envelope frequency. The middle panel
shows the transfer functions of the modulation filters tuned
to the frequencies 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, and 100 Hz, respec-
tively, as they are used in the simulations. The filter tuned to
30 Hz is emphasized by the solid line. The lower panel of
Fig. 9 shows, as an example, the envelope power densities
for the three noise maskers considering only the modulation
filter tuned to 30 Hz.

To determine the total ac-coupled envelope power of the
noise within the passband of the modulation filter the curves
were integrated across envelope frequency~compare Sec.
II B !. Figure 10 shows the integrated envelope power for

GN, MN, and LNN as a function of the center frequency
~MCF! of the modulation filter~compare Sec. II C!. These
frequencies are chosen to be equal to the imposed signal
modulation frequency in the experiment from Fig. 6. As ex-
pected from the low level of the envelope spectrum of LNN,
the values for the integrated envelope power for LNN are
low compared to those obtained with GN and MN. For LNN,
the envelope power slightly increases with increasing modu-
lation center frequency~MCF! and then decreases for MCF
.50 Hz. For GN and MN the integrated envelope power is
considerably higher at low modulation center frequencies,
and decreases for frequencies larger than 20 and 30 Hz, re-
spectively. The values for GN are always higher than those
for MN. In order to check the appropriateness of the approxi-
mation of the envelope spectra, the calculation was repeated
for the Gaussian noise using the ‘‘realistic’’~averaged! en-
velope spectrum from Fig. 8~solid curve in the upper panel!.
The computed values differed less than 1 dB from the values
for the idealized modulation spectrum shown in Fig. 10.

The predicted curves cover the shape of the three experi-
mental TMTFs from Fig. 6. This indicates that the envelope
power in the passband of a specific modulation bandpass
filter is the primary cause for the shape of the TMTFs. How-
ever, there are again certain discrepancies between model

FIG. 7. Envelopes of 300-ms realizations of Gaussian noise~GN!, multi-
plied noise~MN!, and low-noise noise~LNN!.

FIG. 8. Idealized envelope spectra~dashed curves! and averaged spectra of
Hilbert envelopes~solid curves! of Gaussian noise~upper panel!, multiplied
noise ~middle panel!, and low-noise noise~lower panel!. Each averaged
curve results from 1000 1-s-long realizations which were randomly selected
from a 10-s-long noise buffer and then windowed with 50-ms Hanning
ramps. The idealized curve for Gaussian noise is according to Eq.~1! of the
present study, based on Lawson and Uhlenbeck~1950!. The idealized enve-
lope spectra for multiplied and low-noise noise represent fits~see text!. Note
that the power density is plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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predictions and data. Especially, at low frequencies predicted
values are about 2–5 dB lower than the experimental values
leading to a smaller dynamic range of only 5 dB for GN and
7 dB for MN in contrast to 12 and 13 dB in the data, respec-
tively. In the case of LNN, the threshold pattern is shifted
towards lower values compared with the data whereas the
dynamic range is the same in both cases.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, model predictions were presented which
calculate the intrinsic envelope power of the noise carrier in
the passband of a modulation bandpass filter. The modula-
tion filter was tuned to the signal modulation frequency and
its parameters were taken from Dauet al. ~1997a!. Ampli-
tude modulation detection thresholds were estimated from
the ac-coupled envelope power relative to the rms value of
the carrier. In both experiments presented in the study, the
principal shape of the threshold curves found in the experi-
mental data as well accounted for by the model.

Effects of peripheral filtering, adaptation, and a more
‘‘realistic’’ decision algorithm were not taken into account.
Concerning the effects of peripheral filtering on modulation
detection, it has been suggested that combination of informa-
tion about the signal modulation across carrier frequency
probably occurs at a level higher than the periphery: the ob-
server can combine information nearly optimally from
widely spaced critical bands~e.g., Green and Swets, 1966;
Dau et al., 1997b!.3 This implies that peripheral filtering
would have an influence on modulation detection in condi-
tions in which the imposed signal modulation be attenuated
below the ‘‘absolute’’ threshold for modulation in one or
more peripheral filters. If a broadband noise is used and a
relatively high-frequency signal modulation of, for example,
several hundred Hertz is imposed, than this signal modula-
tion ~which is coherent across the critical bands! will be
strongly attenuated by the transfer function of the peripheral
filters tuned to low~carrier! frequencies. As long as the sig-
nal modulation is not attenuated below its absolute detection
threshold within any of the stimulated peripheral filters, sig-
nal information will be recombined across frequency at the
decision stage. However, if the signal modulation is attenu-
ated below this threshold, the corresponding peripheral fil-
ter~s! will not contribute anymore to signal detection. In such
a case, only the higher-frequency channels determine detec-
tion threshold. However, in the experiments of the present
study, only modulation frequencies in the range of 5 to 100
Hz were used and, in addition, the carrier bandpass noise was
applied in the high-frequency region in most cases. There-
fore, the effect of peripheral filtering can be assumed to be
negligible in the conditions considered here.

FIG. 9. Upper panel: Idealized envelope spectra of Gaussian noise~solid
line!, multiplied noise ~dotted line!, and low-noise noise~dashed line!.
Power density is plotted on a linear scale as a function of envelope fre-
quency. Middle panel: Transfer functions of the modulation filters tuned to
the modulation frequencies 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, and 100 Hz. Lower panel:
Spectral power densities at the output of the modulation filter tuned to 30 Hz
derived by multiplying the modulation filter transfer function from the
middle panel with the envelope spectra of the noises in the upper panel.

FIG. 10. Integrated envelope power for Gaussian noise~d!, multiplied
noise~l!, and low-noise noise~m! as a function of the center frequency of
the modulation filter~MCF!.

FIG. 11. Simulated thresholds using the modulation-filterbank model by
Dau et al. ~1997a!. Experimental condition as in Fig. 2~experiment 1!.
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The model also does not include effects of peripheral
compression and adaptation. Peripheral compression has
been found in a number of physiological studies~e.g.,
Rhode, 1971; Robleset al., 1986; Yates, 1990! and has been
found to have major effects on behavioral data~e.g., Oxen-
ham and Moore, 1995; Oxenham and Plack, 1997; van de
Par and Kohlrausch, 1998!. However, a ‘‘static’’ compres-
sion probably would not alter the predicted results since it
would act on each component in the envelope spectrum in
the same way and would affect the carrier envelope in the
same way as the imposed signal modulation. This is not the
case for a dynamic compression stage that acts differently for
different modulation rates, as realized in the adaptation stage
within the auditory processing model by Dauet al. ~1996a,
1997a!.4 This adaptation stage compresses low-frequency en-
velope components while it emphasizes high-frequency en-
velope fluctuations. Its transfer characteristic is more com-
plex than that of a linear modulation high-pass filter which
also would attenuate low-frequency components relative to
higher frequencies.5

In order to show the influence of adaptation and dy-
namic compression, modulation detection thresholds were
predicted using the processing model from Dauet al.
~1997a!. Figure 11 shows the corresponding simulated
modulation detection thresholds for the condition described
in experiment 1 of the present study. In agreement with the
data, the threshold functions have a bandpass shape and the
peaks of the three curves are lower the higher the imposed
modulation frequency. The model predictions also agree bet-
ter with the experimental data at very low and very high
carrier bandwidths than do the predictions of the model from
the present study~cf. Fig. 5!. This is the case even though,
especially for the modulation frequencies 25 and 100 Hz, the
processing model overestimates human performance in con-
ditions of D f .1000 Hz by about 5 dB. Figure 12 shows
predictions of the processing model for the experimental
conditions described in the second experiment of the present
study. Again, the processing model allows a more accurate
description of the experimental results than does the model
from the present study. However, for the highest modulation
frequencies, the processing model predicts too low thresh-
olds for LNN, similar to the results of the predictions from
the present study. The reason for this is unclear. Possibly, as

was discussed by Kohlrauschet al. ~1997!, envelope fluctua-
tions in off-frequencyfilters also play a role in the case of
LNN ~and not in the cases of GN and MN!. Such an off-
frequency effect is not included in the present on-frequency
channel simulations~at 5 kHz!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

~i! The intrinsic envelope power of the carrier at the out-
put of a modulation filter tuned to the signal modula-
tion frequency appears to yield a good estimate for
AM detection threshold. It qualitatively accounts for
the different slopes of the TMTF for different carrier
bandwidths and carrier envelope statistics.

~ii ! This finding further strengthens the hypothesis of fre-
quency selectivity in the modulation domain. A
modulation–low-pass approach clearly fails in these
experiments.

~iii ! To quantitatively account for modulation detection
data, a more complex processing model as proposed
by Dauet al. ~1997a, b! may be used. Such a model
includes, besides the assumption of frequency selec-
tivity for modulation, effects of peripheral filtering
and adaptation as well as a more realistic decision
statistic.
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1Recently, it has been shown that the loudness of a modulated carrier can
differ from that of the unmodulated carrier, as a result of nonlinearities in
the auditory periphery and possibly elsewhere~Zhang and Zeng, 1997;
Moore et al., 1999!. If loudness is determined by the peak level~for low
modulation rates!, then the steady sound should have a higher rms level
than the modulated sound at the same point of equal loudness. However,
the effect of modulation on the perception of overall loudness was rather
weak; equal rms level led to approximately equal loudness for steady and
modulated stimuli~Moore et al., 1999!. Thus, level normalization as used
in the present study appears to be adequate and decisions are most likely
not based on loudness differences between the intervals of a trial.

2Sinusoidal carriers do not exhibit intrinsic fluctuations like noise carriers so
that modulation detection must be limited byinternal noise.

3In the processing model by Dauet al. ~1996a, 1997a! an ‘‘optimal detec-
tor’’ is implemented which performs a kind of pattern recognition of the
whole temporal course of the internal representation of the stimuli. Within
the ‘‘multi-channel’’ version of the model~Dauet al., 1997b!, the internal
representation of the stimuli has four dimensions, namely amplitude, time,
modulation center frequency, and~audio! center frequency. The internal
representations of the different peripheral channels are appended one after
another in one large array. Decisions are based on the cross correlation
between the actual internal representation of the actual stimulus and a nor-
malized suprathreshold template representation.

4The adaptation stage simulates adaptive properties of the periphery and
enables the model to account for forward masking data~Püschel, 1988; Dau
et al., 1996a, b!. This strategy differs from the approach in which forward
masking results from static peripheral compression followed by a certain
temporal integrator~Penner, 1980; Oxenham and Moore, 1994, 1995; Plack
and Oxenham, 1998!.

5The shapes of the modulation filters have been derived in the framework of
the processing model~Dau et al., 1997a! assuming dynamic compression
and adaptation. It is possible that if different filter shapes were used, the
processing model might work equally well with just static compression or

FIG. 12. Simulated thresholds using the modulation-filterbank model by
Dau et al. ~1997a!. Experimental condition as in Fig. 6~experiment 2!.
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no compression at all in conditions of modulation detection. Within the
model, the ‘‘asymmetric’’ processing of low-frequency envelope compo-
nents ~including the dc-component which reflects the energy! and high-
frequency envelope components, in combination with the ‘‘linear’’ decision
criterion ~optimal detector!, allows the description of simultaneous and
nonsimultaneous masking data~Dauet al., 1996b! as well as of modulation
detection and modulation masking data~Dau et al., 1997a, b!. Alterna-
tively, one may also establish a model which processes all envelope com-
ponents in thesameway; in such a model, however, one would have to
assume different~‘‘asymmetric’’! decision criteria to account for the dif-
ferent conditions.
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The active mechanism in the cochlea is thought to depend on the integrity of the outer hair cells
~OHCs!. Cochlear hearing loss is usually associated with damage to both inner hair cells~IHCs! and
OHCs, with the latter resulting in a reduction in or complete loss of the function of the active
mechanism. It is believed that the active mechanism contributes to the sharpness of tuning on the
basilar membrane~BM! and is also responsible for compressive input–output functions on the BM.
Hence, one would expect a close relationship between measures of sharpness of tuning and
measures of compression. This idea was tested by comparing three different measures of the status
of the active mechanism, at center frequencies of 2, 4, and 6 kHz, using subjects with normal
hearing, with unilateral or highly asymmetric cochlear hearing loss, and with bilateral loss. The first
measure, HLOHC, was an indirect measure of the amount of the hearing loss attributable to OHC
damage; this was based on loudness matches between the two ears of subjects with unilateral
hearing loss and was derived using a loudness model. The second measure was the equivalent
rectangular bandwidth~ERB! of the auditory filter, which was estimated using the notched-noise
method. The third measure was based on the slopes of growth-of-masking functions obtained in
forward masking. The ratio of slopes for a masker centered well below the signal frequency and a
masker centered at the signal frequency gives a measure of BM compression at the place
corresponding to the signal frequency; a ratio close to 1 indicates little or no compression, while
ratios less than 1 indicate that compression is occurring at the signal place. Generally, the results
showed the expected pattern. The ERB tended to increase with increasing HLOHC. The ratio of the
forward-masking slopes increased from about 0.3 to about 1 as HLOHC increased from 0 to 55 dB.
The ratio of the slopes was highly correlated with the ERB (r 50.92), indicating that the sharpness
of the auditory filter decreases as the compression on the BM decreases. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00211-8#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Sr@SPB#

INTRODUCTION

It is widely believed that the patterns of vibration on the
basilar membrane in a normal ear are strongly influenced by
an active mechanism that depends on the operation of the
outer hair cells~OHCs!; for a review, see Yates~1995!. One
consequence of this active mechanism is nonlinearity in the
input–output functions of the basilar membrane. These func-
tions show marked compression at medium input levels~40
to 80 dB SPL! and become more linear at very low and
perhaps at very high levels~Rhode, 1971; Robleset al.,
1986; Yates, 1990; Ruggeroet al., 1997!. The compression
occurs only for tones that are reasonably close to the char-
acteristic frequency~CF! for the place whose response is
being measured. The response to tones with frequencies well
below CF is approximately linear. When the OHCs are de-

stroyed, or rendered inactive by drugs, the input–output
functions of the basilar membrane become linear for all fre-
quencies~Ruggero and Rich, 1991; Ruggeroet al., 1996!.

A second consequence of the active mechanism is con-
nected with the tuning of the basilar membrane. The normal
sharp tuning of the basilar membrane at low sound levels is
thought to depend on the active mechanism~Sellick et al.,
1982; Khanna and Leonard, 1982; Yates, 1995!. The sharp-
ness of tuning decreases progressively with increasing sound
level, which probably reflects a progressively reducing con-
tribution of the active mechanism. When the OHCs are dam-
aged, or their functioning is impaired, the tuning on the basi-
lar membrane~Sellick et al., 1982; Khanna and Leonard,
1982! or in primary auditory neurons~Evans and Harrison,
1976! becomes broader.

There are many aspects of auditory perception that are
thought to be affected by the active mechanism and by the
loss of that mechanism when the OHCs are damaged; for

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
bcjm@cus.cam.ac.uk
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reviews, see Moore and Oxenham~1998! and Moore~1998!.
This paper is particularly concerned with three of these as-
pects. The first is frequency selectivity, as measured behav-
iorally in masking experiments and quantified in terms of the
equivalent rectangular bandwidth~ERB! of the auditory filter
~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!. It is widely believed that the
frequency selectivity revealed in masking experiments de-
pends primarily on the filtering that takes place within the
cochlea~Fletcher, 1940; Pickles, 1986; Moore, 1986; Evans
et al., 1989!. People with cochlear hearing loss usually have
ERBs that are markedly greater than normal~Leshowitz
et al., 1975; Picket al., 1977; Glasberg and Moore, 1986;
Moore, 1998!, and this is thought to reflect damage to the
OHCs and the consequent disruption of the active mecha-
nism.

The correlation between the ERB and the audiometric
threshold at the test frequency is not high~Pick et al., 1977;
Glasberg and Moore, 1986; Larocheet al., 1992; Moore,
1998!, and the scatter of the ERB values for hearing losses in
the range 50–70 dB can be considerable. This scatter may
reflect the fact that elevation in absolute threshold can arise
both from outer hair-cell damage and from inner hair-cell
damage~Liberman and Dodds, 1984; Libermanet al., 1986;
Borg et al., 1995; Moore, 1998!; the former results in re-
duced basilar-membrane vibration for a given input sound
level together with reduced sharpness of tuning, while the
latter results in less efficient transduction of the basilar-
membrane vibration into neural activity. In theory, the ERB
of the auditory filter should be highly correlated with the
amount of outer hair-cell damage, since the tuning on the
basilar membrane appears to depend strongly on outer hair-
cell function. However, IHC damage is thought not to affect
the tuning on the basilar membrane~Liberman and Dodds,
1984; Libermanet al., 1986!. Therefore, the ERB should not
necessarily be correlated with the amount of inner hair-cell
damage, unless outer and inner hair-cell damage are them-
selves highly correlated. One aim of this paper is to assess
the correlation between the ERB of the auditory filter and an
estimate of outer hair-cell damage based on loudness mea-
surements~see below for details!. We also examine the cor-
relation between the ERB and a more direct measure of
basilar-membrane compression that has been described by
Oxenham and Plack~1997!.

The second psychoacoustic factor of interest for the
present paper is the loudness recruitment that is usually as-
sociated with cochlear hearing loss~Fowler, 1936; Steinberg
and Gardner, 1937!. This may be described as follows. The
absolute threshold is higher than normal. However, when a
sound is increased in level above the absolute threshold, the
rate of growth of loudness level with increasing sound level
is greater than normal. When the level is sufficiently high,
usually around 90 to 100 dB SPL, the loudness reaches its
‘‘normal’’ value; the sound appears as loud to the person
with impaired hearing as it would to a normally hearing per-
son. With further increases in sound level above 90–100 dB
SPL, the loudness grows in an almost normal manner.

Two factors have been suggested to contribute to loud-
ness recruitment. The first is a reduction in, or loss of, the
compressive nonlinearity in the input–output function of the

basilar membrane~Yates, 1990; Moore and Glasberg, 1997!.
In an ear where the damage is confined largely to the OHCs,
with inner hair cells~IHCs! intact, the transformation from
basilar-membrane velocity or amplitude to neural activity
~spike rate! probably remains largely normal~Yates, 1990;
Patuzzi, 1992!. However, in an ear with damage to the IHCs
as well, the transduction process may also be affected~Yates,
1990; Libermanet al., 1986!.

If the input–output function on the basilar membrane is
steeper~less compressive! than normal in an ear with outer
hair-cell damage, this would be expected to lead to an in-
creased rate of growth of loudness level with increasing
sound level. However, the magnitude of the basilar-
membrane response at high sound levels can be roughly the
same in a normal and an impaired ear~Ruggero and Rich,
1991; but see Ruggeroet al., 1997!. This could explain why
the loudness in an impaired ear usually ‘‘catches up’’ with
that in a normal ear at sound levels around 90–100 dB SPL.

Another factor that may contribute to loudness recruit-
ment is reduced frequency selectivity. For a sinusoidal
stimulus, reduced frequency selectivity leads to an excitation
pattern which is broader~spreads over a greater range of
CFs! in an impaired than in a normal ear. Kianget al. ~1970!
and Evans~1975! suggested that this might be the main fac-
tor contributing to loudness recruitment. They suggested
that, once the level of a sound exceeds threshold, the excita-
tion in an ear with cochlear damage spreads more rapidly
than normal across the array of neurons, and this leads to the
abnormally rapid growth of loudness with increasing level.
However, experiments using filtered noise to mask signal-
evoked excitation at CFs remote from the signal frequency
indicate that reduced frequency selectivity is not a major
contributor to loudness recruitment~Moore et al., 1985;
Hellman, 1978; Hellman and Meiselman, 1986!; such noise
has only a small effect on the perceived loudness of the
signal. Although spread of excitation may play a small role,
the loss of compressive nonlinearity on the basilar membrane
seems to be a more dominant factor.

This conclusion is reinforced by a model of loudness
perception applied to cochlear hearing loss, as proposed by
Moore and Glasberg~1997!. The model attempts to partition
the overall hearing loss between the loss due to outer hair-
cell damage, called HLOHC, and the loss due to inner hair-
cell damage, called HLIHC; the sum of HLOHC and HLIHC is
equal to the total hearing loss, HLTOTAL. HLOHC is associated
with loss of compression and reduced frequency selectivity,
while HLIHC is associated simply with reduced sensitivity.
The model accounts well for measures of loudness recruit-
ment in people with unilateral cochlear hearing loss. It also
accounts for the fact that changes in loudness with stimulus
bandwidth ~Zwicker et al., 1957! are smaller in hearing-
impaired than in normally hearing people~Florentine and
Zwicker, 1979; Bonding, 1979; Bonding and Elberling,
1980; Mooreet al., 1999!.

The model starts by calculation of an excitation pattern
for the sound under consideration. Excitation patterns are
calculated for a normal ear in a manner similar to that de-
scribed by Glasberg and Moore~1990!. The excitation pat-
terns are made broader~but change less with level! as HLOHC
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increases, but they do not depend on the value of HLIHC. The
excitation pattern is then transformed to a specific loudness
pattern. The total area under the specific loudness pattern
gives the predicted overall loudness. The transformation
from excitation to specific loudness at a given frequency is
normally compressive, but it is made progressively less com-
pressive as HLOHC increases; again, it does not depend on
HLIHC. The effects of inner hair-cell loss are modeled simply
by attenuating the excitation level at a given frequency by
the value of HLIHC at that frequency, prior to the transforma-
tion to specific loudness.

Figure 1 illustrates the effect of varying the parameter
HLOHC for a hypothetical subject with a flat hearing loss of
60 dB at all frequencies in one ear, with the other ear having
completely normal audiometric thresholds. The figure shows
the predicted sound levels required to match the loudness of
a 1-kHz sinusoid between the two ears. To generate these
predictions, the loudness was calculated as a function of
level for each ear separately, and the loudness functions were
used to calculate the levels giving equal loudness in the two
ears. The slopes of the functions vary with HLOHC. They
have a downward curvature for large values of HLOHC, but
become almost straight for moderate values of HLOHC, and
even have a slight upward curvature for very small values of
HLOHC. Empirically measured loudness growth functions
can vary markedly in slope and in curvature across subjects,
even for subjects with similar absolute thresholds~Hellman
and Meiselman, 1990, 1993; Kiesslinget al., 1993; Moore
and Glasberg, 1997!, and variations in the parameter HLOHC

allow the model to fit this observed range. The method of
deriving the values of HLOHC as a function of frequency for
individual subjects is described later.

Moore and Glasberg~1997! obtained estimates of
HLOHC as a function of CF for several subjects with unilat-
eral or highly asymmetric cochlear hearing loss. The esti-

mates were based on loudness matches of tones presented
alternately to the two ears. Some of those subjects were used
in the present experiment, so that we could examine the re-
lationship between the HLOHC estimates and the estimates of
the ERBs of their auditory filters obtained using notched-
noise masking~Glasberg and Moore, 1990; Stoneet al.,
1992!. If both the HLOHC values and the ERBs depend on the
degree to which the active mechanism is operative, then the
two should be highly correlated.

The third factor of interest for this paper is the magni-
tude of compression on the basilar membrane, estimated by
measuring growth-of-masking functions in forward masking.
Oxenham and Plack~1997! investigated forward masking for
a 6-kHz sinusoidal signal and a masker of the same fre-
quency or one octave lower. Forward masking was used to
prevent interactions between the masker and the signal on
the basilar membrane, which can lead to nonlinear effects
such as suppression and combination tone generation. For
the on-frequency case~signal frequency equal to masker fre-
quency!, they showed that under certain conditions, if the
signal is made very brief and the time delay between the
masker and signal is very short, the level of the signal at
threshold is approximately equal to the masker level. Under
these conditions, the growth-of-masking function~masker
level as a function of signal level! has a slope of 1; each
10-dB increase in signal level requires a 10-dB increase in
masker level. For the off-frequency case~masker frequency
equal to 3 kHz instead of 6 kHz!, the growth-of-masking
function had a slope much less than 1; a 40-dB increase in
signal level required only a 10-dB increase in signal level.
This can be explained in the following way: the signal
threshold depends on the response evoked by the masker at
the signal CF. The growth of response on the basilar mem-
brane for tones well below the CF is linear. Thus, the signal
is subject to compression while the masker is not. This gives
rise to the shallow growth-of-masking function. The slope
value of around 0.25 corresponds to a compression of about
4 to 1, which is in good agreement with the estimates of
Oxenham and Moore~1994, 1995!. For midrange levels, Ox-
enham and Plack found even more compression, with a slope
of about 0.16.

Even when the slope of the growth-of-masking function
for the on-frequency case~signal frequency equals masker
frequency! is not equal to 1, the compression on the basilar
membrane can still be estimated from the ratio of slopes for
the on-frequency case and the off-frequency case~Oxenham
and Plack, 1997!, and that is the approach taken in the
present study. For brevity, in the remainder of this paper, we
will refer to this quantity simply as the ‘‘ratio of slopes.’’

If the compression on the basilar membrane is lost as a
consequence of cochlear hearing loss, then the growth-of-
masking functions in forward masking~in dB per dB! should
have slopes close to unity, except when the signal is very
close to its absolute threshold~Oxenham and Moore, 1997;
Moore and Oxenham, 1998!. Furthermore, the slopes should
remain close to unity, regardless of the relative frequencies
of the masker and signal, as all frequencies should be pro-
cessed linearly. Empirical data have confirmed these predic-
tions ~Oxenham and Moore, 1995, 1997; Oxenham and

FIG. 1. The effect on loudness-matching functions of changing the value of
the parameter HLOHC for a hypothetical subject with a flat hearing loss of 60
dB in one ear and normal hearing in the other ear. The value of HLOHC was
0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 55 dB.
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Plack, 1997!. In this paper, we consider several cases of
hearing loss where there was probably some remaining outer
hair-cell function, and hence some residual compression on
the basilar membrane. Thus, we could examine the relation-
ship between the estimated threshold elevation due to outer
hair-cell damage (HLOHC) and the amount of residual com-
pression, as estimated from the ratio of slopes.

In summary, the aim of this study was to compare sev-
eral psychoacoustic measures that are thought to be related to
the functioning of the active mechanism in the cochlea.
These measures were: the absolute threshold in dB HL; the
estimated amount of the hearing loss attributable to outer
hair-cell damage, HLOHC; the ERB of the auditory filter as
estimated from masking with notched noise; and the com-
pression on the basilar membrane as estimated from the ratio
of slopes. In addition, psychophysical tuning curves PTCs
~Chistovich, 1957; Small, 1959; Moore, 1978! were obtained
to check for the possibility of ‘‘dead regions,’’ i.e., regions
in the cochlea where the IHCs or neurons are destroyed or
nonfunctional. When the signal is presented at a frequency
corresponding to a dead region, the tip of the PTC is shifted
away from the signal frequency~Thornton and Abbas, 1980;
Florentine and Houtsma, 1983; Moore, 1998!.

I. METHOD

A. Subjects

Three groups of subjects were tested. The first was com-
posed of six normally hearing subjects; all had thresholds

better than 15 dB HL at the standard audiometric frequencies
from 250 to 8000 Hz. Their ages ranged from 19 to 48 years
~mean 29!. They were tested only in the experiment measur-
ing the ratio of slopes in forward masking. The second group
consisted of three subjects with unilateral or highly asym-
metric hearing loss. The third group consisted of three sub-
jects with bilateral hearing loss. The ages of the hearing-
impaired subjects ranged from 48 to 85 years~mean 67!. All
losses were diagnosed as being of cochlear origin as indi-
cated by: lack of an air-bone gap, signs of loudness recruit-
ment; normal tympanograms, and normal acoustic reflex
thresholds. The subjects with highly asymmetric losses were
tested separately in each ear. When the worse ear was being
tested, pink noise with a spectrum level of 25 dB at 1 kHz
was presented to the better ear, to prevent ‘‘cross hearing.’’
Only the better ear was tested for the subjects with bilateral
losses. The absolute thresholds of the ears tested are speci-
fied in dB HL at 2, 4, and 6 kHz~the test frequencies used in
the experiments! in Tables I–III. The other quantities given
in the tables will be described later.

All of the subjects~both hearing impaired and normally
hearing! had previous experience in psychoacoustic tests, in-
cluding masking experiments. They were given practice in
each task until their performance appeared to be stable. This
generally took 2–4 h per task.

B. Stimulus generation

Except for measurements of the ratio of slopes in for-
ward masking, all stimuli were generated digitally using a
Tucker-Davis Technologies~TDT! System II, controlled by
a PC, using a sampling rate of 32 000 or 50 000 Hz. For
generation of the notched-noise maskers used to estimate the
ERB of the auditory filter, the stimuli were initially specified
in the frequency domain, and were transformed into the time
domain via an inverse Fourier transform, using a routine sup-
plied by Tucker-Davis. The spectral values were specified at
1-Hz intervals up to approximately 16 000 Hz, and a 1-s
noise buffer was generated. The three noise bursts for a
given trial were taken as consecutive segments from that
buffer. A new noise buffer was generated for every trial. The
spectral slopes were essentially infinite. Stimuli were con-
verted to analog form using two channels of a TDT DD1,
one for the signal and one for the masker.

For measurements of the ratio of slopes in forward
masking, the sinusoidal signal and masker were generated
using two Farnell DSG1 signal generators, and were gated

TABLE I. Comparison of different compression-related measures at 2 kHz.
The column headed HL gives the absolute threshold in dB HL. Values of
HLOHC were estimated from loudness matches between the two ears. Values
of the ERB were estimated from notched-noise masking. The slope ratio is
the slope of the growth-of-masking function in forward masking for a
masker one octave below the signal frequency divided by the slope for a
masker at the signal frequency. Parentheses indicate that at least one of the
slope values was based on three or less points covering a small range of
signal levels; there is a large possible error associated with these slope
ratios.

Subject Ear HL HLOHC ERB Slope ratio

DF Better 9 7 0.16 0.42
DF Worse 60 30 0.75 0.73
AW Better 26 21 0.16 0.38
AW Worse 75 55 0.45 0.67
VF Better 22 18 0.19 0.65
VF Worse 60 50 .1 1.28
DT Better 53 0.71 1.02
AR Better 62 0.50 1.14
VW Better 66 0.48 ~.1!

TABLE II. As Table I, but for a frequency of 4 kHz.

Subject Ear HL HLOHC ERB Slope ratio

DF Better 14 11 0.16 0.55
DF Worse 55 35 0.44 ~0.67!
AW Better 39 31 0.21 0.60
AW Worse 66 55 0.48 0.74
VF Better 10 8 0.14 0.34
VF Worse 54 45 0.53 0.76
DT Better 62 0.55 1.03
AR Better 60 0.36 0.62
VW Better 57 0.21 ~1.07!

TABLE III. As Table I, but for a frequency of 6 kHz.

Subject Ear HL HLOHC ERB Slope ratio

DF Better 35 28 0.16 0.55
DF Worse 65 65 1.05 1.35
AW Better 49 39 0.22 0.45
AW Worse 75 55 1.07 1.41
VF Better 18 14 0.165 0.28
VF Worse 47 45 0.27 0.79
DT Better 57 0.82 0.96
AR Better 47 0.21 0.48
VW Better 67 0.84 1.32
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using TDT SW2 gates. For all measurements, the levels of
the signal and masker were controlled by TDT PA4 pro-
grammable attenuators, and signal and masker were mixed
~TDT SM3! before being passed to a headphone buffer~TDT
HB6!, a final manual attenuator~Hatfield 2125!, and one
earpiece of a headphone. Most of the data were gathered
using a Sennheiser HD414 earphone. However, the notched-
noise masking data at 6 kHz were gathered using an Ety-
mõtic Research ER2 insert earphone, which gives a flatter
response at the eardrum. Also, some of the psychophysical
tuning curves for a signal frequency of 6 kHz were obtained
using the ER2 earphone.

C. General procedure

Thresholds were measured using a two- or three-
alternative forced-choice, three-down one-up procedure
tracking the 79.4%-point on the psychometric function. A
three-alternative procedure was used for measurements of
notched-noise masking and PTCs. A two-alternative proce-
dure was used for measurements of absolute threshold and
forward masking~this was done for consistency with the
previous work of Oxenham and Plack, 1997!. Observation
intervals were marked by lights on the response box and
feedback was provided after each trial by a light indicating
the correct interval. Twelve turnpoints were obtained in a
given run, and the threshold estimate for that run was taken
as the mean value of the levels at the last eight turnpoints.
The step size was usually 5 dB up to the first four turnpoints,
and 2 dB thereafter. At least two runs were obtained for each
condition. When the thresholds for those two runs differed
by more than 2 dB, at least one additional run was obtained.

D. Absolute thresholds

Absolute thresholds were initially measured using the
above procedure, using sinusoidal stimuli with 200-ms
steady-state and 10-ms raised-cosine rise/fall times. Sound
levels were specified in dB SPL at the eardrum, using a
previously obtained calibration of the HD414 earphones
based on probe microphone measurements~Rastronics Por-
tarem 2000 system! in ten ears. They were converted to
thresholds in dB HL, using the values for the monaural ab-
solute threshold at the eardrum specified in Mooreet al.
~1997!.

E. Estimation of the values of HL OHC

The estimates of the values of HLOHC were taken from
Moore and Glasberg~1997!, who tested five subjects with
highly asymmetric hearing loss, three of whom were tested
in the present experiment. The HLOHC estimates were based
on loudness matches between the two ears of the subjects
with highly asymmetric hearing loss, using sinusoidal stimuli
covering a wide range of frequencies. The value of the pa-
rameter HLOHC at each frequency was adjusted so that the
loudness-matching functions predicted by the model fitted
the data as closely as possible. In general, the steeper the
loudness growth in a given ear at a given frequency, the
greater the value of HLOHC at that frequency. However, the
loudness growth at a given frequency can be somewhat af-

fected by the value of HLOHC at other frequencies, as the
model assumes that the overall loudness of a sound is related
to the total area under the specific loudness pattern~Zwicker
and Scharf, 1965!. The values of HLOHC were adjusted so as
to give the best overall fit to the data, rather than to optimize
the fit at any single frequency. To a first approximation, the
value of HLOHC at a given frequency can be regarded as a
quantitative estimate of the amount of loudness recruitment
at that frequency.

It should be noted that the values of HLOHC could not be
derived independently for the two ears of a given subject, as
they were based on loudness matches between the two ears.
Where there was a hearing loss in the better ear, it was as-
sumed that the value of HLOHC for that ear was 80% of the
total hearing loss, which was argued by Moore and Glasberg
~1997! to be a typical value for mild hearing losses~losses
around 40 dB HL!. The hearing losses in the better ear were
usually small, and the value assumed for the better ear at a
given frequency had only a small effect on the value fitted
for the impaired ear of the same subject at that same fre-
quency. The values of HLOHC are given in Tables I–III. Es-
timates of HLOHC were not available for the subjects with
bilateral hearing loss~DT, AR, and VW!.

F. Estimation of the ERB of the auditory filter using
notched-noise masking

The ERB of the auditory filter was estimated using an
abbreviated version of the notched-noise method~Patterson,
1976; Patterson and Nimmo-Smith, 1980; Glasberg and
Moore, 1990! described by Stoneet al. ~1992!. Thresholds
for detecting a sinusoid with frequencyf c ~2, 4, or 6 kHz!
were measured in the presence of a masker with a spectral
notch aroundf c . The width of the notch was systematically
varied. The notch was placed both symmetrically and asym-
metrically aboutf c . In practice, each masker actually con-
sisted of two noise bands, one above and one belowf c , each
with a bandwidth of 0.4f c . The deviation in frequency of the
nearer edge of each noise band fromf c is expressed relative
to f c and denoted byD. Values ofD for the lower and upper
bands, respectively, were: 0 and 0; 0.2 and 0.2; 0.4 and 0.4;
0.2 and 0.4; 0.4 and 0.2. The spectrum level within the pass-
band of each noise band was 50 dB~re 20 mPa!.

On each trial, the noise was presented in three bursts,
each with 10-ms raised-cosine rise/fall times and a 200-ms
steady-state portion. The interval between bursts was 500
ms. The signal was presented synchronously with one of the
noise bursts, chosen at random on each trial. The starting
signal level was about 10 dB above the estimated masked
threshold determined in pilot experiments.

The filter shapes were derived from the data using the
method described by Patterson and Nimmo-Smith~1980!
and later modified by Glasberg and Moore~1990!. The au-
ditory filter was assumed to have the form of the roex~p,r!
filter described by Pattersonet al. ~1982!

W~g!5~12r !~11pg!exp~2pg!1r , ~1!

whereg is the normalized frequency deviation from the cen-
ter of the filter~deviation from center frequency divided by
center frequency!, p is a parameter determining the slope of
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the filter skirts, andr is a parameter that places a dynamic
range limitation on the filter. The value ofp was allowed to
differ for the upper and lower halves of the filter. The upper
and lowerp values are calledpu and pl , respectively. The
value of r was assumed to be the same for the two sides of
the filter. Thus, the filter shape was defined by three param-
eters. The fitting procedure works by finding the values of
pu , pl , andr that give the best fit to the data; see Glasberg
and Moore~1990! for details. These best-fitting values define
the filter shape. The fitting procedure took into account the
transfer function of the earphone~i.e., the sound level at the
eardrum as a function of frequency for a fixed input voltage!,
and also the assumed transfer function through the middle
ear; the middle-ear transfer function was as specified in
Moore et al. ~1997!.

When the auditory filter is very broad, as it often is in
hearing-impaired persons, the asymmetry of the auditory fil-
ter is not well defined by the data obtained using the abbre-
viated notched-noise method, although the bandwidth of the
filter is reasonably well defined. Therefore, in the present
paper we present only the ERBs of the auditory filters deter-
mined from the fitted values of the three parameters.

G. Estimation of the ratio of slopes

Growth-of-masking functions in forward masking were
measured for three signal frequencies~2, 4, and 6 kHz!, with
a sinusoidal masker centered either at the signal frequency or
one octave below it. Following Oxenham and Plack~1997!,
within a given run the signal level was fixed and the masker
level was varied to determine the masked threshold. The
fixed signal level ranged from about 10 dB above the abso-
lute threshold to 90 or 95 dB SPL. The absolute threshold for
the brief signal was initially measured using a two-
alternative forced-choice procedure. The initial level of the
masker was about 10 dB below the level needed to mask the
signal, as estimated in pilot experiments. The masker was
presented in two bursts with 100-ms steady-state portions,
2-ms raised-cosine rise/fall ramps, and 500-ms interburst in-
terval. The signal was presented following one of the two
bursts, selected randomly on each trial. Data were initially
gathered using a signal with a raised-cosine envelope of total
duration 4 ms, i.e., there were two 2-ms ramps, with no
steady-state portion. The silent interval between the masker
and signal was 2 ms. This signal duration was probably long
enough to minimize audible spectral splatter at 4 and 6 kHz
~Oxenham, 1997!. However, we later became concerned that
the results for the 2-kHz signal might have been influenced
by spectral splatter. Hence, the conditions using the 2-kHz
signal were rerun with a longer signal duration. The total
signal duration was increased to 10 ms~two 5-ms ramps!.
The masker onset and offset ramps were also increased to 5
ms, and the masker–signal silent interval was decreased to 0
ms.

H. Psychophysical tuning curves

As mentioned earlier, psychophysical tuning curves
~PTCs! were obtained mainly to check for the existence of
‘‘dead regions’’ where there are no functional IHCs or neu-

rons. In such cases, the tip of the PTC should be shifted
away from the signal frequency. The PTCs were determined
in simultaneous masking, and the timing of the stimuli was
exactly as described for the notched-noise masking experi-
ment. The signal was a sinusoid presented 10 dB above the
absolute threshold. The masker was an 80-Hz-wide noise
band, generated using the same method as described for the
notched-noise masker. A noise band was used as the masker
rather than a sinusoid, to reduce the influence of beats on the
results. The exact masker frequencies were chosen individu-
ally for each subject, so as to define the position of the tip of
the tuning curve with reasonable accuracy. Owing to limita-
tions in the availability of subject VF, it was not possible to
obtain PTCs for her.

II. RESULTS

A. Psychophysical tuning curves

The results of the PTC measurements are described first,
as the outcome of these affected the subsequent analyses. As
mentioned above, the main point of the PTC measurements
was to determine whether any of the subjects had dead re-
gions corresponding to any of the signal frequencies. In the
great majority of cases, the tips of the PTCs fell at or close to
the signal frequency, providing no evidence for dead regions.
However, there was one exception. For the worse ear of sub-
ject DF, the tuning curve for the signal frequency of 2000 Hz
was rather flat, but showed a small minimum close to 4000
Hz. However, the results were also very variable, especially
across sessions. It is likely that she had a dead region in the
low to middle frequencies, although the exact boundary of
this region was difficult to determine. In the figures and cor-
relational analyses that follow, the results for the worse ear
of DF for a signal frequency of 2000 Hz are excluded.

Generally, there was a reasonable correspondence be-
tween the sharpness of the PTCs and the ERBs of the audi-
tory filters measured using notched-noise masking~see be-
low!. However, some of the PTCs showed irregularities
around the tips, possibly reflecting cues based on temporal
interactions of the signal and masker~Moore et al., 1998!.
Hence, in the rest of this paper we concentrate on the ERB
values, as we believe that these were less affected than the
PTCs by factors such as off-frequency listening~Johnson-
Davies and Patterson, 1979; O’Loughlin and Moore, 1981a,
1981b! and temporal interactions between the signal and
masker.

B. ERB values

The ERB values are given in Tables I–III. They are
expressed as a proportion of the center frequency. The ERB
values are plotted as a function of the absolute thresholds in
dB HL in Fig. 2. The solid symbols at the far left show the
mean ERB values for normally hearing subjects as specified
in Glasberg and Moore~1990!; note that these were derived
using a larger number of notch widths than for the present
experiments. The ERB values for the ears tested in the
present experiment are only slightly greater than normal for
absolute thresholds up to 35 dB HL, but tend to increase
above that. As has been found in earlier studies~Pick et al.,
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1977; Glasberg and Moore, 1986; Larocheet al., 1992;
Moore, 1998!, for absolute thresholds in the range 45–80 dB
HL, the scatter in the ERB values is considerable. For ex-
ample, in the range from 50 to 60 dB HL, the ERB values
range from 0.21 to 1. Considering only cases where the ab-
solute threshold was greater than 35 dB HL, roughly the
hearing loss at which the ERB values start to increase, the
~Pearson! correlation between the ERBs and the absolute
thresholds is 0.58 (n519,p,0.01).

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the ERBs and
the values of HLOHC ~upper panel! or HLIHC ~lower panel!.
The former were estimated from the loudness-matching data
of Moore and Glasberg~1997!. The values of HLIHC were
obtained simply by subtracting the values of HLOHC from the
overall hearing loss at the same center frequency. For ex-
ample, for a hearing loss of 55 dB at a specific frequency, if
HLOHC was 40 dB, then HLIHC would be 15 dB. The ERB
values tend to increase with increasing HLOHC, as expected.
Considering only cases where HLOHC was greater than 25 dB
HL, roughly the value at which the ERB values start to in-
crease, the correlation between the ERBs and the values of
HLOHC is 0.75 (n511,p,0.01). This correlation is higher
than the correlation between the ERBs and the absolute
thresholds, although the difference between the two correla-
tions is not statistically significant according to the test de-
scribed by Howell~1997!; z50.72,p.0.05. In contrast, the
ERBs show no clear relationship to the values of HLIHC. The
correlation between these two quantities~excluding the mean
results for the normal ears! is 0.38 (n518, not significant!.
The correlation between the ERBs and the values of HLIHC

was not increased by excluding cases where HLIHC was be-
low a certain limit.

The results are consistent with our expectation that the
ERB values would be more closely related to the values of

HLOHC than to the absolute thresholds, although the differ-
ence in correlation~ERB versus HLTOTAL compared to ERB
versus HLOHC! failed to reach statistical significance. How-
ever, the ERB values plotted as a function of HLOHC still
show considerable scatter. This may reflect errors of mea-
surement, especially in the estimates of HLOHC. These were
derived indirectly using the loudness model, based on
loudness-matching data. Scatter in the original data was
sometimes considerable, and this could easily have led to
errors of 20% or so in the estimated values of HLOHC ~620%
was the typical range of values of HLOHC over which a rea-
sonable fit to the data could be obtained!.

C. Forward masking with on-frequency and off-
frequency maskers

The individual results for the normally hearing subjects
using the signal with 4-ms total duration are shown in Figs. 4
and 5. The masker level is plotted on the ordinate, because
the masker level was varied to determine the threshold. For
the on-frequency condition~masker frequency equals signal
frequency—solid symbols!, the masker level at threshold is

FIG. 2. The ERB of the auditory filter, expressed as a proportion of center
frequency and plotted as a function of the absolute threshold in dB HL at the
test frequency. Each symbol represents results for one frequency, as indi-
cated in the figure. The solid symbols at the far left show mean ERBs for
normally hearing subjects, given by Glasberg and Moore~1990!.

FIG. 3. The ERB of the auditory filter plotted as a function of HLOHC ~upper
panel! or HLIHC ~lower panel!.
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usually roughly equal to the signal level, and the slopes of
the fitted linear regression lines are close to unity. This is
consistent with the data of Oxenham and Plack~Oxenham
and Plack, 1997; Plack and Oxenham, 1998!. Slopes close to
unity have sometimes been taken as evidence for ‘‘confu-
sion’’ of the signal with the masker~Moore and Glasberg,
1982, 1985; Neff, 1985, 1986!. However, for our stimuli we
believe it likely that the slopes close to unity reflect the short
signal duration and brief masker–signal interval~which
meant that the signal and masker levels were similar!, rather
than confusion. In fact, on average the slopes are slightly
greater than unity, especially at 4000 and 6000 Hz; slope
values are given later in Table IV. This means that the
masker level required for threshold grows slightly more rap-
idly with increasing level than the signal level. For very low
signal levels, approaching the absolute threshold, the func-
tions sometimes become a little steeper, as expected. The
lines were fitted to the data excluding the lowest data point
~where the signal was only 10 dB above absolute threshold!,
but the slope values were almost the same when this point
was included. The proportion of variance in the data ac-

counted for by the fitted lines was between 0.79 and 0.996
~means 0.95, 0.90, and 0.95 at 2000, 4000, and 6000 Hz,
respectively!.

For the off-frequency maskers~one octave below the
signal frequency—open circles!, the functions have slopes
markedly less than unity, especially for midrange levels.
Again, this is consistent with the data of Oxenham and Plack
~1997!. However, for the 2000-Hz signal, the slopes are not
always greatly different for the on-frequency and off-
frequency maskers; see, for example, the results of subjects
OM, DV, and RK. As mentioned earlier, we suspected that
the results at 2000 Hz might have been influenced by spec-
tral splatter. Splatter could affect the results in two ways.
First, the spectrum of the 4-ms 2000-Hz signal contained
energy at frequencies well above 2000 Hz. When the signal
level was well above the absolute threshold, the level of the
1000-Hz masker needed to mask this splatter might have
been greater than the level needed to mask the energy cen-
tered around 2000 Hz. Second, spectral splatter produced by
the 2-ms offset ramp of the masker might have had a mask-

FIG. 4. Growth-of-masking functions in forward masking for normally hearing subjects JP, OM, and AG. The masker level required for threshold is plotted
as a function of the signal level. Results for the on-frequency masker are shown by filled circles, and results for the off-frequency masker are shown byopen
circles. Each column shows results for one signal frequency and each row shows results for one subject. Error bars indicate6 one standard deviation across
runs. Error bars are not shown where they would be smaller than the symbols.
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ing effect, reducing the masker level needed to mask the
signal.

Figure 6 compares the results for the 2000-Hz signal
with 4-ms total duration~2-ms ramps! and the 2000-Hz sig-
nal with 10-ms duration~5-ms ramps!. Recall that the
masker–signal interval was 2 ms for the former and 0 ms for
the latter. Also, the offset ramp of the masker had a duration
of 2 ms for the former and 5 ms for the latter. The proportion
of variance in the data accounted for by the fitted lines for
the longer signal duration was between 0.96 and 0.99~mean
0.97!. For the on-frequency masker, the masker level re-
quired at threshold was somewhat higher for the longer sig-
nal, as expected, but the slopes of the growth-of-masking
functions were only slightly affected by the signal duration.
The mean slope across the six subjects~standard deviation
across subjects in parentheses! was 0.99~0.047! for the 4-ms
signal and 1.11~0.084! for the 10-ms signal. The small in-
crease is consistent with earlier work on the effect of signal
duration or delay in forward masking, except that the earlier
work usually measured signal threshold as a function of
masker level, so the slope decreased with increasing duration
or delay ~Weber and Green, 1978; Jesteadtet al., 1982;
Moore, 1981; Moore and Glasberg, 1983!.

For the off-frequency masker, the slope was sometimes
markedly less for the 10-ms signal than for the 4-ms signal.
This was especially true for subjects DV and RK. The main
effect of the change in timing was that the masker level at
threshold increased markedly for the longer signal. This is
probably explicable in terms of two factors. The first is the
normal ‘‘decay of masking’’ that occurs in forward masking
as the signal duration is increased. The second is connected
with the fact that the masker offset ramp had a longer dura-
tion for the longer signal. This longer offset ramp would
have produced less spectral splatter, making it much less
likely that the splatter produced at the masker offset would
have a significant masking effect. As the masking would
then have been determined by the on-frequency energy in the
masker, the masker level at threshold had to be increased.

Since it seems likely that the results at 2000 Hz were
affected by spectral splatter for the 4-ms signal but were not
~or were affected much less! for the 10-ms signal, the results
for the latter will be used in further analyses. Linear regres-
sion lines were fitted to the growth-of-masking functions for
the off-frequency masker, excluding the lowest data point,
for which the signal level would have been only 10 dB above
the absolute threshold. The slopes and slope ratios of the

FIG. 5. As Fig. 4, but for normally hearing subjects DV, RK, and MR.
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lines fitted to the growth-of-masking functions are shown in
Table IV. Following the convention used by Oxenham and
Plack ~1997!, the ratios are expressed as the slope for the
off-frequency masker divided by the slope for the on-
frequency masker. Thus, smaller numbers indicate more
basilar-membrane compression. For example, a ratio of 0.3
means that the basilar-membrane response at CF grows by
about 3 dB for each 10-dB increase in signal level.

The slope ratios at 6000 Hz are slightly larger than those
found by Oxenham and Plack~1997!. However, they esti-
mated the slopes of the growth-of-masking functions only
for signal levels between 50 and 80 dB SPL. Fitting our data
in the same way resulted in slope ratios close to theirs. Their
ratios may be regarded as estimates of the slope of the basilar
membrane input–output function over the range where the
compression is maximal. Our ratios indicate the slope of the
input–output function averaged over a somewhat wider in-
tensity range.

The slope ratios increase with decreasing frequency,
which is consistent with physiological and psychoacoustical
measurements indicating less basilar-membrane compression
at lower frequencies~Yates, 1990, 1995; Neely, 1993; Rhode
and Cooper, 1996; Hicks and Bacon, 1999!. However, Ox-

enham and Plack~1997! also measured growth-of-masking
functions for a 2000-Hz signal, but only for the off-
frequency masker. They found somewhat shallower growth-
of-masking functions than reported here, consistent with

TABLE IV. Slopes and slope ratios of the growth-of-masking functions in
forward masking for the normally hearing subjects~first six rows!, for the
mean of the normally hearing subjects, and for the better ears of the subjects
with asymmetric hearing loss.

Subject

Frequency

6000 Hz 4000 Hz 2000 Hz

On Off Ratio On Off Ratio On Off Ratio

JP 1.28 0.43 0.34 1.19 0.57 0.48 1.06 0.64 0.60
OM 1.18 0.49 0.41 1.12 0.60 0.53 1.12 0.72 0.64
AG 1.27 0.37 0.29 1.21 0.67 0.55 1.03 0.62 0.60
DV 1.19 0.48 0.40 1.11 0.47 0.42 1.10 0.52 0.47
RK 1.24 0.30 0.24 1.03 0.30 0.29 1.08 0.46 0.43
MR 1.36 0.39 0.29 1.15 0.37 0.32 1.27 0.69 0.54
Mean 1.25 0.41 0.33 1.14 0.50 0.42 1.11 0.61 0.55
AW 1.52 0.69 0.45 1.26 0.76 0.60 1.34 0.51 0.38
DF 1.07 0.60 0.55 1.28 0.70 0.55 1.18 0.50 0.42
VF 1.47 0.41 0.28 1.39 0.47 0.34 0.99 0.64 0.65

FIG. 6. Comparison of growth-of-masking functions in forward masking for two temporal configurations of the masker and signal; the configuration is
indicated at the top of each column. Results are shown for six normally hearing subjects. The signal frequency was 2 kHz.
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similar midlevel compression at 2000 and 6000 Hz. A pos-
sible factor contributing to the difference between the two
studies was their use of a high-pass background noise. This
was designed to prevent off-frequency listening. In our ex-
periments, when the masker frequency was below the signal
frequency, the signal might have been detected mainly using
a region of the basilar membrane with CF somewhat above
the signal frequency. The response of such a region would be
less compressive than for the CF region. Also, as pointed out
by Oxenham and Plack~1997!, the results for the off-
frequency masker when the signal frequency was 2000 Hz
may have been influenced by the acoustic reflex. At high
masker levels, the reflex was probably activated, and it
would have attenuated the 1000-Hz masker more than the
2000-Hz signal. As a result, the masker level required for
threshold would have increased. This effect would be absent
for lower masker levels, so the overall effect would be a
steeper growth-of-masking function. Thus, the slope ratios at
2000 Hz may underestimate the true amount of basilar-
membrane compression.

For some subjects~e.g., JP, RK, and MR!, the growth-
of-masking functions for the on-frequency masker at 6000
Hz lay above those for the off-frequency masker, for masker
levels above 90 dB SPL. In other words, the on-frequency
masker had to be higher in level than the off-frequency
masker to achieve a given amount of masking. It should be
noted, however, that the levels plotted in Figs. 4–6 are nomi-
nal levels, assuming that the earphones produced equal ear-
drum sound levels at all frequencies for a given input volt-
age. This was not, in fact, the case. The Sennheiser HD414
earphones are designed to have a ‘‘diffuse field’’ response,
and the frequency response measured at the eardrum shows a
10–12-dB peak for frequencies around 3000 Hz. Thus, the
effective level of the off-frequency masker would have been
about 10–12 dB higher than the nominal level plotted in the
figures. Allowing for this, the growth-of-masking functions
for the off-frequency and on-frequency maskers would not
actually cross over, but they would converge at very high
levels, consistent with an almost low-pass characteristic of
basilar-membrane filtering at very high levels~Ruggero
et al., 1997!.

Due to limited availability of the hearing-impaired sub-
jects, it was not possible to test them at 2000 Hz with the
longer signal duration. However, we feel that the results for
the impaired ears were unlikely to be affected by spectral
splatter, owing to the reduced frequency selectivity and re-
duced dynamic range associated with cochlear hearing loss.
The results for the better ears of the subjects with unilateral
or highly asymmetric hearing losses are shown in Fig. 7;
slope values are given in Table IV. The proportion of vari-
ance in the data accounted for by the fitted lines was between
0.59 and 0.996~means 0.92, 0.89, and 0.95 at 2000, 4000,
and 6000 Hz, respectively!. The results resemble those for
the normally hearing subjects in general form. Even though
the results at 2000 Hz were obtained with the shorter signal,
there are still substantial slope differences between the on-
frequency and off-frequency cases. The slope ratios are
given in Tables I–IV. They mostly fall within the range of
those for the normally hearing subjects~obtained with the

longer signal at 2000 Hz!, although, on average, the ratios
are slightly larger, indicating less compression.

The results for the worse ears of the subjects with uni-
lateral or highly asymmetric hearing losses are shown in Fig.
8. The proportion of variance in the data accounted for by
the fitted lines was between 0.88 and 1.0~means 0.95, 0.93,
and 0.94 at 2000, 4000, and 6000 Hz, respectively!. The
results cover a much smaller range of levels than for the
normal ears, as the subjects had only a limited dynamic
range. The lowest signal level used was usually 10 dB above
the absolute threshold for the signal, and the highest signal
level was chosen so that the masker level did not exceed the
uncomfortable loudness level. This limited range of levels
made it more difficult to determine the slopes of the growth-
of-masking functions accurately. Nevertheless, it is clear that
the slopes for the off-frequency maskers are generally
steeper than those found for the better ears of the same sub-
jects or for the normally hearing subjects. The slopes for the
on-frequency maskers, however, are close to unity, similar to
those for the normally hearing subjects. Thus, the slope ra-
tios, shown in Tables I–III, are markedly greater than for the
better ears of the same subjects or for the normally hearing
subjects. These results are consistent with those of Oxenham
and Plack~1997!.

The results for the bilaterally hearing-impaired subjects
are shown in Fig. 9. The proportion of variance in the data
accounted for by the fitted lines was between 0.91 and 1.0
~means 0.99, 0.97, and 0.99 at 2000, 4000, and 6000 Hz,
respectively!. Again, in some cases it was only possible to
obtain results over a very limited range of signal levels, mak-
ing it difficult to estimate the slopes of the growth-of-
masking functions, especially for the off-frequency masker.
But, the general pattern of results is similar to that for the
worse ears of the unilaterally impaired subjects; the slopes
for the off-frequency maskers are not generally markedly
smaller than those for the on-frequency maskers. The slope
ratios are given in Tables I–III. Mostly, they are close to
unity, indicating little or no compression. But, there is evi-
dence of residual compression for subject AR at 6000 and
4000 Hz.

Figure 10 shows the slope ratios plotted as a function of
the absolute threshold at the test frequency. Filled symbols
show the mean results for the normally hearing subjects,
while open symbols show the results for the subjects with
unilateral or bilateral hearing impairment. There is a clear
trend for the slope ratios to increase with increasing hearing
loss, for losses above about 35 dB. The correlation between
the slope ratios and the absolute thresholds, excluding cases
where the absolute threshold was below 35 dB HI, was 0.56
(n517,p,0.02). The relatively low correlation reflects the
large scatter in the slope ratios for a given hearing loss, es-
pecially around 60 dB HL. This might happen because the
absolute threshold is affected by both IHC and OHC loss, but
the slope ratio is related mainly to the latter.

Figure 11 shows the slope ratios plotted as a function of
HLOHC ~upper panel! and HLIHC ~lower panel!. The slope
ratios tend to increase with increasing HLOHC, as expected.
Considering only cases where HLOHC was greater than 25 dB
HL, roughly the value at which the ratios start to increase,
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the correlation between the slope ratios and the values of
HLOHC is 0.68 (n511,p50.01). This correlation is higher
than the correlation between the HLOHC values and the abso-
lute thresholds, although the difference between the two cor-
relations is not statistically significant according to the test
described by Howell~1997!; z50.46,p.0.05. In contrast,
the slope ratios show no clear relationship to the values of
HLIHC. The correlation between these two quantities~ex-
cluding the mean results for the normal ears! is 0.262 (n
517, not significant!.

D. Relationship between the ERBs and the slope
ratios

Figure 12 shows the relationship between the ERBs and
the slope ratios. The solid symbols show the mean results for
the normally hearing subjects, while open symbols show the
results for the subjects with unilateral or bilateral hearing
impairment. The two quantities are clearly closely related.
The correlation~excluding the mean results for the normally
hearing subjects! is 0.92 (n524,p,0.001). It is interesting
that the correlation between the ERBs and the slope ratios is
higher than the correlation between the ERBs and the values
of HLOHC, although the difference between the two correla-

tions fails to reach the 5% significance level, according to the
test described by Howell~1997! (z51.54,p50.1). The cor-
relation between the ERBs and the slope ratios is also higher
than the correlation between the slope ratios and the values
of HLOHC and this difference is marginally significant (z
51.88,p50.06). We also applied a test of the significance
of the difference between two correlations described by Wil-
liams ~1959!. This test is applicable when comparing two
correlations where one of the quantities is common to the
two correlations. For example, when comparing the correla-
tion of the slope ratio with the ERB and the correlation of
HLOHC with the ERB, the ERB values are common to the
two. The test requires that equal numbers of samples contrib-
ute to each correlation, so we applied the test to the data for
both ears of the unilaterally impaired subjects~the only ones
for whom HLOHC estimates were available!, but excluding
the data for the worse ear of DF at 2 kHz. The correlation of
the slope ratio with the ERB, 0.952, was significantly higher
than the correlation of the slope ratio with HLOHC, 0.776 (t
53.05,p,0.005). In addition, the correlation of the slope
ratio with the ERB was significantly higher than the correla-
tion of the ERB with HLOHC, 0.785 (t52.85,p,0.01).

FIG. 7. As Fig. 4, but showing results for the better ears of three subjects with unilateral or highly asymmetric hearing loss.
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III. DISCUSSION

The experiments described in this study, together with
the loudness-matching results of Moore and Glasberg
~1997!, provide three independently derived measures~the
ERB, the value of HLOHC and the slope ratio! that are sig-
nificantly correlated with each other across different frequen-
cies and hearing-impaired listeners. The correlation between
the ERB and the slope ratio is particularly high~0.92!. In
contrast, the correlations between the absolute threshold and
either the ERB~0.58! or the slope ratio~0.56! are consider-
ably lower. These differences in correlation are significant,
according to the test described by Howell~1997!: for the
former, z52.94,p,0.005; for the latter,z52.85,p,0.005.
These findings are consistent with the ideas outlined in the
Introduction, namely that cochlear hearing loss comprises at
least two components, each with effects on hearing that are
to a certain extent separable. The first component may be
ascribed to the functioning of the cochlear active mecha-
nism; damage to the OHCs reduces the level-dependent and
frequency-selective gain of this mechanism. This would be
expected to lead not only to elevated thresholds, but would
also affect the ERB, the slope ratio, and loudness recruitment
~estimated by parameter HLOHC!. The high correlation found
between the ERB and the slope ratio is consistent with the

idea that both reflect this first component. The second com-
ponent may reflect damage to the IHCs, and hence a reduc-
tion in transduction efficiency. While this component could
increase absolute thresholds, it would not be expected to af-
fect frequency selectivity~as estimated by the ERB! or com-
pression at CF~as estimated by the slope ratio!. Thus, the
lower correlation between overall hearing loss and either the
ERB or the slope ratio may be due to the overall hearing loss
being affected by both components, while the ERB and the
slope ratio are only affected by the first component.

The correlations between the parameter HLOHC and ei-
ther the ERB~0.75! or the slope ratio~0.68! are both signifi-
cant, but are nonetheless lower than the correlation between
the ERB and slope ratio~0.92!. As discussed above, this may
be due to errors in estimating HLOHC. In addition, HLOHC is
derived from loudness judgments. The function relating
sound intensity to loudness is complex and may be deter-
mined by many factors beyond the initial acoustic to me-
chanical transduction in the cochlea. Moore and Glasberg
~1997!, following Launer ~1995; Launeret al., 1997!, as-
sumed that hearing loss due to inner hair-cell damage, rep-
resented by the quantity HLIHC, could be modeled as a level-
independent attenuation of the excitation level. This may be
an oversimplification. For instance, damaged IHCs might re-

FIG. 8. As Fig. 4, but showing results for the worse ears of three subjects with unilateral or highly asymmetric hearing loss.
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spond very weakly to low-level stimulation, but respond
nearly normally to high-level stimulation. This would elevate
absolute thresholds, but might not affect loudness at high
levels. The result would be something akin to loudness re-
cruitment, but it would not be expected to lead to reduced
frequency selectivity or reduced BM compression. Thus,
there exists the possibility for a dissociation of the amount of
loudness recruitment and the ERB or the slope ratio, which is
not accounted for in the two-component model of cochlear
hearing loss. In summary, while the ERB and the slope ratio
should not be affected by IHC damage, it is at least conceiv-
able that loudness recruitment may be, to some extent. This
may explain the somewhat lower correlations associated with
HLOHC.

Psychoacoustic measures associated with basilar-
membrane compression may well have clinical applications.
For example, complete loss of basilar-membrane compres-
sion would probably be associated with strong loudness re-
cruitment and a limited dynamic range, indicating the need
for a hearing aid incorporating some form of automatic gain
control or compression. While loudness recruitment can be
measured clinically, using subjective loudness judgments
~Pascoe, 1978; Hellbru¨ck and Moser, 1985; Allen and Jeng,
1990; Kiesslinget al., 1993; Coxet al., 1997!, there is con-

troversy about the validity and reliability of these procedures
~Elberling, 1999!. Estimates of loudness obtained by numeri-
cal ratings or categorical ratings can be strongly influenced
by factors such as the range of stimuli used and the instruc-
tions given~Heller, 1991; Hellbru¨ck, 1993; Hohmann, 1993!.
Often, listeners distribute their responses across the range of
available categories whatever range of stimulus levels is used
~Garner, 1954!. Even for normal listeners, the variability of
loudness judgments for a given sound level can be consider-
able ~Elberling and Nielsen, 1993; Kiessling, 1997; Elber-
ling, 1999!. Given the uncertainty about the validity and re-
liability of loudness scaling procedures, it might be
preferable to use a more objective measure of basilar-
membrane compression, such as the ratio of slopes estimated
in forward masking, or the ERB of the auditory filter esti-
mated using notched-noise masking. In a clinical setting, it
would not be necessary to measure the growth-of-masking
functions using a large number of signal levels, as was done
in the present experiment. Rather, reasonably accurate slope
estimates could be obtained using just two signal levels, one
10 dB above and one 30 dB above the absolute threshold. In
our experiments, it was always possible to use a signal at 30
dB above the absolute threshold without the masker becom-

FIG. 9. As Fig. 4, but showing results for the better ears of three subjects with bilateral hearing loss.
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ing uncomfortably loud, although this might not be possible
in cases of severe to profound hearing loss.

Another clinical application is in the estimation of inner
hair-cell damage. There is evidence that inner hair-cell dam-
age is associated with particular difficulty in understanding
speech, especially when background noise is present~Kil-
lion, 1997; Hogan and Turner, 1998; Moore, 1998!. Hearing-
impaired persons with extensive inner hair-cell damage over
a certain range of CFs may receive little or no benefit from
amplification in that frequency range~Murray and Byrne,
1986; Hogan and Turner, 1998!. Inner hair-cell damage
could be estimated indirectly by estimating the hearing loss
due to outer hair-cell damage from the ratio of slopes, and
then subtracting that estimate from the overall loss. How-
ever, further work is needed to determine whether such an
approach would be useful in clinical practice.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the relationship between three differ-
ent measures of the status of the cochlear active mechanism,
at center frequencies of 2, 4, and 6 kHz, using subjects with
normal hearing, with unilateral or highly asymmetric co-
chlear hearing loss, and with bilateral loss. The first measure,
HLOHC, was an indirect measure of the amount of the hear-
ing loss attributable to OHC damage; this was based on loud-
ness matches between the two ears of subjects with unilateral
hearing loss and was derived using a loudness model. The
steeper the rate of loudness growth in a given ear at a given
frequency, the greater the estimate of HLOHC. The second
measure was the ERB of the auditory filter, which was esti-
mated using the notched-noise method. The third measure
was based on the ratios of the slopes of growth-of-masking

functions obtained in forward masking for off-frequency and
on-frequency maskers; small ratios indicate strong compres-
sion. The results show the following:

~1! For the hearing-impaired subjects, the ERB of the
auditory filter was correlated with the absolute threshold at
the test frequency (r 50.58 for hearing losses greater than 35
dB!, but it was more highly correlated with HLOHC(r
50.75 for values of HLOHC greater than 25 dB!. However,
the difference between the two correlations failed to reach
statistical significance. The ERB was not significantly corre-
lated with HLIHC, the estimated amount of the hearing loss
attributable to inner hair-cell damage (r 50.38).

~2! For normally hearing subjects, the ratio of slopes in
forward masking had mean values of 0.33, 0.42, and 0.55 at
6, 4, and 2 kHz, respectively. This may indicate that basilar-
membrane compression decreases with decreasing fre-
quency. However, the results at 2 kHz may have been af-
fected by activation of the acoustic reflex which would tend
to increase the ratio of slopes.

~3! For the subjects with hearing impairment, the ratio of
FIG. 10. Ratio of the slopes of the growth-of-masking functions in forward
masking, plotted as a function of absolute threshold in dB HL at the test
frequency. Each symbol represents results for one frequency, as indicated in
the figure. The solid symbols at the far left show the mean ratios for the six
normally hearing subjects. Small numbers indicate strong basilar-membrane
compression, while numbers around 1 indicate little or no compression.

FIG. 11. Ratio of the slopes of the growth-of-masking functions in forward
masking, plotted as a function of HLOHC ~upper panel! or HLIHC ~lower
panel!.
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slopes in forward masking was correlated with the absolute
threshold at the test frequency (r 50.56 for hearing losses
greater than 35 dB!, but it was more highly correlated with
HLOHC(r 50.68 for values of HLOHC greater than 25 dB!.
However, the difference between the two correlations failed
to reach statistical significance. The ratio of slopes was not
significantly correlated with HLIHC (r 50.26).

~4! The ERB of the auditory filter was highly correlated
with the ratio of slopes (r 50.92). This suggests that both of
these measures give a reasonably direct measure of the status
of the active mechanism at a given CF. The sharpness of
tuning declines progressively as the amount of basilar-
membrane compression decreases.
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Auditory filter bandwidths were estimated in three experiments. The first experiment was a
profile-analysis experiment. The stimuli were composed of sinusoidal components ranging in
frequency from 200 to 5000 Hz. The standard stimulus was the sum of equal-amplitude tones, and
the signal stimulus had a power spectrum that varied up–down...up–down. The number of
components ranged from four to 60. Interval-by-interval level randomization prevented the change
in level of a single component from reliably indicating the change from standard to signal. The
second experiment was a notched-noise experiment in which the 1000-Hz tone to be detected was
added to a noise with a notch arithmetically centered at 1000 Hz. Detection thresholds were
estimated both in the presence of and in the absence of level randomization. In the third, hybrid,
experiment a 1000-Hz tone was to be detected, and the masker was composed of equal-amplitude
sinusoidal components ranging in frequency from 200 to 5000 Hz. For this experiment, thresholds
were estimated both in the presence and absence of level variation. For both the notched-noise and
hybrid experiments, only modest effects of level randomization were obtained. A variant of Durlach
et al.’s channel model@‘‘Towards a model for discrimination of broadband signals,’’ J. Acoust. Soc.
Am. 80, 63–72~1986!# was used to estimate auditory filter bandwidths for all three experiments.
When a two-parameter roex(p,r ) filter weighting function was used to fit the data, bandwidth
estimates were approximately two to three times as large for the two detection tasks than for the
profile-analysis task. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01311-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Ba@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

The first step in many models of auditory processing
describes the frequency selectivity associated with the audi-
tory system, represented as a bank of auditory filters. In order
to estimate the auditory filter characteristics, a typical psy-
chophysical experiment is one in which observers detect a
tone added to a masker with a low-energy notch surrounding
the frequency of the signal tone. By measuring detection
thresholds for different notch bandwidths and applying the
power spectrum model of masking to the resulting thresh-
olds, characteristics of the auditory filter can be derived~see
Patterson and Moore, 1986, for a review!. As applied to
notched-noise experiments, the power spectrum model of
masking assumes that detection depends on increased power
at a single frequency locus, or the output of a single auditory
filter. Other types of psychophysical tasks, however, require
that observers compare filter outputs across the whole of the
frequency spectrum. For example, when sensitivity to
changes in spectral shape is of interest, as in profile-analysis
experiments~cf. Green, 1988!, the overall levels of the
stimuli are randomly chosen on each presentation to ensure
that the level at the output of asingleauditory filter cannot
cue the change to be detected. For tasks such as these, the
power spectrum model of masking does not account for the
results, as it inherently describes single-channel processes.

The linear channel model developed by Durlachet al. ~1986!
expands the power spectrum model of masking by providing
an optimal decision rule for across-frequency comparisons of
level.

Some preliminary modeling work in our lab has applied
a variant of the Durlachet al. ~1986! channel model to esti-
mate auditory filter bandwidths using both profile-analysis
data and notched-noise data taken from the literature~Patter-
son, 1976; Bernstein and Green, 1987; Richards and Lentz,
1998!. The channel model was applied to the output of a
bank of roex(p) filters. The simulations indicated that the
filter bandwidth estimate depended on the data set modeled
~Lentz, 1998!. When applied to notched-noise data, the chan-
nel model ~Durlach et al., 1986! led to the same auditory
filter bandwidth estimates as the power spectrum model of
masking. This is not surprising, as notched-noise experi-
ments do not have presentation-by-presentation level ran-
domization, and therefore the channel model essentially de-
generates into the power spectrum model of masking when it
is applied to notched-noise data.1 However, when the chan-
nel model was applied to profile-analysis data, much nar-
rower auditory filter bandwidth estimates resulted.

In an effort to extend these preliminary modeling results,
three experiments were run. The first is a profile-analysis
experiment and essentially replicates the Richards and Lentz
~1998; see also Dai and Green, 1993! experiment considered
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in our preliminary modeling efforts. The standard stimulus
was the sum ofN equal-amplitude tones equispaced on a
logarithmic frequency scale ranging from 200 to 5000 Hz.
The signal stimulus was also composed ofN tones and had a
power spectrum that varied up–down...up–down.
Presentation-by-presentation level randomization prevented
the level at the output of a single auditory filter from cueing
the difference between the standard and signal stimuli.

The second experiment was a notched-noise masking
experiment. Observers detected a 1000-Hz tone added to a
notched-noise masker. The notch bandwidth was parametri-
cally altered. In two conditions, presentation-by-presentation
level randomization was either present or absent. In the pres-
ence of level randomization, the level at the output of a
single auditory filter cannot support detection unless detec-
tion thresholds are very high. If level variation has a negli-
gible or only modest effect on thresholds, then the detection
of a tone added to a notched-noise masker cannot be charac-
terized using a single-channel energy model. Indeed, such a
result might suggest that observers are depending on across-
frequency comparisons in order to detect the added tone—
that is, a profile-analysis approach for the detection of a tone
added to notched-noise maskers would be suggested. Addi-
tionally, to the degree that internal noise is highly correlated
across frequency~cf. Dai and Green, 1992!, it is advanta-
geous to incorporate multichannel comparisons so as to re-
move the common noise.2 If small effects of level variation
are measured, however, there are no guarantees that across-
channel processing is incorporated; envelope-based models
of detection which depend on the output of a single auditory
filter are invariant with respect to level variation~e.g., Kidd
et al., 1989; Richards and Nekrich, 1993!.

Based on preliminary modeling efforts, our expectation
was that experiments I and II would lead to different audi-
tory filter bandwidth estimates. Unlike our initial modeling
work, however, such differences could not be attributed to
differences in procedures and observers~which can be siz-
able, cf. Wright, 1996! that inevitably are present when one
models data sets available in the literature. Nonetheless,
there are several differences that might contribute to differ-
ences in auditory filter bandwidths estimates. First, notched-
noise stimuli are spectrally dense, whereas profile-analysis
stimuli have relatively sparse spectra~e.g., when the single-
channel power spectrum model of masking is used, the au-
ditory filter bandwidth estimate depends on stimulus level;
Glasberg and Moore, 1990; Rosen and Baker, 1994!. Thus,
the filter estimates might be wider for the notched-noise ex-
periments due to changes in spectral density. Second, for the
profile-analysis experiment described in experiment I, the
signal to be detected is a change in level distributed across
frequency, whereas notched-noise experiments used tonal
signals. Finally, the task demands for the detection of a tone
added to a notched-noise masker vs the detection of changes
in power spectra across frequency may be different. Com-
monly, it is assumed that the detection of a tone added to a
notched-noise masker depends on the output of asingleau-
ditory filter. On the other hand, it seems reasonable to as-
sume that sensitivity to changes in spectral shape depends on
comparisons of level across the output ofmultiple filters. It

might be the case that the frequency selectivity associated
with these two tasks is in fact different. For example, the two
tasks may tap distinct levels of auditory processing.

In an effort to examine the degree to which the three
factors described above contribute to differences in auditory
filter bandwidth estimates, a third experiment was intro-
duced. Experiment III is a hybrid of experiments I and II.
Observers detected a 1000-Hz tone, as in experiment II, but
the masker was identical to the standard stimulus in experi-
ment I. Thus, in this experiment the change to be detected,
the addition of a tone, reflects a change at just one frequency,
and the 1000-Hz signal tone is at the geometric center of the
masker. For the multitone masker used in experiment III,
there is no component at 1000 Hz, but as more masker com-
ponents are introduced~N increases!, the ‘‘notch’’ surround-
ing 1000 Hz narrows. In contrast to the notched-noise ex-
periment, however, the masker is spectrally sparse. As in
experiment II, presentation-by-presentation level randomiza-
tion was either present or absent so as to determine whether
single-channel energy cues contribute to the detection of the
tone.

For each of the three experiments, auditory filter esti-
mates were derived using a variant of the channel model of
Durlachet al. ~1986! and a bank of roex(p,r ) filters. In our
version of the channel model, the incoming sound is passed
through a bank of filters, a zero-mean encoding noise is
added at the output of each filter~using a dB scale!, and then
the resulting corrupted level estimates are processed opti-
mally in the maximum likelihood sense. The current model
includes a constant-Q assumption and a total of 41 filters
ranging in frequency from 125 to 8000 Hz. The constant-Q
assumption imposes severe limitations on both the modeling
technique and the interpretation of the results, and this as-
sumption is a critical one. Based on our preliminary work,
however, our expectation was that the experiments would
lead to very different bandwidth estimates depending on the
task. Thus, only gross comparisons of auditory filter band-
width estimates seemed necessary, and under those condi-
tions, the limitations of the constant-Q assumption are some-
what ameliorated.

The channel model of Durlachet al.was chosen because
it has been successful in accounting for profile-analysis data
~Farraret al., 1987; Green, 1992; Lentz and Richards, 1997!.
Moreover, the channel model automatically incorporates in-
terchannel correlation that occurs due to external level ran-
domization and correlation in the excitation pattern that may
occur due to overlapping auditory filters. When the channels
are independent, the channel model and the multichannel
model used by Florentine and Buus~1981! to describe inten-
sity discrimination are the same. However, the channel
model differs from the nonoptimal weighting model pro-
posed by Moore and Sek~1994!. This is noteworthy because
Glasberg and Moore~1994! found the simple nonoptimal
averaging model of Moore and Sek~1994! provided better
fits to their masked detection data than the Florentine and
Buus ~1981! model. The current model contrasts with the
one used by van der Heijden and Kohlrausch~1994!, who
used the outputs of a Glasberg and Moore~1990! filter bank
to predict performance for a number of different masking
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experiments. Rather than applying a multichannel integration
model, van der Heijden and Kohlrausch used a decision rule
which selected the single filter with the maximum target-to-
masker ratio. This single-channel approach was adopted be-
cause they modeled data associated with narrow-band
stimuli, whereas the current experiments and modeling ef-
forts primarily emphasize wideband stimuli.

Consistent with our preliminary work, the results of ex-
periments I and II led to different filter bandwidth estimates.
If the auditory filter bandwidths estimates derived in the hy-
brid experiment~experiment III! are similar to those derived
in the profile-analysis experiment~experiment I!, it would
suggest that differences in spectral density underlie the dif-
ference in auditory filter bandwidth estimates. Should this
result hold, one must consider effects of stimulus level at
each auditory filter in order to determine whether the change
in level passed by a single auditory filter drives a shift in
auditory filter bandwidth estimates. Alternatively, if esti-
mates of auditory filter bandwidths for the hybrid experiment
~experiment III! are more similar to those derived in the
notched-noise experiment~experiment II!, differences in
spectral density are unlikely to account for the difference in
estimates of frequency selectivity.

I. GENERAL PROCEDURES

First, a brief summary of the stimuli used for each ex-
periment is given. Then, the procedures common to all ex-
periments are presented. Additional details concerning the
stimuli are included in the introduction for each experiment.

The stimuli used in the three experiments were as fol-
lows. The stimuli used in experiment I~profile analysis!
were the sum of tones, equally spaced on a logarithmic scale
and ranging in frequency from 200–5000 Hz. The standard
stimulus had a flat spectrum, and the signal stimulus had
every other component incremented or decremented in level.
In experiment II ~notched-noise!, the masker consisted of
two bandlimited noises separated by a notch arithmetically
centered at 1000 Hz. A 1000-Hz signal tone was to be de-
tected. Experiment III~hybrid! again involved the detection
of a 1000-Hz signal tone, as in experiment II, but the masker
was identical to the standard stimulus in experiment I.

A. Psychophysical methods

The three experiments used similar methods. The stimuli
were digitally generated and presented through two channels
of a 16-bit DAC using a sampling rate of 20 000 sample/s,
low-pass filtered at 7 kHz~KEMO VBF 8; attenuation skirts
approx. 85 dB/oct!, and presented diotically by way of two
channels of Sennheiser HD410SL headphones. When level
variation was applied, the overall level of each stimulus was
chosen at random from a uniform distribution with a 30-dB
range using a 0.1-dB gradation. Signal levels were adjusted
and level variation was applied using programmable attenu-
ators~TDT PA4!. The stimulus durations were 100 ms, in-
cluding 5-ms raised cosine onset/offset ramps. When a tonal
signal was to be detected, the signal was gated on and off
with the masker. The interstimulus interval was approxi-
mately 330 ms.

A two-interval forced choice~2IFC! procedure was
used, with the signal interval being as likely to be the first as
the second interval. Visual feedback indicated the correct-
ness of each response. Thresholds were estimated using a
3-down, 1-up staircase procedure which estimated the 79-
percent-correct performance level~Levitt, 1971!. Initial sig-
nal levels were approximately 10 dB above the ultimate
threshold estimates. The initial step size was 4 dB and re-
duced to 2 dB following three reversals. The last even num-
ber of reversals, excluding at least the first two, was used to
estimate threshold. Each threshold estimate was generated
using blocks of 50 trials. For each data point, at least 15
threshold estimates were obtained. If observers demonstrated
practice effects in any condition, five or more additional
threshold estimates were obtained. The last ten threshold es-
timates were averaged to form the final threshold estimate.

Two observers~Obs 1 and 2! first finished the conditions
in which level variation was absent, and two observers~Obs
3 and 4! first finished the conditions in which level variation
was present. This ordering was chosen to allow a comparison
of effects of level variation for observers that either did or
did not have past experience in conditions in which energy
cues were unreliable. No long-term effects were noted.
Within these constraints, the experiments were completed in
quasirandom order such that no two observers completed the
experiments in the same order. Observers practiced on a va-
riety of the conditions for at least 5 h prior to starting the first
condition tested. At that point, and when a new experiment
was introduced, observers practiced at least 1–2 h on several
of the conditions. In addition, prior to beginning the profile-
analysis experiment, observers practiced a minimum of 5 h.

Absolute thresholds also were measured for each ob-
server. The procedure was identical to the notched-noise ex-
periment without level randomization, except that the masker
was not presented. The results indicate that all masked
thresholds measured in experiments II and III are at least 8
dB above absolute threshold.

Observers ranged in age from 18 to 28 years and had
thresholds in quiet of 10 dB HL or better~for frequencies
ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz!. One of the four observers had
prior experience in psychoacoustic tasks. Tests were con-
ducted with the observer seated in a double-walled sound-
attenuated booth.

B. Modeling methods

1. Multichannel model

The model consists of two components, a bank of audi-
tory filters followed by the channel model~Durlach et al.,
1986!. Here, the channel model is implemented as using only
across-frequency comparisons of level. The channel model is
essentially a pattern discrimination model—in this case, sig-
nal and standard excitation patterns are discriminated. The
model takes into account the differences in level in each
channel, the magnitude of the variance in each channel, the
correlation across channels, and yields an estimate ofd8, the
index of detectability.

The auditory filter weighting functions are those associ-
ated with the linearly symmetric rounded-exponential or
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roex(p,r ) function: W(g)5(12r )(11pg)e2pg1r , where
g is normalized frequency~e.g., u f requency2 f cu/ f c!, p is
the slope parameter associated with the filter, andr is an
asymptote parameter. Larger values ofp are associated with
steeper filter skirts, and so filters with narrower bandwidths.
Because a constant-Q assumption is used here, the parameter
p provides an estimate of the auditory filter bandwidths at all
filter center frequencies. Ther also was fixed across all fil-
ters.

The channel model was applied by means of a partial
grid search using the parameters^p,r ,s&. The first two pa-
rameters,p and r, are associated with the filter bank. The
experimental stimuli were passed through the bank of filters
to generate the excitation patterns. When the level at a filter’s
output~in dB SPL! was below the threshold of audibility for
the filter’s center frequency, the output level was set to the
corresponding audibility threshold~minimum audible pres-
sure, MAP, curves reported by Glasberg and Moore, 1990!.
Then, the level in dB at the output of each filter was cor-
rupted by a deviate drawn independently from a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of zero and a variances2, wheres2

is the variance of the ‘‘channel’’ or ‘‘encoding’’ noise. The
magnitude ofs is estimated simultaneously withp and r.
One thousand different estimates of the noisy representations
of the filtered standard and signal stimuli were generated
using different draws of channel noise and randomly chosen
overall stimulus levels, as appropriate for each experiment.
This allowed an estimate of the covariance matrix and an
average difference vector,∆ in dB ~each element of the vec-
tor is the mean change in level, filtered signal minus filtered
standard,DL in dB!. The number of filters was fixed at 41,
meaning that the covariance matrix was a 41341 matrix, and
the difference vector had 41 elements. Then,d8 was esti-
mated using the equationd825∆G∆T, whereG is the in-
verse of the covariance matrix, andT signifies transpose
~e.g., van Trees, 1968!.

For eacĥ p,r ,s&, nine signal levels that led tod8 values
ranging from approximately 0.5 to 2 were tested. A linear
least-squares fit to the resulting predicted psychometric func-
tion was used to estimate threshold. The proportion of vari-
ance accounted for in the data~thresholds across number of
tones, across notch bandwidths, etc.! was computed, and the
^p,r ,s& that maximized the proportion of variance ac-
counted for was determined.

This multichannel model employed 41 filters with center
frequencies equally spaced on a logarithmic frequency axis
ranging from 125–8000 Hz. Spot checks indicated that fewer
than or more than 41 filters led to similar bandwidth esti-
mates. Thus, the use of 41 filters appeared appropriate be-
cause the number is not so small that the filter bandwidth
estimates depended on the density of filters, yet small
enough that the simulations were completed in a timely man-
ner. It should be noted that the number of filters and the
magnitude ofs trade to some degree. That is, increases in
the number of filters are offset by increases ins. Thus, the
value ofs has little meaning in absolute terms. For example,
imagine that a model with 61 rather than 41 filters was used
to model the data. For the two models to generate equal
thresholds, the 61-filter model will require larger channel

noise than the 41-filter model because the 61-filter model
provides more information about the change from standard
to signal.

When the maskers ranged in frequency from 200–5000
Hz, the largest range tested psychophysically, the filters cen-
tered at 125 and 8000 Hz did not provide significant differ-
ences depending on the standard vs signal stimuli~e.g., the
values ofD were near zero for the filters with the lowest and
highest center frequencies!. That is, for the filter bandwidths
tested, lower- and higher-frequency filters generally did not
contribute to the model decision variables, and so a wider
range of filters was not required. Fits were reproduced using
the single-parameter roex(p) filter. On occasion, these fits
will be referenced.

2. Single-channel model

For the notched-noise and hybrid data~experiments II
and III!, both single-channel and multichannel models were
evaluated. Two fitting methods were used to fit the single-
channel model. For one, the methods follow those outlined
above, except that the level at the output of asinglefilter was
assumed to form the decision variable. Fifteen hundred dif-
ferent perturbed filter outputs~e.g., 1500 draws of the chan-
nel noise! were used to estimate the percent correct. As with
the multichannel model, oncep, r, and s were estimated,
thresholds were estimated using the resulting model and lin-
ear interpolations based on a model psychometric function.
Again, changes in the values ofp, r, ands led to reasonably
distinct minima, and good fits to the threshold data were
achieved.

For the second method, a curve-fitting approach was
used. The function minimized the squared error between
the thresholds and the predicted signal level,P̂s

5K*N( f )W( f )d f , whereN is the noise spectrum,W is the
filter weighting function, andK is a constant that dictates the
signal-to-noise ratio at constant detectability. Both the mean
signal levels for the data and predictions are in dB SPL.
Compared to the simulation method, the magnitude of the
added channel noise,s, essentially is replaced byK for the
curve-fitting method.

Curve-fitting methods represent the typical method
present in the literature. By comparing results using the
curve-fitting and simulation methods, the stability of the
simulation method could be established. When the same
weighting function was tested, the estimates of the param-
eters and the quality of the fit did not depend on the estima-
tion procedure, simulation versus curve fitting. For all meth-
ods and models,MATLAB 5.0 ~MathWorks, 1996! was used to
estimate the variable parameters.

3. Modeling protocol

For the profile-analysis experiment~experiment I!, the
data were fitted using only the multichannel model. For the
notched-noise and hybrid experiments~experiments II and
III !, the data obtained in the absence of level randomization
were fitted using the single-channel model, and the data ob-
tained in the presence of level randomization were fitted us-
ing the multichannel model. The logic of this protocol is as
follows. When there is no level randomization, the multi-
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channel model reduces to the single-channel model because
no internal across-channel correlation is incorporated into the
model~see Footnote 1!. Moreover, the single-channel model
is the model most frequently fitted to notched-noise detection
data. Spot checks indicate that the single- and multichannel
models provide similar parameter estimates when applied to
the detection thresholds measured without level randomiza-
tion.

Once the single-channel model was fitted to the no-
randomization data, single-channel predictions for the effects
of level randomization were generated. The parameters for
the single-channel model were fixed, and then thresholds
were predicted by introducing level randomization at the in-
put to the model. Using 1500 2IFC trials for each signal
level, psychometric functions were generated and the signal
level required for threshold was estimated using linear inter-
polation.

Finally, it should be noted that for the notched-noise
task, the simulations are based on ‘‘noise’’ spectra with flat
magnitudes. In contrast, the experimental stimuli were based
on Gaussian noise~i.e., the magnitudes of the spectral com-
ponents were Rayleigh distributed!. Spot checks indicated
that using the true experimental stimuli had no impact on the
parameter values estimated.

II. EXPERIMENT I: PROFILE-ANALYSIS EXPERIMENT

A. Methods

For the profile-analysis task, observers discriminated be-
tween a flat standard and an up–down signal. These stimuli
are somewhat different from the more traditional profile-
analysis stimuli, which are a flat standard and a signal stimu-
lus which has an increment in asinglecomponent. We chose
the up–down signal for two reasons. One is that the pattern
of thresholds with increasing numbers of components varies
greatly across listeners~Kidd, 1993!. The second is that pre-
liminary modeling showed that for a single-signal increment,
the model fits are poorly constrained, making auditory filter
bandwidth estimates difficult. Here, the flat standard was the
sum ofN equal-amplitude tones, which were equispaced on a
logarithmic scale ranging in frequency from 200 to 5000 Hz.
The up–down signal stimulus was generated by adding a
‘‘signal’’ to the standard. The signal was composed of tones
with the same frequencies as the standard and phases that
were either identical to the standard components~increase in
level! or 180° phase-shifted relative to the standard compo-
nents ~decrease in level!. The magnitude of the change in
level is described as the ratio of the ‘‘signal’’-to-standard
amplitudes~sig re standard!, in dB.Ns of 4, 6, 10, 16, 20, 30,
40, 50, and 60 were tested.3 Because thresholds could not be
measured for all observers for anN560, the model fits did
not include this data point. On each stimulus presentation,
the starting phase of the individual components of the stan-
dard were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution with
a range of 2p rad. The mean stimulus level was 50 dB SPL/
component. This experiment is nearly identical to the one
reported by Richards and Lentz~1998!.

B. Results of experiment I

Figure 1 shows the results of experiment I. For each
observer, thresholds are plotted as a function of the number
of components,N. Error bars indicate the standard error of
the mean across ten threshold estimates. For Obs 2 and 3,
thresholds forN560 could not be measured~see Footnote
3!. Figure 2 shows the results averaged across observers. In
Fig. 2, error bars indicate the standard error of the mean
across the four observers. The predictions of the channel
model, presented below, are shown as the bold lines in Figs.
1 and 2. Both the averaged and individual data are plotted
because the results are somewhat different across observers.

C. Auditory filter bandwidth estimates

For the averaged data, the function relating threshold
andN is approximately U-shaped, consistent with the results
reported by Richards and Lentz~1998!. For smallNs, thresh-
olds fall asN increases, presumably reflecting an increase in

FIG. 1. Thresholds, as sigre standard in dB, are plotted as a function of the
number of components~N! for experiment I, the profile-analysis experiment.
The results for individual observers are shown in different panels. Error bars
indicate the standard error of the means across 10 replicate threshold esti-
mates (n510).
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the number of frequency regions conveying information con-
cerning the presence of the signal. The minimum occurs at
anN of 20, again consistent with the results of Richards and
Lentz ~1998!. The increase in thresholds forNs larger than
20 is taken to reflect the detrimental effects of limitations in
frequency selectivity—as more and more components are
crowded into the passbands of the auditory filters, the result-
ing excitation pattern cannot indicate the difference between
the flat standard and the up–down signal~see also Dai and
Green, 1993!. Referring back to Fig. 1, note that Obs 4’s data
are distinct from the other observers in that the pattern of
thresholds as a function ofN are W-shaped. Her data are also
markedly different from the other observers in the notched-
noise experiment~experiment II, below!. Compared to the
Richards and Lentz~1998! study, the current thresholds are
elevated somewhat at largeN.

In terms of the channel model, the parameters of filter
bandwidth and channel noise may be understood by evaluat-
ing changes in the parameters on the function relating thresh-
old to N. Increases in channel noise lead to reductions in
sensitivity, or higher thresholds. That is, referring to Fig. 2,
increases in the magnitude ofs lead to upward translations
along the ordinate. Changes in filter bandwidth are reflected
in three ways. First, the point at which the minimum occurs
depends on the filter bandwidth, with narrower filters leading
to a shift in the minima to smallerNs. Second, the slope of
the falling portion of the function depends on bandwidth:
wider filters lead to shallower slopes. Third, the slope of the
rising portion of the function depends on bandwidth: wider
bandwidths lead to steeper slopes.

Table I shows the results of the channel model applied
to the thresholds estimated for the individual observers and
the averaged data. For each observer, the equivalent rectan-
gular bandwidth~ERB! for a filter centered at 1000 Hz
(ERB1000), the asymptote parameter in terms of 10 log(r),
the standard deviation of the channel noise~s!, and the pro-
portion of variance in the thresholds accounted for are shown
~see Patterson and Moore, 1986 for a derivation of the ERB
estimate fromp!. As the constant-Q assumption describes the
filter bandwidth for all auditory filters, ERB1000 is chosen for
ease in comparison with other auditory filter bandwidth esti-

mates in the literature. The model is reasonably successful
for Obs 1–3, but the fits to the data of Obs 4 are poorer. On
average, the model does not predict sufficiently steep de-
scending nor ascending slopes, a weakness that is also ap-
parent in the fits to the averaged data~Fig. 2, bold line!. For
Obs 4, the W-shape is not in accord with the model. The
final row of Table I shows the results for the average data.
The ERB estimates of 80–85 Hz at 1000 Hz are much nar-
rower than those estimated using the power spectrum model
of masking and the notched-noise task. For the range of
stimulus levels used in this experiment, Glasberg and Moore
~1990! recommend auditory filter ERB1000s ranging from
120–145 Hz for the 20-component standard and ranging
from 124–153 Hz for the 60-component standard.

Because these estimates of filter bandwidth are much
narrower than those recommended by Glasberg and Moore
~1990!, it should be noted that for this particular profile-
analysis experiment, the rate at which thresholds increase
with N may not reflect only limitations in frequency selec-
tivity. Interactions within single auditory filters have a sec-
ond potential impact on the data. When two or more compo-
nents pass through a single auditory filter, the envelope at the
filter output depends on the relative amplitudes of the com-
ponents~where rates are sufficiently slow, i.e., forNs of 20
or larger, cf. Viemeister, 1979!. Even though the stimuli had
phases that were randomly chosen on each stimulus presen-
tation, the potential contribution of envelope cues should be
examined. Because our version of the channel model used
only level comparisons, the data set should be free from
contributions of envelope cues. An auxiliary experiment was
conducted to examine the potential contribution of single-
channel envelope cues.

For the auxiliary experiment, observers discriminated
between two sounds. Obs 1 in the current experiments was
retested, along with two additional observers. One of the
additional observers had prior experience in profile-analysis
tasks, while the other had no prior experience in psycho-
physical tasks. It is our impression that the minimum 5 h of
practice enforced prior to data collection in experiment I was
not sufficient. Therefore, for the auxiliary experiment expe-
rienced observers received at least 6 h practice, and the naı¨ve
observer received 18 h of practice. Thresholds were mea-
sured in two conditions. For one, the spectrum of the signal
stimulus varied up–down...up–down, and the spectrum of
the standard stimulus varied down–up...down–up. For these
two stimuli, single-channel comparisons of envelope are a

FIG. 2. Averaged thresholds, as sigre standard in dB, are plotted as a
function of the number of components~N!. Error bars indicate the standard
error of the means across observers (n54). The dark solid line shows the
predictions of the channel model, using the parameters indicated in Table I.

TABLE I. The modeling results for multichannel model applied to the re-
sults of experiment I are presented. For each observer, the ERBs for a filter
centered at 1000 Hz (ERB1000 in Hz!, rs @as 10 log(r)], andss ~in dB! which
lead to the best fits are shown. The percent of variance in the data accounted
for by the resulting model is shown in the final column. Avg denotes results
for the averaged data.

ERB1000 10 log(r) s % Variance

Obs 1 83 225.2 4.2 63
Obs 2 83 225.2 5.0 68
Obs 3 80 227.0 6.6 77
Obs 4 82 230.0 7.2 53
Avg 85 225.2 5.1 80
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less reliable cue as the spectra are uneven for both the stan-
dard and signal stimuli. For the second condition, the stimuli
were the same as in experiment I~up–down...up–down ver-
sus flat spectra!.

The results may be summarized as follows. For the aux-
iliary experiment, and for largeNs, thresholds measured in
the up–down/down–up discrimination are elevated slightly
relative to those measured in the up–down/flat discrimina-
tion. This indicates that envelope cues may have a modest
impact on the data of experiment I. Then, the auxiliary data
were fit using roex(p,r ) filters. The results of the auxiliary
experiment show that auditory filter bandwidth estimates de-
rived using the up–down/down–up condition are slightly
wider than the estimates derived using the up–down/flat con-
dition. In addition, both data sets led to auditory filter band-
width estimates narrower than those shown in Table I. Fi-
nally, the data of the auxiliary experiment were better fit by
the channel model. For the individual observers, the percent
of variance accounted for by the model ranged from 80%–
94%.

Overall, even though the fits to the individual data are
modest in experiment I, the fits from the auxiliary experi-
ment in which observers had more practice are better. For
both experiment I and the auxiliary experiment, the band-
width estimates are very narrow relative to those provided by
the power spectrum model of masking and notched-noise
experiments.

III. EXPERIMENT II: NOTCHED-NOISE EXPERIMENT

In this experiment, observers detected a 1000-Hz tone
added to a notched-noise masker. The signal was arithmeti-
cally centered in the notch, and notch bandwidths of 100,
200, 300, 400, and 800 Hz were tested. The mean spectrum
level of the noise masker was 35 dB SPL. Level randomiza-
tion was either present or absent. When present, the levels of
the stimuli, either masker alone or signal1masker, were ran-
domly chosen. Thus, thresholds are expressed as themean
signal level in dB SPL.

Four different maskers were tested. For three of them,
two relatively narrow-band maskers were separated by the
notch bandwidth. These three stimuli had bandwidths of 50,
100, and 300 Hz. For example, for the 50-Hz masker, a 50-
Hz-wide noise band stood on each side of the notch. For the
fourth, the stimulus ranged in frequency from 200 to 5000
Hz, save the region of the notch. Thus, the fourth, wideband
masker had a frequency extent equal to that used in the
profile-analysis and hybrid experiments~experiments I and
III !.

Because observers are sensitive to differences in power
spectra, one might expect that when a wideband masker is
used, the presence of energy at frequency regions distant
from the signal frequency may provide a referent against
which the level at the signal frequency may be compared~cf.
Kidd et al., 1989!. Thus, if the detection of a tone added to a
wideband notched masker depends on a profile-analysis de-
tection strategy, one would expect little effect of level ran-
domization. However, for narrow-band maskers, across-
frequency comparisons of level may not be available. In all,
if the detection decision depends on thelevelat the output of

a single auditory filter, level variation should lead to in-
creased thresholds for all masker bandwidths. In contrast, to
the degree that observers incorporate across-frequency com-
parisons of level, increases in masker bandwidth should pro-
vide more stable comparisons, and thus, effects of level ran-
domization would be reduced when wider masker
bandwidths are used.

It should be noted that for the detection of a tone added
to narrow-band Gaussian noise maskers~e.g., without a
notch! effects of level randomization are modest~Kidd et al.,
1989!. These data have been interpreted as reflecting, at least
in part, the observers’ reliance on changes in the envelope
pattern associated with the addition of the tonal signal. It
seems possible, then, that when a notched-noise masker with
narrow flanking maskers is used~e.g., the masker’s energy is
restricted to a relatively narrow frequency range!, envelope
cues may also provide resilience to level randomization.

A. Methods

For each notch bandwidth and each masker bandwidth
tested, 99 different maskers were digitally generated. The
maskers were generated by summing tones with magnitudes
independently drawn from a Rayleigh distribution and
phases independently drawn from a uniform distribution with
a range of 2p rad. The tones were separated by the inverse of
the stimulus duration~including onset/offset ramps!, ap-
proximately 10 Hz.

B. Results of experiment II

Figure 3 shows mean signal levels at threshold in dB
SPL for the individual observers when the 50-Hz-wide
masker was used, as individual differences were prominent.
Figure 4 shows the average results when the 100-Hz, 300-
Hz, and wideband maskers were tested~bottom to top panels,
respectively!. Unfilled symbols show the results obtained in
the absence of level randomization, and filled symbols show
the results obtained in the presence of a 30-dB presentation-
by-presentation level randomization. In Fig. 3, error bars in-
dicate the standard error of the mean across ten threshold
estimates for each observer. In Fig. 4, error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean across the four observers. Predic-
tions of two models, which are presented below, are shown
using bold lines.

First consider the empirical results for the 50-Hz-wide
masker. For Obs 1–3, thresholds fall as the notch bandwidth
increases. For Obs 4, however, the function relating thresh-
old and notch bandwidth is nonmonotonic. Based on conver-
sations with the observers, and to a large degree on our in-
formal listening to the stimuli, it seems possible that a shift
in strategy took place for a notch bandwidth of approxi-
mately 200–300 Hz. It might be the case that Obs 4 simply
failed to incorporate multiple cues as one set of cues failed
and another set emerged. Whatever the reasons for the indi-
vidual differences, it is notable that for Obs 2 and 4 there is
little effect of level randomization. For Obs 1 and 3 there is
a small detrimental effect of level randomization. On aver-
age, randomly choosing the levels of the stimuli on a
presentation-by-presentation basis leads to a 2.6-dB increase
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in thresholds relative to thresholds measured without level
randomization.

Next, consider Fig. 4. For these maskers, thresholds fall
with increases in notch bandwidth. An analysis of variance
which treated observers as random variables revealed a sig-
nificant effect of notch bandwidth@F(4,12)51558, p
,0.0005]. The average 2.2-dB effect of level randomization
did not reach significance@F(1,3)5142.7,p,0.08]. The in-
teraction terms did not approach significance.

C. Auditory filter bandwidth estimates

Tables II and III show the estimates ofp (ERB1000),
10 log(r), and s in dB for the multichannel and single-
channel models, respectively. Keep in mind that the single-
channel model was fitted to the data collected in the absence
of level randomization, and the multichannel model was fit-
ted to data collected in the presence of level randomization.
In both cases, a roex(p,r ) weighting function was used. For
the 50-Hz-wide maskers, the multichannel fits to the indi-

vidual data are shown as solid lines in Fig. 3. For the other
maskers, the multichannel fits to the averaged data are shown
as solid lines in Fig. 4. As is apparent in Tables II and III, the
single- and multichannel models lead to similar bandwidth
estimates. For that reason, the single-channel fits are not
plotted. However, note that the channel-noise estimates are
different for both models. For wider notch bandwidths the
multichannel model has more filters cueing the addition of
the signal, leading to a larger channel-noise estimate to
maintain the same threshold.

Both the single- and multichannel models are successful
in fitting the data, save the fits for Obs 3 and 4 in the 50-Hz
condition. This failure is largely due to the nonmonotonic
shape of the function relating notch bandwidth and thresh-
olds when there is no level randomization~unfilled symbols!.
For Obs 4, the function is also nonmonotonic when level
randomization is present~filled circles!, and thus, the fits to
the channel model are also poor~Table II!.

The dark, dashed lines in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate the
predictions of the single-channel model for the case where
level randomization is present. Except for Obs 4 and the
50-Hz masker bandwidth, predicted thresholds are consider-
ably higher than the psychophysical thresholds. Given the

FIG. 3. Thresholds in dB SPL~mean signal level! are shown as a function
of notch bandwidth for the 50-Hz masker. Thresholds are plotted as a func-
tion of the number of components,N. The results for the different observers
are shown in different panels, and error bars indicate the standard errors of
the mean for each threshold estimate (n510). The dark solid line shows the
predictions of the channel model, using the parameters indicated in Table II.
The dark dashed line shows the predictions of the single-channel model
~parameters indicated in Table III! when level randomization is applied.

FIG. 4. Averaged thresholds as dB SPL~mean signal level! are shown as a
function of notch bandwidth for the 100-Hz, 300-Hz, and wideband maskers
~bottom to top!. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean across
observers (n54). The dark solid line shows the predictions of the channel
model, using the parameters indicated in Table II. The dark dashed line
shows the predictions of the single-channel model~parameters indicated in
Table III! when level randomization is applied.
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similarity of the bandwidth estimates and the relatively mod-
est ~not significant! effect of level randomization, it appears
appropriate to conclude that single-channel level cues are
probably not the sole determinant for detection when level
randomization is absent.

Comparing the results in Tables I and II provides com-

parisons between ERB1000 estimates based on the profile-
analysis data~experiment I! and the current notched-noise
experiment. Restricting the comparison to the wideband
notched-noise data, which had the same frequency extent as
the profile-analysis experiment, the ERBs differ by approxi-
mately a factor of 2.

The current wideband condition is somewhat similar to
an experiment completed by Patterson~1976!. By compari-
son, Patterson’s maskers were 600-Hz wide, and the spec-
trum level was 40 dB SPL. Comparing the data sets, the most
obvious difference is that the current data exhibit higher
thresholds at the largest notch bandwidth. Nonetheless, our
ERB value is 170 Hz compared to Patterson’s 160 Hz.

In summary, the data appear to provide the basis for
rejecting single-channel, level-based models for the detection
of a tone added to a notched-noise masker. The slight in-
crease in thresholds associated with the introduction of level
randomization suggests that more than one cue is incorpo-
rated into the decision when there is no level randomization.
Neither the estimates of auditory filter bandwidths nor
thresholds depend heavily upon whether level randomization
was present or absent. Critically, the auditory filter band-
width estimates based on the notched-noise experiment are
wider than those based on the profile-analysis experiment.
For the roex(p,r ) filter, the difference is a factor of 2.

IV. EXPERIMENT III: HYBRID EXPERIMENT

Experiments I and II yield different estimates of audi-
tory filter bandwidths, even though the same observers par-
ticipated in both experiments and the same computational
algorithm was applied in both experiments. There are three
primary reasons that the differences might exist. First, the
profile-analysis experiments employed tonal stimuli rather
than spectrally dense Gaussian noise. In light of an experi-
ment by Mooreet al. ~1995!, this seems an unlikely expla-
nation of the difference in bandwidth estimates. In their ex-
periments, two types of maskers were tested. One masker is
similar to the wideband condition of experiment II. In a sec-
ond condition, the masker situated above the signal fre-
quency was a tone instead of a band of noise. They found
that the estimate of auditory filter bandwidths was only mar-
ginally influenced by the change in higher-frequency masker.
Second, for the profile-analysis experiment the change to be
detected is distributed in frequency while the signal in the
notched-noise experiment is a single tone. Third, as a result
of the difference in the frequency distribution of the signal,
the processing demands in the two experiments may be quite
different. In an effort to reduce the number of possible ex-
planations of the differences in bandwidth estimates, a third,
hybrid, experiment was run.

A. Methods

For the third, hybrid, experiment observers detected a
1000-Hz tone masked by a stimulus composed ofN equal-
amplitude tones. The masker stimulus was the same as the
standard stimulus used in experiment I.Ns of 4, 6, 10, 16,
20, 30, 40, and 60 were tested. Because the tones were eq-
uispaced on a logarithmic frequency scale ranging from 200

TABLE II. The modeling results for multichannel model applied to the
portion of experiment II in which level randomization is present are shown.
For each observer and the averaged data, ERBs for a filter centered at 1000
Hz (ERB1000 in Hz!, rs @as 10 log(r)], andss ~in dB! which lead to the best
fits are shown. The percent of variance in the data accounted for by the
resulting model is shown in the final column.

Masker BW ERB1000 10 log(r) s % Variance

Obs 1 138 220.2 1.3 92
Obs 2 108 231.5 5.4 99

50 Hz Obs 3 91 230.0 7.5 97
Obs 4 267 '2` 3.7 33

Obs 1 154 229.2 2.2 93
Obs 2 121 228.5 3.2 99

100 Hz Obs 3 108 222.3 6.9 99
Obs 4 133 232.2 11.4 99
Avg 133 227.2 4.9 99

Obs 1 143 233.0 3.4 97
Obs 2 167 228.5 2.2 99

300 Hz Obs 3 154 227.4 3.8 97
Obs 4 143 233.0 7.8 97
Avg 154 230.5 3.8 98

Obs 1 127 240.0 4.2 98
Obs 2 200 240.0 2.0 99

Wideband Obs 3 200 233.0 2.9 98
Obs 4 163 237.0 4.6 99
Avg 170 237.0 3.2 99

TABLE III. The modeling results for single-channel model applied to the
portion of experiment II in which level randomization is absent are shown.
For each observer and the averaged data, ERBs for a filter centered at 1000
Hz (ERB1000 in Hz!, rs @as 10 log(r)], andss ~in dB! that provided the best
fits are shown. The percent of variance in the data accounted for by the
resulting model is shown in the final column.

Masker~BW! ERB1000 10 log(r) s % Variance

Obs 1 200 215.5 0.3 89
Obs 2 108 230.0 4.8 99

50 Hz Obs 3 154 211.9 0.4 55
Obs 4 200 '2` 6.6 48

Obs 1 160 229.2 1.5 98
Obs 2 114 229.2 3.0 98

100 Hz Obs 3 98 228.0 3.8 96
Obs 4 148 233.0 8.3 98
Avg 129 229.2 3.6 99

Obs 1 182 228.9 1.0 95
Obs 2 148 229.6 1.5 99

300 Hz Obs 3 160 225.7 2.2 95
Obs 4 133 237.0 7.5 99
Avg 154 230.0 2.5 98

Obs 1 148 237.0 2.5 97
Obs 2 167 240.0 2.6 98

Wideband Obs 3 167 234.0 1.9 99
Obs 4 129 240.0 6.7 99
Avg 148 237.0 3.2 99
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to 5000 Hz, the masker did not have energy at 1000 Hz, but
1000 Hz was the geometric mean between the two central
tones that made up the masker. On each stimulus presenta-
tion, the starting phases of the individual components of the
masker, and when present, the signal, were randomly drawn
from a uniform distribution with a range of 2p rad. Level
randomization was either absent or present. When present,
the overall level ~masker alone or masker1signal! was
drawn from a uniform distribution with a 30-dB range and a
0.1-dB gradation on each presentation. As in experiment II,
thresholds are expressed as themeansignal level in dB SPL.
Filter bandwidth estimates that rival those determined for
experiment I would imply that differences in spectral density
underlie the difference in auditory filter bandwidth estimates
determined in experiments I and II. However, filter band-
width estimates that rival those determined for experiment II
would point to differences in processing strategies across
these different tasks.

B. Results of experiment III

Because the trends in the data are similar across observ-
ers, Fig. 5 shows the average data. Mean signal levels at
threshold in dB SPL are plotted as a function of the number
of components,N. Error bars indicate the standard error of
the mean across the four observers. Unfilled symbols indi-
cate level randomization was absent, and filled symbols in-
dicate that level randomization was present. Thresholds rise
with increases in the number of components, or equivalently,
with decreases in the notch bandwidth surrounding the signal
frequency.

An analysis of variance which treated observers as a
random variable revealed significant effects apparent in Fig.
5. The effect of number of components@F(7,21)5551.4,p
,0.0005#, and the average 2.9-dB effect of level randomiza-
tion @F(1,3)512.3,p,0.04# are significant. TheN-by-level
randomization interaction is also significant@F(7,21)54, p
,0.007]. The interaction is apparent in the slight reduction
in the effect of level randomization concomitant with the
increase in the number of components,N. It is difficult to

know whether the interaction reflects ‘‘energetic’’ masking
~frequency extent of the notch! vs the incorporation of en-
ergy at frequencies distant from the signal when there is level
randomization.

C. Auditory filter bandwidth estimates

The parameter estimates for the multi- and single-
channel models are shown in Tables IV and V, respectively,
using a roex(p,r ) weighting function. The fits are excellent,
and the auditory filter bandwidth estimates are about the
same for the two models. The dark line plotted in Fig. 5
shows the multichannel fits to the averaged data. The dark
dashed line shows the predicted effects of level variation
based on the single-channel model. A single-channel, level-
based model cannot account for the thresholds measured in
the presence of level variation.

The ERB1000s for this experiment are consistently wider
than the results for the wideband masker of experiment II
and considerably wider than the ERB1000s estimated in ex-
periment I. Comparisons of these ERB1000s values are con-
sidered below.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the experiments described above suggest
two primary conclusions. First, when a tone added to a
notched masker is to be detected, estimates of auditory filter
bandwidth are wider than when the task is to detect differ-
ences in spectral profile. Thus, the channel model coupled
with roex(p,r ) weighting functions does not generalize from
a single-channel to a multichannel model of processing. Sec-
ond, consistent with previous reports,~e.g., Kidd et al.,
1989! changes in the level at the output of a single auditory

FIG. 5. Averaged thresholds are shown as a function of number of compo-
nents~N! for the hybrid experiment~experiment III!. Error bars indicate the
standard errors of the mean across observers (n54). The dark solid line
shows the predictions of the channel model, using the parameters indicated
in Table IV. The dark dashed line shows the predictions of the single-
channel model~parameters indicated in Table V! when level randomization
is applied.

TABLE IV. The modeling results for the multichannel model applied to the
portion of experiment III in which level randomization is present are shown.
For each observer and the averaged data, ERBs for a filter centered at 1000
Hz (ERB1000 in Hz!, rs @as 10 log(r)], andss ~in dB! that best fit the data are
shown. The percent of variance in the data accounted for by the resulting
model is shown in the final column.

ERB1000 10 log(r) s % Variance

Obs 1 167 222.3 1.1 95
Obs 2 235 226.2 1.4 98
Obs 3 258 221.1 2.3 95
Obs 4 235 223.4 2.8 98
Avg 242 223.3 1.7 98

TABLE V. The modeling results for single-channel model applied to the
portion of experiment III in which level randomization in absent are shown.
For each observer and the averaged data, ERBs for a filter centered at 1000
Hz (ERB1000 in Hz!, rs @as 10 log(r)], and ss ~in dB! for the best fits are
shown. The percent of variance in the data accounted for by the resulting
model is shown in the final column.

ERB1000 10 log(r) s % Variance

Obs 1 174 229.2 1.1 99
Obs 2 190 224.9 1.1 99
Obs 3 211 223.0 1.0 98
Obs 4 167 224.0 1.8 99
Avg 186 225.2 1.2 99
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filter cannot account for the detection of a tone added to
noise, even notched-noise maskers. In the following discus-
sion, the differences in the auditory filter bandwidths are
considered from two perspectives: the reliability of the mea-
sures and potential reasons that different bandwidths might
be estimated.

A. A comparison of auditory filter bandwidth
estimates

The estimated auditory filter bandwidth is widest for ex-
periment III and narrowest for experiment I. However, the
error functions associated with the fits to the different data
sets are not the same, which makes the comparisons of band-
width estimates difficult. To provide an example of the
change in the error functions associated with the three sets of
data, consider the change in percent of variance accounted
for as a function of ERB1000. In experiment III large changes
in bandwidth barely impact on the quality of the model fit.
For ERB1000s ranging from 40 to 400 Hz, the percentage of
variance accounted for ranges from 79% at 40 Hz to a maxi-
mum of 98% at 242 Hz, and falls only slightly to 94% when
an ERB1000 of 400 Hz is tested. In the notched-noise experi-
ment~experiment II! and for the wideband condition, the fits
are more constrained: an ERB1000of 40 Hz accounts for 10%
of the variance, an ERB1000 of 170 Hz accounts for a maxi-
mal 99% of the variance, and the percent of variance ac-
counted for falls to 78% for an ERB1000 of 400 Hz. In ex-
periment I the error functions are less forgiving: an ERB1000

of 62 Hz accounts for 50% of the variance, an ERB1000of 85
accounts for a maximal 80% of the variance, and the percent
variance accounted for falls to 50% for an ERB1000 of 114
Hz.

Figure 6 demonstrates the impact of such differences in
error functions for fits to experiments I and III. The top panel
of Fig. 6 shows the profile-analysis data~triangles! and the
bottom panel plots the hybrid data~squares! in the presence
of level randomization. In the top panel, the solid lines show
predictions for the filter bank derived using the profile-
analysis data~parameters shown in the bottom row of Table
I!, and for the bottom panel the dotted lines show the predic-
tions for the hybrid filter bank~bottom row of Table IV!.
Next, the profile-analysis filter bank was used to predict the
hybrid experimental data by changing the standard deviation
of the added channel noise,s, in order to best fit the data.
These predictions are shown as the solid line in the bottom
panel. The profile-analysis filter bank does a reasonably good
job in capturing the hybrid data, accounting for approxi-
mately 89 percent of the variance in the data. The hybrid
filter bank was also used to predict the profile-analysis ex-
perimental data by varying the magnitude ofs. These model
fits are shown as the dotted line in the top panel, and they
greatly miss the profile-analysis data.

In general, the fits to the profile analysis data are most
constrained and the fits to the hybrid data least constrained.
For the hybrid experiment, the problem is associated with the
r parameter. In the hybrid experiment, the increase in mask-
ing with increasing number of components is fairly well cap-
tured either by increasing the auditory filter bandwidth or
increasingr, meaning bandwidth andr are not separable pa-

rameters for this data set. For that reason, we refit the data
using a single-parameter roex(p) weighting function. Con-
sidering only the averaged data, the estimated ERB1000 for
the profile-analysis experiment is 81 Hz, the ERB1000 for the
wideband notched-noise experiment is 246 Hz, and the
ERB1000 for the hybrid experiment is 308 Hz. For these fits,
the percent of variances accounted for is 73, 94, and 97,
respectively. Thus, compared to fits derived using the two-
parameter roex(p,r ) weighting shape, the bandwidth esti-
mates are somewhat different. The roex(p) fits are more con-
strained ~i.e., the proportion of variance accounted for
changes more quickly as a function of bandwidth for narrow
filter bandwidths!, yet the hybrid and wideband notched-
noise auditory filter estimates remain far wider than the es-
timates based on the profile-analysis experiment.

With regard to whether the differences in bandwidths
across tasks are meaningful, several additional simulations
were run. The first sequence of simulations was aimed at the
difference in multichannel estimates derived from detection
experiments, experiments II and III. The fits described above
may be thought of as six-parameter fits to the aggregate data
set~data collected in experiments II and III,pn , pc , r n , r c ,
sn , sc , wheren refers to the notched-noise masker associ-
ated with experiment II andc refers to the complex multitone
masker used in experiment III!. Overall, the six-parameter fit
accounts for 99% of the variance across experiments II and
III. When a five-parameter model is fitted to the averaged
data using a singlep parameter~p, r n , r c , sn , sc , using
newly determined values forp, r n , r c , sn , andsc!, 99% of
the variance is again accounted for by the model. Further
restricting the model to a four-parameter fit using a singlep

FIG. 6. Top panel: Data and roex(p,r ) multichannel fits for the profile-
analysis experiment. Bottom panel: Data and roex(p,r ) multichannel fits for
the hybrid experiment. The solid line shows best fits using the profile-
analysis filter bank and the dotted line shows the best fits using the hybrid
filter bank.
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and a singler parameter for both data sets (p,r ,sn ,sc),
96% of the variance is accounted for.4 Thus, there is little
basis to claim that there are differences in the estimates of
auditory filter bandwidths for experiments II and III. As a
result, the estimates will be accepted as equivalent.

In a second sequence of simulations, a similar approach
was used, except that the comparison was between the data
of experiment III and experiment I. We were most interested
in comparing these data sets because the standard stimulus is
identical in the two tasks. Past estimates of auditory filter
bandwidth indicate a nonlinear contribution of masker level
~e.g., Patterson and Moore, 1986; Glasberg and Moore,
1990; Rosen and Baker, 1994!; for higher stimulus levels,
the bandwidth estimate is broader. By restricting compari-
sons to the results from experiments I and III, any error
associated with the absence of a nonlinearity is minimized.
As described above, six-parameter, five-parameter, and four-
parameter models were fit to the aggregate data sets. For the
four-through six-parameter models, 94%, 87%, and 87% of
the variance in the data was accounted for, respectively.5

Allowing two different values ofp leads to a 7% increase in
the percentage of the variance accounted for, suggesting that
two p values better fit the data than just one. This 7% in-
crease is small, and for the most part reflects the fact that
large changes in the value ofp lead to small changes in the
percent of variance accounted for in experiment III.

To summarize, estimates of auditory filter bandwidths
depend on the task. It is unlikely that the differences in the
bandwidth estimates obtained for the two detection tasks,
experiments II and III, are substantially different. It appears,
however, that the estimated bandwidth associated with the
profile-analysis task is considerably narrower than that asso-
ciated with the detection tasks.

B. Evaluation of alternative explanations for the
change in auditory filter bandwidth estimates

1. Modeling

There are at least three reasons why the ‘‘wide’’~i.e.,
typical! auditory filters may fail to account for the profile-
analysis data. First, only a few types of filter weighting func-
tions were explored, one of which is reported here. It might
be possible to design a weighting function that is consistent
with all of the data sets. Second, the constant-Q assumption
may be overly restrictive. Third, the current filters did not
vary bandwidth with changes in stimulus energy.6 In order to
evaluate the latter two alternatives, the filters described by
Glasberg and Moore~1990! were used to generate thresholds
in the profile-analysis experiment. The channel model was
used, and the standard deviation of the added channel noise,
s, was altered in order to generate the best fit to the data. For
large N, the Glasberg and Moore~1990! filter bank can be
made to account for the data by adjusting the magnitude of
the channel noise. At smallN, the predictions fail in the same
way as the filters estimated in the hybrid experiment~Fig. 6,
upper panel!; they grossly overestimate the sensitivity seen
in the data. This overestimate in sensitivity occurs because
nearlyall of the filters convey information about the spectral
change in the stimuli; i.e., they are so wide that nearly all the
filters pass significant energy, and therefore the output of

nearly all the filters signals the spectral change in the stimuli.
In short, the auditory filters are too wide to account for the
trends seen in the data. To put it another way, it is the pattern
of thresholds atsmall Ns that leads to narrow filter band-
width estimates in experiment I~Table I!.

The proposition that a bank ofnarrow-bandfilters may
be required for ‘‘excitation pattern’’ models to be successful
depends upon the current choice of model, the optimal chan-
nel model. Nonoptimal processing schemes might provide a
means by which wider filters could be used to account for
both detection and profile-analysis data. For example, in
Figs. 2 and 6 it is apparent that our version of the channel
model does not completely capture the steepness of the
change in thresholds forNs increasing from 4 to 20. How-
ever, if one assumes that the number of filters is proportional
to the number of components, the data are well captured~see
also Green, 1992; i.e., thresholds expressed asDL in dB fall
near a rate of 1/AN). More interesting, if one assumes that
the number of filters is proportional to the number of com-
ponents forN,20 or so, simulations indicate that there is
little basis for choosing narrow filters over wide filters. Un-
der those circumstances, only the rising portion of the data
~Fig. 1! impacts on the bandwidth estimate. Those data are
largely consistent with wide auditory filters, although the fits
are relatively unconstrained.

Past estimates of auditory filter bandwidths based on
profile-analysis data~e.g., Bernstein and Green, 1987; Dai
and Green, 1993! do not indicate narrow filter estimates rela-
tive to those found for notched-noise experiments. For the
former study, rather stringent single-channel assumptions
were used to estimate the filter bandwidths. Applying the
current model to their experiment 2, filter bandwidths are
consistent with those obtained in our experiment I~note
these simulations compared results using roex(p) weighting
functions!. For Bernstein and Green’s experiment 1, only the
data for largeNs are consistent with the Durlachet al.
~1986! model, and for that subset of the data, the data could
not be fitted with certainty as only a few number of data
points were obtained. For the Dai and Green~1993! experi-
ment, there are interactions within single auditory filters,
which is equivalent to the situation whenN is large in our
experiment. As described above, when there are interactions
within auditory filters, filters wide relative to those deter-
mined in experiment I reasonably fit the data. These addi-
tional fits to existing data underscore the dependence of the
relatively narrow filter estimates shown in Table I on the
data collected at smallNs.

2. Auditory processing

The results indicate different auditory filter bandwidth
estimates for profile-analysis versus notched-masker experi-
ments. In contrast to our preliminary work, this cannot be
due to differences in observers and/or procedures, as a single
crew of observers and similar experimental procedures was
used. A second explanation, differences in stimulus density,
proved to be unimportant~comparing auditory filter band-
width estimates in experiments II and III; see also Moore
et al., 1995!.
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Although it is far from certain, it might be the case that
the processing demands associated with the different tasks
drive the differences in the auditory filter bandwidth esti-
mates. In order to explore this hypothesis, it is worth consid-
ering existing fits of linear models applied to profile-analysis
and masking experiments. The available data indicate differ-
ent patterns of combination weights. For example, Berg and
Green~1990; Green and Berg, 1991! found that observers
appear to depend on information across several octaves for
profile-analysis tasks, whereas for tone-in-noise tasks ob-
servers appear to rely on frequencies neighboring the signal
frequency~Richards and Buss, 1996; see also Ahumada and
Lovell, 1971; Gilkey and Robinson, 1986!. This difference in
weighting patterns suggests different processing strategies.
Finally, Berg and Green~1991! found that when observers
discriminated between an eight-component up–down stimu-
lus and a ‘‘flat’’ stimulus, observers emphasized information
in a subset of the components. What is unclear is how dif-
ferent decision strategies affect estimates of frequency selec-
tivity, and how changes in the number of components impact
on decision strategies.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Estimates of auditory filter bandwidths were derived in
three experiments. The results indicate that the channel
model ~Durlach et al., 1986! used in conjunction with a
singlebank of roex(p,r ) auditory filters cannot account for
the data of the three experiments. Filter bandwidths esti-
mated in the profile-analysis experiment are narrow relative
to those estimated for the detection tasks. The wider filters
cannot account for profile-analysis data obtained when small
Ns are tested. Notably, the profile-analysis data may be cap-
tured using wider filters if it is assumed that the number of
filters contributing to the discrimination decision increases
with increases in the number of components up to anN of 20
or so. Thus, there are two potential explanations of the data
and modeling results. First, the substantial shift in bandwidth
may hinge on differences in processing associated with
single-tone detection vs profile analysis tasks. Second, it
might be that the auditory system emphasizes peaks in the
power spectra such that when sparse spectra are tested in
profile-analysis tasks the decision process is nonoptimal.
This amounts to monitoring only a subset of auditory filters.
Such selective monitoring may be obligatory, or may reflect
attentional mechanisms~even though those mechanisms are
detrimental relative to an optimal detection mechanism!.

The results also indicate that there is little effect of level
randomization for the detection of a tone added to a notched
masker. This suggests that changes in the level at the output
of a single auditory filter poorly describes the detection of a
tone added to a notched masker.
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1The assertion that the channel model degenerates to the power spectrum
model of masking assumes no internal interchannel correlation. The current
model assumesd825∆G∆T, where∆ is a vector that represents the mean
difference in level, in dB, between two stimuli at the output of a bank of
auditory filters~in the current formalization!, G is the inverse of the inter-
channel covariance matrix, andT signifies the transpose~e.g., van Trees,
1968; Durlachet al., 1986!. When the signal to be detected is a single tone
added to a notched masker, the∆ vector is expected to be zero except at the
outputs of the auditory filters that pass significant signal energy. In the
absence of interchannel correlation, the covariance matrix is zero-valued
except along the diagonal. Thus, the index of detectability (d8) is essen-
tially the same as the one associated with the single-channel power spec-
trum model of masking. On the other hand, if interchannel covariance is
present due to level variation or a noise source that covaries for neighbor-
ing auditory filters, the covariance matrix is not strictly zero on the nondi-
agonal entries. As a result, the inverse of the covariance matrix has nonzero
values away from the diagonal. For that reason, in the presence of correla-
tion across channels, the optimal decision rule is different from the single-
channel power spectrum model of masking.

It should be noted that in the presence of level randomization, such as the
30-dB range used in the current experiments, the externally applied inter-
channel covariance is likely to swamp any internal interchannel covariance.
Thus, when level randomization is applied, one may assume that the con-
tribution of the internal interchannel covariance is negligible. We thank Dr.
Huanping Dai for suggesting this simplifying assumption.

2This interesting observation was suggested by an anonymous reviewer.
3For largeNs, occasionally the tracking procedure led to signal levels of 0
dB. Because the signal level is defined as sigre standard in dB, signal
levels of 0 dB indicate that only 1/2 the stimulus components were present.
The rule applied was that in 500 trials a 0-dB value could be reached only
eight times. Generally, the ceiling was reached infrequently forNs of 50
and 60, and never for otherNs. For anN of 60, sensitivity of two of the
observers did not meet this criterion.

4The comparisons of experiments II and III yielded the following param-
eters: For the six-parameter fit:pn523.5, pc516.5, 10 log(rn)5237,
10 log(rc)5223.3, sn53.2, sc51.7. For the five-parameter fit:p521,
10 log(rn)5235.2, 10 log(rc)5222.4, sn52.4, sc52.1. For the four-
parameter fit:p514, r 50, sn51.2, sc51.7.

5The comparisons of experiments I and III yielded the following parameters:
Here, u denotes the up–down stimulus~experiment I!. For the six-
parameter fit:pu547, pc516.5, 10 log(ru)5225.2, 10 log(rc)5223.2,su

55.1, sc51.7. For the five-parameter fit:p545, 10 log(ru)5225.2,
10 log(rc)5222.4, su54.8, sc53.8. For the four-parameter fit:p545,
10 log(r)5222.2,su54.5, sc53.5.

6Spot checks indicate that incorporating filter bandwidths that vary with
stimulus level in the current model did not lead to large increases in the
goodness of fits for the profile-analysis data.
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Age differences in backward masking
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The present study was designed to assess the effects of age on the time course of backward masking.
In experiment 1, thresholds for detecting a 10-ms, 500-Hz sinusoidal signal were measured as a
function of the temporal separation between the signal and a 50-ms broadband masker. Subjects
were younger~18–24! and older~over age 65! adults with normal hearing~thresholds less than 20
dB HL! for frequencies of 4 kHz and below. Younger subjects exhibited less overall masking and
steeper recovery functions than did the older adults. Masked thresholds for younger participants
approached unmasked thresholds for signal-masker delays greater than 6–8 ms. In contrast, older
adults exhibited significant masking even at the longest delay tested~20 ms!. In experiment 2, signal
duration was decreased to 5 ms for a separate group of younger adults. Although overall thresholds
were elevated for the shorter signal duration, the slope of the backward masking recovery function
was not different from that observed for younger adults in experiment 1. The results suggest that
age, independent of hearing loss, affects the temporal course of backward masking. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05911-1#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Dc@SPB#

INTRODUCTION

Studies examining the time course of backward masking
can provide important information about temporal process-
ing in the auditory system. Previous studies~Newman and
Spitzer, 1983; Razet al., 1990; Cobbet al., 1993! have re-
ported significant age differences in both the time course and
overall level of backward masking. For example, Cobbet al.
~1993! compared backward masking in younger and older
adults using a broadband masker and signal frequencies of
500 and 4000 Hz. At the shortest signal-masker delay tested
~2 ms!, older adults exhibited approximately 28 dB more
masking than younger adults. At the longest signal-masker
delay ~30 ms!, older adults’ thresholds exceeded those of
younger adults by approximately 17 dB. These findings sug-
gest that older adults exhibit greater overall masking and
more prolonged recovery functions for backward masking
and are consistent with other studies that have demonstrated
age-related changes in temporal processing~see Fitzgibbons
and Gordon-Salant, 1996 for review; but also see Moore
et al., 1992!.

An important limitation on previous investigations of
age-related changes in backward masking, however, is that
most have confounded the effects of age and hearing impair-
ment. For example, older subjects in the Cobbet al. ~1993!
investigation had significantly greater hearing loss than their
younger counterparts.1 Similarly, Newman and Spitzer
~1983! compared backward recognition masking in normal-
hearing younger adults and older subjects with age-adjusted
normal hearing. In absolute terms, however, the older adults
had significantly poorer sensitivity than the younger listen-
ers. Consequently, it was not possible to dissociate the con-
tributions of age and hearing loss to the observed differences
in backward recognition masking.

A second difficulty with previous studies of age-related

changes in backward masking is that the signal-masker de-
lays that have been examined do not provide sufficiently
detailed information about the function relating masked
thresholds to signal-masker delays. Most previous investiga-
tions examining the time course of backward masking~El-
liott, 1962a, b; Dolan and Small, 1984; Duifhuis, 1973; Ox-
enham and Moore, 1994, 1995! have reported functions that
are relatively steep for signal-masker delays less than 15 ms
and more gradual for intervals exceeding 20 ms. Thus, to
obtain a sufficiently fine-grained analysis of backward mask-
ing recovery functions, it is necessary to sample a number of
signal-masker delays less than 15 ms. Previous investiga-
tions of age-related changes in backward masking, however,
have generally not included detailed sampling within the ini-
tial portion of the backward masking recovery function. For
example, Cobbet al. ~1993! sampled only two signal-masker
delays less than 15 ms~2 and 8 ms!. Newman and Spitzer
~1983! tested a total of 12 delays ranging from 0 to 440 ms.
All of the delays tested were separated by a minimum of 20
ms with a modal difference of 40 ms. The restricted range of
signal-masker delays that has been tested in previous inves-
tigations, therefore, does not provide adequate details about
age differences in backward masking at short signal-masker
delays where most of the recovery occurs.

The present study was designed to provide a more fine-
grained analysis of age differences in backward masking,
independent of age-related hearing loss. The contribution of
presbycusis was minimized by restricting participation to
younger and older adults with audiologically normal hearing
for frequencies of 4 kHz and below. In addition, a relatively
low-frequency~500 Hz! signal was used because age differ-
ences in absolute sensitivity are generally small at this fre-
quency~Gates and Cooper, 1991; Willott, 1991!. Finally, the
experiments used narrowly spaced signal-masker delays to
obtain detailed characteristics of the time course of backward
masking in the two age groups. On the basis of previousa!Electronic mail: Msommers@artsci.wustl.edu
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studies of age changes in temporal processing~Newman and
Spitzer, 1983; Cobbet al., 1993; Fitzgibbons and Gordon-
Salant, 1996!, the working hypothesis for the present inves-
tigation was that age would alter both the extent and time
course of backward masking.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Method

1. Subjects

Five older adults~age range 67–82! and ten younger
adults~range 18–24! served as experimental subjects. Older
adults were community-dwelling volunteers recruited from
the subject pool maintained by the Aging and Development
Program at Washington University. Younger adults were re-
cruited by posted advertisements. All subjects were paid $10/
hour for participating. As a group, older adults had greater
experience with psychoacoustic tasks. Two of the older lis-
teners had previously participated in an investigation of au-
ditory filter shapes~approximately 15 h of testing! using both
simultaneous and forward notched-noise maskers~Sommers
and Gehr, 1998!. In contrast, all of the younger adults were
naive psychoacoustic observers. Pure-tone air-conduction
thresholds for octave frequencies from 250–4000 Hz were
less than 20 dB HL~ANSI, 1989! for all subjects. Mean
thresholds for older and younger adults differed by less than
7 dB for all test frequencies except 250 Hz~thresholds 10 dB
greater for older adults!. Absolute sensitivity was measured
using the same adaptive tracking procedure used to assess
backward masking~see below! except that signal duration
was 250 ms and no masker was presented.

2. Stimuli and equipment

The signal was a 10-ms, 500-Hz sinusoid gated with
2-ms raised-cosine ramps. The masker was a 50-ms sample
of white noise gated with 2-ms raised-cosine ramps. A new
sample of noise was generated for each interval of the adap-
tive tracking procedure. The signal and masker were digitally
generated using a 20-kHz sampling rate~TDT AP2! and in-
put to separate channels of a 16-Bit D/A converter~TDT
DA1!. The outputs of the D/A converter were low-pass fil-
tered at 8.5 kHz~TDT FLT3!, and the signal was attenuated
~TDT PA3!. The signal and masker were mixed~TDT SM3!,
input to a headphone driver~TDT HB6!, and presented to
one channel of Sony MDR-7506 headphones. The program-
mable attenuator controlled signal level. The level of the
noise was 80 dB SPL (N0541 dB). Presentation levels were
measured at the output of the transducer used for stimulus
presentation in a NBS-9A 6-cc coupler with a Bru¨el and
Kjaer sound level meter~model 2204! set on the linear
weighting scale. The signals used for calibration had the
same temporal and spectral characteristics as those used dur-
ing testing. Signals were calibrated at maximum amplitude
as computed on the array processor. Signal-masker delays
~specified as the time interval between the 0 voltage points of
the envelope of the electrical signals! of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and
20 ms were tested.

3. Procedure

Subjects were tested individually while seated in a
double-walled sound attenuating booth~IAC!. A two-interval
forced-choice tracking procedure~two-down, one-up, Levitt,
1971! was used to determine signal threshold for each signal-
masker delay. Each run consisted of 60 trials. For each trial,
one interval contained the noise alone and the other con-
tained noise plus signal. The interval containing the signal
was selected randomly on each trial. There was a 700-ms
delay between the two intervals in each trial and a 1-s delay
between trials. For each threshold determination, the starting
level of the signal was set at least 10 dB above the estimated
threshold value. The initial step size was 10 dB. After the
first three reversals, the step size was reduced to 2 dB. Feed-
back was provided after each trial. Threshold for each run
was calculated as the average of the last even number of
reversals~excluding the first 3!. Unmasked thresholds for the
10-ms signal were obtained using the identical procedures
and equipment without the masker.

Participants were asked to indicate which interval they
thought contained the signal. Each signal-masker delay was
run at least twice. Testing order for the different signal-
masker delays was determined randomly for each participant
with the exception that the same signal-masker delay could
not be presented successively. If the difference between the
two threshold estimates for a condition was greater than 5
dB, the condition was run again until two estimates met the
5-dB criterion. The final threshold was the average of the
two trials that met the 5-dB criterion.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 1 displays mean signal thresholds as a function of
signal-masker delay for older and younger adults. Unmasked
thresholds are shown as unconnected points. As expected
based on the similarity of their hearing profiles, unmasked
thresholds were nearly identical for the two groups. Masked
thresholds, however, were higher for older than for younger
adults at all signal-masker delays. At the shortest delay~1
ms! younger adults exhibited approximately 19 dB of mask-
ing ~masked threshold-unmasked threshold!. Older adults, in

FIG. 1. Comparison of backward masking recovery functions for normal-
hearing older and younger adults. The two single points show the mean
unmasked thresholds for the two groups~older adultsj; younger adultsd!.
Error bars show standard deviations of the mean.
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contrast, exhibited approximately 40 dB of masking at the
1-ms signal-masker delay. Differences in masked thresholds
for the two groups ranged from 22 to 25 dB across the set of
delays tested. At the longest signal-masker delay~20 ms!,
masked thresholds for younger adults approached, but did
not reach, values obtained for the unmasked condition. In
contrast, older adults exhibited considerable masking~ap-
proximately 24 dB! even at the 20-ms signal-masker delay.

To examine age differences in the time course of back-
ward masking, a mixed design analysis of variance was
conducted on the masked threshold data from the two
groups. Thresholds at each of the delay conditions were
entered as repeated-measures variables. Age group served
as an independent-measures variable. The analysis indicated
a significant effect for delay condition@F(7,91)532.5, p
,0.001#; as expected, thresholds declined as a function of
signal-masker delay. Thresholds were also significantly
higher for older than for younger adults@F(1,13)
531.43, p,0.001#.

To further examine the observed age differences, thresh-
olds at each of the delays were compared to unmasked
thresholds.Post hocTukey HSD pairwise comparisons indi-
cated that, for younger adults, masked thresholds were not
significantly different from unmasked thresholds for delays
of 8 ms and above~p,0.001 for delays of 1, 2, and 4 ms;
p,0.01 for 6-ms delay; andp.0.4 for delays exceeding 6
ms!. This finding is consistent with previous studies of back-
ward masking~Elliott, 1962a, b! indicating a relatively steep
initial portion of the backward masking recovery function
~i.e., signal-masker delays less than approximately 10–15
ms! in younger adults. Older adults, however, exhibited el-
evated thresholds for all signal-masker delays tested, includ-
ing the longest of 20 ms~p,0.001 for all comparisons!.

For both older and younger adults, best fitting linear
regression lines were calculated for the function relating
mean masked threshold to signal-masker delay. The results
of these analyses are shown in Fig. 2. The regressions were
limited to signal-masker delays between 1 and 8 ms because
thresholds for younger adults had returned to baseline levels
~i.e., were not significantly different from unmasked thresh-
olds! by the 8-ms signal-masker delay. Overall, the linear
regressions provided good fits to the obtained data~R2 val-

ues were 0.99 and 0.88 for younger and older adults, respec-
tively!. For younger adults, the slope of the function relating
signal threshold to signal-masker delay was21.8 dB/ms
~95% confidence intervals521.9 to 21.4!. In comparison,
the slope for the older listeners was20.9 dB/ms2 ~95% con-
fidence intervals521.2 to20.3!. These findings suggest that
in addition to age-related increases in overall masking, older
and younger adults differed with respect to the time course
of backward masking.

One possible concern with this conclusion is that, al-
though both groups had absolute sensitivity within normal
limits ~, 20 dB HL!, sensitivity was lower for the older than
for the younger adults. To investigate whether this differen-
tial hearing loss contributed to age differences in backward
masking, partial correlations~partialing out age! were com-
puted between thresholds at 500 Hz and amount of backward
masking at each of the signal-masker delays. No significant
correlations were observed in the analyses, suggesting that
age differences in backward masking were not simply a re-
sult of slightly elevated thresholds for older adults.

A second issue that was addressed is that, as shown in
Fig. 1, both older and younger adults exhibited considerable
individual variability in backward masking. One question
raised by this finding is whether individual subjects varied
with respect to therelativeamount of masking they exhibited
across delays. That is, did individuals who evidenced rela-
tively high amounts of backward masking at one signal-
masker delay also exhibit relatively high masking levels at
other delays? To investigate this question, correlations were
computed to determine the relationship between the amount
of masking exhibited at each of the signal-masker delays.
For young adults, the correlations were restricted to delays of
8 ms or less because, as noted, masked thresholds ap-
proached unmasked thresholds for delays of 8 ms and above.
Correlation coefficients for this group were all positive and
exceeded 0.5~range 0.51 to 0.97!. For older adults, the cor-
relations were conducted across all signal-masker delays and
ranged from 0.6 to 0.93. Taken together, these findings sug-
gest that, although backward masking varies considerably
across individuals, relative masking as a function of signal-
masker delay was generally consistent across participants.

The findings from experiment 1 indicated that normal-
hearing older adults exhibited a greater amount of, and
slower recovery from, backward masking than younger
adults. One issue that we wanted to investigate further was
whether the observed age differences in the time course of
backward masking were a consequence of the higher thresh-
old values observed for older adults. Therefore, experiment 2
examined the time course of backward masking for younger
adults when signal duration was reduced from 10 to 5 ms.
Reducing signal duration shortens the window for temporal
integration and was therefore expected to increase thresh-
olds. Pilot testing with a group of participants not included in
experiment 2 indicated that reducing stimulus duration from
10 to 5 ms increased thresholds 10–15 dB at the shortest
signal-masker delay.3 If the observed age-related changes in
the time course of backward masking were a consequence of
higher thresholds in older adults, then relative to experiment
1, younger listeners tested with a shorter duration signal

FIG. 2. Comparison of best fitting linear regressions for functions relating
mean masked thresholds to signal-masker delay for younger and older sub-
jects. Regressions were limited to signal-masker delays of 8 ms or less~see
text!. Both graphs have a range of 14 dB on the ordinate for ease of com-
parison.
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should exhibit higher thresholds and decreased slopes for the
backward masking recovery function.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Method

1. Subjects

Three younger adults with normal hearing~thresholds
for octave frequencies from 250 to 4000 Hz,20 dB HL!
were tested in experiment 2. Duration of testing and overall
experience with the backward masking task were similar to
younger adults tested in experiment 1. None of the subjects
had participated in experiment 1. All subjects received
course credit for their participation.

2. Stimuli, equipment, and procedures

The equipment and procedures were identical to experi-
ment 1. The stimuli were also identical to experiment 1 ex-
cept that signal duration was set to 5 rather than 10 ms.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 3 compares mean thresholds for younger adults
tested with the 10-ms~experiment 1! and 5-ms~experiment
2! signal durations as a function of signal-masker delay. As
expected, both masked and unmasked thresholds were el-
evated for the shorter signal duration. For the 1-ms signal-
masker delay, masked thresholds for the 5-ms signal were
elevated approximately 14 dB relative to the corresponding
condition in experiment 1. At the longest signal-masker de-
lay ~20 ms!, thresholds in experiment 2 were approximately
7 dB greater than unmasked thresholds~compared with a
4-dB difference between masked and unmasked thresholds at
the 20-ms delay for experiment 1!. Variability in thresholds
was also greater in experiment 2 than in experiment 1 be-
cause of the smaller number of subjects. Overall, reducing
signal duration increased thresholds at all signal-masker de-
lays, but threshold values were still somewhat lower than
was observed for older adults in experiment 1~especially for
the longer signal-masker delays!.

Despite increased thresholds in experiment 2, the time
course of backward masking for younger adults in experi-
ments 1 and 2 was very similar. Figure 4 compares the

slopes of backward masking recovery functions for younger
adults tested with the 5-ms signal and older adults tested
with the 10-ms signal duration. Note that masked thresholds
for both groups were elevated considerably relative to
younger adults tested with a 10-ms signal. In fact, at the
1-ms delay, masked thresholds for older adults tested with
the 10-ms signal and younger adults tested with the 5-ms
signal were within 5 dB. The figure shows best fitting linear
regressions for the functions relating masked threshold to
signal-masker delay for intervals less than or equal to 8 ms.
The overall fit of the function for the 5-ms signal duration
(R250.91) was similar to that observed for younger adults
in experiment 1 (R250.99). The slope of the function was
22.0 dB/ms ~95% confidence intervals523.1 to 21.1!,
which is similar to the slope observed for younger adults in
experiment 1~21.7 dB/ms!. These findings suggest that, de-
spite significantly higher thresholds for younger adults in
experiment 2 compared with experiment 1, the time course
of backward masking was similar in the two experiments.
Thus, the age differences in backward masking found in ex-
periment 1 probably cannot be attributed to the higher
thresholds observed in older listeners.

III. DISCUSSION

The results of the present study suggest that age, inde-
pendent of hearing loss, can significantly affect both the ex-
tent and time course of backward masking. In experiment 1,
masked thresholds for younger listeners approached un-
masked thresholds for signal-masker delays exceeding ap-
proximately 6–8 ms. In contrast, masked thresholds for older
adults were significantly elevated, relative to unmasked base-
lines, even for the longest signal-masker delay tested~20
ms!. Experiment 2 demonstrated that reducing signal dura-
tion for younger adults increased masked thresholds but did
not reduce the slope of the backward masking recovery func-
tion. This finding indicates that age differences in the time
course of backward masking observed in experiment 1 were
not simply a consequence of higher thresholds for older
adults.

A number of findings from the present study are consis-
tent with results of previous investigations of backward
masking in older and younger adults~Elliott, 1962a, b; Duif-
huis, 1973; Dolan and Small, 1984; Oxenham and Moore,

FIG. 3. Backward masking recovery functions for younger subjects for sig-
nal durations of 5~l! and 10~d! ms. The two single points show mean
unmasked thresholds for the two durations. The 10-ms data have been re-
plotted from experiment 1. Error bars show standard deviations of the mean.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 except that the comparison is between younger
subjects tested with a 5-ms signal and older subjects tested with a 10-ms
signal. Ordinate values are identical for the two functions.
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1994, 1995!. First, as noted, prior studies of backward mask-
ing have generally reported that the function relating masked
thresholds to signal-masker delay consists of two linear
components—a steeper initial portion for signal-masker de-
lays less than approximately 15 ms, followed by a more
gradual approach to unmasked thresholds. Although these
two components were not as distinct in the present experi-
ment as in previous studies, the current findings are broadly
consistent with these trends~especially for younger adults!.

Also consistent with previous results~Cobb et al.,
1993!, age differences in backward masking were not re-
stricted to the initial portion of backward masking recovery
functions. At the longest signal-masker delay~20 ms!, older
adults in experiment 1 exhibited approximately 25 dB of
masking. In contrast, younger adults were within 5 dB of
their unmasked thresholds for signal-masker delays greater
than 6 ms. Cobbet al. ~1993! also reported age differences in
the effects of backward masking for long signal-masker de-
lays. The mean threshold value for younger adults at a 30-ms
signal-masker delay in their study did not differ significantly
from unmasked thresholds. Older adults, in contrast, exhib-
ited approximately 20 dB of masking for the 30-ms delay.
Taken together, these findings support age-related declines in
both the initial rate of recovery from backward masking and
in the time required to eliminate backward masking effects.

The current findings also extend earlier results by pro-
viding a more detailed analysis of the initial portion of back-
ward masking recovery functions. Examination of threshold
functions for signal-masker delays of 8 ms or less indicated
that the slopes of these functions were well fit by a straight
line for both age groups but were approximately twice as
high for younger than for older adults. Thus, even in the
absence of significant age-related hearing loss, older adults
exhibited poorer temporal processing than their younger
counterparts.

At present, the mechanisms underlying backward mask-
ing are not well understood. Results from several investiga-
tions ~Elliott, 1962a, b; Duifhuis, 1973; Dolan and Small,
1984! suggest that both central and peripheral factors may
contribute to backward masking. Evidence that backward
masking can be observed with dichotic as well as monotic
presentations has been interpreted as indicating a central
component of backward masking~Elliott, 1962a, b!. How-
ever, several investigators~Duifhuis, 1973; Dolan and Small,
1984! have reported that backward masking varies inversely
as a function of signal frequency, which would support a
peripheral locus for the effect. The general shape of back-
ward masking recovery functions has also been taken as evi-
dence for both peripheral and central contributions~Dolan
and Small, 1984!. Specifically, Dolan and Small~1984! sug-
gested that the steeply sloping initial portion of the function
may be mediated by peripheral factors while the more gradu-
ally sloping later portion may reflect central factors.

Unfortunately, the proposal that the initial and final por-
tions of backward masking recovery functions can be attrib-
uted to different mechanisms~peripheral and central, respec-
tively! remains largely untested. To the extent that this
hypothesis is correct, however, the present results suggest
that both factors can contribute to age-related differences in

backward masking. If the initial portion of backward mask-
ing recovery functions reflect the operation of peripheral fac-
tors, then the age-related slope differences observed for this
portion of the function in experiment 1 would support pe-
ripheral declines as contributing to age differences in back-
ward masking. Although older and younger adults in the
present study had similar absolute sensitivity, Cobbet al.
~1993! have argued that subclinical changes, such as age-
related impairments in hair cell motility, may contribute to
age differences in backward masking. Central factors would
also be implicated in the current study because age differ-
ences were observed in the final as well as the initial portion
of masking functions.

One peripheral factor that is unlikely to have contributed
to the observed age differences is age-related changes in the
width of auditory filters. Results from several studies~Duif-
huis, 1973; Dolan and Small, 1984! suggest that the transient
response time~ringing! of auditory filters can contribute to
backward masking. Because wider auditory filters have re-
duced transient response times, age-related broadening of au-
ditory filters could affect backward masking. However, a
number of investigations~Peters and Moore, 1992; Sommers
and Humes, 1993! have found similar auditory filter widths
for normal-hearing older and younger adults. Furthermore,
age-related broadening of auditory filters would tend tore-
duce, rather than increase, the effects of backward masking
that result from ringing of auditory filters. Thus, it is unlikely
that the increased backward masking for older adults in the
present study was a result of differences in frequency selec-
tivity.

Another factor that could have contributed to the ob-
served age differences in backward masking is reduced
masker sensation levels~SLs!. Recall that, although absolute
thresholds were within normal limits for both age groups,
older adults had poorer absolute sensitivity for all test fre-
quencies~octave frequencies from 250–4000 Hz!. If the re-
covery function for backward masking is more gradual at
lower masker SLs, the poorer absolute sensitivity of older
adults may have contributed to the shallower slopes of their
backward masking recovery functions. It is currently unclear
how backward masking varies as a function of masker SL for
broadband maskers, especially for relatively small differ-
ences in SL such as those for older and younger adults in the
current study. One finding arguing against differences in
masker SL as a primary contributor to age-related changes in
backward masking is that the amount of backward masking
was not correlated with absolute sensitivity at 500 Hz. Ad-
ditional investigations examining slopes of backward mask-
ing recovery functions at different masker SLs for younger
and older adults would nevertheless be a useful direction for
future research trying to identify factors that may have con-
tributed to the age differences observed in the present study.

A potential concern in studies of backward masking is
the role of practice. Moore~1995! has suggested that esti-
mates of backward masking are highly dependent upon the
amount of practice that participants have with the task and
that highly practiced subjects may fail to exhibit backward
masking. In contrast, other investigators~Elliott, 1962a, b;
Oxenham and Moore, 1994! have reported significant
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amounts of backward masking even after extensive practice
with the task. For example, Elliot~1962b! reported backward
masking in both monotic and dichotic conditions for subjects
who had been trained on the task for 12 h. Oxenham and
Moore ~1994, 1995! tested subjects in forward-only,
backward-only, and combined forward and backward mask-
ing tasks. Significant amounts of backward masking were
observed despite at least 8 h of practice for each subject
~divided between the three different conditions!. In fact, Ox-
enham and Moore~1994! reported that one of their subjects
was trained for up to 4 h per day for 2 weeks and demon-
strated little or no improvement for backward-only or
forward-only masking.

In the present study, the order of signal-masker delays
was randomized for each participant and the same signal-
masker delay was never repeated on successive runs. There-
fore, it was possible to examine practice effects by compar-
ing threshold estimates obtained for the same signal-masker
delay. Consistent with other reports~Elliott, 1962a, b; Oxen-
ham and Moore, 1994!, no systematic improvements in
backward masking thresholds were observed for either age
group even when the same signal-masker delay was sepa-
rated by up to 3 h of testing. In addition, only a small per-
centage of the conditions for each subject failed to meet the
stability criterion and this failure rate did not differ as a
function of age. Failures to meet the stability criterion were
also not related to the amount of practice between successive
threshold determinations for either younger or older adults.

Despite these considerations, because backward mask-
ing exhibits greater individual variability and is more suscep-
tible to training effects than most psychoacoustic tasks, it is
important to note that a potential limitation of the current
study is that older and younger adults may not have been
performing at optimal levels. It is possible, for example, that
older subjects require more extensive training than younger
adults to obtain asymptotic performance. One finding argu-
ing against this as a factor in the present experiment is that
no age differences were observed in the number of condi-
tions ~intervals! that failed to meet the stability criterion. In
addition, older adults were generally more experienced with
psychoacoustic tasks than younger adults. This increased ex-
perience for older adults would serve to offset age differ-
ences that might arise from factors such as task novelty.
Finally, despite considerable individual variability in back-
ward masking, the slope estimates for two separate groups of
young adults~n510 for experiment 1 andn53 for experi-
ment 2! were quite similar~21.7 and22.0 dB/ms for ex-
periments 1 and 2, respectively!. In sum, the above consid-
erations suggest that training alone would be unlikely to
eliminate the observed age differences in backward masking
but that additional practice might reduce the magnitude of
such differences.

One clinical implication of the present findings is that
they may partially explain why older adults exhibit poorer
speech perception than younger listeners, even when audibil-
ity in the two groups is equated~CHABA, 1988!. Specifi-
cally, age-related changes in backward masking may make it
more difficult for older listeners to perceive earlier-occurring
information in speech signals. In consonant–vowel–

consonant~CVC! stimuli, for example, backward masking of
the initial consonant by the more intense vowel may be
greater for older adults. Consistent with this proposal, Som-
mers~1996! reported that the largest age differences in iden-
tifying monosyllabic CVC stimuli for normal-hearing older
and younger adults was in recognition of initial consonants.
Danaheret al. ~1973! reported that backward masking sig-
nificantly impaired listeners’ ability to discriminate formant
frequency transitions, which are important cues for phonetic
discriminations. Thus, age differences in the extent and time
course of backward masking may impair speech perception
in older adults by increasing the difficulty of phonetic dis-
criminations in earlier portions of the speech signal.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

~1! Older adults exhibited greater masking and slower re-
covery functions than younger adults in a backward
masking task, despite similar absolute sensitivity for the
two groups.

~2! Age differences in the time course of backward masking
were probably not the result of age-related increases in
masked thresholds.

~3! Although it is presently unclear what might account for
the observed age differences in backward masking, there
is some evidence to suggest that both peripheral and cen-
tral factors may contribute to the changes.
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Ripple depth and density resolution of rippled noise
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Depth resolution of spectral ripples was measured in normal humans using a phase-reversal test. The
principle of the test was to find the lowest ripple depth at which an interchange of peak and trough
position ~the phase reversal! in the rippled spectrum is detectable. Using this test, ripple-depth
thresholds were measured as a function of ripple density of octave-band rippled noise at center
frequencies from 0.5 to 8 kHz. The ripple-depth threshold in the power domain was around 0.2 at
low ripple densities of 4–5 relative units~center-frequency-to-ripple-spacing ratio! or 3–3.5 ripples/
oct. The threshold increased with the ripple density increase. It reached the highest possible level of
1.0 at ripple density from 7.5 relative units at 0.5 kHz center frequency to 14.3 relative units at 8
kHz ~5.2 to 10.0 ripple/oct, respectively!. The interrelation between the ripple depth threshold and
ripple density can be satisfactorily described by transfer of the signal by frequency-tuned auditory
filters. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02011-1#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Jh@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

Spectral shape resolution is of obvious importance for
discriminating complex acoustic stimuli. It has been a sub-
ject of many psychophysical studies with the use of various
signal types as complex sounds. A productive approach to
study spectral shape discrimination is ‘‘profile analysis’’
when a signal is composed of a number of sinusoids; the
adjustment of sinusoid amplitudes results in various spectral
profiles ~e.g., Green, 1983, 1988, 1992; Greenet al., 1984,
1987!. Using this approach, various alterations of spectral
shape were tested, in particular, increments to a single com-
ponent, step functions, and sinusoidal ripples. Those studies
used rather wide frequency spacing between adjacent com-
ponents which made them addressing to different critical
bands. Thus, the studies were addressed mainly to the ques-
tion of how the auditory system compares intensity informa-
tion in different frequency channels~Durlachet al., 1986!.

Another way was to use rippled spectra which imitate
coarse or fine spectrum patterns depending on the ripple den-
sity. Many studies using rippled noise were directed to in-
vestigate pitch perception mechanisms~Yost et al., 1977,
1996; Yost and Hill, 1979; Bilsen and Wieman, 1980; Yost,
1982; Pattersonet al., 1996!. However, rippled noise can be
considered as a model for complex sounds irrespective of the
involved mechanisms. The resolvable ripple density~spac-
ing! can be used as a measure of the spectrum pattern reso-
lution ~Supinet al., 1994, 1997, 1998!.

In those studies, major attention was paid for discrimi-
nation of spectral patterns with various ripple densities. For a
better knowledge of spectral shape analysis, discrimination
of both ripple density and ripple depth should be studied. For
this purpose, a reliable model could be rippled spectra which
vary both in ripple density and in ripple depth. In previous
studies~Popov and Supin, 1984; Supinet al., 1994! we have
made preliminary measurements of ripple-depth thresholds

as a function of ripple density. These measurements were
made using only wideband rippled noise; thus, a question
remained whether the ripple-depth threshold versus ripple
density dependence is one and the same in any part of the
frequency range of hearing.

Therefore, in the present study we investigated the
ripple-depth threshold dependence versus ripple density us-
ing narrow-band rippled noises of different center frequen-
cies. In order to make the results comparable with those ob-
tained earlier, we used the same experimental paradigm as in
our preceding studies~Supinet al., 1994, 1997!. Namely, to
find the ripple depth discrimination limit, we used the phase
reversal test. Its principle is depicted in Fig. 1. Rippled noise
of a certain ripple depth and density is presented to a listener.
At a certain instant, it is replaced by a noise of the same
intensity, bandwidth, ripple depth, and density but with the
opposite positions of spectral peaks and troughs at the fre-
quency scale, i.e., ripple phase reversal occurs. This spectra
pair is shown in Fig. 1 by open and filled areas. The listener
can only detect this switch if he discriminates the rippled
spectrum pattern. If the spectrum pattern is not resolvable
since the ripple depth is too small, or the ripples are spaced
too densely, or both, the switch cannot be detected because
the noise before and after the switch is the same in all re-
spects except for the peak and trough positions. Thus, the
threshold ripple depth at a certain ripple density can be
found. Immediate replacing of one spectral pattern by an-
other makes the test addressing to sensory abilities without
involving short-term memory, contrary to successive presen-
tation of two compared stimuli with an interval between
them. This approach is quite similar to one widely used to
measure visual acuity: in both cases the phase reversal of a
test grid is used to find the contrast threshold as a function of
grid density.
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I. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Subjects

Five subjects~laboratory staff! were used. They were 25
to 38 years old and had no signs of hearing loss. All had
praxis in psychoacoustic experiments. The experiments were
performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki.

B. Stimulus parameters

Rippled noise stimuli used in this study were of octave
equivalent rectangular bandwidth~ERB!. Their power spec-
tra were enveloped by a function which was flat within
60.25 octave from the center frequency and bounded by two
quarter-octave ramps which were cosine functions of fre-
quency logarithm~Fig. 1!. The shallow-ramped spectrum
shape was chosen since sharp spectral edges result in edge
effects increasing ripple resolution~Supin et al., 1998!.
Within this envelope, spectra had ripples which were de-
scribed by a cosine function~in the power domain! of fre-
quency logarithm~frequency-proportional spaced!.

To characterize a ripple pattern, two main parameters
were used: ripple density and depth. The ripple density was
defined as a ratio of the center frequency to ripple spacing
~relative density!:

D rel5F0 /dF, ~1!

where D rel ~relative units! is the density,F0 ~kHz! is the
center frequency of a ripple cycle, anddF ~kHz! is the ripple
spacing. Since ripples were frequency proportional, the den-
sity D rel was constant across the bandwidth. In this case, the
ripple density can also be characterized as a number of
ripples per octave (Doct, cycles/oct!. There is a constant ratio
between these two metrics:Doct'D rel ln 2'0.7D rel . Below
we use both metrics to characterize the ripple density: the
relative and octave density.

Ripple depth was defined as a relative deviation of peaks
and troughs from the mean level:

m5DP/Pmean5~Pmax2Pmin!/~Pmax1Pmin!, ~2!

wherem is the ripple depth,DP is the deviation from the
mean power densityPmean, andPmax andPmin are the power
densities at ripple peaks and troughs, respectively. With
these definitions, Fig. 1 exemplifies spectra with a center
frequency of 2 kHz, ripple density ofD rel54 (Doct52.8),
and ripple depth of 0.5. Note that the ripples seem equally
spaced being presented at the logarithmic frequency scale.

The following stimulus parameters were used. Center
frequencies were 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz. Ripple densityD rel

varied by steps as follows: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20,
24, 28, and 32 relative units~which corresponds toDoct of
2.8 to 22.4 cycles/oct!; densities lower thanD rel54 (Doct

52.8) were not tested because of an insufficient number of
ripples ~less than 3! within the noise bandwidth. Ripple
depth defined according to Eq.~2! varied in steps: 0.05, 0.07,
0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.

C. Signal generation

The signals were digitally generated at sampling rates of
10, 14, 20, 28, or 40 kHz, keeping the sampling rate at least
four times higher than the center frequency of the signal but
not lower than 10 kHz and not higher than 40 kHz. The
generation program simulated steps as follows. A wideband
signal~random digital sequence with the sampling rate, uni-
formly distributed between61! was filtered by one of the
two digital filters. Frequency responses of the filters used are
of the type shown in Fig. 1. The filters determined both the
noise passband and ripple pattern~ripple density and depth!.
To perform filtering, a specified filter form was inversely
Fourier transformed to obtain the temporal transfer function.
Then the wideband signal~random digital sequence! was
convoluted with the transfer function; the result was a fil-
tered rippled noise.

To generate a signal with ripple phase-reversals, two
filters were used which had equal passbands, levels, ripple
densities, and depths but opposite ripple peak–trough posi-
tions ~see Fig. 1!. Phase reversals were performed by switch-
ing the wideband signal from one filter input to another; filter
outputs were summed. If a noise burst without phase rever-
sals was generated, the same procedure was used but both
filters were identical.

Note that phase-reversal switches were made at the filter
inputs, not outputs. Otherwise, clicks at phase reversals
could arise. With phase reversals at the filter inputs, neither
signal discontinuity nor transient spectrum splatter appeared
at the filter outputs. Since both of the filters had equal rise–
fall times ~which was a direct consequence of their equal
bandwidths!, the signal level decay at one filter output was
compensated by the signal level rise at another filter output,
thus the switch did not result in any transient level shift
exceeding fluctuations intrinsic in narrow-band noise. The
generation procedure were described in more detail~Supin
et al., 1998!.

Each noise burst~either with or without phase reversals!
lasted 2 s. Phase reversals, if present, occurred every 333 ms,
i.e., a burst with phase reversals contained three cycles of
switching from one filter to another and back. These param-

FIG. 1. Examples of rippled spectra with a center frequency of 2 kHz.
Relative ripple density 4, ripple density 0.5. Filled and open areas—rippled
spectra which replace one another at the phase-reversal test. Parameters
PmeanandDP are indicated by arrows. Ripple spacing looks constant at the
logarithmic frequency scale, i.e., ripple density is frequency proportional.
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eters were used since the phase-reversal rates higher than
1.5/s led to decreased ripple resolution~Supinet al., 1997!,
and since the listeners reported that they needed at least a
few seconds to listen to the signal and to decide whether the
stimulus did or did not contain some alternations.

Pregenerated noise bursts were stored in computer
memory. During experiments, they were played through a
14-bit D/A converter, amplified, attenuated, and presented
diotically over TDS-7 earphones with the frequency response
irregularity of no more than 10 dB within the range of 0.1–6
kHz and no more than 18 dB within the range of 0.1–16
kHz. A listener could choose a level which he considered to
be the most comfortable and providing the easiest stimulus
discrimination. A chosen level was constant for a given lis-
tener across all stimulation conditions. These levels were
within a range of 70–80 dB SPL.

D. Procedure

A three-interval 2AFC procedure was used. Each trial
consisted of three noise bursts, each of 2-s duration with
0.5-s intervals between them. Two trial types alternated ran-
domly: either the first and third bursts contained phase rever-
sals and the second did not contain them, or the second burst
contained the phase reversals and the first and third did not.
The listener knew that the first and third bursts were identical
and different from the second one. The listener’s task was to
detect any modifications in the noise and to report whether
they appeared in the first and third bursts or in the second
one. The listener was informed of whether the response was
true or false. Thus, the procedure was two-alternative and
differed from a standard one in only the additional third sig-
nal which always duplicated the first one. This modification
was used since the listeners reported that they were more
confident to make a decision in the three-interval procedure
rather than in the standard two-interval one: they could make
a decision by comparing the first and second bursts and then
verify it by comparing the second and third ones.

During a measurement run, ripple depth varied adap-
tively ~one-up, two-down procedure! by steps indicated
above ~Sec. I B!. This procedure causes stimuli to vary
around a value providing 70.1% true responses which is
close to the 75% threshold criterion~Levitt, 1971!. Contrary
to the standard Levitt’s procedure, we used the adaptive
stimulus presentation only to provide most of the signals to
be just above and just below the threshold level. The thresh-
old was calculated as in a constant-stimuli procedure, i.e.,
percentage of true responses was counted for presented val-
ues, and a ripple-depth value corresponding to 75% of true
responses was found by interpolation between the nearest
values. This threshold calculation provided better accuracy
because of the use of the entire body of near-threshold data
instead of a lesser number of extremes. On the other hand,
because of the adaptive stimuli presentation, a majority of
stimuli had one of two values~just above or just below the
threshold! which were used for interpolation. This mini-
mized the overall number of trials. Runs lasted until stimuli
providing true response probability just above and just below
the 75% level were presented 20 times each. It required 50 to

70, sometimes up to 100 trials. Except for a few cases, two
runs were used to obtain a threshold estimate.

The measurement runs were repeated at various ripple
densities to obtain ripple-depth thresholds as a function of
ripple density at a certain center frequency. The last point of
the function was obtained by keeping the modulation depth
at a constant level of 1.0 and varying ripple density. In these
runs, the procedure was the same as described above, except
that the ripple density was used as the varying parameter.
Then all the measurement sets were repeated at different cen-
ter frequencies.

II. RESULTS

The results of measurement are presented in Fig. 2
showing ripple-depth thresholds as functions of ripple den-
sity at various center frequencies, from 0.5 to 8 kHz. All the
curves were characterized with low ripple-depth thresholds
at low ripple densities and increased thresholds at higher

FIG. 2. Ripple depth threshold versus ripple density dependence for center
frequencies from 0.5 to 8 kHz, as indicated. Interindividual averaging of
data for five listeners (mean6s.d.). Ripple density is indicated in two mea-
sures: upper scale—relative density (F0 /dF), lower scale—octave density
~number of ripples per octave!.
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ripple densities. At low ripple densities (D rel of 4 to 5, Doct

of 2.8 to 3.5!, ripple-depth thresholds were from 0.15 to 0.27
at all center frequencies. Although some variation from one
center frequency to another was observed, the trend was very
little and insignificant~Fig. 3!. So, it seemed reasonable to
average the data across all the center frequencies to obtain a
mean value of modulation depth threshold. This value was
estimated as 0.1960.05 s.d.

At ripple densities higher thanD rel of 6 to 8 (Doct of 4.2
to 5.6!, ripple-depth thresholds rose steeply and reached the
maximal value of 1.0 at ripple densities fromD rel57.5
(Doct55.2) at 0.5-kHz center frequency toD rel514.3 (Doct

510.0) at 8 kHz. These end points of the curves were found
by varying the ripple density at a constant depth of 1.0; they
represent ripple-density resolution limits at the used center
frequencies.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Ripple-depth threshold

The ripple-depth threshold obtained herein~0.19! is
close to the value~0.2! reported for wideband rippled noise
~Supinet al., 1994!. In profile analysis experiments with the
use of wideband signals composed of a number of sinusoids,
a similar threshold for spectral contrast was found at low
ripple densities~Green, 1983, 1987, 1988!. Note, this value
is for spectrum presentation in the power domain but not in
the magnitude domain where the same value is around 0.1.
Thus, the data presented herein show that the ripple-depth
threshold does not depend significantly on frequency within
a rather wide frequency range.

B. Interrelation between ripple depth and density

With increasing ripple density, ripple-depth threshold in-
creases until it reaches the highest level of 1.0 at a ripple-
density resolution limit. A simple model based on interaction
between rippled spectra and frequency-tuned auditory filters
may be proposed to explain this interrelation. It should be
noted that both frequency-tuning processing@frequency-
dependent masking studies by Houtgast~1974, 1977!, Pick
et al. ~1977! and Pick~1980!; ripple-density resolution stud-

ies by Wilson and Evans~1971! and Supinet al. ~1994!# and
temporal processing@pitch discrimination studies by Yost
et al. ~1996! and Pattersonet al. ~1996!# were suggested as
mechanisms of rippled spectrum discrimination. Independent
of the involved mechanisms, signal processing can be de-
scribed in either temporal or frequency-spectrum domain.
We use the spectral description as convenient for our pur-
poses.

For definiteness sake, define the filter shape by a
rounded exponential~roex! function ~Pattersonet al., 1982!:

W~g!5~11pg!exp~2pg!, ~3!

whereW is the output power,g is the relative deviation from
the filter center frequency, andp is a parameter determining
the filter tuning. For this filter form, the relative equivalent
rectangular bandwidthE is equal to 4/p, thus

W~g!5~114g/E!exp~24g/E!. ~4!

Rippled power spectra of opposite peak–trough positions are
defined as

P~g!516m cos 2pDg, ~5!

where D is the relative ripple density andm is the ripple
depth. The powerPpeak transmitted by the filter when a
ripple peak is centered on the filter~spectrum 1
1m cos 2pDg! is

Ppeak52E
0

`

W~g!P~g! dg

5E@11m/~11p2D2E2/4!2#. ~6!

Similarly, for the ripple trough centered on the filter~spec-
trum 12m cos 2pDg!, the transmitted powerPtr is

Ptr5E@12m/~11p2D2E2/4!2# ~7!

and the ratio of output signals at a ripple phase reversal is

Ppeak

Ptr
5

~11p2D2E2/4!21m

~11p2D2E2/4!22m
. ~8!

Suppose that a change in the transmitted power is detectable
when this ratio exceeds a certain differential thresholdRthr .
SubstitutingPpeak/Ptr5Rthr to Eq. ~8! gives the ripple depth
thresholdmthr(D):

mthr~D !5~11p2D2E2/4!2~Rthr21!/~Rthr11!. ~9!

Equation~9! shows that the lowest ripple-depth threshold is
(Rthr21)/(Rthr11) at D50, i.e., when the phase-reversal
test reduces to a change of wideband noise level. In real
experiments,D.0, thus the ripple-depth thresholds are
higher than this lowest value.

Ripple-density resolution limitD lim can be found from
Eq. ~9! taking m51 ~the highest possible value ofm!. It
results in

D lim5
2

pE
@~Rthr11!1/2~Rthr21!21/221#1/2. ~10!

To compare this model with experimental data, the data
were normalized by presenting the ripple densitiesD in
terms of equivalent rectangular bandwidthE according to

FIG. 3. Minimal ripple depth threshold versus center frequency dependence.
Averaged data for five listeners at relative ripple densities of 4 and 5~except
a frequency of 0.5 kHz: data for ripple density 4 only! (mean6s.d.). The
trend is shown by a straight line.
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Eq. ~10! at a certain value ofRthr , and the parameterRthr was
adjusted to obtain the best fit of the functionmthr(D) to the
experimental data according to the least-mean-square crite-
rion ~Fig. 4!. Being normalized, all the experimental curves
grouped densely~by definition, they met a common point at
mthr51). The best fit was found atRthr51.24 ~i.e., about 1
dB!; this is close to many estimations of the differential
threshold in humans~e.g., Jesteadet al., 1977; also review
Rabinowitzet al., 1976; Kay, 1982; Heet al., 1998!. At this
Rthr value, Eq.~9! gives the lowest ripple-depth threshold~at
D50! of 0.11, and the ripple-depth thresholds at low but
nonzero ripple densities (0.3/E to 0.4/E! of around 0.2. As
for the ripple-density resolution, Eq.~10! gives a value of
D50.91/E. At found ripple-density resolution limits as high
as 14.3 relative units, this results in relativeE values of 0.06.
This is a narrower bandwidth~better tuning! than that of
peripheral auditory filters~around 0.1! found in a number of
masking experiments~review Glasberg and Moore, 1990!.
Therefore the filter bandwidthE used in the model cannot be
attributed to peripheral filters only and should be considered
as an overall equivalent of all processes determining dis-
crimination of spectral ripples. It seems that this simple
model can be adopted as a first approximation of relation-
ships between ripple depth and density resolutions.
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Memory for pitch versus memory for loudness
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The decays of pitch traces and loudness traces in short-term auditory memory were compared in
forced-choice discrimination experiments. The two stimuli presented on each trial were separated by
a variable delay~D!; they consisted of pure tones, series of resolved harmonics, or series of
unresolved harmonics mixed with lowpass noise. A roving procedure was employed in order to
minimize the influence of context coding. During an initial phase of each experiment, frequency and
intensity discrimination thresholds@P(C)50.80# were measured with an adaptive staircase method
while D was fixed at 0.5 s. The corresponding physical differences~in cents or dB! were then
constantly presented at four values ofD: 0.5, 2, 5, and 10 s. In the case of intensity discrimination,
performance (d8) markedly decreased whenD increased from 0.5 to 2 s, but was not further reduced
when D was longer. In the case of frequency discrimination, the decline of performance as a
function of D was significantly less abrupt. This divergence suggests that pitch and loudness are
processed in separate modules of auditory memory. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03810-2#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Cb@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

In order to compare two sounds separated by some delay
~D!, it is of course necessary to memorize the first sound
during the delay. Two modes of memory operation were dis-
tinguished by Durlach and Braida~1969!. In one mode,
called the ‘‘trace mode,’’ the sensation produced by the sec-
ond sound is compared to the sensory trace left by the first
sound. This comparison may benefit from an overt or covert
rehearsal of the trace by the listener~Keller et al., 1995!, but
its accuracy will strongly depend onD. In the other memory
mode, called the ‘‘context-coding mode,’’ the listener com-
pares instead symbolic~e.g., verbal! representations of the
two sounds; these representations result from a categorical
evaluation of each sound’s relation to a general context of
sounds~for instance the set of sounds used in an experi-
ment!. This memory mode will be generally less efficient
than the trace mode ifD is short. However, given that cat-
egorical labels can be perfectly remembered for a long time,
the context-coding mode can become the most efficient
mode if D is long.

The present study was concerned with the organization
of auditory memory in the trace mode. Should this memory
be viewed as a single ‘‘store’’ or is it composed instead of
several stores with different properties? Some authors sug-
gested that it includes two stores operating on different time
spans: a ‘‘short’’ store and a ‘‘long’’ store~Wickelgren,
1969; Cowan, 1984!. Another hypothesis, on which we fo-
cused here, is that there is a set of stores or sub-stores which
are specialized in the retention of different perceptual at-
tributes of sound.

This hypothesis has already received some support from
psychophysical studies of the interference effects produced
by a sound on the sensory trace of a previous sound. In
previous experiments from our laboratory~Semal and De-
many, 1991, 1993; Semalet al., 1996!, listeners were re-

quired to make same/different judgments on two periodic
test sounds separated by a delay during which other periodic
sounds~to be ignored! were presented. The differences to be
detected were always differences in period, and thus pitch
~but the listeners were not informed of that!. It was found
that discrimination of the test sounds strongly depended on
the pitches of the intervening sounds—as observed before by
Deutsch~1972!—but was essentially independent of the in-
tervening sounds’ other perceptual attributes. Therefore,
these data suggested there is a memory store specialized in
the retention of pitch and deaf to any other auditory attribute.
Starr and Pitt~1997! obtained analogous results from an ex-
periment in which the differences between the test sounds
were differences in timbre~spectral shape!. In this case, per-
formance strongly depended on the timbre of the intervening
sounds, but not on their pitch, as though timbre~or at least a
certain aspect of timbre! was memorized in a specialized
store. Let us finally mention data from Botteet al. ~1992!
concerning memory for loudness. In this study, the test
sounds and intervening sounds were pure tones at a constant
frequency; only intensity was varied. It was found that inten-
sity discrimination between the test tones was not deter-
mined by the intervening tones’ intensity distance to the test
tones, but simply worsened monotonically as the intervening
tones’ intensity increased. This is in marked contrast with the
results of analogous experiments on pitch memory: Here, the
crucial factor is the similarity in pitch between the test tones
and intervening tones~Deutsch, 1972; Semal and Demany,
1991!. The divergence suggests that pitch traces and loud-
ness traces are maintained in separate stores.

Assume that pitch and loudness are indeed processed in
separate memory stores. It could then be the case that, in the
absence of any intervening stimulus, the trace of a pitch sen-
sation does not fade away with time at the same rate as the
trace of a loudness sensation. This would be strong evidence
for a separation of stores. The decay of loudness traces~i.e.,
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intensity discrimination! as a function of time was investi-
gated by a number of authors~Kinchla and Smyzer, 1967;
Berliner and Durlach, 1973; Berlineret al., 1977; Green
et al., 1983; Botteet al., 1992; Lü et al., 1992!. There are
also some data about the temporal decay of pitch traces~i.e.,
frequency discrimination: Wolfe, 1886; Harris, 1952;
Bachem, 1954; Rakowski, 1972!. However, the methods
used in these two sets of experiments were widely different.
To the best of our knowledge, nobody has compared the
decays of pitch and loudness traces using the same subjects
and similar procedures. This was the aim of the present
study.

Since we wished to investigate the trace mode of audi-
tory memory, it was important to minimize the possible in-
fluence of context-coding processes. Several studies of inten-
sity discrimination indicated that the efficiency of context
coding decreases as the stimulus range increases~Berliner
and Durlach, 1973; Braida and Durlach, 1988!. This led us to
incorporate a roving procedure in our 2I-2AFC framework:
From trial to trial, the period and/or intensity of the first
~standard! stimulus were varied randomly within wide
ranges. Generally speaking, avoiding the use of fixed stan-
dards hindered the formation of precise long-term memories
in the course of the experiments~Harris, 1952!.

The discriminability of two stimuli separated byD s is
determined in part by memory limitations but also depends,
more basically, on the precision of their sensory encoding,
i.e., on ‘‘sensation noise’’~Durlach and Braida, 1969!. For a
fair comparison between pitch and loudness trace decays, it
is desirable to keep constant the contribution of sensation
noise to discrimination performance. We assumed that when
D is as short as 0.5 s, the amount of trace decay is negligible
and discrimination performance is determined only by sen-
sation noise.1 Therefore, the two experiments reported here
included preliminary measurements intended to select fre-
quency and intensity changes that were equally discriminable
for D50.5 s. We then variedD and measured its effect on
the discrimination of the corresponding changes.

The temporal decay of a pitch trace may depend on the
salience of the initial pitch sensation, or more generally on
the spectral properties of the stimulus eliciting the pitch sen-
sation. Salient pitches are evoked by pure tones and by com-
plex tones with harmonics that the auditory system is able to
resolve. The pitch of complex tones consisting of unresolv-
able harmonics is less salient and may be extracted by a
specific mechanism~Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990; Car-
lyon, 1998!. We used these three types of stimuli in experi-
ment 1. Another potentially important factor was stimulus
duration: It could be hypothesized that the trace of a long-
duration sound decays less rapidly than the trace of a shorter
one, all other things being equal. This led us to use very
different stimulus durations in experiments 1 and 2.

I. EXPERIMENT I

A. Method

1. Subjects

Four listeners without any known hearing deficit served
as subjects. Two of them were authors SC and LD; they had

a long previous experience with psychoacoustic experiments.
The remaining two listeners~MM and MY! were students
without such experience. None of the subjects possessed ab-
solute pitch, but each of them had an interest in music and
played a musical instrument.

2. Tasks and stimuli

On each trial, two periodic stimuli separated by a silent
delayD were presented. Both stimuli~‘‘ S1’’ and ‘‘ S2’’ ! had
a total duration of 500 ms and were gated on and off with
10-ms cosinusoidal amplitude ramps. There were four ex-
perimental conditions.

In condition INTENS,S1 and S2 were 1000-Hz pure
tones differing in intensity. The direction of the intensity
change was selected at random and the subject’s task was to
indicate which stimulus was louder. The SPL ofS1 was
randomly selected between 40 and 80 dB.

In the remaining three conditions~FREQ-PURE,
FREQ-RES, and FREQ-UNRES!, the two stimuli had a con-
stant SPL of 60 dB but different periods. The direction of
this change was also a random variable and the subject had
to indicate which sound was higher in pitch. The frequency
or fundamental frequency (F0) of S1 was randomly selected
between limits specified below, frequency being in each case
scaled logarithmically.

In condition FREQ-PURE, the stimuli were pure tones
and the frequency ofS1 varied between 500 Hz and 2000
Hz.

In condition FREQ-RES, the stimuli were complex
tones consisting of the first five harmonics of someF0. The
F0 of S1 varied between 100 and 400 Hz. Given their low
ranks, the harmonics of each tone were resolvable by the
auditory system~see, e.g., Plomp, 1976, Chap. 1!. They were
synthesized at equal amplitudes and added in sine phase.

In condition FREQ-UNRES, the stimuli were bandpass-
filtered trains of 50-ms clicks, and theF0 of S1 varied be-
tween 40 and 200 Hz. The cutoff frequencies of the filters
~Stanford Research SR640 and SR645; attenuation rate:
about 100 dB/oct! were set at 2860 and 5000 Hz. In order to
mask auditory distortion products~Plomp, 1976, Chap. 2!,
the stimuli were mixed with a white noise that was low-pass
filtered at 2860 Hz and presented at 55 dB SPL. The ampli-
tude of the clicks was systematically varied as a function of
F0, in order to maintain the overall SPL of the stimuli at 60
dB. Given thatS1 had a maximumF0 of 200 Hz and that all
stimuli were high-pass filtered at 2860 Hz, the power spec-
trum of the stimuli consisted of equal-amplitude consecutive
harmonics with ranks always exceeding 13. Such harmonics
are not resolvable by the auditory system~see, e.g., Houtsma
and Smurzynski, 1990!.

Subjects were tested individually in a double-walled
soundproof booth~Gisol, Bordeaux!, using TDH39 ear-
phones through which the stimuli were delivered diotically.
Responses were given by pressing one of two buttons on a
response box, and feedback was provided immediately: Fol-
lowing each correct response, an LED located just above the
corresponding button was turned on for 300 ms; no LED was
turned on if the response was wrong.
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3. Preliminary measurements

In each of the four conditions defined above, we first
determined the amount of stimulus change—in dB or in
cents—for which the probability of a correct response was
0.80 whenD was 0.5 s. These ‘‘thresholds’’ were measured
with the adaptive procedure described by Kaernbach~1991!.
In a given daily session, four blocks of trials were run in
each condition. At the outset of a block, the change fromS1
to S2 ~in dB or in cents! was large enough to make the task
easy. Following each correct response, this change was di-
vided by 1.51/4. Following each incorrect response, it was
multiplied by 1.5. This continued until 14 reversals had oc-
curred in the variation of the change. The median of the
changes used on all trials following the fourth reversal was
taken as the threshold.

Subjects were trained until their performances appeared
to be stable. This took five 1-h sessions for subjects LD and
SC, and nine 1-h sessions for subjects MM and MY. For
each condition and subject, the threshold value finally re-
corded was the median of the last 20 threshold measure-
ments.

4. Assessment of memory decay

In this main part of the experiment,D was varied and
the previously measured thresholds were used as constant
changes fromS1 toS2. ~The changes had a constant size, but
of course their direction was still a random variable.! In a
given daily session, subjects were tested in only one of the
four conditions. Each session began with a warm up consist-

ing of 50 trials withD50.5 s, and then comprised 16 blocks
of 20 trials. From block to block,D varied in a sawtooth
manner, taking four possible values: 0.5, 2, 5, and 10 s.
When D was equal to 0.5 or 2 s, there was a pause of 1 s
between each response and the onset ofS1 in the next trial.
WhenD was equal to 5 or 10 s, the pause had a duration of
5 s; 1 s before its end, a warning visual signal was produced
by the LEDs of the response box.

From session to session, the four conditions were used
alternately, four times each. Thus, for each subject, condi-
tion, and value ofD, a total of 320 responses were collected.
From these 320 responses, we computed four independentd8
statistics—oned8 per session—as well as the corresponding
values of the response bias indexb ~Green and Swets, 1974!.

B. Results

Table I displays the thresholds determined by the pre-
liminary measurements and then used as constant stimulus
changes.2 Note that thresholds were much poorer in condi-
tion FREQ-UNRES than in conditions FREQ-PURE and
FREQ-RES. This was predictable from the literature on fre-
quency discrimination~e.g., Houtsma and Smurzynski,
1990!.

Figure 1 shows the mean of the 16d8 statistics obtained
for each condition and value ofD in the main part of the
experiment. ForD50.5 s, d8 had an overall mean of 2.05.
This d8 value is not very different from 1.68, the value ex-
pected from the threshold measurements under the assump-
tion that, in these preliminary measurements, responses were
unbiased—i.e., not affected by ‘‘time-order errors’’—
~Macmillan and Creelman, 1991!. Moreover, as we wished,
d8 did not markedly vary with conditions forD50.5 s. In
condition INTENS,d8 strongly decreased whenD was in-
creased from 0.5 to 2 s, butd8 was not further reduced when
D was longer. The decline ofd8 with D appeared to be more
gradual in the FREQ conditions. For each subject, the de-
cline of d8 from D50.5 s toD52 s was smaller in each of
the three FREQ conditions than in condition INTENS. An
ANOVA in which sessions were used as the random factor

TABLE I. Thresholds measured in the preliminary phase of experiment 1.

Condition
~unit!

INTENS
~dB!

FREQ-PURE
~cents!

FREQ-RES
~cents!

FREQ-UNRES
~cents!

Subject LD 1.8 8.2 5.9 108.9
SC 2.1 6.4 5.9 75.4
MM 1.7 6.9 5.3 84.6
MY 1.5 8.2 7.8 108.0

Mean 1.8 7.4 6.2 94.2

FIG. 1. d8 as a function ofD in the
four conditions of experiment 1. Each
data point represents the outcome of
1280 trials ~4 sets of 80 trials for 4
subjects!.
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indicated that the effect ofD on d8 did not significantly
differ across the three FREQ conditions@F(6,18),1#, but
was reliably different in condition INTENS@F(3,9)57.15,
P50.009]. There was no significant three-way interaction
between subjects, conditions, andD @F,1 in each case#.
Similar statistical tests were performed on the absolute val-
ues of log(b). Their outcomes were negative in each case.
Thus the INTENS and FREQ conditions differed with regard
to the effect ofD on d8 but not with regard to the effect ofD
on the magnitude of response bias.3

C. Discussion

In the three FREQ conditions, very different stimuli
were used. For instance, whereas the tones used in condition
FREQ-RES were quasi-vocal sounds, the tones of condition
FREQ-PURE had pitches which were generally too high to
be sung. More importantly, pitch was much less salient in
condition FREQ-UNRES than in conditions FREQ-PURE
and FREQ-RES. Yet, the three corresponding memory de-
cays appeared to be similar. This suggests that the decay of a
pitch memory trace is independent of the initial pitch sensa-
tion. However, this decay appears to differ from the decay of
a loudness memory trace when one considers the results ob-
tained in condition INTENS. Apparently, loudness traces de-
cay more rapidly than pitch traces during the first two sec-
onds following the stimulus.

In condition INTENS,d8 took similar values, close to
1.0, forD52, 5, and 10 s. A reasonable interpretation of this
plateau is that, forD>2 s, listeners memorized loudness in
the ‘‘context-coding’’ mode, which is more resistant to the
passage of time than the ‘‘trace’’ mode~Durlach and Braida,
1969!. In intensity discrimination tasks, the context-coding
mode can be more efficient than the trace mode if the inter-
stimulus interval~D! is long and if the overall intensity range
is small~Berliner and Durlach, 1973!. Here,S1 varied within
a 40-dB range. This is a wide range in so far as the total
dynamic range of the auditory system is barely three times
larger. Within 40 dB, however, there are only 22 steps of 1.8
dB ~the average threshold for condition INTENS, cf. Table
I!. By contrast, the 2-oct ranges used in conditions FREQ-
PURE and FREQ-RES included more than 300 steps of 7.4
or 6.2 cents~the average thresholds for these two condi-
tions!. On this basis, it is reasonable to think that context
coding was more profitable in condition INTENS than in
conditions FREQ-PURE or FREQ-RES. In condition FREQ-
UNRES, on the other hand, the average threshold was only
30 times smaller than the range ofS1; yet, the effect ofD on
d8 was much more similar to the effect observed in the other
two FREQ conditions than to the effect observed in condi-
tion INTENS. Hence, it is clear that the form of the decays
was not determinedonly by the ‘‘perceptual size’’ of the
stimulus ranges.

Nonetheless, theS1 stimuli used in condition INTENS
had a variable SPL but a fixed frequency whereas the reverse
was true for the FREQ conditions. One could imagine that
this difference biased in some way the main outcome of ex-
periment 1. In order to demonstrate quite convincingly that
pitch traces do not decay in the same manner as loudness
traces, it is of course desirable to compare these decays using

identical sets ofS1 stimuli. This is what we did in experi-
ment 2. Another important novelty of experiment 2 was that
its stimuli were ten times shorter than those of experiment 1.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Method

Four listeners with normal audiograms participated in
this experiment. Two of them were again authors SC and
LD. The remaining two listeners~VL and EB! were students
with no previous psychoacoustic experience but a strong in-
terest in~popular! music.

The method was basically similar to that used in experi-
ment 1. However, all stimuli were pure tones and had a total
duration of 50 ms rather than 500 ms; they were gated on
and off with 5-ms cosinusoidal amplitude ramps. Subjects
were tested in only two conditions:S1 andS2 could differ
from each other in SPL~condition INTENS! or in frequency
~condition FREQ!. On each trial, forboth conditions, the
frequency ofS1 was randomly selected between 1000 and
2500 Hz~using again a logarithmic frequency scale!, and its
SPL was randomly selected between 42 and 88 dB.

Preliminary threshold measurements were performed as
before, the two new conditions being presented alternately.
In the main part of the experiment, again, we used the mea-
sured thresholds as constant changes fromS1 to S2. Only
one condition was presented throughout each experimental
session, and the two conditions alternated from session to
session. A total of 320 trials were run for each subject, con-
dition, and value ofD. The corresponding data were ana-
lyzed exactly like those of experiment 1.

B. Results and discussion

The measured thresholds are displayed in Table II. They
were larger than those obtained in conditions INTENS and
FREQ-PURE of experiment 1—an expected result since the
stimuli were ten times shorter.

The four upper panels of Fig. 2 show thed8s obtained in
the main part of the experiment for each subject. The means
across subjects are presented in the bottom panel. Clearly,
the overall results are very similar to those obtained in ex-
periment 1. ForD50.5 s,d8 was close to 2.0 in both condi-
tions. In condition INTENS,d8 markedly decreased whenD
was increased to 2 s, but was approximately constant forD
52, 5, and 10 s. In condition FREQ, by contrast,d8 declined
continuously withD ~or, in the case of subject LD, did not
decline at all!. From D50.5 s to D52 s, d8 varied much
more in condition INTENS than in condition FREQ for three

TABLE II. Thresholds measured in the preliminary phase of experiment 2.

Condition
~unit!

INTENS
~dB!

FREQ
~cents!

Subject LD 2.3 14.8
SC 3.2 10.0
VL 2.8 11.3
EB 2.1 16.3

Mean 2.6 13.1
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subjects; however, this was not true for the fourth subject
~EB!. An ANOVA confirmed the existence of a significant
interaction betweenD and the condition factor@F(3,9)
56.18, P50.014]. A similar statistical test performed on
u log(b)u rather thand8 yielded a negative result@F(3,9)
51.10,P50.399].

We undertook experiment 2 with the idea that, perhaps,
the memory trace of a short tone decays more rapidly than
the memory trace of a long tone. The results did not support
this idea since they were very similar to those of experiment
1. Concerning the INTENS conditions of both experiments,
one can argue that it wasa priori impossible to observe a

faster decay in experiment 2 if, as soon asD was equal to 2
s, performance reached a plateau determined by context-
coding processes: To be able to demonstrate a difference in
decay, we should have used at least oneD value between 0.5
and 2 s. However, no such objection is possible concerning
the FREQ conditions. It is important to note that becauseD
was defined as the duration of the silence separatingS2 from
S1, differences in stimulus duration were associated with dif-
ferences in onset-to-onset intervals. From experiment 1 to
experiment 2, these intervals were reduced by 450 ms
~500–50 ms!. Thus they were almost halved whenD was
equal to 0.5 s. The fact that this big relative change did not

FIG. 2. d8 as a function ofD in the two conditions of experiment 2. Four upper panels: results obtained from each of the four subjects. Bottom panel: mean
results.
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significantly modify the effects ofD on d8 suggests that the
shortest value ofD ~0.5 s! was not short enough to truncate
the formation @or ‘‘acquisition’’ ~Wickelgren, 1969!# of an
accurate memory trace ofS1. If such truncatings had oc-
curred for D50.5 s, they should have been larger for the
shorter stimulus duration. Hence, fromD50.5 s toD52 s,
the decrease ofd8 should have been smaller in experiment 2
than in experiment 1. There was a trend in this direction, for
both the INTENS and the FREQ~or FREQ-PURE! condi-
tions; but a comparison between Figs. 1 and 2 shows that
these were very small trends.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In both experiments, we found that the effect ofD on d8
was not the same in conditions FREQ and INTENS. The
difference was largest whenD varied from 0.5 to 2 s, and for
these small values ofD what the difference reveals is almost
certainly a divergence in the memory decay of sensory
traces: Apparently, the memory decay of a loudness trace is
more rapid than the memory decay of a pitch trace. In the
INTENS conditions, it is likely that context coding was op-
erative as soon asD was equal to 2 s sinced8 did not decline
when D was longer. But this would only mean that our re-
sults underestimated the rate of trace decay for loudness, and
thus the divergence between loudness decay and pitch decay.

Three previous papers~Berliner and Durlach, 1973; Ber-
liner et al., 1977; Greenet al., 1983! reported experiments in
which intensity discrimination~of pure tones! was measured
as a function of inter-stimulus interval~i.e., D! with a roving
procedure. Unfortunately, these three papers do not give a
consistent picture of the memory decay of loudness traces.
The results obtained by Berliner and his colleagues for wide
roving ranges agree rather well with our data. They found
that discrimination performance sharply decreases whenD
increases up to 2.5 s, and that for longer values ofD an
almost constant performance level is achieved thanks to
context-coding processes~discrimination performance be-
comes similar toidentification performance!. By contrast,
according to the results of Greenet al., performance does not
decrease more betweenD50.5 s andD52 s than between
D52 s andD58 s. Making sense of this discrepancy~ig-
nored by Greenet al.! is not easy. It may be significant that
whereas Berliner and the present investigators measuredd8
as a function ofD for fixed intensity changes, Greenet al.
measured instead, as a function ofD, the values of intensity
changes yielding a fixedd8.

Concerning frequency discrimination, the literature as a
whole suggests that discrimination performance declines
rather slowly withD. Harris ~1952! performed on an enor-
mous number of listeners an experiment which was analo-
gous to that of Greenet al. His stimuli were pure tones and
the frequency of the first tone presented on each trial was
roved between 950 and 1050 Hz. ForD50.1, 1, 3, and 7 s,
the measured discrimination thresholds increased by only
29% ~from 4.2 Hz to 5.4 Hz!. In the experiment of Green
et al., on the other hand, the measured thresholds increased
by as much as 250%~from 2.4 dB to 6 dB! whenD varied
from 0.5 s to 8 s. Therefore, our main finding does not come
as a big surprise in the light of previous research. Note that a

parallel can be drawn between this finding and the outcome
of a recent study onvisual short-term memory~Magnussen
et al., 1996!. It was found by Magnussenet al. that the spa-
tial frequency of a sinusoidal luminance grating was better
memorized than its contrast. In the terminology proposed by
Stevens~1966!, loudness and perceived contrast are ‘‘pro-
thetic’’ percepts whereas pitch and the perceptual correlate
of spatial frequency are ‘‘metathetic’’ percepts. There might
be a general law according to which the trace of a metathetic
percept decays less rapidly than the trace of a prothetic per-
cept.

From the fact that pitch traces and loudness traces do not
decay at the same rate, it seems natural to infer that they are
not retained in one and the same sensory store. We men-
tioned in the Introduction that previous psychophysical ex-
periments already provided evidence for an autonomous pro-
cessing of pitch~and of a certain aspect of timbre! in
auditory memory. Let us point out here that there are also
physiological data supporting the hypothesis of multiple and
specialized auditory stores. When a listener is presented with
a series of identical tones followed by a different tone, the
different tone elicits an event-related brain potential called
the ‘‘mismatch negativity’’ or MMN~Näätänenet al., 1978!.
This brain potential is supposed to reflect a preattentive
change detection based on a comparison between memory
traces~see Schro¨ger, 1997, for a recent review!. According
to Giardet al. ~1995!, the scalp topographies of the MMNs
elicited by pure tones deviating from a repeated standard by
either frequency, intensity, or duration vary with the type of
stimulus deviance. Thus the corresponding MMNs originate
from at least partly distinct neural populations~in the audi-
tory cortex!. Another remarkable fact is that the MMN ob-
tained in response to a two-dimensional change in frequency
and spatial location, or frequency and duration, or duration
and intensity, is equal to the sum of the MMNs elicited by its
one-dimensional components, exactly as if each of the com-
bined one-dimensional components elicited its own MMN
~see, e.g., Leva¨nenet al., 1993!. Disappointingly, however, a
similar summation does not seem to occur for combined
changes in frequency and intensity~Wolff and Schro¨ger,
1995!.

Our main finding is consistent with the idea that the
mnemonic processings of pitch and loudness arecompletely
separate, but it is also consistent with a more subtle hypoth-
esis. Assume that the architecture of auditory memory, in
what Durlach and Braida~1969! called its ‘‘trace’’ mode,
consists of:~1! an all-purpose ‘‘short’’ store retainingglobal
‘‘echoic’’ traces during a limited time;~2! a set of special-
ized stores permitting each a longer retention of a single
auditory attribute. It could then be the case that only the
short store is available for the retention of loudness, whereas
one of the specialized stores is devoted to pitch.~Of course,
some categorical information on loudness could nonetheless
be kept for a long time by means of context-coding pro-
cesses.! Lü et al. ~1992! assessed psychophysically the decay
of a loudness trace and found that it had the same lifetime—
about 2 s—as the decay of the neural activation produced by
the stimulus in the primary auditory cortex~this neural acti-
vation being assessed by magneto-encephalography!. One
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may speculate on this basis that the neural site of the short
store is the primary auditory cortex while the specialized
stores are located elsewhere.

Finally, let us come back on the fact that for one of the
six listeners tested in the present study~subject EB, experi-
ment 2!, we foundno evidence that pitch traces decay less
rapidly than loudness traces. It is worthy to note that EB was
probably the subject who ranked last in terms of musical
practice. This suggests that a correlation might exist between
pitch memory and musical experience—a suggestion already
made by Pechmann and Mohr~1992!. An interesting goal of
future research would be to determine if indeed trace decay
in auditory memory is correlated with musical experience,
and more strongly for pitch traces than for loudness traces.
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bursts~>500 ms!, intensity discrimination worsens significantly as soon as
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The ability of human listeners to identify broadband noises differing in spectral structure was
studied for multiple sound-source locations in the median sagittal plane. The purpose of the study
was to understand how sound identification is affected by spectral variations caused by directionally
dependent head-related transfer functions. It was found that listeners could accurately identify
noises with different spectral peaks and valleys when the source location was fixed. Listeners could
also identify noises when the source location was roved in the median sagittal plane when the
relevant spectral features were at low frequency. Listeners failed to identify noises with roved
location when the spectral structure was at high frequency, presumably because the spectral
structure was confused with the spectral variations caused by different locations. Parallel
experiments on sound localization showed that listeners can localize noises that they cannot
identify. The combination of identification and localization experiments leads to the conclusion that
listeners cannot compensate for directionally dependent filtering by their own heads when they try
to identify sounds. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00111-3#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Jh@DWG#

INTRODUCTION

The localization of sources of sound in the median sag-
ittal plane~MSP! presents an unusual problem to a listener.
The MSP includes the points directly in front, directly be-
hind, and overhead. Therefore, it is symmetrical with respect
to the two ears, and binaural differences—usually of para-
mount importance for sound localization—are minimal or
absent. Nevertheless, most normally hearing individuals can
successfully localize sounds in this plane. To do so, listeners
use the fact that the external ears and head serve as an acous-
tical filter with a frequency response that depends on the
direction of the sound source. Such a frequency response can
be measured with probe microphones in the ear canals
~Shaw, 1966; Hebrank and Wright, 1974; Wightman and Ki-
stler, 1989a, b!. The response to a source in front has a peak
and valley structure that favors 4000 Hz compared to 1000
Hz. The response to a source in back has a response with the
opposite peak and valley structure. A source overhead leads
to a response curve with a peak near 8000 Hz. It is individual
characteristic spectral features like these that are thought to
enable listeners to localize in the absence of binaural differ-
ence cues~Butler and Belundiuk, 1977!.

A logical problem with the process of localization on the
basis of spectral features is that different real-world sources
emit sounds with very different spectra. Spectral structure
serves to identify sounds, for example to distinguish between
different vowels.A priori, a listener does not know whether
a particular spectral structure is caused by location-
dependent filtering or whether it is intrinsic to the source

itself ~Durlach and Colburn, 1978!. A sound with a spectral
bump at 8000 Hz may not come from above; instead it may
come from a source that happens to have considerable power
at 8000 Hz. Confusions of this kind were dramatically dem-
onstrated by Blauert~1969–70; also see Middlebrooks,
1992!, who studied the perception ofnarrow bandsof noise
using loudspeakers that were in front, in back, and overhead.
The perceived location of sources in the experiment was
shown to be unrelated to the actual position of the loud-
speakers. Instead, the perceived location of each noise band
was determined by its frequency, whatever the true location
of the source.

Blauert’s experiment showed that for narrow-band sig-
nals in the MSP, the confusion between the spectral identity
of a source and the location of the source is essentially com-
plete. One can imagine that confusion would extend to
broadband sounds as well, though the confusion might be
less complete. Plenge and Brunschen~1971! conjectured that
listeners would localize a broadband sound more success-
fully if they were familiar with it. With a familiar sound, the
intrinsic spectrum might be regarded as known. Then, addi-
tional spectral structure could be interpreted unambiguously
as a location cue. Plenge and Brunschen used speech frag-
ments from known and unknown talkers. During a training
phase, speech from the known talkers was presented from
each of five loudspeakers in the upper-half MSP. In the test
phase, speech from unknown talkers was sometimes substi-
tuted. Plenge and Brunschen found that in the test phase,
correct localization dropped from near 90% for known talk-
ers to much less than 50% for unknown talkers, thus support-
ing their conjecture.

The present article also studies the relationship between
the identification of a sound and the localization of its
source. It begins by asking the reverse of Plenge and Brun-
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b!Electronic mail: hartmann@pa.msu.edu
c!Electronic mail: mccaskel@pilot.msu.edu
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schen’s question: Is it more difficult to identify a sound if its
location in the MSP is uncertain?

I. EXPERIMENT 1—IDENTIFICATION IN THE MSP

Experiment 1 determined whether a listener could dis-
tinguish between two broadband noises having somewhat
different spectra. Differences consisted of boosted or attenu-
ated bands two-thirds of an octave in width. Two conditions
were compared: afixed-locationcondition, in which all of
the sounds came from directly in front of the listener; and a
roved-locationcondition, in which sounds randomly came
from different locations in the MSP.

A. Environment

The listener was seated in an anechoic room~IAC
107840! with interior dimensions 334.332.4 m. There were
five matched single-driver loudspeakers~Minimus 3.5! ar-
rayed in the MSP.1 The speakers were 122 cm from the
listener’s ears and equally spaced~45-deg increments! over
the 180-deg span from directly in front to overhead, to di-
rectly behind. In order, they were called ‘‘front,’’ ‘‘front–
over,’’ ‘‘over,’’ ‘‘rear–over,’’ and ‘‘rear.’’

B. Procedure

For each experimental run, there were two noises, called
‘‘ A’’ and ‘‘ B,’’ with different spectral structure. Each trial of
a run consisted of a single presentation of a noise, eitherA or
B selected randomly. The listener’s task was to identify the
noise asA or B and to indicate the choice by pressing a
button on a response box. If the choice was correct, a lamp
blinked on.

A run began with 15 training trials during which the
listener learned to recognize the noises. On these trials, all
stimuli came from the front speaker only. After training, the
run continued with 50 data-collection trials. Data-collection
trials were either fixed location or roved location. For fixed-
location trials, the speaker in front was used exclusively; for
roved-location trials, all five speakers were used with equal
probability. Feedback was maintained throughout the data-
collection trials.

Experimental runs were actually consecutive double
runs, a fixed-location run followed by a roved-location run
done with the same noise pair. The fixed-location run pro-
vided baseline data, as well as thorough training in the rec-
ognition of the noises prior to the rove. Each listener did
three double runs for eachA–B noise pair. The listener was
always aware of whether a run was fixed location or roved
location.

C. Noise spectra

Stimuli for the experiment were Gaussian noises, 0.5-s
long ~10-ms rise/fall time!, presented at a level of 72 dBA.
The noises were passed through a computer-controlled 1/3-
octave band equalizer that was set to create boosted or at-
tenuated bands, 2/3-octave wide. A boosted band, referred to
here as a ‘‘bump,’’ was 10 dB high; an attenuated band,
referred to as a ‘‘dip,’’ was 10 dB deep.2 Six noises with

bumps and six noises with dips were created. Table I~col-
umn 1! gives their center frequencies.~Center frequencies
were the same for the bumps and the dips.!

The noisesA andB presented on a run were either both
bumps or both dips.A andB were always adjacent pairs from
Table I, with their center frequencies separated by 2/3 of an
octave. For example, noiseA might be the 2/3-octave band
centered on 4.5 kHz, and noiseB the neighboring band cen-
tered on 7.1 kHz. Figure 1 shows how the equalizer was
programed to create that pair of noises. A noise pair is ref-
erenced in this article by the geometric mean of its boosted
~or attenuated! bands. The second column in Table I gives
the mean frequency for eachA–B pair. In all, there were ten
A–B pairs~five with bumps and five with dips!. The order of
testing with these pairs was randomized differently for each
listener.

D. Listeners

Four listeners were tested in this experiment and in the
experiments that follow. Listener S1 was a male, age 19,
with normal audiometric hearing in both ears and more than
a year’s experience in psychoacoustics experiments. Listener
S2 was a female, age 21, with normal hearing in both ears
and no prior experience. Listeners S3 and S4 were males,
ages 45 and 59, respectively, with some bilateral high-

TABLE I. Center frequencies of 2/3-octave bumps and dips used in experi-
ment 1 are given in the first column. A neighboring pair of bumps/dips, used
as anA–B pair in experiment 1, is characterized by a pair mean frequency,
given in the second column.

Center frequency
~kHz!

Pair mean frequency
~kHz!

1.1
1.4

1.8
2.3

2.8
3.5

4.5
5.7

7.1
8.9

11.2

FIG. 1. A pair of noises used in experiment 1. Both noises have 2/3-octave
dips as described in Table I. NoiseA has a dip centered on 4.5 kHz, and
noiseB has a dip centered on 7.1 kHz. NoiseB has been raised by 5 dB for
clarity.
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frequency hearing loss. Both of these listeners had extensive
listening experience. Listeners S1, S3, and S4 were the au-
thors.

E. Results and discussion

The tenA–B pairs and four listeners led to 40 combi-
nations both for fixed-location and for roved-location runs.
There were two combinations where a listener failed to es-
tablish a reliable baseline for the fixed location~error rate
greater than 25%!. In those two cases, the roved-location
runs were omitted.

The four listeners had very similar results overall. Figure
2 shows their mean identification error rate~61 s.d.! for
every noise pair, plotted as function of the pair mean fre-
quency. Data are plotted separately for the bumps~filled
symbols! and the dips~open symbols!. Dashed lines connect
results for fixed-location runs; solid lines connect results for
roved-location runs.

The listeners generally found bumps easier to identify
than dips @significantly lower overall error rate;F(1,3)
582.3; p,0.001#, consistent with a previous report by
Moore et al. ~1989!.

For bumps and dips, there was a significant interaction
between the type of run—fixed location or roved location—
and the mean frequency of a noise pair@F(4,12)566.1; p
,0.001#. When the spectral structure of the noises occurred
at low frequency, near 1 or 2 kHz, identification was nearly
perfect, no matter whether the location was fixed or roved.
Listeners found the task easy to do. The spectral structure
sometimes caused the noises to resemble vowel sounds, giv-
ing listeners an overlearned reference for identification. In
other instances there was a pitch or timbre cue. As the fre-
quency of the spectral structure increased, the error rate in-
creased. Whereas the error rate for the fixed-location runs
increased slightly, the error rate for the roved-location runs
increased enormously, approaching the random guessing
limit of 50% errors.

II. EXPERIMENT 2—ADDITIONAL SPECTRAL
COMPARISONS

The frequency dependence found in experiment 1 was
quite dramatic for all the listeners. Experiment 2 sought to

determine whether a similar pattern would occur for a greater
variety of stimuli. Otherwise, experiment 2 was the same as
experiment 1.

A. Method

In addition to the 2/3-octave bumps and dips from the
first experiment, experiment 2 included noises with bumps
and dips that were only 1/3-octave wide. In addition to a
2/3-octave separation between the bumps~or dips! to be
compared~as in experiment 1!, experiment 2 included com-
parisons with 4/3-octave separation. Altogether, there were
38 A–B noise pairs in experiment 2~19 with bumps, and 19
with dips!. Because of the large number, experiment 2 was
limited to one double run perA–B pair, a fixed-location run
followed by a roved-location run.

B. Results

The results of experiment 2 are presented in Fig. 3. Each
panel of the figure reports data for a different listener. In
order to display the results for allA–B noise pairs at once,
the figure has a different format here than in experiment 1.
Figure 3 reports thedifferencein error rates between a roved-
location run and the corresponding fixed-location run. There-
fore, the data indicate the additional error percentage caused
by roving the source location. Data points connected by lines
are from the same stimulus type.3

Figure 3 shows that the effect of frequency on identifi-
cation is quite general. For all the conditions and all the
listeners, there was a strong tendency for the error rate to
increase with increasing mean frequency of the spectral
structure. The error rate increased steeply in the high fre-
quencies. For every listener, the added error due to source
rove was significantly greater for the noises with spectral
structure above 4 kHz than it was for the noises with struc-

FIG. 2. Error rates for experiment 1. Roved-location runs are indicated by
solid lines, fixed-location runs by dashed lines. The error bars show plus and
minus one standard deviation for four listeners.~For the mean frequency
near 9 kHz there were only three listeners.! Some data points have been
shifted laterally for clarity. FIG. 3. Experiment 2 results. Added error is the increase in the percentage

of errors in identification for pairs of noises when source location was roved
compared to fixed-location presentation. Different panels show results for
different listeners. Open symbols indicate pairs of spectral dips; filled sym-
bols indicate pairs of spectral bumps. Different symbols represent different
conditions, based on bandwidth and separation of the spectral structures as
follows. Diamonds: one-third-octave bands separated by 2/3 octave; Circles:
one-third-octave bands separated by 4/3 octave; Squares: two-thirds-octave
bands separated by 2/3 octave; Triangles: two-thirds-octave bands separated
by 4/3 octave.
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ture below 4 kHz@subject S1:t(6)54.19; p50.006; S2:
t(7)55.12; p50.001; S3:t(6)52.60; p50.041; S4:t(6)
57.21; p,0.001#.

C. Discussion

Experiment 2 verified the effect of frequency range on
the ability of listeners to distinguish between noises with
different spectral structures. When the relevant structure oc-
curred at low frequency, 1–3 kHz, it did not matter whether
the source position was fixed or randomized in the MSP;
listeners could identify the noise. When the relevant spectral
structure occurred above 4 kHz, listeners had difficulty dis-
tinguishing between noises when the source position was
roved, and the difficulty continued to increase as the fre-
quency range of the structure increased. With structure near
8 kHz, it became effectively impossible to identify some
noises well enough to distinguish them when the position
was roved.

Almost certainly these results relate to the frequency
dependence of the head-related transfer function~HRTF!.
Prominent HRTF pinna cues in particular are known to ap-
pear at high frequencies~Shaw, 1966, 1982; Shaw and Ter-
anishi, 1968!. Pinna cues seem to have had an especially
disruptive influence on listeners’ ability to maintain a sense
of source identity. Just why this occurred is unclear. The
finding is, in fact, surprising from at least two points of view.

One of these views is motivated by Blauert’s~1969–70!
narrow-band noise experiments. Blauert found perceptual
and physical evidence indicating that MSP directional bands
are present all across the spectrum. Given this, it might be
expected that roving the source location would have disrupt-
ing influences all across it as well. That is, one might expect
to see poor performance on roved-location identification at
low and mid frequencies, as well as at high frequencies.

Another view—the view that motivated the present
study—is that listeners have some ability to factor out spec-
tral variations that accompany changes in source location,
that is, to perceptually re-equalize the spectrum according to
its location before making any decision about source iden-
tity. On this view, the expected outcome of roved-location
experiments is that identification performance should be
good all across the spectrum, so long as the listener can
localize the source. Based on the results of experiments 1
and 2, we tentatively conclude that listeners cannot in fact
perform such a re-equalization. There is, however, another
possible explanation for the results. It is possible that our
listeners could not identify noises with high-frequency spec-
tral structure because they could not localize them. If they
did not know where the sounds were coming from, then they
could not compensate for directionally dependent filtering.
Experiment 3 was done to test for the possibility that listen-
ers could not identify because they could not localize.

III. EXPERIMENT 3—IDENTIFICATION AND
LOCALIZATION

The purpose of experiment 3 was to directly compare
the ability to identify with the ability to localize. The identi-
fication part of experiment 3 was the same as experiment

1—three double runs with the source fixed in front or roved
over five locations. After subjects completed the identifica-
tion test, they went through a localization test using the same
stimuli. The format of a localization test was identical to that
of a roved-location identification test except that listeners
had to answer a different question. Instead of deciding
whether a sound was noiseA or noiseB, they had to decide
where the sound came from. Localization decisions were re-
ported by pressing one of five buttons on a control box.
There was no feedback on localization runs.

The A–B noise pairs tested here were selected to in-
clude two pairs that were easy for a listener to identify and
three pairs that were hard. Easy and hard pairs were selected
on the basis of a listener’s performance in experiment 2.
Specifically, they were theA–B pairs that had previously
produced the smallest~easy! and largest~hard! values of
added error for each listener, per Fig. 3.4

A. Results

Table II summarizes the results of experiment 3. The
mean percent-correct scores on the roved-location identifica-
tion and localization tasks are reported for the easy~300
trials per listener! and hard~450 trials per listener! identifi-
cation noises. Table II shows a dramatic difference in iden-
tification scores when the easy condition is compared with
the hard condition. That is not surprising; the experiment
parameters were chosen to give this result.5 What is interest-
ing is the comparison in localization performance for the
easy and hard conditions. Listener S1 shows hardly any dif-
ference at all, less than two percentage points in localization
accuracy. Listeners S2 and S4 show a modest difference in
localization, less than ten percentage points, and listener S3
shows a large difference.

B. Discussion

1. The re-equalization hypothesis

The central question addressed by this experiment is
whether listeners can use their knowledge about the location
of a source to help identify a sound. When sources have
random locations in the MSP, there are random spectral
shape changes that make it difficult for listeners to identify
sounds on the basis of their spectra~experiments 1 and 2!. In
principle, this difficulty should be eliminated if listeners can
re-equalize the received spectra based on their knowledge of

TABLE II. Experiment 3: Percentage of correct identification~ID! and cor-
rect localization~LOC! responses for roved sources. For each listener, S1–
S4, there were pairs of noises that were easy to identify and pairs that were
hard to identify. The identification scores show that large difference. The
difference in localization scores is much smaller. Chance performance for
ID is 50%; chance performance for localization is 20%.

Listener

Easy identification Hard Identification

ID LOC ID LOC

S1 99 86 52 84
S2 96 95 59 87
S3 99 95 56 74
S4 99 60 60 54
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source location. Such re-equalization could lead to a percep-
tual constancy whereby sounds can be identified regardless
of their location in the MSP.

The results shown in Table II generally argue against the
re-equalization hypothesis. The stimuli called ‘‘hard’’ are
those for which the randomization of source location pro-
duced a large degradation in sound identification. Identifica-
tion performance for those stimuli was poor indeed, quite
near the 50 percent score expected for random guessing.
However, the same stimuli were not poorly localized overall.
To the contrary, Table II shows that localization performance
was far better than the 20 percent score expected from ran-
dom guessing and normally appreciably better than for iden-
tification. Therefore, the failure to identify cannot be attrib-
uted to a failure to localize.

Table II also reports a subject-specific difference that is
relevant. Listener S4 was a poor sound localizer. His local-
ization accuracy, although well above chance, was 30% be-
low the mean accuracy for the others. Nevertheless, S4 iden-
tified sounds with an accuracy at or above the group mean
for both the easy and hard identification runs. This result is
additional evidence for a dissociation between localization
and identification.

Still further evidence against the re-equalization hypoth-
esis comes from a location-by-location comparison of iden-
tification and localization data. If re-equalization operates,
then one might expect a listener to identify sounds accurately
when they come from a location that is localized accurately
and to identify sounds poorly when they come from a loca-
tion that is mislocalized. In other words, identification per-
formance should track localization performance, particularly
for those locations where dramatic localization failure oc-
curs. Three hardA–B noise pairs for each of four listeners
led to 12 opportunities to look for this. For each of those
cases, we plotted the localization errors and identification
errors at each location. Figure 4 shows an example.

Generally, localization errors showed sharp structure,
with most of the errors occurring for only one or two
sources, as in the example. For four cases, identification er-
rors showed evidence of that same sharp structure. But for
eight cases, including the example, identification errors were
broadly distributed, occurring about equally often in each of
the five loudspeaker locations, and so identification did not

track localization. Therefore, most of the data argue against
the concept of re-equalization.

In sum, experiment 3 provided three kinds of evidence
that sound identification and sound localization are largely
dissociated, and hence three kinds of evidence against the
re-equalization hypothesis.~i! There was evidence of disso-
ciation across stimuli. For most listeners, localization accu-
racy was about the same for sounds that were easy to identify
and sounds that were hard to identify.~ii ! There was evi-
dence of dissociation across listeners. Identification perfor-
mance was more or less the same for all four listeners, de-
spite the fact that one of them was decidedly poor at MSP
sound localization, compared to the other three.~iii ! There
was evidence of dissociation across locations. Identification
errors occurred about equally often for all five source loca-
tions, but localization errors occurred focally at one or two
locations only.

2. Differences in sound localization ability

Table II shows some clear differences among the four
subjects regarding their sound-localization abilities. Most es-
pecially, subject S4 was distinctly poorer than the others at
sound localization. We wondered whether these subject dif-
ferences were specific to the localization of bump/dip noises
of the sort generated for the experiment, or more general.
They proved to be more general. In a follow-up experiment,
we presented white-noise stimuli randomly from the five
loudspeaker locations and had the subjects make localization
judgments, as in the main experiment. Listeners S1, S2, S3,
and S4 correctly localized the white noise on 84%, 97%,
94%, and 51% of the trials, respectively. These results track
the subject dependence seen in Table II and show that the
differences among subjects in the localization part of experi-
ment 3 are unrelated to the special spectral structures.

3. Localization error size

Table III shows an analysis of the localization errors
made in experiment 3. Each subject’s errors are broken out
according to their size~in deg!. The subjects differed sub-
stantially in terms of the total number of errors that they
made, but they were in general agreement about error size.
When errors occurred they were almost always 45-deg or
90-deg errors.

It is notable that front-to-back errors~180 deg! were
few. For listeners S1, S2, S3, and S4, the numbers of front-
to-back errors were: 1 in 289~front or rear presentation!
trials, 0 in 296 trials, 0 in 305 trials, and 17 in 298 trials,
respectively. Thus, for listeners with normal localization

FIG. 4. Subject S1’s error rates when localizing~filled symbols! and iden-
tifying ~open symbols! the pair of 2/3-octave dips at 7.1 and 11.2 kHz.
Errors rates are given for each of five sound-source locations in the MSP
~FR5front, FO5front–over, OV5over, RO5rear–over, RE5rear!.

TABLE III. A tally of the number of sound localization errors of different
sizes that each subject made in experiment 3.

Listener

Localization error size

45 deg 90 deg 135 deg 180 deg

S1 108 0 2 1
S2 73 2 0 0
S3 130 3 0 0
S4 215 76 20 17
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abilities ~S1–S3! there was only one front-to-back confusion
in 890 trials with either the front or the rear speaker as the
source. What seems remarkable about this result is that trans-
fer functions measured in the ear canal or with a dummy
head typically show that HRTFs are similar for sources at
front and back locations. Therefore, front-to-back confusions
are expected. The fact that our listeners made so few front-
to-back errors seems paradoxical. Evidently, when presented
with real-world sources, our listeners were able to make the
fine distinctions necessary to avoid large localization errors.
Further consideration of subjects’ localization errors, and
their relationship to HRTF features, is presented in the Ap-
pendix to this article.

4. Re-equalization again

Experiment 3 showed a number of instances in which
listeners identified sounds poorly, but localized them accu-
rately. We took these to be evidence against the re-
equalization hypothesis. A counter argument would be that
the spectral changes that mediate localization might be larger
and more salient than the spectral differences between the
sounds that listeners had to identify in our experiments.
Therefore, an ability to localize might not necessarily imply
an ability to identify. To get quantitative information on this
point, we made recordings with a Knowles Electronics Mani-
kin for Acoustic Research~KEMAR! placed at the listener’s
position in the anechoic room. Binaural recordings were
made for white noise sent to each of the five loudspeakers.6

The left- and right-ear recordings were not ideal HRTFs;
they included the response of the loud-speakers and stimulus
roll-off above 12.5 kHz associated with the equalizer pro-
gram~Fig. 1!. The advantage of the recordings was that they
were made in the conditions experienced by our listeners.
Responses measured for the manikin’s left ear are shown in
Fig. 5. The right-ear response functions were similar, though
not identical. ~Left and right KEMAR ears are not exact
mirror images.! The response functions for both ears showed
a number of features that are expected for HRTFs. For ex-
ample, there was a broad outer-ear resonance above 2 kHz.
Sources overhead lead to a peak near 6 or 7 kHz. The re-
sponse to a source in the rear was greater than the response
to a source in front over a broad region around 1 kHz.

Figure 5 shows that the re-equalization counter argu-
ment is incorrect. Spectral differences between sources 45
deg apart~or, better, 90 deg apart! are not greater than the
10-dB bumps and dips that we introduced to try to make
sounds distinguishable from one another. The fact that listen-
ers can localize to within 90 deg with nearly 100-percent
reliability means that they are sensitive to rather subtle spec-
tral differences, smaller than the stimulus distortions of 10
dB in 1/3- or 2/3-octave bands. Therefore, there is no quan-
titative physical argument against the conclusion that listen-
ers are unable to re-equalize.

IV. EXPERIMENT 4—COMPLEX STRUCTURE

Perceptual experiments 1 through 3 above asked listen-
ers to identify noises characterized by spectral structure in a
single frequency region and found evidence of substantial
confusion when the structure was at high frequency and the
source location was roved. Most ecologically significant
sounds do not have their spectral structure confined to a
single region. For example, speech has formant bands all
across the spectrum. To learn more about sounds like speech,
experiment 4 had listeners identify noises with complex
structure.

A. Method

The experiment was done according to the protocol of
experiment 1, with three double runs for eachA–B noise
pair. Complex noises of two types were presented. There
were double-dipnoises that combined a 2/3-octave dip at
low frequency with a 2/3-octave dip at high frequency, and
there weredouble-bumpnoises that combined low- and high-
frequency bumps. For each listener, we found a pair of low-
frequency dips/bumps that was well identified in experiment
1, and a pair of high-frequency dips/bumps that was poorly
identified. We then combined them in low–high pairs to
make the complex noise stimuli for this experiment.7

Figure 6 shows an example. NoiseA is a double-dip
noise that marries dips at 1.1 and 4.5 kHz. NoiseB is a
double-dip noise that marries dips at 1.8 and 7.1 kHz. We
always combined the lower-frequency member of a low-
frequency pair with the lower-frequency member of a high-
frequency pair to derive one double-dip/bump stimulus, and
then combined the higher-frequency members of each pair to

FIG. 5. Spectral density for a white noise presented from each of the five
sources used in the identification and localization experiments. Measure-
ments were made with the left ear of a KEMAR and are given in one-third-
octave bands.

FIG. 6. A pair of noises used in experiment 4 with noiseB raised by 5 dB
for clarity. Each noise includes a high-frequency dip and a low-frequency
dip.
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derive the other stimulus, as in the example. Each listener
heard one double-dip pair and one double-bump pair in the
experiment.

B. Results and discussion

The results of experiment 4 are shown in Fig. 7. The
added error due to source rove is plotted there for three kinds
of spectral structure. There is alow-only data point from
experiment 1 with anA–B noise pair consisting of low-
frequency bumps/dips. There is ahigh-onlydata point, also
from experiment 1, with anA–B noise pair consisting of
high-frequency bumps/dips. Finally, there is alow1high
data point from the present experiment using anA–B pair of
complex noises that combined the low-only and high-only
spectral features.

For every listener~different figure panels! and for both
bumps ~filled symbols! and dips~open symbols!, the out-
come was the same. Roving location caused little or no
added error for identification of complex noises with low
1high spectral structure. They were identified as accurately
under rove as were the low-only noises, and dramatically
better than the high-only noises. We conclude that when
source location varies, listeners can maintain constancy in
their identification of complex sounds by latching onto low-
frequency structure in the sound spectrum. Their grip on
low-frequency structure appears to be firm, firm enough to
anchor perception of what would be otherwise ambiguous
high-frequency structural components.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments 1 and 2 tested listeners’ ability to identify
broadband sounds with different spectral structures. The ex-
periments showed that when the source location of the noises
was fixed in space, listeners could usually identify the noises
successfully. Listeners were somewhat more successful at
identifying noises with low-frequency structure~1 to 3 kHz!
than noises with high-frequency structure~above 4 kHz!,
possibly because low-frequency structure often led to vowel-
like sounds. However, the difference between low and high
frequencies was not great. By contrast, when source location
was randomized among five locations in the median sagittal

plane~MSP!, listeners were still able to identify noises with
low-frequency spectral structure, but their ability to identify
high-frequency structure fell almost to the chance level.

Experiment 3 compared the listeners’ ability to identify
noises with their ability to localize them. It showed that the
difference in identification between noises with low- and
high-frequency structure cannot be explained by any corre-
sponding differences in MSP sound localization. Three lis-
teners localized all of the noises with a high accuracy, no
matter what the spectral structure. A fourth listener localized
less well than the others, but substantially better than chance,
and at about the same level no matter whether the noises to
be localized had low-frequency or high-frequency structure.

Overall, the pattern of localization and identification re-
sults for experiment 3 argued against are-equalizationhy-
pothesis, which says that listeners can compensate for spec-
tral distortions due to their HRTFs before deciding about the
identity of incoming sounds. Because they can localize
sounds on the basis of their spectral signatures, it must be
presumed that listeners are aware, at some level, of the di-
rectionally dependent filtering that takes place. The informa-
tion provided by a known source location could, in principle,
be used to re-equalize the spectra to enable identification.
Our results nevertheless showed that listeners cannot do that,
even after substantial practice. The failure to distinguish
among high-frequency spectral structures with roving loca-
tion was dramatic and quite similar for all our listeners in
experiments 1–3. The failure was also persistent. It persisted
throughout a run, showing up equally at its beginning and
end, and when there were multiple identification runs with a
particular noise pair it persisted across the runs.

Macpherson~1995! also concluded that listeners cannot
compensate for their location-dependent HRTFs. In a head-
phone profile analysis experiment, Macpherson caused a lis-
tener’s identification task to be difficult by filtering the sig-
nals with assorted HRTFs. He found that identification
performance was not best when the HRTFs were intended to
provide a realistic representation of source location. Rather,
it was best for certain mismatched left–right pairs of HRTFs
that did not correspond to any location. Although his experi-
ments did not measure perceived localization directly, the
results are consistent with the dissociation between identifi-
cation and localization found here.

Finally, experiment 4 showed that listeners can distin-
guish between complex noises that include spectral structure
at both high and low frequencies. This is true whether the
source location is fixed or roved in the MSP. The signifi-
cance of this result is that although high-frequency structure
may be perturbed to the point of confusion by the roving of
location, listeners can ignore that confusion and identify
complex sounds on the basis of the low-frequency structure
alone.
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FIG. 7. Experiment 4 results for listeners S1–S4 in panels~a!–~d!, respec-
tively. As in Fig. 3, the ordinate shows added error when a source is roved.
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APPENDIX: MSP SOUND LOCALIZATION AND HRTFS

In experiment 3, three listeners~S1–S3! accurately lo-
calized noises with a variety of bump and dip structures most
of the time, and when they did make mistakes their errors
were almost always confusions with a nearest-neighbor loca-
tion in the loudspeaker array~i.e., 45-deg errors; see Table
III !. A fourth listener~S4! made more localization errors than
the others, but those errors too were predominantly confu-
sions with a nearest neighbor or, to a lesser extent, a next-
nearest neighbor.

A notable feature of the listeners’ errors was that they
were not at all uniformly distributed among the five sound-
source locations. For listeners S1–S3, adding particular
bumps or dips to the spectrum often caused the overhead
location, or the rear–over location, or sometimes both, to be
incorrectly localized. The failures for these one or two loca-
tions were dramatic and systematic. For example, putting a
10-dB dip in the two-thirds-octave band at 7.1 kHz caused
listener S1 to miss 7 out of 14 overhead localizations, and
every missed overhead was mislocalized as rear–over. The
identical error was made by listener S2 on 6 out of 10 trials
for this stimulus. For listener S3, this stimulus caused rear–
over to be mislocalized as rear on 9 out of the 11 trials.

It is interesting to ask whether these highly systematic
localization errors can be understood on the basis of defor-
mations in the apparent HRTFs. Accordingly, we compared
the errors with the KEMAR HRTF measurements that were
made for experiment 3~Fig. 5!. The comparison is not ideal
because KEMAR’s HRTFs and those of an individual lis-
tener can differ, sometimes substantially. We nevertheless
found several notable points of correspondence with the lo-
calization results. The failure of listeners S1 and S2 to cor-
rectly localize the overhead source in the presence of a
10-dB dip at 7.1 kHz seemed easy to understand. Figure 5
shows that the overhead position is most favored at 8 kHz. It
also shows what Butler and Musicant~1993! have called a
‘‘covert peak,’’ a peak at the overhead position in a plot of
intensity vs position for a given frequency of 8 kHz. Putting
a dip in the 7.1-kHz band makes the overhead source look
more like the other sources. It is less evident why this spec-
tral change should cause the image of the overhead source
always to appear at the rear–over position. This is probably
caused by similarities between rear and rear–overhead at
lower-frequency regions of the spectrum. For listener S3, the
rear–over source reliably appeared at the rear position, and
this result is also consistent with the change in the tall peak
of an apparent HRTF.

Given the above results with a 10-dB spectral dip at 7.1
kHz, it might be predicted that its opposite, namely a 10-dB
bump in that band, would lead to errors of the opposite kind.
As it turned out, both listeners S1 and S2 had that bump on
their menu, and both experienced the erroneous localizations
as expected. For listener S1, the rear–over location was
missed on 8 out of 15 trials and the incorrect localization
always went to overhead. For listener S3, the rear location

was missed on 10 of 15 trials and the incorrect localization
always went to rear–over. Thus, for both S1 and S3, the
spectral dip and the complementary spectral bump produced
errors of exactly opposite kinds.

Other systematic errors are more difficult to explain in
terms of the KEMAR data. Adding a spectral bump in the
two-thirds-octave band at 11.2 kHz caused listener S1 to
hear the overhead source at the rear–over position on 10 out
of 14 trials. HRTFs measured with the KEMAR do not show
any kind of peak for the rear–over location in this frequency
region. One might understand the judgments of S1 by assum-
ing that he uses the high-frequency region above 10 kHz as a
reference against which other peaks may be judged in the
manner of profile analysis~Green, 1988!. Boosting this high-
frequency region would make a peak near 8 kHz due to an
overhead source seem relatively less prominent and possibly
cause the overhead source to be incorrectly localized.

Although it is possible to explain certain systematic er-
rors in localization in terms of HRTFs and the spectral dis-
tortions deliberately introduced in our experiments, an argu-
ably larger issue is to explain why our listeners localized as
well as they did. Despite large spectral distortions in fre-
quency ranges known to be important for localization in the
MSP, their localization performance was good overall. It
seems likely that one key to understanding this behavior is
that our spectral distortions occurred in isolated frequency
regions. Our results suggest that listeners do not rely entirely
on isolated spectral features, such as the frequencies of high-
frequency peaks or valleys. Instead, they may use those fea-
tures in combination with spectral details from a wide range
of frequencies. Alternatively, it may be that localization de-
pends on a rather coarse analysis of the HRTF, as proposed
in several recent models~Fuzessery, 1986; Zakarauskas and
Cynader, 1993; Macpherson, 1997!. If this is the case, then
local distortions, like the ones introduced here, could leave
much of the spectral information intact.

1The five loudspeakers were selected from a batch of 79 on the basis of their
best-matched frequency response, as determined by an automated compari-
son made at 76 frequencies from 125 to 11 000 Hz.

2The equalizer was a model IEQ made by Applied Research and Technol-
ogy. This equalizer has a ‘‘smart curve’’ feature that makes the spectral
shape of a bump or dip close to the rectangular ideal by automatically
adjusting the gains of adjacent one-third-octave bands.

3The caption of Fig. 3 gives the different combinations of bump/dip band-
widths and separations between spectral features that were included in ex-
periment 2. Error rates on the fixed-location runs provided a baseline for
the ‘‘added error due to source rove’’ computation. The fixed-location rates
for experiment 2 were similar to those observed in experiment 1~see Fig.
1!. For bumps, fixed-location error rates were generally less than 5% at all
frequencies. For dips, rates were somewhat higher, 5%–10% at frequencies
below 4 kHz, and 5%–15% above 4 kHz. As in experiment 1, if a listener
had an error rate greater than 25% for a fixed-location run, the correspond-
ing roved-location run was omitted. Only spectral dips led to such failures
in experiment 2; bumps never did. Of 40 combinations of listener and
one-third-octave dips, there were 11 failures. Of 36 combinations of lis-
tener and two-thirds-octave dips, there was one failure.

4The ‘‘easy’’ and ‘‘hard’’ A–B pairs selected for each subject were as
follows. S1-easy: 2/3-octave dips at 1.1 and 1.8 kHz, 2/3-octave bumps at
1.8 and 2.8 kHz. S1-hard: 2/3-octave bumps at 7.1 and 11.2 kHz, 2/3-
octave dips at 4.5 and 7.1 kHz, 2/3-octave dips at 7.1 and 11.2 kHz. S2-
easy: 2/3-octave dips at 1.8 and 2.8 kHz, 2/3-octave bumps at 1.1 and 1.8
kHz. S2-hard: 1/3-octave bumps at 4.0 and 6.3 kHz, 1/3-octave dips at 4.0
and 6.3 kHz, 2/3-octave dips at 7.1 and 11.2 kHz. S3-easy: 2/3-octave dips
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at 1.1 and 1.8 kHz, 2/3-octave bumps at 1.8 and 2.8 kHz. S3-hard: 2/3-
octave dips at 7.1 and 11.2 kHz, 2/3-octave dips at 4.5 and 7.1 kHz, 2/3-
octave bumps at 7.1 and 11.2 kHz. S4-easy: 2/3-octave dips at 1.1 and 1.8
kHz, 2/3-octave bumps at 1.1 and 1.8 kHz. S4-hard: 1/3-octave bumps at
6.3 and 10.0 kHz, 1/3-octave dips at 2.5 and 4.0 kHz, 2/3-octave dips at 4.5
and 11.2 kHz.

5The difference between the easy identification and hard identification runs
was equally dramatic when measured as added error due to source rove.
The average added error was 1.1% for the easy runs and 36.1% for the hard
ones.

6The KEMAR ~Knowles Electronics Manikin for Acoustics Research! was
fitted with two large ears, Knowles DB-065 and DB-066, and Zwislocki
couplers. The couplers included Etymotic ER-11 half-inch microphones
with accompanying preamplifiers set to a ‘‘flat’’ response. Output signals
from KEMAR’s left and right ears were analyzed in 30 one-third-octave
bands by a Stanford Research Systems SR-760 FFT spectrum analyzer.

7S1 double-dips: 1.1 and 7.1 kHz, 1.8 and 11.2 kHz. S1 double-bumps: 1.8
and 7.1 kHz, 2.8 and 11.2 kHz. S2 double-dips: 1.8 and 7.1 kHz, 2.8 and
11.2 kHz. S2 double-bumps: 1.1 and 4.5 kHz, 1.8 and 7.1 kHz. S3 double-
dips: 1.1 and 4.5 kHz, 1.8 and 7.1 kHz. S3 double-bumps: 1.8 and 7.1 kHz,
2.8 and 11.2 kHz. S4 double-dips: 1.1 and 4.5 kHz, 1.8 and 7.1 kHz. S4
double-bumps: 1.1 and 7.1 kHz, 1.8 and 11.2 kHz.
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Variations in the feedback of hearing aids
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Variations in the loop response of hearing aids caused by jaw movements, variations in acoustics
outside the ear, and variations of vent size have been identified. Behind The Ear~BTE! and In The
Ear Canal~ITEC! hearing aids were considered. The largest variations among the variations of the
acoustics outside the ear, except when the hearing aid was partly removed, were found with the
ITEC when a telephone set was placed by the ear. The variations of the loop response caused by
changes in vent size were compared with the variations of a theoretical model of the feedback path.
The theoretical model was also used to compare the feedback of different designs of the vent that
gives the same acoustic impedance at low frequencies. The calculated feedback was less with the
short vents~12 mm! than the long vents~24 mm!. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!05811-7#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ts, 43.64.Ha@SPB#

INTRODUCTION

Oscillation caused by feedback is a very common com-
plaint by hearing aid users that in many cases limits the gain
that can be provided by the hearing aid. For some users the
hearing aid is stable most of the time but starts to oscillate in
some situations, e.g., when a telephone set is placed at the
ear. The feedback and the effect of it on different types of
hearing aids have been studied by Grover and Martin~1974!,
Lybarger ~1975!, Johansen~1975!, Lundh ~1982!, Dyrlund
~1989!, Gatehouse~1989!, Erickson and van Tasell~1991!,
Kuk ~1994!, and Hellgrenet al. ~1999!. All of these studies
were performed with a static feedback path. No changes of
the acoustics outside the ear or changes of the shape of the
ear canal were used.

The loop response of a system with feedback is the
transfer function of the opened loop, and is thus the transfer
function of the forward path in series with the feedback path.
The hearing aid will start to oscillate when the loop response
is 0 dB at a frequency where the phase is a multiple of 360°.
The feedback, and thus the loop response, depends on a
number of factors. Behind The Ear~BTE!, In The Ear~ITE!,
and In The Ear Canal~ITEC! hearing aids have different
microphone positions and will thus have different feedback
paths. The dimensions of the vent in the earmold affect the
feedback. The diameter is often reduced during fitting of the
hearing aid if there are feedback problems. The acoustics
outside the ear will also affect the feedback. The palm of the
hand or a telephone set close to the hearing aid often causes
oscillation. A change of the shape of the ear canal will affect
the fit of the earmold and thus also the feedback.

The hearing aid category~BTE, ITE, or ITEC! and the
dimensions of the vent are examples of factors that will be
constant once the fitting of the hearing aid is completed. The
fit of the earmold and the acoustics outside the ear vary as
the hearing aid is used. Jaw movements will produce
changes in the shape of the ear canal with a time frame of
seconds/minutes~Oliviera, 1997!. Production and disposal of
cerumen will cause changes with a time frame of weeks and

months, while aging introduces changes with a time frame of
years.

In the present study, variations of the loop response
caused by the acoustics outside the ear, jaw movements, and
vent size have been studied. The loop response will depend
on the type of hearing aid used. However, the variations of
the loop in the cases studied will be the same among hearing
aids, under the assumption that the forward path of the hear-
ing aids has the same variations. The results of the present
study can thus be applied to any hearing aid under this as-
sumption.

When the hearing aid is adjusted, some amount of mar-
gin to 0-dB loop response has to be used to allow for varia-
tions in the feedback path. It can be assumed that a larger
margin will be used when a hearing aid without volume con-
trol is adjusted by the dispenser than when the user has ac-
cess to a volume control. With the volume control, the user
can reduce the gain if the hearing aid starts to howl. The
results of the present study provide information about the
amount of variations in the loop response and thus the mar-
gin to 0-dB loop response required in the normal situation to
avoid oscillation when the feedback changes. The results
also provide information of the reduction in loop response as
the vent diameter is reduced.

A. Occlusion and feedback

The occlusion of the ear canal can cause annoyance and
changes of the perception of one’s own voice. Seventy-three
percent of the hearing aid users investigated by Hansen
~1997! experienced some occlusion effect on their own
voice. Significantly fewer patients reported blocked-up feel-
ing with a 2-mm vent than without in the study by MacKen-
zie et al. ~1989!. The input impedance of the vent and thus
the occlusion effect can be reduced by increasing the diam-
eter or decreasing the length of the vent. However, this will
in general also increase the feedback. The dimensions of the
vent can thus be used to control the compromise between
feedback and occlusion. The problem with occlusion is pri-
marily found at low frequencies while feedback problems are
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primarily found at high frequencies. It would thus be desir-
able to have a vent with as low input impedance as possible
at low frequencies to reduce the occlusion effect, but as high
impedance as possible at high frequencies to reduce the feed-
back problem. The theoretical transfer function of the feed-
back for different designs of the vent that give approximately
the same impedance at low frequencies has been identified
and compared.

B. Feedback cancellation systems and variations of
loop response

One way to avoid problems associated with feedback in
hearing aids is to introduce feedback cancellation as pro-
posed by Best~1985!, Bustamanteet al. ~1989!, Kates
~1991!, Bisgaard and Dyrlund~1991!, Kuo and Voepel
~1992!, Engebretson and French-St. George~1993!, and Jo-
sonet al. ~1993!. In such systems the feedback signal is pre-
dicted and cancelled from the microphone signal. The pre-
diction is generated by filtering the output signal of the
hearing aid through a filter. The filter has to have the same
transfer function as the feedback. The filter has thus to be
adaptive in order to follow the changes of the feedback. The
changes that the adaptive filter has to adapt to are then the
changes of the loop response. The results of the present study
illustrate the flexibility required by such an adaptive filter.

I. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Two types of hearing aids were used: Oticon Personic
425 representing BTE hearing aids, and a specially designed
ITEC hearing aid. The hearing aids were modified by open-
ing the signal path between the microphone and the receiver.
The microphone and the receiver were connected to the Ana-
log to Digital converter~AD! and Digital to Analog con-
verter ~DA!, respectively, of a Digital Signal Processor
~DSP! board in a host PC. The DSP board was used to gen-
erate a broadband noise applied to the receiver and to record
the signals of the microphone and the receiver on the hard
disk for off-line analysis. Sixteen-bit AD and DA converters
were used at a sampling frequency of 15.75 kHz. A signal
conditioner was used to adjust the microphone signals to the
DSP board. The bandwidth of the acquisition system was 7.1
kHz.

The measurements with BTE and ITEC were made on
five human subjects, four male and one female. Measure-
ments with BTE were also made on a Knowles Ear Manikin
~KEMAR! equipped with a Bru¨el & Kjær ear simulator type
4157~IEC 711, 1981!. The mean length of the vents used on
human subjects was 17.4 and 18.6 mm for the BTE and
ITEC instruments, respectively. The length of the vent used
with KEMAR was 15.5 mm. The distance between the center
of the microphone inlet and the vent opening on the faceplate
was 14.2 mm for ITEC instruments. The diameters of vents
in the earmolds were 3.1, 2.1, and 2.2 mm for the ITEC,
BTE on human subjects, and BTE on KEMAR, respectively.
The human subjects used individual hearing aids. Five BTE
hearing aids were used on KEMAR. The measurements were
performed in an anechoic room.

The variations were calculated as the ratio between the
loop response in the situations tested~e.g., telephone set by
the ear! and in the normal situation. The loop responses were
calculated by applying spectral analysis~Ljung and Glad,
1994! to the signals of the microphone and receiver. A Han-
ning window that was nonzero for 255 samples (28.1,t
,8.1 ms) was used in the spectral analysis.

The group delay in the loop was about 60 samples~;3.8
ms!. The long delay was mainly caused by the DA and AD
converters that together introduced a group delay of 54
samples. In the spectral analysis, the input signal~signal to
receiver! was delayed by 64 samples, in order to get most of
the correlation between input and output in the middle of the
window. The phase of the results was then adjusted for the
64-sample delay.

A. Tested cases

A number of cases that could be expected to influence
the feedback were tested.
The four cases of variations of the acoustics outside the ear
were:

~a! A telephone set at the ear
~b! A wall at a distance of 10 cm from the head
~c! A hug
~d! Wearing a knitted cap

A sheet of particleboard covered with a plastic layer was
used to simulate the wall. The board had the dimensions
4003830319 mm.
Four cases of variations of the shape of the ear canal were
tested:

~1! Yawning
~2! Mouth shaped for saying@ɑ:#
~3! Mouth shaped for saying@i:#
~4! Biting

The case ‘‘mouth shaped for saying@i:#’’ is similar to smil-
ing. Compare to ‘‘say cheese!’’
Two other cases of the fit of the earmold were tested:

~1! Earmold partly removed~only tested with ITEC!.
~2! Earmold not placed correctly in Cymba conchae~only

tested with BTE!.

Only the first four cases with variations of the acoustics
outside the ear~telephone, wall, hug, and knitted cap! were
tested with KEMAR. The last case with misplaced earmold
was realized by inserting the earmold in such a way that the
helix of the earmold was placed over the crus of helix of the
pinna. @See Alvord and Farmer~1997! for nomenclature.#
This is fairly common when an earmold with a helix is mis-
placed.

A number of vent dimensions were also tested. The vent
was reduced by inserting tubes called ‘‘select a tube’’~SAT!
with lengths of approximately 5 mm and various inner diam-
eters. On the ITEC hearing aids that used vents with a diam-
eter of 3.1 mm, SAT with inner diameter of 2.1, 1.2, and 0.8
mm were used. Two cases with blocked vent were also
tested: one with the normal fit of the hearing aid and one
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with some impression material around the hearing aid to re-
duce the leak. The BTE instruments used on human subjects
were tested with SAT with inner diameter of 1.2 mm, the
two cases with blocked vent, and with a separate earmold
with a 3.1-mm vent. The earmold used for the reference had
a vent with a diameter of 2.1 mm. The earmold with the
3.1-mm vent was produced from the same impression as the
earmold with the 2.1-mm vent and was only used on one of
the subjects. SAT with inner diameters of 1.2, 0.7, and 0 mm
were used to reduce the 2.2-mm vent of the earmold on
KEMAR.

All the measurements were static in the sense that the
above parameters were held constant during each measure-
ment. This means that the transition between two cases has
not been investigated.

B. Measures of the change

The sample mean and sample estimate of the standard
deviation of the measured changes from the normal situation
were calculated as a function of frequency. Changes both in
amplitude and in phase were calculated. The choice to
present data in this way was done to provide a reasonable
amount of data. The mean and the standard deviation do not
reveal all of the characteristics of the individual data, but
they give a measure of the range where most of the indi-
vidual data will be found. Sixty eight percent of the cases
will be within the interval given by (m2s,m1s), if it is
assumed that the change is a normally distributed stochastic
variable with an expected valuem and a standard deviation
s. The 95% confidence interval for the expected value is
(x21.24* SD,x11.24* SD) when the sample size is five
measurements.x is the sample mean andSD is the sample
estimate of the standard deviation.

The maximum increase of the amplitude of the loop re-
sponse in the 2–5 kHz frequency range was used as a scalar
measure of the change. The 2–5 kHz frequency range was
chosen since howling often occurs at these frequencies~Dyr-
lund and Lundh, 1990!. This measure can be considered the
worst-case gain margin required in the normal situation to
avoid oscillation in the tested case. It should be noted that
uncertainties in the analysis and variations of the normal
situation will introduce a bias in this measure. This means
that the expected value of this measure will not be zero if
two measurements of the normal situation are compared. The
frequency response of the hearing aid, which differs between
hearing aids, will affect the loop response. It is thus not
certain that the oscillation will occur at the frequency with
the largest increase in the loop response. The mean value of
the change in the 2–5-kHz frequency range was used as a
more conservative and unbiased scalar measure of the
change.

C. Theoretical model of the feedback path from ear
canal to microphone

The variations of the loop response will be the same as
the variations of the feedback path, under the assumption
that the forward path of the system is constant. Varying the
vent size will affect the load impedance of the hearing aid

and thus the transfer function of the forward path. The trans-
fer function will vary substantially for frequencies below the
range of interest for feedback~2 to 5 kHz!, while it will be
close to unchanged within the range~Grover, 1976!. Thus
the changes of the feedback path can be used to predict the
changes of the loop response at high frequencies.

A theoretical model of the feedback path was used to
calculate the variations cased by the variations in vent size.
The model was configured according to Fig. 1. The reference
plane was the tip of the earmold. An infinite baffle was used
to correspond to the pinnae and head. The point of interest
~corresponding to the microphone position! was a point by
the infinite baffle. The vent was modeled by two circular
tubes corresponding to the original vent of the earmold and
the SAT. The diameters of the two tubes wered1 andd2 and
the lengthsl 1 andl 2 . The total length of the two tubes wasl.
The leak was modeled by a circular tube with lengthl and
diameterdleak.

The pressure transfer function across and the input im-
pedance to a tube with loss, for a given load impedance, is
given in the Appendix of Kates~1988!. The use of these
equations is subject to several assumptions made in the deri-
vation by Iberall~1950!, and summarized by Egolf~1977!.
The radiation impedance of a tube in an infinite baffle, also
given by Kates~1988!, was used as load impedance when the
tube ended in the infinite baffle. The transfer function from
the opening in the infinite baffle to the point of interest~po-
sition of the hearing aid microphone! is given by Egolfet al.
~1985!. The transfer function from the reference plane to the
point of interest was calculated separately for each path~vent
and leak! and then added to obtain an estimate of the transfer
function of the model. This resulted in the effect on the pres-
sure at the reference plane due to feedback of the signal
radiating from the vent opening back to the ear canal via the
leak ~and vice versa! being ignored, as well as the impact of
the tube modeling the leak on the radiation impedance at the
vent opening~and vice versa!. These simplifications were
judged to have only minor effects on the results.

The point of interest was by the baffle and 40 mm from
the vent opening with BTE and 14.2 mm with ITEC. The
same values were used for the distance between leak and
point of interest. The diameter of the tube corresponding to
the original vent of the earmold was set to 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1

FIG. 1. Model of the feedback path.
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mm for the BTE on human subjects, BTE on KEMAR, and
ITEC, respectively. The diameter of the other tube was set to
the values of the used SAT. The length of this tube was set to
5 mm. The diameter of the tube modeling the leak was ad-
justed so that the reduction of feedback when occluding the
vent was the same as the mean measured reduction of loop
response over the 2- to 5-kHz region.

1. Comparison of occlusion effect and feedback with
different designs of the vent

It would be desirable to design a vent that provides low
input impedance at low frequencies~to minimize the occlu-
sion effect! and as little feedback as possible at higher fre-
quencies~2 to 5 kHz!. The theoretical model was used to
compare the feedback of eight different configurations of the
vent that gave approximately the same input impedance at
200 Hz. Four cases used a total length of the vent~l! of 12
and the other four 24 mm. One case with the SAT ‘‘in-
serted’’ from the opening in the infinite baffle, one with the
SAT ‘‘inserted’’ from the earmold tip, one with increased
diameter the last 5 mm, and one with homogenous diameter
were used for each value of the lengthl. The case with in-
creased diameter the last 5 mm was used as an approxima-
tion of a horn-shaped vent. These cases were chosen to com-
pare short and narrow vents with long and wide, and vents
with varying diameter.

In the cases of varying diameter, the diameter of the tube
with smaller diameter was set to half the diameter of the
other tube. Both tubes used the same diameter in the cases
with homogenous diameter. The diameter of the tube mod-
eling the leak (dleak) was set to zero in all cases. Thus the
leak was not incorporated in this comparison. The diameters
were adjusted so that the absolute value of the input imped-
ance at 200 Hz at the earmold tip was the same in the case
with a 12-mm-long vent with a homogenous diameter of 1.2
mm.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The scalar measures of the change of the loop response
for the BTE and ITEC are presented in Tables I and II,
respectively. The bias introduced when using the maximum
increase was estimated by calculating the maximum increase
of a number of measurements in the normal situation. Five
measurements were performed on each subject. The earmold
was removed and repositioned between each measurement.
The mean of the maximum increase of each measurement
relative to the individual mean was found to be 0.8 and 0.9
dB for the BTE and ITEC, respectively.

TABLE I. Change of loop response with BTE hearing aid on human subjects and KEMAR.

Human subjects KEMAR

Mean over
frequency

and subjects
~dB!

Maximum increase in 2–5 kHz Mean over
frequency

and measurements
~dB!

Maximum increase in 2–5 kHz

Minimum
~dB!

Mean
~dB!

Maximum
~dB!

Minimum
~dB!

Mean
~dB!

Maximum
~dB!

Telephone 4.3 11.3 13.7 16.4 7.2 8.1 10.6 12.4
Hug 1.3 5.0 6.0 6.4 0.6 5.8 6.9 9.4
Wall 1.1 2.6 5.1 7.9 0.0 4.3 4.7 5.0
Knitted cap 0.4 1.2 3.4 5.7 0.2 2.5 3.8 4.9
Yawning 1.2 1.4 2.9 5.9
Saying@Ä:# 0.6 0.1 1.8 4.0
Saying@i:# 20.1 0.1 1.6 5.9
Biting 20.3 20.2 0.8 1.9
Earmold not
placed
correctly

2.7 0.1 5.7 9.3

3-mm vent 9.2 10.9 10.9 10.9
1.2-mm SAT 24.3 26.6 21.5 2.6 23.9 24.9 21.1 4.7
0.7-mm SAT 211.7 210.8 27.1 22.3
No vent 28.6 28.5 24.3 21.1 216.2 212.1 211.6 211.4
No vent and impression
material around earmold

214.1 219.3 29.7 21.2

TABLE II. Change of loop response with ITEC.

Mean over
frequency

and subjects
~dB!

Maximum increase in 2–5 kHz

Minimum
~dB!

Mean
~dB!

Maximum
~dB!

Telephone 5.7 10.6 17.4 25.1
Hug 21.1 1.1 7.9 15.1
Wall 20.5 0.7 1.7 3.2
Knitted cap 1.6 0.4 4.8 10.1
Yawning 1.1 1.2 2.8 3.8
Saying@Ä:# 0.3 0.6 2.2 7.0
Saying@i:# 0.4 0.0 2.8 6.5
Biting 20.2 20.5 1.5 6.3
Earmold partly
removed

10.3 2.5 21.4 36.9

2.1-mm SAT 22.7 22.9 3.3 12.6
1.2-mm SAT 26.6 25.9 0.8 3.7
0.8-mm SAT 210.0 26.9 20.9 9.5
No vent 216.0 218.0 28.0 21.8
No vent and impression
material around earmold

219.6 222.3 212.9 22.0
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A. Changes caused by acoustics outside the ear

Figures 2 and 3 show the mean and mean61 standard
deviation ~SD!, of the changes of loop response when the
acoustics outside the ear was changed, measured with BTE
and ITEC, respectively.

The telephone gives, with BTE and ITEC, peaks in the
changes at approximately 2 and 5 kHz. The changes are
somewhat larger with the ITEC with a mean at 2 kHz of 16.1
compared to 11.4 dB with the BTE on human subjects. The
maximum increases found were 25.1 dB with ITEC and 16.4
dB with BTE. The change with BTE on KEMAR is about
the same as on human subjects, but with the peaks at higher
frequencies. The peaks are probably caused by reflections in
the telephone set. The frequency of the peak will then de-
pend on the distance between the hearing aid and the tele-
phone set. The differences between the changes with BTE on
human subjects and KEMAR could thus to some extent be
caused by differences in how the telephone was held. The
hug gave similar changes as the telephone, but with lower
magnitude and somewhat lower frequencies of the peaks.
With the ITEC the wall gave peaks at 2, 4, and 5.5 kHz.
With the BTE on KEMAR peaks were found at approxi-
mately 2, 5, and 6.2 kHz. Well-defined notches were found
between the peaks. The notches were less well defined in the

mean curves of the human subjects, but the peaks at 2 and 5
kHz could be found. The mean of the maximum increase
with BTE on human subjects was 5.1 compared to 1.7 dB
with ITEC. The mean change over frequency was on average
1.1 and20.5 dB for BTE and ITEC, respectively.

The knitted cap gave a low-pass function with about 3
dB higher mean loop response for frequencies below 3 kHz
for both BTE and ITEC. For frequencies above 4 kHz the
mean loop response was about 3 dB lower with the BTE, and
relatively unchanged with ITEC. However, increases of 5.7
and 10.1 dB were recorded with the BTE and ITEC, respec-
tively.

It can be hypothesized that the ITEC is less sensitive
than the BTE to reflecting objects at a distance~.5 cm! from
the ear. The ITEC has a shorter direct path from vent open-
ing ~and leak! to the microphone. Thus the relative distance
of the path from the vent to the microphone via the reflecting
object will be longer. It can then be assumed that the re-
flected signal will be of relatively lower amplitude than the
direct signal and thus the relative change of the loop re-
sponse smaller. With the BTE, the length of the reflected
path is in the same order as the direct path. This would then
explain the smaller changes found with the ITEC when the
wall was placed at a distance of 10 cm from the skull.

FIG. 2. Change of loop response of BTE from the normal acoustic situation when the acoustics outside the ear was altered. Solid lines are mean and mean
61 SD,n55. The dashed lines are the mean of measurements on KEMAR,n55. ~a! Telephone set at the ear.~b! Hug. ~c! Wall at 10-cm distance from ear.
~d! Knitted cap.
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The telephone can be held to form an obstacle in the
path from the vent to the microphone with the BTE. With the
ITEC, the telephone will more or less occlude the ear and
thus give higher radiation impedance at the vent and higher
SPL at the microphone. This can explain the larger changes
found with the ITEC when a telephone set is placed by the
ear.

The maximum increase in the 2–5 kHz range was used
to analyze if there were differences between the BTE~on
human subjects! and ITEC in the four cases with variations
of the acoustics outside the ear. Tables I and II show that the
telephone with ITEC gave the largest mean changes, and the
wall with ITEC the smallest. At-test for dependent samples
was used for each case. The only case that showed a signifi-
cant difference was the wall (p,0.0065), where the mean
maximum value was 5.1 and 1.7 dB for BTE and ITEC,
respectively.

Multiple analysis of variance~MANOVA ! was per-
formed on the data from human subjects to investigate if
there was an interaction between hearing aid type and acous-
tic situation. If this is the case, the changes in the tested
situations will differ between BTE and ITEC hearing aids.
The MANOVA was also used to test if the changes were
dependent on the hearing aid type and the acoustic situation
separately. The interaction was not significant@F(3,12)
53.12; p,0.066#. The t-test showed significant differences

with the wall and the MANOVA gave a lowp-value, al-
though not significant. This indicates that there might be an
interaction effect between the acoustic situation and the hear-
ing aid category that the MANOVA did not prove significant
due to the limited sample size.

The general difference between ITEC and BTE was not
significant@F(1,4)5.53; p,0.50#. A significant effect of the
acoustic situation was found@F(3,12)531.73; p,0.0001#.
This implies that the cases tested gave rise to different
changes of the loop response.

B. Changes caused by jaw movements

Figures 4 and 5 show the changes when the shape of the
ear canal was altered with BTE and ITEC, respectively. The
mean changes of the magnitude, as well as phase, were small
in these cases for both BTE and ITEC. The standard devia-
tion, however, exceeded 6 dB for both ITEC and BTE at
some frequencies in some cases. Thus some individuals may
have problems with the hearing aid starting to howl even if
the mean changes are very small.

Oliviera ~1997! investigated the impact of the jaw move-
ments on the shape of the ear canal. Impressions of the ear
canal were taken at different jaw positions. The largest
changes were found between the first and second bend of the
ear canal. The mean of the largest increase of the ear canal in

FIG. 3. Mean and mean61 SD of change of loop response with ITEC when the acoustic situation was changed from normal.n55 except for~b! with n
53. ~a! Telephone.~b! Hug. ~c! Wall at 10-cm distance from ear.~d! Knitted cap.
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the anterior–posterior dimension~width of ear canal! was
10% when a 32-mm depressor was placed between incisors
compared to the closed-jaw position. This corresponds to a
0.7-mm change for a typical adult ear canal. In the superior–
inferior dimension~height of ear canal! the ear canal was
close to unchanged. This jaw position is approximately the
same as when yawning. However, it is difficult to compare
the results of Oliviera~1997! and the present study, as there
is no simple relation between the maximum change of the
dimensions of the ear canal and the leak of the earmold. It
can also be argued that the ear canal might behave differently
by with an earmold in place.

It can be assumed that the leak may occur anywhere
around the earmold. The microphone of ITE and ITEC hear-
ing aids and the vent is often separated as much as possible
on the faceplate. Therefore, a leak is likely to be closer to the
microphone than the vent opening. If it is assumed that at-
tenuation increases with distance, the feedback caused by a
leak will be attenuated less than the feedback via the vent.
On BTE instruments, the paths from the vent opening and
from the leak will be approximately the same. Thus it can be
hypothesized that changes of the fit of the earmold give
larger changes of loop response with ITE and ITEC instru-
ments than with BTE instruments.

The vent size is another parameter that is likely to influ-
ence the sensitivity to the fit of the earmold. The absolute

change of the loop response due to a change of the leak can
be assumed to be independent of the vent. The relative
change will then be smaller with a large vent than with a
small vent. Thus it can be hypothesized that hearing aids
with large vent diameters are less sensitive to jaw move-
ments. According to the first hypothesis, the ITEC would
give larger changes, but the larger vent of the ITEC would
give smaller changes. The data of the measurements can thus
not be used to test the two hypotheses. In order to do so, a
test where only one of the parameters is varied at the time
has to be used.

The mean of the maximum increase over the four cases
of jaw movements and the five subjects is 1.8 and 2.3 dB for
the BTE and ITEC, respectively. No significant differences
between the results of BTE and ITEC were found when the
t-test for dependent variables was used to test the different
cases, nor when all cases were tested together with
MANOVA.

C. Changes caused by misplaced and partly removed
earmold

Figure 6 shows the change of the loop response, when
the helix of the earmold used together with the BTE was not
correctly placed in cymba conchae. The mean change shows
the characteristics of a high-pass filter with a cutoff fre-

FIG. 4. Mean and mean61 SD of change of loop response with BTE when the fit of the earmold was altered.n55 for all cases except for~d! wheren
54 due to missing data.~a! Yawning. ~b! Mouth shaped for saying@Ä:#. ~c! Mouth shaped for saying@i:#. ~d! Bite.
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quency of about 800 Hz. The reduction of the magnitude of
the loop response at low frequencies originates from the re-
duction of the gain from the hearing aid to the ear canal,
caused by the reduced impedance in the ear canal. This is the
same effect as when the vent diameter is increased. The
mean curve has a mean value of 2.7 dB for frequencies in the
2–5 kHz frequency range. The mean maximum value of the
change was 5.7 dB.

The loop response increased by a mean of 10.3 dB in the

2–5-kHz frequency region when the ITEC was partly re-
moved from the ear, as seen in Fig. 7. The mean magnitude
of the loop response was reduced at frequencies below 1
kHz. The maximum increase was on average 21.4 dB. The
large increase of the loop gain at high frequencies makes it
very likely that the hearing aid starts to oscillate when it is
removed/inserted. Some users find this useful as it shows
that the hearing aid is working, while others consider it un-
desirable and uncomfortable.

FIG. 7. Mean and mean61 SD of change of loop response with ITEC when
it was partly removed from the ear canal,n55.

FIG. 5. Mean and mean61 SD of change of loop response with ITEC when the fit of the earmold is altered.n55 except in~a! wheren54. ~a! Open mouth.
~b! Mouth shaped for saying@Ä:#. ~c! Mouth shaped for saying@i:#. ~d! Bite.

FIG. 6. Mean and mean61 SD of change of loop response with BTE when
the earmold was not placed correctly in cymba conchae,n55.
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D. Variations caused by change of vent size

Figure 8~a! shows the increase of the loop response as
the earmold with a 2.1-mm vent was replaced by an ear mold
with a 3.1-mm vent. The increase is about 10 dB for frequen-
cies above 1 kHz. This case was only measured on one sub-
ject. Figure 8~b!–~e! show the changes of the loop response
with BTE when the vent was reduced with SAT of various
diameters. The mean changes with the 1.2-mm SAT were
about the same with the KEMAR and human subjects, with
approximately 6-dB reduction at 1 kHz and 2-dB reduction
at 5 kHz. Some individuals even had an increase in the feed-
back at 5 kHz. The maximum increase was 2.6 dB. The

0.7-mm SAT, which was only tested with KEMAR, gave a
mean attenuation of 15 dB at 2 kHz, but a small increase of
0.5 dB at 6.3 kHz. Without vent, the mean reduction on
human subjects was 13 dB at 1 kHz and 5 dB at 5 kHz. With
KEMAR, the corresponding figures were 17 and 10 dB.
When impression material was used around the ear mold the
attenuation on human subjects increased to 14 dB at both 1
and 5 kHz.

The mean change of the magnitude over the 2- to 5-kHz
range and over the human subjects was 9.2,24.3,28.6, and
214 dB for the cases with 3.1-mm vent, 1.2-mm SAT, no
vent, and no vent and impression material, respectively. The

FIG. 8. Mean and mean61 SD of change of loop response with BTE when
the vent size was changed from 2.1 mm~2.2 for KEMAR!. Dotted lines are
data from KEMAR.~a! 3.1 mm vent (n51). ~b! 1.2-mm SAT.~c! 0.7-mm
SAT ~only data from KEMAR!. ~d! No vent (n54). ~e! No vent and ear
impression material around the earmold to seal it (n55). KEMAR data in
~e! are the same as in~d!.
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figures with KEMAR were23.9, 211.7, and216.2 dB for
the cases with 1.2, 0.7 mm, and no vent, respectively. One
measurement without vent on KEMAR was excluded,
judged as an outlier, as it gave smaller changes than the 1.2-
and 0.7-mm SAT.

Figure 9 shows the results of the five tested cases with
the ITEC: SAT with inner diameter of 2.1, 1.2, 0.8, 0, and 0
mm with impression material around the earmold. The mean
change of the magnitude over the 2- to 5-kHz range and over
subjects was22.7, 26.6, 210.0,216.0, and219.6 dB for
the tested cases. One of the measurements with 0-mm SAT
was excluded when the mean was calculated, as it only gave

a change of22 dB while the 1.2-mm SAT gave a change of
28 dB on the same subject. The trend found with BTE, with
larger changes at 1 than at 5 kHz when using SAT, was also
found with the ITEC. The only exception was the case with-
out vent and with impression material around the earmold,
where the attenuation was 17 and 22 dB at 1 and 5 kHz,
respectively.

1. Changes with the theoretical model

The mean measured reduction of the loop response with-
out vent was 8.6, 16.2, and 16.0 dB for the BTE on human

FIG. 9. Mean and mean61 SD of change of loop response with ITEC
when the vent size diameter was changed from 3.1 mm.n55. ~a! 2.1-mm
SAT. ~b! 1.2-mm SAT. ~c! 0.8-mm SAT. ~d! No vent. ~e! No vent and
impression material around the earmold.
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subjects, BTE on KEMAR, and ITEC on human subjects,
respectively. The diameter of the tube modeling the leak in
the theoretical model was adjusted to give the same mean
reduction when occluding the vent. This gave a diameter of
the leak of 1.62, 0.95, and 1.35 mm for the BTE on human
subjects, BTE on KEMAR and ITEC on human subjects,
respectively. The leak with BTE on human subjects was thus
modeled by a tube with a diameter of 1.62 and a length of
17.6 mm. The corresponding values found by Johansen
~1975! were 1.6 and 22 mm.

Figure 10 shows the calculated change in the feedback
path when the vent is reduced by inserting a SAT with length
( l 2) 5 mm and diameter (d2) 1.2 mm, for the case of an
ITEC. The calculated effect of reducing the diameter of the
entire vent to 1.2 mm is also included. The SAT gave a
smaller change. The change was close to constant over fre-
quency when the diameter of the entire vent was reduced,
while it varied with frequency when SAT was used. At fre-
quencies around 7 kHz the feedback even increased as the
SAT was inserted in the vent. The peak is caused by reflec-
tion due to the increased impedance of the SAT. The fre-
quency of the peak with SAT was 6.8 kHz. This gives a
quarter wavelength of 12.5 mm, which is close to the length
of the vent from the ear canal to the SAT~13.6 mm!. It can
thus be assumed that the frequency of the peak will increase
as the length of the SAT is increased. The calculated change
of the feedback path represented by the thick line in Fig. 10
can be compared with the corresponding measured change of
the loop response found in Fig. 9~b!. The shape of the change
is about the same with a dip at high frequencies and an
accompanying peak at slightly lower frequency. The fre-
quencies of the peak and dip are higher in the calculated
change and the difference in magnitude of peak and dip is
smaller in the mean of the measurements. The latter is to
some extent caused by the averaging used in the measure-
ments.

The mean change of the magnitude in dB in the fre-
quency range from 2 to 5 kHz was used when the changes
calculated with the model were compared with the corre-
sponding measured data. Figure 11 shows the changes cal-

culated with the theoretical model together with measured
data from BTE on human subjects, BTE on KEMAR, and
ITEC. The model gave changes that were within the range of
the measured data in all cases where SAT was used except
with 0.7-mm SAT with BTE on KEMAR. It can thus be
concluded that the calculated changes for the use of SAT
agreed fairly well with the measurements. The change when
the diameter of the entire vent of a BTE on a human subject
was increased to 3.1 mm was calculated to 4.7 dB. This can

FIG. 11. Mean change of loop response in the 2- to 5-kHz frequency region
for different diameters of SAT. Symbolsd are data from the measurements.
Symbols3 are data from measurements when impression material was used
around the earmold. The line is the calculated change of the feedback path.
Symbol1 is the calculated change when the diameter of the entire vent is
changed.~a! BTE on human subjects with 2.1-mm vent diameter.~b! BTE
on KEMAR with 2.2-mm vent diameter.~c! ITEC on human subjects with
3.1-mm vent diameter.

FIG. 10. Calculated change of feedback for the ITEC as the vent diameter is
reduced from 3.1 mm. Thick line is the change with a 1.2-mm SAT. Thin
line is the change when the diameter of the entire vent is reduced to 1.2 mm.
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be compared with the corresponding measurement of the
change of loop response that gave 9.2 dB. This case was only
measured on one of the subjects.

2. Impact of vent design on occlusion and feedback

The theoretical model with a length of the vent of 12 and
a diameter of 1.2 mm gave an absolute value of the acoustic
input impedance at the reference plane of 188.5 acoustic
ohms at 200 Hz. The diameters of the other cases used to
compare different vent designs were adjusted so that the ab-
solute impedance was within 0.2 acoustic ohms of this value.
The acoustic reactance that dominated the impedance ranged
from 184.8 acoustic to 187.2 acoustic ohms. It can thus be
assumed that the occlusion in the eight cases only marginally
differed. Table III summarizes the eight tested cases.

Figure 12 shows the calculated transfer function of the
feedback from the ear canal to the hearing aid microphone in
the eight cases. The short vents gave less feedback than the

cases with a long vent. The feedback with the short vent with
constant diameter was 3.6 dB higher in the 2–5 kHz region
than the corresponding long vent. The reason for the lesser
feedback with the short vents is that these have higher reso-
nance frequency. The feedback for frequencies below 1 kHz
was about the same in all eight cases. The long vents had
resonance frequencies between 5 and 8 kHz, while the
shorter vents had peaks above 10 kHz. The use of vents with
varying diameter gave only marginal effect on the feedback
below 5 kHz when the vent was short. The differences were
greater among the long vents, where the difference between
the extremes in mean feedback in the 2–5 kHz region was
4.1 dB. The case with increased diameter at the exterior of
the earmold gave the least amount of feedback in the region
of interest while the two cases that modeled the use of SAT
gave the most. This shows that it can be preferable to have a
vent with increasing diameter at the vent opening on the
exterior of the earmold, compared to a vent with constant
diameter.

It can thus be assumed that short vents will cause less
feedback at the same amount of occlusion if all other param-
eters are kept constant. However, it will be hard to keep
other parameters that affect the occlusion constant while
shortening the vent. If the length of the tip of an earmold is
shortened, the residual volume of the ear canal is changed.
This will affect the occlusion~Pirzanski, 1998!. It can also
be argued that feedback caused by the leak around the ear-
mold will increase as the tip of the earmold is shortened.

III. SUMMARY

The changes of the loop response with BTE and ITEC
hearing aids have been measured. The largest changes~ex-
cept when the ITEC hearing aid was partly removed! were
found with the ITEC when a telephone set was placed by the
ear. The magnitude of the loop response then increased on
average by 16.1 dB at 2 kHz. The ITEC showed a signifi-
cantly smaller change than the BTE when a wall was posi-
tioned close to the ear. The jaw movements gave small

TABLE III. Dimensions and results of the eight cases used to compare different vent designs.

Case
l

~mm!
l 1

~mm!
d1

~mm!
l 2

~mm!
d2

~mm!

Absolute value of
impedance at 200

Hz
~Acoustic ohms!

Mean amplitude of
feedback path in

the 2–5 kHz range
~dB!

Case 1
Short vent, homogeneous diameter

12 12 1.2000 0 ¯ 188.5 268.3

Case 2
Short vent, SAT inserted from exterior of earmold

12 7 1.8230 5 0.9115 188.6 268.2

Case 3
Short vent, SAT inserted from earmold tip

12 5 0.9005 7 1.8010 188.5 268.1

Case 4
Short vent, increased diameter at exterior of earmold

12 7 0.9928 5 1.9856 188.5 268.3

Case 5
Long vent, homogeneous diameter

24 24 1.6645 0 ¯ 188.5 264.8

Case 6
Long vent, SAT inserted from exterior of earmold

24 19 2.1540 5 1.0770 188.6 262.1

Case 7
Long vent, SAT inserted from earmold tip

24 5 2.1270 19 4.2540 188.6 261.6

Case 8
Long vent, increased diameter at exterior of earmold

24 19 1.5220 5 3.0440 188.7 265.6

FIG. 12. Calculated transfer function from vent opening to position of BTE
microphone for the cases described in Table III. The curves of case 1 and
case 4 are almost identical.
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changes both for ITEC and BTE. However, there was sub-
stantial variation in some cases at some frequencies, indicat-
ing that some test subjects could have problems with the
hearing aid starting to oscillate when changing the position
of the jaw. The ITEC, which has a short distance between
vent and microphone, will have smaller relative changes of
the loop response than the BTE, when objects are placed at
some distance from the ear. In addition, the ITEC will have
larger relative changes than the BTE when the leak is altered,
since the distance between the leak and the microphone is
shorter than the path from vent opening to microphone. The
vent was altered by the use of SAT. This gave smaller
changes of the loop response than if the diameter of the
entire vent had been altered. The SAT reduced the feedback
at 5 less than at 1 kHz. The feedback even increased at 5 kHz
for some subjects. The mean changes of the theoretical
model of the acoustic path from ear canal to the microphone
agreed reasonably well with measured changes of the loop
response. It was shown with the theoretical models that the
feedback in the 2–5 kHz region differs among configurations
of the vent even though the absolute impedance at low fre-
quencies was the same. The lowest magnitude of the feed-
back among the tested cases was found with the short~12
mm! vent. The feedback below 5 kHz only varied marginally
between the tested cases with short vent. The case with an
increase of the vent diameter at the vent opening gave the
lowest mean amplitude in the 2–5-kHz region, and the high-
est resonance frequency, among the cases with a vent length
of 24 mm. The cases that were used to model a 24-mm-long
vent with a SAT inserted from either vent opening gave the
highest mean feedback in the 2–5-kHz region, and the low-
est resonance frequency.
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Modeling the peripheral speech motor system can advance the understanding of speech motor
control and audiovisual speech perception. A 3-D physical model of the human face is presented.
The model represents the soft tissue biomechanics with a multilayer deformable mesh. The mesh is
controlled by a set of modeled facial muscles which uses a standard Hill-type representation of
muscle dynamics. In a test of the model, recorded intramuscular electromyography~EMG! was used
to activate the modeled muscles and the kinematics of the mesh was compared with 3-D kinematics
recorded with OPTOTRAK. Overall, there was a good match between the recorded data and the
model’s movements. Animations of the model are provided as MPEG movies. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02810-6#
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INTRODUCTION

The human face provides visible information during
speech~Summerfield, 1992! and influences the acoustics of
speech by determining the shape and size of the opening of
the acoustic tube produced by the vocal tract~Lindblom and
Sundberg, 1971!. In recent years, there has been considerable
interest in simulations of facial motion for the purposes of
understanding speech motor control~e.g., Muller, Milenk-
ovic, and McCleod, 1984!, for producing realistic facial ani-
mation ~Terzopoulos and Waters, 1990; Parke and Waters,
1996!, and for stimulus generation for audiovisual speech
research~Cohen and Massaro, 1990!. In the present paper,
we describe work on a 3-D facial model that extends the
work of Terzopoulos and Waters~1990! on facial animation
and produces a facial model that can be useful for speech
perception and production research. In Terzopoulos and Wa-
ters’ facial model, the biomechanical parameters related to
muscles and skin, as well as geometrical dimensions, were
selected using a heuristic approach. Although they were
based on the actual physiology of a face, they were treated as
dimensionless parameters, and their orders of magnitude
were chosen so as to produce a realistic simulation. This
approach complicates comparisons with experimental data.
Here, we have tuned the model with realistic parameters ob-
tained from experimental measurements. Further, we have
modified the muscle geometry and the muscle model, ac-
cording to physiological data. In addition, we have modified
the manner in which motion is simulated using this model. In
the original Terzopoulos and Waters’ model, the face motion
was obtained as a sequence of equilibrium states of the
model. That is, at each single step~frame! of the animation,
muscle forces were manually adjusted and the model was
allowed to reach an equilibrium state before going to the
next step. Although this technique may be used to produce

reasonable animations, it does not correspond to the actual
dynamics of the face. In the present work, we have driven
the model dynamically, using perioral electromyographic
data and 3-D position data recorded during speech produc-
tion.

The present work follows the pioneering work of Eric
Muller ~Muller et al., 1984! on facial modeling for physi-
ological research. Muller argued that detailed modeling of
the peripheral motor system is essential to understand the
neural control of speech. A realistic representation of tissue
and muscle permits control processes to be examined with
the transfer function of the biological plant taken into ac-
count. There is abundant evidence that the peripheral motor
system is not simply a passive channel for the transmission
of signals from the central nervous system. Rather, the non-
linear mechanics of tissue and muscle, the inertial forces of
the moving articulators, and the complexities of force gen-
eration in muscles perform a transform on those signals. The
final form of the speech motor output is, thus, an interaction
of the biomechanics and physiology of the vocal tract and
the neural control signals.

The present research also has a second rationale. In au-
diovisual speech perception research, the visual stimuli are
usually not controlled in any systematic fashion~see Mun-
hall and Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1998!. In published work in this
area, it is rare to be provided with stimulus parameters for
the moving face beyond the gender of the talker. This lack of
direct visual stimulus control leaves many audiovisual ex-
periments confounding image displacement and velocity fac-
tors with phonetic manipulations. Our secondary aim is to
provide a tool that can be used to produce realistic facial
animation in which facial movements can be manipulated in
a systematic way for perception experiments~cf. Cohen and
Massaro, 1990!.

For both of these goals, the physics-based animation be-
gun by Keith Waters and Demetri Terzopoulos~Lee, Ter-
zopoulos, and Waters, 1993, 1995; Parke and Waters, 1996;
Terzopoulos and Waters, 1993; Waters and Terzopoulos,
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1991, 1992! offers a suitable research framework. The graph-
ics environment created by Waters and Terzopoulos and
their students allows physiological parameters for skin and
muscle to be specified and permits realistic equations of mo-
tion to be implemented. This approach is consistent with a
growing body of physiological modeling in speech which
has proceeded on an articulator-by-articulator basis. Consid-
erable progress has been made in modeling of the biome-
chanics of the vocal folds~Titze and Talkin, 1979!, tongue
~Kakita, Fujimura, and Honda, 1985; Wilhelms-Tricarico,
1995!, velum~Berry, Moon, and Kuehn, 1998!, jaw ~Labois-
sière, Ostry, and Feldman, 1996! and tongue/jaw system
~Sanguinetti, Laboissie`re, and Ostry, 1998!. In each of these
models, the biophysics of passive tissue as well as active
muscle has been represented in great detail.

In order to model the human face in detailed biome-
chanical and physiological terms, a vast array of muscle
properties and passive tissue characteristics must be speci-
fied. Unfortunately, good estimates are not available for all
of these parameters. In spite of a long history of research
interest in facial anatomy~Lightoller, 1925!, there is still
some uncertainty about the gross anatomy of the perioral
musculature~e.g., Vinkka-Puhakka, Kean, and Heap, 1989!
and little statistical data reporting the distribution of muscle
lengths, muscle cross-sectional areas, etc. in the population.
All of the facial muscles, and the perioral muscles in particu-
lar, are highly interdigitated~Blair, 1986; Blair and Smith,
1986!, thus complicating their anatomical description. There
is even less information about the motor unit/fiber types in
the perioral muscles~cf. Sufit et al., 1984!.

The biomechanical properties of skin and facial tissues
are also difficult to characterize. The constitutive equations
for skin vary widely in the literature and parameters differ
for different sites of the body, age, degree of obesity, etc.
~See Lanir, 1987, for a review of skin modeling.! Further, the
skin’s properties vary according to direction. For example,
the resting tension of the skin follows reliable directional
patterns called Langer’s lines~Barbenel, 1989!.

I. FACIAL MODEL

This complex facial physiology is represented in our
model by separate skin and muscle elements. The muscles
are modeled using a standard Hill-type formulation~Winters,
1990; Zajac, 1989! that contains force generation due to the
contractile element~the dependence of force on muscle
length and velocity! and the passive dependence of force on
muscle length. For a first approximation, we have assumed
simple lines of action of the muscles and standard skeletal
muscle physiology. With the exception of the orbicularis oris
superior~OOS! and the orbicularis oris inferior~OOI!, the
perioral muscles have origins in the bony surfaces of the
mandible and maxilla~see Kennedy and Abbs, 1979, for an
overview of speech muscle anatomy!. Thus, we have repre-
sented these muscles as linear force vectors. For the skin and
connective tissues we have made similar first approxima-
tions. While the stress/strain characteristics of the skin are
nonlinear and anisotropic~e.g., Lanir, 1987; Hoet al., 1982;
Larrabee, 1986!, we have adopted a linear, isotropic approxi-
mation to the skin’s mechanical characteristics. The skin is

represented by a multilayered mesh that is parametrized with
linear or piecewise linear estimates of the biomechanical
properties of the skin. Finally, the facial morphology is indi-
vidualized to match subjects using data from a laser range
finder. This step allows direct comparisons between model
behavior and recorded kinematics. Below, we provide the
details for each component of the model.

A. Facial mesh

The modeled face consists of a deformable multilayered
mesh. The nodes in the mesh are point masses, and each
segment connecting nodes in the mesh consists of a spring
and a damper in a parallel configuration. The nodes are ar-
ranged in three layers representing the structure of facial tis-
sues. The top layer represents the epidermis, the middle layer
represents the fascia, and the bottom layer represents the
skull surface. The elements between the top and middle lay-
ers represent the dermal-fatty tissues, and elements between
the middle and bottom layer represent the muscle. The skull
nodes are fixed in the three-dimensional space. The fascia
nodes are connected to the skull layer except in the region
around the upper and lower lips and the cheeks.

The mesh has a uniform thickness with a separation of
1.5 mm between the topmost and middle layers and 2.5 mm
between the middle and bottom layers.1 All the nodes in the
mesh have the same mass. Taking a mean skin density of
1142 kg/m3 ~Duck, 1990!, and estimating from the model a
mean node density of 5 node/cm3, we obtain a massm
50.23 g for each node.

All springs, except for the dermal-fatty springs, are lin-
ear at elongation. We consider a Young’s modulus for the
skin of 7350 dyne/cm~Larrabee, 1986!, and estimate the
number of springs working in parallel in 1 cm2 of mesh
surface. Thus, we obtain a mean stiffness coefficient of about
600 dyne/cm for a spring 1 cm long. The stiffness coeffi-
cients of springs in the topmost layer are made higher~1200
dyne/cm! to represent the stiffer characteristic of the epider-
mis. The stiffness coefficients of all other springs are set to
600 dyne/cm. Since in general, the spring lengths are differ-
ent than 1 cm, the stiffness coefficients for the actual springs
in the mesh are properly scaled according to their rest length.

For the dermal-fatty springs, a biphasic approximation
for the force-elongation characteristics is used~Parke and
Waters, 1996; Terzopoulos and Waters, 1990!. In real dermal
tissue, the stiffness of the dermis with small stretches is
mainly determined by elastin fibers, hence, the stiffness is
low. As the elongation increases, collagen fibers uncoil.
Once the collagen fibers are fully stretched, the skin stiffness
increases suddenly and resists further elongation. The bipha-
sic characteristic responds to the expression

g5 H k1D l , if D l / l 0<0.2
0.2k1l 01k2~D l 20.2l 0!, if D l / l 0.0.2, ~1!

whereg is the spring force,l 0 is the rest length,D l is the
elongation, andk1 and k2 are the stiffness coefficients. We
adopt the estimated value of 600 dyne/cm fork1 and 6000
dyne/cm fork2 ~for a spring with a rest lengthl 051 cm!.
The value ofk2 was set at 10 times the value ofk1 to ap-
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proximate the nonlinear function of the epidermal skin layer
~Lanir, 1987!.

At compression of the springs, we use the following
nonlinear function to provide an infinite growth of the spring
force as its length tends to zero~Lee et al., 1995!:

g5k tanS psD l

2l 0
D , ~2!

where k1 is the same stiffness coefficient adopted for the
elongation characteristics, ands50.98 is a scaling factor.

The damping coefficient isr 530 dyne s/cm for all the
layers. This value was selected through visual evaluation of
the animations. With a stiffness coefficient for the dermisk
5600 dyne/cm, the response time ist5r /k550 ms, which
is in the order of experimental values~e.g., Muller et al.,
1984!.

The above biomechanical constants for the skin are sum-
marized in Table I.

B. Muscle models

The mesh is deformed by action of a set of modeled
muscles of facial expression. The human face is controlled
by dozens of anatomically distinct muscles, but a subset of
15 pairs of muscles is represented in the model. These mod-
eled muscles can be divided into those muscles associated
with upper face movement~corrugator, corrugator supercilli,
major frontalis, lateral frontalis, inner frontalis! and the pe-
rioral muscles~depressor anguli oris, zygomatic major, zy-
gomatic minor, levator labii superioris, levator labii nasi, de-
pressor labii inferioris, risorius, mentalis, orbicularis oris
superior, and orbicularis oris inferior!. This subset of 15
muscles was chosen based on traditional analysis of emo-
tional expression~Duchenne, 1990; Ekman and Friesen,
1975! and anatomical studies of the speech musculature
~Kennedy and Abbs, 1979!. Figure 1 shows the lines of ac-
tion of these muscles.

All of the muscles, except the orbicularis oris superior
and inferior, attach at one or more nodes of the fascia layer
~middle layer!. When activated, they exert a force on those
nodes in the direction of the nodes of attachment to the skull
layer @see Fig. 2~a!#. The orbicularis oris muscles attach to a
path of fascia nodes along their length. When activated, they
exert forces on the fascia nodes in the direction of that path
@see Fig. 2~b!#. The nodes of attachment of the muscles were
selected following anatomical descriptions in the literature
~e.g., Kennedy and Abbs, 1979! and cadaver dissections car-
ried out at Queen’s University.

The generation of muscle force is computed by using
integrated EMG as a measure of muscle activity, as follows.

The steady-state forceM̄ generated by the muscle is

M̄5kfSE, ~3!

whereS is the muscle cross-sectional area,E is the integrated
EMG level normalized to a range between 0~mean of base-
line muscle activity! and 1 ~maximum activity recorded
across the experiment, including a series of ‘‘maximal’’ fa-
cial gestures; cf. Zajac, 1989!, and kf52500 dyne/cm2 is a

TABLE I. Biomechanical constants of the facial mesh.

Parameter Value

Mass 0.23 g
Damping 30 dyne s/cm
Stiffness:

epidermal layer 1200 dyne/cm
dermal-fatty layer 600 dyne/cm~low deformation!

6000 dyne/cm~large deformation!
fascia layer 600 dyne/cm
muscle layer 600 dyne/cm

FIG. 1. Lines of action of facial muscles.

FIG. 2. Muscle force on the mesh.~a! Muscles attached to the skull,~b!
orbicularis oris muscles.
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scaling coefficient~selected according to the results of the
animations!.

A graded force development of the muscle forceM is
simulated by the second-order, low-pass filtering of the
steady-state forceM̄ , according to the equation~Laboissière
et al., 1996!

t2M̈12tṀ1M5M̄ , ~4!

wheret515 ms. A force-length characteristic is added using
the equation~Otten, 1987; Brown, Scott, and Loeb, 1996!

M 85M expF2U~ l / l 0!2.321

1.26 U1.62G , ~5!

wherel is the actual muscle length andl 0 its rest length.
Finally, force-velocity and passive stiffness characteris-

tics are added to compute the total muscle forceF, according
to the equation~Laboissière et al., 1996!

F5M @ f 11 f 2 arctan~ f 31 f 4 l̇ !#1@kmD l #1, ~6!

where f 150.82, f 250.5, f 350.43, f 450.2 s/cm,km is the
passive muscle stiffness, and

@x#15 H x,
0,

if x.0
if x<0. ~7!

The passive muscle stiffness for each muscle was com-
puted by scaling a reference value according to the cross-
sectional area of each muscle. As reference, we used a cross-
sectional area of 1 cm2 and passive stiffness of 17 300
dyne/cm for the hyoid depressor muscle~Laboissière et al.,
1996!. The cross-sectional areas were taken from Kennedy
and Abbs~1979! or estimated from experimental measure-
ments on a dissected cadaver. Table II shows the cross-
sectional areas and the passive stiffness used in the simula-
tions. Only the perioral muscles shown in the table were
considered for the present work.

The steady-state muscle force was also computed by
scaling according to the cross-sectional area, as explained
later in Sec. II C.

C. Equations of motion

The equation of motion for each nodei of the model has
the general expression~Lee et al., 1995!

m
d2xi

dt2
1r(

j
S dxi

dt
2

dxj

dt D1(
j

gi j 1(
e

qi
e1si1hi5Fi .

~8!

In this equation,xi is the current position of nodei. The
second term is the total damping force acting on the node,
and the indexj represents all the nodes that are neighbor to
nodei. The third term is the total spring force, and the force
contributiongi j of spring-connecting nodesi and j is calcu-
lated using Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

The fourth term models the incompressibility of human
skin. qi

e is the force at nodei, produced by the preservation
of volume of the triangular prism elemente to which nodei
belongs. This force is calculated as

qi
e5ke1~Ve2Ṽe!ni

e1ke2~pi
e2p̃i

e!, ~9!

whereVe and Ṽe are, respectively, the current and rest vol-
umes of elemente, ni

e is the epidermal normal at nodei, pi
e

and p̃i
e are the current and rest nodal coordinates for nodei

with respect to the center of mass of elemente, and ke1

51000 dyne/cm3, ke252000 dyne/cm are scaling factors.
The fifth termsi in Eq. ~8! is a force to penalize fascia

nodes penetrating the skull. This force cancels out the force
component on the fascia node in the direction towards the
skull, and is calculated as

si5 H 2~ f i
n
•ni !ni , if f i

n
•ni,0

0, otherwise
, ~10!

wheref i
n is the net force on fascia nodei andni is the nodal

normal.
The last term on the left side in Eq.~8!, hi , is a nodal

restoration force applied to the fascia nodes connected to the
skull. It is calculated as

hi5kh~xi2 x̃i !, ~11!

where x̃i is the rest position of fascia nodei and kh

5200 dyne/cm is a scaling factor. This equation acts as an
extra force modeling the attachment to the skull of the skin,
and compensates in part the cancellation of the force com-
ponent between fascia nodes and the skull due to penaliza-
tion of skull penetration. It is necessary to help bring the
nodes back to the rest~initial! position when muscle forces
are deactivated~without this force, the nodes tend to wander
around the rest position!.

Finally, Fi in Eq. ~8! is the total muscle force applied to
nodei.

II. FACIAL ANIMATIONS

The model described above represents a first approxima-
tion of the peripheral biomechanics and physiology of the
human face. To test the accuracy of this representation of the
plant, electromyographic~EMG! data were collected from a
set of seven perioral muscles. The aim was to test the transfer
function between muscle activity and facial surface kinemat-
ics and to examine the model’s capability to reproduce the
dynamical behavior of the face during speech production.
Specifically, we used the recorded EMG to drive the mod-
eled muscles. We then compared the model kinematics to the
observed subject kinematics. The model was individualized
to the subject’s morphology using data from a Cyberware
laser scanner~Leeet al., 1993, 1995!. Thus, direct kinematic

TABLE II. Cross-sectional areas, stiffness, and number of fascia attachment
for each muscle.

Muscle Area~cm2! Stiffness~dyne/cm!

Zygomatic major 0.1 1730
Levator labii superioris 0.15 2595
Depressor anguli oris 0.4 6920
Depressor labii inferioris 0.11 1903
Mentalis 0.07 1211
Levator anguli oris 0.1 1730
Orbicularis oris superior 0.6 10 380
Orbicularis oris inferior 0.6 10 380
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comparisons were possible. The next sections will describe
in detail the animation process and comparisons with re-
corded facial kinematics.

A. EMG and kinematic data

Intramuscular EMG data were collected from perioral
muscles on the left side of a single subject’s face, while the
subject produced English sentence material@20 Central Insti-
tute of the Deaf~CID! everyday sentences#.2 The subject was
a male, native speaker of American English. The EMG was
recorded from the levator labii superioris, levator anguli oris/
zygomatic major,3 depressor anguli oris, depressor labii in-
ferioris, mentalis, orbicularis oris superior, and orbicularis
oris inferior using intramuscular hooked-wire, bipolar elec-
trodes. Figure 3 shows the approximate electrode positions
~crosses!. Electrode insertions were determined with refer-
ence to Kennedy and Abbs~1979! and were verified using a
series of nonspeech maneuvers. The acoustic signal was si-
multaneously recorded. The sampling frequency of the EMG
and acoustic signal was 2500 Hz.

At the same time, we recorded the three-dimensional
position of 11 markers~infrared emitting diodes~IRED!! on
the right side of the face~see Fig. 3! using an OPTOTRAK
~model 3010, Northern Digital, Inc.! system at a sampling
frequency of 60 Hz. The position data were corrected for
motion of the head, and transformed to a coordinate system
in which the origin is the incisor cusp and the horizontal and
protrusion axes lie along the bite surface~Ramsayet al.,
1996!.

B. Data preprocessing

The EMG signals were first rectified and next integrated
and downsampled to 60 Hz to match the sampling frequency
of the position data, using a median filtering algorithm with a
17-ms trapezoidal window~Vatikiotis-Bateson and Yehia,

1996!. Finally, the signals for each muscle were normalized
to a range between 0 and 1 by dividing them by the maxi-
mum level of each muscle. As indicated above, each mus-
cle’s maximum was set to the highest level recorded in the
speech material or during a set of extreme facial gestures
~e.g., extreme lip protrusion!.

The position data from the OPTOTRAK system were
transformed to the coordinate system used in the face model.
In the face model, the origin is at the node immediately
below the highest node of the nose, and thex-axis is hori-
zontal from left to right, they is vertical to the top, and the
z-axis is the protrusion axis.

Since the dynamics of the jaw were not yet implemented
in the model, we rotated the jaw using position data of the
subject’s chin during the animations for the CID sentences.
The rotation of jaw was computed using the OPTOTRAK
data for marker 1. First, the vertical displacement of the
marker was computed, in relation to its rest~initial! position.
Then, we computed the rotation angle of the nodes in the jaw
in the facial mesh that would produce the same vertical dis-
placement of these nodes. In the case of the bite-block ex-
periments, the jaw rotation was kept fixed at its initial value,
computed from the OPTOTRAK data.

C. Animation

The face model was implemented as a set of programs
written in C language and usingOPENGL for the graphic in-
terface, adapted from the original programs by Leeet al.
~1995!. It runs on an Ultra Sparc workstation, and an anima-
tion of 3 s took about 4 min to compute.

The animation was performed as follows. The equations
of motion of the mesh nodes were solved with an Euler al-
gorithm, and a time step of 0.33 ms. To obtain a final rate of
60 Hz, a frame with the animated face was saved every 50
iterations of the algorithm. Also, the positions of nodes clos-
est to the positions of markers in the subject’s face were
saved every 50 iterations.

At the beginning of each series of 50 iterations, the com-
puted rotation of the jaw was read, and all the jaw nodes in
the mesh at the skull layer were rotated accordingly. To com-
pensate for a time delay in the propagation of the jaw rota-
tion from the skull layer to the epidermal layer~recall that
jaw rotation was computed from a marker on the epidermis!,
we introduce an artificial time advance of two sampling
points ~33 ms! to the jaw rotation data. Next, the processed
EMG was read, and the force exerted by each muscle was
computed. The activity level of the zygomatic major was set
equal to the levator anguli oris.

The equations of motion were then solved, considering
the muscle force and the jaw rotation constants during the 50
iteration period. This process was repeated until the end of
the EMG data files.

D. Results for CID sentences

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the displacement~vertical and
protrusion!4 and acceleration of nodes corresponding to
IREDs 3, 5, and 7, for the CID sentence ‘‘Where are you
going?’’ The figures also show the measured displacement

FIG. 3. Position of OPTOTRAK IREDs and electrode insertion points
~crosses! for EMG collection.
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and acceleration of the IREDs, and the cross-correlation be-
tween the animated and measured kinematics.

In general, there is a good match between the animated
and measured kinematics. Tables III and IV show mean,
maximum, and minimum cross-correlation coefficients for
all IREDs and corresponding model nodes for all of the sen-
tences. As can be seen, the match tends to be better in the
vertical ~y! displacements and acceleration than the protru-
sion ~z! records. There is also a difference in the degree of
correlation across the various IRED positions. There is a

tendency for the IREDs immediately surrounding the mouth
to show lower cross-correlations.5

E. The movies

Research on the face allows a second type of measure of
the success of modeling efforts. In addition to statistical
measures of movement similarity between the model and
real facial kinematics, the animations can be simply viewed
to assess the degree of perceived realism of the motion. Two
MPEG movies are available on our web page6 for this pur-
pose. The first shows the CID sentence ‘‘Where are you
going?’’ The second shows repetition of the vowel–
consonant–vowel~VCV! utterance /up,/ with the subject
using a bite block to immobilize the jaw. EMG was collected
for the same muscle set and used to drive the model. Thus,
for the bite-block movie all of the animation is produced by
the muscle activation. The movies are produced at 60 frames
per s and their viewing speed will depend on the processor

FIG. 4. Displacement and accelerations in the vertical~y! and protrusion~z!
directions corresponding to IRED 3 for the CID sentence ‘‘Where are you
going?’’ Full line: animation results; broken line: measured data. The cross-
correlation between the animation and measured data is shown.

FIG. 5. Displacement and accelerations in the vertical~y! and protrusion~z!
directions corresponding to IRED 5 for the CID sentence ‘‘Where are you
going?’’ Full line: animation results; broken line: measured data. The cross-
correlation between the animation and measured data is shown.

FIG. 6. Displacement and accelerations in the vertical~y! and protrusion~z!
directions corresponding to IRED 7 for the CID sentence ‘‘Where are you
going?’’ Full line: animation results; broken line: measured data. The cross-
correlation between the animation and measured data is shown.

TABLE III. Cross-correlation coefficients between animated and measured
displacements of markers for CID sentences.

Marker #

Vertical Protrusion

Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum

1 0.986 0.996 0.969 0.840 0.932 0.578
2 0.344 0.645 0.072 20.001 0.581 20.617
3 0.896 0.954 0.775 0.369 0.772 20.246
4 0.976 0.992 0.949 0.739 0.883 0.307
5 0.971 0.991 0.941 0.694 0.917 0.523
6 0.916 0.963 0.831 0.265 0.600 20.428
7 0.886 0.958 0.728 0.469 0.770 0.087
8 0.508 0.883 20.315 0.309 0.816 0.068
9 0.857 0.930 0.747 0.724 0.930 0.566

10 0.467 0.714 20.063 0.371 0.785 20.199
11 0.785 0.951 0.515 0.294 0.561 20.104
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speed of the reader’s computer. As can be seen, in both cases
the model produces highly realistic speech movement and
natural skin motion.

III. DISCUSSION

The model described here incorporates active muscle
properties as well as passive muscle and tissue properties in
a detailed 3-D simulation of facial dynamics. Realistic
speech animation is produced by driving the physical model
with recorded EMG data. Good cross-correlations between
model kinematics and recorded data were observed and natu-
ral patterns of skin deformation can be observed in movies of
the animation. This initial version of the model is quite
promising, yet both the model and the test of the model
involved significant simplifications. The tissue biomechani-
cal properties are represented by linear approximations.
While the muscle activation dynamics are represented in a
sophisticated manner, the lines of action of the muscles are
simplified. In addition, only a subset of the full set of facial
muscles is modeled.

The test of the model’s performance was shaped by a
number of practical considerations. The EMG and kinemat-
ics were recorded from opposite sides of the face. This was
done to avoid having electrical noise from the OPTOTRAK
contaminate the muscle activity recordings. Thus, we have
tacitly assumed symmetry in the structure and action of the
face. This assumption ignores the known asymmetries in fa-
cial morphology and lip movement~Campbell, 1982! and
thus adds error variance to our modeling. Our use of the
EMG to drive the model allowed a direct test of the repre-
sentation of the biomechanics of the face. However, the use
of perioral EMG raises a set of separate issues. Intramuscular
EMG recordings such as the ones we used are imperfect
measures of the full muscle activation and force generation.
The reasons for this include recording noise in the signals,
interdigitation of the muscle fibers potentially leading to re-
cordings from multiple muscles at any single recording site
~Blair and Smith, 1986!, possible compartmentalized
muscles~Binder and Stuart, 1980! in which different motor
units within a muscle have different functional roles, and
nonlinearities between EMG and force generation.

In spite of these potential problems, the model’s perfor-
mance was surprisingly good. What accounts for the model
performance? No single factor can explain this, but a com-
bination of the following factors seems most likely. The pri-
mary determinant of facial motion is the movement of the
jaw. When the jaw opens, the facial tissue and muscles are
stretched and the skin deforms to accommodate the move-
ment. In the simulations, we moved the jaw based on re-
corded kinematics and thus the modeled facial tissue re-
sponded well to this change. While the tissue changes in
response to the jaw kinematics are realistic, it leaves the
question of the extent to which the perioral muscles are ac-
curately portrayed. The bite-block trial shown in the second
movie indicates that realistic animation can be produced in
the absence of jaw movement. However, we did not collect
enough of the bite-block data to carry out statistical analyses.
It is likely the cross-correlations would be lower in this case.

A second contribution to the good performance is the
fact that the face in speech is controlled with few degrees of
freedom ~Ramsayet al., 1996! and may be quite crudely
controlled ~Löfqvist and Gracco, 1997!. Ramsayet al.’s
principal component analysis of the lip motion indicates that
the motion along a single dominant trajectory accounted for
much of the variance in the data and that the motion of any
single position marker on the lip was strongly one-
dimensional. Lo¨fqvist and Gracco have shown that the lips
often make contact in bilabial stops at peak velocity and that
contact forces are involved in deceleration. This would imply
that there is considerable redundancy in the motor control of
the lips and face for phonetic targets and that these targets
are not specified with great precision. Thus, with tissue pa-
rameters in the biological ballpark and EMG patterns pre-
scribing a time structure for the behavior, the facial anima-
tion looked realistic.

As noted above, the potential for problems in the EMG
is great and its use is a bit of an experimental gamble. How-
ever, the performance of the model here and separate analy-
ses on the same EMG and kinematic data~Vatikiotis-
Bateson and Yehia, 1996! indicate that the recorded EMG
signals were very good correlates of the muscle activity.
Vatikiotis-Bateson and Yehia~1996! have shown, using a
second-order autoregressive model, that the EMG can be
used to estimate the facial motion with very high accuracy.
One interpretation of this is that the facial muscle activity
overdetermines the relatively simple facial speech gestures.
Thus, in combination, a range of muscle recordings can pro-
vide good estimates of the time course of perioral force gen-
eration.

One final aspect of the model may contribute to its good
performance. The model’s overall performance may be
dominated by the mesh viscoelastic properties. If this is the
case, the response of the model will be determined mainly by
the time constants of the mesh, and high accuracy in the time
histories of the muscle activities would not be necessary. We
are currently exploring this question with sensitivity analysis
of the model.

Models of this kind provide an essential tool for under-
standing speech motor control. In the study of speech, we
can measure only the end product of a complex chain of

TABLE IV. Cross-correlation coefficients between animated and measured
accelerations of markers for CID sentences.

Marker #

Vertical Protrusion

Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum

1 0.959 0.985 0.851 0.870 0.945 0.657
2 0.339 0.600 20.086 20.121 0.420 20.674
3 0.848 0.933 0.601 0.263 0.625 20.341
4 0.942 0.970 0.844 0.714 0.881 0.184
5 0.946 0.976 0.835 0.702 0.868 0.307
6 0.861 0.942 0.670 0.331 0.778 20.071
7 0.867 0.957 0.662 0.505 0.831 0.112
8 0.408 0.765 20.490 0.288 0.787 20.267
9 0.773 0.926 0.375 0.661 0.873 0.336

10 0.365 0.768 20.314 0.291 0.735 20.300
11 0.737 0.851 0.539 0.410 0.690 20.108
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planning and control processes. However, the kinematics of
speech and the EMG are the result of an interaction between
linguistic and motoric planning processes and the biome-
chanics of the speech articulators. To understand this com-
plex sensorimotor process, we must be able to assign vari-
ance components in the data to different stages in the
production process. At the very least, variance components
due to the central commands and the biological plant must be
separated. If models such as the one described here can pro-
vide a biologically plausible representation of the plant, then
comparisons between different ideas about the central con-
trol of the speech motor system can be made.

This particular model also has another role in speech
research. As indicated in the introduction, there is little vi-
sual stimulus control or visual stimulus specification in re-
search on audiovisual speech perception. Some individuals
are easier to lipread than others, and speaking style and pho-
netic context change the facial kinematics. The timing and
velocities of speech movements, the magnitudes of facial
motions, the visibility of the oral cavity, and the size and
velocity of head motion all can vary from talker to talker and
from context to context. Yet, visual stimulus characteristics
are rarely reported~cf. Munhall et al., 1996; Munhall and
Tohkura, 1998!. In acoustic speech perception, the field has
developed on the basis of detailed synthesis and multivariate
parameter specification. Audiovisual and visual speech per-
ception research must follow similar standards of stimulus
control, and models such as the one described in this paper
will be important tools for creating factorial studies of visual
cues~cf. Massaro, 1987, 1998!.
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1This is a simplification that we will explore in future research. The skin’s
layers are not uniform in thickness~e.g., Kennedy and Abbs, 1979! and the
location of tissue thickness changes presumably contributes significantly to
individual facial characteristics.

2Data for two of the sentences were lost due to recording errors.
3We could not reliably distinguish these muscles and thus we have driven
both of these muscles in the model with the signal from this single record-
ing site.

4Since there is little lateral motion in speech~Vatikiotis-Bateson and Ostry,
1995!, we have focused on the vertical and protrusion movements only.
However, note that this is a 3-D model of the face with motion in all planes.

5The poorer performance of the model at the lips is most likely due to an
omission in the current model. The lips do not penetrate each other when
they make contact because of a penetration penalty force, but we have not
modeled the friction forces on the lip surfaces. As a result, the lips tend to
slide upon contact rather than compress and deform. This results in inac-

curacies in the detailed kinematics of lip shape. In our current work, we are
exploring implementation of a skin surface friction.

6http://130.15.96.12/;munhallk/home.html
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The effect of partially restored hearing on speech production
of postlingually deafened adults with multichannel
cochlear implants

Liat Kishon-Rabin,a) Riki Taitelbaum,b) Yishai Tobin,c) and Minka Hildesheimer
Department of Communication Disorders, Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel-Aviv University, Israel
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The effect of auditory feedback on speech production was investigated in five postlingually
deafened adults implanted with the 22-channel Nucleus device. Changes in speech production were
measured before implant and 1, 6, and 24 months postimplant. Acoustic measurements included:F1
and F2 of vowels in word-in-isolation and word-in-sentence context, voice-onset-time~VOT!,
spectral range of sibilants, fundamental frequency (F0) of word-in-isolation and word-in-sentence
context, and word and sentence duration. Perceptual ratings of speech quality were done by ten
listeners. The significant changes after cochlear implantation included: a decrease ofF0, word and
sentence duration, andF1 values, and an increase of voiced plosives’ voicing lead~from positive to
negative VOT values! and fricatives’ spectral range. Significant changes occurred until 2 years
postimplant when most measured values fell within Hebrew norms. Listeners were found to be
sensitive to the acoustic changes in the speech from preimplant to 1, 6, and 24 months postimplant.
Results suggest that when hearing is restored in postlingually deafened adults, calibration of speech
is not immediate and occurs over time depending on the age-at-onset of deafness, years of deafness,
and perception skills. The results also concur with hypothesis that the observed changes of some
speech parameters are an indirect consequence of intentional changes in other articulatory
parameters. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04909-7#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Dn, 43.70.Fq, 43.64.Me@AL #

INTRODUCTION

The role of hearing in speech production has undergone
lengthy debates. There is compelling evidence that the loss
of hearingprior to and duringlanguage and speech acquisi-
tion greatly affects speech production~Osberger and Mc-
Garr, 1982; Tobey, 1993!. Thus, consensus among research-
ers is that hearing plays a key role in theacquisition of
speech production skills. More controversial, however, is the
effect of hearing on speech production of individuals who
became deafafter they acquired normal speech production
skills. Some researchers argue that once normal speech pro-
duction is established, the role of auditory feedback is mini-
mal ~Goehl and Kaufman, 1984; Sapir and Canter, 1991!.
Conversely, others have suggested that auditory feedback
provides valuable information which helps to control finer
speech movements which otherwise cannot be controled by
feedback from the tactile and proprioceptive channels.
Among this latter group of researchers are those who believe
that auditory information is used in a close-loop system
which provides moment-to-moment feedback for control of
speech production. Their belief is based on studies that
showed immediate voice changes of normal-hearing indi-
viduals when their auditory feedback had been altered. These

voice changes included increased intensity when subjected to
background noise~also known as the Lombard effect! ~Lane
and Tranel, 1971!, decrease in speech rate when auditory
feedback is artificially delayed~Davidson, 1959!, and
changes in fundamental frequency when auditory feedback
frequencies have been altered~Elman, 1981!. A more recent
study reported changes in vowel production to compensate
for feedback alterations in the first three formants of the
vowel, changes that were large enough to change the vowel’s
perceived phonetic identity~Houde and Jordan, 1998!.

The majority of the researchers believe that although the
possibility of correction of ongoing gestures cannot be ruled
out for suprasegmental parameters~Svirskyet al., 1992!, it is
unlikely that immediate information provided by the auditory
signal is used for correcting the production of the segmental
features. These investigators argue that most of the relevant
auditory information reaches the speaker after the articula-
tory movements have been completed~Cowie and Douglas-
Cowie, 1983; Lane and Webster, 1991; Zimmerman and Re-
taliatta, 1981!. The fact that individuals with profound
postlingual hearing loss maintain highly intelligible speech
suggests that mature phonemic motor patterns are quite ro-
bust, and do not depend heavily on auditory feedback. These
researchers argue in favor of a predominantly open-loop
speech motor control system, i.e., the speaker ‘‘knows’’ the
relationship between motor commands and resulting sound
output and uses this knowledge to compute the motor se-
quence for producing the desired speech output~Matthies
et al., 1996!. It is further suggested that for individuals who
acquired normal speech patterns, the auditory modality may
serve as a calibrator of fine movements in order to produce
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b!Also of the Speech and Hearing Center, Chaim Sheba Medical Center,
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articulatory precision. The slow and gradual deterioration of
speech and its intelligibility in postlingual deaf adults sup-
ports this theory.

The effect of hearing loss on the speech production of
postlingually deafened adults has been examined at both the
segmental and suprasegmental levels. Changes at the seg-
mental level include:~1! decreased vowel space due to ‘‘cen-
tralization’’ of the first two formants~Plant, 1984; Read,
1989; Waldstein, 1990!; ~2! inaccurate production of /2/ and
/2*/ ~Plant, 1993!; ~3! similar voice-onset time values of
voiced and voiceless plosives~Waldstein, 1990!; ~4! substi-
tution of affricates with fricatives, substitution of /./ with /4/
~and vice versa! ~Binnie et al., 1982; Leder and Spitzer,
1990; Read, 1989!; and~5! the tendency to eliminate conso-
nants in final position~Binnie et al., 1982; Leder and Spitzer,
1990; Plant, 1984!. These results suggest that absence of
auditory feedback affects the accuracy of the acoustic-
phonetic pattern of some speech sounds of adults who had
established normal speech production prior to their hearing
loss.

Results of some studies investigating the suprasegmental
changes of postlingually deafened adults showed changes in
fundamental frequency and intonation patterns~Lane and
Webster, 1991! while others did not~Waldstein, 1990!.
Other studies showed a significant increase in voice intensity
~Leder and Spitzer, 1993; Lederet al., 1987a! and lengthen-
ing of speech utterances~Lane and Webster, 1991; Leder
et al., 1987b; Waldstein, 1990!. Furthermore, normal-
hearing subjects judged rate, intonation, and quality of post-
lingually deafened individuals speech as inappropriate in
comparison to that of normal-hearing speakers~Leder and
Spitzer, 1990; Plant, 1984, 1993; Plant and Oster, 1986!.

The changes in speech production observed in deafened
adults appear to have little effect on speech intelligibility in
cases where onset of deafness occurred in adulthood. The
earlier the onset of deafness, the greater the effect of hearing
loss on intelligibility~Binnie et al., 1982; Cowieet al., 1982;
Plant, 1984!.

Many of the studies investigating the effect of hearing
loss on speech production of postlingually deafened adults
focused primarily on the deviation of speech from normal
production. The use of cochlear implants in the last couple of
decades has facilitated testing of the reverse effect, i.e., that
of partially restored hearing on speech production. Investiga-
tors have used two research designs to test this: longitudinal
designs~Economouet al., 1992; Langereiset al., 1997; Per-
kell et al., 1992; Smythet al., 1991; Tartteret al., 1989! and
short-term experiments where the auditory input was inter-
rupted or altered temporarily~Matthieset al., 1996; Richard-
son et al., 1993; Svirskyet al., 1992; Svirsky and Tobey,
1991!. Both types of experiments offer some insights into the
role that partially restored hearing plays in the speech pro-
duction process. This article focuses on the changes in the
production of speech after cochlear implantation. Thus, most
of the studies cited below are longitudinally designed.

In general, restoration of hearing via a single-channel,
intra- or extracochlear implant device resulted in a decrease
in average fundamental frequency (F0); a shift in the range
of F0 to values of normal-hearing individuals; close-to-

normal vocal intensity, stress, and intonation patterns; ‘‘de-
crease in the length of utterances,’’ and improved voice qual-
ity ~for extracochlear devices: Ball and Faulkner, 1989;
Oster, 1987; Plant and Oster, 1986; for intracochlear: Leder
et al., 1986; Read, 1989!.

Additional improvements were observed with the multi-
channel cochlear implant devices. These changes included
mainly larger vowel ‘‘space’’ which is a result of greater
frequency separations of first and second formants~Econo-
mouet al., 1992; Langereiset al., 1997; Perkellet al., 1992;
Smyth et al., 1991!, better voice-voiceless distinction
~Economouet al., 1992; Laneet al., 1994, 1995; Tartter
et al., 1989!, and increase in the distinctiveness of fricatives
and affricales~Economouet al., 1992; Tartteret al., 1989!
and between the fricatives /2/ and /2*/ ~Matthieset al., 1994!.
The variability in the magnitude of these changes between
and within studies is large. This variability can be attributed
to the small number of subjects in each study, evaluating
techniques, test material, coding strategies of the implant de-
vice, speech training provided for some subjects, the use of
auditory feedback for the adjustment of speech production,
and the already reported differences that exist in the speech
behavior of speakers including those that are normally hear-
ing ~Bordenet al., 1994!. It is noteworthy that most studies
measured the changes in acoustical parameters up to 1 year
postimplant. It is not clear from the data reported thus far,
whether, and for which, measured parameters changes con-
tinue after 1 year of implant use.

From the published data there are several issues that
require further clarification. One issue is the relationship be-
tween acoustical analysis and speech quality ratings. Another
relates to the longitudinal changes of segmental and supra-
segmental speech features beyond 1 year of cochlear implant
use. A third issue concerns the fact that all the studies have
measured the effect of auditory information provided by the
cochlear implant on speech production and the deviation of
this speech from English norms. Would similar changes in
speech production occur when the deaf individuals speak a
different language of a different sound system?

Modern ~General Israeli! Hebrew, for example, differs
from the English language in many aspects. For the purpose
of this paper, however, only very basic differences in the
phonology of the two languages will be mentioned briefly.
The basic phonemic inventory of Modern Hebrew is limited
to five vowels /{, |, ~, Ç, É/, which were primarily adapted
from the Sephardic Jews from Arabic/Judezmo background,
and 19 consonants /!, ", ), 3, &, #, $, 2, 6, #2, ', -, (, b, %, ,,
k, g, */ which were primarily adapted from Ashkenazi Jews
of Central and Eastern Europe~Berman, 1997!. In contrast, a
simplified view of American English phonemic inventory in-
cludes 12 basic vowels~not including diphthongs! and 24
consonants~Boothroyd, 1986!. A comparative table of the
phonological systems of these two languages is shown in
Table I. Some of the most notable differences between the
systems may be summarized as follows: The Hebrew vowel
system does not include the tense-lax distinction as a distinc-
tive feature, nor does it have low front, low back, or central
vowels. The two languages share 16 consonant phonemes /!,
", ), 3, &, #, $, 2, 6, (, ', b, -, %, ,, */ with slight differences
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in pronunciation: e.g., Hebrew apical consonants are usually
apical-dental while English apical consonants are usually
apical-alveolar~Harshav, 1993; Tobin, 1997!. In addition,
Hebrew has the consonants /#2, k, g/ while English has the
consonants /4, Y, l, #b, $c ., c, ',/. It should be noted that
although the consonants in Hebrew and American English
differ, the same features classify them all.

In terms of the acoustics of the speech sounds, the only
available data in Hebrew are for formants of the vowels and
voice-onset-time of stop-plosives. In the most recent and ex-
tensive study on Hebrew vowels, Amir~1995! measured the
first three formants of vowels in CVC monosyllabic words
spoken by 30 young males, 30 young females, and 30 chil-
dren who are native of Israel. When plotting the vowel space
~F2 vs F1! in Hebrew compared to that of English~using
formant values from Peterson and Barney study from 1952!
he found the Hebrew vowel space to be much more central-
ized and more triangle in shape than the English one. The
differences between the vowels of the two languages differed
particularly in F1 values. When comparing the Hebrew
vowel space to those of languages with the same number of
vowels represented by the same phonetic symbols~Spanish
and Shona!, again the Hebrew vowel system was more cen-
tralized than the others with the major differences inF1
values. One of the implications of the reduced vowel space
in Hebrew is the smaller acoustic difference that exists be-
tween the vowels in Hebrew compared to differences be-
tween vowels in other languages. There is data to show that
these differences have an effect on theperceptionof vowels
in Hebrew. Kishon-Rabin~1999! and Kishon-Rabinet al.
~1998! showed that vowels that differ by their tongue height
are perceived poorly by cochlear implant users. These results
were explained by the fact that theF1 values of vowels that
differed by tongue height fell within the frequency range of
the same electrode or adjacent electrodes. It remains to be
seen whether the difficulty in perceiving certain vowels has
an effect on the production of these vowels compared to
vowels that are perceived more easily.

Raphaelet al. ~1995! cite their own studies, as well as
others, in which voice-onset-time~VOT! was measured for
voiced and voiceless Hebrew stop-plosives. In general, He-
brew voiced plosives were found to have a considerable
amount of voicing lead~approximately VOT of290 ms!,
which is typical of those found in languages that use voicing
lead for one phonological category of stops. The average

VOT of Hebrew voiceless plosives, on the other hand, was
found to be in the range of 28, 36, and 56 ms for /!/, /#/, and
/%/, respectively. These data for the voiceless stop-plosives
are generally intermediate to those found in languages, such
as English, that contrast short-lag and long-lag stops. It is
also not in keeping with the assertion that in languages em-
ploying a single phonological voicing opposition, such as
Hebrew and English, speakers realize stops phonetically us-
ing VOTs from adjacent categories~i.e., from the voicing
lead and zero onset/short-lag categories, or from the zero
onset/short-lag and long-lag categories; cited in Raphael
et al., 1995!. Thus, it appears that Hebrew speakers use the
voicing lead category for the voiced stop-plosives, but use an
in-between category~between the short-lag and long-lag! for
the voiceless ones. In contrast, American English speakers
typically use zero-onset/short lag~approximately 0 to130
VOT! for voiced stop-plosives and long lag~approximately
150 ms or more VOT! for the voiceless ones~Bordenet al.,
1994!. To summarize, English and Hebrew speakers use dif-
ferent categories of VOT for the voice–voiceless distinction.
Furthermore, Hebrew uses an intermediate category for the
voiceless stops that its VOT values lie between the English
voiced and voiceless stops. Auditory perception data show
that 12 postlingually deafened adults with multichannel co-
chlear implants were able to perceive approximately 80%
~after correction for guessing! of the items in the initial voic-
ing subtest of the Hebrew Speech Pattern Contrast test
~Kishon-Rabinet al., 1998!. It is not clear how~and if at all!
the ability to perceive the voicing contrast in initial word
position by the cochlear implant and the inherent differences
in VOT values between the Hebrew and English languages
may influence the effect that cochlear implants have on the
production of Hebrew voiced and voiceless stop-plosives.

The following study was, therefore, designed to investi-
gate the longitudinal changes of suprasegmental and segmen-
tal features in Hebrew speaking postlingually deafened
adults who received a multichannel cochlear implant using
acoustical analyses and speech quality ratings.

I. METHOD

A. Subjects

Five postlingually deafened adults~four males, one fe-
male!, between 35 and 61 years of age~average 50.2 years!
participated in the study. Table II depicts the personal infor-
mation of the subjects. Also shown in Table II are the sub-
jects’ results on closed-set and open-set speech perception
tests. All subjects had no known speech and/or voice disor-
ders.

B. Implant and speech processor

All subjects were using the 22-channel Nucleus WSP-III
cochlear implant. The electrode array contains 22 electrodes
that are inserted in the scala tympani of the cochlea. Each
electrode is preassigned an acoustic frequency band and
those bands cover the frequency range of approximately
300–4000 Hz. The speech processor extracts a number of
speech parameters from the ongoing acoustic signals includ-
ing the fundamental frequency and estimates of amplitudes

TABLE I. A comparison of the Israeli Hebrew and American English pho-
nological systems~simplified!.

Israeli Hebrew American English

Consonants:
Labial /b, p, f, v, m/ /b, p, f, v, m, w/
Apical /t, d, s, z, ts, l, n/ /t, d,u, l, s, z, tb, dc, l, n, r/
Palatal /b, j/ /b, j, c/
Velar /k, g, x,g/ /k, g, ng/
Glottis /h/ /h/

Vowels
~without diphtongs!:

/i, e, a, o, u/ /i, l, e, E,~|, ., e,#, /, o, U, u/
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and frequencies of the highest energy bands in the regions
300–1000 and 800–4000 Hz. These regions correspond to
probable locations of the two lowest formant frequencies
when the input signal is speech. The formant frequency es-
timates determine the electrodes excited. Lower frequency
peaks stimulate more apical channels and higher peaks
stimulate more basal channels. Pulses stimulate, in rapid suc-
cession, two electrodes determined by formant estimates.
Rate of stimulation per electrode is determined whether the
sound is voiced or voiceless. For voiced sounds, the stimu-
lation rate is equal to the fundamental frequency. For voice-
less sounds, stimulation rate is random and is of approxi-
mately 100 Hz. Stimulation pulses are biphasic square
waves. Amplitude estimates determine current levels.

C. Stimuli and procedure

Stimuli consisted of 50 monosyllabic, minimal-pair
words which represented the 17 consonants and 5 vowels of
the Hebrew language, 12 every-day sentences~7 declara-
tives, 3 questions, and 2 imperatives!, and spontaneous
speech. Each of the every-day sentences consisted of 4–5
words, and each word had 1–3 vowels. Note that in Hebrew
words such as ‘‘in,’’ ‘‘the,’’ or ‘‘to,’’ for example, are added
as a prefix to the subject or adjective of the sentence. Thus,
an English sentence of 7–8 words can be translated into a
shorter Hebrew sentence of 4–5 words only. For each sub-
ject, recordings of the stimuli were made on four separate
occasions: premplant and 1 month, 6 months, and 24 months
postimplant. Subjects were recorded individually in a sound-
treated booth using a Sony TC K2A tape recorder and an

international microphone, positioned 12 to 15 cm from the
speaker’s mouth. Order of recording was randomized be-
tween and within subjects.

D. Speech assessment

Speech production was assessed using acoustical analy-
ses and subjective rating scales.

1. Acoustical analyses

Selected suprasegmental and segmental properties were
measured for acoustical analyses. The suprasegmental prop-
erties included fundamental frequency (F0) and duration of
words and sentences. The segmental properties included first
and second formants~F1 andF2! of the five Hebrew vow-
els, voice onset time of plosives in initial position
~/",!,$,#,,,%/!, and spectral distribution of fricatives /2/ and
/2*/. Stimuli were low-pass filtered and digitized at 20 000
samples per second and 12-bit quantization levels, using a
commercial speech analysis program SS1~Sensimetric
Speech Station Ver. 2.1, Ariel Corporation!.

A fundamental frequency extraction algorithm, a built-in
feature of the SS1 program, based on an autocorrelation
function was used to estimateF0. EachF0 estimate was
made over 512 samples of data. Values ofF0 were obtained
in the middle of the steady-state portion of all the vowels
using spectrogram display of 128-point window. A total of
170 F0 measurements were obtained: 50 in monosyllabic
words and 120 in sentences, for each subject and recording.
Note that, on average, ten measurements ofF0 were ob-
tained for each sentence at relatively equal spacing through-
out the duration of the sentence.

TABLE II. Background information for the five postlingually deafened adults that participated in the present
study.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

Gender Male Male Male Male Female
Onset of deafness~yrs! 16 48 36 54 41
Etiology Cogan

syndrome
Ototoxicity Unknown Acoustic

trauma
Surgical
Trauma

Duration of deafness 19 8 19 7 3
Thresholds of Better
Ear preimplanta

500 Hz NRb NR NR NR NR
1000 Hz NR NR NR NR NR
2000 Hz NR NR NR NR NR

Aided thresholds of
better ear preimplant

500 Hz NR 110 NR 85 95
1000 Hz NR 105 NR 80 NR
2000 Hz NR NR NR NR NR

Age of implant~yrs! 35 56 55 61 44
Mode of stimulation Bipolar Bipolar Bipolar Bipolar Bipolar11
No. of active electrodes 21 15 14 16 19
Speech perception Testc ~in %!
~at 2 years postimplant!
Hebrew CID

96 35 0 11 21

adB HL re: ANSI ~S3.6, 1989!.
bNo response. Maximum output of audiometer was 110 dB HL.
cThe test was recorded by a Hebrew speaker and presented by audition only. All Hebrew tests were developed
using the same criteria and guidelines that were used to develop the original tests in English.
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The duration of words and sentences were measured
from the initiation of the ulterance’s energy to its termination
based on the waveform and spectrogram displays using a fast
Fourier transform~FFT! with a 512-point window.

The first two formants were calculated using linear pre-
dictive coding~LPC! measured in the middle of the steady-
state portion of each vowel~at the same location whereF0
was determined!. An order of 18 was used to estimate the
locations of the resonances in the spectrum. These measure-
ments were corroborated by overlaying a Fourier spectrum
on the LPC spectrum and by visual inspection of the spec-
trogram display using a 128-point window. At least 30 mea-
surements were obtained for each vowel, subject, and record-
ing.

The voice-onset time of plosives in the initial position
~/",!,$,#,,,%/! was determined as time elapsed from start of
the burst, signaling release of oral closure, to the first sign of
periodicity, signaling onset of voicing. In tokens were there
was voicing lead, measurements were made from the onset
of periodicity to the start of the burst. Voice-onset time mea-
surements were obtained for 11 voiced plosives and 11
voiceless plosives, in the monosyllabic words, for each sub-
ject at each recording.

The range of the frication noise of /2/ and /2*/ was mea-
sured using the Fourier spectrum display~512-point win-
dow!. A horizontal line was drawn at 15 dB below the fre-
quency with maximum energy. The range between the points
where the horizontal line crossed the FFT spectrum display
was taken as the spectral range of the fricative. This method
is similar to the method used to measure frequency response
of acoustical systems. Measurements of the spectral range
were obtained at the midpoint of the fricative as determined
from the waveform and spectrogram displays. Nine measure-
ments were made for each of the two sibilants for each sub-
ject and recording.

2. Subjective rating scales

Ten speech therapists with at least 5 years of experience
in the field, but inexperienced in deaf speech, served as
judges for this part of the experiment. Each of the ten judges
paid careful attention to the words, sentences, and spontane-
ous speech of each implantee. For every implantee, each of
the judges listened to all four recordings~preimplant and 1
month, 6 months, and 2 years postimplant! in random order
before proceeding to listen to the next for each implantee.
After each recording, the general quality of the implantee’s
speech and voice was rated by the judges. In other words,
each of the judges determined which recording was the best,
acceptable, bad, and worst for each implantee. The five sub-
jects were randomly presented to each of the judges. Each
judge listened to the recordings in one 20-min session.

II. RESULTS

A. Acoustical analyses

1. Fundamental frequency (F0)

Tables III and IV depict the mean fundamental fre-
quency and standard deviation for each of the subjects at
each of the recording times as measured in words and in

sentences, respectively. Also shown for comparison in Table
III is the averageF0 of 30 young male and 30 young female
Hebrew-speaking adults as measured in vowels of CVC
monosyllabic words~Amir, 1995!. Tables III and IV show
that F0 values have decreased from preimplant to 2 years
postimplant by relatively small values~6–25 and 4–20 Hz in
words and sentences, respectively!. Nonetheless, a one-way
repeated-measures analysis of variance~ANOVA ! on the
data of the male implantees revealed a significant effect of
recording time for words in isolation and in sentences
@F(4,12)547.6, p,0.01) andF(4,12)544.9, p,0.01, re-
spectively#. Further analysis showed that for both words in
isolation and words in sentences, the males averageF0 val-
ues were significantly higher before implant, compared to
values 1 month postimplant@F(1,3)539.06, p,0.01) and
F(1,3)525.55, p,0.01, respectively#. Furthermore, for
words,F0 continued to decrease significantly from 6 months
to 2 years postimplant@F(1,3)530.9,p,0.01], whereas for
sentences,F0 decreased significantly from 1 to 6 months
postimplant@F(1,3)536.5,p,0.01#, but not from 6 months
to 2 years postimplant.~Note that analyses for the males

TABLE III. Mean fundamental frequency (F0), in Hz, measured in isolated
word context only.~Note: s.d. in parentheses; M5male, F5female, and
XM5mean of male speakers only.!

Subject Sex Preimplant

Postimplant
Hebrew norms
~Amir, 1995!1 month 6 months 2 years

1 M 170.6 153.9 166.6 145.3
~17.9! ~9.4! ~14.7! ~10.8!

2 M 156.3 172.4 153.7 144.3
~9.4! ~15.6! ~10.9! ~6.4!

3 M 142.2 121.4 131 123.1
~20.6! ~11.3! ~16.8! ~13.2!

4 M 132.2 124.8 118.6 138.5
~11.9! ~5.9! ~8.5! ~7.3!

5 F 230.0 209.7 229 218.4 212a

~16.4! ~14.7! ~21! ~16.3! ~31!
XM 151 144.5 143.8 138.2 140b

~21.3! ~24! ~22.8! ~13.1! ~27!

aAverageF0 of 30 young female Hebrew-speaking adults.
bAverageF0 of 30 young male Hebrew-speaking adults.

TABLE IV. Mean fundamental frequency (F0), in Hz, measured in words
in context.~Note: s.d. in parentheses; M5male, F5female, and XM5mean
of male speakers only.!

Subject Sex Preimplant

Postimplant

1 month 6 months 2 years

1 M 149.5 144.3 156 133.8
~17.1! ~11.9! ~13.5! ~17.3!

2 M 152.0 145.0 141.0 133.0
~19.8! ~22.1! ~19.5! ~18.7!

3 M 118.1 121.4 114.9 114.8
~20.6! ~11.3! ~14.0! ~16.1!

4 M 139.8 134.5 117.5 144.0
~20.3! ~15.8! ~6.9! ~14.1!

5 F 201.2 186.3 194 191.9
~30.1! ~20.2! ~22.8! ~37.5!

XM 139.7 136.1 132.4 131.3
~22.8! ~19.3! ~22.2! ~19.6!
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were separate from the female subject because of the signifi-
cant difference between theF0 of men and women.!

The statistical analysis also revealed a significant main
effect of subject for both words and sentences@F(3,3)
5166.27, p,0.01 and F(3,3)599.25, p,0.01#, respec-
tively!. The subjects differed in both the absolute values of
F0 and the course of change over time. Note that for most
subjects, the changes ofF0 over time were not monotonic.
Subjects 1 and 5, for example, showed at 1 month postim-
plant a decrease inF0, after which it increased, only to de-
crease again at 2 years postimplant and reached Hebrew
norms. Subject 2, on the other hand, showed an increase of
F0 at 1 month postimplant after which it decreased mono-
tonically until it reached normal values at 24 months. Subject
3 also showed a non-monotonic decrease inF0 over time. In
his case, however,F0 was within normal values before im-
plantation and it decreased below the norms with the im-
plant. Nonetheless, the average maleF0 values showed a
monotonic and significantF0 decrease over time.

For the female subjectF0 decreased significantly after
implantation@F(1,48)596.7, p,0.01 andF(1,112)545, p
,0.01, for words and sentences, respectively#. Further sig-
nificant decrease was noted only for words in isolation be-
tween 6 months to 2 years postimplant@F(1,48)522, p
,0.01#. On average,F0 decreased postimplant for both
male and female cochlear implant recipients and approached
Hebrew norms after 2 years with the device.

2. Duration

The average duration of the monosyllabic words and
sentences for each of the five subjects, their standard devia-
tions, and the group means are shown in Tables V and VI,
respectively. For both word and sentence length, the duration
of the utterance decreased from preimplant to 2 years
postimplant. This decrease was significant for word duration
only ~r 50.979,p,0.05!. The average decrease in utterance
duration from preimplant to 2 years postimplant conditions
was 27 and 280 ms for words and sentences, respectively.
These differences were found to be significant@F(1,4)
58.93, p,0.01 andF(1,4)511.27,p,0.01, respectively#.
Intersubject variability is seen for the duration measurements
as well. For three of the five subjects, duration of sentences

increased at 1 month postimplant after which it decreased at
6 months and continued to decrease at 2 years postimplant.
For one subject~subject 4!, duration of sentences did not
change over time.

3. Vowel formants (F1 and F2)

The average values of the first and second formants~F1
andF2! for each vowel in word context and sentence context
are shown in Tables VII and VIII, respectively, for the indi-
vidual implantees and the group mean. Results of one-way
repeated ANOVA are summarized in Table IX. These results
suggest that most of the significant changes over time oc-
curred forF1 only. In the preimplant condition, meanF1 of
male adults was abnormally high. With the implant device,
values ofF1 decreased significantly at 1 month postimplant,
compared to the preimplant condition for all vowels but /Ç/
and /É/ in sentences for which the first significant decrease in
F1 values was at 6 months postimplant~compared to the
preimplant condition!. First formant (F1) values continued
to decrease for most vowels and context from 1 to 6 months
postimplant and from 6 months to 2 years postimplant. At 2
years postimplant, the group maleF1 values were close to
normal values reported by Amir~1995! for normal-hearing
Hebrew speakers. These Hebrew norms are indicated in the
left panels of Fig. 1. The group mean ofF2, on the other
hand, remained relatively unchanged with one exception: the
vowel /{/. For the vowel /{/, F2 values in isolated words
increased significantly from preimplant to 6 months postim-
plant, after which it remained relatively unchanged. In sen-
tence context,F2 values of /{/ increased from preimplant to
2 years postimplant. These formant values are also in very
good agreement withF2 values found by Amir~1995!. Note
that the values of the female were not included in the group
mean. In contrast to the male findings, separate analyses of
the woman’s data revealed no significant change in formant
values as a result of the implant.

Figure 1 illustrates the acoustic vowel spaces for each of
the five implantees in two of the testing conditions: preim-
plant and 2 years postimplant. Each vowel space was ob-
tained by plotting the mean first- and second-formant values
for each individual. While some subject-to-subject variability
is evident, it is clear that for each speaker, the vowels create
a well-defined triangle formed by the vowels /{/, /É/, and /~/

TABLE V. Mean duration of words produced in isolation~in ms!. ~Note:
s.d. in parentheses.!

Subject Preimplant

Postimplant

1 month 6 months 2 years

1 586 525 568 538
~86! ~91! ~97! ~74!

2 672 639 625 572
~134! ~14! ~126! ~97!

3 476 616 516 510
~150! ~163! ~115! ~112!

4 661 623 705 632
~90! ~79! ~83! ~71!

5 558 524 517 542
~80! ~73! ~73! ~94!

x̄ 592 585 585 559
~131! ~127! ~122! ~99!

TABLE VI. Mean duration of sentences~in/s!. ~Note: s.d. in parantheses.!

Subject Preimplant

Postimplant

1 month 6 months 2 years

1 2.18 2.49 2.21 2.08
~0.4! ~0.54! ~0.43! ~0.39!

2 2.83 3.04 2.89 2.60
~0.40! ~0.39! ~0.35! ~0.32!

3 2.82 3.02 2.64 2.50
~0.32! ~0.36! ~0.31! ~0.41!

4 3.23 2.83 3.16 3.25
~0.66! ~0.5! ~0.53! ~0.65!

5 2.31 2.42 2.23 2.19
~0.41! ~0.42! ~0.4! ~0.36!

x̄ 2.67 2.76 2.63 2.53
~0.58! ~0.50! ~0.54! ~0.59!
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located in the extreme left upper and lower corners, and right
corner, respectively. A significant change can be seen be-
tween preimplant and 2 years postimplant in values ofF1.
For all vowels, when produced both in isolation and in sen-
tences by the male speakers, values ofF1 decreased signifi-
cantly after 2 years with the implant. This is demonstrated by
the shift to the left of individual vowel spaces. It can also be
seen that in three of the subjects~S1, S2, and S4!, space of
vowels in monosyllabic words was somewhat more restricted
in range in the preimplant condition than that of 2 years
postimplant. No change in the range of the vowel space was
observed for the remaining two subjects~S3 and S5!. In gen-
eral, the spaces of vowels produced in sentences appear to be
more restricted in range than spaces of vowels produced in
isolated words.

4. Voice onset time (VOT)

The average VOT and standard deviation for each sub-
ject and testing condition for the voiced plosives /", $, ,/ and
the voiceless plosives /!, #, %/ are shown in Table X.~Note
the VOT values were measured in the monosyllabic words
only.! The group mean VOT is illustrated for each of the
phonemes in Fig. 2. It is apparent from the figure that the
implant had an affect on VOT for the voiced plosives only.
Results of one-way repeated ANOVA revealed that for each
of the voiced plosives, VOT values decreased significantly
~i.e., became more negative! from preimplant to 1 month
postimplant, and continued to decrease significantly from 1

to 6 months postimplant. These results are summarized in
Table XI. Interestingly, a significant change in direction oc-
curred from 6 months to 2 years postimplant. At 2 years
postimplant, however, the VOT values for the voiced plo-
sives increased~i.e., became less negative! and were similar
to those of Hebrew norms~Raphaelet al., 1995!. In contrast,
the VOT of the voiceless plosives did not change over time
and were similar to normal values in the preimplant condi-
tion.

5. Spectral range

The mean spectral range of /2/ and /2*/ of the male
speakers are shown in Fig. 3. The spectral range of /2/ for
male speakers increased from a mean group of 2390–8250
Hz preimplant to 3818–9265 at 2 years postimplant. The
spectral range for /2*/ shifted from 2058–6025 Hz preim-
plant to 1990–6608 Hz 2 years postimplant. One-way re-
peated ANOVA revealed that for the /2/ the minimum fre-
quency of the frication noise increased significantly from
preimplant to 6 months postimplant@F(1,4)512, p,0.01#
and continued to increase significantly from 6 months to 2
years postimplant@F(1,4)510.2,p,0.01#. The mean maxi-
mum frequency of the /2/ noise increased significantly only
from preimplant to 2 years postimplant@F(1,4)526.95, p
,0.01#. For the /2*/ sound, the minimum and maximum fre-
quencies of the noise range did not change significantly as a
result of the implant. Thus, it appears that the changes over
time measured in the frequency distribution of /2/ and /2*/

TABLE VII. The means ofF1 and F2 ~in Hz! as measured in vowels in word-only context.~Note: Recording times: Pre5preimplant; 1-m51 month
postimplant; 6-m56 months postimplant; 2-y52 years postimplant.!

Subject

/{/ /|/ /~/

Pre 1-m 6-m 2-y Pre 1-m 6-m 2-y Pre 1-m 6-m 2-y
F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

1 496 1680 420 1622 372 1902 364 1911 644 1566 522 1505 489 1676 486 1684 710 1326 613 1319 695 1363 651 1365
~58! ~154! ~64! ~67! ~57! ~206! ~39! ~111! ~53! ~64! ~53! ~94! ~55! ~105! ~33! ~82! ~67! ~54! ~26! ~81! ~44! ~76! ~40! ~63!

2 479 2178 409 2341 403 2265 331 2239 676 1760 616 1892 573 1700 479 1836 820 1310 808 1365 690 1277 671 1360
~46! ~142! ~59! ~157! ~48! ~117! ~35! ~171! ~46! ~75! ~59! ~91! ~48! ~83! ~33! ~90! ~55! ~76! ~32! ~40! ~39! ~49! ~24! ~60!

3 423 2175 426 2030 359 2108 373 2022 521 1855 501 1812 489 1819 477 1755 790 1409 737 1357 734 1359 684 1301
~40! ~72! ~40! ~58! ~16! ~95! ~31! ~111! ~41! ~52! ~12! ~57! ~34! ~79! ~24! ~109! ~51! ~88! ~43! ~60! ~28! ~74! ~33! ~50!

4 367 2159 295 2259 300 2267 289 2276 585 1750 462 1984 452 1913 455 2029 719 1435 562 1507 630 1501 645 1470
~56! ~197! ~38! ~86! ~32! ~115! ~18! ~122! ~41! ~68! ~23! ~98! ~42! ~145! ~39! ~72! ~25! ~68! ~60! ~94! ~43! ~48! ~54! ~71!

5 379 2438 421 2463 439 2392 434 2401 505 2261 551 2306 548 2186 516 2142 791 1634 889 1673 803 1655 831 1626
~46! ~98! ~27! ~95! ~50! ~116! ~10! ~10! ~39! ~66! ~52! ~81! ~52! ~87! ~37! ~63! ~78! ~130! ~77! ~132! ~60! ~109! ~28! ~97!

X̄a 447 2033 391 2053 362 2129 340 2107 607 1729 527 1794 503 1770 475 1823 761 1366 684 1382 689 1369 663 1372

~70! ~265! ~72! ~312! ~55! ~208! ~44! ~201! ~73! ~124! ~71! ~202! ~63! ~138! ~34! ~155! ~70! ~88! ~105! ~98! ~52! ~100! ~41! ~84!

/Ç/ /É/

1 510 940 493 1004 484 1043 466 1050 407 789 399 815 362 780 333 791
~21! ~70! ~36! ~66! ~38! ~52! ~36! ~66! ~52! ~62! ~55! ~71! ~46! ~51! ~27! ~110!

2 699 1130 672 1117 583 1084 503 1098 546 1028 496 1015 427 1013 346 958
~56! ~88! ~35! ~59! ~22! ~43! ~29! ~66! ~72! ~63! ~70! ~74! ~50! ~84! ~26! ~99!

3 539 943 509 989 519 1005 485 952 443 868 421 871 392 946 387 949
~29! ~102! ~19! ~78! ~25! ~68! ~27! ~80! ~49! ~31! ~31! ~70! ~26! ~52! ~19! ~69!

4 536 934 406 802 398 841 407 820 443 786 343 722 324 719 324 734
~28! ~48! ~27! ~65! ~42! ~90! ~27! ~37! ~40! ~99! ~43! ~76! ~48! ~80! ~32! ~97!

5 640 1325 692 1386 669 1318 617 1285 429 1017 461 1046 441 1005 463 1090
~81! ~194! ~101! ~237! ~70! ~161! ~89! ~169! ~35! ~66! ~26! ~81! ~37! ~87! ~14! ~63!

X̄a 573 990 523 982 497 996 466 984 461 873 417 860 377 866 347 859

~85! ~114! ~102! ~131! ~75! ~112! ~46! ~124! ~76! ~120! ~76! ~130! ~57! ~138! ~35! ~134!

aX5Group average of males only, i.e., participants 1–4.
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increased the distinction between these two phonemes. There
are no Hebrew norms available, however, to compare the
data with.

B. Subjective rating scales

Figure 4 illustrates the results of normal-hearing judges
who were asked to assess the general quality of voice and
speech of each of the five implantees in the four different
testing conditions presented at random. It can be seen that
over 70% of the judges concluded that the preimplant record-
ings as ‘‘worst,’’ in comparison to only 3% who judged the
2-year postimplant recordings as ‘‘worst.’’ In contrast, 60%
of the 2-year postimplant recordings were assessed as
‘‘best,’’ compared to 10% who judged the preimplant as
‘‘best.’’ Also, a larger percent of listeners judged the 6
month postimplant to be better than the 1 month postimplant.
Thus, it appears that although stimuli were all highly intelli-
gible ~although not formally tested!, listeners were able to
detect changes in voice quality at the different recording
times.

III. DISCUSSION

The results of this study demonstrate some changes in
speech production of individuals who had acquired speech
patterns prior to their hearing loss and have partially restored
their hearing via the Nucleus cochlear implant. These
changes included lowerF0, shorter syllable duration, de-
crease in values ofF1 for vowels /{, |, ~/, increased voicing

lead for the voiced stops, and increase in the separation of
the spectral range for fricatives. The discussion will focus
primarily on three issues that are related to the results:~1!
changes that may be attributed to the speakers use of the
partially restored auditory information to enhance phonemic
contrast and the relevance to the unique acoustics of the He-
brew language;~2! changes in acoustical parameters that
may be attributed to global changes in production as a result
of postural adjustments; and~3! intersubject variability.

The finding that after years of deafnessF0 may be
higher than normal is in keeping with what is generally
found in the production of postlingually deafened adults~Le-
der et al., 1987a; Leder and Spitzer, 1993! but not in all
studies~Waldstein, 1990!. The intersubject variability inF0
values was demonstrated in the present study as well. Only
one ~subject 1! of the two subjects that were deaf for the
longest period of time~19 years! had abnormally highF0
values in the preimplant condition. The other subject~subject
3! had preimplantF0 values that were within Hebrew norms
~Amir, 1995!. Interestingly, Subject 1 was also deafened at
the youngest age~16 years of age!. Subject 2, on the other
hand, was deaf for 8 years from the age of 48 and hisF0
values in preimplant condition were also abnormally high.
Langereiset al. ~1998! and Lederet al. ~1987a!, for ex-
ample, did not find an effect of age of onset and duration of
deafness. In contrast, Cowieet al. ~1982! found that age at
onset of deafness was an important factor. In another attempt
to explain the intersubject variability, Perkellet al. ~1992!

TABLE VIII. The means ofF1 andF2 ~in Hz! as measured in vowels in word-in-sentence context.~Note: Recording times: Pre5preimplant; 1-m51 month
postimplant; 6-m56 months postimplant; 2-y52 years postimplant.!

Subject

/{/ /|/ /~/

Pre 1-m 6-m 2-y Pre 1-m 6-m 2-y Pre 1-m 6-m 2-y

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

1 425 1685 369 1607 321 1747 358 1714 552 1481 468 1407 424 1566 433 1502 703 1301 583 1251 579 1325 538 1282

~99! ~104! ~51! ~110! ~39! ~199! ~42! ~122! ~73! ~122! ~57! ~129! ~60! ~146! ~40! ~147! ~90! ~119! ~58! ~94! ~81! ~123! ~67! ~142!

2 412 2029 414 2124 410 1999 342 2113 558 1725 568 1773 535 1681 446 1680 721 1374 730 1369 656 1314 603 1410

~49! ~165! ~58! ~128! ~40! ~165! ~49! ~112! ~43! ~112! ~39! ~106! ~48! ~138! ~61! ~157! ~58! ~90! ~50! ~80! ~46! ~75! ~60! ~90!

3 416 1877 436 1819 389 1792 380 1799 502 1638 521 1564 469 1539 479 1541 637 1292 657 1307 611 1257 614 1222

~45! ~116! ~46! ~58! ~35! ~90! ~40! ~147! ~34! ~114! ~32! ~113! ~26! ~130! ~36! ~128! ~59! ~108! ~60! ~60! ~78! ~94! ~52! ~102!

4 379 2002 321 2107 330 2024 294 2158 528 1636 429 1740 446 1716 395 1776 658 1387 527 1466 555 1445 467 1507

~59! ~108! ~53! ~106! ~87! ~114! ~114! ~107! ~75! ~203! ~60! ~219! ~98! ~202! ~81! ~195! ~59! ~108! ~53! ~106! ~87! ~114! ~114! ~107!

5 367 2395 375 2447 376 2360 375 2374 467 2110 501 2190 487 2015 467 2034 690 1639 743 1686 694 1659 692 1654

~57! ~141! ~52! ~124! ~55! ~97! ~52! ~132! ~63! ~240! ~74! ~233! ~70! ~229! ~74! ~250! ~148! ~191! ~109! ~198! ~128! ~167! ~141! ~189!

X̄a 408 1898 385 1908 362 1890 343 1945 534 1621 495 1623 468 1626 438 1627 680 1337 623 1345 600 1334 556 1353

~64! ~201! ~68! ~240! ~57! ~193! ~53! ~233! ~62! ~167! ~72! ~208! ~62! ~172! ~65! ~192! ~76! ~114! ~94! ~120! ~77! ~123! ~96! ~157!

/Ç/ /É/

1 492 868 474 917 385 932 416 878 392 871 375 939 361 976 336 990

~113! ~162! ~106! ~142! ~84! ~146! ~78! ~154! ~38! ~148! ~29! ~135! ~62! ~97! ~45! ~194!

2 585 1192 594 1130 515 1071 442 1099 448 1034 470 1059 404 1064 344 1059

~63! ~109! ~64! ~135! ~52! ~115! ~68! ~142! ~56! ~163! ~59! ~103! ~46! ~122! ~31! ~75!

3 502 902 533 978 440 926 448 930 439 912 473 968 397 959 397 927

~76! ~151! ~59! ~126! ~41! ~133! ~42! ~112! ~23! ~103! ~39! ~123! ~33! ~98! ~29! ~141!

4 518 1028 414 980 355 963 377 993 392 905 334 910 292 907 282 819

~67! ~189! ~50! ~197! ~65! ~262! ~90! ~213! ~13! ~141! ~50! ~168! ~84! ~218! ~68! ~90!

5 503 1199 540 1139 455 1149 433 1119 397 1073 400 1112 414 1071 392 1220

~76! ~170! ~95! ~197! ~82! ~157! ~79! ~145! ~63! ~184! ~52! ~166! ~88! ~145! ~58! ~120!

X̄a 524 998 504 1001 424 973 421 975 418 930 413 969 364 976 340 949

~87! ~197! ~97! ~166! ~92! ~177! ~73! ~177! ~43! ~148! ~75! ~139! ~72! ~147! ~60! ~155!

aX5Group average of males only, i.e., participants 1–4.
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hypothesized that acoustic parameter values of the phonemes
are determined by two factors: posture and intrinsic proper-
ties of the phoneme itself. They argue that following the
restoration of some hearing some of the changes in the val-
ues of acoustic parameters may indeed be a direct result of
the speaker detecting a discrepancy, for a given speech
sound, between phonemic intentions and the acoustic results
and making, therefore, articulatory adjustments that would
bring the abnormal values into line with the phonemic inten-
tions. Other changes, however, including changes in sound
pressure level, rate of speech, syllable duration,F0, F1, and
VOT, may be the result of changes in posture. The underly-
ing assumption is that when speech transmission conditions
change, the speaker responds by changing postural settings
in order to ensure that speech is, for example, loud enough
and slow enough to be understood~Lane et al., 1995!. Be-

cause phonemic and postural speech parameters are often
physically interdependent, it is often difficult to separate pos-
tural changes from phonemic resetting. Thus, one cannot rule
out the possibility that measured changes in acoustic values
are not necessarily the result of the restored hearing on pho-
nemic resetting, but rather the effect of posture or both. Sub-
jects may also differ, therefore, in their postural adjustments
as a result of partial restoration of hearing and not only in
their use of audition for specific articulatory-acoustic adjust-
ments.

The first significant finding is that implant activation
causes a decrease inF0 in some of the subjects and is in
keeping with much of the published data~Ball and Faulkner,
1989; Langereiset al., 1998; Laneet al., 1995; Lederet al.,
1986; Oster, 1987!. Langereiset al. ~1998!, for example,
found that approximately a third of their group of postlin-
gually deafened adult subjects~4 females and 2 males from a
total of 20! had abnormally highF0 values in the preimplant
condition which decreased significantly over a 12-month pe-
riod with the implant device towards normative values. Per-
kell et al. ~1992!, on the other hand, found a significant de-
crease inF0 value in the postimplant condition in only one
of three subjects who showed abnormally highF0 values in
the preimplant condition. In our study,F0 values of two
subjects~3 and 5! were within the norms in the preimplant
condition but decreased significantly by a small amount
~12–20 Hz! by 2 years postimplant. It is possible that theF0
changes were secondary, unintended consequence of changes
in SPL ~Perkellet al., 1992!. Because SPL measurements of
speech were not included in this study, it is difficult to sub-
stantiate this theory.

The intersubject variability reported here for the longi-
tudinal studies is also in keeping with the intersubject vari-
ability found in studies investigating the effect of short-term
auditory deprivation onF0 of adult cochlear implant users.
Svirsky et al. ~1992!, for example, reported that their three
subjects had abnormally highF0 after 24-h auditory depri-
vation period when the processor was turned off. Specifi-
cally, averageF0 values after this period of auditory depri-
vation were 14–23 Hz higher than postactivation values. The
effect of turning the speech processor on was found to be the
same for all three subjects: a drop inF0 that brought them
close to their post activation values. Different results were
reported by Langereiset al. ~1998!. They reported a signifi-
cantF0 difference between implant-on and implant-off con-
ditions in only 5 of their 20 subjects. The discrepancy in the
results were explained by the much shorter duration of the
implant off condition ~30 min! in Langereiset al. study.
Again, one cannot rule out the possibility that changes inF0
were secondary to changes in SPL.

The second significant finding, decrease in word dura-
tion in postimplant conditions, is also consistent with the
published data~Laneet al., 1998; Lederet al., 1986; Oster,
1987; Perkellet al., 1992; Plant and Oster, 1986; Tartter
et al., 1989; Waters, 1986!. Investigators have observed that
postlingually deafened adults have significantly longer sen-
tence duration~Kirk and Edgerton, 1983; Lane and Webster,
1991; Laneet al., 1998! which is a result of significantly
longer syllables~Lane and Webster, 1991; Lederet al.,

TABLE IX. Results of one-way repeated measures ANOVA testing the
change in formants for consecutive time periods of male speakers only.
@Note: For all analysesd f5(1,3). ** p,0.01.#

Preimplant versus
1 month

postimplant

1 month versus
6 months

postimplant

6 months versus
2 years

postimplant

/{/ in
isolated words

F1 24.1** 5.3** ns
F2 nsa ns ns

words in sentences
F1 12.04** 16.3** 9.1**
F2 nsb ns ns

/|/ in
isolated words

F1 147.85** 13.43** 16**
F2 23.12** ns ns

words in sentences
F1 41.99** 29.3** 27.9**
F2 ns ns ns

/~/ in
isolated words

F1 109.8** ns 11.7**
F2 ns ns ns

words in sentences
F1 161.5** 28.4** 64.8**
F2 nsc ns ns

/Ç/ in
isolated words

F1 62.6** 16.8** 23.8**
F2 ns ns ns

words in sentences
F1 nsd 23.7** ns
F2 ns ns ns

/É/ in
isolated words

F1 18.9** 18.9** 16.1**
F2 ns ns ns

words in sentences
F1 nse 29.1** 5.7**
F2 ns ns ns

aPreimplant versus 6 months postimplantF58.5** .
bPreimplant versus 2 years postimplantF58.5** .
cPreimplant versus 2 years postimplantF56.0** .
dPreimplant versus 6 months postimplantF535.0** ; preimplant versus 2
years postimplantF558.9** .

ePreimplant versus 6 months postimplantF518.6** ; preimplant versus 2
years postimplantF553.6** .
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1987b!, pause duration~Lane and Webster, 1991!, and vowel
duration~Waldstein, 1990!. Laneet al. ~1998! found that all
of their seven postlingually deafened adults spoke at articu-
lation rates below the normative range. After implant activa-

tion, five of the speakers increased articulation rate, one did
not change, and one decreased. Laneet al. argued that
slower reading rates are associated with ‘‘clear speech’’ and
with greater intelligibility and are therefore used to achieve

FIG. 1. Acoustic vowel space for each postingually deafened adult before implant and 2 years postimplant measured in word-only context~left side! and
word-in-sentence context~right side!. Also shown for each subject are the normative formant values in Hebrew~from Amir, 1995!.
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better transmission conditions. Once hearing is partially re-
stored and transmission conditions are improved, the speaker
increases his rate of articulation. Laneet al. concluded their
findings in that some changes are the result of postural ad-
justments. The reduced word and sentence duration after im-
plant activation found in the present study are also in keep-
ing with Perkellet al. ~1992! model. These results, together
with our finding thatF1 decreases significantly after hearing

is partially restored, provide further support to the model and
its hypothesis thatF1 and speech rate covary. The argument,
however, that led Perkell and colleagues to hypothesize the
relationship betweenF1 and duration is not convincing in
relation to our results. They argued that increase in speech
rate should induce decrease vowel duration which in turn
should ‘‘allow less time for tongue body lowering for low
vowels, leading to an average increase in their tongue height
and a decrease in their values ofF1’’ ~Perkellet al., 1992; p
2973!. One would assume, however, that reduced duration
would presumably result in less time for both lowering and

FIG. 2. Mean group VOT for voiced and voiceless stops before and 1
month, 6 months, and 2 years postimplant. Also shown are the normative
VOT in Hebrew~from Raphaelet al., 1995!.

TABLE X. Mean voice-onset-time~in ms! for ~a! voiced stops and~b! voiceless stops, in initial word position.

~a!

Subject

Preimplant

Postimplant

1 month 6 months 2 years

/"/ /$/ /,/ /"/ /$/ /,/ /"/ /$/ /,/ /"/ /$/ /,/

1 11.3 8.6 33 3.3 27.6 259 2161.6 2146.6 2112.8 276.3 2141.6 277.6
~19.6! ~15! ~8.3! ~5.8! ~11! ~59.6! ~9.1! ~24.4! ~15.8! ~67.6! ~10.4! ~18.6!

2 0 37 58 222.3 8.0 45.8 2205.6 2187 2152.4 2117.6 288.3 294.2
~0! ~6.1! ~20.7! ~38.7! ~49.7! ~21.5! ~23.8! ~14.7! ~41.3! ~51.7! ~56.4! ~10.7!

3 12.3 18.7 33.4 13 25 36.6 286.3 22.3 244.2 211.6 16.6 250.4
~10.7! ~6.1! ~13.2! ~4.4! ~2.0! ~10.1! ~10.5! ~28.3! ~33.1! ~20.2! ~2.5! ~77.9!

4 291.3 287 292.6 2119.3 297.3 261.4 283.6 2155 2127.8 2107 2100.6 2106
~24.8! ~33! ~15.5! ~10.5! ~26.7! ~54.1! ~53.2! ~24.5! ~37! ~59.6! ~9.0! ~20.5!

5 266.3 297 214.2 2117.3 2112.6 254.4 288.0 273.5 267.2 2129 287.3 261.8
~60.4! ~14.2! ~65.5! ~45.5! ~12.9! ~43.8! ~40.7! ~10.6! ~52.1! ~27.6! ~30.6! ~52.4!

Mean 226.8 224 3.4 248.5 229.8 218.4 2125 2115.7 2100.8 288.3 280.2 277.9
~51.! ~60.3! ~61.9! ~64.4! ~67.8! ~63! ~58.4! ~73! ~53.1! ~60.1! ~59.6! ~45.2!

~b!

Subject

Preimplant

Postimplant

1 month 6 months 2 years

/!/ /#/ /%/ /!/ /#/ /%/ /!/ /#/ /%/ /!/ /#/ /%/

1 22.6 33.6 70.0 27.3 28.4 82.2 17.6 31.0 72.0 35.0 27.4 67.8
~11.9! ~13.5! ~12.4! ~13.8! ~19.2! ~7.7! ~15.7! ~12.0! ~17.0! ~4.4! ~4.8! ~12.6!

2 19.8 35.0 85 13.0 32.4 50.2 16.5 36.8 62.8 16.3 49.2 68.0
~14.7! ~7.7! ~36.5! ~1.8! ~11.5! ~9.0! ~11.0! ~12.6! ~27.6! ~10.6! ~10.6! ~6.2!

3 13.0 19.8 48.2 22 27.4 62.0 10.5 20.6 40.2 11.0 20.8 50.2
~3.6! ~2.5! ~20.0! ~9.3! ~5.5! ~13.7! ~3.5! ~5.7! ~17.3! ~2.9! ~3.7! ~13.7!

4 23.0 22.2 64.2 25.5 30.3 57.8 14.0 25.8 53.6 31.0 23.0 59.4
~6.5! ~8.0! ~34.7! ~12.1! ~3.3! ~19.0! ~3.7! ~5.2! ~7.4! ~4.4! ~2.4! ~11.3!

5 15.3 23.6 68.4 11.3 12.6 60.8 21.3 19.2 51.0 36.5 19.8 66.0
~7.1! ~5.3! ~20.2! ~4.9! ~5.0! ~18.8! ~14.6! ~7.9! ~7.2! 14.5! ~2.2! ~14.3!

Mean 19.7 27.1 67.1 19.4 26.0 62.6 15.8 26.7 55.9 25.1 28.0 62.2
~9.8! ~9.9! ~26.9! ~10.4! ~12.2! ~17.0! ~10.0! ~10.9! ~19.0! ~13.4! ~12.2! ~22.1!

TABLE XI. Results of one-way repeated measures ANOVA testing the
change in VOT for voiced plosives between consecutive time periods.
@Note: For all analysesd f5(1,4). p,0.05,** p,0.01.#

Preimplant versus
1 month

postimplant

1 month versus
6 months

postimplant

6 months
versus 2 years
postimplant

/"/ 5.6* 85.2** 6.6*
/$/ nsa 78.7** 10.8**
/,/ 5.2* 71** 6.8*

aPreimplant versus 6 months postimplantF5107.7** ; preimplant versus 2
years postimplantF547.5** .
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raising the tongue body. If that were the case, then we would
expect reducedF1 for the low vowels and increasedF1 for
the high vowels. The data, however, show thatF1 decreased
for all vowels and all subjects. In terms of perception, all
subjects were not able to perceive the vowels based on dif-
ferences in tongue height. Results of the vowel height subtest
of the SPAC test originally developed by Boothroyd~1984!
and adapted into Hebrew~Kishon-Rabin, 1999! showed that
all subjects scored between 0% and 58%~after correcting for
guessing!. As explained previously, the implant may fail to
provide information on vowel height becauseF1 values of
different vowels may ‘‘fall’’ within the same channel or ad-
jacent channels. The finding that subjects decreasedF1 even
though they were not able to discriminate between vowels
that differ by tongue height may support the idea of some
global speech changes that may have a secondary effect on
F1.

In contrast to published data~Langereiset al., 1997;
Perkellet al., 1992!, our third finding is thatF2 values were
almost unaffected by the hearing loss with the exception of
/{/ and /~/, and, for these vowels, only slight changes were
noted and not for all subjects. The biggest change was a
231-Hz F2 increase for subject 1 who was, as noted, deaf-
ened at the youngest age and for the longest period of time.
Although statistically significant increases were measured
for the vowel /~/, they mounted to 40–50 Hz only. The fact
that the Hebrew vowel system includes only five vowels /~,

|, {, Ç, É/, with most of them being~extreme! point vowels,
may explain why no vowel space reduction was observed in
contrast to reports of others~Economouet al., 1992; Lan-
gereiset al., 1997; Smythet al., 1991!. The effect of implant
activation on the vowels of postlingually deafened adults
needs to be further investigated in languages with few vow-
els like Spanish, for example. Also, studies that would com-
pare the change of intelligibility of the vowels~after implant
activation! with their acoustics may provide insight as to
whether the changes are a result of a need to enhance pho-
nemic contrast.

The fourth important finding of this study is the signifi-
cant change in VOT, a change towards Hebrew norms, for
the voiced stops after hearing was partially restored. In the
preimplant recording, the Hebrew speakers maintained a bi-
modal VOT distribution, although separation between the
categories was small. Specifically, for three of the speakers,
short voice lags were produced for the voiced plosives which
is abnormal compared to the large voicing lead reported by
Raphaelet al. ~1995! for VOT of Hebrew voiced stops. One
speaker~subject 4! had VOT values that were within normal
values of normally hearing Hebrew speakers and the female
speaker~subject 5! had short voicing lead only for /,/. Wald-
stein ~1990! reported that all but one of her postlingually
deafened speakers produced voiceless plosives with shorter
than normal VOT and showed less than normal differences
in VOT between the voiced and voiceless cognates, although
differences between the voice/voiceless plosives were evi-
dent. The one exception to her results was a speaker deaf-
ened at age 40 whose productions were within the range of
normally hearing speakers. In contrast, the two subjects who
showed the most abnormal VOT values where deafened at
childhood. Laneet al. ~1994! reported that their four postlin-
gually deafened adults had VOT values that were shorter
than normal or close to normal before implantation. None-
theless, their subjects also maintained a distinct difference in
the VOT of their voiced and voiceless plosives before receiv-
ing their implants. This finding is consistent with the idea
that postlingually deafened adults have a robust internal
model of the relation between articulatory commands and the
desired acoustic-phonetic result, a model that continued to
serve them when hearing was lost~Laneet al., 1994!. Inter-
estingly, the most vulnerable sounds are those with greater
absolute values of VOT~voiceless plosives in English,
voiced ones in Hebrew!. Insight into this issue can be ob-
tained by further investigating the effect of deafness in post-
lingually deafened adults in languages that have voicing lead
and intermediate or short lags~like Hebrew! compared to
languages with short and long lags~like English!.

With activation of the implant processors, exaggerated
voicing lead was observed for four of the speakers at various
points in time. After 2 years with the implant, VOT values
were within normal ranges. The exception was subject 3,
who failed to show significant voicing lead for /$/ even after
2 years postimplant and values of VOT for /,/ and /"/ that
approached Hebrew norms. These results can be partially
explained by the abilities of these subjects to perceive the
voicing contrast. The results of the initial voicing subtest of
the Hebrew SPAC test~Kishon-Rabin, 1999! show that after

FIG. 3. Group mean range of spectral distribution for the /2/ and /2*/ sibi-
lants before and 1 month, 6 months, and 2 years postimplant.

FIG. 4. Subjective rating of judges before and 1 month, 6 months, and 2
years postimplant.
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2 years of implant use, subject 3 scored 0%~after correcting
for guessing! whereas subjects 1, 4, and 5 scored 100%,
66.67%, and 91.67%~after correcting for guessing!, respec-
tively. ~No voicing data are available for subject 2 because
he died shortly after the last recording.! Lane et al. ~1994!
argued that the ability to perceive and produce the voicing
contrast provides support to the hypothesis that temporal en-
velope cues of initial voicing are readily available to the
implant users. For all their speakers changes were apparent
in both the production of the voiced plosives and in the abil-
ity to perceive the voice/voiceless contrast in the initial po-
sition. Laneet al.’s subjects, however, used the Ineraid co-
chlear implant that is designed to provide temporal cues. The
subjects in the present study are using the Nucleus WSP-III
implant device processor that extractsF0, F1, andF2. It is
assumed that these subjects were able to perceive the relative
timing of F0 and the release of the stop, thus not necessarily
relying on information from the envelope. In this study, rea-
sonably accurate perception of plosive voicing in initial po-
sition yielded accurate production after 2 years of implant
use. Inability to perceive voicing~subject 3! yielded inaccu-
rate production. These findings are not entirely in keeping
with Laneet al. ~1994!, whose subjects had reasonable voic-
ing perception but inaccurate production although gradual
changes in VOT towards English normative values were re-
ported in three of the four speakers when some hearing was
restored. The findings reported here also do not support the
hypothesis that duration was decreased due to increase of
speech rate. Laneet al. ~1995! found an inverse relationship
between speech rate and VOT: the faster the speech then the
shorter the VOT. The results reported here show both in-
crease in VOT and decrease in duration after implant activa-
tion. This issue needs to be further explored. In general,
however, the findings reported here are consistent with the
hypothesis that timing relationship, such as the one involved
in the production of voiced stops, is vulnerable in postlin-
gually deafened adults. Furthermore, most subjects were able
to perceive and utilize voicing information from their im-
plant device. Finally, it should be noted that the effect of
place of articulation is evident in the present data for both
voiced and voiceless stops in the pre- and postimplant con-
ditions. Prevoicing became less pronounced as place of ar-
ticulation moved further back in the vocal tract, i.e., labial to
alveolar to velar. Similarly, voice lag was greater as place of
articulation moved from /!/ to /%/. These results are in keep-
ing with published data~Waldstein, 1990!.

The fifth significant finding is the shift of the lower and
upper frequency boundaries of the spectral range for the sibi-
lant /2/. These results support previous findings that fricatives
are vulnerable to deterioration following deafening~Lane
and Webster, 1991; Tartteret al., 1989!. They also are in
keeping with the general finding that postlingually deafened
adults continue to differentiate between the two fricatives,
regardless of their hearing status~Lane and Webster, 1991!.
Once hearing was restored, the absolute frequency values of
the spectral range of /2/ increased significantly, whereas the
spectrum of /2*/ remained relatively unchanged. This fre-
quency shift resulted in a more distinct separation in the
spectral ranges of the two sibilants, as reported by Econo-

mou et al. ~1992! on one subject and by Matthieset al.
~1996!. The acoustic cues for the sibilants are mediated by
the spectral distribution of the noise. When no auditory feed-
back was provided, the postlingually deafened adults seemed
to maintain an intelligible /2/ and /2*/, although the frequen-
cies of /2/ were lowered. With the implant, the spectral range
of the frication noise shifted towards the higher frequencies.
This occurred despite the fact that the information provided
by the implant is limited toF0 and formant information up
to 4000 Hz. It appears that the implant users were able to
utilize some information and increase the lower end of the
spectral range. By doing so, an automatic increase in the
upper frequency of the range occurred, thus maintaining a
fixed spectral range.

The sixth significant finding is that the listeners judged
the general voice and speech quality of the preimplant re-
cordings as the worst, the 2-year postimplant recordings as
best, and the 1- and 6-months postimplant recordings in be-
tween. These results, in keeping with most published data
~Economouet al., 1992; Read, 1989; Tartteret al., 1989;
Waters, 1986!, suggest that although the speech of the post-
lingual deafened adults was highly intelligible, the effect of
the hearing loss and implant on speech was pronounced
enough not only to be measured in different acoustic param-
eters, but to be perceived by normal-hearing listeners. It is
possible that the suprasegmental characteristics contributed
the most to the subjective judgment of voice quality. How-
ever, one cannot rule out the effect of the segmental charac-
teristics on these judgments as well. Future studies should
include speech intelligibility tests in order to quantify the
‘‘normalcy’’ of the subjects’ speech production.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the results of the present study demonstrate
that speech of adults with acquired deafness may degrade in
subtle ways as a result of the hearing loss, even though the
phonemically distinct productions of speech sounds seem to
be maintained. This last issue was not formally evaluated
and needs to be in future studies. Furthermore, once hearing
is partially restored via the cochlear implant, some of these
individuals appear immediately to utilize the new auditory-
electro feedback to calibrate their speech. With the implant
device, changes were observed in suprasegmental features,
such as decrease inF0 and utterance duration, as well as in
segmental features such as decrease inF1 and improved
phonetic distinctiveness between voiced and voiceless
sounds, and between the /2/ and /2*/ sounds, although large
intersubject variability was noted. The continued contribu-
tion of partially restored hearing to the production of these
speech parameters was evident until the final recording at 2
years postimplant suggesting that calibration is not immedi-
ate, but occurs over time. How much time is actually needed
may depend on individual characteristics, such as age at on-
set of deafness, years of deafness, use of auditory feedback
or alternative feedback systems for speech production, and
auditory perception skills. In order to be able to determine
the exact course of change, recordings should be obtained in
more discrete intervals. The findings of a decrease inF0,
syllable duration, andF1 are in keeping with the model pro-
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posed by Perkellet al. ~1992! in that the observed changes of
certain speech parameters are an indirect consequence of in-
tentional changes in other articulatory parameters. This
theory has been supported by empirical data which showed
that many of the changes in acoustic parameter values with
the partial restoration of hearing were found to be correlated
~Lane et al., 1994, 1995; Perkellet al., 1992!. The present
study, however, was not designed to separate the possible
factors that may be contributing to the measured acoustical
changes. The results of the present study are specific to the
WSP-III processor. One would expect that with newer
speech coding strategies, different information would be
available to the implant user that would improve speech per-
ception, and as a result this information could be used to
restore the distinctiveness between certain speech sounds.
Finally, this study showed results of the effect of deafness
and partial restoration of hearing in postlingually deafened
adults in Hebrew, a language that differs phonemically and
acoustically from English. The suprasegmental changes that
occurred are similar to English and appear to be not language
related, possibly related to postural adjustments. Other
changes such as decrease inF1 and changes in VOT need to
be further investigated in languages that are more similar to
Hebrew and, alternatively, in other languages that are more
similar in their vowel system and voicing categories to En-
glish.
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Three-dimensional tongue surface reconstruction: Practical
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This paper discusses methods for reconstructing the tongue from sparse data sets. Sixty ultrasound
slices already have been used to reconstruct three-dimensional~3D! tongue surface shapes@Stone
and Lundberg, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.99, 3728–3737~1996!#. To reconstruct 3D surfaces, particularly
in motion, collecting 60 slices would be impractical, and possibly unnecessary. The goal of this
study was to select a sparse set of slices that would best reconstruct the 18 measured speech sounds.
First a coronal sparse set was calculated from 3D surface reconstructions. Selection of contours was
globally optimized using coarse to fine search. Sparse and dense reconstructions were compared
using maximum error, standard deviation error, and surface coverage. For all speech sounds,
maximum error was less than 1.5 mm, standard deviation error was less than 0.32 mm, and average
reconstruction coverage was 80%. To generalize the method across subjects, optimal slice locations
were calculated from only the midsagittal contour. Six midsagittal points were optimized to
reconstruct the midsagittal contour. Corresponding coronal slices were then used to reconstruct 3D
surfaces. For data collection planning, a midsagittal sample can be collected first and optimal
coronal slices can be determined from it. Errors and reconstruction coverage from the midsagittal
source set were comparable to the optimized coronal sparse set. These sparse surfaces reconstructed
static 3D surfaces, and should be usable for motion sequences as well. ©1999 Acoustical Society
of America.@S0001-4966~99!03610-3#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Jt@AL #

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound imaging has been used to represent tongue
positions for over 15 years~Sonieset al., 1981; Keller and
Ostry, 1983; Stoneet al., 1983!. Like other imaging systems,
it provides a 2D measurement of the tongue surface contour
in a single plane~such as midsagittal, coronal, or oblique!.
One strength of ultrasound is that it images tongue contour
movement using a fairly rapid frame rate~30 Hz!. Another is
that contours from several spatial planes can be reconstructed
into 3D surfaces~Stone and Lundberg, 1996!. However, as
ultrasound collects 2D slices, the subject must repeat the
speech corpus once for each desired slice. Also, both con-
tours and surfaces are represented by many points. Thus,
compact quantification of movement is difficult in the case of
contours and even more difficult in the case of surfaces. Two
improvements of the ultrasound technique would radically
increase its usefulness: reduced dimensionality of a tongue
contour or surface, and accurate representation of surface
motion. Prior research has accurately represented static 3D
tongue surface shapes from dense data sets of ultrasound
images~Stone and Lundberg, 1996!. The present paper pre-
sents methodology to accurately represent static 3D tongue
surface shapes and motion from sparse data sets of ultra-
sound images. The method also reduces the dimensionality

of tongue surface representation and maintains highly accu-
rate reproduction of local deformation features. This modifi-
cation is an essential step if multi-plane tongue movements
are to be reconstructed practically into tongue surface move-
ments. Ultrasound has been shown to be a useful tool for
collecting 3D tongue surface data. It is noninvasive, has no
exposure limits, and is relatively inexpensive~$20 000
USD!.

In previous research, a series of 2D images was used for
reconstructing a detailed 3D view of the tongue surface
~Stone and Lundberg, 1996!. This required a special trans-
ducer, however, which collected 60 slices in a polar sweep of
60 degrees in 10 s. While this was feasible for a 3D static
speech sample, this method is too slow for 4D data collection
~3D surfaces moving in time!. As there are not yet any 3D
ultrasound devices that simultaneously collect multiple 2D
slices in motion, any 4D sample would need to be repeatedN
times ~where N is the number of slices to be used in the
reconstruction!.

The motion of three-dimensional tongue surfaces is of
interest because the tongue is a complex system that is criti-
cal in speaking, swallowing, and breathing. The tongue is a
volume preserving, deformable object. That is, tongue shape
is systematically related to tongue position, because tongue
volume can be redistributed, but not increased or decreased.
Complicated tongue surface shapes can be produced in 2D
and 3D due to the complex distribution of the tongue’sa!Electronic mail: lundberg@cs.jhu.edu
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muscles and its lack of bony tissue~Kier and Smith, 1985!.
The intrinsic muscles originate and insert on soft tissue; the
extrinsic muscles also insert on soft tissue, thus insuring de-
formation with every movement. Contracting various
muscles and contacting the palate allows complicated shapes
to be made. Subtle changes in these shapes reflect difference
due to coarticulation~Stone and Lele, 1992!, dialect and lan-
guage~Stone and Yeni-Komshian, 1991!, and speech disor-
ders~Stone, 1995!. In order to capture subtle shape changes
due to these factors, especially over time, accurate tongue
surface representation is essential.

The present study used the database acquired in Stone
and Lundberg~1996! to determine a minimal number, or
sparse set, of coronal slices needed for reasonable recon-
structions. The specific coronal slices to collect must be
specified, as well as what error tolerances define a reasonable
reconstruction. Earlier work~Miyawaki et al., 1975; Stone,
1990! suggested that 3D tongue surface shape could be ad-
equately specified using five lengthwise segments. There-
fore, although many sparse sets of coronal slices were tested,
five slices were hypothesized to be optimal. In fact, six slices
were determined to give the most accurate compact represen-
tation, as discussed below.

While real-time 3D ultrasound devices do not yet exist,
there are experimental ultrasound systems that simplify the
data collection of multiple static 2D slices. These approaches
use a 2D ultrasound transducer with an automated 3D spatial
positioning system. One system is the scanning 3D trans-
ducer used in Stone and Lundberg~1996!, which internally
moves a 2D transducer through a radial space~Acoustic Im-
aging Inc., Phoenix, AZ!. The second is a holder that exter-
nally rotates a traditional 2D transducer~Tomtec Inc., Den-
ver, CO!. The first is static; the second allows time-varying
data to be collected independently at several slices and then
reconstructed. Both systems collect up to 60 planes of data
and use computer control to position the transducer, but the
commercial reconstruction algorithms are quite poor, and
slices in planes, other than the original, are very unrealistic.
Moreover, measurement of 60 tongue planes at 30 frames per
second is unrealistically time consuming and unnecessarily
dense spatially.

An alternative method, data-driven slice selection, cal-
culates from subject data an optimal sparse source set of
coronal slices from which reasonable 3D surfaces can be
constructed. For this method, an externally rotated trans-
ducer, or even a manually positioned system, would be suf-
ficient for 4D data collection. Thus, to collect data for 4D
reconstructions, one would do multiple data collections of
coronal tongue image sequences at a few specific orienta-
tions. The separate image sequences would then be aligned
in 3D space from their respective collection orientations. In
this paper, data-driven slice selection is simulated by select-
ing a sparse set of slices from the already existing dense set
of coronal slices described in Stone and Lundberg~1996!.

I. METHODS

A. Subject and speech materials

The subject was a 26-year-old white female with a Bal-
timore Maryland accent. Nineteen English speech sounds

were studied: /i/, /(/, /e/, /}/ /,/, /Ä/, /#/, /Å/, /o/, /)/, /u/, /É/,
///, /Y/, /b/, /s/, /l/, /n/, /G/. The subject sustained each pho-
neme for 10 s while 60 slices were collected. The data was
collected with the subject lying on her back because the 3D
transducer required a non-upright position for clear images
~due to a fluid bubble within the transducer head that would
obscure ultrasound when the transducer was in an upright
position!. Complete recording procedures and subject infor-
mation can be found in Stone and Lundberg~1996!. In addi-
tion, for this experiment, several additional tongue surfaces
were collected. For validation of the reconstruction proce-
dures the vowel /,/ was collected twice using sagittal and
coronal slices. To study variability the sound /l/ was col-
lected twice, once with a normal articulation, and once push-
ing the tongue tip into the palate to induce variability.

B. Validation of dense data set

Prior to determining an optimal sparse source set for the
3D reconstructions, validation of the dense data sets was
performed to guarantee the accuracy of the original~dense!
data reconstructions. Further validation was performed on
the reconstruction method beyond the original phantom re-
construction of a known surface done in Stone and Lundberg
~1996!. Data collection and reconstructions of the tongue
surface were done from the coronal and sagittal dense data
sets for /,/. The first collection was done with the 60 slices
oriented in the coronal direction. For the second data set, the
transducer was rotated 90 degrees so that the 60 slices were
oriented in the sagittal direction. Surface reconstruction was
performed on each data set, and they were overlaid in 3D
space to find the best fit in terms of overlap and minimal
error~measured as the 3D distance between surface points on
the data sets!. It should be noted that this error would include
the normal variability between repeated tokens of the same
phoneme. For the coronal and sagittal /,/ data, the maxi-
mum error achieved was 2.6 mm, with a standard deviation
error of 1.16 mm, and 86% overlap of the two data sets~see
Fig. 1!. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed /,/ surfaces from
coronal~left! and sagittal~right! slice sets and a set of dis-
tance vectors~bottom! comparing the two surfaces. The dis-
tance vector image is a set of vectors from the first~left!
reconstructed surface to the second~right! surface. The
length of any vector corresponds to the 3D distance between
the surfaces at that point~the orientation of the vectors is not
necessarily in the direction of the shortest 3D distance be-
tween the surfaces!.

These intersurface differences were largely due to dif-
ferences in measurement errors that occur in coronal and
sagittal tongue contours when using ultrasound. Tissue edges
become difficult to measure whenever the surface is oblique
to the ultrasound beam. This is most problematic for sagittal
images when the tongue surface is grooved, and a sagittal
contour may lie entirely along the descending slope of the
groove. In the coronal plane, this is most problematic in the
tongue root, where the entire contour may be oblique to the
ultrasound beam. In general, one can recover a groove more
easily from a coronal scan, and one can measure more of the
tongue root on sagittal scans.
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For comparison, and to test measurement repeatability,
the same judge twice measured the /Ä/ surface of a single
coronal ultrasound image~see Fig. 2!. A year had passed
between the two measurements of the images. The error dis-
tance between the two reconstructed surfaces had a maxi-
mum error of 1.84 mm, standard deviation error of 0.32 mm,

and 96% overlap. The maximum error was greater than the
error induced by using sparse reconstructions.

C. Determining an optimal sparse source set

For the dense data sets, tongue surfaces were recon-
structed as a b-spline surface that interpolated the dense set
of coronal tongue surface contours~Stone and Lundberg,
1996!. As tongue surfaces are fairly smooth, particularly be-
tween the measured contours of the dense data set, a b-spline
surface is a sufficient model. For the sparse data sets, tongue
surfaces were similarly reconstructed by defining the
b-spline surface that most smoothly interpolated the few
coronal tongue surface contours~measured from ultrasound
slice images!. Tongue surfaces are simple enough to be re-
constructed by a small set of coronal contours by this
method, but the position of these coronal slices becomes im-
portant. For example, for an arched surface the coronal slices
must be selected near the point of maximal curvature and
displacement. If inappropriate coronal contours are used to
reconstruct the tongue, the resulting surface may~at worst!
intersect the true surface only along those contours, and may
be of a significantly different shape. Selection of a reason-
able set of coronal contours is critical to sparse reconstruc-
tion of the tongue.

A sparse reconstruction contains just a few coronal
slices from the dense set of 60 coronal slices, so there are
many possible sparse sets one could collect. In fact, the
dense data set can be considered to be 56 slices, as none of
the speech sounds had measurable data beyond the 55th slice
and slice numbering starts at 0~see Fig. 3!. We considered
selecting six slices because this was in fact determined to be
the most appropriate choice for balancing data collection
constraints and reconstruction accuracy~see Fig. 4!. There
were then 56 choose 6@6 selected from 56 without regard to
selection order556!/(6!(5626)!)#, or about 32 million
possible sets of six coronal slices. The optimal slice set had
to be defined globally for all 19 speech sounds, even though
each sound had a different optimal set, because the trans-
ducer is fixed during actual speech production. There were
two desirable properties used in defining an optimal sparse
reconstruction. The first was maximal reconstruction cover-
age, i.e., the ratio of the tongue surface measured in the
dense set of tongue slices that was covered by the sparse set.
The second was minimizing error.

1. Reconstruction coverage

As the tongue moved forward and back in the mouth
during speech, the first and last measurable coronal images
~for a fixed dense set of radial images! varied widely ~see
Fig. 3!. Loss of the front slice~s! occurred when the tongue
was pulled back and up, creating a sublingual air cavity. In
the back, limits on measurable slices were not from tongue
position, but from reduced image clarity caused by the in-
creasingly oblique orientation of the tongue surface to the
ultrasound beam~which varied in different tongue surfaces
and speech sounds!. The sound /i/ exemplifies both these
problems, as /i/ is the highest of the front raised vowels, and
is also very oblique and difficult to measure in the back.

FIG. 1. Reconstructions of coronal /,/ surface~left! and sagittal /,/ surface
~right! and distance vectors showing the distances between them.

FIG. 2. Two reconstructions of an /Ä/ measured twice from the coronal
images to test measurement repeatability and the distance vector surface
between them.
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Each of the speech sounds had a specific range of mea-
surable surface contours within the 60-degree 3D sector. For
any speech sound, if the extremes of that measurable range
are in the sparse data set, the sparse reconstruction of that
speech sound will cover the full 3D sector range that a dense
data set covered. If the extreme measurable slices are not
part of the sparse set, the sparse reconstruction will be trun-
cated at the most extreme slice that does lie within its mea-
surable range. Reconstruction coverage is the area ratio of
the sparse reconstruction over the dense reconstruction. As
the coronal slices were collected in a polar sweep, the recon-
struction coverage can be estimated by the degree range cov-
ered by the measurable slices of the sparse set divided by the
range covered by all measurable slices for any specific
sound. For example, for /i/ only four of the six slices fell
within the measurable surface~see Fig. 3!, so its reconstruc-
tion coverage is 25 degrees/31 degrees.

In order for a 3D reconstruction to be useful it should
cover as much of the tongue as possible. Therefore, sparse
sets containing from two to nine-slices were optimized for

maximum coverage~see Fig. 4!. The benefit gained from
increasing the number of slices diminished beyond six slices.
A second consideration was the practical limitations of real
speech data collection. Using current ultrasound instruments,
the subject must repeat the speech corpus once for each slice,
as they are collected independently. Therefore, fewer slices
are preferred. The third consideration was a prior indication
that a large reduction in the number of slices was feasible
~Stone, 1990!. Based on these three considerations and the
data in Fig. 4, six-slice sets were optimized.

2. Error analysis of the six-slice set

The second property desired in an optimal reconstruc-
tion was minimal error. Sparse sets of six slices were opti-
mized for minimum error. Reconstruction of the tongue sur-
face from a sparse set of slices was identical to the method
for reconstructing from a dense data set. An interpolating
b-spline surface was fit to the set of surface data points. For
the sparse data set from six coronal slices, this had the effect
of simplifying the reconstructed surfaces along the sagittal
axis. The resulting tongue surfaces were smoother, and
might lose detail. To measure the errors induced by this data
reduction, the dense reconstruction was compared to the
sparse one. To do this, a regularly spaced 2D grid of vertical
lines ~about one 1-mm spacing! was intersected with the
tongue surface. A large enough grid was selected so that all
the tongue surfaces in the data set were covered. These in-
tersections gave a regularly spaced set of tongue surface
points from the dense reconstructions. For each grid point in
the dense data set reconstruction, the closest surface point
was found for the sparse reconstruction. The 3D distances
between these point sets over all points gave a set of errors.
From these, maximum and standard deviation errors mea-
sured in millimeters were determined for each of 19 tongue
surfaces~corresponding to 19 different static speech sounds!.
The 3D distances were used as a distance measure, as purely
vertical error measures would exaggerate the distances for
oblique areas of the surface. In contrast, 3D error distances
are measured in a direction normal to the surfaces in all
areas.

FIG. 3. The range of measurable slices for each of the data sets and vertical
lines showing the locations of the six-point optimal sparse source set of
coronal slices.

FIG. 4. Coverage of reconstructions for sparse data sets with different num-
bers of coronal slices.
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3. Optimization of global error cost

To select a set of optimal sparse coronal slices, optimal-
ity was defined as minimizing the error cost function:

error cost5maximum error1s.d. error

1@23~12reconstruction coverage!3#. ~1!

In addition to this cost function, sparse sets covering an av-
erage of less than 0.66 of the 19 speech sound set were
eliminated from consideration to prevent the optimization
from being skewed by outlying maximum errors. The con-
stant 2 in the error cost equation balances the optimization
between the goals of minimizing error and maximizing cov-
erage. Some balance is necessary because simply maximiz-
ing coverage results in high surface errors~larger errors than
the default equidistant errors in Table I!, and optimizing for
error only would result in shrinking the sparse surface to
consecutive slices one degree apart. For all subjects pre-
sented in this paper, the value 2 worked well for both sagittal
contour and 3D surface optimizations. Evaluation of the er-
ror cost for any slice set required a sparse reconstruction for
each of the speech sounds. A brute force search of the 32
million possible sets would require roughly a year of pro-
cessing time. Thus, a search was needed that could give a
fast approximation to the global optimum. A coarse to fine
method was used to first get a rough estimation of the global
optimum, and then refine that estimation. To do this, the
method tests all possible six-slice sets with the restriction
that only every fourth possible slice from the dense set is
considered. This is equivalent to finding the best sparse re-
construction from a set of coronal slices space 4 degrees
apart. So, at this most coarse level, there are only 56/4514
possible slices. Since 14 choose 6 is only 3003, all these
possibilities can be tested. After determining this coarse step
optimum, six-slice sets at a finer level are tested. Now re-
stricted to every second slice, all possible six-slice sets
within a single size 2-degree step are considered. In other
words, at each slice position, consider the slice 2 degrees
before, the current slice, and the slice 2 degrees after, and
choose the best permutation across all six slices. Thus, se-
lecting from three slices at six positions gives 365729 per-
mutations to consider. The best of these permutations is then
refined by the same process, using a step size of 1 degree, to
give a global optimum approximation. This coarse to fine
method is much faster than considering the full range of
permutations. It considers 30031729172954461 rather
than 32 million possibilities. The possibilities it does not
consider are those where multiple slices are within 4 degrees

of one another. For creating sparse data sets, it is highly
unlikely that such data sets will be optimal~over the total
range of 501 degrees!, so the use of the coarse to fine
method should be very reasonable.

The optimal sparse coronal set, for all 19 sounds, re-
sulted in an average error of 0.25 mm, a standard deviation
of 0.33 mm, a maximum error of 1.47 mm, and 84% cover-
age of the dense data sets. Due to the variability in length of
tongue surfaces the maximal reconstruction coverage pos-
sible for any six-slice set would be 90%~see Fig. 4!. As
ultrasound has a measurement error around 0.5 mm, the
sparse data set was a very good approximation. This indi-
cated that accurate reconstructions could be made from time-
varying ultrasound with as few as six slices~at the appropri-
ate positions!.

D. Optimizing source sets for individual subjects

These data sets and analyses were based on a single
subject, so there is legitimate concern that any subject’s op-
timal sparse source set will vary based on factors of speech
production, subject size, or the surrounding vocal tract shape.
It would be foolish and impractical to do a dense 3D recon-
struction of each subject simply to find the best sparse slices.
For this reason, a simpler method for estimating optimal
sparse source sets was sought. Instead of measuring the error
in the entire 3D surface reconstruction from a sparse coronal
slice set, error was measured only in the 2D midsagittal con-
tour reconstruction from a sparse midsagittal point data set.
In effect, this would concentrate on the midsagittal slice, and
perform the same analysis as finding the best set of slices but
in only two dimensions. This was simulated on the dense
data set by extracting the midsagittal profiles for the 19
speech sounds, and determining the optimal set of points
needed to best reconstruct the global set of profiles. The
coronal slices corresponding to the optimal midsagittal
points were remarkably close to those selected by the 3D
analysis. Using them as the sparse set resulted in slightly
reduced surface coverage, but also gave improved error mea-
surements particularly at midline.

II. RESULTS

The goal of this study was to reduce the representation
of the tongue surface to a few key slices~i.e., optimal sparse
source slices!. These slices had to reconstruct 3D tongue
surfaces with the highest accuracy possible. If this step was
accomplished adequately, the procedure could be developed
further to collect time varying data at each slice for use in 4D

TABLE I. Reconstruction errors resulting from sparse reconstructions based on different optimizations. No optimization~None! refers to simply taking an
equidistant spacing of slices over the full range of the data. Errors reported are for 3D error measured over the surfaces of the 19 speech sounds, except for
the six-point set.

Optimization Selected slices
Average

error
Maximum

error
Standard deviation

error Coverage
Error cost5max1s.d.
1@23(1-coverage)3#

None ~0 11 22 33 44 55! 0.37 2.66 0.53 0.79 4.21
Six-slice set ~0 8 16 24 33 38! 0.23 1.42 0.32 0.82 2.63
Six-point set ~3 10 18 24 32 38! 0.21 1.40 0.29 0.80 2.67
Six-point seta ~3 10 18 24 32 38! 0.20a 0.81a 0.27a 0.80a 2.06a

aErrors measured for the midsagittal contour only.
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reconstructions~x,y,z,t!. Two sparse source sets were consid-
ered. The first was the set of six coronal slices optimized
from all the coronal slices of the 56-slice dense set~hereafter
called the six-slice set!. The second set was the six coronal
slices corresponding to the midsagittal points optimized for
reconstructing the midsagittal profile~hereafter called the
six-point set!.

A. Global characteristics of the reconstructions

For each of the sparse sets, global measures of recon-
struction accuracy were calculated. Table I shows the opti-
mal six-point and six-slice sets with their global reconstruc-
tion errors. Maximum error, standard deviation error, surface
coverage, and the resulting cost function were calculated for
the entire set of surfaces. The results indicated that the best
optimal sparse source was the six-point set. Surface coverage
was degraded from the six-slice set optimum and error was
improved. Use of midsagittal points as a source set tended to
produce better reconstructed surfaces than the coronal set, in
many cases, because midsagittal points focused the optimi-
zation algorithm on midsagittal features. Thus local depres-
sions, or ‘‘dimples,’’ as seen in /l/ and /Ä/, and steep slopes,
as seen in /i/ and /É/, were better captured using the midsag-
ittal source sets. Larger error was seen instead at the sur-
faces’ extreme edges~the least important areas! and also in
areas of left-to-right asymmetry, as midsagittal optimization
ignores and thus may diminish asymmetries. Errors for indi-
vidual sounds are shown in Table II. The six-point recon-
structions had smaller average errors than the six-slice recon-
structions for 11 of the 19 sounds; maximum error was
smaller for 13 of the sounds, including all the consonants.
Coverage was improved in only four cases. The sparse re-
constructions were also more accurate than repeated mea-
surements of a frame~Fig. 2! or comparing sagittal versus

coronal dense data sets~Fig. 1!. This would indicate that
human error in edge detection would be the primary source
of error in sparse reconstructions. Concurrent with the
present study, a new and automated edge detection system is
being developed that should improve measurement reliabil-
ity.

B. Preservation of local features

In addition to global statistical error measurement, four
‘‘local’’ features were considered: left-to-right asymmetry,
abrupt changes in slope, local surface depressions, and the
constriction location in fricatives. Visual inspection of the
dense reconstructions indicate that depressions and abrupt
changes in slope were most evident in the midsagittal plane
~Stone and Lundberg, 1996; Figs. 4–6!. Preservation of these
two features in the sparse reconstructions was enhanced by
optimizing slice selection in the midsagittal plane. A source
set determined by midsagittal points cannot account for left/
right differences in shape or motion. In these data sets asym-
metry was least well represented. If the selected slices passed
through maximally asymmetric regions, the length of the
asymmetry would be overestimated. If the slices missed the
areas of maximal asymmetry, the degree of asymmetry
would be underestimated. The most asymmetrical tongue
shape in the data set was /i/ where the maximum error was
1.37 mm.

The second and most easily resolved local feature was
the local dimple seen in low back vowels and /l/~Stone and
Lundberg, 1996; Figs. 5 and 6!. The use of the five- and
six-point sparse sets instead of the coronal sparse set greatly
improved resolution of centrally occurring depressions in the
3D surfaces, as they were key features in the midsagittal
profile as well. Figure 5 compares the dimple in the dense
and sparse surfaces for /l/.

TABLE II. Errors in 3D reconstructions based on the optimizations of six coronal slices and six midsaggital points.

6 slices 6 points

Sound
Average

error
Maximum

error
Standard deviation

error Coverage
Average

error
Maximum

error
Standard deviation

error Coverage

i 0.37 1.42 0.48 0.97 0.32 1.37 0.44 0.90
( 0.17 0.88 0.22 0.70 0.17 1.03 0.23 0.65
e 0.16 0.82 0.21 0.75 0.15 0.51 0.20 0.70
} 0.23 1.34 0.31 0.88 0.26 1.40 0.32 0.81
, 0.26 0.77 0.28 0.94 0.19 0.72 0.25 0.83
Ä 0.19 0.79 0.25 0.93 0.21 1.06 0.28 0.85
# 0.42 1.42 0.52 0.97 0.31 1.18 0.40 0.85
Å 0.32 1.20 0.41 0.73 0.28 1.29 0.36 0.93
o 0.16 0.74 0.21 0.83 0.18 0.70 0.24 0.73
) 0.20 0.89 0.29 0.81 0.12 0.49 0.15 0.95
u 0.21 0.86 0.27 0.63 0.17 1.14 0.24 0.80
É 0.38 1.38 0.50 0.80 0.20 1.06 0.27 0.90
/ 0.14 0.53 0.17 0.91 0.21 0.79 0.28 0.83
Y 0.15 0.83 0.20 0.83 0.15 0.60 0.19 0.76
b 0.32 1.24 0.42 0.73 0.29 0.99 0.36 0.68
s 0.18 0.64 0.22 0.92 0.16 0.52 0.20 0.81
l 0.22 1.07 0.30 0.61 0.24 0.90 0.30 0.57
n 0.20 1.38 0.30 0.86 0.19 1.14 0.27 0.80
G 0.22 0.86 0.29 0.88 0.27 0.84 0.34 0.82

Range 0.14–0.42 0.64–1.42 0.17–0.52 0.61–0.97 0.12–0.31 0.49–1.40 0.12–0.44 0.57–0.95
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The third local feature was abrupt change in slope. This
feature was particularly evident for /i/ which had an arched
tongue in the front, and abruptly became grooved in the
back. In addition, the measurable tongue surface was very
short. The six-point set resulted in four measurable slices for
even the shortest tongue surfaces, and captured the grooves
very accurately. Figure 6 shows good representation of
abrupt slope changes and deep groove in /i/.

The fourth local feature was the location of fricative
constrictions. Fricative constructions in English often occur
slightly off midline. Moreover, they may not be marked by

midline tongue features. Therefore, particular attention was
paid to the error in the three fricatives /Y/, /s/, and /b/. Table
II shows the maximum error for each sound. For /Y/ the
maximum error 0.60 occurred laterally, though not at the
edges. Maximum error was 0.2 mm at the constriction. Elec-
tropalatography~EPG! data confirmed the subjects constric-
tion locations~see Stone and Lundberg, 1996!. For the /s/ the
largest error was 0.5 mm and occurred at the edge. At the
constriction, the largest error was 0.3 mm. The /Y/ and /s/
shapes were actually fairly easy to predict from a sparse set
because the tongue shape did not change dramatically from
front to back. The /b/ had a more changeable surface shape
and had larger average and maximum errors. The largest
error, 0.99 mm, occurred laterally. Several errors of 0.7 mm
did appear in the constriction region slightly off the midsag-
ittal plane. In the constriction region, the sparse data set was
below the dense data set, which overestimated the channel
size.

C. Variability

Intrasubject variation occurs because humans do not say
an utterance exactly the same way every time. Phoneme pro-
duction varies slightly from repetition to repetition. Intra-
subject variation could not be seen in these single utterances.
One example of variation was contrived, however. The pho-
neme /l/ was repeated twice by the subject with the goal of
creating two different shapes. The first, / l1 /, was produced
normally. The second, /l2 /, was produced with a forceful
apical contact. Both were sustained about 10 s. The two
tongue surfaces were measured and reconstructed using the
same procedure as in Figs. 5 and 6. In the /l/ comparison,
however, the two surfaces were dense reconstructions of dif-
ferent repetitions~see Fig. 7!. We were interested in what
causes the midsagittal depression often seen just behind the
tongue blade in /l/. It was hypothesized that the more force-
ful apical contact would create a larger deformation for /l2 /,
the more extreme or ‘‘tense’’ production. Therefore, the /l2 /
would have a deeper depression than /l1 /. This was found to
be true. The lower left portion of Fig. 7 shows the two
tongues spatially aligned and superimposed. The /l2 / tongue
is higher than /l1 / in back and on the sides, and lower in the
depression region. The depression depths were 2 mm for /l1 /
and 4 mm for /l2 /, at the deepest point relative to the highest
point in the same coronal slice. The important features, the
dimples, differed across the repetitions by 2 mm, larger than
the maximal error for sparse reconstructions. This number
should be accurate since it occurred in the midsagittal region
where we generally expect smaller reconstruction errors.

Intersubject variation occurs because humans have
slightly different oral morphologies and use different strate-
gies for creating speech gestures. Table III presents midsag-
ittal optimization data from 17 additional subjects. Four
speech sounds were collected for each of these subjects: /,/,
/Ä/, /i/, and /u/. The best six-point sparse set~optimal selec-
tions! is compared to the equidistant six-point sparse set~de-
fault selections!. The optimized selections column presents
the optimized range of slices. This makes it clear that across
subjects there existed a variety of tongue lengths and feature
locations. Smaller ranges were caused by two things: tongues
that had incomplete data at one end or the other; and little

FIG. 5. Reconstructions from a dense set of slices~left!, and from a six-slice
set ~right! for /l/ and the distance vector surface between them.

FIG. 6. Reconstructions from a dense set of slices~left!, and from a six-slice
set ~right! for /i/ and the distance vector surface between them.
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anterior-to-posterior differences among sounds. Different
starting and ending slices among subjects, e.g., subject 3
versus subject 16, reflect rotational differences in positioning
the transducer, not true position differences. The primary
subject is the subject used in the rest of the paper.

Table III shows that for 11 of the 17 subjects the opti-
mization reduced the maximum error by at least 0.8 mm and
for 13 subjects it increased the surface coverage. Subject 7
benefited the most from the optimization. Her default equi-

distant point set selected points 6 degrees apart with an over-
all tongue length of 30 degrees. After optimization, her
tongue length was 25 degrees, and her interpoint distances
were 5, 4, 4, 5, and 8 degrees apart, indicating a greater
representation in the anterior tongue. Figure 8 shows the four
vowel contours and the optimized points for subject 7 as
radial trajectories. With these modifications in point location
for this subject, the average error decreased from 0.52 to
0.28, the maximum error decreased from 2.42 to 1.04 mm,
and the standard deviation decreased from 0.68 to 0.37. The
least improvement was seen for subject 10 whose errors im-
proved only slightly. For some subjects, the optimization
was essential, for without it some sounds only had two of the

FIG. 7. Reconstructions of dense sets from two distinct productions of /l/
~normal and tense! to show intrasubject variability, the distance vectors
between them, and, on the lower left, the two surfaces superimposed in their
best alignment. The black surface is for normal production, /l1 /, and the
gray surface is for tense production, /l2 /.

TABLE III. Midsagittal optimization for the primary and additional subjects based on four speech sounds. The default selections and results~in parentheses!
use simple equidistantly spaced points. Values of~---! are displayed for selections that captured only two points for at least one sound, so that no spline
estimation can be done for that sound. Errors reported here are measured only on the midsagittal contour.

Subject Optimal selections Default selections Average error Maximum error Standard deviation Coverage

Primary @00 10 18 23 31 35# ~00 09 18 27 36 45! 0.15 ~0.27! 0.45 ~1.40! 0.19 ~0.38! 0.84 ~0.82!
1. A. C. @10 13 21 29 38 43# ~09 16 24 31 39 46! 0.50 ~0.54! 1.49 ~1.86! 0.63 ~0.70! 0.90 ~0.87!
2. C. S. @12 17 21 29 35 42# ~09 16 22 29 35 42! 0.32 ~0.43! 0.94 ~2.15! 0.41 ~0.56! 0.88 ~0.93!
3. E. B. @04 12 17 21 26 29# ~02 09 16 22 29 36! 0.21 ~0.36! 0.71 ~1.59! 0.28 ~0.48! 0.79 ~0.82!
4. E. D. @08 14 18 23 27 32# ~02 09 16 22 29 36! 0.37 ~0.50! 1.16 ~2.01! 0.49 ~0.65! 0.84 ~0.76!
5. E. L. @05 10 19 27 35 42# ~00 08 17 25 34 42! 0.41 ~---! 1.30 ~---! 0.52 ~---! 0.88 ~0.69!
6. E. S. @07 12 16 21 26 31# ~01 08 14 21 27 34! 0.35 ~---! 0.99 ~---! 0.44 ~---! 0.84 ~0.62!
7. F. S. @10 15 19 23 28 35# ~09 15 21 27 33 39! 0.28 ~0.52! 1.04 ~2.42! 0.37 ~0.68! 0.86 ~0.80!
8. J. M. @06 10 16 23 31 45# ~05 13 21 29 37 45! 0.43 ~0.46! 1.40 ~2.27! 0.55 ~0.65! 0.83 ~0.78!
9. J. U. @03 07 13 19 25 30# ~00 08 16 24 32 40! 0.27 ~0.42! 1.02 ~2.40! 0.36 ~0.57! 0.81 ~0.81!
10. K. L. @02 06 15 22 30 42# ~01 10 18 27 35 44! 0.47 ~0.53! 1.65 ~1.68! 0.58 ~0.68! 0.90 ~0.79!
11. K. R. @16 21 24 28 33 38# ~13 18 23 29 34 39! 0.31 ~0.50! 0.99 ~2.07! 0.42 ~0.69! 0.87 ~0.83!
12. M. B. @17 21 25 29 32 35# ~14 19 24 28 33 38! 0.23 ~0.36! 0.71 ~1.42! 0.32 ~0.51! 0.84 ~0.77!
13. R. S. @15 19 22 24 29 34# ~12 17 23 28 34 39! 0.28 ~0.40! 0.98 ~1.40! 0.39 ~0.56! 0.85 ~0.86!
14. S. F. @07 10 15 17 23 31# ~03 10 17 24 31 38! 0.39 ~0.44! 1.44 ~1.50! 0.50 ~0.53! 0.79 ~0.82!
15. S. G. @01 08 16 24 32 45# ~00 10 20 31 41 51! 0.39 ~---! 1.16 ~---! 0.48 ~---! 0.84 ~0.66!
16. T. M. @19 23 27 32 37 40# ~16 22 27 33 38 44! 0.38 ~0.45! 1.33 ~1.54! 0.50 ~0.63! 0.84 ~0.83!
17. V. S. @18 23 28 31 34 38# ~17 22 26 31 35 40! 0.34 ~0.49! 1.18 ~1.45! 0.46 ~0.62! 0.93 ~0.78!

FIG. 8. Sagittal contours of the tongue for subject 7 showing radial lines
indicating the default~dashed! and optimal~solid! point sets and their inter-
sections with the four speech sounds.
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six equidistant points fall on the tongue surface, as marked
by ~---!. This occurred when the subject had great anterior–
posterior differences in tongue position across sounds. Fig-
ure 9 presents an example of this positional difference for
subject 5. The contour for /i/ went from a two-point to a
three-point representation after the optimization.

III. DISCUSSION

This study was able to reconstruct 3D tongue surface
shapes using as few as six coronal slices. The best slice
selection used an optimized set of midsagittal points.

Three important issues are involved in choosing a sparse
data set for 3D reconstruction. The first and most important
issue is finding the best six-point source set for each subject.
Without this, results cannot be generalized across subjects
and validity of the method is breached. The optimal sparse
source sets determined here will certainly not be optimal for
all subjects. Therefore, prior to data collection, a midsagittal
data set needs to be collected for each subject. From this data
set an optimal source point set is determined for reconstruc-
tion of the midsagittal profile. Coronal images would then be
collected at each point and reconstructed as described earlier.
This procedure can be used to collect time-varying speech
samples at each coronal slice angle for use in 3D time–
motion reconstructions of the tongue surface during speech.
The midsagittal data can be used in the reconstructions as
well.

Second, the transducer must be positioned in an accurate
and precise manner. A positional error of a few degrees in
one slice will reduce significantly the capture of local shape
features such as dimples and degree of grooving. Although
not addressed in this paper, a 3D automated head and trans-
ducer support system~AHATS! based on the currently used
2D head and transducer support~HATS! system~Stone and
Davis, 1995! is under construction. This system uses com-
puter~or manually! controled positioning of the transducer at
predetermined angles for collection of real-time sagittal and

coronal motion. Manual transducer positioning is acceptable
if predetermined slice positions are calculated accurately,
and precision of transducer placement is assured.

The third issue of importance is reconstruction accuracy
of 3D shape and motion. Global reconstruction was opti-
mized by minimizing the maximum and standard deviation
errors. As a result, the average errors were below the mea-
surement error for ultrasound. The largest maximum error
for all 19 sounds was 1.40 mm, which occurred in /}/ one
time on an extreme edge. The greatest standard deviation
error was 0.44 mm, which occurred for /i/. Errors above 1.2
mm occurred exclusively at the most lateral edge, and errors
above 1.0 tended to occur in the posterior most row.

Optimized reconstructions also need to represent local
features well, such as asymmetry, local depressions, and
steep slopes. Optimization improved representation of local
features compared to equidistant slices. Midsagittal optimi-
zation further improved midsagittal features. The first fea-
ture, tongue asymmetry, is more prevalent in tongue motion
than in static data and so will be even more important for
future studies. Left-to-right rotation and a ‘‘leading edge’’
are seen fairly often in coronal ultrasound images of speech.
These asymmetries do not vary systematically with palatal
shape, or handedness~Hamlet, 1987!; they are more preva-
lent in some subjects and some tasks, however. When the
slice selection is based on midsagittal points, asymmetries
cannot be taken into account, since no lateral information is
available. However, leading edges and left-to-right rotations
extend across a fairly long region of the lengthwise tongue
and, therefore, should be captured by one or more sparse
slices. Future research will continue to carefully assess error
in representation of asymmetry using the current method.

The second feature, local tongue depressions or dimples,
was visible in this data set for nonhigh back vowels and /l/.
They have been observed fairly often in other ultrasound
data sets~Davis, 1996; Fig. 1! and can be inferred from some
point tracking data@Stone, 1990~Table I!# and MRI data
~Kumadaet al., 1992; Niitsuet al., 1992! as well. They tend
to appear in the ‘‘middle’’ segment of the tongue~approxi-
mately 2.5–4 cm back from the protruded tip! ~cf. Stone,
1990!. The present 3D reconstructions captured dimples very
accurately because dimples occur at midline and the six-
point sparse set optimized their representations.

Accurate representation of steep slopes was the third
feature examined in the reconstructions. Front raised sounds
~e.g., high front vowels! have a very advanced tongue root.
This is due to genioglossus posterior~GGP! contraction,
which causes a deep posterior groove defined by a steep
slope midsagittally and laterally. Anteriorly, the tongue sur-
face is high and flat, or even arched. Therefore, a sharp in-
flection point in the midsagittal profile separates the anterior
arch from the posterior groove. Choosing a point too far
from the inflection point will cause a serious underestimation
in the slope magnitude and origin point. Moreover, during
changes from front raising to other shape categories, such as
back raising, 3D motion reconstructions from inappropriately
selected slices will misrepresent and reduce the accuracy of
the deformation.

One type of ‘‘error’’ is utterance-to-utterance variation,

FIG. 9. Sagittal contours of the tongue for subject 5 showing that the default
set~dashed! fails to measure the contours for one sound at three~the solid or
more points, while the optimal set does intersect each contour at three or
more points.
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or free variation. Humans do not produce repeated speech
sounds identically. We expect that the induced variation in
shape between the /l1 / and /l2 / ~1.63-mm maximum differ-
ence! is the same size or larger than would occur in free
variation and is consistent with systematic differences due to
morphological constraints. If so, such differences would be
larger than the maximum measurement error~1.40 mm!
caused by using the sparse data set and should be well rep-
resented, especially if the important features occur at mid-
line.

The current sparse set criteria minimize the problem of
accurate 3D tongue reconstruction from a sparse slice set, as
can be seen from the maximum and standard deviation errors
in Table II. The standard deviation errors seen in the data
were no worse than typical measurement error. The maxi-
mum errors~above 1.3 mm! were seen on the edges. Our
expectation is that the selection of fairly equidistant slices,
and the optimization across all the lingual sounds in English,
will continue to provide as reasonable a 3D coverage as is
possible.
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The conditions under which listeners do and do not compensate for coarticulatory vowel
nasalization were examined through a series of experiments of listeners’ perception of naturally
produced American English oral and nasal vowels spliced into three contexts: oral~C–C!, nasal
~N–N!, and isolation. Two perceptual paradigms, a rating task in which listeners judged the relative
nasality of stimulus pairs and a 4IAX discrimination task in which listeners judged vowel similarity,
were used with two listener groups, native English speakers and native Thai speakers. Thai and
English speakers were chosen because their languages differ in the temporal extent of anticipatory
vowel nasalization. Listeners’ responses were highly context dependent. For both perceptual
paradigms and both language groups, listeners were less accurate at judging vowels in nasal than in
non-nasal~oral or isolation! contexts; nasal vowels in nasal contexts were the most difficult to judge.
Response patterns were generally consistent with the hypothesis that, given an appropriate and
detectable nasal consonant context, listeners compensate for contextual vowel nasalization and
attribute the acoustic effects of the nasal context to their coarticulatory source. However, the results
also indicated that listeners do not hear nasal vowels in nasal contexts as oral; listeners retained
some sensitivity to vowel nasalization in all contexts, indicating partial compensation for
coarticulatory vowel nasalization. Moreover, there were small but systematic differences between
the native Thai- and native English-speaking groups. These differences are as expected if perceptual
compensation is partial and the extent of compensation is linked to patterns of coarticulatory
nasalization in the listeners’ native language. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03310-X#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Hw, 43.71.Es@JMH#

INTRODUCTION

Considerable evidence, spanning some 40 years of re-
search, indicates that perception of speech sounds is influ-
enced by the phonetic context in which sounds occur~for
reviews of selected aspects of context effects, see Repp,
1982; Repp and Liberman, 1987; Nearey, 1992; Miller and
Eimas, 1994; McQueen, 1996!. Response patterns in which
listeners appear to be compensating for a sound’s coarticula-
tory context have held particular interest both for theories of
speech perception, and for theories of the factors that shape
sound systems.

‘‘Compensation’’ refers to listener responses consistent
with perceptual reduction or perceptual elimination of the
acoustic effects of a coarticulatory context on a target sound
~Mann, 1980; Fowler, 1984!. For example, Mann and Repp
~1980! found that synthetic fricative noises ranging from@b#
to @s# were more often identified by English listeners as /s/
when followed by@u# than by@a#. That is, listeners accepted
lower noise frequencies as /s/ in a rounded vowel context—a
context that would, in natural coarticulated speech, be ex-
pected to lower the frequency of the fricative noise.@For

similar findings, see also Whalen~1981, 1989!, for English,
and Kunisaki and Fujisaki~1977!, for Japanese.# As another
example, three studies testing a single set of stimuli found
that adult English speakers~Mann, 1980!, adult Japanese
speakers ~Mann, 1986! and 4-month-old infants in an
English-speaking environment~Fowler et al., 1990! showed
a category boundary shift for a /da–ga/ continuum depending
on whether the stop was preceded by /l/ or /[/. The shift
resulted in more /g/~i.e., more back! responses following /l/
than /[/, suggesting perceptual reduction of the coarticulatory
fronting effects of /l/ on a following velar consonant. Com-
pensation for prosodic properties, including fundamental fre-
quency ~Petersen, 1986; Silverman, 1987!, duration
~Whalen, 1989!, and tone~Yu, 1994!, has also been reported.

Compensatory perceptual responses are not limited to
identification tasks. Kawasaki~1986! used a rating task in
which English speakers were asked to rank the nasality of
natural vowels originally produced in a nasal consonant con-
text ~@m–m#!. She found that listeners heard contextually na-
salized vowels in a clearly audible nasal consonant context
as relatively oral; the same vowels sounded increasingly na-
sal as the amplitude of flanking nasal consonants was attenu-
ated. As with category boundary shifts, listeners in Kawasa-
ki’s study perceptually reduced the acoustic effects~here,
vowel nasalization! of the coarticulatory context.

a!Electronic mail: beddor@umich.edu
b!Electronic mail: rkrakow@unix.temple.edu
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Fowler ~1981, 1984; Fowler and Smith, 1986! investi-
gated listeners’ use of coarticulatory information using a
4IAX discrimination procedure in which trials compared
acousticallydifferenttarget sounds in coarticulatorilyappro-
priate contexts with acousticallyidentical targets, one of
which was spliced into a coarticulatorilyinappropriatecon-
text. For example,@g#s from different vowel contexts were
cross spliced, creating trials such as@gii#–@giu#, with acous-
tically identical @g#s, paired with@gii#–@guu#, with coarticu-
latorily appropriate@g#s ~where@gi# and@gu# are from origi-
nal @gi# and @gu#, respectively!. Overall, Fowler’s results
showed that listeners often based their similarity judgments
on coarticulatory appropriateness rather than on acoustic
similarity, in keeping with the notion that listeners use con-
textual information to perceptually reduce acoustic variation
~thereby facilitating segmentation of the acoustic stream!.

Not surprisingly, different theoretical approaches offer
differing accounts of these compensatory context effects.
Auditory theories~e.g., Diehl and Kluender, 1989; Kingston,
1992; Kingston and Diehl, 1995; Lotto and Kluender, 1998!
do not predict that listeners will use contextual information
to separate perceptually the acoustic effects of coarticulation.
Instead, such theories attribute context-induced shifts in cat-
egory boundaries to general auditory processes such as fre-
quency contrast or spectral contrast. Recent evidence offered
in support of a general auditory account comes from further
exploration of the effects of preceding /l/ and /[/ on the /da–
ga/ boundary, originally investigated by Mann. This work
showed context effects when the listeners were nonhuman
~Lotto et al., 1997! and for human listeners when the liquid
context was a nonspeech sine wave analog of /l/ and /[/
~Lotto and Kluender, 1998!.

Explanations of compensatory context effects that at-
tribute these effects to a source other than general auditory
processes cover a range of theoretical perspectives. The ac-
count offered by articulatory/gestural theorists is that listen-
ers parse the acoustic signal in terms of its articulatory/
gestural sources, hearing the acoustic properties of a target
sound that are due to coarticulatory overlap as belonging to
the coarticulatory context rather than to the target~e.g.,
Fowler, 1996!.1 Albeit from a nongestural theoretical per-
spective, Ohala~1981, 1986, 1993! also interpreted context
effects of the type just described as evidence that listeners
typically ‘‘factor out’’ predictable acoustic properties, effec-
tively adjusting for contextual variation. Offering a theory of
the listener’s role in sound change and sound systems, Ohala
proposed that contextual variation can lead to sound change
when listeners either fail to adjust, or overadjust, for acoustic
effects of coarticulation. Nearey~1992, 1997! offered an ac-
count of such perceptual hypo- and hypercorrections for
coarticulatory overlap within his double-weak theory of
speech perception.

Theoretical perspective notwithstanding, aspects of
compensatory effects remain poorly understood. For ex-
ample, under what conditions might listeners fail to compen-
sate for contextual variation? Ohala~1993 and elsewhere!
has suggested~correctly, in our view! that listeners will fail
to compensate if they do not detect the coarticulatory source,
or conditioning environment, for the variation. But assuming

detection of the context, will listeners necessarily compen-
sate for its acoustic effects? And if they do, is the compen-
sation ‘‘correct,’’ that is to say, complete? And if not com-
plete, which types of contexts trigger more versus less
compensation? Existing data are far from clear on these is-
sues.

As an illustration, consider the findings of previous stud-
ies of the perceptual consequences of nasal coarticulation.
The results of several studies are consistent with the inter-
pretation that listeners attribute the acoustic effects of con-
textual nasalization to its coarticulatory source. As noted
above, Kawasaki~1986! found that nasalized vowels sound
more nasal when embedded between acoustically weakened
nasal consonants. Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson~1991! con-
ducted a gating study in which listeners gave complete word
responses when presented with fragments of CVC and CVN
words. Listeners responded with CVN as well as CVC words
when presented with oral@CV# fragments~from original
CVC words!, suggesting that they did not perceive oral vow-
els as incompatible with a following nasal consonant. Focus-
ing on the perceived height rather than on the nasality of
nasal vowels, Krakowet al. ~1988! found that listeners mis-
judged the height of synthetic nasal vowels in an oral con-
sonant context~@b–d#!, but correctly judged the height of the
same nasal vowels in a nasal consonant context~@b–nd#!.2 In
this case, English-speaking listeners attributed the low-
frequency effects of nasalization on perceived height to the
nasal consonant context rather than to the vowel itself. Re-
sults reported by Manuel~1995! suggest that listeners also
attribute coarticulatory nasalization of consonants~specifi-
cally, carryover nasalization on /Z/ in /nZ/ sequences! to the
flanking nasal context.

However, not all of the available evidence indicates that
listeners are so successful in attributing contextual variation
to its coarticulatory source. In a study that was a precursor to
the present set of experiments, Krakow and Beddor~1991!
edited and spliced naturalbed andmen tokens to create
stimuli in which oral and nasal vowels each occurred in oral
and nasal contexts and isolation. English-speaking listeners
judged vowel similarity in an ABX matching task~e.g., AB
@m}n#–@m6n#; X5@}# or @6#!; listeners also judged the rela-
tive vowel nasality in a rating task~where pairings included
@m6n#–@b}d# and @m6n#–@}#!. Listeners compensating for
vowel nasality in a nasal context should perform poorly on
trials involving this context, because nasal vowels in an
@m–n# context should sound relatively oral. Although this
general pattern was upheld, listeners made fewer errors than
we might expect on the basis of Kawasaki’s findings. In
addition, other findings suggest that listeners do not adjust
for perceived nasal vowel height in nasal consonant contexts
under some testing conditions. In a series of vowel classifi-
cation experiments using the Garner paradigm, in which lis-
teners judged both height and nasality of synthetic vowel
stimuli, Kingston and Macmillan~1995! found that height
perception was influenced by vowel nasality in both oral and
nasal contexts, contrary to the findings of Krakowet al.
~1988! which indicated that listeners separated these param-
eters when given an appropriate coarticulatory~i.e., nasal!
context.3
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The present set of experiments further explores the ef-
fect of coarticulatory context on speech perception, with par-
ticular focus on the types of contextual conditions that are
particularly likely or unlikely to lead to compensatory re-
sponses. We chose to investigate coarticulatory vowel nasal-
ization primarily because previous studies on nasalization
have shown that listeners are able to make judgments about
vowel nasality under a variety of testing conditions and that,
under certain testing conditions,~American English! listeners
do compensate for contextual nasalization. Hence, there is
reason to expect that systematic manipulation of the contexts
of vowel nasalization will allow us to tease apart some of the
factors relevant to compensation. We also selected vowel
nasalization because languages differ in the spatial and tem-
poral extent of coarticulatory vowel nasalization~e.g.,
Clumeck, 1976; Henderson, 1984; Cohn, 1990; Rochet and
Rochet, 1991; Sole´, 1992, 1995!, and speakers of languages
that differ in this respect prefer different amounts and tem-
poral patterns of nasalization when judging stimulus natural-
ness~Stevenset al., 1987!. Study of whether listeners’ per-
ceptual responses to nasalization in different phonetic
contexts depend on their native language’s coarticulatory or-
ganization will further delineate the conditions relevant to
compensation.4

We designed a series of experiments to investigate the
extent to which listeners’ perception of vowel nasalization
was dependent on the context—oral context, nasal context,
or isolation—in which the vowels occurred. Oral and nasal
vowels were placed into each of these contextual conditions
by applying excising and cross-splicing techniques to natural
productions of a native American English speaker. To test
for the generality of any context effects, we incorporated
three experimental manipulations. First, all experiments were
conducted with two vowel qualities, front unrounded /}/ and
back rounded /o/. Second, two types of perceptual paradigms
were used, a rating task in which listeners heard pairs of
stimuli and judged the relative vowel nasality of pair mem-
bers ~experiments 1 and 3!, and a 41AX task in which lis-
teners judged vowel similarity~experiments 2 and 4!. The
former task requires listeners to make metalinguistic judg-
ments concerning vowel nasality and is similar to tasks used
by Kawasaki~1986! and Krakow and Beddor~1991!. The
latter task was included as a measure of listeners’ discrimi-
natory abilities and thus as a potentially more sensitive per-
ceptual measure.~The same listeners participated in both
tasks, but the discrimination task always preceded the rating
task.!

As a third manipulation, tasks were presented to two
groups of listeners, native American English speakers and
native Thai speakers. Both languages are typically viewed as
having nondistinctive vowel nasalization.5 American English
shows extensive anticipatory vowel nasalization~Clumeck,
1976; Krakow, 1989, 1999; Sole´, 1992, 1995!. Tanowitz and
Beddor’s ~1997! acoustic analysis of temporal patterns of
anticipatory nasalization in CVN~C! syllables showed that,
in the speech of four English speakers from Michigan~the
dialect of nearly all participants in experiments 1 and 2!, on
average 80% of a vowel followed by a nasal consonant was
nasalized. This percentage held regardless of vowel length

~i.e., for long tense vowels as well as shorter lax vowels!. In
comparison, an ongoing analysis of the productions of native
Thai speakers showed that, on average, only 45% of the
vowel in a Thai CVN syllable was nasalized. In addition,
nonlow ~contrastively! long vowels in Thai were proportion-
ately less nasalized than their short counterparts~Beddor
et al., in preparation!. That Thai listeners might be sensitive
to these temporal differences is suggested by native Thai
speaker Onsuwan’s~1997! observation that English vowels
in nasal contexts sound heavily nasalized, whereas those of
Thai in comparable contexts do not.

What predictions would a hypothesis that listeners com-
pensate for the acoustic effects of coarticulation make con-
cerning listeners’ responses to these experiments? Broadly
speaking, listeners should do well judging vowel nasality
~rating task! or determining vowel similarity~4IAX discrimi-
nation task! when presented with vowels in an oral context
or isolation; that is, when there is no coarticulatory context to
which to attribute vowel nasalization, the acoustic effects of
nasalization should be heard as part of the vowel itself, and
perception should be accurate. For example, when presented

with rating pairs such as V˜ –V, CṼC–CVC, CṼC–V or

Ṽ–CVC ~where C and V are oral andṼ is nasal!, the vowel
in the first stimulus in each of these pairs should~correctly!
sound more nasal than that in the second. However, listeners
are predicted to perform poorly when judging nasal vowels
in a nasal consonant context because, under a coarticulatory
compensation hypothesis, vowel nasalization should be at-
tributed to the context; a nasal vowel would therefore be
heard as~relatively! oral. For example, listeners should in-

correctly rate the vowels in pairs such as NV˜N–V or

NṼN–CVC ~where N is a nasal consonant! as equally nasal;

in NṼN–Ṽ or NṼN–CṼC pairs, the vowel of the first pair
member should, again incorrectly, sound less nasal.~A pri-
ori, the hypothesis does not make clear predictions about
listener performance onoral vowels in a nasal consonant
context, although listeners should do relatively poorly if they
attempt to compensate for theexpectedeffects of a nasal
context.!

Whether English- and Thai-speaking listeners are pre-
dicted to differ in their performance depends on the theoret-
ical framework within which context effects are couched.
The language-general interpretation offered by Mann~1986!
and Fowleret al. ~1990! predicts similar performance for the
two language groups, because listeners are expected to com-
pensate for coarticulatory influences to the extent they are
specified in the signal. Of course, theories that attribute con-
text effects to general auditory processes would also predict
similar response patterns for the two language groups. Alter-
natively, we might predict that Thai listeners would perform
differently than English listeners if native language experi-
ence influences perceptual compensation~see Beddoret al.,
1986, for general discussion along these lines!. Under this
approach, because Thai speakers have native language expe-
rience with less extensive coarticulatory nasalization than
English speakers, their responses to English stimuli would be
expected to be less fully compensatory than those of native
English speakers.
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I. EXPERIMENT 1: ENGLISH RATING

A. Methods

1. Stimulus materials

The original stimuli were produced by an adult male
native speaker of American English who read a randomized
word list containing five tokens each ofbed,men,bode, and
moan, as well as other monosyllabic words with the vowels
/}/ and /o/ to be used in a separate study. The recording was
digitized at 10 kHz and two tokens of each of the four words
were selected for subsequent manipulation. Because the ma-
nipulations involved cross splicing of vowels of a given type
~/}/ or /o/! from one consonantal context into another, tokens
were selected on the basis of similarity of vocalic pitch,
loudness, and duration.~Durations were acoustically deter-
mined whereas pitch and loudness judgments were percep-
tual.! For each of the eight selected stimuli, vowel onset and
offset were located using a combination of waveform and
spectrographic displays.

For each stimulus, the signal between vowel onset and
offset was excised from its original context at the zero cross-
ing in the acoustic waveform. The excised vowels were~a!
spliced into the consonantal context of the alternate token of
that word type~e.g., eI of bed1 was spliced into b–d of bed2!,
~b! spliced into the consonantal context of the ‘‘opposite’’
(oral→nasal, nasal→oral! word type ~e.g., eI of bed1 was
spliced into m–n of men1!, or ~c! left excised from context
~e.g., isolated eI!. Condition~a! was included so that excising/
splicing techniques would be applied to all stimuli; no origi-
nal stimulus remained intact. This resulted in six syllable
types: @bVd#, @bṼd#, @mVn#, @mṼn#, @V#, and @Ṽ# ~where
V5oral vowel from an original b–d context and V˜ 5nasal
vowel from an original m–n context!. The two vowels, /}/
and /o/, both with and without nasalization, each spliced or
excised into the three contexts as well as into the alternate
token, yielded 24 manipulated test stimuli. The manipulated
stimuli contained no audible discontinuities; also, excising
and splicing had no noticeable effect on flanking consonants
~i.e., @mon# and@m}n# stimuli contained clear@m–n# despite
the absence of vowel nasalization;@bõd# and @b}̃d# stimuli
contained clear@b–d# despite the presence of vowel nasaliza-
tion!. In what follows, sequences with /}/ and /o/ ~whether
oral or nasal! are referred to as /}/ and /o/ sets, respectively.

For each vowel set, 21 types of test pairings were cre-
ated; pair types are illustrated in Table I for the /o/ set. The
pair types fall into three basic categories according to vowel
nasality and consonantal context. First, for six pair types,
paired vowels had the same nasality and occurred in the
same context~Table Ia!. These control pairs consisted of two
different tokens of each syllable type~e.g., @õ1#–@õ2#;
@bo1d#–@bo2d#!. Second, for six pair types, paired vowels
also had the same nasality, but occurred in different contexts
~Table Ib!. Vowels in these test pairs were acoustically iden-
tical ~e.g.,@bõ1d#–@õ1#; @bo2d#–@mo2n#!. Third, nine types of
test pairs had vowels that differed in nasality; vowel contexts
included all possible pairings of the three contexts~Table Ic!.
For these cross-nasality pair types, a particular pairing of oral
and nasal vowels was consistently used~i.e., possible pairs
were@o1#–@õ1# and@o2#–@õ2#, but not@o1#–@õ2# or @o2#–@õ1#!.

One limitation of this experimental design is that, de-
spite our efforts to select stimuli whose vowels were rela-
tively similar in characteristics other than nasality, the dura-
tion of vowels in oral and nasal contexts systematically
differed: Vowels in nasal contexts were shorter than vowels
in oral contexts, as seen in Table II. Consequently, nasal
vowels spliced into oral contexts, and oral vowels spliced
into nasal contexts, would be inappropriate in both nasality
and duration. Also, because isolated vowels tend to be rela-
tively long, excised nasal vowels would be temporally more
inappropriate than excised oral vowels. Although we wanted
to retain the original durations in order to compare identical
vowels in cross-context comparisons~e.g.,@Ṽ# vs @mṼn# vs

@bṼd#!, additionally we wanted to make the same compari-
sons with vowels of contextually appropriate duration.
Therefore, we added a vowel duration manipulation to the /}/
set ~chosen because, on average, this set had the greater
oral–nasal duration difference!. Nasal@ }̃#s were lengthened
by iterating pitch pulses to the duration of their oral vowel
counterparts~e.g., @ }̃1# was lengthened to match@}1# dura-
tion!; oral @}#s were shortened by deleting pitch pulses to the
duration of their nasal vowel counterparts~e.g., @}1# was
shortened to match@ }̃1# duration!. Full pitch pulses were
manipulated, hence ‘‘matched’’ durations were not identical,
but always fell within 3 ms of each other. All pairings are
shown in Table III~whereL5lengthened,S5shortened, and

TABLE I. Rating pair types for the /o/ set.

TABLE II. Duration of vocalic portions of the eight original stimuli.

Duration ~ms!

Token 1 Token 2

b}d 289 285
m}̃n 230 234
bod 364 366
mõn 328 313
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no subscript5original duration!. Cells with only one pair
type have vowels with contextually appropriate, matched du-
rations; the one exception is@b}d# –@m}̃n# ~Table IIIc! with
different ~original! vowel durations. For cells with two pair
types, the vowels of the top pair have context-appropriate but
unmatched durations, and those of the bottom pair have
matched durations with that duration being contextually in-
appropriate for one pair member. The isolated vowel pairings
in Table IIIa are exceptions to this general pattern.

Each vowel set had two tokens for each noncontrol pair
type and one token for each control pair type, yielding 36
pairs for the /o/ set@6 controls1(2315) noncontrols; Table
I# and 51 pairs for the /}/ set @7 controls1(2322) noncon-
trols; Table III#. The within-trial ISI was 1 s and across-trial
interval was 4 s. A ten-item practice sequence was also cre-
ated for each of the /o/ and /}/ sets.

2. Listeners

Listeners were 16 native English-speaking undergradu-
ate students recruited from introductory linguistics classes at
the University of Michigan~age range was 19–24 years;
mean age: 20.3 years!. No listener had more than rudimen-
tary training in phonetics or phonology and none reported
hearing or speaking deficiencies. Listeners were paid for
their participation.

Fourteen of the 16 listeners had studied a second lan-
guage; of these languages, only French~studied by 5 listen-

ers! has contrastive nasalization. Two listeners were bilin-
gual in English and Chinese, although, like the other listen-
ers, they were born and raised in the U.S.~Thirteen listeners
had lived most of their lives in Michigan.! All listeners’ re-
sults are pooled below.

3. Procedure

Test sequences contained two repetitions of each of the
two orders of each pair, for a total of 144 (232336) ran-
domized /o/ trials and 204 (232351) randomized /}/ trials.
The rating tests for the two vowel sets were output to digital
audio tape and presented over headphones to small groups of
up to four listeners in a sound-attenuated room in the Pho-
netics Laboratory at the University of Michigan. Listeners
were told that they would hear computer-manipulated syl-
lables from English. They were instructed to focus on the
vowel sounds in the syllables and to decide, for each pair of
syllables, whether the vowel in the first or second syllable
sounded more nasal, or whether they sounded equally nasal
~or equally non-nasal!. The experimenter provided the fol-
lowing explanation of ‘‘nasal:’’ ‘‘You probably already have
an intuitive notion of what it means for a vowel to sound
nasal. If any of you have studied a language such as French,
Portuguese, or Hindi, you know that in these languages na-
salization on a vowel changes the meaning of a word. In
French, for example, the word@bo# means ‘‘handsome,’’ but
@bõ# ~with a nasal ‘‘o’’! means ‘‘good.’’ In English, vowels
also can be nasalized next to certain consonants. For ex-
ample, the ‘‘ah’’ sound inmom is usually quite nasal.’’

The response sheets indicated the type of trial in English
orthography. For example, for@bõd#–@mon# the options were
bode moan same; for @mon#–@o#: moan o same; for @o#–@õ#:
o o same; and so on. Listeners were told to circle one option
per trial. The order of presentation of the two tests, /}/ and
/o/, was counterbalanced across listener groups. For each set,
listeners first heard the corresponding practice series, without
feedback, to familiarize them with the task. Total rating test
time was less than 1 h.

B. Results

The results for the three basic types of comparisons ac-
cording to vowel nasality and vowel context~Tables Ia–c
and IIIa–c! were separately analyzed using repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs.Post hocTukey tests investigated signifi-
cant main effects of factors having more than two levels or
significant interactions. For each of the three data sets, the
results entered into the primary ANOVA were the mean per-
cent correct responses of each listener to each pair type from
the /o/ set, and from the /}/ set with context-appropriate
vowel durations~in Table III, the top pair in cells with two
members!. All discussion in the results sections of this paper
refer to those items. Separate ANOVAs were also conducted
on the results for the matched-duration /}/ set ~the bottom
pair in cells with two members in Table III!; the results of
these latter ANOVAs, which largely serve to reinforce the
findings of the primary analyses, are presented in the Appen-
dix. The two different duration conditions were not directly
compared because we were not interested in durationper se,

TABLE III. Rating pair types for the /}/ set. Because the original vowels
were longer in oral than in nasal contexts, vowel duration was manipulated
in selected pairs (L5lengthened;S5shortened; see text for explanation!.
Only the pairs with context-appropriate vowel durations~top pair type in
cells with two pairs! were included in the primary ANOVAs. The Appendix
gives the ANOVA results for the matched-duration vowels~bottom pair
type in two-pair cells!.
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but rather in whether the same pattern of results would hold
when only vowel nasality varied as when vowel duration and
nasality covaried.

In reporting the results, the oral@b–d# context is referred
to as C–C, the nasal@m–n# context as N–N, and isolation as
#–#.

1. Control comparisons

Listeners were expected to perform relatively well on
the control comparisons, in which paired vowels had the
same nasality and occurred in the same context~Tables Ia
and IIIa!. Summing across /}/ and /o/, mean rating accuracy
ranged from 74% to 91% correct, with accuracy at or above
85% correct on the pairs V–V, V˜ –Ṽ, and CVC–CVC, and
dropping below 80% correct on NV˜N–NṼN, NVN–NVN,
and CṼC–CṼC. A three-way ANOVA testing for the effects
of vowel nasality~V, Ṽ!, vowel context~C–C, N–N, #–#!,
and vowel quality~/}/, /o/! showed that vowel context was
significant @F(1,30)53.44, p,0.05#, as was its interaction
with vowel nasality @F(2,30)53.58, p,0.05#. No other
main effect or interaction was significant.

Two types ofpost hocTukey analyses explored the in-
teraction between vowel context and vowel nasality.Post
hoc tests for an effect of vowel context for oral and nasal
vowels showed that, for nasal vowels, listeners were more
accurate on V˜ trials than on NṼN and CṼC trials @t(30)
52.36, p,0.05 for the Ṽ–NṼN comparison and 2.88,p
,0.01 for Ṽ–CṼC#; for oral vowels, none of the differences
between contexts was significant.Post hoctests for an effect
of vowel nasality in each of the context pairings showed no
significant differences between oral and nasal vowels. That
listeners judged the relative nasality of nasal vowels as ac-
curately as that of oral vowels in this control condition is
encouraging, as it indicates that rating the nasality of nasal
vowels was not inherently difficult for these listeners.

2. Comparisons with same vowel nasality and
different vowel contexts

We turn to pairings in which context varied but vowel
nasality was held constant~Tables IIb and IIIb!. Of main
interest is whether overall accuracy is affected by context
and, in particular, whether context influences judgments of
nasal vowels more than those of oral vowels. Under a coar-
ticulatory compensation hypothesis, listeners are predicted to
perform poorly when rating the nasality of a nasal vowel in
the N–N context relative to that of the same vowel in a
non-nasal~#–# or C–C! context.

Figure 1 shows listeners’ pooled percent correct ratings
~i.e., percent ‘‘same’’ nasality judgments! of oral and nasal
vowels, collapsed across vowel quality, for the three types of
pairings of vowel contexts. Listeners’ performance was, on
average, better on pairs with oral vowels~73%! than nasal
ones~49%!, and better on vowels in C–C–#–# pairs~84%!
than on pairings with N–N ~50%!. A three-way ANOVA
tested for the effects of vowel nasality (V, V˜ ), vowel con-
texts ~C–C–#–#; N–N–#–#; C–C–N–N!, and vowel qual-
ity ~/}/, /o/!. There were significant main effects of vowel

nasality @F(1,15)511.22, p,0.01# and vowel contexts
@F(2,30)536.64,p,0.001#, and a significant interaction be-
tween the two@F(2,165)511.27,p,0.001#. No other main
effect or interaction was significant.

Post hocTukey tests for the effect of vowel nasality in
each of the three context pairings showed that accuracy was
higher for oral vowels than for nasal vowels in comparisons
involving the N–N context @t(30)54.47 and 3.59,p
,0.001 and 0.01, for N–N–#–# ~middle pairs in Fig. 1! and
N–N–C–C ~right! pairs, respectively#. The difference was
not significant for C–C–#–# pairs~left!, where accuracy for
both oral and nasal vowels was in the range of control-
comparison performance. The relative difficulty of the three
comparison types held for individual listeners as well, with
all but one listener rating oral vowels more accurately than
nasal vowels for the N–N–#–# comparisons and all but two
listeners doing the same for the N–N–C–C comparisons.

The statistical tests, taken together with the means, indi-
cate that cross-context comparisons are most difficult when
such comparisons involve, as one member, a nasal vowel in
a nasal consonant context. Performance on oral vowel pair-
ings is also poorer when one of the vowels occurs in a nasal
consonant context; however, performance is still far better
for such oral vowel comparisons than for the corresponding
nasal vowel comparisons. The same pattern of results was
obtained for the matched-duration /}/ set, reported in the
Appendix.

Because the comparisons with different vowel contexts
revealed significant differences in performance as a function
of the combination of contexts and vowel nasality, it seemed
appropriate to look in more detail at the error patterns for
each comparison pair. Collapsing across the /o/ and /}/ sets,
Fig. 2 shows the three-way response breakdown: The vowel
in the first stimulus is ‘‘more nasal,’’ the vowel in the second
stimulus is ‘‘more nasal,’’ or the vowels have the ‘‘same’’
nasality. Figure 2~a!, oral vowels, reinforces what we already
know about oral vowel pairings: Listeners are highly accu-
rate judging such pairs when no nasal context is involved
~CVC–V!; performance falls off but is well above chance
when one oral vowel is embedded in the N–N context
~NVN–V and NVN–CVC!. Interestingly, in the N–N–C–C
comparison, the most common error is the identification of

FIG. 1. Experiment 1: Pooled percent correct responses of English listeners
to rating pairs with different vowel contexts and same vowel nasality, ac-
cording to contexts~abscissa! and nasality~bar type: Striped5oral vowel;
unfilled5nasal vowel!. ~For example, the left-most bar represents the pair
CVC-V.! The dashed horizontal line indicates chance performance.
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the oral vowel in the N–N context as ‘‘more nasal.’’~The
same is marginally true in the N–N–#–# comparison.! For
pairings of nasal vowels@Fig. 2~b!#, rating of pairs that do
not include the N–N context is again highly accurate, but in
this case rating accuracy for pairs that include the N–N con-
text is at chance level. The single most common response for
NṼN–Ṽ and NṼN–CṼC pairs was a compensatory re-
sponse: The nasal vowel in the non-nasal context (CV˜C, Ṽ)
was heard as ‘‘more nasal’’ than the same vowel in the nasal
NṼN context.

3. Comparisons with different vowel nasality

This set of analyses examines all comparisons that
paired an oral vowel with a nasal vowel, whether or not the
vowel contexts were identical~Tables Ic and IIIc!. If listen-
ers compensate for coarticulatory nasalization, V˜ should be
rated as more nasal than V when V˜ is in a non-nasal context,
but Ṽ and V should be rated as~roughly! equally nasal when
Ṽ is in a nasal context.

Figure 3 presents the combined /}/–/o/ data, where nasal
vowel context is shown along the abscissa and oral vowel
context is shown by different bar types. In each case, the
correct response was to select the nasal vowel as ‘‘more
nasal.’’ The most obvious outcome seen in Fig. 3 is the
especially poor performance on pairs involving NV˜N ~right
set of bars!—a pattern already observed in the preceding
section~and a pattern that held for the individual results of

15 of the 16 listeners!. A three-way ANOVA on the effects
of oral vowel context~CVC, NVN, V!, nasal vowel context
~CṼC, NṼN, Ṽ!, and vowel quality~/}/, /o/! showed that the
only significant main effect was that of nasal vowel context
@F(2,30)537.15, p,0.001#. The significant interactions
were a two-way interaction between nasal and oral vowel
contexts@F(4,60)56.03,p,0.001# and a three-way interac-
tion among all factors@F(4,60)53.70,p,0.01#.

The interaction between nasal and oral vowel contexts
was due to improved rating accuracy when paired oral and
nasal vowels occurred in the same consonant context. Al-
though listeners did poorly on pairings with a nasal vowel in
the N–N context, accuracy improved when the oral vowel of
the pair also occurred in that context~i.e., NṼN–NVN;
right-most bar in Fig. 3!. Similarly, for pairings with a nasal
vowel in the C–C context~middle set of bars!, listeners per-
formed best when the paired oral vowel was in the same
context (CṼC–CVC). However, the facilitatory effect of the
same context was more consistent for the /}/s than the /o/s,
hence the interaction of nasal and oral vowel contexts with
vowel quality. Tests for the simple main effect of oral vowel
context in each of the nasal vowel contexts, conducted sepa-
rately for the /}/ and /o/ sets, showed that oral vowel context
was not significant for either set when the nasal vowel was in
isolation ~left set of bars!. When the nasal vowel was in the
N–N context, oral vowel context was significant only for the
/}/s @F(2,30)55.91, p,0.01#, with post hoctests showing
better performance when the oral vowel context was NVN
~i.e., the matched context! than when it was V or CVC
@t(30)52.81 and 3.13 for V and CVC, respectively,p
,0.01#. Similarly, when the nasal vowel was in the C–C
context, oral vowel context was again significant only for the
/}/s @F(2,30)54.02, p,0.05#, with accuracy higher when
CṼC was paired with CVC than when paired with V or NVN
@t(30)52.15 and 2.68 for V and NVN, respectively,p
,0.05#. The matched-duration /}/ set also showed the pat-
tern of more accurate rating when paired vowel contexts are
the same~see the Appendix!.

Because pairings with NV˜N were so problematic for lis-
teners, we again examined the three-way pattern of responses
to these pair types, shown in Fig. 4. Only for the NV˜N–NVN

FIG. 2. Experiment 1: Pooled percent choice responses of English listeners
to C–C–#–# ~left!, N–N–#–# ~middle!, and N–N–C–C ~right! pairs with
same vowel nasality: Frequency of listeners’ choice of each of the three
rating options for oral vowels@panel~a!# and nasal vowels@panel~b!#.

FIG. 3. Experiment 1: Percent correct responses of English listeners to
rating pairs with different vowel nasality. Grouping of bars indicates nasal
vowel context. Bar type indicates oral vowel context.~For example, the

left-most bar represents the pair V–V˜ !.
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pairings~i.e., same context; right set of bars! was listeners’
single most common response the correct response. For
NṼN–V pairings ~left! and NṼN–CVC pairings~middle!,
‘‘same’’ nasality was the single most common response and
the correct NṼN choice was the second most common~al-
though only marginally so for NV˜N–V!. Thus, for different-
context pairings, listeners were most likely to judge the vow-
els as equally nasal~52%!—i.e., the compensatory
judgment—but when they chose one vowel as more nasal
than the other, they were more likely to make the correct
~30%! than the incorrect~18%! choice.

C. Discussion

As predicted by the compensation hypothesis, native En-
glish listeners showed consistent difficulties in judging the
nasality of nasal vowels in an appropriate, NV˜N, context.
Importantly, nasal vowels were not inherently difficult to
rate: Listeners were much more accurate on nasal vowels in
isolation and in an oral C–C context. Even the comparison of
nasal vowels occurring in different contexts was not prob-
lematic for listeners, as long as the contexts were non-nasal.
Indeed, listener ratings of nasal CV˜C–Ṽ pairs were as accu-
rate as those of oral CVC–V pairs~around 80% correct!—
and ratings of both of these pair types were nearly as accu-
rate as ratings of the control~same vowel context and
nasality! comparisons. In contrast, the most common re-
sponse to pairings of a nasal vowel in the N–N context with
an oral vowel in a non-nasal context~C–C or #–#! was that
the two vowels sounded ‘‘equally nasal,’’ indicating that lis-
teners attribute vowel nasality to a nasal consonant context,
when present. Still, in more than 25% of these cases, listen-
ers correctly reported that NV˜N was the most nasal member
of the pair. Hence, compensation, although clearly evident
for NṼN sequences, cannot be said to be complete. Finally,
we note that performance on oral vowels in N–N contexts
was neither as poor as that on nasal vowels in this context
nor as accurate as that on oral vowels in the other two con-
texts.

The generality of the patterns described here is sup-
ported by the vowel quality and the vowel duration manipu-
lations. Most findings held for both the /o/ and /}/ sets. Find-
ings also held for both the contextually appropriate and

matched durations of the /}/ set~see the Appendix!, indicat-
ing that the difficulty of judging vowel nasality in the N–N
context was not due to contextually inappropriate vowel du-
ration.

II. EXPERIMENT 2: ENGLISH DISCRIMINATION

As noted in the Introduction, the rating task requires
listeners to make metalinguistic judgments concerning vowel
nasality. It is possible that listeners might be more sensitive
to the nasality of vowels in a nasal context in a task which
required them not to rate nasalityper se, but rather to dis-
criminate vowels~or vowel pairs! differing in nasality. Ex-
periment 2 was conducted to explore this possibility.

A. Methods

1. Stimulus materials

The same stimuli used in the rating task were arranged
into a 4IAX discrimination paradigm. Each trial consisted of
two stimulus pairs, one with vowels differing in nasality and
one with vowels having the same nasality. The control trials,
designed to verify listeners’ ability to discriminate nasality
differences using this paradigm, held vowel context constant
and varied only vowel nasality. The test trials explored lis-
teners’ ability to discriminate vowel nasality differences
across different contexts. We were particularly interested in
performance when listener options were~a! two vowels dif-
fering in nasality~henceforth, ‘‘mismatched’’ nasality! but
both in coarticulatorily appropriate contexts~e.g.,
@bod#–@mõn#! versus ~b! two vowels with the same
~‘‘matched’’! nasality but one in a coarticulatorily inappro-
priate context~e.g., @bõd#–@mõn# or @bod#–@mon#!. Conse-
quently, not all possible test trials were included; for trials
with vowels in consonantal contexts, all trials had one stimu-
lus pair in which vowel nasality was coarticulatorily appro-
priate.

The 14 types of discrimination trials for the /o/ set are
given in Table IV. Selection of the test stimuli for each trial
type was similar to the conditions established for the rating
task. For the four same-context control trials~Table IVa!, the
pair whose vowels had the same nasality consisted of two
different tokens of that syllable type~e.g.,@o1#–@o2#!. For the
eight context-to-isolation trials~Table IVb! and the two oral-
to-nasal context trials~Table IVc!, the vowels in the pairs
with the same nasality were acoustically identical~e.g.,
@bo1d#–@o1#; @bõ2d#–@mõ2n#!.

Recall from experiment 1 that, because this speaker’s
nasal vowels were shorter than his oral vowels, the vowels in
@bVd# and@mṼn# would differ in both nasality and duration
if no adjustments were made. As in experiment 1, experi-
ment 2 controlled for this temporal difference for the /}/ set.
The discrimination trials for the /}/ set are given in Table V.
As for the /o/ set, pairs whose vowels had the same nasality
used two different tokens of that syllable type for same-
context trials, but used acoustically identical vowels for the
other trial types. However, for the /}/ set, all vowels within a
trial were equalized for duration, except for the oral-to-nasal
context trials. For trials with equalized vowel duration~Table
Va and Vb!, the selected duration was appropriate for that

FIG. 4. Experiment 1: Pooled percent choice responses of English listeners
to rating comparisons involving NV˜N paired with an oral vowel in the #–#
~left!, C–C ~middle!, and N–N ~right! contexts: Frequency of listeners’
choice of each of the three rating options.
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TABLE IV. Discrimination trials for the /o/ set. For each trial, the vowels in one pair had the same nasality
~‘‘matched’’ nasality! and the vowels in the other pair differed in nasality~‘‘mismatched’’ nasality!. In Table
IVb, vowel nasality is~arbitrarily! coded by the nasality of the vowel in isolation.

TABLE V. Discrimination trials for the /}/ set~L5lengthened;S5shortened!. For cells with two trials~Vc!, the
vowels in the top trial have context-appropriate durations and the vowels in the bottom have the original
durations. In b, vowel nasality is~arbitrarily! coded by the nasality of the vowel in isolation.
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context: Long for vowels in the #–# and @b–d# contexts;
short for vowels in the@m–n# context, as well as vowels in
@m–n#–#–# pairings. For the oral-to-nasal context trials
~Table Vc!, two types of duration pairings were selected:
One pairing had context-appropriate durations~top trial in
each cell! and the other retained the original vowel durations
~bottom trial!.

For each trial type, there were two versions of the com-
parison. Also, four stimulus orders were possible for each
4IAX comparison~i.e., substituting the numbers 1–2/3–4 for
the stimuli in a comparison such as@b}d# –@m}̃n#/@b}d#
–@m}n#, the possible orders are 1–2/3–4, 2–1/4–3, 3–4/
1–2, and 4–3/2–1!. For all discrimination trials, the within-
pair interval was 0.4 s, the across-pair interval was 0.8 s, and
the across-trial interval was 3 s.

2. Listeners

The 16 listeners who participated in experiment 1 also
participated in experiment 2.

3. Procedure

Three separate randomized test sequences were con-
structed for each vowel set. The control sequence consisted
of all same-context trials (4 trial types32 tokens
34 orders32 repetitions564 trials per vowel set!. A
second sequence had context-to-isolation trials (8 trial
types32 tokens34 orders564 trials per vowel set!. A
third sequence had oral-to-nasal context compari-
sons (2 trial types32 tokens34 orders33 repetitions548
/o/ trials; 4 trial types32 tokens34 orders33 repetitions
596 /}/ trials!. ~Different numbers of repetitions in the
three sequences were used both to make sequence lengths
more comparable and to reduce discrimination test time.!
Half of the listeners heard all three /o/ sequences followed by
all three /}/ sequences; the other half heard the reverse order.
Within each vowel set, the control sequence was always
heard first; the order of the other two sequences was coun-
terbalanced across listeners. Prior to each test sequence, lis-
teners heard a 12-item practice sequence.

As in experiment 1, test sequences were output to digital
audio tape and presented to small groups of listeners over
headphones. Importantly, as noted above, listeners partici-
pated in experiment 2beforeexperiment 1 because we did
not want listeners’ metalinguistic assessment of nasality in
experiment 1 to influence listeners’ discrimination judgments
in experiment 2. The two experiments were conducted in
separate 1-h sessions within a few days of each other. In the
discrimination test, as in the rating test, listeners were told to
focus on the vowel sounds in the syllables. The listeners’
task was to select, for each 4IAX trial, the pair in which the
vowels sounded more different from each other. Response
sheets indicated the trial type in English orthography.

B. Results

Listeners’ responses to the discrimination test were ana-
lyzed according to the three test sequences presented to lis-
teners: Same-context~#–#, C–C, N–N!, context-to-isolation
~C–C–#–# or N–N–#–#!, and oral-to-nasal context~C–C–

N–N! comparisons of oral and nasal vowels. As in experi-
ment 1, a repeated measures ANOVA andpost hocTukey
comparisons were conducted on mean percent correct re-
sponses of each listener to each pair type in that test se-
quence.~However, unlike experiment 1, listeners were given
only two response options per discrimination trial, hence
chance performance in experiment 2 was at the 50% rather
than the 33% level.! Because only the oral-to-nasal context
comparisons had two /}/ durations~see Table Vc!, only this
comparison set required a separate ANOVA for the matched-
duration condition, reported in the Appendix.

1. Control (same-context) comparisons
When context is held constant, native English listeners

can reliably discriminate vowel nasality within the 4IAX
paradigm. Mean performance on the same-context compari-
sons ranged narrowly from 95% to 98% correct across the
four comparison types~see Tables IVa and Va!. Individual
performance of most~12 of the 16! listeners also averaged
95% or better for these comparisons.

Accurate discrimination of all same-context discrimina-
tion trials, including NVN–NṼN/NṼN–NṼN, differs
sharply from listeners’ near-chance performance on the
same-context NVN–NV˜N rating pairs, suggesting that, as
expected, the different tests assess different perceptual abili-

FIG. 5. Experiment 2: Pooled percent correct responses of English listeners
to context-to-isolation 4IAX comparisons for the /}/ @panel ~a!# and /o/
@panel~b!# sets. Nasality of matched vowels is shown by bar type: Striped
5oral and unfilled5nasal.~For clarity, the matched vowel pair is listed at
the top of each pair.! Nasality and context of mismatched vowels are shown
on the abscissa.
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ties. At least for these same-context trials, listeners were able
to discriminate oral and nasal vowel pairs whose relative
nasality they found difficult to rate.

2. Context-to-isolation comparisons

Listeners are expected to be less accurate discriminators
of the context-to-isolation trials than the same-context trials
because of the added difficulty of the variable vowel context
within each comparison pair. The central question is whether
any effects of context are uniform across conditions, or
whether discrimination of vowel nasality differences is con-
sistently poorer when the paired vowel contexts are N–N–
#–# ~especially when the vowel in the N–N context is nasal!
than when they are C–C–#–#.

Percent correct responses to the context-to-isolation
comparisons for the /}/ and /o/ sets, pooled across listeners,
are given in Fig. 5. Oral C–C context pairs are represented
by the four bars on the left of each panel and nasal N–N
context pairs by the four bars on the right. Bar type shows
the nasality of the matched vowels~both oral or both nasal!
in each comparison; the abscissa indicates the mismatched
pair ~one oral vowel and one nasal vowel!.

As expected, performance on the context-to-isolation
comparisons is less accurate than on the control comparisons
~above!, a group difference which also held for the results of
all individual listeners. However, the degree of difficulty is
not uniform across all comparison pairs. To assess perfor-
mance on these comparisons, a four-way ANOVA was con-
ducted with the factors vowel context~C–C, N–N!,
matched vowel nasality (V, V˜ ), mismatched vowel nasality
~whether the isolated vowel was V or V˜ !, and vowel quality
~/}/, /o/!. Consistent with the rating results, vowel context
was significant@F(1,15)541.25, p,0.001#, with trials in-
volving the N–N context being more difficult than those with
C–C @right versus left sides of Fig. 5~a! and ~b!#. Vowel
context also interacted significantly with mismatched vowel
nasality @F(1,15)517.29, p,0.001#. No other main effect
or interaction was significant.

Post hoccomparisons to explore the interaction showed
that, for the mismatched vowels, performance was better on
comparisons with NVN–V˜ than on those with NV˜N–V
@t(15)53.00, p,0.01; third versus fourth pairs of bars in
Fig. 5~a! and 5~b!#. However, the difference between com-
parisons with CVC–V˜ and CṼC-V was not significant@first
versus second pairs of bars in Fig. 5~a! and 5~b!#. Thus,
although listeners made the correct choice more often than
not in this task, they were most likely—as expected—to
make the incorrect choice~i.e., to select the vowels of the
mismatched oral-nasal vowel pair as more similar! when the
nasal vowel was in the N–N context@two right-most bars in
Fig. 5~a! and ~b!#.

3. Oral-to-nasal context comparisons

Like all discrimination trials, the oral-to-nasal context
comparisons involved a mismatched oral–nasal vowel pair
compared with a matched oral–oral or nasal–nasal vowel
pair with spectrally identical vowels. However, in these com-
parisons, vowel identity and context appropriateness were in

conflict. The members of themismatchedvowel pair were in
coarticulatorily appropriate contexts (CVC–NV˜N) while
one of the two members of thematchedvowel pair ~CVC-
NVN or CṼC–NṼN! was in a coarticulatorilyinappropriate
context~see Tables IVc and Vc!. Under a compensation hy-
pothesis, we would expect context appropriateness to win
out, with listeners incorrectly perceiving the mismatched
vowel pair as more similar.

Figure 6 gives the results for the /}/ and /o/ sets. Listen-
ers’ mean performance was near or below chance for all
comparisons, indicating that listeners were not able to dis-
criminate differences in vowel nasality when all vowels were
embedded in consonantal contexts. Although performance
was poorer on /}/s than /o/s, and on comparisons in which
the matched vowel pair was nasal than those in which it was
oral, a two-way ANOVA assessing matched vowel nasality
(V, Ṽ) and vowel quality~/}/, /o/!, showed that neither fac-
tor was significant.~Unlike the context-to-isolation compari-
sons, there is no mismatched vowel nasality factor; all com-
parisons had CVC–NV˜N as the mismatched pair.!

The near-chance level of the group responses in Fig. 6 is
representative of the data of 8 of the 16 individual listeners.
The other eight listeners showed more consistent patterns in
their responses, but they fell into two categories: three poor
discriminators, whose accuracy was below 10% on these
comparisons, and five good discriminators, whose accuracy
was above 65%. There was no obvious link between good
discrimination and language background~e.g., only two of
the five listeners who had studied French fell into this
group!.

C. Discussion

Overall performance on the discrimination controls was
better than on the rating controls, indicating that the dis-
crimination task was, as expected, a more sensitive measure
of listeners’ judgments of oral and nasal vowels. Nonethe-
less, the conclusions from the rating study find further sup-
port in the patterns obtained here. That is, despite their rela-
tively strong performance on the discrimination controls,
listeners’ responses to test comparisons~an isolated vowel
paired with a vowel in a consonantal context, or a vowel in
the C–C context paired with a vowel in the N–N context!

FIG. 6. Experiment 2: Pooled percent correct responses of English listeners
to oral-to-nasal context 4IAX comparisons for the /}/ ~left! and /o/~right!
sets. Striped5matched oral vowels; unfilled5matched nasal vowels. The

mismatched vowel pair was always CVC–NV˜N.
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revealed a pattern consistent with the notion that there is
some compensation for vowel nasalization when it occurs in
an appropriate coarticulatory context. Thus, when errors oc-
curred in isolation-to-context comparisons, they were most
likely to occur in conditions in which the mismatched pair
included a nasal vowel in a nasal consonant context~i.e.,
NṼN–V!. For these errors, acoustically identical vowels~in
NVN–V or NṼN–Ṽ! were heard as more dissimilar than
acoustically different, but contextually appropriate, vowels
~in NṼN–V!. Still, listeners were accurate in their judgments
of these pairings more often than not. Further support for
partial compensation was obtained on the oral-to-nasal con-
text pairings. Listeners displayed consistently poor perfor-
mance on these trials by often selecting the acoustically
matched vowel pair~CVC–NVN or CṼC–NṼN! as being
more different in nasality than the mismatched pair
(CVC–NṼN). Despite the difficulty of this task for listeners
~accuracy plummeted relative to both control and context-to-
isolation trials, hovering around or below chance!, correct
responses were also obtained on a considerable number of
trials.

Overall, the effects of the context in which a vowel oc-
curs on the perception of vowel nasality are robust across
different vowel qualities and durations, and generally similar
across the two experimental tasks. One issue that cannot be
addressed by the results of experiments 1 and 2 is the extent
to which these contextual effects are a consequence of the
linguistic background of native English-speaking listeners.
As a first step in investigating this question, in experiments 3
and 4 we presented the tests used in experiments 1 and 2 to
native speakers of Thai. As discussed in the Introduction,
Thai-speaking listeners were chosen because their native lan-
guage has been shown to differ from English in terms of
patterns of coarticulatory nasalization, with Thai showing
temporally less extensive anticipatory nasalization than En-
glish.

III. EXPERIMENT 3: THAI RATING

A. Methods

1. Stimulus materials and procedure

The rating test that was presented to native English
speakers in experiment 1 was presented to native Thai speak-
ers in experiment 3. Exactly the same testing procedure was
used, except that the experimenter was a native Thai speaker
and all instructions were given in Thai. Consent forms and
questionnaires were in Thai script, but response forms were
in English~i.e., identical to the forms used in experiment 1!.

2. Listeners

Listeners were 15 native Thai speakers ranging in age
from 19–32 years~mean age: 24.2 years!. Fourteen speakers
were ~nonlinguistics! graduate students at the University of
Michigan; the remaining speaker was studying English at the
Michigan Language Center in Ann Arbor. As with the native
English speakers, none of the Thai listeners was phonetically
trained and none reported hearing or speaking deficiencies.
Listeners were paid for their participation.

All Thai speakers also spoke English as a second lan-
guage, although no Thai participant had lived in the U.S. for
more than 2 years~length of time in U.S. ranged from 5
months to 2 years; mean stay: 12 months!. Only two Thai
speakers reported experience with a language other than En-
glish, both of whom were exposed to Chinese, in addition to
Thai, at home as children.

B. Results

As non-native speakers of English, and as native speak-
ers of a language in which vowels are nasalized to some
extent in a nasal consonant context, Thai listeners’ responses
are expected to show some evidence of compensation for
coarticulatory vowel nasalization. The main question under
investigation is whether Thai listeners’ native experience
with a language that shows less extensive nasalization than
English influences their responses to English vowels in ways
that are consistent with the coarticulatory differences be-
tween the two languages. Specifically, Thai listeners’ re-
sponses to nasal vowels are expected to be less consistently
compensatory than those of native English listeners.

To assess the responses of Thai listeners to the rating
test, we used the same statistical design in experiment 3 that
was used for analyzing the native English listeners’ re-
sponses in experiment 1. The statistical analyses do not di-
rectly compare Thai and native English listeners’ perfor-
mance because the relative accuracy of the two language
groups is not our focus. For example, Thai listeners’ re-
sponses to these non-native stimuli might be overall less ac-
curate, but the relative difficulty of pair types could still par-
allel the native English response patterns. As with the native
English data, the Thai data presented in the text are for the
/o/ set and the /}/ set with contextually appropriate durations;
the results for the matched-duration /}/ set are given in the
Appendix.

1. Control comparisons

Rating accuracy of the Thai-speaking listeners on the
control comparisons~i.e., same vowel nasality and same
vowel context; Tables Ia and IIIa! ranged from 81% to 92%
correct. Similar to native English listeners’ results, Thai lis-
teners were somewhat less accurate on the pairs
NṼN–NṼN, NVN–NVN, and CṼC–CṼC than on the re-
maining comparisons, but the drop in accuracy was not as
great for Thai listeners. A three-way ANOVA@vowel nasal-
ity (V, Ṽ ), vowel context~C–C, N–N, #–#!, and vowel
quality ~/}/, /o/!# conducted on the Thai control data showed
no significant main effects or interactions. In contrast, vowel
context and its interaction with vowel nasality were signifi-
cant for the English data. Therefore, for these control com-
parisons, the effect of nasal vowel context was not as great
for Thai listeners as for English listeners.

2. Comparisons with same vowel nasality and
different vowel contexts

Turning to rating pairs in which vowel context varied
but vowel nasality did not, the hypothesis of coarticulatory
compensation would predict that Thai speakers, like native
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English speakers, should perform relatively poorly on pairs
in which one member involves a nasal vowel in a nasal con-
text. At the same time, if compensation is linked to native-
language experience, Thai speakers’ responses might be less
compensatory than English listeners’ and hence show less of
an effect of the nasal context.

Figure 7 shows the means obtained on the three types of
context pairings, pooled across the /o/ and /}/ sets. Overall
on these comparison pairs, Thai listeners performed similarly
to native English listeners. As in the English data~see Fig.
1!, Thai listeners performed better on pairs with oral than
nasal vowels~striped versus unfilled bars!, and on pairs with
non-nasal contexts~C–C–#–#; left bars in Fig. 7! than on
pairs with a vowel in the N–N context ~middle and right
bars!. Both of these findings held for the individual Thai
listeners as well: All but two of the listeners showed the
vowel nasality pattern and all but one showed the vowel
context pattern.

A three-way ANOVA testing for the effects of vowel
nasality (V,Ṽ), vowel contexts ~C–C–#–#; N–N–#–#;
C–C–N–N!, and vowel quality~/}/, /o/! showed that the
same main effects, vowel nasality and vowel contexts, were
significant for the Thai data as for the native English data
@vowel nasality:F(1,14)58.74, p,0.01; vowel contexts:
F(2,28)529.57, p,0.001#. Also as found for the English
data, the interaction between these two factors was signifi-
cant, with post hoctests yielding the same pattern of rela-
tively poor performance on pairs involving NV˜N. Pairwise

comparisons for the effect of vowel nasality in each of the
three context pairings showed that rating accuracy was
higher for oral vowels than for nasal vowels for N–N–#–#
pairs @t(28)52.95, p,0.01; middle comparison in Fig. 7#
and for N–N–C–C pairs@t(28)53.26, p,0.01; right-most
comparison in Fig. 7#, but the difference between oral and
nasal vowels was not significant for C–C–#–# pairs~left!.

We wondered whether the Thai listeners’ responses
would also show the same pattern of results as that of the
native English listeners when the more detailed three-way
response breakdown was taken into account. Focusing on
nasal vowels, where both listener groups were most likely to
give incorrect ratings, Fig. 8 gives the Thai results. Compari-
son with the corresponding English results in Fig. 2~b! shows
that the relative percentages of the three response options for
each of the three comparison types were the same for the two
listener groups. At the same time, Thai listeners were 11%
less likely than English listeners to rate V˜ as ‘‘more nasal’’
than NṼN ~middle bar of middle group of bars!, and 10%
less likely to rate CV˜C as ‘‘more nasal’’ than NV˜N ~middle
bar of right-most group!. Thus, for these comparisons with
NṼN, Thai listeners were less likely than English listeners to
make compensatory responses.

3. Comparisons with different vowel nasality

Figure 9 shows Thai listeners’ percent correct responses
to comparisons in which one stimulus had a nasal vowel and
the other, an oral vowel. Results are pooled across /}/s and
/o/s to facilitate comparison with the corresponding results
for the native English listeners in Fig. 3. The most robust
pattern in the English data in Fig. 3—poor performance
when the nasal vowel is in the N–N context—is also seen in
the Thai data in Fig. 9. A three-way ANOVA@oral vowel
context ~CVC, NVN, V!, nasal vowel context
(CṼC, NṼN, Ṽ), and vowel quality~/}/, /o/!# revealed sig-
nificant main effects of all three factors. The vowel quality
effect @F(1,14)56.52, p,0.05# was due to better perfor-
mance on /o/ pairs~mean 62% correct! than on /}/ pairs
~50%!. ~English listeners showed no such effect.!

The effects of oral vowel context@F(2,28)53.64, p
,0.05# and nasal vowel context@F(2,28)56.93, p,0.01#
are best understood when their significant interaction
@F(4,56)52.93, p,0.05# is explored. One-way ANOVAs

FIG. 7. Experiment 3: Pooled percent correct responses of Thai listeners to
rating pairs with different vowel contexts and same vowel nasality, accord-
ing to contexts~abscissa! and nasality~bar type!.

FIG. 8. Experiment 3: Pooled percent choice responses of Thai listeners to

CṼC–Ṽ ~left!, NṼN–Ṽ ~middle!, and NṼN–CṼC ~right! pairs: Frequency
of listeners’ choice of each of the three rating options.

FIG. 9. Experiment 3: Pooled percent correct responses of Thai listeners to
rating pairs with different vowel nasality. Grouping of bars indicates nasal
vowel context. Bar type indicates oral vowel context.
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testing for the simple main effect of oral vowel context in
each of the nasal vowel contexts showed that oral vowel
context~i.e., the three different bar types in Fig. 9! was sig-
nificant only for comparisons in which the nasal vowel was
in the oral C–C context@F(2,73)56.22,p,0.01; middle set
of bars#. Post hoccomparisons showed that Thai listeners
performed best when the oral vowel was also in the C–C
context @t(73)53.24 and 2.82,p,0.01, for CṼC–CVC
compared with CV˜C–V and CṼC–NVN, respectively#. Na-
tive English listeners showed a similar facilitatory effect of
same context. On the other hand, whereas English listeners
also showed this facilitatory effect for the N–N context, Thai
listeners did not~right-most bar!. When the nasal vowel was
in the N–N context, Thai listeners performed best when the
oral vowel was in isolation (NV˜N–V). However, as noted,
performance remained poor on all pairs with NV˜N. This
group pattern held for individual listeners as well: 12 of the
15 Thai listeners were less accurate at rating vowel nasality
when the nasal vowel was in the N–N context than when it
was the non-nasal~#–#, C–C! contexts.

To examine further the pairs that pose the greatest dif-
ficulty to listeners, Fig. 10 plots the three-way response pat-
terns of the Thai listeners to the three comparisons that in-
cluded NṼN. Overall accuracy of Thai listeners on these
comparisons~38% correct! is only slightly better than that of
English listeners~34%! and, for the three comparison types,
both language groups’ responses are more often incorrect
than correct (NV˜N is the correct choice!. However, some
differences are noteworthy~compare Figs. 4 and 10!. On
both the NṼN–V and the NṼN–CVC pairs, Thai listeners
were more accurate than native English listeners~14% for
NṼN–V and 7% for NṼN–CVC! and were less likely to
select the compensatory response ‘‘same’’~10% and 4%,
respectively!. On the NṼN–NVN pairs~right!, Thai listeners
were less accurate than native English listeners, presumably
because the non-native listeners did not benefit from the
same-context comparison.

C. Discussion

On the rating task, the performance of the Thai speakers,
like that of the native English speakers, indicated that it is

difficult to judge accurately the nasality of a nasal vowel
when it occurs in a contextually appropriate nasal consonant
context. No other stimulus type elicited as poor performance
~near chance!, whether we consider test pairs with same
vowel nasality or different vowel nasality. On pairs with
same vowel nasality, but different contexts, Thai rating of
the pairing with nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts
(CṼC–Ṽ) was almost as accurate as that of the correspond-
ing pairing with oral vowels~CVC–V! and close to native
accuracy of around 80%. On pairs with different vowel na-
sality, rating of pairs with nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts
dropped somewhat, suggesting that the oral-nasal vowel
comparison~or at least these non-native comparisons! may
be inherently more difficult for Thai than for native English
listeners, but accuracy remained well above chance. As with
English listeners, it appears that the main difficulty for Thai
listeners is not vowel nasalityper se, but rather that there is
perceptual compensation when the nasal vowel is heard in a
nasalizing environment.

Also consistent with the native English listeners’ data, it
is clear that the Thai listeners’ compensation is not complete.
However, the pattern of partial compensation exhibited by
Thai listeners’ responses differs in systematic ways from that
of the English listeners. As predicted by the hypothesis that
compensation is linked to native-language coarticulatory ex-
perience, Thai listeners were less likely than native English
listeners to choose the compensatory response to pairs in-
volving NṼN. This was seen for same-nasality NV˜N–Ṽ and
NṼN–CṼC pairs, where Thai listeners were less likely than
native English listeners to identify the inappropriately nasal-
ized vowel~Ṽ or CṼC) as the more nasal one. It was also
seen for different-nasality NV˜N–V and NṼN–CVC pairs,
where Thai listeners less frequently identified the vowels as
having the same nasality. Even for the control pairs~same
vowel nasality, same context!, the negative effect of nasal
vowel context on rating accuracy was not as great for Thai as
for native English listeners.

IV. EXPERIMENT 4: THAI DISCRIMINATION

A. Methods

The discrimination test from experiment 2 was presented
to native Thai listeners in experiment 4. The identical testing

FIG. 10. Experiment 3: Pooled percent choice responses of Thai listeners to

rating comparisons involving NV˜N paired with an oral vowel in the #–#
~left!, C–C ~middle!, and N–N ~right! contexts: Frequency of listeners’
choice of each of the three rating options.

FIG. 11. Experiment 4: Pooled percent correct responses of Thai listeners to
control ~same-context! 4IAX comparisons. Striped5matched oral vowels;
unfilled5matched nasal vowels. English results are shadowed for compari-
son.
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procedure was used except that the testing session was con-
ducted in Thai. Listeners were the 15 listeners who had par-
ticipated in experiment 3.

B. Results

1. Control (same-context) comparisons

Thai listeners’ pooled responses to the same-context dis-
crimination comparisons are given in Fig. 11; native English
listeners’ results are included for comparison. Overall, Thai
listeners were less accurate than native English listeners in
discriminating these stimulus pairs, but most of the discrep-
ancy between the two language groups occurred in the com-
parison pairs involving vowels in a consonantal context~two
left-most pairs of bars!. Unlike English listeners who dis-
criminated all control comparisons at essentially the same
level of accuracy, Thai listeners were poorer at discriminat-
ing vowels in a consonantal context than those in isolation. A
three-way ANOVA @vowel context ~consonantal context,
isolation!, matched vowel nasality (V, V˜ ), and vowel qual-
ity ~/}/, /o/!# showed only the effect of vowel context to be
significant@F(1,14)512.73,p,0.01#.

2. Context-to-isolation comparisons

Figure 12 gives the Thai pooled discrimination results
for context-to-isolation trials. The most obvious outcome is

that Thai listeners, like native English listeners~Fig. 5!, were
less accurate on trials involving the nasal N–N context than
those with the oral C–C context.

A four-way ANOVA @vowel context ~C–C, N–N!,
matched vowel nasality (V,V˜ ), mismatched vowel nasality
(V,Ṽ), and vowel quality~/}/, /o/!# conducted on the Thai
responses to these comparisons showed significant main ef-
fects of vowel context and matched and mismatched vowel
nasality. ~Only vowel context, which interacted with mis-
matched vowel nasality, was significant for the native En-
glish data.! As just noted, Thai listeners were better at dis-
criminating context-to-isolation comparisons when the
context was C–C than when it was N–N @vowel context:
F(1,14)540.66, p,0.001#. Unlike English listeners, Thai
listeners were also better at discriminating comparisons
when the matched vowels were oral than when they were
nasal @matched vowel nasality:F(1,14)56.79, p,0.05#.
This can be seen in Fig. 12 by comparing the corresponding
striped~oral vowel! bars and unfilled~nasal vowel! bars for
each of the eight matched vowel groupings: In all cases,
performance was poorer when the matched vowels were na-
sal. These patterns also generally held for individual Thai
listeners’ responses. All Thai listeners showed better dis-
crimination of trials with C–C than N–N; better discrimina-
tion of matched oral than nasal vowels was less systematic,
but held for a majority of the listeners.

The effect of mismatched vowel nasality@F(1,14)
56.70, p,0.05# must be interpreted in terms of its signifi-
cant interaction with vowel quality@F(1,14)515.34, p
,0.01#. Tukey paired comparisons indicated that the /o/, but
not the /}/, data showed poorer discrimination when the nasal
vowels in the mismatched pairs were in a consonantal con-
text ~62%; second and fourth pairs! than when they were in
isolation ~79% correct; first and third pairs of bars! @t(28)
54.53,p,0.001#. The remaining interactions were not sig-
nificant.

Contrary to expectations, Thai listeners were no less
likely than native English listeners to give compensatory
~i.e., incorrect! responses to context-to-isolation trials involv-
ing NṼN. Indeed, comparison of the Thai results in Fig. 12
with the English results in Fig. 5 seems to indicate that Thai
listeners were even more likely than English listeners to give
compensatory responses to these trials. However, the nature
of the significant main effects indicates that a more accurate
characterization of the Thai results is that Thai listeners are
poorer at discriminating nasal vowels than oral ones, poorer
yet when the nasal vowels are in a consonantal context, and
poorest when this context is N–N. Thus Thai discrimination
results for trials with NṼN is apparently due not only to
compensation for a nasalizing context, but also to Thai lis-
teners’ more general difficulty discriminating nasal
vowels—a difficulty not observed for the native English re-
sults.

3. Oral-to-nasal context comparisons

Results for the oral-to-nasal context comparisons for the
/}/ and /o/ sets are given in Fig. 13. Performance on all
conditions was at chance level. A two-way ANOVA,

FIG. 12. Experiment 4: Pooled percent correct responses of Thai listeners to
context-to-isolation 4IAX comparisons for the /}/ @panel~a!# and /o/@panel
~b!# sets. Nasality of matched vowels is shown by bar type: Striped5oral
and unfilled5nasal.~For clarity, the matched vowel pair is listed at the top
of each pair.! Nasality and context of mismatched vowels are shown on the
abscissa.
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matched vowel nasality (V,V˜ ) and vowel quality~/}/, /o/!,
showed that neither factor was significant. Thus Thai listen-
ers were similar to native English listeners in their overall
poor discrimination of these comparisons.

The performance of individual Thai listeners on the oral-
to-nasal context comparisons parallels the three types of na-
tive English listeners described above for these comparisons.
Eight Thai listeners discriminated close to the chance level
of the group responses, four listeners discriminated well
above chance~above 65% correct!, and three listeners dis-
criminated well below chance~below 25% correct!.

C. Discussion

The Thai listeners, like the native English listeners, were
accurate discriminators of the control comparisons involving
vowels in the same contexts. Also like the English listeners,
Thai listeners were~near-!chance discriminators of different-

context comparisons involving CVC–NV˜N, which means
that, on average, acoustically distinct oral and nasal vowels
in coarticulatorily appropriate contexts sounded no more dif-
ferent than acoustically identical vowels~both oral or both
nasal!, one of which was in an inappropriate context~NVN

or CṼC!. Thai performance on most context-to-isolation

pairings involving NṼN fell in between, with accuracy aver-
aging 60%. Thus we see again the now-familiar pattern of
partial compensation for vowel nasality in a coarticulatory
nasal context: Thai listeners often, but not systematically,
chose the coarticulatorily appropriate, compensatory re-
sponse over the noncompensatory one.

Unlike the rating data, overall the discrimination data do
not show that Thai listeners were less likely than native En-
glish listeners to provide compensatory responses to com-

parisons involving NV˜N. The unexpectedly high percentage
of Thai compensatory responses to these comparisons ap-
pears to be due in part to the general difficulty that Thai
listeners, but not English listeners, had judging nasal vowels.
The general difficulty was most apparent in the Thai re-
sponses to context-to-isolation discrimination trials, where
matched oral vowels, even in non-nasal contexts, were con-
sistently better discriminated than matched nasal vowels

~i.e., when three of the four vowels in matched–mismatched
4IAX trials were oral as opposed to when three of the four
vowels were nasal!. Thai listeners’ difficulty in judging oral-
nasal vowel differences also emerged, but was less robust,
for the different-nasality rating pairs in experiment 3.

Why might nasal vowels pose a general perceptual dif-
ficulty for Thai, but not English, listeners? The motivation
for selecting Thai in comparison to English was that Thai has
less coarticulatory vowel nasalization than English, at least
in temporal extent. However, additionally, there is evidence
that vowel nasalization has a differentphonologicalstatus in
Thai than in English. Although neither language has contras-
tively nasalized vowels in non-nasal contexts~but see foot-
note 4!, the extensive and constant proportional nature of
English vowel nasalization indicates that nasalization has be-
come ‘‘phonologized’’ in this language~Solé, 1992, 1995;
Ohala, 1993; Hajek, 1997!. Thus at the allophonic level, and
arguably at the phonological level, Thai listeners have less
native language experience than English listeners with vowel
nasalization, and this experiential difference might be re-
sponsible for the perceptual difference.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In exploring the perceptual effects of coarticulatory con-
text, we have investigated the influence of different contex-
tual conditions on listeners’ judgments of vowel nasality. We
first consider the results in terms of an approach which at-
tributes the contextual effects to listener compensation for
coarticulatory nasalization. We then consider the extent to
which the results might be accounted for in terms of more
general auditory capabilities.

We begin by revisiting the predictions of a coarticula-
tory compensation hypothesis, as outlined in the Introduc-
tion. Error rates were expected to be low for nasal vowels in
non-nasal contexts~C–C and isolation! because, in the ab-
sence of a coarticulatory context responsible for the nasaliza-
tion, listeners should hear the acoustic effects of nasalization
as part of the vowel itself. In contrast, error rates were pre-
dicted to be high for nasal vowels in the nasal N–N context:
Listeners should attribute vowel nasalization to the context
rather than the vowel and should judge the vowel of NV˜N as
less nasal than that of CV˜C or isolated Ṽ. Importantly, we
note that predictions of high error rates for NV˜N are for
laboratory conditions in which listeners are asked to rate or
discriminate nasality. In natural communicative settings, we
do not view such a pattern as error. On the contrary, assign-
ing the vocalic variation introduced by coarticulatory nasal-
ization to the nasal context is argued to facilitate perception.

The experimental predictions were largely upheld. The
four experiments showed English and Thai listeners to be
poor judges of nasal vowels in the nasal context. Nasality
rating ~experiments 1 and 3! was at or near chance level for
all test pairings with NV˜N. Similarly, discrimination~experi-
ments 2 and 4! was poorest on comparisons involving NV˜N,
with performance plummeting to chance level or below on
oral-to-nasal context (NV˜N–CVC) comparisons. Also as
predicted, listeners were comparatively accurate judges of

FIG. 13. Experiment 4: Pooled percent correct responses of Thai listeners to
oral-to-nasal context 4IAX comparisons for the /}/ ~left! and /o/~right! sets.
Striped5matched oral vowels; unfilled5matched nasal vowels. The mis-

matched vowel pair was always CVC–NV˜N.
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nasal vowels in non-nasal contexts~i.e., CṼC and Ṽ when
not paired with an N–N stimulus!. In fact, native English

listeners rated and discriminated CV˜C and Ṽas accurately as
their oral counterparts; Thai listeners performed less well on

CṼC and Ṽthan on CVC and V, but better than on compari-

sons with NṼN. That native English listeners judged nasal
vowels in non-nasal contexts as accurately as oral vowels in
those contexts is consistent with the findings of Kingston and
Macmillan ~1995!. In addition, the finding that listeners are
most inaccurate on vowel nasality or similarity judgments
involving nasal vowels in a nasal context is compatible with
earlier findings reported by Kawasaki~1986! and Krakow
and Beddor~1991!. However, this pattern conflicts with find-
ings recently reported by Macmillanet al. ~1999!. Using
classification and identification paradigms, Macmillanet al.
investigated English listeners’ perception of vowel nasaliza-
tion ~and vowel height! in oral C–C and nasal C–N contexts
and found that, in the classification study, the nasality of the
final consonant had little effect on vowel nasality judgments.
Even more surprising relative to our findings is that their
identification data showed that listeners were somewhat
more likely to identify vowels as nasal when followed by a
nasal consonant than when followed by an oral one. Clearly,
listeners’ nasality judgments were more consistently influ-
enced by coarticulatory context in the current set of experi-
ments than in theirs; this could be due to methodological
differences between the two studies, although the precise
source of the discrepancy is uncertain.

How do the present results fare against an even stronger
version of the perceptual compensation hypothesis? As de-
scribed in the Introduction, Fowler~e.g., 1996; Fowler and
Smith, 1986!, Ohala ~e.g., 1993!, and ourselves~Krakow
et al., 1988!, among others, have analyzed context effects
within frameworks which state that, given an appropriate and
detectable context, listeners attribute the acoustic effects of
the context to their coarticulatory source. It seems reasonable
to interpret such approaches as predicting that listeners
should succeed in attributingall of the contextually induced
variation to the context. For example, nasal vowels embed-
ded in N–N should not just sound less nasal than nasal vow-
els in non-nasal contexts, they should be systematically
treated likeoral vowels.

The rating and discrimination data provide counter-
evidence, indicating that native English and Thai listeners do

not hear the vowel of NV˜N as oral. Listeners did not consis-

tently rate the vowels of NV˜N and CVC or V as equally

nasal, nor did they consistently rate the vowel of NV˜N as

more nasal than that of CV˜C or Ṽ; instead, these incorrect
choices averaged only 53%~38%–65% across conditions! of
the total responses. Similarly, listeners did not systematically

hear the~identical! vowels in NṼN–Ṽ or NṼN–CṼC pairs

as more different than the~nonidentical! vowels in NṼN–V

or NṼN–CVC pairs; in these cases, incorrect~i.e., compen-
satory! responses averaged 42% of the total responses for the
context-to-isolation comparisons and 55% for the oral-to-
nasal context comparisons.

One interpretation of this pattern, in which the vowel of

NṼN sounds less nasal than that of CV˜C or Ṽ but still not
oral, might seem to be that listeners are simply uncertain of
the nasality of contextually nasalized vowels. Important as-
pects of the data argue against this interpretation. First, the
three-way breakdown of listeners’ nasality ratings~i.e., per-
cent choice rather than percent correct! consistently show
that, although English and Thai listeners usually selected the
compensatory response more often than either noncompen-
satory one, their next most common choice was thecorrect

response~e.g., the vowels of NV˜N and CṼC or Ṽ are equally

nasal, or the vowel of NV˜N is more nasal than that of CVC
or V!. Second, contrary to an ‘‘uncertainty’’ interpretation,

discrimination accuracy for the comparisons with NV˜N–V
was consistently above chance level@with one exception for
Thai listeners; Fig. 12~b!#.

In our view, the overall results are more compatible with
the interpretation that these listeners werepartially compen-
sating for contextual nasalization, that is, that listeners were
attributing some, but not all, of coarticulatory vowel nasal-
ization to the nasal consonant context. If listeners hear con-
textual nasal vowels as intermediate in nasality, the response
patterns described under the two points immediately above
are expected. In fact, for the discrimination results, we

should expect that, like NV˜N–V, comparisons with

NṼN–CVC would also be discriminated above chance level;
clearly the increased difficulty of the latter task~where the
target sound is embedded in a context! affected listeners’
performance level@see also Krakow and Beddor~1991! for a
similar pattern of results using a different paradigm#.

The cross-language differences in the perceptual results
also are as expected if perceptual compensation is partialand
the extent of compensation is linked to patterns of coarticu-
latory and ‘‘phonologized’’ vowel nasalization in the listen-
ers’ native language. In the rating task, Thai listeners were
systematically less likely than English listeners to give com-

pensatory nasality ratings for comparisons involving NV˜N,
suggesting that Thai listeners attributed less of the nasality of

the vowel in NṼN to the coarticulatory context. This is in
keeping with the finding that Thai speakers’ productions ex-
hibit less coarticulatory nasalization than that of many En-

glish speakers, at least for CV˜N sequences. The Thai dis-
crimination data did not provide systematic evidence of less

compensation for pairs with NV˜N. We have argued that pos-
sible compensatory differences may be hidden by the overall
greater difficulty of nasal vowels for Thai listeners seen in
C–C as well as N–N contexts, a difficulty we have in turn
attributed to phonological factors.

Partial perceptual compensation that may be linked to
coarticulatory and phonological patterns in the listeners’ na-
tive language is consistent with an approach to perception in
which contextual information is but one of many factors that
enter into perceptual decisions about what the speaker has
said@see Hawkins~1995!; it is also generally consistent with
Nearey’s model~1992, 1997!, which allows speakers of dif-
ferent languages to assign different weights to perceptual
cues#. While contextual information facilitates perceptual de-
cisions, it need not provide all the information a listener
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needs to arrive at the speaker’s intended utterance. More-
over, the discrepancy between the perceived and intended
utterances might be particularly large when listeners’ deci-
sions involve phonetic properties whose realization depends
on a wide range of factors. It is well known that coarticula-
tory nasalization is highly subject to such influences~e.g.,
syllable position, stress, speaking rate, vowel height; Schou-
rup, 1973; Kentet al., 1974; Clumeck, 1976; Bell-Berti and
Krakow, 1991; Bell-Berti, 1993; Krakow, 1993, 1999!.

The aim of these experiments was to delineate the con-
textual conditions that lead—or do not lead—to compensa-
tory responses for vowel nasalization. We have argued that
listeners’ responses reveal a pattern of partial compensation
in which listeners are least sensitive to vowel nasality in a
nasal consonant context, but still retain some sensitivity.
~See Beddor and Krakow, 1998, for discussion of the ways
in which partial compensation might have influenced sound
changes involving nasal vowels.! In concluding, we consider
the extent to which these results are also compatible with a
purely auditory account which attributes these patterns of
responses to general contrast effects. Many aspects of these
findings are entirely compatible with this interpretation, most
notably that listeners perform most poorly on comparisons

with NṼN is precisely what would be expected on the basis
of spectral contrast: Sensitivity to the nasal resonances of@ }̃#
or @ õ# was lowered due to the nasal resonances of flanking
N–N. However, at least two aspects of these findings are
problematic for an interpretation along these lines. First, al-

though performance was poorest on NV˜N comparisons,
judging oral vowels in the N–N context ~NVN! was also
relatively difficult for listeners, with some discrimination
conditions showing little or no difference in performance on

comparisons with NV˜N versus NVN. Frequency contrast
does not predict poor performance in the latter case. On the
other hand, if listeners perceptually accommodate the dy-
namics of nasal coupling, they might be expected to attempt
to compensate for the expected effects of a nasal context
even in the absence of those effects. As Lotto and Kluender
~1998! pointed out~in evaluating context effects on identifi-
cation!, an important test case for contrast as opposed to
coarticulatory accounts would be a dissimilatory rather than
assimilatory effect of coarticulation. Although coarticulatory
vowel nasalization is assimilatory, these findings suggest that
absence of coarticulatory vowel nasalization in a nasal con-
text can lead to dissimilatory response patterns~i.e., hearing
identical vowels in NVN–V or NVN–CVC pairings as dif-
ferent!.

A second aspect of these results that is not consistent
with spectral contrast, nor more generally with a purely au-
ditory account, is the finding of cross-language differences.
Thai listeners, unlike English listeners, had greater overall
difficulty judging nasal vowels than oral vowels; Thai listen-
ers also were less likely to provide compensatory responses

to NṼN stimuli in the rating task. Auditory mechanisms
alone cannot explain these language group differences. In
contrast, that these differences reflect coarticulatory compen-
sation is suggested by the correspondence between listeners’
perceptual responses and the languages’ coarticulatory struc-

tures~Thai exhibiting less extensive vowel nasalization than
many of the dialects of English that have been studied!.
While additional cross-language perceptual data would be
needed to make strong claims concerning the relation be-
tween perceptual compensation and language-specific coar-
ticulatory organization, the overall convergence among the
patterns of partial perceptual compensation, nasal coarticula-
tion, and nasal vowel phonology indicates that listeners per-
ceptually adjust, albeit imperfectly, for the acoustic effects of
nasalization under appropriate coarticulatory conditions.
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APPENDIX: MATCHED-DURATION / }/ SET

As shown in Tables III and V, and as described in the
main text, the duration of the /}/ stimuli was manipulated to
create two duration conditions for many of the /}/ trials. In
one condition, paired vowels had contextually appropriate
~and, except for the control trials, different! durations; in the
other condition, paired vowels had the same durations. This
appendix presents the results of the latter, matched-duration
set. Overall, the results support the findings for the larger
~/o/s and /}/s with context-appropriate durations! data set.

1. Experiment 1: English rating

For the control comparisons in experiment 1, only the
@ }̃# –@ }̃# comparison had two duration conditions~Table
IIIa!. Mean accuracy on the two conditions differed by less
than 2%.

For test comparisons in which paired /}/s had the same
nasality, but occurred in different contexts~Table IIIb!, the
results of the ANOVA for the matched-duration /}/ set par-
alleled those of primary ANOVA~Sec. I B 2!. A two-way
ANOVA showed significant main effects of context
@F(2,30)520.73, p,0.001# and vowel nasality@F(1,15)
57.70,p,0.05#, as well as a significant interaction between
the two @F(2,30)517.31, p,0.001#. Post hoc analyses
showed that performance was significantly better on oral
than nasal vowels in N–N–#–# pairs and N–N–C–C pairs
@t(30)53.20,p,0.01 and 4.29,p,0.001, respectively#, but
not in C–C–#–# pairs.

For test comparisons in which paired /}/s differed in
nasality, the results of a two-way ANOVA~nasal vowel con-
text, oral vowel context! for the matched-duration /}/s again
paralleled those of the corresponding primary ANOVA~Sec.
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I B 3!: Nasal vowel context was significant@F(2,30)
512.51,p,.001#, as was the nasal and oral vowel contexts
interaction @F(4,60)59.08, p,0.001#. Testing for the
simple main effect of oral vowel context in each of the nasal
vowel contexts, we obtained the same results as for the larger
data set. For trials involving NV˜N, oral vowel context was
significant @F(2,30)55.47, p,0.01#, with post hocsshow-
ing more accurate rating when the oral vowel context was the
matched NVN context than when it was V or CVC@t(30)
52.75 and 2.97 for V and CVC, respectively,p,0.01#. For
trials involving CṼC, oral vowel context was also significant
@F(2,30)54.60, p,0.05#, with better performance when
CṼC was paired with CVC than when paired V or NVN
@t(30)52.19 and 2.91 for V and NVN,p,0.05 and 0.01,
respectively#. Thus, judgments of the relative nasality of
paired nasal and oral vowels were enhanced when the vowels
occurred in the same consonant context.

2. Experiment 2: English discrimination

For the discrimination trials, only the oral-to-nasal con-
text trial types had two durations for the /}/ set. Listeners
were somewhat more accurate on matched-~original! dura-
tion trials ~47% correct! than on context-appropriate duration
trials ~40% correct!. @We note that listeners were also more
accurate on the matched- or original-duration /o/ trials~55%
correct!.# However, a one-way ANOVA of the matched-
duration /}/ results showed that, as for the larger data set,
matched vowel nasality was not significant.

3. Experiment 3: Thai rating

For rating trials in which paired /}/s had the same nasal-
ity, but occurred in different contexts, a two-way ANOVA
~vowel nasality and vowel context! on the matched-duration
/}/ set showed a significant main effect of vowel context
@F(2,28)519.86, p,0.001#. Post hoc tests indicated that
Thai listeners were more accurate rating pairs with non-nasal
contexts than pairs with the N–N context: Performance was
significantly better on C–C–#–# than on N–N–#–# @t(28)
55.95, p,0.001# or N–N–C–C @t(28)54.77, p,0.001#.
In the analysis of the larger data set~Sec. III B 2!, vowel
nasality was also significant, but that main effect only ap-
proached significance@F(1,14)53.64, p,0.077# in this
smaller data set.

For trials in which paired /}/s differed in nasality, a two-
way ANOVA ~nasal vowel context, oral vowel context! run
on the matched-duration /}/s showed, consistent with the
combined /}/ and /o/ sets~Sec. III B 3!, a significant main
effect of nasal vowel context@F(2,28)54.78,p,0.05#. Post
hoc tests revealed that only the comparison between pairs
with NṼN and those with isolated V˜ was significant@t(28)
53.01, p,0.05#. The effect of oral vowel context, signifi-
cant for the larger data set, approached significance here
@F(2,42)52.94,p,0.064#.

4. Experiment 4: Thai discrimination

Recall that the only discrimination trials with two dura-
tions for the /}/ set are the oral-to-nasal context trial types.

As for the larger data set, a one-way ANOVA on the
original-duration /}/ set for these trials showed no effect of
matched vowel nasality.

1For the interested reader, some arguments against purely auditory explana-
tions for compensatory perceptual responses offered by articulatory/
gestural theorists may be found in Mann and Liberman~1983!, Repp and
Liberman ~1987!, Fowler et al. ~1990!, and Fowler~1996!. Arguments
against articulatory/gestural accounts of such responses are presented in
Lotto et al. ~1997! and Lotto and Kluender~1998!.

2Vowel height and vowel nasality interact in the vowel systems of many of
the world’s languages as well as in experimental studies of the perception
of nasal vowel height~e.g., Beddoret al., 1986; Wright, 1986; Beddor and
Hawkins, 1990; Kingston, 1991; Kingston and Macmillan, 1995!. The in-
teraction is due to the effect of nasal coupling on the low-frequency region
of the vowel spectrum, which broadens, flattens and often shifts the fre-
quency of the lowest spectral prominence. Correctness of nasal vowel
height judgments in Krakowet al.’s study was determined relative to lis-
teners’ judgments of otherwise identicaloral vowels in the oral consonant
context~i.e., listeners judged the height of the vowels of@bVd# and@bṼnd#

as the same, but the vowels of@bṼd# were heard as lower!.
3A likely factor in these cross-study differences, discussed in detail by King-
ston and Macmillan~1995!, was the difference in listeners’ task. Another
issue fundamental to compensation approaches is whether Kingston and
Macmillan’s findings were partially due to their synthetic stimuli:@b# and
especially@d# were not always heard as oral by listeners;@n# and especially
@m# were not always heard as nasal. If listeners do not hear a clear nasal
context, then they would not be expected to compensate on the basis of that
context. However, in a more recent study with more convincing stimuli
~and a perceptual task similar to that used by Krakowet al., 1988!, Mac-
millan et al. ~1999! obtained a pattern of results in keeping with that of the
1995 study~see also the General Discussion!.

4The literature reports almost no cross-linguistic study of phonetic context
effects. Mann’s~1986! study of the effects of /l/ and /[/ on Japanese listen-
ers’ phonetic boundaries, cited above, indicates that linguistically relevant
experience—in this case, native language experience with the /l-[/
contrast—is apparently not necessary for phonetic context effects. How-
ever, listeners whose native language provides experience with a particular
sound or property may well adjust for its coarticulatory effects in ways that
are dependent on the coarticulatory organization of that language.

5Although this is the usual analysis for both languages, in English nasal
consonants before voiceless stops are short~Malécot, 1960; Fujimura,
1977; Tanowitz and Beddor, 1997!, leaving the possibility of words differ-
ing only in vowel nasality, such as@khæt# cat and@khæ̃t# can’t. Thai
phonotactics do not permit syllable-final VNC sequences.
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Continuous assessment of time-varying speech quality
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This paper addresses the question of whether subjects are able to assess the perceived time-varying
quality of speech material continuously. A method is introduced which is characterized by a
subjective continuous rating of the perceived speech quality by moving a slider along a graphical
scale. The usability of this method is illustrated with an experiment in which different sequences of
sentences were degraded in quality with a Modulated Noise Reference Unit. The modulation depth
was varied with time and the subject’s task was to assess the perceived quality. The results indicate
that subjects can monitor speech quality variations very accurately with a delay of approximately 1
s. An objective speech quality measure based on an auditory processing model was applied to
predict the subjective speech quality results. The speech quality measureqC was modified to allow
for time-dependent objective measurement of the speech quality. The averaged subjective response
data could be modeled by the scale transformed and low-pass filtered measureqC(t) with a high
degree of accuracy. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04810-9#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Cq, 43.71.Gv, 43.72.Kb@DOS#

INTRODUCTION

In the development and optimization of speech codecs in
mobile telephone networks, it is essential to assess the per-
ceived speech transmission quality of the system under test.
A number of methods are currently available to assess the
~subjective! quality of a speech transmission channel. For
more recent reviews on several aspects of speech quality
assessment see, e.g., Quackenbushet al. ~1988!, Kitawaki
~1990!, Sotscheck ~1992!, Dimolitsas ~1993!, Jekosch
~1993!, and Kroon~1995!. The ITU-recommendations P.800
and P.830~ITU-T, 1996a,c! describe assessment methods
that are applicable for the quality assessment of digital non-
linear speech transmission systems. The most common meth-
ods present subjects with short sequences of speech material
and ask the subject about their quality impression on a given
rating scale. In these measurements,one rating is requested
from the subject for one typical test signal. It consists of two
short sentences separated by speech pauses.

This limitation to relatively short test stimuli in these
methods hinders their applicability for the assessment of re-
alistic time-varying systems. In these systems, time-
dependent transmission conditions are commonly experi-
enced, e.g., due to fading radio transmission or due to
variable rate speech coding caused by changing load of
DCME ~Digital Circuit Multiplication Equipment! devices.
Under these conditions, several questions arise: If the phe-
nomenon of a short-time instantaneous quality percept exists,
how is it rated by subjects? How is the overall quality im-
pression related to the time-varying course of the short-time
instantaneous quality?

In order to overcome the short test stimulus limitation,
the first necessary step to answer these questions is to inves-
tigate if and to which degree subjects are able to assess the

time-varying speech quality instantaneously. Experiments on
image quality assessment have successfully shown this abil-
ity in the visual sensory domain~Hamberg and de Ridder,
1995; de Ridder and Hamberg, 1997!. Although their results
seem promising, it is not clear if subjects show the same
ability in the auditory modality for the case of speech quality
perception. It is known that the auditory system is ‘‘faster’’
than the visual system in the sense that we are able to per-
ceive temporal changes in the range of a few milliseconds. In
the visual system temporal intensity variations above 60 Hz
are unnoticeable. On the other hand, speech quality percep-
tion might be associated with much more central and prob-
ably ‘‘slower’’ cognitive processes. In addition, the motor
action of a response task might limit the applicability of
corresponding auditory quality experiments. Experiments on
continuous loudness judgment have been performed by
Nambaet al. ~1988!, Kuwano and Fastl~1989!, Fastl~1991!,
Weber~1991!, and others. In these studies, an experimental
setup similar to the one described in this study was used for
loudness judgment of sound stimuli with a length of up to 17
min. These studies were aimed to find a relation between the
averaged instantaneous loudness and overall loudness judg-
ment. However, this relation is still subject to investigations
~Gottschling and Fastl, 1998!.

The current paper introduces a method for continuously
assessing time-varying speech quality perception. The valid-
ity of the method is shown with an experiment that makes it
possible to relate subjective time-varying quality results to a
given controlled time-varying target quality~Hansen and
Kollmeier, 1998a,b; Hansen, 1998!. Second, the subjective
results are related to model predictions obtained from a
modified objective speech quality measure~Hansen, 1998;
Hansen and Kollmeier, 1998c! based on a perception model
~Dau et al., 1996a,b!.

The current method is motivated by similar experiments
by Hamberg and de Ridder~1995!, de Ridder and Hamberg
~1997!, Hamberg and de Ridder~1997! in the field of video

a!Current address: Tøpholm & Westermann ApS, AUDLAB, Ny Vester-
gårdsvej 25, DK-3500 Værløse, Denmark.

b!Corresponding author.
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image quality assessment and partly by similar experiments
on continuous loudness judgment. In this study, the emphasis
is put on the general design and demonstration of the feasi-
bility of the continuous assessment method for speech qual-
ity assessment purposes. One important prerequisite for the
continuous assessment method is the subjects’ ability to re-
liably assess the quality of instantaneous events in speech
transmission. Only then can the continuous rating in re-
sponse to ongoing speech be understood in a causal manner.
Therefore, in the first experiment short isolated speech ele-
ments ~i.e., segmented words taken from complete sen-
tences! were presented to subjects with the task to rate the
perceived short-time speech quality. In the second experi-
ment the subjects were presented with a long sequence of
sentences and their task was to continuously rate the per-
ceived instantaneous quality as closely as possible.

I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Speech stimulus material

The speech material was selected from the reference ma-
terial of the German language ETSI Halfrate Selection Test
~ETSI, 1991, 1992!. These sentences are part of the corpus
‘‘Sätze für Sprachgu¨temessungen mit deutscher Sprache’’
~Sotscheck, 1984!, recorded by the Deutsche Telekom AG.
The material was digitized with 16 bit resolution and
sampled at 16 kHz and subsequently telephone-band-pass
filtered by the modified Intermediate Reference System
~IRS!-filter ~ITU-T, 1996b,c!. This filter is especially de-
signed and standardized to have an average spectral tele-
phone transmission characteristic. All sentences were cali-
brated to an equal Active Speech Level~ASL! ~ITU-T,
1996b! of 230 dBov.1 From the reference material, five sen-
tences of each of the two male~m1, m2! and two female
speakers~f1, f2! were chosen randomly. The speech stimuli
were diotically presented to the subjects via Sennheiser HDA
200 headphones in a sound-insulated chamber. The listening
level was adjusted to an ASL of 75 dB SPL.

B. Generation of quality degradation

A controlled speech quality degradation was generated
by means of a Modulated Noise Reference Unit~MNRU!
~CCITT, 1989!. This device was developed to simulate
fixed-rate PCM and ADPCM speech coding over error-free
transmission channels. It is commonly used as a reference
system for speech quality assessment. The principle of the
MNRU is shown in Fig. 1. The MNRU modulates the input
speech signals(t) according to

x~ t !5s~ t !•~11m•n~ t !!,

wheren(t) is a white noise with unity variance andm is the
modulation depth. For the narrow-band MNRU, the modu-
lated signalx(t) is subsequently band-pass filtered to tele-
phone bandwidth from 100 to 3400 Hz.

The MNRU was chosen as a starting point in this ex-
periment because it is easy to use. The quality degradation
can be controlled by a single parameter, i.e., the modulation
depth. However, it should be noted that the MNRU is mostly
suited to simulate ADPCM-like signal distortions but is not

well-suited to simulate effects of variable rate speech coding
and dynamic radio channel situations, which are most likely
to produce time-varying speech transmission quality. On the
other hand, the feasibility of the assessment technique~see
below! can still be demonstrated by using the modified
MNRU system.

C. Experiment 1: Quality assessment of isolated
words

The 20 sentences uttered by the different speakers were
~hand-!segmented into their single word constituents. This
led to a total number of 102 words, i.e., 26 words for speaker
f1, 27 for f2, 23 for m1, and 26 for m2. The duration of
the words varied from 0.135 s for the very short mono-
syllabic word ‘‘die’’ to 0.911 s for the four-syllabic word
‘‘gearbeitet.’’ Despite the big variance in the duration of the
word stimuli, it was decided not to partition the sentences
into segments of equal length, e.g., syllables. This would
have lead to partly unintelligible segments at least if the
overall quality was poor. Such a percept of a degraded intel-
ligibility would dominate the assessment of transmission
quality. This dominance effect was observed by Preminger
and Van Tasell~1995! during the comparison of the subjec-
tive quality and intelligibility of speech processed by differ-
ent hearing aid algorithms. There, speech quality was highly
correlated with speech intelligibility as long as the intelligi-
bility of different test stimuli was not high and constant.

For the generation of stimuli with degraded quality, the
Modulated Noise Reference Unit~MNRU! was applied.
Each word of each speaker was processed by the MNRU at
seven different levels of the~negative, logarithmic! modula-
tion depth parameterQ5(21)•20 log10m50,5,10,15,
20,25,35 dB. Note that the standardized MNRU-parameterQ
is positive for modulation depthsm,1. The procedure
yielded 714 words in total at various levels of speech quality
degradation which were expected to range from near refer-
ence quality (Q535 dB) to very poor quality (Q50 dB).

All words that belonged to one of the four speakers were
arranged into a separate list of words. In one run, all words
from one list were presented to the subject in random order.

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the Modulated Noise Reference Unit~MNRU!.
The speech input signal is modulated by a wide-band white noise. The
modulation depthm and the MNRU-parameterQ are related byQ
5220 log10 m.
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The task was to give a rating on a five point Absolute Cat-
egory Rating~ACR! scale, which is recommended by the
ITU ~ITU-T, 1996c!. The categorical adjectives were ‘‘aus-
gezeichnet,’’ ‘‘gut,’’ ‘‘ordentlich,’’ ‘‘mäßig,’’ ‘‘schlecht.’’ 2

The subjects had to select one of these categories that were
presented on a monitor in front of them.

All subjects were familiarized with the setup and had
read a written explanation. Subsequently they performed one
run with each of the four lists. All runs of one subject took
place on the same day, with pauses between different runs.
The whole experiment was computer-controlled and self-
paced by the subjects.

D. Experiment 2: Continuous assessment of time-
varying speech quality

The same 20 sentences as used in experiment 1 were
concatenated into one long utterance. This resulted in a long
speech flow with short pauses in between. The durations of
the pauses ranged from 0.1 s to 0.39 s. The different sen-
tences did not relate to each other with respect to their lin-
guistic contents. Two different orders of concatenation were
used to produce the source stimuli named ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B.’’
For source stimulus A the order of the speakers was f1-f2-
m1-m2, while for B it was m1-m2-f1-f2.

A time-varying speech quality was generated by means
of a MNRU which was modified to allow for a time-varying
modulation-depth parameterQ. Two different target quality
profiles, Q1(t) and Q2(t), were generated by defining the
MNRU-parameterQ over time. The target profilesQ1 and
Q2 are shown in Fig. 2.

The target quality profiles were designed according to
the results from experiment 1 and from results of pre-
investigations that showed that untrained subjects had diffi-
culties in assessing a constantly changing quality. Therefore,
Qi(t) were chosen to have constant sections, considerable
instantaneous changes, and also linear decreases or increases
over time intervals of 2–3 s. The target values for the differ-
ent sections of constantQ were chosen at approximately
equally spaced levels on the expected perceptual quality
scale. Four different test stimuli were generated from the
combination of two source stimuli and two modulation-depth
profiles.

In one run, two repetitions of each of the four test
stimuli were presented to the subjects in random order. Sub-
jects were instructed to assess the perceived instantaneous
speech quality by positioning a slider as closely as possible
on a continuous linear scale. The scale was labeled into the

same five categories as in experiment 1, i.e., with the Ger-
man equivalents of ‘‘excellent,’’ ‘‘good,’’ ‘‘fair,’’ ‘‘poor,’’
and ‘‘bad.’’ The slider is depicted in Fig. 3. The length of the
scale wasl 5100 mm. In the lowest position, the marker on
the mid-point of the slider points to the lowest of the hori-
zontal lines, and correspondingly for the highest slider posi-
tion. The slider positionr 510 mm points to the category
name ‘‘schlecht.’’ The positionr (t) of the slider was
sampled at a rate of 8 kHz and subsequently downsampled to
8 Hz. These downsampled data are denoted byr j (t) for sub-
ject j, or by r i j 5r j ( iDt).

E. Test subjects

All test subjects in the experiments were volunteers
from the laboratory. They were not paid for their participa-
tion. They had normal hearing as defined by a hearing loss
,15 dB at all audiological standard frequencies and no his-
tory of hearing problems. Five male subjects3 aged between
25 and 42 years participated in experiment 1. Two were Ger-
man native speakers and three were nonnative German
speakers. All subjects were experts in speech processing
technology, but were not familiar with this kind of experi-
ment nor with the test stimuli. One female and ten male
subjects3 aged between 25 and 30 years participated in ex-
periment 2. Two were nonnative German speakers and nine
were native speakers. All these subjects had experience in

FIG. 2. Target quality profilesQ1(t) andQ2(t) that were used to control the time-varying quality introduced by the modified MNRU. IncreasingQ indicates
increasing speech quality.

FIG. 3. Pictorial representations of the slider used to record the subjective
continuous quality rating.
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psychoacoustic listening tests, but only two were experts in
speech processing technology. Two of the subjects also par-
ticipated in experiment 1.

II. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1: Quality assessment of isolated
words

Most subjects reported that they could not fully under-
stand a few of the very short test words in conditions of
severely degraded quality. In these cases the worst category
was assigned by them. These data were not excluded from
further analysis, although intelligibility was obviously as-
sessed rather than speech quality because the response be-
havior could be regarded as consistent.

The inter-subject variability proved to be very small in
comparison to the variability across words. For each of the
four lists of words of one speaker, the quality ratings given
to the test stimuli processed at the same level ofQ were
therefore averaged across subjects and across all words in the
list. In addition, the average across all speakers, all words,
and all subjects was calculated. The medians and interquar-
tile ranges are shown in Fig. 4 for the individual speakers
and in Fig. 5 for the overall average~filled symbols!. Figure
5 also shows the subjective data for the assessment with the
standard MOS method with sentence pairs~open squares!
taken from the ETSI Halfrate Selection Test data base~ETSI,
1992!. They result from 24 subjects and 4 different speakers
for each level ofQ.

The data for isolated words differ slightly between the
four speakers. For speaker m1, the standard deviations are
somewhat larger than for the other three speakers. For
speaker f2, a nonmonotonic result is observed due to a higher
quality rating atQ520 dB than atQ525 dB. For speaker
m1, a somewhat lower rating is observed atQ520 dB and
Q525 dB compared to the other three speakers. However,
the MOS data for the stimuli uttered by the different speak-
ers do not show any systematic dependency on the speaker.
It is therefore reasonable to average across the different

speakers. The standard deviations of the overall MOS data
for isolated words range from 0.11 to 0.32 MOS units. This
is in the same range as the standard deviation of the MOS in
the ETSI Halfrate Selection Test result for standard sentence
pairs, that ranges from 0.06 to 0.35 MOS units for the data
given in Fig. 5.

B. Experiment 2: Continuous assessment of time-
varying speech quality

The subjects had no difficulties with the continuous
quality rating task except for their reported inability to re-
duce a certain delay between the auditory percept and their
slider movement. In order to quantify this delay and to cor-
relate the recorded slider positionr (t) with the correspond-
ing time-varying ‘‘target’’-quality profile functionQi(t), a
transformation ofQi(t) to a ‘‘target’’-slider profile function
Ri(t) was used. To do so, the first step was to transformQ to
MOS via the curve shown in Fig. 5. This curve resulted from
a second-order polynomial fit to theQ-MOS data gained in
experiment 1 with isolated words. The MOS data were then
linearly transformed to the slider positionR by definingR
5(210120•MOS) mm, which mapped the MOS interval
@1,5# onto the interval@10,90# mm. The values 10 mm and 90
mm represented the categories ‘‘bad’’ and ‘‘excellent,’’ even
though the slider had a length of 100 mm. The resulting
relation wasR(Q)5(20.002•Q210.16•Q10.93) mm.

For each individual subject, the sliding response data to
all stimuli that were MNRU-processed with thesame target
profile were averaged and cross correlated with each of the
two transformed ‘‘target’’ slider profile functionsRi(t). The
cross correlation functions are shown in Fig. 6 for profileR1

and Fig. 7 for profileR2 . The position of the maximum was
found at times ranging from 0.78 s to 1.09 s for profileR1

and from 0.90 s to 1.22 s forR2 .
The small spread of the maxima of the cross correlation

functions across subjects justifies averaging the response
data from all subjects. Two different averaging methods
were used: In the direct averaging method, all data in re-

FIG. 4. Mean quality ratings obtained for isolated words as a function of the
MNRU-parameterQ. Each symbol shows the average rating across all
words and all subjects for the test stimuli of one speaker~mean value and
standard deviation!.

FIG. 5. Average quality rating for isolated words averaged across all speak-
ers. For comparison, the MOS obtained with standard sentence pairs are
shown, taken from the ETSI Halfrate Selection Test data base~ETSI, 1992!.
The dashed line shows the second order polynomial fit used to transformQ
to the slider position in the subsequent experiment.
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sponse to the same test stimulus were averaged without any
correction for different use of the response scale by the sub-
ject. To account for this possible difference in the response
data, in the second averaging method the data of individual
subjects were linearly transformed prior to averaging. The
linear transformation~z-score-transformation! was performed
in order to equalize the mean and standard deviation of the
recorded response data across subjects.4

The results for thez-score-transformation averaging are
shown in Fig. 8. In the four panels,r (t) averaged across
different subjects and repetitions is displayed with a thin-
dotted line for the four combinations of input stimulus and
target quality profile. The gray-shaded area surrounding the
average data indicates the standard deviation. The target
slider profilesR1(t) andR2(t) are depicted with a solid con-
tinuous line. The averaged subjective response data follow
the target quality very closely with a delay of about 1 s. The
subjects are obviously able to distinguish the different con-
stant quality levels within the target profiles.

Note that the first four samples of the response data,
beginning att50 s, have values close tor'0 mm. This is
an artifact of the interpolation in the downsampling process

from 8 kHz to 8 Hz sampling frequency. Consequently, the
initial standard deviation is smaller than expected. Addition-
ally, a larger standard deviation in the response data is ob-
served in the beginning than at the end of the stimulus. For
profile 2, a deviation of the mean response from the target
slider positionR2(t) is also observed at the beginning of the
stimulus. Both of these observations can be explained by the
fact that the subjects were not instructed to move the slider
back to a specified starting position before the presentation
of the next stimulus began.

A small difference in the data is encountered between
source stimuli A and B when processed with the same target
profile quality ~cf. Fig. 9!. One reason for this deviation
might be the fact that at one point in time a female speaker
was present in stimulus A while a male speaker was present
in stimulus B, and vice versa. This deviation, however, is
negligible in comparison to the intra-subject and inter-
subject variability of the subjects’ responses~shaded area in
Fig. 8!. A similar result as shown for the direct averaging
method in Fig. 9 is obtained for the transformation averaging
method.

Figure 10 gives the standard deviations resulting from
the two averaging methods~direct averaging andz-score-
transformed averaging of the subjects’ responses!. The stan-
dard deviation of the response data is smaller or at most
equal for the transformation averaging compared to direct

FIG. 6. Cross correlation function between averaged response data and the
corresponding transformed ‘‘target’’ slider positionR1(t) @derived by trans-
forming the target quality profileQ1(t)#, for the 11 different subjects.

FIG. 7. Cross correlation function between averaged response data and the
corresponding ‘‘target’’ slider positionR2(t), for 11 different subjects.

FIG. 8. Averaged transformed response data from 11 subjects for the four
different test stimuli. The thin-dotted line shows the mean and the gray-
shaded area indicates the standard deviation of the subjective responses.
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averaging. This rank order inverts only occasionally and only
for very short intervals. The relative difference of the stan-
dard deviations is on average in the range of 25%–50%. An
F-test was performed on the data across all subjects, repeti-
tions, and across time for each of the four conditions~stimu-
lus A–profile 1, B–1, A–2, and B–2!. The difference in the
standard deviation is not significant for the data in response

to the combination of stimulus A and target profile 1, while
for the other three combinations, the difference is highly
significant.5 If the response data are additionally averaged
across the two stimuli, the difference of the standard devia-
tion between direct averaging and transformation averaging
is highly significant for both target profiles.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Quality scores based on isolated words

Experiment 1 was designed to investigate whether sub-
jects are in principle able to assess an instantaneous speech
quality on the basis of short time intervals. This step was
necessary in order to understand the response behavior of the
subjects in experiment 2 where the time-varying speech
quality assessment method was investigated.

Hamberg and de Ridder~1995! introduced the continu-
ous assessment method to video quality assessment. They
degraded the quality of an image over time by blurring the
picture with a time-varying filter, i.e., the scene of the picture
remained the same, while the perceived quality changed with
time. They found that subjects were able to monitor the per-
ceived quality almost instantaneously~with respect to the
data sampling rate at 1 Hz!.

Due to the different nature and dimensionality of visual
versus auditory stimuli it is sometimes but not always pos-
sible to find equivalent paradigms for visual versus auditory
stimulation. Experiment 1 was designed in order to investi-
gate a comparable ability of subjects in the auditory domain:
The concept of a still-picture was transferred to the presen-
tation of isolated short words. It was decided not to repeat
the same word periodically. In analogy to the time-varying
image quality of a nonmoving image, the isolated, short
words were presented at different quality levels during one
run of the experiment. The consistent results of experiment 1
indicate that subjects are indeed able to form a short-time
quality percept on the basis of short isolated word stimuli.
The instantaneous quality was found to be independent of the
gender of the speaker and of word length. However, there
was a tendency for very short words at the very low quality
end to be primarily assessed on the basis of speech intelligi-
bility, which in this case was consistent with poor speech
quality.

It is noteworthy that the MOS results for isolated words
were somewhat higher than the MOS obtained with the stan-
dard sentences as test stimuli forQ,20 dB. ForQ.20 dB
this tendency was reversed: With isolated short words the
highest quality was rated at about 4 MOS units, while for
sentences, the highest subjective quality rating reached 4.5
MOS ~cf. Fig. 5!. For both the isolated words and sentences,
the transition from monotonically increasing MOS with in-
creasingQ to the asymptotic MOS was found at a value ofQ
of about 30 dB. Both experiments showed the same standard
deviation across subjects at different levels ofQ. This devia-
tion in slope between single speech elements~e.g., words!
and sentences is also found for the discrimination function in
speech intelligibility tests at a less favorable SNR than the
one employed here. The steeper transition of the sentences is
probably due to a higher number of independent speech ele-

FIG. 9. Responses to source stimuli A~solid line! versus B~dashed line!,
directly averaged across subjects for each of the two target profiles.

FIG. 10. Standard deviations across 11 subjects resulting from the direct
averaging~dashed line! and transformation averaging~solid line! of the
response data.
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ments and the redundancy that reduces the variability con-
nected to the quality assessment of a single word.

In summary, the results of experiment 1 support the hy-
pothesis that subjects can reliably assess the short-term qual-
ity impression connected to brief auditory speech events. The
results are in line with equivalent findings in the visual do-
main and a high correspondence to MOS for sentence test
material is found.

B. Continuous scaling method

Experiment 2 was a straightforward extension of experi-
ment 1: It investigated continuous time-varying speech qual-
ity perception instead of short-time quality. It corresponded
closely to the video quality experiments by de Ridder and
Hamberg~1997!, and Hamberg and de Ridder~1997!.

The subjects’ task of assessing 40 s of ongoing speech
resembled much more a realistic situation than in standard
sentence pair listening-only tests usually employed for
speech quality assessment. The 40 s speech signals were of
course still artificial, in that four different talkers were con-
tained, each uttering five sentences. Also, the sentences were
unrelated to each other~as is the case in standard sentence
pair tests!. This clearly differs from more realistic tests for
telecommunication purposes where subjective conversation
tests are employed as well as tests where subjects listen to
one or two sides of a conversation. However, the 40 s
samples of ongoing speech employed here already appear to
be a sufficient average representation of running speech since
all subjects developed a stable criterion to perform the task
in the experiment. The quality degradation introduced in the
experiment was chosen in order to provide parts with con-
stant quality, abrupt changes, and linear decrease and in-
crease of the MNRU quality parameterQ over time. The
amount of quality variation over time was probably unreal-
istic, i.e., an exaggerated amount of change in a relatively
short duration of 40 s. However, the results of Hamberg and
de Ridder provide evidence that subjects might be able to
assess time-varying speech quality also when less variability
in quality is employed over a much longer duration of the
stimulus material. In one experiment~de Ridder and Ham-
berg, 1997! they used a 50 s video section with a comparable
amount of quality variability to that in experiment 2, while in
another experiment~Hamberg and de Ridder, 1997! they pre-
sented material with a lower degree of variability in quality
for a 300 s stimulus duration. Subjects were equally able to
assess the time-varying quality in the two experiments. The
delay between target slider position and subjective response
found here corresponds very well to the results of de Ridder
and Hamberg~1997! who also observed a delay of approxi-
mately 1 s with only small a deviation across subjects. How-
ever, in continuous loudness judgement experiments, e.g.,
Weber~1991! found a larger spread of this delay across sub-
jects, ranging from 0.5 s to 1.5 s, although a delay of up to 3
s was observed in some subjects.

The results of experiment 2 show that subjects can as-
sess time-varying speech quality continuously with a high
degree of reliability and reproduceability. It is remarkable
that all subjects seem to make use of the response scale in a
reproduceable way. This is indicated by the low intra-subject

and inter-subject deviation observed in the directly averaged
data as shown in Fig. 9. This figure shows that subjects re-
spond to different source stimuli processed with the same
time-varying quality profile in an almost indistinguishable
manner. The deviation of the directly averaged responses to
stimulus A and B is much smaller than the standard devia-
tion across subjects for either of the stimuli. The fact that this
result is already found without any individual linear response
scale transformation strongly confirms the applicability of
the new method for time-varying speech quality assessment.
Figure 9 shows that the averaged responses have an upper
bound at about 80 mm on the quality scale. Subjects seem to
take this 80 mm position as an anchor point corresponding to
the highest perceived quality. It is interesting to note that
exactly the same observation was made by Hamberg and de
Ridder ~1995, 1997! in several of their experiments. This
may indicate a common strategy involved in the continuous
assessment of visual or auditory quality perception. The
value of 80 mm also corresponds well to the linearly trans-
formed quality of 4.5 on the MOS scale, which is the highest
rating typically found in standard quality assessment experi-
ments with sentence pairs.

Despite the observation of the highly reproduceable use
of the response scale by the subjects, even without any linear
correction, the transformation averaging method should be
applied. As can be expected, the individual linear scale trans-
formation prior to averaging should reduce any individual
bias or incomplete usage of the response scale. It can limit
the potential influence of malperforming subjects.

IV. MODELING CONTINUOUS SCALING RESPONSES
BY AN OBJECTIVE SPEECH QUALITY MEASURE

The results so far indicate that the continuous assess-
ment of time-varying speech transmission quality appears to
be a well-defined psychoacoustical task. Therefore, an at-
tempt was made to model the subject’s performance in this
task based on a psychoacoustical processing model.

A. Speech quality based on the model of the
‘‘effective’’ auditory signal processing

In previous studies~Hansen, 1998; Hansen and Koll-
meier, 1997, 1998c,d! an objective speech quality measure
based on a model of the ‘‘effective’’ auditory signal process-
ing was introduced and tested. Its application to speech qual-
ity prediction closely follows the design of the underlying
experiments:

The speech quality measureqC for stationary transmis-
sion conditions~Hansen and Kollmeier, 1997, 1998c! is
based on either the cross correlation or the mean squared
difference of the calculated ‘‘internal representations’’ of the
test signal and the reference signal, averaged across the
whole utterance of two sentences. In the case that speech
material of different speakers was available in a test data-
base, the averaging or cross correlation was performed
across all sentences that were processed under the same cod-
ing condition. However, for the application to objective
speech quality measurement, the internal representation was
sampled with a period of 20 ms. These samples can be con-
sidered as corresponding to the temporal states of excitation
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in response to an input signal. It is therefore straightforward
to employ this auditory processing to model the continuous
speech quality as assessed by the subjects in the experiment
described in the previous sections.

Note that, in doing so, we did not aim to model the
behavioral aspect of the transformation of the quality percept
to a motor action, or the delay that is connected with it. Only
a transformation of the objective quality measure to the rat-
ing scale is considered here. It can simply be modeled by a
fitted ~nonlinear! scale transformation. Hence, the subjective
averaged response data will show a certain delay relative to
the modeled objective instantaneous speech quality measure.
This delay should be of the same order as that observed
between the target slider profile and the subjective sliding
response, i.e., approximately 1 s.

For the objective modeling of the continuous speech
quality the procedure is the same as described in Hansen and
Kollmeier ~1997, 1998c!. The source stimuli A and B were
taken as reference signals; the MNRU-processed signals with
time-varying speech quality according to the target profiles
Q1 and Q2 were taken as test signal. Reference and test
signal were transformed to their internal representations up
to and including the last stage where downsampling of the
internal representation takes place by averaging consecutive
nonoverlapping frames across a durationt520 ms. In order
to investigate the influence of this parametert on the perfor-
mance of the continuous speech quality measure, the internal
representation was averaged over frames of 20 ms duration
~as before!, and, additionally, over 100 ms.

The formal description of the resulting time-dependent
speech quality measuresqC(t) ~correlation measure! and
qS(t) ~distance measure! is given in the Appendix. Both
time-dependent measures,qS(t) andqC(t), were mapped to
the r (t) scale by means of a simple exponential transforma-
tion ~see the Appendix! and subsequently low-pass filtered at
0.5 Hz. These transformed speech quality measures are de-
noted byr qC

(t) and r qS
(t), respectively.

The results of the time-dependent quality prediction by
the objective measuresr qC

(t) andr qS
(t) for the frame dura-

tion t520 ms are shown in Fig. 11. The directly averaged
subjective response data~solid line!, the model prediction by
r qC

(t) ~dashed line!, and the target slider profile~thin dashed

gray line! are plotted for each of the four different stimulus
conditions. The delay in the subjective response data of ap-
proximately 1 s relative to the target profile has been com-
pensated for in the this figure in order to facilitate a compari-
son. The results forr qS

(t) for frame durationt520 ms are

shown in Fig. 12 in the same style. No significant difference
between the 20 ms and the 100 ms option was found for the
performance of eitherr qC

(t) or r qS
(t) in the prediction of the

subjective speech quality data.
A general comparison of Figs. 11 and 12 shows that the

speech quality prediction byr qC
(t) and r qS

(t) coincides

highly with the subjective response data and the target slider
profile. After shifting the subjective response data by the
average delay of 1 s, the model predictions, the target slider
profile, and the averaged subjective response data match
each other accurately especially at temporal positions of

large jumps of the speech quality, e.g., att'2, 5, 8, 12, 15,
26, and 38 s for profile 1 and att'3, 11, 24, 32, 36, and 38
s for profile 2. A further inspection of the data shows that the
deviation of the different model predictions from the subjec-
tive response data is smaller than the inter-subject standard
deviation across subjects for all stimulus conditions most of
the time.

The rippled structure observed in ther qC
(t) and r qS

(t)
data does not result from the frame lengtht used for tempo-
ral averaging. The MNRU that was used for the generation
of the test stimuli introduces speech quality degradations that
are comodulated with the input signals’ energy. The signal
degradations that are detected by the objective measures are
therefore also comodulated with the speech energy. This is
reflected in the fluctuations ofr qC

(t) and r qS
(t).

At intervals of low speech quality@i.e., r (t),20 mm#
within a target profile, the absolute values of the model pre-
diction, target profile, and the averaged subjective response
match very closely. During intervals of high speech quality
@i.e., r (t).60 mm# a slight deviation sometimes occurs be-
tween the predicted speech quality and either the averaged
subjective speech quality or the target profile. This effect
depends on the choice of the transformation fromqC(t) or

FIG. 11. Continuous-time speech quality prediction by the correlation
speech quality measurer qC

(t) ~dashed line! for a frame duration of 20 ms.
The averaged subjective data~solid line, temporally shifted by 1 s! and the
target slider profile~thin dotted line! are plotted for comparison.
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qS(t) to the mm scale ofr (t). The simple exponential trans-
formation employed here~cf. the Appendix! might not be
optimal for the purpose of transforming the complete range
of qC ~or qS! into the corresponding target slider positions. A
two-parameter exponential fit results in smaller deviations
between the transformed objective speech quality measure
and the target value of the slider position~not shown here!.

For profile 2 a larger deviation of up to 20 mm between
the correlation speech quality measurer qC

(t) and the target
profile R2(t) is observed in the intervals 8 s<t<11 s and
27 s<t<32 s. However, it is interesting to note that the av-
eraged subjective response data deviate from the target pro-
file at the same time, so thatr qC

(t) matches the subjective
data very accurately. On the other hand, intervals are also
observed wherer qC

(t) matches the target profile very accu-
rately but deviates from the subjective response, e.g., at 2 s
<t<5 s for profile 1 and 1 s<t<3 s for profile 2. In this
case, the deviation occurs shortly after the beginning of the
stimulus which might be due to an uncertainty of the sub-
jects’ responses. The opposite is found for the mean squared
difference measurer qS

(t) in the above mentioned intervals.
r qS

(t) matches the subjective response at the beginning of
both profiles, and it matches the target profile rather than

subjective response in the interval 27 s<t<32 s of profile 2.
This effect may partly be explained by the nonlinear trans-
formation of the two measures to the slider scale which
might not be optimal~see above!.

In summary, a highly satisfactory prediction of the time-
varying speech quality is obtained from either of the mea-
sures r qC

(t) and r qS
(t). This supports the claim that the

model can predict perceivable differences between the origi-
nal and degraded signal that vary in time, based on their
‘‘internal representations.’’ The measurer qC

(t) has thus
been shown to be sufficient to track the time-varying speech
quality.

B. Time-varying speech quality modeling by
segmental SNR

As the quality degradation in our experiments was gen-
erated by the relatively simple system of the modified
MNRU, it would also be possible to objectively measure the
resulting speech quality by a segmental Signal-to-Noise Ra-
tio ~SNRseg!. The complexity of the SNRseg is much
smaller than that ofr qC

(t) and the SNRseg will be outper-
formed byr qC

(t) in the majority of applications for speech
quality prediction.

However, to demonstrate the applicability of the SNR-
seg and in order to compare it withqC , similar calculations
as given above were performed with this measure. The SNR-
seg was calculated for signal segments of the same duration
t520 ms, equal to the sampling period ofr qC

(t) andr qS
(t),

and subsequently low-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz. The formal
description of the time-dependent SNRseg speech quality
measure is given in the Appendix.

The SNRseg will be minimal~close to zero! when the
parameterQ of the MNRU is minimal (Q50), i.e., where
the speech quality is at its lowest value. It will also be very
small in speech pauses.

The results of the time-varying speech quality prediction
by SNRseg are shown in Fig. 13. In the four panels, the
SNRseg is shown for the four different stimulus conditions.
The thick dash-dotted line shows SNRseg after low-pass fil-
tering at 0.5 Hz. The subjective data with compensated delay
are shown by the solid line. For comparison, also the predic-
tion by r qC

(t) as shown in Fig. 11 is plotted into the same
graph with the thin dashed line. In all four graphsr SNRseg(t)
exhibits regular strong dips toward low values that occur at
the temporal positions of the regular speech pauses between
adjacent sentences. This leads to more fluctuations of
r SEGsnr(t) and deviations from the target curve than observed
for r qC

(t).
This difference may be explained by the fact that SNR-

seg does not account for any adaptive effects like temporal
masking as modeled inqC . The decay of temporal masking
may last up to 500 ms which exceeds both the frame length
t and the duration of speech pauses in this example. Apart
from the regular dips ofr SEGsnr(t), a reasonable prediction of
the subjective data is achieved and no trend of a better per-
formance of eitherr qC

(t) or r SNRseg(t) can be observed. If
the dips of r SNRseg(t) are neglected, i.e., at times in the

FIG. 12. Continuous-time speech quality prediction by the mean squared
difference speech quality measurer qS

(t) ~dashed line! for a frame duration
of 20 ms. The averaged subjective data~solid line, temporally shifted by 1 s!
and the target slider profile~thin dotted line! are plotted for comparison.
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middle of corresponding test sentences, both measures per-
form equally well in discriminating different ranges of
speech quality values.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this study, a method for continuously assessing time-
varying speech quality was described and tested. One experi-
ment was concerned with the assessment of speech quality of
isolated short speech elements and the other with the con-
tinuous assessment of time-varying speech quality of ongo-
ing speech stimuli. The results of the first experiment
showed that subjects are able to consistently assess the
speech quality of short speech elements, i.e., words, in iso-
lation. The subjective quality rating found for words in this
experiment was compared with one set of results from the
literature on the quality of sentence pairs as test stimuli and
a good agreement was observed. The second experiment
showed that subjects are able to accurately and reproducibly
assess the time-varying quality of continuous speech stimuli.
The subjective results showed a delay of approximately 1 s
relative to the expected target quality profile. This observed
delay was constant within1/20.15 s across all subjects and

for all four different stimulus conditions which demonstrates
the consistency in the subject’s results regarding their tem-
poral behavior.

An objective speech quality measure based on a psy-
choacoustic processing model was used to predict the sub-
jective speech quality results. The speech quality measures
qC andqS ~cf. Hansen and Kollmeier, 1997, 1998c; Hansen,
1998! were modified to allow for time-dependent objective
measurement of the speech quality. The frame durationt
520 ms andt5100 ms used for temporal averaging of
qC(t) and qS(t) did not result in a significant difference in
the performance ofqC(t) in predicting the subjective data.
The averaged subjective response data could be modeled by
the scale transformed measureqC(t) or qS(t) with a high
degree of accuracy. This provides indirect support for the
hypothesis that the psychoacoustic processing model extracts
the relevant information about the perceived transmission
quality of speech.

The feasibility of the new continuous assessment
method was demonstrated using speech material that was
processed with a modified MNRU with time-varying param-
eter Q. As stated before, this system served as a starting
point for the current experiment, but it is not suited to simu-
late realistic variable rate speech coding and dynamic radio
channel situations. The results using the MNRU-processed
speech seem promising in that the new assessment technique
is useful in realistic environments as well. As the MNRU
distortions are relatively easy to measure, it may be expected
that the performance of the objective speech quality measure
qC(t) to predict the subjective results in the real-life envi-
ronment is decreased. However, simple segmental SNR mea-
sures are very likely to fail to predict the subjective time-
varying speech quality of realistic transmission systems. In
follow-on experiments, the time-varying quality assessment
of more realistic impairments, e.g., injection of bit errors into
the GSM codec, should be investigated.

The new continuous assessment method provides the
system developer with much more information about the
performance/misperformance of an individual combination
of coding and transmission devices. With continuous assess-
ment it is possible to identify the point in time when a per-
ceptually relevant instantaneous quality degradation occurs.
This makes it possible to track its source. Also, the threshold
for the strength or for the duration of a certain degradation
might be measured more easily in this way than with stan-
dard MOS test methods. The continuous method can be ex-
pected to be much more sensitive to degradations that are of
short duration.

In further studies on the continuous assessment method
another aspect of quality assessment should be studied: It is
often the case that the evaluator does not try to gain as much
detailed information as possible but rather wants an answer
to the question ‘‘Which system has the better performance
with respect to a planned application?’’ This question leads
to the investigation of the relation of continuous scaling re-
sponser (t) to the ‘‘overall quality,’’ R, of the whole se-
quence. In recent studies on continuous video quality assess-
ment, Hamberg and de Ridder~1997! investigated the
relationship between these two entities. They found that the

FIG. 13. Continuous-time speech quality prediction by the segmental SNR
measure~thick dash-dotted line! for a frame duration of 20 ms. The predic-
tion by r qC

(t) ~thin dashed line! and the averaged subjective data~solid line,
temporally shifted by 1 s! are plotted for comparison.
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perceived instantaneous quality degradations should be
summed up by raising the degradations to the powerp53
~instead of the typicalp52 in squared difference measures!,
in combination with a decaying exponential weighting over
time. In experiments on continuous loudness judgment a
similar effect was observed by, e.g., Fastl~1991! and Weber
~1991!. The average overall loudness was found to be sys-
tematically larger than the arithmetic mean of the instanta-
neous loudness judgments which meant that the loud parts of
a noise were more strongly weighted in determining the
overall loudness than the soft parts. A similar study should
be carried out for the case of continuous speech quality as-
sessment.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE TIME-
DEPENDENT SPEECH QUALITY MEASURES

This Appendix gives a formal description of how the
time-dependent speech quality measuresqC(t) ~based on the
correlation coefficient!, qS(t) ~based on the mean squared
difference!, and SNRseg were calculated.qC and qS were
calculated from the internal representations of the reference
signal and test signal, while SNRseg was calculated directly
from the waveform of the two signals.

Prior to the downsampling, the internal representation
Xi , j is sampled at timest5 iDt, i 51,...,N and frequencies
f 5( f 01 j D f ), j 51,...,M . By averaging across frames of
durationt5LDt, Xi , j is transformed toXl , j8 according to

Xl , j8 5
1

L (
i 51

L

X~ l 21!•L1 i , j , l 51,...,N/L. ~A1!

From the representationsXl , j8 and Yl , j8 of the reference
and test signal, respectively, the continuous-time speech
quality measure was calculated in two different ways that
correspond to the two definitions of the mean squared differ-
ence measureqS and the correlationqC ~cf. Hansen, 1998;
Hansen and Kollmeier, 1998c!. However,no bandweighting
was applied to the representations for the continuous-time
speech quality measure.

At times t5 l t, the mean squared difference measure
qS(t) is defined as

qS~ t !5
1

M (
j 51

M

~Xl , j8 2Yl , j8 !2 ~A2!

and the correlation measureqC(t) by

qC~ t !5
( j 51

M ~Xl , j8 2Xl8!•~Yl , j8 2Yl8!

A( j~Xl , j8 2Xl8!2A( j~Yl , j8 2Yl8!2

, ~A3!

whereXl8 andYl8 denote the means ofXl , j8 andYl , j8 across the
frequency indexj. The above equations are similar to the
original definitions ofqS andqC given in Hansen~1998!, and
Hansen and Kollmeier~1998c!. The difference lies in a miss-
ing summation along the time-indexi. Note, that both the
mean square summation and the correlation operation are
performed across the two corresponding sets ofM519 spec-
tral values at one point of time.

Both time-dependent distance measures were mapped to
the r (t) scale by means of a simple transformation and sub-
sequently low-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz. ForqS(t) an exponen-
tial transformation to ther (t) quality scale of the form

r S~qS~ t !!5r 0elS•qS~ t ! ~A4!

was fitted.
For qC(t) an exponential transformation of the form

r C~qC~ t !!510180•elC•~qC~ t !2q0! ~A5!

was fitted. The parameters resulting from a Nelder–Mead
type simplex search optimization~Presset al., 1992! were
r 05100 andlS520.078, andq051 andlC516.30, in the
case oft520 ms.

The time-varying segmental Signal-to-Noise ratio SNR-
seg was defined in the following way. Letxi denote the
waveform of the original signal andyi the processed signal,
sampled at timest5 iDt. SNRsegn was defined as~Quack-
enbushet al., 1988!

SNRsegn510• logS ( i 5n
n1Nxi

2

( i 5n
n1N~yi2xi !

2D , ~A6!

at timest5n(NDt) whereNDt520 ms. Note that this defi-
nition does not consider a calculation of the SNR in different
frequency bands but simply for the broadband signal. The
transformation from SNRsegn to the predicted slider position
r (t) was performed by using the same second-order polyno-
mial R(Q) that was previously used to transform the
MNRU-parameterQ to the slider positionsR ~cf. Sec. II B!,
assuming thatQ5c•SNRseg:

r SNRseg~ t !5R~c•SEGsnrn! ~A7!

with a constantc fitted to match the subjective data.

1dBov is defined as the level relative to that of a full range~digitized! dc
signal. A full range sinusoid has a level of23 dBov.

2These adjectives have been standardized for many different languages and
are recommended by the ITU. The equivalent English translations are ‘‘ex-
cellent,’’ ‘‘good,’’ ‘‘fair,’’ ‘‘poor,’’ and ‘‘bad.’’

3Note that the majority of the subjects were male. However, there was no
reason to expect that the gender of the subjects would have any influence
on the task of speech quality assessment. No systematic difference in per-
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formance was found between the female and the male listeners. The gender
of the talkers uttering the test stimuli was of course equally balanced be-
tween male and female talkers~cf. Sec. II A!.

4Let r i j denote the sampled response data of subject and/or repetitionj, j
51...M at time t5 iDt, i 51...N. For all subjects and repetitions the mean
across time m r j

5(1/N)( i 51
N r i j and the standard deviationss r j

5A(1/N21)( i 51
N (r i j 2m r j

)2 are calculated. From them r j
and s r j

the

pooled mean and standard deviationmy5(1/M )( j 51
M m r j

and sy

5(1/M )( j 51
M s r j

are calculated and finally the transformations are per-

formed individually for each subject/repetition according toyi j

5(sy /s r j
)(r i j 2m r j

)1my . In the literature this transformation is known

under the name ‘‘z-score-transformation’’~Chatfield, 1983!. The term
should not be confused with thez-transformation from signal processing.

5F-test: A-1: F51.021, P(F, f )50.196; B-1: F51.098, P5431025;
A-2: F51.152,P,1026; B-2: F51.111,P,1026.
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Psychophysical phenomena such as categorical perception and the perceptual magnet effect indicate
that our auditory perceptual spaces are warped for some stimuli. This paper investigates the effects
of two different kinds of training on auditory perceptual space. It is first shown that categorization
training using nonspeech stimuli, in which subjects learn to identify stimuli within a particular
frequency range as members of the same category, can lead to a decrease in sensitivity to stimuli in
that category. This phenomenon is an example of acquired similarity and apparently has not been
previously demonstrated for a category-relevant dimension. Discrimination training with the same
set of stimuli was shown to have the opposite effect: subjects became more sensitive to differences
in the stimuli presented during training. Further experiments investigated some of the conditions
that are necessary to generate the acquired similarity found in the first experiment. The results of
these experiments are used to evaluate two neural network models of the perceptual magnet effect.
These models, in combination with our experimental results, are used to generate an experimentally
testable prediction concerning changes in the brain’s auditory maps under different training
conditions. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00411-7#
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INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that our perceptual spaces for some
auditory stimuli, such as phonemes, are warped. That is, the
perceptual distance between two stimuli, as evidenced by a
subject’s ability to discriminate them, is not always a
straightforward function of their distance as measured along
physical dimensions such as frequency or time.1 English stop
consonants, for example, have long been known to exhibit
categorical perception~see Jusczyk, 1986; Liberman, 1996;
Lieberman and Blumstein, 1988; and Repp, 1984 for re-
views!. For example, if subjects are presented with synthetic
speech stimuli created by varying the second formant transi-
tion in small steps through a range corresponding to the pho-
nemes /"/, /$/, and /,/, they show very poor discriminability
when two stimuli both fall within one of the categories and
very good discriminability for stimuli that straddle category
boundaries, even though the stimulus pairs in these two cases
are equidistant in frequency space~Liberman et al., 1957;
Eimas, 1963!. Other experiments have shown similar cat-
egorical effects for voice onset time~VOT! distinctions be-
tween /$/ and /#/ ~Libermanet al., 1961b! and between /"/
and /!/ ~Liberman et al., 1961a!. Similar effects have also
been reported for a variety of nonspeech stimuli, including
melodic musical intervals~Burns and Ward, 1978!, simple

visual shapes~Lane, 1965; Goldstone, 1994!, and morphed
faces along an intriguing ‘‘John F. Kennedy to Bill Clinton’’
continuum~Beale and Keil, 1995!.

Researchers have also shown, relatively recently, that
the perceptual space for some synthetic vowels and semi-
vowels appears to be warped~e.g., Aaltonenet al., 1997;
Iverson et al., 1994; Iverson and Kuhl, 1994, 1995; Kuhl,
1991, 1995; Kuhl et al., 1992; Sussman and Lauckner-
Morano, 1995!. Kuhl ~1991! referred to this warping as a
‘‘perceptual magnet effect,’’ thus distinguishing it from cat-
egorical perception. Roughly speaking, the effect is charac-
terized by a warping of perceptual space such that acoustic
patterns near phonemic category prototypes are perceived as
closer together than equally spaced acoustic patterns that are
further away from phonemic category prototypes. According
to the Kuhl et al. account, the magnet effect differs from
categorical perception in that it is characterized by differ-
ences in discriminability for prototypical vs nonprototypical
stimuli that fall within thesamephonemic category. Specifi-
cally, better discrimination is found near nonprototypical
members of a category than near prototypical members.
However, other researchers have claimed that categorical
perception and the perceptual magnet effect are essentially
the same. For example, Lotto, Kluender, and Holt~1998!
conclude from their study that the magnet effect ‘‘may be
nothing more than further demonstration that general dis-
criminability is greater for cross-category stimulus pairs than
for within-category pairs’’ ~p. 3648!. By either account,
though, the perceptual space for vowels and semivowels ap-a!Electronic mail: guenther@cns.bu.edu
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pears to be warped, although apparently not as dramatically
as for consonants.

It is very likely that some of the warping of auditory
space is ‘‘built in’’ to the auditory nervous system. Evidence
for this comes from studies of auditory perception in animals
and newborn infants. For example, the discriminability by
chinchillas of changes in VOT for stimuli varying between
@$Ä# and@#Ä# is nonuniform and peaks at a VOT of about 30
ms, which is near the voiced/voiceless boundary in English
~Kuhl and Miller, 1975, 1978; Kuhl, 1981!. A similar result
was also reported for macaque monkeys~Kuhl and Padden,
1982!. Increased discriminability was also found at the
/"/–/$/ and /$/–/,/ phonetic boundaries of a continuum of
F2 transition onset frequencies in the macaque monkey
~Kuhl and Padden, 1983!. Eimaset al. ~1971! showed that
human infants 1–4 months old produced evidence of cat-
egorical perception for the voiced/voiceless distinction, fur-
ther suggesting that this effect is a consequence of auditory
mechanisms that are present at birth.

A. Experience-based warping of auditory space

Other aspects of the warping of auditory space appear to
arise from learning, rather than from built-in properties of
the auditory system. Evidence for this view comes from
cross-language studies, since differences in the locations of
warping in auditory space across languages are presumably
the result of learning driven by linguistic experience. One
example of such a difference is the small but systematic dif-
ference in the VOT boundary for the voiced/voiceless dis-
tinction across languages~e.g., Lisker and Abramson, 1970!.
Another example is the language specificity of the warping
of auditory space for vowels as measured in studies of the
perceptual magnet effect. In a study of 6-month-old English
and Swedish infants presented with English and Swedish
vowel stimuli, Kuhlet al. ~1992! found that infants had more
difficulty discriminating between stimuli falling near a pro-
totypical vowel from their native language than stimuli fall-
ing near a prototypical vowel in the non-native language.

The experiments described in the current article were
designed to investigate learned warpings of auditory percep-
tual space. Because the experiments were designed in part to
test neural network models of the perceptual magnet effect
~as described in the next section!, and because the magnet
effect is one of the most heavily studied examples of a
learned warping of auditory space, we will frequently refer to
it when discussing our experimental results. We do not mean
to imply by this that the perceptual magnet effect should be
considered as a separate phenomenon from learned instances
of categorical perception.

Liberman ~1957! identified two possible learning pro-
cesses that might underlie categorical perception. The first,
acquired distinctiveness, is defined as an increase in percep-
tual sensitivity for items that are repeatedly categorized dif-
ferently in a learning situation. Liberman~1957! reported
evidence for acquired distinctiveness in detecting duration
differences for speech sounds versus nonspeech sounds, and
later studies provided further examples of acquired distinc-
tiveness for nonspeech stimulus sets~e.g., Lane, 1965; Gold-
stone, 1994!. The second possible learning process identified

by Liberman~1957! wasacquired similarity, also referred to
by some authors asacquired equivalence. In acquired simi-
larity, sounds that were originally distinguishable from each
other become less distinguishable after repeatedly being cat-
egorized together. It has been noted that very young infants
are capable of making some acoustic distinctions that be-
come more difficult to make later in life if those distinctions
are not used to differentiate phonemes in the infant’s native
language~e.g., Eimas, 1975; Goto, 1971; Miyawakiet al.,
1975; Werker and Tees, 1984!. These results appear to be
examples of acquired similarity for a category-irrelevant
stimulus dimension, i.e., a physical dimension which does
not provide any information about category membership.

Goldstone~1994! reported another example of acquired
similarity for a category-irrelevant dimension in adults per-
forming a categorization learning task utilizing visual
stimuli. Participants were trained to categorize visual stimuli
that differed along two dimensions~brightness and size!. For
some subject groups, only one stimulus dimension was rel-
evant for the categorization task. Goldstone~1994! found
one case of acquired similarity for a category-irrelevant di-
mension, but no instances of acquired similarity were found
for category-relevant dimensions.

However, if acquired similarity is playing a role in
learned instances of categorical perception and the percep-
tual magnet effect, it must involve category-relevantdimen-
sions. The very notion of ‘‘nearer to the category boundary’’
that is commonly used to describe these phenomena implies
that we are talking about category-relevant dimensions, such
as formant frequencies for vowels. Although attempts have
been made~e.g., Goldstone, 1994!, acquired similarity for a
category-relevant dimension has apparently not been shown
experimentally~Liberman, 1996, pp. 18–19!.

B. Considerations from experimental and theoretical
neuroscience

It seems reasonable to assume that infants are more
commonly exposed to prototypical examples of a speech
sound than nonprototypical examples during the learning
process that leads to the perceptual magnet effect.2 Perhaps
relatedly, many neurophysiological studies of sensory maps
have shown that disproportionately large exposure to a par-
ticular type of stimulus typically leads to a larger cortical
representation for that stimulus. For example, kittens reared
in a visual environment consisting only of vertical stripes
have more visual cortex cells tuned to vertical contours than
kittens reared in a normal environment~e.g., Rauschecker
and Singer, 1981!. Analogous results have been found in
other sensory modalities. Preferential stimulation of a digit in
monkeys leads to a larger cortical representation for that
digit in somatosensory cortex~Jenkins, Merzenich, and
Ochs, 1984; Jenkinset al., 1990!. In the auditory realm, Re-
canzone, Schreiner, and Merzenich~1993! found that repeat-
edly exposing monkeys to tones in a particular frequency
range during learning of a tone discrimination task resulted
in an increase in the area of auditory cortex preferentially
activated by sounds in the trained frequency range and a
concomitant increase in the discriminability of the training
tones.
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It is also commonly believed that, all else being equal,
stimuli that have a larger cortical representation are more
easily discriminated from one another than stimuli that have
a smaller cortical representation. For example, the cortical
representation of the fingers in human somatosensory cortex
is disproportionately large when compared to the representa-
tion of the back, and, correspondingly, humans are typically
much better at discriminating tactile stimuli with their fingers
than with their backs~e.g., Kandel, 1985!. Similarly, the pri-
mary visual cortex representation of the high-resolution
foveal area of our retinas is much larger than the representa-
tion of the low-resolution visual periphery.

If one assumes that frequent exposure to a stimulus leads
to a larger cortical representation, and that larger cortical
representations lead to better discriminability, then one sees
a paradoxical aspect of the perceptual magnet effect: in the
magnet effect, discriminability of more frequently encoun-
tered stimuli ~prototypical vowels! is worse than discrim-
inability of less frequently encountered stimuli~nonproto-
typical vowels!. Two recent neural network models posit
explanations for the perceptual magnet effect in terms of
experience-based formation of neural maps in the auditory
system ~Bauer, Der, and Herrmann, 1996; Guenther and
Gjaja, 1996!. These models are of interest because they make
clear predictions about the organization of the brain that can
be tested using recently available imaging techniques such as
functional magnetic resonance imaging~FMRI! or positron
emission tomography~PET!.

A schematic of the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! model is
provided in Fig. 1. The model uses two layers of neurons,
referred to as the formant representation and the auditory
map, connected by a set of modifiable synapses. When pre-
sented with a vowel input, the formant frequencies of the
vowel are represented by the formant representation cells.
Signals projecting from these cells to the auditory map
through modifiable synapses lead to the activation of a subset
of the cells in the auditory map. The strengths of the syn-
apses determine which cells become active in the auditory
map. The strengths of the synapses are then modified in a
manner that depends on the pre- and post-synaptic cell ac-
tivities, thus changing the ‘‘firing preferences’’ of the cells
~i.e., the vowel stimuli that maximally activate the cells! in
the auditory map. This process is carried out repeatedly with

new vowel stimuli during a training period. The Baueret al.
~1996! model has a similar structure and function, differing
primarily in the equations governing changes in the synaptic
weights projecting to cells in the auditory map.

Though developed independently, the basic idea behind
the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! and Baueret al. ~1996! mod-
els is the same. Exposure to vowel sounds in the early
months of life causes changes in the distribution of firing
preferences of neurons in an infant’s auditory map. For ex-
ample, in the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! model, more cells
in the auditory map become tuned to the vowel sounds that
the infant hears most often. It is these changes in the auditory
map that underlie the perceptual magnet effect in both mod-
els.

Although the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! and Bauer
et al. ~1996! models are similar in many respects, they differ
in how they account for the apparent paradox described
above. In the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! model, the paradox
is accounted for by differences in the training distributions
for categorical stimuli as compared to noncategorical stimuli,
where categorical stimuli are those that are typically per-
ceived as members of a discrete set of categories~e.g.,
speech sounds! and noncategorical stimuli are those that are
not typically perceived in this way~e.g., pure tones!. Specifi-
cally, it is suggested that the training distribution of categori-
cal stimuli has relatively sharp peaks near the category pro-
totypes~i.e., infants hear many more examples of vowel-like
sounds that fall near prototypical vowels than near nonpro-
totypical vowels!, as compared to the typically flatter distri-
butions of noncategorical stimuli. This sharply peaked train-
ing distribution leads to a similarly peaked distribution of
cell firing preferences in the neural map, and this in turn
leads to a warping of perception toward the more prototypi-
cal exemplars due to population coding in the nervous sys-
tem. The details of this process are presented in Guenther
and Gjaja~1996!; for current purposes, it suffices to note that
this model predicts that it is the distribution of training
stimuli, not the type of training, that leads to the perceptual
magnet effect.

In the Baueret al. ~1996! model, it is assumed that, for
some stimuli, the neural map formation process leads to
smaller cortical representations for the most frequently en-
countered stimuli, rather than the larger cortical representa-
tions reported in the neurophysiological studies described
above. Although not treated by Baueret al., we infer here
that differences in the learning situation for categorical
stimuli as compared to noncategorical stimuli lead to this
difference in how the cortical representation changes size for
these stimuli. In other words, whereas discrimination training
leads to a larger cortical representation for the most fre-
quently encountered stimuli, categorization training leads to
a smaller cortical representation for the most frequently en-
countered stimuli. Although the differential effects of differ-
ent types of training in the Baueret al. model may seem
more intuitive from a learning perspective, the Guenther and
Gjaja model is more in line with the traditional view of neu-
ral map formation in the computational neuroscience litera-
ture.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! neural network model
of the perceptual magnet effect. See the text for details.
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C. Goals of the current experiments

The first purpose of the current studies was to observe
whether it is possible to induce acquired similarity for a
category-relevant dimension of nonspeech stimuli~auditory
noise stimuli! using a categorization training task. This type
of induced ‘‘perceptual magnet effect’’ is predicted by the
Guenther and Gjaja~1996! model since this model attributes
the reduced discriminability near a category prototype to
neural map formation principles that are not specific to
speech. Although this sort of acquired similarity had been
identified as a possible learning mechanism underlying cat-
egorical perception several decades ago~e.g., Liberman,
1957; Lane, 1965!, it apparently has not been demonstrated
experimentally~Goldstone, 1994; Liberman, 1996!. A sec-
ond purpose of the current study was to investigate some of
the learning conditions that are necessary to reduce sensitiv-
ity for frequently encountered stimuli, if it is indeed possible
to induce such an effect. A final purpose of this study was to
test between the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! and Baueret al.
~1996! neural models of the perceptual magnet effect in or-
der to form a clear and testable hypothesis concerning the
properties of the nervous system that lead to this effect. Most
of the experimental results reported herein have been pre-
sented in preliminary form in conference publications~e.g.,
Husain and Guenther, 1998a,b!.

I. EXPERIMENTS

Four experiments were performed. All experiments con-
sisted of four phases: a calibration phase in which a subject’s
detection threshold for auditory stimuli like those used in
later phases of the experiment was determined, a pretest
phase to determine baseline sensitivity, a training phase, and
a post-test phase to measure any change in sensitivity that
may have resulted from training. Experiments I, II, and III
used the same testing procedure; these experiments differed
only in the type of training the subjects underwent during the
training phase. The pre- and post-tests for experiment IV
were modified slightly from the others. The common aspects
of the experimental design are treated in the following para-
graphs.

A. Participants

Subjects were male and female adults between the ages
of 18 and 50 with no history of speech, language, or hearing
disorders. Subjects were compensated at the rate of $8 an
hour. Each subject participated in a single experimental ses-
sion, consisting of a calibration phase lasting approximately
15 min, a pretest lasting approximately 15 min, a training
session lasting approximately 45 min, and a post-test lasting
approximately 15 min, for a total session length of approxi-
mately 1.5 h. No subjects were used in more than one ex-
periment. A subject’s results were excluded from analysis if
the subject did not perform within a previously determined
criterion on the training task, as described below. Subjects
had no prior knowledge regarding the purpose of the experi-
ment.

B. Apparatus and stimuli

The stimuli for all experiments were narrow-band fil-
tered samples of white noise with different center frequen-
cies. The center frequencies of the passband ranged between
1000 and 3500 Hz. The bandwidths of the stimuli were cho-
sen to be equal in mel space, with the stimulus at 2500 Hz
having a bandwidth of 100 Hz and the bandwidths of all
stimuli falling within the range of 90–130 Hz. The stimuli
were generated at a sampling rate of 16 kHz using Entropic’s
ESPS/WAVESsoftware on a Sun SPARCstation 10 by filtering
white noise through a bandpass filter~a linear phase finite-
impulse response filter created using a weighted mean-square
error criterion! with a falloff of approximately 20 dB per 100
Hz.

The sound files were sent through an Ariel D/A con-
verter to both speakers of a set of headphones worn by the
subject while sitting in a quiet room. The sounds were played
at a level the subjects deemed most comfortable,3 typically
around 75 dB. Subjects’ responses were entered using the
mouse and keyboard of the computer that controlled the pre-
sentation of stimuli.

C. Calibration phase

Each individual subject’s threshold for discriminating
the stimuli was established at the beginning of the experi-
ment. This was done to account for rather large intersubject
differences in the ability to discriminate between the
stimuli.4 An adaptive up–down staircase method~AX same–
different paradigm! was used to determine the discrimination
threshold. Stimuli for this procedure consisted of narrow-
band white noise centered at different frequencies around
2500 Hz with a bandwidth of 100 Hz. The step size that
shifted the center frequency of the noise stimuli was fixed at
5 Hz. Thresholds were determined both for frequencies
lower than and greater than 2500 Hz. The final threshold was
the average of these two thresholds. This threshold, specified
in mel units, was used as an estimate of the just noticeable
difference ~jnd! for that particular subject throughout the
range of frequencies used in the experiment.

The stimuli for the remainder of the experiment were
generated based on this jnd measure, as shown in Fig. 2. The
hashmarks on thex-axis of this figure are spaced 1 jnd apart.
First, a reference stimulus, labeled ‘‘milestone B’’ in Fig. 2,
was located at 3200 Hz. This stimulus and six additional

FIG. 2. The range of frequency space within which different types of stimuli
were generated. Milestone A and its neighbors form the control region and
milestone B and its neighbors form the training region. Regions spanning 4
jnds on either side of the training region are called ‘‘band edges.’’ See the
text for details.
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stimuli spaced61, 1.5, and 2 jnd from it constitute the
‘‘training region’’ of frequency space. Next, a second refer-
ence stimulus, milestone A, was located at a frequency 11
jnd’s less than milestone B. Milestone A and stimuli spaced
61, 1.5, and 2 jnd from it constitute the ‘‘control region’’ of
frequency space.~The spacing used for the stimuli in experi-
ment IV was slightly different; this will be addressed in the
description of that experiment.! In the pre- and post-tests, the
subject’s sensitivity to stimuli in both the control region and
the training region was measured by estimatingd8 between
the milestones A and B and their neighboring stimuli.
Stimuli in the training region were involved in the training
phase in a manner specific to the particular experiment;
stimuli in the control region were not encountered during
training. Comparison of the difference between pre- and
post-test results for the training and control regions provides
information about the effects of training on the listener’s
sensitivity to the training region stimuli. This design partially
controls for shifts in response bias which may occur over the
roughly 45-min training period separating the pretest and
post-test.

The training regimes used in the experiments required
the use of stimuli from outside of the training region but not
in the control region. These additional stimuli were chosen
from a uniform distribution over two regions of frequency
space labeled ‘‘band edges’’ in Fig. 2: a 4-jnd-wide region
between the training region and the control region, and a
4-jnd-wide region located above the training region in fre-
quency space. There was a separation of 1.5 jnd’s between
the band edges and both the training and control regions.

D. Pre- and post-test phases

Tests were conducted to measure subjects’ sensitivities
to differences in the auditory stimuli for both the control and
training regions before and after training. The pre- and post-
test sessions for the same experiment were identical. The
tests measured discriminability around milestone A and
milestone B~see Fig. 2!. Tests were conducted in two blocks
of 64 trials each, using an AX same–different paradigm. One
block of trials measured sensitivity in the control region,
while the other block measured sensitivity in the training
region. The order of presentation of the blocks was varied for
different subjects, with roughly half the subjects performing
tests with the control block first and the other half perform-
ing tests with the training block first. Subjects were not pro-
vided feedback concerning the correctness of their responses
in the pre- and post-tests.

Each trial within a block was composed of a pair of
stimuli. The first stimulus of the pair was always the mile-
stone. The second stimulus of the trial was either the mile-
stone again or any of its neighbors in the corresponding re-
gion, as shown in Table I. A total of 7 distinct pairs of
stimuli was generated for each block, with 6 being ‘‘differ-
ent’’ and 1 being ‘‘same.’’ There were 8 repetitions of each
different pair and 16 repetitions of the same pair, for a total
of 64 trials per block. The length of each of the stimuli in a
trial was 500 ms, as shown in Fig. 3. In the first three ex-
periments, the interstimulus interval~ISI! was 750 ms long
with a brief burst of white noise, 250 ms long, in the middle.

In the fourth experiment, the ISI was 250 ms and there was
no white noise between the two stimuli. The noise burst was
added in the first three experiments to favor a categorical
mode of sensory processing; this topic is discussed further in
the description of the fourth experiment~Sec. I E 4!.

Trials were presented in random order. Subjects indi-
cated whether they thought the tones they heard were the
same or different by pressing the ‘‘s’’ or ‘‘ d’’ key on the
keyboard. Subjects generally completed a test in 15 min.

The change in sensitivity between pre- and post-tests
was analyzed for the group of subjects. Analysis of each
subject’s sensitivity (d8) was performed using both hit and
false-alarm rates. Groupd8 scores were then calculated from
these individual measures to produce a collapsedd8 measure
~Macmillan and Creelman, 1991; Macmillan and Kaplan,
1985!. This measure has been used by researchers such as
Sussman and Lauckner-Morano~1995! to investigate the
perceptual magnet effect. Pairwiset-tests ~Howell, 1992!
compared pre- and post-trainingd8 scores to test for signifi-
cant change in both the training region and the control region
~whose sounds did not occur during the training session!.
Changes in sensitivity for the training region were then com-
pared to changes in sensitivity for the control region.

Discriminability was compared across groups of sub-
jects using theG statistic~Gourevitch and Galanter, 1967, p.
27! which allows for comparison of groupd8 measures. The
G statistic tests the significance of the difference of the pre-
and post-trainingd8 scores by considering the number of
observations per data point~10 subjects38 trials580 obser-
vations per data point!.

TABLE I. Generation of pairs of stimuli for the AX same–different dis-
crimination tests.M stands for milestone, and subscripts denote the distance
from the milestone in jnd units.

A X Type of trial Number

M M Same 16
M M 21 Different 8
M M 21.5 Different 8
M M 22 Different 8
M M 11 Different 8
M M 11.5 Different 8
M M 12 Different 8

Total 64

FIG. 3. Time course of a test trial. In experiments I, II, and III, the ISI was
750 ms long with a distractor noise of 250 ms. In experiment IV, the ISI was
250 ms long with no distractor noise.
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E. Training phase

The type of training varied for each experiment, and the
different training paradigms are explained along with the rel-
evant experiments below. All experiments shared the follow-
ing criterion for inclusion of a subject’s results in the analy-
sis: the subject must have responded correctly on half the
trials of each of the ten training subsessions which comprised
the training phase. If the subject did not meet this criterion, it
was assumed that he/she did not succeed in learning the
training task, and his/her results were thus excluded from the
statistical analyses.

1. Experiment I

The main goal of the first experiment was to investigate
whether it is possible to induce a decrease in discriminability
along a category-relevant dimension of a set of nonspeech
stimuli that was repeatedly encountered during a training
session. This would constitute a demonstration of acquired
similarity along a category-relevant dimension, and it would
also be in keeping with models of the perceptual magnet
effect that attribute the effect to neural map formation prop-
erties that are not specific to speech~Guenther and Gjaja,
1996!.

a. Training. In the training phase of experiment I, sub-
jects were trained to choose sounds that belonged to the
training region~i.e., milestone B and its neighbors! from a
list of sounds. Specifically, subjects were told that they were
to learn to identify sounds from a category, referred to as the
‘‘prototype category’’ and corresponding to the training re-
gion of frequency space in Fig. 2, and that during training
they would have to choose the prototype category sound
from a list of sounds that included only one member of the
prototype category. Since the subjects were taught to treat
the training region sounds as members of the same category,
we will refer to this type of training ascategorization train-
ing. The subjects underwent two types of training trials:~1!
listening trials in which they heard example sounds from the
training region and did not have to make any response, and
~2! identification trials in which they identified one sound
from a list of sounds as belonging to the training region.
During a listening trial, subjects heard four sounds randomly
chosen from a set of nine sounds which were evenly spaced
in 0.5-jnd increments within the training region. These in-
cluded the milestone B and its six neighbors used in the
testing procedure, plus the two stimuli falling60.5 jnd from
the milestone. During an identification trial, subjects heard a
short list of sounds, only one of which came from the train-
ing region. The other sounds that comprised the identifica-
tion trial were generated from the ‘‘band edges’’ regions
flanking the training region~see Fig. 2!. These sounds were
randomly chosen from a set of 18 sounds: nine sounds
spaced 0.5 jnd apart from within the band edge region lower
in frequency than the training region, and nine sounds spaced
0.5 jnd apart from the band edge region higher in frequency
than the training region. As noted earlier, the band edge re-
gions did not overlap with either the training or control re-
gions, and no sounds from the control region were presented
during training.

Subjects could choose whether to perform a listening or
an identification task for any given trial, with the stipulation
that no more than 15 listening trials could be performed in
any subsession. The subsession ended when 30 identification
trials were completed. Each subject performed ten such sub-
sessions, and subjects received feedback about the correct-
ness of their responses. Task difficulty was increased over
the ten subsessions by increasing the length of the list of
sounds from which the subject had to identify the training
region sound: a two-sound list was used in the first three
subsessions, a three-sound list was used in the next three
subsessions, and a four-sound list was used in the last four
subsessions. Subjects generally completed the entire training
phase in 45 min. Two of the 12 subjects who participated in
the experiment performed below the established criterion
during the training session and their data were thus excluded
from subsequent analysis.

b. Results. Figure 4~a! shows the collapsedd8 values for

FIG. 4. ~a! The collapsed d8 score for the control region of experiment I,
before and after training, as a function of distance from the milestone.~b!
The collapsed d8 score for the training region of experiment I, before and
after training, as a function of distance from the milestone.~c! Change in
sensitivity after training for the control and training regions in experiment I.
Subjects showed a significant decrease in sensitivity for the stimuli in the
training region but not in the control region.
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sounds in the control region before and after training, and
Fig. 4~b! shows the same results for the training region. Sub-
jects were significantly worse (p,0.05) at discriminating
stimuli in the training region after training compared to be-
fore training@t(5)5212.4; p,0.05#, but not in the control
region @t(5)521.48; p.0.05#. Figure 4~c! compares the
change ind8 for the control and training regions. The change
in d8 was calculated as the percentage increase or decrease in
d8 from pretest to post-test. This figure indicates that the
change in sensitivity for the training set of stimuli was sig-
nificantly more negative@t(5)525.14;p ,0.05# than the
change in sensitivity for the control region. All ten subjects
showed a decrease in sensitivity for the training region, and
eight of the ten showed a larger sensitivity decrease in the
training region than in the control region.

Discriminability before and after training was also com-
pared across groups using Gourevitch and Galanter’s~1967!
G statistic. Overall, as seen in Table II, there was a general
pattern for sensitivity to worsen~indicated by the negative
values! for the training region. On the other hand, sensitivity
for the control region, across all the comparison steps, did
not change significantly.

c. Discussion. The results of the first experiment indicate
that it is possible to induce acquired similarity along a
category-relevant dimension if an appropriate training re-
gime is utilized. Although the training region stimuli were
encountered more frequently than the control region stimuli
during the experiment, subjects showed a reduction in their
ability to discriminate stimuli in the training region as com-
pared to the control region. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, the perceptual magnet effect also appears to be a case of
acquired similarity along category-relevant dimensions~for-
mant frequencies! for more heavily experienced stimuli. The
main result of experiment I might thus be interpreted as a
case of inducing a ‘‘perceptual magnet-like’’ effect in a non-
speech modality, as predicted by the Guenther and Gjaja
~1996! neural model of the perceptual magnet effect. Al-
though Baueret al. ~1996! do not address the issue of
whether the conditions leading to the magnet effect in their
model are speech-specific, the results of experiment I are not
inconsistent with the Baueret al.model if one assumes that a
reduced cortical representation with heavy exposure can oc-
cur for nonspeech stimuli as well as speech stimuli~see the
General Discussion, Sec. II!.

2. Experiment II

The second experiment tested whether a training regi-
men different from that used in experiment I could result in

a different effect on the subjects’ sensitivity to the training
stimuli even though a similar distribution of sounds is pre-
sented during training. In this experiment, a discrimination
training paradigm was used in which subjects were repeat-
edly asked to report whether they thought two sounds were
the same or different. Subjects were given feedback concern-
ing the correctness of their responses. One might expect that
this sort of training would lead to an increase in the ability to
discriminate the sounds encountered during training, as op-
posed to the decrease in discriminability seen in experiment
I for approximately the same distribution of training sounds.
As discussed further below, such a result would be inconsis-
tent with the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! model of the per-
ceptual magnet effect, since that model suggests that it is the
shape of the distribution of vowel-like stimuli encountered
by an infant that leads to the magnet effect, not the type of
training.

Twelve adults with normal hearing participated in the
second experiment. Two subjects performed below the estab-
lished criterion during the training session, and their data
were thus excluded from subsequent analysis.

a. Training. The set of training stimuli for experiment II
was generated in an identical fashion to the training set for
experiment I, consisting of sounds from the training region
and band edge regions but not the control region. Care was
taken to insure that the number of times each subject heard
each training sound was approximately the same as in ex-
periment I.5 During the training session, subjects listened to
pairs of stimuli and indicated whether they thought the two
stimuli in the pair were the same or different by pressing the
s or d key of the computer keyboard. Each training trial was
of the same form as the pre- and post-test trials as described
at the beginning of Sec. I~see top half of Fig. 3!, except that
subjects were provided with feedback about the correctness
of their response. Each subsession consisted of 45 trials, 15
of which involved pairs of stimuli that were the same and 30
of which involved pairs of stimuli that differed. There were
ten such subsessions within the training session, and the task
difficulty of the subsessions increased as follows: the initial
three subsessions required subjects to discriminate stimuli
that were 2 jnd’s apart, the next three subsessions involved
stimuli spaced 1.5 jnd’s apart, and the final four subsessions
involved stimuli that were 1 jnd apart. Subjects generally
completed the training session in about 45 min.

b. Results. Figure 5 shows the main results for experi-
ment II. Figure 5~a! shows the results of the pre- and post-
tests for the control region. Subjects became significantly
worse at discriminating stimuli within the control region
@t(5)522.54, p,0.05#. This differs from the effects of
training on the control region in experiment I, where no sig-
nificant change ind8 was measured, though there was a very
small negative change in sensitivity for the control region in
that experiment. Although it is unclear why there are rela-
tively small negative changes ind8 for the control region in
all four experiments~though not statistically significant in
experiment I!, we suspect that this may be due to subject
fatigue toward the end of the approximately 1.5-h experi-
mental session. Of course, fatigue would be expected to af-
fect the training region as well, but the larger changes in-

TABLE II. G statistic comparison for experiment I. Asterisks denote statis-
tically significant (p,0.05) changes in sensitivity.

Stimulus Control Training
~jnd! G score G score

22 0.27 22.37*
21.5 20.29 22.25*
21 20.20 23.54*

1 0.15 23.46*
1.5 20.63 23.28*
2 20.73 23.20*
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duced by training would make this small fatigue effect
difficult to detect. Because we are primarily interested in the
relative effects of training on one region of frequency space
~the training region! as compared to another~the control re-
gion!, the source of the small negative changes ind8 for the
control region was not investigated further in this paper.

Figure 5~b! shows the results of the pre- and post-tests
for the training region. Subjects showed a significant in-
crease ind8 @t(5)52.29, p,0.05# after training. The in-
crease ind8 was significantly greater for the training region
as compared to the control region@t(5)53.23,p,0.05; see
Fig. 5~c!#.

The general pattern for sensitivity to improve for the
training region, but not the control region, is also indicated
by theG scores listed in Table III. Note that for the training
region, the most positive change in sensitivity occurred to
the right of the prototype of the training region. In fact, the
sensitivity for the22 and21.5 jnd stimuli did not change
significantly. Perhaps relatedly, subjects as a group showed
far fewer errors for the22 and21.5 jnd stimuli during the
pretest than they showed for the other four stimuli, with only

nine total errors for the22 jnd stimulus and 20 total errors
for 21.5 jnd stimulus as compared to 38, 53, 32, and 27
errors, respectively, for the21, 1, 1.5, and 2 jnd stimuli. We
thus suspect that the lack of an increase ind8 for the22 and
21.5 jnd stimuli was a ceiling effect due to the very high
level of sensitivity for these stimuli even before training,
which was in turn apparently due to inaccuracies in calibrat-
ing the jnds for a subject across the entire range of frequen-
cies used in the study.

c. Discussion. The results of this experiment indicate
that the same distribution of training stimuli that led to a
decreasein sensitivity for the training region in experiment I
can lead to anincreasein sensitivity if the training regime is
changed to a discrimination training task. This is a case of
acquired distinctiveness along a category-relevant dimension
~see also Goldstone, 1994!. Possible implications of this re-
sult for neural models of the perceptual magnet effect are
treated in the General Discussion~Sec. II!.

3. Experiment III

The third experiment was designed to elaborate on the
training conditions required to induce the acquired similarity
along a category-relevant dimension that was demonstrated
in experiment I. The specific question this experiment sought
to answer was whether training with only a single exemplar
from a category is sufficient to induce decreased sensitivity
in its immediate region of acoustic space. It is possible that a
listener must experience many exemplars from the same cat-
egory in order to induce acquired similarity. This scenario
makes sense if one takes the view that acquired similarity is
a case of learning to ignore differences between exemplars of
the same category; if subjects hear only one exemplar of a
category, there are no differences between category exem-
plars to learn to ignore.

Eleven adults participated in the third experiment. One
subject’s performance did not meet the established criterion,
and this subject’s results were thus not included in the analy-
sis.

a. Training. This experiment involved a categorization
training regime that differed from that of experiment I in
only one respect: instead of hearing different exemplars from
the training region when performing either a listening or
identification trial, subjects always heard the same exemplar,
milestone B~see Fig. 2!.

b. Results. Figure 6 shows the main results for experi-
ment III. Figure 6~a! shows pre- and post-test results for the
control region. As in experiment II, subjects became signifi-

FIG. 5. ~a! The collapsed d8 scores for the control region of experiment II,
before and after training.~b! The collapsed d8 score for the training region
of experiment II, before and after training.~c! Change in sensitivity after
training for the control and training regions in experiment II.

TABLE III. G statistic comparison for experiment II. Asterisks denote sta-
tistically significant (p,0.05) changes in sensitivity.

Stimulus Control Training
~jnd! G score G score

22 20.48 20.01
21.5 21.21 0.45
21 21.15 1.87*

1 0.46 2.74*
1.5 0.89 3.83*
2 20.80 3.81*
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cantly worse at discriminating stimuli within the control re-
gion @t(5)522.98, p,0.05#. Again, general fatigue may
have been a factor in this decrease in sensitivity. Subjects
also became significantly worse at discriminating stimuli in
the training region@Fig. 6~b!; t(5)522.04,p,0.05#. More
importantly, the change in sensitivity for the training region
was not significantly different from the change in sensitivity
for the control region@t(5)50.30,p.0.05; see Fig. 6~c!#. In
other words, using only a single exemplar from the training
region during training did not lead to a significant decrease
in discrimination performance for the training region as com-
pared to the control region.

TheG scores are shown in Table IV. The change across
most of the testing distances after training was not significant
for either the training or the control region, except in the case
of the 1.5-jnd step to the right of the control milestone. The
decrease for the training region was not significantly larger
than the decrease for the control region. This indicates that
training with only one exemplar of a category does not lead

to significant acquired similarity in the immediate region of
that exemplar.

c. Discussion. In both experiments I and III, the overall
change for the control and the training regions was in the
negative direction. However, the decrease in sensitivity for
the training region in experiment I was highly significant
when compared to the change in the control region, while the
analogous comparison in experiment III was not significant.
This suggests that a single category exemplar is not sufficient
to induce acquired similiarity in the neighborhood of the
category exemplar, or at minimum that a single exemplar
does not induce as much acquired similarity as multiple ex-
emplars. Perhaps relatedly, Goldstone~1994! was not suc-
cessful in using two exemplars to induce acquired similarity
of a category-relevant dimension for visual stimuli differing
along two dimensions. A possible explanation for the success
in inducing acquired similarity in experiment I and the fail-
ure to do so in experiment III and Goldstone~1994! is that
many exemplars of a category, not just one or two, are
needed to noticeably decrease sensitivity along a category-
relevant dimension.

4. Experiment IV

Several investigators have suggested that the brain’s rep-
resentation of sounds can be broken into two different
memory modes: a continuous auditory memory mode that
consists of a reasonably accurate representation of a sound
that decays relatively rapidly after the stimulus goes away or
is interrupted by a new auditory stimulus, and a more ‘‘dis-
cretized’’ or ‘‘categorical’’ mode that can be maintained in
memory for a longer period of time, e.g., for comparison to a
second stimulus in a discrimination task with a relatively
large interstimulus interval~ISI!. When investigating speech
sounds, Pisoni~1973! referred to the different memory forms
asauditory modeandphonetic mode. In a model of sound-
intensity discrimination, Durlach and Braida~1969! delin-
eated two memory modes that they termedsensory-trace
mode and context-coding mode; these modes are roughly
analogous to Pisoni’s auditory mode and phonetic mode, re-
spectively. Macmillan, Goldberg, and Braida~1988! ex-
tended the Durlach and Braida~1969! model to explain ex-
perimental results involving speech stimuli. Since we are not
dealing with speech stimuli directly in this experiment, we
will use the termssensory-trace modeand context-coding
modehere.

The purpose of experiment IV was to determine whether
the acquired similarity induced in experiment I could be bet-

FIG. 6. ~a! Thecollapsed d8 scores for the control region of experiment III,
before and after training.~b! Thecollapsed d8 scores for the training region
of experiment III, before and after training.~c! Change in sensitivity after
training for the control and training regions in experiment III.

TABLE IV. G statistic comparison for experiment III. Asterisk denotes
statistically significant (p,0.05) changes in sensitivity.

Stimulus Control Training
~jnd! G score G score

22 1.51 20.16
21.5 20.02 1.05
21 20.65 1.50

1 0.8 20.38
1.5 2.44* 20.92
2 0.75 0.29
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ter characterized as a result of changes in the sensory-trace
mode or the context-coding mode of auditory memory. It is
usually assumed that increasing the ISI and/or adding a brief
noise burst between two stimuli interferes with the sensory-
trace mode of memory more than context-coding mode~e.g.,
Repp, 1984; Werker and Pegg, 1982!. Given the relatively
long ISI of experiment I and the use of a noise burst between
the two stimuli in a discrimination trial, one might reason-
ably conclude that the effect measured in that experiment
primarily involved the context-coding mode of auditory
memory. In experiment IV, the ISI during discrimination
training was reduced and the interstimulus noise was re-
moved in order to better gauge whether the acquired similar-
ity demonstrated in experiment I is also manifested in the
sensory-trace mode of auditory memory.

a. Training and testing. The training and testing stimuli
used in experiment IV are shown in Fig. 7. The training
regime for experiment IV was identical to that of experiment
I, and the training stimuli were generated in the exact same
fashion as in that experiment. The testing procedure for ex-
periment IV involved an ISI of 250 ms and there was no
distractor noise between the two stimuli~see Fig. 3!. In a
pilot experiment, it was determined that these manipulations
allowed subjects to discriminate the test stimuli almost per-
fectly. This invalidated thed8 measures, since they are only
accurate if a significant number of errors are made during
testing. In order to obtain an accurated8 measure with the
shorter ISI, the stimuli used in the testing sessions of experi-
ment IV had to be more closely spaced than they were in the
earlier experiments. Test stimuli for experiment IV were lo-
cated at 0.75, 1.125, and 1.5 jnd units6 above and below the
milestones in the control and training regions, as compared
to a spacing of 1, 1.5, and 2 jnd units in experiment I. The
placement of the milestones and the positioning of the band
edges regions were not affected by this change.

b. Results. Figure 8 shows the collapsedd8 scores for
the control region@Fig. 8~a!# and training region@Fig. 8~b!#
before and after training. A significant decrease in sensitivity
occurred for both the control region@t(5)525, p,0.05#
and the training region@t(5)523.8, p,0.05#. The change
in the training region was not significantly different from the
change in the control region@t(5)520.63, p.0.05; see
Fig. 8~c!#. The G scores for experiment IV are presented in
Table V, with the group change ind8 reaching significance

for only one test stimulus~21 jnd in the training region!.
c. Discussion. The results of this experiment indicate

that the use of a shorter ISI and no noise burst between the
two stimuli in the sensitivity testing trials essentially eradi-
cates the acquired similarity found in experiment I despite
the use of the same training regime as in that experiment.
Since decreasing the ISI and removing the noise burst pre-
sumably favors a sensory-trace memory mode over a
context-coding memory mode, this result suggests that the

FIG. 7. The training and testing stimuli for experiment IV. Training stimuli
were generated in exactly the same manner used in experiment I. Testing
stimuli were more closely spaced than in experiments I–III to compensate
for increased discriminability of the test sounds due to the shorter ISI and
removal of the interstimulus noise burst. See the text for details.

FIG. 8. ~a! Thecollapsed d8 scores for the control region of experiment IV,
before and after training.~b! Thecollapsed d8 scores for the training region
of experiment III, before and after training.~c! Change in sensitivity after
training for the control and training regions in experiment IV.

TABLE V. G statistic comparison for experiment IV. Asterisk denotes sta-
tistically significant (p,0.05) changes in sensitivity.

Stimulus Control Training
~jnd! G score G score

22 1.56 1.39
21.5 0.54 1.42
21 0.23 1.90*

1 0.32 20.53
1.5 0.31 1.35
2 0.45 0.10
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acquired similarity seen in experiment I was primarily asso-
ciated with the context-coding mode of auditory short-term
memory. This result is consistent with the hypotheses of
Macmillan et al. ~1988!, Pisoni ~1973!, Repp ~1984!, and
Werker and Pegg~1992! that a shorter ISI can diminish the
categorical nature of the responses made by an observer.

II. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Figure 9 is a composite plot of the totald8 measures
collapsed across subjects before and after training in all four
experiments. The left side of this figure illustrates that the
change in sensitivity in the control region due to training in
all four experiments was negative, though this change was
relatively small and did not reach statistical significance in
experiment I. Because the control region stimuli were not
presented during training, we suspect that these small nega-
tive changes ind8 were the result of generally poorer perfor-
mance in the post-test as compared to the pretest, perhaps
due to subject fatigue near the end of the roughly 1.5-h-long
experimental session~see Sec. I E2 b!.

The right half of Fig. 9 illustrates thed8 measures for
the training region before and after training. The results of
the first two experiments indicate that, depending on the
training regime, it is possible to induce either an increase or
a decrease in the discriminability of a set of auditory stimuli.
The first experiment indicated that categorization training, in
which subjects were asked to identify sounds belonging to a
small region of frequency space as members of the same
category, led to a decrease in the discriminability of stimuli
within this small range. That is, subjects exhibited acquired
similarity along the category-relevant dimension of center
frequency of the narrow-band noise stimuli. The third and
fourth experiments helped elucidate some of the necessary
conditions for attaining this acquired similarity. In experi-
ment III, the small range of frequencies corresponding to the
learned category in experiment I was shrunk down to a
single exemplar during training. This eliminated the acquired
similarity seen in experiment I, suggesting that a listener
needs to be exposed to different examples of a category dur-
ing training, not just a single exemplar, in order to decrease

the listener’s ability to discriminate between stimuli falling
near the center of the category. In experiment IV, it was
shown that a testing regime that favors a hypothesized
sensory-trace mode of auditory memory over a context-
coding mode~e.g., Durlach and Braida, 1969; Pisoni, 1973;
Macmillan, Goldberg, and Braida, 1988! weakens the ac-
quired similarity effect of training, suggesting that categori-
zation training primarily affects the context mode of memory
processing.

If we are to fully understand the neural processes that
lead to experience-based warpings of auditory space such as
the perceptual magnet effect, it is important to formulate and
test hypotheses regarding the neural mechanisms underlying
these phenomena. The Guenther and Gjaja~1996! and Bauer
et al. ~1996! models of the perceptual magnet effect attribute
it to neural map formation properties in auditory brain areas
such as the primary auditory cortex. According to both of
these models, the learning process during which infants de-
velop phonemic categories involves a change in the distribu-
tion of firing preferences of cells in auditory cortex. This
change in the auditory neural map for vowel-like sounds is
hypothesized to underlie the perceptual magnet effect.

Because the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! model posits
that the magnet effect results from neural map formation
properties that are not specific to speech stimuli, it predicts
that exposing a listener to new, nonspeech auditory stimuli
within a training regime that appropriately mimics the learn-
ing of phonemic categories by an infant should lead to a
similar change in the distribution of firing preferences of
cells coding these stimuli in auditory cortex. This change in
the auditory neural map should in turn result in a measurable
‘‘perceptual magnet-like’’ effect for these auditory stimuli.
That is, we should see a decreased ability for subjects to
discriminate the training stimuli. The results of experiment I
supported the prediction of decreased discrimination in the
heavily experienced training region due to categorization
training. Though not predicted by Baueret al. ~1996!, the
results of experiment I are not inconsistent with the their
model if one assumes that the reduced cortical representation
for heavily experienced sounds that underlies the magnet ef-
fect in the model results from a particular kind of training,
rather than from speech-specific neural mechanisms, as we
hypothesize below.

The results of experiment II indicated that the decrease
in sensitivity was related to the categorical nature of the
training task used in experiment I, since a discrimination
training task led to anincreasein the ability to discriminate
training stimuli in experiment II. This result conflicts with
the Guenther and Gjaja~1996! model, since this model posits
that it is the distribution of training stimuli, not the type of
training, that leads to the magnet effect. Baueret al. ~1996!
do not speculate on what training conditions might be re-
quired to induce a perceptual magnet-like effect, but their
model allows for different training conditions to have differ-
ent effects on the size of the representation of training
stimuli in the neural map. Based on the results of the current
experiments, we propose that discrimination training and cat-
egorization training have opposite effects on the size of the
neural representation of the training stimuli. This hypothesis,

FIG. 9. Totald8 in the control and training regions before and after training
for experiments I through IV.
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in combination with the neural map model of Baueret al.
~1996!, is schematized in Fig. 10. The left side of the figure
corresponds to a categorization training situation, as in ex-
periment I. The top and bottom panels schematize the audi-
tory map as a function of acoustic space before and after
training, and the middle panel schematizes the distribution of
training stimuli in acoustic space. In categorization training,
heavy exposure to a set of training sounds leads to fewer
cells coding these sounds in the auditory map, and the result-
ing smaller cortical representation diminishes a listener’s
ability to differentiate sounds in this region of acoustic
space. This is how the Baueret al. ~1996! model, with an
appropriate parameter choice that leads to a negative magni-
fication factor for the cortical representation, accounts for the
perceptual magnet effect. The right side of Fig. 10 corre-
sponds to a discrimination training situation, as in experi-
ment II. Here, more cells in the map become tuned to the
most frequently encountered training stimuli, and the result-
ing larger cortical representation increases the listener’s abil-
ity to differentiate sounds in this region of acoustic space.
This learning situation corresponds to the ‘‘classical’’ formu-
lation of a self-organizing feature map in the computational
neuroscience literature, in which increased exposure to a set
of stimuli leads to a larger cortical representation for those
stimuli ~e.g., von der Malsburg, 1973; Grossberg, 1976; Ko-
honen, 1982!, and can also be accounted for by using a posi-
tive magnification factor in the Baueret al. ~1996! model.
We are currently testing predictions of the hypothesis illus-

trated in Fig. 10 using functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing techniques.
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In vowel perception, nasalization and height~the inverse of the first formant,F1) interact. This
paper asks whether the interaction results from a sensory process, decision mechanism, or both. Two
experiments used vowels varying in height, degree of nasalization, and three other stimulus
parameters: the frequency region ofF1 , the location of the nasal pole/zero complex relative toF1 ,
and whether a consonant following the vowel was oral or nasal. A fixed-classification experiment,
designed to estimate basic sensitivity between stimuli, measured accuracy for discriminating stimuli
differing in F1 , in nasalization, and on both dimensions. A configuration derived by a
multidimensional scaling analysis revealed a perceptual interaction that was stronger for stimuli in
which the nasal pole/zero complex was below rather than above the oral pole, and that was present
before both nasal and oral consonants. Phonetic identification experiments, designed to measure
trading relations between the two dimensions, required listeners to identify height and nasalization
in vowels varying in both. Judgments of nasalization depended onF1 as well as on nasalization,
whereas judgments of height depended primarily onF1 , and on nasalization more when the nasal
complex was below than above the oral pole. This pattern was interpreted as a decision–rule
interaction that is distinct from the interaction in basic sensitivity. Final consonant nasality had little
effect in the classification experiment; in the identification experiment, nasal judgments were more
likely when the following consonant was nasal. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00511-1#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Es@JMH#

INTRODUCTION

A. The psychophysics of perceptual interaction

Different physical dimensions of speech sounds can con-
tribute to the same perceptual product. In Repp’s classic
characterization, these physical dimensions serve as multiple
cues to phonetic contrasts, and ‘‘a change in the setting of
one cue...can be offset by an opposed change in the setting of
another cue so as to maintain the original phonetic percept’’
~Repp, 1982, p. 87!. Such changes are often described as one
cue ‘‘trading’’ with the other. In this paper we consider a
well-established interaction of this sort, between the height
and nasalization of vowels, and ask whether it arises at a
basic, sensory level, or is located instead in the listener’s
decision-making process. The question, and our method for
reaching an answer, have implications for all trading-relation
results.

To make the sensory/decision distinction explicit, con-
sider a 232 stimulus set constructed by combining two val-
ues on each of two dimensions. The elements of such a
stimulus set can be represented as the four corners of a rect-
angle in a stimulus space. If each physical dimension is
transduced into an independent perceptual one, then the rep-

resentation of the stimulus set can be described as a rectangle
in a perceptual space, as in Fig. 1~a!. In our application, the
dimensions are the perceptual correlates of the first formant
~the Cx stimuli are higher, with smaller values ofF1), and
nasalization~the y0 stimuli have zero nasalization, theyM
stimuli moderate nasalization!. Each point may be thought of
as the mean of a bivariate distribution of perceptual effects
along these dimensions, and every point in the space corre-
sponds to a percept that may arise on a particular trial. The
circles around each mean connect points of equal likelihood,
and indicate the spread of the distribution.

Now suppose that a listener in a trading-relations task
must sort observations arising from these stimuli into catego-
ries such as ‘‘high’’ ~an appropriate response for theCx
stimuli! or ‘‘mid’’ for the Dx stimuli!. Any single point may
arise from more than one stimulus, and the listener does best
by establishing adecision boundarythat divides the percep-
tual space into regions corresponding to each response. The
solid line in Fig. 1~a! shows a boundary that is perpendicular
to the dimension of judgment. Applying this boundary to the
rectangular representation leads to the lack of a trading rela-
tion: the value of dimension 1~perceived nasalization! has
no effect on judgment of dimension 2~perceivedF1 , or
inverse vowel height!.

One way in which a trading relation can arise is by use
of a nonorthogonal decision boundary like the dashed line in
Fig. 1~a!. Using this boundary, the ‘‘high’’ versus ‘‘low’’

a!Electronic mail: nmacmillan@gc.cuny.edu
b!Now at the Max Planck Institut fu¨r Psycholinguistik, PB 130, Nijmegen,

NL 6500 AH, The Netherlands.
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decision is different for they0 column and theyM column:
the yM stimuli are identified as ‘‘high’’ more often than the
correspondingy0 stimuli. The two stimulus dimensions pro-
vide independent information, but the listener’s decision is
based on a linear combination of them instead of just the
relevant one; this is a trading relation whose source isdeci-
sional.

In Fig. 1~b!, the representation itself leads to a trading
relation, because the two independent stimulus dimensions
map onto two nonindependent perceptual ones. To put it dif-
ferently, the two stimulus dimensions contribute to a com-
mon perceptual variable that runs roughly fromD0 to CM. If
the decision depends only on the vertical dimension, the
solid-line decision boundary is used, but the result is still that
the yM ~nasalized! stimuli are identified as ‘‘high’’ more
often than the correspondingy0 ~unnasalized! stimuli. This
is a trading relation whose source issensory. Finally, the
dashed line in Fig. 1~b! shows a nonorthogonal boundary
used in a non-independent space; in this case, the trading
relation results from the combined sensory and decisional
effects.

We report here two experiments designed to tease apart
these sensory and decisional components. In experiment I, a
replication and expansion of Kingston and Macmillan
~1995!, listeners classified stimuli from a large number of

minimal, two-stimulus sets. The data allowed us to deter-
mine a sensory representation for vowels differing inF1 and
nasalization and to examine the stimulus characteristics that
correspond to perceived height and nasalization. In experi-
ment II, listeners judgedF1 while nasalization was varied
irrelevantly ~as in Krakowet al., 1988!, and in a separate
condition judged nasalization whileF1 varied irrelevantly.
The data provided information about both sensory and deci-
sional aspects.

B. The trading-relations paradigm

In the trading-relations paradigm~Repp, 1982!, observ-
ers provide phonetic labels for sounds drawn from a two-
dimensional stimulus set. In a typical application, the data
are summarized byidentification functionsthat give the per-
centage of trials on which each value of a dimension leads to
a particular response. The value of dimension 1 that is as-
signed on 50% of trials to each of two categories is termed a
boundary, and the extent of trading is measured by the
boundary shifton the stimulus axis when the value of dimen-
sion 2 is changed.

Krakow et al. ~1988! used the trading-relations para-
digm to study the interaction between the height and nasal-
ization of vowels produced with an articulatory synthesizer.
Their listeners classified vowels on continua between@,# ~a
low vowel, with highF1) and @}# ~a mid vowel, with lower
F1), and displayed a trading relation: The boundary between
‘‘ }’’ and ‘‘ ,’’ shifted closer to@}# with greater nasalization.
Because lowering the soft palate~increasing nasal coupling!
had the same perceptual effect as lowering the tongue, soft
palate and tongue height can be said to integrate ‘‘posi-
tively’’ in Krakow et al.’s data. The same description can be
applied to the acoustic consequences of these articulations,
for F1 and nasalization are inversely related to tongue and
soft palate height, respectively. Krakowet al. obtained the
boundary shift when the following consonant was oral~in
context @bVd#!, but not when it was nasal~in context
@bVnd#!. Krakow et al. argued that this last result occurred
because listeners attributed the vowel’s nasalization to coar-
ticulation with the consonant, thereby hearing out the effect
of tongue height alone.

As the comparison of Fig. 1~a! and ~b! shows, such a
shift in the decision boundary could arise either because the
two stimulus dimensions do not map into independent per-
ceptual dimensions, or because the decision criterion de-
pends on the value of the orthogonal variable, or because
both effects occur. The necessary independent means of de-
termining the mapping from stimulus to perceptual dimen-
sions is provided by fixed classification tasks.

C. The fixed-classification paradigm

In the fixed-classification paradigm, listeners’ ability to
distinguish between two incompletely discriminable stimuli
is directly measured by asking them to assign different re-
sponses to the two stimuli. Performance is converted to an
index with distance properties, such as thed8 of detection
theory. A geometric model of the data is constructed using
data from many possible stimulus pairs.

FIG. 1. Possible representations of four two-dimensional stimuli in a per-
ceptual space. Squares represent the means of bivariate distributions. In~a!,
the representation is perceptually separable, because the squares form a
rectangle, whereas in~b! it is perceptually integral. Solid and dashed lines
are decision boundaries that might be used in phonetic identification of the
vertical (F1) dimension, the solid lines being perpendicular to perceivedF1

and the dashed ones not. Boundary shifts—discrepant positions of the
boundary on theD0-C0 andDM-CM segments—occur if either the bound-
ary is nonorthogonal or the representation is perceptually integral.
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Kingston and Macmillan ~1995! examined the
nasalization–F1 interaction using this method. Stimuli were
drawn from sets constructed by combining two values ofF1

with two of nasalization. Six pairs of stimuli can be drawn
from each 232 array, a single pair differing inF1 , nasal-
ization, or both. In any block of trials, only elements of one
such pair were presented. Ability to distinguish a pair was
indexed byd8, and the sixd8 estimates were interpreted as
the sides and diagonals of a parallelogram in perceptual
space. Kingston and Macmillan~as well as Kingston, 1991!
found that vowel pairs in which nasalization varied directly
with F1 ~DM and C0! were consistently more difficult to
classify than those in which they varied inversely (D0 and
CM!, so thatF1 and nasalization integrated negatively, as in
Fig. 1~b!, a result that can be described asmean-integrality1

~see Maddox, 1992!. The effect was obtained whether the
following consonant was nasal or oral.

Kingston and Macmillan’s~1995! conclusions may ap-
pear to be in conflict with those reached by Krakowet al.
~1988! using the trading-relations paradigm, but Fig. 1
makes it clear that the presence of a boundary effect and the
finding of mean-integrality are, in fact, unrelated phenom-
ena. As we have seen, a trading relation can occur whether or
not dimensions are mean-integral, and vice versa. One way
to understand the unrelatedness of the two measures is to see
that integrality is a function of sensitivity values, whereas a
boundary shift can be just a measure of response bias.

However, information about sensitivity is available from
the phonetic identification task: The ability to distinguish
two stimuli ~differing in, say,F1) can be estimated by sub-
tracting thez-transformed proportions of ‘‘high’’ responses
to them. This statistic can be interpreted as ad8 value, and is
related to theslopeof the identification function. In a fixed
classification study, sensitivity is measured directly asd8,
proportion correct@p(c)#, or a related variable. The major
point of contact between the fixed classification and trading
relations data is a comparison of their sensitivity estimates.

I. ACOUSTIC AND PSYCHOACOUSTIC DIMENSIONS
CORRESPONDING TO VOWEL HEIGHT AND
NASALIZATION

The dimensions of the presumed perceptual space, and
their interrelation, are the consequence of a mapping from
acoustic dimensions, which are themselves determined by
the speaker’s articulations. Both transformations are com-
plex. Increasing the height of the tongue extends the pharyn-
geal cavity and narrows the vocal tract at the palate, thereby
lowering F1 and increasing perceived vowel height. Vowel
nasalization is produced by lowering the soft palate, opening
the velopharyngeal port and thereby acoustically coupling
the nasal to the pharyngeal cavity. The two principal acoustic
effects of nasal–pharyngeal coupling are adding a pole/zero
pair in the low-frequency part of the spectrum, and raising
F1 . Furthermore, nasalized vowels differ in the positions of
the nasal pole/zero complex relative to the oral pole as a
function of height: The complex lies above the low oral pole
of high vowels, below the high oral pole of low vowels, and
either above or below the mid-frequency oral pole of mid
vowels. These effects are jointly produced in articulatorily

synthesized vowels~e.g., Rubinet al., 1981; Krakowet al.,
1988! but can also be obtained with a terminal analog syn-
thesizer~Klatt and Klatt, 1990! by independently controlling
the frequency difference between the nasal pole (N1) and the
nasal zero (N0), and settingF1 appropriately.

The frequency of the nasal pole/zero complex relative to
F1 , and the frequency separation between the nasal pole and
zero, affect both the center-of-gravity and bandwidth of the
low-frequency region. The complex may consequently alter
perception of the vowel’s height as well as its nasalization.
Perception of vowel height as well as nasalization is also
altered by theF1 raising caused by nasal–pharyngeal cou-
pling. Finally, the listener may be uncertain about which
peak to attribute to nasal–pharyngeal coupling and which to
attribute to tongue height. It is not surprising, therefore, that
perceptual interactions are found between height and nasal-
ization, and that these occur whether nasalization is contras-
tive or not ~as in English!.

In this study, we factorially manipulated three stimulus
variables that have been found to play a role in the percep-
tion of nasalization: consonantal context, the location of the
nasal pole/zero complex relative to the oral pole, andF1 .
Because of the high-dimensional nature of speech, we did
not expect this design to uncover a single stimulus correlate
of vowel nasalization or height, and it did not. However, the
results do limit models of psychoacoustic processing, and we
did not want our psychophysical conclusions to be specific to
an idiosyncratic choice of stimuli.

A. Consonantal context

Our vowels were placed in CVC syllables, and the final
consonant was either nasal or oral. In Kingston and Mac-
millan ~1995! a similar manipulation had no effect on fixed
classification, but in the trading relation study of Krakow
et al. ~1988! nasalized vowels were judged lower in an oral
than in a nasal context. Other data also show that listeners
are less likely to attribute vowel nasalization to a vowel if
they perceive nasality in an adjacent, potentially coarticulat-
ing consonant. Kawasaki~1986! presented listeners with na-
salized vowels between nasal consonants, and found that
judged nasalization increased as the consonant’s intensity
was reduced. Krakow and Beddor~1991! asked listeners to
match naturally produced vowels for nasalization and to
judge how nasal they were. Their stimuli were oral vowels
produced between oral consonants@b–d#, nasalized vowels
produced between nasal consonants@m–n#, oral vowels
cross-spliced into nasal@m–n# contexts, nasalized vowels
cross-spliced into oral@b–d# contexts, and isolated oral and
nasalized vowels spliced out of these contexts. Their listen-
ers matched nasalized vowels most accurately when the vow-
els were in isolation, and more accurately when the nasalized
vowels occurred in an oral than a nasal context. These lis-
teners also judged a vowel to be more nasal in isolation and
between oral consonants than between nasal consonants.

B. Frequencies of the nasal pole/zero and first
formant

The nasal pole/zero complex may be located either
above or below the oral pole: For low vowels,F1 is high and
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the complex falls below it, whereas for high vowels,F1 is
low and the complex falls above it. For mid vowels, Stevens
et al. ~1987! suggest a placement belowF1 , and that is what
Kingston and Macmillan~1995! used. However, Beddor and
Hawkins ~1990! and even more directly Maeda~1993! pre-
scribe a placement aboveF1 for such vowels. The meanF1

frequency in Kingston and Macmillan’s vowels was about
400 Hz, on the cusp between the above and below cases,
according to Maeda~1993!. In the present experiments, both
placements were used, in separate conditions. We indepen-
dently manipulated theF1 range, a supposed determinant of
the proper location of the pole/zero complex, by using two
sets of vowels, withF1 centered at 480 Hz for the higher
range and at 380 Hz for the lower range.

II. EXPERIMENT I: ONE-DIMENSION AND TWO-
DIMENSION „CORRELATED … CLASSIFICATION

A. Methods

1. Stimuli

Both experiments used stimulus sets in whichF1 and the
nasal zero-pole differenceN0-N1 ~henceforth denotedN!
varied orthogonally, using the Klatt and Klatt~1990! synthe-
sizer. The ranges of all parameters butN were identical in the
two experiments, and the difference in the range ofN values
in experiments I and II was only 3 Hz.

Stimuli for experiment I were of the form@CVC#, the
initial consonant being one of@b,d# and the final consonant
one of @b,d,m,n#. The values of the formants in the vowel
were appropriate for a high or mid, back, rounded quality~as
in our previous experiments!. There were two stimulus sets,
Above and Below, named for the location of the nasal pole/
zero complexre F1 . In each set, four values ofF1 and three
values of N were combined independently. There were 8
variants~2 initial consonants34 final consonants! of each the
12 combinations, for a total of 96 distinct stimuli in the
Above and in the Below conditions.

In both the Above and Below sets,F1 could be Low
~360 or 400 Hz! or High ~460 or 500 Hz!, straddling the
frequency at which Maeda~1993! predicts that the nasal
pole/zero complex crosses over from above to belowF1 .
The Low-F1 stimuli are closer to those used by Kingston and
Macmillan ~1995! ~415–430 Hz! and Kingston~1991! ~400–
430 Hz!. The larger 40-Hz interval was used here to increase
listeners’ success in classifying the vowels forF1 differ-
ences. The degree of nasalization was Zero (N50 Hz),
Moderate~43 Hz!, or Heavy~87 Hz!.

Figure 2 shows values ofF1 , N1 , andN0 for some of
the stimuli. The nasal poleN1 was always separated fromF1

by 175 Hz. When the nasal complex was aboveF1 @Fig.
2~a!#, the frequenciesF1 ,N1 ,N0 were in that order; when the
nasal complex was belowF1 @Fig. 2~b!#, the frequenciesN1 ,
N0 , F1 were in ascending order. In this paper, we refer to
each stimulus by a letter–number pair, as shown in Table I;
for exampleD0 is the stimulus withF15500 Hz andN
50 Hz, CM is the stimulus with F15460 Hz and N
543 Hz, etc. Other stimulus details are in Appendix A.

We used the VIIIth nerve response model of Moore and
Glasberg~1987; Glasberg and Moore, 1990! to calculate,

from 1024-point fast Fourier transform~FFT! spectra cen-
tered in the vowel, the sensory~equivalent rectangular band-
width, or ERB rate! spectra of our vowels. These spectra are
shown in Fig. 3. Thecenter of gravity~COG! for each stimu-
lus between 0 and 2 kHz, plotted in Fig. 4, drops with in-
creasing nasalization and increases withF1 both above and
below.

2. Procedures

Experiment I used eight listeners, paid volunteers re-
cruited by advertisement from the undergraduate student
body at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. All spoke

FIG. 2. Time course of oral pole, nasal pole, and nasal zero for~a! Below
and ~b! Above stimuli. Stimuli with the highest and lowestF1 and highest
and lowestN values and shown.

TABLE I. Nomenclature for vowel stimuli in experiment I.

First formant
(F1) in Hz

Nasalization (N5N02N1) in Hz

0 ~Zero! 43 ~Moderate! 87 ~High!

High F1
500 D0 DM DH
460 C0 CM CH

Low F1
400
360

B0
A0

BM
AM

BH
AH
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English natively and none reported any speech or hearing
pathology. Four were assigned to the Above condition and
four to the Below condition.

Listeners heard the stimuli binaurally at self-selected
comfortable listening levels over TDH-49 headphones, while
sitting in semi-isolation in a sound-treated room. They per-
formed all 18 possible one-dimension and all 12 possible
two-dimension classification tasks with stimuli drawn from
within the High-F1 ~stimuli Dx andCx in Table I! and Low-
F1 ~Bx and Ax! arrays. These tasks correspond to the sides
~for example,D0 vs DM or B0 vs A0! and diagonals~for
example,D0 vs CM or A0 vs BM! of all possible 232
stimulus subarrays. Listeners gave one of two responses to
classify the stimulus, followed by a confidence rating on a
1–4 scale. For example, in theD0 vs DH task, one button
indicated that the stimulus was a ‘‘D0,’’ the other that it was
a ‘‘DH.’’ The confidence judgment was prompted by a rapid
tone triplet occurring 750 ms after the listener responded,
and was entered, like the response, by a button press. The
listener had 2000 ms to make the initial response and 1500
ms to make the confidence judgment. A 500-ms feedback
light then came on over the button corresponding to the cor-
rect response, and there was an additional 1000 ms before
the next trial began.

Each block consisted of 16 orientation trials in which the
stimuli alternated between the two classes and between oral
and nasal following consonants, and 80 randomized test tri-
als in which the contrasting vowels occurred equally often

FIG. 3. The ERB-rate spectra from 0.1 to 1 kHz for selected stimuli in the~a! Above and~b! Below sets. Columns are Zero, Moderate, and Heavy
nasalization; rows areF15360, 400, 460, and 500 Hz. Squares indicateF1 , plus signs indicateN1 , and circles indicateN0 ; the triangles indicate the
center-of-gravity~COG! of the 0.1- to 2-kHz interval.

FIG. 4. Center-of-gravity for the 0- to 1-kHz region of the stimuli used in
experiment I. Dashed lines connect stimuli in whichF1 andN are negatively
related, dotted lines those in which they are positively related.
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before oral and nasal following consonants. The listeners
were taught which button to press for a particular stimulus
by the orientation trials and by feedback; no other instruc-
tions were given.

Type of task alternated from day to day between single-
dimension and two-dimension classification. Within a day,
single-dimension tasks alternated in groups of three between
the F1 and N dimensions, and two-dimension tasks alter-
nated from block to block between those in which the dimen-
sions were correlated positively~for example,C0 vs DM!
and negatively~for example,D0 vs CM!. Tasks were drawn
in a pseudo-randomized fashion from both the Low- and
High-F1 arrays within each day. The entire series of tasks
was run twice, once early in the string of days and then again
later, with the order of tasks reversed between the two runs.
Task order during a day in the Above condition reversed that
used in the Below condition. Between 9 and 12 blocks of
trials were run each day in sessions lasting 90 min. As there
were 6 different classifications forF1 , 12 different classifi-
cations forN, and 12 different combinations ofF1 and N,
completing two passes through the 30 classification tasks
plus the consonant identification blocks took 7–9 days,
which were spread over 3–4 weeks.

To check that the final consonants were heard with the
intended nasality, we asked listeners to identify the final con-

sonants in the stimuli~as ‘‘b,’’ ‘‘d,’’ ‘‘m,’’ or ‘‘n’’ ! several
times during the running of the experiment. Trials were pre-
sented in blocks that began with 16 orientation trials in
which the stimuli cycled in a fixed pattern through the four
final consonants, and continued with 96 randomized test tri-
als in which each stimulus was presented once. All other
procedures were identical to those used to collect the vowel
judgments. Feedback was provided to train listeners in hear-
ing the consonants with the intended nasality, but their suc-
cess~see below! suggests that this was unnecessary. Three of
the listeners in the Below condition heard four such blocks,
the fourth listener five. All listeners in the Above condition
heard eight blocks. As there were 24 stimuli for each final
consonant, pooling responses across listeners yields 408 re-
sponses per consonant in the Below condition and 768 re-
sponses per consonant in the Above condition.

B. Results

1. Consonant identification

The overall error rate in consonant identification was
4.2%. This number is much lower than the 25.8% found by

TABLE II. Mean da values~standard errors! across listeners, pooled across replication and final consonant place of articulation. Stimulus parameters areF1

~in Hz! andN @Z~ero!, M~oderate!, and H~eavy!#. The code for the stimuli is given in Table I.
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Kingston and Macmillan~1995!, a result of careful resynthe-
sis of the stimuli. The largest errors were mistaking final@m#
for @b# on 12.7% of trials in the Above condition, and mis-
taking @d# for @n# on 6.7% of trials in the Below condition.
Oral:nasal confusions are thus few enough that the listeners
can be considered to be hearing the vowels in consonantal
contexts that are distinct on the oral:nasal dimension.

2. Vowel classification accuracy

For each pair of stimuli and subject, the data were
pooled across place of articulation of the initial consonant
and repetition of the task to produce a matrix in which each
combination of response and confidence rating to each
stimulus was separately represented. Using the method of
Dorfman and Alf ~1969!, receiver operating characteristic
~ROC! curves were fitted to the multiple estimates of hit and
false-alarm proportions obtained from these matrices. A
natural index of sensitivity is the area under the ROC curve,
which equals optimal proportion correct in a two-alternative
forced-choice task~Green and Swets, 1966; Macmillan and
Creelman, 1991!. We transformed this statistic toda , a dis-
tance measure that generalizes the better-knownd8 to mod-
els of unequal underlying variance~Swets and Pickett, 1982;
Macmillan and Creelman, 1991!. Values of da , averaged

across subjects, with standard errors, are given in Table II.
Four separate subtables are provided to describe the Above
versus Below position of the nasal complex and the Oral
versus Nasal feature of the following consonant.2

The most striking feature of the data is that the nega-
tively correlated two-dimensional comparisons~e.g.,D0 vs
CM! yield in every case greater accuracy than the corre-
sponding positively correlated ones~e.g., C0 vs DM!. The
discrepancy is quite large, averaging 2.39da units. This in-
dicates a perceptual interaction: StimulusC0 is hard to dis-
criminate fromDM because it is lower in bothF1 andN, and
the effects of these differences cancel each other. Stimulus
CM is easy to discriminate fromD0 because it is lower inF1

but higher inN, and the effects of these differences augment
each other. LowerN may cancel lowerF1 by undoing the
lowering of COG, whereas higherN adds to the lowering of
COG ~see Figs. 3 and 4!.

Geometric models of perceptual interaction~like those
used in Kingston and Macmillan, 1995! take advantage of
the status ofda as a distance measure. The data allow us to
test a critical distance axiom, the triangle inequality. Three
sets of conditions can be examined. First, consider stimulus
triples, like $D0,DM ,DH%, that differ only onN. If these
stimuli are represented as points on the same perceptual di-
mension, then we expectda(D0,DM )1da(DM ,DH)

TABLE II. ~Continued.!
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5da(D0,DH); if not, we expect da(D0,DM )
1da(DM ,DH).da(D0,DH). Examining the 16 such
triples in the table, the sum of the smaller values is 0.14da

units lessthan the larger one, a small violation of the triangle
inequality. Second, none of the 48 triples involving the posi-
tively correlated comparisons, e.g.,$D0,DM ,C0% and
$DM ,C0,CM%, violate the triangle inequality becauseda

values for the positively correlated tasks, such asDM vs C0,
are consistently small. The third relevant stimulus set is all
triples, such as$D0,DM ,CM% and $D0,C0,CM%, that in-
clude a negatively correlated comparison (D0 vs CM!. Of 48
such comparisons, 36 fail to satisfy the triangle inequality,
the average discrepancy being 0.34da units.

The violation of the axiom is relatively small in magni-
tude ~equivalent to about 4 or 5 percentage points for ada

values of 2.0!, and could be interpreted as a case of ‘‘more-
than-complete’’ integrality, but the effect is too systematic to
be entirely due to chance. One possible culprit is the implicit
assumption of our detection-theoretic analysis that all distri-
butions have the same covariance matrix; unfortunately, the
experimental design does not allow for a test. We adopt in-
stead a data-analysis strategy that adjusts the perceptual dis-
tances between stimuli so that theydo satisfy the axioms:
multidimensional scaling.

3. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis of
perceptual interaction

We performed multidimensional scaling~INDSCAL! on
the values ofda ; because this statistic is a distance measure,
we constrained the program to fit the actual data in Table II,
not an arbitrary monotonic transformation of them. We ex-
pected that two perceptual dimensions, roughly correspond-
ing to the two stimulus dimensions, would describe the data,
and considered only two-dimensional outcomes. Each sec-
tion of Table II contains all pairwiseda values for both the
High-F1 and the Low-F1 subset~but no comparisons be-
tween these subsets!, so there are eight resulting configura-
tions, shown in Fig. 5. Stress values range from 0.12 to 0.19,
averaging 0.17~Kruskal’s stress formula 1!. The proportion
of variance in the data that is accounted for by distances in
the configurations ranges from 0.63 to 0.91, averaging 0.77.
These moderately low stress values and moderately high
squared correlations imply, for metric scaling, that distances
in the representation are approximately proportional to the
input data, and thus justify the use ofda as a distance
measure.3

How is the nature of perceptual interaction captured by
these representations? Let us first consider the Above/Nasal/
High data @upper right panel of Fig. 5~a!#. A ‘‘centroid’’
~represented by a dot! is shown for each pair of stimuli shar-
ing the same value ofN ~for example,D0 andC0!, and line
segments are drawn in Fig. 5 between pairs of corresponding
centroids~for example, those of$D0,C0% and $DM,CM%!.
Three such segments, for Zero versus MediumN, Zero ver-
sus Heavy, and Medium versus Heavy, indicate the contours
of perceptual change asN is increased, keepingF1 constant.
Three analogous line segments~for example, between the
centers of gravity of$D0,DM % and $C0,CM%) show the

contours of perceptual change asF1 decreases, keepingN
constant.

Degree of interaction can be measured by the angleu at
which anN contour and anF1 contour intersect. An angle of
90 degrees would reflect orthogonality~noninteraction!,
angles of 0 or 180 degrees complete~negative or positive!
interaction. For the$D0,DM,C0,CM% stimulus subset, these

FIG. 5. The MDS configurations for all sets of six stimuli, based on the
classification data of experiment I. In~a! the nasal complex is AboveF1 and
in ~b! it is Below. In each panel, the top row is for High-F1 sets~stimuli Dx
and Cx!, the bottom row for Low-F1 sets ~stimuli Bx and Ax!, the left
column for vowels preceding an Oral consonant, and the right column for
vowels preceding a Nasal consonant. Line segments connect midpoints of
the sides of the implied quadrilateral for each pair ofN values: solid lines
for Zero: Heavy N ~quadrilaterals$D0,DH,C0,CH% for High F1 and
$B0,BH,A0,AH% for Low F1), dashed lines for Zero:Moderate
N ($D0,DM ,C0,CM%, $B0,BM,A0,AM%), and dotted lines for Moderate:
HeavyN ($DM ,DH,CM,CH%, $BM,BH,AM,AH%!.
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contours intersect at an angleu of 56 degrees, indicating that
F1 and N interact moderately in this region of the stimulus
space. We used the angleu to assess the degree of interaction
in all conditions, with the results shown in Table III.

4. Effects of stimulus manipulations

Usingu as a measure, we now summarize the effects of
stimulus variables on the degree of perceptual interaction.4

To evaluate reliability, we applied the method described
above to each listener’s data in each condition,5 and sub-
jected the resultingu values to a repeated-measures
ANOVA. The independent within-subjects variables wereF1

range,N difference, and following consonant nasality; the
independent between-subjects variable was the position of
the nasal pole/zero complex with respect to the oral pole.
There are three major results.

First,F1 andN interacted in our listeners’ perceptions:u
averaged 40 degrees~95% confidence interval566
degrees), and all the values in Table III reflect negative in-
teractions (u,90 degrees), so that an increase inN and a
decrease inF1 had similar perceptual effects~as in Kingston
and Macmillan, 1995!. This conclusion paraphrases the ear-
lier observation that highest discriminability is obtained with
stimuli in which N andF1 covary negatively.

Second,F1 and N integrate more when the nasal pole/
zero complex is below the oral pole (u526 degrees,67 de-
grees! than when it is above@u553 degrees,67 degrees;
F(1,6)540.6,p50.001#. The effect in the Below condition
is qualitatively different from that in the Above condition.
The configurations of the Above-condition stimulus subsets
are approximately parallelograms, and increases inN pro-
duce approximately linear paths through the space; whereas
in the Below condition points in the perceptual space often
do not form parallelograms, and increases inN produce non-
linear paths. In particular, stimuliCH andAH ~heavyN and
the lower value ofF1) differ from the other stimuli in a
direction approximately orthogonal to the dimension along
which the other stimuli vary.

Third, F1 andN were more integral before nasal conso-
nants (u534 degrees,67! than oral ones@u545 degrees,

67; F(1,6)56.68,p50.041#. The difference inu values be-
fore nasal and oral consonants was much smaller when the
nasal pole/zero complex was below the oral pole~25 degrees,
68, versus 27 degrees,610! than above~43 degrees,68,
versus 63 degrees,610!, but the interaction between these
variables did not achieve significance@F(1,6)54.34, p
50.082)#.6

C. Discussion

Experiment I yielded strong evidence of mean-
integrality. We first summarize this evidence and compare
our MDS-psychological space assessment of interaction with
our previous approach. We then examine psychoacoustic
mechanisms that might be responsible for the effect.

1. Evidence of integrality

a. Perceptual-space analysis. Kingston and Macmillan’s
~1995! conclusion thatF1 andN integrate negatively is con-
firmed in these experiments. Using the MDS approach to
assessing interaction, the present data displayu
540 degrees, the earlier data~when reanalyzed with MDS!,
u547 degrees~611!. A better comparison may be with only
the Below data (u526 degrees) or only the Below, Zero
versus Heavy comparisons (u519 degrees), as the stimuli
used to obtain the earlier data had the nasal pole/zero com-
plex below the oral pole and a nasalization difference similar
to that between Zero versus Heavy. Either comparison
clearly supports the major conclusion about the direction of
interaction. Under the reanalysis, the two studies also agree
that the extent of integrality is greater for vowels followed
by a nasal rather than oral consonant. In the present data, a
nasal consonant decreasesu from 45 to 34 degrees overall,
63 to 43 degrees in the Above conditions, 27 to 25 degrees in
the Below conditions; for the Kingston and Macmillan data,
under the revised analysis, the shift is from 69 degrees~68!
to 25 degrees~614!.

The form of the interaction in the Above and Below sets
is qualitatively different. For the Above data, it is clear that
one dimension is related to perceived height, and perceived
nasalization contributes a separate effect. As noted earlier,

TABLE III. Values of u ~in degrees! averaged across listeners~standard errors!, representing extent of perceptual interaction betweenF1 andN in various
stimulus sets. All angles are less than 90 degrees, indicating a negative interaction; angles greater than 90 degrees would indicate a positive one.~Standard
errors for row and column average are based on the number of measurements contributing to the mean, not the number of listeners.!

Stimulus set Nasalization comparison

N-complex
location

Final
consonant F1 region

Zero versus
Moderate

Moderate
versus Heavy

Zero versus
Heavy Average

Above F1 Oral High 29 ~9! 87 ~6! 56 ~11! 57 ~9!
Low 63 ~20! 74 ~4! 69 ~7! 68 ~7!

Nasal High 35~8! 51 ~9! 44 ~8! 43 ~5!
Low 46 ~18! 48 ~16! 37 ~10! 44 ~3!

Average 43~8! 65 ~6! 51 ~5! 53 ~13!

Below F1 Oral High 29 ~10! 32 ~6! 24 ~5! 28 ~4!
Low 34 ~11! 28 ~10! 16 ~5! 26 ~5!

Nasal High 30~14! 20 ~6! 26 ~8! 25 ~5!
Low 30 ~8! 35 ~8! 10 ~5! 25 ~5!

Average 30~5! 28 ~6! 18 ~5! 26 ~2!
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the second dimension for the Below data seems primarily to
distinguish stimuliCH andAH from the other five stimuli in
each set.

There was no interaction between High versus Low
range ofF1 and the location of the nasal complex. According
to Maeda’s~1993! model, listeners expect a shift in the fre-
quency of the nasal complex relative toF1 in the range 360–
500 Hz, but we obtained no evidence for such a shift.

b. Parallelogram models. In our past work we used a
different method to assess degree of interaction from similar
data. Kingston and Macmillan~1995! and Kingstonet al.
~1997!, using only 232 arrays, averagedd8 values for op-
posite sides and fit a parallelogram to points corresponding
to the four stimuli. The degree of interaction was estimated
as an interior angle of this figure. For noiseless data that
actually do form a parallelogram~or a trapezoid!, this
method is equivalent to the one used here, so the present
method can be viewed as an extension and generalization of
the previous one. To compare the two techniques for real
data, we applied both to data from experiment I, and data
from Kingston and Macmillan~1995!.

For the present data, the correlation between the two
values ofu was 0.80, but values ofu obtained from paral-
lelogram analysis were lower than those obtained from MDS
by an average of 32 degrees. For the Kingston and Mac-
millan ~1995! data, values ofd8 representing single-
dimension and correlated task performance by each of the
eight listeners were submitted to INDSCAL, andu values
were calculated from the group solutions according to the
method described earlier. The values are: 8 degrees~63!
before@n#, 42 degrees~622! before@m#, 79 degrees~613!
before @d#, and 60 degrees~610! before @b#. On average,
these figures are 24 degrees higher than those found with the
parallelogram method@10 degrees~616!, 28 degrees~618!,
32 degrees~630!, and 22 degrees~630!, respectively#, al-
though the figure for@n# context is lower. Analyzed this way,
the data show that integrality is stronger before nasal (u
525 degrees) than oral (u569 degrees) consonants, as in
the present experiment.

The discrepancy between the two methods probably
arises because the parallelogram model gives too much
weight to fitting larged8 values accurately. The MDS as-
sumes no specific geometric arrangement, and is thus more
general. In any case, the positive relation between values ofu
obtained by the two methods means that most qualitative
conclusions are unaffected by the choice of technique.7

2. Psychoacoustic analysis

The major psychoacoustic questions raised by this ex-
periment are: What aspects of the stimuli are used by the
listeners in making their classifications? What type of pro-
cessing led to the patterns of perceptual interaction displayed
in Fig. 5 and theu values calculated from them? We consider
the related but different question of the physical correlates of
speechcategoriesin the discussion following Experiment II.

a. Center-of-gravity. For each pair of vowels that was
discriminated in the experiment, we computed differences in
the COGs of the ERB rate spectra~taken from Fig. 4!. The
correlations between COG differences andda , for the Above

and Below stimulus sets and for the@d# and @n# contexts,
averaged 0.72. About half the variance inda values is thus
accounted for COG differences, suggesting that listeners rely
heavily on this stimulus characteristic in classifying these
vowels.

Although previous work on nasalization has suggested
that COG over the low-frequency region plays an important
role in phonetic labeling~see the discussion following Ex-
periment II!, we are aware of no previous work investigating
its role in fixed classification. The COG of our stimuli in-
creases withF1 and decreases withN, so that COG differ-
ences are greater for negatively than for positively
correlated-stimulus pairs. The effect is visible in Fig. 4,
where the negatively correlated stimuli in each 232 subset
are connected by dashed lines and the corresponding posi-
tively correlated stimuli by dotted lines. The difference in
COG ~the vertical discrepancy, not the length of the line! is
uniformly greater for the negatively correlated pairs.

To see that these two effects predict the negative inte-
grality found in our data, focus on the stimulus subarray
$D0,DM ,C0,CM%. The COG values for these four stimuli
are 552, 531, 511, and 493 Hz in the Above condition and
552, 508, 511, and 452 Hz in the Below condition. The dif-
ference betweenDM andC0 ~20 Hz Above and 3 Hz Below!
is much less than that betweenD0 and CM ~59 Hz Above
and 100 Hz Below!, and the discriminabilities follow the
same pattern: For the Above stimuli,d852.51 vs 0.43 before
@d# and 2.66 vs 0.64 before@n#; for the Below stimuli,da

FIG. 6. Schematic spectra of stimuliD0, DM, C0, and CM. Solid lines
represent the frequency and amplitude ofF1 and N1 , the dashed line the
frequency and amplitude of perceivedF1(F18), which is lowered to compen-
sate for the raising produced by nasalization.
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52.18 vs 0.62 before@d# and 2.25 vs 0.73 before@n#. This
asymmetry is captured, in the data analysis, by the statisticu.

Thus there is evidence that COG is important in vowel
classification. However, if decisions were based entirely on
COG, the MDS representations in Fig. 5 would be one-
dimensional, which they are not.

b. Perceived F1. Diehl et al. ~1990! suggested that judg-
ments of both height and nasalization depend on perceived
F1 , and that nasalization modifies this perception. In natural
speech, the presence of nasalization increasesF1 . If, as in
our stimulus set, perceptible nasalization is added andF1

stays the same, the listener may lower the perceived value of
F1 in compensation. That such a process could account for
the integrality we observed is illustrated in Fig. 6, which
displays schematic spectra~cf. Fig. 3! for stimuli D0, DM,
C0, andCM. ~The four spectra have been rearranged to high-
light the key comparisons,D0 vs CM andDM vs C0.! The
dashed lines labeledF18 represent the perceived location of
the first formant after compensation for the raising effects of
nasalization. The compensation process increases theD0-CM
difference and reduces theDM-C0 difference, and this effect
occurs for both the Above and the Below stimuli. Baseline
differences~horizontal and diagonal comparisons, in the fig-
ure! are unaffected.

The Diehl et al. hypothesis also makes a prediction
about pairs of stimuli in which the covariation ofF1 andN
does conform to listeners’ expectations. With such a stimulus
set, performance on the two correlated tasks should be more
equal and the two stimulus dimensions should integrate less.
Kingston and Macmillan~1995! used such a stimulus set. In
their experiment II, stimuli were ‘‘rotated’’ 45 degrees in the
stimulus space so that the A45–D45 stimulus pair differed in
F1 but notN and the B45–C45 stimulus pair differed inN but
not F1 . Compensation for the expected effects of nasaliza-
tion should have lowered perceivedF1 for B45 considerably
relative to C45 because B45 was so heavily nasalized. On the
other hand, the perceptual distance between A45 and D45

should not have been affected by compensation, as they were
both equally nasalized. These effects should at least have
equalized~and perhaps reversed! the differences in perfor-
mance on the correlated tasks, compared to those obtained
with the original unrotated stimulus array. Our MDS reanaly-
sis of the degree of interaction in those experiments confirms
these expectations:u5100 degrees~95% confidence interval
618! overall for the rotated data, 92 degrees~620! before
nasal consonants and 108 degrees~6 18! before oral conso-
nants. These values are all close to 90 degrees, indicating
that performance was nearly equal on the two correlated
tasks.

Compensating for the expected raising ofF1 by nasal-
ization is a top-down process that depends on separating na-
salization fromF1 perceptually. Comparing the COG values
of two stimuli, on the other hand, is an entirely bottom-up
process. We reconsider the effects of COG and perceivedF1

after describing experiment II, and argue that these factors
are also implicated in vowel identification.

III. EXPERIMENT II: TRADING RELATIONS

In this trading-relations experiment, listeners judged a
vowel height continuum while vowel nasalization was varied
~as in Krakowet al., 1988!, and a nasalization continuum
while F1 was varied. Both judgments were made on stimuli
in which the following consonant’s nasality was varied or-
thogonally. Two sets of results are reported here, one ob-
tained from the same listeners who had earlier participated in
experiment I and another from naive listeners. The two
groups are compared to determine the effects of this prior
experience.

A. Methods

1. Stimuli

The vowel array was a finer subdivision of that used in
experiment I. Seven equally spaced values spanned the total
ranges ofF1 and ofN ~see Table I!. Thus, the range ofF1

was 360–500 Hz, with 23–24-Hz intervals between adjacent
F1 values, and the range ofN was 0–90 Hz, with 15-Hz
intervals. Otherwise, the stimuli were constructed in exactly
the same way as in the previous experiment, except that the
initial consonant was always@b#. Four 737 F13N arrays
were constructed by varying the final consonant~@d# or @n#!
and the location of the nasal complex~Above or BelowF1).

2. Subjects

Listeners who participated in experiment I remained in
the same condition, Above or Below. Six additional listeners
heard the Above stimuli, and six more the Below stimuli.
The listeners who had participated in experiment I will be
referred to henceforth as ‘‘trained’’ listeners, those who did
not as ‘‘untrained.’’

3. Procedures

For the trained listeners, experimental blocks of trials
began with 28 ordered orientation trials, which stepped
through the relevant dimension, alternating between the low-
est and highest values of the orthogonal dimension and be-
tween Oral and Nasal following consonants~7 stimulus
values32 following consonants32 endpoints!. The orienta-
tion trials were followed by 98 randomized test trials, one for
each stimulus in the 23737 array. Listeners gave one of
two responses: ‘‘U’’ versus ‘‘O’’~henceforth ‘‘high’’ versus
‘‘mid’’ ! if the relevant dimension wasF1 , and ‘‘oral’’ ver-
sus ‘‘nasal’’ if the relevant dimension wasN. They had 2000
ms to give their response after hearing the stimulus and 1500
ms before the next trial began. Blocks alternated betweenF1

andN judgments, a total of 15 blocks for each dimension in
the Above condition and 17 in the Below condition. Two 2-h
sessions over two days were needed. Other procedural details
were as in experiment I.

A slightly different orientation procedure was used for
the untrained listeners. Before having to categorize the full
stimulus continua, they were presented with one or two
blocks of trials in which the 28 endpoint stimuli were pre-
sented in random order. The listeners responded ‘‘high’’ ver-
sus ‘‘mid’’ or ‘‘oral’’ versus ‘‘nasal’’ and were given trial-
by-trial feedback. One orientation block of this kind was
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FIG. 7. Identification functions for trained listeners responding ‘‘high’’ as
F1 varies ~experiment II!. In ~a!, the nasal complex is AboveF1 , in ~b!
Below. The parameter isN; the symbol 1 indicates 0 Hz, 7 is 90 Hz, and the
other numerals are spaced at 15-Hz intervals between these values. In each
panel, responses to vowels preceding an Oral consonant are displayed at the
top, responses to vowels preceding a Nasal consonant at the bottom.

FIG. 8. Identification functions for untrained listeners responding ‘‘high’’ as
F1 varies~experiment II!. See Fig. 7.
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sufficient for ‘‘high’’ versus ‘‘mid’’ categorization, two for
‘‘oral’’ versus ‘‘nasal’’ categorization. The procedure was
thus the same as for trained listeners, except that untrained
listeners categorized the stimuli for ‘‘high’’ versus ‘‘mid’’ or
‘‘oral’’ versus ‘‘nasal’’ in three successive blocks before
switching to the other categorization. Between 13 and 16
such blocks were run for both categorizations in 2-h time
periods on different days.

Because of occasional failure to respond in the allotted
time, the results reported here for trained listeners are based
on an average of 14 out of the possible 15 judgments per
stimulus per listener for each dimension in the Above con-
dition and an average of 15–16 of the possible 17 judgments
in the Below condition. Results for untrained listeners are
based on an average of 13–16 responses in the Above con-
dition and an average of 15 responses in the Below condi-
tion.

B. Results

1. ‘‘High’’ judgments

The average proportion of ‘‘high’’ judgments is plotted
againstF1 in Fig. 7 for trained listeners and in Fig. 8 for
untrained listeners. The multiple panels reflect the Above/
Below distinction and Oral versus Nasal context, and the
separate functions in each panel are for the seven possible

values of nasalization. Logistic psychometric functions fitted
to the response frequencies were used to estimate a crossover
point, or category boundary—the stimulus value judged 50%
of the time in each category—and a slope.

Category boundaries for ‘‘high’’ judgments are plotted
in Fig. 9~a!. In the Below condition, theF1 crossover point
increases as a function ofN by 35–40 Hz, but in the Above
condition it instead decreases by about 10 Hz. A repeated
measure ANOVA was run in which Trained versus Un-
trained and Above versus Below were between-subjects vari-
ables andN and following consonant were within-subjects
variables. The only significant main effect wasN @F(6,96)
53.28, p50.006# and the only significant interaction was
N3Above/Below @F(6,96)56.84, p,0.001#. Crossover
points decrease slightly and then increase noticeably in the
Below condition as a function ofN, whereas they decrease
steadily in the Above condition@Fig. 9~b!#.

To abstract sensitivity measures for ‘‘high’’ judgments,
we examined the slopes of the psychometric functions in
Figs. 7 and 8; these are plotted in Fig. 10~a!. The slopes are
steeper for the Untrained than the Trained listeners, and in
the Above than the Below condition. In a repeated measures
ANOVA using the same independent variables as in the
analysis of crossover points, only the main effects of the
between-subjects variables, Trained versus Untrained and
Above versus Below, reached significance@Trained versus
Untrained:F(1,16)55.07, p50.039; Above versus Below:
F(1,16)55.30, p50.035#; see Fig. 10~b!. The interaction
between following consonant and Above versus Below ap-
proached significance@F(1,16)53.66, p50.074#, reflecting
steeper slopes before nasal@n# Above but before oral@d#
Below.

2. ‘‘Oral’’ judgments

The average proportion of ‘‘oral’’ judgments for trained
and untrained listeners is plotted againstN in Figs. 11 and
12. The multiple panels reflect the Above/Below distinction
and Oral versus Nasal context, and the separate functions in
each panel are for the seven possible values ofF1 . Logistic
psychometric functions could not always be fit reliably to the
response frequencies, because in many instances~especially
for the untrained listeners! the psychometric functions
changed little as a function ofN. Analysis of the ‘‘oral’’
judgments is based instead on the average proportions of
‘‘oral’’ responses across all sevenN values for each value of
F1 and final consonant.

Mean proportions of ‘‘oral’’ judgments acrossN values
for eachF1 value and following Consonant are plotted in
Fig. 13~a!.8 ‘‘Oral’’ responses increase withF1 generally,
but this effect is relatively small for the untrained listeners in
the Above condition. In a repeated measures ANOVA using
the same independent variables as in the previous analyses,
the only significant main effect was forF1 @F(6,96)
563.82, p,0.001#. F1 also interacted significantly with
Above versus Below@F(6,96)53.28, p50.006# and with
the interaction between Above versus Below and Trained
versus Untrained@F(6,96)54.27,p,0.001#; see Fig. 13~b!.

FIG. 9. Crossover~50% responding points! for ‘‘high’’: ‘‘mid’’ judgments,
from theF1 identification functions in Figs. 7 and 8.~a! Separate lines and
plotting figures are used for each combination of Trained~T! and Untrained
~U! listeners, Above~A! and Below~B! placement of the nasal complex,
and Oral~@d#! and Nasal~@n#! consonant conditions.~b! The average result
for Above and Below. Bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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C. Discussion

The primary interest in these results is in the trading
relations they display betweenF1 andN, and in the effect of
following-consonant nasality on these relations. A prelimi-
nary question concerns the ways in which experience in fixed
classification and consonant identification~experiment I! af-
fected these results. Comparison of the trained and untrained
listeners shows two effects:~1! For ‘‘high’’ judgments, un-
trained listeners weremore sensitive toF1 differences than
trained listeners, and sensitivity in the Above condition ex-
ceeded that in the Below condition more for the trained than
the untrained listeners.~2! For ‘‘oral’’ judgments, untrained
listeners were relatively insensitive toN differences in the
Above ~but not in the Below! condition. The overall pattern
of results was otherwise very similar.

1. Height judgments

The likelihood of a ‘‘high’’ judgment depends onN in
the Below condition, with more nasalized vowels more likely
to be judged ‘‘high’’ @Figs. 7~b! and 8~b!#. On the other
hand, more nasalized vowels are less likely to be judged
‘‘high’’ in the Above condition @Figs. 7~a! and 8~a!#. In-
creases inN produce decreases in COG~see Fig. 4! for both
the Above and Below stimuli and, according to the hypoth-
esis that COG is the mediating variable, more ‘‘high’’ judg-
ments. The COG hypothesis is thus consistent with the Be-
low but not the Above data.

A different hypothesis can account for the discrepancy
between the Above and Below data. Suppose height judg-
ments depend on the intensity of the harmonics on the upper
skirt of the lowest spectral prominence, as well as on its
COG. @This hypothesis is consistent with Assmann’s~1985!
finding that height judgments vary much more with the in-
tensity of harmonics just AboveF1 than those just Below it.#
These harmonics will become more intense asN increases
for the Above but not the Below stimuli, becauseN1 is
Above rather BelowF1 . This increase on the upper skirt can
easily be seen by comparing panels within a row in Fig. 3~a!.
Above, this effect will oppose that of decreasing COG and
may even lead listeners to mistakeN1 for F1 , thus reducing
‘‘high’’ responses asN increases. In the Below condition, on
the other hand, decreasing COG and mistakingN1 for F1

cooperate, markedly increasing ‘‘high’’ responses asN in-
creases.

Krakow and her colleagues have conducted extensive
research on the nasalization–height interaction using the
trading relations paradigm, but their use of an articulatory
synthesizer renders their studies hard to compare with ours.
For example, Krakowet al. ~1988! used a continuum from
‘‘mid’’ @}# to ‘‘low’’ @,#, and found that height judgments
shifted towards ‘‘low’’ when vowels were nasalized. This is
superficially the opposite of our result, but becauseF1 in-
creased in concert withN for their stimuli, the two results are
quite consistent.

2. Nasalization judgments

The likelihood of an ‘‘oral’’ judgment depends strongly
on F1 in both the Above and Below conditions, with stimuli
judged ‘‘high’’ more likely also to be judged ‘‘nasal’’ and
stimuli judged ‘‘mid’’ more likely to be judged ‘‘oral’’
~Figs. 11 and 12!. Further, sensitivity toN differences in
making ‘‘oral’’ versus ‘‘nasal’’ judgments depends non-
monotonically onF1 . As a comparison with Figs. 7 and 8
shows, the effect ofF1 on ‘‘oral’’ judgments was much
stronger than the effect ofN on ‘‘high’’ judgments. TheF1

range is a little over 1.5 times as large as theN range, but
changes response proportions by eight to nine times as much.
Across the 140-HzF1 range, ‘‘oral’’ responses shift from
0.23 to 0.73 on average, whereas across the 90-HzN range,
‘‘high’’ responses shift only from 0.45 to 0.50. Also unlike
the effect ofN on height, this interaction was equally large in
the Above and Below conditions, at least for the trained lis-
teners.

All of these asymmetries may follow from the fact that
height but not nasalization is phonologically contrastive for
American English vowels. In making nasalization judg-
ments, our listeners were likely to have been judging the
stimuli as much if not more in terms of their perceived vowel
height as their perceived nasalization, but in making vowel
height judgments, little if any mirror image effect was likely.

Speakers of Indic languages, in which nasalization is
contrastive, respond more categorically to this feature than
American English listeners~Beddor and Strange, 1982, for
Hindi; Hawkins and Stevens, 1985, for Hindi, Gujerati, and
Bangali!. Hawkins and Stevens also report that Gujerati
speakers showed the greatest degree of categoricalness, fol-

FIG. 10. Slopes for ‘‘high’’:‘‘mid’’ judgments, from theF1 identification
functions in Figs. 7 and 8.~a! Separate lines and plotting figures are used for
each combination of Trained~T! and Untrained~U! listeners, Above~A! and
Below ~B! placement of the nasal complex, and Oral~@d#! and Nasal~@n#!
consonant conditions.~b! The average result for Trained and Untrained lis-
teners. Bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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FIG. 11. Identification functions for trained listeners responding ‘‘oral’’ as
N varies ~experiment II!. In ~a!, the nasal complex is AboveF1 , in ~b!
Below. The parameter isF1 ; the symbol 1 indicates 360 Hz, 7 is 500 Hz,
and the other numerals are spaced at 23- to 24-Hz intervals between these
values. In each panel, responses to vowels preceding an Oral consonant are
displayed at the top, responses to vowels preceding a Nasal consonant at the
bottom.

FIG. 12. Identification functions for untrained listeners responding ‘‘oral’’
asN varies~experiment II!. See Fig. 11.
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lowed by Hindi and Bengali. Hindi and Gujerati listeners
discriminated the intermediate nasalization values better than
the extremes for all of@i, u, Ä, e, o#. For American English
listeners, Hawkins and Stevens found that vowels were dis-
criminated equally well across the nasalization continuum
when the vowel was@i, u, Ä# but best with intermediate na-
salization values when the vowel was@e, o#. A mid-range
peak in nasalization discrimination has thus been consis-
tently observed for mid vowels, both in our experiments (F1

values of 360–500 Hz! and those of Hawkins and Stevens
~400 Hz for@e#, 430 Hz for@o#!, suggesting that our listeners
and theirs responded in terms of the same perceptual effects.

Hawkins and Stevens also observed that whereas the
high and low vowels@i, u, Ä# showed a discrimination peak
near the crossover point for categorizing these vowels as oral
versus nasal, the mid vowels@e,o# showed a peak at the point
whereN1 separates fromF1 spectrally. They suggested that
this separation causes listeners to hear a different vowel
quality, an interpretation compatible with the conjecture that
our listeners used vowel height percepts as much or more
than nasalization percepts in identifying vowels as ‘‘oral’’
versus ‘‘nasal.’’ In Hawkins and Stevens’s high and low
vowel stimuli, @i, u, Ä#, the nasal pole/zero complex was
always well separated from the oral pole, so increasing na-
salization would not bring about a change in vowel quality.
Further evidence that nasalization is perceived differently in
mid than high or low vowels can be found in Beddor and

Hawkins ~1990!. These authors report that in matching na-
salized to oral vowels, American English listeners gave
greater weight toF1 than COG for high and low vowels,@i,
u, ,, Ä#, but more or less equal weight to bothF1 and COG
for mid vowels,@e, o#.

3. Consonantal context

Contrary to past findings, our data donot reveal an in-
teraction between perceived vowel height and the nasality of
the following consonant. In Krakowet al. ~1988!, the bound-
ary shift in height judgments withN did not occur when the
following consonant was nasal, whereas in our data, the shift
was equally strong before a nasal as an oral consonant. Ac-
cording to Kingston and Macmillan’s~1995! reanalysis, Kra-
kow et al. also found greater sensitivity when the vowel and
consonant agreed in nasality:F1 functions were steeper with
higher N for vowels followed by a nasal consonant, but
steeper with lowerN for those followed by a oral consonant.
No such slope differences are found in vowel height judg-
ments reported here; instead, the Above data show consis-
tently greater sensitivity toF1 differences for allN values
before both oral and nasal following consonants than the
Below data, and this difference is greater for trained than
untrained listeners@Fig. 12~a! and ~b!#.

There is a weak interaction between the following con-
sonant’s nasality and the nasal pole/zero complex’s position
relative to the oral pole: Sensitivity toF1 is greater before
@n# Above, but before@d# Below. Experiment I showed that
F1 integrates less with nasalization Above than Below. If
lesser integration means that a vowel is more likely to sound
nasalized for a givenN value Above than Below, then in this
respect our results correspond to those of Krakowet al. in
showing greater sensitivity toF1 when the vowel and con-
sonant agree in nasality. Two caveats are, however, in order:
~1! the effect observed in our data is at best marginally sig-
nificant, and~2! the interaction is not betweenN and conso-
nant nasality, but between the separability of the two dimen-
sions and consonant nasality.

In experiments using a matching paradigm to study
vowel nasalization judgments, Krakow and Beddor~1991!
showed that naturally produced vowels are more reliably
identified as nasalized in isolation and between oral conso-
nants, rather than between nasal consonants, a context in
which their nasalization could be coarticulatory. The psycho-
metric functions for nasalization judgments in our data, on
the other hand, do not differ between oral and nasal contexts
in either the Above or Below conditions. Instead, sensitivity
to N differences is greater for intermediate than extremeF1

values before both oral and nasal consonants, both Above
and Below~Figs. 11 and 12!. Differences in how the conso-
nant nasality contrast was implemented may account for
these disparate effects of context. Krakow and Beddor com-
pared m–n and b–d contexts, Krakowet al. ~1988! b–nd and
b–d contexts, and our experiments C–n and C–d. Again,
however, the discrepancy may involve COG and perceived
F1 : when F1 was high it raised COG and perceivedF1

enough nearly to overwhelm the contrary influence of in-
creasingN on these percepts, and vice versa. As a result,

FIG. 13. Proportion of ‘‘oral’’ judgments, from theN identification func-
tions in Figs. 11 and 12.~a! Separate lines and plotting figures are used for
each combination of Trained~T! and Untrained~U! listeners, Above~A! and
Below ~B! placement of the nasal complex, and Oral~@d#! and Nasal~@n#!
consonant conditions.~b! The average result for each combination of train-
ing and nasal complex placement. Bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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responses crossed over more sharply when the orthogonal
variable, hereF1 , had intermediate values.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION: SENSORY AND
DECISION PROCESSES IN PHONETIC
IDENTIFICATION

Fixed classification and identification provide, we have
argued, rather different information about vowel perception.
In particular, the mean-integrality found in experiment I is
logically unrelated to the boundary shifts observed in experi-
ment II. However, the two tasks must ultimately tap the same
information. In this section we attempt to describe the pri-
mary identification results~boundary shifts and sensitivity
pattern! in terms of a common perceptual space, of the sort
that was derived from fixed classification data.

To start, we return to Fig. 1, which offered some alter-
native interpretations of Repp’s~1982! concept of cue trad-
ing in perceptual-space terms. The results of experiment I
showed that most 232 stimulus subsets were represented by
quadrilaterals that were not rectangular (u590 degrees), but
rather displayed a negative correlation between perceivedF1

and perceivedN ~u averaged 53 degrees in the Above con-
dition, 28 degrees Below!. Of the possibilities outlined in the
Introduction, this arrangement most resembles that of Fig.
1~c!, an elaborated version of which is shown in Fig. 14 for
the $C0,D0,CM,DM % corner of the perceptual space.

The implications of this pattern for identification~ex-
periment II! depend on the listener’s decision boundary. Sup-
pose this boundary is orthogonal to the perceivedF1 axis, as
in Fig. 14~a!. The boundary shift is the difference in propor-
tion of ‘‘high’’ judgments for the nasalized and unnasalized
stimuli, the vertical difference between two identification
functions in graphs like Fig. 7. Expressed inz-units,

boundary shift5z@P~ ‘ ‘high’’ uCM!#

2z@P~ ‘ ‘high’’ uC0!#. ~1!

For the trained observers, we calculated the average bound-
ary shift by this method, with the results shown in Table IV.
For F1 judgments with the Above stimuli, the negative value
indicatesa reducedtendency to say ‘‘high’’ asN increases;
the positive values in the other cases indicate positive inter-
actions between these variables.

From the geometry of Fig. 14~a!, the magnitude of shift
predicted from fixed classification can be expressed9 in terms
of dN8 ~sensitivity toN!, andu:

boundary shift5dN8 cos~u!. ~2!

These values are also given in Table IV, and it is clear that
the observed boundary shifts are smaller than predicted for
both F1 andN judgments.

The assumption of an orthogonal decision rule also
makes a prediction about sensitivity in the identification task.
The observer’s ability to discriminate two stimuli in this con-
dition can be estimated, forF1 judgments, by comparing the
proportion of ‘‘high’’ responses to the stimuli:

dF1
8 ~ identify!5z@P~ ‘ ‘high’’ uD0!#

2z@P~ ‘ ‘high’’ uC0!#. ~3!

Because the decision boundary is perpendicular to the per-
ceived height dimension, thisd8 should be equal to that ob-
tained in fixed discrimination. In fact, as Table IV shows,d8
values estimated from experiment II are about half as large
as the corresponding estimates from experiment I.

Both of these discrepancies between the two experi-
ments, the prediction of too large a boundary shift and lower
sensitivity in experiment II than in experiment I, can be ad-
dressed by modifying a single assumption. As shown in Fig.
14~b!, let us allow the decision boundary to be a straight line
that intersects the optimal boundary at a nonzero anglef.
The decision boundary now depends onboth variables, a
natural geometric interpretation of ‘‘cue trading.’’ Values
Below the boundary are greater in bothF1 andN than cor-
responding values Above it. As Fig. 14~b! shows, the use of
this diagonal decision rule produces a smaller boundary shift
than did the orthogonal rule, namely,

FIG. 14. A corner of a perceptual space that displays perceptual integrality.
The vertical line fromD0 to C0 is the optimal decision axis for a listener
identifying stimuli by theirF1 values. The listener in~a! adopts a decision
boundary orthogonal to this axis, obtains a sensitivityd8(F1) for discrimi-
nating these stimuli equal to that obtained in a fixed classification task, and
displays a boundary shift, that is, will respond unequally to stimuliC0 and
CM. The listener in~b! adopts a nonorthogonal decision boundary shifted by
an angle f from the orthogonal one, obtains a lower sensitivity
d8(F1)cos(f) for discriminatingD0 andC0, and displays a smaller bound-
ary shift.
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boundary shift15dN8 @cos~u!2sin~u!tan~f!#. ~4!

This reduces to Eq.~2! whenf50 degrees.
Perceptual distances between stimuli are now measured

between points projected onto the new decision axis, which
is perpendicular to the decision boundary. Under the diago-
nal strategy for judgingF1 , sensitivity in identification drops
from dF1

8 to

dF1
8 ~ identify!5dF1

8 cos~f!. ~5!

The diagonal rule model, then, predicts that boundary shifts
in identification will be accompanied by lower sensitivity
than in fixed classification, and thus accounts qualitatively
for the important aspects of the data.

Because the model requires just one parameter to de-
scribe both results, it can be quantitatively evaluated. The
parameterf, estimated from Eq.~4!, is given in Table IV. As
Fig. 14~b! illustrates~for F1 judgments, but the result is true
for N judgments as well!, the values obtained mean that lis-
teners employ a decision boundary that depends on bothF1

and N. The last column of Table IV recalculates the pre-
dicted sensitivity in identification assuming the new decision
boundary @Eq. ~5!#. The averaged8 of 0.63 is still
overpredicted—the model calculates 0.91—but the discrep-
ancy is much less than for the orthogonal model, which pre-
dicts the same performance as in fixed classification,d8
51.24. This remaining discrepancy is not entirely unex-
pected in view of the well-known observation that sensitivity
is lower in tasks with large ranges of stimuli, like experiment
II, than in fixed-classification tasks like experiment I~Braida
and Durlach, 1972; Durlachet al., 1989!.

Let us summarize the conclusions to which these calcu-
lations have brought us. Identification functions obtained in
trading-relations experiments provide two key pieces of in-
formation: a slope, which reflects sensitivity, and an inter-
cept. If judgments of one variable actually depend on each of
two variables, as is often postulated, slopes will decrease and
intercepts will shift. That slopes have decreased can be de-
termined by a converging task, fixed classification. Our data,
which display this phenomenon, provide support for a psy-
chophysical model of trading-relations effects. More gener-
ally, they show how multiple tasks, together with a model of
the processes they require, can be used to explore a single
perceptual model in a way that no single task can.

V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND A PROMISSORY
NOTE

In this article, we asked whether there was a perceptual
interaction betweenN andF1 in vowel perception, and if so
how it could be characterized. The tentative answer we have
reached is that there are two distinct interactions in our data.
A fixed classification experiment showed perceptual integral-
ity of N andF1 : IncreasingN or decreasingF1 led to corre-
lated changes in an underlying perceptual space. This is an
interaction in sensitivity. A trading-relations experiment
showed that judgments ofN depend on bothN and onF1 ,
and judgments ofF1 depend on largely onF1 but to a lesser
degree onN. This is an interaction in the decision process
used by our observers.

We have presented a psychophysical analysis that ac-
counts for some aspects of the data, particularly the relation
between the fixed classification and identification data, and
have also provided an entry point to a psychoacoustic analy-
sis of the stimulus correlates of these perceptual outcomes. A
companion paper~Kingston et al., in preparation! describes
yet another experiment on the interaction ofN and F1 that
greatly expands the psychoacoustic analysis, and relates
those results to the present ones.
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APPENDIX: STIMULUS DETAILS

In Tables AI–AIII are listed the values of the synthesis
parameters~in the form of time-value pairs! other thanF1

andN in the vowel: Table AI lists source parameters, Table
AII formant frequencies, and Table AIII format bandwidths
and the frequencies of the nasal pole and zero in final nasal
consonants. All parameters are linearly interpolated between
the target values listed in theses tables.

TABLE IV. Observed sensitivity~experiments I and II! and boundary shifts~experiment II!, together with predictions of orthogonal and nonorthogonal
decision boundaries.

Dimension
judged Stimulus set Fixedda

Identification
da u ~degrees!

Boundary shift
~z-units!

f ~degrees!

Identification
da predicted
by Eq. ~5!Observed

Predicted
by Eq. ~2!

F1
Above 1.23 0.92 53 20.15 0.56 44 1.08
Below 1.52 0.64 28 0.30 1.12 54 0.89

N
Above
Below

0.93
1.27

0.46
0.48

53
28

0.46
0.45

0.74
1.34

16
51

0.89
0.79
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1Generalized Recognition Theory has introduced the termsperceptual sepa-
rability and perceptual integrality ~Ashby and Townsend, 1986! for
~non!interactions inferred from a perceptual space, reserving unmodified
separabilityandintegrality to be used in Garner’s~1974! operational sense.
Perceptual integrality includes changes in variance and correlation as well
as mean, somean-shift~or justmean-! integrality ~Maddox, 1992! is a more
precise term for the kind of interaction shown in Fig. 1~b!.

2Values ofda did not differ significantly with place of articulation of the
following consonant, but were sometimes reliably smaller in the second
than the first repetition. All cases involvedN differences in the Below
condition: for Zero versus ModerateN, da was 1.58~60.28! in the first
repetition and 1.36~60.19! in the second; for Moderate versus HeavyN,
the values were 1.92~60.29! and 1.60~60.24!. Neither place of articulation
nor repetition interacted significantly with any other variable in any 232
subset.

3INDSCAL provides a group solution to the collected individual listeners’
distance matrices, which are composed of theda values for all stimulus
pairs in the High- and Low-F1 ranges. Weights are also provided for each

dimension of the group solution for each listener. The stress values for our
representations are higher than those often reported in the literature, but
comparison is difficult because most applications use~a! more than six
stimuli, and~b! nonmetric algorithms. Several aspects of the data reassure
us. First, within the Above and Below stimulus conditions, the plots for
High- and Low-F1 ranges are very similar. Second, plots for the individual
listeners are very similar to plots based on averages. Third, we also con-
ducted nonmetric analyses. Nonmetric representations are very similar to
metric ones~justifying the treatment ofda as a distance measure! and have
similar stress values~which may therefore be high due to the small number
of stimuli!.

4This rather ‘‘processed’’ statistic is a natural one for our geometric repre-
sentations. It directly reflects the most important qualitative aspect of the
data, the discrepancy between accuracy in classifying positively and nega-
tively correlated pairs. For parallelogram-shaped integrality@as, for ex-
ample, in Fig. 1~b!#, it is equivalent to the measure, also calledu, used by
Kingston and Macmillan~1995!.

5Individual data were derived by applying each listener’s weights for each

TABLE AI. Source parameters for synthesis.

Time ~ms! F0 ~Hz! Time ~ms! AV Time ~ms! OQ ~%! TL ~2dB at 3 kHz!

0 100 0 45 0 75 40
80 100 80 45 70 75 40

Vowel
100 125 90 60 80 50 0
200 125 270 60 250 50 0

Final consonant b,d m,n b,d m,n b,d m,n

280 100 280 45 54 280 75 50 40 14
355 100 355 45 54 355 75 50 40 14
390 100 390 0 0 390 75 50 40 14

TABLE AII. Formant frequencies for synthesis.

Time ~ms! F1 ~Hz! F2 ~Hz! F3 ~Hz! F4 ~Hz!

0 200 900 2100 3250
70 200 900 2100 3250

Vowel
110 Target 1025 2395 3250
250 Target 1025 2395 3250

Final
consonant b d m n b d m n b d m n b,m d,n

280 260 260 220 240 840 1600 840 1240 2300 2795 2300 2590 3250 3750
285 260 260 220 240 840 1600 995 1140 2300 2795 2425 2590 3250 3750
390 260 260 220 240 840 1600 995 1140 2300 2795 2425 2590 3250 3750

TABLE AIII. Formant bandwidths andN1 andN0 values for synthesis. Other parameters were held constant throughout the stimuli: the bandwidths ofN1 and
N0 both590 Hz, F554200 Hz, andB551500 Hz.

Time ~ms! B1 ~Hz! B2 ~Hz! B3 ~Hz! B4 ~Hz! N1 N0

0 1000 1000 1000 1000 280 280
70 1000 1000 1000 1000 280 280

Vowel
110 100 70 90 200 Target Target
250 100 70 90 200 Target Target

Final
consonant b,d m n b,d m m b,d m n b,d m,n b,d m,n b,d m,n

280 1000 230 120 1000 150 250 1000 250 150 1000 200 280 310 280 450
390 1000 125 120 1000 150 250 1000 250 150 1000 200 280 310 280 450
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dimension to the group solution produced by INDSCAL.
6A final finding is peripheral to the major questions being investigated: The
degree to which integrality was stronger in the Below condition was larger
for comparisons involving the stimuli with HeavyN values. The interaction
betweenN difference and Above:Below was not significant, but a planned
comparison of the contrast between the different pairings ofN values was:
F1 and N integrated more when ZeroN was paired with HeavyN(u
535 degrees,65! than when moderateN was paired with heavyN @u
547 degrees,68; F(1,6)56.36,p50.045#. Theu value for the pairing of
Zero with ModerateN, 37 degrees~613!, is similar to that of Zero versus
Heavy N, but does not contrast significantly with that obtained for the
Moderate versus Heavy pairing.

7Experiment I employed a paradigm that is often used to distinguish syn-
dromes of interaction, integrality and separability~Garner, 1974!. We did
not use the complete Garner paradigm, which includes selective and di-
vided attention, and our dependent measure was accuracy rather than the
more common response time. Still, the data could be used to label the type
of interaction as one of a small number of previously identified categories
of perceptual interaction. The most direct approach, with our data, is to
compare baselineda for one-stepN andF1 comparisons with the one-step
correlated values. The result is that correlatedda averages 0.59 units larger,
1.83 to 1.24. This ‘‘correlated gain’’ is larger for the Above conditions
~0.78! than the Below~0.40!, but occurs for both, and for both consonantal
contexts, a pattern that marks the dimensionsF1 and N as ‘‘integral.’’
Examination of Fig. 5, however, makes clear that focusing on a ‘‘correlated
gain’’ reverses the conclusion about the conditions in whichF1 and N
integrate most, foru values deviate more from 90 degrees in the Below
than in the Above condition. There is no real conflict here: The traditional
analysis is operational, whereas ours depends on characteristics of an in-
ferred perceptual space. Another essential, but less easily quantified finding
in this experiment is that the perceptual spacing in the two cases follows a
different pattern; the traditional taxonomy does not distinguish among in-
teractions that differ in this way.

8Mean proportions across the relevant stimulus continuum estimate response
variability as a function of the orthogonal stimulus variables in much the
same way as category boundaries. In a repeated measure ANOVA on mean
‘‘high’’ response proportions, a significant main effect ofN @F(6,90)
55.02,p,0.001# and a significant interaction betweenN and Above ver-
sus Below@F(6,90)525.51,p,0.001# were obtained, as in the comparable
analysis of category boundaries. In addition, a significant interaction was
obtained betweenN, Above versus Below, and Trained versus Untrained
@F(6,90)52.93,p50.012#, reflecting the fact that Above and Below con-
ditions differ more as a function ofN in the responses of the Untrained than
the Trained listeners.

9The formulas are slightly different for the positive integration case~height
judgments in the Above condition!.
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The influence of early reflections on the identification
and lateralization of vowels
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Sound coming directly from a source is often accompanied by reflections arriving from different
directions. However, the ‘‘precedence effect’’ occurs when listeners judge such a source’s direction:
information in the direct, first-arriving sound tends to govern the direction heard for the overall
sound. This paper asks whether the spectral envelope of the direct sound has a similar, dominant
influence on the spectral envelope perceived for the whole sound. A continuum between two vowels
was produced and then a ‘‘two-part’’ filter distorted each step. The beginning of this filter’s
unit-sample response simulated a direct sound with no distortion of the spectral envelope. The
second part simulated a reflection pattern that distorted the spectral envelope. The reflections’
frequency response was designed to give the spectral envelope of one of the continuum’s end-points
to the other end-point. Listeners’ identifications showed that the reflections in two-part filters had a
substantial influence because sounds tended to be identified as the positive vowel of the reflection
pattern. This effect was not reduced when the interaural delays of the reflections and the direct
sound were substantially different. Also, when the reflections were caused to precede the direct
sound, the effects were much the same. By contrast, in measurements of lateralization the
precedence effect was obtained. Here, the lateral position of the whole sound was largely governed
by the interaural delay of the direct sound, and was hardly affected by the interaural delay of the
reflections. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04111-9#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba@JMH#

INTRODUCTION

When sounds are played in a room, the direct sound is
often accompanied by reflections from the room’s surfaces
which arrive at the listener’s ears from various directions.
However, early reflections, arriving up to 50 ms after the
direct sound, are not generally heard separately. They seem
to become perceptually integrated with the direct sound.
Haas~1951! observed that such reflections do contribute to
the apparent level and intelligibility of speech, but the lis-
tener hears only a single overall sound. This is known as the
Haas effect. In addition, the perceived direction of the over-
all sound is largely determined by the direction of its first
arriving part. This is the precedence effect that Wallach,
Newman, and Rosenzweig~1949! observed in the lateraliza-
tion of binaural pairs of clicks. These two effects can often
occur together in various sounds, and they have sometimes
been considered as different aspects of the same basic phe-
nomenon. However, it has been argued that the effects
should be distinguished because of the way that they vary
with the reflections’ latency, which is the delay between the
direct sound and the onset of the reflections. Both the effects
described here become less prominent at longer reflection
latencies, but the Haas effect can occur at longer latencies
than the precedence effect~McFadden, 1973; Hartmann,
1997!.

It has been suggested that the directional information in
early reflections is suppressed when the precedence effect
occurs~Zurek, 1987!. However, in the lateralization of click

stimuli it can be shown that reflections do influence the lat-
eral position of the overall sound when they arrive within 2
or 3 ms of the first click~Tollin and Henning, 1998, 1999!.
In these experiments, the reflections’ influence seems to
come about through their contribution to the spectral charac-
teristics of the overall sound. For longer reflection latencies,
the directional information in the leading click dominates
judgments of the sound’s lateral position, although direc-
tional information in a reflection does remain accessible to a
small extent in these circumstances~Stellmack, Dye, and
Guzman, 1999!.

Early reflections can have a substantial influence on the
apparent level of the overall sound when the precedence ef-
fect occurs, as Haas~1951! had noticed with speech signals.
Similar effects can be observed with simpler sounds, such as
the brief noise bursts studied by Freyman, McCall, and Clif-
ton ~1998!. They found that listeners could detect intensity
changes in an early reflection as easily as they could detect
intensity changes in a direct sound. This ability was attrib-
uted to the detection of loudness changes in the overall
sound. It indicates that the early reflections had an influence
on loudness that was just as great as the influence from the
direct part of the sound.

Early reflections can also give rise to filtering effects,
which alter the spectral envelope of sounds. The frequency
characteristics of this filtering can be found with a sound that
is a single impulse, by taking the Fourier transform of the
direct sound along with its time-delayed reflections. The ef-
fects of these reflections on other sounds’ spectral character-
istics can then be readily obtained~e.g., by multiplying the
magnitude values at corresponding frequencies in the spectraa!Electronic mail: syswatkn@reading.ac.uk
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of the impulse response and the sound in question!. The per-
ceptual consequences of this might be a change or ‘‘colora-
tion’’ of the perceived tonal balance of a sound, so that its
timbre is affected~Barron, 1971; Berkley, 1987!. In some
circumstances such coloration effects can appear to be sup-
pressed when the precedence effect occurs, as was shown by
Zurek~1979!. He considered the dichotic situation that arises
when a flat-spectrum noise source, which is located straight
ahead of the listener, contains a single reflection that comes
from one side. The reflection considered was specular, which
means that all frequencies are reflected by an equal amount.
Adding such a reflection brings about spectral-envelope per-
turbations in the signals at each ear. These ‘‘combfilter’’
patterns have a peak at a frequency that is the inverse of the
reflection’s latency as well as peaks at integer multiples of
this frequency. The valley floors~tips of the comb’s teeth!
are at frequencies halfway between the peaks~on a linear
frequency scale!. The reflection’s latency will be different at
each ear because its angle of arrival adds an interaural delay
to the reflection’s latency at one ear. This reduces the inter-
aural correlation of the sound’s spectral envelopes in a way
that depends on the reflection’s latency and its angle of ar-
rival. Zurek ~1979! suggested that this might give rise to
suppression of coloration if the monaural representations of
spectral magnitude are summed binaurally. When such a
summation is applied to combfilter patterns that arise from
reflection latencies that differ by an interaural delay, it will
give rise to a smoother spectral envelope than that of either
monaural pattern alone. This idea was supported by Zurek’s
~1979! experiments where the reflection’s amplitude was
varied, and listeners were required to detect its presence. The
reflection was much harder to detect in dichotic conditions
than it was in diotic control conditions where each ear re-
ceived the same combfilter pattern. This was true for reflec-
tion latencies shorter than about 5 or 10 ms when the inter-
aural delay was 0.5 ms.

In other circumstances the coloration effects of reflec-
tions appear to persist when the precedence effect occurs.
This can be used to improve the quality of sound in various
ways, as reviewed by Gardner~1968, 1969!. These applica-
tions include lecture and concert-hall design, where the ef-
fect is particularly useful when a ‘‘sound re-enforcement’’
system is provided. Such systems amplify the signal from a
microphone close to the speaker or performer, and deliver
the sound from a loudspeaker that is closer to the listeners. A
suitable delay is added to the amplified signal to give the
precedence effect, so that listeners get the impression that the
overall sound comes from the person producing it. The over-
all sound is louder under these conditions, but the overall
spectral envelope of the delayed sound seems also to be in-
corporated. This was shown in a lecture-room demonstration
referred to by Gardner~1969!. The demonstrator mingled
with the audience holding a miniature speaker which had a
narrow-band frequency response and which would normally
give a tinny sound. However, this loudspeaker played the
same signal as a broadband loudspeaker in a fixed position at
the front of the lecture room. The apparent sound source was
located at the tinny speaker when it was closer to listeners,
but its sound seemed to have the rich and full qualities of the

more distant broadband speaker. When the broadband
speaker was switched off, the tinny quality of the miniature
speaker was now much more evident.

The setup described by Gardner is like room conditions
where reflections from surfaces are nonspecular, as they of-
ten are. When this is the case the sound’s frequencies are
reflected by different amounts, and in a pattern that will ar-
rive at both of the listener’s ears. In this way, nonspecular
reflections can give rise to interaurally correlated alterations
of spectral envelopes. Such alterations would therefore per-
sist when there is the binaural summation described by Zurek
~1979!. This might serve to provide information about the
acoustic properties of the environment~Benade, 1976; Clif-
ton and Freyman, 1997!. Conversely, there may be distorting
effects that are detrimental when the sound’s spectral enve-
lope contains characteristics that are important for identifica-
tion. This coloration might affect characteristics of musical
instruments~Risset and Wessel, 1972! as well as character-
istics of vowel and consonant sounds in speech~Haggard,
1974; Watkins and Makin, 1996!.

In the binaural conditions of everyday listening situa-
tions, it can seem that coloration is less apparent than it is
when listening monaurally. Some authors have therefore
suggested that there is some binaural suppression of colora-
tion, or ‘‘decoloration,’’ that occurs even when the reflection
patterns give rise to interaurally correlated distortions of the
spectral envelope~Blauert, 1997; Hartmann, 1997!. This
type of suppression might therefore happen when the prece-
dence effect occurs~Moore, 1997!. Another possibility is
that decoloration goes hand-in-hand with the Haas effect, so
that it happens when there is perceptual integration of early
reflections with the direct sound. The present experiments
were designed to test these two ideas.

Coloration effects are measured here by listeners’ iden-
tifications of a vowel continuum between ‘‘itch’’ and
‘‘etch.’’ These sounds are played through ‘‘two-part’’ filters
that simulate a direct sound that is followed by a reflection
pattern. The direct, first-arriving sound is simulated here
with a single unit sample at the beginning of the unit-sample
response of a two-part filter.~A filter’s unit sample response
being the digital equivalent of its impulse response.! The
direct sound’s spectral envelope is thus not altered. The sec-
ond part of the two-part filter’s unit-sample response is one
of two ‘‘reflection-pattern’’ filters. These patterns are de-
signed to resemble a reflection from a room’s surface, with a
sharp onset and smoother decay. The frequency responses of
these reflection patterns are the difference between the spec-
tral envelopes of the vowels at each end of the continuum.
Thus, there are two of these filters. They have opposing ef-
fects on the spectral envelopes of the continuum’s members,
making them more like one or another end-point vowel.

Listeners’ identifications are used to calculate the con-
tinuum’s phoneme boundary, which is conventionally de-
fined as the continuum step or point between steps that lis-
teners identify as ‘‘itch’’ on 50% of trials and as ‘‘etch’’ on
the rest. This boundary can be calculated from the total num-
ber of itch responses to the full continuum, which is the
method that is used here. Coloration effects may thus be
judged by comparing phoneme boundaries for continua that
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have been played through two-part filters containing the dif-
ferent reflection patterns. The difference between these pho-
neme boundaries is an indicator of the amount of coloration
from the reflection patterns. When coloration from early re-
flections is suppressed, there will be less of a difference be-
tween the phoneme boundaries for the two types of reflection
pattern.

Experiment 2 asks whether there is more suppression of
coloration when the reflections’ interaural delay is substan-
tially different from that of the direct sound. These condi-
tions are compared with conditions where the reflections and
direct sound have the same interaural delay. Experiment 3
asks whether the reflection patterns can give more coloration
when the temporal order of the direct sound and reflections is
reversed. If the perceptual integration of early reflections is
accompanied by some decoloration, then there will be more
coloration when the ‘‘reflections’’ are caused to precede the
direct part of the sound.

Experiments 1a and 1b check that the precedence effect
happens with these stimuli. Lateralization of the continuum’s
mid-point is measured for the conditions of experiment 2.
This is done with a paired-comparison procedure~Wood-
worth and Schlosbeg, 1954! where listeners decide whether
the second of two successive sounds is to the right or to the
left of the first. This experiment also checks the directional
information in the part of the sound that emerges from the
reflection-pattern filter. This part is played without the direct
sound, and its lateralization is measured with the paired-
comparisons method.

It has been found that the strength of the precedence
effect decreases at very short reflection latencies as well as at
long latencies. At short latencies there can be ‘‘summing
localization,’’ whereby the reflections’ direction has a strong
influence on the overall sound’s direction~Blauert, 1997!.
The reflections’ latency was therefore varied in all three ex-
periments here, to check for changes in the strength of the
precedence effect and of any associated coloration-
suppression effects.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Test-word continuum between itch and etch

A continuum was formed between itch /(#b/ and etch
/}#b/. Recordings of tokens of these end-point words and of
/##b/ were obtained from a male speaker~A.J.W.!. Record-
ings were made in an IAC 1201 booth using a Sennheiser
MKH 40 P48 microphone. These signals were amplified
~Revox A77!, low-pass filtered at 9 kHz with a 48-dB per
octave cutoff slope~Kemo VBF8!, digitized with 16-bit reso-
lution at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz~Data Translation
DT2823!, and stored with the Interactive Laboratory System
~ILS! programRDA ~Signal Technology, 1989! running on a
Victor PC386 computer. The recording of /##b/ was divided
into a 170-ms vowel, and a closure with affricate /#b/ lasting
340 ms. Digital waveforms of these sounds and the tokens of
end-point vowels were transferred to a Sun Sparcstation
computer for processing.

Signal-processing methods used to form the continuum
were similar to those described in Watkins~1991! except that

unless otherwise stated the filtering operations used the zero-
phase methods described in Watkins and Makin~1994! to
preserve the time-alignment of a filter’s input and output.

Spectral envelopes of the end-point vowels were ob-
tained from a linear prediction~LP! lattice analysis of 16-ms
segments of the recorded vowels, with segments centered at
28 ms from the vowels’ nominal onset. The vowels of the
continuum were derived from the recording of /#/ in /##b/.
This sound was spectrally flattened using a linear prediction
method~Watkins, 1991! before being passed through a re-
shaping filter. To generate the vowel for the itch end-point,
the reshaping filter’s frequency response was the spectral en-
velope from /(/. Similarly, the spectral envelope from /}/ was
used to generate the vowel for the etch end-point. Interme-
diate steps were generated with filter responses that were
found by interpolating between the end-point spectral enve-
lopes. Interpolation values between 0.1 and 0.9 in steps of
0.1 were used along with the end-points~interpolations50.0
and 1.0! to give an 11-step continuum. The /#b/ from /##b/ was
appended to each of these sounds to form the words of the
continuum. Other details of this method are the same as in
Watkins ~1991!.

Experiment 1 uses only the mid-point of this continuum,
where the interpolation is 0.5. The waveform and spectrum
of this sound’s vowel are shown in Fig. 1.

B. Two-part filters that give a direct sound and a
reflection pattern

These filters aim to bring about effects that are similar to
those when a sound passes through a room. Accordingly,
filtering is performed by way of a single, linear convolution
with the filter’s unit-sample response. The unit-sample re-

FIG. 1. Waveform~a! and spectrum~b! of the vowel from the test-word
continuum’s mid-point. The upper trace is an FFT of the filter function used
to shape the spectral envelope of this vowel, calculated as described in the
text. The lower trace is an FFT of the first 51.2 ms of the vowel, using a
Hanning window. The zero of the spectrum’s dB ordinate is arbitrary.
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sponses are in two parts, as shown in Fig. 2. The first part
simulates the sound that arrives directly from a source. It is a
single unit sample, followed by a delay~samples set to zero!.
Thus, if sounds were played through only the first part of the
filter, their spectral envelopes would not be altered. The sec-
ond part of two-part filters is a reflection-pattern filter, de-
signed to resemble a pattern of early reflections from a
room’s surface. It therefore has a fairly sharp onset and
smoother decay. As nonspecular reflections are considered,
the reflection pattern must extend over some brief period of
time so that it alters the sound’s spectral envelope. This time
period was restricted to 20 ms for the reflection patterns that
were used here.

There is a delay between the direct sound and the onset
of the reflection pattern, which simulates travel-time differ-
ences between the direct sound’s route and the reflections’
route from the source to the receiver. Values used for this
‘‘reflection latency’’ were 0.5, 1, or 2 ms. These were se-
lected with the aim of finding a region where the precedence
and Haas effects would both occur, while bearing in mind
the 20-ms duration of the reflection pattern. Results from
experiments with specular reflections~Blauert, 1997! were
used as a rough guide, while the final values were selected
after some pilot listening.

The reflection patterns used are the unit sample re-
sponses of ‘‘spectral difference filters’’~Watkins, 1991!.
Such filters’ frequency responses are designed to change the
spectral envelope of the vowel at one end of the continuum
to give it the spectral envelope of the vowel at the other end
of the continuum. Their frequency responses therefore aim to
be the difference between the spectral envelopes of the vow-
els /(/ and /}/. Hence, there are two reflection-pattern filters,
‘‘/ (/ minus /}/’’ and ‘‘/ }/ minus /(/,’’ and their frequency
responses are shown in Fig. 3.

In designing the reflection-pattern filters, there was a
‘‘target’’ frequency response. This response was the differ-

ence of spectral envelopes obtained from the recordings of
the vowels /(/ and /}/ and used in a zero-phase filter, as
described previously~e.g., Watkins and Makin, 1994!. A sig-
nal that was a unit sample followed by 1023 samples set to
zero was then played through this zero-phase filter. The re-
sulting ‘‘obtained’’ signal’s fast fourier transform~FFT! is
only a crude approximation to the target frequency response.
To improve the approximation an iterative technique was
used. The FFT of the obtained signal~in dB! was subtracted
from the target’s FFT~also in dB! and this difference was
used to zero-phase filter the obtained signal. The result then
becomes the obtained signal for the next iteration, and so on.
After 200 iterations the resulting unit-sample response was
truncated to 20 ms~400 samples! and the final 10 ms was
multiplied by the right-hand half of a Hanning window. The
resulting filters’ frequency responses were close to those of
their targets, as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 also shows that the
temporal responses of these filters have the desired charac-
teristics, in that they have similarities to reflections from a
surface.

The unit-sample responses of the reflection-pattern fil-
ters were scaled to give them both the same root-mean-
squared level. This level was that of an equivalent specular
reflection ~a unit sample followed by 399 samples set to
zero!.

In order to generate interaurally delayed reflections,
there were versions of the two-part filters with 0.6 ms added
to the reflections’ latency, as shown in Fig. 2. To generate an
interaural delay of the direct sound, there were versions of
the two-part filters where the onset of the direct sound was
delayed by 0.6 ms, also as shown in Fig. 2.

The frequency responses when first and second parts of
filters are combined are shown in Fig. 4. They differ from
responses of reflection-pattern filters alone in that their con-
trast, i.e., the difference in dB between peaks and valleys, is
generally lower. There is also a combfiltering effect associ-
ated with the reflections’ latency~Zurek, 1979!. Neverthe-

FIG. 2. Cartoons representing the temporal responses of the two-part filters
that are used to simulate a direct sound followed by a pattern of early
reflections. The upper three rows represent the relationships among onset
times used for the direct sound and the reflections. Playing a test word
through two filters separately produces binaural signals. Different combina-
tions of the onset times in these filters give the various interaural time delays
~ITDs! for the direct sound and reflections that are used in different experi-
mental conditions. The bottom row represents a reversed two-part filter that
was used in experiment 3.

FIG. 3. The two reflection patterns. These are the unit-sample responses~a!
and frequency responses~b! of filters used to simulate a reflection from a
surface. The lower~solid line! traces of the frequency responses are FFTs
~rectangular window! of the unit-sample responses after they were extended
with samples set to zero to 51.2 ms. The upper~dotted line! traces of the
frequency responses are the ‘‘target’’ spectra for these filters, as explained
in the text. The zero of the dB ordinate for the frequency-response traces is
arbitrary.
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less, features of the reflection-pattern filter’s response, shown
in Fig. 3, are still evident in the response of both parts to-
gether.

Test words were played through binaural versions of
these filters in which the signals for each channel were fil-
tered separately. Using appropriate combinations, the direct
sound could be given one of three interaural delays. Simi-
larly, the reflections’ and direct sound’s interaural delay
could be made the same, or the reflections’ interaural delay
could be 0.6 ms larger or smaller than that of the direct
sound. The values used for the direct sound’s interaural de-
lay were20.575, 0.025, and 0.625 ms.~These values arise
because the digital-to-analog conversion of the DT2823 al-
ternates between channels with a period of 0.025 ms when
the sampling frequency is 20 kHz on each of 2 channels, as
it is here.!

Figure 4 also shows the effects that binaural summation
of the monaural representation of spectral power~Zurek,
1979! has on these filters’ frequency responses. The bottom
panels show this summation for the response of two binaural
filters that contain the reflection-pattern filters of the column.
The frequency responses of the two channels are those
shown in the top and middle panels of the column. The
summed frequency responses still contain features of the in-
dividual reflection-pattern filters, despite the interaural delay.
Thus, there is an interaurally correlated component to the
spectral-envelope distortion that is generated by these filters.
On the other hand, some of the combfiltering effect does
seem to have been reduced by the summation as the interau-
ral delay has decorrelated this aspect of the frequency re-
sponse pattern.

Informal listening tests indicated that the Haas effect
was reasonably strong with these sounds. When test words
were played through both parts of the filters, there was gen-
erally the impression of an overall sound with a single iden-

tity coming from a particular spatial location. This was true
for all the binaural configurations and for both reflection-
pattern filters. Nevertheless, it was possible to identify the
presence of some ‘‘echo’’ in these sounds, especially when
they were compared with a test word that had not been
played through a two-part filter.

C. Design

Experiment 1a asks whether the interaural delays in the
different parts of the two-part filters are sufficient to bring
about appropriate spatial effects in headphone listening. It
measures lateralization of sounds filtered only by the direct-
sound part of the filter, as well as lateralization of sounds
filtered only by the reflection pattern. Experiment 1b mea-
sures lateralization of sounds filtered by both parts of the
two-part filters to establish whether the precedence effect
occurs with these stimuli. It measures the effect of interaural
delays in the reflection pattern on the direction heard for the
whole sound.

Lateralization was measured using a paired-comparisons
procedure~Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954!. In each ex-
perimental condition there was a set of eight sounds that had
different types of interaural delay. On each trial, subjects
heard two sounds from this set that were played successively
and separated by a silent gap of 500 ms. Subjects selected
their response from two buttons labeled ‘‘second sound is to
the left of the first’’ and ‘‘second sound is to the right of the
first.’’ In this way, each sound in a set of eight was compared
with every other sound in the set, and each comparison was
presented in both orders. Therefore, each sound appeared in
14 of the 56 trials. From these data, the number of times that
each sound was judged to be to the right was obtained. This
was the number of ‘‘to the left’’ responses when the sound

FIG. 4. Frequency responses of the two-part filters used to simulate a direct sound followed by reflections, with the two reflection patterns in different columns
as indicated. The traces are FFTs~rectangular window! of unit-sample responses that were extended with samples set to zero to 51.2 ms. The top row shows
the responses for the reflection latencies indicated, and for a direct sound onset at zero. The middle row shows the responses when a delay~ITD! of 0.6 ms
is added to the reflections’ latency. These two rows of panels show the responses of all the filters used here because filters with the same time interval between
the direct sound and reflections have the same frequency response. The lower traces of the bottom panels show binaural summation of spectral power when
one monaural channel has the response in the column’s top panel and the other has the response in the column’s middle panel. The zero of the dB ordinate
is arbitrary.
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was the first in a pair, added to the number of ‘‘to the right’’
responses when the sound was second in a pair.

Right was the ‘‘positive side’’ for half of the subjects in
a condition, meaning that interaural delays leading to the
right ear were designated as positive, while delays leading to
the left ear were designated negative. For these subjects, the
proportion of positive-side responses for a sound was the
number of times it was judged to the right, divided by 14.
For the other subjects left was the positive side, and their
headphones were worn the other way around. Thus, the in-
teraural delay in a sound that led to the right ear for right-
positive subjects was caused to lead to the left ear for left-
positive subjects. For left-positive subjects, the proportion of
positive-side responses for a sound was the number of times
it was judged to the left, divided by 14.

In experiment 1a, the paired-comparison set comprised
test sounds filtered only by the direct-sound part of two-part
filters, along with test sounds filtered only by one of the
reflection patterns. Each subject judged a set of eight that
contained four sounds with one of the reflection patterns,
then, after a short break they judged a set of eight that con-
tained four sounds with the other reflection pattern. The
other sounds in the two sets were the direct sound only, and
they were the same four in each set. Two of the four subjects
judged the set with sounds that had the /(/ minus /}/ reflec-
tion pattern, and then judged the other set. The other two
subjects judged the two paired-comparison sets in the oppo-
site order. The direct sound and the reflection pattern had one
of the three interaural delays, giving six of the sounds in the
paired-comparison set. The two other sounds in the set were
duplicates of the two with an interaural delay of 0.025 ms.
This was done in order to achieve comparability with experi-
ment 1b, which requires there to be eight sounds in the set.
Proportions of positive-side responses to duplicates were av-
eraged within the pairs for each subject before any subse-
quent analysis.

In experiment 1b, the test sound was played through
both parts of two-part filters. The direct sound had one of the
three interaural delays. The reflection pattern had either the
same interaural delay as the direct sound, or an interaural
delay that differed by 0.6 ms. This was done using appropri-
ate combinations of delays in the filters at each ear, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2, giving eight types of interaural delay. For
four of these types, the interaural delays of the direct sound
and reflection pattern are different. For the other four types,
the interaural delays of the direct sound and reflections are
the same. There are two sounds where the direct sound and
the reflections both have an interaural delay of 0.025 ms; one
of these has 0.6 ms added to the reflections’ latency while
the other does not. The reflections’ latency was 0.5 ms for
one group of four subjects, 1 ms for a second group of four
subjects, and 2 ms for a third group of four subjects. Each
subject judged a set of eight sounds that had one of the
reflection patterns; then, after a short break they judged a set
of eight sounds that had the other reflection pattern. The
order of the two sets was counterbalanced across subjects
along with positive side, as in experiment 1a.

D. Procedure

Sounds were delivered binaurally to subjects on-line un-
der the control of the PC386 computer. Analog signals were
generated from the digital waveforms with 16-bit resolution
at a conversion rate of 20 kHz per channel~Data Translation
DT2823! using the ILS programLDA. These signals were
low-pass filtered at 9 kHz with a 48-dB per octave cutoff
slope ~Kemo VBF8! and presented to subjects with Sen-
nheiser HD480 headphones at 53-dB sound-pressure level in
an IAC 1201 booth.

There were 16 subjects in the four groups who were
untrained and who reported no hearing problems. They were
run one at time, and they took between 6 and 7 min each to
judge one paired-comparison set. A different random order
of trials was obtained before administering a paired-
comparison set to a subject. The task was briefly explained
but there were no practice trials. A pair of sounds was pre-
sented on each trial and the subject responded by pressing
one of the two buttons. Visual prompts to listen or to respond
were conveyed by messages on the computer’s screen. The
computer waited for the subject’s button-press before record-
ing the response and presenting the next trial, so that a re-
sponse was necessary for progress from trial to trial. No
feedback was provided, and a minimum intertrial interval of
4 s was enforced.

E. Results of experiment 1a

Results of experiment 1a are shown in Fig. 5. An analy-
sis of variance was performed on the proportions of positive-
side responses. The three factors were all within-subject, as

FIG. 5. Data from experiment 1a where the test word was filtered by only
the direct sound or by only the reflection pattern. Plots are means of the
proportion of positive-side responses across the four subjects as a function
of interaural delay. Bars are one standard error on each side of the mean,
and are only shown when they extend outside the data point. Data from the
two paired comparison sets are shown in the rows, and the reflection pattern
used in each set is indicated in the row’s right-side panel.
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follows; direct sound versus reflection pattern~two levels!,
interaural delay~three levels!, and type of reflection pattern
in the paired-comparison set, i.e., /(/ minus /}/, or /}/ minus
/(/ ~two levels!. There was a significant main effect of inter-
aural delay@F(2,6)51046.5, Huynh–Feldt epsilon50.82,p
,0.0001#, indicating that clear spatial effects were heard.
There were no other significantF-ratios. These data indicate
that the sounds are heard to have distinct lateral positions
relative to one another, and these positions correspond to the
sounds’ interaural delays. The spatial influences of interaural
delays in the reflection patterns are substantial when there is
no direct sound, and these effects are similar to those of
interaural delays of the direct sound alone.

F. Results of experiment 1b

A three-way analysis of variance was performed on the
proportions of positive-side responses. There was one
between-subject factor, which was the reflections’ latency
~three levels!. The two within-subject factors were the type
of interaural delay~eight levels!, and the type of reflection
pattern in the paired-comparison set, i.e., /(/ minus /}/, or /}/
minus /(/ ~two levels!. This analysis revealed only one sig-
nificantF-ratio, which was a main effect of type of interaural
delay @F(7,63)5163.5, Huynh–Feldt epsilon50.86, p
,0.0001#.

Mean proportions of positive-side responses are plotted
in Fig. 6, pooled across the paired-comparison sets with the
two different types of reflection pattern. Data are shown for
each of the reflection latencies, and are plotted against inter-
aural delay in two ways. In the left-side panels, the direct
sound’s interaural delay is the abscissa value. The same data
are plotted in the right-side panels, but here the reflection
pattern’s interaural delay is the abscissa value. A precedence
effect should lead to better correspondence of the data in the
left-side panels, with data from sounds where the interaural
delays of the direct sound and reflection pattern are different
aligning with data from sounds where these interaural delays
are the same. A substantial precedence effect is apparent.

To test for a precedence effect statistically, correlations
were performed for the two types of pairing used in Fig. 6.
The data were the proportions of positive-side responses
from each subject and from each condition. Data from
sounds where the interaural delays of direct sound and re-
flections were different were each paired with data from a
corresponding sound where these delays were the same. The
correspondence was either between the interaural delays of
the direct-sound parts, or between the interaural delays of the
reflection patterns. For the purposes of this part of the analy-
sis, the data from the two interaural delays where the direct
sound and reflections were both 0.025 ms were pooled by
taking their average for each subject and for each condition.
Each of these averages therefore appears in two of the pairs
in both types of pairing. Pairing by interaural delay of the
direct sound gives an overall correlation that is high and
positive ~Pearson’sr 50.893, n596, p,0.001), whereas
pairing by interaural delay of reflections gives a correlation
that is weak~Pearson’sr 50.029,n596, p.0.05). The dif-
ference between these correlation coefficients is significant
using Hotelling’s test of the difference between two Pear-

son’s r’s that are nonindependent@t(93)513.63,
p,0.0005#. Thus, over all conditions there is a reliable and
substantial precedence effect.

Correlations for the two types of pairing were also ob-
tained for each of the three reflection latencies separately.
Values of Pearson’sr for pairing by interaural delay of the
direct sound are all high and positive. They are 0.882, 0.859,
and 0.955 for the latencies 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 ms, respectively
(n532, p,0.0001, in each case!. For these same latencies,
values of Pearson’sr for pairing by reflections’ interaural
delay are all weak, being 0.196,20.025, and20.099, for the
latencies 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 ms, respectively (n532, p.0.05
for each of the three!. The differences between the correla-
tion coefficients at each latency are all significant@t(29)
59.51, p,0.0005; t(29)56.53, p,0.0005; and t(29)
514.7, p,0.0005 for the latencies 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 ms,
respectively#.

FIG. 6. Data from experiment 1b where the test word was filtered by both
the direct sound and the reflection pattern using two-part filters. The filter’s
reflection latency varies from row to row as indicated. Plots are means of the
proportion of positive-side responses across the four subjects in each
reflection-latency group. The data is plotted in two ways to determine
whether the direct sound’s interaural delay has more influence on sounds’
directions than the reflection pattern’s interaural delay. Accordingly, the
experiment’s data are plotted against the direct sound’s interaural delay in
the left-side panels, and the same data are plotted against the reflections’
interaural delay in the right-side panels. The circles connected by a dotted
line are for conditions where the direct sound and reflections have the same
interaural delay, so these data points do not change their alignment on the
two abscissas. The triangles are for conditions where the interaural delays of
the direct sound and the reflections differ by 0.6 ms. Bars are one standard
error on each side of the mean, and are only shown when they extend
outside the data point.
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These analyses indicate that the influence of the reflec-
tions’ interaural delay on the sounds’ lateral positions is gen-
erally negligible. Hence, with the present stimuli there is
little or no summing localization~Blauert, 1997!. By con-
trast, there is clearly a substantial precedence effect at each
of the reflection latencies.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Rationale

Experiments 1a and 1b have shown that the directional
information in the simulated reflection patterns has little in-
fluence on the direction heard for the overall sound, so that
there is a precedence effect. Experiment 2 asks whether this
effect is accompanied by a binaural suppression of colora-
tion. If this is the case, then a difference between the inter-
aural delays of the direct sound and the reflection pattern
might bring about a reduction in the coloration from the
reflection pattern.

Coloration effects are measured here by identifications
of all the members of the itch to etch continuum. These
sounds are played through two-part filters with the different
reflection patterns to see if they give different phoneme
boundaries. Binaural suppression of coloration should lead to
a smaller difference between these phoneme boundaries in
conditions where the interaural delays of the direct sound
and the reflection pattern are different.

B. Method

A word from a continuum was presented on each trial
and subjects identified the word by pressing either a button
labeled itch or one labeled etch. Visual prompts to listen or
to respond were conveyed by messages on the computer’s
screen.

Each subject heard the test words from 16 continua:
eight of these continua were played through two-part filters
containing one of the reflection patterns, while the other
eight continua were played through two-part filters contain-
ing the other reflection pattern. For each type of reflection
pattern there were four continua where the two-part filter’s
direct sound and its reflection pattern had the same interaural
delay, along with four continua where these interaural delays
differed by 0.6 ms. Different interaural delay conditions had
reflections that were either leading by 0.6 ms in one or the
other channel, or they were the same in each channel. Each
of these sounds was presented to each subject once, giving 8
interaural delay conditions32 reflection-pattern filters311
continuum steps5176 trials for each of the subjects. The
reflections’ latency was varied among three subject groups;
being 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 ms. The four subjects in each group
were untrained and reported no hearing problems.

Trials were administered in one 25-min session without
feedback or practice, and different random orders of trials
were used for each subject. Headphone orientation was again
counterbalanced across subjects so that interaural delays des-
ignated as positive were leading to the right ear of half of the
subjects in a group, and leading to the left ear of the rest.
Other aspects of the method were the same as experiments 1a
and 1b.

Phoneme boundaries for each listener were calculated
from the total number of itch responses to members of the
continuum, using the method described in Watkins~1991!.
Here, this total is between 0 and 11, and it is converted to a
phoneme boundary by subtracting 0.5 before dividing by 10.
These boundaries therefore lie between20.05~etch response
on all trials! and 1.05~itch response on all trials!.

C. Results

Figure 7 shows the phoneme boundaries averaged across
the four subjects in each of the three groups. A three-way
analysis of variance was performed on the phoneme bound-
aries, with one between-subject factor~reflection latency,
three levels! and two within-subject factors~reflection-
pattern filter, two levels, and interaural delay, eight levels!.
There is a main effect of reflection-pattern filter@F(1,9)
51643.98,p,0.0001#. This indicates that all the two-part
filters influence the vowel that is played through them. More

FIG. 7. Results of experiment 2 where listeners identified sounds from the
entire test-word continuum, and where the test words were played through
two-part filters. The data are means of phoneme boundaries across the four
subjects in the three reflection-latency groups that are indicated for each row
of panels. Results are for the two reflection patterns in all of the panels,
using the symbols indicated in the lower-left panel. The left-side panels
show results for the conditions where the direct sound and the reflections
had the same interaural delay, while the middle and right-side panels show
conditions where the interaural delays of the direct sound and reflections
differed by 0.6 ms. The triangles in the left-side panels are for the conditions
where both channels had the same two-part filter and where 0.6 ms was
added to the reflections’ latency. Bars are one standard error on each side of
the mean.
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itch sounds are reported for one reflection-pattern filter, giv-
ing a relatively high phoneme boundary that lies towards the
etch end of the continuum. The other filter gives much lower
phoneme boundaries. This difference indicates that there is
substantial coloration from these reflection patterns, with the
vowels in the test words heard to be more like the positive
vowel of the reflection-pattern filter that is applied to them.
This effect tends to becomes more pronounced at the longer
reflection-pattern latencies, as indicated by the interaction
between reflection-latency and reflection-pattern filter
@F(2,9)57.12,p,0.02].

The interaction between interaural delay and reflection-
pattern filter is also significant@F(7,63)56.30, Huynh–Feldt
epsilon.1, p,0.0001#. This seems primarily to reflect the
increased effectiveness of the /(/ minus /}/ filter when the
interaural delay of its reflection pattern differs from that of
the direct-sound part of the filter. This effect tends to be
more pronounced at the longer reflection-pattern latencies, as
indicated by the three-way interaction of interaural delay,
reflection latency, and reflection-pattern filter@F(14,63)
52.26, Huynh–Feldt epsilon.1, p,0.02]. There were no
other significantF-ratios.

Identification functions were inspected to check that lis-
teners did not hear two vowel sounds when test words were
presented. This could happen if the Haas effect was not
strong enough to prevent the perception of a separate sound
from the reflection pattern. Identification functions in two of
the conditions are shown in Fig. 8. These are typical in that
there is little sign of disagreement among subjects about test-
words’ identities, except of course near phoneme boundaries.
It can therefore be concluded that only one vowel sound was
heard on each trial.

These results show that the coloration effects of early
reflections are not reduced by binaural mechanisms if the
coloration pattern is interaurally correlated. The spectral-
envelope distortion introduced by the binaural filters gives a
substantial difference between the phoneme boundaries for
the different reflection patterns, and this effect is not reduced
when the reflections and the direct sound have different in-
teraural delays. If anything, the effects of the reflection pat-
terns are more pronounced when they arrive with a different
interaural delay to that of the direct sound.

The filtering effects of the reflection patterns are reduced
when they are combined with the direct sound. This may be
deduced from the fact that the reflection patterns are de-
signed so that they give the spectral envelope of the vowel at
one end of the continuum to the vowel at the other end.
Thus, these filters would shift the phoneme boundaries be-
yond the ends of the continuum if the direct sound were not
present. The phoneme boundaries obtained here when the
direct sound is present are not shifted to such an extent, as
they are found to lie within the continuum’s end-point limits.
However, this outcome seems largely to be a straightforward
consequence of the reduction in spectral contrast that comes
about when the direct sound is added, as can be seen by
comparing corresponding spectra in Figs. 3 and 4.

The combfiltering effect, associated with the reflections’
latency, might also reduce differences between phoneme
boundaries for filters with the different reflection patterns.
Such an effect would not be as pronounced when binaural
summation smoothes the combfilter patterns~Zurek, 1979!,
and this would happen here in conditions where the interau-
ral delays of the direct sound and the reflections are different
~Fig. 4!. Such a smoothing effect could account for the slight
increase in differences between phoneme boundaries that is
seen in these conditions.

There could also be some compensation for filtering due
to monaural mechanisms. This might arise because filtering
was applied to the /#b/ as well as to the vowel of test words.
This sort of compensation, effected by later arriving sounds,
is much smaller than that from preceding sounds, and it
seems unlikely that it would affect the phoneme boundaries
here by more than about 0.1~Watkins and Makin, 1996!.

III. EXPERIMENT 3

A. Rationale

Experiment 2 has shown that suppression of coloration
from reflections or ‘‘decoloration’’ does not accompany the
dominance of the direct sound’s directional information
when the precedence effect occurs. However, there might
still be some decoloration when early reflections are percep-
tually integrated with the direct sound, i.e., when the Haas
effect occurs. The present experiment was designed to test
this idea. It asks whether there is more coloration when the
reflections are caused to precede the direct sound instead of
following it. For this purpose, conditions were run where the
entire impulse response of the two-part filters was reversed,
as shown in Fig. 2, before convolution with the test words. If
the perceptual integration of early reflections is accompanied

FIG. 8. Two examples of the identification functions from experiment 2,
showing the mean number of itch responses for each step of the continuum.
Bars are one standard error on each side of the mean. The dotted line is at
the mean phoneme boundary. In this example the reflections’ latency was 2
ms, the interaural delay of the direct sound was20.575 ms, and the inter-
aural delay of the reflections was 0.025 ms. The reflection patterns in the
two-part filters are as indicated.
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by some decoloration, then there will be more coloration in
reversed conditions than in conditions where the reflection
pattern arrives after the direct sound.

When attempting to run reversed conditions, it was
found that interaural delays did not shift sounds away from
the middle of the head. This is probably because the abrupt-
ness of sounds’ onsets was lost. Therefore, in this experi-
ment, only the 0.025-ms interaural delay was used for all the
sounds. It was possible to test for an effect of adding the
0.6-ms delay to the reflections’ latency, but only when this
‘‘latency increment’’ was applied to both channels.

B. Method

There were 12 untrained listeners who reported no hear-
ing problems. For one group of four listeners the reflections’
latency was 0.5 or 1.1 ms, i.e., latencies with and without the
0.6-ms increment. For the second group of four listeners the
latencies were 1.0 or 1.6 ms, and for the third group they
were 2.0 or 2.6 ms. Each listener heard the test words from
eight continua, with four played through two-part filters hav-
ing the /(/ minus /}/ reflection pattern and four with the /}/
minus /(/ reflection pattern. In reversed conditions, the entire
impulse response of the two-part filter was time reversed
before the convolution. Each sound was presented once giv-
ing 2 filter directions~forward or reversed!32 reflection
patterns32 latency increments311 continuum steps588 tri-
als for each of the listeners. Other aspects of the method
were the same as for experiment 2.

C. Results

Mean phoneme boundaries are shown in Fig. 9. A four-
way analysis of variance was performed on the phoneme
boundaries. There is one between-subject factor~reflection
latency, three levels! and three within-subject factors
~reflection-pattern filter, two levels; forward versus reversed,
two levels; latency increment, two levels!. This analysis re-
vealed a main effect of reflection-pattern filter,F(1,9)
51080.02,p,0.0001. This indicates that the vowels in the
test words are heard to be more like the positive vowel of the
reflection-pattern filter that is applied to them. There was
also an interaction between reflection-pattern filter and for-

ward versus reversed,F(1,9)512.21, p,0.007. Inspection
of Fig. 9 shows that the differences between phoneme
boundaries for the different types of reflection pattern are a
little smaller in the reversed condition. This indicates that
there is actually less coloration in the reversed condition, the
opposite of the result to be expected if coloration is reduced
in the forward condition.

These results show that there is substantial coloration
from the reflection patterns in both forward and reversed
conditions. There is no sign of any suppression of coloration
that is greater in the forward condition. Indeed, coloration is
reduced a little when the reflections are caused to precede the
direct sound. It is concluded that coloration from early re-
flections is not perceptually suppressed when the reflections
follow after an ‘‘uncolored’’ direct sound.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results of experiment 1 show that the precedence
effect occurs with the stimuli used here. The lateral position
of the whole sound is primarily governed by the interaural
delay of the first part of the two-part filter, i.e., the direct
sound, which is a unit sample. The early reflections that are
simulated by the second part of the filter have little influence
on the sound’s lateral position when their interaural delay
differs from that of the direct part. Nevertheless, when these
reflections are presented without the direct part, their inter-
aural delay has a substantial influence on a sound’s lateral
position. This influence is about the same as that produced
by interaural delays of the direct part when it is presented
without early reflections. These results are consistent with
other observations of the dominance of directional informa-
tion from the direct sound in binaural processing~e.g.,
Zurek, 1987!.

The results of experiment 2 show that coloration from
early reflections is substantial, and is not reduced when the
reflections’ interaural delay differs from the direct sound’s
interaural delay. Thus, coloration from these reflections per-
sists when their directional information is not influential.
This indicates a dissociation of the directional and coloration
effects of early reflections.

These findings are actually consistent with Zurek’s
~1979! ideas about how coloration effects of early reflections
might sometimes be reduced in binaural listening. That
model proposes a binaural summation of the monaural rep-
resentations spectral magnitudes, so coloration effects are
only reduced if the monaural spectra are decorrelated. When
the early reflections used here have different interaural de-
lays, features of the spectral difference filters remain promi-
nent after summation of their monaural spectral magnitudes
~Fig. 4!. Thus, the filters give spectral envelope distortion
that is correlated at each ear, and under these conditions
there appears to be no other binaural mechanism that com-
pensates for this distortion.

The precedence effect might be taken as an indication
that binaural mechanisms are good at compensating for the
spatial distortion that arises from early reflections. At the
same time, binaural mechanisms appear to be limited in their
ability to compensate for the spectral envelope distortion that
arises from these reflections. The present experiments show

FIG. 9. Results of experiment 3 where the test words were played through
the forward or the reversed two-part filters, as indicated. The data are means
of phoneme boundaries across the four subjects and bars are one standard
error on each side of the mean. Results are for the two reflection patterns in
both the panels, using the symbols indicated in the left panel. Data points
connected by dotted lines are for filters with a ‘‘latency increment’’ of 0.6
ms, as implied by their alignment along the abscissa.
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that there is no binaural compensation for distortions that are
interaurally correlated. Even when there is a decorrelation of
the spectra at each ear, the effect of spectral smoothing by
binaural summation that Zurek~1979! points to can never
completely eliminate the spectral-envelope distortion. Per-
fect smoothing would arise if the spectra at each ear were the
inverse of each other, but interaural decorrelation of spectra
that arises through the introduction of an interaural delay is
very unlikely to have this effect. Furthermore, the decorrela-
tion that interaural delays do introduce depends on the angle
of the reflections’ arrival, while the distortion itself is
brought about by the reflections’ delay pattern. As these two
factors are largely independent in everyday reverberation
patterns, it follows that there will commonly be combina-
tions of angle of arrival and reflection pattern that give little
or no reduction in spectral-envelope distortion after binaural
summation.

The dissociation between coloration effects and spatial
effects seen here would seem to arise because of the way that
different parts of the signal are processed by the different
perceptual mechanisms that are involved. Perception of the
vowel’s quality involves processing relatively long portions
of the signal, and this type of processing is characterized by
binaural summation across different interaural delays. Thus,
early reflections contribute to this attribute of the sound. On
the other hand, the lateral position of these sounds seems
largely to be governed by their onsets’ characteristics, as
long as these are sufficiently sharp. Indeed, in the pilot work
for experiment 3 it was found that manipulations that
smoothed these sounds’ onsets eliminated the spatial influ-
ences of interaural delay. Thus, the sort of processing in-
volved here uses only short parts of the signal, and this pro-
cessing is characterized by dominance of the onset’s
interaural delay over the subsequent interaural delays in early
reflections~Zurek, 1987!.

The experiments here indicate that early reflections, ar-
riving with a spread of different interaural delays, will all be
perceptually incorporated with the direct sound for the pur-
pose of determining the sound’s spectral envelope. This is
consistent with studies using simultaneous sounds where it is
found that interaural delay fails to segregate them. For ex-
ample, pairs of simultaneous vowels are no better identified
when played with different interaural delays than they are
when they are both played with the same interaural delay
~Shackleton and Meddis, 1992; Culling and Summerfield,
1995!. However, in these experiments the spatial information
in both sounds is available to listeners, as the different inter-
aural delays did give the impression of different lateral po-
sitions for the two vowels.

It might be considered advantageous for binaural hear-
ing to behave in the way described here. Early reflections
contain misleading information about the sound’s direction,
so it makes sense for the system to suppress this information,
while favoring the generally accurate directional information
in the sound’s direct part. On the other hand, early reflections
do contain other information about the sound source. Indeed,
without the reflected sound in rooms, many sound sources
would be completely inaudible. Thus, it makes some sense to
incorporate nonspatial information from reflected sound

~Freyman, McCall, and Clifton, 1998!. A disadvantage of
this kind of incorporation is that it introduces spectral-
envelope distortion, which arises from filtering effects of
nonspecular reflections. We have seen that this distortion is
not overcome by binaural mechanisms, and experiment 3 has
shown that it is not overcome by mechanisms that bring
about the perceptual integration of early reflections. How-
ever, there do appear to be other kinds of perceptual mecha-
nism that can compensate for spectral-envelope distortion.
These mechanisms extract information about the distortion
from neighboring sounds to compensate for its effects on the
spectral envelopes of subsequent and preceding sounds. Ear-
lier arriving sounds seem to be particularly influential in this
respect~Watkins, 1991; Watkins and Makin, 1996!.
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Vowel formant discrimination: Towards more ordinary
listening conditions
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Thresholds for formant frequency discrimination have been established using optimal listening
conditions. In normal conversation, the ability to discriminate formant frequency is probably
substantially degraded. The purpose of the present study was to change the listening procedures in
several substantial ways from optimal towards more ordinary listening conditions, including a
higher level of stimulus uncertainty, increased levels of phonetic context, and with the addition of
a sentence identification task. Four vowels synthesized from a female talker were presented in
isolation, or in the phonetic context of /bVd/ syllables, three-word phrases, or nine-word sentences.
In the first experiment, formant resolution was estimated under medium stimulus uncertainty for
three levels of phonetic context. Some undesirable training effects were obtained and led to the
design of a new protocol for the second experiment to reduce this problem and to manipulate both
length of phonetic context and level of difficulty in the simultaneous sentence identification task.
Similar results were obtained in both experiments. The effect of phonetic context on formant
discrimination is reduced as context lengthens such that no difference was found between vowels
embedded in the phrase or sentence contexts. The addition of a challenging sentence identification
task to the discrimination task did not degrade performance further and a stable pattern for formant
discrimination in sentences emerged. This norm for the resolution of vowel formants under these
more ordinary listening conditions was shown to be nearly a constant at 0.28 barks. Analysis of
vowel spaces from 16 American English talkers determined that the closest vowels, on average,
were 0.56 barks apart, that is, a factor of 2 larger than the norm obtained in these vowel formant
discrimination tasks. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01111-X#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.66.Fe, 43.71.An@WS#

INTRODUCTION

Several recent studies have established the thresholds for
formant frequency discrimination under optimal listening
conditions ~Kewley-Port and Watson, 1994; Hawks, 1994;
Kewley-Port et al., 1996a; Sommers and Kewley-Port,
1996!. Optimal listening conditions to obtain the most accu-
rate resolution of formant frequency use highly trained sub-
jects listening in quiet under minimal stimulus uncertainty
testing. In everyday speech perception, it is likely that for-
mant resolution is degraded by large amounts relative to op-
timal listening conditions. In spite of this, our resolution for
formant frequency appears to be good enough in everyday
speech to support not only rapid vowel categorization, but
also fine resolution that can specify distinctive dialectal vari-
ants of the same vowel category. The question that motivated
this experiment was how substantial changes in experimental
procedure from optimal listening conditions towards more
ordinary listening conditions, as simulated in the laboratory,
would affect formant discrimination.

In this study, vowel discrimination in more ordinary lis-
tening conditions measured a range of performance abilities
that may occur in normal conversation for very predictable to
somewhat unpredictable messages of moderate length. If the
observed performance were stable and quantifiable, then a

definition for a norm of the ability to discriminate formant
differences under some ordinary listening conditions could
be realized. This norm for ordinary formant discrimination
would be useful in several ways, for example estimating the
possible effects of hearing impairment on speech perception,
or determining a perceptual basis for the structure of the
vowel space in English.

In this research, the vowel properties investigated were
spectral, namely the first and second formants (F1 andF2).
While vowel research has clearly established that two other
acoustic properties contribute to vowel identity in English,
formant movement and vowel duration, the primary acoustic
properties are spectral~Nearey, 1989; Jenkinset al., 1994;
Hillenbrandet al., 1995; Kewley-Port and Neel, 1998!. The
focus of our research is on spectral cues in relation to vowel
perception. However, there is a strong link between percep-
tion and production because vowels must be produced such
that they are easily identified in normal conversation. The
literature contains numerous reports of measurements of En-
glish vowels~Peterson and Barney, 1952; Hillenbrandet al.,
1995; Bradlow, 1995!. The structure of the vowel space is
usually described on the basis of primarilyF1 andF2. In
English, theF13F2 vowel space is very crowded, with
many vowels clustered close together. A comparison of the
ordinary ability to discriminate vowel formants to the distri-
bution of vowels in English should reveal how the structure
of vowel spaces relates to auditory processing constraints.
While others have approached this question from very dif-

a!Electronic mail: kewley@indiana.edu
b!Electronic mail: yizheng@indiana.edu
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ferent points of view@e.g., perceptual magnet theory by Kuhl
and Iverson ~1995! or vowel dispersion by Lindblom
~1986!#, the present approach offers new data concerning this
question.

An overall goal of our series of studies on formant dis-
crimination is first to establish optimal performance, and
then to understand how processing abilities are degraded by
systematically manipulating the stimuli and experimental
task variables. The measurement of formant discrimination is
reported asDF, the difference between the formant fre-
quency of a standard vowel and a statistic representing the
formant frequency that is just discriminable from the stan-
dard. Some terms used to relateDF to human performance
include threshold, jnd~just noticeable difference!, and DL
~difference limen!. For convenience, we will consistently use
thresholdsto refer to discrimination under optimal listening
conditions, anddifference limens or DLsfor performance
measured under other listening conditions.

Discrimination among sounds under more ordinary lis-
tening conditions occurs when listeners interpret sentences
for meaning. Compared to optimal listening conditions, this
may be simulated when three experimental variables are
changed, specifically to higher levels of stimulus uncertainty,
to longer amounts of phonetic context, and to increased lev-
els of linguistic complexity. The present investigation ma-
nipulated two of these variables, phonetic context and lin-
guistic complexity, while stimulus uncertainty was set to
medium. The choice of experimental conditions and their
rationale follows.

The basic vowel discrimination task was the same as for
previous experiments~Kewley-Port and Watson, 1994!. The
test acoustic variable was eitherF1 or F2 of a vowel and
was presented in a modified two-alternative forced-choice
task. DiscriminationDFs were obtained from well-trained
listeners in quiet. The experimental variable of phonetic con-
text was changed from isolated vowels, to vowels embedded
in a syllable~/bVd/!, in a three-word phrase, or in a nine-
vowel sentence. Unfortunately, the specific choice of experi-
mental conditions for the variable linguistic complexity re-
ceived little guidance from previous research. The goal was
to introduce an experimental factor of ‘‘linguistic meaning’’
into a series of studies on formant discrimination. In normal
conversation, information about the incoming acoustic wave-
form must first be extracted by low-level auditory processes,
and then at higher, cognitive levels categorized linguistically
and associated with a meaningful interpretation. In terms of
the psychophysical structure of this experiment, discrimina-
tion is ascribed to peripheral auditory processing, and the
remainder of the processing is allocated to more cognitive
levels to obtain linguistic meaning. In this experiment, we
chose to manipulate linguistic meaning through the identifi-
cation of words distributed across a nine-word sentence. The
level of difficulty of the variable linguistic identification was
varied by permitting between two and 16 possible identifica-
tion responses. In the easiest condition, only the final word in
the sentence had two possible alternatives, while in the hard-
est condition word alternatives in three sentence positions
permitted 16 possible unique sentences. The usual way to
remember linguistic information presented in a sen-

tence is to store and rehearse it in short-term memory as a
single meaningful sentence, as opposed to a list of nine dis-
sociated words. Thus, in this experiment ordinary listening
conditions are simulated in the laboratory by adding the fac-
tor of linguistic meaning, i.e., the identification of words in
sentences, to the discrimination task.

Although level of stimulus uncertainty varies across sen-
tences in normal communication, it was decided to fix the
level as ‘‘medium’’ in this experiment, and investigate it
directly in a companion study. From previous research on
sound discrimination, we know that changes in stimulus un-
certainty from minimal, to medium, to high, significantly de-
grade performance for complex tonal patterns~Watson,
1987! and analogous vowel sequences~Kewley-Port, 1990!.
The perception of words in sentences is partially predictable
such that the level of stimulus uncertainty generally ranges
from medium ~more than four possibilities! to high ~more
than 30 possibilities!. Thus, for the purposes of this study the
level of medium uncertainty with eight possible discrimina-
tion stimuli was selected under the assumption that it is rep-
resentative of the predictability of words occurring in short
sentences.

Another issue in the experimental design was subject
training because a pilot study of consonant–vowel–
consonant syllables~CVCs! under medium uncertainty
~Kewley-Port, 1992! yielded variable results in which train-
ing effects were observed in the data even after fairly lengthy
exposure. Therefore, a subgoal of this experiment was to
examine directly the training effects on formant discrimina-
tion in phonetic context. Thus, two experiments were
planned. The first experiment was an initial study to examine
the effects of phonetic context on formant thresholds. Ex-
periment 1 also included a training component and a pilot
study of the word identification task. Based on the results of
experiment 1, the design of the second experiment refined
the phonetic context study and included procedures to ma-
nipulate the effects of linguistic meaning. Results of these
two experiments appear to establish a norm for performance
for vowel discrimination under more ordinary listening con-
ditions.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

The primary purpose of the first experiment was to es-
tablish a protocol to estimate the effects of phonetic context
on the discrimination of formant frequency under medium
stimulus uncertainty. Phonetic context was selected to be ei-
ther the syllable /bVd/, or the three-word phrase ‘‘say /bVd/
again,’’ or the nine-word sentence ‘‘Tell Sam to say /bVd/
again on the tape’’~the standard sentence!. The four selected
vowels yielded the words ‘‘bid,’’ ‘‘bed,’’ ‘‘bad,’’ or ‘‘bud.’’
In a previous pilot, experiments for vowels in syllable con-
text under medium uncertainty~Kewley-Port, 1992! indi-
cated that it was difficult to obtain uniform performance
from listeners when both consonants and vowel varied in the
CVC stimuli. In that pilot, we attempted to run four subjects
under medium levels of stimulus uncertainty~four or eight
formants tested per block! until they approached asymptotic
performance. Even with extensive training~more than 15 h!,
the data had rather large variability across vowel conditions
and subjects. For some CVCs in the eight-formant task, the
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DLs obtained were identical to thresholds under minimal un-
certainty. But for other CVCs, performance across subjects
was less stable and varied by factors of 3 to 5.

To address the problem of stable performance, the pro-
tocol for experiment 1 included two features. First, subjects
participated in a brief screening task in order to select a
group with more uniform performance. By excluding the
best and worst performers in the screening task, presumably
variability would be reduced in the final medium uncertainty
data. In addition, subjects were well trained on the minimal
uncertainty task before testing began. During testing,DFs
were obtained primarily based on the number of blocks per
condition, rather than on a performance-based stopping rule.
To maximize performance, phonetic context tasks were or-
dered in terms of difficulty, from syllable to phrase to sen-
tence. Since this sequential presentation of tasks could intro-
duce a ‘‘training’’ effect due to accumulated experience, the
effects of training were measured by retesting two of the
phonetic context tasks.

The second purpose of experiment 1 was to pilot an
identification task in which linguistic meaning was added to
the discrimination task. The nine-word sentence was modi-
fied such that the final word was ‘‘tape’’ or ‘‘tip.’’ Stimulus
delivery and discrimination responses forF1 or F2 in the
/bVd/ syllable were under computer control. The identifica-
tion response was collected by the subject writing down the
final word, tape or tip, on paper before typing the discrimi-
nation judgment on each trial. This written response added
cognitive load to the overall task that presumably made it
somewhat more linguistic. The experimenters found this sen-

tence task with discrimination and written word identifica-
tion to be extremely challenging.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

The vowels investigated were the English vowels /(, },
,, #/, modeled after a female talker, that have been used in
several other discrimination studies in this series~Kewley-
Port and Watson, 1994!. These four vowels were selected
because the range from the lowestF1 to the highestF2
covers reasonably the vowel space for this talker. The Klatt
~1980! synthesizer was configured in the cascade/parallel
configuration and used a 10 000-Hz sample rate. The vowels
were synthesized in the syllable /bVd/ context. The formant
values for the steady-state portion of the syllables are shown
in Table I. The bandwidths for BW1, BW2, and BW3 were
70, 90, and 170 Hz, respectively. The values forF4 and
BW4 were 4000 and 200 Hz and were kept constant. Length
for the syllables alone~including formant transitions! was
250 ms and for the syllables in phrases and sentences was
220 ms. The transition parameters for the /bVd/ syllables are
shown in Table II.

Synthesis parameters for the rest of the sentence were
modeled after a female talker saying ‘‘Tell Sam to say /bVd/
again on the tape’’ using theCSRE analysis and synthesis
package. A spectrogram of this sentence including the word
/b,d/ is shown in Fig. 1. The sentence was synthesized in
three parts, ‘‘Tell Sam to,’’ ‘‘say /bVd/ again,’’ and ‘‘on the
tape,’’ where the parameters for /bVd/ were as described
above. For the three-word phrase, only the middle part of the
sentence was played. For the nine-word sentence, waveforms
for all three parts were loaded into an output buffer and then

TABLE I. Frequencies in Hz for formantsF1, F2, andF3 used in synthe-
sizing the four vowels. The last two columns give the range of formant
values for the 1st and 14th test stimuli in the test sets forF1 andF2.

Vowel

Standard vowels
~Hz!

Ranges in test set
~Hz!

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2

/(/ 450 2300 3000 455–522 2315–2513
/}/ 600 2200 3000 605–671 2210–2341
/#/ 700 1400 2600 705–771 1410–1542
/,/ 1000 1950 3000 1007–1107 1960–2091

TABLE II. Onset and offset frequencies in Hz and durations in milliseconds
for the formant transitions of the /bVd/ stimuli.

Formant
Onset /b/

~Hz!

Formant
transition
time ~ms!

Offset /d/
~Hz!

Formant
transition
time ~ms!

F1 475 15 300 15
F2 1900 55 2050 55
F3 2750 35 3600 35

FIG. 1. Spectrogram of the synthesized sentence, ‘‘Tell Sam to say bad again on the tape.’’
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played. A variant for the third part of the sentence, ‘‘on the
tip,’’ was also synthesized and used in the pilot identification
task. The fundamental frequency (F0) contour was the same
for the target syllable in all phonetic contexts, falling linearly
from 220 to 180 Hz. The amplitude contour also fell over the
syllable. TheF0 and amplitude contours over the rest of the
sentence were modeled broadly after the female talker, who
had a slight Texas accent. The syllables synthesized with
these parameters are referred to as thestandardvowels.

The test syllables to be discriminated from the standard
syllables were synthesized in sets of 14, similarly to those in
Kewley-Port and Watson~1994! and Kewley-Port~1995!.
The test formant was always incremented from the standard
for 14 steps using log ratios. The range of the test formants is
shown in Table I. For the /bVd/ syllables, changes in formant
frequency were made first for the center, steady-state portion
of the syllable, and then the formant transitions were linearly
interpolated from the onset and offset frequencies shown in
Table II to the center frequencies.

2. Subjects

Subjects were college students who were paid for their
participation. The four subjects had pure-tone thresholds of
15 dB HL or better at octave intervals from 250 through
8000 Hz.

3. Procedures

Stimuli were presented over calibrated TDH-39 ear-
phones to the right ears of subjects seated in a sound-treated,
IAC booth. Each subject was run independently on one of
four 486 computers. Sound presentation was controlled by
TDT equipment including an array processor, a 16-bit D/A
converter, a programmable filter and a headphone buffer.
The programmable filter was configured as a low-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 4300 Hz, and an attenuation level
set by the calibration procedure. A synthetic /|/ vowel ~3 s in
length! was used as the calibration vowel. Output gain was
set such that the sound-pressure level measured in the
NBS-9A 6-c3 coupler with a Larson-Davis sound-level meter
was 77 dB SPL.

Test procedures followed those of Kewley-Port and
Watson~1994!. An adaptive-tracking task was used to mea-
sure the DLs at 71% correct following Levitt~1971!. In each
trial, stimuli were presented in a modified, two-alternative,
forced-choice~2AFC! task with feedback. The standard was
presented in the first interval, and subjects indicated on a
keyboard which of the next two intervals contained the ‘‘dif-
ferent’’ ~test! stimulus. In the sentence task with identifica-
tion, the third part of the sentence was selected randomly as
‘‘on the tape’’ or ‘‘on the tip,’’ and was played once only
during the standard. The phrase ‘‘on the tape’’ was played
for each test interval. Testing was conducted in 80-trial
blocks. Under medium stimulus uncertainty, each of the
eight standard formants was played ten times per block in a
random sequence.

An experimental protocol designed for 1.5-h testing ses-
sions is shown in Table III. The 1-h screening task included
a pure-tone audiogram and 1/2-h of testing the vowel /|/, F1

andF2, in the tracking task. The vowel /|/ was not used in
the experimental tasks, but was synthesized using the param-
eters from Kewley-Port and Watson~1994!. To measure
training effects, two tasks were repeated in the protocol, the
sentence and the syllable tasks. To provide a measure of
performance under the most difficult conditions, the sentence
task was presented for four blocks before any training and is
called the untrained sentence task. Listeners next participated
in the training phase of this study. An easy discrimination
condition, theF1 for /(/ in /bId/ was selected and presented
under minimal stimulus uncertainty for three sessions with
the expectation that performance should approach the
asymptotic performance of previous subject groups. In the
testing phase of the experiment, levels of phonetic context
were ordered from easiest~syllable! to hardest~sentence!.
Following testing, a pilot of the sentence with the word iden-
tification task was conducted. Finally, the syllable task was
retested to assess training effects.

For each block, a value ofDF was calculated as the
difference in the formant frequency between the standard and
the test vowels using the average of the formant frequencies
of the reversals. A formant-frequencyDF for each subject
was estimated from the last four blocks. Group means were
calculated as the mean of theDF estimates across subjects.
In this report, group means obtained under minimal stimulus
uncertainty are called thresholds, whereas those collected un-
der medium stimulus uncertainty are called DLs~difference
limens!.

B. Results

1. Screening

The screening procedure was included to select four
subjects from a larger group of subjects. Unfortunately, due
to timing of the experiment within the semester, only four
subjects volunteered for the study. They participated in a
discrimination task forF1 andF2 for /|/ for four blocks.
The tracks forDF over the four blocks were examined. On
the fourth block, three subjects already performed near the
thresholds obtained in Kewley-Port and Watson~1994!. The
fourth subject improved enormously over the four blocks and
DF for F1 was nearing threshold. Thus, the experiment pro-
ceeded with these four subjects.

TABLE III. Protocol for the tasks in experiment 1.

Task Data
Level of

uncertainty
Duration

~h!

~1! Screening Audiogram
/e/ F1 & F2 Medium 0.5

~2! Untrained 8 formant DLs Medium 1.5
sentence

~3! Training Threshold for Minimum 2.5
/(/ F1 in /bId/

~4! Syllable 8 formant DLs Medium 3.5
~5! Phrase-1 8 formant DLs Medium 3.0
~6! Sentence-1 8 formant DLs Medium 3.0
~7! Sentence1ID 8 formant DLs Medium 1.5

12 AFC
~8! Syllable-retest 8 formant DLs Medium 1.5
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2. Reliability

A comparison of performance by subjects in experiment
1 with thresholds from previous reports was made for the
first formant of /(/ for the minimal uncertainty training task.
Subjects participated for 12–14 blocks, or about 1000 trials.
Threshold ofDF estimated from the last four blocks in the
present group was 12.9 Hz, with a standard deviation of 2.1,
while thresholds for a group from the original formant
threshold study~Kewley-Port and Watson, 1994!, and a
group in the consonantal context study~Kewley-Port, 1995!
were 12.9 and 12.8 Hz, with standard deviations of 1.7 and
1.9, respectively. The average performance of the present
subjects under minimal stimulus uncertainty appears compa-
rable to those in previous experiments.

3. Training effects

Results from the syllable task were used to determine if
there was improvement due to the accumulated experience
over the medium uncertainty discrimination tasks. The hope
was that the protocol had provided sufficient training time~7
h! before syllable testing such that the retest of the syllable
task ~after 15.5 h! would not be significantly different from
the initial observation. Unfortunately, as shown in Table IV,
the average retest DL was significantly lower than that of the
first test@ t(7)54.0, p,0.003# using a pairedt-test for each
formant. This result indicated that comparisons between the
different phonetic context conditions were somewhat con-
taminated with test experience. The retest DL was selected as
the most representative of discrimination performance in syl-
lables ~called syllable-1! for further analysis. However, a
new protocol was designed for experiment 2 to neutralize
this training effect.

The results for the sentence task, untrained and trained,
are also presented in Table IV. Because it was obvious that
DF was improving over the first four blocks of the untrained
sentence task for three of the four subjects, the estimated DL

for the untrained sentence task was averaged over only the
first two blocks. This average DL, as expected, improved
significantly and was 65% lower after training@ t(7)
55.6, p,0.0001#.

4. Phonetic context

The DLs obtained for each formant tested at different
levels of phonetic context are shown in Table V and Fig. 2.
Lines are used to connect the DLs on all figures to help
visualize the differences between the experimental factors.
Differences in discrimination performance were evaluated by
a two-way analysis of variance~ANOVA !, within subjects,
for the factors of phonetic context and formant frequency.
The main effects and interactions were all significant@con-
text: F(2,30)527.0, p,0.0001; formant:F(7,105)563.1,
p,0.0001; interaction:F(14,210)55.5, p,0.0001]. As
expected from previous research, DLs increased as formant
frequency increased. The effect of phonetic context on dis-
crimination was not simple. Rather, there was an interaction
such that DLs forF2 in the syllable task were clearly lower
than those for the phrase and sentence tasks, and little differ-
ence was observed forF1 DLs for phonetic context. To ex-
plore this further, a three-way ANOVA for the factors of
formant ~F1 or F2), context and vowel~/(, }, ,, #/! was
calculated. No difference was obtained for vowel@F(3,45)
50.9, p50.43#, but both formant @F(1,15)5253.3, p
,0.0001# and context@F(2,30)527.0, p,0.0001# were
highly significantly different. Specific comparisons between
phonetic context by each formant were examined by averag-
ing over vowels usingpost hocanalysis~the Tukey honest
significant difference test~HSD!

TABLE IV. DLs are shown for the syllable and sentence tasks in experi-
ment 1 obtained on different days during the test protocol. The time for the
number of experimental hours before test data was obtained is relative to
0 h, the beginning of the experimental tasks.

Syllable Sentence

Experimental
hours before
test data~h!

7.0 12.5 0.5 15.5

Average
~Hz!

63.6 45.4 91.9 55.8

Standard
deviation~Hz!

31.3 19.4 36.0 26.9

TABLE V. DLs in Hz for formant discrimination tasks in experiment 1.

(-F1 }-F1 #-F1 ,-F1 #-F2 ,-F2 }-F2 (-F2

Format frequency 450 600 700 1000 1400 1950 2200 2300
Syllable-1 24.2 30.9 26.9 29.3 64.2 54.1 64.9 69.1
Phrase-1 23.2 20.8 40.8 46.5 72.2 96.7 92.7 91.7
Sentence-1 21.6 28.5 41.8 40.2 79.2 88.0 89.6 90.8
Untrained sentence 55.3 51.2 57.4 83.1 134.4 121.2 131.4 100.5
Sentence-112AFC 24.0 34.6 45.2 42.2 56.4 91.4 99.9 88.6

FIG. 2. Average DLs for eight formants in different phonetic contexts in
experiment 1.
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was used for thepost hoctests!. All F1 comparisons were
not significantly different (p.0.05). ForF2, syllable DLs
were better than those for the phrase or sentence tasks, and
those DLs were almost equivalent.

In summary, under medium stimulus uncertainty, the
ability to discriminate formants degrades as phonetic context
is increased from syllables to sentences. However, it appears
that discrimination ofF1 is not affected by the length of
phonetic context. ForF2 with higher frequencies, discrimi-
nation is significantly better in syllables than in phrases or
sentences. Further detailed analysis of the data from experi-
ment 1 is not warranted since the ordered presentation of
phonetic context tasks introduced training effects and awaits
the improved protocol used in experiment 2.

5. Pilot sentence identification

In the pilot experiment, to estimate discrimination per-
formance under more ordinary listening conditions, subjects
identified the last word~tip or tape! in the sentence and wrote
it down. DLs estimated from the last four blocks, called
‘‘sentence-112AFC’’ may be compared to the ‘‘sentence-
1’’ DLs in Table V. The surprising outcome revealed essen-
tially no reduced ability to discriminate formants when the
identification task was added. A two-way ANOVA for the
factors of task and formant showed no significant effects for
task @F(1,7)51.45, p.0.25#, while there was an effect of
formant frequency as expected@F(7,49)532.8, p
,0.0001#. The interaction observed was not interesting
@F(7,49)52.6, p,0.02# and appeared to reflect crossover
of the functions. Because sentence DLs with and without
identification were nearly equivalent, a comparison was
made with DLs from the untrained sentence task to deter-
mine how close the sentence DLs were to this upper limit of
poor performance. The untrained sentence average DL, 91.9
Hz, was clearly much poorer than the average DL of 60.3 Hz
for sentence-1 with or without identification. Thus, there was
clearly room to obtain an effect of linguistic identification
task on formant discrimination. Therefore, in experiment 2,
the sentence identification task was made substantially more
challenging until a total of 16 unique sentences could be
constructed using word choices distributed over the initial,
middle, and end of the sentence.

C. Discussion of experiment 1

Results of the present study of the effects of phonetic
context and subject training can be compared to those of
Mermelstein~1978! and Kewley-Port~1995!. Mermelstein
estimated DLs for formants for the vowels /(/ and /,/ in
isolation and in CVCs with consonants /b/ and /g/. In Mer-
melstein’s study, DLs were obtained under medium uncer-
tainty with eight formants judged within each block for sub-
jects with little training. In Kewley-Port’s~1995! study,
thresholds were obtained from well-trained subjects under
minimal stimulus uncertainty in CVC context for only the
vowel /(/, but in six consonantal contexts. Comparing DLs
between the two studies, Kewley-Port’s were a factor of 4–5
smaller than Mermelstein’s~see her Fig. 5!. In the present
study, the syllable task had the same level of medium uncer-

tainty ~eight stimuli! as Mermelstein’s, but subjects were
well trained. To compare these two studies that differed pri-
marily in subject training, the ratios of the average DLs in
the two studies to the average DL~for the /(/ and /,/! in the
syllable task in the present study were calculated and are
shown in Fig. 3. The ratio for DLs in Mermelstein’s results is
more than a factor of 2 times poorer than ours. Further com-
parison was made to our untrained sentence task where sub-
jects’ time completing the task was more similar to Mermel-
stein’s. As shown in Fig. 3, the ratio 1.64 of the untrained
sentence to our syllable task is smaller than the ratio for
Mermelstein’s data. From the above comparisons, two
claims about training in relation to our simulated ordinary
listening conditions are supported. Adult listeners are already
highly trained to discriminate within vowel differences in
normal conversation. Thus, we believe that laboratory proce-
dures require considerable training before stable performance
can be achieved primarily because of the use of synthetic
stimuli. The second claim is that the untrained sentence DLs
provide a benchmark of poor discrimination performance in
these phonetic context tasks. Although there is a very large
space of ordinary listening conditions, it is useful to establish
expectations of formant discrimination performance from
optimal thresholds to some upper limit of poor performance
for normal-hearing subjects listening to novel stimuli in
novel sentences. The present analysis showed that similar
poor performance was obtained for untrained subjects across
two different experiments with different phonetic contexts.
Thus, the claim that our untrained sentence task is a bench-
mark for poor formant discrimination in sentences appears
reasonable.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

Based on the results from experiment 1, a protocol for
the second experiment was designed to meet the overall ex-
perimental objective of estimating formant discrimination
under more ordinary listening conditions. In this protocol,
the effects of phonetic context and linguistic meaning of a
sentence were measured separately for one listener group.

FIG. 3. Ratios of the averageDF for formant discrimination data from three
experiments are displayed. Data from experiment 1, labeled syllable, are for
the syllables /b(t/ and /b,t/ and the average serves as the reference with a
ratio of 1. Data from Mermelstein~1978! are for the syllables /b(b/, /b,b/,
/g(g/, and /g,g/. Data from the untrained sentence task in experiment 1 are
for syllables /b(t/ and /b,t/ in sentence context.
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These results can then be compared with other formant dis-
crimination outcomes representing a range from optimal to
poor performance in order to establish formant discrimina-
tion abilities under more ordinary listening conditions.

Several problems identified in experiment 1 were ad-
dressed in the experimental design. The first was to rigor-
ously screen a group of subjects in order to obtain a set of
subjects who would perform more uniformly. The second
was to neutralize the training effects by including more train-
ing under medium uncertainty before test data were collected
and by randomizing the levels of difficulty across subjects
and trial blocks. To improve comparisons for phonetic con-
text, the design also added a lower level of difficulty, vowels
in isolation.

Given that adding a sentence identification task to the
formant discrimination task in experiment 1 did not degrade
discrimination performance, an effort was made to design an
extremely challenging identification task for experiment 2.
The experiment 1 task involved only a choice between two
words in final sentence position. Examining the content of
the nine-word sentence~Table VI!, two other positions of-
fered word choices. The first was the test word itself, the four
choices of vowel in /bVd/ in sentence medial position. Also,
the name ‘‘Sam’’ in the initial part of the sentence could be
changed. Because this was a vowel discrimination task, it
might be more challenging to have all substitutions involve
only vowels. Thus, the name ‘‘Sim’’ was selected to alter-
nate with ‘‘Sam.’’

Three levels of difficulty of the sentence identification
task were selected by varying the number of unique sen-
tences that could be constructed with the word choices
shown in Table VI. In experiment 1, two choices in final
word position is a two-alternative, forced-choice~2AFC!
task for identification of the target sentences. Combining that
task with four medial choices for /bVd/ allows for eight pos-
sible sentences~8AFC!. Finally, adding a choice of the name
yields 16 sentences~16AFC!. The 16AFC condition seemed
to meet our goal of providing a linguistically meaningful task
in addition to the formant discrimination task. The target
sentence was presented only on the first of three presenta-
tions of the sentence, in the ‘‘standard,’’ ‘‘test 1,’’ ‘‘test 2’’
trial structure. Thus, a listener first identified the words and
then presumably rehearsed the sentence as a whole~not as a
list of three word choices! during the time that the discrimi-
nation judgment was made during the ‘‘test 1’’ and ‘‘test 2’’
sentence presentations in each trial. The written response for
the sentence consisted of circling word choices on a page,
prior to entering the discrimination response via computer
keyboard. The experimenters, neither novices to the task nor
well trained, found the 16AFC sentence task extremely dif-
ficult.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

The stimuli were nearly the same as in experiment 1
except for modifications to the sentence and the addition of
isolated vowels. A second variant for the first part of the
sentence was synthesized as ‘‘Tell Sim to’’~see Table VI!
following synthesis procedures described in experiment 1.
The isolated vowels were synthesized with the vowel param-
eters shown in Table I for the /bVd/ syllables, except for a
minor error that caused /|/ vowel formants to be substituted
for /}/ formants. Because the formant values were similar
(F15550 instead of 600 Hz andF252500 instead of 2200
Hz!, and the thresholds obtained in Kewley-Port and Watson
~1994! were quite similar to those obtained here~17.5 vs
14.0 Hz and 38.9 vs 36.8 Hz!, DLs for the /|/ formants were
used in the comparisons with the /}/ formants implemented
in all other experimental conditions. The length of the iso-
lated vowels was 160 ms.F0 fell linearly from 220 to 180
Hz over the 160 ms similar to the /bVd/ syllables.

2. Subjects

Nine additional college students were recruited and paid
for their participation. All subjects had pure-tone thresholds
of 15 dB HL or better at octave intervals from 250 through
8000 Hz.

3. Procedures

The procedures for presenting the stimuli under com-
puter control were essentially the same as in experiment 1.
The DLs inDF were calculated the same way. The protocol,
however, was different and is presented in Table VII. The
screening was expanded to include a few trial blocks under
both minimal and medium stimulus uncertainty. Subjects se-
lected for the experiment ran in 1-h sessions daily. Training
used the medium uncertainty task to provide extensive expe-
rience~5 h! before test data were obtained.

The testing phase to collect DLs across different condi-
tions was redesigned to reduce training effects. After sub-

TABLE VI. Word choices in the sentence task that specify the possible
sentences, either with two, eight, or 16 alternatives. The discrimination task
was always for a vowel formant in the /bVd/ word.

@sentence# Tell Sam to say bVd again on the tape.
@2AFC# tape, tip
@8AFC# bid, bed, bad, bud tape, tip
@16AFC# Sam, Sim bid, bed, bad, bud tape, tip

TABLE VII. Protocol for the tasks in experiment 2.

Task Data
Level of

uncertainty
Duration

~h!

~1! Screening 1 Audiogram
/(/ F1 Minimum 0.75

Screening 2 8 formant DLs Medium 1.0
~vowel!

~2! Vowel training 8 formant DLs Medium 3.0
until stable

~3! Context training 8 formant DLs Medium, 2.0
Vowel, syllable, tasks ordered
phrase, sentence

~4! Context testing 8 formant DLs Medium, 4.0
Vowel, syllable-2, tasks
phrase-2, sentence-2 randomized

~5! Sentence1ID 8 formant DLs1 Medium, 3.0
training 2, 8, 16 AFC tasks ordered

~6! Sentence1ID 8 formant DLs1 Medium, 11.0
testing 2, 8, 16 AFC tasks

and sentence-3 randomized
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jects were familiar with each of the four tasks during train-
ing, tasks were randomized during testing. Specifically, each
subject received a different random order of the four tasks on
each testing day. This was true for first the four phonetic
context tasks, and then for the four sentence plus identifica-
tion tasks. The sentence task with discrimination only was
repeated twice; ‘‘sentence-2’’ was part of the phonetic con-
text testing; ‘‘sentence-3’’ was presented with the sentence
plus identification task.

B. Results

1. Screening

Nine subjects volunteered to participate in the screening
task. The adaptive tracks were compared visually across sub-
jects for both the minimal uncertainty task with /(/ F1 and
the vowel-only medium uncertainty task. One subject stood
out as a potential ‘‘star,’’ and three others performed more
poorly than the rest of the group. Out of the five remaining
subjects, only three volunteered to participate in the 5-week-
long task. While participation of four subjects was preferable
to three, in order to meet the criteria of the experimental
protocol, the study proceeded with just the three subjects
who met screening criteria for uniform performance.

2. Reliability

Given that subjects in experiment 2 participated in me-
dium stimulus uncertainty tasks, reliability for this group of
listeners could not be compared with thresholds from previ-
ous reports. However, reliability of DLs between experiment
1 and experiment 2 could be directly compared for the syl-
lable, phrase, and sentence conditions that overlapped. Aver-
ages of DLs over all three conditions for each subject re-
vealed somewhat higher DLs in experiment 2 than
experiment 1. The primary difference across subjects was for
one subject in experiment 1, S4, whose average DLs were
about one-half of most other subjects. Although subject
screening procedures were intended to eliminate such differ-
ences, in experiment 1 they were not rigorously followed; S4
was clearly a star out of the seven subjects.

To evaluate the reliability of the DLs between experi-
ment 1 and experiment 2 in more detail, a two-way ANOVA
for each individual condition of syllable, phrase, and sen-
tence was calculated with one between-factor for experiment,
and one within-factor for formant. Generally, DLs for all
formants in experiment 2 for each phonetic context condition
were significantly elevated compared to experiment 1~at sig-
nificance levels better thanp,0.02). In addition, the sen-

tence task in experiment 2 was repeated twice, once after 12
h of experience~sentence-2! and later after 25 h~sentence-3!
and a significant improvement@F(1,11)510.5, p,0.01# in
thresholds was found after additional training for the experi-
ment 2 listeners. Thus, long-term effects of training under
medium uncertainty conditions were once again confirmed.
However, across experiments, when listeners in experiment 2
had only a somewhat longer exposure than in experiment 1
~25 vs 17.5 h!, no difference in DLs for the sentence task was
obtained ~two-way ANOVA, p,0.78). These results are
open to two interpretations. First, the reliability of estimates
of DLs under medium uncertainty, and therefore more gen-
erally in these simulated ordinary listening tasks, is not as
good as the reliability demonstrated for thresholds. However,
for the purposes of this study, estimates of DLs for experi-
ment 1 and experiment 2 are sufficiently similar that they
may be judiciously combined and/or compared in later
analyses.

3. Phonetic context

The DLs for the four conditions in the phonetic context
task are shown in Fig. 4 and in Table VIII and are labeled
with ‘‘2’’ to indicate experiment 2 results. Differences in
discrimination performance were evaluated by a two-way
ANOVA for the factors of phonetic context and formant.
The main effects and interactions were all significant@con-
text: F(3,33)532.7, p,0.0001; formant:F(7,77)544.4,
p,0.0001; interaction:F(21,231)56.1, p,0.0001]. As
expected, DLs increased with increases in formant fre-

FIG. 4. Average DLs for eight formants in different phonetic contexts in
experiment 2.

TABLE VIII. DLs in Hz for formant discrimination tasks in different phonetic contexts in experiment 2 and for
thresholds from Kewley-Port and Watson~1994!.

(-F1 }-F1 #-F1 ,-F1 #-F2 ,-F2 }-F2 (-F2

Format frequency 450 600 700 1000 1400 1950 2200 2300
Threshold
~K-P and Watson, 1994!

12.6 17.5 12.4 22.0 27.3 23.4 36.7 28.5

Vowel 32.3 27.5 27.9 54.8 83.4 80.0 38.9 46.5
Syllable-2 43.5 54.9 37.0 49.6 106.2 60.6 100.5 95.0
Phrase-2 52.5 49.3 40.2 52.2 112.6 100.5 107.8 91.9
Sentence-2 54.4 57.5 41.2 52.6 93.9 99.2 88.6 97.9
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quency. However, the rather large decrease in DLs for the
highest two formants for isolated vowels was unexpected
although quite consistent for all three subjects. The obvious
difference due to phonetic context was that the DLs for the
isolated vowel condition were lower than for other phonetic
contexts.Post hoctests~Tukey HSD! confirmed that the av-
erage vowel DL~48.9 Hz! was significantly lower than for
the syllable~68.4 Hz!, phrase~75.8 Hz!, or sentence~73.1
Hz! averages. Other results for phonetic contexts replicated
those of experiment 1. Average syllable DLs were signifi-
cantly lower than DLs for either phrase or sentence, but
phrase and sentence DLs were not significantly different. In
contrast to experiment 1 results, in experiment 2 when train-
ing effects were eliminated, DLs for the syllable were lower
than for phrase and sentence DLs more generally across both
F1 andF2.

4. Sentence identification

The sentence identification task consisted of a replica-
tion of the sentence task either with discrimination only
~sentence-3! or with the addition of the identification tasks
with three levels of difficulty, e.g., identification of two,
eight, or 16 target sentences. Results shown in Fig. 5 and in
Table IX did not appear to show any effect of adding sen-
tence identification to the discrimination task. This was con-
firmed by a two-way ANOVA, for identification level and
formant. The main effect for identification level and the in-
teraction were not significant@identification: F(3,33)
50.94, p50.4; interaction:F(21,231)51.5, p50.08], al-
though DLs increased with increasing formant frequency as

expected@formant: F(7,77)544.4, p,0.0001]. To ascer-
tain if subjects attended to the identification task as in-
structed, the average correct identification of words in the
sentences was calculated for a subset of 48 trial blocks.
Block averages across all sentence locations and subjects
were either 99% or 100% correct. Clearly, subjects had no
difficulty in identifying the sentences and remembering them
while simultaneously required to make fine vowel discrimi-
nation judgments. Thus, efforts to design very challenging
tasks involving both discrimination of within-vowel differ-
ences and meaningful sentence identification did not produce
results that differed from those in the simpler,
discrimination-only task.

Consider the various comparisons of discrimination
abilities measured in sentence context in both experiment 1
and experiment 2. DLs for vowels in sentences were shown
to be equivalent under several different experimental condi-
tions for two groups of subjects. No significant differences
were observed for DLs between the sentence-1 and
sentence-3 results, the sentence-1 and sentence-112AFC
task, or all four conditions in the experiment 2 sentence iden-
tification task. This equivalence in results across subject
groups and tasks leads to the conclusion that the reliability of
discrimination DLs in the sentence task, with and without
addition of meaningful identification, appears to be unusu-
ally high. The significantly elevated DLs found between the
sentence-2 and either sentence-1 or sentence-3 conditions is
easily explained as a training effect because subjects had
considerably less experimental time before the sentence-2
data were obtained compared to the other two data sets
~Tables III and VII!. Thus, formant discrimination in five out
of the six tasks using sentences, with and without meaningful
identification, was nearly the same. Therefore, a reasonable
estimate of DLs under more ordinary listening conditions
can be established as the average of comparable data in ex-
periment 1 and experiment 2. In order to have an equal num-
ber of samples from each of the seven total subjects, an
average was calculated from the overlapping conditions in
experiment 1 and experiment 2, i.e., the sentence with dis-
crimination only and the sentence plus two-alternative,
forced-choice identification. This average for each formant,
labeled ‘‘Ordinary,’’ is shown at the bottom of Table IX.

C. Discussion of experiment 2

1. A norm for discrimination in more ordinary
listening

As part of the goal for this series of experiments, the
level of difficulty of tasks in this experiment was varied sys-

TABLE IX. DLs in Hz for formant discrimination tasks in experiment 2 and the DLs calculated as a norm for
ordinary listening conditions averaged over sentence-1, sentence-112AFC, sentence-3, and sentence-312AFC.

(-F1 }-F1 #-F1 ,-F1 #-F2 ,-F2 }-F2 (-F2

Format frequency 450 600 700 1000 1400 1950 2200 2300
Sentence-3 53.2 49.6 28.1 42.6 81.4 75.0 73.8 90.5
Sentence12AFC 47.2 50.8 30.2 45.5 80.9 74.2 64.7 77.5
Sentence18AFC 47.2 46.7 28.9 31.4 81.6 65.7 82.5 79.3
Sentence116AFC 45.5 43.4 35.8 42.3 79.4 82.1 79.9 86.9
Ordinary 36.5 40.8 36.4 42.6 74.5 82.1 82.0 86.8

FIG. 5. Average DLs for eight formants in the sentence context, with and
without identification, in experiment 2.
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tematically from easiest, for isolated vowels, to hardest, for
vowels in sentences in a complex cognitive task. Presumably
there exist some listening conditions, for example, very poor
signal-to-noise conditions, under which the cognitive load of
the task would make it impossible to do anything but dis-
criminate gross differences between, say, /i/ and /Ä/. How-
ever, the goal of this experiment was to target listening con-
ditions that reflect more normal situations of communication
in quiet. The experimental design under laboratory condi-
tions simulated many characteristics of an ordinary commu-
nication task in which vowels must be discriminated from
one another in order to extract the meaning of words in a
sentence. Therefore, different levels of phonetic context were
explored, as well as the difficulty level of extracting the
meaningful identification of words in sentences. In the most
challenging condition, vowel discrimination was required to
identify words at three different locations in a nine-word
sentence, initial, medial, and final, in order to identify the
meaning of the sentence. While the conditions investigated
here are few in relation to the large space of everyday com-
munication, the conditions represent substantial changes
from optimal ones towards more ordinary communication.

A clear outcome of this experiment is that within a sen-
tence, DLs were equally good whether or not linguistic
meaning was extracted from the sentence in addition to the
discrimination judgement. This result surprised not only the
investigators, but the listeners who reported being highly
challenged by the task and who despaired during training for
the identification task that they could maintain DLs at the
level achieved for discrimination only. Nonetheless, a con-
sistent level of discrimination ability was achieved by two
groups of subjects tested in slightly different experimental
conditions 8 months apart. Our results appear to provide a
stable estimate, or norm, of discrimination ability under
some ordinary listening conditions.

2. Measuring the effect of phonetic context

A primary goal of this experiment was to measure the
effect of lengthening phonetic context on the ability to re-
solve small differences in vowel formants. The results of
experiment 2 allow direct comparison between isolated vow-
els and vowels embedded in syllables, phrases, or sentences.
As shown in Fig. 4, DLs for isolated vowels were signifi-
cantly better than those for vowels embedded in any length
of phonetic context. However, as phonetic context length-
ened, the resulting effects were compressed. That is, the ef-
fects of phonetic context are greatest between isolated vow-
els and syllables, whereas DLs for three-word phrases and
nine-word sentences were almost equivalent. In order to
measure quantitatively the effect of phonetic context, it is
preferable to remove the significant variability in DLs asso-
ciated with the changes of formant frequency in order to
provide one measure for bothF1 andF2. This appears pos-
sible based on a recent report by Kewley-Port and Zheng
~1998!, who examined models of the variability in formant
thresholds for two factors,F0 and formant frequency. The
models examined involved detailed analysis of the spectral
energy in the vowels, followed by subsequent transforma-
tions into excitation levels or specific loudness within a bank

of auditory filters. They demonstrated that variability was
best accounted for by a model that calculated the specific
loudness within auditory filters. The outcome of that effort
was that the better models flattened the effect of changes in
formant frequency such that thresholds were a constant val-
ued function across formant frequency.

Recently, we have examined whether it was possible to
emulate this explicit modeling of the auditory processing of
vowel formants with a simple auditory scale. In other words,
could the flattening effect observed in the models be simu-
lated by transforming Hz into units appropriate for auditory
scaling of frequency? Several auditory scales were applied to
the data in Kewley-Port and Zheng~1998! to determine if the
flattening of theDF functions would be observed. Auditory
scales investigated included log frequency, several versions
of Moore’s equivalent rectangular bandwidth rate~ERB-rate!
scales~Moore and Glasberg, 1987; Glasberg and Moore,
1990!, and Zwicker’s~1961! critical-band rate scale~z!. Vi-
sual examination of the scaled threshold data indicated that
the z-scale had flatter functions and was more effective in
removing formant frequency effects than other scales. The
primary difference between the ERB-rate scales~E! and the
z-scale for vowel thresholds was that in theDF functions in
the E-scale were not flat overF1, but clearly rose for small
values of E. This outcome was also supported by Traun-
müller ~1990, 1998! who pointed out that the critical-band
rate scale,z in barks, is derived from loudness summation.
Therefore, thez-scale with units of barks was selected to
compare results across both phonetic contexts and experi-
ments.

Specifically, to compare the effects of phonetic context
after variability due to formant frequency is removed, Eq.~6!
in Traunmüller ~1990!, was applied. The formant frequencies
in Hz for the standard vowel and standard frequency plus the
DL were converted to thez-scale, and then subtracted to get
a DL in barks. A useful way to compare the effects of pho-
netic context is to use vowel thresholds~in barks! as the
reference of optimal performance. Thresholds for isolated
vowels from Kewley-Port and Watson~1994! are shown in
Table VIII for the vowel formants used in this experiment.
The thresholds and DLs for each vowel formant in Table
VIII were also converted to barks. Averages over discrimi-
nation conditions are shown in Table X. Since the DLs for
the phrase-2 and sentence-2 conditions were not significantly
different, they were averaged together as a single estimate
for DLs in longer phonetic context.

TABLE X. Effect of phonetic context compared across experiments using
bark ratios relative to individual vowel thresholds.

Type of discrimination
Average DL

~barks!
Average ratio
To threshold

Threshold 0.109 1
Vowel-2 0.242 2.2
Syllable-2 0.330 3.0
Avg. Phrs2 and Sent2 0.357 3.3
Ordinary 0.284 2.6
Untrained sentence 0.434 4.0
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To compare discrimination ability across experiments,
the ratio of the DL for each vowel formant in phonetic con-
text to the corresponding threshold was calculated, where the
ratio of the average vowel threshold to itself is 1.0. These
ratios were averaged across formants and are shown in Table
X. Relative to the optimal ratio of 1, DLs for discrimination
of vowels under medium vs minimal uncertainty conditions
were degraded by a factor of 2.2. As vowels were discrimi-
nated in longer phonetic context under medium uncertainty,
DLs increase, but not by large amounts. Vowel DLs in syl-
lables degraded by a factor of 3.0 compared to thresholds,
and in phrases and sentences by a factor of 3.3. This analysis
clearly demonstrates that the effect of longer phonetic con-
text is compressed as length approaches that of modest sen-
tences. That is, an increase in length from isolated vowels to
syllables resulted in a 36% reduction in resolution of formant
frequency, while from syllables to phrases or sentences there
was only an 8% reduction. The overall decrease in ability to
discriminate formants for vowels in phrases and sentences
compared to vowels in isolation under medium stimulus un-
certainty was 50%.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Range of formant discrimination abilities

A general goal of the present experiments is to establish
a range of abilities to discriminate formants from optimal to
more adverse listening conditions. Given that reports of reli-
able thresholds for isolated vowels are now well established
~Kewley-Port and Watson, 1994; Kewley-Portet al., 1996a;
Hawks, 1994!, the thresholds used in our previous reports
may be used as representative of optimal performance. To
estimate an upper range of poor discrimination in simulated
ordinary listening conditions, it was argued above that DLs
for the ‘‘untrained sentence’’ condition in experiment 1 can
provide such a limit, where the adverse circumstance is lack
of subject training rather than noise or lengthy phonetic con-
text.

In experiment 2, we argued that results supported a
norm for formant discrimination in more ordinary listening
conditions as shown in Table VIII. These ordinary DLs can
be compared in more detail with optimal and poor perfor-
mance by converting the DLs to barks to eliminate the effect
of formant frequency. A display of the range of performance
from threshold, to a norm for ordinary listening to the un-
trained sentence for the eight formants, is shown in Fig. 6,
and the bark averages are in Table X. The function for the
ordinary DLs is flat and reasonably parallel to that for for-
mant thresholds. The untrained sentence function in barks is
flatter than its representation in Hz, but the observed vari-
ability is considerable and probably reflects that listeners
could focus their attention through feedback on some easier
formants to discriminate within the first half hour of the ex-
periment.

Consider whether the estimated ordinary DLs shown in
Fig. 6 are representative of various DLs reported for different
phonetic context and across groups in this experiment. The
average over seven listeners for the norm for ordinary DLs in
barks was 0.28. This ratio was somewhat less than 3.3 for

phrases and sentences in phonetic context data for just the
three subjects in experiment 2. We noted that DLs were
higher in phonetic context for experiment 2 than experiment
1, and that DLs for these three subjects improved in the
subsequent sentence identification task. Calculating a ratio
for each of the seven estimates in the sentence context, with
and without identification, yields a range of ratios from 2.4
to 3.3. While this is a wide range, all ratios do fall clearly
between 1.0 for thresholds and 4.0 for the untrained sentence
task. Overall, the proposed norm for more ordinary discrimi-
nation, taken as an average over seven subjects in analogous
conditions of sentence and sentence plus two-choice identi-
fication, appears to be the most representative estimate of
discrimination abilities in simulated ordinary listening con-
ditions.

B. Discrimination and distances in the vowel space

The distribution of vowels in theF13F2 space is quite
different across the world’s languages~Bradlow, 1995; Dis-
ner, 1983; Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996; Lindblom,
1986!. While many languages have only five vowels distrib-
uted widely over theF13F2 space, other languages such as
English have very crowded vowel spaces with overlapping
vowel areas. In English, this overlap is observed in data mea-
suringF1 andF2 across different talkers~men, women, and
children: Peterson and Barney, 1952; Hillenbrandet al.,
1995!, or for one talker within a variety of consonantal con-
texts ~Broad and Fertig, 1970!. Several explanations have
been offered for how vowels are rapidly and accurately iden-
tified given the overlap of the two primary acoustic charac-
teristics,F1 andF2, between vowels. Some have suggested
normalization schemes~Nearey, 1989; Miller, 1989!. Others
have suggested that vowels are distinguished by the presence
of features such as vowel length and dynamic formant tran-
sitions in addition to the spectral characteristics ofF1 and
F2 ~Lehiste and Peterson, 1961; Nearey and Assmann, 1986;
Neel and Kewley-Port, 1996; Neel, 1997!. Even though
length distinctions are well documented in some languages
~Swedish long and short vowels!, and formant transitions are

FIG. 6. Average DLs for eight formants in barks for three experimental
conditions, for thresholds~Kewley-Port and Watson, 1994!, for the norm for
ordinary listening conditions, and for the sentence task with untrained
subjects.
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essential properties of the diphthongal nature of some vow-
els, spectral cues appear to take precedence~Kewley-Port
et al., 1996b!.

Discrimination of differences in the spectral cues of
vowels must be accurate enough to support the reliable iden-
tification of vowels. That is, vowels have been subject to
evolutionary constraints such that a match between the capa-
bilities of the production and perception of vowels for robust
communication has developed~Liberman and Mattingly,
1989; Studdert-Kennedy, 1998!. The relationship between
the ability to discriminate vowel formants and the distribu-
tion of vowels in theF13F2 space is an interesting one
when vowels are crowded, such as in English, because pre-
sumably even when vowels have close neighbors, they must
still be rapidly categorized. The ordinary DL for formants
was measured as 0.28 barks, meaning that listeners could
discriminate between formants at the 0.28-bark distance 70%
of the time. A modest investigation of English vowels from
many talkers examined how the ordinary DL related toF1
andF2 differences for the most closely spaced vowels.

Several studies have measured vowel formants from
many talkers at the steady-state part of a /CVC/ syllable. In
the present analysis of closely spaced vowels, it was decided
to select eight male and female talkers from three studies of
speakers from different dialects. The first was Bradlow’s
~1993! study of talkers in upstate New York, the second was
Hillenbrand et al.’s study ~1995! of talkers from southern
Michigan, and the third was a study of talkers in our labora-
tory from central Indiana. Reported formant values are aver-
ages of five measured tokens per talker except for Hillen-
brand, who reported a single token.

To determineF1 and F2 differences for the closest
vowels, a two-step analysis was developed. For each
speaker, the Euclidean distance between all pairs of vowels
in an F13F2 vowel space in bark units was calculated. A
criterion of 1.5 barks for ‘‘close’’ vowel pairs was then se-
lected after examining the distance matrices for all vowel
pairs. For each talker, all pairs with distances less than 1.5
barks were noted. The number of close pairs over the eight
talkers ranged from 3 to 17, with a mean of 8 pairs per talker,
and would not have changed substantially for a criterion set
between 1.0 and 2.0 barks. Twenty-eight different vowel
pairs out of 45 possible were identified as close by the 1.5-
bark criterion.

To compare the formant distances of these close pairs to
the ordinary norm of 0.28 barks, Euclidean distances were
not appropriate sinceF1 andF2 were combined. In order to
get onlyF1 andF2 differences for the closest vowel pairs,
the second step in the analysis selected the most frequently
observed close pairs. The number of times each of the 28
pairs was found for the speakers was tallied. The most fre-
quent pairs were /e–(/ ~all 16 talkers! and /,–}/ ~12 talkers!.
Since the next most frequently observed pairs occurred for
seven to nine of the talkers, it was decided to select a back
vowel pair, /u–o/, which together with the other two pairs
covered the high, mid, and back vowel space. For all 36 of
these vowel pairs, the absolute differences were calculated
separately forF1 andF2 in barks, and then averaged. The

grand average of the formant distances between the closest
vowel pairs was 0.56 barks.

The value of 0.56 barks is an average for formant dis-
tances of the closest vowel pairs observed in a database of 16
speakers with different dialects. In comparison, the norm DL
for discriminating formants under more ordinary listening
conditions is 0.28 barks. Therefore, the closest vowels in
English are typically produced with formants two times fur-
ther apart than the DLs for resolving formants, namely 0.56
to 0.28 barks. On face value, the ratio of 2:1 obtained be-
tween perception abilities and the spacing of closest vowels
indicates a good match between production and perception.
Consider the average DL for the untrained sentence of 0.43
barks in relation to 0.56 barks. These values are perhaps too
similar, suggesting that identification of closest vowels
would be based on the information that was just barely dis-
criminable, not an ideal situation for robust communication.
Given that the untrained sentence task is the only one here
that involved adverse listening conditions, it remains for fu-
ture research to see if noise or hearing impairment degrades
formant discrimination performance sufficiently such that
closely spaced vowels might be easily confused. On the
other hand, we note that these close vowel pairs involve the
vowel glides /e/ and /o/ that are generally produced with
large amounts of formant movement. Thus, it is possible that
the addition of formant dynamics is a necessary property of
English vowel spaces given that closely spaced vowels ap-
proach the psychophysical limits of discriminating formants
in normal communication. Verification of this hypothesis
would rest on cross-language comparisons of vowel systems
with particularly dense vowel spaces such as Danish or Aus-
trian German~Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our series of experiments on vowel discrimination has
sought to establish the range of abilities of listeners to pro-
cess vowel information from optimal to more ordinary lis-
tening conditions. Optimal formant discrimination~Kewley-
Port et al., 1996a!, has established thresholds overF1 as
uniform in DF at 14 Hz, and overF2 as uniform inDF/F at
1.5%. The purpose of this study was to explore performance
for vowel discrimination under more ordinary listening con-
ditions. Ordinary listening conditions, as simulated in the
laboratory, were defined as listening to moderate length sen-
tences, extracting information both across linguistic catego-
ries to identify words and within categories to discriminate
vowels. Two experimental factors were manipulated, the
length of the phonetic context of the vowel and the difficulty
of the sentence identification task. An important fixed factor
was the level of stimulus uncertainty, and that was set to
medium as somewhat representative of the predictability of
words in sentences. Lengthening phonetic context from iso-
lated vowels, to syllables, to phrases, and sentences degraded
formant frequency resolution. However, the effect of pho-
netic context was compressed such that resolution was de-
graded by 35% between isolated vowels and vowels in syl-
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lable context, by 8% between syllables and three-word
phrases, and no difference was found for discrimination be-
tween phrases and sentences.

The second factor was the addition of sentence identifi-
cation tasks to the formant discrimination task. Levels of
difficulty increased from no identification response to that
for 16 target sentences. No difference in discrimination abil-
ity was found across these tasks. Thus, a reliable, stable mea-
sure of performance was obtained such that a norm for dis-
crimination of formant frequency under more ordinary
listening conditions could be proposed. This norm, when cal-
culated in bark differences, is 0.28 barks and is nearly con-
stant acrossF1 andF2. It is important to note that this study
did not set out to establish a ‘‘norm’’ for ordinary perfor-
mance. Our assumption was that variability associated with
the experimental factors would be measured, setting the
stage for additional experiments. Instead, we obtained stable
performance for formant discrimination across two groups of
subjects, over phrases and sentences, with and without the
identification of linguistic meaning. Thus, this experiment
has discovered a norm for ordinary listening conditions of
0.28 barks for discriminating formants over a wide range of
formant frequencies.

Analyses examined the relation between the norm for
ordinary discrimination and the spectral structure of vowel
spaces. English has a crowded vowel space, with several
vowels close together in theF13F2 space. To determine
the relation between the perceptual constraint provided by
the norm for formant discrimination, and the production of
vowels, the average difference betweenF1 or F2 for the
closest pairs of English vowels was calculated. A value of
0.56 barks was obtained for the closest vowel pairs from 16
talkers. Thus, talkers produce vowels with formant differ-
ences twice that of the just discriminable difference under
more ordinary listening conditions. This ratio of 2-to-1 ap-
pears to allow both for reliable identification of vowel cat-
egories, as well as room for variability within the categories
to specify dialectal and other talker attributes. Presumably
the norm for ordinary formant discrimination can be applied
to other areas, in particular to predict speech perception ca-
pabilities under adverse conditions, including hearing im-
pairment.
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Two experiments investigated the effects of small values of fundamental frequency difference
(DF0) on the identification of concurrent vowels. AsDF0’s get smaller, mechanisms that exploit
them must necessarily fail, and the pattern of breakdown may tell which mechanisms are used by
the auditory system. SmallDF0’s also present a methodological difficulty. If the stimulus is shorter
than the beat period, its spectrum depends on which part of the beat pattern is sampled. A different
starting phase might produce a different experimental outcome, and the experiment may lack
generality. The first experiment explored the effects ofDF0’s as small as 0.4%. The smallestDF0

conditions were synthesized with several starting phases obtained by gating successive segments of
the beat pattern. An improvement in identification was demonstrated forDF0’s as small as 0.4% for
all segments. Differences between segments~or starting phase! were also observed, but when
averaged over vowel pairs they were of small magnitude compared toDF0 effects. The nature of
DF0-induced waveform interactions and the factors that affect them are discussed in detail in a
tutorial section, and the hypothesis that the improvement in identification is the result of such
interactions~beat hypothesis! is examined. It is unlikely that this hypothesis can account for the
effects observed. The reduced benefit ofDF0 for identification at smallerDF0’s more likely reflects
the breakdown of the sameF0-guided segregation mechanism that operates at largerDF0’s.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01811-1#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.Pc, 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Ba@JH#

INTRODUCTION

A number of cues are useful when one tries to
hear speech in a noisy environment~Cherry, 1953; Brokx
and Nooteboom, 1982; Darwin and Carlyon, 1995!. When
both target and competitor are harmonic~for example, both
voiced!, a difference in fundamental frequency (F0) is ben-
eficial. This effect has been studied by many authors using
pairs of synthetic vowels~see de Cheveigne´ et al., 1997a for
a review!. When aDF0 is introduced between vowels, iden-
tification generally improves up to about one semitone~6%!,
after which it remains constant before deteriorating again at
the octave. The largest jump in identification rate usually
occurs betweenDF050% and the smallest nonzero value
used in the study~typically 6%, 3%, or 1.5%!. However, the
region below 1.5% where most of the improvement occurs
has not been explored in detail.

Small DF0’s present a methodological difficulty. The
shape of the compound stimulus fluctuates at a rate equal to
DF0 . If the stimulus is shorter than the beat period 1/DF0 ,
both its long-term spectrum, and the set of short-term spectra
that can be sampled within it, depend on which part of the
beat pattern it spans, which in turn depends on the starting
phase spectra. A different starting phase might produce a
different experimental outcome, and so the generality of the
experiment may be in question. What appears like aDF0

effect might be the chance result of some particularly unfa-
vorable phase spectrum atDF050, and/or a particularly fa-
vorable segment of the beat pattern atDF0Þ0.

A first aim of this study was to verify the generality of

improvement of identification withDF0 by assessing the ef-
fects of starting phase. It is impossible to test all possible
phase spectra, but useful conclusions can be drawn by sam-
pling several phase conditions. Differences among them tell
us about the approximate size of phase effects, and compari-
sons ofDF0 effects across phase conditions tell us of their
generality. In experiment 1 of this paper, at the smallest non-
zero DF0 , the stimulus set included 4 consecutive portions
of a double-vowel waveform, each shorter than the beat pat-
tern. In experiment 2 it included two particular phase condi-
tions: same-phase and antiphase. A second aim of this study
was to test the hypothesis that beats contribute to the segre-
gation of concurrent sounds. Beat-induced fluctuations might
be sampled by the auditory system to enhance identification
of a vowel pair. This so-called ‘‘beat hypothesis’’ has been
proposed to explain the effects of smallDF0’s ~Culling and
Darwin, 1993, 1994; Assmann and Summerfield, 1994!. The
experiments allow the effects of such fluctuations to be mea-
sured, so one can decide whether or not they are capable of
explaining theDF0 effects.

A major obstacle in dealing with waveform interactions
on the basilar membrane is their complexity. The simplest
beats~those between two partials! have dimensions of rate,
phase, depth, and carrier frequency, which vary among chan-
nels of the peripheral filter. In response to the sum of two
vowels, the shape of the waveform in each channel depends
on channel characteristics~selectivity, phase distortion! as
well as stimulus characteristics~amplitude and phase spectra
of both vowels!. It is also affected by demodulation or trans-
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duction characteristics: nonlinearity, temporal integration,
etc. To facilitate understanding of these phenomena, the next
section offers a tutorial onDF0-induced waveform interac-
tions on the basilar membrane. It is followed by a section on
models of how the auditory system might exploit beats to
enhance identification. Next comes the description of two
experiments that probe the effects of smallDF0’s while con-
troling for phase-dependent effects of waveform interactions.
Finally, in Sec. V we weigh evidence for and against several
models of segregation.

I. A TUTORIAL ON DF0-INDUCED WAVEFORM
INTERACTIONS

Beats are a temporal phenomenon, but the conditions
that they depend upon are best described in the frequency
domain. Actually, two frequency axes must be considered:
the frequency axis of thespectrumof the stimulus~or of the
vibration waveform at some point in the cochlea!, and the
tonotopic axisof the basilar membrane. If peripheral filters
were infinitely narrow, each would select a single partial and
these two axes could be merged. Unfortunately, waveform
interactions occur precisely because filters allow several par-
tials to pass through. In the following graphs the nature of
the axis can be determined by checking whether it is labeled
frequencyor filter CF.

Figure 1 shows the spectral envelopes of the Japanese
vowels /o/ and /u/. The abscissa here is frequency. For uni-
formity with following figures, it is warped so that frequen-
cies are uniformly distributed on a scale of equivalent rect-
angular bandwidth~ERB! ~Moore and Glasberg, 1983!. The
spectral envelope is not the spectrum of a waveform, but
rather a function that determines the amplitude of each par-
tial according to its frequency. It is a complex function that
defines both level and phase, but the figure shows only the
level. The phase spectrum usually has little effect on the
sound of the vowel. When the vowel is produced, the spec-
tral envelope is sampled at multiples ofF0 to obtain the
actual spectrum of the vowel: densely ifF0 is low, or
sparsely if it is high.

Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the short-term spec-
trum of the vowel /u/ synthesized atF05132 Hz. The fre-
quency axis is again warped to an ERB scale. The spectrum

consists of a series of peaks. Their shape and width depend
on the shape and width of the analysis window, itself con-
strained by the duration of the stimulus~in this case 250 ms
including 20 ms raised cosine onset and offset!. The vowel
spectrum can be seen as the product of the line spectrum of a
wideband periodic pulse train by the previous spectral enve-
lope.

The spectrum of the waveform at any point of the basilar
membrane also consists of peaks at harmonics ofF0 . Each
filter responds to several partials, but most of them are of
low amplitude. Figure 3 shows their rms levels as a function
of the filter’s characteristic frequency~CF!. Each line is for a
different partial, the first few of which are labeled. The thin
dotted line represents the total rms output in response to all
partials together~excitation pattern!. The figure uses the
same warped scale as the preceding plots, but here it repre-
sents filter CF~or position along the basilar membrane! in-
stead of the frequency axis of a spectrum. Basilar membrane
filtering was simulated using the Auditory Toolbox software
of Slaney~1993!.

The number of partials in the filter output differs accord-
ing to its CF. In the low-CF region, filters tuned near an
individual partial respond mainly to that partial and exclude
all others. Filters tuned between two partials respond to both,
but weakly. In the high-CF region, all filters respond to sev-
eral partials. The distance between the full line belonging to
a given partial, and the dotted line, represents the proportion
~in dB! of other partials in the total response. In the time
domain, the waveform at the output of a low-CF filter tuned
to a partial is approximately a sine-wave. That of other filters
is a composite waveform that beats at the fundamental pe-
riod. Such fast fluctuations at the pitch period arenot what is
meant by beats in the context of this paper.

FIG. 1. Spectral envelopes of Japanese vowels /o/ and /u/. The abscissa
represents frequency, warped to an ERB scale@uniform density in terms of
equivalent rectangular bandwidth, Moore and Glasberg~1983!#.

FIG. 2. Short-term spectrum of vowel /u/, calculated over a 250-ms stimu-
lus. The abscissa represents frequency, warped to an ERB scale.

FIG. 3. Full lines: rms output of a cochlear filter bank as a function of
characteristic frequency~CF!, for each of the partials of vowel /u/. Dotted
line: rms output in response to the entire vowel.
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When two vowels are added, the previous analysis can
still be applied as long as they have the sameF0 . The com-
pound waveform consists of partials of that commonF0 ,
with levels determined by a spectral envelope that can be
calculated byvector summationof the complex envelopes of
both vowels. The sum depends not only on the levels of both,
but also on their relativephases. This is illustrated in Fig.
4~a!, for vowels /o/ and /u/ with equal rms levels. The dotted
line represents the sum supposing the vowels’ phase spectra
are identical~an unlikely occurrence!, and the dot–dash line
represents the difference if they are opposite~equally un-
likely!. For arbitrary phase spectra the envelope is some-
where between the two. The full line represents the sum if
both vowels are in ‘‘Klatt phase’’@the phase spectrum pro-
duced by the Klatt synthesizer~Klatt, 1980! that approxi-
mates the phase of natural vowels#.

The experiments reported in this paper used pairs of
vowels of unequal amplitude. Figure 4~b! shows therelative
level, at each frequency, between envelopes of vowels /o/
and /u/, scaled with an overall rms relative level that was
varied between225 and125 dB in 5-dB steps. The effect of
phase on summation is largest where the vowel envelopes
are of similar amplitudes, that is, where the plot crosses or
approaches the 0-dB line. These plots are interesting also in
that they show which parts of the spectrum are ‘‘dominated’’
by either vowel at a given overall relative level. At extreme
levels the spectrum is entirely dominated by one vowel or
the other~/o/ at 120 or 125 dB, /u/ at225 dB!. At inter-
mediate levels it is ‘‘partitioned’’ between the two vowels
~the plots cut the 0-dB line!. We will see presently how this

dominance pattern might be modified locally by cochlear
filtering.

So far, theF0’s of both vowels were the same. If they
are different but close, the previous analysis can be extended
by interpreting partials of equal rank as having the same
frequency but a progressively increasing~or decreasing!
phase shift. The level of the sum varies between the limits
described above@Fig. 4~a!#, at a rate equal tonDF0 ~wheren
is the rank of the partial!. Partials of all ranks beat in this
way, but with differences inrate ~proportional to rank!,
depth~depending on the relative level between partials!, and
phase~depending on the difference between their starting
phases!.

Figure 5~a! gives an example of a beat between two
partials of equal amplitude. Figure 5~b! illustrates the shal-
lower beats that occur when their levels differ by 20 dB. The
waveform of the stimulus~double vowel! is the superposi-
tion of various such beat patterns. In the context of the ‘‘beat
model,’’ we are not directly interested in fluctuations of the
acoustic waveform. Nor are we interested in the beats of
individual partials, as they might occur if the partials were
somehow isolated from the rest. Rather we are interested in
the waveform fluctuations that actually occur on thebasilar
membrane, as a result of filtering the stimulus waveform. It
is those fluctuations that would be exploited by a mechanism
sensitive to beats.

The effects of filtering must thus be taken into account.
First, filtering alters the relative amplitudes of partials of a
pair, some channels favoring one partial and others the other.
The depth of their beats may thus vary somewhat among
channels. Second, the dispersive properties of the basilar
membrane affect their relative phase. This effect is channel
dependent, so beats may occur with different phases in dif-
ferent channels. Third and most importantly, filtering reduces

FIG. 4. ~a! Vector sum of spectral envelopes of /o/ and /u/. Dotted line: both
vowels have same phase spectra. Dot–dash: opposite phase spectra. Full
line: both vowels are in Klatt phase@produced by the synthesizer of Klatt
~1980! that approximates the phase spectrum of naturally produced vowels#.
~b! Relative level in dB between magnitude spectral envelopes of /o/ and /u/
for values of the overall o/u rms relative level ranging from225 to 25 dB in
5-dB steps. Note that for o/u ratio520 and 25 dB the spectrum is entirely
dominated by /o/, and at o/u ratio5225 dB it is dominated by /u/.

FIG. 5. ~a! Beats between equal-amplitude partials of frequencies 390 and
402 Hz. The beat rate is 12 Hz.~b! Same, but the partials differ in level by
20 dB. ~c! Same as~a! with the addition of a third partial of frequency
520 Hz.
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the number of partials that interact, with the result that the
fluctuations of a filter output are simpler~and usually deeper!
than those of the acoustic waveform. Some channels isolate
individual partial pairs. The beat pattern at their output is
similar to that shown in Fig. 5~a or b!. Other channels allow
several partial pairs to interact together. The waveform at
their output, which is more complex, can be understood as
the superposition of two or more beat patterns.

The first two factors may be quantified. Figure 6~top!
shows the relative level, as a function of position along the
basilar membrane, between partials of same rank from two
harmonic series. The series had equal amplitudes, andF0’s
5128 and 132 Hz (DF053%). Each line is for a different
rank, and each is limited to CFs for which both partials are
attenuated by less than 40 dB by the filter. The shift~in dB!
is positive for channels with CFs below the partial’s fre-
quency, and negative above. The result of this shift is to
modify, within each channel, the pattern of dominance of
Fig. 4~b!. Within each channel, the ratio of partials of same
rank differs from that specified in Fig. 4~b! by the amount
specified in Fig. 6~top!. This plot is forDF053%, for other
values the magnitude of the shift would be in proportion. The
simulation used a software implementation of the gamma-
tone filterbank~Slaney, 1993; Pattersonet al., 1992!.

A similar analysis can be made for phase. Figure 6~b!
shows thephase shiftintroduced between two partials of
same rank (DF053%) as the result of the dispersive prop-
erties of the basilar membrane. The shift is proportional to
the slopeof the phase characteristic, which for the gamma-
tone is steepest for the channel tuned to the frequency of the
partial. A word of warning: this simulation depends critically
on the choice of thegammatone filterto model peripheral
selectivity. If cochlear filters have different dispersive prop-
erties, the magnitude and pattern of phase shifts must be
different. For example, the dotted line shows similar data

obtained with a software implementation of the model of
Strube~1985!, which according to Kohlrausch~1995! better
matches the phase characteristics of the basilar membrane
than the gammatone. The phase shift is greatest within chan-
nels tuned slightly below the partials.

The third factor~isolation of individual partial pairs! is
crucial for the existence of deep beats in the waveform at the
output of a filter. The reason is easy to grasp. Beat patterns of
partial pairs have rates and phases that vary according to
their rank. The minimum of one pattern is unlikely to coin-
cide with a minimum of the others, with the result that the
peak-to-valley ratio is reduced when the patterns are super-
posed. Figure 5~c! shows the same two partials as Fig. 5~a!,
together with a neighboring partial. The depth of the valley is
reduced. Based on this reasoning, we expect that deep beats
are most likely to occur in channels that are dominated by a
single beating pair. Going back to Fig. 3, we see that this
may be the case in low-CF channels tuned to a partial.
Low-CF channels intermediate between two partials respond
to the superposition of two beat patterns, and high-CF chan-
nels respond to even greater numbers of beating partials, and
this is likely to produce limited peak-to-valley ratios.

Figure 7~thin lines! shows the minimum and maximum
levels in each channel in response to the mixture of /o/ and
/u/ at relative levels of 0,215, and115 dB as a function of
filter CF. Also shown~at 0 dB, top! are two samples of the
instantaneous excitation pattern chosen for their dissimilarity
~thick lines!. At 0 dB, beats are deepest within channels with

FIG. 6. Top: relative level between partials of same rank belonging to two
equal-amplitude harmonic series of frequencies 128 and 132 Hz (DF0

53%) filtered by a basilar membrane model, as a function of CF. Each
curve is for a different rank, and is limited to CFs for which both partials are
attenuated by less than 40 dB. Bottom: phase shift between partials of same
rank belonging to two harmonic series of frequencies 128 and 132 Hz as a
function of CF. Each curve is for a different rank.

FIG. 7. Top, thin lines: limits of beat-induced variations of the rms output of
a gammatone filter bank in response to the sum of vowels /o/ and /u/ for o/u
relative level50 dB, as a function of CF. Thick lines: profile of output at
two instants~chosen for their dissimilarity!. Middle and bottom: same, for
o/u ratio5215 and115 dB. The simulation was performed with very slow
beats, to avoid smoothing by temporal integration in the rms calculation
stage. Vertical dotted lines indicate the positions of formantsF1 andF2 of
both vowels.
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CFs below the first formants (F1) of /u/ and /o/. At an o/u
ratio of 215 dB, beats are deepest in the vicinity ofF1 and
F2 of /o/ ~middle plot!. At 115 dB they are relatively shal-
low over all channels~bottom!.

An important issue is the rate of beats. The overall beat
pattern repeats itself at a rate equal toDF0 . In the experi-
ment of Sec. III, at the smallestDF0 ~0.4%! the beat period
was 2 s, or eight times the stimulus duration. At the largest
DF0 ~6%! it was 125 ms, or one-half the stimulus duration.
Beats between partial pairs of rankn ~supposing they can be
isolated! occur at a faster rate:nDF0 . Restricted parts of the
pattern of channel outputs may thus appear to pulsate faster
than the overall pattern. In the vowel set used in the experi-
ments, partials closest toF1 had ranks ranging from 2 to 6,
and those closest toF2 ranks from 6 to 17. The fastest beats
in the F1 –F2 range thus occurred at 8.5 Hz forDF0

50.4%, and 136 Hz forDF058% ~at this spacing it makes
little sense to distinguish beats between partials of same rank
from those between partials of different rank!.

A final consideration is that beats might be smoothed by
temporal integration in the auditory system. Figure 8 shows
the peak/valley ratio of a maximally deep beat pattern@such
as that of Fig. 5~a!# after smoothing by a temporal window
with an equivalent rectangular duration of 6 or 13 ms. These
values are estimates obtained by Plack and Moore~1990!.
The former~6 ms! was obtained at frequencies of 900, 2700,
and 8100 Hz, the latter~13 ms! was obtained at 300 Hz. Beat
amplitude is reduced progressively with increasing beat rate.
Note, however, that the detection of AM may not be limited
by such low-pass filtering~Dauet al., 1997!. This question is
discussed again later on.

II. BEATS AND SEGREGATION

It has been suggested that beats that arise in response to
concurrent vowels with differentF0’s might promote their
identification, particularly atDF0’s too small to support
other F0-guided mechanisms~Culling and Darwin, 1993,
1994; Assmann and Summerfield, 1990, 1994!. This section
examines the various forms that can be given to this hypoth-
esis, and discusses them critically in the light of the previous
section.

A. The ‘‘glimpsing’’ model of Culling and Darwin

Culling and Darwin~1994! suggested that beats might
cause the excitation pattern to momentarily assume a shape

favorable for identification. Selected samples or ‘‘glimpses’’
of this pattern would benefit identification. Their model in-
volved a perceptron pattern-recognizer, of which there were
two variants. The first~‘‘one-at-a-time’’ strategy! used two
sampling points, one for each vowel, chosen to give the
highest and second-highest activation scores of the percep-
tron. The second~‘‘both-at-once’’ strategy! sampled the ex-
citation pattern at a single point in time, chosen to give the
highest value of a pairwise compound measure derived from
the perceptron outputs. The process that produces the exci-
tation pattern~filtering, transduction, and smoothing! in-
volves integration over time, so each sample is actually de-
rived from a windowed portion of the stimulus.

The both-at-once strategy was the more successful. The
single sample was more often classified as the correct vowel
pair than the constant pattern evoked atDF050. Another
way to put it is that beat-induced fluctuations produced a
cloud of points in feature space~instead of the single point at
DF050), with an extent that was fortunately greatest in a
direction that led to correct classification. The model ex-
ploited this favorable aspect of beat-induced variability.
However, it is not clear that it would be as successful in the
presence of intraclass variability of natural speech sounds, or
variability induced by noise. Temporal sampling is antitheti-
cal to smoothing schemes used to deal with noise.

B. Serial differences between excitation patterns

An alternative hypothesis is that identification might
benefit from dynamic cues, such as thedifferencebetween
successive excitation patterns~DEP!. It is well known that
dynamic cues are important for vowel identification~e.g.,
Strangeet al., 1998!. Kuwabaraet al. ~1983! found that a
vowellike stimulus~‘‘ X’’ ! with a spectrum intermediate be-
tween two vowels~‘‘ A’’ and ‘‘ B’’ ! was identified as vowel
‘‘ A’’ when it appeared as the central portion of dynamic
vowellike spectrum of shape ‘‘BXB,’’ and as vowel ‘‘B’’
when it appeared in an ‘‘AXA’’ pattern. Summerfieldet al.
~1984! found that subjects could perceive a vowel from a
flat-spectrum complex if it were preceded by the ‘‘comple-
ment’’ of a vowel spectrum in which formant peaks were
replaced by valleys. Summerfieldet al. ~1987! found further
that a uniform-spectrum precursor enhanced the identifica-
tion of vowellike stimuli with shallow envelopes. In both
cases the auditory system seemed to exploit the difference
~latter minus former! between two spectral shapes. The result
was extended by Summerfield and Assmann~1987! to the
case where the precursor was shaped like a first vowel, to
which was later added a second vowel. Steps in spectral
shape as small as 2 dB were effective. One might imagine
that DEPs produced by beats are exploited in a similar fash-
ion.

There are several difficulties with this proposition. First,
Summerfieldet al. ~1984! found that transitionstoward the
target vowel’s spectrum alone were effective. With beats, the
auditory system would need to select transitions in the right
direction and ignore the~possibly confusing! opposite tran-
sitions. Second, they also found that a transition had to be
preceded by a precursor of at least 125 ms. Beat-induced
valleys of modulation are often shorter than that, particularly

FIG. 8. The effect of temporal smoothing on beat amplitude. Peak/valley
ratio of a maximally deep beat@e.g., Fig. 5~a!# after smoothing by a window
of equivalent rectangular duration~ERD! 6 or 13 ms, as a function of beat
rate. The peak/valley ratio of faster beats is reduced.
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the sharp dips that occur within deep beats@Fig. 5~a!#. Fi-
nally, beats occur with different rates~and phases! in differ-
ent channels, implying a rather disorderly succession of
DEPs.

C. Modulation profile

A third proposition is that the profile of beat-induced
pulsations across the basilar membrane supports identifica-
tion, according to a mechanism similar to that which pro-
duces the sensation of roughness. Contrary to the previous
proposals, the relative phases of beats between channels, or
the sign of transitions, are indifferent. The auditory system
must, however, be able to detect the pulsations and keep
track of their distribution across the channels.

The detection threshold of sinusoidal modulation of an
isolated high-frequency pure-tone carrier corresponds to a
modulation ratio ~ratio of peak excursion to average! m
5230 dB or a peak/valley ratio of 0.55 dB~Dau et al.,
1997!. However, detection sensitivity for harmonics in vow-
els might be reduced by at least two factors. A first factor is
the reduction of sensitivity to modulations at high rate. This
is classically described as following a low-pass characteris-
tic, but Dauet al. ~1997! argue that modulation detection is
best understood as involving a bank ofbandpassfilters tuned
to modulation rates extending from 0 to at least 200 Hz.
These filters are wide (Q52), and therefore presumably li-
able to leakage from modulation atF0 , implying a low-pass
characteristic similar to low-pass filtering in the modulation
domain. In any case, sensitivity is likely to be reduced for the
faster modulations that occur between partials of high rank
or at largeDF0’s. A second factor is modulation detection
interference~MDI ! ~Yost and Sheft, 1989!, by which modu-
lation in one part of the spectrum interferes with the detec-
tion of modulation in other parts. Detection of a cue to iden-
tification might be hindered by beats that occur in other parts
of the mixed-vowel spectrum.

Supposing that modulation is detected, it must be ‘‘lo-
calized,’’ that is, assigned to the right part of the spectrum.
Marin and McAdams~1996! measured modulation thresh-
olds for the detection and correct assignment of the center
frequency~375, 750, or 1250 Hz! of a ‘‘formant’’ defined by
the amplitude modulation of two or three consecutive par-
tials. The modulation waveform was complex and comprised
13 harmonics of 5 Hz with amplitudes following a 1/f law.
The threshold rms modulation indexmrms was in the range
219 to 213 dB ~for sinusoidal modulation this would have
corresponded to a modulation ratiom in the range216 to
210 dB, or a peak/valley ratio of 2.8 to 5.7 dB!. Overall,
Marin and McAdams estimated that thresholds for correct
‘‘localization’’ of modulation were about three times higher
than for its mere detection. Figure 9 shows the peak/valley
ratio of beats as a function of CF for a mixture of vowels /o/
and /u/, for different o/u relative levels. The largest beat ra-
tios are observed in low-frequency channels at relative levels
near 0 dB. They correspond to beats with envelopes shaped
as rectified cosines@as in Fig. 5~a!#.1 At other relative levels
modulations are strongest in other channels. For example, at
215 dB there are beats nearF2 of /o/, and at 0 dB nearF1

andF2 of /u/. Assuming they can be detected and properly
localized,DF0-induced modulations might assist identifica-
tion.

There are several difficulties with this proposition. First,
the position of maximum beats is not the same at different
relative levels, and does not always correspond to a formant
of either vowel. This might confuse a vowel identification
mechanism. Second, strongDF0 effects are found in condi-
tions for which beat amplitudes are small in all channels.
Third, beats depend on the difference between partial fre-
quencies, and should thus affect both vowels symmetrically.
Yet a previous study found that if one vowel was harmonic
and the other inharmonic, the inharmonic vowel was identi-
fied better~de Cheveigne´ et al., 1995, 1997b!. The same ar-
gument can be used against the other two schemes~glimps-
ing and DEP!. A final argument against the modulation
profile hypothesis comes from an experiment of Moore and
Alcántara ~1995!. Subjects could identify ‘‘vowels’’ that
were defined by amplitude modulation, in the region of their
formants, of an otherwise flat-spectrum complex, but only if
components started in cosine phase. For random starting
phase they could not identify the vowels.

D. The generality of DF0 experiments

The choice of starting phase spectra in concurrent vowel
experiments is largely arbitrary. It is common to use the
phase spectra produced by the synthesizer of Klatt~1980!
that approximates natural vowels, and to give both vowels
the particular starting phase produced by default by the soft-
ware. This choice is not necessarily typical of natural situa-
tions, as different sources need not start out in synchrony,
different path lengths from sources to ear~s! add to the phase
shift of one source with respect to the other, and room acous-
tics may further scramble the phase spectra of both voices.

Manipulation of the phase spectrum is known to have
little effect on the quality of isolated vowels. For concurrent
vowels it could affect identification in three ways. Starting
phase determines~a! the set of excitation patterns that may
occur during a beat period,~b! the order in which they ap-
pear, and~c! the subsetof these patterns that are available
within a stimulus shorter than the beat period. A previous
study~de Cheveigne´ et al., 1997b! found that~a! and~b! had
negligible effects: identification of concurrent vowels with
durations twice the beat period was the same for all the

FIG. 9. Modulation profile: peak/valley ratio as a function of filter CF, for
o/u relative levels ranging from225 to 125 dB in 5-dB steps. Arrows
indicate formant frequenciesF1 andF2 of both vowels.
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starting-phase spectra investigated~both sine, both ‘‘ran-
dom’’ with the same pattern, both random with different pat-
terns, one sine and the other random!. On the other hand~c!
is likely to have a strong effect at smallDF0’s for stimuli
shorter than the beat period. As a related concern, starting
phase determines the spectrum of the stimulus in theDF0

50 condition against whichDF0Þ0 conditions are com-
pared. Improvements observed with nonzeroDF0 might be
specific to a particularly unfavorable starting phase spectrum
at DF050.

The experiments reported in the next two sections ex-
plore the parameter region of smallDF0’s, using various
starting phase conditions to test the generality of the effects
observed. They also challenge segregation models based on
waveform interactions, insofar as those models lead us to
expect phase andDF0 effects to be of similar magnitude and
to covary in an orderly fashion.

III. EXPERIMENT 1: SMALL DF0’s

A. Methods

Methods were similar to those of de Cheveigne´ et al.
~1997a, b!. Stimuli were constructed from synthetic tokens
of Japanese vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/~formant frequencies
and bandwidths are listed in Table I!. Stimuli were 270 ms in
duration, with 20-ms raised-cosine ramps at onset and offset
~250-ms ‘‘effective duration’’ between26-dB points!. Vow-
els were synthesized at a 20-kHz sampling rate using a
frequency-domain additive synthesizer~Culling, 1996! that
emulates Klatt’s cascade synthesizer~Klatt, 1980!, and
scaled to a standard rms value. To obtain double vowels,
single-vowel tokens were paired, one vowel was scaled by an
amplitude factor, both were summed, and their sum was
scaled to a standard rms value. The result was output dioti-
cally to earphones from the NeXT computer. The sound
pressure levels ranged from 63 to 70 dB~A! depending on
the vowel pair, as measured by a Bruel and Kjaer artificial
ear.

Fundamental frequencies (F0) were chosen by pairs
centered on 132 Hz, to obtainDF0’s of approximately 6%
~128, 136 Hz!, 3% ~130, 134 Hz!, 1.5% ~131, 133 Hz!,
0.75% ~131.5, 132.5 Hz!, and 0.375%~131.75, 132.25 Hz!.
For convenience, the latterDF0 values are rounded to 0.8%
and 0.4%, respectively, in the rest of the text. Both vowels
were given a ‘‘random’’ phase spectrum that was the same
for both vowels and all conditions. Partials of same rank thus
had the same starting phase, allowing beat patterns to be
more easily predicted. ‘‘Random’’ phase was preferred over
alternatives such as sine or cosine, because it produces less

peaky waveforms. ‘‘Klatt’’ phase~produced by default by
the Klatt synthesizer! was not used because it differs be-
tween vowels.

The DF0 results in a progressive phase shift between
partials of same rank, with magnitude proportional to rank,
DF0 , and time. Collectively, the beats produce a pattern that
repeats with a period of 1/DF0 , as represented schematically
in Fig. 10. To control for phase effects in stimuli shorter than
the beat period, stimuli for the smallestDF0 conditions were
synthesized by windowing successive parts of a longer
waveform. For theDF050.4% condition, a 1020-ms stimu-
lus was synthesized from which four segments were win-
dowed, each of 250-ms ‘‘effective duration.’’ The stimulus
set also contained four stimuli atDF050%, each with a
starting phase spectrum equal to the phase spectrum of a
DF050.4% segment, sampled at its center. These were ob-
tained by synthesizing single vowel waveforms atF0

5132 Hz and time shifting them by (0.56n)T0/16, n
50,1,2,3, whereT0 is the fundamental period, before add-
ing. Corresponding double-vowel segments at 0% and 0.4%
therefore had similar long-term spectra, and differed from
each other byDF0 only. Segments at 0% and 0.4% were
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4. In a similar fashion, two segments were
prepared atDF050.8% by windowing consecutive 250-ms
portions of a beat pattern.

To summarize, there wasone segment each forDF0

56%, 3%, and 1.5%,two segments forDF050.8%, and
four segments each forDF050.4% and 0%, a total of 13
DF0-segment conditions. The stimuli cover two beat periods
at 6%, one at 3%, and one-half of a beat period at 1.5%,
0.8%, and 0.4%. When designing the experiment, it was in-
correctly assumed that beat patterns were symmetric in time,

TABLE I. Formant frequencies and bandwidths of vowels.

/a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /o/ BW

F1 750 281 312 469 468 90
F2 1187 2281 1219 2031 781 110
F3 2595 3187 2469 2687 2656 170
F4 3781 3781 3406 3375 3281 250
F5 4200 4200 4200 4200 4200 300

FIG. 10. Schematized beat patterns for eachDF0 and segment. Stimuli
contain two beat periods atDF056% ~top!, one at 3%, and one half at
1.5%. The 0.8% condition is realized with two consecutive segments, and
the 0.4% condition with four segments. TheDF050% condition is realized
in four versions, with phases equal to the ongoing phase at the centers of the
0.4% segments. The shape of real beat patterns is, of course, more complex
than schematized here.
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and that covering half a period was equivalent to covering it
all. Our sample is thus less complete than intended, but nev-
ertheless sufficient to reveal any strong phase effects. When
paired, vowels had either the same level~0 dB!, or one vowel
was weaker or stronger than the other by 15 dB. StrongDF0

effects are expected for weak targets~215 dB!, but beats
might be stronger at 0 dB and this condition was included to
allow comparisons with other studies. Vowels within a pair
were always different. There were a total of 780 double-
vowel stimuli ~vowel pair5/ae/,/ai/,/ao/,/au/,/ei/,/eo/,/eu/,
/io/,/iu/,/ou/!3~relative level5215,0,15 dB!3(2F0orders)
3(13DF0-segment conditions). Ideally, the stimulus set
should also have contained single vowels to make it consis-
tent with the description made to the subjects~see below!.
However, the set was already very large, and so single-vowel
conditions were not included.

Subjects were 15 Japanese students~seven male and
eight female, aged 18 to 22 years! recruited for a series of ten
experiments on concurrent vowel identification and paid for
their services. Experiments 1 and 2 described in this paper
were respectively the fourth and eighth of that series. Each
stimulus was presented once. The subjects were told that it
could be either a single vowel or two simultaneous different
vowels. They were instructed to choose either one or two
vowels as a response according to what they heard. If the
response was inappropriate~more than two vowels, two
identical vowels, a nonvowel, etc.!, a message reminded
them of the options and requested a new answer. They could
pause at will, in which case the last stimulus presented be-
fore the pause was repeated after the pause~subjects paused
on average five times per session!. There was no feedback.

The response for each double-vowel stimulus was
scored twice: each vowel in turn was nominated the ‘‘tar-
get,’’ the other being a ‘‘competitor.’’ A target was deemed
identified if its name was among the one or two vowels
reported by the subject. Theproportion of targets correctly
identified ~constituent-correct or target-correct identification
rate! was calculated for each target/competitor condition.
The average number of vowels reportedper stimulus was
also recorded.

B. Results

Two overlapping subsets of the conditions are consid-
ered separately. The first subset consists of (DF0

50%,0.4%)3(segment51,2,3,4). The second subset con-
sists of conditions (DF050%,0.4%,0.8%,1.5%,3%,6%),
the first two of which are the (DF050%,0.4%) conditions
of the first subset averaged over phase conditions. Segment
conditions atDF050.8% showed no interesting differences
and are not discussed in detail. Results are considered at
target-to-competitor ratios of215 and 0 dB. Identification
rates at115 dB were essentially perfect and are not dis-
cussed.

1. Segment effects at 0% and 0.4%

Target-correct identification rates for the subset (DF0

50%,0.4%)3(segment51,2,3,4) were submitted to a

repeated-measures ANOVA with factorsDF0 and segment.
This analysis was performed for target/competitor ratio
5215 and 0 dB.

At 215 dB, the main effect ofDF0 was significant
@F(1,14)517.42, p50.0009#, as was that of segment
@F(3,42)53.59, p50.044, GG50.63# @Probabilities reflect,
where necessary, a correction factor applied to the degrees of
freedom to compensate for the correlation of repeated mea-
sures~Geisser and Greenhouse, 1958!#. Their interaction was
not significant. Identification rates are plotted in Fig. 11~a!
~square symbols!. Identification was better atDF050.4%
than at 0%. The average number of vowels reported per
stimulus was also submitted to an ANOVA with factorsDF0

and segment. The main effect ofDF0 was again significant@
F(1,14)514.65, p50.0018#, that of segment was not, and
their interaction was significant@F(3,42)54.78, p50.0079,
GG50.90#. The number of vowels reported per stimulus is
plotted in Fig. 11~b! ~square symbols!.

At 0 dB, neither the main effect ofDF0 nor that of
segment, nor their interaction were significant. The lack of
segment effect or interaction was somewhat unexpected, as
the similarity in amplitudes of partials of both vowels was
expected to result in strong waveform interactions. In the

FIG. 11. Experiment 1. Target-correct identification rate~a! and number of
vowels reported per stimulus~b! as a function of segment number, for
DF050% ~filled symbols! and 0.4%~open symbols!, at 0 dB~circles! and
215 dB ~squares!. Error bars represent6 one standard error of the mean.
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study of Assmann and Summerfield~1994!, in which seg-
ment effects were found, vowels in a pair were excited by the
same source~equal ‘‘vocal effort’’! and their rms levels were
almost the same. The number of vowels reported was signifi-
cantly affected by bothDF0 @F(1,14)59.43,p50.008# and
the segment factor@F(3,42)53.78, p50.04, GG50.62#.
Their interaction was not significant. The identification rate
and number of vowels reported are plotted in Fig. 11~a! and
~b! ~round symbols!. An explanation for the rather small seg-
ment effects at 0 dB may be found in the pairwise response
data described further on.

2. DF0 effects

At target/competitor relative level5215 dB, differences
between segments were significant but not large, so one can
reasonably average scores over segments for the lowest
DF0’s. Target-correct identification rates for conditions
(DF050%,0.4%,0.8%,1.5%,3%,6%) were submitted to a
repeated-measures ANOVA with the single factorDF0 . The
effect of DF0 was significant@F(5,14)579.97, p,0.0001,
GG50.36#. Identification rate is plotted with squares in Fig.
12~a!. The average number of vowels reported per stimulus
is plotted with squares in Fig. 12~b!. There is a gradual in-
crease of both measures with increasingDF0 . The question
of the significance of the step betweenDF050% and 0.4%
is discussed in Sec. III B. At target/competitor ratio50 dB,
effects were smaller than at215 dB, as observed in previous
experiments~de Cheveigne´ et al., 1997a, b!. Identification
rates and number of vowels reported are plotted as circles in
Fig. 12~a! and ~b!.

3. Segment effects for individual vowel pairs

Waveform interactions are expected to favor the identi-
fication of certain segments over others, but there is no rea-
son why the pattern across segments should be the same for
all vowel pairs. Data were reanalyzed with vowel pair as a
factor ~20 levels!. Four separate analyses were performed,
one on each of the subsets: (0,215 dB)3(0%,0.4%). For
each, an ANOVA was performed with factors
~segment51,2,3,4!3~vowel pair!.

At 0 dB andDF050%, the main factors of segment and
vowel pair were significant@F(3,42)55.57,p50.0084, GG
50.69, andF(19,266)59.21,p,0.0001, GG50.27 respec-
tively#. The segment3pair interaction was also significant
@F(57,798)52.71,p50.005, GG50.17#. Identification rates
are plotted in Fig. 13 as a function of segment number for all
pairs, six of which are labeled. For u/a and u/e, identification
dropped between the first and second segments, and in-
creased thereafter. For o/u and e/i, it instead increased and
then leveled off or dropped, while for o/a the greatest change
was between the second and third segment. Patterns are in-
deed different for different vowel pairs.

At 0 dB andDF050.4%, the pair effect was significant
@F(19,266)56.46, p,0.0001, GG50.27#. The segment ef-
fect was also significant@F(3,42)53.2, p50.044, GG
50.825# but small and the interaction with pair was not sig-
nificant. Thus, the large pair-specific segment effects ob-
served atDF050% were not found atDF050.4%. At215

FIG. 12. Experiment 1. Target-correct identification rate~a! and number of
vowels reported per stimulus~b! as a function ofDF0 , at 0 dB~circles! and
215 dB ~squares!. Data points at the lowest threeDF0’s are averaged over
segment conditions. The dotted lines are predictions of one measure based
on the other. The dotted lines in~a! show the identification rate expected
supposing that the probability of the second vowel being correct is constant
and equal to 1.0~top!, 0.5 ~middle!, or 0.25 ~chance, bottom!, and that
responses are determined entirely by the subjects’ tendency to report two
vowels. The dotted line in~b! supposes instead that the number of vowels
reported is determined by the identifiability of the second vowel as mea-
sured by the identification rate~see text!.

FIG. 13. Experiment 1. Identification rate as a function of segment number
for individual vowel pairs, forDF050% and target/competitor ratio50 dB.
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dB, at bothDF0’s, the main factors of segment and vowel
pair were both significant but their interaction was not. The
pair-specific segment effects observed at 0 dB andDF0

50% did not generalize to the case where the target vowel
was weaker than its competitor. To summarize, strong pair-
specific segment effects were found, but only at 0 dB and
only for DF050.

4. DF0 effects for individual vowel pairs

It is likewise interesting to know whetherDF0 effects
were different between vowel pairs. The data for215-dB
targets were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with
factors (DF050%,0.4%,0.8%,1.5%,3%,6%)3(vowel
pair). The main effect ofDF0 was highly significant as
found before, as was the main effect of pair. Their interaction
was also significant@F(95,1330)52.84, p50.0018, GG
50.12#, indicating differences between pairs in the pattern of
dependency of identification onDF0 . Data are plotted in
Fig. 14 for all 20 pairs, 6 of which are labeled. Pairs o/u and
u/o are typical of most. TheDF0 effect was largest for pair
a/e and smallest for pair i/u. For o/a, identification hardly
improved with DF0 until 1.5%, after which it jumped
sharply. The increment between 0% and 0.4% was positive
for 18 out of 20 pairs. In summary, the average rates plotted
in Fig. 12 are representative of most of the pair-specific
trends.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2: VERY SMALL DF0’s

Experiment 1 found significant effects at the lowestDF0

~0.4%!, suggesting that measurable effects might be found at
still lower values. Experiment 2 introducedDF0’s of 0.2%
and 0.1%. Experiment 1 found segment effects that were
either small or inconsistent across vowel pairs, but the seg-
ment conditions represented only a small sample of possible
starting phases. Experiment 2 introduced two phase condi-
tions likely to produce more radical waveform interaction
effects: same and opposite phase. In Experiment 1, allF0’s
were clustered around 132 Hz, and it is conceivable that

many repetitions might have allowed the auditory system to
‘‘tune in’’ to this frequency, and perform segregation with an
unnatural degree of accuracy. In experiment 2,F0’s were
roved between three regions~124, 128, and 132 Hz! to dis-
courage any such hypothetical fine tuning. The 0-dB inter-
vowel relative level of experiment 1 was replaced by 5 dB,
in the hope that identification rates at15 dB would not be so
high as to be at a ceiling, and thus possibly informative.

A. Methods

Methods were as in experiment 1. Single vowels were
synthesized atF0’s of 124, 128, and 132 Hz, and atF0’s
higher by 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz. Single vowels were
paired and added with a relative level of 5 or 15 dB, to form
double vowels withDF0’s of approximately 0%, 0.1%,
0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.8%~the precise percentage depends on
the baselineF0). The 0.4% and 0.8% conditions at 15 dB
were identical to conditions of experiment 1, apart from their
starting phases andF0’s. Vowels were added in phase, de-
noted ‘‘0,’’ or else the polarity of one vowel was reversed
before summation, denoted ‘‘p.’’ There were a total of 800
double vowel stimuli~vowel pair5/ae/,/ai/,/ao/,/au/,/ei/,/eo/,
/eu/,/io/,/iu/,/ou/!3~relative level5215,25,5,15 dB!3~phase
5‘‘0,’’‘‘ p’’ !3(5DF0’s)3(2F0orders). AbsoluteF0 was
assigned randomly from trial to trial. Again, the stimulus set
lacked single vowels.

Note that the in-phase condition of experiment 2 is not
quite the same as the segment 1 condition of experiment 1.
The first segment atDF050% in experiment 1 was the sum
of two vowels out of phase by 0.56T0/16, rather than per-
fectly in phase as in experiment 2. AtDF050.4% and 0.8%
the in-phase conditions of experiment 2 are the same as the
segment 1 conditions of experiment 1.

B. Results

At target/competitor ratio5215 dB, identification
scores were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with
factorsDF0 and phase. The main effect ofDF0 was signifi-
cant@F(4,56)510.73,p50.0002, GG50.56#, as were those
of phase@F(1,14)518.44,p50.0007# and their interaction
@F(4,56)57.46, p50.0015, GG50.57#. Identification rates
are plotted as full symbols in Fig. 15 as a function ofDF0

for the same-phase condition~downward pointing triangles!
and the antiphase condition~upward pointing triangles!. Also
plotted are rates obtained in experiment 1 averaged over seg-
ment ~dotted line!.

Because of the difference in identification rate between
phases atDF050%, patterns of variation withDF0 are not
the same for both phase conditions. They cannot meaning-
fully be averaged, and one cannot speak of a ‘‘DF0 effect’’
on the basis of these data. Nevertheless, given that phase
effects were small forDF050.4% and 0.8%, one can com-
pare corresponding data points of experiments 1 and 2 and
conclude that roving theF0 did not affect identification for
DF0’s that size. AtDF050%, identification was better for
same- than for antiphase, possibly because formants of the
weaker vowel tended to produce ‘‘bumps’’ in the compound
spectrum in the first case, and ‘‘dips’’ in the second. Spectral
peaks are known to be perceptually more prominent than

FIG. 14. Experiment 1. Identification rate as a function ofDF0 for indi-
vidual vowel pairs, at target/competitor ratio5215 dB ~averaged where ap-
propriate over segment!.
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valleys. Experiment 1 gave identification rates intermediate
between these two, possibly because the phases used in ex-
periment 1 produced spectra that were less radically favor-
able or unfavorable. For nonzeroDF0’s, the differences be-
tween phase conditions were smaller, presumably because
ongoing phase shifts quickly disrupted the favorable or un-
favorable spectral summation that occurred atDF050.

For 25 dB targets, identification rates for the weaker
vowel were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with
factorsDF0 and phase. The main effect ofDF0 was signifi-
cant@F(4,56)513.55,p,0.0001, GG50.71#, as were those
of phase@F(1,14)59.01, p50.0095# and their interaction
@F(4,56)54.92, p50.0035, GG50.84#. Identification rates
are plotted as open symbols in Fig. 15 as a function ofDF0

for the same-phase condition~downward pointing triangles!
and the opposite-phase condition~upward pointing tri-
angles!. As observed at215 dB, at 0 dB andDF050% the
opposite-phase condition was unfavorable for identification
compared to the same-phase condition. For15 dB targets,
contrary to what was hoped, identification rates were at a
ceiling and no interesting effects were observed.

V. DISCUSSION

A. DF0 effects

The DF0 effects generally agree with other studies. At
6% they reproduce effects found previously with the same
task and similar stimuli~de Cheveigne´ et al., 1997a, b!. At
1.5% and 3% they agree~allowing for differences in experi-
mental procedure! with the observations of Assmann and
Summerfield~1990, 1994! and Culling and Darwin~1993,
1994!, and show that those observations were not particular
to the starting phases they used. Effects found at 0.8% and
0.4% extend those studies and show that identification of
concurrent vowels can benefit fromF0 differences that are
very small indeed. For weak targets~215 dB!, effects did

not differ radically within the set of starting phases we
sampled, nor among different vowel pairs. The step in iden-
tification rate betweenDF050 and 0.4% was positive for 18
pairs out of 20, and 6 phase conditions out of 6.

On casual listening, stimuli at smallDF0’s did not seem
to have two pitches, and did not even sound strikingly inhar-
monic. In natural speechF0’s are unlikely to remain in such
close proximity for any period of time. If they did, the im-
perfect periodicity of real speech would probably prevent
such smallDF0’s from being exploited. The ecological value
of F0-guided segregation mechanisms is no doubt limited to
larger DF0’s. Nevertheless, the limit of smallDF0’s is of
theoretical interest as it reveals the pattern of breakdown of
segregation mechanisms asDF0 cues vanish. The gradual
decrease of effect size suggests the gradual degradation of a
single mechanism rather than a transition to a different
mechanism.

B. Segment and phase effects

Segment effects in experiment 1 were either nonsignifi-
cant or small when averaged over vowel pairs. Individual
pairs showed relatively strong effects, but only atDF050
and target/competitor ratio50 dB. However, these pair-
specific effects were not significant atDF050.4%, nor at
any DF0 at 215 dB. Overall, segment effects were small in
comparison toDF0 effects.

The segment conditions of experiment 1 represent one
particular sample of starting phase spectra~various degrees
of uniform delay applied to all partials of both vowels!. Ex-
periment 2 used another sample~in phase and antiphase! and
found larger effects at both 0 and215 dB. In-phase was
favorable and antiphase unfavorable, but this effect was
strong only atDF050% and decreased rapidly withDF0’s
as small as 0.1% or 0.2%. At its largest, it was of the same
order as theDF0 effect observed between 0% and 0.4%, that
is, small.

C. Evidence for a beat model

Given the small size of segment effects in some condi-
tions, or inconsistency across vowel pairs in others, it is un-
likely that the waveform interactions that produced them also
produced the large and consistentDF0 effects. An interesting
comparison can be made between identification rates at
DF050.4% and 1.5%. Beat patterns at differentDF0’s dif-
fer by a mere stretching factor. For example, the patterns
found within a 62.5-ms portion of a stimulus withDF0

51.5% are also found within a 250-ms portion of a stimulus
with DF050.375%~nominally: 0.4%!. Neglecting onset ef-
fects, the fourDF050.4% stimuli thus collectively contain
the same set of patterns as the single stimulus used atDF0

51.5%. Supposing that a ‘‘best’’ pattern exists somewhere
within the latter stimulus, it also appears within one of the
former. Based on this reasoning, the best rate over segments
at 0.4% should be similar to that obtained at 1.5%. This
prediction was tested by means of a repeated-measures
ANOVA with factors (DF050.4%,1.5%)3(pair), using for
each pair in theDF050.4% condition the segment that gave

FIG. 15. Experiment 2. Identification rate a function ofDF0 , at target/
competitor ratios of25 dB ~open symbols! and215 dB, for the same phase
~downward pointing triangles! and opposite phase~upward pointing tri-
angle! conditions. To avoid overlap, only half error bars are plotted. The
dotted line represents scores from experiment 1 averaged over segment con-
ditions.
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the best scores for that pair~on average over subjects!. Iden-
tification atDF051.5% was significantly better~0.41! than
the best score over 0.4% segments~0.26! @F(1,14)525.7,
p50.0002#. This was despite the fact that the segment selec-
tion process biased the 0.4% scores positively, and that the
slower fluctuations at thatDF0 should have made spectral
samples easier to exploit.

Another difficulty for the ‘‘glimpsing’’ hypothesis is
that strongDF0 effects occur in conditions for which beat-
induced variations of the excitation pattern are small. An
example is the sum of /o/ and /u/ at an o/u relative level of 15
dB ~Fig. 7, bottom!. Beat amplitudes are small, and yet
DF0’s produce a strong increase in identification rate for the
weaker vowel~/u/! of this pair ~Fig. 14!. A previous study
~de Cheveigne´ et al., 1997a! found no tendency forDF0 ef-
fects to be largest at relative levels that favor strong beats
near a target vowel’s formants.

It remains to account for the evidence that Assmann and
Summerfield~1994! found in favor of the ‘‘glimpsing’’ hy-
pothesis. They presented subjects with four consecutive
50-ms segments gated from a 200-ms double vowel.DF0’s
ranged from1

4 to 4 semitones~approximately 1.5, 3, 6, 12.5,
and 26 Hz given the baselineF0 of 100 Hz!, and therefore
the ‘‘effective duration’’ of the windowed stimulus~38.6 ms
between26-dB points! was in most cases shorter than the
beat period~667, 333, 167, 80, and 38.5 ms, respectively!.
Identification varied between segments, except atDF050,
where the four segments were identical, and at four semi-
tones where the beat period was equal to the effective stimu-
lus duration. The identification rate of the 200-ms stimulus
could be predicted from that of the best 50-ms segment that
it contained. This prediction failed to generalize to the
present study, where segment effects were observed in some
conditions, but were inconsistent across vowel pairs and van-
ished when averaged. However, one cannot exclude that
such effects might have survived averaging with a different
vowel set, for example, that used by Assmann and Summer-
field. A factor that may have enhanced segment effects in
their study was that their stimuli were short~38.6 ms be-
tween26-dB points! in relation to the pitch period~about 10
ms!. They were also synthesized with Klatt phase, which
produces relatively peaky waveforms, so that differences in
alignment of the small number of peaks~three to four! rela-
tive to segment boundaries might have led to stronger effects
than observable with the longer stimuli~250 ms!, shorter
periods~7.6 ms!, and random phase spectra of the present
study.

D. Evidence for a ‘‘multiplicity cue’’

The task allowed subjects to report one or two vowels at
will. One can speculate whether their choice was the result of
the second vowel becoming more identifiable, or the result of
a mere ‘‘multiplicity’’ cue that signaled that more than one
vowel was present.

Suppose that subjects reported a second vowel entirely
on the basis of a ‘‘multiplicity cue,’’ and that the probability
of the second vowel being correct was unaffected byDF0 .
The identification rate should follow a linear function of the
proportion of two-vowel responses. The lowest dotted line in

Fig. 12~a! shows the rate expected if identification of the
second vowel were at chance (pc50.25). The middle dotted
line shows the rate forpc50.5, and the uppermost forpc

51.0 ~identification limited only by the reluctance of sub-
jects to report two vowels!. The match is not particularly
good, indicating that subjects’ responses are unlikely to re-
sult entirely from a ‘‘multiplicity’’ cue. DF0 evidently also
improved the identifiability of the second vowel.

At the other extreme is the hypothesis that subjects re-
ported a second vowel when it was correctly identifiable,
possibly in addition to a fixed number of incorrect answers.
The dotted line in Fig. 12~b! predicts the response count as
an affine function of the identification rate with slope one,
supposing 15% of incorrect responses. Given the similarity
to the measured data this hypothesis is tenable, but it is of
course not the only possible account for the data. It is likely
that DF0 enhancesboth identifiability and a general percep-
tion of multiple sources, and that both of these aspects de-
termined responses.

E. Evidence for a channel-selection model

The concurrent vowel identification model of Meddis
and Hewitt ~1992! partitions the set of peripheral channels
into two sets, dominated by one vowel or the other, on the
basis of their periodicity as measured from the position of
the ‘‘period peak’’ of the autocorrelation function~ACF!.
The partition is illustrated in Fig. 16. The top panel shows
the output of channels left over after eliminating channels
dominated by the periodicity of /o/~channels dominated by
/o/ are set to zero!. Only data for positive o/u relative levels
are shown. The lower panel similarly shows channels se-
lected because they were not dominated by /u/, for negative
o/u relative levels. Such partitions do not depend on the size
of the DF0 , so in principle the model is effective for arbi-

FIG. 16. Channel selection model of Meddis and Hewitt~1992!. Top: output
of channelsnot dominated by the periodicity of /o/ for o/u ratios of 0 to 25
dB in 5 dB steps. Nonselected channels are set to zero, and curves are offset
vertically for clarity. Note that for o/u ratios>15 dB all channels are domi-
nated by /o/, and the output is everywhere 0. Bottom: same for channels not
dominated by /u/, for o/u ratios of225 to 0 dB in 5-dB steps. In this case
the model succeeds in partitioning channels at all ratios except at
o/u5225 dB. Arrows indicate formantsF1 and F2 of /u/ ~top! and /o/
~bottom!.
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trarily small DF0’s. In practice, of course, smallerDF0’s
strain the temporal resolution of the model. For example,
discrimination between channels whenF0’s differ by 0.4%
~at 132 Hz! requires that ACF peak positions be determined
with a time resolution of about 30ms.

The pattern of selected channels characterizes the
weaker vowel in a straightforward way, and it should be easy
to exploit ~Meddis and Hewitt’s model used the low-lag por-
tion of the summary autocorrelation function, but other
schemes are possible!. The main weakness of the scheme is
that it breaks down if there is a level mismatch and all chan-
nels are dominated by the same vowel. Such is the case for
o/u ratios of225, 15, 20, and 25 dB~Fig. 16!. Meddis and
Hewitt’s model cannot explain theDF0 effects for u/o plot-
ted in Fig. 14.

F. Evidence for a within-channel cancellation model

The author recently proposed a concurrent vowel iden-
tification model based on within-channel filtering to suppress
responses at the period of the stronger vowel~de Cheveigne´,
1997b!. The top panel of Fig. 17 shows the output across
channels of an array of cancellation filters tuned to the period
of the vowel /o/~data are restricted to positive o/u relative
levels!. The thin dotted line shows the profile before filtering
~for o/u ratio50 dB). The middle panel shows the same for
a filter tuned to suppress instead the period of /u/~for nega-
tive o/u relative levels!. As in Meddis and Hewitt’s model,

the weaker vowel is represented in a straightforward fashion.
The advantage, over their model, is that the representation
does not break down at extreme relative levels. It can thus
explain DF0 effects observed for very weak targets~de
Cheveigne´, 1997a, 1999!.

Like Meddis and Hewitt’s model, this model can work
in principle for DF0’s however small. The lower panel of
Fig. 17 shows the output of the filter array for various values
of DF0 . The magnitude of the output decreases approxi-
mately linearly withDF0 , but in terms of ratio the pattern
remains as prominent. In practice, of course, the implemen-
tation requires fine temporal resolution~as Meddis and
Hewitt’s model!, and the neural representation must be suf-
ficiently precise to allow the output of the cancellation filter
to emerge from noise.

Like Meddis and Hewitt’s model, this model assumes
that the competitor is harmonic. It could possibly be ex-
tended to explain the results of Culling and Darwin~1993!
(F0’s swapped between first and second formant regions! by
assuming that cancellation filters are tuned differently in dif-
ferent channels. However, it is difficult to explain the results
of Culling and Darwin~1994! with interleaved harmonics
~every other partial swapped between vowels!. Those results
remain a mystery as far as this model is concerned.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The F0 differences between concurrent vowels result in
complex patterns of beats and waveform interactions on the
basilar membrane. These can affect identification in a phase-
dependent way, but it is unlikely that they account entirely
for improvements in identification withDF0 , even at small
DF0’s. Effects of DF0 decrease as this parameter tends to
zero, but values as small as 0.4%~ 1

16 of a semitone! still
produce a measurable benefit in terms of identification rate.
To summarize, we have the following.

~1! For weak targets~target/competitor ratio5215 dB),
identification was improved by the presence ofDF0’s as
small as 0.4%. The effect was observed for six different
phase conditions, and is unlikely to be specific to a par-
ticular choice of starting phase.

~2! Identification was in some cases affected by the choice
of starting phase, confirming earlier observations by
Assmann and Summerfield~1994!. Effects were, how-
ever, small. In one condition~target/competitor ratio
50 dB, DF050), strong segment effects were observed
for certain pairs. However, these pair-specific effects did
not generalize toDF0Þ0, or to target/competitor ratio
50 dB.

~3! Given the small size of starting phase effects, it is un-
likely that improvements in identification withDF0 are
the result of a mechanism exploiting waveform interac-
tions or beats, at least for weak targets~215 dB!.

~4! Effects of smallDF0’s can, in principle, be explained by
the channel-selection model of Meddis and Hewitt
~1992!, except at extreme relative levels for which the
model breaks down. The model requires high temporal
resolution~on the order of 30ms!.

FIG. 17. Within-channel cancellation model of de Cheveigne´ ~1997b!. Top:
output~full lines! of the harmonic cancellation filter as a function of CF, for
o/u ratios of 0 to 25 dB in 5-dB steps, atDF056%. The thin dotted line
represents the input at 0 dB. The filter was tuned to cancel the period of /o/
~stronger vowel!. Curves are offset vertically for clarity. Middle: same for
o/u ratios of225 to 0 dB. In this case the filter was tuned to cancel the
period of /u/. Bottom: output of the cancellation filter tuned to cancel /u/, for
o/u ratio5215 dB and various values ofDF0 . Arrows indicate formantsF1
andF2 of /u/ ~top! and /o/~middle and bottom!.
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~5! They can also, in principle, be explained by the within-
channel cancellation model of de Cheveigne´ ~1997b!.
That model works, in principle, at all relative levels. In
addition to high temporal resolution, it requires good lin-
earity and a wide dynamic range.
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This study examined the production and perception of English vowels by highly experienced native
Italian speakers of English. The subjects were selected on the basis of the age at which they arrived
in Canada and began to learn English, and how much they continued to use Italian. Vowel
production accuracy was assessed through an intelligibility test in which native English-speaking
listeners attempted to identify vowels spoken by the native Italian subjects. Vowel perception was
assessed using a categorial discrimination test. The later in life the native Italian subjects began to
learn English, the less accurately they produced and perceived English vowels. Neither of two
groups of early Italian/English bilinguals differed significantly from native speakers of English
either for production or perception. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis of the speech
learning model @Flege, in Speech Perception and Linguistic Experience: Theoretical and
Methodological Issues~York, Timonium, MD, 1995!# that early bilinguals establish new categories
for vowels found in the second language~L2!. The significant correlation observed to exist between
the measures of L2 vowel production and perception is consistent with another hypothesis of the
speech learning model, viz., that the accuracy with which L2 vowels are produced is limited by how
accurately they are perceived. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04711-6#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Hw@JMH#

INTRODUCTION

This study examined the production and perception of
English vowels by groups of native Italian speakers who
differed according to their age of arrival~AOA! in Canada
and amount of self-reported continued use of Italian. The
study addressed three questions. The first was whether the
subjects’ accuracy producing and perceiving English vowels
would diminish as AOA increased. The second was whether
the subjects who began to learn English as young children
~‘‘early’’ bilinguals! would perform more like subjects in a
native English comparison group than would the subjects
who began to learn English as young adults~‘‘late’’ bilin-
guals!. The final question was whether differences in amount
of native language~L1! use would affect the native Italian
subjects’ production or perception of English vowels.

A. Previous research

Research has shown that late bilinguals often produce
vowels in a second language~L2! differently than do mono-
lingual native speakers~e.g., Major, 1987; Flege, 1992a, b;
Busà, 1992, 1995; Munro, 1993; Jun and Cowie, 1994; Flege
et al., 1997a!. Early bilinguals may produce L2 vowels more
accurately than late bilinguals, although they may not pro-
duce the full range of L2 vowels exactly like monolingual
native speakers.

In a study by Flege~1992a!, native English-speaking
listeners attempted to identify native Spanish speakers’ pro-
ductions of four English vowels~/i ( } ,/!. The intelligibility
scores obtained for late bilinguals’ vowels, but not those ob-
tained for the early bilinguals, differed from the native En-
glish speakers’ intelligibility scores. Both the early and late
bilinguals produced large temporal differences between
/i/–/(/ and /}/–/,/. However, there was more spectral over-
lap between pairs of vowels produced by the late bilinguals
than by the early bilinguals or the English monolinguals. In a
study by Munroet al. ~1996!, native English-speaking listen-
ers used a scale ranging from 1~‘‘wrong vowel or very
strong foreign accent’’! to 5 ~‘‘correctly produced English
vowel, no foreign accent’’! to rate vowels spoken by 240
native Italian subjects with AOAs ranging from 2 to 22
years. The production of an English vowel was accepted as
‘‘nativelike’’ if it received a rating that fell within two stan-
dard deviations of the mean rating obtained for native En-
glish speakers. The later the native Italian subjects began to
learn English, the less likely they were to be credited with
nativelike productions of English vowels.

Although early bilinguals appear to produce L2 vowels
accurately overall, their production of certain vowels may
differ from those of native speakers. Flege~1998! re-
examined the ratings obtained by Munroet al. ~1996! for 72
early bilinguals having AOAs of 2–8 years and 72 late bi-
linguals having AOAs of 16–22 years. A mean rating was
calculated for each subject’s production of English /i} Ä/a!Electronic mail: jeflege@uab.edu
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~which each differ slightly from a vowel found in Italian!
and /( ) Ñ/. The second set of English vowels might be
considered ‘‘new’’ in the sense that no such vowels occur
contrastively in Standard Italian. The results of the reanalysis
were consistent with two hypotheses of the speech learning
model, or SLM~Flege, 1995!. As predicted, the late bilin-
guals’ vowels received lower ratings~i.e., were more foreign
accented! than the early bilinguals’ vowels. This supported
the hypothesis that the later L2 learning begins, the less
likely L2 learners are to establish new categories for vowels
in the L2. The early bilinguals’ productions of /i} Ä/ but not
/( ) Ñ/ received significantly lower ratings than native En-
glish speakers’ vowels. The presence of a detectable foreign
accent in the early bilinguals’ productions of /i} Ä/ was
attributed to the blockage of category formation for these
English vowels by the presence of phonetically similar Ital-
ian vowels. This finding was consistent with another hypoth-
esis of the SLM, namely that the likelihood of category for-
mation for L2 vowels is directly related to degree of
perceived cross-language phonetic similarity.

Previous findings for vowel perception broadly parallel
those just reported for vowel production. Research examin-
ing vowel perception has shown that late bilinguals often
differ from monolingual native speakers. However, the mag-
nitude of native versus non-native differences seems to de-
pend on the degree of perceived similarity between L2 vow-
els and the closest L1 vowel~Polka, 1995; Bestet al., 1996;
Flegeet al., 1997a, 1998; see also Best and Strange, 1992!.
The relation between AOA and the perception of L2 vowels
and consonants~or ‘‘sounds,’’ for short! is as yet uncertain.
MacKay et al. ~under review! found that the frequency with
which native Italian subjects erred in identifying word-initial
English consonants increased as AOA increased. Yamada
~1995! found that the earlier native speakers of Japanese had
arrived in the United States~US!, and the longer they had
lived in the US, the more accurately they perceived synthetic
English /[/ and /l/ tokens.

To our knowledge, no previous study has assessed the
effect of AOA on L2 vowel perception~see Strange, 1995!.
However, the results of several studies suggest that early
bilinguals may not perceive all L2 vowels in a nativelike
fashion. Mack~1989! examined the identification and dis-
crimination of the members of a synthetic English /i/–/(/ con-
tinuum by English monolinguals and early bilinguals who
had learned both of their languages~English and French! as
young children. The two groups’ vowel discrimination did
not differ, but the location of their phoneme boundaries did
differ. This led Mack to conclude that the early bilinguals’
perception of English vowels ‘‘approximated but did not
match’’ that of monolinguals~p. 187!.

More recently, Pallieret al. ~1997! examined native
speakers of Spanish who had begun to learn Catalan by the
age of 6 years, had lived in Barcelona since birth, used both
Catalan and Spanish frequently, and were highly proficient in
both languages. The task was to identify and discriminate the
members of a synthetic Catalan /e/–/}/ continuum.~Catalan
and Spanish both have an /e/, whereas Catalan but not Span-
ish has an /}/.! The grouped identification function obtained
for native speakers of Catalan revealed a clear crossover

from /e/ to /}/, and a discrimination peak near the phoneme
boundary. However, the identification function obtained for
the Spanish/Catalan bilingual group was flat, and this
group’s discrimination function revealed no peak. The au-
thors concluded from these findings that ‘‘even early expo-
sure... is not sufficient’’ for many individuals to learn ‘‘two
new phonetic categories which overlap’’ a single L1 vowel
category~1997, B14!.

Finally, Sebastia´n-Gallés and Soto-Faraco~in press!
used a modified version of the gating procedure to examine
the identification of vowels in naturally produced disyllabic
Catalan nonwords. The subjects’ task was to identify the first
vowel in CVC~C!V words as /e/ or /}/ ~or as /o/ or /Å/ in
another condition!. Spanish/Catalan bilinguals needed to
hear significantly longer portions of the stimuli than did na-
tive speakers of Catalan in order to identify the Catalan vow-
els correctly. The authors concluded that the malleability of
phonemic categories is severely limited, and that even early
and extensive exposure to an L2 may be insufficient to
‘‘overcome the influence of L1 phonemic categories in the
formation of new non-native categories.’’

B. The present study

The present study examined the production and percep-
tion of English vowels by four groups of Italian/English bi-
linguals. The subjects in three of the groups were selected on
the basis of AOA. AOA averaged 7 years for the group des-
ignated ‘‘early,’’ 14 years for the group designated ‘‘mid,’’
and 19 years for subjects in the ‘‘late’’ group. The subjects in
these three groups reported using Italian 31% of the time, on
the average. The native Italian subjects in a fourth group,
designated ‘‘early-low,’’ consisted of individuals who were
matched to the subjects in the early group for AOA but re-
ported using Italian less (M58%).

Experiment 1 of the present study assessed the produc-
tion of ten English vowels~/i ( e( } , u ) o # "/!. An
intelligibility score was obtained for each vowel token by
determining the percentage of times it was heard as intended
by a panel of native English-speaking listeners. Research has
shown that foreign accents in an L2 become progressively
stronger as AOA increases~e.g., Flegeet al., 1995!. Other
research has shown that the more bilinguals continue to use
their L1, the stronger their foreign accent in the L2 will be
~Flegeet al., 1997a; Piske and MacKay, 1999; Guionet al.,
under review!. Still other research has shown that a strong
correlation exists between overall degree of perceived for-
eign accent and the accuracy with which specific L2 vowels
are produced~see Flege, 1998, for review!. These findings
led to two predictions concerning the vowel production re-
sults that might be obtained in experiment 1. The first was
that the native Italian subjects’ intelligibility scores would
decrease as AOA increased. The second prediction was that
the early bilinguals who used Italian often would produce
English vowels less accurately than would the early bilin-
guals who used Italian seldom~i.e., subjects in the early-low
group!.

Vowel perception was assessed in experiment 2 using a
categorial discrimination test. This test assessed phonetic
sensitivity to contrasts between two English vowels~/i/–/(/,
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/u/–/)/, /,/–/#/, and /"/–/#/!, between an English vowel and
an Italian vowel~/,/–/a/, /#/–/a/, /)/–/o/, and /e(/ – /e/), and
between two Italian vowels~/u/–/o/, /e/–/a/, /u/–/i/!. Stan-
dard Italian contains the vowels /i e} a Å o u/ ~Agard and
DiPietro, 1964!. The vowel systems acquired as children by
the native Italian subjects examined here were likely to vary
~e.g., Trumper, 1995!. We can nevertheless be sure that all of
them contained fewer vowels than English. This being the
case, both vowels in some of the ‘‘English–English’’ and
‘‘English–Italian,’’ contrasts were likely to have been iden-
tified as instances of one Italian category, at least at early
stages of L2 acquisition.

It was more difficult to generate predictions concerning
the discrimination scores than for the intelligibility scores
obtained in experiment 1. For one thing, no previous study
has examined the effect of AOA on vowel perception. More-
over, two existing theoretical models led to differing expec-
tations. The spectral and temporal properties which define
any L1 vowel category vary idiolectally and dialectally, and
according to factors such as speaking rate and degree of
stress. Thus, over time, the likelihood that typical realiza-
tions of an L2 vowel will fall within the range of tokens
previously identified as being instances of an L1 category is
likely to increase~Flege, 1992b!. Also, as L1 categories be-
come better defined during L1 development, they might ‘‘as-
similate’’ L2 tokens more strongly~e.g., Bestet al., 1996;
see also Kuhl, 1993!.

According to the SLM, the formation of new phonetic
categories~or functional equivalence classes; see, Kluender
et al., 1998! for L2 vowels becomes less likely with increas-
ing age. By hypothesis, L2 vowels of a given degree of pho-
netic similarity to the closest L1 vowel will, with increasing
age, become more likely to be heard as instances of an ex-
isting L1 category~i.e., to be functionally ‘‘equated’’!. If this
hypothesis is correct, then one would expect the early bilin-
guals examined here to discriminate L2 vowels—both from
one another and from neighboring L1 vowels—more accu-
rately than the late bilinguals.~This prediction assumes, of
course, that instances of the two vowel categories being dis-
criminated would, in early stages of exposure to the L2, be
identified as instances of a single L1 category.!

The perceptual assimilation model~PAM! developed by
Best and her colleagues~e.g., Best, 1995, 1999; Bestet al.,
1996! does not predict an effect of AOA on L2 vowel dis-
crimination. According to the PAM, the discriminability of
any pair of vowels in an L2 will depend on the degree of
perceived similarity of the L2 vowels to vowels in the L1.
~As for the SLM, the perceived relation of phones drawn
from two languages is assessed through listeners’ classifica-
tions and ratings of goodness of fit to categories in the L1.!
The PAM attributes ‘‘malleability’’ to the perceptual sys-
tems of adult L2 learners, and predicts that L2 vowel dis-
criminability may improve as a function of L2 experience
~Best and Strange, 1992!. However, the PAM does not pre-
dict age-related differences in the perceived similarity of L2
vowels to the closest L1 vowel~s!. Thus, the PAM leads to
the expectation that AOA will not affect the discrimination
of contrasts between two L2 vowels whose realizations are

likely to be identified as instances of a single L1 category.
The data obtained in experiments 1 and 2 are relevant to

the issue of how L2 segmental production and perception are
related. This topic has generated considerable discussion
over the years~see, e.g., Strange, 1995; Flege, 1999a, b!.
According to some~e.g., Rochet, 1995!, the accuracy with
which L2 phonetic segments are produced is limited by how
accurately they are perceived. However, Bever~1981! hy-
pothesized that a ‘‘critical’’ period for L2 speech learning
ends when the phonological system of the L1 is fully estab-
lished because there is no longer a need to align speech pro-
duction and perception. On this view, L2 production accu-
racy will not be constrained by perceptual accuracy. In
support of this, native Japanese speakers of English have
been observed to produce /[/ and /l/ accurately, yet to differ
from native speakers in perceiving English liquids~e.g.,
Goto, 1971; Sheldon and Strange, 1982!. Were such a find-
ing to generalize to the production and perception of English
vowels by highly experienced speakers of an L2, it would
undermine the SLM. According to the SLM, learners of all
ages retain the capacity to align their production of L2 pho-
netic segments to long-term memory representations for
vowels and consonants in the L2. On this view, many seg-
mental production errors observed for experienced speakers
of an L2 are likely to have a perceptual basis. This hypoth-
esis leads to a final prediction, namely that if early bilinguals
are found to produce L2 vowels accurately, then they will
also perceive L2 vowels accurately.

The present article is organized as follows. The vowel
production experiment will be presented first, then the vowel
discrimination experiment. The relation between the intelli-
gibility scores obtained in experiment 1 and the discrimina-
tion scores obtained in experiment 2 will then be assessed in
the third section. This will be done through regression analy-
ses, and by comparing the vowel perception accuracy of sub-
groups of native Italian subjects who differed in L2 vowel
production accuracy.

I. GENERAL METHOD

A. Subjects

Seventy-two of the subjects were born in Italy and began
to learn English when they immigrated to Canada. All but
two of the native Italian subjects were from working-class
backgrounds~as indicated by parental occupation!. They had
lived in Canada for an average of 35 years at the time of
testing, the minimum being 18 years. Most of the native
Italian subjects were members of, or socially connected to, a
predominantly Italian Roman Catholic parish in Ottawa
where testing was carried out. The 18 monolingual native
English speakers~or ‘‘native English,’’ for short! who were
tested were also long time residents of Ottawa. The mean age
of the 90 subjects was 48 years (s.d.56). Subjects in the five
groups did not differ in age@F(4,85)50.05,p.0.10#. All 90
subjects passed a pure tone hearing screening~defined using
a 35 dB HL criterion at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz in the
best ear! prior to participating; none of them reported a his-
tory of auditory disorder.
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As summarized in Table I, three groups of native Italian
subjects differed primarily according to AOA~early—7,
mid—14, late—19 years!. Subjects in the early-low group
were matched to those in the early group for AOA, but re-
ported using Italian less~8% vs 32%!. As summarized by
MacKay et al. ~under review!, subjects in the early-low
group seldom used Italian except when visiting relatives.
They were less likely than were subjects in the early group to
report using Italian at home, at work, on the telephone, or at
social gatherings. There are reasons to think that the self-
reports of Italian use were valid and reliable. There was a
strong inverse correlation between the native Italian subjects’
self-reported use of English and Italian~r 520.96,d f570,
p,0.01!. There was also a strong correlation between the
Italian use self-reports given by 62 subjects in this study and
those given by these same subjects when they participated in
the Flegeet al. ~1995! study @r (60)50.84, p,0.01#. Also,
as reported by MacKayet al. ~under review!, subjects in the
early-low group made more grammatical and lexical errors
when speaking Italian extemporaneously than did subjects in
the early group.

As expected from previous research~e.g., Flegeet al.,
1995; Yamada, 1995!, the native Italian subjects’ AOAs
were correlated inversely with length of residence~LOR!
~r 520.62,d f570, p,0.01!, leading to a significant effect
of group on LOR@F(3,68)516.1,p,0.01#. Also, the earlier
the native Italian subjects had arrived in Canada, the less
schooling they had received in Italy. The difference between
groups~early-low: 1.8 years, early: 1.9 years, mid: 6.6 years,
late: 8.5 years! was significant@F(3,68)546.3,p,0.01#.

All but 3 of the 72 native Italian subjects came from
southern Italy. As discussed later, the vowel systems of
southern Italian dialects differ in terms of the number and
phonetic quality of contrastive vowels. Differences in the
native vowel systems might have influenced the results ob-
tained here, either for production or perception. However,
the place of birth—and therefore by extension the native
dialect—of the native Italian subjects did not appear to vary
systematically across the four groups.

B. Procedure

The subjects participated in several experiments in addi-
tion to those reported here during two 1-h sessions. The other
experiments involved repeating meaningful English sen-
tences; speaking extemporaneously in English and Italian;
identifying English consonants presented in noise~MacKay
et al., under review!; and repeating semantically unpredict-
able English sentences~Meadoret al., under review!. Also,
as reported by MacKayet al., the subjects repeated non-
words that were formed by splicing together 2–5 Italian CV
syllables. This was done to assess phonological short-term
memory. The dependent measure was the number of non-
words that were repeated correctly.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the na-
tive Italian subjects’ productions of ten English vowels, /i( e(

} , o # " ) u/. This was done by determining the percentage
of times that native English-speaking listeners heard the tar-
get vowels as intended.

A least some of the English vowels were likely to differ
from vowels found in the native dialect of the native Italian
subjects. Standard Italian is usually described as having
seven vowels, /i e} a oÅ u/ ~e.g., Agard and DiPietro, 1964!.
However, the number and nature of vowels in southern Ital-
ian dialects differ. For example, Romito and Trumper~1989!
described a southern Italian dialect having eight vowels~/i y
e } , # Å u/! and another with five vowels~/i } a o u/!.
Trumper~1995! observed that /a/ can be implemented with
variants ranging from@,# to @Ä# in southern Italy. Further,
southern Italians living in North America may speak a
‘‘central-southern standard’’ form of Italian in addition to
their native dialect~Milani, 1996, p. 480!. Although we can-
not be certain what vowels the native Italian subjects’ pos-
sessed when they arrived in Canada, we can be confident that
considerable phonetic learning would be required for them to
produce all 10 of the English vowels accurately.

A. Method

The technique used here to elicit the production of En-
glish words was similar to that employed by Bradlowet al.
~1997!. The subjects were provided with both visual and au-
ditory prompts. The visual prompts consisted of a written list
of four-word sequences, each of which contained one of the
10 target vowels of interest~e.g.,read, deed, heed, beadfor
the vowel /i/!. The auditory prompts, which were presented
via a loudspeaker, consisted of digitized versions of the four-
word sequences that had been spoken by an adult male na-
tive speaker of English. The sequences were presented in the
same order in which they appeared on the written list. The
subjects were told to say the four words in each sequence
after hearing the entire sequence. Auditory prompts were
used in addition to orthography to reduce the likelihood of
spelling pronunciations~e.g., production of the /(/ in ‘‘bid’’
as@i# because ‘‘i’’ in written Italian is pronounced@i#!. How-
ever, the availability of native-produced models might con-
ceivably have led to an overestimation of the native Italian
subjects’ accuracy in producing certain English vowels.

TABLE I. Characteristics of the five groups of subjects. ‘‘Age’’ indicates
mean chronological age, in years. ‘‘AOA’’ and ‘‘LOR’’ indicate the native
Italian subjects’ mean age of arrival and length of residence in Canada, in
years, and ‘‘%Italian’’ their mean self-estimated percentage use of Italian.
Standard deviations are in parenthesis.

Gender Age AOA LOR % Italian

Native 9m,9f 48 ¯ ¯ ¯

~7!
Early-low 9m,9f 48 7 40 8

~5! ~3! ~5! ~6!
Early 8m,10f 47 7 40 32

~6! ~2! ~6! ~16!
Mid 8m,10f 48 14 34 20

~6! ~1! ~7! ~11!
Late 8m,10f 48 19 28 41

~6! ~1! ~5! ~23!

M ¯ 48 12 35 25
~6! ~6! ~7! ~19!
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The subjects’ production of the English words was re-
corded using a head-mounted microphone~Shure SM10A!
and a portable DAT tape recorder. The final word in each
sequence~viz., bead, bid, bade, bed, bad, booed, bode, bud,
god, hood! was digitized at 22.05 kHz, then normalized for
peak intensity. Not all of the words began with /b/, and some
of the words were likely to differ in familiarity to the listen-
ers who later evaluated them~compare, e.g.,bed to bade!.
Either or both factors might have led to biases. Therefore,
the 900 words (90 subjects310) were edited to obscure the
identity of the initial and final consonants~and, thus, lexical
identity! while leaving intact cues to vowel identity insofar
as possible. All portions of the waveform following the com-
plete constriction of the final /d/~defined on the basis of
changes in waveform amplitude and/or shape! were re-
moved. Any prevoicing present in words beginning with a
stop consonant~/b/ or /g/! was removed, as was the /h/ in
hood. A weighting function was then applied to an interval at
the beginning of the remaining signal.1

The stimuli prepared in this way were presented for
identification to six young adult native speakers of English
who had been born and raised in the Ottawa, Ontario region.
Some of the listeners knew French, but none of them was
proficient in that or any language other than English. All
passed a pure-tone hearing screening before participating.
The listeners were tested one at a time at the Phonetics Labo-
ratory of the University of Ottawa. The stimuli were pre-
sented via a loudspeaker at a self-selected comfortable level
using a notebook computer. The interval between each re-
sponse and presentation of the next stimulus was fixed at
1.0 s.

The listeners used keywords to identify the vowel in
each stimulus. The vowels were randomly presented in two
counterbalanced sets to restrict the number of keywords
needed to represent the English vowels that were likely to be
heard. The keywords offered for /i( e( } ,/ wereheed, hid,
hayed, head, had, hot, andhut. The keywords offered for /u
) o # "/ were who’d, hood, hoed, hut, hot, head, andhad.
The listeners were told to identify each vowel by clicking
one of seven keywords shown on the screen. Pilot work had
been undertaken to identify the vowels most likely to be
heard. However, given the possibility that listeners might
hear some other English vowel, they were given a list of
additional keywords that represented all of the English vow-
els not represented by a keyword shown on the screen. A
supplementary keyword was used just 17 times.2

B. Results

Vowels spoken by the native English speakers were
identified as intended at a higher average rate~M594% cor-
rect! than were vowels spoken by subjects in the early group
(M592%), mid group (M587%), or late group (M
567%). Averaged across these four groups, the rates at
which individual vowels were correctly identified ranged
from 83% ~for /( } "/! to 94% ~for /i/!.

The vowels heard instead of the target vowels were
tabulated. When vowels spoken by native speakers of Italian
were not heard as intended, they were most frequently heard
as a vowel that was slightly lower in vowel space than the

target vowel~/e(/-for-/i/, /}/-for-/(/, /}/-for-/e(/, /,/-for-/}/,
/"/-for-/#/, /"/-for-/o/, /o/-for-/)/, and /)/-for-/u/!. Exceptions
to this general rule were the two low target vowels~/,/, /"/!
which were most frequently heard as slightly higher vowel
~/}/-for-/,/ and /#/-for-/"/!.

A total of 720 percent correct scores
(72 subjects310 vowels) were computed. Each score was
based on the identification responses of six native English
listeners. Following arcsine transformation~Kirk, 1968!, the
intelligibility scores were submitted to a~4! group by ~10!
vowel ANOVA. The ANOVA yielded significant main ef-
fects of group @F(3,68)523.9, p,0.01# and vowel
@F(9,612)59.6, p,0.01] and a significant two-way interac-
tion @F(27,612)51.7, p50.018#.

As summarized in Table II, the simple effect of group
was significant for all vowels except /e(/, /}/, and /"/. Tur-
key’s tests were used to determine which pairwise differ-
ences between groups were significant for the seven vowels
showing a significant group effect. Six vowels spoken by
subjects in the late group~viz., /i ( u ) o #/! received intel-
ligibility scores that were significantly lower than the native
English groups’ scores, and one vowel spoken by subjects in
the mid group~/#/! received significantly lower scores (p
,0.05). No vowel spoken by the early group received sig-
nificantly lower scores than those of the native English
speakers (p.0.10).

The 540 scores obtained for the native English speakers
and the two groups of early bilinguals were submitted to a
3 ~group!310~vowel! ANOVA. The aims of this analysis
were to determine if the early bilinguals who seldom spoke
Italian ~early-low! produced English vowels more accurately
than did the early bilinguals who spoke Italian relatively of-
ten ~early!, and if either group differed from the native En-
glish group. The main effect of vowel was significant
@F(9,459)58.7, p,0.01#, but not the main effect of group
@F(2,51)51.6, p.0.10# or the two-way interaction
@F(18,459)51.2, p.0.10#.

C. Discussion

In agreement with Munroet al. ~1996!, the later the na-
tive Italian speakers arrived in Canada, the less accurately
they produced English vowels. Six vowels produced by sub-
jects in the late group~/i ( u ) o #/! received significantly
lower intelligibility scores than did the native English sub-
jects’ productions of these vowels.~A seventh vowel, /,/,
received scores that were lower than those obtained for vow-
els spoken by subjects in the early and mid groups.! Just one
vowel spoken by subjects in the mid group was significantly
less intelligible than the native English speakers’ vowels.
However, none of the English vowels spoken by either group
of early bilinguals received a significantly lower intelligibil-
ity score than did vowels spoken by the native English
group. In agreement with the results of Flege~1992b!, this
suggests that early bilinguals who are highly experienced in
their L2 may produce L2 vowels in a nativelike fashion.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

As discussed in the Introduction, the results of several
recent studies suggested that early bilinguals may perceive
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L2 vowels differently than monolingual native speakers do
~Mack, 1989; Pallieret al., 1997; Sebastia´n-Gallés and Soto-
Faraco, in press!. However, when taken together with the
production results obtained in experiment 1, the speech
learning model~Flege, 1995! predicts that the early bilin-
guals examined here would perceive English vowels in a
nativelike fashion. This was tested by assessing the native
Italian subjects’ phonetic sensitivity to differences between
pairs of English and/or Italian vowels.

Four of the 11 vowel contrasts examined in this experi-
ment involved two English vowels~/,/–/#/, /#/–/"/, /i/–/(/,
/u/–/)/!. Four others involved one English and one Italian
vowel ~/,/–/a/, /#/–/a/, /)/–/o/, /e(/ – /e/!, and the remaining
three involved two Italian vowels~/u/–/o/, /e/–/a/, /u/–/i/!.
Five different individuals with different-sounding voices
produced tokens of each vowel category. The average fre-
quency of the first and second formants (F1,F2) at the
acoustic midpoint of the five tokens of each category are
shown in Fig. 1.3

The vowel stimuli were examined in a categorial dis-
crimination test using a modified oddity format. The three
stimuli presented on each trial were always spoken by dif-
ferent talkers, and so were physically different. Half of the
trials ~called ‘‘different’’ trials! contained an odd item out,
and the remaining half~called ‘‘catch’’ trials! contained
three instances of a single category.

The subjects were offered four response alternatives
rather than the two alternatives offered in ABX and AXB
tests~e.g., Gottfried, 1984; Bestet al., 1996!. They were told
to identify the serial position of an odd item out, if they
judged one vowel to different from the other two, by clicking
a button marked ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘2,’’ or ‘‘3.’’ They were told to click
a button marked ‘‘none’’ if they heard three different ex-
amples of one vowel~i.e., for the catch trials!. The presence

of both different trials~where one vowel differed from the
remaining two! and catch trials permitted the calculation of
an unbiased measure of sensitivity (A8) to the phonetic dif-
ference between the vowel contrasts examined here. To ob-
tain a high score, the subjects had to respond to relevant
phonetic differences while ignoring auditorily accessible dif-
ferences~e.g., in voice quality! that were not phonetically
relevant.

As mentioned earlier, the vowel systems of southern
Italian dialects may vary considerably. For example,
Trumper~1995! observed that /a/ can be implemented with
variants ranging from @,# to @ɑ# in southern Italy.

TABLE II. The mean intelligibility scores obtained for ten English vowels spoken by a group of native English
~‘‘NE’’ ! subjects and three group of native Italian subjects differing in age of arrival to Canada~‘‘early,’’
‘‘mid,’’ ‘‘late’’ !. Standard deviations are in parentheses. Superscript a and b indicate significance at the 0.01
and 0.001 levels; respectively. An 0.05 level was used for the Tukey’spost hoctests.

Group

F(3,68) Tukey’s testNE Early Mid Late

/i/ 99 95 99 84 4.03a late,NE, mid
~4! ~13! ~4! ~28!

/(/ 95 97 81 57 9.26b late,NE, early, mid
~16! ~6! ~34! ~41!

/eI/ 95 99 89 81 2.26
~20! ~4! ~24! ~36!

/}/ 91 86 83 70 2.46
~19! ~20! ~29! ~32!

/,/ 84 89 95 62 4.29a late,early, mid
~31! ~22! ~14! ~40!

/"/ 94 83 86 72 1.75
~10! ~32! ~29! ~32!

/#/ 86 80 48 48 6.39b mid, late,NE, early
~12! ~23! ~41! ~44!

/o/ 99 100 95 72 6.55b late,NE, early, mid
~4! ~0! ~11! ~41!

/)/ 97 94 97 56 14.51b late,NE, early, mid
~6! ~10! ~6! ~40!

/u/ 94 98 91 68 7.37b late,NE, early, mid
~13! ~5! ~17! ~36!

FIG. 1. The mean frequency of the first and second formants (F1,F2) in
five naturally produced tokens each of English and Italian vowels, measured
at the acoustic midpoint. All of the vowels shown except Italian /i/ were
used as stimuli in a vowel discrimination experiment.
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Given this, and the lack of empirical data pertaining to the
perceived similarity of vowels in southern Italian dialects
and Canadian English, it was not possible to makea priori
predictions concerning the relative degree of discriminability
of the 11 vowel contrasts examined here. However, several
expectations could be derived from the acoustic values pre-
sented in Fig. 1. Among these was that the native Italian
subjects would tend to identify the English /i/ and /e(/ stimuli
as instances of Italian /i/ and /e/, but they might not identify
the fronted English /u/ stimuli as instances of Italian /u/.
Other expectations were that the native Italian subjects
would tend to identify the English /"/ and /#/ stimuli as in-
stances of Italian /a/, and thus have difficulty with the /#/–/"/
contrast.

Cross-language comparisons of English and Italian
~Agard and DiPietro, 1964! led us to expect that at least
some native Italian subjects would have difficulty discrimi-
nating the English–English pairs /i/–/(/ and /u/–/)/ owing to
the absence of lax vowels in Italian. The observation by Mu-
nro et al. ~1996! that certain Italian subjects’ productions of
English /)/ were heard as /o/, plus the acoustic data in Fig. 1,
led us to expect difficulty for the English /)/–Italian /o/ con-
trast. However, whether any of these predictions would ac-
tually be fulfilled was likely to depend on the nature of vow-
els in the subjects’ native dialect of Italian, and also how~or
if ! the perceived relation between L1 and L2 vowels changes
over time.

We had some general expectations concerning the three
subsets of vowel contrasts examined here. We expected
lower discrimination scores for the E–I~English versus Ital-
ian! contrasts than for the E–E~English versus English! con-
trasts. This was based on the assumption that the native Ital-
ian subjects would be more likely to identify both members
of E–I contrasts as being instances of a single L1 category
than to do so for both members of E–E contrasts.

We were less certain, however, how the native Italian
subjects would respond to the I–I~Italian versus Italian! con-
trasts. The native Italian subjects might obtain near-perfect
discrimination scores for the I–I contrasts because they in-
volved two different L1 vowels. However, the SLM~Flege,
1995! leads to a different expectation, namely, that some
native Italian subjects—especially those in the late group—
might not obtain high scores for the I–I contrasts. According
to the SLM, the subjects in the late group should be less
likely than the early group subjects to form categories for
English vowels. The SLM posits that when a category is not
established for an L2 vowel, then the L1 category used to
process tokens of the L2 vowel will change over time as the
result of a process called ‘‘assimilation.’’ For example, if a
category was not established for English /#/, and if tokens of
this vowel were judged to be instances of Italian /a/, then the
extent of the Italian /a/ category might broaden so as to en-
compass instances of both English /#/ and Italian /a/. If the
late groups’ Italian vowels were affected in this way more
often than the early groups’ Italian vowels, then the late
groups’ scores for the I–I contrasts might be lower than the
early groups’ scores.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

The English vowel stimuli were derived from words
spoken by five female native speakers of English from Ot-
tawa in a previous study~Munro et al., 1996!. The words
~bait, boot, back, but, bock, beat, bit, book! were spoken at
the end of a carrier phrase~Now I say–!. A native speaker of
Canadian English identified as intended all of the English
vowels used as stimuli.

The Italian stimuli were derived from nonwords spoken
by five female speakers of Italian living in Padua, Italy, who
could be considered speakers of Standard Italian. Vowels
spoken by these speakers were used as stimuli, rather than
speakers of a southern Italian dialect, due to the lack of a
cogent rationale for choosing one southern Italian dialect
over another. The Italian nonword stimuli, which were
formed by inserting /i e a o u/ into a /b–do/ frame, were
produced immediately following the auditory presentation of
four real words containing the vowel of interest~e.g., ‘‘rido,
fido, lido, nido’’ for /i/ !. The identifiability of the Italian
vowels could not be verified in a relevant fashion, as was
done for the English stimuli. This is because the Italian vow-
els were representative of a northern Italian dialect, whereas
the subjects tested here spoke varieties of southern Italian.

The English words and Italian nonwords were digitized
at 22.05 kHz. Prevoicing, if any, was removed from the ini-
tial /b/ tokens, as was everything following the complete
constriction of the postvocalic consonants. The edited signals
were then linearly ramped off over the final 30 ms of the
remaining signal. The 15 Italian stimuli were longer (M
5243 ms) than the 40 English stimuli were (M5180 ms).
Bohn ~1995! hypothesized that non-native listeners may re-
spond to differences in duration if they fail to perceive a
spectral difference. The temporal difference between the Ital-
ian and English stimuli was reduced to prevent subjects from
discriminating E–I contrasts on the basis of duration only.
This was done by deleting ten nonsuccessive glottal pulses
~mean duration549 ms! from the middle of the Italian vowel
stimuli. The 55 stimuli were then normalized for peak inten-
sity.

2. Procedure

The interstimulus interval between the three stimuli pre-
sented on each trial was 1.2 s. Each vowel contrast was
tested by eight different trials. The odd item out in these
trials occurred with equal frequency in all three possible se-
rial positions. All 13 vowel categories were tested by four
catch trials (N552) consisting of three physically different
realizations of a single vowel category.

The stimuli were presented using a notebook computer.
As mentioned, the subjects were told to click a button
marked ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘2,’’ or ‘‘3’’ if they heard one vowel that
differed from the other two vowels, or ‘‘no’’ if they heard
three instances of a single vowel. The subjects were famil-
iarized with the task before the experiment began through
visually presented arrays of geometric figures~e.g., two
circles and a square to illustrate the concept of oddity; three
triangles differing in size to illustrate a configuration that
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required a response of ‘‘no’’!. They received feedback dur-
ing a practice session with I–E vowel contrasts not included
in the test~/,/–/u/, /i/–/a/!. Feedback was not provided dur-
ing the experiment, however.

An unbiased measure of phonetic sensitivity,A8, was
calculated for each of the 11 vowel contrasts based on the
proportions of hits and false alarms~see Snodgrasset al.,
1985!.4 There was a maximum of eight possible hits for each
contrast~i.e., eight opportunities to correctly select an odd
item out in different trials!, and a maximum of eight possible
false alarms.~For the /i/–/(/ contrast, for example, there were
four catch trials for /i/ and four catch trials for /(/.! An A8
score of 1.0 indicated perfect sensitivity~i.e., correct re-
sponses to all eight catch trials and to all eight different
trials!. An A8 score of 0.5, on the other hand, indicated a lack
of phonetic sensitivity.

B. Results

1. The Effect of AOA

As shown in Fig. 2~a!, the native English subjects ob-
tained higherA8 scores for all four English–English~E–E!
contrasts than did the three groups of native Italian subjects
differing in AOA. However, the size of native versus non-
native differences was larger for certain contrasts~/#/–/"/,
/#/–/,/! than for others~/u/–/)/, /i/–/(/!. The native Italian

subjects’ scores decreased as AOA increased. Subjects in the
late group obtained lower scores than did subjects in the mid
group who, in turn, obtained lower scores than did subjects
in the early group.

The A8 scores obtained for the E–E vowel contrasts
were submitted to a mixed-design~4! group by~4! contrast
ANOVA. The significant interaction it yielded@F(9,204)
54.84, p,0.01# was explored through simple effects tests.
The effect of group was found to be significant for all four
vowel contrasts (p,0.01). Tukey’spost hoctests revealed
that the late group obtained lower scores for all four E–E
contrasts than the native English and Early group did (p
,0.05). Also, the late group obtained lower scores than the
mid group for /u/–/)/, and the mid group obtained lower
scores than the native English group did for /#/–/"/ and
/#/–/,/ (p,0.05).

The scores obtained for the English–Italian~E–I! con-
trasts are shown in Fig. 2~b!. Once again, the native English
group obtained higher scores than the early, mid, and late
groups, whose scores decreased as AOA increased. The size
of between-group differences was larger for /#/–/a/ and
/,/–/a/ than for /)/–/o/ and /e(/ – /e/, yielding a group by
vowel contrast interaction@F(9,204)53.07, p,0.01#. The
simple effect of group was significant for all four E–I con-
trasts (p,0.01). The late group obtained lower scores than
the native English group for /#–/a/, /,/–/a/, and /e(/ – /e/; the
late group obtained lower scores than the early group for
/#/–/a/ and /,/–/a/; and the mid group obtained lower scores
than the native English group for /#/–/a/ and /,/–/a/ ~p
,0.05 by Tukey’s test!.

Scores for the three Italian–Italian~I–I! contrasts are
shown in Fig. 2~c!. The average scores for the native En-
glish, early, and mid groups~means50.92, 0.91, and 0.86,
respectively! were higher than those obtained for the late
group (M50.79). An ANOVA examining the I–I scores
yielded a significant main effect of group@F(3,68)57.2, p
,0.01# and a significant main effect of vowel contrast
@F(2,136)516.2, p,0.01#, but not a significant two-way
interaction@F(6,136)50.97,p.0.10#. A Tukey’s test exam-
ining the average scores obtained for the I–I contrasts re-
vealed that the late group obtained significantly lower scores
than the native English and early groups did (p,0.05).

2. L1 use

The scores obtained for the E–E contrasts by the sub-
jects in the native English, early-low, and early groups dif-
fered little ~means50.96, 0.95 and 0.93, respectively!. The
E–E scores were submitted to a(3)group3(4)vowel con-
trast ANOVA. It yielded a nonsignificant main effect of
group @F(2,51)53.15, p50.051# and a nonsignificant two-
way interaction@F(6,153)51.02,p.0.10]. The main effect
of vowel contrast was significant@F(3,153)516.3,p,0.01#
because the scores for /#/–/,/ were lower than those for
/i/–/(/, /u/–/)/, and /#/–/"/ ~p,0.05 by Tukey’s test!.

The mean scores obtained for the E–I contrasts by the
native English, early-low, and early groups differed little
(means50.83, 0.79, and 0.76, respectively!. The ANOVA
examining the E–I scores yielded a nonsignificant main ef-
fect of group@F(2,51)52.52,p50.09# and a nonsignificant

FIG. 2. The mean sensitivity~A8! of the subjects in four groups to phonetic
differences between two English vowels~a!, between English vowels and
neighboring Italian vowels~b!, or between two Italian vowels~c!. The sub-
jects were native speakers of English, and three groups of Italian/English
bilinguals who differed according to the age of first extensive exposure to
English ~see text!. The error bars bracket7 one SE.
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two-way interaction@F(6,153)51.45, p.0.10#. The main
effect of vowel contrast was significant@F(3,153)535.7, p
,0.01# because the scores for /e(/ – /e/ were lower than those
for /,/–/a/, /#/–/a/, and /)/–/o/, and the scores for /,/–/a/
were lower than those for /)/–/o/ ~p,0.05 by Tukey’s test!.

Finally, an ANOVA examining the I–I scores yielded a
nonsignificant main effect of group@F(2,51)50.12, p
.0.10# and a nonsignificant two-way interaction@F(4,102)
51.19,p.0.10#. The main effect of vowel contrast was sig-
nificant, however@F(2,102)522.1, p,0.01#, because the
scores for /e/–/a/ and /u/–/o/ were lower than those for
/u/ – /e/ (p,0.05).

3. Comparison across contrast types

The analyses just presented examined the scores ob-
tained for the E–E, E–I, and I–I contrasts separately. Here,
average scores for the three contrast types were submitted to
a ~5! group by ~3! contrast type ANOVA, which yielded a
significant two-way interaction@F(8,170)5215.0,p,0.01#.
The simple main effect of group was significant for all three
contrast types, and the simple main effect of contrast type
was significant for each group (p,0.01).

Tukey’s tests revealed that the interaction had two
sources. First, a different pattern of between-group differ-
ences was obtained for the three contrast types. Subjects in
the late group obtained significantly lower scores for E–E
contrasts than did subjects in the native English, early, early-
low, and mid groups, and the mid group obtained lower
scores than the native English group (p,0.01). The mid and
late groups obtained significantly lower E–I scores than did
the native English, early-low, and early groups (p,0.01).
Finally, subjects in the late group, but not those in the mid
group, obtained significantly lower I–I scores than did the
native English, early, and early-low groups (p,0.01).

A second source of the two-way interaction was a dif-
fering pattern of between-contrast-type differences for the
native English and native Italian subjects. All five groups
obtained significantly lower scores for the E–I contrasts than
for the E–E and I–I contrasts (p,0.01). However, only the
native English group obtained lower scores for the I–I than
E–E contrasts~0.91 vs 0.96,p,0.01!.

4. Results for English /e (/ and Italian /e/

It is unlikely that new phonetic categories will be estab-
lished for L2 vowels that are highly similar to an L1 vowel
~Flege, 1995!. The results of this study shed light on the
magnitude of cross-language vowel differences needed to
trigger category formation.

The English /e(/ and Italian /e/ stimuli were located in
roughly the same portion of vowel space and, after editing
~see above!, differed little in duration ~/e/5168 ms, /e(/
5150 ms!. However, the English /e(/ tokens showed more
formant movement from the beginning to the end of the
vowel ~mean F1: 466 to 375 Hz,mean F2: 2429 to 2642 Hz!
than did the Italian /e/ tokens~mean F1: 424 to 404 Hz,
mean F2: 2434 to 2525 Hz!.5 The A8 scores obtained for the
/e(/ – /e/ contrast were submitted to a series of independent
t-tests to determine if such small cross-language phonetic

differences were discriminable. The aim was to determine if
the A8 score obtained for any group was significantly greater
than 0.50~a score which, theoretically, represents a complete
lack of sensitivity!.

The scores obtained for the native English and early-low
groups ~means50.67 and 0.69, respectively! significantly
exceeded the chance level~Bonferronip,0.01!, whereas the
scores obtained for the early, mid, and late groups~0.62,
0.54, 0.46! did not. The early-low group’s above-chance dis-
crimination might be interpreted to mean that some subjects
established a phonetic category for /e(/. However, such an
interpretation is clearly not reasonable for the native English
subjects, who did not speak Italian. Their above-chance dis-
crimination of /e(/ – /e/ might instead be attributed to the
identification of the Italian /e/ tokens as /}/ ~see Gottfried,
1984!.

C. Discussion

The perception results obtained here parallel those ob-
tained earlier for vowel production. The later the native Ital-
ian subjects arrived in Canada, the less accurately they per-
ceived English vowels. Eight contrasts involving an English
vowel or vowels were examined. Subjects in the late group
~mean AOA519 years! received significantly lower dis-
crimination scores than the native English subjects did for all
eight. Subjects in the mid group~mean AOA514 years! dis-
criminated four contrasts less accurately than the native En-
glish subjects did. These differences are notable in that sub-
jects in the mid and late groups had lived in Canada for an
average of 31 years. It thus appears that certain native versus
non-native differences in vowel perception persist.

None of the eight contrasts involving an English vowel
were discriminated less accurately by either of two early bi-
lingual groups~mean AOAs57 years! than by the native
English group. This finding, which suggests that early bilin-
guals who are highly experienced in their L2 may perceive
L2 vowels in a nativelike fashion, diverges from the results
of several recent studies~Mack, 1989; Pallieret al., 1997;
Sebastia´n-Gallés and Soto-Faraco, in press!. The success of
the early bilinguals examined here might be attributed to the
establishment of long-term memory representations~or
‘‘phonetic categories’’! for certain L2 vowels~Flege, 1995!.
Neither /(/ nor /)/ occur systematically in Italian. The fact
that subjects in the late group, but not those in the early and
mid groups, differed from the native English speakers in dis-
criminating English /i/–/(/ and /u/–/)/ suggests that at least
some subjects in the early and mid groups established pho-
netic categories for /(/ and /)/.

Other findings obtained here suggest indirectly that sub-
jects in the Early group may have established a phonetic
category for a low and/or a mid-central English vowel. Busa`
~1995! found that, in speech production, Italian late learners
of English tended to neutralize differences between low and
mid-central English vowels. This is probably because~Stan-
dard! Italian has an /a/ but no /,/, /"/ or /#/. Subjects in the
mid and late groups, but not those in the early group, ob-
tained significantly lower discrimination scores than the na-
tive English group for /,/–/a/, /#/–/a/, /#/–/"/ and /#/–/,/.
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The results obtained for the Italian–Italian~I–I! con-
trasts pose an interpretative challenge. The first issue to con-
sider is why the native English subjects obtained scores that
were well above chance (M50.91). We suspect that the
native English subjects identified Italian vowels in the
/u/–/e/, /e/–/a/, and /u/–/o/ contrasts in terms of two different
English vowels, but that the Italian vowels did not represent
a good ‘‘fit’’ to their long-term memory representations~see,
e.g., Best, 1995; Bestet al., 1996!. This might explain why,
of the five groups examined, only the native English group
obtained significantly lower scores for the I–I than the E–E
contrasts.

The second issue to consider is why the late group ob-
tained lower scores for the I–I contrasts (M50.79) than did
the native English and early groups. Perhaps shortening the
Italian vowel stimuli~see Sec. I! lessened the identifiability
of these stimuli, or reduced their perceived goodness of fit to
vowels in the L1 system of members of the late group. An-
other possibility is that the Italian vowel stimuli represented
a poor fit to the late group’s long-term memory representa-
tions because they were produced by speakers of a northern
rather than a southern variety of Italian. A problem exists
with both potential explanations, however. There is no rea-
son to think that the effect of editing, or of cross-dialect
differences, should have been greater for the late group than
for the early group. This is because, as mentioned in Sec. I,
the place of origin in Italy of subjects in the four groups
seemed to be evenly distributed.

The categorial discrimination test used here placed a
heavy load on working memory. Thus, another possible ex-
planation is that some members of the late group had a de-
ficient working memory. This possibility can probably be
ruled out, however. As reported by MacKayet al. ~under
review!, the subjects were asked to repeat nonwords that
were formed by splicing together 2–5 Italian CV syllables.
This was done to assess phonological short-term memory.
The dependent variable was the number of nonwords re-
peated correctly. The late group’s repetition scores did not
differ from the scores obtained for any other group. In fact,
the late groups’ scores were nonsignificantly higher than
those obtained for the native English and early groups.
Moreover, when the nonword repetition scores were used as
covariates in ANCOVAs, the same results as those reported
earlier were obtained.

As mentioned in the Introduction, still another explana-
tion for why the late group obtained relatively low scores for
the I–I contrasts is that their long-term memory representa-
tions for Italian vowels changed as the result of learning
English. More specifically, some of their Italian categories
may have changed by assimilating a neighboring English
vowel. Assimilation of this kind is predicted to occur only in
the absence of category formation for an L2 vowel~which is
predicted to occur more often for late than early bilinguals;
Flege, 1995!. This hypothesis will need to be tested by com-
paring the discrimination of I–I contrasts by Italian mono-
linguals and by early and late bilinguals who are highly ex-
perienced in English. If the hypothesis is correct, then late
but not early bilinguals should obtain lower I–I discrimina-
tion scores than Italian monolinguals. If such a finding were

obtained, it would provide a perceptual analog to the obser-
vation that production of an L1 consonant may become less
accurate as the production of a corresponding L2 consonant
improves~Flege, 1987!.

IV. THE RELATION BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND
PERCEPTION

According to the speech learning model~Flege, 1995!,
phonetic segments in an L2 can be produced in a nativelike
fashion only if they are perceived in a nativelike fashion. The
results presented in Sec. II indicated that the early Italian/
English bilinguals produced English vowels in a nativelike
fashion. This finding thus led to the prediction that, contrary
to the findings of several vowel perception studies~Mack,
1989; Pallieret al., 1997; Sebastian-Galle´s and Soto-Faraco,
in press!, the early bilinguals examined here would also per-
ceive English vowels accurately. This prediction was con-
firmed in Sec. III. The aim of the analyses presented here
was to further explore the relation between L2 vowel pro-
duction and perception.

The first specific question addressed here was whether a
significant correlation existed between the intelligibility
scores assessing the 72 native Italian subjects’ English vowel
production accuracy and the average discrimination scores
they obtained for English–English~E–E!, English–Italian
~E–I!, and Italian–Italian~I–I! contrasts. As shown in Table
III, there was a significant correlation between the intelligi-
bility scores and all three sets of vowel discrimination
scores. However, the correlation between the intelligibility
scores and the E–E discrimination scores was significantly
stronger than was the correlation between the intelligibility
scores and the I–I discrimination scores@X(1)511.8, p
,0.01#. There was also a stronger correlation between the
intelligibility scores and the E–I discrimination scores than
between the intelligibility and I–I discrimination scores
@X(1)58.5, p,0.01#. This last finding suggests that degree
of L2 vowel production accuracy is related more closely to
how L2 vowels are perceived than to how vowels in the L1
are perceived.

Partial correlations were also computed. As shown in
Table III, the correlations between the intelligibility scores,
on the one hand, and the E–E and E–I discrimination scores,
on the other hand, remained significant when variation in L1
use, AOA, and length of residence in Canada were partialled
out. However, the correlations between the intelligibility

TABLE III. Simple correlations between the intelligibility scores~a mea-
sure of vowel production accuracy! and the discrimination scores obtained
for the 72 native Italian subjects. E-E, I-I, and E-I indicate contrasts between
two English vowels, two Italian vowels, or between one English and one
Italian vowel. ‘‘L1 use’’ refers to the percentage of self-reported use of
Italian; ‘‘AOA’’ and ‘‘LOR’’ indicate age of arrival and length of residence
in Canada, in years. Superscript a and b indicate significance at the 0.01 and
0.001 levels, respectively.

E–E E–I I–I

Simple correlation 0.64b 0.62b 0.40b

L1 use partialled out 0.59b 0.57b 0.41b

AOA partialled out 0.37b 0.30a 0.17
LOR partialled out 0.48b 0.46b 0.28
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scores and the I–I discrimination scores became nonsignifi-
cant when AOA and length of residence were partialled out.

A multiple regression analysis was able to account for
just 57% of the variance in the intelligibility scores (p
,0.01). AOA accounted for 48% of the variance at step 1,
the E–E discrimination scores accounted for 5% of the vari-
ance at step 2, and years of residence in Canada accounted
for 4% of the variance at step 3. It is possible that an impre-
cise measurement of L2 vowel production accuracy was re-
sponsible for the small amount of variance accounted for.
More likely, perhaps, ceiling effects limited how much vari-
ance was accounted for. Of the 720 vowel tokens spoken by
the native Italian subjects, 81% were heard as intended by at
least five of the six listeners. The vowel most often misiden-
tified was /#/. Five or more listeners correctly identified the
/#/ productions of 41 native Italian subjects, whereas four or
fewer listeners identified the /#/ productions of the remaining
31 ~10 each in the mid and late groups, 6 in the early group,
and 5 in the early-low group!.

If L2 vowel production is limited by L2 vowel percep-
tion accuracy, then the 41 subjects who produced /#/ rela-
tively well should also have perceived /#/ relatively well.
Difficulty perceiving /#/ would most likely manifest itself in
the discrimination of English /#/ from Italian /a/, for this is
likely to be the Italian vowel that is perceptually closest to
English /#/. ~Unfortunately, no objective assessment of this
inference exists at present.!

As summarized in Table IV, a series of ANOVAs ex-
amined the discrimination scores obtained for the native Ital-
ian subjects who produced /#/ poorly (N531), those who
produced /#/ relatively well (N541), and the native English
speakers (N518). The effect of group on the /#/–/a/ dis-
crimination scores was significant@F(2,87)512.0,p,0.01#.
A Tukey’s test revealed that the native English group ob-
tained significantly higher /#/–/a/ discrimination scores than
did the poor but not the good producers of /#/. Also, the good
producers obtained significantly higher /#/–/a/ discrimination
scores than did the poor producers of /#/(p,0.01). The ef-
fect of group was also significant for the /#/–/,/ and /#/–/"/
contrasts@F(2,87)55.5 and 6.2,p,0.01#, but the good and
poor producers’ discrimination of these two English–English
contrasts did not differ significantly.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

One experiment reported here examined the accuracy
with which native speakers of Italian produced English vow-

els. The dependent variable was the percentage of correct
identifications by native English-speaking listeners of the tar-
get English vowels. The later the native Italian subjects ar-
rived in Canada, the less often their English vowels were
heard as intended. The intelligibility scores obtained for the
late group~mean age of arrival in Canada519 years! were
significantly lower than were the intelligibility scores ob-
tained for a group of native English speakers for six of the 10
vowels examined~/i ( u ) o #/!. The intelligibility scores
obtained for the mid group~mean AOA514 years! were
lower than the native English groups’ scores for just one
vowel ~/#/!. Two groups of early Italian/English bilinguals
matched for AOA ~M57 years! but differing in L1 use
(early-low58%, early532%! were also examined. No
vowel produced by either of these groups was significantly
less intelligible than vowels spoken by the native English
group. Nor, contrary to prediction~see the Introduction!, did
the two groups of early bilinguals differ significantly from
one another.

Parallel perception results were obtained in a second ex-
periment. A categorial discrimination test was used to assess
the native Italian subjects’ phonetic sensitivity to differences
between four pairs of English vowels, and four English ver-
sus Italian vowel contrasts. Subjects in the late group re-
ceived significantly lower discrimination scores for all eight
vowel contrasts than did the native English subjects. Subjects
in the mid group received significantly lower scores than did
the native English subjects for four vowel contrasts. How-
ever, neither group of early bilinguals differed significantly
from the native English group for any vowel contrast.

Not surprisingly, the vowel intelligibility scores and the
discrimination scores obtained for the 72 Italian/English bi-
linguals were correlated, even when effects of the variables
used to select them~age of arrival in Canada, percent use of
Italian! were partialled out. These results are consistent with,
but do not in themselves prove, the claim that accuracy in
producing phonetic segments in an L2 is limited by how
accurately the phonetic segments are perceived~e.g., Flege,
1999a,b!.

Bradlow et al. ~1997! also obtained evidence of a link
between production and perception. These authors adminis-
tered identification training to native Japanese adults using
naturally produced English /[/ and /l/ tokens. The subjects’
perception improved as the result of the training and so too
did their production of English liquids in the absence of any
explicit production training. However, the size of gains in
perception and production were uncorrelated, and one sub-
ject who showed a perceptual gain showed little evidence of
improved production. This led Bradlowet al. ~1997! to con-
clude that perceptual learning is not a ‘‘necessary or suffi-
cient condition’’ for improved production~p. 2307!, which
may lag behind perceptual changes~see Flege, 1995, for a
similar suggestion!. If some perceptual changes are never
‘‘transported’’ to production~Bever, 1981!, this might ex-
plain the lack of perfect correlation between production and
perception observed in the present study. Another possible
explanation for the modest production–perception correla-
tions observed here was that errors were made in measuring

TABLE IV. The discrimination ~A8! scores obtained for three contrasts
involving the English vowel /#/ for the native English subjects (n518) and
for native Italian subjects who produced /#/ relatively well (n541) or
poorly (n529; see text!. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Vowel contrast
Native
English

Good
producers

Poor
producers

/#/ vs English /,/ 0.92 0.80 0.73
~0.06! ~0.20! ~0.23!

/#/ vs Italian /a/ 0.87 0.73 0.57
~0.08! ~0.21! ~0.24!

/#/ vs English /"/ 0.97 0.87 0.82
~0.04! ~0.15! ~0.16!
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the subjects’ vowel production accuracy, their vowel percep-
tion accuracy, or both~see Flege, 1999b!.

The AOA effect on speech production observed here
replicates the findings of Munroet al. ~1996! for Italian/
English bilinguals living in Ottawa. However, this is appar-
ently the first time that an effect of AOA has been observed
for the perception of vowels in an L2~see Strange, 1995, for
discussion!. The effects of AOA on both vowel production
and perception are notable because the native Italian subjects
had been living in Canada for an average of 36 years~range:
18–48 years! when tested, and most of them used English
more than Italian. Given that AOA indexed the age at which
the native Italian subjects were first exposed extensively to
English, these findings might be taken as support for the
existence of a critical period for L2 speech learning~e.g.,
Scovel, 1988, 1969; Patkowski, 1989!. However, an alternate
account of these findings can be derived from the SLM
~Flege, 1995, 1998!. According to the SLM, age-related ef-
fects on L2 speech production and perception arise primarily
from changes in how the L1 and L2 phonetic systems inter-
act, not from a neurologically triggered loss in the ability to
learn speech. The nature of L1–L2 interactions, according to
the SLM, varies as a function of the state of development of
the L1 phonetic system when L2 learning begins.

The lack of a vowel production difference between the
early bilinguals and the native English speakers diverges
from a previous finding. As mentioned in the Introduction,
Flege ~1998! found that mean ratings obtained for early
Italian/English bilinguals’ productions of English /i} Ä/, but
not their productions of English /( ) Ñ/, were significantly
lower than the ratings obtained for native English speakers’
productions of the same vowels. The difference between the
early bilinguals’ productions of /( ) Ñ/ and /i} Ä/ was attrib-
uted to the formation of phonetic categories by the early
bilinguals for /( ) Ñ/ ~which lack phonetic counterparts in
Italian!, but the lack of category formation for /i} Ä/ due to
the presence of phonetically similar vowels in Italian. The
intelligibility scores obtained here were sufficiently sensitive
to reveal differences between the native English group and
the mid and late groups. Still, the Flege~1998! results sug-
gest the possibility that the early bilinguals might have been
found to differ from the native English speakers, at least for
certain English vowels, had a more sensitive technique been
used to assess their production of English vowels.

The lack of a vowel perception difference between the
early bilinguals and the native English speakers also appears
to diverge from previous findings. As mentioned in the In-
troduction, several studies identified differences between
early bilinguals and monolingual native speakers~Mack,
1989; Pallieret al., 1997; Sebastia´n-Gallés and Soto-Faraco,
in press!. The apparent difference between studies may be
due to the use of different testing procedures and/or stimuli.
The present study employed a categorial discrimination test
and made use of multiple natural tokens of each vowel cat-
egory of interest. Mack’s~1989! study, on the other hand,
examined the identification and discrimination of the mem-
bers of a synthetic English /i–(/ continuum. Pallieret al.
~1997! examined the identification and discrimination of the
members of a synthetic Catalan /e/–/}/ continuum. Finally,

Sebastia´n-Gallés and Soto-Faraco~in press! examined the
identification of increasingly longer portions of naturally
produced vowels using a modified version of the gating task.

Another possible source of the apparent difference be-
tween perceptual studies examining early bilinguals is a dif-
ference in the subjects examined. All of the early bilinguals
examined by Mack~1989! had learned their L2~either
French or English! by the age of 8 years. It is likely that all
of them used English more than French, for all of these in-
dividuals were living in Providence, RI, at the time of test-
ing. The Spanish/Catalan bilinguals examined by Pallier
et al. ~1997! began to learn Catalan in Barcelona, Spain by
the age of 6 years. These subjects used both Catalan and
Spanish frequently, had always lived in Barcelona, and were
said to be highly proficient in both of their languages.
Sebastia´n-Gallés and Soto-Faraco~in press! also examined
Spanish/Catalan bilinguals. The subjects in the present study
appear to have been older~mean age548 years! than the
predominantly college-aged subjects examined in the studies
just cited, and were likely to have used their L2 for a longer
period of time. Their use of the L1~Italian! appears to have
been restricted because the Italian-speaking community in
Ottawa is small.

The subjects tested in Barcelona by Pallieret al. and by
Sebastia´n-Gallés and Soto-Faraco may have had more oppor-
tunity and need to use their L1~Spanish! than the early bi-
linguals examined here. If so, then the L1 system of the
Spanish/Catalan bilinguals may have exerted a stronger in-
fluence on long-term memory representations developed for
L2 ~Catalan! vowels than the L1 system of the Italian/
English bilinguals exerted on their representations for L2
~English! vowels. Support for this inference was provided by
a recent study~Flege and MacKay, under review! which ex-
amined the categorial discrimination of nine pairs of English
vowels. Early Italian/English bilinguals who used Italian
relatively often were found to perceive English vowels sig-
nificantly less accurately than did AOA-matched group of
early Italian/English bilinguals who seldom used Italian.

Even if the SLM is correct in its claim that early bilin-
guals often establish new categories for certain L2 sounds, it
is important to note that their L2 categories may differ from
monolinguals.’ Grosjean~1989! suggested that bilinguals can
not function exactly like ‘‘two monolinguals in one person’’
because they use two languages systems, not one. According
to the SLM ~Flege, 1995!, the L1 and L2 phonetic systems
exist in a ‘‘common phonological space.’’ The SLM pro-
poses two mechanisms that might lead to differences be-
tween monolinguals’ and bilinguals’ phonetic categories.
One mechanism is an age-related restriction on the use of
features, or feature combinations, that are exploited in the L2
but not the L1. A multi-dimensional scaling~MDS! study by
Fox et al. ~1995! revealed that native Spanish speakers of
English used fewer dimensions when perceiving vowels than
did native speakers of English. McAllisteret al. ~1999! ex-
amined the perception of distinctions between phonologi-
cally long versus short Swedish vowels by native speakers of
an L1 that possesses phonological length distinctions~viz.,
Estonian! and of L1s that do not~English and Spanish!. The
native Estonian subjects performed much like native speak-
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ers of Swedish. However, many of the native English sub-
jects, and even more of the native Spanish subjects, were
unable to differentiate familiar Swedish words based on their
phonological length specification. Flegeet al. ~1996! found
that highly experienced Japanese speakers of English identi-
fied /[/ tokens at nativelike rates. However, their identifica-
tion of English liquids, unlike that of native English subjects,
was affected by lexical familiarity. This suggested that the
native Japanese subjects’ representations for English /[/ may
have differed from the native English speakers,’ perhaps be-
cause it was based on a different array of features~see Ya-
mada, 1995, Fig. 3!.

Another mechanism proposed by the SLM that might
lead to differences in early bilinguals’ L2 vowel is categories
dissimilation. By hypothesis, a category established for an
L2 vowel in the same portion of vowel space occupied by an
L1 vowel may ‘‘deflect away’’ from the existing L1 category
to preserve phonetic contrast within a common L1–L2 pho-
nological space. Such a process, if confirmed, would be
analogous to aspects of historical sound change~e.g., Marti-
net, 1955! and to between-dialect differences. For example,
Moulton ~1945! observed that in Swiss German dialects
without an /,/ category, /a/ is produced with central or even
fronted variants. However, in dialects having an /,/, /a/ has
been deflected backward in vowel space. A case study by
Mack ~1990! illustrates the effect predicted for L2 speech.
Voice onset time~VOT! was measured in stop consonants
produced by a 10-year-old who spoke French at home and
English elsewhere. The child produced /b d g/ with short-lag
VOT values in both French and English, but he produced /p
t k/ with much longer average VOT values in English than in
French~108 vs 66 ms!. The child may have increased VOT
in English /p t k/ beyond values typical for English to distin-
guish these stops from French /p t k/. He may have increased
VOT in French /p t k/ beyond values typical for French in
order to distinguish these stops from the short-lag produc-
tions of /b d g/ that are found in English but not French.

The findings obtained in the present study are consistent
with the hypothesis that early bilinguals establish long-term
memory representations~or ‘‘phonetic categories’’! for cer-
tain L2 vowels. This conclusion has implications for another
model that deals with cross-language perception, the percep-
tual assimilation model~PAM! of Best and colleagues~e.g.,
Best, 1995, 1999; Bestet al., 1996!. The PAM generates
predictions concerning the relative degree of discriminability
of pairs of foreign-language phones. The subjects are typi-
cally infants, or adults who do not speak the languages~s!
from which the foreign phones have been drawn. Predictions
are derived from measures of the degree of perceived simi-
larity of the foreign phones under examination to sounds in
the L1. The PAM was extended to L2 learning in a study
which examined the perception of English liquids and glides
by adult native speakers of Japanese~Best and Strange,
1992!. Subjects who had a great deal of conversational ex-
perience in English were found to perceive English/[/ and /l/
tokens more like native speakers of English than did Japa-
nese adults with less such experience. The authors concluded
that English-language experience led to a ‘‘reorganization of

perceptual assimilation of non-native phones’’~p. 327!.
Importantly, the PAM differs from the SLM in the pre-

dicted effect of variations in perceived similarity on the like-
lihood of category formation. According to the SLM, the
likelihood of category formation increases linearly as per-
ceived cross-language similarity decreases. The PAM, on the
other hand, predicts a U-shaped function. That is, category
formation is predicted to be more likely for L2 sounds
judged to be moderately similar to an L1 category than for
L2 sounds that are highly similar, or else so dissimilar as to
not be classified as an instance of an L1 category~Best and
Strange, 1992, p. 327!. Also, the PAM makes no predictions
regarding the effect of age of L2 learning on the discrimina-
tion of L2 vowels. However, if interpreted within the PAM
framework, the AOA effect obtained here would seem to
suggest one of two things. One is that the perceived relation
between sounds in the L1 and L2 differs as a function of the
age of first exposure to an L2. The other possibility is that
the age of L2 learning later affects the extent to which cross-
language assimilation patterns can be reorganized.

In summary, the age at which Italian/English bilinguals
were first exposed to English influenced the accuracy with
which they produced and perceived English vowels, even
though they were all highly experienced in English. The
study provided no evidence that early Italian/English bilin-
guals differed from monolingual native speakers of English
in producing or perceiving English vowels. The early bilin-
guals’ performance in both domains was nativelike, at least
as assessed in the present study. The results obtained here are
consistent with the hypothesis that early bilinguals establish
new phonetic categories for certain L2 vowels. However,
additional research using more sensitive procedures is
needed to further examine early bilinguals’ vowel production
and perception in order to determine how, or if, their pho-
netic categories differ from those established by monolin-
guals.
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1The first half of the weighting function attenuated the signal to zero, and
the second half linearly ramped the signal from 0% to 100% of amplitude.
Pilot work indicated that the shortest interval that would yield unidentifi-
able initial consonants, once the weighting function had been applied, var-
ied as a function of word duration. A 30-ms interval was used for 29 stimuli
that were shorter than 140 ms. A 46-ms weighting function was applied to
the 737 stimuli having a duration of 140–300 ms; and a 60-ms weighting
function was applied to the 224 stimuli that were longer than 300 ms.
Auditory assessment by two of the authors revealed that none of the initial
or final consonants was clearly identifiable.

2When the same four-word sequences were presented a second time, the
subjects were required to insert the target vowel~e.g., /i/ in read, deed,
heed, bead! into a /b–do/.frame, thereby forming a nonword. These pro-
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ductions will not be assessed here. The listeners who identified the vowels,
plus four others, also rated the vowels using a six-point scale prior to the
identification experiment. Thus, they were highly familiar with the range of
vowels to be identified. The goodness ratings will be presented in a separate
study together with an analysis of vowels spoken in extemporaneous
speech~Piskeet al., 1999!.

3The mean values shown in Fig. 1 were obtained using the linear predictive
coding analysis function~autocorrelation method! of Multispeech~Kay El-
emetrics, Inc.!. A 25-ms Hamming window was placed at the acoustic
midpoint of each vowel token; 14 or 16 coefficients were calculated.

4If the proportion of hits~H! equaled the proportion of false alarms~FA!,
then A8 was set to 0.5. If H exceeded FA, then A850.51„(H2FA)* (1
1H2FA)…/„(4* H)* (12FA)…. If FA exceeded H, then A850.5
2~~FA2H!* ~11FA2H!!/~~4*FA!* ~12H!!.

5The frequencies just reported were obtained by placing a 25-ms Hamming
window at points located 20% and 80% into the periodic portion of the
edited stimuli.
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A vowel synthesizer based on formant sinusoids modulated
by fundamental frequency
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A vowel synthesis algorithm was developed resembling parallel formant synthesizers. However, the
formants are computed as amplitude-and phase-modulated sinusoids instead of being represented by
recursive filters or resonators. The fundamental frequency is imposed on the signal in the following
way: Each pitch period exhibits an initial rise of a duration ofp/2 of the first formant frequency; at
the end of this ramp period all formants start as sinusoids at predefined phase angles and amplitudes,
and successively undergo linear attenuation toward zero amplitude at the end of each pitch period.
Adjacent pitch periods, thus, do not influence each other. In principle, the signals produced by this
algorithm are similar to the output of parallel formant synthesizers@e.g., D. H. Klatt, J. Acoust. Soc.
Am. 67, 971–995 ~1980!#. However, by incremental sample-by-sample computation of the
formants’ phase angles, formant frequencies are allowed to continuously change within single pitch
periods. This new algorithm creates vowels as well as formant transitions signaling stop consonant–
vowel syllables such as /ba/. The output signals exhibit a homogeneous, stereotypic voice quality.
Because of its additive procedure, this method might allow us to implement a variety of further
acoustic aspects of the human speaking voice in a well-controled manner. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03211-7#

PACS numbers: 43.72.Ja, 43.70.Bk@DOS#

INTRODUCTION

Studies on speech perception often use synthetic stimuli
in order to control for the various components of the acoustic
signal. As concerns recent speech synthesizers, the technique
of linear predictive coding~LPC! seems to be the most wide-
spread procedure, in spite of some disadvantages with re-
spect to the control of overall spectral energy distribution
and voice quality across changes in formant structure. As an
alternative, parallel formant synthesizers~Holmes, 1983;
Klatt, 1980; Rabiner, 1968! might be considered for the gen-
eration of well-controled acoustic stimuli because of the pos-
sibility they provide to explicitly adjust a number of param-
eters such as formant amplitudes. In the present paper, a
vowel synthesis algorithm is introduced that in some respects
resembles a formant synthesizer, but is based on a different
computational principle.

The source-filter model of speech production~Fant,
1973! suggests laryngeal excitation to be more or less inde-
pendent of vocal tract resonances. Thus, speech synthesizers
use to combine a glottal ‘‘source’’~e.g., a series of impulse-
like events! with a filter shaping the spectrum toward the
desired formant structure. As a rule, the signal is synthesized
in frames~e.g., one frame per pitch period!, using invariant
vocal tract filter characteristics within each period. Formant
transitions, therefore, are modeled in a steplike manner rather
than as continuous trajectories. Although the source-filter
method simulates the actual physical processes during speak-
ing, the technical implementation of speech synthesis might
use different mechanisms. The present approach is based on
fundamental frequency-driven modulations of formant sinu-

soids, allowing, first, for continuous formant changes within
single pitch periods and, second, for a ‘‘reset’’ of the for-
mants’ phase relations within each pitch frame.

I. THE ALGORITHM

The phonetic characteristics of the signal to be synthe-
sized are specified in an ASCII input file that can be written
by any text editor. Each line of this text file contains a set of
parameters referring to segment duration, signal amplitude,
fundamental frequency (F0), and five formant frequencies
(F1 to F5!. Segment duration represents a time interval of
linear changes with respect to the amplitude,F0, and for-
mant values from the current input line to the respective
parameter values of the following line~the duration param-
eter of the final line is not evaluated!. For example, a vowel
consisting of an initial formant transition, a more or less
stationary nucleus, and a terminal transition phase is repre-
sented by four lines specifying the four edges of its seven-
parameter time history.

As a first computational step the synthesis algorithm de-
termines the length of all pitch frames by linear interpola-
tion. For each pitch period the signal amplitude as well as the
onset and offset frequencies of the five formants are then
computed using linear interpolation. The signal within each
frame starts with an initial rise followed by a decay period
approaching zero intensity at the end of the pitch period. The
duration of the initial rise amounts to a fourth of the period
duration of the first formant, starting at zero amplitude and
ending with the amplitude value~ampl! of the respective
frame at the first formant’s phase anglewF15p/2. In order
to avoid an abrupt transition at the onset of each pitch frame,
the rise function was modeled as a linear increase multiplied
by a sine function:a!Electronic mail: ingo.hertrich@uni-tuebingen.de
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y~ t !5ampl•„2wF1~ t !/p…•sin@wF1~ t !#,

where the local phase angle of the first formant

wF1~ t !5wF1~ t2dt!1@2p•F1~ t !•dt#

is computed incrementally@wF1(t0)50# for each sample us-
ing the local frequencyF1(t) of the first formant~dt is the
duration between two successive signal samples!:

F1~ t !5F1~ t0!1$@~ t2t0!/~ te2t0!#•@F1~ te!2F1~ t0!#%;

F1(t0) andF1(te) are the initial and finalF1 frequencies of
the current pitch period, respectively.

At the end of this frame-initial rise, all formants start
with their relative amplitudes~see below! at predefined
phase angles. If all formants start atp/2, the end of the initial
rise represents the highest possible amplitude value of the
respective pitch frame. In order to avoid excessive peaked-
ness, the present implementation selected the following start
angles for the five formants:p/2 for F1 andF2, 3p/2 for
F3 andF4, and zero forF5. The amplitude of the initial rise
was adjusted to these phase angles. In order to achieve con-
tinuous change of the formant frequencies during the decay

phase of a pitch period, the phase angles of the formants are
similarly computed sample by sample as described in the
above formula forwF1(t):

wFi~ t !5wFi~ t2dt!1@2p•Fi ~ t !•dt#,

where Fi (t) represents the local frequency of thei th for-
mant. For each signal sample, the local amplitude values of
the five formants are added together:

y~ t !5a~ t !•$aF1•sin@wF1~ t !#1aF2•sin@wF2~ t !#

1¯1aF5•sin@wF5~ t !#%;

aF1 to aF5 refer to the relative amplitudes of the five for-
mants specified as global parameters of the algorithm. They
should approximately reflect the spectral slope that is ob-
served in natural speech signals. However, they might be
modified in order to model changes in vocal effort. The local
signal amplitudea(t) starts with ampl at the onset of the
decay phase and is linearly decreased toward zero at the end
of the respective pitch period.

In order to achieve a softer voice quality, the fundamen-
tal frequency, in terms of a sinusoid wave, may be mixed
into the output signal with a relative amplitudeaF0 . As an
example, Fig. 1 displays a synthesized consonant–vowel
transition and its various additive components.

II. COMMENTS

Preliminary listening experiments revealed reliable iden-
tification of synthesized vowels as well as homogeneous
voice quality across variations of pitch and formant structure.
Furthermore, intelligible stop consonant–vowel syllables
may be produced by designing the respective vowel-initial
formant transitions~see, e.g., Liberman, 1996!, although no
particular consonant features such as bursts, friction noise,
and aspiration have been modeled yet. An example spectro-

FIG. 1. Synthesis of the acoustic signal of the syllable /da/~initial transition
of about 35 ms followed by the stationary vowel phase!. The bottom curve
shows the final signal being the sum of the fundamental frequency (F0) and
the five formants~F1 to F5! displayed above. During the transition period,
signal intensity increases,F0 changes from 120 to 90 Hz,F1 from 250 to
750 Hz, F2 from 1700 to 1200 Hz, andF3 from 2800 to 2500 Hz. The
fourth and fifth formants are characterized by a constant frequency of 3500
and 4500 Hz, respectively.

FIG. 2. Example of a spectrogram of the syllable /bai/ synthesized by using
the parameter specifications given in Table I~CSL 4300, KAY Elemetrics,
Lincoln Park, NJ, sampling rate520 kHz, frame length5200 samples!.

TABLE I. Input parameters used for synthesis of the signal displayed in Fig. 2.

Amp1a
F0b

~Hz!
Duration

~ms!

Formant Frequency~Hz!

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 c

15 000 120 35 250 800 2500 3500 4500
25 000 140 50 700 1100 2500 3500 4500
25 000 120 80 800 1200 2500 3500 4500
15 000 80 0 300 2200 2500 3500 4500

aampl: signal amplitude~in units corresponding to a dynamic range of 32 bit!.
bF0: fundamental frequency.
cF1 –F5: formant frequencies.
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gram of the algorithm’s output is presented in Fig. 2, corre-
sponding to the input values given in Table I.

Besides phonetic information, natural speech conveys
indexical information on, for example, the identity, age, and
sex of a speaker~e.g., Johnson and Mullennix, 1997!. By
further adjustments of the synthesis algorithm, various as-
pects of these nonverbal aspects of speech could be imple-
mented. For example, dampening effects due to glottal open-
ing might be accounted for by a specific modification of the
decay function toward the end of each pitch frame. Further-
more, formant bandwidths can be introduced in a well-
controled manner by imposing a sample-by-sample stochas-
tic component on the phase velocity of the formants. Thus,
the additive working principle of this algorithm represents a

feasible alternative to conventional source-filter mechanisms
for a variety of speech synthesis applications.

Pertinent audio files are available at http: /www.ims.uni-
stuttgart.de/phonentik/tuesyn/.
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Normal modes of a radially braced guitar determined
by electronic TV holography
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Electronic TV holography has been used to determine normal modes of vibration of a classical
guitar having an innovative bracing design. The modes observed at frequencies up to 800 Hz are
quite similar to those reported in other classical guitars. Observing modes of the air cavity with
stationary plates and ribs helps to understand the normal modes of the guitar. Sound spectra indicate
the relative sound radiation by the top and back plates at each modal frequency. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!06011-7#

PACS numbers: 43.75.Gh@WJS#

INTRODUCTION

Plucking a guitar string causes the instrument to vibrate
and radiate sound. The complex vibrations of the guitar body
are conveniently described in terms of normal modes of vi-
bration. Eachnormal modeor eigenmodecan be described in
terms of the coupled motion of the component parts, mainly
the top plate, back plate, ribs, and air cavity. To understand
the acoustical behavior of the instrument, it is desirable to
obtain as accurate a description of the normal modes as pos-
sible. Unfortunately, it is sometimes difficult to determine
the normal modes of vibration of a complex vibrating struc-
ture such as a guitar.

When an external force is applied to a guitar body, the
amplitude distribution is called anoperating deflection shape
~ODS!. This shape is dependent on where and in what direc-
tion the force is applied and how the guitar is supported. A
normal mode or eigenmode, on the other hand, is an intrinsic
property of the guitar. When the guitar is excited at a reso-
nance frequency, the ODS will be determined mainly by one
normal mode, but away from a resonance several normal
modes will contribute.

In this paper, we describe the use of electronic TV ho-
lography to determine the operating deflection shapes, and
from these, the normal modes, of a classical guitar having an
asymmetric radial bracing design.

I. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The TV holography system has already been described
~Roberts and Rossing, 1997!. The optical system is shown in
Fig. 1. A beam splitter BS divides the light from a Nd:YAG
laser to produce a reference beam and an object beam. The
reference beam illuminates the CCD camera via a phase-
stepping mirror PS and an optical fiber, while the object
beam is reflected by mirror PM so that it illuminates the
object to be studied. Reflected light from the object reaches

the CCD camera, where it interferes with the reference beam
to produce the holographic image. The speckle-averaging
mechanism SAM in the object beam alters the illumination
angle in small steps in order to reduce laser speckle noise in
the interferograms. Holographic interferograms are displayed
on a TV monitor and recorded on a digital printer.

A driving force was applied to the guitar by attaching a
small ~0.8-g! NdFeB magnet and passing the current from an
audio amplifier through a small coil facing the magnet. The
guitar was successively driven at the bass end of the bridge
~next to the first string!, the treble end of the bridge, and at a
point just below the center of the bridge. In addition, the
guitar was excited acoustically by the sound field from a
loudspeaker.

The guitar was supported in a vertical orientation by
lightly clamping the neck and letting the tail rest on the
air-supported optical table used for holography. Air currents
in the room added noise to the holograms of the modes of
lowest frequency, but minimal support was preferred in order
to minimize distortion of the normal mode shapes. The
strings were damped.

‘‘Room-averaged’’ sound spectra were recorded on a
FFT ~fast Fourier transform! analyzer by placing a sound
level meter 1 m in front of the center of the guitar while it
was driven with band-limited random noise. While room-
averaged spectra give only an approximate measure of total
radiated sound power, they give a fairly accurate indication
of which modes radiate effectively from the front and back
of the guitar, and the difference in radiated sound between
driving on the treble and the bass sides of the bridge.

In order to understand the normal modes of the guitar,
we measured the air-cavity modes with the top and back
plates and ribs made stationary by means of carefully fitted
sand bags. A hose leading from a horn driver through the
sound hole provided a sinusoidally varying pressure to drive
the cavity. A microphone was moved around the cavity to
locate the nodes and antinodes for the cavity modes.a!Electronic mail: rossing@physics.niu.edu
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II. THE GUITAR

The classical guitar used in these studies, constructed by
Gila Eban and demonstrated at ISMA98~Eban, 1998!, re-
ceived favorable comments by those who played it and heard
it. The top plate is braced asymmetrically, as shown in Fig.
2. The bars radiate out from the bridge, which is wider on the
bass side than the treble side. The back plate combines two
transverse bars with radial braces in the lower bout.

The spruce top plate varied in thickness from 3.1 mm in
the upper bout and and the bass side of the lower bout to 2.9
mm on the treble side. The back, ribs, and bridge were Bra-
zilian rosewood.

III. RESULTS

A. Cavity modes with fixed walls

The lowest cavity mode, the so-called Helmholtz or
sound-hole resonance, was found at 124 Hz. This compares
closely to the sound-hole resonance frequencies found in two
classical guitars and also to those found in three folk guitars
of the ‘‘dreadnaught’’ design~Rossinget al., 1985!. It may
seem a little surprising that the sound-hole resonance fre-
quencies would be the same in the larger folk guitars, but the
sound holes in these larger bodies were proportionately
larger as well. Unfortunately, some investigators have con-
fused the true Helmholtz or sound-hole resonance, which
requires stationary plates, with the first normal mode of the
guitar, which occurs about 25% lower in frequency.

The next cavity mode, the longitudinal~0,1! mode,
which has pressure maxima at the two ends of the guitar as
well as in a plane halfway between them, occurs at 417 Hz.
The transverse~1,0! mode, having pressure maximum at the
ribs as well as halfway between them, occurs at 571 Hz.
These are comparable to those found in other classical gui-
tars, but are somewhat higher than those in the larger
dreadnaught-style folk guitars~Rossinget al., 1985!. They
are lower than those calculated by Roberts~1986! for a
guitar-shaped cavity with a zero-pressure boundary condition
at the soundhole, however.

The longitudinal~0,2! cavity mode was found at 785 Hz,
and the transverse~2,0! mode was found at 1043 Hz, again at
higher frequencies than measured in folk guitars and close to
those calculated by Roberts~1986! using finite element
methods. Finally, the~1,1! mode, having both a longitudinal
and a transverse plane at which the sound pressure is maxi-
mum, was found at 792 Hz.

B. Normal modes of vibration

In most guitars, the frequency response in the range of
100 to 220 Hz is dominated by three normal modes which
result from strong coupling between the~0,0! Helmholtz or
sound-hole resonance with the so-called~0,0! modes in the
top and back plates~Fletcher and Rossing, 1998!. This guitar
is no exception. In the first mode at 101 Hz, shown in Fig.
3~a!, the lower parts of the top and back plate move in op-
posite directions so that the guitar ‘‘breathes’’ through the
sound hole. It should be mentioned that the force amplitudes
used to make the interferograms of the top, back, and ribs
were not the same.

In the second mode at 155 Hz, shown in Fig. 3~b!, the
top and back plates move in the same direction and the ribs
move in the opposite direction. When the guitar rests on its
side so that one of the ribs is constrained, this mode becomes
slightly asymmetrical and its frequency increases to 184 Hz.
In the third mode at 210 Hz, the top and back plates again
move in opposite directions, but the air flow in the sound
hole is opposite in phase to that observed in the mode an

FIG. 1. Optical system for electronic TV holography.

FIG. 2. Bracing patterns in the top and back plates of the guitar.
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octave lower at 101 Hz. These three modes, which result
from coupled motion of top plate, back plate, and cavity
modes having similar shapes, have been shown to be consis-
tent with a ‘‘three-mass’’ model~Christensen, 1982!.

In the next mode at 304 Hz, shown in Fig. 4, a longitu-
dinal nodal line appears in both the top and back plates. Air
‘‘sloshes’’ from side to side inside the cavity, although the
frequency of this mode is well below the~1,0! cavity reso-
nance. This mode was observed at 303 Hz in a Kohno 30
classical guitar~Rossinget al., 1985!, at 275, 295, and 296
Hz in three Ramirez guitars~Caldersmith, 1989!, and at 268

Hz in a classical guitar by Richardson~Richardson and Rob-
erts, 1985!, who points out its importance to the tonal char-
acteristics of classical guitars. This mode generally occurs at
somewhat higher frequencies in folk guitars having a stiffer
top plate ~e.g., at 377 Hz in a Martin D-28; see Rossing
et al., 1985!.

The mode at 407 Hz, shown in Fig. 5, features longitu-
dinal bending of the top and back plates, although the nodal
patterns are different in the two plates. The nodes in the back
plate appear to be located at the transverse braces, while the
node in the top plate appears just above the bridge. Meyer

FIG. 3. Three normal modes that result from strong
coupling between the~0,0! modes in the air cavity, the
top plate, and the back plate:~a! 101 Hz; ~b! 155 Hz;
and ~c! 210 Hz. Force amplitudes are not the same in
the various interferograms.
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~1983! found the strength of the radiation from this mode to
be the most important single factor in determining guitar
quality. In a Kohno 30 classical guitar, a similar longitudinal
mode was found at 427 Hz, although the back had a single
transverse node, while in three Ramirez guitars it was ob-
served at frequencies of 420, 424, and 428 Hz~Caldersmith,
1989!. In a Martin D28 folk guitar, a similar mode was ob-
served at 404 Hz~Rossinget al., 1985!. The longitudinal
cavity mode occurs at 383 Hz in the Martin D28 compared to
417 Hz in the guitar described in this paper.

Two longitudinal nodes appear in the mode at 613 Hz,
shown in Fig. 6. Modes with similar patterns of vibration in
the top plate have been observed in classical guitars at 553
Hz ~Richardson and Roberts, 1985! and 590 Hz~Rossing
et al., 1985!, although the back plate patterns are different.
Caldersmith~1989! observed this mode at 585, 586, and 600
Hz in three guitars by Ramirez and at 420 to 662 Hz in other
classical guitars. It is generally weak or missing altogether in
folk guitars.

Above 700 Hz, the effective coupling between the top
and back plates is quite weak and modes appear indepen-
dently in the top and back plates. Figure 7 shows a back plate
mode at 774 Hz, excited by the sound field of a loudspeaker,
in which the vibrational pattern correlates well with the brac-
ing pattern used in the back plate. A rather similar modal

pattern was observed at 760 Hz in a radially braced top plate
by Marty et al. ~1987!.

C. Radiated sound

Room-averaged sound pressure levels 1 m from the top
plate and from the back plate are shown in Fig. 8. The lowest
mode at 102 Hz radiates primarily from the sound hole, so it
shows up more strongly in front of the top plate. The modes
at 155 and 210 Hz appear to be radiated equally well by the
top and back plates, however.

The ‘‘see-saw’’ mode at 304 also radiates strongly from
both the top and back plates even though the microphone is
close to the center plane where the radiation should be weak
if the mode were exactly symmetrical. Apparently a small
asymmetry leads to a monopole component in the sound ra-
diation field. The longitudinal mode at 407 Hz leads to stron-
ger radiation from the back plate than from the top plate, it
appears. This is a little surprising in light of the important
role Meyer~1983! apparently found for this mode in deter-
mining the quality of classical guitars.

The mode at 613 Hz, having two longitudinal nodes in
both the top and back plates, appears to radiate slightly more
sound from the top plate, as does the~1,1!-type mode~not

FIG. 4. Mode at 304 Hz characterized by ‘‘see-saw’’
motion of the top and back plates while air ‘‘sloshes’’
back and forth internally.

FIG. 5. Mode at 407 Hz features longitudinal bending
of the top and back plates.
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shown! at 588 Hz. The mode at 810 Hz, however, radiates
more strongly from the back.

IV. DISCUSSION

Compared to violins, which have reached a state of ma-
turity, guitars are still evolving. Exciting experiments are
taking place in acoustics laboratories, as well as luthiers’
workshops, around the world. These experiments have
ranged from the use of new materials and new systems for
bracing the body to developing whole new families of instru-
ments~Caldersmith, 1989!.

The bracing pattern in the classical guitar described in
this paper is substantially, though not radically, different
from that used in traditional classical guitars. Some of the
design philosophy is discussed in a recent paper given at
ISMA98 ~Eban, 1998!. Radial bracing in the top plate ap-
pears to offer some advantages over the more traditional fan
bracing. It allows the luthier to vary the effective mass of the
low-order modes in the top plate, a desirable goal~Richard-

son, 1998!, and yet keep the normal mode frequencies at the
desired locations. This is one of the first guitars in which
radial bracing has been used in the back plate as well, and it
apparently encourages the back plate to vibrate in modes
such as the one shown in Fig. 7. Further studies are needed
to document the acoustical advantages or disadvantages.

An earlier model was constructed with a divided bridge,
which is believed to have resulted in the absence of a~2,0!
mode such as the one found in this guitar at 613 Hz~Eban,

FIG. 6. Transverse bending mode at 613 Hz with two
nodes.

FIG. 7. Back plate mode at 774 Hz in which the vibrational pattern corre-
lates well with the bracing pattern in the back plate@Fig. 2~b!#.

FIG. 8. Room-averaged sound levels recorded at 1 m.~a! Front: driven on
the bass side of the bridge;~b! back: driven on the bass side;~c! front:
driven on the treble side; and~d! back: driven on the treble side. A linear
frequency scale is used.
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1998!. Substituting an undivided bridge made such a mode
observable.

Other luthiers have experimented with bracing tech-
niques that result in a top plate with low effective mass.
Australian luthier Greg Smallman has pioneered the use of
thin top plates with a lattice of light-weight braces of syn-
thetic material such as carbon fiber and epoxy. Combining
the low-mass top with a strong bridge, heavy ribs, and back
has led to approval of his guitars by performers such as John
Williams ~Caldersmith and Williams, 1986!. Frequencies of
the ~1,0!, ~0,1!, and~2,0! modes in Smallman’s guitars tend
to be lower than in most classical guitars, however~Calder-
smith, 1989!.

Holographic interferometry provides the best spatial
resolution of any method used to observe operating deflec-
tion shapes of vibrating structures from which the normal
modes can be deduced. Recording the interferograms on
photographic film is a time-consuming process, however.
Electronic TV holography, in which the interferograms are
displayed on a TV monitor each130 of a second, offers one
the opportunity to view the patterns of vibration nearly in
real time. Phase modulation allows one to determine the de-
flection phase in order to determine how well the normal
modes are approximated by the operating deflection shapes
observed~Engström and Rossing, 1998!, although that fea-
ture was not employed in the studies reported here.

Although this investigation focused mainly on determin-
ing the normal modes of a guitar with radially braced top and
back plates, it also revealed some interesting features of the
radiated sound field which deserve further investigation. One
is the rather large difference in the front and back sound
levels at 101 Hz, especially when the guitar is excited on the
bass side of the bridge, as compared with the small differ-
ence in the front and back sound levels at 210 Hz. Since the
front and back plates show comparable amplitudes at both
frequencies, the difference is apparently due to greater
soundhole radiation at 101 Hz.

V. CONCLUSION

Electronic TV holography is an accurate and convenient
way to study the normal modes of vibration of musical in-
struments, such as a classical guitar. Understanding the nor-
mal modes of vibration allows the luthier to adjust their fre-
quencies and thus sculpt the tonal design of the guitar. The
guitar is a comparatively young instrument, and its design is
still evolving.

The normal modes of vibration at low frequencies ob-
served in a classical guitar with radially braced top and back
plates appear quite similar to those of traditional guitars with
fan bracing. In the mid-frequency range, where modal shapes
are more dependent on bracing configuration, radial bracing
appears to enhance some modes that radiate efficiently. Ra-
dial bracing offers the luthier a desirable option for experi-
mentation and possible improvement of sound quality.
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Electrical resonance in the cuticle of hornets (Hymenoptera,
Vespinae)
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Evidence of electrical resonance in the abdominal cuticle was investigated in 16 dead hornets, eight
juvenile and eight adult. Electrical measurements were consistent with high-impedance~low
current, wide bandwidth! series resonance in the 500-Hz region with some significant differences
between juveniles and adults. These findings cannot be explained on a solely electrical basis, but
rather suggest a combination of piezoelectric effects and a mechanically resonant system, both of
which are known to exist in insect cuticle. It is tempting to contemplate a hypothetical sensor role
for these sounds and vibrations in hornets and their colonies, but the data do not yet support such
a conclusion. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03711-X#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Gx@WWLA #

INTRODUCTION

Hornets and wasps~Vespinae! are social insects~Wil-
son, 1971; Edwards, 1980!, mostly annual, which usually
find a nest in a dark place. The adult population of the colony
is initially comprised of one fertile queen and workers num-
bering from tens to thousands, but by the end of the season,
also of young queens and males. The brood population is
equally abundant and consists of open brood, namely eggs
and larvae at different instars, as well as of sealed brood-
prepupae and pupae. The adults are vividly tinted, their in-
tegument varying from dark brown–black~owing to the pig-
ment melanin! to intensely bright shades of green, yellow, or
red, where the predominant pigments are usually purines and
pteridines~Ziegler and Harmsen, 1969!.

Colonies of the predominant hornet in Israel~Vespa ori-
entalis! have provided clear evidence of collaborative behav-
ior insofar as feeding~Ishay and Ikan, 1968! or acoustic
communication~Schaudinischky and Ishay, 1968!, whether
between the larvae and the adults or between the adults only
~Ishay, 1967, 1976!. A particularly outstanding example of
interadult collaboration in the nest pertains to
ventilation—an activity wherein the hornets stand on the
brood comb along the burrow leading to the nest as well as
on its outer periphery and all of them beat their wings in
unison~Sadehet al., 1977!. Interestingly, when one of these
living ‘‘ventilators’’ ceases this strenuous activity, a ‘‘fresh’’
hornet approaches from behind and continues the ventilatory
wing-beating atprecisely the same rhythm~Ishay and Sadeh,
1982!, even in the dark. Such synchronous behavior of so
many individual hornets is quite amazing.

In past years we have investigated the electric properties
of the integument of social hornets~and wasps!, evincing the
occurrence of the following phenomena: electric conductiv-
ity ~Ishay and Shimony, 1980!, electric capacitance~Shi-
mony and Ishay, 1984!, thermoconductivity~Ishay et al.,
1982; Seebeck effect!, thermoelectricity ~Shimony and
Ishay, 1981!, photoconductivity~Croitoru et al., 1978!, irra-
diation effects~Kristianpoller et al., 1997!, piezoelectricity
and ferroelectric-like properties~Ishay and Litinetsky, 1998!,
and a hypothesis of a natural radar navigation system guiding

hornet flight was recently suggested~Ishay and Gavan,
1999!.

Owing to the mentioned properties, barring capacitance
one could say that the integument of social wasps behaves
like an organic semiconductor with traps, in which the con-
duction is accomplished by charge carriers activated at an
optimal temperature. The presence of an electric capacitance
in the hornet integument indicates that apart from electric
properties, the vespan cuticle also houses a special, multilay-
eredstructurewhose individual layers are of opposing elec-
tric charge~Ishayet al., 1997, 1998!. The capacitance is fre-
quency dependent—at 100 Hz invariably higher than at 1000
Hz and significantly higher in juvenile cuticle than in that of
older ones.

In preliminary experiments exposing living hornets to
uniform mechanical frequencies, we were surprised to find
that there was a special frequency to which each hornet re-
sponded by either marked beating of the wings or quivering
of the antennae. This finding led us to conjecture that there
was probably aresonant receptorin hornets geared to react
to a specific frequency.

As is known, in every resonant electric circuit, capaci-
tance is a mandatory component, and since we found in the
vespan integument an electric capacitance, we commenced
experimentation aimed at ascertaining the presence of an
electric resonance in hornet cuticle. Since the various electric
properties previously investigated by us in hornet integument
were found to correlate with various biological factors such
as age, pigment, or caste, as well as physical properties such
as light, we deemed it important here, too, to ascertain the
possible influence of such factors on the resonant frequency
in hornets. As part of this investigation, complex electrical
impedance of the abdominal cuticle was examined in a few
individuals and evidence of resonance was found.

Resonance can occur in many systems including electri-
cal, mechanical, and acoustic, whenever elements are present
which can store and release kinetic and potential energy.
Dissipative elements are inevitably also present in such sys-
tems, which are common in inorganic materials, in living
organisms including humans, and in technology. Zon~1979!
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promotes the idea that organic semiconductors may have
resonant effects similar to these produced in solid-state
plasma.

Since resonance was detected electrically in hornet cu-
ticle, electrical techniques were used in the present investi-
gation. If a constant voltage of varying frequency is applied
to an electrically resonant system, a point will be reached
where impedance is minimum and current is maximum in a
series resonant circuit, or current is minimum and impedance
is maximum in a parallel resonant circuit. Parameters which
characterize such circuits include:

~i! Resonant frequency,
~ii ! Impedance~resistance! at resonance,
~iii ! Bandwidth or rate of increase and decrease of current

with frequency as one approaches and exceeds reso-
nant frequency.

The above parameters were measured in the present exami-
nation of the resonant behavior of hornet cuticle.

Our paper describes the experiments carried out and the
preliminary results obtained, which indeed point to the oc-
currence of a resonant frequency in vespan integument.
However, electric phenomena alone are insufficient to ex-
plain such behavior in the cuticle, as will be discussed in
some detail.

I. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eight juvenile~1 day old! and eight adult~6–7 days old!
hornets were killed by ether vapor and attached to 12
325-mm glass slides in supine position. Four 1–2-mm. col-
loidal Ag electrodes1 were placed in the arrangement shown
in Fig. 1. Electrode separation was typically 5 mm. Tungsten

leads of 0.127-mm diameter electrically coupled these elec-
trodes to Ag connectors on the slides.

Preparations were stored at~minus! 220 °C for 10 to 20
days and on the day of study, preparations were removed
from the freezer and allowed 30 min to equilibrate with room
temperature, which was controlled throughout the study~27–
28 °C!. Illumination was constant from standard incandes-
cent lamps with a bench level of approximately 700 lux.

A sinusoidal oscillator,2 with variable frequencyF and
constant but adjustable output voltageE, was connected to
the horizontal orX-axis of an oscilloscope3 and also across
the hornet preparation in series with a 106 ohm resistor~Fig.
1!. Voltage developed across this resistor by the current in
the hornet cuticle was placed across the vertical orY-input of
the oscilloscope. A constant sinusoidal voltageE from the
oscillator, at either 15 or 20 volts peak to peak, was varied in
frequency from 100 to 1500 Hz and this voltage and the
resulting current through the preparation were recorded from
the oscilloscope.

In series resonance, current reaches a maximum and is
in phase with the applied voltage. This produced a straight
but tilted line @Fig. 2~A!# on the oscilloscope, whose slope
(DY/DX) is the conductance (DI /DE) of the cuticle plus the
measuring circuit. Resistance of the cuticle alone was ob-
tained by first substituting a series of known resistances for
the specimens and then plotting the resultingY-deflections as
a function of the known resistance. Cuticle resistance at reso-
nance was then read from this graph as a function of
Y-deflection.

Resonant frequency was determined directly from the
indicated frequency of the calibrated oscillator when current
andY-deflection were maximum and the phase shift zero as
indicated by a display line@Fig. 2~A!#. This required no cor-

FIG. 1. Arrangement used for measurement of electrical impedance of hor-
net cuticle. An electronic function generator whose frequency could be var-
ied from 100 to 10 000 Hz was adjusted to produce sine waves. Its constant
output voltageE0 at 50 ohms impedance, adjustable from zero to 22 volts
peak to peak, was applied to theX-axis of an oscilloscope and to a selected
electrode of the preparation under study while the second electrode was
connected to ground throughR, 106 ohms. Current through the preparation
I, was in series withR, which was also connected across the oscilloscope’s
vertical axis. Voltage developed across the resistor,E5I 3R, produced a
vertical deflection on the display while voltage applied to the preparation
produced horizontal deflections. The resulting displays are described in the
text and Fig. 2. Four colloidal silver electrodes 1–2 mm in diameter were
placed on the hornet’s abdomen as shown 5 mm apart. Electrodes were
connected by tungsten leads to silver connectors on the acrylic base plate.
Two electrodes were placed on an unpigmented brown segment and two on
an adjacent pigmented yellow segment. This arrangement allowed study of
six regions of the cuticle: transversely across yellow and brown segments,
longitudinally between yellow and brown segments on left and right sides,
and diagonally between yellow–brown segments. These regions are identi-
fied by six numbers in that order.

FIG. 2. Photographs of oscilloscope displays. Lissajou’s figures produced
by a resonant cuticle using the arrangement in Fig. 1 are shown. Voltage
applied to the circuit is displayed on the horizontal scale and resulting cur-
rent on the vertical scale.~A! shows a cuticle at resonance with no phase
shift between current and voltage.~B!, ~C!, and ~D! show the specimen’s
response to frequencies increasingly further from resonance with increasing
phase shift.
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rection for resistance since resonant frequency in series cir-
cuits is unaffected by circuit resistance.

At frequencies other than resonance, like ‘‘off
resonance’’—the current will be reduced and its phase angle
shifted with respect to the driving voltage. This produces an
ellipse on the oscilloscope display whose geometry is deter-
mined by how far the driving frequency is off resonance and
by characteristics of the circuit@Fig. 2~B!, ~C!, ~D!#. By mea-
suring frequencies above and below resonance which pro-
duce known amounts of current decrement and phase shift, a
third important characteristic of a resonant circuit, namely,
its ‘‘bandwidth’’ of current variation with frequency, may be
determined.

The following measurements were made at each of the
six cuticular regions on each hornet from the four electrodes
and repeated at least once:

~i! Resonant frequency,
~ii ! Impedance~resistance! at resonance,
~iii ! Frequencies above and below resonance at three cur-

rent levels—90%, 80%, and 70% of the current at
resonance.

Voltage across the preparation ranged from 2 to 10
V.P.P., producing resonant currents on the order of 1025 A.4

II. DATA ANALYSIS

The manually recorded data were transferred to spread
sheets on a Compaq Presario PC using Microsoft statistical
software. Means, medians, and s.d’s were calculated. For
each of the six selected cuticle regions in the young and adult
hornet populations means, medians at s.d.’s were calculated
as per:

~i! Resonant frequency,
~ii ! Resistance at resonance,
~iii ! Bandwidth at three amplitudes of current.

The means were examined for significant differences be-
tween the following categories~Figs. 1 and 2!:

~i! Resonant frequencies for each cuticle region within
and between young and adult,

~ii ! Resistance for each cuticle region within and between
young and adult.

The means and s.d.’s of resonant frequencies and resistance
at resonance of all six cuticle regions in each hornet prepa-
ration were also calculated.

Relative or normalized5 bandwidths for each cuticle re-
gion were calculated for each of the three current levels by
dividing the bandwidth by resonant frequency, and means of
the values obtained were examined for significant differences
between regions in each population and between populations
~Table I!.

III. RESULTS

Resonant frequency measurements were made on the cu-
ticle of six juvenile and eight adult hornets, while resistance
values at resonance were obtained from six juvenile and five

adults. Unstable or high electrode impedance appeared to be
the cause of some erratic measurements, but even in these
cases resonance phenomenon was evident.

Mean and s.d. for resonant frequencies of the six cuticle
regions are shown Figs. 1, 2, and 3 for juvenile and adult
populations together with means of each population.

Mean frequency in the adult population was 526 Hz,
versus 654 Hz in the juvenile population, which is signifi-

FIG. 3. Means and s.d.’s of resonant frequencies of six cuticle regions in
juvenile and adult hornet populations and significant differences between
regions in each population. Also shown is the electrode arrangement corre-
sponding to the cuticular region. A significant difference was found in the
mean resonant frequencies of combined regions in the two populations.
There was a wide dispersion of values from individual regions, especially in
the juvenile population. Other differences are also shown.

TABLE I. Mean, s.d. and differences in normalized bandwidths for each
cuticle region in juvenile and adult hornets.

Region
% of peak

current
Juvenile

mean6s.d.
Adult

mean6s.d.
Difference probability

juvenile vs adult

1 90 0.3260.11 0.1560.03 0.002a

80 1.2260.55 0.5760.1 0.01a

70 ¯ 1.1860.13 ¯

2 90 0.1760.05 0.2160.05 0.03a

80 0.660.18 0.860.3 0.18
70 1.3660.026 1.4660.64 0.73

3 90 0.260.07 0.1660.03 0.23
80 0.8860.38 0.5460.12 0.19
70 1.3560.3 1.2660.22 0.15

4 90 0.2560.06 0.1760.05 0.03a

80 1.0860.42 0.6660.15 0.03a

70 1.7560.27 1.2560.32 0.05a

5 90 0.1860.04 0.1860.08 0.91
80 0.8260.22 0.7160.14 0.32
70 1.5360.19 1.2960.26 0.24

6 90 0.2160.13 0.1460.04 0.19
80 0.9760.42 0.6260.11 0.06
70 1.4260.17 1.1860.17 0.08

aSignificant top<0.05.
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cantly higher (p,0.005). There is a very large spread of
individual resonant frequencies in the six cuticle regions in
the juvenile and somewhat less of a spread in the adults, as
evident from the s.d.’s. Also, there is much less dispersion of
the mean resonant frequencies in the cuticle regions of the
adult as compared to the juvenile. There was a significant
difference (p50.002) between the yellow and other regions
measured in the juvenile population, and also a significant
difference between brown areas of the adult and juvenile
(p50.016).

Mean and s.d. of resistance at resonance of the indi-
vidual and combined cuticle regions are shown graphically
in Fig. 4. While there is a wide range of resistance within
most of the cuticle regions, there is much less dispersion of
mean values within the two populations. There is an obvious
difference between populations, with the mean of adult val-
ues more than twice that of the juvenile.

Table I is a summary of normalized bandwidths and
values for differences between cuticular regions in the two
populations. These data were not plotted, for reasons to be
explained later. The yellow region in juvenile hornets again
showed a significant difference from brown regions.

IV. DISCUSSION

If the cuticle resonance was solely electrical, the charac-
teristics that we measured could be fully explained in terms
of the series circuit shown on the left side of Fig. 5. As will
be argued shortly, this electric circuitper secannot explain
the recorded resonance but it does provide a good starting
point for our proposal of a more complex system.

When a constant amplitude sinusoidal voltage is applied
to a circuit with inductanceL, capacitanceC, and resistance
R in series as in Fig. 5, and the frequencyF is increased,
mathematical values of negative capacitive reactance dimin-
ish while positive inductive reactance increases. At reso-
nanceR0 , capacitive and inductive reactances are equal, but

opposite and self-canceling, thus leaving resistance to limit
current flow, which rises to a maximum at this point. Fre-
quency at which this occurs is determined by the values ofL
andC.6 At frequencies above resonance, impedance rises and
current falls with increasing inductive reactance and decreas-
ing capacitive reactance~Fig. 6!.

The rate at which current rises and falls with frequencies
below and above resonance is determined by the ratio of
resistance to inductive reactance at resonance. This important
ratio Z0 /R0 has been designatedq ~capital Q is the usual
designation, but that is used for charge in this paper! in elec-
trical work. ~Z052F03L, R05resistance at resonance!.
Figure 6 illustrates this with three normalized response
curves of a series resonant circuit, such as Fig. 5, in whichL
andC are fixed andR is varied by orders of magnitude pro-
ducing ratios orq’s of 1, 10, and 100. Note that when theR
is reduced, current andq are increased, and the bandwidth is
reduced, and vice versa.

FIG. 4. Means and s.d.’s of resistance at resonance in the six cuticular
regions of juvenile and adult hornets. A key to the regions is also shown.
The mean resistance of all areas in the adult population was more than twice
that in the juvenile population.

FIG. 5. Schematics of an electrical system and the postulated electrome-
chanical systems showing the analogy of systems, components, and descrip-
tive equations. A sketch of piezoelectric effects is also shown and described
mathematically. Electrical measurements of the cuticle could be simulated
by the circuit but known physical features of the chitin required the more
complex electromechanical combination of piezoelectric transducers with a
mechanical system. Both systems will display the same measured electrical
response to the applied sinusoidal voltageE. Although the driving voltage
will produce mechanical effects in the system on the right, it will be elec-
trically sensed as the equivalent electrical circuit on the left. Simplistic
sketches of piezoelectric effects are shown at the bottom of the page, with
molecules represented by circles with vector arrows representing positive
charges. With application of an electric field as on the left, mechanical force
and displacement will result from torque on the charged molecules, while on
the right an external force mechanically torques the molecules, producing an
electric charge on the surface.
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From the results obtained, we find that properties of a
resonant electric circuit are present in the hornet cuticle~Fig.
7!. Frequencies are relatively low and resistance is high at
resonance, so that very large values ofL would be required
to achieve resonance.

Bandwidth is large and much, if not, most of this band-

width is the result of the large value of the series current-
sensing resistor, 106 ohms, added to the circuit for measure-
ment purposes.7 This resistance did not affect resonant
frequency, but it decreased and distorted the response curve.
While circuit resistance was measured and, in theory, the
response curves could be corrected for the added resistance,
in practice several factors including unknown electrode re-
sistance made this problematical and such a general correc-
tion was not done. A first-order estimation of corrected re-
sponse curves for two regions is shown in Fig. 7. What can
be said with assurance is that the actual resonance peak, i.e.,
maximum response, would be larger than measured here by
at least 2 to 6 times, bandwidths would be correspondingly
reduced, and the significant differences found in the uncor-
rected data in Table I would be even more pronounced.

With such low frequencies we find two insurmountable
problems in trying to explain the situation on a purely elec-
trical basis, to wit:~1! a lack of physical evidence for elec-
trical inductance in this case, and~2! the inductance values
required would be impossibly high for this small insect.

Conversely, vespan cuticle has both mass and elasticity,
the two elements essential for mechanical resonance, and
mechanically resonant systems, like the one shown schemati-
cally on the right side of Fig. 5 are ubiquitous in living
animals. Moreover, if one allows voltageE to become analo-
gous to forceF and displacementX becomes analogous to
chargeQ, then the differential equation of motion is exactly
analogous to that of the electrical circuit, and solutions of the
systems equations provide common descriptions of the be-
havior of both systems. Such analog techniques are well-
known and were the basis for the once widely used electronic
analog computer~Sze, 1981!. For example, Fig. 6 is also an
exact response of an analogous mechanical system.

If we had a means of physically converting electrical
potential into force and charge into displacement, and this
were connected as in Fig. 5, we would then have an electro-
mechanical system that electrically responds exactly as the
purely electrical system. The piezoelectric phenomenon, de-
scribed by the Curie brothers in 1880, does just that by con-
verting electrical potential into force, and vice versa
~Anan’eva, 1965!. Piezoelectricity is present in ten of 32
classes of natural crystal and in many synthetic crystals,8

both types essential to modern technology~Cady, 1964;
Johnson and Katz, 1987!. It is also found in many plant and
animal tissues, living and dead, including insects~Simhony
and Athenstaedt, 1980!. For our purposes, this phenomenon
is simplistically illustrated in Fig. 5. Piezoelectric materials
have regular arrays of polarized molecules shown by the vec-
tor arrows. When an electric field is applied, the molecules
are torqued by their charges and produce a force and dis-
placement proportional to the field strength and orientation
and to the piezo constant of the crystal; thusF5K1E where
K1 is the piezo constant,F is force, andE is the applied
electromotive-force~emf!. It is significant to our discussion
that this is a reciprocal phenomenon such that when a force
is applied to the crystal a voltage is generated. The piezo-
electric effect thus transforms electrical into mechanical ef-
fects, and vice versa. Provided this effect is present in the
hornets’ cuticle, it should allow the electrical phenomenon

FIG. 6. Series resonance curves for an electric system~as shown on the left
side of Fig. 5! or a mechanical system~as shown on the right side of Fig. 5!.
The value of the kinetic energy components, inductance in the electric cir-
cuit, or mass in the mechanical system remained the same, but the resistive
element was increased in steps of 10 fromq of 1 in the lowest curve to 100
in the upper curve. Note that peak current or velocity and bandwidth~at
70% of peak! increases as an inverse function of resistance. Resonances in
the hornet corresponded to a region between the two curves ofq51 and
q510, q5reactance of mass or inductance at resonance/resistance, electri-
cal or mechanical.

FIG. 7. Measured and corrected resonance curves from the mean values of
region 2 in juvenile and adult populations. The two lower curves were
plotted from raw data which were distorted by the large current sending
resistor~R in Fig. 1!. Currents at resonance were then calculated from mea-
sured circuit resistance at resonance~upper points!. Estimated response
curves were added to these points. The measured points included electrode
resistance and the actual response at resonance was sometimes much greater
with increased peak current and more narrow curves.
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normally associated with vespan electric circuitry to be trans-
lated into mechanical phenomena actually extant in this cir-
cumstance.

A simple equivalent circuit that would fully explain the
cuticles’ electrical behavior is the combination of a piezo-
electric transducer driving a mechanical spring-mass system
as shown in Fig. 5. Transducer and mechanical properties are
apparently inherent to hornets’ cuticle and, with the proposed
model, the obtained results can be realistically extended to
the actual situation so that cuticle displacement and motion
will be detected and measured in terms of electric current,
etc.

It is remarkable that these effects were found with such
a simple test arrangement as used here, for typically electric
fields have to be oriented to specific planes and axes relative
to the lattice orientation in piezoelectric substances, and the
field must be applied over a large area to excite them. The
small electrode area may account for the large driving volt-
ages required and the low currents/velocities produced. An
alternative explanation is a low piezo coefficient,K1. A few
similarly configured adult preparations were placed in sound
fields of 120–130 dB~0 dB520 micro Pa SPL! and recipro-
cal resonant behavior was found in the 500-Hz region but
voltage was very low, approximately 1025, again possibly
indicating a low piezo constant.

In our statistically small sample, we found little differ-
ence in resonant frequency or resistance as a function of
orientation except for the yellow pigmented band in the ju-
venile. Actual area and volume of the preparation which was
set into motion by the exciting voltage is unknown.

Another remarkable feature is the low resonant fre-
quency in such a small package as vespan abdominal cuticle.
While the piezo crystals that produce audible signals in
watches are also tiny, frequencies there are much higher.
Although overall cuticle shape and mass loading by abdomi-
nal contents might play a role in reducing frequencies, it
seems more likely to be an inherent property of the chitin,
which micrographs have shown to consist of many layers,
unlike the usually monolayered homogeneous crystal~Ishay
et al., 1998!. Currently, virtually nothing is known on the
mass or elastic properties or on the piezoelectric constant of
hornet cuticle, but knowledge of such properties is essential
for an adequate interpretation of the observed resonance phe-
nomenon.

We obtained evidence of significant differences between
the yellow and brown cuticular regions in the juvenile hor-
nets including lower resonant frequency, and lower resis-
tance at resonance but broader bandwidth, which would sug-
gest larger mechanical compliance or reduced mass. Again,
in the absence of knowledge of the physical characteristics of
the chitin and proteins in hornet cuticle, this must remain
speculation. However, we already know that the pigment in
the brown areas is melanin, while in the yellow strips the
yellow color is induced by alayer of symbiotic bacteria de-
posited horizontally over the basement membrane and under
the many lamellae of the endocuticle~Ishay et al., 1999!.
The daily needs of bacteria for solar irradiation~Caddick
et al., 1998! or their possible influence on the semiconduct-
ing properties of vespan yellow cuticle are not yet known.

There are apparently significant differences between
‘‘juvenile’’ and ‘‘adult’’ chitin in our preparations, with the
latter showing a lower frequency, which might be caused by
increased mass. At the same time, mean resistance at reso-
nance was doubled in the adults. While this may be a char-
acteristic of chitin, electrode impedance was not measured
and differences from this source cannot be discounted. There
are also striking individual differences in frequencies and
resistance~Fig. 8!, and this might be associated with size,
mass, and exact age of these preparations.

The potential role of the discovered resonant phenom-
enon in nature merits at least theoretical consideration. At
this stage we have assumed that a similar phenomenon will
also be present in living hornets, but this remains to be
proven. The reciprocal nature of piezoelectric effects~Popp
et al., 1979! renders two functions theoretically possible:~1!
conversion of electrical energy into mechanical effects, and
~2! conversion of mechanical energy into electric effects.
Our finding of resonance insures that piezo effects would be
most efficient over a limited range of frequencies.

The first possibility, conversion of electric into mechani-
cal force, seems unlikely in the absence of known electric
fields in this insect, especially fields intense enough to excite
significant motion. The second possibility, conversion of vi-
brations or sound into a sensible electric field, seems more
promising, especially since hornets are known to generate
and respond to vibration and sound near the found frequency
range ~Ishay and Sadeh, 1982!. While some investigators
have postulated a sensory role for the piezo effect, there are
presently many arguments contravening such a role in hornet
cuticle, to wit:

~i! Conversion efficiency, at least in dead cuticle, is very
low,

~ii ! In hornets there is no reported evidence for neurologi-
cal sensors that could connect the nervous system to
either the electric or mechanical aspects of this sys-
tem,

~iii ! Resonant frequencies are not coherent within either
population examined here.

Based on available information, the observed resonance
appears to be an epiphenomenon associated with the nature

FIG. 8. Resonant frequencies of all regions for individual hornet prepara-
tions. Note the generally smaller s.d.’s for areas within an insect as com-
pared to the differences within an area from all insects~Fig. 3!. There were
large individual differences in mean resonant frequencies.
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and structure of chitin, and could play a useful role in delin-
eating the nature of this material.

For further investigation of the phenomenon, the follow-
ing procedures are deemed beneficial:

~i! Confirm the finding of resonance in dead cuticle
preparations using modern techniques including elec-
trical and mechanical methodology,

~ii ! Extend the study to living material,
~iii ! Physically and chemically characterize the cuticle,
~iv! Look for potential connections to the nervous system.

Also, the electrical properties previously described in
hornets should be reassessed and correlated with the new
findings. For example, capacitance in the cuticle was found
to be frequency dependent~Shimony and Ishay, 1984!,
which is consistent with the present findings, but the large
values of capacitance previously reported~Benshalom-
Shimony and Ishay, 1990! are inconsistent with the frequen-
cies and other electrical behavior presently encountered.

Hornets and similar insects are likely to possess many as
yet unknown features that could aid and greatly expand our
understanding of living organisms.
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Singing humpback whales in Hawaii produce a variety of sounds at high source levels~ca. 185 dB
re: 1 mPa!, in coastal waters 15–500 m deep. These sounds are attenuated and distorted as they
propagate away from a singer, limiting the utilizable range of the sounds. In the current study,
simulations based on normal-mode theory were used to investigate how the effects of shallow-water
propagation constrain humpback whales’ use of sound. It is shown that humpbacks can greatly
affect transmission range by adjusting their positions and sounds in response to environmental
factors. Source depth, in particular, is shown to be a major determinant of which frequencies
propagate the farthest. A preliminary analysis of range-dependent distortion suggests that spectral
cues can potentially provide listening whales with information about how far a sound has traveled.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01211-4#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.30.Bp, 43.30.Re@WA#

INTRODUCTION

An animal’s ability to use sound is strongly constrained
by environmental factors. In particular, the medium~s!
through which sounds propagate determine not only where
the sounds will travel, but also to what extent they will be
transformed~e.g., through distortion! as they travel. Such
constraints are clearly reflected in the sound repertoires used
by various species. For example, animals that use acoustic
signals to communicate over short distances tend to use
graded repertoires, composed of sounds that vary continu-
ously along one or more dimensions; graded vocal signals
are often supported by concurrent visual signals. In contrast,
animals that communicate over long distances typically use
discrete repertoires, consisting of highly stereotyped sounds
that differ along many dimensions;1 such signals remain dis-
criminable even after significant distortion. Echolocating
species must contend with huge environmental constraints.
Bats vary their sonar signals continuously as a function of
their environment when they are searching for and capturing
prey.2–4 When foraging in open spaces, bats tend to produce
stereotyped sequences of constant-frequency sonar
signals.5–8 By narrowing the frequency bandwidth and
lengthening the duration of their sonar signals, bats are able
to put more energy into each frequency band, allowing them
to overcome the relatively high attenuation of sound in air
and to optimize their long-range detection of targets.8,9 When
bats are echolocating in more cluttered spaces, or are closing
in on a target, they tend to shift to shorter duration, broad-
band signals that are more limited in range. Because envi-
ronmental properties play such a critical role in shaping how
animals use sound, it is important to carefully consider such

factors when examining the vocal behaviors of a particular
species. This is especially true for species that vocalize in
shallow-water environments.

Shallow-water sound propagation has received much at-
tention from ocean acousticians in the last 50 years, both
theoretically and experimentally~for reviews, see Refs. 10–
14!. The problem is highly complex because it involves mul-
tiple reflections from the surface and bottom. Propagation in
shallow water depends on signal frequency, source and re-
ceiver depth, sound-speed profiles~SSPs! in the water and in
the bottom, water depth, biomass, bottom variability as a
function of range, surface roughness, and so on. The large
number of interacting variables makes predicting how
sounds will propagate in shallow water extremely difficult.
This high level of complexity may explain why so few re-
searchers have incorporated analyses of propagation effects
into their investigations of the vocal behaviors of shallow-
water species. Shallow-water environments place unique
constraints on sound transmission. These constraints have
undoubtedly affected the ways in which vocal marine species
~e.g., cetaceans! use sound.

Although investigators recognized early on that the
transmission properties of underwater environments played
an important role in shaping the acoustic abilities of
cetaceans,15,16 few studies attempted to rigorously account
for these factors. The few analyses of propagation that were
attempted were primarily theoretical and based on highly
simplified models.17 Initially, studies of the range and direc-
tionality of delphinid echolocation signals18–21 provided the
only data with which to address questions related to propa-
gation. The complexities of propagation in real-world envi-
ronments inhabited by cetaceans have only recently begun to
be examined more closely.22–29 Similarly, the constraints on
cetacean sound use resulting from environmental factorsa!Electronic mail: mercado@pavlov.rutgers.edu
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~e.g., ambient noise levels! are only now being broadly
considered.12

Effects of propagation become most relevant when
sounds are transmitted over long distances. No animals trans-
mit sounds over longer distances than baleen whales~the
mysticetes!. Empirical research on the propagation of blue
and fin whale sounds has shown that they can be detected
from as far away as 1600 km.30,31Although it is doubtful that
whales actually use sounds over such long ranges, it is clear
that the sounds are produced to travel. For whales producing
sounds in shallow water~e.g., less than 200 m deep!, effec-
tive long-range transmission cannot be efficiently achieved
simply by increasing the intensity of sounds. In such an en-
vironment, the spectral and temporal features of sounds criti-
cally determine how far the sounds will propagate and their
discriminability after distortion. The current study uses com-
putational methods to examine how shallow-water environ-
ments constrain sound transmission by a notably vociferous
whale, the humpback~Megaptera novaeangliae!.

I. SOUND TRANSMISSION BY HUMPBACK WHALES

A. Characteristics of sounds

In terms of sound production, humpback whales have
few rivals. Their vocalizations can be extremely loud~up to
190 dB re 1 mPa,12,32,33! and are detectable from long dis-
tances~as far away as 160 km30!. When ‘‘singing,’’ hump-
backs may produce sounds for as long as 10–20 h
nonstop,34,35 and can be heard day and night for several
months.36,37 Additionally, humpback whales’ sound reper-
toire is subjectively more variable than that of any other
baleen whale. The sound-producing behaviors of humpback
whales have been observed to vary as a function of gender,
season, year, social context, geographic location, and
individual.22,38–42 Humpback whale sounds have typically
been classified based on context and production mode.41,43–46

For example, distinctions are made between songs~produced
rhythmically, typically by lone males!, social sounds~pro-
duced sporadically in competitive groups/pods of whales!,
and feeding sounds~produced in groups of foraging whales!.

Humpback whale sounds can generally be divided into
two main types: vocal and nonvocal sounds.45,47 Nonvocal
sounds include sounds produced by breaching, slapping body
parts on the surface of the water, and blowing. Humpback
whales produce vocal sounds internally using mechanisms
that are poorly understood. Most of the spectral energy in
humpback whale vocalizations falls between 50–4000
Hz,41,48,49with peak energy typically lying below 1500 Hz.
Sounds range in duration from 0.1 to 10 s.48,49 The majority
of vocalizations is pulsed sounds. Many are constant in pitch
with only brief periods of modulation; higher-pitched sounds
tend to be modulated more extensively. Gradual or rapid
frequency upsweeps are prevalent, with downsweeps being
much less common.48,49The sound repertoire used by hump-
back whales is not fixed, but gradually changes over
time.41,49–51This is most clearly evident for sounds produced
within songs. Subjectively, specific sound types used within
songs tend to be comparable between consecutive years, but
less so over longer periods of time. Sound types may also be

continuously modulated along one or more dimensions
within a song.41 Thus, the repertoire of sounds used by
humpbacks appears to be graded rather than discrete. Al-
though the sounds used by humpbacks are continuously and
progressively changing, they appear to modulate within the
boundaries of strict constraints that are stable across
years.49,51 For example, distributions of many sound charac-
teristics~e.g., duration! were found to be highly stable over a
14-year span.49 Interestingly, the distribution that varied the
most across years was that of the frequency with peak energy
~i.e., bandwidths appeared to be used differentially across
years!. It is important to note, however, that many other fac-
tors other than time may account for this variability, includ-
ing variability in recording locations across years.

B. Acoustic environment

Humpback whales are globally distributed, inhabiting
relatively shallow waters. During the summer, humpbacks
can be found in high latitudes near continental shelves52,53

where they spend much of their time feeding. In late fall and
early winter, whales begin migrating towards lower-latitude
subtropical areas where they spend the winter in shallow
coastal waters. Most mating activities are believed to occur
in the winter. During late winter and early spring, the whales
begin migrating back to the summer feeding areas. Whales
have been observed vocalizing during all stages of this an-
nual cycle. The majority of humpback whale vocalizations,
however, has been recorded in the wintering grounds.

Vocalizing humpbacks have been studied most exten-
sively in the Hawaiian Islands and the West Indies.
Whitehead53 reported that most vocalizing~i.e., singing!
whales located on Silver, Navidad, and Mouchoir Banks
were in water between 15 to 60 m deep. Singers acoustically
located along the coast of Hawaii were found in waters 19 to
558 m deep; mean water depth was 230 m.22,23Whales in the
Penguin Bank region were located in areas with a mean wa-
ter depth of 94 m.54 Major concentrations of humpback
whales are known to occur in the coastal waters near Maui,
Lanai, and Molokai, and around Penguin Bank. Water depth
between Maui and Lanai ranges between about 30 to 80 m
deep, and water depth over Penguin Bank ranges between 50
to 200 m deep.52 The bathymetry in Hawaiian coastal waters
has not been extensively studied. Recent reports indicate that
the bottom consists primarily of silty sand and clay, with
occasional outcrops of coral, limestone, and rocks.22,52

Sound speed in the ocean environment determines not
only how rapidly sounds can be transmitted, but also how
sounds will propagate. The speed of sound in water increases
with increasing temperature, salinity, and pressure~which
typically vary with depth!. Numerous techniques have been
developed to estimate sound speed using these three vari-
ables~for a review, see Ref. 10!. In Hawaiian coastal waters,
temperatures range between 21 and 29 °C and salinity ranges
between 34.2 to 35.5 ppt.52,55,56A similar temperature range
~24–28 °C! has been reported in the Caribbean.53 In oceans,
water near the surface is constantly mixed by wind and
waves. This mixing stabilizes the temperature and salinity of
near-surface water at a relatively constant value. Sound
speed in this ‘‘mixed layer’’ of water slowly increases as a
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function of depth due to increasing pressure. The depth of
the mixed layer in Hawaii varies between 50 to 140 m.52

Below the mixed layer is a layer of water in which tempera-
ture changes with depth; this layer is called the thermocline.
Temperature decreases with depth in the thermocline, lead-
ing to a decrease in sound speed. The thermocline in Hawaii
extends to depths of 275 to 365 m.52 Detailed analyses of
variations in sound speed as a function of depth have not
been performed for shallow-water coastal environments in
Hawaii or the Carribean. Recently, Frankelet al.57 reported
sound speeds between 1530 and 1535 m/s in the coastal wa-
ters off the island of Hawaii. They noted little change in
sound speed down to 60 m, where a moderate thermocline
began~23 m/s gradient!. Measurements taken at Silver Bank
showed that the water was at a constant temperature from the
surface to the seafloor.53 The seafloor acts as a lower bound-
ary on sound propagation. Bottom features~e.g., composition
and smoothness! affect how sound propagates in the water
above.11 For example, soft bottom sediments such as mud
are penetrable and remove significant fractions of energy;
sandy bottoms tend to be much more reflective. Whitehead53

found that singers were concentrated over regions with
smooth bottoms. In such environments, the interaction be-
tween propagating sounds and the bottom depends primarily
upon the materials that make up the bottom.

How well sounds propagate underwater is primarily de-
termined by the properties of the environment~e.g., water
temperature, salinity, and depth, bottom type, surface rough-
ness! within which they are produced. A final feature of
humpback whales’ acoustic environment that constrains their
use of sound, but that is somewhat independent of propaga-
tion effects, is ambient noise. Ambient noise in shallow-
water coastal environments is quite variable depending on
season, location, time of day, wind speed, bottom conditions,
and the extent of biological and manmade sound production
in the area; noise levels can vary by 10–20 dB from one day
to the next.12 In general, levels of ambient noise are influ-
enced by the same factors that control transmission loss.
Thus, regions of high transmission loss tend to have lower
noise levels, and vice versa. Measurements of ambient noise
levels in the humpback whale wintering grounds in Hawaii
range from 58–95 dBre 1mPa2/Hz in the 100- to 4000-Hz
band.24,58–62 These values are comparable with those re-
ported from other shallow-water environments.10,16,63–65

When whales are present in an area, their vocalizations con-
tribute significantly to ambient noise levels.53,60,66,67Large
boats also generate considerable noise.12,62Although ambient
noise levels do not physically constrain sound transmission,
they may mask sounds produced by humpback whales, lim-
iting the range at which they can be detected.

C. Sound-field control

Humpbacks have some control over the factors that af-
fect how well their sounds will propagate. First, and prob-
ably most importantly, they can control when and where they
produce sounds. Thus, they could choose an area or time
period within which to vocalize based on its ‘‘acoustic po-
tential’’ ~e.g., propagation characteristics and noise levels!.
Note that knowledge of the relative propagation potential of

different locales need not be explicit. Whales could implic-
itly learn what locales are effective based on experience
and/or could be genetically predisposed to favor sites that are
effective. Evidence suggestive of such site selection is pro-
vided by observations of increased singer densities in areas
with smooth bottoms.53

Other important factors affecting maximum range, that
are more physiologically constrained, include the source
level, beam pattern, and frequency range used by hump-
backs. Source level refers to the relative intensity of sound
radiated by a projector~in this case, the whale!, at a standard
distance from the source. The term beam pattern refers to the
directional variability of projected sounds. Of these three
factors, only the frequency range of produced sounds is
known with any certainty for humpbacks. Individual sounds
within songs can vary greatly in intensity.41,48,68–70Source
levels of between 144 and 190 dBre 1 mPa at 1 m have been
reported.12,22,32,60,66,71,72These source levels have generally
been derived using estimated ranges, theoretical models of
propagation based on geometrical spreading, and a relatively
small number of measurements of received levels. Because
of the many potential sources of error, current estimates of
humpback whale source levels should be taken as points
within the range of possible values~see Ref. 73 for a detailed
discussion of this issue!. Consider that estimates ofaverage
source levels have ranged from 155 to 185 dB over the last
20 years~30 dB corresponds to a 1000% increase in esti-
mated average intensity!.

Even less information is available regarding humpback
whale beam patterns. Levenson71 reported greater differ-
ences in received levels at different positions along a linear
array than would be expected if humpback whales projected
sounds omnidirectionally, and Clark47 noted similar differ-
ences in levels received from vocalizing bowheads based on
their relative orientation. These observations may reflect
fluctuations in transmission loss resulting from varying
source–receiver configurations~i.e., their depths relative to
the surface and distances between one another! or other pa-
rameters. It is more likely, however, that they are due to
directional properties associated with whales’ beam patterns.
Although low-frequency sounds will generally be less direc-
tional than higher-frequency sounds,74 the common assump-
tion that humpback whales project sounds omni-
directionally17,22,69 seems unlikely given that most vocal
mammals produce sounds directionally, and that omnidirec-
tional sound production would be highly inefficient in a
sound channel bounded by the bottom, surface, and shore-
line.

II. ASSESSING ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

A. Models of shallow-water propagation

Early models of shallow-water propagation focused on
characterizing transmission loss~a parameter describing how
a sound weakens as a function of distance from the source!.
These techniques integrated models of geometrical spreading
with measurements of transmission loss~TL! in shallow wa-
ter. For example, Marsh75 developed three equations for
modeling transmission loss in terms of different spreading
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conditions. Sound energy was modeled as spherical spread-
ing near the source (TL520 logr, where r is range in m!,
spreading between spherical and cylindrical at ‘‘medium’’
ranges (TL515 logr), and cylindrical spreading at longer
ranges from the source (TL510 logr). Such formulas work
reasonably well when the bottom is uniform. Frankelet al.59

reported a close correspondence between measured transmis-
sion losses and the losses predicted by the Marsh equations
in environments frequented by humpback whales. These
equations do not, however, account for variables such as
source and receiver depth or complex bottom interactions.
This may explain why empirically based estimates of trans-
mission loss in Hawaiian coastal waters~derived using
spreading loss models! have ranged from TL510 logr57 to
TL51762.38 logr.22,24

More recent models of sound transmission in shallow
water are based on solutions of the wave equation~for re-
views, see Refs. 10, 11, 13, and 14!. The wave equation is a
partial differential equation that relates acoustic pressure to
spatiotemporal coordinates. The acoustic field emitted from a
point source can be calculated by solving the wave equation,
given a set of initial conditions or boundary values corre-
sponding to environmental parameters; such calculations are
typically performed using a computer. Several theoretical ap-
proaches have been developed for solving the wave equation
including ray theory, normal-mode theory, spectral methods,
and the parabolic equation model.11,13The choice of theoret-
ical approach depends on the propagation ranges of interest,
computational power, and sound channel variability.
Normal-mode theory is well suited for modeling sound
propagation in the environments frequented by humpback
whales because bottom properties are only moderately vari-
able and the propagation ranges of interest are between 0.1
and 60 km.11 Additionally, previous studies have found good
agreement between measurements and predicted values
based on normal-mode theory.11,76–79 Normal-mode solu-
tions have the advantage that once they are solved for a
particular environment, the solution can be used for all pos-
sible source and receiver configurations.

The computations in this paper used Westwoodet al.’s
normal-mode model,ORCA.80–82 ORCA calculates the field
parameters for an acoustoelastic environment with a multi-
layered bottom. As ORCA is a plane-layered range-
independent model, the effects of scattering due to variable
bathymetry or a rough ocean surface are not included in the
computation. The main effect of scattering is to increase
transmission loss, whereas bathymetric changes with scale
length much greater than a wavelength cause more funda-
mental changes in the signal. In general, the problem of de-
termining optimal frequencies for environments with vari-
able bathymetry must be considered on a case-by-case basis,
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

B. Optimum frequencies

By optimum frequency, we mean the frequency that
achieves the maximum propagation range, given a particular
environment and source depth. In any real shallow-water en-
vironment, there is likely to be an optimum frequency.11,13,83

This follows from the fact that different features of the en-

vironment affect transmission loss differently at different fre-
quencies. For example, at low frequencies fewer modes
propagate, and so transmission loss may be dominated by the
effects of water depth. At higher frequencies, on the other
hand, transmission loss may be dominated by intrinsic ab-
sorption of energy in seafloor sediments. Ignoring tempo-
rarily the effects of other variables, which can be equally
important, one sees that there is likely to be an intermediate
frequency at which neither effect dominates and transmission
loss is minimized. However, the number of variables affect-
ing transmission loss is so large that one cannot predict their
relative effects without actual numerical simulations of the
propagation process.

In addition to optimum frequency, there is also a cutoff
frequency below which sound will not propagate at all in
shallow water.10,11,14 The cutoff frequency (f c) for a
shallow-water environment can be approximated by

f c5
cw/4h

A12cw
2 /cs

2
,

wherecw is the sound speed in water,cs is the sound speed
in the bottom, andh is the water depth.14 For the water
depths and bottom types encountered by vocalizing hump-
back whales,f c ranges between about 1 to 100 Hz~estimated
from Ref. 14, Fig. 5.8!. The optimum frequency (f o) de-
pends on several variables including SSPs for the water and
the bottom, and the depths of the water, source, and
receiver.11 Optimum frequencies can be calculated theoreti-
cally, using normal-mode methods, or empirically. Jensen
and Kuperman11 compared these two approaches and found
that they produced similar results. They found that water
depth was a primary determinant off o , and that f o de-
creased with increasing water depth. Optimum frequency in-
creased when either the source or receiver was not halfway
between the bottom and the surface. They also noted that the
effects of bottom properties on transmission led to different
maximum propagation ranges at different water depths. The
results of Jensen and Kuperman suggest that for humpbacks
to maximize their propagation range in shallow water, they
would need to produce sounds~1! with frequencies between
50 to 800 Hz,~2! at mid-depth in water between 30 to 300 m
deep, and~3! over bottoms consisting primarily of sand and
silt. These criteria correspond closely to the scenario that has
been described for singing humpback whales.

Previous studies of humpback whale vocalizations have
often suggested that lower-frequency vocalizations will
propagate longer distances than higher-frequency vocaliza-
tions and that vocalizing humpbacks should therefore pro-
duce low frequencies to achieve the maximum propagation
range.69,84 It has also been suggested that low-frequency
sounds might be used for long-distance communication,
while higher-frequency sounds would be more appropriate
for short-range communication.41,69 Such suggestions appear
to be based on~1! the fact that attenuation of sound by sea-
water increases with increasing frequency,~2! the assump-
tion that lower-frequency signals are produced at levels equal
to or greater than higher-frequency signals, and~3! the as-
sumption that attenuation in the water channel is the primary
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determinant of how far different frequencies will propagate
in shallow water. Effects of water depth, source depth, re-
ceiver depth, bottom type, and SSPs do not appear to have
been considered in these previous analyses. The results of
Jensen and Kuperman indicate that such factors can strongly
affect which frequencies propagate best, and that in some
environments higher-frequency vocalizations should propa-
gate longer distances than lower frequency vocalizations of
equal energy. The following simulations examine this possi-
bility in greater detail.

III. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON PROPAGATION

To investigate how shallow-water propagation effects
might constrain how humpback whales use sound, simula-
tions were run to calculate optimum frequencies in environ-
ments similar to those frequented by singing whales in Ha-
waii, and to assess whether there might be predictable,
range-dependent, spectral distortion effects in these environ-
ments. To a certain extent, a subset of these analyses can be
viewed as a replication of the analyses performed by Jensen
and Kuperman.11 It is thus useful to review the nature of
their simulations, and how they compare with the ones per-
formed in the current study.

Jensen and Kuperman looked at the effects of three main
environmental parameters in their study: water depth, bottom
type, and sound-speed profiles in the water channel. To sim-
plify the analysis, they used a single, homogeneous bottom
layer, always placed the source at mid-depth, and averaged
the propagation loss over the water column for each receiver
range. Jensen and Kuperman calculated optimum frequencies
for ~1! water depths between 25 to 400 m,~2! bottom types
ranging from clay–silt to chalk–limestone; representative
values obtained from the literature were used for porosity,
relative density, relative speed, compressional speed, shear
speed, compressional attenuation, and shear attenuation for
each bottom type, and~3! two sound-speed profiles; one cor-
responding to typical winter profiles, with a surface speed of

1490 m/s and a constant gradient of 1.8 m/s, and the other
corresponding to typical summer profiles, with a surface
speed of 1535 m/s, a surface channel of 20 m, followed by a
drop in sound speed to 1500 m/s, and then a constant gradi-
ent identical to the winter profile. The source depths they
simulated ranged from 12.5 to 200 m, depending on the wa-
ter depth, and transmission loss was calculated out to a range
of about 85 km.

In the current study, environmental parameters for Ha-
waiian coastal waters~in particular, shallow-water regions
near Maui! were estimated based primarily on measurements
reported in previous studies or in computer databases main-
tained at the University of Hawaii. Effects of the following
parameters on optimum frequency were investigated: water
depth, source depth, receiver depth, and sound-speed profiles
in the water channel. Water depths of 20, 40, 60, 100, 200,
and 350 m were simulated. Because humpbacks only sing in
Hawaii during the winter, and because previous reports indi-
cate that a surface channel is not present, the ocean was
modeled as a mixed layer over a thermocline. The mixed
layer was modeled as being either 70 or 120 m deep. For
water depths of 60 m or less, a thermocline layer was not
included~see Table I and Fig. 1!. SSPs were calculated using
an empirically derived formula,85 based on water tempera-
ture, salinity, and depth. A constant salinity of 35 ppt was
used for all simulations. Temperature was constant at 25°
above the thermocline and decreased at20.052°/m within
the thermocline~based on slopes from data presented in Ref.
55!. Sound velocities calculated using this formula were con-
sistent with measurements~e.g., c51534 m/s near the sur-
face!. The bottom was modeled as a 50-m layer of sand and
silt over basalt. Sound speed at the water-bottom boundary
was set at 1.02c ~after Ref. 11!. Bottom SSP estimates were
chosen to emulate the bottom properties particular to waters
in Maui coastal regions. Source depths of 5, 15, and 30 m
were chosen based on past reports of singer depths.86 Sample
ORCA input files for typical environments used in simulations

TABLE I. ORCA input files for full geoacoustic models:~a! 60-m water depth, without a thermocline;~b! 200-m water depth, with a thermocline starting at
a depth of 70 m. Row 1 defines the physical properties of the upper boundary~air! for each environment, and row 4 defines the lower boundary~a basalt
basement!. The remaining rows define the physical properties of the channels through which sound propagates~i.e., the water and the bottom!.
cp5compressional speed in m/s, cs5shear speed in m/s, rho5density in g/cm3, ap5compressional wave attenuation, as5shear wave attenuation, z5depth in
m, nsvp5number of sound-speed profile points in the ocean, ctol5tolerance used in fitting SSP to eliminate layers (ctol50 keeps all layers!, nbot5number
of layers in ocean bottom, ii5type of compressional speed profile (ii51 is linear!, h5layer thickness, cs15compressional speed at the top of layer 1,
cs25compressional speed at the bottom of layer 1~similarly for rho1 and rho2, ap1 and ap2, as1 and as2!. Note that all environmental parameters are fixed
across simulations except for nsvp,z, and cp in the ocean profile, and cp1 in the bottom profile; changes in these parameters reflect changes in SSPs. For
further details, see Refs. 70 and 116 and Fig. 1.

~a! Hawaiian humpback whale environmental model without thermocline

~1! For upper halfspace: cp5350, cs50.0, rho50.001 21, ap50.0, as50.0
~2! Ocean profile: nsvp52, ctol50, z50, cp51534.3, rho51.05, ap50; z560, cp51535.2
~3! Bottom profile: nbot51, ii51, h550, cp151565.9, cp251600, cs15100, cs25400, rho151.7, rho251.7, ap1520.5, ap2520.5, as150,

as250
~4! For lower halfspace: cp55250, cs52500, rho52.6, ap520.04, as50

~b! Hawaiian humpback whale environmental model with thermocline

~1! For upper halfspace: cp5350, cs50.0, rho50.001 21, ap50.0, as50.0
~2! Ocean profile: nsvp53, ctol50, z50, cp51534.3, rho51.05, ap50; z570, cp51535.4,z5200, cp51519.6
~3! Bottom profile: nbot51, ii51, h550, cp151550, cp251600, cs15100, cs25400, rho151.7, rho251.7, ap1520.5, ap2520.5,

as150, as250
~4! For lower halfspace: cp55250, cs52500, rho52.6, ap520.04, as50
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are given in Table I; Fig. 1 illustrates these environments.
It is important to note from the outset that the results of

these simulations should not be interpreted as precise esti-
mates of the optimum frequencies in environments fre-
quented by humpback whales. Jensen and Kuperman11 had
to manipulate shear-speed and compressional attenuation pa-
rameters in order to closely match theoretical results with
measurements~these parameters are held constant in the cur-
rent analysis; see Table I!. Their calculated optimum fre-
quencies were, however, roughly comparable to measured
optimum frequencies even before such manipulations. The
important data gained from the current simulations are the
relative effects of changes in environmental parameters,
rather than the absolute values of calculated optimum fre-
quenciesper se. Field measurements are needed to assess
how accurately the model predicts actual optimum frequen-
cies.

A. Dependence of optimum frequency on source
depth, water depth, and thermocline depth

For the current analyses, optimum frequencies were cal-
culated for a number of different scenarios using continuous-
wave techniques. Simulations were initially run for 20 fre-
quencies evenly spaced between 20 to 4000 Hz. Each
simulation calculated the transmission loss~TL! at 200 dis-
tances from the source, evenly spaced between 50 to 60 000
m, and at 50 receiver depths evenly spaced between the sur-
face and the bottom~resulting in a 503200 matrix of TL
values!. A logarithmic curve of the form TL5a log r, was fit
to each row of the matrix to provide an estimated transmis-
sion loss curve for each depth~see Fig. 2!. The receiver
depth corresponding to the minimum value ofa for a single
simulation was taken to be the ‘‘optimal receiver depth’’
(r o) for that simulation. The optimum frequency (f o) for a
given scenario was found by comparing values ofa across
simulations ~i.e., the frequency that led to the minimum
overall value ofa, thereby minimizing TL, was taken to be
the optimum frequency!. Table II summarizes the results of
these analyses for the different scenarios considered.

Some of the data presented in Table II can be compared
with the results reported by Jensen and Kuperman.11 For
example, for a water depth of 60 m and a source depth of 30
m, they report an optimum frequency between 400 and 800
Hz. The current simulations yielded an optimum frequency
of 650 Hz. For simulations with a water depth of 40 m and a
source depth of 20 m, Jensen and Kuperman report an opti-
mum frequency of about 1600 Hz. The current analysis
found an optimum frequency of 1700 Hz when the source
was 15 m deep in 40-m-deep water. The current simulations
showed that optimum frequencies increased as the source
moved away from the mid-depth position, as noted in Ref.
11. Interestingly, water depth did not appear to strongly af-

FIG. 1. Example environmental models used forORCA simulations. The top
figure corresponds to a 60-m water depth with no thermocline@see~a! in
Table I#, and the bottom figure corresponds to a 200-m water depth with a
thermocline starting at 70 m@see~b! in Table I#. Solid lines show bound-
aries between channels, and dotted lines show how sound speed changes as
a function of depth and material~where sound speed increases from left to
right!. Ocean sound-speed profiles varied as a function of water depth and
thermocline depth. Bottom sound speed changed as a function of the sound
speed in water at the interface. There are discrete jumps in sound speed at
the air interface, bottom interface, and where the bottom changes to basalt.
Only SSPs for the ocean channel and the first bottom layer were varied
across simulations. Note that the figures are to scale vertically, but not
horizontally. In a typical scenario~e.g., with a singer in 60-m deep water,
and a receiver 6 km away!, the range to depth ratio is about 100~i.e., the
ocean channel is a very thin disc!.

FIG. 2. Fitted transmission loss curve. The solid line is an example TL
curve calculated byORCA, and the dotted line is a logarithmic fitted curve
calculated usingMATLAB . Note that this estimation of transmission loss is
conservative in that a listening whale exposed to varying received levels will
detect the maximum received level in a given region~assuming it is above
some perceptual threshold!, as opposed to the average received level. Addi-
tionally, horizontally smoothed curves are more biologically relevant than
averages calculated across vertical water columns~as in Ref. 11!, because
listening whales are more likely to be moving approximately parallel to the
surface than to be bobbing up and down at a fixed range.
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fect optimum frequencies (r 520.12; wherer is the corre-
lation coefficient between the two variables!, in contrast to
previous reports. Rather, source depth appeared to be the
main factor determining the optimum frequency (r
520.80). This apparent discrepancy may be explained by
the fact that Jensen and Kuperman always positioned the

source at mid-depth, such that water depth and source depth
were always covarying.

The mean optimum frequency across all simulations was
2400 Hz (s51300 Hz), somewhat higher than what might
be expected given the data presented in Ref. 11 and the fre-
quencies used by humpback whales. The optimum receiver
depth was closely correlated with the source depth (r
50.96) and with transmission loss~as represented bya, r
50.79!. The variability of transmission loss as a function of
frequency~estimated bysa! appeared to decrease with in-
creasing water depth (r 520.51). Variability also seemed to
decrease with increasing source depth (r 520.33). The
presence of a thermocline and its position led to some subtle
changes in optimum frequencies and estimated transmission
loss curves. For example, simulations where the source was
30 m deep and a thermocline was present at 120 m~vs 70 m!
yielded lower optimum frequencies, shallower optimum re-
ceiver depths, and slightly lowera values.

Propagation contour maps provide a clearer picture of
how transmission loss changes as a function of source depth
and frequency. Figure 3 shows contour plots for simulations
in 60-m-deep water. When the source is 5 m deep@Fig. 3~a!#,
there is no evidence of an optimum frequency. When the
source is 15 m deep@Fig. 3~b!#, the 74-dB contour shows a
clear bulge near the optimum frequency of 1700 Hz. This
indicates that signals near 1700 Hz will travel a longer dis-
tance before decreasing by 74 dB. When the source is 30 m
deep@Fig. 3~c!#, the 74-dB contour shows evidence of alter-
nating near-optimum and suboptimum frequencies. The low-
est bulge extends the farthest along the range axis and is
centered on the optimum frequency of 650 Hz. Note that the
optimum frequency for the source 30 m deep does not propa-
gate as well as the optimum frequency for the source 15 m
deep. In general, Fig. 3 looks the way it does because the
depth of the source determines which normal modes are ex-
cited. Optimal propagation occurs for those normal modes
that interact least with the lossy bottom, which typically are
the lowest-order modes. Similarly, optimal propagation oc-

TABLE II. Optimum frequencies for humpback environments in Hawaii,
dw5water depth,dt5thermocline depth,ds5source depth,f o5optimum
frequency,r o5optimal receiver depth,am5mini@ai#log r, andā andsa are
the mean and standard deviation over allai .

dw ~m! dt ~m! ds ~m! f o ~Hz! r o ~m! am ā sa

20 NA 5 40001 7.6 15.7 21.1 10.1
NA 15 2740 8.4 16.5 21.2 9.6

40 NA 5 40001 6.6 15.7 17.6 3.0
NA 15 1700 13.7 15.7 16.9 2.5
NA 30 3370 28.1 16.4 17.4 2.2

60 NA 5 40001 8.2 15.7 17.4 2.9
NA 15 1700 13.0 15.8 16.7 2.4
NA 30 650 22.7 16.1 16.9 2.0

100 NA 5 40001 7.1 15.7 17.2 2.3
NA 15 1700 13.1 15.7 16.5 1.7
NA 30 650 25.2 16.1 16.7 1.5
70 5 40001 7.1 15.7 17.4 2.5
70 15 1700 13.1 15.7 16.7 1.9
70 30 650 25.2 16.2 16.9 1.6

200 70 5 40001 9.1 15.7 17.2 1.9
70 15 1700 13.2 15.7 16.6 1.6
70 30 1910 29.4 16.3 16.8 1.9

120 5 40001 9.1 15.7 17.1 1.3
120 15 1910 13.2 15.7 16.4 0.8
120 30 650 25.4 16.1 16.6 2.1

350 70 5 40001 8.1 15.7 17.4 2.1
70 15 1490 15.2 15.7 16.7 1.5
70 30 1910 29.5 16.3 16.9 1.0

120 5 40001 8.1 15.6 17.0 1.6
120 15 1490 15.2 15.8 16.4 0.9
120 30 650 22.4 16.1 16.6 0.6

FIG. 3. Contour plots of transmission loss. Plots are
based on fitted TL curves with the receiver at the opti-
mal depth. Simulated scenario is for 60-m deep water
~as described in Fig. 1 and Table I!, with a source at~a!
5-m deep~top plot!, ~b! 15-m deep~middle plot!, and
~c! 30-m deep~bottom plot!. The numbers on the con-
tours indicate a particular transmission loss value, and
the shapes of the contours show the range where signals
at different frequencies will have decreased by this
amount. The contours graphically illustrate how source
depth and signal frequency can dramatically affect
propagation. The high optimum frequencies computed
for a 5-m deep source may in part reflect surface
decoupling.117 In real environments, scattering would
likely attenuate higher frequencies preferentially, shift-
ing the optimum to some mid frequency below 4000
Hz.
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curs when the source and receiver are at the same depth
because then the receiver is optimally positioned to receive
those normal modes most effectively excited by the source.

It should be kept in mind that the data displayed in Table
II and Fig. 3 are based on simplifications of the data gener-
ated by theORCA simulations. Propagation loss varies greatly
as a function of range and depth from the source. Figure 4
shows visual representations of the original 503200 matri-
ces for simulations withdw560 m, ds530 m, for two fre-
quencies~650 and 1300 Hz!; lighter areas indicate a larger
transmission loss. Although overall propagation losses are
clearly reduced for the optimum frequency~650 Hz! at long
ranges, there appear to be larger regions of high loss at
shorter ranges than for the suboptimum frequency~1300 Hz!.
Clearly, optimum frequencies are not optimal for all points
within the sound channel, but rather are optimal for achiev-
ing the maximum range ‘‘on the average.’’ There is no fre-
quency that will propagate optimally to every point in the
sound channel.

B. Range-dependent spectral damping

Although knowledge of transmission loss is important
for determining how far sounds will travel, such knowledge
is only moderately useful for predicting how features of a
signal other than amplitude will change as a signal propa-
gates. One way to address this problem is to model the ocean
channel using linear systems theory.27,87Propagation through
an ocean channel can then be modeled as transmission of a
signal through a set of linear, spatiotemporal-varying filters.
The effect of propagation on any signal, for every source–
receiver configuration, can be described in terms of a set of
filter characteristics~specifically, a set of impulse response
functions, also known as Green’s functions!. Once this set of

filter characteristics is known~either through measurements
or theoretical calculations!, the signal properties that will be
received at any point in the channel can be determined for
arbitrary signals. In practice, it is extremely difficult to pre-
cisely determine the Green’s functions across a wide band of
frequencies for real-world environments. Reasonable ap-
proximations to these functions can, however, be obtained
based on solutions of the wave equation~e.g., using wide-
band normal-mode techniques!.

Preliminary calculations of Green’s functions for a pro-
totypical humpback whale environment were performed us-
ing ORCA’s wideband analysis capabilities. Environmental
parameters were identical to those used in the previous simu-
lations. Water depth was fixed at 60 m. The source and re-
ceiver were both 15 m deep and at ranges between 1 to 5 km
from one another. The bandwidth considered in the analyses
was between 50 to 475 Hz~i.e., the Green’s functions are
valid for signals with spectral components limited to this
range of frequencies!. Figure 5 shows the Green’s functions
at ranges of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 km along with their spectra.
These spectra, denoted asG(w), reveal how signal features
will likely be affected by transmission. For example, at 2 km,
a clear trough is evident inG(w) near 180 Hz. This indicates
that, for this source–receiver configuration, the channel acts
as a band-stop filter, significantly damping spectral energy
near 180 Hz. At 3 km, two troughs are evident, one near 150
Hz and one near 280 Hz~with two minima!. At 4 km, three

FIG. 4. Plots of transmission loss before smoothing. Simulated scenario is
again for 60-m deep water~as described in Fig. 1 and Table I!, with a 30-m
deep source~the smoothed contour plot for this simulation is shown in Fig.
3!. Bottom plots show a zoomed portion~the first 5 km! of the plots above
them. Lighter coloration indicates greater losses. Note the complex range
and depth-dependent variations in loss and how they vary with frequency.
Also note the periodic interference patterns over longer distances. The op-
timum frequency for this scenario was found to be 650 Hz. At shorter
distances, however, regions of high loss are larger for 650 Hz than for
1300 Hz.

FIG. 5. Green’s functions for a humpback’s environment~60-m water
depth, 15-m source and receiver depth!. Waveforms in~a! show from top to
bottom, Green’s functions at ranges of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 km; peaks in these
waveforms correspond to various ray paths. Spectra in~b! are of these
waveforms. These spectra can be interpreted as the frequency responses of
channel filters; i.e., the effects of propagation on a signal can be simulated
by passing the signal through a filter with bandpass/stop features matching
these spectra. Note the systematic, range-dependent spread of spectral peaks
and troughs. It can be seen that the behavior of the Green’s function be-
comes increasingly complex as the ratio of range to water depth increases.
Dotted lines indicate trends in spectral distortion that appear to be correlated
with range.
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troughs can be seen. Visually, these separate troughs can be
correlated across spectra. The single trough inG(w) at 2 km
appears to move to the right~increase in frequency! and de-
velops two deep minima with increasing distance from the
source. The 150-Hz trough at 3 km moves to the right and
becomes shallower, and a smaller 90-Hz trough~at 3 km!
moves to the right and becomes deeper. It appears that in this
scenario, the distance a sound has traveled can be determined
based on the spectral content of the received signal~indepen-
dent of source amplitude!, assuming the source signal is rela-
tively broadband. Note that this result is not an artifact of the
simplifying assumptions~e.g., flat bottom and surface! used
in the simulations. A more complex environment would pro-
vide even more potential cues for determining the distance a
sound has traveled.88,89The specific effects of the channel on
a particular signal can be derived either by convolving the
source waveform with the Green’s function~for a particular
range! or, equivalently, by multiplying the source spectrum
timesG(w).27

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The simulations of sound propagation described in this
paper have revealed several intrinsic constraints on hump-
back whales’ use of sound that have not been previously
noted. First, the results strongly suggest that humpback
whales cannot increase the distances their sounds travel in
shallow water simply by using lower frequencies. In con-
trast, all of the simulations indicate that maximum propaga-
tion ranges would actually be decreased for lower frequen-
cies ~below 200 Hz! and that humpback whales should
typically produce higher frequencies rather than lower fre-
quencies if they want their sounds to go farther. Second,
source depth was found to be a critical determinant of the
optimum frequency, optimum receiver depth, and maximum
propagation range. Other factors such as water depth appear
to be more relevant in determining the bandwidth of near-
optimal frequencies. For example, transmission loss appears
to vary less as a function of frequency in deeper water,
whereas very shallow-water environments~20 m deep!
strongly constrain long-range propagation to higher frequen-
cies. Third, the large spatial variability in transmission loss
as a function of range and receiver depth~see Fig. 4! sug-
gests that propagation models based on geometrical spread-
ing give a misleading impression of how sounds attenuate as
they propagate away from a whale vocalizing in shallow wa-
ter. It is possible~and even likely! that a whale 2 km from a
singer would, at certain times and positions, experience
higher received levels than a whale 1 km away from the
same singer. Finally, the results seem to suggest that most
humpback whale sounds are not acoustically optimal for
long-range propagation. Although humpbacks do produce
sounds within the range of optimum frequencies, most of
their sounds are below this range. Possible reasons for this
discrepancy are discussed below in more detail.

The current model is limited in that it does not account
for the effects of scattering by the ocean surface or bottom,
or the effects of bottom gradients~e.g., the model assumes a
constant water depth and sound-speed field!. Such factors
undoubtedly affect transmission loss. For example, measure-

ments and theoretical analyses of transmission loss in Ha-
waiian shallow-water environments, that take into account
basic slope profiles~e.g., up-slope versus down-slope versus
cross-slope!, suggest that transmission loss is greatest for
sounds propagating up-slope24 ~see also Ref. 90!. Transmis-
sion loss in down-slope and cross-slope conditions was
found to be significantly reduced in comparison to the up-
slope condition; loss in the down-slope and cross-slope con-
ditions was comparable. Past studies~e.g., Refs. 11, 76–79!
have shown a close correspondence between transmission
loss values predicted by simulations based on normal-mode
theory and measured values, despite the simplifying assump-
tions made regarding the ‘‘flatness’’ of surface and bottom
features. In some cases, the effects of a sloping bottom may
be balanced by other factors. For example, sound traveling
from shallow water to deeper water spreads out, but suffers
less reflection loss, so that transmission loss may actually be
decreased relative to an environment with a flat bottom.12

Although more advanced environmental models, which
can simulate range-dependent water depths and bottom prop-
erties~e.g., parabolic equation models!, can potentially allow
more realistic scenarios to be investigated, it is not clear that
this would clarify the constraints faced by humpback whales
given the dearth of relevant data. Many of the critical envi-
ronmental variables needed to develop more veridical mod-
els have yet to be measured, including the bathymetry, bot-
tom composition, and sound-speed fields of areas frequented
by vocalizing whales. Other important factors that are cur-
rently unknown are source directivity, the relative intensities
of different frequencies produced by humpbacks, and the
ranges at which humpbacks make use of sounds. Future stud-
ies can provide important tests of the current results as well
as better estimates of environmental parameters. For ex-
ample, recordings could be made simultaneously at multiple
distances and depths from a vocalizing humpback, and the
spectra of these recordings compared to look for predictable
propagation effects and average transmission loss values. Al-
ternatively, manmade sources could be placed in environ-
ments frequented by humpback whales~projecting broad-
band signals at various depths! to assess how different
frequencies propagate and which frequencies propagate the
farthest. As more precise measurements of environmental
conditions are reported, the accuracy with which propagation
effects can be predicted will obviously improve. Despite its
limitations, the current model represents a significant ad-
vance over the purely geometric models that have been used
in the past to assess environmental constraints on sound
transmission by humpback whales. Previous computational
studies of sound transmission by fin27 and blue whales28,29,91

indicate that consideration of such constraints is a crucial
prerequisite for analyses of mysticete sounds.

The preliminary calculations of Green’s functions de-
scribed in this paper illustrate how the distorting effects of
propagation through particular environments can be quanti-
tatively predicted~see also Ref. 27!. Empirically measured
Green’s functions can also be used for this purpose.28,29,91–93

Currently, recorded vocalizations are often analyzed as if
they were the ‘‘true’’ signals produced by whales, even
though this is essentially never the case. If the Green’s func-
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tions for an environment are known, then features attribut-
able to propagation effects can be more readily identified.
Knowledge of the Green’s functions associated with a par-
ticular sound channel can also allow information that other-
wise might not be available~such as distance from the
source! to be extracted from recorded signals. In theory, such
knowledge allows the exact position of the source to be de-
termined from a recording made with a single receiver~as-
suming the channel is sufficiently complex88,94!. Knowledge
of Green’s functions for a particular environment can also be
used to enhance signal processing.28 Propagation effects can
cause identical signals to appear to have different features
depending on where they are received. Studies that attempt
to analyze the variability of sounds across individuals thus
need to consider the variability due to propagation effects.
This can be accomplished either by making sure recordings
from individuals are made from various locations, or by find-
ing the Green’s functions for the channel of interest.

The natural history of humpback whales suggests that
they should have highly developed acoustic abilities. It
would be surprising to find that they use sounds that are not
well suited for their intended purpose. The mismatch be-
tween calculated optimum frequencies and those actually
produced by humpbacks suggests that~1! the environmental
model may not accurately simulate the environmental con-
straints encountered by vocalizing humpbacks,~2! factors
other than maximum propagation potential may constrain the
frequencies used by humpback whales, and/or~3! hump-
backs may only use a subset of the frequencies they produce
for long-range transmission. As noted previously, the opti-
mum frequencies computed in the current analysis are only
an initial estimate, so possibility~1! alone may account for
this discrepancy. There have been previous reports, however,
indicating that blue whales91 and other mammalian
species95,96do not always produce frequencies that propagate
optimally over long ranges. Possibilities~2! and ~3! should
thus be considered more closely.

Anatomical and functional constraints undoubtedly limit
the frequencies used by humpback whales. If the function of
a sound does not require long-range propagation, then
sounds with optimum frequencies for propagation may not
be functionally optimal. Wiley and Richards96 suggest that
maximum range of detection is probably not the primary
selection pressure on most animals’ vocal repertoires, and
that features that degrade predictably with range are more
important. Physical properties of production mechanisms
also limit the frequencies a whale can optimally produce
~however, the wide range of frequencies produced by hump-
backs seems to suggest that this is not a strong constraint!.
Finally, the spectrum of environmental noise will constrain
the range of frequencies that will be maximally discrim-
inable over long ranges. For example, in shallow water, low-
frequency noise levels may be lower than in deeper water.12

Consider also that if many animals in a localized region are
producing similar sounds that propagate optimally, then the
signals may begin to ‘‘optimally’’ interfere with one another.
Consequently, the effective utilizable range of a sound may
not be reflected by its maximum propagation range;97 maxi-

mum range only provides an upper bound on utilizable
range.

Whereas environmental constraints may not account for
why humpbacks produce energy at lower frequencies, they
may explain why they are capable of producing such a wide
band of frequencies. Humpbacks produce frequencies that
are much higher than many other smaller mammals. For ex-
ample, professional sopranos seldom produce frequencies
above 1200 Hz, and then only at relatively low intensities,
for short periods of time.98 In contrast, male humpbacks may
produce frequencies between 1000–4000 Hz, at high inten-
sities, hundreds of times a day. Other mysticetes have not
demonstrated such abilities. It is also important to note that
when humpback whales produce lower frequencies, they
typically also produce a large number of harmonically re-
lated higher-frequency bands that can extend up to 8000 Hz.
In some cases, the energy in these higher-frequency harmon-
ics can be more intense than the energy in the low-frequency
fundamental.99 Such tone complexes likely include frequen-
cies that are optimum or near optimum.

We noted earlier that vocalizing humpback whales can
potentially reduce the limitations on propagation imposed by
environmental constraints by properly positioning them-
selves. For example, to maximize their range and the predict-
ability of propagation effects, singers could select an acous-
tic channel based mainly on water depth, bottom properties,
and the presence or absence of a thermocline. Given known
environmental conditions, they could then dive to an ‘‘opti-
mum’’ depth and produce optimum frequencies. Humpback
whales could also attempt to match their depth to that of
potential receivers~assuming this information is known or
can be predicted!. To maximize propagation through posi-
tioning, whales would need feedback on how far their signals
are traveling. If the utility of sounds is a function of how far
they travel, then this ‘‘feedback’’ could be provided by natu-
ral selection. For example, individuals that frequently vocal-
ized in environments/positions with good propagation char-
acteristics would gain a selective advantage. A second
potential source of feedback is echoes from structures in the
environment. It is well-known that humpback song sounds
generate strong echoes off the ocean floor, as well as banks
and pinnacles, that are clearly detectable in recordings.69,100

Other potential sources of echoes include schools of fish or
other whales.32,69,70,101–105Such echoes provide information
about how sounds are propagating in particular contexts.
Whether humpback whales use this information to maximize
propagation ranges is currently unknown. It is known that
various other species do position themselves such that long-
range propagation is enhanced.96,106–109

Humpback whales could also affect propagation range
by modulating the spectral and energetic properties of the
sounds they produce. Although there is currently little evi-
dence suggesting that humpbacks or other whales change
sound features to accommodate different nonbiological envi-
ronmental features~e.g., topology, water depth!, this lack of
evidence may simply reflect the limited attention given to the
issue. Auet al.110 found that belugas used different echolo-
cation signals when faced with different ambient noise lev-
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els; differences between signals were highly correlated with
signal amplitude. Singing humpback whales have also been
observed to change their signals in response to changes in
noise levels.62 Humpbacks sang at a faster rate when noise
levels increased moderately. When larger increases occurred
~e.g., when large ships passed nearby!, they sang faster and
shifted to higher frequencies. Norris62 suggested that these
changes reflected increased stress levels rather than attempts
by the whales to optimize their signals with respect to noise
levels. Other species have been shown to dynamically ma-
nipulate the sounds they produce to match a particular envi-
ronment or situation. Most notably, bats use different echolo-
cation signals depending on the environment, target range,
and sounds of other bats in the area.2–4,111 Given the com-
plexities of shallow-water propagation, it would be to a
humpback whale’s advantage to attend to the acoustically
relevant physical features of the environment, and to modify
his signals accordingly.

It has been shown previously that some birds can use the
degradation of spectral features of known songs to determine
the proximity of other vocalizing birds, and that such cues
are more salient than intensity differences.112,113The results
of the current analysis suggest that humpback whales could
also potentially extract range information from the vocaliza-
tions of conspecifics. Although the sound-localization abili-
ties of humpback whales are essentially unknown, the fact
that singers space themselves apart22,23 shows that they can
at least roughly determine their distance from a source. Sing-
ing humpback whales appear to mimic the songs of other
humpbacks,114,115 suggesting that they are attending closely
to the properties of sounds produced by other whales. Ex-
perimental playback studies analogous to those used with
birds may clarify whether singers are relying more on spec-
tral cues or intensity cues to maintain spacing. Given the
variability of transmission loss in shallow water~as illus-
trated in Fig. 4!, we expect that spectral cues will be found to
be much more salient.

In summary, simulations based on normal-mode theory
predict~1! that how far a singing humpback whale’s sounds
will propagate will be a function of the frequencies pro-
duced, the depth of the singer, and several environmental
features such as water depth and bottom type,~2! that the
optimal receiving depth~on average! will be approximately
equal to the source depth,~3! that the bandwidth of near-
optimum frequencies will increase with increasing water
depth, and~4! that distortions caused by propagation can
potentially provide useful information about the position of
the source. Given the long evolutionary history of humpback
whales, it seems likely that such factors are ‘‘taken into ac-
count’’ by vocalizing humpbacks, through genetic predispo-
sitions and/or behavioral adaptability. Computational mod-
els, such as the one used in this study, provide powerful tools
for investigating the physical limits on cetaceans’ use of
sound and for assessing how propagation effects influence
the sounds they produce.
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Free-field audiogram of the Japanese macaque (Macaca fuscata)
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The audiograms of three Japanese macaques and seven humans were determined in a free-field
environment using loudspeakers. The monkeys and humans were tested using tones ranging from 8
Hz to 40 kHz and 4 Hz to 22.4 kHz, respectively. At a level of 60 dB sound pressure level the
monkeys were able to hear tones extending from 28 Hz to 37 kHz with their best sensitivity of 1 dB
occurring at 4 kHz. The human 60-dB hearing range extended from 31 Hz to 17.6 kHz with a best
sensitivity of 210 dB at 2 and 4 kHz. These results indicate that the Japanese macaque has
low-frequency hearing equal to that of humans and better than that indicated by previous
audiograms obtained using headphones. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!06511-X#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.66.Gf@WA#

INTRODUCTION

The audiogram as a basic measure of hearing has proven
useful to the comparative study of hearing. Specifically,
comparison of the audiograms of various species has re-
vealed the existence of important variation in the hearing
abilities of animals, especially in their ability to hear high-
and low-frequency sounds. In the case of mammals, analysis
of these differences has yielded clues regarding the selective
pressures involved in the evolution of hearing~e.g., Koay
et al., 1997; Mastertonet al., 1969!.

In order for the audiograms of different species to be
comparable, they must be obtained under similar conditions.
One consideration is that the behavioral methods used to test
the animals must be capable of eliciting the best performance
of the animal under test. Fortunately, this problem has
largely been solved by the development of techniques for
training animals to respond to sound~see Klump et al.,
1995!. Another important concern is that the sound be pre-
sented in such a way that it can be accurately measured;
there are two ways of doing this.

The most common way of presenting sounds to behav-
ing animals is to play them through a loudspeaker, which is
usually located directly in front of the animal being tested. In
this procedure, care is taken to minimize acoustic reflections
so that the sound reaching the animal is coming from only
one direction, thereby approximating a free-field sound field
that can be accurately measured. Thus, by generating a uni-
form sound field and using behavioral procedures that keep
an animal’s head fixed within that field, it has been possible
to produce reliable audiograms that can be replicated on dif-
ferent individuals of the same species in different laborato-
ries and years apart~cf. H. Heffner et al., 1994; Kelly and
Masterton, 1977!.

Another way to present tones is through headphones, a
method that is generally practicable only on larger animals.
This method is often used with monkeys, especially

macaques, which can be restrained in primate chairs to allow
careful placement of the headphones. In this case, the sound
field is considered to be a closed system in which a tight seal
is made between the transducer and the animal’s ear. Be-
cause sound-measuring microphones can be calibrated for
either free-field or closed systems, it has generally been con-
sidered that the only differences between free-field and head-
phone audiograms would be due to the effect of the head and
pinnae on the sound reaching the eardrum in the free-field
test. Thus, a free-field audiogram could be considered to
measure the sensitivity of an animal, whereas a headphone
audiogram measures the sensitivity of the animal’s ear.

Recently, we have had the opportunity to determine the
free-field audiogram of Japanese macaques~Macaca fus-
cata!, an animal commonly used in auditory research. When
we compared it with thresholds determined in other labora-
tories using headphones~Owren et al., 1988; Smith and
Olszyk, 1997!, we found significant differences between the
audiograms at the low frequencies that could not be ex-
plained by the effect of the animal’s head and pinnae. Nor
could these differences be accounted for in terms of indi-
vidual variation. The purpose of this paper, then, is to present
the free-field audiogram of the Japanese macaque and to sug-
gest reasons for the discrepancy in thresholds between the
free-field and headphone audiograms. For comparison, the
audiogram of humans was determined in the same free-field
environment.

I. METHOD

The monkeys were tested using a conditioned avoidance
procedure with a water reward~Heffner and Heffner, 1995!.
This involved training the animals to maintain steady contact
with a water spout in order to obtain water and to break
contact whenever they detected a tone in order to avoid a
mild shock delivered through the water spout. The animals
were tested in a specially constructed cage designed to mini-
mize sound reflection and their heads were fixed within the
sound field by requiring them to maintain contact with the
water spout.

a!Deceased.
b!Correspondence and requests for materials should be addressed to H.E.H.;

electronic mail: hheffne@pop3.utoledo.edu
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A. Subjects

Three male Japanese Macaques~Macaca fuscata! were
used in this study. Monkey 286 was 17 years old and mon-
keys 605 and 638 were 13 years old at the time of testing.
The animals were housed individually in primate cages with
free access to food. Water was used as a reward and was
available only during testing, although additional water was
given an animal in its home cage if needed. Each monkey’s
weight was checked daily to monitor its health and depriva-
tional state.

Complete audiograms were obtained for six human sub-
jects who had no known auditory disorders: CC~20-year-old
male!, HH ~44-year-old male!, JM ~20-year-old female!, PH
~15-year-old male!, RH ~43-year-old female!, and SM~23-
year-old female!. Low-frequency thresholds were obtained
for an additional subject, LH~21-year-old female!.

B. Behavioral apparatus

Testing was conducted in a double-walled acoustic
chamber IAC model 1204 (2.5532.7532.05 m). The
chamber floor was carpeted, and the walls and ceiling were
lined with eggcrate foam to reduce sound reflections. The
electronic equipment and microcomputer used for behavioral
and stimulus control were located outside the chamber. The
animals were monitored with two closed-circuit television
systems. One camera was mounted on the wall in front of the
animal and was directed toward the monkey’s face; the sec-
ond camera, mounted above and behind the animal, was di-
rected at the back of the monkey’s head. The cameras were
used to verify that the monkey’s head was facing directly
toward the loudspeaker located in front of the cage.

The monkeys were tested in a cylindrical cage~66 cm
diam, 76 cm high, mounted on 58-cm-high legs! constructed
of 132-in. (2.5435.08-cm) welded wire~Fig. 1!. A double
water spout was mounted horizontally on the front of the
cage 42 cm above the cage floor~see Fig. 1!, a height that
allowed the animals to hold their heads in a normal posture
while drinking. The spout consisted of two standard sipper

tubes mounted parallel to each other and 1 cm apart to permit
comfortable placement of a monkey’s mouth on both sipper
tubes. The degree to which the water spout protruded into the
cage was adjusted so that the animals had to face the front of
the cage and could not turn their heads sideways while drink-
ing from the water spout; that they maintained a constant,
frontal orientation was verified by daily observing the mon-
key’s head positions on the closed-circuit monitors.

The two sipper tubes were electrically isolated from
each other so that they could be attached to an electronic
‘‘contact’’ switch that detected when an animal had placed
its mouth on them. A constant pressure water reservoir~a
bottle with an air inlet tube that ended well below the water
level, i.e., a Marriotte bottle! was connected to one spout via
plastic tubing with an electrically operated water valve
placed in line to control the flow of water. The water was
trickled into the spout through a copper tube that fit loosely
into the rear of one of the sipper tubes so that an animal
could not increase water flow by sucking on the spout. The
monkeys typically received 200–500 cc of water in a session
lasting approximately 1 h.

A mild electric shock was provided by a constant-
current shock generator~Grason-Stadler model 700! con-
nected to the two spouts. Shock levels ranged from 1.6 mA
at 350 V to 16 mA at 680 V. A light-emitting diode~LED!
mounted just above the spout was turned on whenever the
shock was on and turning the LED off signaled that the
shock was over and that the animal could return to the spout.

The human subjects were tested by removing the cage
and having them sit on a chair in the sound chamber in front
of the loudspeaker. The sound field in the area occupied by a
subject’s head was carefully measured and the chair, which
was small, did not protrude into the sound field. A subject
was given a hand-held button and instructed to press it when-
ever he or she heard a tone.

C. Acoustical apparatus

Sine waves were generated by a signal generator
~Krohn–Hite model 2400 AM/FM phase lock generator! that
was calibrated daily with a frequency counter~Fluke 1900
A!. The electrical signal was gated on and off with a rise/fall
gate ~Coulbourn S84-04!, bandpass filtered at 1/3 octave
above and below the test frequency~Krohn–Hite 3550 filter!,
attenuated~Hewlett–Packard 350D attenuator!, amplified
~Crown D75!, and connected to a loudspeaker. The electrical
signal to the loudspeaker was monitored with an oscilloscope
for signs of distortion. In addition, the linearity of the attenu-
ator was verified over the range of attenuation used for
threshold testing at each frequency by measuring its output
voltage and the resulting sound pressure level.

For frequencies 32 Hz and higher, a loudspeaker was
placed approximately 1.0 m in front of the cage and oriented
toward the position occupied by the animal’s head when it
was drinking from the water spout. The distance of the loud-
speaker was varied by as much as 0.5 m as needed to achieve
an even sound field of sufficient intensity around the mon-
key’s head. The loudspeakers used were a 15-in.~38-cm!
woofer for frequencies below 2000 Hz and a Foster ribbon
tweeter for frequencies of 2000 Hz and higher.

FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the cage used in testing. The cage was specially
constructed to minimize sound reflection.
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For frequencies below 32 Hz, the 15-in. woofer was
oriented toward one corner of the chamber while the subject
was placed in the opposite corner where standing waves oc-
curred. This was done to obtain intensities to over 100 dB
SPL as attempting to produce such high intensities by in-
creasing the gain of the amplifier resulted in measurable dis-
tortion of the signal. Although this situation was not a free
field ~i.e., the sound was coming from more than one direc-
tion!, it was still possible to accurately calibrate the sound
field as the sound-measuring microphones are omnidirec-
tional at these very low frequencies and no correction for the
orientation of the microphone to the sound sources is needed.
That the orientation of the microphone to the direction of the
sound was not critical was demonstrated by showing that the
same sound-level reading was obtained regardless of the ori-
entation of the microphone. Thus, by taking advantage of the
standing waves, it was possible to obtain undistorted tones at
high intensities. However, because placement of the monkey
cage was limited by its size, it was not always possible to
place it in the most intense portion of the sound field as was
the case with the human subjects.

Pure tone thresholds for monkeys and/or humans were
obtained at octave intervals from 4 Hz to 32 000 Hz with
additional thresholds at 12.5, 25, 18 000, 20 000, 22 400,
26 000, and 40 000 Hz. Tones were a 3.0-s pulse, gated on at
zero crossing, with rise/fall times of 50 ms for 8 Hz–1 kHz,
and 10 ms for 2 kHz–40 kHz.

The sound pressure level~SPL re 20mPa! was measured
daily with a Bruel & Kjaer~B&K ! 1/4-in. ~0.64-cm! micro-
phone~B&K 4135!, preamplifier~B&K 2618!, microphone
amplifier ~B&K 2608!, and filter ~Krohn–Hite 3550! set to
pass one octave above and below the test frequency. The
measuring system was calibrated with a pistonphone~B&K
4230!. Sound measurements were taken by placing the mi-
crophone in the position occupied by the animal’s head and
pointing it directly toward the loudspeaker~0° incidence!.
Care was taken to produce a homogeneous sound field~61
dB! in the area occupied by the animal’s head and ears while
it was drinking from the waterspout. As a precaution against
transmission of low-frequency substrate vibrations to the ani-
mals through the floor, 8-cm-thick foam pads were placed
under the 15-in.~38-cm! woofer used for low-frequency test-
ing and under the legs of the animal’s testing cage. Further-
more, each frequency was examined for the presence of
overtones using a spectrum analyzer~Zonic 3535! connected
to the output of the microphone amplifier during sound cali-
bration with the microphone amplifier filter setting on linear
~i.e., unfiltered signal!. Care was taken to ensure that any
overtones present were at least 40 dB below the fundamental
frequency and at least 20 dB below an animal’s threshold.
This procedure was of particular importance when testing
low frequencies at high intensities.

D. Psychophysical procedure

A thirsty animal entered the test cage and drank from the
waterspout. Tones were presented for 3 s atrandom intervals
and followed at their offset by mild electric shock delivered
through the spout. The animal quickly learned to avoid the
shock by breaking contact with the spout whenever it heard a

tone. The shock was adjusted for each individual to the low-
est level that would reliably produce an avoidance response.
The mildness of the shock was attested by the fact that none
of the animals developed a fear of the spout as they returned
to it without hesitation after the shock had been delivered.

Test sessions were divided into 3.0-s trials separated by
2.0-s intertrial intervals. Each trial contained either a con-
tinuous tone~‘‘warning’’ signal! or silence~‘‘safe’’ signal!
with 22% of the trials containing a tone. A response was
recorded if an animal broke contact for more than half of the
last 150 ms of a trial~as determined by the microcomputer!.
The response was classified as a ‘‘hit’’ if the trial contained
a tone and as a ‘‘false alarm’’ if no tone had been presented.
Both the hit and false alarm rates were determined for each
block of 5–7 warning trials~which also included approxi-
mately 25 safe trials! for each stimulus condition. The hit
rate was corrected for false alarms according to the formula:
performance5hit rate2~false alarm rate3hit rate!, with the
hit and false alarm rate expressed as percentages. This mea-
sure proportionately reduces the hit rate by the false alarm
rate observed under each stimulus condition and varies from
0 ~no hits! to 1 ~100% hit rate and 0% false alarm rate!.

Three additional steps were taken to reward the animals
for correct performance. First, the duration of the shock,
which determined the time the animal had to pause before it
could return to the spout after a warning trial, was 0.25 s
following a hit ~i.e., the animal correctly broke contact when
a tone was presented!, but was increased to 4.0 s following a
miss~i.e., the animal failed to break contact when a tone was
presented!. Second, an extra amount of water was delivered
to the spout when the animal returned to it following a hit in
order to reward the animal for correctly breaking contact
with the spout and to make up for the water it lost by re-
sponding. Finally, the water flow was shut off for 2 s follow-
ing a false alarm~i.e., when the animal broke contact with
the spout when no tone was present! to discourage false posi-
tives.

Absolute thresholds were determined by reducing the
intensity of a tone in successive blocks of 5–7 warning trials
until the animal no longer responded to the signal above the
0.01 chance level~binomial distribution!. Once a preliminary
threshold had been obtained, final threshold determination
was conducted by presenting tones varying in intensity in
5-dB increments extending from 10 dB below to at least 10
dB above the estimated threshold. Threshold was defined as
the intensity corresponding to a performance of 0.50.
Threshold testing for a particular frequency was considered
complete when the thresholds obtained in at least two differ-
ent sessions were within 3 dB of each other. Once a complete
audiogram had been determined, each threshold was re-
checked and further testing was given if the new threshold
differed from the previous one by more than 3 dB.

Human subjects were tested by instructing them to hold
down the button and release it whenever they heard a tone.
Feedback was given on each tone trial by turning on a light
at the end of each warning trial. Thus, the trials were pre-
sented in the same manner as with the monkeys except that
shock was not used.
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II. RESULTS

The three monkeys used in this study had been previ-
ously trained using the conditioned avoidance procedure and
had prior experience on a variety of auditory tasks including
sound localization and the discrimination of Japanese
macaque vocalizations. Thus, the animals already knew how
to perform the avoidance task and were experienced auditory
observers.

The individual and average thresholds for the three Japa-
nese macaques are given in Table I. Only one of the animals
~monkey C! was able to hear 8 Hz at an intensity of 85 dB or
less, the highest intensity that could be used without produc-
ing overtones in the acoustic signal that could be detected
with the spectrum analyzer. However, all three animals were
able to hear 12.5 Hz with an average threshold of 78 dB SPL
with sensitivity improving as frequency was increased. The
animals showed a broad range of good sensitivity extending
from 125 Hz to 16 kHz with their best threshold of 1 dB at 4
kHz. Above 16 kHz their sensitivity decreased rapidly, with
the monkeys able to hear 40 kHz with an average threshold
of 89 dB. At an intensity of 60 dB, the average hearing range
for the three monkeys extended from 28 Hz to 37 kHz, a
range of over 10 octaves.

The individual and average thresholds for the seven hu-
man subjects are given in Table II. All of the subjects were
able to hear down to 4 Hz, with an average threshold of 101
dB. The audiograms showed a broad range of good sensitiv-
ity extending from 125 Hz to 8 kHz, with a best average
threshold of -10 dB at 2 and 4 kHz. Above 8 kHz, sensitivity
decreased rapidly, with only three of the six subjects tested
able to hear 20 kHz at a level of 91 dB~subject JM’s per-
formance on 20 kHz at 91 dB was slightly below 0.50 result-
ing in an extrapolated threshold of 92 dB!. None of the hu-
man subjects were able to hear 22.4 kHz at a level of 91 dB.
At an intensity of 60 dB, the average hearing range for the
human subjects extended from 31 Hz to 17.6 kHz.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Japanese macaque and human free-field
audiograms

Figure 2 compares the Japanese macaque and human
audiograms generated by this study with the International
Organization for Standardization free-field audiogram~ISO,
1961!. In comparing these audiograms, three points can be
made.

First, the human free-field audiogram obtained here is in
good agreement with the ISO free-field audiogram especially
at low frequencies~500 Hz and below!, where the greatest
difference is 3 dB. Similar close agreement is also found at
high frequencies~above 4 kHz!. Interestingly, the two audio-
grams differ most in the midrange where they reach a maxi-
mum difference of 12 dB at 2 kHz. Although this difference
suggests that individual audiograms may vary most in the
region of best sensitivity, and, indeed, our subjects varied by
up to 29 dB at 2 kHz, we also had large variation at 32 Hz
and 16 kHz, frequencies at which our average audiogram

TABLE I. Free-field pure-tone thresholds of three Japanese macaques in
decibels with respect to 20mPa.

Frequency
~in kHz!

Monkey

Average286 605 638

0.008 .85 .85 83 ¯

0.0125 81 77 76 78
0.016 71 73 72 72
0.025 63 66 60 63
0.032 56 57 57 57
0.063 37 35 37 36
0.125 18 19 19 19
0.250 13 15 17 15
0.500 7 2 10 6
1.0 4 5 3 4
2.0 7 0 9 5
4.0 4 22 1 1
8.0 8 0 6 5

16.0 9 1 0 3
32.0 41 37 38 39
36.0 77 64 72 71
40.0 92 85 89 89

TABLE II. Free-field pure-tone thresholds of seven humans in decibels with
respect to 20mPa.

Frequency
~in kHz!

Subject

AverageCC HH JM LH PH RH SM

0.004 101 100 101 101 100 100 101 101
0.008 95 92 95 95 95 92 92 94
0.016 88 78 83 87 87 86 68 82
0.032 63 58 62 65 62 56 42 58
0.063 38 39 39 34 38 29 34 36
0.125 20 12 17 ¯ 21 12 21 17
0.250 14 13 7 ¯ 11 7 8 10
0.500 11 14 8 ¯ 10 10 7 10
1.0 211 28 22 ¯ 24 1 2 24
2.0 210 214 9 ¯ 214 220 210 210
4.0 211 22 24 ¯ 213 212 219 210
8.0 14 17 4 ¯ 2 4 13 9

16.0 14 41 28 ¯ 17 49 4 26
18.0 67 81 77 ¯ 66 85 51 71
20.0 91 .91 92 ¯ .91 .91 91 911
22.4 .91 .91 .91 ¯ .91 .91 .91 .91

FIG. 2. Average free-field audiogram of three Japanese macaques and seven
humans compared with the ISO free-field threshold curve~ISO, 1961!. Note
the similarity in low-frequency hearing between humans and Japanese
macaques.
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agreed well with the ISO standard~Table II and Fig. 1!.
However, it is the low- and high-frequency portions of mam-
malian audiograms that are of particular theoretical interest
and the close agreement of the two human audiograms at
these frequencies suggests that there was nothing unusual
about either our sound field or our acoustic measurements
that would affect our estimates of low- and high-frequency
hearing.

Second, the free-field audiograms of both humans and
Japanese macaques show very good low-frequency hearing,
and the audiograms are virtually identical for frequencies
below 1 kHz. Indeed, the similarity between the low-
frequency hearing of humans and Japanese macaques has
been noted in audiograms obtained using headphones~cf.
Owren et al., 1988!. However, good low-frequency hearing
is not universal as many mammals, such as the Norway rat,
are not sensitive to low frequencies~H. Heffneret al., 1994;
R. Heffneret al., 1994!.

Finally, Japanese macaques have better high-frequency
hearing than humans: We found the highest frequency au-
dible to humans at a level of 60 dB SPL to be 17.6 kHz
whereas the Japanese macaque can hear 37 kHz at that level.
Because humans and macaques have similar low-frequency
hearing, it is tempting to conclude that the human audiogram
is truncated at the high-frequency end, perhaps as part of a
specialization for the reception of speech. However, when
viewed from the larger perspective of mammalian hearing as
a whole, neither the low-frequency, nor the high-frequency
portion of the human audiogram is unusual.

With regard to high-frequency hearing, mammals with
small heads and pinnae need to hear higher frequencies than
larger mammals in order to make adequate use of binaural
spectral differences and pinna cues to localize sound. As
illustrated in Fig. 3~a!, there is a robust correlation between
head size and high-frequency hearing such that small mam-
mals hear higher frequencies than larger mammals~e.g.,
Koay et al., 1997; Mastertonet al., 1969!. Thus, the differ-
ence in high-frequency hearing between humans and
macaques is explained by the difference in head size and,
indeed, animals with larger heads, such as the Indian el-
ephant, have even poorer high-frequency hearing than hu-
mans~Heffner and Heffner, 1982!.

Low-frequency hearing, on the other hand, is correlated
with high-frequency hearing such that animals with good
high-frequency hearing usually have poor low-frequency
hearing and vice versa@Fig. 3~b!#. However, there appears to
be a floor effect such that the correlation differs between
mammals depending on whether or not they hear well at low
frequencies~e.g., Heffner and Heffner, 1985; Koayet al.,
1997, 1998!. That is, among mammals with relatively poor
low-frequency hearing~e.g., those that do not hear below 60
Hz!, high- and low-frequency hearing are strongly correlated
(r 50.90,p,0.0001) with low-frequency hearing shifting on
average by 4.6 octaves for each octave change in high-
frequency hearing. On the other hand, for mammals with
good low-frequency hearing~e.g., those that do hear below
60 Hz!, not only are high- and low-frequency hearing less
strongly correlated (r 50.67,p,0.0014), but low-frequency
hearing now shifts by only 0.44 octaves for each octave

change in high-frequency hearing~see Koayet al., 1997,
1998!.

Because both humans and Japanese macaques have good
low-frequency hearing, they fall within the group for which
changes in high-frequency hearing result in relatively small
changes in low-frequency hearing. As a result, although their
high-frequency limits are an octave apart, their predicted
low-frequency limits are only 6 Hz apart—26 Hz for humans
and 32 Hz for Japanese macaques. Moreover, the actual low-
frequency limits of 31 Hz for humans and 28 Hz for the
Japanese macaque are not significantly different from the
predicted values. Thus, the human hearing range is not un-
usual when compared with those of other mammals.

B. Free-field versus headphone audiograms

The free-field audiogram of Japanese macaques is com-
pared in Fig. 4 with two previous audiograms that were ob-
tained using headphones, one using circumaural headphones
~Owrenet al., 1988!, the other using insert earphones~Smith

FIG. 3. ~a! High-frequency hearing limit~highest frequency audible at 60
dB SPL! as a function of functional interaural distance~the number of
microseconds required for a sound to travel from one auditory meatus to the
other!. This relationship is explained by the fact that mammals with small
heads and pinnae require better high-frequency hearing than larger mam-
mals in order to use binaural spectral and pinnae cues to localize sound.~b!
Relation between the highest and lowest frequencies audible at 60 dB SPL.
Although low-frequency hearing is highly correlated with high-frequency
hearing, the slope of this relationship is much shallower among species with
good low-frequency hearing, suggesting that there is a floor effect that limits
improvement in low-frequency hearing.~Both figures modified from Koay
et al., 1998.!
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and Olszyk, 1997!. Our free-field audiogram is in good
agreement with the headphone audiograms at the mid and
high frequencies. For example, the highest frequency audible
at 60 dB SPL in the study by Owrenet al. is 41.5 kHz, which
is within 0.20 octaves of the 37-kHz 60-dB limit of our free-
field audiogram. Such a difference is minor in a comparative
analysis of mammals as their high-frequency hearing spans a
range of more than 4 octaves~Koay et al., 1997, 1998!.

In contrast, at frequencies below 1 kHz, our free-field
audiogram shows the hearing of Japanese macaques to be
more sensitive than either of the two headphone audiograms.
For example, the lowest frequency audible at 60 dB SPL in
these two audiograms is approximately 80 Hz, which is 1.5
octaves higher than the 28-Hz limit of the free-field audio-
gram. Even though mammalian low-frequency hearing varies
by more than 9 octaves~Koay et al., 1997!, this difference is
too large to be ignored.

The difference between the headphone and free-field au-
diograms is most likely due to the difficulty in calibrating
headphones. Whereas a free field is calibrated by placing a
microphone in the sound field and pointing it at the loud-
speaker, there is more than one way to calibrate headphones.
One method is to insert a probe microphone underneath the
cushion of a headphone or into the tube of an insertion ear-
phone. Another way is to place the headphone or earphone
on a coupler or artificial ear that simulates the volume of the
ear canal. However, as Phingst and his colleagues have
pointed out, these calibration procedures can result in esti-
mates of threshold that vary by up to 20 dB, especially at low
frequencies~Pfingstet al., 1975!. This uncertainty in calibra-
tion may account for not only the difference between the
headphone and free-field audiograms, but also for the obser-
vation that audiograms conducted on the same species in
different laboratories may show large differences when head-
phones are used~cf. the low-frequency portion of the two
headphone audiograms shown in Fig. 4!.

Although headphones are appropriate for studies involv-
ing pre- and post-treatment tests on the same animals, espe-

cially when the ears must be tested independently, carefully
conducted free-field audiograms are known to result in au-
diograms that can be replicated across time and laboratories
~cf. H. Heffneret al., 1994; Kelly and Masterton, 1977!. This
reliability is essential when making cross-species compari-
sons in order to ensure that any differences between species
are true species differences and not the result of procedural
differences, acoustic or otherwise. An additional advantage
is that the free-field audiogram tests the ability of the whole
animal. That is, by placing an animal into a calibrated sound
field, the resulting audiogram also reflects the effects of the
animal’s head and pinnae on its sensitivity to sound. How-
ever, should it be of interest to determine the sensitivity of
the ear alone, it is possible to place a sedated animal into a
calibrated sound field and then measure the intensity of the
sound at the eardrum.

C. Hearing in macaques

Audiograms are available for three other species of
macaques: the rhesus macaqueM. mulatta ~Pfingst et al.,
1978!, Philippine or crab-eating macaque,M. irus, and pig-
tail macaqueM. nemistrina ~Stebbinset al., 1966!, all of
which were determined using headphones. As can be seen in
Fig. 4, the audiograms of these three species are quite similar
to the Japanese macaque audiograms at the mid and high
frequencies. At low frequencies, they more closely resemble
the Japanese macaque free-field audiogram, even though
they were determined with headphones themselves. Because
all four species of macaques are closely related and are of
similar size, it might be expected that their audiograms
would likewise be quite similar. Thus, the differences be-
tween the audiograms at low frequencies may be due more to
uncertainties inherent in calibrating headphones than to spe-
cies differences.
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The Gilmore formulation for bubble dynamics coupled with zeroth-order gas diffusion were used to
investigate theoretically the cavitation activity produced by a modified XL-1 lithotripter@J. Acoust.
Soc. Am.105, 1997–2009~1999!#. The model calculation confirms many of the basic features in
bubble dynamics observed experimentally, in particular the strong secondary shock wave emission
generated byin situ lithotripter shock wave–inertial microbubble interaction. In addition, shock
wave–inertial microbubble interaction produced by a Dornier HM-3, the most commonly used
clinical lithotripter, was evaluated. It was shown that the forced collapse of inertial microbubbles
with strong secondary shock wave emission could be produced consistently, provided that an
appropriate preceding shock wave and interpulse delay were used. Further, it was demonstrated that
truncation of the tensile stress of the lithotripter shock wave could significantly reduce the large
expansion of the bubble following shock wave-inertial microbubble interaction, which may alleviate
the risk for vascular injury during shock wave exposure. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01511-8#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Sh, 43.25.Yw@FD#

INTRODUCTION

To improve the efficiency of cavitation-mediated mem-
brane permeabilization by lithotripter shock waves, we have
recently developed a method of producingin situ shock
wave–inertial microbubble interaction using a modified
Dornier XL-1 lithotripter.1 Briefly, inertial microbubbles are
induced acoustically in an aqueous medium by a weak shock
wave preceding the regular lithotripter pulse by a few micro-
seconds. These microbubbles expand to a size of a few hun-
dred microns before being collapsedin situ by the ensuing
lithotripter pulse. This forced collapse of inertial mi-
crobubbles generates strong secondary shock wave emission
and formation of microjets immediately behind the propagat-
ing lithotripter shock front. These unique features are absent
from the dynamics of cavitation bubbles induced by standard
lithotripter shock waves. With optimal combination of the
preceding and lithotripter shock waves, membrane permeabi-
lization of mouse lymphoid cells was found to be signifi-
cantly enhanced at low exposure~50 shocks at 25 kV! while
cell injury ~defined as lysis and functional impairment of the
cells! was substantially increased at high exposure~.100
shocks at 25 kV!, compared to the standard lithotripter
pulses.1 Apparently, appropriate modification of the lithot-
ripter waveform could dramatically alter the biological effect
it produces.

To provide a theoretical perspective on the physical pro-
cesses that may lead to a significantly altered bioeffect, we
have studied the shock wave–inertial microbubble interac-
tion using the Gilmore formulation for bubble dynamics
coupled with zeroth-order gas diffusion, as originally de-
scribed by Church.2 First, we compared the dynamics of
bubble oscillations produced by the various shock wave se-

quences investigated in our previous study.1 The model cal-
culations have confirmed qualitatively many of the charac-
teristic features in bubble dynamics~except for microjet
formation! produced by the modified XL-1 lithotripter. In
particular, strong secondary shock wave emission due to the
forced collapse of inertial microbubbles~70–250mm in di-
ameter at the moment of shock wave impingement! was pre-
dicted, which was found to be comparable to the shock wave
emission generated by the inertial collapse of a much larger,
millimeter-size bubble. Second, to identify the optimal
preceding-lithotripter shock wave combination, we evaluated
the effects of interpulse delay and the pressure amplitude of
the preceding pulse on shock wave–inertial microbubble in-
teraction. To ensure generality, the model calculation was
carried out using a hypothetical modification of a Dornier
HM-3 lithotripter, which is the most commonly used clinical
lithotripter. It should be noted that two previous studies have
examined the shock wave-inertial bubble interaction pro-
duced by two shock waves of similar pressure amplitudes
with various phase combination and interpulse delay.3,4

However, in both studies gas diffusion across the bubble
wall was not included in the model calculation. Furthermore,
in this study modification of the tensile component of the
lithotripter shock wave was explored theoretically to assess
the possibility of minimizing vascular injury by reducing the
large expansion of the rebound bubbles following shock
wave–inertial microbubble interaction. Finally, bubble dy-
namics in response to inverted lithotripter shock waveforms
were calculated and contrasted with that produced by the
preceding-lithotripter shock wave combination.

I. METHODS

A. Gilmore formulation for bubble dynamics

The Gilmore formulation for bubble dynamics, coupled
with zeroth-order gas diffusion, has been used previously bya!Electronic mail: pzl@me1.egr.duke.edu
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several groups to simulate the dynamics of cavitation
bubbles in a lithotripter field.2,5 For conciseness, a detailed
description of the theory is omitted here, but instead summa-
rized in the Appendix. Two primary assumptions of the
Gilmore formulation are that the bubble remains spherical in
shape throughout the oscillation and the initial radius of the
bubble is much smaller than the wavelength of the driving
acoustic pulse. In our previous study,1 it was observed via
high-speed shadowgraph imaging that the forced collapse of
the majority of the inertial microbubbles by the lithotripter
pulse leads to strong secondary shock wave emission and
spherically rebounded bubbles, features that are characteris-
tic of symmetric collapse of the bubbles. However, the col-
lapse of a few microbubbles of larger size appeared to be
asymmetric, as indicated by the formation of microjets in the
rebound bubbles. It was observed that the tendency of asym-
metric collapse of the bubble during shock wave-inertial mi-
crobubble interaction increases with the size of the mi-
crobubble, although the threshold for such a transition from
symmetric to asymmetric collapse was not established.1 In
addition, the estimated diameter of the inertial microbubble
at the instance of lithotripter shock wave impingement is less
than 250mm @to be shown later in Fig. 5~b!#, which is about
an order of magnitude smaller than the lithotripter pulse
length. Hence, a uniform pressure distribution around the
microbubble, as assumed by the Gilmore formulation, is rea-
sonably satisfied. Overall, on a qualitative basis, the Gilmore
formulation appears to be appropriate to simulate the dynam-
ics of an inertial microbubble impinged by a lithotripter
shock wave.

B. Lithotripter fields

In this work, three different lithotripter fields were con-
sidered, namely, the modified XL-1 that was used in our
previous study, the Dornier HM-3, which is the most com-
monly used clinical lithotripter, and an experimental electro-
hydraulic lithotripter with pressure-release reflector~to pro-
duce inverted lithotripter shock wave!. As shown by
Church,2 the typical lithotripter shock wave~LSW! can be
modeled by

Ps~ t !52P1e2at cos~2p f t1p/3!, ~1!

where Ps(t) is the time history of the LSW, and we set
Ps(t)50 for t,0, P1 is the peak positive pressure of the
shock wave,a is the decay constant, andf is the frequency

determined by the negative pulse duration of the LSW,t2,
with f 51/(2t2). Notice that the rise time of the shock front
is not included in Eq.~1! since it has a minimal effect on the
dynamics of LSW-induced bubble oscillations.5 In practice,
it is usually convenient to substitute the values ofP1 andt2

measured experimentally into Eq.~1! and to adjust the value
of a so that the best fit for the peak negative pressure,P2,
and the temporal profile of the LSW could be obtained.

As shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. 1, the modified XL-1 lithot-
ripter produces, within 10ms in front of the LSW, a preced-
ing shock wave~PSW! and an intermediate shock wave
~ISW!. The PSW and ISW are generated, respectively, by
wave diffraction and transmission through an annular ring
reflector mounted on the aperture rim of the XL-1 reflector.1

Using Eq. ~1!, the shock wave sequence produced by the
modified XL-1 lithotripter in general can be described as

Ps5PPSW~ t !1PISW~ t2DtPI!1PLSW~ t2DtPL!, ~2!

wherePPSW(t), PISW(t) andPLSW(t) are the time history of
the PSW, ISW, and LSW, whereasDtPI and DtPL are the
interpulse delay between PSW and ISW, and between PSW
and LSW, respectively. Based on previous measurements,1

we chosePISW
1 5PPSW

1 /4, DtPI54 ms, andDtPL59 ms. In
our previous study,1 four different~standard and three modi-
fied, axisymmetric—D2, D3, and D6! reflector configura-
tions were examined. The representative values of theP1,
P2, and t2 for the PSW and LSW, generated by the XL-1
lithotripter at 25 kV, as well as thea value for the best fit of
LSW are summarized in Table I. Notice that the maximum
values~defined as mean1s.d.) from the experimentally mea-
sured data were chosen. The reasons are twofold:~1! poly-
vinylidene difluoride~PVDF! membrane hydrophone tends
to underestimate the tensile pressure of the LSW,6 and ~2!
enlargement of the electrode gap during shock wave litho-
tripsy ~SWL! will increase the strength of the shock wave.
Hence, a modeled shock wave based on the maximum values
of the waveform parameters may be a better representative of
the acoustic field used in the experiment, in which up to 250
shocks were delivered to a single sample,1 and each elec-
trode was used to produce a maximum of 1500 sparks at 25
kV. Figure 1 shows the modeled pressure waveforms of the
shock wave sequences generated by the XL-1 lithotripter us-
ing the standard and the three modified reflector configura-
tions, respectively. To facilitate comparison, eachPs(t)
curve was offset vertically except the bottom one, and, sub-

TABLE I. Representative pulse parameters of the shock waves produced by the standard and modified Dornier
XL-1 lithotripter at an output voltage of 25 kV.a

Reflector
configuration

Preceding shock wave Lithotripter shock wave

P1 ~MPa! P2 ~MPa! t2 ~ms! P1 ~MPa! P2 ~MPa! t2 ~ms! a ~s21! I index
c

Standard 72.09 219.81 4.32 0.8783106 3391
D2 3.36 21.48 1.11 66.73 222.76 1.83 1.8683106 1896
D3 3.33 21.62b 1.54 64.33 217.91 3.70 1.0613106 2374
D6 6.03 22.14 2.19 59.77 212.38 3.36 1.4123106 1030

aMaximum values (mean1s.d.) taken from previous measurements in Ref. 1.
bValue interpolated linearly based on the corresponding values of D2 and D6 reflector configurations.
cI index is the mechanical index defined as@P2/MPa#2* @2 t2/ms#, which is roughly proportional to the mechani-
cal work done to the bubble during the negative cycle of the lithotripter shock wave~see Ref. 18!.
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sequently, this style of presentation was used throughout the
paper.

For the shock wave produced by a standard HM-3
lithotripter,7 the typical pressure waveform is modeled by
Eq. ~1! with P1540 MPa, P25210 MPa, and t2

5212ms, using a best fita of 7.033105 s21. In order to
reduce the large expansion of the rebound bubbles, we as-
sume that an acoustic diode8 could be used to truncate the
tensile pressure of the LSW below a threshold level,Pt

2.
Such a modified pressure waveform can be described by Eq.
~1! under the condition thatPs(t) is set to equal toPt

2 when
Ps(t),Pt

2. Figure 2 illustrates a modeled pressure wave-
form generated by a HM-3 lithotripter with its tensile com-
ponent truncated atPt

2525 MPa.
To describe the shock waves generated by pressure-

release reflectors, a time inverse lithotripter pressure wave-
form ~a tensile wave followed by a compressive wave! is
introduced as

Ps~ t !5 H 2P1e2a~ t02t ! cos„2p f ~ t02t !1p/3…, 0,t,t0

0, t,0, t,t0, ~3!

wheret0 denotes the time instance from which the waveform
is horizontally inverted, andt0 is larger than the total pulse
duration of the LSW. Using a combination of Eqs.~1! and
~3!, an inverted LSW can be constructed with a leading ten-
sile component,PL

2, followed by a compressive component
and a trailing tensile component,PT

2. Figure 3 shows the
modeled pressure waveforms of the inverted LSW, based on
PVDF membrane hydrophone measurements taken atz
5220, 0 (F2—the external focus of the ellipsoidal reflec-
tor!, and 20 mm along the major axis of an experimental
electrohydraulic lithotripter equipped with a pressure-release
reflector.4

C. Numerical algorithm and implementation

Notice that in response to a lithotripter pulse, the size of
a bubble during its oscillation varies by several orders of
magnitude.2 Therefore, in order to reduce the numerical error
in model computation, we have introduced the following di-
mensionless variables:

R85
R

R0
, t85

t

T0
, U85

dR8

dt8
5

dR

dt

T0

R0
,

~4!

C85C
T0

R0
, H85H

T0
2

R0
2 ,

and nondimensionalized the original Gilmore formulation
@Eq. ~A1!# to

R8S 12
U8

C8 D dU8

dt8
1

3

2 S 12
U8

3C8DU82

5S 11
U8

C8 DH81
1

C8 S 12
U8

C8 DR8
dH8

dt8
, ~5!

FIG. 1. Representative shock wave sequences generated by the original~or
standard! and the modified Dornier XL-1 lithotripter with three different
reflector configurations~D2, D3, and D6!, modeled by Eq.~1! using pulse
parameters listed in Table I.

FIG. 2. Modeled pressure waveform of the shock wave generated by a
Dornier HM-3 lithotripter with its tensile component truncated at25 MPa.

FIG. 3. Pressure waveforms of inverted lithotripter shock waves modeled
using a combination of Eqs.~1! and~3!, based on PVDF membrane hydro-
phone measurements taken atz5220, 0, and 20 mm, respectively, along
the major axis of an experimental electrohydraulic lithotripter~see Ref. 4!.
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whereR0 is the original bubble radius andT0 is the reference
time-scale for bubble oscillation. For convenience,T0 is set
to be 1ms.

The nondimensionalized Gilmore formulation~5! was
then solved by using the fifth-order Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg
method with a step-size control algorithm.9 To couple with
gas diffusion@Eq. ~A6!#, an iterative method was used by
first solving Eq.~5! with the initial number of moles of gas
n0 inside the bubble. The computed bubble response,R(t),
was then substituted into Eqs.~A6!–~A9! to determine a new
number of moles of gasn inside the bubble, which, subse-
quently, was used to recalculate the bubble response curve.
This computational process was repeated until the solution of
n converges. The source code, written in MatLab Version 5
~The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA!, takes about 10 min to
run a single simulation of the bubble response to lithotripter
pulses on a Micron 166-MHz PC with Pentium processor
and 32 MB RAM. The code was benchmarked against the
calculations in Church’s original paper2 and excellent agree-
ment was obtained.

Considering bubble oscillations in water, the values of
the physical constants~see the Appendix for their defini-
tions! used in the numerical calculations arer05998 kg/m3,
m51.04631023 kg/m•s, s572.58331023 N/m, Cl

51500 m/s,D52.4231029 m2/s, P051.013105 Pa, C0

50.7899 mol/m3, Ci /C050.9, B53.0393108 Pa, h51.4,
andn056.9310215 moles~for R053 mm!. In this study, the
initial radius of the bubble nucleus,R0 , is set to be 3mm for
all cases.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Modified XL-1 lithotripter

1. General characteristics

The response of a 3-mm cavitation nucleus,R(t), to
various XL-1 lithotripter-generated shock waves is shown in
Fig. 4~a!, in whichRbi denotes the radius of the bubble at the
instance of shock wave–inertial microbubble~IMB ! interac-
tion. The typical response of the cavitation nucleus to a
single shock wave~i.e., PSW or LSW! is an initial compres-
sion, a quick rebound and ensuing large expansion of the
bubble, followed by an inertial collapse of the bubble and
subsequent ringing. The maximum radius,Rmax, and the col-
lapse time,tc , of the bubble increases with the peak value
and duration of the tensile pressure of the incident shock
wave ~see, for example, the results of PSW versus LSW!.
Compared to the response to the LSW, the most significant
difference in the response of the cavitation nucleus to the
modified XL-1 shock waves, i.e., PSW1LSW or
PSW1ISW1LSW, is the forced collapse of the inertial mi-
crobubbles~induced by PSW or PSW1ISW) by the LSW.
Figure 4~b! shows the corresponding secondary shock wave
emission in water at a radial distance of 5 mm from the
bubble center, calculated by using Eq.~A10!. The first peak
pressure in water,Pw1 , produced by the forced collapse of
the microbubble in the case of PSW1~ISW1! LSW is sig-
nificantly stronger than the corresponding value produced by
the compression of the nucleus by the LSW. Also, two dis-
tinct subpeaks could be observed in the region ofPw1 . We

will refer the first peakPw1 to the higher of the two sub-
peaks, which correspond to the initial collapse and the sub-
sequent rebound of the bubble, respectively. The second
peak pressure in water,Pw2 is produced by the inertial col-
lapse of the bubble after its maximum expansion. Similar

FIG. 4. Responses of a 3-mm cavitation nucleus to various combinations of
shock waves produced by the modified Dornier XL-1 lithotripter with D3
reflector configuration.~a! Bubble radius normalized by the initial nucleus
radius.~b! Corresponding secondary shock wave emission in water calcu-
lated at a radial distance of 5 mm from the bubble center.~c! Comparison of
bubble response to PSW and PSW1ISW.
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values of Pw2 were obtained for both cases of LSW and
PSW1~ISW1! LSW. This result suggests thatPw2 is deter-
mined primarily by the tensile stress of the LSW,2 and is
minimally influenced by the bubble size at the instance of
shock wave–IMB interaction, which is determined by PSW
~1ISW!. It is also worth noting that the interaction of ISW
with the PSW-induced IMB does not produce a forced col-
lapse of the microbubble, due to the relative weakness of the
P1 of the ISW @Fig. 4~c!#. Instead, the microbubble is only
slightly compressed by the compressive stress, and subse-
quently further expanded by the tensile stress of the ISW to
a larger size before the inertial collapse. The net effect of
ISW, therefore, is to enlarge the size of the microbubble, and
subsequently increases the momentum transfer during the
LSW–IMB interaction.

2. Comparison of different reflector configurations

As shown in Fig. 5, when the pressure amplitude~s! of
the PSW~1ISW! increases from D2 to D6 reflector configu-
rations, the values oftc andRbi of the microbubbles increase
accordingly. As noted earlier, the time delay between the
PSW and LSW produced by the modified XL-1 lithotripter is
about 9ms. Comparison of this interpulse time delay with the
predicted value oftc indicates that the LSW–IMB interac-
tion is likely to occur in the collapsing phase of the IMB for

the D2 and D3 reflector configurations, but in the expansion
phase of the IMB for the D6 reflector configuration. Further,
it can be seen that the addition of ISW significantly increases
the value ofRbi from that produced by PSW alone, in par-
ticular for the D2 and D3 reflector configurations. The pre-
dicted value ofRbi induced by PSW1ISW varies from 35 to
125 mm, which is within the range~,200 mm! measured
directly from high-speed photographic images in our previ-
ous study.1

The predicted value ofPw1 from the forced collapse of
the microbubbles using the modified reflector is also much
higher than the value produced by the initial compression of
the cavitation nuclei by the standard LSW@Fig. 6~a!#. In
addition,Pw1 also increases from the D2 to the D6 reflector
configuration, although the positive peak pressure of the cor-
responding LSW is decreasing in this order~see Table I!.
This result suggests thatRbi is the primary determinant for
Pw1 , provided that LSW is sufficiently strong. The fact that
Pw1 increases significantly from PSW1LSW to
PSW1ISW1LSW for the D2 and D3, but not for the D6
reflector configuration further supports this conclusion. In
addition, the predicted values ofPw2 for the modified reflec-
tors are almost identical between LSW and
PSW~1ISW!1LSW @Fig. 6~b!#, indicating again thatPw2 is
determined primarily by the tensile strength of the LSW, or,

FIG. 5. The collapse time,tc , shown in~a! and the size
of the IMB at the instance of LSW impingement,Rb ,
shown in ~b! produced by PSW and PSW1ISW
~bubble size att59 ms) with different reflector con-
figurations.R053 mm.

FIG. 6. Comparison of peak pressure
produced in water by different reflec-
tor configurations and shock wave se-
quences.~a! Pw1 and ~b! Pw2 . R0

53 mm.
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more precisely, the mechanical work done on the bubble by
the tensile stress of the LSW. The prediction thatPw2 is
larger for the D3 than for the D2 and D6 reflector configu-
rations, and the largest value is produced by the standard
reflector configuration further corroborates theoretically with
this speculation~see Table I for the values of the mechanical
index of the LSWs!. It is also interesting to note that the
predicted value ofPw1 is smaller thanPw2 for the D2, D3,
and standard reflector configurations, but larger thanPw2 for
the D6 reflector configuration, which induces the largest mi-
crobubbles~Figs. 5 and 6!. This prediction is consistent with
the results of acoustic emission measurements from the
modified XL-1 lithotripter.1

B. HM-3 lithotripter

To assess the optimal condition for producing desirable
shock wave–IMB interaction, we have considered a hypo-
thetical modification of the most widely used clinical lithot-
ripter, the Dornier HM-3. We assume that the criterion for
optimal combination of PSW and LSW is to produce the
strongest forced collapse of IMB, which could be associated
with the mechanical stresses that generate bioeffects. Fur-
ther, we assume that following the concept described and
tested in our previous study,1 a similar modification of the
ellipsoidal reflector of a HM-3 lithotripter could be made.
For simplicity, we considered the addition of a PSW in front
of the standard LSW produced by the HM-3. The ISW was
omitted to simplify the model calculation, and, physically, it
can be eliminated by acoustic masking. Three factors that
may influence LSW–IMB interaction and the resultant
bubble dynamics were considered, as described in the fol-
lowing.

1. Effect of interpulse delay between PSW and LSW

First, we evaluated the effect of interpulse delay be-
tween PSW and LSW,Dt, on the resultant bubble radii (Rbi

andRmax) and the secondary shock wave emissions (Pw1 and
Pw2) generated by the collapse of the bubble. In the follow-
ing, PSW was assumed to be the one produced by the XL-1
lithotripter at 25 kV using the D3 reflector configuration~see
Table I!, unless otherwise specified. The LSW was modeled
by Eq.~1! with P1/P2540/210 MPa, andt25212ms, as
described previously. For a given combination of PSW and

LSW, it was predicted that there is an optimalDt at which
maximum values ofRbi andPw1 could be obtained~Fig. 7!.
This optimal interpulse delay corresponds to the time needed
for the inertial microbubble induced by the PSW to expand
to its maximum size before being collapsed by the ensuing
LSW, a condition that would ensure maximum momentum
transfer during the LSW–IMB interaction. Similar results
were also obtained in previous studies using two shock
waves of different phase combination and interpulse delay.3,4

On the other hand, the interpulse delay has no effect onRmax

andPw2 , which are determined solely by the tensile strength
of the LSW. It can also be noted that near the optimal value
of Dt, the variations ofRbi and Pw1 with respect toDt are
almost symmetric. Moreover, it should be pointed out that
the forced collapse of the inertial microbubble could be pro-
duced within a range around the optimalDt, despite the fact
that under those conditions the interaction would occur at a
smaller bubble size. As shown in Fig. 7, even with 50%
variation of Dt around its optimal value, the corresponding
decrease inPw1 ~from 17.0 to 13.8 MPa! is less than 19%,
and these pressure peaks are an order of magnitude higher
than that~0.42 MPa! produced by the initial compression of
the cavitation nuclei by LSW alone. This result indicates that
with appropriateDt, LSW–IMB interaction could produce
forced collapse of inertial microbubbles in a volume around
the lithotripter focus, as observed experimentally in our pre-
vious study.1

2. Effect of PSW

Second, we evaluated the effect of PSW on LSW–IMB
interaction. While maintaining a constant ratio ofP1/P2

52.06, we varied the peak positive pressure of the PSW,
PPSW

1 , and calculated the corresponding bubble dynamics
and resultant acoustic emission. For each case, we used the
optimal Dt between the PSW and LSW so that maximum
values ofRbi andPw1 were obtained. The results show that
Rbi and Pw1 increase almost linearly withPPSW

1 while the
corresponding values ofRmax and Pw2 remain unchanged
~Fig. 8!. Most interestingly, the calculations predict that
whenPPSW

1 exceeds 9.7 MPa,Pw1 will become greater than
Pw2 , despite the fact that the corresponding value ofRbi

~which leads toPw1 due to forced collapse! is an order of
magnitude smaller thanRmax ~which leads toPw2 due to

FIG. 7. Effect of interpulse delay,Dt,
on ~a! bubble radii and~b! secondary
shock wave emissions produced by
a modified HM-3 lithotripter. R0

53 mm.
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inertial collapse!. This result clearly demonstrates the poten-
tial of using forced collapse of inertial microbubbles to pro-
duce strong bubble collapsein vivo, such as in blood vessels
where the fluid-filled space is quite limited. In contrast to the
model prediction of bubble dynamicsin vitro, the expansion
of LSW-induced cavitation bubblesin vivo could be severely
hindered by surrounding tissue structure, resulting in non-
spherical bubble deformation. Consequently, the violence of
the subsequent inertial collapse of the bubble and the corre-
spondingPw2 in vivo would be greatly reduced. This could
be a primary reason for the general observation that the bio-
effect produced by standard LSWin vivo is much less sig-
nificant than that producedin vitro.10 In contrast, the forced
collapse of microbubbles capable of generating strong shock
wave emission~and associated mechanical stresses! in lim-
ited fluid-filled space could have unique advantages for pro-
ducing desirable biological effectsin vivo. Further in vivo
studies are needed to explore this unique property of the
shock wave–IMB interaction.

3. Effect of truncated P LSW
2

In vivo, the large expansion of LSW-induced cavitation
bubbles is not only constrained by the surrounding tissue
structure, it may also cause rupture of capillary and small
blood vessels.11 Thus, we further hypothesize that the opti-
mal preceding-lithotripter shock wave sequence for effective
and safe macromolecule deliveryin vivo would be the one in
which the LSW has a significantly reduced tensile compo-
nent. To achieve this, an acoustic filter that can selectively
reduce the tensile stress of the LSW,PLSW

2 , without signifi-
cantly affecting the compressive pressure of the LSW is
needed. Such an acoustic filter~or diode! was proposed by
Riedlinger in 1989,8 although its application to lithotripsy
has not been reported. If we assume such an acoustic diode
could be constructed for an HM-3 lithotripter, the impact on
LSW-induced bubble expansion would be quite significant
based on our model calculation. As shown in Fig. 9, theo-
retically whenPLSW

2 is truncated from210 to20.5 MPa, the
corresponding value ofRmax andPw2 would drop monotoni-
cally from 1100 to 120mm and from 41 to 4 MPa, respec-
tively. This significant reduction in the maximum expan-

sion of LSW-induced bubbles would greatly reduce the
potential for vascular injuryin vivo due to intraluminal
bubble expansion.11 Further experiments should be carried
out to test this hypothesis.

C. Electrohydraulic lithotripter with pressure-release
reflectors

Shock wave–IMB interaction may also be induced by
inverted lithotripter shock waves~ILSW!, which has a lead-
ing tensile component followed by a compressive wave.12

Michael Bailey has described a method of using pressure-
release reflector inserts inside an electrohydraulic lithotripter
for the generation of ILSW.4 Except for the inversion of the
waveform, the ILSW has similar peak pressures, pulse dura-
tion, and acoustic energy compared to the standard LSW.
However, because of the waveform inversion, cavitation ac-
tivity is significantly suppressed, and minimal injury is pro-
duced in cells and renal tissue exposed to ILSW.13,14 In the
following, we will examine the basic features in bubble dy-

FIG. 8. Effect of preceding shock
wave on~a! bubble radii and~b! sec-
ondary shock wave emissions pro-
duced by a modified HM-3 lithotripter.
The interpulse delay,Dt, is set at the
optimal value.R053 mm.

FIG. 9. Effect of truncation of the tensile pressure of LSW on maximum
bubble radius and secondary shock wave emissions produced by a modified
HM-3 lithotripter. R053 mm.
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namics produced by ILSW and compare them with that pro-
duced by preceding-lithotripter shock wave combination.

Figure 10~a! shows the predicted bubble response of a
3-mm nucleus to the three different ILSWs~see Fig. 3! mea-
sured atz5220, 0 (F2), and 20 mm along the major axis of
an experimental electrohydraulic lithotripter equipped with a
pressure-release reflector.4 It can be seen that the bubble re-
sponse is quite sensitive to the ratio of the leading peak nega-
tive pressure,PL

2, to the ensuing peak compressive pressure
P1 of the wave~see also Fig. 3!. When the ratio ofPL

2 /P1

is high, such as in the case of pressure waveform atz
5220 mm, the nuclei is first expanded by a strong leading
tensile wave, and then the outward motion of the bubble is
quickly slowed down by the ensuing compressive wave.
However, because the initial expansion of the bubble is so
strong, the compressive wave could only slightly reverse the
motion of the bubble, but cannot force the bubble to collapse
completely before the trailing tensile wave (PT

2) reexpands
the bubble again. On the other hand, for the pressure wave-
forms atz50 and 20 mm where the ratio ofPL

2 /P1 is low,
the initial expansion of the bubble is not so strong that the

ensuing compressive wave is sufficient to reverse the out-
ward motion of the bubble, leading to a forced collapse of
the bubble before its reexpansion byPT

2. Correspondingly,
the calculated shock wave emission (Pw1) in water is much
higher for the bubble~s! with forced collapse than that with-
out forced collapse@Fig. 10~b!#. The transition from forced
collapse to nonforced collapse is clearly illustrated in Fig. 11
wherePL

2 is hypothetically increased from26 to 210 MPa
while P1 andPT

2 are kept unchanged. Initially, whenPL
2 is

relatively small, a forced collapse of the bubble is produced,
followed immediately by a large reexpansion and then an
inertial collapse of the bubble with subsequent ringing. As
PL

2 becomes stronger, the forced collapse of the bubble be-
comes weaker, and the duration of the bubble reexpansion
decreases. Eventually, whenPL

2 approaches a critical value
of 29 MPa, the forced collapse disappears, and only the
inertial collapse is predicted after a time delay. Further in-
crease ofPL

2 will lengthen the time delay to the inertial
collapse.

In comparison to the bubble dynamics generated by
optimal preceding-lithotripter shock wave combination
whereby forced collapse of an IMB is always produced, the
bubble dynamics from ILSW is less consistent, and forced
collapse of IMBs may not always occur. More importantly,
the shock wave–IMB interaction produced by ILSW does
not occur at the optimal phase of the IMB oscillation, as
discussed previously.1 This can be seen clearly by comparing
the results in Fig. 10~b! ~produced by ILSW! with those in
Fig. 8~b! ~from preceding-lithotripter shock wave combina-
tion!. For a comparable preceding tensile wave, if the appro-
priate time delay were allowed for the IMB to grow to its
maximum size before the LSW–IMB interaction, a signifi-
cantly strongerPw1 would be generated. On the other hand,
in general the maximum expansion of the bubble induced by
ILSW is significantly reduced compared to that produced by
a standard LSW. This feature, combined with the observa-
tion that minimal vascular injury is produced by ILSW in
renal tissue, seems to corroborate the theory that intraluminal

FIG. 10. Responses of a 3-mm cavitation nucleus to inverted lithotripter
shock waves at three different positions along the axis of an experimental
electrohydraulic lithotripter with pressure-release reflector~see Ref. 4!. ~a!
Bubble radius normalized by the initial nucleus radius.~b! Corresponding
secondary shock wave emissions in water calculated at a radial distance of 5
mm from the bubble center.

FIG. 11. Effect of the leading tensile pressure of ILSW,PL
2, on bubble

dynamics. The corresponding values ofPL
2 are~a! 210 MPa,~b! 29 MPa,

~c! 28.5 MPa, and~d! 26 MPa, respectively. In all four cases,P1/PT
2

540/23.85 MPa were used. Notice the transition from forced to nonforced
collapse of the bubble atPL

2529 MPa @see curve~b!#. R053 mm.
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bubble expansion is a primary mechanism for vascular injury
during lithotripsy.11

III. CONCLUSIONS

The Gilmore model coupled with zeroth-order gas dif-
fusion was used to simulate the bubble dynamics generated
by various shock wave sequences of a modified XL-1 lithot-
ripter. The results show that LSW–IMB interaction can gen-
erate strong secondary shock wave emission comparable to
that produced by the inertial collapse of a much larger,
millimeter-size bubble. The model prediction also confirms
many of the features of bubble dynamics observed experi-
mentally, in particular for bubble dynamics produced by dif-
ferent reflector configurations. This method was then ex-
tended to identify the optimal combination of preceding and
lithotripter shock waves for producing the most desirable
LSW–IMB interaction using a Dornier HM-3 lithotripter.
The model calculation suggests that with appropriate PSW
and interpulse delay between the PSW and LSW, the forced
collapse of IMBs with strong secondary shock wave emis-
sion can be produced within a volume around the lithotripter
focus. Further, it was demonstrated that truncation of the
tensile stress of LSW could significantly reduce the large
expansion of the bubble following LSW–IMB interaction,
which may lessen the risk for vascular injury during shock
wave exposure.
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APPENDIX: THE GILMORE FORMULATION FOR
BUBBLE DYNAMICS 2

Considering the compressibility of the liquid, the radial
oscillation of a single spherical bubble can be described by
the original Gilmore formation:15

RS 12
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CD dU

dt
1

3

2 S 12
U

3CDU2

5S 11
U

CDH1
1

C S 12
U

CDR
dH

dt
, ~A1!

whereR is the bubble radius,U(5dR/dt) is the velocity of
the bubble wall, andC andH are the speed of sound in the
liquid at the bubble wall and the enthalpy difference between
the liquid at pressureP(R) and pressureP` , respectively,
which are determined by

H5E
P`

P~R! dP

r
, ~A2!

C5@Cl
21~m21!H#1/2, ~A3!

whereP andr are the time-varying pressure and density of
liquid, P` is the pressure at infinity,Cl is the infinitesimal
speed of sound in the liquid, andm is a constant. When a
lithotripter shock wavePS is produced in the liquid far away
from the bubble, we haveP`5P01PS whereP0 is the am-
bient pressure of the surrounding liquid. To determineH and

C, the equation of state for a compressible fluid~Tait equa-
tion! and the pressure at the bubble wall,P(R), in relation to
the gas pressure inside the bubble (Pg), liquid viscosity~m!,
and surface tension~s! in the liquid are considered and given
in the following,

P5A~r/r0!m2B, ~A4!

P~R!5Pg2
2s

R
2

4m

R
U, ~A5!

where r0 is the equilibrium liquid density, andA
5Cl

2r/P0m with m57 andB5A21.
The instantaneous number of moles of gasn in a bubble

may be calculated from the zeroth-order solution to the dif-
fusion equation given by Eller and Flynn:16

n5n024~pD !1/2E
0

t

F~t8!~t2t8!21/2dt8, ~A6!

whereD is the diffusion constant of the gas in the liquid,n0

is the number of moles of gas initially present in the bubble,
and

t5E
0

t

R4~ t8! dt8, ~A7!

F~t!5C0~Pg /P0!2Ci , ~A8!

where

Pg5S P01
2s

R0
D n

n0
S R0

R D 3hS R0n

R0
D 3~h21!

, ~A9!

R0 is the initial equilibrium radius of the bubble,R0n(t) is
the time-varying equilibrium bubble radius,h is the poly-
tropic exponent of the gas,C0 is the saturation concentration
of the gas in the liquid, andCi is the initial concentration of
the gas in the liquid far from the bubble.

As described by Akulichev,17 the pressure distribution in
the liquid at a distancer from the bubble center is given by

Pr~ t !5AF 2

m11
1

m21

m11 S 11
m11

rCl
2 GD 1/2G2m/~m21!

2B,

~A10!

whereG is an invariant of the bubble motion that may be
specified at the bubble surface by

G5R~H1U2/2!. ~A11!
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Comments on ‘‘Ultrasonic interferences in polymer plates’’
[J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 104, 1232–1241 (1998)]
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General formulas for reflection and transmission coefficients are quoted for a plane wave incident
on a solid plate. The result used in the subject article is derived as a special case of the general
solution. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02411-X#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Gp, 43.30.Ma, 43.35.Mr, 43.35.Zc@AN#

In the subject article Juliac, Arman, and Harran~hereaf-
ter JAH!1 consider nondestructive evaluation of a thin plate
by comparing theoretical predictions of plane wave reflection
and transmission coefficients with ultrasonic measurements.
The theoretical coefficients are computed by coherent addi-
tion of pressure contributions from a finite number of re-
flected or transmitted ray multipaths. This procedure enables
identification of specific ray paths responsible for observed
interference features in the measurements, and this insight
then allows important physical parameters of the plate to be
deduced. JAH contrast this with Brekhovskikh’s global ma-
trix solution,2 ~extended by Glegg3 to allow for a solid sub-
strate! which, while providing a complete solution, does not
provide the necessary insight to facilitate the deductive in-
version.

JAH consider ray paths which are reflected up to a maxi-
mum of two times from the lower interface and state that a
complete solution including all possible multipaths has~to
their knowledge! never been achieved. The purpose of this
letter is to point out that the complete sum has indeed been
evaluated by at least three different research groups4–6 and to
derive the JAH result as a special case of the general solu-
tion.

References 4–6 use different methods to arrive at the
same basic equations for reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients. In matrix form these are@see for example, Eqs.~22!
from Ref. 6#

r5r121t12~12r23r21!
21r23t21, ~1a!

t5t12~12r23r21!
21t23, ~1b!

where

r i j 5S r i j
pp r i j

ps

r i j
sp r i j

ssD ~2a!

and

t i j 5S t i j
pp t i j

ps

t i j
sp t i j

ssD . ~2b!

The partial coefficientsr i j
ab and t i j

ab are defined as in Fig. 1.
The resulting matrices in Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! are the overall
reflection coefficientsr and t given by

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of partial reflection and transmission
coefficients at the upper and lower boundaries. Compressional waves are
represented by solid lines and shear waves by dashed lines.
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r5S r pp r ps

r sp r ssD ~3a!

and

t5S tpp tps

tsp tssD . ~3b!

Written in this form it is immediately apparent that Eqs.~1!
are straightforward generalizations of the usual geometric se-
ries expressions for a fluid layer.7 Notice that two-way phase
and attenuation terms are included implicitly inr 23

ab ~one-
way in t23

ab).
The above equations are valid for a solid plate of arbi-

trary thickness sandwiched between twosolid media.5,6 As
quoted here they apply to isotropic solids but can be gener-
alized to anisotropic media as well.5 The present use is for an
isotropic solid plate immersed in afluid so our interest is
restricted to the top left elementsr pp and tpp.

JAH consider the special case for which the partial re-
flection coefficients at the lower interfacer 23

ab ~that is, r 23
pp ,

r 23
ps , r 23

sp , and r 23
ss) are small, but not negligible, so that all

waves are heavily attenuated each time they pass through the
layer. If we let«p(«s) be a ratio between 0 and 1 represent-
ing the decay in amplitude of a compressional~shear! wave
during a single~i.e., one-way! traverse of the plate, it follows
that r 23

ab}«a«b and t23
ap}«a . Defining « to be the larger of

«p and«s , it then makes sense to expand Eqs.~1! in powers
of «. The result is

r pp'r 12
pp1t12

plr 23
lm~ t21

mp1r 21
mnr 23

nst21
sp!1O~«6!, ~4a!

tpp't12
pl~ t23

lp1r 23
lmr 21

mnt23
np!1O~«5!, ~4b!

where the use of repeated Greek indicesl, m, n, ands im-
plies summation overp ands, so that, for example,

r 23
slt21

lp[r 23
spt21

pp1r 23
sst21

sp . ~5!

A term-by-term comparison shows that these expansions are
equivalent to R1–R9 and T1–T6 respectively from JAH; this
comparison is made easier by grouping terms of the same
order in « as in Table I. The two solutions are therefore
equivalent to order«4. Although the general solution does
not immediately provide the insight afforded by the JAH ray
expansion and needed for their inversion, it permits a
straightforward expansion to arbitrary order in«; the insight
is then provided by studying the effects of selectively dis-
carding individual ray paths or groups of paths.

As a further example, consider an application from un-
derwater acoustics where the role of the thin plate is played
by a veneer of sand sandwiched between the ocean~above!
and a solid rock substrate~below!. Even though the sand
layer may support shear waves,p-s mode conversion tends
to be restricted to the sand–rock interface because of the
good impedance match between water and water-saturated
sand.8 The effect of restricting mode conversion in this way
is investigated in Ref. 6.
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TABLE I. Comparison between Eq.~4! and JAH expansions.

Order Equation~4! expansion JAH equivalent

r pp «0 r 12
pp R1

«2 t12
plr 23

lmt21
mp R2–R5

«4 t12
plr 23

lmr 21
mnr 23

nst21
sp R6–R9

«2n12 t12
pl@(r23r21)

n#lmr 23
mnt21

np (n>0) N/A

tpp «1 t12
plt23

lp T1,T2
«3 t12

plr 23
lmr 21

mnt23
np T3–T6

«2n11 t12
pl@(r23r21)

n#lmt23
mp (n>0) N/A
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Erratum: ‘‘Caustic diffraction fields in a downward refracting
atmosphere’’ [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 104, 3259–3272 (1998)]
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A typographical error has been found in Eq.~13! of the subject paper. The correct expression is

f m5S r 21~z12z2!2

r 2 D 1 / 2 S cosg1udg1u
usin g2ur D 1 / 2

, ~13!

whereg2 is the elevation angle of the original ray at the receiver.
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